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Leaders
meet to
discuss
move to
level five

In its recommendation,
Nphet has advised that all 26
counties should move to
level five restrictions under
the Government’s five-tier
response plan, in a bid to halt
the spread of the virus.
It recommends schools re-

main open, but that Ireland
returns to a state of lock-
down similar to that seen in
March, in a bid to ensure
that there are no major re-
strictions over Christmas.
The recommendat ion

came just days after border
counties Cavan, Donegal,
and Monaghan were moved
into level four in order to
stem the rising number of
cases linked to cross-border
travel, and to marry up with
stricter regulations in the
North.
Level f ive restrictions

would mean people would
not be allowed travel more
than 5km from their homes,
all non-essential retail out-
lets would have to close, and
restaurants and cafes would
only be allowed to provide
delivery and takeaways.
No more than 10 people

would be allowed to attend a
funeral, while weddings
would be limited to a maxi-
mum of six attendees.
Chief medical officer Tony

Holohan said: “Right now,
we need everyone to cut their
social contacts to an absolute
minimum.
“Every time you physi-

cally interact with another
person, you are providing an
opportunity for the virus to
spread.”
Meanwhile, a ballot of

inter-county players taken
by the Gaelic Players Associ-
ation on whether to proceed
with the 2020 championships
shows that players are split
on the issue.
More than half (52%) of

inter-county players who re-
sponded to the survey want
the championships to go
ahead, 24% of players said
they want to proceed only if
improvements are made to
the implementation of coron-
avirus protocols, and 24% of
players do not want the
championship to proceed at
all.
The survey comes as two

teams, Wexford and Ferman-
agh, who have both been hit
by outbreaks of Covid-19, are
both expected to field players
for their respective games
this weekend.
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■ Taoiseach warns ‘further action’
is needed to combat Covid-19
Aoife Moore,
Paul Hosford, and
Elaine Loughlin
The Cabinet Covid-19 sub-
committee will meet this
morning to discuss a raft of
further Covid restrictions
after the National Public
Health Emergency Team
(Nphet) recommended a sec-
ond lockdown.
Taoiseach Micheál Martin

warned that “further action”
is needed ahead of a meeting
of the three Coalition party
leaders to discuss the advice
to move the entire country to
level five restrictions for a
period of six weeks.
Speaking in Brussels, Mr

Martin said the idea was
under “active consider-
ation”.
“We’re giving this very

active consideration, the
situation is very serious,” he
said.
“We will need further ac-

tion in relation to this. When
we respond, it will be a com-
prehensive response.”
It is the second such rec-

ommendation from Nphet in
the last two weeks, but the
Government has not heeded
the advice so far. It comes as
three more deaths and 1,000
more cases of Covid-19 were
confirmed yesterday even-
ing.
Of the latest coronavirus

cases, 254 were in Dublin, 102
in Meath, 88 in Cork, 81 in
Cavan, 75 in Galway, and the
remaining 400 were spread
across 20 counties.
Mr Martin is scheduled to

meet Tánaiste Leo Varadkar,
Green Party leader Eamon
Ryan, Heal th Minister
Stephen Donnelly, Finance
Minister Paschal Donohoe,
and Public ExpenditureMin-
ister Michael McGrath this
morning.
The Tánaiste warned that

a second lockdown would be
more difficult than the first.
He said that social isolation
in winter can be a very dif-
ferent experience to when it
occurs in spring.
“I do certainly feel that a

second lockdownwill be a lot
more difficult than the first,
and the public would want
and expect to know what the
exit strategy is — how long it
would go on for and what the
target is, what we’re actually
trying to achieve and at what
point would we be able to
ease restrictions again,” said
Mr Varadkar.

SNA’s students ‘not close contacts’, school told
In a statement, the HSE

said: “It is important to note
that controlled school/work
settings may have fewer
close contacts identified be-
cause of the nature of com-
pliance with social distanc-
ing, hand hygiene etc. com-
pared to social contacts/set-
tings.
“In any instance where a

case of Covid-19 is linked to
an educational facility, pub-
l ic health professionals
speak directly with the per-
son, or family as appropri-
ate, and ask them about their
contacts.
“Children who are not

identified as a close contact
do not need a test, and can
continue to attend school.
Likewise with staff.”
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said it seems unethical that
schools are not allowed to in-
form parents of a positive
case.
“How can we not tell par-

ents that someone who
works with their child has
Covid? It breaks my sense of
ethics.”
An ASTI spokesperson

said: “While we do not com-
ment on individual cases and
individual schools, we have
had concerns expressed to us
in relation to students who
are not required to wear
masks and why guidelines
are not different in relation
to these students.
“We are also concerned

about the extent of contact
tracing in relation to cases in
schools and the time taken
for this contact tracing.”

“An SNA who is positive
worked side by side, hand-
feeding and toileting at an
intimate care level, with
some of these students,” the
staff member said. “Even
when we told the HSE they
didn’t wear masks, they said
they’re not close contacts.
“My biggest concern is the

students. It’s deeply worry-
ing, I’ve agonised over even
talking about it.
“My concern is if this is

replicated, it will end in dis-
aster. There’s something not
adding up. I’m trying to pro-
tect the most vulnerable.”
Under the guidelines, the

school could not make any of
the parents aware of the posi-
tive case.
The staf f member who

contacted the Irish E aminer

no call back from contact
tracers, the principal con-
tacted the HSE again that
afternoon.
The school was told that

due to compliance with so-
cial distancing and mask-
wearing guidelines, there
“zero risk of transmission”.
Even when the HSE was

told that the vulnerable stu-
dents in the class were not
wearing masks, they were
still not deemed to be close
contacts. The SNAwas wear-
ing a mask.
One staff member who

contacted the Irish E aminer
said that, given that the stu-
dents were not wearing
masks and the intimate care
they need, it “beggars belief”
they were not considered to
be close contacts.

Aoife Moore
Political Correspondent

Vulnerable students in class
with a special needs assist-
ant (SNA) who tested posi-
tive for Covid-19 were not
deemed close contacts by the
HSE, even though they were
not wearing masks.
The SNA at a Cork second-

ary school tested positive
two weeks ago, but had been
teaching the week prior to
contracting the virus.
She contacted the princi-

pal of the school last Sunday
week. The next day, the prin-
cipal following the guide-
lines, and made the HSE
aware of the positive case.
Other staff at the school were
also informed.
However, when there was

Elizabeth Berney, 99, fromDublin, with a painting by AE Russell whichwas given as awedding present by ConstanceMarckievicz to her parents, Min Ryan and Richard
Mulcahy, foundingmember of Cumann na nGaedheal and later leader of Fine Gael. The Big Read, Pages 13-15 Picture: Moya Nolan

Revolution child:
Elizabeth Berney
on Collins, the
Civil War, and
Constance
Markievicz

ews
The first inquiry into
the1981Stardustfireis
thoughtofby relatives
as a great insult to all
those who died or
were hurt. A new
inquiry opened this
week. Page 9

ee end
We have the curse of
living in ‘interesting
times’. But while there
areplentyofreasonsto
declare joy dead for
this year, I strongly
urge you to insist on
delight. Page 6

SimonCoveney: Payoutwill give
certainty on staffing numbers.

Sean O’Riordan
Defence Correspondent
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Fungie
alive and
in ‘flipping
good form’
Sean O’Riordan

Fans of Ireland’s most
famous dolphin can relax —
reports of his demise have
been greatly exaggerated.
Fungie is alive and in “flip-

ping good form”, according
to Dingle Sea Safari Tours
and fishermen in the area.
Some have been sceptical

about Fungie’s apparent
longevity, as for nearly 40
years he has been entertain-
ing visitors and locals off the
Dingle Peninsula.
It is not known how old he

was when he first arrived
in Kerry waters in 1983 and
attained celebrity status
almost overnight, but the
oldest dolphin ever recorded
was 68.
Concerns about Fungie’s

welfare were raised last
Wednesday when he had not
been spotted in his usual
stomping grounds for a
couple of days.
When the alarm was

raised, search teams went
out in the hope of locating
the region’s most famous
tourist attraction.
Local fisherman Paul

Hand said he had come
across Fungie in Dingle Bay
and was “1,000% certain” it
was him.
Mr Hand said he had been

looking at Fungie for years
and when the dolphin swam
alongside his boat on Thurs-
day, “it was definitely him”.
The fisherman explained

there had been a recent in-
crease in bottlenose dolphin
numbers because “the place
is full of sprat”, and he be-
lieves that, instead of follow-
ing boats out into the bay,
Fungie decided to stay and
feed on the sprat as well.
However, others point

out that Fungie is a solitary
celebrity and he may well
have gone into temporary
self-isolation toavoid the five
or six dolphins who arrived
in recent days.
There is no doubt Fungie

is worth a significant
amount in tourism revenue
to the Dingle area every
year, and his demise would
put a huge dent in that.

Nashville stars
join fundraiser
Musicians Richie Foley and
Karl Prendergast have
pulled off a transatlantic
country music fundraiser to
help kids with Down syn-
drome.
Irish country stars Mike

Denver and Johnny Brady
and rising Nashville star KC
Johns all took part in record-
ing the song and video.
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Wetherspoons
plan on hold
British pub group JD We-
therspoon has put its longer-
term Irish expansion and in-
vestment plans on hold until
there is more clarity over
how the bar trade functions
within Covid-19 guidelines.
Wetherspoon has seven

pubs here, a number in de-
velopment, and a long-term
plan to operate around 30 .
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House proud
Dermot Bannon’s
top Irish home
Weekend Pages 14-15 Weekend Sport Pages 2-3

Paul Rouse

Property Page 22

To the rescue
GAA must prepare for
Championship wipeout

Restoring order
to chaos

House proud
Dermot Bannon’s Dermot Bannon’s 
top Irish hometop Irish home
WeekendWeekend

Apply immediately as places are strictly limited:

Email: prepschool@cbccork.ie
Tel: 021-4559209
Dr Larry Jordan - Principal

Christian Brothers
College,
Sidney Hill, Cork

Preparatory School
Now Enrolling Junior Infants Class September 2021

• Providing private Catholic education
from Junior Infants to Sixth Class.

• Small classes, friendly, safe environment.

• Outstanding facilities for sport and recreation.

• Enhanced primary curriculum (Science, French, German, Chinese,
Classical Studies).

• Continuity through CBC Senior School to Leaving Certificate level.

Limited number of places
available in some higher classes for September 2021

9 771393 956564

4 2
IRISH E AMINER

17.10.20
Recommended retail
price in Ireland .
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HOW TO PLAY

Fill in the grid,
ensuring that each
column and row, and
every 3x3 box,
contains the
numbers 1-9
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Writer’s block
Poet Clodagh Beresford Dunne’s
home blends classic elegance
and practical living

Not too late to
break silence
around the
Magdalene
laundries

The BMW 220d
Gran Coupe
has fine build
quality, but it’s
not for purists

Kevin O’Neill

The public has be
en urged

not to panic as a
record 27

new cases of coronav
irus

were confirmed an
d drastic

new measures were in
tro-

duced to slow the spread of

the virus.
The measures include

closing schools an
d cultural

institutions and th
e curbing

of large gatherings
.

The announcemen
t by the

Taoiseach sparked panic,

with many people fl
ocking to

supermarkets to stockpi
le

goods. Images o f large

queues, empty she
lves, and

full trolleys circu
lated on

social media.
However, retail

groups

h rged the public to
re-

State takes advanta
gewith cheapest bo

rrowing in history

their worst day in history, with Ireland’s Iseq

index of shares slumping by a further 10%.

Airline shares, including those of IAG, owner of

Aer Lingus and British Airways, ended over

15% lower.
The disappointing ECB press conference also

triggered a sell-off in the sovereign bonds of

European peripheral countries, triggering

memories of the financial crisis.

Yields on many government bonds across the

eurozone still pay negative interest rates as

investors pull money from stock markets and

buy government bonds, amid fears over the

economic fallout from Covid-19.

“It is extraordinary,” said Richard Flood at

Brewin Dolphin Ireland, of the NTMA debt

auction. Investors were paying the Irish State to

take their money and “the key reason anyone

would want to do this is that they are looking for

safety”.
Economist Jim Power said the hit facing the

il i dustries here will effectively

Investors and banks across the world have

handed the Irish State €1bn in free money and

will effectively pay more again to keep it safe, as

global markets continued to reel from the fallout

of the Covid-19 outbreak.

It came as the National Treasury Management

Agency — the State’s debt office — sold €1bn

worth of debt that will be repayable in 2029 but

at a negative interest rate of 0.15%, marking the

cheapest borrowing in the history of the State.

The NTMA auction was something of a silver

lining for the Government on the day that

economists warned about the severe fallout

facing the Irish economy and the thousands of

jobs in the tourism and retail industries.

Those jobs are at risk following the travel ban

announced by US president Donald Trump and

official restrictions brought in here to fight

Covid-19.
The €1bn sale came hours before an ECB

h sted by the
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A
Taiwan learned hard

lessons from Sars in 2
003,

but now has one of t
he

lowest ratesofCovid-
19 in

the world. Page 11

Panic-buying toilet p
aper

is pointless, but there
’s no

harm in stocking up o
n

two essential
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€200m

reopen
schools
on time

are, by nature, co
mprehen-

sive. It’s a holistic
plan, in-

volving everyone in the

school community
, ranging

from curriculum to teacher

supply and suppo
rts, right

across the board.”

The Taoiseach said he

wanted to give confidence

and hope to parents that
h d ne

■ Taoiseach: Plan w
ill see schools

reopen in ‘robust an
d resilient way’

Daniel McConnell

Political Editor

The Government will on

Monday approve a “very

significant” packa
ge worth

€200m to allow a full-time

reopening of every
school in

the country next m
onth.
ál M tin

CAB plans to hit 40 crime bosses per year with tax bills
foreign gangs, i t said:

“Transnational o
rganised

crime poses a signi
ficant and

growing challenge
to Ireland

and its in ternat iona l

partners.
“In combating this

threat,
l i th

profilers around th
e country

tasked with identif
ying local

targets and submit
ting a file

for investigation.
This com-

pares to 378 profil
ers at the

end of 2018. iti the

for 2020-2023, which
was pub-

lished by Justice Minister

Helen McEntee.
The CAB report sta

tes that

it needs to have suf
ficient re-

y out

to snare assets acc
umulated

by Irish gang bosse
s in other

countries by using legal

agreements with foreign
Cormac O’Keeffe

Security Correspond
ent

t B reau

Fenced off for the future

Eugene Farrell of the University of Galway and Martin Lynch and Martha Farrell of the Maharees Conservation Association standing next to the fence which has been erected to protect against the erosion

of the sand dunes on Magherabeg Cut beach on the Maharees peninsula in West Kerry. Special Report, Pages 8&9

Picture: Dan Linehan

Wildwest Turning the tide

Childhood holidays

inspired novelist

Weekend Inside
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Support needed to

protect coasts
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Opening night

All the drama as Cork

clubs back in action
All the drama as Cork All the drama as Cork 

Ryana
strictions’ arising

out of the

Covid-19 pandemi
c are un-

lawful, amount to
a dispro-

portionate interfer
ence of in-

dividual’s rights
, and are

detrimental to its
business.

In its action, Ryana
ir is

challenging measures, an-

nounced on July 21, includ-

ing that persons do
not travel

outside the island o
f Ireland,

save for essential
purposes,

and that everyone
holiday at

home in 2020.

In a v e
Aer Lingus chief

executive

SeanDoyle said tha
tAer Lin-

gus will inevitably
become a

smaller airline.
He told staff that

the air-

line has, at this s
tage, “no

line of sight on any
meaning-

ful resumption of o
perations

out of either Cork
or Shan-

non Airports”.
“As such, we are

review-

ing the scale of o
ur flying

programme from
these air-

ports and the ongo
ing viabil-

ity of our regional
bases

there,” he said.
“These decisions w

ill not

Periods are political.

And it’s not offensiveUS president Donald

Áine Ryall: ‘The judgement will

be welcomed around theworld.’
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.the coalition, with

that “this can’t go
on much

longer”.
Despite a number of

high-profile resignations,

apologies, excuses
and

interventions by government

ministers, the storm of con-

troversy is showing no sign

of abating.
The scale of the public back-

lash after the Irish Examiner

revealed that more than 80

people, including the former

agriculture minister Dara

Calleary, senators
and TDs

attended a golf function in

a hotel in breach of public

health guidelines onWednes-

day night caught Michael

Martin’s government by

surprise.
Sources within Fianna Fáil

said that they did not believe

it would be long before a

move is made to replace Mr

Martin as the party leader.

“It will happen if this keeps

up and it will happen soon,”

one TD said.
Another source said that the

Oireachtas Golf Society event

showed that “the Cabinet i
s

losing focus on what happens

with real people every day”.

All throughout yeste
rday,

members of the public inun-

dated talk shows to express

their outrage, frus
tration and

disgust as details o
f event

seeped out, with a growing

sense of divide between those

who design the lockdown

laws and those expected to

abide by them.

The scale of the crisis was

apparent from early yes-

terday morning with Dara

Calleary first to resign. His

abject apology for what was

described as a “very serious

error of judgment” wasn’t

enough to save him. He quit

his post after just s
ix weeks

in the job.
Cork

“serious lapse in judgment”

in attending the controversial

event in Galway. However, he

continues as a Senator.

Then came the series of apol-

ogies. EU commissioner Phil

Hogan said he had attended

on the “clear understandi
ng

that the organisers and the

hotel concerned had been

assured (by the Irish Hotels

Federation) that th
e arrange-

ments put in place would
ith the

deaf ears and he was backed

by European Commission

President Ursula von der

Leyden.
Next was Supreme Court

judge and former attorney

general SeamusWoulfe. He

confirmed he attended one

day of the Oireachtas Golf

Society outing as an invited

guest, but “was not aware in

advance that there was going

to be an organised dinner as

part of the event”.
th t

be within the guidelines, but

do apologise for any uninten-

tional breach of any of the

new guidelines on my part,”

he said.
Conscious of the separations

of powers between the State

and the judiciary, a selection

of opposition politicians

stopped short of calling for

his head, but press
ure con-

tinues to mount. Fine Gael

removed the whip from its

three senators who attended

the function - Jerry Buttimer,
h Cum

mins. Fianna Fail followed

suit, with Paul Daly, Aidan

Davitt and Niall Blaney also

sanctioned. Former Fianna

Fáil junior minister Áine

Brady refused to comment on

speculation that she and her

husband Gerry, also a former

Fianna Fáil TD, had left Kil-

dare in contravention of the

local lockdown there. Mr and

Ms Brady’s name was on a ta-

ble of ten guests at the event,

but Ms Brady did not respond

to numerous specific quer
ies

from the Irish Examiner.

The event spilled into the civ-

il service as it was confirmed

that the civil servant with

responsibility for health and

safety in the Oireachtas was

present at the event.

John Flaherty, the Captain of

the Guard in Leinster House,

has responsibility
for the day

to day management of the

staff in the Oireachtas.

Mr Flaherty has been given

new responsibilities th
is year

for ensuring compliance to

Covid19 restrictions aroun
d

the parliament building.

Gardai have also confirmed

they have launched an

investigation into an event,

with organisers potenti
ally

liable to be fined up to €2,500

or imprisoned for up to six

months. The anger came as it

was confirmed that Kildare

will face two more weeks of

lockdown to help stem the

growing number of Covid

cases in the county. Nation-

wide, there were a further 79

cases confirmed.
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John Hume overlooks the Bogside neighbourhood in Derry in 1970. The Nobel Peace Prize winner and architect of the Good Friday Agreement died yesterday, aged 83.
Picture: Leif Skoogfors/Get

ty

us, so Derry looked
after

him. John Hume m
ay be the

father of the peace
process,

but he will always
be one of

Derry’s greatest so
ns.Rest in

peace, John.

joined on his walks
with

strangers, who’d w
alk with

him, asking about h
is health

and steering him in the di-

rection of home.
John Hume looked

after

John back to Pat, s
afe and

sound, and free of c
harge.

Ashe began to dete
riorate,

the people of Derry
, in an

unsaid promise, be
gan to

lookafter John. He
was often

the people who lov
ed him,

from a student he taugh
t, to

the man in the pub
, to Bill

Clinton, cannot gat
her in

Derry’s cathedral t
o say

goodbye, and fill th
e streets

of John Hume’s Bo
gside to

show his wife and family

what he meant to u
s all.

When John began su
ffer-

ing from dementia, it was

never hidden. It wa
s a heart-

less diagnosis for so
meoneso

undeserving. The g
reatest

mind in Northern I
rish

politics, which had
given so

much, was giving u
p. John

and his life partner
Pat did

not keep it from the people

of Derry and there
was no

embarrassment ab
out his

illness.
John continued on

his
k und the town,

opportunities for th
e boys

he taught, and was
certain it

had to change.
He often said that h

e never

saw himself as a leader
, but

as someone who he
lped

people, standing in
stark

contrast to those el
ected offi-

cials today who com
pete for

the biggest portfoli
o and pay

packet. He had no a
mbition

to be the Deputy Fi
rst Min-

ister of the new government

that he had dedicat
ed his life

to creating.
John Hume was un

til the

end, an ordinary m
an, an

ordinary man who
won the

Nobel Peace Prize,
and who

chatted easily with
locals in

the bar of Greenca
stle Golf

Club as he did with
the presi-

U ited States and

Aoife Moore
Political Correspond

ent

The marker of a po
litician is

leaving a place bet
ter than

you found it, and Jo
hnHume

left the North trans
formed.

Although the boy fr
om the

Bogside went globa
l during

the Good Friday Ag
reement,

his heart lay in Der
ry, and

for me, and for tho
usands

of other Derry peop
le, we

remember John Hu
me most

for his dedication t
o his com-

munity.
Banks did not lend

to the

poverty-stricken pe
ople of

Derry, so John Hum
e knock-

d r in the Bog-

which he so longed
for,

would have to inclu
de all

of us, whether Lon
don or

Dublin liked it or n
ot.

Friends say hewou
ldoften

become depresseda
t the lack

of progress and the
state of

the conflict. He hel
d it close

to heart and took e
ach fail-

ure personally. Joh
n saw all

the potential his pe
ople had

and knew how great Ireland

could be if we could
just

emerge from the shadow of

the past.
He campaigned for

a uni-

versity for Derry a
nd in

doing so reminded
its people

of their worth. He t
old them

they deserved the s
poils of

d th pportunities

their back.
It was John Hume’

s em-

pathy for others th
at made

him so powerful. He un
der-

stood all the reason
s that put

guns into the hands
of young

boys and dedicated
his life to

removing them. He
had

looked into the eye
s of wi-

dows and mothers
who had

lost their sons and
knew

Northern Ireland c
ould not

continue with each
gener-

ation becoming mo
re trau-

matised and divide
d as the

ones who came bef
ore.

The best politician
s are

often accidental on
es, and

there is no greater
example

than John Hume.

He viewed himself
as a

h h d seen the
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‘I want to see Irela
nd as an example t

o men and women

everywhere of wha
t can be achieved b

y living for ideals,

rather than fightin
g for them, and by

viewing each and

every person as wo
rthy of respect and

honour.’
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The Taoiseach Micheál

Martin is struggling to quell

public anger and contain a

political crisis as t
he fall-out

from the ‘Golfgate’ contro-

versy threatens to consume

the coalition with warnings

Paul Hosford,
Aoife Moore
P
A

When lockdownwas imposed inMarch, the Irish hospitality sector
respondedwith the kind of innovation previously reserved for its

cooking. JoeMcNameereviewssomeof thebest takeoutanddelivery
options Cork has to offer, from afternoon tea toworld cuisine
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Daniel
McConnell
Many within
government
are doubting
Leo Varadkar’s
commitment to
making this
coalition work,
instead acting
in his own
self-interest

Michael
Clifford
In some areas
in public life,
choices are
viewed as
entirely binary.
Nuance, a
different or
neutral
opinion, are
seen as suspect

Louise
O’Neill
Crying ‘cancel
culture’ has
become a way
of deflecting
any criticism.
For example,
Louis CK is back
touring despite
multiple sexual
assault claims

Interiors
& Design
We may be in
the grip of the
pandemic, but
that hasn’t
stopped Agnes
Devereux from
developing her
historic home
and a new
business

Larry
Ryan
True to form,
Arsene
Wenger’s
autobiography
eschews ‘lifting
the lid’ or
‘taking aim’ in
favour of the
philosophical
approach
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Only 18 Leaving
Certstudentsget
higher grade

were followed throughout
the appeals process,” he said.

Students who remain un-
happy with the outcome of
the appeal can also file a
complaint with the Office of
the Ombudsman, or the Om-
budsman for Children if
under the age of 18.

The appeals process is not
connected with the dis -
covery of errors in the Leav-
ing Certificate Calculated
Grades, which first emerged
at the beginning of the
month.

This week, Norma Foley,
the Minister for Education,
confirmed an independent
non-statutory review of the
calculated grades model will
be carried out.

A series of three known er-
rors with the system are be-
lieved to have resulted in stu-
dents receiving almost 15,000
incorrect grades. This in-
cluded 6,870 grades issued to
6,100 students that were
lower than what the student
deserved.

Following the discovery of
er rors in the code , the
US-based ETS was con-
tracted to examine the cor-
rections made by the depart-
ment and Polymetrika, the
Canadian company that im-
plemented the code. As pre-
viously reported, Polymetri-
ka was paid €193,000 for its
services until the end of Sep-
tember. Costs associated
with the external review are
not finalised.

not allow students to appeal
the estimated percentage
mark or rank order provided
by the school.

Students whose grades
were upgraded were con-
tacted directly by the Calcu-
lated Grades office and an
updated file was provided to
the CAO.

Students eligible for a new
college offer as a result of an
upgraded mark will be con-
tacted as soon as possible, a
spokesman for the Depart-
ment of Education said.

Students unhappy with
the outcome of the appeals
process can invoke a separ-
ate process to have their ap-
peal reviewed by appeals
scrutineers who are inde-
pendent of the department,
he said.

“The independent appeals
scrutineers will check to en-
sure the correct procedures

Jess Casey

Fewer than 1% of students
who appealed a Leaving Cert
calculated grade this year re-
ceived an increase following
the process.

A record number of ap-
peals were received, with the
Calculated Grades executive
office reviewing over 33,300
individual grades belonging
to 12,216 students.

Following the appeals pro-
cess, which focused on look-
ing for errors in the trans-
mission and processing of
students’ data, 18 individual
students received 18 in-
creased grades.

Of those, 11 were upgraded
following an appeal by the
student, and a further seven
grades were upgraded fol-
lowing quality assurance
checks as part of the process.

This included checks on
the documentation sub-
mitted by schools, the entry
of that data onto the schools’
data collection system, and
on the transfer of the data
through the various IT sys-
tems used to generate calcu-
lated grades.

The low number of grade
changes arising from the ap-
peals process reflects the
professionalism with which
schools approached their
phase of the calculated
grades system, according to
the Department of Edu-
cation.

The appeals process did

Norma Foley confirmeda review
o f the ca l cu l a t ed g rade s
model. Picture: Niall Carson

‘Appropriate’ State commemoration for Cork 1920 events
Eoin English

An “appropriate State com-
memoration” is still being
planned for Cork to mark the
historic events of 1920, des-
pite rising Covid-19 figures.

The news came as it was
confirmed that Covid-19 has
forced the cancellation of the
century-old tradition of the

lord mayor of Cork’s school
visits. The visits will be re-
placed with virtual messages
from Lord Mayor Joe Kavan-
agh.

The Department of An
Taoiseach is liaising with
city officials on the form of
the commemoration, sched-
uled for November 1, which
is being developed in accord-

ance with the evolving public
health advice.

Catherine Martin, the
tourism, culture, arts, Gael-
tacht, sport, and media min-
ister, announced €900,000 to
help local authorities devel-
op community-led commem-
orative initiatives in remem-
brance of the events that oc-
curred throughout the

country in 1920. €350,000 has
been approved for Cork City
Council and €200,000 for
Cork County Council.

Cork played a pivotal role
in the country’s fight for
freedom, with two of the
city’s lord mayors martyred
in 1920 and the burning of
Cork, by British forces, oc-
curring in December.

However, the pandemic
has decimated dozens of
planned public commemor-
ative events since March.

Ms Martin praised local
authorities for commemorat-
ing the events of 1920 despite
the pressures of Covid-19 and
said they have played a lead-
ing role in supporting the
national conversation about

this significant period in our
history.

Meanwhile , the lord
mayor said he was “gutted”
to have to pull the plug on the
school visits.

Begun in 1920 by Terence
MacSwiney, during his
mayoralty, the much-loved
mayoral tradition has now
been reimagined.

Mr Kavanagh said that in-
stead of physical visits to the
city’s 119 schools, he will per-
form virtual visits by broad-
casting live to all the schools
at 11am on Friday, October
23. He will also send a pre-
recorded video message to
each school and its students
over the coming weeks.

He has offered each of the

schools a tree for planting on
their school grounds.

“The planting of a tree is
an act of faith that I believe
speaks to our city’s past,
present, and future,” Mr
Kavanagh said. “The Cork
2020 trees will symbolise the
resilience, sustainability,
and hope that I believe will
guide our future.”
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Some of the Irish and Nashvillemusicians involved in the lockdown recording of a cover version of the classic Garth Brooks hit ‘Callin’ Baton
Rouge’ to raise funds for Down Syndrome Cork.

ASSESS IRELAND
is, for many motor-
ists and engineer-
ing enterprises, the

company people never even
thought they would need.

Assess Ireland is also the
go-to business for a range of
insurance companies, solici-
tors, insurance brokers, car
hire companies, fleet opera-
tors, motor trade operations
and even manufacturers
themselves, who need either
automotive or engineering
inspection service exper-
tise for themselves or their
clients.

In short, Assess Ireland
is the market leader in
automotive and engineering
inspection services and,
according to Managing
Director, Conor Deasy, the
company has an All-Ireland
network of regional offices
and whose engineers are
recognised as certified ex-
perts by insurers, repairers
and the legal profession.

“But we are much more
than that,” says Deasy.
“We have a huge diversity
of clientele, from ordinary
motorists to industrial
giants and we can look after
the needs of each and every
one of them thanks to our
inspection knowledge, our
use of the latest technolo-
gies and our professionally
recognised expertise.”

Thus, while carrying
out over 30,000 individu-
al inspections annually
nationwide, thanks to

their 60-strong staff and 28
engineers, Assess Ireland
has the capacity to provide
peace of mind and opera-
tional solutions to a huge
variety of customers.

“We want to get the mes-
sage out to people – whether
they are individuals who
simply want to run a check
on a car they are buying, or
massive industries looking
to ensure compliance with
the latest health and safety
regulations applying to
their workforce and their
equipment – that we have
a solution to any problem
they might have,” Deasy
says.

Since Assess Ireland
was established in 1999, it
has grown its engineering
and automotive inspection
know-how across the coun-
try and has also become an
essential service for those
involved in the insurance

industry and the legal
profession in sorting out
sometimes hugely technical
and legal issues.

“The need for assessment
not just of vehicles for peo-
ple who want to buy a new
car and who simply want
peace of mind about their
purchase, but for companies
who need a vast array of
equipment tested and cer-
tified regularly is growing
and we provide an answer
for whatever problem might
arise.

“We also do a lot of work
for insurance companies
where there are issues
about a claim and provide
expert reports for legal
companies who need our
knowledge to process some
of those claims which end
up in court. Our independ-
ence is invaluable to these
companies because we
provide an inviolable and

professional service,” the
Managing Director main-
tains.

And, very importantly,
Assess Ireland’s ability to
tailor solutions to separate
yet specific individual and
company needs is a key part
of the service they offer. It
does not matter how small
or large any given problem
might be, Assess Ireland
will provide answers and
resolutions.

For individuals, this
might mean car-checking a
potential purpose to ensure
what you think you’re
buying is what you’re actu-
ally buying. For instance, a
normal car check might not
provide details of whether
a car has been previously
crashed or damaged, but an
Assess Ireland inspection
– costing from as little as
€250 – will reveal exactly
what any vehicle has been
through.

Similarly, for insurance
companies, Assess Ireland
will forensically examine
crash-damaged vehicles to
examine what happened in
an accident and discover
how it happened. This capa-
bility is also useful where
there are legal claims.

With high quality per-
sonnel and the use of the
latest technologies, Assess
Ireland has the back of
each and every one of its
clientele and provides a
level of security and peace
of mind which cannot be

secured elsewhere.
“Our engineering

inspection service team
is the perfect alternative
for the broker market
with a cost-effective and
service-led product which
includes a complete range
of statutory engineering
inspections, fully automated
on-site reporting and on-
line access to reports – all
at competitive rates and
conducted by inspectors
who are members of SAFed,
the Safety Assessment
Federation.

“On the other hand, our
Automotive Inspection
Services division will cover
everything from vehicle
damage assessments to
independent vehicle valu-
ations and on to consumer
complaints and litigation,
technical investigation re-
ports and forensic investiga-
tions. This work is carried
out by SQI’s, or suitably
qualified individuals and
these people will do NCT
and CVRT modification/re-
pair reports and motor tax
declaration of conversion
reports,” Deasy says.

Assess Ireland then
is a one-stop shop when
it comes to nationwide
automotive and engineering
inspection services and
you can contact them at
0818229229 or by e-mail at
info@assessireland.com.
A full list of inspection
services is available at www.
assessireland.com

STEPHEN O’NEILL is the
Director of Engineering
Inspections for Assess
Ireland and, with a

decades-long background in the
insurance industry is perfectly
placed to assure people of the
company’s renowned reputation
for independence.
“Aside from offering the highest

levels of service possible, we do so
for whoever needs us. We will do
business with anyone who needs
our services, be that a regular
farmer, state companies or a giant
corporation.
If these people need engineering

assessment of any description, we
provide it.
“But we are in the business of

facts and we assess the truth.
Sometimes this is welcome,
sometimes not, but the truth is

what the client gets, whoever they
are,” he says.
O’Neill says that a lot of people

do not know exactly what their
responsibilities are under the
legislation and many do not know
that even if they have nothing
more than a compressor for
powering tools, that item has to
be certified. Similarly, things
like hotel lifts are required to
be certified, as are pretty much
everything on a building site from
a forklift to a tower crane.
“People really do need to be

educated about this whole area,
because many do not know what
is required of them. But if you are
inspected by officials and your
equipment fails that test and, then
your business may be subject
to Health and Safety Authority
action.

“We are accredited to ISO/
IEC 17020:2012 standards and we
operate to the highest levels to
provide the service and we are
also offering a free quote on any
engineering work until the end
of November, so if you have any
doubts about anything in this area,
we can help,” O’Neill says.
JIM O’BRIEN is a forensic

investigator on the automotive
side of Assess Ireland – as well
as being a scrutineer for Motor
Sports Ireland and the World Rally
Championship in his spare time.
A former Public Service

Inspector with An Garda
Síochána, his work with Assess
Ireland is mainly about accident
investigation and he is an at-
the-scene specialist but, like the
rest of the engineering team,
will also carry out mechanical

examinations on any vehicle, be it
industrial, agricultural or motor
vehicles.
He also specialises in NCT and

CVRT reports which, after a failed
official inspection, will quickly
illustrate to people what needs to
be done to get their vehicle back
on the road. We also tell it straight
to people buying a car they have
asked us to inspect, as to whether
it’s a good idea or not.
“We are an honest broker and

we have built up a reputation for
independence without showing
fear or favour to anyone. Integrity
is our watchword and we will
always tell it straight. And our
work involves everything from cars
to buses, to trains and even boats,
so if people need expertise in any
of these fields, Assess Ireland are
the ones to provide it.”

Offering the highest levels of service possible

Assess Ireland, market leader in automotive
and engineering inspection services

Conor Deasy, managing director of Assess Ireland in Ballincollig.

SPONSORED

Market Leader in Automotive and
Engineering Inspection Services

A full list of inspect services available at
www.assessireland.com

CALL US: 0818 229 229

EMAIL US: info@assessireland.com

Assess Ireland provides outstanding and professional Vehicle
Assessment Services. Whether you require a car or heavy goods
vehicle inspection, Assess Ireland delivers expert services and
assistance tailored to your specific needs.
Our nationwide team of dedicated motor engineers are highly
experienced, qualified professionals and members of the Institute of
Automotive Engineer Assessors, the Federation Internationale des
Experts en Automobiles, the Institute of the Motor Industry.



Working
from home
should be
‘legal right’
■ Tánaiste says future of work in
post-Covid Ireland will be blended
Paul Hosford
Political Correspondent

Workers could be given a
legal right to ask to work
from home, Tánaiste Leo
Varadkar has said.

He said the future of work
in a post-Covid Ireland will
likely be “blended” with a
mixture of working in offices
and at home.

Taoiseach Micheál Martin
and many of his ministers
have this week urged people
to work from home where
possible, though some have
questioned whether that
request  should be made
of employees, rather than
employers.

Speaking at the announce-
ment of a further 700 jobs
being created by delivery
service DPD, Mr Varadkar
said workers could be given
both a legal right to ask to
work at home and the legal
right to disconnect from
home working.

“What we have seen is a
huge move to remote work-
ing,” he said.

“I know when we started
developing our strategy on
remote working we were
thinking ‘how can we en-
courage people to do this?’ In
some ways, now, the ques-
tion is how are we going to
encourage people to get back
to the office, when that’s
possible again.

“We’ve done a public con-
sultation on it and what it
seems people want, and this
makes  sense  to  me,  i s
bl ended  working .  That
would be some people would
want to be in the office full
time, some would want to be
at home full time, but the
vast majority want blended
working. That could mean
some days in the office, some
days at home, and some days
from a remote hub.

“So we’re working on the

architecture around that.
The kind of things we’re con-
sidering is giving people the
legal right to request home
working or remote working,
it doesn’t mean they get it
but the right to request it.

“And then what kind of in-
centives do we need to put in
place to help people.”

Current level 3 guidance
states that people should
work from home where poss-
ible, but there is no legal
enforcement available for
this.

Higher Education Min-
ister  Simon Har ris  also
urged people to work from
home to give level 4 restric-
tions “a fighting chance”.

“Working from home is
something that we should be
doing at level 3. When I come
in from Greystones on the
N11, there’s still a lot of cars
there. And I’m wondering
how many of us need to be
there,” he said.

“We know that work from
home is  tough,  but  how
many of us could get back
to work from home, in an ef-
fort to stop having to go
further?”

Labour Party leader Alan
Kelly this week urged the
Government to write to all
businesses to remind them to
allow staf f to work from
home, saying the move could
“help to save Christmas”.

If the move is made to level
5 of restrictions, only essen-
tial workers will be advised
to  at tend  workplaces ,
according to Government
guidance. “Work from home
unless it is for working in
health, social care or other
essential service and cannot
be done from home.”

A Deloitte study this week
found 40% of those working
from home found it easier
than working at the office or
on site.

Business: 19
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Keep attending for treatment as
CUH not overwhelmed, says medic

they test positive themselves
or they are close contacts
and both of those result in
somebody being out for the
required 14 days. Because of
that some wards and depart-
ments have been impacted,”
she said.

Prof Horgan said it is im-
portant that non-Covid-19
services continue to treat
and care for patients pres-
enting with other illnesses,
such as cancer, or those
requiring emergency medi-
cal care.

“Covid is a component of
our health service rather
than its entirety and it’s
really important that we’re
really mindful of the whole
health  service  and that
people get care for every-
thing,” Prof Horgan said.

The “unintended conse-
quences” of a Level 5 lock-
down on the health service
and the wellbeing of every-
one should be considered,
she said, accepting there is
“no easy answer”.

“It’s getting the balance
between protecting the pub-
lic and protecting the health
service but also ensuring
that people’s physical and
mental wellbeing beyond
Covid is taken into the whole
equation,” she said.

with coronavirus, but that
we are busy, as would be ex-
pected at this time of year,
and patients should not be
afraid to attend for treat-
ment,” Prof Horgan said.

The CUH medic also con-
firmed that staff absences
due to Covid-19 are a “chal-
lenge”.

“There are more staff off,
and that can happen because

Ireland said doctors are
seeing higher anxiety levels
among patients but that
people need to live with cau-
tion rather than fear and be
reassured that contingency
plans are in place to deal
with current challenges.

“It’s really important to
assure the public that contin-
gency plans are in place, the
hospital is not full of patients

Maresa Fagan

A leading infectious disease
consultant at Cork Univer-
sity Hospital  (CUH) has
confirmed that the hospital
is  not  overwhelmed by
Covid-19, is managing cur-
rent  pressures,  and has
urged patients to continue
attending  for  medical
treatment.

Mary Horgan said it was
not unusual for intensive
care beds to be at capacity at
this time of year and con-
firmed that just one patient
was in ICU with Covid-19.

Figures published by the
HSE this week showed that
CUH was among several
hospitals without intensive
care beds as the country
grapples with a second wave
of Covid-19 infections.

“It’s not unusual for ICU
beds to be at capacity, the
challenge now is that we
have Covid on top of this,”
Dr Horgan told the Irish
Examiner.

“There is a fear out there
that  the  p lace  is  over -
whelmed with patients with
Covid-19 and people might
get it from them. That is not
the case.”

The president of the Royal
College of  Physicians of

Mary Horgan: Just one patient was in ICU at Cork University Hospital
with Covid-19. Picture: Shane O’Neill

Urgent
cancer
referrals on
track after
April dip
Maresa Fagan

Urgent cancer referrals to
rapid  access  cl inics  for
breast, lung, and prostate
cancer declined sharply at
the height of the pandemic
but  are  now beginning
to track more closely to 2019
activity levels.

Figures  show urg ent
cancer referrals dipped in
March and Apri l  as  the
country went into lockdown
but are now stabilising.

The figures relate to elec-
tronic referrals made by GPs
to rapid access clinics, which
deal with patients presenting
with suspected cancers or
are showing possible symp-
toms of the disease. Around
80% of all referrals are made
electronically. While cancer
services continued to oper-
ate throughout the pan-
demic, the figures suggest
that some patients may have
delayed going to their GP
during the emergency phase
of the pandemic when the
country went into lockdown.

In March and April, ur-
gent referrals for breast,
lung, and prostate cancer
were declined by 27% to 40%,
compared to 2019 levels.

But the figures also show
referrals are now tracking
more closely with last year
and urgent breast, lung, and
prostate cancer referrals
were higher in September
2020 compared to the same
month last year. Between Ja-
nuary and September last
year, some 26,000 electronic
referrals were made to symp-
tomatic breast clinics and
despite a 30% fall in referrals
between March and April
this year, more than 27,000
referrals have been made in
the same period this year.

Similarly, the number of
urgent referrals for lung and
prostate cancer are tracking
more closely with 2019 levels.

Between January and Sep-
tember last year, almost
1,300 urgent referrals for
lung cancer were made com-
pared to almost 1,200 pa-
tients being referred over the
same period this year. Ur-
gent lung cancer referrals
fell 40% between March and
April this year. Urgent pros-
tate referrals fell by 27% in
March and April. Some 2,300
men were referred to rapid
test clinics in the first nine
months, down from 2,557 in
the same period last year.

A sign outside Kingspan Breffni Park GAA ground in Co Cavan earlier
this week. Ballyjamesduff in Co Cavan now has the highest Covid-19
infection rate in the country. Picture: Brian Lawless

Rural town sees Covid rate skyrocket
population in Cork City
South East.

The virus has also spread
further in areas such as Ban-
try and Kanturk that were
virtually free of Covid-19 a
fortnight ago.

In Munster, other Covid-19
hotspots  are  evident  in
Ennis, Shannon, as well as in
Kilrush in Clare and Adare
and Rathkeale, and in parts
of Limerick City.

The figures come as the
Nat ional  Publ ic  Heal th
Emergency Team (Nphet)
recommended on Thursday
that  the  whole  country
moves to level five restric-
tions for a six-week period.
The Government has not yet
made a decision on the rec-
ommendation.

Daily case numbers reach-
ed new record highs this
week, prompting warnings
that Ireland could see up to
2,500 cases per day and more
than 400 people in hospital by
Halloween.

As of yesterday, there
were 244 patients in hospital
with Covid-19, with 30 people
in intensive care.

rate — 298.8 cases per 100,000
population in Cork City
North East, 256.3 cases per
100,000 population in Cork
City North West, 252.9 cases
per 100,000 population in
Cork  Ci ty  South  We st ,
and 231.4 cases per 100,000

per 100,000 population, a five-
fold increase compared to
two weeks ago (112.2 cases
per 100,000 population).

Rates are also rising else-
where in the city, with all
five electoral areas having
an above-average infection

three times the national
average.

The rural area has seen an
almost 20-fold increase in in-
fection rates in the past two
weeks, rising from 34.9 cases
per 100,000 population on
September 28 to 651.1 cases
per 100,000 population on Oc-
tober 12, illustrating how
rapidly the virus can spread.

Spiralling Covid-19 infec-
t ion rates  saw counties
Cavan,  Monaghan,  and
Donegal move to level four
restrictions this week, while
the rest of the country re-
mains at level three with an
additional advisory not to
visit other households.

The LEA data also shows
dramatic rises in infection
rates across Cork City, with
Cork South Central among
the top 10 Covid-19 hotspots
nationally and having the
highest rate in Munster.

In the past two weeks, 219
new cases have been de-
tected in Cork City South
Central, which has a popu-
lation of over 38,000.

This has given the area an
infection rate of 566.4 cases

Maresa Fagan

Ballyjamesduff in Cavan
now has the highest Covid-19
infection rate in the country,
while incidence rates are ris-
ing significantly across Cork
City, new figures show.

The latest breakdown of
infection rates in 166 Local
Electoral  Areas  (LEAs)
reveals a rapid rise in infec-
t ions  r ight  across  the
country, with new Covid-19
hotspots emerging.

Just five LEAs in counties
Waterford, Tipperary, and
Lei tr im remain  a lmost
virus-free, having fewer
than five cases of Covid-19
detected in the previous two
weeks.

The latest LEA data shows
that the national infection
rate has almost doubled from
88 cases per 100,000 popu-
lation two weeks ago to 177.2
cases per 100,000 population
on October 12.

The 14-day incidence rates
show that Ballyjamesduff in
Cavan, with a population of
over 25,000, now has an infec-
tion rate that is more than

A pug looks out the window of a car as a garda gives directions at a Covid-19 checkpoint on the N7 at Blackchurch, Dublin, yesterday. Picture: Colin Keegan

Out-of-hours GP service needed
“This brand new, purpose-

built facility is turning off
the lights in an empty build-
ing every night,” they said.

Although SouthDoc is an
independent organisation,
the HSE contracts out their
services for medical card
holders whose GP care is
funded by the State.

A spokesperson for the
HSE said  a l l  SouthDoc
centres in Cork city and
county have been reopened
since they were closed at the
beginning of the pandemic
apart from Blackpool, and
SouthDoc is  working to
“minimise any impact on pa-
tients”.

“We are continuing dis-
cussions with SouthDoc with
regard to how their service
wil l  be  del ivered in  the
weeks and months ahead,”
they said.

Another local GP, who
asked  not  to  be  named,
agreed.

They said:  “You learn
about the inverse care law as
a doctor: those that are the
most likely to need care are
often the least likely to get it.
It’s like with Covid too, it’s
af fected the poorest and
most vulnerable most.

“The Kinsale Road South-
Doc is hard to access from
most places without a car.
People who have no trans-
port and are poor are un-
likely to be able to pay €40 for
a taxi and €50 for a consul-
tation. The location is disad-
vantaging people who may
already be disadvantaged.”

They repeated Dr Shee-
han’s suggestion that St
Mary’s Health Campus could
be used to house a second
clinic.

Kinsale Road,” he said.
“That ’s  not  r ight .  We

should have a better service
in a city of this size. There is
a need for two centres.”

Dr Sheehan said that while
the Kinsale Road centre is
easily accessible by car, it is
difficult to access by foot or
public transport.

However, a purpose-built
medical centre which could
potentially house a new out-
of-hours clinic already exists
at St Mary’s Health Campus
in Gurranabraher in the
city’s north side.

“I feel the need for a sec-
ond centre is greatest in the
north side of the city,” he
said.

“It would also serve Blar-
ney, Grenagh, Tower. We
need to make healthcare ac-
cessible for people without
transport.”

Liz Dunphy

Doctors are calling for an
out-of-hours GP service to be
opened urgently in the north
side of Cork city.

Mothers have had to walk
miles  with  their  s ick
children at night to access
the one operational service,
which is situated in an indus-
trial estate off the Kinsale
Road Roundabout.

The Blackpool SouthDoc
service, which had served
residents on the city’s north-
side, closed indefinitely in
March.

Former lord mayor of
Cork, local Fianna Fáil coun-
cillor and GP, John Sheehan
said the city desperately
needs another out-of-hours
GP service.

“I ’ve  seen  women
walk from Faranree to the
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Quirke must wait ‘some time’ for ruling on murder appeal
Eoin Reynolds

Pat Quirke must wait to find
out if an appeal against his
conviction for the murder of
Bobby ‘Mr Moonlight’ Ryan
will be successful.

Judges at the three-judge
Court of Appeal yesterday
said they will require “some
time” to consider their deci-
sion, having heard four days
of arguments. Quirke’s law-
yers  la id  out  about  50
grounds of appeal, arguing
that Quirke did not receive a
fair trial due to the admis-
s ion during  the  tr ial  o f
prejudicial evidence, “tittle
tattle”, and tabloid-style
Garda commentaries.

They also said a warrant
used by gardaí to search
Quirke’s home was flawed,
that the judge was not given
relevant information, and

that evidence seized from his
home should not have been
shown to the jury.

Quirke, aged 51, of Brean-
shamore, Co Tipperary, was
convicted last year of the
murder of popular DJ and
father of  two Bobby ‘Mr
Moonlight’ Ryan, aged 52, at
Fawnagowan in Tipperary.

Mr Ryan disappeared on
June 3, 2011, after he left
Mary Lowry’s home early in
the morning. His badly de-
composed body was dis-
covered in a disused, under-
ground tank on April 30,
2013, on farmland owned by
Ms Lowry and leased by
Quirke.

Ms Lowry had previously
had an affair with Quirke
and the prosecution said that
he murdered Mr Ryan so he
could rekindle their affair.

Responding to the appel-

lant’s criticisms of the war-
rant, David Humphries, for
the Director of Public Pros-
ecutions, said the warrant
was lawful and there was no
suggestion of a deliberate at-
tempt to mislead the judge.

Quirke’s lawyers had also
argued that the warrant said
nothing about computers
yet, during their search, gar-
daí seized a computer from
Quirke’s home on which it
was discovered that Quirke
had searched for “decom-
position of bodies”, among
other things. Bernard Con-
don, for Quirke, argued that
seizing computers is dispro-
portionate given that they
can contain a person’s whole
life and often contain the pri-
vate information of multiple
people in any household, in-
cluding children.

Mr Humphries said the

warrant allowed gardaí to
seize “any other materials
and that’s what was done”.

He added: “In the context
of a murder investigation,
taking someone’s computer
is clearly proportional.”

When questioned by Mr

Justice George Birmingham,
Mr Humphries accepted that
computers should have been
referenced on the warrant.

Mr Quirke’s lawyers had
further argued that an audio
recording found on Quirke’s
computer of a conversation
between Ms Lowry and a
man named Flor Cantillon
should not have been played
to the jury. The recording
was of Ms Lowry and Mr
Cantillon in Ms Lowry’s
kitchen reading over an
agony aunt column in a Sun-
day newspaper. It was never
explained how the recording
got onto Quirke’s computer
but neither Ms Lowry nor
Mr Cantillon had given per-
mission to be recorded and
did not  know they were
being recorded.

Mr Quirke’s lawyers said
gardaí were in possession of

the recording when they ar-
re sted  and  interviewed
Quirke in 2015 but they did
not put it to him then to give
him an opportunity to ex-
plain it. Mr Condon said this
was unfair. He said there was
no explanation as to how the
recordings came to be on
Quirke’s computer and that
the prejudice to Quirke was
“absolutely colossal”.

Michael Bowman, for the
State, responded that the re-
cording was admissible and
probative and the idea that it
should be excluded because
it was not put to Quirke in in-
terview is not in accordance
with the law.

He said gardaí did not
know that the recording was
of Mr Cantillon at the time
they interviewed Quirke,
and only discovered who was
featured in the recording

when they played it to Ms
Lowry in 2019.

Mr Condon responded that
gardaí had a year to examine
the recording prior to inter-
viewing Quirke and they
should have known who was
on it.

He said the prosecution’s
failure should not benefit the
prosecution and if they were
negligent or inefficient then
the evidence should have
been excluded.

Mr Bowman further re-
jected a suggestion that he
had unfairly taken advan-
tage in cross-examining Mi-
chael Curtis, a former dep-
uty State pathologist, who
was called by the defence
after the prosecution refused
to call him.

Dr Curtis said the likely
cause of Mr Ryan’s death
was impact with a motor ve-

hicle. His opinion was op-
posed by the pathologist
called by the State, Jack
Crane, who said there was
“no real evidence to support
this” and suggested that a
weapon such as a bat could
have caused Mr Ryan’s in-
juries.

Lorcan Staines ,  fo r
Quirke, said that the pros-
ecution used their cross-
examination to introduce
speculation that the killer
lured Mr Ryan to a milking
shed to murder him where it
would have been easier to
clean up afterwards.

Mr Bowman said this was
not speculation, telling the
judges that the evidence
showed the murderer was
forensically aware because
Mr Ryan’s clothes were re-
moved to get rid of potential
forensic evidence.

Pat Quirke: Convicted of murder
last year.

Mother and baby homes

I admire Children’s
Minister Roderic
O’Gorman for his
commitment to human

rights and equality. I believe
he will want to respond to
the impending report of the
Mother and Baby Homes
Commission of Investi-
gation in a way that recog-
nises — rather than further
denies — the rights of people
who were forcibly and
otherwise unlawfully separ-
ated from their families in
our recent past.

Many people affected by
the commission’s work meet
the international law defini-
tion of a victim of enforced
disappearance. This is one
of the most serious human
rights violations possible,
involving the abduction or
detention of a person with
the State’s knowledge or in-
volvement, following which
the State refuses to reveal
the person’s fate and where-
abouts to their relatives.

When Justice for Magda-
lenes Research and Adop-
tion Rights Alliance, acting
as the Clann Project, tried to
make submissions on these
matters to the Commission
of Investigation in public
in 2016, we were denied a
public hearing without the
commission specifically
explaining why.

Every person who re-
quested a public hearing
before the Commission of
Investigation was refused
permission, as Conall Ó
Fátharta previously re-
ported in this newspaper.

Among them was Philom-
ena Lee.

Imagine the cascade that
might have followed in her
wake, and in the wake of
other witnesses who sought
to make their experiences
widely known.

Along with its denial of
public hearings, the Com-

tionable policies of ‘risk
assessing’ all adopted people
who apply for their personal
data, and treating a person’s
publicly registered birth
name as ‘third-party data’
which cannot be released
without consent.

Second, the minister
could confirm in the bill that
he will facilitate personal
data access requests for in-
formation in his archive.

This, again, is already
the law on the books (since
GDPR came into force in
2018), but the minister’s
recent insistence that the
archive will be fully sealed
indicates his department
does not agree, and that
people who seek their per-
sonal or family records or
their transcript of evidence
will be refused without such
an amendment to the bill.

Third, the minister must
publish a comprehensive
index to the archive within a
month of receiving it from
the commission. The index
can be anonymised to the
extent necessary to protect
individuals in their private
capacity.

Its production is essential
in order to enable consul-
tation about the legislation
that is needed to further
unseal the commission’s
archive — for example, to
release the administrative
records of the State, the re-
ligious and the other entities
involved in the operation of
the mother and baby homes,
county homes, adoption,
and related systems.

There is a way out of this
week’s mess, if the minister
and the Government are
brave enough to take it.

■ Maeve O’Rourke is a lec-
turer in human rights, Irish
Centre for Human Rights, NUI
Galway, and a member of Jus-
tice for Magdalenes Research

in the commission’s archive
would be sealed for 30 years
once he receives it at the end
of October.

Some simple but funda-
mental amendments to the
bill could begin to change
this situation. By making
the amendments, Mr O’Gor-
man could set us on the path
to a new era of maturity, de-
cency, and accountability.

First, the minister could
take custody of the full
archive of the Commission
of Investigation, rather than
giving part of it away to
Tusla.

Section 43 of the Commis-
sions of Investigation Act
2004 already requires the
minister to receive every
document created or ga-
thered by a commission.

The decision to interfere
with the integrity of this
monumentally important
archive was made without
any consultation on, or
pre-legislative scrutiny of,
the bill.

Tusla is notoriously
under-resourced. It has also
been criticised repeatedly
by the Collaborative Forum
of Former Residents of
Mother and Baby Homes,
and adopted people more
broadly, for operating ques-

mission of Investigation
refused all requests by vic-
tims of abuse for the person-
al data that it held on them
or their deceased relative.

Witnesses were allowed to
read a copy of their evidence
in the commission’s office,
but they were not allowed to
take it away.

The commission also
refused those affected by the
matters it was investigating
permission to see or com-
ment on the administrative
records or witness state-
ments it was gathering from
the State, the Church, or the
institutions.

The secrecy imposed by
the commission appears to
have contravened at least
the spirit, and perhaps also
the letter, of the Commis-
sions of Investigation Act
2004.

Section 12 of the 2004 Act
requires a commission to
disclose to all witnesses “the
substance of any evidence
that, in its opinion, the per-
son should be aware of for
the purposes of the evidence
that person may give or has
given to the commission”.

Since 2015, the Clann Pro-
ject has argued repeatedly
that the commission’s blan-
ket insistence on working in

secret violated the estab-
lished European human
rights law entitlements of
victims and survivors of tor-
ture, ill-treatment, deaths in
unexplained circumstances,
medical experimentation,
and enforced disappearance
to participate meaningfully
in any investigation into
their abuse.

Mr O’Gorman has had a
baptism of fire over the past
week.

It seems that he did not
realise either the extent of
the secrecy that cloaks rec-

ords and testimony of insti-
tutional and adoption-re-
lated abuse, or the contribu-
tion of this secrecy to a gen-
eral feeling — and objective
situation — of impunity for
the crimes and rights abuses
committed.

If the minister had under-
stood this, he might have an-
ticipated the public uproar
he would prompt by stating
in his briefings on the Com-
mission of Investigation
(Mother and Baby Homes
and certain related Matters)
Records Bill that everything

A degree of
bravery will be
required from
Children’s
Minister for
justice to occur,
writes Maeve
O’Rourke

“Roderic
O’Gorman
could set us on
the path to a
new era of
maturity

Not too late to break the silence
around the Magdalene laundries

Survivor Carmel Larkin, 70, looks at an infant’s shoes during a vigil at the Tuam mother and baby home mass burial site on August 25,
2019. Nearly 800 babies and children who died in the home run by Bon Secours nuns were buried in unmarked graves. Picture: Getty

Sophia Dilleen, granddaughter of Catherine Corless, plays among a
display at Tuam mother and baby home.  Picture: Eamon Ward

Tickled pink

Abbie Mannix from Coláiste an Chroí Naofa, Carraignavar, Co Cork, at the Great Pink Event as Carraig goes pink for
Breast Cancer Awareness. SEE: greatpinkrun.ie  Picture: Eddie O’Hare

Stanley knife was
for working on
photos, court told
Noel Baker

A man who has pleaded
guilty to possession of a
Stanley knife said he had it
because he was working on
a photo canvas.

Brian Keane, aged 29,
pleaded guilty at Bandon
District Court to possession
of a blade on August 19 at
World’s End in Kinsale.

Judge James McNulty
heard that, at 12.10pm that
day, two gardaí observed a
man with his hoodie up
coming out of a house.

Det Garda David Barett
spoke to the man, who was
Keane. Sgt Paul Kelly told
the cout that Det Garda Bar-
rett noticed that Keane, of
1A Market Place in Kinsale,
was nervous and fidgeting
with his right hand.

When asked had he any-
thing in his pocket, Keane
said he had and took out the

Stanley knife, as well as a
mobile phone and a ciga-
rette lighter. The court
heard he failed to provide an
explanation as to why he
had the knife.

The court heard Keane
had 33 previous convictions,
including for robbery, theft
and burglary.

His solicitor, Myra Din-
neen, said Keane had the
knife for his own purposes.

“He was going to use it to
put photos together on a
canvas,” she said. “There
was no sinister view to it.”

Ms Dinneen said Keane
was originally from Tralee,
Co Kerry, and has had a
number of difficulties. He
had been staying in Kinsale
for two and a half months at
the time of the offence.

Judge McNulty noted his
plea of guilty and sentenced
him to three months in
prison.

Fewer than 300 ‘Be On
Call’ staff deployed

Run at a cost of over €600,000, the
scheme received applications from
more than 73,000 people initially,
though only 3,000 were deemed eligible.

The scheme has, thus far, seen fewer
than 300 doctors and nurses deployed,
with a further 1,400 currently in the re-
cruitment pool, said Mr Cullinane.

“What doesn’t make sense to me is
that the minister said in a press confer-
ence the other day that the HSE will
move heaven and earth to recruit as
many staff as he can,” said Mr Cullin-
ane.

“How does that measure up to having
almost 1,400 staff that have responded
to Be On Call For Ireland?

“To have them in a pool, as it’s called,
some job-ready, some still waiting
clearance but in the clearance process.

“They can be offered jobs today and
could come into the public service, and
work in hospitals today to open up beds,
which need to be open. It doesn’t make
sense.”

Health Minister Stephen Donnelly
said his department’s €22bn budget
would “provide permanent funding for
the capacity and staff introduced in 2020
and planned under the HSE Winter
Plan”, saying that 16,000 staff would be
added on 2020 levels by next year.

Paul Hosford
Political Correspondent

The 1,400 health staff in a pool of candi-
dates from the ‘Be On Call For Ireland’
campaign must be hired immediately to
meet the challenges of the winter and
allow the Government deliver on its
budget promises, Sinn Féin’s health
spokesman has said.

Waterford TD David Cullinane said
he has doubts over the Government’s
budget announcements in health,
which include ambitious targets to em-
ploy 16,000 extra staff by the end of 2021.

While the budget says that a “larger,
more permanent expansion of work-
force is needed to continue to meet the
demands of the pandemic and to enable
the resumption of healthcare services”,
Mr Cullinane said that more than 1,400
qualified healthcare professionals who
signed up to the Be On Call scheme have
not yet been given contracts.

The scheme, launched in March,
asked health professionals who were
abroad, or no longer in the system, to
return.

It was just one of the HSE’s recruit-
ment campaigns this year and the
executive has said it has recruited
across the sector.

Insurance clause
‘inappropriate’
for emotive bill
Aoife Moore
Political Correspondent

An amendment to the
mother and baby homes
legislation to speed up the
adoption of guidelines on
insurance payouts has
been described as “inappro-
priate”.

Senators and TDs have
criticised the Government
for adding the amendment
to such emotive legislation.

“This extension should
have been provided for in
separate legislation,” said
Labour senator Ivana
Bacik.

The amendment to the
Judicial Council Act 2019,
added to section six of the
Mother and Baby Home
Records Bill, states that the
Government “adopt draft
personal injuries guidelines
prepared and submitted to
the Board (of the Judicial
Council)... as soon as practi-
cable after such submission
but not later than 31 July
2021”.

New rules to set out the
amount in damages that
courts can award for per-
sonal injuries will be intro-
duced three months earlier
than planned and, due to
the expedited process, Ms
Justice Mary Irvine, in
charge of drafting the re-
port on the issue, has been
granted a six-week exten-
sion to finalise it.

A letter to the Justice
Committee from Justice
Minister Helen McEntee,
seen by the Irish Examiner,
states: “The Government is
committed to bringing
down insurance premiums
and the cost of insurance
overall. The Personal In-
juries Guidelines will be a
key part of achieving that
goal. I hope that accelerat-
ing the timeframe for their
introduction shows how
serious we are about
keeping our commitments
to reduce insurance costs.

“That’s why we are acced-
ing to the request of the
chairperson of the Personal
Injuries Guidelines Com-
mittee, Ms Justice Mary Ir-
vine, for a short extension
to the timeframe for the
submission of the draft
guidelines to the Board of
the Judicial Council.”

The Commission of Inves-
tigation (Mother and Baby
Homes and Certain Related
Matters) Records Bill 2020
is at the second stage in the
Seanad after bypassing
pre-legislative scrutiny.

The bill has been at the
centre of a scandal for the
last week as the records and
testimonies of survivors of
abuse at the hands of those
who ran the homes, con-
ducted during the commis-
sion, will be sealed for 30
years after the 4,000-page
commission report is pro-
vided to the Government
and the custody of records
is transferred to Tusla.

The sealing of records has
incensed survivors who say
it will prevent them from
knowing minor details, in-
cluding their birth name,
and will not allow the pub-
lic full access to the histori-
cal records.

Multiple amendments
have been tabled by Opposi-
tion parties to try and se-
cure the right to access in-
formation for survivors of
the homes and their
families.

Minister for Children Ro-
deric O’Gorman has denied
that the commission’s rec-
ords will be put “beyond
reach”.

Ms Bacik said: “The
Mother and Baby Homes
Records Bill is legislation
about which we have real
concerns; we have opposed
it being rushed through the
Seanad. It’s inappropriate
and very disappointing to
see a completely different
issue being addressed in
this legislation; it is bad
legislative practice.”

Likewise, Sinn Féin
senator Lynn Boylan said
the Government “has cre-
ated a situation whereby a
judge’s reputation to fulfill
her duties is predicated on a
deeply unpopular bill pas-
sing”.

“A bill that will see sur-
vivors of mother and baby
homes denied access to
their own documents, to
their own lived experi-
ences,” said Ms Boylan.
“This bill has retrauma-
tised many survivors and
inserting this amendment
into the bill only adds salt to
the wounds.”

Independent senator
Alice Mary Higgins said the
addition of such amend-
ments stalls wider debate.

“For instance, the Judi-
cial Council amendment,
when a bill is opened up, it
would be a chance to not
just respond to the min-
ister’s issues, but debate
can allow representatives to
add new issues around the
Judicial Council that they
feel should be investigated.”
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Rebels
wanted.

We’re hiring, with a range of permanent
positions available in Cork city and county.

This year, we were proud to be recognised as a
Great Place to Work for the third year running and
as a Best Workplace for Women. Now we’re looking
for more of Cork’s finest to join our growing teams
in Douglas, Ballincollig, Wilton, Mahon, Midleton
and Mallow.

Search ‘Visit Tesco.ie/careers and
search Tesco careers Cork’ to find out more.

Agnieszka Broda
Tesco Douglas
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Reforming law on criminal records gives ‘second chance’
Cormac O’Keeffe
Security Correspondent

Legislation allowing for
criminal histories to be effec-
tively cleared can be import-
ant in allowing offenders to
“re-engage with society” and
“move past their offences”,
according to research.

The study said that there
was a large bank of evidence
to show that getting a job was
“one of the key factors” in
stepping away from crime.

It said that effective spent

conviction regimes were
“particularly important” for
people who came into con-
flict with the law as children
or as young adults.

The study, by Katharina
Swirak and Louise Forde of
University College Cork, is
one of two reports commis-
sioned by the Department of
Justice and published yes-
terday.

The second report examin-
ed legislative and policy ap-
proaches in New Zealand,
Austral ia ,  England and

Wales, Sweden, and the Ne-
therlands.

The Department of Justice
said the reports would assist
in the development of the
“most balanced” spent con-
victions policy in Ireland.

Last week, Justice Min-
ister Helen McEntee an-
nounced a public consul-
tation on updating the law.
The consultation closes on
November 6.

“A spent conviction is a
conviction that,  when it
meets defined criteria, does

not legally have to be dis-
closed in certain circum-
stances — the most common
of which is when a person
seeks new employment,”
said the department.

“The rationale for a spent
conviction legislative regime
is rooted in the principles of
rehabilitative justice and the
generally accepted acknowl-
edgement that, after a cer-
tain period of a time, individ-
uals  deserve  a  ‘ second
chance’ and the opportunity
to move on without having to

disclose a past minor crimi-
nal conviction.”

Currently, the Criminal
Justice (Spent Convictions
and Certain Disclosures) Act
2016 allows certain convic-
tions to become “spent” once
seven years have passed
since the conviction.

These include motoring of-
fences and minor public
order offences. Sexual of-
fences are not eligible.

While a conviction may
become spent, it remains on
the person’s criminal record.

However, the person will not
be penalised in law or incur
any liability for failing to dis-
close a spent conviction.

Disclosure is still required
for specified work — in the
gardaí, the Defence Forces,
or applying for a public ser-
vice vehicle, private secur-
ity, taxi, or firearm licence.

The research by Dr Forde
and Dr Swirak stated: “Spent
convictions regimes can be
important to ensure that in-
dividuals with criminal his-
tories have the opportunity

to re-engage with society,
and to move past their of-
fences to assume a construc-
tive role in society.”

Their  re por t  sa id  the
requirement to  disclose
criminal convictions can
“act as a barrier” to individ-
uals seeking access to labour
markets and even profes-
sional training.

It said there was extensive
research that “demonstrates
conclusively” that employ-
ment was a key factor in
stepping away from crime.

“Research has consist-
ently shown, albeit not uni-
versally, that employment-
related interventions are
associated with the largest
reductions in reoffending,”
the report stated.

It said the provision of
more generous access to
spent convictions for minor
drug offences appeared to be
in line with the ‘quiet revol-
ution’ towards public health-
led rather than criminal jus-
tice-led responses to drug-
related crimes and harms.

Claim man said: ‘Come near me and I will knife you’
charge brought against him
by Garda Pádraig Verling
yesterday.

Judge Kelleher remanded
him in custody to appear
again at Cork District Court
on October 23 by video link
from prison.

Mr Buttimer asked for a
copy of any CCTV alleging to
show possession of a knife.

me and I will knife you’,”
said Sgt Lyons.

Frank Buttimer, solicitor,
said the accused man was
pleading guilty to the theft
on  this  occasion  and  a
number of other thefts but
denies the charge of produc-
ing a knife.

Cambridge, aged 30, did
not apply for bail on the new

left without paying for the
goods,” said Sgt Lyons.

“A member of store staff
followed him a short dis-
tance on to Dublin St where
it is alleged that Robert Cam-
bridge turned and said he
had no money.

“It is also alleged that he
produced a yellow-handled
knife and said, ‘come near

was suitable for the district
court. After hearing the out-
line, Judge Kelleher agreed.

Robert Cambridge, of 112
Comeragh Park, The Glen,
Cork, appeared before the
court yesterday.

“On August 22, at Sports
Direct in Blackpool Retail
Park, there was a report of a
theft and that the defendant

“Come near me and I will
knife you.”

The allegation was part of
the outline of the circum-
stances given by the sergeant
so that Judge Olann Kelleher
could decide whether or not
to accept jurisdiction for the
case.

The Director of Public
Prosecutions had directed it

Liam Heylin

A Cork man who admits
steal ing  cl othes  from a
sports shop denied yesterday
that he pulled a knife on a
securi ty  o f f i cer  who
followed him out on to the
street.

Sergeant Pat Lyons said
the culprit allegedly said:

Two held in Garda
prostitution probe
Gardaí have arrested a man in
his 40s and a woman in her 20s
as as part of investigations
undertaken by the Garda
National Protective Services
Bureau (GNPSB) targeting
those suspected to be involved
in organised prostitution, the
establishment of brothels,
and related suspected money
laundering offences.
They were detained under Sec-
tion 50 of the Criminal Justice
Act 2007 at an unspecified
garda station in Dublin.
GNPSB Detective Chief Super-
intendent Declan Daly said the
arrests are significant in the
ongoing investigations and
“reflect their victim-centred ap-
proach to tackling criminality of
the nature suspected, and their
pursuit to keep people safe.”

Accused, 57, pleads
guilty to sex assault
A victim impact statement is to
be prepared in the case against
a 57-year-old man who ad-
mitted sexually assaulting a
woman in Co Cork.
Sergeant Pat Lyons said at
Cork District Court said that the
injured party did not want the
defendant to be named as she
believed this would lead to her
identification.
The accused man pleaded
guilty to sexually assaulting her
on August 24, 2018.
Judge Olann Kelleher ad-
journed sentencing for two
weeks to allow for preparation
of the victim impact report.
No details of the alleged facts
in the case were given yester-
day.

Patrons sought for
four new schools

Norma Foley: Four post-primary
schools are to open next year.

Norma Foley, the education
minister, is inviting prospective
patron bodies to apply for the
patronage of four new post-
primary schools to be estab-
lished next September.
The schools will be set up in
Ballincollig, Co Cork; Booter-
stown/Blackrock/Dún Laog-
haire, Co Dublin; Dunshaugh-
lin, Co Meath; and Gorey, Co
Wexford.
Prospective patrons should
complete an application form
and submit it by email by 3pm
on October 21.
The form is available on the de-
partment’s website via this
short link: exa.mn/patronage.
The information in this form will
provide key information to
parents and guardians in
expressing a preference, which
is one of the key determinants
in decisions on patronage.
“This is an unusual and chall-
enging time for school patrons
and school communities,” said
Ms Foley.
“It’s important the patronage
process for the post-primary
schools which are to open in
2021 is conducted in as normal
a fashion as possible, with pa-
trons being given the oppor-
tunity to apply to run the new
schools, and parents given the
opportunity to express their
preference on patron choice.”
She added that it was import-
ant that the patronage process
would get under way now.

Murder
victim and
accused
‘bleeding’
■ Jury hears scientific evidence in
case where man stabbed 28 times
Liam Heylin

The jury in the Macroom
murder trial will hear their
eighth day of evidence on
Monday in a case where a
man died after being stabbed
28 times.

His ex-wife denies charges
of murdering him.

Judge Eileen Creedon sent
the jury home yesterday
after they heard scientific
evidence of blood stains and
related matters from three
forensic scientists at Foren-
sic Science Ireland, who gave
evidence by video link from
their base in Dublin to the
Central Criminal Court sit-
ting in Cork.

Rita O’Driscoll, aged 48, of
Bridge St, Bandon, Co Cork,
denies murdering Timmy
Foley, aged 44, at 12 Dan
Corkery Place, Macroom, Co
Cork, on October 8, 2018, and
a charge of assault causing
serious harm to the deceased
man’s brother, Jason Foley.

Sandra McGrath testified
that there was evidence from
blood analysis in the sitting
room of the house at Dan
Corkery Place that Timmy
Foley was bleeding heavily
in the living room and Ms
O’Driscoll was also bleeding
near the couch.

Dr  McGrath  said  two
swabs of blood taken from
the cistern of the toilet in the
bathroom were linked by
DNA analysis to Ms O’Dris-
coll to a major degree and to
Timmy Foley to a minor de-
gree.

The analysis suggested Ms
O’Driscoll  was bleeding
heavily while standing at the
sink.

The black-handled knife
found submerged in the
water of the cistern still had
blood in a tiny crevice be-
tween the blade and handle
and this blood matched DNA
profiles for Ms O’Driscoll
and Timmy Foley.

Dr McGrath said if blood
on the knife was wet when it
was put into the water of the
cistern it could have washed
off more easily than if the

blood had been dry at the
time.

Shorter evidence on other
forensic matters was also
given by Lorna Flanagan
and Bríd McBride.

Earlier in the trial, Jason
Foley testified that, on the
night  in  quest ion,  h is
brother said to him: “She
have me goosed. She have
my stomach fucked up.”

Jason Foley added: “He
put his hands to his stomach.
There  was  blood on his
hands.”

The defence suggested
that Jason Foley intervened
to protect Ms O’Driscoll and
he was the one who was re-
sponsible for most of the stab
wounds to his brother. Jason
Foley said that never hap-
pened and that he had no ar-
gument with his brother.

Garda  witnesses  who
noted what the accused said
on the night testified that she
said: “He stabbed me seven
times before. I relived the
moments in the mental hos-
pital. I was afraid of him… I
am afraid of him no more. I
don’t care if I live or die.”

Later, it was noted that Ms
O’Driscoll said: “He couldn’t
be dead. I didn’t kill him…
Timmy put a knife to my
head. I grabbed it, turned it,
and stuck it in him. It was
self-defence. I did not stab
him repeatedly.”

Outside the house when
the gardaí were investigat-
ing it was noted that Ms
O’Driscoll shouted: “Get
back up and fight for your
life. He stabbed me seven
times in the past.”

Lizzy  Foley ,  Timmy’s
niece, testified: “I heard her
[Ms O’Driscoll] say on sev-
eral occasions, she threaten-
ed to kill him — ‘I am going
to come down and kill you’, ‘I
am going to pour petrol over
you and set you on fire’. I just
thought it was general Rita. I
didn’t think she was going to
fol low up on any of  her
threats.

“She made them so often it
just seemed normal for her
to do that.”

Tree of Hope

Youghal Darkness Into Light committee members Garda Peter Queally, Helen Mulcahy, and Áine Martin with the Tree of Hope in St Mary’s
College Gardens, Youghal, Co Cork. The silver birch was planted in memory of local people who have died by suicide. Picture: John Hennessy

Man who
called
garda ‘pig
bastard’
pepper-
sprayed
Noel Baker

A man who had  to  be
pepper-sprayed by gardaí
who he had earlier called a
“pig bastard” has received a
jail sentence.

Kevin Ryan, of 28 O’Ma-
hony Avenue in Bandon,
faced three charges arising
out of an incident in the early
hours of New Year’s Day.

Bandon District Court
heard that, at 2.30am, two
gardaí on mobile patrol in
Bandon saw a  f ight  in
Apache Pizza and went in to
break it up.

The “main aggressor” was
Ryan, who Sergeant Paul
Kelly said was very intoxi-
cated and unsteady on his
feet and was then “jumping
around the middle of the
road”.

Sgt Kelly told the court
that Ryan had started shout-
ing “come on, take me on”
and that he was, in the words
of gardaí at the scene, “com-
pletely out of control”.

Asked to  desist ,  Ryan
shouted: “Fuck off you pig
bastard. What’s your name?”

He then resisted arrest,
trying to break free from gar-
daí.

Sgt Kelly said one of the
gardaí had no option but to
use pepper spray to subdue
Ryan, and they were unable
to place handcuffs on him
as he continued to shout
abuse.

Judge James McNulty was
told  that  Ryan had  29
previous convictions, includ-
ing  16  for  publ ic  order
offences, two for obstructing
gardaí, three for criminal
damage, and four for assault.

His most recent conviction
was in Bandon District Court
on January 19,  2018,  for
criminal damage, for which
he had to enter a peace bond
for 12 months.

Ryan’s solicitor, Michelle
Corcoran, said her client had
not  drunk alcohol  for  a
number of months prior to
the incident, was a father of
four, and had experienced a
profound family tragedy in
recent years.

“He knows he has a diffi-
culty with drink,” she said,
adding that Ryan had not
taken any alcohol  since
March.

Judge McNulty said he
considered the offences to be
very serious, remarking that
it was the third time Ryan
would be convicted of ob-
structing gardaí.

On that charge he sen-
tenced him to five months in
prison, as well as a two-
month sentence to be served
at the same time for one pub-
lic order charge, with an-
other similar charge taken
into consideration.

He also sentenced him to
two months in prison on con-
victing him of failing to ap-
pear in court last month.

The court heard he had
been on holidays on the
Greek island of Santorini.

Recognisance  for  any
appeal was set on Ryan’s
own bond of €1,000 in cash,
as well as an independent
surety of €3,000, one-third in
cash.

Teen sprayed bleach in woman’s face
seen the effects of what one
punch can do and it doesn’t
matter if it’s a male or
female. She did admit that
she slapped him and pushed
him but he had several
chances to walk away but
didn’t and he punched her
and broke her nose.”

Ms Gallagher told the
court she was embarrassed
and sore after the attack as
she had to wear a splint on
her nose while collecting
her daughter from school.

Judge Paul Kelly found
the facts proven. He said it
appeared McGinley’s ac-
tions were not self-defence
but retaliation, saying his
use of force was excessive.

Judge Kelly added: “He
had numerous opportun-
ities to retreat and was in no
danger from this woman.”

McGinley was not present
and the judge ordered a
bench warrant for his ar-
rest.

then said that Ms Gallagher
“punched like a bitch”.

Gardaí were called and
McGinley apologised, but
Ms Gallagher told him that
he could “shove his
apology”.

McGinley told gardaí Ms
Gallagher was disrespecting
the house by throwing pizza
boxes about and when he
told her to stop, she told him
to “fuck off”. He denied that
he sprayed Ms Gallagher
with bleach and claimed it
was Ms Gallagher who had
sprayed the bleach at him.

Solicitor for McGinley,
Kieran Dillon, said his client
had been acting in self-de-
fence.

He said a lot of drink had
been taken and Ms Gal-
lagher and her friend had
been out drinking since the
previous night. The alleged
incident happened at 9am.

Garda Inspector Siobhan
Mollohan said: “We have all

Gallinagh, and two men.
While in the sitting room,
she realised there was also a
16-year-old in the house and
she said she did not want to
be drinking with him. She
went into a bedroom to join
her friend and the two men
to drink.

However, the accused and
another man came into the
room and began spraying
Fabreeze and a bottle of
spray bleach. Some of the
bleach got into Ms Gal-
lagher’s eyes and she pushed
McGinley.

Words were exchanged
and the woman slapped
McGinley and he warned
her that if she hit him again,
he would hit her back. Ms
Gallagher slapped him
again and McGinley lashed
out with one punch. The
woman fell to the ground
with blood gushing from her
nose.

McGinley, who is now 18,

Stephen Maguire

A man sprayed bleach in a
woman’s face and punched
her after she said he was too
young to be drinking at a
party.

Catherine Gallagher
suffered horrific injuries
after she was attacked by
Derek McGinley of Wind-
mill View, Letterkenny, Co
Donegal, at a party at a
house in Letterkenny on
January 13, 2018.

The victim suffered a
broken nose during the
attack. It had to be rebroken
to have it treated at Sligo
University Hospital.

Ms Gallagher, who was 24
at the time, told Letterkenny
District Court that she had
been to a bar, then Voodoo
Nightclub, and then to a
house party at Meadow-
bank.

She arrived at the house
with a friend, Grainne

Used-car dealer jailed
over PSNI officer attack
Paul Neilan

An “Arthur Daly” type used-
car dealer who supplied a
vehicle  fo r  a  d iss ident
operation to place a bomb
under a PSNI officer’s jeep in
Belfast was sentenced to
three years’ jail at the non-
jury Special Criminal Court
yesterday.

Rober t  O’Leary,  who
denied the charge and said
“never in a million years”
would he be involved with
the IRA, wrote a letter to the
court the day before his
sentencing giving an under-
taking “that upon release,
[he would] not associate with
persons or a person engaging
in militant or violent repub-
licanism”. He also undertook
not to come to the attention
of gardaí.

O’Leary, aged 42, of Clancy
Rd, Finglas, Dublin, pleaded
not guilty to membership of
an unlawful organisation.
He was found guilty by the
non-jury court of being a
member of a group styling
itself as the Irish Republican
Army, otherwise Óglaigh na
hÉireann, at a location with-
in the State on August 20,
2019.

At yesterday’s sentencing,
Mr Justice Hunt said it was
“only good fortune” that the
PSNI officer was not killed or
seriously injured.

Mr Justice Hunt read out
the original sentence to be
three years and six months’
imprisonment but then sus-
pended the final six months
for two years after taking
into account O’Leary’s letter
to the court

Radiographer ‘had undergraduate competence’
Seán McCárthaigh

A fitness-to-practise inquiry
has recommended sanctions
against a radiographer in a
Dublin hospital after hearing
evidence that he struggled
to take basic X-rays and was
rated with the competence
of a “second-year under-
graduate”.

Tafadzwanashe ‘Edison’
Denhere, aged 37, a radio-
grapher at St Luke’s Hospital
in Rathgar, Dublin, will face
undisclosed sanctions after
the  f i tness - to -pract ise
committee of the regulatory
body of health and social-
care professionals, Coru,
found four allegations of
poor professional perform-
ance against him proven
beyond reasonable doubt.

Committee chair Susan
Ahern said the findings were
based on Mr Denhere’s own
admissions and the evidence

reasonably achievable”. She
acknowledged that Conor
Collins, a consultant radio-
grapher at St Luke’s, was
satisfied that Mr Denhere
had sufficient knowledge for
his duties in the hospital’s
nuclear medicine depart-
ment but said it “does not
take anything from the fact
that he should be able to take
general X-rays”.

Kathryn Carson, principal
physic is t  at  St  Luke’s ,
claimed all the incidents in-
volving Mr Denhere were
“minor” and noted he had
not been the subject of for-
mal complaints.

However, Ms Madden said
the risk of poor-quality X-ray
images was that they could
lead to missed diagnosis
through failure to see signs
of disease or injury.

She claimed two courses in
further training that Mr
Denhere had signed up for

would not address the defi-
ciencies highlighted.

The former radiography
services  manag er  at  S t
Luke’s, Susan Neill, who
alerted Coru about concerns
relating to Mr Denhere, said
she felt sorry for the radi-
ographer as she believed his
situation was the result of
“mismanagement”.

Pamela McCrae, a clinical
specialist radiographer at St
Luke’s, claimed the hospi-
tal’s management was reluc-
tant to tackle the issue as Mr
Denhere was the sole radi-
ographer in its nuclear medi-
cine department which faced
closure if he was removed
from the post.

Mr Denhere accepted a
sanction was warranted over
his  admiss ions  o f  poor
professional performance
but his failings were “at the
minor end of the scale” with
no adverse outcomes.

of an expert witness. On the
second day of the hearing,
independent expert witness
Claire  Madden said  a l l
radiographers  were  in -
structed to always find out if
female patients aged 12-55
could  be  pregnant .  Ms
Madden said an examination
of a sample of X-ray images
taken by Mr Denhere showed
he was making the same
mistakes over five months,
which indicated he had not
rectified any of his short-
comings over the period.

The inquiry heard he had
needed six attempts to take a
chest X-ray on one occasion,
while many images were
underexposed.

While the incidents were
not required to be reported,
because they did not involve
high enough levels of radi-
ation exposure on patients,
Ms Madden said they were
“far from being as low as

Where the art is

Artist Shane O’Driscoll kicking off the Ardú Street Art Initiative,
supported by Cork City Council Arts Office and Creative Ireland,
which takes to the streets and lanes of Cork city during October.

Picture: Clare Keogh

Lack of certificate may see drugs charge struck out
Liam Heylin

A heroin-dealing charge will
be struck out in a fortnight if
the forensic certificate on the
material seized by gardaí is
not before the court.

Judge Olann Kelleher
refused to strike out the
charges yesterday on the
appl icat ion  o f  so l ic i tor
Frank Buttimer. However,
the judge said that if the

The serg eant  said  the
urgency over the forensic
cer t i f icate  had  been
explained to the laboratory
and in the absence of the cert
the DPP would not  give
directions.

Judge Kelleher said: “I
will put it back for two weeks
and I will strike it out if there
are no directions in two
weeks.”

Mr Creamer, aged 45, is

charged with possessing
diamorphine and having the
drug for the purpose of sale
or supply where he was
living, at Murphy Cottages,
Turner’s Cross, Cork, on
August 27. He is also charged
with having cannabis and
heroin for his own use at the
same location.

The accused appeared at
Cork District Court by video
link from prison.

forensic certificate was not
before Cork District Court
on October 30, the charges
would then be struck out.

Sergeant Pat Lyons said
the alleged drugs seized in
the investigation of the case
against Timothy Creamer in
August were sent to the
forensic science laboratory.

Sgt Lyons said the Garda
file in the case was complete
and was sent to the DPP.
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Relatives of those killed and injured in the Stardust fire in north Dublin nearly 40 years ago have spoken of their hope that a new inquest can answer their questions about how
and why the tragedy happened. Families gathered at Dublin Coroner’s Court ahead of a preliminary hearing. Picture: Karen Morgan

The scene of the Stardust fire in Dublin. Just one day after the fire,
the government announced a public probe into the disaster.

‘That was the worst thing they ever did to us’

windows, management had
them sealed shut with steel
sheets, making it impossible
for people to escape from
them when the fire edged
closer.

The most emotive and now
discredited part of Keane’s
report was the conclusion
the fire was “probably”
started deliberately — a find-
ing that the relatives of the
Stardust victims say labelled
their dead children arson-
ists.

“It may be, and this may be
no more than conjecture,
that the object of the arson-
ists was to do no more than
cause a fire in the alcove
itself, for whatever motives...
and that they had not meant
to cause injury or death,” the
report stated.

Phyllis McHugh, who lost
her only daughter Caroline
in the fire, said on Wednes-
day: “What they did, calling
those children arsonists,
that was the worst thing they
ever did to us.”

Mr Butterly was conflicted.
Mr Butterly claimed all

exits had been unlocked,
which his own staff disputed.
One doorman, who lost his
girlfriend in the fire, initially
said he had unlocked all the
fire exits, and later admitted
he had lied. The head door-
man, Mr Butterly’s uncle,
also provided conflicting evi-
dence that he had unlocked
the exits.

For his part, Mr Butterly’s
evidence was found to be
“seriously misleading”, and
the tribunal was “compelled
to treat his evidence with
great reserve”.

The report found two exits
had been locked. The re-
maining exits had chains
draped across them to give
the impression that they
were locked. Two more exits
were obstructed by skips or
rubbish, and one more was
obstructed by a van.

When it was found that
young people had been pas-
sing alcohol through toilet

Mr Butterly was criticised
strongly for his policy of
keeping fire exits chained or
locked, as was Dublin cor-
poration and the Depart-
ment of the Environment,
who, the report said, were
also to blame for the disaster.

During Garda investi-
gations, evidence from sur-
vivors, staff, doormen, and

Fetherstonhaugh at the time
that “the lies” were what
caused the most pain, and
families often cried openly in
the room.

Justice Keane’s 633-page
report was published in June
1982. Details from the Tribu-
nal Report had been leaked
to the media before the
families had seen it.

The owner of the building,
Eamon Butterly, attended
the tribunal often and in one
instance had Christine Kee-
gan, who lost two of her
daughters, moved to another
side of the room because she
whispered accusations in his
ear.

Christine told authors
Tony McCullagh and Noel

relevant to fire prevention.
The first sitting was held

on March 2, just two weeks
after the fire, and ran until
November 26 the same year,
sitting for 122 days.

There were 363 witnesses,
160 of whom had been inside
the Stardust the night of the
fire, and over 3.5m words
were given in evidence.

slammed by fire experts who
say evidence would have
been compromised by the
photo-op.

Just one day after the fire,
the government announced
a public probe into the dis-
aster, presided over by High
Court judge Ronan Keane.

From early on concerns
were raised that the tribunal
would not be in-depth
enough. Senator Mary Ro-
binson (later President Mary
Robinson) noted that the
tribunal would not have
the power to investigate the
alleged failure of the Depart-
ment of Environment to
implement several recom-
mendations on fire preven-
tion and why they were not
carried out on the building.

The tribunal would inves-
tigate the cause of the fire,
the circumstances of loss of
life and injury, measures
taken to prevent fire in the
Stardust and means of
emergency escape, as well as
the adequacy of legislation

The new Stardust inquests
began on Wednesday this
week in Dublin District Cor-
oner’s Court — an investi-
gation into the cause of death
of each of the 48 young
people, an investigation into
what caused the fire, and the
actions of the State there-
after.

Coroner Myra Cullinane
told those present she would
not be bound by the findings
of previous inquiries into the
tragedy, still the largest fire
disaster in the history of the
State.

The previous inquiries she
referred to are an open
wound for the survivors and
families of those who died.
The first of those inquiries is
considered the greatest in-
sult to all those who suffered
and became entangled with
what Darragh Mackin, a
solicitor representing the
majority of families, told the
court became a “State-spon-
sored effort to cover up”
what happened in the popu-
lar nightclub in Artane,
North Dublin, on St Valen-
tine’s Day, 1981.

Of the 841 patrons in the
nightclub that night, 274
were under 18. They filled
the dance hall and bar
quickly after the doors
opened. As a disco dancing
competition got underway, a
fire smouldered in the build-
ing which would quickly rip
through it, taking the lives
of 48 young people, and be-
ginning a 40-year quest for
justice.

The video footage of then-
taoiseach and TD for the area
Charlie Haughey walking
through the smouldering re-
mains of the nightclub early
the next morning is now seen
as prophetic. Mr Haughey
wandered through what was
essentially still a scene of in-
vestigation with a camera
crew promising he would get
to the bottom of the issue.
The move that has since been

Examining the aftermath of the Stardust nightclub fire, Artane,
Dublin, in 1981.

Relatives of those killed and injured in the Stardust fire have fought
a long battle for justice. Picture: Karen Morgan

Lorraine Keegan, Suzanne Keegan, and Antonette Keegan, who lost
relatives Mary and Martina Keegan. Picture: Gareth Chaney/Collins

The first inquiry
into the Stardust
fire is thought of
as a great
insult to all
those who
died or
were hurt, writes
Aoife Moore
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Martin: Europe is still very much up for a deal on Brexit
Elaine Loughlin
Political Correspondent

The Taoiseach has  said
Europe is still “very much up
for a deal” on Brexit after
Boris Johnson called a halt
to talks.

The British prime min-
ister accused EU leaders of
seeking to impose a series of
“unacceptable” demands
and called for a “fundamen-
tal change of approach” if
there is to be any agreement.

The immediate response

from European Commission
president Ursula von der
Leyen was to say that the EU
would carry on negotiating,
with talks next week in Lon-
don going ahead as planned.

However, at a briefing for
journalists in Westminster,
the prime minister’s official
spokesman said the negoti-
ations were now “over”.

He said there was “no
point” in the EU’s chief ne-
gotiator Michel  Barnier
travelling to the UK unless
the EU changed its negotiat-

ing position.
Speaking in Brussels after

a meeting of EU leaders, Mi-
cheál Martin said there had
been progress on “quite a
number of issues” and there
is still room for a deal, but he
warned that an agreement
cannot come at any price.

“Other chapters need to be
closed off and there are some
outstanding issues including
fisheries, governance, and a
level playing field,” the Taoi-
seach said.

“I am not going to engage

in a negotiation process via
the megaphone or in a public
way. Suffice to say I think
Britain has an enormous
amount to gain through ac-
cess to the European single
market,” said Mr Martin.

In his broadcast state-
ment,  the British prime
minister said it was clear
from the outcome of the EU
Council meeting that leaders
are not prepared to offer
Britain the kind of Canada-
style free trade agreement it
was seeking.

“From the outset, we were
totally clear that we wanted
nothing more complicated
than a Canada-style relation-
ship, based on friendship
and free trade,” he said.

“To judge by the latest EU
summit in Brussels, that
won’ t  work  fo r  our  EU
partners. They want the con-
tinued ability to control our
legislative freedom, our
fisheries, in a way that is ob-
viously unacceptable to an
independent country.

“Given that they have ref-

used to negotiate seriously
for much of the last few
months, and given that this
summit appears explicitly to
rule out a Canada-style deal,
I have concluded that we
should get ready for January
1 with arrangements that are
more like Australia’s, based
on simple principles of glo-
bal free trade.”

Mr Johnson said Britain
could embrace the prospect
of trading on WTO terms —
with tariffs on many goods
and some quota restrictions

— with “high hearts and
complete confidence”.

Asked about the view put
forward by Britain that it is
simply looking for a Canada-
style trade deal which it has
been denied, Mr Martin said:
“Sometimes the narrative is
not as complex as the actual
detail can be and the content
of an agreement can be.

“In other words, a lot of
substance has been negoti-
ated already.  It ’s  not as
simple as taking some deal
off the table and handing it to

somebody. This is a deal that
will have to sustain long into
the future.”

Speaking in Dublin, Leo
Varadkar said negotiations
on Brexit should continue.

“I think it’s in all our inter-
ests across Europe and in the
UK to secure a free trade
agreement,” the Tánaiste
said.  “So there’s always
going to be a certain amount
of posturing around negoti-
ations, but I think it’s in all
our interests that we’ve se-
cure that agreement.”

‘Inhumane and degrading’ slopping out at Limerick Prison to end
increase in the overall cost,
the department said.

The spokesperson said:
“Approximately €12m has
been spent on the project up
to the start of this year and
expenditure in excess of
€20m is likely to be the cost
in 2020.”

The practice of slopping
out has been condemned as
far back as 1993 by the Euro-

pean Committee on the Pre-
vention of Torture.

“The construction of a new
prison  in  Cork,  which
opened on February 12, 2016,
and the complete refurbish-
ment of  all  the wings in
Mountjoy Prison, has re-
sulted in the elimination of
the practice of slopping out
in both those prisons,” a spo-
kesperson for the Depart-

ment of Justice said.
“Now,  nearly  99% of

prisoners across the prison
estate have access to in-cell
sanitation. However, there
are  a  smal l  number  o f
prisoners subject to slopping
out in Limerick [which will
be eliminated on completion
of this project] leaving Por-
tlaoise as the remaining pro-
ject outstanding.”

ment of Justice, prior to the
budget, the Irish Prison Ser-
vice had a capital allocation
for 2021 of €21m.

“The  addit ional  €15m
brings the total allocation in
2021 to €36m. Of this €28m
will be spent on the comple-
tion of the Limerick Prison
project,” a spokesperson
said.

This does not represent an

which does not have in-cell
sanitation,” said the IPRT
spokesperson.

“Slopping out is a clear
breach of basic dignity and
human rights norms, and it
is even more concerning dur-
ing a pandemic when hy-
giene and sanitation play a
central role in protecting life
and health.”

According to the Depart-

and degrading for prisoners
and for the prison staff who
have to oversee this appal-
ling practice. Ensuring that
budget is available to com-
plete the modernisation of
Limerick Prison is very wel-
come but it won’t end this
condemned practice in Ire-
land. This week there are 27
men accommodated in E-
Block in Portlaoise Prison,

to complete the redevelop-
ment of Limerick Prison.

According to the Depart-
ment of Justice, this project
will completely modernise
the prison and will “include
the elimination of slopping
out” once completed.

The Irish Penal Reform
Trust (IPRT) has welcomed
the news.

“Slopping out is inhuman

Ryan O’Rourke

A €15m increase  in  the
prisons capital budget will
help end the “inhuman and
degrading” practice of slop-
ping out at Limerick’s jail.

After the announcement
in the budget, the Prison Ser-
vice will now have a total
capital budget of €36m, with
the majority being set aside

Budget
‘a step in
the wrong
direction’
■ Too much being spent on Dublin
and Cork, says Waterford academic
Pádraig Hoare

The budget announced by
the Government is “mass-
ively reckless”,  fur ther
alienates regional Ireland,
and is too centred on Cork
and Dublin, a leading Water-
ford-based academic has
said.

Ray Griffin, a lecturer in
strategic management at
Waterford Institute of Tech-
nology’s school of business,
said the 2021 allocation of
funding was reminiscent
of 1977 — a year seen by his-
torians as economically dis-
astrous in the longer-term
because of costly populist
moves to appease an elector-
ate.

“It is a further step in the
wrong direction as the Gov-
ernment focuses on acceler-
ating regional inequity by in-
vesting a disproportionate
amount of borrowed money
in Dublin and Cork,” said
Mr Griffin.

“The Irish budgetary pro-
cess is unusually opaque —
all talk and no detail. So we
have been told that an extra
€4bn is to be spent on the
health service, but we have
no visibility where. Based on
previous evidence, it is likely
that more than half of this
will  be spent in Dublin,
where only 29% of  Irish
people live.”

He claimed that the signals
pointed to the South-East
being forgotten by the Gov-
ernment.

“Capital spending will hit
€10bn this year, and again
we have only heard of some
titillating projects, largely in
Cork and Dublin,” he told
the Irish Examiner.

“The South-East is 8.89%
of this country’s population,
but we are certainly not
going to get the €890m that
would represent a fair share.

“My guess is that we will
get less than €100m in this
region.”

Education provides a stark

picture of the perceived in-
equality of the regions, Mr
Griffin said.

“For example, €270m is
planned for 20 higher edu-
cation building projects,” he
said.

“It is unclear if any of
these are in the South-East ,
a region that has been prom-
ised additional higher edu-
cation capacity.

“Next year the Depart-
ment of Higher Education
will spend €3.3bn, mostly in
universities. €5.2bn will be
spent at the Department of
Housing — again with no vis-
ibility on whether the South-
East will get €462m.”

The Government is spend-
ing huge sums of money that
it does not have, all to ap-
pease ministerial constituen-
cies, according to Mr Griffin.

“All  o f  the  addit ional
spending will be sourced
from borrowing,” he said.

“With the singular excep-
tion of the misguided bank
guarantee, no minister for fi-
nance in Ireland has ever
spent so much money that he
did not have, and it has been
dumped into a series of par-
ish-pump projects.

“We have no idea how long
the Covid-19 situation will
continue, and deploying so
much borrowed firepower
upfront, on uncosted pork-
barrel projects, largely in
ministers’ constituencies, is
something Irish society will
pay for in a grossly expanded
national debt and blunted
economic performance.”

So-called “pork-barrel
spending” is defined as using
Government funds for pro-
jects  designed to please
voters or legislators and win
votes, particularly in specific
const i tuencies  — accu-
sations that have dogged
Irish politics for generations.

Mr Gri f f i n  cal led  on
the Oireachtas to “exercise
its  duty of  oversight  on
this imprudent and reckless
venture”.

Report
into Cork
drowning
finds rough
waters a
factor
Ryan O’Rourke

A vessel which sank off the
coast of Cork, resulting in
the death of a 24-year-old,
wa s  most  l ikely  over -
whelmed by rough waters, a
report has found.

Kodie Healy, from Goleen,
failed to return from a fish-
ing trip in Dunmanus Bay on
October 9, 2019.

A report into the fatal inci-
dent by the Marine Casualty
Investigation Board found
that the “most probable”
cause was that the casualty,
Mr Healy, fell overboard
from the Tommy R close to
the northwest shore of Car-
bery Island.

“The Tommy R steering
would have been uncon-
trolled and the boat would
have come into close proxim-
ity of the Carbery Breaker or
the seas northwest of Car-
bery Island.

“The boat would then have
been overwhelmed, broken
up and sunk by a breaking
sea,” according to the report.

The marine board also be-
lieves Mr Healy was not
wearing a personal flotation
device at the time of the inci-
dent.

According to the report,
there were a number of fac-
tors that contributed to the
loss of Mr Healy and the boat
Tommy R. These include
that the weather was ad-
verse, there was a small craft
warning in operation and the
seas were rough in Dun-
manus Bay. Mr Healy, a
lobster fisherman, was “op-
erating on his own in danger-
ous seas off Carbery Breaker
and Carbery Island”.

“The casualty was not
wearing a PFD” and “the
vessel was not suitable for
the sea conditions existing in
the vicinity of Carbery Is-
land on the day”.

According to the report,
the pathologist’s autopsy re-
port provided to the MCIB
states that the main findings
were “in keeping with acute
cardio-respiratory failure
due to drowning”.

The  board  issued  a
number of safety warnings
in the wake of the investi-
gation into incident.

It said: “The Minister for
Transport should issue a
Marine Notice reminding the
operators of recreational
craft that it is a statutory
requirement to wear a Per-
sonal Flotation Device (PFD)
when on the deck of a vessel
of less than 7m in length
overall.  The owners and
operators of recreational
craft should observe and
comply with the recommen-
dations contained in the
Code of Practice: The Safe
Operation of Recreational
Craft (2017).”

Mr Healy ’s  body  wa s
found on October 13, four
days after he went missing.
His body was found after a
large scale search operation,
which included Irish Coast
Guard units from Goleen,
Schull, Toe Head, and Cast-
le townbere  jo ined  with
hundreds of locals to comb
the coastline, while Cast-
letownbere RNLI Annette
Hutton also joined in the
search operation.

Fisherman Kodie Healy’s body
was found on October 13 2019.

Drug testing at music festivals to form
part of HSE harm reduction plan

Under the HSE harm reduction programme, where scientists examine the contents and strengths of
tablets and powders and, if necessary, issue warnings to users.

stabilisation facility in com-
munity healthcare organi-
sation areas Cork/Kerry,
Mid-West, and South East
and a low threshold pro-
gramme in Dublin North
East Inner City;
■ €700,000 to expand commu-
nity and family support ser-
vices, including initiatives in
Doneg al/Leitr im/Sligo,
Louth/Meath, Cork/Kerry,
and Dublin North Inner City;
■ €400,000 for harm reduc-
tion, including pilot drug
monitoring, expanded access
to the drugs and alcohol hel-
pline, and increased provi-
sion of naloxone.

In a separate spend, €4.2m
is being provided for the con-
tinued treatment of 700 prob-
lem heroin users who are re-
ceiving substitute treatment
during the Covid-19 crisis.

is currently done in most
other EU countries, and syr-
inge analysis from needle ex-
change services.

While the total funding for
the Drugs Initiative remains
unchanged at €7.487m, the
Department of Health said a
number of  new develop-
ments  are  being funded
under minister of state for
the National Drugs Strategy,
Frank Feighan. These in-
clude:
■ €1m to develop targeted
drug and alcohol initiatives
through the network of drug
and alcohol task forces, and
to increase core funding for
existing services;
■ €2m to increase residential
treatment services for people
with severe drug and alcohol
dependency  across  the
country, including a step-up

HSE as an extension of its
harm reduction programme,
where scientists examine the
contents and strengths of
tablets and powders and, if
necessary, issue warnings to
users.

In a statement, the Depart-
ment of Health said funding
had been made available
under Budget 2021 for “harm
reduction initiatives, includ-
ing pilot drug monitoring at
festivals and the night-time
economy”.

The Irish Examiner has
confirmed that “drug moni-
toring” includes drug test-
ing. However, as it stands,
the likelihood of any festivals
taking place next year is
slim.

Other forms of drug moni-
toring being considered are
wastewater analysis, which

Cormac O’Keeffe
Security Correspondent

The Government is to pro-
vide funding for a pilot drug
testing service under Budget
2021, paving the way for the
first ever trial of the harm re-
duction tool in Ireland.

Health chiefs are also con-
sidering setting up a system
for “wastewater analysis” in
cities, where scientists can
examine communal waste
waters to reveal drug-taking
habits of inhabitants.

The HSE has been working
on proposals for drug testing
at music festivals in recent
years, but it failed to get
Garda clearance over legal
concerns in relation to the
possession, handling, or dis-
posal of illegal drugs.

Drug testing is seen by the

Memorial for those who died at sea
created the whale tail-and-dolphin
sculpture in Union Hall, has also
been asked to work on a seating area
for the memorial space.

Ms Cotter said many people in the
region have a connection to someone
who has been lost to the sea.

“Some have lost people whose
bodies were never recovered,” Ms
Cotter said.

“Others have recovered their
loved-ones. We hope that this mem-
orial space will become a place that
everyone can go to remember them.
This has been a difficult year for
everyone, but the community coun-
cil would be very grateful to those
who would consider donating to this
community project.”

You can donate to the fundraising
drive through:
■ GoFundMe page: Baltimore Sea
Memorial
■ Bank transfer to PTSB; BIC:
IPBSIE2D; IBAN:
IE78IPBS99071730062364, with the ac-
count name, Baltimore Community
Council, or by cheque, made payable to
Baltimore Rath and the Islands Commu-
nity Council, c/o Tara Cotter, 14 Harbour
Court, Baltimore, Co Cork P81 PH30.

waves rising from the ground into
the shape of a heart. Copper rings of
varying sizes, representing the souls
lost to the sea, are then drawn up
through heartstrings and released
into the air.

Artist Noel Molloy, who works
under the name, Moz,art, and who

said it has been a long-held ambition
of the people in the area to install
such a memorial.

Ms Cotter said the community
council has been liaising with Cork
County Council for months, and
planning permission has been se-
cured for the sculpture on a green
area close to the harbour master’s of-
fice.

“That memorial is finally in sight,”
she said.

Local artists were invited to come
forward with ideas, before sculptors
Helen Walsh and Paddy McCormack,
who had submitted separate, but
similar, designs, were invited to col-
laborate on the memorial.

Ms Walsh is renowned for large-
scale sculptures, while Mr McCorm-
ack, a copper, iron, and bronze
special ist ,  normally  works on
smaller-scale projects.

Their copper, bronze, and stain-
less-steel sculpture will depict two
waves (measuring 3m high and 2m
long by 3m wide) to reflect and
capture the power and energy of the
sea.

The waves part to reveal two
copper-and-bronze,  perforated

Eoin English

A coastal community has unveiled
plans for a striking memorial to com-
memorate those who have died at
sea.

The sculpture, earmarked for a
site overlooking the sea in Baltimore,
in West Cork, features two giant
waves parting to reveal a heart
shape, with souls rising skywards.

“We hope to make the memorial
area as inclusive as possible for
people of all abilities to come and
take the opportunity to reflect, con-
template, and remember friends and
loved-o ne s  by  l ooking  at ,  and
through, the heart-shaped space be-
tween the waves, to the water and
beyond,” project spokesperson, Tara
Cotter, said.

A major fundraising drive is under
way as the Baltimore Rath and the Is-
lands Community Council wants to
raise €35,000 in the hope of erecting
the memorial, called Croí na Mara
(Heart of the Sea), by the middle of
next year.

Ms Cotter, a member of the com-
munity council and chair of the Bal-
timore Sea Memorial Committee,

Sculptor Helen Walsh, who will create the artwork in Baltimore to commemorate those who have died
at sea.

An artist’s sketch of ‘Croí na Mara (Heart
of the Sea)’.

Paddy McCormack has been invited to collaborate on the memorial
in West Cork.

The sculpture, earmarked for a site overlooking the sea in Baltimore in West Cork, features two giant
waves.
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tiality, no other children,
parents, family, or teachers
are informed of positive
Covid-19 results, and close
contacts are contacted di-
rectly by public health offi-
cials.

This week, the HSE said
the mass testing of almost
9,400 teachers and students
across 384 facilities had led
to a positivity rate of 1.9%,
about one third of what it is
in the general public.

Also this week, the HSE
began sending text messages
to parents and guardians of
children identified as close
contacts. This new process is
to ensure families are in-
formed as quickly as poss-
ible, allowing them to be
aware of their child’s status
and to take actions to care for
them, a spokeswoman said.

However, increasing
numbers of people are turn-
ing to social media to discuss
the issue. A Facebook group
sharing details of confirmed
cases in Irish schools has
more than 100,000 members.

The HSE has asked people
not to share such in-
formation online, in the fear
it will lead to ‘stigmatisation’
and will stop people from
coming forward with symp-
toms.

Martina Broe, one of the
group’s administrators, be-
lieves anxiety and lack of
communication spur people
to look online.

“It’s a lack of communi-
cation, and a lack of under-
standing,” she said.

Parents also see that
teachers are under extreme
pressure, she added.

“Of course they will
worry,” said Ms Broe.
“When parents ring schools,
they are told they have to
ring the HSE. When they
ring the HSE, they say we
can’t talk to you about this.”

Teachers are concerned at what they see as a disparity between how close contacts are determined in a classroom and how they are determined outside school. One school staff member who tested positive for
Covid-19 said a colleague with whom she works closely was not considered a close contact because they both wear masks in the classroom they share.

not be a policy in place to
“blanket-test” whole classes
or year groups in schools,
and that entire schools
would not necessarily be
shut down in the case of an
outbreak.

This strategy is close to
what has been adopted else-
where in Europe, including
in Germany and France. As
per public-health guidelines
and doctor-patient confiden-

circumstance, the HSE said.
Close contacts for both stu-
dents and staff are also deter-
mined during this assess-
ment.

“These close contacts are
then asked to restrict their
movements and be tested for
Covid-19, as per national
guidance for close contacts,”
said the HSE.

Before schools reopened, it
was flagged that there would

hours before the onset of
symptoms for cases sympto-
matic with Covid-19, and 24
hours before the test for
Covid-19 was taken, for those
who are asymptomatic with
Covid-19.”

Recommended measures,
such as mass testing or the
exclusion of staff or pupils,
are undertaken following the
risk assessment. Responses
differ depending on each

appropriate, and asks them
about their contacts.

They discuss the matter
directly with the school and
undertake a public-health
risk assessment. According
to the HSE, this risk assess-
ment is undertaken for any
confirmed case of Covid
“who has been within an
educational facility whilst
infectious”.

“This is classified as 48

are determined in a class-
room, and outside school.

“I understand that schools
have to follow the directions
of the HSE,” one teacher
said. “But if I wasn’t in a
classroom, I would be classi-
fied as a close contact.”

When a case of Covid-19 is
associated with a school,
public health works directly
with the person, or the
family of a child if it is more

is if there is a confirmed
case.

“We are presuming it’s the
same as everyone else; that if
we are deemed a close con-
tact, we will be told,” she
said. “But up until then, it’s
at the discretion of the par-
ents to even tell us if the child
is being tested.”

Teachers are concerned at
what they see as a disparity
between how close contacts

Not classifying vulnerable
students as close contacts of
a special needs assistant who
worked side-by-side with
them goes against the public
understanding of the term.

Schools are taking all
appropriate measures to
prevent cases of Covid-19 but
inevitably, as elsewhere,
cases have emerged.

Given that the Dáil was
abruptly suspended last
month while Health Minister
Stephen Donnelly rightly
self-isolated, many might
wonder how that squares
with the policy in schools,
where a class or year group
might not necessarily have
to restrict their movements
if a classmate tests positive.

Many teachers are won-
dering how schools could
stay running in level five,
when all indoor events or
gatherings would be re-
stricted. It is this kind of
disconnect that contributes
to anxiety, which is growing
despite public health offi-
cials advising that commu-
nity transmission is the
biggest threat to schools, not
the other way around.

The Irish Examiner spoke
to people working in schools
about their concerns.

One staff member who
tested positive said a col-
league with whom she works
closely was not considered a
close contact because they
both wear masks in the class-
room they share.

“When I got my result, I
rang my boss, who was great.
I was hysterical, and they got
on to the HSE,” she said.

The HSE advised her to
ring a number to alert the
Covid app which would in
turn alert her close contacts.
When she tried to call the
number, it was obsolete, she
said.

“The HSE didn’t get back
to the school until the follow-
ing evening. That meant any
of my close contacts in the
school went back in and car-
ried on with their day.”

The stress was “horren-
dous”, she said. But, thank-
fully, no additional cases of
Covid-19 emerged.

One school cleaner said
she wasn’t given PPE.

“We are afraid,” she said.
“The scariest bit is knowing
that you probably won’t be
told if there is a case.”

A pre-school teacher said
staff at the private facility
where she works are not
allowed to wear masks.

She and her colleagues are
unsure what the procedure

Close contacts and classroom concerns
“We are
afraid. The
scariest bit is
knowing that
you probably
won’t be told if
there is a case

Despite preventative measures, Covid-19 cases in schools are a cause for concern, writes Jess Casey
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‘Councils should fast-track bike lanes to cut emissions’
Eoin English

Local authorities should be
brave and fast-track the de-
livery of bike lanes as part of
wider  e f fo r ts  to  reduce
emissions  in  c i t ies ,  the
head of the Oireachtas cli-
mate change committee has
said.

Green Party TD Brian
Leddin made his comments
during the first annual re-
port of Cork City Council’s

Climate Action Committee
yesterday — the first such
committee established by a
local authority in Ireland.

During a wide-ranging dis-
cussion, several committee
members expressed frus-
tration about the slow pace
of delivery of bike lanes in
Cork city,  and concerns
about the lack of enforce-
ment to prevent parking in
existing bike lanes.

Mr Leddin said while more

education would help, he
also said local authorities
should not have to follow a
protracted Part 8 planning
process to deliver cycling in-
frastructure, and they could
re cla im ro ad  space  fo r
cyclists relatively quickly
and easily through other
means.

“It can be done inexpen-
sively by putting up bollards.
Local authorities just have to
put the hand out and they

will get the money. It may be
politically difficult at local
level but I would encourage
them to be brave and just
push it through. If we do it
quickly and get it over the
line, it will transform our
cities’ transport network and
lead to lower emissions,” he
said.

Micheal Lyons, head of the
council’s climate action unit,
said while Covid-19 has fo-
cused minds on the value of

our environment, he said
what  i s  needed  now is
“action, action, action” to
protect the city from the rav-
ages of climate change.

His report outlined prog-
ress of 66 separate planned
actions, including:
■ The roll-out of a wild-
flower meadow programme
in parks and open spaces, to
include a high percentage of
pollinator-friendly plants;
■ The launch in April of a

public lighting strategy;
■ The launch in May of a
new air quality and monitor-
ing strategy;
■ The pedestrianisation of
several city centre streets;
■ The appointment of con-
sultants to undertake a re-
view of the city’s ‘green and
blue infrastructure’ to in-
form the review of the next
city development plan.

The report also highlight-
ed the launch, in June, of Ire-

land’s largest local authority
electric vehicle (EV) fleet —
76 EVs to replace diesel ve-
hicles across the city’s fleet
— which will deliver savings
of up to €700,000 over five
years and reduce emissions.

School climate striker,
Theresa Rose Sebastian, wel-
comed the progress on cli-
mate adaptation but said
more  act ion  on  cl imate
mit ig at ion  measures  is
required.

“Without more of these
actions, it’s like putting a
continuous band aid on an
open wound,” she said.

The city’s head of econ-
omic development, Fearghal
Reidy, said climate change is
a key consideration as part of
the drafting of the new city
development plan, and he
said the council is anxious to
include the views of young
people in particular in that
process.

Vulnerable
woman is
made ward
of court
■ ‘Likeable but troubled’ woman
puts herself and others in danger
Ann O’Loughlin

A vulnerable young woman
who, as a child, witnessed
her mother attempt suicide,
and whose dangerous behav-
iour is escalating, is to be
made an adult ward of court
against her wishes.

Tusla, the child and family
agency applied for the 18-
year-old woman to be made
an adult ward due to its con-
cerns about the risk she
poses to herself and others.

The president of the High
Court, Ms Justice Mary Ir-
vine, said the woman has be-
come increasingly violent
and aggressive to those cur-
rently involved in her care,
continually goes missing,
and is becoming ever more
involved with alcohol, drugs,
and criminal activities.

On the evidence, the judge
was satisfied the woman has
an intellectual disability, is
of unsound mind, does not
have power over the choices
she makes, and should be
brought into wardship.

Tusla is expected to apply
later for orders concerning
an appropriate placement.

In her judgment this week,
the judge noted that, when
the woman was a toddler,
concerns were raised about
her mother being neglectful
of her care. Some years later,
when still a child, she wit-
nessed her  mother’s  at -
tempted suicide.

It was “little surprise” that
the woman was not left un-
scarred by her early years,
and she ended up in a resi-
dential facility where her be-
haviours included self-harm,
overdoses of medication, as-
saulting care staff, and ab-
sconding.

When a teenager, she was
placed in secure care and re-
mained there some four
years. While she had difficul-
ties there, she responded
moderately well to that se-
cure environment but, soon

after her discharge some
months ago, was hospita-
lised due to an overdose.

Her l i fe  appears to  be
“spiralling out of control”. If
given the opportunity she
would head to an urban en-
vironment, get drunk, take
drugs, steal, get into fights,
potentially take overdoses,
or self-harm, and end up in a
Garda station or in hospital.

It was unclear whether she
had actually  taken sub-
stances or was engaged in
“care-eliciting behaviour”.

She recently stole a car
and wrote it off in a crash in
an area where children could
have been killed or injured,
the judge noted.

The judge accepted “a
wealth of evidence” from the
woman’s guardian and a psy-
chologist who supported the
woman during her teenage
years, and she was described
as a likeable but troubled
and vulnerable person who
is impelled to engage in
“alarming” behaviour.

A consultant psychiatrist
with extensive experience of
troubled adolescents agreed.

The judge believed two
other psychologists who as-
sessed the woman as having
capacity may have reached
other conclusions had they
known her longer.

The judge said it would be
“particularly reckless” to
defer wardship given evi-
dence that her risk-taking
behaviour is escalating and
she is putting her life, and
that of others, in danger.

While the woman continu-
ally states she does not wish
to be brought into wardship,
much of her behaviour sug-
gests she “actually craves
containment” and responds
best to minding and care.

The woman can apply to
be discharged from wardship
any time she feels she can es-
tablish capacity to manage
her person and property, the
judge stressed.

Oireachtas transport committee to meet over aviation crisis
mon rules on air travel, and
for a decision on a pre-flight
Covid-19 testing regime.

The heads of both Cork
and Shannon airports have
said that a rapid, low-cost,
and scalable testing regime
must be endorsed by the
Government as part of an
aviation recovery strategy.

Ireland is expected to de-
cide on the traf f ic- l ight
travel system next week.

Committee chair Kieran

O’Donnell said the Covid-19
pandemic has devastated the
aviation sector, which is
worth billions of euro to the
economy and supports up-
wards of 140,000 jobs.

“The closure of the Rya-
nair bases threatens the vi-
ability of Cork and Shannon
airports and will have a dev-
astating impact on the local
economy,  with  many
families impacted by redun-
dancies,” he said.

years ago yesterday, with
just five routes and facing
traffic levels comparable to
the early 1960s. The airline
will continue to operate from
Cork to London Stansted and
to the Polish cities of Kato-
wice and Gdansk.

The transport committee
has written to Transport
Minister Eamon Ryan ask-
ing the Government to adopt
the European Commission’s
traffic-light system for com-

announced after an emerg-
ency meeting of the commit-
tee was called yesterday, fol-
lowing Ryanair’s closure of
its bases at Cork and Shan-
non airports for the winter.

Ryanair, with 23 routes,
was Cork’s biggest customer,
carrying 1.3m of the 2.6m
passengers who travelled
through the airport last
year.

The decision leaves the
airport, which opened 59

while trying to strike a bal-
ance with the public health
requirements.

“We are an island nation
that requires aviation. And
while there is limited public
confidence in travelling at
the moment, we need oper-
ational airports and we need
to plan for the future of the
aviation sector. Introducing
testing will be a key part of
that.”

The public hearings were

starting Monday, October 26.
Committee member senator
Jerry Buttimer said they will
be looking to find solutions,
given that the taskforce on
aviation recovery issued rec-
ommendations during the
summer that have yet to be
enacted.

“We are the sectoral com-
mittee which deals with
transport matters,” said Mr
Buttimer. “We will be trying
to find solutions to the crisis,

Eoin English

The Oireachtas transport
committee is to hold public
hearings in just over a week
to discuss the crisis in the
aviation industry.

Representatives of the
Nat ional  Publ ic  Heal th
Emergency Team, Hiqa, Rya-
nair, Aer Lingus, the DAA,
including Cork Airport, and
the Shannon Group, will
be invited to the meetings

Objection to extra time for Delaney to see files
3,000 of the files he has re-
viewed are legally privi-
leged.

It is seeking the appoint-
ment of an independent per-
son to consider that materi-
al, who would then make a
report to the court.

The ODCE was concerned,
given that Mr Delaney is yet
to review thousands more
documents, that its probe
could be compromised.

Mr Delaney’s lawyers re-
jected the ODCE’s criti-
cisms, and deny he is trying
to delay the process.

Adjourning the case, Ms
Justice Reynolds said she
wanted to know if Mr Del-
aney’s lawyers would take
up an offer from the ODCE
for assistance to speed up
the process. If that offer was
not being taken up, she
wanted to know why not.

The judge also said the
parties should discuss cer-
tain issues between them-
selves in order to make
better use of court time.

The matter will return be-
fore the High Court in two
weeks’ time.

Delaney is operating on a
shoestring relative to the
vast resources the ODCE
and FAI can devote to the in-
spection process.

Kerida Naidoo SC, for the
ODCE, said it was opposed to
any further time being
granted to Mr Delaney to
complete the inspection.

It had been suggested that
Mr Delaney wanted to
search the documentation
using a new key search
word, counsel said.

Counsel said there was
“no substance” to any of the
issues raised by Mr Delaney.

Evidence was put before
the court that it was ex-
pected that one lawyer act-
ing for the FAI will have re-
viewed all of the documen-
tation in some 35 working
days, and it will be com-
pleted in the next few weeks.

This was different to Mr
Delaney, and the ODCE was
concerned that at the cur-
rent pace his review will
take several more months to
complete.

The ODCE said Mr Del-
aney had asserted that over

icitor Aidan Eames said his
client wants the matter dealt
with as soon as possible so
the former FAI CEO can
“move on with his life as
soon as he can”.

Mr Eames said that his
firm has put a massive effort
into the inspection process
on behalf of its client.

However, co-operation
and expedition “cannot be
pursued at the price of com-
promising his client’s
rights”.

Mr Eames added that Mr

fore Ms Justice Leonie Rey-
nolds yesterday who ex-
pressed the court’s strong
displeasure at the pace of
the inspection process.

The judge was critical of
what she said was the “tit
for tat tactics” being used by
the ODCE and Mr Delaney
regarding the inspection
process.

She also said that Mr Del-
aney had given assurances
early on in the process about
taking steps to make sure
the inspection would be
completed within an agreed
time period, which she said
had not been done.

The court heard that Mr
Delaney, who is represented
in court by Paul McGarry
SC, had been making prog-
ress with the inspection of a
large number of documents.

Since the inspection prog-
ress began in July, problems
had arisen which made it
difficult to assess how many
documents are private to
him, or are covered by legal
privilege.

In a sworn statement to
the court, Mr Delaney’s sol-

Ann O’Loughlin

The Office of the Director of
Corporate Enforcement
(ODCE) says it is opposed to
any application by ex-FAI
boss John Delaney for
further time to examine
files seized by the corporate
watchdog as part of its
criminal investigation into
the association.

The High Court has been
asked, in an application
where the FAI is the respon-
dent, to make a determi-
nation if some of the files are
covered by legal privilege
and cannot be used by the
ODCE as part of its probe.

UK-based Mr Delaney,
who is a notice party to the
action, wants more time to
examine the material,
which includes his emails,
so he can set out what he
says are covered by legal
professional privilege and
cannot be used by the ODCE.
The ODCE wants its appli-
cation, which was initiated
last February, heard in De-
cember.

The matter returned be-

John Delaney: Wants more time
to inspect files seized by ODCE.

‘Alcohol
to blame’
for spitting
at garda
Noel Baker

A teenager who pleaded
guilty to a string of offences,
including urinating on the
floor of a Garda station and
spitting on a garda, said
alcohol was to blame for “at
least 90%” of the charges.

Matthew Kiely of 16, St
Eltin’s Crescent, Kinsale, Co
Cork,  p leaded  gui l ty  at
Bandon District Court to
offences dating back more
than three years. Now 18, he
was a minor when many of
the offences occurred and
told Judge James McNulty:
“At least 90% of the charges
are all to do with drinking.”

He said he had tried to stop
drinking in recent weeks,
adding: “My head would be a
lot better if I got off the drink.
It just never works out for
me.”

The first offence dealt with
was theft and damaging a car
in February 2017. Kiely was
directed to do 40 hours’
community service. In Sep-
tember 2017, he stole a lap-
top,  mountain bike,  and
torch. On his plea of guilty,
Judge McNulty sentenced
him to 100 hours’ community
service  and  took  other
charges into consideration.

He pleaded guilty to a
number  o f  o f fences  on
August  6 ,  2018 .  He  wa s
sentenced to  100  hours’
community services for a
public-order offence, with a
similar offence taken into
consideration. A breach of
the intoxicating liquor act
was taken into consider-
ation. That meant a total of
240 hours of  community
service, the most that can be
allocated.

On September 9, 2017, he
took unlawful possession of
a vehicle and stole a laptop,
receiving a 90-day prison
sentence, suspended, and
two-year probation bond.

Matters  became more
serious this year, after he
turned 18. On January 10,
Kiely  was found in  pos-
session of 34 counterfeit €20
notes, convicted on his guilty
plea and sentenced to 90 days
in prison, suspended for two
years. On February 15 and
the early hours of the next
day, he committed two pub-
lic order offences, leading to
a fine of €100, but other of-
fences followed on arrest.

Sgt Paul Kelly said two
gardaí saw Kiely, extremely
intoxicated, at Market Quay,
Kinsale. He became “very
aggressive and abusive” and
re fused  to  des is t .  On
arrest he became “volatile”,
spitting on one garda. At the
Garda station he was shout-
ing, banging his head off the
wall, and spat on the floor,
door, and under the hatch.

On July 7, he committed
criminal damage at Bandon
Garda Station, urinating in
the custody suite.

Judge McNulty convicted
him but deferred penalty,
placing him on continuing
bail on that offence with an
updated probation report to
be provided on November 16.

Of the February offences,
Judge McNulty said Kiely’s
behaviour was “appalling for
a young citizen. I am entirely
certain he would not do any
of this in his home.” He
remanded him in custody
until Monday for sentencing.

Picture of health

Jack Bates, David O’Keeffe, and Luke Fagan as VHI and the Irish Youth Foundation remind non-profit organisations that funding for projects dedicated to supporting young
people’s health and wellbeing is available through the VHI Health and Wellbeing Fund. Visit iyf.ie/grants to make an application. Picture: Naoise Culhane



Child of the revolution
ELIZABETH BERNEY

wasn’t invited to the big
commemoration event last
year to celebrate the cen-

tenary of the first sitting of Dáil Éi-
reann. But her nephew David man-
aged to get his hands on a couple of
tickets and off they went.

“We went into the Mansion House,
bold as brass, we were,” Elizabeth
laughs. She had a good time. She met
Leo Varadkar and Micheál Martin.

She remembers the latter being
tugged at the sleeve to attend else-
where but he delayed departure to
linger with her. And why wouldn’t
he? Elizabeth Berney is a sprightly
98-years-of-age. She is also a child of
the revolution.

Her father Richard Mulcahy and
mother Min Ryan both feature
prominently in any examination of
the turbulent years marking the
birth and early years of the state.

Elizabeth reckons that she and
Maire Mhac an tSaoi, the poet and
daughter of Sean McEntee, are the
only two surviving direct offsprings
of the young men and women who
made history during those times.

One commemorative event that
she was due to attend fell victim to
the Covid-19 pandemic. In June, a
park in Wexford named after her
mother was opened.

Elizabeth couldn’t make that but
she is sanguine about any oversights
in failures to recognise her direct lin-
eage.

“To be honest,” she says, leaning in
as if to engage in a conspiratorial
huddle. “In a way I’m kind of glad I
haven’t been asked. A lot of them can
be quite boring.”

She is older than the State her par-
ents helped found. Elizabeth was
born in 1921 when her father was on
the run, operating as Michael Col-
lins’ second in command. Five years
prior to her birth, Elizabeth’s mother

was present at the cradle of the revol-
ution, Kilmainham Jail.

Min Ryan and her sister Phyllis
were brought to the jail by request
from Sean MacDiarmada on the
night before he was executed. She
and the 33-year-old proclamation sig-
natory had met first in the national-
ist movement to which both had a
deep allegiance.

The condemned man sat between
the two sisters, arms around them, in
his final hours. According to Min
Ryan, they talked about everything
but that which awaited him at dawn.
And then 45 minutes before the
scheduled event the Ryan sisters
were told their time was up.

“He kissed me and just said we
never thought it would end like this
although he knew that it would,” Min
Ryan said, in an RTÉ interview in
1966 to mark the 50th anniversary of
the Rising.

“He gave me his ring and muffler
off his neck and and he gave me Ro-
sary beads,” she said. “Outside, we
got into this big army car that had
guns and there was a light, light rain
falling and I was saying these are the
tears of my dark Rosaleen for one of
her greatest friends.”

The scene of one of the signatories
of the Proclamation sitting in his con-
demned cell with Elizabeth Berney’s
mother and aunt is freighted with
poignancy. MacDiarmada was en
route to martyrdom and becoming a
national icon.

Back in dirty reality, the Ryan
sisters would end up on opposite
sides of a civil war that was to black-
en the birth of a new state, its bitter
aftertaste destined to linger for up to
a century. And as women, both of the
Ryans, educated revolutionaries,
were on temporary release during
those turbulent years from their des-
ignated roles in the home.

“The women were very important

in that period but history has not
been fair to them,” Elizabeth says.

“Those women, my mother and
aunts, they had exciting lives at that
time that women before them never
knew anything about. They weren’t
stuck at the kitchen sink, they were
out in uniform in a very different life,
just like the men.

“And then when it was over it was
back to the kitchen sink. That was
the men’s fault. The only one who

stuck out was the countess.”
When Elizabeth’s parents married

in 1919 Countess Markievicz gave
them a wedding present of a painting
by AE Russell, the nationalist writer
and painter. Elizabeth still retains it
as a cherished heirloom.

Min Ryan was one of a family of 12
from a wealthy farming background
in Tomcoole, Co Wexford.

“My mother’s parents offered all
their children third level education if

they wanted it,” Eliza-
beth says.

“That was unheard
of at the time. They
got their education
and travelled to
Germany and
France. My
mother taught
German. I never
heard her utter
one word of Ger-
man in my whole
life.”

MOST of the
family got in-
vo lved  in  the
nationalist politics

of the day. Jim Ryan, Min’s brother,
was in the GPO and would go on to be
a founding member of Fianna Fáil
and close confidante of Éamon de
Valera, serving in a number of cabi-
nets.

Richard Mulcahy was from
Thurles, the son of the local post-
master. The couple met in the
nationalist and volunteer circles that
were bubbling away under the ve-
neer of polite society. During Easter
Week 1916, Min was in and out of the
GPO with messages. Elizabeth’s
father ended up serving in a different
location.

“He was an engineer who had come
up through the ranks in the Volun-
teers and on Holy Thursday he was
on his way home when he ran into
Sean McDiarmada who said, ‘Dick,
you can’t go away, we’re having a
revolution on Sunday’ as if they were
having a party.

“My father said fine and on Easter
Monday he cut the communications
in Finglas which was his task. But
then couldn’t get back into the city so
he joined Thomas Ashe in Ash-
bourne.”

Ashe and Mulcahy pulled off one of

the rare military
victories during

the week. Up to
20 RIC men
were cap-
tured with a
large con-
signment of
weapons.
Eleven RIC
men and two
volunteers

were killed in
a battle that

raged for over
five hours. Ashe

only surrendered
when word was sent

out from the GPO that it
was all over. The following

year Ashe was to die on hunger strike
in Mountjoy jail.

Following the Rising, Min was de-
tailed to travel to America to keep
John Devoy up to date with what was
unfolding. On her return she threw
herself into work with Cumann na
mBan.

Her husband Richard went on to
serve in the War of Independence as
Michael Collins’ right hand man.
During this time, Elizabeth and her
older brother Padraig were born
while their father was busy avoiding
arrest.

“There was one story that when
my mother was living in Oakley Road
in Ranalagh and she had me as a
baby, the Black and Tans came into
the house and she told them to get
out, that here she was rocking the
baby. She showed that she was nurs-
ing and they left her alone. My father
had a lot of close escapes.”

Like many others, he was drawn in

Elizabeth Berney, 98, with a painting by AE Russell which was
given as a wedding gift by Countess Marckievicz (inset below
right) to her parents Min Ryan and Richard Mulcahy, founding
member of Cumann na nGaedheal and later leader of Fine Gael.

Picture: Moya Nolan

Elizabeth Berney was glad to see the last political embers from the Civil War that had divided her
family quenched with the formation of the Government this year, writes Michael Clifford

Richard Mulcahy, above right, took command of the pro-Treaty forces in the Civil War
after the killing of Michael Collins, above left.
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A steampunk enthusiast attends the ‘socially distanced’ Haworth Steampunk Weekend, in the quiet village in the Pennine
hills of West Yorkshire, England. Picture: Danny Lawson/PAWire
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a public analyst, a line of science
which involves testing foods for com-
pliance with safety and legislation.
She was working for Bird’s Jelly
when the Second World War rolled
around — The Emergency as it was
known in this country.

“We didn’t know there was a war
going on except maybe we didn’t
have enough butter,” she says

“At one stage I was sent over to Bir-
mingham to Bird’s HQ for training.
We went in this tiny plane. They
couldn’t bear the Irish over there be-
cause we hadn’t joined the war. The
only person who was nice to me while
I was there was a Russian guy.”

BACK home her father
became leader of Fine Gael
on the retirement of WT
Cosgrave in 1944. Then fol-

lowing the 1948 general election, an
opportunity arose to unseat Dev who
had by then been in power for 16
years.

A coalition of Fine Gael, Labour,
and a group of smaller parties and in-
dependents had the required
numbers. But there was a problem.
Sean McBride, leader of one of the
small parties, Clann na Poblachta,
whose father John was executed in
1916, said he would not serve under
Mulcahy as Taoiseach. The antipa-
thy was down to Mulcahy’s role in
the Civil War.

Mulcahy, faced with either holding
firm or stepping aside, chose the
latter.

“There was high drama that week
when he made up his mind that it
wouldn’t be appropriate for him to be
Taioseach,” his daughter says.

“He was trying to persuade Jack
Costello to take it up. Jack was happy
the way he was. He was a very suc-
cessful barrister but my father event-
ually got him to agree.”

Mulcahy then served under Costel-

by the magnetic personality of Col-
lins: “My father adored him, they had
the most wonderful relationship. Mi-
chael Collins was Michael Collins,
that big, gregarious person and my
father was low key so they worked
very well together. They never ques-
tioned each other’s decisions. They
had great confidence in each other.”

When Collins returned from Lon-
don having signed the Anglo Irish
Treaty, there was never any question
of Mulcahy breaking with him.

“As Collins and Arthur Griffith
knew, Ireland had no fight left at that
stage. They had nobody left to fight.
The whole thing was horrific for
them.”

Then the great divide opened up in
the Civil War. The country, and par-
ticularly the pro-Treaty forces, were
dealt a horrendous blow with the
death of Collins in August 1922.
Following that, Mulcahy was ap-
pointed minister for defence. In that
capacity he signed the order that
anybody who didn’t have a lawful
reason for possession of a firearm
would be subject to the death penalty.

“It was a really awful time,” Eliza-
beth says. “One TD was shot dead (by
the anti-Treaty side) and the cabinet
thought they were going to be killed
one by one.”

The executions were one of the real
low points of the whole period.

Mulcahy, as the line minister, in-
troduced the legislation to provide a
legal basis for it, although his col-
league Kevin O’Higgins was seen as
the major advocate for the policy. In
total, 77 Republicans were executed
and many others summarily shot in
extra judicial killings.

The spilt in the country was
writ large within Elizabeth’s family.
Her father was one of the main fig-
ures on the pro-Treaty side, while all
of her mother’s family were with the
republicans.

Left: In 1919 Min Ryan married Richard Mulcahy,
and they went on to have six children; the family
lived in Rathmines, near the major army barracks
in Portobello. Mulcahy was leader of Fine Gael
from 1944 to 1948.

<<< Politics was never discussed in the home
lo as minister for education in the
two interparty governments while
retaining the leadership of Fine Gael.

“He never expressed one word of
disappointment at not becoming
Taoiseach,” Elizabeth says.

“You wouldn’t come across that
now. Everybody who reaches that far
up wants to be Taoiseach.”

Richard Mulcahy died in 1971 at
the age of 85. Min Ryan died in 1977 at
the age of 91.

Among Elizabeth’s siblings, Ris-
teard was a well known cardiologist,
and Nelle a successful fashion de-
signer who designed the uniforms for
Aer Lingus.

Elizabeth married Jerry Berney
and they had five children, Mary-Eli-
zabeth, Richard, Anne, Gerard and
Catherine. Jerry died 18 years ago.

She was glad to see the last politi-
cal embers from the civil war that
had divided her family be quenched
with the formation of the current
government earlier this year.

And what of the plan to commem-
orate the RIC that caused so much
controversy last January? Would Ri-
chard Mulcahy have been in favour
of remembering those against whom
he fought?

“He probably would have said yes
at this stage,” she says.

“When he was in Ashbourne in
1916 it broke his heart to be killing
those RIC men. Most of them were
Irishmen.

“For years after when there was
commemoration events at Ash-
bourne he didn’t go.

“I thought he was wrong in a way
but he never got over the fact that so
many of RIC men, Irishmen, were
killed. It was the first time in his life
he had killed anyone.

“He just wasn’t that type of person
but he was put in a position where he
had to act and do something. That’s
how it was in the Civil War too.”

“The Ryan sisters were all anti-
treaty and they were so strong,” Eli-
zabeth says.

“In fact one of my mother’s sisters
came to her and said, ‘Min, you’ll
have to leave Richard’ as if she ever
would.

“Seán T Ó Ceallaigh (who would go
on to serve as president of the Free
State) had a big influence on some of
the Ryan sisters. He ended up marry-
ing one (Kate) and then another (Phy-
lis).”

AND what if Min hadn’t been
married to Richard. Would
her instincts have been the
same as those of her siblings

to whom she was very close?
“No, no, she never would have

been anti-treaty,” Elizabeth says.
“I think all of them were so trau-

matised they never spoke about it.
The parents of my cousins, the
Ryans, who were anti-treaty all
adopted the same principle of not
talking to the children about it. We
had 35 cousins and we all got on great
and for years never knew anything
about our parents’ past.” (Jim Ryan’s
great grandson is James Ryan, who
has played rugby for Ireland and
Leinster in recent years.)

Mulcahy continued to serve in gov-
ernment after the guns fell silent in
the Civil War. In the first election of
the new state he stood in Dublin
North and received in excess of 22,000
votes, a huge mandate by any stan-
dards.

He resigned as minister for defence
over the handling by the Executive
Council of the army mutiny in 1924
and re-entered government in 1927.

At home, the Mulcahy-Ryan
family was growing to eventually in-
clude six children. The family lived
in Rathmines, near the major army
barracks in Portobello.

“Money was always tight,” Eliza-

beth says. “It was a financially hope-
less life as a politician. A lot of them
in those days had other jobs, many in
the professions. My father had
wanted to be a doctor but he gave up
when he joined the army. My mother
was great, she started a mini farm of
sorts there and we were very self suf-
ficient.”

Politics was never discussed at
home.

“My father could have been going
out every day to work on a farm for
all we knew,” Elizabeth says.

“We were cocooned, it was like now
in that way. We knew absolutely no-
thing. There would be the odd re-
mark in school from a child who
might have heard she’s Mulcahy’s
daughter but not much else. And we
did have so many cousins who we got
on with. It was great.”

Her father and his brother-in-law
Jim Ryan were by that time on differ-
ent sides in frontline politics.

“My father and Jim Ryan did get
on OK on occasions when they were
at the same event. They didn’t social-
ise together. And Jim Ryan was a
fine, soft man.”

Elizabeth went to college, got a
masters in biology and began work as

“When Collins
returned from London
having signed the
Anglo Irish Treaty,
there was never any
question of Mulcahy
breaking with him

Jim Ryan, Min’s brother, was in the GPO and
would go on to be a foundingmember of Fianna
Fáil and close confidante of Éamon de Valera

Min Ryan and her sister Phyllis were brought to
Kilmainham by request from Sean MacDiarmada,
above, on the night before he was executed.
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■ “I am obviously very concerned
about what I’m seeing in relation to the
emergence of the far-right, I think it’s a
small number, but it’s a vocal amount
that are spreading misinformation and
disinformation that risks our health and
our families’ health as well. I thought
what we saw outside our courts yester-
day was disgusting, was grotesque,
was obscene, they are small numbers
of people but we should remember
these things start with small numbers
of people”
— Further Education Minister Simon
Harris

■ “The investment in health
and education and housing is
for working people. And for
people who currently can’t get
a house or waiting for a long
time for a house”
— Taoiseach Michéal

Martin, who rejected criti-
cism that the budget offers
little for working people

■ “Several people from the very begin-
ning, myself included, said the best
way of dealing with this was on an all-
island basis. That has never happened,
Dr Gabriel Scally, president of epidemi-
ology and public health at the Royal
Society of Medicine on an all united ap-
proach against Covid-19. Nevertheless
we recognise the scale of the invest-
ment announced today. It is tragic that
it took a pandemic to finally get the in-
vestment that our health services have
needed for over a decade.”
— Dr Padraig McGarry, Irish

Medical Organisation President

■ The whole point is to seize
this moment now to avoid the
misery of another national
lockdown - into which he
wants to go headlong - by de-
livering a regional solution”
— Boris Johnson defends

his coronavirus approach
amid criticism by Labour
leader Ken Starmer

■ “The move to Level 4 would
be hugely costly to people’s
mental health, their isolation
and the economy. It wouldn’t
be good for me to be thinking
out loud on these things. The
issues are too sensitive”
—HealthMinister Stephen

Donnelly.

■ “I’m feeling good. Really
good. I think perfect. I think I’m
better to the point where I’d
love to do a rally tonight. I don’t
think I’m contagious at all.”
—PresidentDonaldTrump

in a telephone interview with
Fox Business.

DANIEL McCONNELL
on politics

Varadkar
must
accept his
reduced
status

“Leo was Taoiseach up until a few
months ago. And I would imagine it is a
very difficult transition to go from
being number one to number two. And
it is a unique situation in that he’s going
to come back in as Taoiseach in a period
of time,” he said.

Is it simply that all of this noise
from the Tánaiste is merely a re-
flection of his difficulty dealing
with his reduced station in life, al-

beit on a temporary basis?
He and his supporters may seek to

argue away one or two cases with indi-
vidual circumstances, but a pattern of
undermining his own government has
emerged since he has become Tánaiste.

It frankly has not been good enough
at a time of a global pandemic.

One of the traits I have long admired
about Leo Varadkar is his ability to
speak directly and plainly, yet it is
this streak in him which has let him
down.

While Micheál Martin’s decision
making was questionable in the early
weeks in office, there is no doubt he has
found his rhythm — allowing him to
grow into the job as the leader of this
country.

Having previously occupied that post
and in the expectation of doing so again,
more has been and is expected of Leo
Varadkar and time has come for him to
remember that.

begs the question — just what is he up
to?

Very few if any buy the argument that
he is merely seeking to retain his
party’s individual identity in this his-
toric three-way Coalition.

Even fewer believe that such utter-
ances are totally accepted by his coali-
tion colleagues who, in truth, are tiring
of what they see as his self-obsessed be-
haviour.

Michael McGrath, the public expen-
diture minister, in an interview with
this newspaper spelt out how he as-
sesses what is going on.

virus on the head again, and reduce
case numbers to a man-

ageable level. Similar to
a second lockdown —
but not as long.

“It may well be
needed at some point.
No other country in
Europe has tried this.
It would be an experi-

ment but it could work.
In Israel is seems to be

producing re-
sults,” he wrote.

Such was the
concern within
Government at
his suggestion,
which had not
been agreed,
that the Taoi-
seach presented
himself in front
of RTÉ’s Pas-
chal Sheehy in
Cork that
afternoon to
kill off the idea
of any circuit-
breaker lock-
down. So all of
the incidents
taken with Var-
adkar’s pre-
vious instances

of going rogue

and his Fianna Fáil ministers were at
pains to praise Dr Holohan amid some
talk he was on the verge of resigning.
Thomas Byrne, the EU affairs minister,
said he disagreed with Varadkar’s com-
ments.

Meanwhile, Helen McEntee, Mr Do-
nohoe and other Fine Gael ministers
rowed in behind their party leader.

Then in the Sunday Independent last

weekend, Varadkar
sowed even more con-
fusion by raising the
issue of the country
going into a “short,
hard lockdown.”

“On Monday night
on Claire Byrne Live,
I made a particular
point not to dismiss
the proposal for a ‘cir-
cuit break’. This would
represent a short, hard
lockdown to knock the

directly built by local authorities.
He began by praising the promise as

“hugely ambitious” and the biggest in
“decades, if not ever” but almost im-
mediately changed tack by saying: “It is
one that is going to be hard to achieve,
quite frankly”.

He also said a shortage of builders
and Covid restrictions may also
negatively impact on the delivery.

Such undermining from within gov-
ernment was immediately seized upon
by the Opposition. As Labour leader
Alan Kelly said in the Dáil on Thurs-
day: “I have issues with the Govern-
ment’s housing figures as well. I respect
the ambition of what is being put out
there but I am just not sure if these tar-
gets are deliverable in reality.

“I listened to what the Tánaiste said
this morning and I do not believe they
are deliverable in 2021. I also think the
help to buy scheme is a farce. It acts as
an incentive to drive up prices and fa-
cilitates the speculation of developers.
All anecdotal and statistical evidence
shows that. That scheme is not going to
be a success.”

It was yet another episode which
allowed many within government to

question the Tánaiste’s commitment to
making this historic coalition work.
The charge is that he is continuously
putting his own self-interest ahead of
government harmony.

His actions last week summed this
approach up.

He begun the week with his extra-
ordinary attacks on Chief Medical Of-
ficer Tony Holohan and Nphet’s recom-
mendation to move the country to level
5.

Immediately battle lines within gov-
ernment were drawn. The Taoiseach

Forty-eight hours after the
Budget, the phrase #leothe-
leak was trending on Twitter.

Not that the echo-chamber
that is Twitter is representative of
much, but Tánaiste Leo Varadkar was
coming under fire for appearing to
publish Budget details before they
were officially announced.

At 2pm on Budget day, before Mi-
chael McGrath had announced the
measure, Mr Varadkar’s twitter ac-
count went: “Self-employed? Earned
Income Tax Credit increased and now
equal to PAYE tax credit. If you are in
receipt of PUP, you can earn up to
€480 per month from casual work and
keep your full payment #Budget2021”.

Other journalists and I immedi-
ately pointed out that what he had
done was to effectively leak budget
matters ahead of their formal an-
nouncement.

Many people referenced that back
in the 1990s, then junior minister Phil
Hogan had to resign after details of
the Budget were faxed to newsrooms.

When asked about it the day after,
in an interview with me, Finance Min-
ister Paschal Donohoe said the inci-
dent was “no big deal”.

“From my point of view it’s no big
deal at all, because there was maybe
somebody in his office trying to indi-
cate the things that were relevant to
their government department, but al-
ready a huge amount of information
was out there in the public domain,”
he said in defence of his leader.

So much was being made of Varad-
kar’s tweet as he is seen as “having
form” in this regard. He took to
Twitter to announce Kildare was re-
maining in lockdown moments before
Taoiseach Micheál Martin’s press
conference on the government deci-
sion began.

Moving beyond Varadkar’s prema-
ture utterances for a moment, he
again courted controversy by clearly
undermining his own Government’s
housing policy the morning after the
Budget. Appearing on Morning Ire-
land, Varadkar was speaking about
the plan to deliver 12,500 new social
homes next year, with 9,500 of those

“All of the
incidents taken with
Varadkar’s previous
instances of going
rogue begs the
question — just
what is he up to?

Tánaiste Leo Varadkar has been undermining the Government’s policies with his self-obsessed behaviour. It raises questions about his commitment to the historic coalition.
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First snow in Mourne Mountains and wall
reaching skies. Picture: Pawel Zygmunt

Ready for Halloween at Tuck Mill. Picture: Tatjana White

Francesco theWeimaraner and his ‘brother’ Luca the springer spaniel dancing on Ard-
nahinch beach in East Cork. Picture: Mark Leo
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Since March, there has been an intense focus on the end of
life but not nearly enough on the start of it. That is under-
standable, given coronavirus’s devastating effect on our
elderly and a rising death toll that has surpassed 1,800.

However, what of the effect on our youngest citizens— the
thousands of babies who have come into this strange Covid-
19-battered world and their parents who have struggled
under punitive restrictions at our maternity hospitals?

Expectant mothers have spoken of how restrictions made
their pregnancy journeys and births lonely, stressful, and dif-
ficult. While rules vary, women are not allowed to bring
partners to ante-natal scans or hospital appointments. In
cases where they face life-changing medical news, they are
often alone.

Attendance at births has been restricted to an hour before
and after labour, denying women essential support during
the physical and emotional rollercoaster that is childbirth.
Evenwhen it is goingwell, it is difficult, butwhat of themany
women who have had to endure traumatic labours while
their partners anxiously waited for news?

Parent groups also said restrictions have denied fathers
those crucial first moments to bond with their new-borns.

For a time, we were even in the ridiculous situation where
a father could “wet the baby’s head” — that odious phrase
from a bygone era — in a nearby pub but could not visit the
hospital to see it. The attendant outcry highlighted just now
radically attitudes have changed; it is now a given that
fathers will be involved every step of the way during a
partner’s pregnancy.

Some opposition politicians have argued that the absence
of Covid-19 in maternity hospitals makes it possible to ease
restrictions. However, the low rate of the virus among preg-
nant women is also a reason to keep them— tight controls
have succeeded in keeping the disease at bay.

In any case, nothing should be done to undermine medical
staff and their superhuman efforts of recent months. It must
be acknowledged, too, that somematernity hospitals are will-
ing to change the rules when there are unexpected compli-
cations, stillbirths, or loss of pregnancy.

Yet all that has to be balanced against the fact that a
partner is as valuable a contributor to the care of a woman
in labour as a midwife, an obstetrician, or a nurse. Their
emotional support cannot be overstated.

Surely there is some way to allow them to be with expect-
ant mothers at a time they need themmost, while also ensur-
ing patient safety. One maternity hospital is considering the
possibility of allowing them a virtual presence at scans. That
is a step in the right direction.

Covid-19-testing, the wearing of PPE, and quarantining be-
fore the birth — although baby will not necessarily facilitate
the timetable —might all be measures to consider.

The new house visit ban takes account of the negative im-
pact cocooning had on elderly people. It includes some very
welcomeexemptions, suchas allowingvisits to elderly people
or those who live alone. Now, when even tighter restrictions
seem likely, it is essential that action is taken to soften the
blow on so many expectant mothers and their partners.

ime to rethink
maternity restrictions

The scene outside Cork County Jail, off Western Rd, during the Republican hunger strike in October 1920. Joe Murphy, from Pouladuff, Cork, died while on hunger strike but his death is often
overshadowed by the worldwide attention given to the death of Terence MacSwiney in London on the same day. Picture: Irish Examiner Archive/Ref 230

OCTOBER 1920

The funeral of hunger striker JosephMurphy
The last chapter in the sad story of the life of Joseph
Murphy was that which closed with the honours accord-
ed by the people in recognition of the sacrifice he made
for his country and for his people.

His funeral yesterday was a memorable and impres-
sive spectacle, in which all classes of people vied with
each other, in an undemonstrativeway, in paying tribute
to one who was not alone prepared, but actually did, lay
down his life in support of a principle. Joseph Murphy
was still a youngman, but it is conceded on all hands that
he was nmodel amongst youngmen, and even those who
did not know him, except in a casual way, were quickly
forced to this conclusion. The doctors at Cork prison,
both Englishmen, were particularly impressed by his
manner, and frequently sounded his praises, emphasis-
ing his anxiety to avoid giving any unnecessary trouble.

Outside the members of his own family, the deceased
will be missed by many more than by his great friends,
Mr. Paul Hurst and Mr. David Long. They were both
most attentive to him, particularly in the closing stages
of his short but exemplary life, and helped by their pres-
ence and the constant watch which they kept over him
materially to lessen the agony through which he passed.

During yesterday forenoon, an uncle of the deceased

arrived in Cork from Dublin, and when he reached the
church the Volunteers unscrewed the coffin lid so that
he might say his last farewell to his nephew, and when
re-fastening it again they laid the tricolour flag which
enveloped the coffin inside the lid.

The funeral took place from the Church of St. Finbar’s
West to St Finbar’s Cemetery, and all along the route
dense crowds watched the cortege and reverently paid a
final tribute to the remains of one of Ireland’s noble sons.

There was a very big military display, which included
two armoured cars and six lorries of soldiers, but none of
them entered the Church, the officer in charge announc-
ing that only one hundred persons would be allowed to
follow the hearse. Notice to this effect was also served on
the clergy attached to the Church. They were asked to in-
form all concerned of the contents of the document, and
to do all in their power to see that it was carried out.

This order was carried out, for though thousands of
people walked on the footways there was no suggestion
of the banned “military formation” about the manner of
their progress.

Indeed there were not nearly one hundredmen behind
the hearse, but it is probable the full number was made
up by members of the Cummaim na bBan, who recited
prayers during the march to the graveyard. W

When Sullivan’s Quay was reached, the lorries, which
up to this, owing to the narrow thoroughfares, were be-
hind some of the carriages, then moved up alongside
themand continued the journey in the sameway, though
when the graveyard was reached they did not enter.
Here, as is customary, excellent orderwasmaintained by
the Volunteers, who regulated all the traffic, and carried
out their arduous duties with the utmost courtesy.

When the remains were laid to rest, the priests at the
graveside sang the “Benedictus.” after which the Rev.
Father Fitzgerald read the prayers for the dead. Subse-
quently, when the grave had been covered in, the Rosary
was recited in Irish, and these present then dispersed.
The large crowd, who had, so far, been unable to gain ac-
cess to the graveyard, were then given an opportunity to
do so, the Volunteers maintaining a circle around which
the public were allowed to walk. When the prayers had
finished, the military withdrew, not having found it
necessary to interfere with the cortege.

About half an hour subsequent to the departure of
the military, and when practically all the members of
the public had also left, six of the comrades of deceased
returned and fired three volleys over the grave.
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alling for good’ violence op on
the Dáil? Let’s say five years down the line
amainstream party contemplates seeking
the support of such people if numbers dic-
tate.

Are the mainstream politicians then
deemed legitimate targets for having bad
thoughts?

What if the Twitter mob, in the comfort
of their homes, grow uneasy about the vi-
olence? Please, thugs, you can stop now,
please. Is it too late then?

Some, including myself, thought there
would be a rise in right-wing extremism
during the last recession.

Then there were real fears that it would
manifest itself in February’s general elec-
tion. It hasn’t, but theremaywell be a case
that the possibility of a looming, deep re-
cession will provide fertile ground for an
agenda of hate.

The pandemic has given these people an
opportunity to take to the streets in the
guise of protesting restrictions.

Their activities require constant vigi-
lance but as of yet, they have absolutely no
political traction.

As for those who
cheer others for
perpetrating vi-
olence on these
fascists, or
whatever they
are, a small bit
of cop onwould
go a long way.

are rigidly held and constantly reinforced
in social media echo chambers.

Nuance, a different perspective, a neu-
tral opinion, are considered suspect. You
are, as George W Bush once noted, with
us or with the terrorists. If you are not
with us, you must be monstered.

Even more disturbing was the spectre
of a large number of people apparently
supporting the violent suppression of
what they consider fascism. The vast ma-
jority of these people would not them-
selves engage in violence, but appear
happy to let others do it on their behalf.
This is considered “good” violence, as op-
posed to the “bad” type perpetrated by
fascists who target innocent individuals.

Where does the violence stop? Among
theNational Party gathering onSaturday
were some people who were present be-
cause they disagree with the official ap-
proach to tackling coronavirus.

They harbour conspiracy theories,
some of which are dangerous. But they
are not fascists.Were they to be collateral
damage in the good violence that the
Twitter mob believe should be perpe-
trated against fascism?

And what if, for instance, some far-
right representatives do end up elected to

rather than an ordeal. I am a big boy. I
have the privilege of a platform that
sometimes requires a toll. And most im-
portantly, I had absolutely no regrets
about what I wrote.

The thought did occur of how this kind
of thing could impact onayoung reporter.
It could be a serious ordeal and act as an
effective censor. Maybe it already does.

What also became obvious is that this is
onemore area in public lifewhere choices
are viewed as entirely binary. Opinions

For casting the two sides as one, I was
subjected to the modern version of “mon-
stering”—a sustained campaign of abuse
and vilification on social media.

The monstering was conducted by
those who were outraged at the equival-
ence I drew between anti-fascists and fas-
cists.

A few people had genuine criticism, ex-
pressedwith amodicumof civility, which
is healthy. Initially, I attempted to re-
spond but soon gave up under the ava-
lanche of abuse.

Most were just part of a mob, who may
not even have read the piece but saw the
opportunity to signal their anti-fascist
virtue through self-righteous anger.

Germany’s slide towards Hitler was re-
peatedly referenced.

The Battle of Cable Street, a clash be-
tween fascists, anti-fascists, and the po-
lice in London in 1936, got a few airings.

I was a fool, a clown of the highest
order, a poor excuse for a journalist,
would have blood on my hands, don’t
have a decent bone in my body, am a fa-
cilitator of fascism and even a fascist (For
the record, the only super-race I have
ever believed in is Kerry footballers).

One lad suggested I had “a fondness for
Justin Barrett”. Another compared me
with guess who?

“So basically…National Party stand
back, stand by.”

On Monday this tweet dropped: “I bet
@mickcliff just went back to bed this
morning…”

And later this: “Mick Clifford hates
human decency more than he hates fas-
cism…such tripe is expected of him.”

The experience was discomfiting

There are intelligent people out
there who believe this country
is fast heading to the kind of
place Germany found itself in

circa 1930.
According to what these people posted

on social media to me during the week,
fascism is a real and present danger. Only
if suppressed violently can it be properly
eradicated.

Last Saturday, I wrote about a gather-
ing of theNational Party outside Leinster
House. The National Party is an anti-im-
migrant entity that is described as fascist
by people who monitor their activities.
There were maybe 60 or 70 people there.
Around 100 guards were also in attend-
ance to police the event.

And then just after 1pm, a group
marched up Molesworth Street in a step
full of intent. This was the opposition,
Anti Fascist Action (AFA). A large cohort
of these people also describes themselves
as republicans.

The AFA people and their allies num-
bered well over 100 strong. They moved
quickly, attempting to breach the bar-
riers separating them from the national-
ists. A burst of violence between the two
sides ensued.

The gardaí restored order relatively
quickly. Following that, there were a few
running battles and the odd missile
thrown. If the gardaí had not been pres-
ent, serious injury or death would have
been a real possibility.

I wrote a sketch of what I’d witnessed
for the Irish E aminer. Two groups of
thugs squaring up to each other, spitting
bile and hate. This description drew an
equivalence between the two sides.

The similarities were obvious. Both
sides included a preponderance of young
men, faces covered in scarves, baseball
hats and displaying an air of menace.

Both advertised nationalism through
use of the tricolour and various pieces of
apparel referencing 1916. Both were ob-
viously intent on violence. Bothwere hos-
tile to media people.

Among the various definitions of fas-
cism is “authoritarian, ultra-nationalist,
intent on violent suppression of opposi-
tion”.

This description could be applied to
both entities last Saturday.

Of course, there are differences in their
ostensible political philosophies. The
right-wing crowd are anti-immigrant and
subscribe largely to a right-wing Catholic
agenda. A large cohort of the anti-fascists
claims to stand for a left-wing brand of
nationalism.

But when violence is introduced, those
differences dissolve. Suppressing opposi-
tion through violence on the streets of a
democratic country is an inherently fas-
cist action.

Last Saturday, the cat who got all the
cream was Justin Barrett, leader of the
National Party. He has a basis — fraudu-
lent but perfectly pitched for propaganda
— on which to portray himself as a vic-
tim. The gardaí were effectively forced to
protect himwhile he availed of his right to
free speech.

The event was, as such, a recruiting ex-
ercise for the National Party.

I I

Suppressing opposition through violence on the
streets of a democratic country is an inherently
fascist action. Picture: Sam Boal /RollingNews.ie
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Could air meals, as opposed to air miles, be the bizarre new
trend to save the devastated aviation industry?

In Singapore, diners paid almost €400 to eat a meal and
catchamovie onboard a stationarySingaporeAirlines plane.
Denied air travel, customers were clearly happy to fork out
for the on-board experience.

Tickets were snapped up in less than half an hour when a
pop-up restaurant on board the airline’s double-decker
superjumbo offered the socially distanced experience at
Changi airport. Elsewhere, “flights to nowhere”, where
planes take sightseeing flights without landing anywhere,
have proved surprisingly popular. For the airlines running
them, such as Australian airline Qantas and Hong Kong Ex-
press, it is a way of trying to recoup at least a portion of the
heavy losses experienced by the aviation sector globally.

In Finland, those missing airline food — is there really
such a person?—will be able to buy Finnair’s business-class
meals at one Helsinki supermarket soon.

While those offerings may seem surreal, they are another
example of the ingenuity and unquenchable will to survive
we have witnessed as people do all they can to chip away at
the obstacles put in their way by the pandemic.

Whether thosemeasureswill help to save airlines or not re-
mains to be seen but anything that allows people a (safe)
flight of fancy in these difficult times deserves to take off.

light of fancy to save
aviation industry

Two-times Booker Prize winner Hilary Mantel has reignited
the question of research ethics and human remains with her
suggestion that the 18th-century skeleton of Irish ‘giant’
Charles Byrne (7ft6in) be repatriated from London to his
native Derry.

Byrne was something of a celebrity — “the most extraordi-
nary curiosity ever known”, as one newspaper put it. After
his death his bones were displayed, against his wishes, at the
Hunterian Museum run by the Royal College of Surgeons.

Mantel, author of The iant O’Brien, a fictionalised ac-
count of his life, said science had learned all it could from his
bones and it was now time for him to go home.

But it’s a view not shared by Brendan Holland, a 6ft9in
relative of Byrne who carries the same gigantism gene. He
said research on Byrne’s DNA had helped save lives and had
prevented others suffering as Byrne had. He said further re-
search could savemore lives. The case is a poignant reminder
of the difficulty in balancing the demands of science with the
human need to treat remains with dignity.

eturn Irish giant’

t is just so ironic. Lockdown
exposed how crucial the role of
childcare is to the functioning of
our society and our economy,

and then the Government reveals its
big giveaway budget and there’s not a
whiff about childcare. Not a whiff.

Parents don’t need €1 here and a
week’s leave there — what parents
need is a publicmodel of childcare, full
stop.

And it’s not just parents that need it.
It is you, the policymaker, the politi-
cian, the civil servant. Why? Because,
in years to come, when all this borrow-
ing has to be repaid, whose taxes are
going to pay for it?

Yes, that’s right the babies of 2020,
and beyond — our future taxpayers.
But with the cost of childcare being so
high as to be prohibitive, what adult in
their right mind is going to propagate
or continue propagating if they can’t
manage to work to keep a roof over
their head and pay for childcare at the
same time?

But sure, you don’t need to worry
about that now do you? Because
women, as always, will step into this
unpaid breach.

The Central Statistics Office (CSO)
carried out surveys during lockdown
looking at the social impact of Covid-
19.

The results showed us the same
trend that other statistics have always
shown us: Women, in the main, pick
up the slack, the unpaid slack, in the
home.

For example, more females than
males reported childcare issues. More
females than males were caring for a
dependent family member or friend.
And more females than males found
it difficult to work from home with
family around.

And right before lockdown, Oxfam
found that women in Ireland put in
38m hours of unpaid care work every
single week. If they received awage for
this work, it would cost the State €24bn
a year.

Nice work if you can get it for free,
right?

Five years ago, theMcKinsey Global
Institute showed that family carework
in Ireland is sharedunequally between

women (70%) and men (30%).
So when the parents of Ireland, and

in particular the mothers, just about
survived lockdown without even as
much as a public swing to push their
child on, how did the Government
respond?

By doing absolutely nothing to cre-
ate a public model of childcare. Eaten
bread is soon forgotten.

This is not a mothers versus fathers
situation either. Because men who
found themselves working from home
witnessed first hand just how crucial
childcare is to the running of their life.
There were Zoommeetings with col-
leagues interrupted by singing prin-
cesses, who would receive a virtual
round of applause from daddy’s work
friends. There was homeschooling to
be done in the evening, after the work-
ing day and the dinner.

But, as the CSO found, women car-
ried that burden, on the whole, more
than men.

Again, it’s not a case of mothers
versus fathers, it’s a case of the Gov-
ernment stepping in to create public
childcare. Why? Right now, childcare
workers and Montessori teachers get
paid a pittance to mind five to 10
children each day. And come summer
they’re on the dole. How can these
workers have children of their own
and pay mortgages?

And this is highly valuable work
they are doing. They are minding and
nurturing our future generation or,
seen another way, our future tax-
payers. They are also minding and

nurturing our future generation in
their precious first 1,000 days when
fundamental building blocks of emo-
tional andmental health and secure at-
tachment are hopefully being formed.

And yet, as mother to twin boys Liz
Costigan Fleury pointed out in this
newspaper this week, the 15 free child-
care hours (Early Childhood Care and
Education — ECCE) kick in when a
child reaches three years of age, or two
years and nine month. By that stage,
those crucial first 1,000 days have pass-
ed and if a parent opted to not work
outside the home, they’ve a career to
wrestle back to life. Seen another way,
that’s a taxpayer missing from the sys-
tem for three years.

Just when we thought we were

moving out of the dark ages when it
came to childcare in Ireland, with the
introduction of the National Childcare
Scheme, which provides around €20 a
week towards the cost of childcare, this
year the Government does nothing.
Neither that payment nor the ECCE
hours increased — despite us seeing
how crucial childcare is to the running
of this society and its economy or, said
another way, this economy and its
society.

Childcare allows parents to work
outside the home and pay tax. Instead,
parents are forced to choose between
giving up paid work or using one of the
household’s income to cover childcare
costs.

The costs of childcare in Ireland are

among the highest in the EU. To stay
with the EU for amoment, those ECCE
hours aren’t as good as they can be.
ECCE is a policy that’s in 28 countries,
but Ireland only adopted theminimum
hours.

So when a family gets those three
hours a day, and you include drop-off
and pick-up, what part-time job could
you rush off to for about two or two and
a half hours a day?

And remember the hullabaloo over
insurance costs affecting all sorts of
businesses? Some creches are closing
“baby rooms” because the insurance
costs are just too prohibitive.

So now parents are increasingly un-
able to avail of private childcare in the
first year. Presumably the Govern-

ment is aware of this too?
What does a parent do? The options

are as follows (and none bode well for
Paschal’s public purse): Leave paid
employment, rely on a grandparent if
they should be so lucky, or pay a child-
minder cash in hand.

Census 2016 also showed uswe had a
childcare issue,with 331,515 pre-school
children aged 0-4 in Ireland, and
548,693 5- to 12-year-olds. Like the in-
surance costs issue, presumably the
Government is aware of the census
figures too?

Who knows? Or is it a matter of
who cares? ‘Mná na hÉireannwill pick
up the unpaid slack’ seems to be the
unconscious motto of this State.

And yet parenthood, with its sleep
deprivation, tantrums, toilet-training,
runny noses, and sibling rivalry, is
among, if not the most, rewarding jobs
on this planet, should you so choose it.
For some, it’s an utter privilege to be at
home with their beautiful babies, to
help children with their homework
every day, and to cook nutritious
meals, but for others, that is neither
affordable nor their preference.

As the clichéd but factually correct
saying goes, “it takes a village” to raise
a child. It’s ironic that the State has
never seen itself as part of that village
when it comes to public childcare. And
it’s even more ironic that all the bor-
rowing for the budget will be repaid by
the future taxpayers of this State: Our
children.

So to say the State does not have a
role to play when it comes to childcare
is like saying a heart does not have a
role to play in the functioning of a
body.

In , is a woman’s place still in the home

Liz and Sebastien Costigan Fleury with their 18-month-old twins Zac and Jules. Liz pointed out in this newspaper during the week that
ECCE only kicks in when a child reaches three years of age. Picture: Moya Nolan
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quiesce, Georgia was never
to find respite until her
death in 2012.

When I met him in 1991, I
had assumed that figures
like Kapnias were relics
that would disappear one
funeral at a time. I was
wrong.

A sense of permanent de-
feat, hopelessness, and
widespread humiliation
create an environment in
which Nazism’s dormant
DNA reawakens. Once
Greek society was im-
mersed in wholesale indig-
nity, following our state’s
bankruptcy in 2010, a new
generation of Nazis, with
Kapnias’s look in their
eyes, took their seats in par-
liament.

Now, most of them are in
prison for heinous crimes.
But that lookremains in the
eyes of too many, not all of
them in uniform.
■ anis aroufakis, a former
finance minister of Greece, is
leader of the MeRA party
and Professor of Economics
at the University of Athens

Georgia’spartisanhusband
found himself fighting the
national army that the Brit-
ish supported and of which
her father, having givenhis
loyalty to the Brits, was
now a local stalwart. With-
in two years, Georgia’s par-
tisanhusbandwas killed by
the troops her father was
working with. To complete
the tragedy, her husband’s
comrades killed her father.
Widowed by her father’s
nationalists and orphaned
byherhusband’s partisans,
Georgia was left destitute
with two small children.

It was Kapnias’s cue.
Havingmade the transition
from the Gestapo-orga-
nised paramilitary to the
local gendarmerie, he was
now in a position to exact
revenge on the upper class
of his small, quasi-feudal
universe. He approached
Georgia with a proposal:
“You marry me, and I shall
stopmy ilk fromridding the
land of you and your com-
munist seed.”Believing she
had no alternative but to ac-

acted as a liaison between
British intelligence and the
local leftist partisans, sabo-
taging in unison the nearby
Wehrmacht brigade and
several platoons of Italian
soldiers. Georgia, the local
beauty, fell in love and se-
cretly married one of the
partisans. Against the
background of a harshwar,
two children were born to
the defiantly happy couple.

Meanwhile, Kapnias, the
teenage menial, threw his
lot inwith the other side: he
joined a paramilitary unit
assembled by the local Ges-
tapo and was sent to Crete
for training in the dark arts
of interrogation and
counter-subversion. It was
there that Hans, his in-
structor, gave him the
leather-bound copy of ein

am .
As the Germans re-

treated, Greece sank into
the mire of a nightmarish
civil war. Allies turned
against one another,
brother against brother,
daughter against father.

tant snoring and an array
of excited cats. Exhausted, I
headed for bed. Two books
had been placed on my pil-
low.

One was entitled em-
oirs o a rime inister. Its
author: the last prime min-
ister of the fascist dictator-
ship of my youth, a puppet
appointed by the brigadier
who took the neofascist
junta further into neo-Nazi
territory after the student
massacre of November 17,
1973. The secondbookwasa
small leather-bound edi-
tion, in an advanced state of
disrepair, of ein am ,
published in Germany in
1934. Bedtime material to
shock the visiting lefty, I
surmised, courtesy of a
semi-literate farmer trying
to make a point.

As a teenager, Kapnias
was an “untouchable”
farmhand bonded to Geor-
gia’s father, who was some-
thing of a nobleman in the
mountain village of their
origin. During the Nazi oc-
cupation, Georgia’s father

manners, and hatred of par-
liamentary democracy
were in police uniform, ter-
rorising the streets.

A week later, a police in-
ternal affairs officer inter-
viewed me as part of an in-
vestigation triggered bymy
testimony. I could not re-
cognise the riot police-
man’s face, because I was
unable to breathe or see
properly at the time of the
incident. But I did recog-
nise one thing: the look of
calm loathing in his eyes—
a look that reminded me of
Kapnias, once a trained
Gestapo interrogator.

I met Kapnias in 1991. I
caught my first glimpse of
him standing next to his
goats, at the Southern Pelo-
ponnesian farm he shared
with his wife, Yiayia Geor-
gia, whom Iwas visiting for
family reasons and whose
life story deserves to be the
focus of some talented
dramatist’s masterpiece.
Although Kapnias’s repu-
tation had preceded him, I
was not prepared for the
quiet ferocity of that night’s
welcome.

After settling into the
bedroom that Georgia had
adoringly prepared, and
having broken bread with
them, I excused myself and
drove to the nearby town to
meet up with local friends.
Upon returning to the farm-
house, well after midnight,
I could hear Kapnias’s dis-

ctober 7 was a
good day for demo-
crats. The Greek
Court of Appeals

upheld the convictions of
the leaders of Golden
Dawn, the only openlyNazi
party to have won seats in
any parliament since the
1940s, on charges of
murder, grievous bodily
harm, and directing a
criminal organisation. A
crowd of 20,000 Athenians
celebrated outside the
court.

Our celebration lasted
precisely 40 seconds, before
the police disperseduswith
teargas.Gasping for air,my
wife and I tried to join
hundreds of others struggl-
ing to escape via a narrow
street leading to the safety
of nearby Mount Lycabet-
tus. A dozen riot police
were there, firing gas can-
isters into the fleeing
crowd. I pleaded with their
commanding officer to
stop. “There is no purpose
in gassing people trying to
go home,” I told him
calmly. He swore at me.
When I producedmy parlia-
mentary ID card, his re-
sponse startledme: “Yet an-
other reason to fuck you.”

The conviction of
Greece’s Nazi leaders is a
decisive victory against the
revival of far-right extrem-
ism in Europe. But while
they were being sent to
prison, their ideas,

The conviction of the leaders of
the Golden Dawn is a victory
against far-right extremism in
Europe. But while the party’s
leaders were being sent to
prison, their ideas, manners, and
hatred of parliamentary
democracy were in police
uniform, terrorising the streets,
writes Yanis Varoufakis

AsGreekNazis go toprison, their
poison continues to run free

Protesters run as Greek riot police officers charge them and fire tear gas during scuffles in part of an anti-fascist rally, outside the cour-
thouse in Athens, following the announcement of its verdict on October 7. The court ruled that the far-right Golden Dawn party was
operating as a criminal organisation, delivering a landmark guilty verdict in a marathon five-year trial. Picture: AP
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Thailand’s prime minister
has rejected calls for his
resignation, while riot police
cracked down on thousands
of student-led protesters
who rallied in the capital in
defiance of a strict state of
emergency.
Police used water cannons

and charged at the crowd,
scattering protesters, on-
lookers and reporters.
Journalists who were hit

by the water said it caused a
stinging sensation and was
dyed blue, to mark protest-
ers for possible later arrest.
Police appeared to have

assumed control of the in-
tersection in Bangkokwhere
the rally was centred, and
much of the crowd retreated

down a street to nearby
Chulalongkorn University,
where some organisers
advised them to shelter if
they were not going directly
home.
The protesters had

gathered in torrential mon-
soon rains to push their
core demands, including
that prime minister Pray-
uth Chan-ocha leave office,
the constitution be amended
and the nation’s monarchy
undergo reform.
It was the second day they

defied an order not to gather,
imposed after some demon-
strators heckled a royal mo-
torcade, an unprecedented
development in Thailand,
where the monarchy is nor-
mally held in reverence.
Police had earlier closed

roads and put up barricades
around a major Bangkok
intersection where some
10,000 protesters defied the
new decree on Thursday.
Mr Prayuth’s government

declared a strict new state
of emergency for the capital
on Thursday, a day after the
heckling of the motorcade.
The state of emergency

outlaws public gatherings

of more than five people
and bans the dissemination
of news that is deemed to
threaten national security.
It also gives authorities

broad powers, including
detaining people at length
without charge.
A number of protest lead-

ers have already been roun-
ded up since the decree went
into effect.

Putin offers to extend US nuclear deal for one more year
Vladimir Isachenkov

Russian president Vladimir
Putin has made a strong
call to save the last existing
nuclear arms control pact
between his country and the
United States, proposing to
extend it at least for one year.
MrPutin’s statement comes

amid conflicting signals from
Russian and US diplomats
about the fate of the New
Start treaty that is set to ex-
pire in February unless Mo-
scow and Washington agree

on its extension. Speaking at a
meeting of his security coun-
cil yesterday,MrPutin said “it
would be extremely sad if the
treaty ceases to exist without
being replaced by another
fundamental document of the
kind”.
“All those years, the New

Start has worked, playing its
fundamental role of limit-
ing and containing an arms
race,” he noted.
The New Start treaty was

signed in 2010 byUS president
Barack Obama and Russian

president Dmitry Medvedev.
The pact limits each coun-
try to no more than 1,550
deployed nuclear warheads
and 700 deployed missiles
and bombers, and envisages
sweeping on-site inspections
to verify compliance.
After both Moscow and

Washington withdrew from
the 1987 Intermediate-range
Nuclear Forces Treaty last
year, New Start is the only
nuclear arms control deal
between the two countries
still standing.

Russia previously offered
its extension for five years
without any conditions,
while the US administration
pushed for a new arms con-
trol agreement that would
also include China.
Moscow has described that

idea as infeasible, pointing at
Beijing’s refusal to negotiate
any deal that would reduce
its much-smaller nuclear
arsenal.
Mr Putin yesterday pro-

posed to “extend the existing
treaty without any conditions

for at least one year” to al-
low for “substantive talks”,
instructing Russian foreign
minister Sergey Lavrov to get
a quickUS answer to the offer.
He emphasised Russia is

ready to discuss the new
weapons it deployed in fu-
ture arms talks with the US.
Earlier this week, Mr Lav-

rov voiced scepticism about
reaching a deal onNewStart,
noting Russia cannot accept
the conditions put forward
by the US for its extension.
Mr Lavrov specified that

Russia cannot agree to the
US proposal to limit battle-
field nuclear weapons along-
side nuclear warheads that
arm strategic missiles and
bombers until the US agrees
to withdraw its tactical nuc-
lear weapons from Europe.
He also noted that Moscow

would not accept the US de-
mand to have intrusive veri-
fication measures like those
that existed in the 1990s
when inspectors were posi-
tioned at missile factories.
Mr Lavrov’s pessimistic

view contrasted with state-
ments from US diplomats,
who said Moscow and Wash-
ington were close to a deal.
“We would welcome the

opportunity to complete an
agreement based on under-
standings that were achieved
over the last couple of weeks
about what the range of pos-
sibilities look like for an ex-
tension of New Start and an
outcome that benefits the en-
tire world,” US secretary of
state Mike Pompeo said on
Wednesday.

Early voters out in force for presidential election
Nicholas Riccardi
and Angeliki Kastanis

More than 21 million
Americans have already
cast ballots in the 2020
election, a record-shat-
tering avalanche of early
votes driven both by
Democratic enthusiasm
and a pandemic that has
transformed the way the
nation votes.

The total represents
12% of all votes cast in
the 2016 presidential elec-
tion, even as eight states
are not yet reporting their
totals and voters still have
more than two weeks to
cast ballots.

Americans’ rush to vote
is leading election experts
to predict that a record
150 million votes may be
cast and turnout rates
could be higher than in
any presidential election
since 1908.

“It’s crazy,” said Mi-
chael McDonald, a Uni-
versity of Florida political
scientist who has long
tracked voting for his site
ElectProject.org.

Mr McDonald’s analysis

shows roughly 10 times as
many people have voted
compared with this point
in 2016.

“We can be certain this
will be a high-turnout
election,” Mr McDonald
said.

So far the turnout has
been lopsided, with Demo-
crats outvoting Republic-
ans two to one in the 42

states included in The As-
sociated Press count.

Republicans have been
bracing themselves for
this early Democratic ad-
vantage for months, as
they have watched pres-
ident Donald Trump rail
against mail ballots and
raise unfounded worries
about fraud.

Polling, and now early

voting, suggest the rhet-
oric has turned his party’s
rank-and-file away from a
method of voting that, tra-
ditionally, they dominated
in the weeks before elec-
tion day. That gives Demo-
crats a tactical advantage
in the final stretch of the
campaign.

In many critical battle-
ground states, Democrats
have “banked” a chunk of
their voters and can turn
their time and money to-
ward harder-to-find infre-
quent voters.

But it does not necessar-
ily mean Democrats will
lead in votes by the time
ballots are counted.

Both parties anticip-
ate a swell of Republican
votes on election day
that could, in a matter
of hours, dramatically
shift the dynamic in the
race for the White House
between Mr Trump and
rival Joe Biden.

A number of factors,
from rising virus infec-
tions to the weather, can
impact in-person turnout
on election day.

That is why, despite Mr

Trump’s rhetoric, his cam-
paign and party are en-
couraging their own voters
to cast ballots by mail or
early and in-person.

The campaign, which
has been sending volun-
teers and staffers into the
field for months despite
the pandemic, touts that it
has registered more voters
this year than Democrats
in key swing states like
Florida and Pennsylvania,
a sharp reversal from the
usual pattern as a presid-
ential election looms.

But it has had limited
success in selling absentee
voting.

In key swing states, Re-
publicans remain far less
interested in voting by
mail.

In Pennsylvania, more
than three-quarters of the
more than 437,000 ballots
sent through the mail so
far have been from Demo-
crats.

In Florida, half of all
ballots sent through the
mail so far have been
from Democrats and less
than a third of them from
Republicans.

Early voters form a long line while waiting to cast their ballots at
the South Regional Library polling station in North Carolina.

Russia’s Vladimir Putin.

Trump and
Biden keep
up their
relentless
schedules
Reuters

US president Donald Trump
and Democratic challenger
Joe Biden hit the campaign
trail again yesterday with
visits to three battleground
states, after displaying their
sharply contrasting styles in
duelling televised town halls.
Mr Trump lags in opinion

polls, and latest figures from
his campaign show he is also
behind in fund-raising in
the final weeks before the
November 3 election.
Mr Trump’s campaign

and the Republican National
Committee raised some
$247.8m (€211m) in Septem-
ber, his campaign manager
said on Twitter, well behind
the $383m (€327) haul of the
Democratic Party.
As the candidates return

to the trail, a record 21.2 mil-
lion Americans have already
voted, according the US Elec-
tions Project at the Univer-
sity of Florida. About 136.6
million people in total voted
in the 2016 election.
Thursday night’s split-

screen events replaced a
presidential debate that was
cancelled after Mr Trump’s
bout with coronavirus.
A combative Mr Trump,

sparring with moderator Sa-
vannah Guthrie on NBC, re-
fused to condemn the bizarre
conspiracy theory QAnon,
reiterated his unsubstanti-
ated assertion that the 2020
election was rife with fraud
and questioned whether
masks help fight the spread
of Covid-19.
Mr Biden delivered poli-

cy-heavy answers and fo-
cused his attacks on Mr
Trump’s handling of the
pandemic, which has killed
216,000 people in the US and
hammered the economy.
National opinion polls

have shown Mr Biden ahead
for months and it was un-
clear whether Mr Trump’s
aggressive posture would
alter what has been a stable
race despite a whirlwind of
news.

Louisiana launched early
voting yesterday, following
record turnout this week in
Georgia, North Carolina and
Texas, competitive states
that could decide the election
outcome.
The second presidential

debate had been scheduled
for Thursday, but Mr Trump
pulled out after organisers
said it would be virtual to
lessen the risk of infection.
The president has returned
to headlining campaign
rallies, having spent three
nights at a military hospital
after contracting the virus.
In Thursday’s town hall

event in Miami, Mr Trump
denounced white suprem-
acists two weeks after failing
to do so forcefully at the first
presidential debate.
But he would not do the

same about QAnon, a fringe
movement whose adherents
believe Democrats are part
of a global paedophilia ring.
Mr Trump questioned

whether masks were effect-
ive at stopping the spread
of coronavirus, contradict-
ing the consensus of public
health experts, including
some in his administration.
In Philadelphia on the

ABC network, Mr Biden out-
lined his plans to battle the
pandemic and revive the eco-
nomy by prioritising testing,
funding local and state gov-
ernments and dramatically
increasing taxes on corpora-
tions and the wealthy.
He promised to announce

before the election his pos-
ition on adding justices to
the Supreme Court, which
some Democrats favour in
response to Republicans’
push for quick confirmation
of Mr Trump’s latest nom-
inee to the court, Amy Coney
Barrett.
Looming over the last

seven months of the cam-
paign, the coronavirus dom-
inated both televised events.
Mr Trump said again that
the country has “rounded
the corner” — despite surges
in cases in many states.

Suspect shot dead by police after teacher decapitated
Elaine Ganley

A history teacher who
opened a discussion with
students on caricatures of
Islam’s prophet Mohammed
has been decapitated in a
street near Paris, a police
official said.
Officers shot the suspected

killer dead, the official con-
tinued.
The French anti-terrorism

prosecutor has opened an in-
vestigation into yesterday’s

incident outside the capital.
The gruesome killing of the
teacher in a middle school
occurred in the town of Con-
flans-Sainte-Honorine, while
the suspect was killed by po-
lice in adjoining Eragny. The
towns are located in the Val
d’Oise region north west of
Paris.
French president Em-

manuel Macron visited the
teacher’s school last night.
Heavily armed police

sealed off the area around

the school, and police vans
and emergency vehicles
lined leafy adjacent streets.
The suspect’s identity was

not made public. French me-
dia reported that the suspect
was an 18-year-old Chechen,
born in Moscow. That in-
formation could not be im-
mediately confirmed.
France has offered asylum

to many Chechens since the
Russian military waged war
against Islamist separatists
in Chechnya in the 1990s

and early 2000s, and there
are Chechen communities
scattered around France.
The country has seen oc-

casional violence involving
its Chechen community in
recent months, in the Dijon
region, the Mediterranean
city of Nice, and the west-
ern town of Saint-Dizier,
believed to be linked to local
criminal activity.
The attack came as Mr

Macron is pushing for a new
law against what he calls do-

mestic “separatism,” notably
by Islamic radicals accused
of indoctrinating vulner-
able people through home
schools, extremist preaching
and other activities.
France has the largest

Muslim population in west-
ern Europe with up to five
millionmembers, and Islam is
the country’s second religion.
A police official said the

suspect, armed with a knife
and an airsoft gun — which
fires plastic pellets — was

shot dead about 600m from
where the male teacher was
killed after he failed to re-
spond to orders to put down
his arms, and acted in a
threatening manner.
The teacher had received

threats after opening a dis-
cussion “for a debate” about
the caricatures about 10 days
ago, the police official told
The Associated Press.
The parent of a student

had filed a complaint against
the teacher, another police

official said, adding that the
suspected killer did not have
a child at the school.
The two officials could not

be named because they were
not authorised to discuss on-
going investigations.
“We didn’t see this com-

ing,” Conflans resident
Remi Tell said on CNews
TV station. He had attended
the middle school where
the teacher taught — Bois
D’Aulne— and described the
town as peaceful.

Thailand’s primeminister Prayuth Chan-ocha speaks to the press
after a special cabinet meeting in Bangkok yesterday.

Thailand’s PM
refuses to quit

Opposition leader quizzed
Eileen Ng

Malaysian opposition leader
Anwar Ibrahim arrived at
police headquarters to be
questioned over the dissem-
ination of a purported list
of politicians supporting his
bid to oust the government.
Mr Anwar met the na-

tion’s king on Tuesday to
show evidence he has ma-
jority support in Parliament
to form a new government
and unseat prime minister
Muhyiddin Yassin.
Police said in a statement

on Thursday they received
113 complaints over the list
of 121 politicians allegedly
backing Mr Anwar that has
been spread on social media.
They did not disclose de-

tails of the complaints.
They said they are invest-

igating the complaints under
provisions in the penal code
covering statements of pub-

lic mischief and a multi-me-
dia law on the improper use
of network facilities to har-
ass someone. Mr Anwar has
been summoned to give his
statement.
Mr Anwar, 73, evaded

reporters by using an-
other entrance at the police
headquarters.
He has not commented on

the police investigation but
earlier said the king will
meet leaders of political

parties to verify his claim.
The political tussle is

likely to drag on as King Sul-
tan Abdullah Sultan Ahmad
Shah has postponed the
meetings with party lead-
ers due to restrictions im-
posed in Kuala Lumpur this
week because of a surge in
coronavirus cases.
OnThursday, themonarch

advised political leaders to
“avoid plunging the country
into another political crisis”
during the pandemic.
In a statement, he urged

politicians to settle their dis-
pute through negotiations
and under legal processes
based on the constitution.
Mr Muhyiddin, who took

power inMarch after causing
the collapse of Mr Anwar’s
reformist alliance, has previ-
ously dismissed Mr Anwar’s
claim of having secured the
support of a majority of
politicians to unseat him.

Top Mexico official
‘was drug smuggler’
Mexico’s former defence secret-
ary helped smuggle thousands
of kilograms of cocaine,
heroin, methamphetamine and
marijuana into the United States
in exchange for bribes, accord-
ing to court documents.
Gen Salvador Cienfuegos Ze-
peda, 72, acted on behalf of the
H-2 cartel while he was defence
secretary from 2012 to 2018,
authorities said.
They claim thousands of inter-
cepted Blackberry messages
show the general ensured
military operations were not
conducted against the cartel.

Army officers killed
in Vietnam landslide
Rescuers in Vietnam have
recovered the bodies of 11
army personnel and two other
people who were buried in a
landslide while trying to reach
victims of another landslide,
state media reported.
The army officers were resting
at a forest ranger outpost when
part of a hill collapsed and en-
gulfed the building with earth,
rock and debris.
Only eight people in the team
escaped, Vietnam News
reported.
They were on their way to a
landslide at a hydroelectric
plant construction site in Thua
Thien-Hue province that left
dozens missing. Flooding in
Vietnam has killed at least 36
people since last week.

Finnish PM flies
home for virus test
Finnish prime minister Sanna
Marin has left the European
Union summit in Belgium “as
a precautionary measure” and
flew back home to undergo a
coronavirus test.
The move came one day after
European Commission pres-
ident Ursula von der Leyen left
the summit venue in Brussels
shortly after the meeting began
because one of her close
staffers tested positive for
Covid-19.
Ms Marin wrote: “I left the
European Council meeting as
a precautionary measure and
asked the Swedish prime min-
ister Stefan Lofven to represent
the Finnish end of the meeting
time.” Ms Marin had attended
a meeting on Wednesday at
the Finnish parliament together
with politician Tom Packalen
who later tested positive for
coronavirus.

Senator had cash
stuffed in his pants
A Brazilian senator stepped
down from his position repres-
enting president Jair Bolson-
aro’s government and was
suspended from the senate
after police searched his house
and found cash inside the
underwear he was wearing.
Federal police targeted Ro-
raima state’s Senator Chico
Rodrigues as part of a probe
into the alleged misappropri-
ation of Covid-19 funds.
After police initially found cash
inside a safe in Mr Rodrigues’
house, they noticed a large,
rectangular bulge under the
senator’s shorts. Inside his
underwear, near his buttocks,
were stacks of money that
totalled 15,000 reais (€2,200).

Democratic senator
blasted by her allies
A Democratic senator has
come under criticism from her
own side after embracing a
Republican rival at the close
of confirmation hearings on
Thursday for president Donald
Trump’s US Supreme Court
nominee.
Democratic senator Dianne
Feinstein hugged Republican
senator Lindsey Graham at
the end of the hearing for
Amy Coney Barrett, publicly
thanking the chairman for a job
well done.
Calls for her ousting from
Democratic leadership were
swift, unequivocal and re-
lentless. “It’s time for senator
Feinstein to step down from
her leadership position on the
Senate Judiciary Committee,”
said Brian Fallon, the executive
director of Demand Justice,
which opposes conservative
nominees to the courts.

Finland’s PM SannaMarin.

Donald Trump supporters cheer as he walks off stage after speaking at a campaign rally at Pitt-Greenville Airport, North Carolina. Picture: AP Photo/Evan Vucci

Anwar Ibrahim.
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Level five restrictions threat to jobless forecasts
Eamon Quinn

Unemployment will likely
exceed the Government’s
budget forecasts, if level five
restrictions are put in place
as retail and hospitality
firms never reopen, leading
economists have warned.

In its budget forecasts this
week, the Government
projected unemployment
would remain at an elevated
level this year, with the loss
of around 319,000 jobs, and

an average unemployment
rate of 10.3% in 2021.

The projections include
people on the pandemic un-
employment payments, but
exclude the many thousands
whose jobs rely on the other
main Covid-19 employment
support, the wage support
scheme.

As the top health advisers
advise the Government to
impose level five restrictions
after a huge spike in Covid-19
cases, many economists

warn the toughest level of
controls over the key Christ-
mas trading period will lead
to significant business fail-
ures.

Kieran McQuinn, research
professor at the Economic
and Social Research Insti-
tute (ESRI), said the think
tank had forecast unemploy-
ment to settle at around 12%
at the end of December, but
that level five restrictions
would mean that the jobless
rate would be higher.

For next year, unemploy-
ment would push higher
than the average of 9.9% the
ESRI forecast if level five re-
strictions were to be ex-
tended, said Mr McQuinn.

“A lot of businesses which
have managed to survive to
this time, if they are forced to
go into another prolonged
period of lockdown, then it
could be fatal for a number of
those businesses.”

The build-up to Christmas
is a key period for retailers

who are looking to build up
cash flow after the lockdown
earlier this year, said Mr
McQuinn.

University College Cork
economist Seamus Coffey, a
former chair of the Irish Fis-
cal Advisory Council, said
that level five restrictions
would lead to retailers and
hospitality businesses clos-
ing permanently.

Major issues will be to
keep businesses and
construction sites open,

said Mr Coffey.
Fergal O’Brien, director of

policy and public affairs at
business group Ibec, said
level five restrictions would
lead to the loss of jobs.

Implementing restrictions
should be about f inding
other ways to control the
virus “without depriving
people of work”, he said.

“What is crucial is how
many sectors can be kept
open” and keeping construc-
tion and building sites open

is crucial to offset some of
the worst fears, said Mr
O’Brien.

Contrasting with the lock-
down in March and April, he
said that restrictions im-
posed during November will
do much harm to retailers
and hospitality firms.

“If they can’t trade in the
period up to Christmas, then
we would be looking at some
quite significant business
failures,” said Mr O’Brien.

“If businesses are closed

then those businesses may
never reopen.”

On funding increased un-
employment payments and
business suppor ts , Mr
McQuinn said the Govern-
ment can borrow strongly at
ultra-low rates and is also
being helped by the buoyan-
cy of corporate tax receipts.

He said that keeping build-
ing sites open will help in
avoiding further problems in
the future over the shortage
of housing.

Wetherspoon puts Irish pub plans
on ice due to Covid-19 uncertainty

that Wetherspoon could
open outlets in Irish airports
as part of its expansion plan.

“In the long term, [we’d
look at] any busy area within
the Republic, including air-
ports,” he said.

Wetherspoon — which
employs around 43 ,000
people — said last month
that it may have to cut al-
most half of the 1,000 people
it employs in bars across six
major airports in England
and Scotland.

adopt Sweden’s model of
keeping bars open, albeit
with social distancing and
health and safety guidelines.

Wetherspoon posted a
£105.4m (€116.4m) pre-tax
loss for its latest financial
year — its first loss since the
mid-1980s — along with a
31% drop in annual revenue
to £1.26bn.

It will also cut more than
100 jobs at its UK head-
quarters.

Mr Martin recently said

ally allow the group to be
more relaxed about invest-
ment plans for Ireland, but
rising pub trade uncertainty
in the UK has made it “im-
possible to plan”, has forced
all finances into lockdown
mode, and has heightened
the need to minimise out-
goings.

Mr Martin is of the view
that lockdowns are not work-
ing as a Covid-19 defence
measure, and that the UK
and Ireland should both

Geoff Percival

British pub group JD We-
therspoon has put its longer-
term Irish expansion and in-
vestment plans on hold until
there is more clarity over
how the bar trade can func-
t ion within the Govern-
ment’s Covid-19 guidelines.

Wetherspoon has seven
pubs in Ireland, a small
number in various stages of
development, and a long-
term plan to have around 30
operating here.

It sees scope for further
openings in Cork as part of
its ultimate expansion here.

Speaking to the Irish
E aminer , Wetherspoon
chairman Tim Martin said:
“Everything is in abeyance
until we find out what is
going to happen in the UK
and Ireland. At this stage,
we’re taking stock as the
rules are changing every
day.”

However, Wetherspoon
still plans to open its nearly
complete €21m pub/hotel
project on Dublin’s Camden
St in November if Govern-
ment restrictions allow.

Regarding longer-term in-
vestment, Mr Martin said
the UK will be the determin-
ing factor for the group, as al-
most all of Wetherspoon’s
900 or so pubs are based
there, and the bulk of its rev-
enues are generated there.

He said that would norm-

JD Wetherspoon founder and chairman Tim Martin in the Hamilton Hall pub, in central London,
yesterday. He has urged the Irish and British governments to keep pubs and bars open and resist using
lockdown as a defence strategy against the pandemic. Picture: Dominic Lipinski/PA

Pret cuts 400
more jobs
British coffee and sandwich
chain Pret A Manger said it
would close six more shops
and likely cut a further jobs
as trading had deteriorated in
recent weeks as a result of the
UK government curbs to stem
rising cases of Covid- .

Owned by investment group
JAB Holdings, Pret perma-
nently closed UK shops and
cut , jobs, one third of its
workforce, in August.

The firm said that over the
last four months it had seen
consistent sales growth, with
consecutive weeks of trading
progress since April. However,
growth has slowed since the
end of September.

Pret has shops in the
UK, with many located on high
streets, at transport hubs, and
close to offices that are still
largely deserted due to advice
to work from home.

The worsening rates of
Covid- and the impact on
trade in the City of London
have meant Pret’s recovery has
suffered a setback, said Pret’s
UK managing director Clare
Clough.

The changes Pret is an-
nouncing today will enable Pret
to continue to adapt through
the winter.

To help it survive the crisis,
Pret last month launched a
subscription service for drinks.

It is also selling coffee beans
through Amazon and has new
partnerships with Deliveroo,
Just Eat, and Uber Eats. Pret
employs about , people
globally, including , in the
UK.
■ Reuters

Pfizer targets late November to file Covid-19 vaccine application in US
ed in the US before Novem-
ber 3 — a goal president Don-
ald Trump has pushed for —
the Pfizer timetable could
give the president a partial
victory. If Pfizer and its Ger-
man partner BioNTech can
say in late October that its
inoculation protects people

from the virus, that could let
Mr Trump claim his admin-
is trat ion successful ly
pushed for a working vac-
cine before November 3, re-
gardless of whether the FDA
has reviewed it.

If Pfizer had pushed ahead
with an October filing, “it

was going to seem to be too
politicised”, engendering
scepticism among members
of the public, said Howard
Forman, director of the Yale
School of Public Health’s
healthcare management pro-
gramme.
■ Bloomberg

month, depending on how
quickly subjects in the trial,
some of whom got a placebo
shot, become infected with
the virus.

Pfizer shares rose over 2%
at one stage. Although Mr
Bourla’s letter ends the idea
that a vaccine could be clear-

“Let me be clear, assuming
positive data, Pfizer will
apply for emergency auth-
orisation use in the US, soon
after the safety milestone is
achieved,” wrote Mr Bourla.

An ini t ia l readout on
whether the vaccine is effec-
tive could come later this

at least half the people in the
study be watched for side ef-
fects for two months. That
milestone should be achie-
ved in the third week of No-
vember, said Pfizer chief
executive Albert Bourla in
an open letter published on
the company’s website.

effective in a large late-stage
trial, putting to rest any no-
tion that a vaccine could be
cleared for emergency use
before the US election.

Safety reviews will dictate
the timeline, with the US
Food and Drug Adminis-
tration (FDA) requiring that

Naomi Kresge,
Robert Langreth,
and Emma Court
Pfizer said it could seek
emergency-use authori -
sation for its Covid-19 vac-
cine in the US by late Novem-
ber if the shot is shown to be

Retailer John Lewis to go
online and beyond retail
James Davey

UK high street retail giant
John Lewis will invest £1bn
(€1.1bn) to expand its online
business and improve its
stores, and will diversify
beyond retail and seek more
partnerships. It wants to re-
cover profits.

Detailing a five-year plan
to grow the employee-owned
department stores and Wait-
rose supermarket group,
chairman, Sharon White,
said she was targeting profit
of £400m (€440m) by year
five. She is also seeking effi-
ciency savings of £300m
(€330m) a year by 2022.

The Covid-19 pandemic
has hammered Britain’s re-
tail sector, leaving gaping
holes on the country’s main
shopping streets and costing
tens of thousands of jobs.
The crisis has forced re-
tailers to rethink their busi-
ness models.

The John Lewis Partner-
ship reported a first-half loss
of £635m (€700m) last month.
“We’ve seen five years of
change in the past f ive
months and Waitrose and
John Lewis have responded

with great agility,” said Ms
White. “Our plan means the
John Lewis Partnership will
thrive for the next century,
as it has the last.”

The partnership’s plan
will see its two branches
working more closely to-
gether, cross-selling each
other’s products. The depart-
ment store will be a 60%-70%
online retailer by 2025, from
40% before the crisis.

The group wants to be
making 40% of its profits
from new areas by 2030 and
will invest £400m to achieve
it. It will diversify into prod-
uct rental and resale, devel-
op some of its property into
housing, expand its financial
services into savings and in-
surance, and consider ac-
quisitions in the ‘outdoor liv-
ing’ area. The partnership is
also bringing forward by 15
years its ambition to be net
zero carbon, to 2035.

Waitrose’s delivery capac-
i ty wil l grow to 250 ,000
orders per week, up from
55,000 before the pandemic,
and it plans more partner-
ships, like its trial with De-
liveroo.
■ Reuters

pace agency
contract for con
Irish geoscience and earth
observation company the Icon
Group has been awarded a
contract by the European
Space Agency to develop
risk-assessment technology
that can analyse sources of
environmental problems
across the EU.

arning enders
lac authorisation
The Central Bank has warned
against eight lenders operating
in Ireland without necessary
authorisation.
The companies are Mutual
Lending Mate, riends Loans,
Davlog, Easy Money for Cash,
Panther Loans, Cash All,
Smart Loans, and Nat
International unds. The last
four have cloned details of
existing authorised firms.

P ta eo er deal
The m takeover of Irish-
Canadian plastic products
manufacturer IPL Plastics by
Intelligent Packaging has been
completed.

Part and parcel

DPD Ireland CEO Des Travers, Minister for Enterprise Leo Varadkar, and DPD’s Sophie Downey. The country’s largest parcel delivery company
intends to create 700 jobs this year, up to 150 positions at its headquarters in Athlone, where it is investing €1m in upgrades, and 550 driver
and operational roles at 36 regional depots nationwide. Picture: Maxwell’s

Daimler shines as Covid restrictionsmay spoil broader rally

Swedish truckmaker olvo
also posted third- uarter core
earnings well above forecasts,
thanks to a jump in orders.
Daimler’s third- uarter
earnings before interest and
tax reached . bn, beating
the . bn consensus.
While corporate profits in the
third uarter of are
expected to show evidence of
a recovery, investors will be
keen to see forecasts for the
next uarter and , if any
are forthcoming.
They will be closely watching
outlook statements to see how
businesses fared in the weeks
following the reporting period,
and what the impact of a
potential failure of the EU and
the UK to strike a free trade
agreement might be.
Investors will also be
analysing how companies are
controlling costs and dealing
with headwinds such as a
stronger euro.
■ Reuters

year-on-year.
That’s better than what we

had last uarter but it’s still
fairly brutal, said Philipp
Lisibach, head of global e uity
strategy at Credit Suisse in

urich, highlighting the
drop in European profits in the
second uarter.
A bright spot is Daimler,
whose shares surged .
after the luxury carmaker
posted forecast-beating third-

uarter results, buoyed by a
better than expected rebound
in sales of luxury cars in
September.
European car registrations
rose slightly in September, the
first increase this year, industry
data showed, suggesting a
recovery in the car sector in
some European markets
where coronavirus infections
were lower.
Daimler expects the positive
momentum to continue in the
fourth uarter, assuming there
are no further lockdowns.

Danilo Masoni and
Julien Ponthus
A sudden tightening of social
restrictions to tackle the
resurgent coronavirus
pandemic across Europe
threatens to spoil any stock
market boost third- uarter
earnings might bring.
European powerhouses
Germany, rance, and the UK
have announced a fresh range
of measures, including
curfews and limits on private
gatherings, which have fuelled
worries about the
sustainability of the recovery.
Optimism about the burst of
activity which followed the
lifting of national lockdowns
during the summer had raised
hopes the upcoming
European earnings season
would help the region’s stock
markets break out from the
sideways movement they’ve
been stuck in for months.
European stocks are still down

in after Covid-
sent the pan-European Stoxx

index spiralling down
about in March.
In the grand scheme of

things, this uarter is one of
overall recovery, said Sylvain
Goyon, head of e uity
strategy at Oddo BH in Paris.
There’s been an

improvement in expectations
and there’s a good chance
economic forecasts will
continue to be revised
upwards.
According to Refinitiv Ibes
data, analysts expect
companies on the Stoxx
to report an average .
drop in third- uarter earnings

The pan-European Stoxx 600 is down 11% this year.

In briefApple
supplier to
help build
3m e-cars
Foxconn, a major supplier of
parts to Apple, aims to pro-
vide components or services
to 10% of the world’s electric
vehicles, around 3m in total,
by between 2025 and 2027,
and has been in talks with
multiple car manufacturers
for future co-operation,
chairman Liu Young-way
has said.

The Taiwanese contract
manufacturer is looking at
growth from sectors such as
electric vehicles, digital
health, and robots in a drive
to diversify its global invest-
ments.

In January, carmaker Fiat
Chrysler said it has plans for
a joint venture with Foxconn
to build electric cars and de-
velop internet-connected ve-
hicles in China.

Foxconn will work with
multiple carmakers to reach
the goal of 10% of global EVs.
It declined to provide a rev-
enue target for the EV busi-
ness, citing “ongoing talks”.
■ Reuters
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of torque, respectively. Both
feature a twin scroll turbo-
charger and continuous vari-
able valve lift (CVVL), for
a refined performance and
efficiency.

The new XF Saloon and XF
Sportbrake models feature
enhanced exteriors, luxur-
ious new interiors, and fu-
ture-proof technologies.

The engines are a next-
generation, 2.0-litre, four-
cylinder, Ingenium, turbo-

graphics, new tele-
matics, and wireless smart-
phone connectivity.

The K3 2.2D FWD model,
which costs €49,800, has as
standard: 18in alloys, 10.25in
navigation screen with tele-
matics, a rear view camera,
12.3in TFT monitor, leather
upholstery with heated front
seats, and charge ports on all
three rows of seats. The K4
model, at €54,500, adds more
comfort and safety features.

The PHEV, arriving in
early 2021, will be available
in the same trim levels, but
with AWD as standard.

New Jaguars

The XE and XF Jaguars have
been given a make-over. The
XE now features an electri-
fied powertrain option and
latest connected technol-
ogies.

The next-generation, 2.0-
litre, four-cylinder Ingenium
diesel is available with the
latest mild hybrid electric
vehicle (MHEV) technology.
Jaguar’s Pivi Pro dual-sim
infotainment system is also
part of the deal.

Petrol customers can
choose between the 250bhp
or 300bhp versions of the
Ingenium 2.0-litre, four-cyl-
inder petrol engine, which
produce 365Nm and 400Nm

giving the car a more mature
presence. Its cabin has pre-
mium-quality materials and
cutting-edge infotainment
technologies.

This is the first
vehicle based on Kia’s new-
generation mid-size SUV
platform. Paired with a
larger body to maximise
cargo space, the platform en-
sures the Sorento is one of
the most versatile three-row
SUVs.

It will also be Kia’s most
hi-tech car, thanks to its con-
nectivity, driver assistance,
and infotainment technol-
ogies. Its twin digital dis-
plays deliver advanced

New Sorento

The new Kia Sorento is in the
Irish dealer network and will
be launched in two
phases: The 2.2 diesel now
and the PHEV (with a 1.6
TDGi petrol engine) in the
first quarter of next year.

This is the fourth gener-
ation of the Sorento, which
was launched in 2002, and
which, along with its SUV
companion, the Sportage,
brought the Kia brand to
prominence in Europe.

The new Sorento has
sharper lines, hi-tech details,
and elongated proportions,

Thediesel version of the fourth-generationKia Sorento has been launched. The petrol is due in January.

charged diesel, featuring
MHEV technology, and the
latest, 2.0-litre, four-cylinder
Ingenium petrol.

Customers can choose
from S, SE, and HSE packs,
all in R-Dynamic specifi-
cation. Irish pricing is not
yet confirmed.

BMW ‘ti’ returns

After an absence of more

than 20 years, BMW’s leg-
endary ‘ti’ (‘Turismo Inter-
nazionale’) model is return-
ing.

We will see the 128ti within
weeks. The car will offend
purists, as it will only come
as a front-wheel drive de-
sign, but BMW says it fulfils
its sporting promise, with a
Torsen limited-slip differen-
tial, M Sport suspension, op-
timised, eight-speed, Step-
tronic Sport automatic

transmission — all alongside
a 2.0-litre, 265hp engine with
TwinPower Turbo technol-
ogy.

With a drivetrain that in-
cludes the anti-roll bars and
brakes of the flagship BMW
M135i xDrive, it also features
a sporty exterior and an in-
terior that distinguishes it
from other BMW 1 Series
variants. It is also 80kg light-
er than the BMW M135i
xDrive.

The new BMW 128ti is due
for launch in November 2020,
priced from €44,585 OTR.

Opel Crossland
Opel has revealed the first

photos of the new Crossland.
Described as crisp and com-
pact on the outside, spacious
and versatile on the inside,
the Crossland
adopts Opel’s new Vizor
front face, first revealed on
the Mokka.

It is a replacement for the
Crossland X, but has an im-
proved chassis, extra tech-
nology, and a new, sporty
SRi Line trim. Prices, power-
trains, and equipment will be
announced closer to its
early-2021 arrival.

James Brooks, managing
director at Leeson Motors,
Irish importer of Opel, said:
“The unveiling of the all-new
Crossland heralds the start
of a complete rejuvenation of
the Opel model line-up. We

look forward to 2021 with
confidence in anticipation of
the all-new Crossland, the
all-new Mokka, an electri-
fied Zafira-e Life, and our
first all-electric light com-
mercial vehicle, the new Vi-
varo-e.”

Electric Mazda

Mazda has released the pric-
ing for the MX-30 range: The
all-electric vehicle will start
at €30,495.

The First Edition
model adds as eight-way
power driver seat with mem-
ory setting, adaptive LED
headlights, and a choice of
leatherette and cloth interior
for an extra €1,300.

The GS-L entry grade will
come with radar cruise con-
trol, windscreen projected
head-up-display, front and
rear parking sensors, LED
headlights, and a rear came-
ra. The GT Sport will add a
12-speaker Bose sound sys-
tem, sunroof, and 360-degree
view camera. The First Edi-
tion will be available from
February, the rest mid-2021.

The MX-30 provides notifi-
cations if a driver forgets to
plug in the charging cable.

The MyMazda app gives
MX-30 drivers real-time in-
formation on charging point
availability and location.

BMW 220d Gran Coupe

Colley’s
VERDICT
The Cost: from , - , as
tested
The Engine: a solid two litre turbodie-
sel
The Speci cation: extras will add up

uickly
The O erall Reaction: Purists look
away

a child of that era when FWD became
commonplace in mass-produced ve-
hicles — this BMW is possibly one of the
most refined of the genre and unless
you really have it under the hammer or
are as shamelessly sensitive to these
things as I am, you won’t know the dif-
ference or even care.

The nuts and bolts of the car tell us
that the 220d engine is a two-litre turbo-
diesel and, because the tester was the M
Sport version, was fitted with the eight-
speed Steptronic Sport auto gearbox.
There is 190 bhp on offer, producing a
235 kph top speed and a handy 7.5 sec-
ond 0-100 kph time. The car will also re-
turn 4.3 l/100km (65.1 mpg).

It is fleet and most potent in the mid-
range where the 400 Nm of torque avail-
able between 1,750 and 2,500 rpm gives
unstinting and sustained thrust.

The handling is really good as long as
you don’t try and thrash it, although the
ride in M Sport guise is very much on
the firm side, so if you’re looking for ex-
travagant comfort, look elsewhere in
the specification range.

The bottom line here is that this car
will not find favour with BMW purists
for obvious reasons.

On the inside, there is an extrava-
gance of allure in a cockpit which is an
exemplar of build quality and finish,
while the practicality of the thing is
underlined by ample legroom (although
headroom is a little tight thanks to the
aggressively slanted roofline) and a
very big boot.

A good car then and one which will
hold its own with the best of any similar
FWD machines. But the very fact it is
not a traditional BMW means it will be
bought only by those who could not
care less which set of wheels drive it.

Were you to try and persuade aficion-
ados otherwise, you could well find
yourself victim to the dreaded backpfei-
fengesicht. Your face has been warned.

series is good, but not for purists

HE German language might often
seem impenetrable and forebod-
ing to those of us who know little
about its daily use.

Sure, we might get pleasantries
such as ‘danke,’ or ‘bitte,’ or ‘guten tag,’
but the manner in which German ap-
pears to slew words together to form
other, more complicated, words and
meanings, is often inexplicable.

And yet there are many German
words that do not translate directly into
English and have still been adopted by
English-speakers because they express
an emotion or feeling that we have no
direct word for.

Schadenfreude is a perfect example.
By now commonly used in English, its
meaning essentially translates into
“taking pleasure or enjoyment from
others’ troubles” and it is indeed a fan-
tastic word.

Another I’ve come across recently is
“backpfeifengesicht”. And, believe it or
not, this one applies directly to this
week’s tester, the BMW 220d Gran
Coupe.

Uniquely German — and again with
no English equivalent — it essentially
means “a face that deserves a fist”.
Quite why it applies to a motor car is ex-
plained by the use of another word
— English this time — and that one is
‘purist’ which is defined by the Oxford
English Dictionary as “a person who in-
sists on absolute adherence to tradi-
tional rules or structures”.

Now, having traditionally made cars
which are rear-wheel drive and devel-
oped a cognoscenti who adore the pu-
rity of such a thing, BMW has made
something of a rod for its own back by
going against its own design principles
and making front-wheel drive (FWD)
cars and thus eschewing the views of
those for whom a BMW should always
remain faithful to its design values.

This FWD crack started with the 2
Series Active Tourer and continued
with its brother, the 2 Series Grand
Tourer, but those were family cars and
not likely to offend purists.

But then the leakage spawned the
new X1 and the X2, but most alarmingly
for the pure fans, it then crept into the
new 1 Series and it was here that the
“backpfeifengesicht” came into play.

At the launch of the 1 Series in the UK
at the back end of last year, I took the
opportunity to ask the attending BMW

personnel why they were offending
their purist customers in this way. By
the look of the engineer tasked with
answering my questions, there was one
face in the room that deserved a fist –
and it was mine.

“This is a big change for us,” the en-
gineer responded darkly. “The reason
why we are moving all smaller cars to
the FWD platform is to create more in-
terior space. We have got a lot of nega-
tivity about this and purists are accus-
ing us of selling out,” he added.

What he failed to admit was that
BMW famously admitted over a decade
ago, when the original 1 Series came

porate view was that, well, it all helps.
So, having avoided a dig in the mush

for my temerity in asking about the
company’s treatment of its purist cus-
tomers, we subsequently emerge at the
point where the 220d Gran Coupe ar-
rives at the door for testing.

The 2 Series, of course, is the coupe
version of the 1 Series, but as is the way
these days, the breakdown of the vari-
ous cars iterated from one source is
now astonishing.

In the case of the 1 Series, that means,
a hatchback, a saloon, a coupe, a small
SUV, an SUV coupe and this, a Gran
Coupe.

Effectively then, the Gran Coupe is a
four-door coupe but with frameless
windows, which is enough — it would
appear — to allow BMW the licence to
call it a coupe rather than a saloon.

And what of it? Well, as 80% of cus-
tomers previously thought the 1 Series
was FWD anyway, it would not appear
most of them will notice any difference
now that it and is siblings really are
FWD. But the truth is that the torque
steer and understeering characteristics
of the 220d Grand Coupe are quite evi-
dent and make it pretty obvious which
wheels are doing the work here.

That said — and I should know this as

The BMW 220d Gran Coupe interior has the allure of a cockpit and fine build quality.

into being, was that 80% of the car’s
owners thought it was front-wheel
drive anyway. Another thing he didn’t
bother mentioning was that BMW –
along with many other carmakers —
had realised for some time that FWD
cars return better economy figures
than their RWD counterparts.

With manufacturers now having to
meet fleet average CO2 emission targets
— or face massive fines for not doing so
— making a lot of FWD cars and es-
pecially big-selling ones like the 1
Series, helps reduce their emission
numbers. No matter that this gave them
a small overall CO2 reduction, the cor-
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WHEELS & DEALS

• Open 7 Days • TOGHER 021-4808511 • BLACKPOOL 021-4501050 • LITTLE ISLAND Next to NCT 021-4297722 • CARRIGALINE Tel 021 4371000
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BEST IN CORK
AWARD 2019

CHARLEVILLE TEL: 063 89222
www.luceymotors.com

ONLY
15,000KM

2018 MAZDA 6 Rear
Parking
Sensors

PrivacyGlass

Bluetooth

CruiseControl

SpeedLimiter

Plusmuch
more.

ONLY
€69P/W

SAVE
€14,600

ROAD TAX
ONLY €19O



Ear Wax
Problem

AUDIOLOGY
MEDICAL
SERVICES

ow offer

Microsuction
Wax Removal

100 for
Adults and
120 for
children

Preferred by
ENTS

Tel: 1800 501 501

Terms and conditions apply.

irishexaminer.com

For more information and to enter visit

irishexaminer.com/photos

Winner 2019:
First snow in Mourne Mountains

and wall reaching skies.
Picture: Pawel Zygmunt

Commodore
Hotel
Cobh
Co Cork

Your Local
Holiday

Destination

Tel:021 4811277
Email: info@

commodorehotel.ie

Staycation
At The West
Cork Hotel
Skibbereen

Choose From
One of Our
Fantastic

October Offers

Dine &
Stay

1 night Dinner,
Bed & Breakfast

from 65 per
person sharing

2 Nights B&B
for the Price

of 1
Midweek

3 Nights B&B
for the Price of

2

Book now

www.westcorkhotel.com

T: 028 21277
E: info@westcork-

hotel.com

The West Cork
Hotel,

Ilen Street,
Skibbereen,
Co. Cork

Kinsale
Youth
Support
Services
Informing &
nderstanding

Take Care,
Help is There

Celebrating 10th
Anniversary

It helps to talk

Caring for mental
health of young

people

www.kyss.ie

ROOMS TO FILL

Let our readers
know your
Local Offers

Advertise on the
Social & Personal

Page
social.personal@examiner.ie

Tel. 021-4802236

Free
28 Day Trial

Lyric
Hearing Aid

RISK FREE

Audiology
Medical
Services

Clinics
Nationwide
For details:

Tel: 1800 501 501
audiologymedicalservices.ie

won’t want to sleep in
Saturday’s

Get your newspaper delivered to your home
every Saturday and read the e a all week.

Save over€70per year

SATURDAY’S BUNDLE OFFER

Sign up today at newsdelivery.ie
or call 021 430 00 28 for more information

Free home delivery service on every Saturday.

Plus, unlimited daily access to your e a
No obligations, cancel at anytime.

You w

Social &
Personal

Advertising

T. 021 480 22 36
E. social.personal@

examiner.ie

Here Come The
irls

The Perfect
Girly Getaway

One Night Bed and Full
Irish Breakfast

Bubbly Afternoon Tea

Two Course Evening
Meal with Tea or

Coffee

A House Cocktail
Per Person

A Box of Chocolates

Full Use of our 20m
Swimming Pool and

Gym

Free Cancellation Up
To 24 Hours Prior

to Arrival

Late Checkout

Complimentary
Parking

Complimentary WiFi

All from only

99
per person sharing

Tel. 052 6188700
info@clonmelparkhotel.com
www.clonmelparkhotel.com

Cahir Road, Clonmel,
Co Tipperary

KARLA
BOUTIQUE
10 East Douglas

Village, Douglas, Cork
Tel . 021-4899765

Christmas has
come early to
Karla Boutique
lights are sparkling
and simmering in
the window

New displays of
festive gifts

- scented candles
- jewellery
- scarves

Stunning, rich
Autumn Colours of
copper, red, silver,
gold and black
sparkly tops &
dresses

Faux fur collars,
capes and
accessories

for Weddings & the
festive season

Autumn Robell,
Steilman & Perussi
ranges now in

stock

Visit award
winning

Karla Boutique
luxurious and

tranquil
atmosphere instore

Taste the
Freedom
Enjoy the
Kingdom

Choose

Sneem
Hotel

On the Ring of
Kerry
4 star

Enjoy a 2
night stay

Breakfast each
morning, dinner
1 evening

From 300
total stay
For 2 people
sharing

Avail of the
Government
Staycation
Tax Rebate

www.sneemhotel.com
064 6675100

Overlooking Kenmare
Bay

21Irish Examiner
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Farming Farming Farming FarmingFarming Farming

Sites for Sale Sites for Sale

n th nst t ons o o o nth ans
sso at on oot a

S S
College Corinthians A.F.C, Castletreasure,
Donnybrook, Douglas, Cork, T12X CA2

F.P.P. FOR 6 No.
4 BEDROOM DETACHED
DORMER BUNGALOWS
(180.05sqm/1,938sq ft)

st and na s to d
y os o s n ss

Wednesday, 28th October 2020
to info@cohalandowning.ie
o to t y
t y o o to s o th T a o

Land Lettings Land Lettings

Land for Sale Land for Sale

The Lodge, Lee Road, Cork 021-4545120
info@bradygroup.ie www.bradygroup.ie

ns o

For Sale by
Private Treaty

with sole agents

• Great opportunity to buy a quality
agricultural holding.

• c18 acres, all in one block,
currently in grass.

• Suitable as a hobby farm or an addition
to existing holding

• Located 3km west of Dungourney village
• 9km north of Midleton town.

FOR
SALE

c acres
of Agricultural Land

at

Cottstown,
Dungourney,
Co. Cork

info@hodnettforde.com

arrettst wn allins ittle rk
Coastal C.22 Acres (1 Or 2 Lots)
lashrea h allins ittle rk
Coastal C.47 Acres (1 Or 3 Lots)
o a a da s a y da s o to s a a n o o

Contact: Ernest Forde (087) 9128165

Situations Vacant Situations Vacant

Caretaker required
Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh,

Secondary School, Bishopstown, Cork.

The position is full time and for a fixed term.
Please submit a letter of application with

summary of experience to:
Principal, Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh,

Bishopstown, Cork, T12 C938.
Closing date for receipt of applications is

Friday 23rd October 2020 at 3pm.

Cattle Cattle

CCM PROPERTY NETWORK
ADIVISION OF CORK CO-OPERATIVE MARTS LIMITED

n

www.ccmproperty.com T: 025 41129

FOR SALE BY PRIVATE TREATY
C70 acres farmland with
farm buildings and house

Coolnahane,
Mallow,
Co. Cork

OPTION TO PURCHASE
IN ONE OR MORE LOTS

Circa 54 Acres,
Circa 15 Acres and house

on Circa 1.7 Acres

PROPERTY IS LOCATED ON THE
MALLOW/KILLARNEY ROAD

Contact Killian Lynch Auctioneers, Macroom 026-41421

Macroom Office: 026/41421 • Millstreet Office: 029/21706
www.klauctioneers.ie • info@klauctioneers.ie

DERRYNASARGART,
BALLYVOURNEY, CO. CORK

For Sale By Public Auction (Unless Previously Sold)
Wednesday 18th November 2020

S
22.49 ENTITLEMENTS WITH A VALUE OF €5,180 PER ANNUM

LOT 1: C.43 ACRES AGRICULTURAL LAND
LOT 2: FARMHOUSE ON C.19 ACRES, LOT 3: ENTIRE
Solr: Timothy Lucey & Co. Solrs Macroom, Co. Cork

Public Notices

ROADS
ROAD TRAFFIC ACT 2004

ROAD WORKS SPEED LIMIT ORDER –
N71 KNOCKROE TO SEAFIELD PAVEMENT

STRENGTHENING SCHEME PHASE 2

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that, in exercise of the
powers vested under Section 10 of the Road Traffic Act
2004, as amended, and in the interests of road safety, Cork
County Council has made a Road Works Speed Limit Order
as detailed below:

A temporary road works speed limit of 60km/h shall
apply in both directions of the N71 from the existing
80km/h speed limit sign at Bantry Cemetery to the
existing 100km/h sign at the junction of the N71 with the
R586 at Scart (from Easting 498239, Northing 548214 to
Easting 499030, Northing 545370). Road Location – N71
between Ballydehob and Bantry at Cappanaloha and
Scart.

This is to improve the safety of road workers and motorists
for the duration of the works. The Road Works Speed Limit
of 60km/h will apply fromMonday, 19th October, 2020
to Wednesday, 31st March, 2021, or such earlier date
as may be determined by Cork County Council.

Representations on this matter may be made in writing to
Administrative Officer, Cork County National Roads
Office, Richmond, Glanmire, Co. Cork.

Personal Information may be collected by Cork County Council to enable
the processing of your submission/ enquiry. Cork County Council can
legally process this information as necessary to comply with its statutory/
legal obligations. Such information will be processed in line with the
Council’s privacy statement which is available at www.corkcoco.ie. For
certain processes such as Temporary Road Closures, personal data
may need to be transferred to a third party where such third party is the
applicant. Accordingly, please indicate if you consent to the transfer of
your personal information to the applicant.

Comhairle Contae Chorcaí
Cork County Council

Public Notices

Situations Vacant

GLO E Technical Services
Ltd., is seeking to hire a full-
time Language Analyst with
fluent Portuguese, and strong
technical skills. In this role
you will focus on the interna-
tional aspects of dictation and
you will have responsibility
for the analysis and validation
of Thai vocabulary from
devices. Hours: Mon-Friday
8am to 4.30pm. Salary:
34,000 Location: Model
Farm Road, Cork. Contact:
021 4839380 or email:
careers@globetech.ie

THE Tram Cafe is looking for a
full-time Chef de Partie to
join our team. Duties include
preparing, cooking, and
presenting dishes; monitoring
food and waste control;
Responsible for food hygiene.
Must be HACCP trained.
Candidates must have a
minimum of 2 years’ experi-
ence; be able to work in a
fast-paced environment; high
standards of food hygiene,
health, and safety. Salary: 30k
per year. Hours: 39h per
week. Unit 2, The Spade
Enterprise Centre, Oxman-
town Lane, Dublin D07WF98
Apply by email:
Deborah@thetramcafe.ie

Construction

E CA ATOR Driver required.
Cork City area. Immediate
start. Keen rates for the right
candidate. Ph. Buckley Civils,
Con /Diarmuid, 087-2509114
/ 086-8321373

Medical
Chemists

FULL TIME permanent Phar-
macy Technician required for
busy pharmacy on the south-
side of Cork city. No late
nights or Sundays.
Experience essential. Salary
negotiable depending on
experience. Please email CV
to southsidepharmacycork
@gmail.com

Heating

ur
Last years black turf screened
and delivered in 7 ton loads.
087-7693271

Toyota

Toyota Auris 1.8
luxury hybrid model with all
extras included. 5 Dr; 88km;
Nct Jan 2022; tax paid Apr 21
Ph. 087- 2725989

Car Hire

Great Island
Car Rentals

Contact Ph. 021-4811609

Lost & Found

REWARD offered for
information leading to return
of two paintings signed by
John Foley. Taken from
property at 41 Brightwater,
Crosshaven in March 2020.
Tel: 087-1934432

Antiques

ood ards
Special Auction. Contents of
Millborough House, Lee Road,
Cork. October 31st.
Details at www.woodward.ie

DELIVERED
TO YOUR
HOME

FOR FREE

EVERY DAY BUNDLE
The Irish Examiner
delivered to your

home every day Monday
to Saturday plus daily

ePaper access.

SATURDAY BUNDLE
The Saturday edition
of the Irish Examiner

delivered to your home
plus daily ePaper access.

ANY DAY DELIVERY
The Irish Examiner

delivered to your home
on your chosen days

of the week.

€52
Per month

Save over
€300
per annum

€22
Per month

Save over
€70

per annum

Just pay
the cover

price

€2.30 (£1.60 in N. Ireland)Friday, March 13, 2020 www.irishexaminer.com No. 61,796

We are a great nation and we have overcome
many trials in the past with our determination

Wewill prevail againWewill prevail again
■ 27 new cases,

l 70
■ Defence forces

db

€3.20 (£2.00 in N. Ireland)Saturday, July 25, 2020 www.irishexaminer.com No. 61,911

€200m
fund to

Fencedoff for the future

Wildwest Turning the tide
Childhood holidays
inspired novelist
Weekend Inside Special Report Pages 8-9

Support needed to
protect coasts

Sport Pages 4-6

Opening night
All the drama as Cork
clubs back in action
All the drama as Cork All the drama as Cork 

Competition New lookWeekendWin a
€1,500
garden
makeover

Inside: for the best in food, fashion, features, and even something for the kids

CompetitionCompetition

Collect the first token on page 2, details on page 8

€3.20 (£2.00 in N. Ireland)Saturday, May 16, 2020 www.irishexaminer.com No. 61,851

Plan to extract
Irish army

Phase one of roadmap ‘reason to
hope not a cause for celebration’

Inside: for the best in food, fashion, features, and even something for the kidsp g , p g

A dWi i

,
much, was giving up. John
and his life partner Pat did
not keep it from the people

end, an ordinary man, an
ordinary man who won the
Nobel Peace Prize, and who

.
Banks did not lend to the

poverty-stricken people of
Derry, so John Hume knock-

-
versity for Derry and in
doing so reminded its people
of their worth. He told them

.
The best politicians are

often accidental ones, and
there is no greater example

Tuesday, August 4, 2020 www.irishexaminer.com No. 61,919 €2.30 (£1.60 in N. Ireland)

‘I want to see Ireland as an example to men and women
everywhere of what can be achieved by living for ideals,
rather than fighting for them, and by viewing each and

every person as worthy of respect and honour.’

John Hume, 1937-2020

2020 HEARING

John Hume overlooks the Bogside neighbourhood in Derry in 1970. The Nobel Peace Prize winner and architect of the Good Friday Agreement died yesterday, aged 83. Picture: Leif Skoogfors/Getty

us, so Derry looked after
him. John Hume may be the
father of the peace process,
but he will always be one of
Derry’s greatest sons.Rest in
peace, John.

joined on his walks with
strangers, who’d walk with
him, asking about his health
and steering him in the di-
rection of home.

John Hume looked after

John back to Pat, safe and
sound, and free of charge.

Ashe began to deteriorate,
the people of Derry, in an
unsaid promise, began to
look after John.Hewas often

the people who loved him,
from a student he taught, to
the man in the pub, to Bill
Clinton, cannot gather in
Derry’s cathedral to say
goodbye, and fill the streets
of John Hume’s Bogside to
show his wife and family
what he meant to us all.

When John began suffer-
ing from dementia, it was
never hidden. It was a heart-
less diagnosis for someone so
undeserving The greatest

opportunities for the boys
he taught, and was certain it
had to change.

He often said that he never
saw himself as a leader, but
as someone who helped
people, standing in stark
contrast to those elected offi-
cials today who compete for
the biggest portfolio and pay
packet. He had no ambition
to be the Deputy First Min-
ister of the new government
that he had dedicated his life

Aoife Moore
Political Correspondent

The marker of a politician is
leaving a place better than
you found it, and JohnHume
left the North transformed.

Although the boy from the
Bogside went global during
the Good Friday Agreement,
his heart lay in Derry, and
for me, and for thousands
of other Derry people, we
remember John Hume most

which he so longed for,
would have to include all
of us, whether London or
Dublin liked it or not.

Friends sayhewould often
becomedepressed at the lack
of progress and the state of
the conflict. He held it close
to heart and took each fail-
ure personally. John saw all
the potential his people had
and knew how great Ireland
could be if we could just
emerge from the shadow of

their back.
It was John Hume’s em-

pathy for others that made
him so powerful. He under-
stood all the reasons that put
guns into the hands of young
boys and dedicated his life to
removing them. He had
looked into the eyes of wi-
dows and mothers who had
lost their sons and knew
Northern Ireland could not
continue with each gener-
ation becoming more trau-

FREE HOME DELIVERY
SERVICE - SIGN UP

TODAY

Contact us today to sign up for any
of the packages below, or to get

further information.

www.newsdelivery.ie
021 430 00 28

info@newsdelivery.ie

Agricultural
Machinery

WANTED all makes & model
tractors, diggers & balers for
export, breaking & re-sale.
Top prices. 086 - 1966987

Agricultural
Machinery

WANTED ramps for flat bed
trailer, jeep type. 087
6216545

Agricultural
Machinery

Generator
Re air er ice
All makes of PTO engine
generators repaired and
tested. New and used sets
always in stock.
Tel: 022-27726 / 087-2510514

Farm Buildings

arm uildin s
A roof leantoo round roof,
supplied and erected. Old
timbered trusses replaced, old
slate roofs repaired, gutters
etc, welding service and
concrete works. Insured & vat
reg. Bill 087-6883528.

Farm Produce

IG & small, square, hay &
straw. Del. Ph. 087 7605341.

IG square, also round straw
and hay, Del, 086 2515749

FOR sale hay and straw,
delivered. 086-8105393

STRAW and hay, large, round
and square bales. Top quality,
delivered. Kieran Kingston
086-8481402.

SUGAR beet for sale, washed
& delivered if required.
087- 2795819 087-2327693

Farm Produce

WANTED 100 round bales of
hay Midleton area. Tel
087 3923118

Cattle

AA PBR Bulls for sale, 20 mths
Macroom area 087 7647423

Groo in
Concrete Grooving avoid costly
falls. Cathal Dineen 087-
1319617 Timoleague, Cork

ilcronat im
election o
R ulls

hei ers co s
Burke Ballynoe, 086-1676655/
058 - 59156

LIMOUSIN PBR bulls, 4 & 5
from 3 diff calving, Dorgan
Watergrasshill 086-3831002

MILKING machine services.
Repairs & spare parts all
makes. Alec Murphy
087 9633175

EDIGREE Hereford Bulls for
sale. Ph: 086-8239333

SLATTED housing accommod-
ation for cattle / weanlings /
cows in North Cork area for
rent. Silage also available.
Diet feeder, feed bins and
labour if required.
Ph. 029-21640.

Horses

actory
orses

All types wanted. Cash paid,
immediate collect.
C. Hennessy 087-9418125

Sheep

FOR sale 6 strong PB Texel
and Charolais hogget rams,
reasonably priced, can be
viewed safely in open yard. JJ
O’Connor Killarney. 087-
2331186

Preservation
Notices

THE lands of Jeremiah and
Helena Cremin at Carrigduff,
Mourneabbey, Mallow, Co.
Cork are private and
preserved by day and night.
All forms of hunting and
shooting are strictly
prohibited from this date.
Gardai have been notified.
Signed: Jeremiah and Helena
Cremin

Friesian bulls Feb born,
260 kilos 086-6053036

EMPTY COWS
WANTED

FOR EXPORT
• Scanned Empty
Milking Cows

• ALL AGES BOUGHT
• Scanned Empty Maiden
Heifers 16 Months

Top Prices Guaranteed
Contact:

lm illeece
087 2997108
at Sext n

086 4007188
www.southeastdairystock.ie
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Acknowledgments Acknowledgments In Memoriam

Peter Brassel
In loving memory of my
dear husband, father and
grandfather PETER, late of
Douglas and Montenotte,
whose Second Anniversary
occurs on 22nd Oct 2020.
Always remembered by his
loving wife Mary, Leonard,
Damien and Colm,
daughter-in-law Orla and
grandchildren

Frank Cunningham
MALLOW

FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
23 OCTOBER, 2020

Always in our thoughts,
Forever in our hearts.
(Sadly missed by Maureen,
Conor, Niamh and Aidan).

Mary Daly
BALLINLOUGH

THIRD ANNIVERSARY
Remembered with love
MARY who passed away on
October 17th, 2017
Time passes memories stay
Loved and remembered
every day.

(Sadly missed by husband
Tom, son Tony, grandsons
Daire, Colum, Tomás and
Cillian, daughter-in-law
Annmaria, relatives and
friends)

Henry J. Daly
Remembering with great
love our dad HENRY, whose
41st Anniversary is at this
time and our mum RONNIE.
Both so dearly loved and
missed every day.
(Derek and Trudie)

Sarah-Kate
Ferriter

SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY
Last Night in a dream
Sarah-Kate came to me
Across the flowerbeds of
destiny
I called her name
Like it was yesterday
And we ran home
Through the fields in the
rain.

(So dearly loved and missed
more and more every day by
her parents Pat and
Cathleen brothers Stephen
and David sisters-in-law
Linda and Tracy nephews
Ted and Pierce and all her
friends and family)
There’s is a light that
never goes out.

Your wings were ready but
our hearts were not

In Memoriam

GOOLD In loving memory of
JOAN, late of Prohus,
Kilnamartyra, who died on
October 18, 1992.
(Always remembered by her
loving family).

Eileen Kelleher
CARRIGANORTHANE
CLONDROHID

EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY
In loving memory of
EILEEN, who left us on
October 14th, 2012.
(Always missed by her
loving husband Connie,
children, grandchildren,
relatives and friends).

In Memoriam

Gerry Kelly
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
(21st October, 2015)
Remembered with love,
Brenda and Ruth.

O’FLYNN In loving memory of
MAUREEN, Rosnalee, Kanturk
whose anniversary occurs at
this time. May she rest in peace

Tom O’Herlihy
THIRD ANNIVERSARY

Treasured memories of
TOM, Ardfoyle Avenue,
Ballintemple who died
October 18, 2017.
(Loved, missed and
remembered by his wife
Rene, children Cal, Tom,
Sarah, Jane, his grandchil-
dren and extended family)

O'MAHONY: In loving memory
of MARGARET, late of Oakfield,
Upper Leemount, Kerry Pike,
Co. Cork, whose 26th
Anniversary occurs Oct 18th.
(Sadly missed by husband
Michael and daughter
Suzanne)

In Memoriam

William O’Keeffe
BLACKROCK

FOURTH ANNIVERSARY
Your absence is a silent
grief,
Your life, a beautiful
memory.

(Loved and remembered by
his wife Teresa, Angela, Niall
Bridgette and their families)
Our Lady of Knock pray for

him

Bequests

ENABLE IRELAND
Please consider making a
lasting gift to children and
adults with disabilities by
remembering us in your Will.
www.enableireland.ie
Phone: 01 866 5217

Gordon Good
DUBLIN and FORMERLY OF YOUGHAL, CO CORK

FIRST ANNIVERSARY 20 OCTOBER 2020.
Greatly missed and lovingly remembered by his wife, Beryl and
all the family. As we approach Gordon’s first anniversary we
would like to express our gratitude to those family and friends
who sympathised and supported us at the time of our sad loss.
Sincere thanks to all those who made Gordon’s farewell and
the celebration of his life so special. We greatly appreciate all
the kind and thoughtful cards, letters and messages of
sympathy and condolences received. Please accept this
acknowledgement as an expression of our gratitude.

Happy Memories.

Patrick O’Riordan
PLUCKANES DONOUGHMORE

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND FIRST ANNIVERSARY
DIED OCTOBER 14, 2019

As we lovingly remember PADDY on his first anniversary, his
wife Eileen, sons Gerard, Tom, Pat, Colman and Kevin and his
extended family would like to thank all those who sympathised
with us, attended the Removal, Requiem mass and Funeral,
those who sent Mass cards and letters of sympathy. A special
word of thanks to Fr. Jeremiah O Riordan, the Sacristan and
Dr. Lyne for his kindness and care for Paddy. Thank you also to
the ladies who provided catering in Donoughmore Community
Centre and to the O’Connor Bros. Funeral Home North Gate
Bridge for their professional guidance at a difficult time and
to all our neighbours and friends for their support. The Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass will be offered for the intentions of all.

Mary-Anne Horgan
RICHARDSTOWN,

DONERAILE, CO. CORK.
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY

Never more than a thought
away,

(Sadly missed and always
remembered by Hannah,
Tricia, Marian, Donal and
their families).

Inár gCroí go Deo

Elma Long
In loving memory of ELMA,
Lower Bearforest, Mallow
whose eighth anniversary
occurs at this time.
Our family chain is
broken,
Nothing seems the same,
But as God calls us one by
one,
The links shall join again.
(Sadly missed by Paul and
Geraldine, Culm and
Antoinette, Meg and Martin
(Murphy), Oonagh and
Mark (Stovell), and all
Elma's grandchildren and
great-grandchildren).

MARY
20/10/2002

Time slips by, life goes on,
but from our thoughts you are never gone.

(Sadly missed by your loving family)

PATRICK (PADDY)
19/03/2018

Dunne
STONE-VIEW, BLARNEY, CO CORK.

Gearóid Coleman
BALLYWILLIAM, BELGOOLY
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY

It’s hard to forget
someone who gave you
so much to remember.

(Sadly missed by your loving
family and friends)

Joe Holland
BLOSSOMGROVE,
GLANMIRE

FOURTH ANNIVERSARY
Sunday 18th October

Loving happy memories of a
wonderful, caring husband,
father and grandfather.
So missed, so loved, so
very dear.

(Your beloved wife Nora,
son Tomás, daughter Mary
and their families).
May the Lord bless you and
take you into His keeping.

Suimhneas sioraí

Acknowledgments Acknowledgments

CHRISTOPHER WILLIAM (CHRISTY) GASH
KNOCKNAGORE, CROSSHAVEN, CO. CORK

FIRST ANNIVERSARY
DIED SATURDAY OCTOBER 18TH 2019

In loving memory of Christy. Sadly missed and always
remembered by your wife Alison, sons Clive and Ivan, daugh-
ter-in-law Kamila, grandchildren Amy and Leon. A very special
thanks to the Rev. Isobel Jackson, for her comforting care of
Christy and the family, Dr. Townsend, his wonderful home help
Marie and his farm manager Mark, St. Luke’s Home and Day
Care he enjoyed so much. Thanks to all his relations, neigh-
bours and friends for their expressions of sympathy, also Patri-
cia Bogan for her wonderful help with funeral arrangements.

Ben Flahive
FRANKFIELD, DOUGLAS, CORK and FORMERLY DONERAILE

On this Ben’s First Anniversary we, his wife Pauline, his sons
Kevin and Brian and the Flahive family, would like to express
our deep appreciation for the many expressions of sympathy
and gestures of kindness shown to us following our sad loss
and throughout this most difficult year. Our heartfelt thanks to
our dear friends, neighbours, relatives, those who travelled
long distances and those who sent messages of condolence,
Mass Cards, and letters of support. We would especially like to
thank Ben’s colleagues and friends in An Garda Siochana; his
Juvenile Liaison Team; the Cork Garda Male Voice Choir and
the Garda pallbearers for accompanying Ben to his final
resting place. We would like to acknowledge Dr Tony O Brien
and the nurses and staff of Marymount Hospice for the
kindness and respect shown to Ben and his family during a
very difficult time and Dr Chris Lim and nurses and staff of
Cork University Hospital. Our sincere thanks to Fr Martin
Heffernan; Fr Kevin O’Regan; Rev David Lane and the Late Fr
Dermot Brennan for the beautiful and personal celebration of
Ben’s funeral Mass and to the Funeral Directors Jerh.
O’Connor & Sons for their sensitive and professional handling
of the funeral arrangements. We thank Douglas G.A.A Club for
honouring Ben with a guard of honour; for hosting Ben’s
family and friends following his removal and for their support
throughout. To those who helped in any way, your contribution
made our loss more bearable and as it would be impossible to
thank everyone individually, please accept this
acknowledgement as an expression of our deepest gratitude.
The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass will be offered for your
intentions.

Mary Linehan
BROOKVILLE, GLANMIRE

Treasured memories of a
dear wife and mother,
whose Thirteenth
Anniversary occurs at this
time.
(Lovingly remembered by
Frank and family).

O’CONNELL KATHLEEN,
Knockrour, Aghabullogue:
Remembered fondly by her
family, on her 4th Anniversary.

Sacred Heart of Jesus,
Pray for her.

STACK (10th Anniversary)
Cherished memories of JOHN,
late of Mallow Road,
Doneraile.
Will those who think of
him today,
A little prayer to Jesus
say.
Forever in our thoughts.

(Carmel and family).

Tom Walsh
KILQUANE, MOURNEABBEY

FIRST ANNIVERSARY and ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
DIED 17TH OCTOBER 2019

In loving memory of TOM on his First Anniversary today.
Loved and sadly missed by Lena, Sheila and Neily.
We would like to sincerely thank all those who offered support
and sympathy to us during our sad loss. Thank you to all who
called to our house, attended the funeral services, sent Mass
cards, letters and those who travelled long distances to be with
us. We sincerely thank all our relatives, neighbours and friends
especially those who loyally visited Tom during his years of ill
health and those who helped with Toms care, it was a wonder-
ful support. Sincere thanks to all at the Red House GP Practice,
Mulcahy Pharmacy, Public Health Nurses, Homecare Ladies,
staff CUH (esp ward 1A), BOC Gas, Air Liquide and O’Connell
Funeral Directors. We sincerely thank all the Clergy, those who
visited Tom during his illness at home and at hospital and
those who officiated at his funeral services. Also sincere thanks
to the Choir for uplifting our hearts during Mass and to the
Sacristan, Eucharistic Minister and Alter Servers and to all who
played their part in making Toms Funeral Mass so meaningful.
The Holy Sacrifice of Mass will be offered for you all.
Anniversary Mass will be the live streamed 8.30am Mass @ St
Marys Church Mallow tomorrow Sunday.
May Our Lady of Knock, St Joseph & St Padre Pio be with

Tom on his journey to his Eternal Home,
His work on earth was done, May He Rest in Peace.

CURTIN: Kilpatrick, Macroom
Remembering DANJOE whose
6th whose anniversary occurs.
(Fondly remembered by his
family).

Anne O’Keeffe
Glanmire

FOURTH ANNIVERSARY
Life is eternal and love is
immortal and death is
only a horizon
And a horizon is nothing
save the limit of our sight

(Sadly missed and lovingly
remembered by her
husband Daniel, her sister
Norma, children Marilyn,
Paul, Donal and Anne’s
grandchildren)

O’Keeffe
11TH ANNIVERSARY

In loving memory of DAVID,
Richmond, Glanmire and
Wellington Road.
For life and death are one
Even as the river and the
sea are one

(Always remembered by his
Father Daniel, brothers Paul
and Donal, sister Marilyn
and friends)

Birdie Hyland
27 LOWER CORK STREET, MITCHELSTOWN, CO CORK
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND FIRST ANNIVERSARY

DIED OCTOBER 17, 2019
The family of Birdie Hyland wish to extend our heartfelt thanks
to all those who sympathised with us on the loss of our
wonderful Mam. Thank you to Cannon M Leamy, to those who
attended the funeral service, the months mind Mass and many
people who travelled long distances to do so. Thank you to our
extended families, relations from Galway and friends whose
kindness continues to comfort us. Special thanks to Mom’s
carers in Mitchelstown and the staff of Bishopscourt
Residential Home. Whilst it is impossible to thank everyone in-
dividually please accept this as a token of gratitude. The Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass has been offered for your intentions .

Maureen O’Reilly
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT and FIRST ANNIVERSARY

As we lovingly remember MAUREEN on her First Anniversary,
Bobby, Kathleen, James, Marie, Tadgh, Sheila, Dolores and
Tony wish to extend our sincere thanks and appreciation to
our extended family, neighbours and friends who supported us
on our sad loss. To those who attended the Rosary, removal
and Funeral, especially those who travelled long distances,
those who sent Mass cards, thoughtful messages of
condolence, your words of comfort and fond memories of
Maureen were greatly appreciated. Many thanks to Fr. Gus
O’Driscoll for officiating at the Funeral Mass and who was so
supportive to us during that very sad time. Our thanks also to
Archdeacon Murphy O’Connor who assisted at the ceremony.
Thanks to Ursula Mulvihill, soloist and Niamh Roe, organist,
for their beautiful music. Thanks to the Ladies and Gents of
Muskerry Golf Club for their guard of honour, Muskerry was a
big part of Maureen’s life and she valued the many friendships
she made there. Thanks also to her many friends in
Bishopstown ICA. Over the last few years Maureen’s life was
greatly curtailed due to her lack of mobility, so a special word
of thanks to Maureen’s Carers, the Public Health Nurses and
the HSE Team, Dr. McSweeney and her staff, all the
aforementioned looked after Maureen so well during the last
few years which was a very challenging time in Maureen’s life.
Thanks to O’Connors Undertakers for their professionalism. As
it is impossible to thank everyone individually please accept
this acknowledgement as an expression of our deepest
gratitude to you all. The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass will be
offered for all your intentions. Maureen’s First Anniversary
Mass will be held on Wednesday October 21st at 5.35pm in
SMA, Wilton. This Mass time holds special significance for us
as a family as Maureen and Bobby attended this Mass daily for
many years where Maureen was a minister of the Eucharist.

John O’Dwyer
KANTURK, CO CORK
TENTH ANNIVERSARY

A daily thought, a silent
tear,
A constant wish that you
were here.

(Peter, Mag, Bobby, Noreen,
Seanie and families).

GARDINER, ROBERT (BOB)
(Brannockstown, Co. Kildare)
(October 17th 2019): On
Bob's First Anniversary, his
wife Doreen, children Gillian
and David, son-in-law Mike,
daugher-in-law Caitlin, his six
grandchildren and the
extended Gardiner and Bradley
families wish to express their
heartfelt thanks and
appreciation for all the
sympathy and support they
received during Bob's illness
and death. Thank you to those
who sent sympathy cards, mass
cards and flowers and to
everyone who attended the
wake and Funeral, many of
whom came long journeys, and
gave so generously to cancer
research. A special word of
thanks to the doctors, nurses
and staff on the 6th floor of the
Beacon Hospital for the
excellent care and compassion
Bob received. Thank you to the
clergy for visiting Bob during
his illness and for a beautiful
funeral service. To Clarke’s
Funeral Directors for their
help and guidance in
organising the Funeral
arrangements, and our many
friends and neighbours who
have supported us during the
past year. As it is impossible to
thank everyone individually
please accept this
acknowledgement as a token
of our deep appreciation.

Corney Ahern
BALLYKNOCK,

DUNGOURNEY, CO. CORK
FIRST ANNIVERSARY

In loving memory of Corney
whose anniversary occurs
today.
(Always remembered by his
loving family)

John O’Flynn Anna O’Flynn
13/10/2018 11/4/2016

JOHN and ANNA, late of Westgate, Bishopstown.
Until we meet again, we think about you always, we speak
about you still, you have never been forgotten and you
never will. We hold you close within our hearts and there you
will remain, to walk and guide us through our lives,
until we meet again
(Sadly missed by Janet, Alan, Joanne, Ciara and Emma and
loving family)

Evan Crowley
HORNHILL, LISSARDA, CO. CORK.
Who died on 18th October 2019.

On Evan’s first anniversary, he is lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by his wife Irene and family, June, Trevor, Linda,
Heather, Valerie and Norma together with their families. We
would like to extend a sincere and heartfelt Thank you to all
those who sympathised with us at Evan’s wake and funeral
service, sent letters and cards of sympathy, Mass cards and
floral tributes. We would like to thank Revd Tony Murphy and
Revd Anne Skuse for making his funeral service so personal, to
Shirley for the music and to all who prepared the church and
grounds. To Fitzgerald’s Undertakers for their professionalism
throughout. Special thanks to Dr Ken Harte for his years of
care and kindness to Evan, to the exceptional staff at
Marymount Hospice and to the Home helps, Susan, Marge and
Nuala. Thank you to Bengour Harvest Festival Committee,
Kilmurry GAA and Noreen Corcoran who organised the parking
and transport. Lastly a heartfelt thank you to caring relatives,
neighbours and friends who helped in every way. Your
contribution is greatly appreciated and was a huge source of
comfort to us on our sad loss. It is impossible to thank
everyone individually, please accept this acknowledgement as
an expression of our deepest gratitude.

With much love and cherished memories.
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Notice to
Advertisers/readers
It is a condition of acceptance of
advertisement orders that Irish
Examiner Limited (“IEL”) does
not guarantee the insertion of any
particular advertisement on any
specified date or at all. IEL does
not accept liability for any loss or
damage caused by the publication
of any advertisement, whether by
virtue of an inaccuracy, error or
otherwise and whether suffered
by the advertiser, a reader or any
other person.

In the event of the publication of
an advertisement, or a series of
advertisements, containing an
inaccuracy or error caused by IEL,
its servants or agents, the limit of
liability of IEL shall extend only
to the printing of one corrected
insertion.

No reprinting shall occur
where the error is of a minor
or typographical nature only.
IEL reserve the right to cancel,
at any time, an advertisement
or a series of advertisements
planned for publication and, in
such circumstances, IEL shall
only repay to the advertiser such
portion of monies as is attributable
to the unpublished advertisements
and nothing further.

Death Notices Death Notices

HEALY (Whites Cross, Cork):
On October 16, 2020, peace-
fully at her home, surroun-
ded by her loving family after
a long illness bravely borne.
CAROL (née Enright),
beloved wife of George and
devoted mother of Greg and
Ronan, loving daughter of
Jerry and Mary and sister of
Pat, Gerard, Brenda, Deirdre
and Siobhan. Sadly missed
by her loving husband
and family, brothers-in-law,
sisters-in-law, aunts, uncles,
nephews, nieces, relatives
and friends. Carol’s Requiem
Mass will be live streamed at
12 noon on Monday 19th
October 2020 on:
https://www.churchservices.tv/

corkstoliver
A private family funeral will
take place, in accordance
with current guidelines. We
thank you for your co-opera-
tion and understanding at this
difficult time. Please leave
your personal message for
Carol’s family on the condol-
ence section of www.rip.ie or
through
www.jerhoconnorfuneralhomes.ie

May she rest in peace

LOWNEY (Bishopstown and
Rossmacowen, Castletown-
bere): On October 15, 2020,
peacefully, in the wonderful
care of the staff at St. Oliver’s
Ward, St. Finbarr’s Hospital.
TED (Retired An Garda
Síochana), dearly beloved
husband of the late Kathleen
and much loved father of
Gerard, Ann and Fergal. Sadly
missed by his loving family,
daughters-in-law Liz and
Noelle, grandchildren Ailbhe,
Tim, Jack, Brian and Emma,
sisters-in-law Kathleen, Ollie,
Lucy, Doreen and Peg,
nephews, nieces, relatives
and friends. Ted’s Requiem
Mass will be live-streamed on
www.mycondolences.ie at
11am on Monday, October
19, 2020. A private family
funeral will take place, in
accordance with current
guidelines. We thank you for
your co-operation and under-
standing at this difficult time.
Please leave your personal
message for Ted’s family in
the condolence section of
www.rip.ie or through:
www.jerhoconnorfuneralhomes.ie
May he rest in peace

MacCONAILL (Cork and
Mazamet, France): On
November 11, 2019, peace-
fully, in Castres Hospital,
France, ALASTAIR, loving
father of Ursula and Alex,
dear brother of Michael
(Gatineau, Canada), Dr.
Mairead (Meg) and Roderick,
and beloved son of the late
Professor Michael and Eileen
MacConaill. Sadly missed by
his daughter Ursula, son Alex,
and wife Kate, son-in-law
Noel, daughter-in-law Katia,
grandchildren Raffi, Carey,
Eden, Estelle and Juliet, and
his nieces and nephews. A
Funeral Mass was celebrated
on Wednesday October 14th
in St. Joseph’s Church,
Wilton, followed by interment
of ashes in St Finbarr’s
Cemetery, Glasheen Road.

O’CALLAGHAN (Lackaduve,
Carriganima and Gurteenroe,
Macroom and the diocese of
Southwark): On October 16,
2020, at Araglen Nursing
Home, FR. JOHN, brother of
Tim, Jerry and Rose. Deeply
regretted by his brothers,
sister, nephews, niece, grand-
nephews, grandnieces, carers,
relatives, friends, fellow
clergy and parishioners. May
he rest in peace. Due to
current Government guide-
lines regarding public gather-
ings a private family funeral
will take place. Those who
would have liked to attend
the funeral but due to current
restrictions cannot, please
feel free to leave a message
on RIP.ie Family flowers only.
fitz-geraldsfuneraldirectors.com

Death Notices

O’CALLAGHAN CON (Cornelius)
(Church Road, Ballinacurra
and late of Irish Distillers,
Midleton): On October 15,
2020, peacefully, in the tender
care of Margaret, Elaine and
staff at Ballincurrig Care
Centre. Son of the late Annie
and Denis, brother of the late
Denis, Paddy, Margaret and
Dolly (Mary), uncle of the
late Aoife. Sadly missed by
his sister Rose (Conway),
brothers-in-law Tom and
Finbarr, sister-in-law Joan,
nephews, nieces, grandneph-
ews, grandnieces, relatives at
home and Boston, USA,
carers, especially Enda and
friends, especially Pat Ahern
and Thomas O’Driscoll. In an
effort to follow continuing
Government and HSE guide-
lines and in the interest of
Public Health, Con’s funeral
will be private for his family.
House is strictly Private as
per the current guidance. The
family would like to thank
you for your co-operation
and understanding at this
difficult time and welcome
use of the condolences link
on Rip.ie. Con will leave his
home on Monday 19th at
915am approx, passing
through Ballinacurra for a
family Requiem Mass which
will be available to view on
the Midleton Parish Saorview
channel from 10am on
Monday after which Con will
be laid to rest in Holy Rosary
Cemetery.
May Con Rest In Peace

SHEEHAN (Bishopstown,
Cork): On October 16,
2020, peacefully, in his 92nd
year, in the excellent care
of the nurses and staff
at Ballincollig Community
Nursing Unit, DONAL (DAN)
(late of the Examiner)
beloved husband of Noreen
(McCarthy) and loving father
of Kathryn, John, Miriam and
Mark and fond grandfather of
Christina, Emma, Ben, Ross
and Luke. Sadly missed by
his loving wife and family,
daughters-in-law Jackie and
Elaine, grandchildren, brother-
in-law Joe, sister-in-law
Marion, nephews, nieces,
relatives, neighbours and a
large circle of friends. Rest
in peace. Due to current
government guidelines Donal’s
funeral will be for family and
close friends. If you wish to
leave a message of condol-
ence for Donal’s family
please use the Rip.ie link or
email:
crowleyfunerals@gmail.com

WALSH (Corbally, Ballymore,
Cobh, Cork): On October 16,
2020, peacefully, at home
surrounded by her loving
family, HELEN (nee Devlin),
beloved wife of the late Joe
and much loved mother of
Siobhán, George, Liam,
Patrick and Eileen, dear
sister of Sally, Mary and the
late George and sister-in-law
of the recently deceased
Richard O’Toole. Sadly missed
and lovingly remembered by
her loving daughters, sons,
grandchildren Yvonne and
her husband John, Steven,
Joanne, Rachel, Joey and
Ben, sisters, daughters-in-law
Jane, Mary and Ramona, son-
in-law Eamon, sister-in-law
Angela, brother-in-law Pad,
nephews, nieces, relatives,
her dear friend Nollaig and a
large circle of friends. May
Helen Rest in Peace. Helen’s
funeral cortege will leave her
home on Monday, October
19th, at 11.30am passing
through Ballymore village
en route to St. Colman’s
Cathedral for a private family
Requiem Mass at 12 noon
in accordance with HSE
and government guidelines
followed by burial in St
Colman’s Cemetery. Helen’s
Funeral Mass will be live
streamed on Monday, Octo-
ber 19th, at 12 noon on:
www.cobhcathedralparish.ie.
For those who would have
liked to attend Helen’s funer-
al Mass but due to current
restriction cannot do so, can
leave a personal message in
the condolence section of
www.rip.ie

O’REILLY (Wilton and
Macroom, Co. Cork): On
October 15, 2020, peacefully,
at Marymount University
Hospital and Hospice,
PATRICK, dearly loved
husband of Anne (née
Murphy), much loved father
of Deirdre, Kevin and Jennifer
and loving brother of Mary,
Breda, Margaret, Nuala,
Veronica and the late Anne.
Sadly missed by his loving
wife and family, sisters, son-
in-law Colin, daughter-in-law
Margarite, grandchildren
Nicholas, Sophie, Alex, Jack
and Andrew, brothers-in-law,
nephews, nieces, relatives
and friends. A private family
funeral will take place, in
accordance with current
guidelines. We thank you for
your co-operation and under-
standing at this difficult time.
Please leave your personal
message for Patrick’s family
in the condolences section on
www.rip.ie or through:
www.jerhoconnorfuneralhomes.ie
Family flowers only please.
Donation in lieu to Mary-
mount Hospice.

May he rest in peace
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Due to current Covid-19
restrictions our offices at
80 Oliver Plunkett St,

Cork are closed,

To place a Family Notice
or for advertising queries
please call:021 4274455

or email:
ads@examiner.ie

AHERNE (Kildorrery): On
October 16, 2020, peacefully
at home, PATRICK (PAD)
Rockmills. Sadly missed by
his loving wife Catherine
(Annette) his children
Michael, Nicole, Padraig,
John, Marie and Lisa, brothers,
sisters, grandchildren, great-
grandchildren, brothers-in-law,
sisters-in-law, nephews,
nieces, relatives, kind neigh-
bours and friends. In order
to adhere to HSE guidelines
Patrick’s Funeral Mass will be
held privately on Monday at
2pm in St. Bartholomew’s
Church, Kildorrery. Burial
afterwards in the local
cemetery. Messages of
condolence can be left on
www.rip.ie for Pat’s family

May he rest in peace
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CRYPTIC CLUES

QUICK CLUES
DownAcross

Solutions to
previous puzzle: Quick Crossword answers

also fit the large grid

Double Crossword No.17,946

Across Down

CRYPTIC
Across: 1 Bold; 3 Absentee;
8 Arch; 9 Bus stops; 11 Double-
decker; 13 Sprawl; 14 Tassel;
17 Short circuit; 20 Penchant;
21 Mash; 22 Sideways; 23 Gear
Down: 1 Brandish; 2 Lacquer;
4 Bounds; 5 Easy chairs;
6 Trove; 7 Else; 10 Flower
show; 12 Fletcher; 15 Sausage;
16 Scanty; 18 Honed; 19 Opus.
QUICK
Across: 1 Oath; 3 Disperse;
8 Iran; 9 Starting; 11 Instruc-
tions; 13 Active; 14 Rubber;
17 Perspiration; 20 Profound;
21 Stye; 22 Dressing; 23 Seer
Down: 1 Original; 2 Transit;
4 Intact; 5 Particular; 6 Reign;
7 Edge; 10 Provisions; 12 Gran-
deur; 15 Brittle; 16 Finnan;
18 Erode; 19 Sped.

3 Doctor (9)
8 Harvest (4)
9 Teacher (9)

10 Required (6)
11 Bring (5)
14 Incapacitated (5)
15 Conceal (4)
16 A long time (5)
18 Frigid (4)
20 Commerce (5)
21 Smallest (5)
24 After (6)
25 Saviour (9)
26 Incinerate (4)
27 Good breeding (9)

1 Articulate (9)
2 Cataract (9)
4 Attention (4)
5 Condition (5)
6 Squat (6)
7 Adjoin (4)
9 Trivial (5)

11 Banquet (5)
12 Mirthful (9)
13 Accused (9)
17 Guide (5)
19 Portray (6)
22 Filch (5)
23 Surrender (4)
24 Inclination (4)

3 Could his dig unearth
Roman lice? (4,5)

8 Leave out nothing, the little
saint's back (4)

9 Promised hotter treatment
in bed! (9)

10 O Vermin! O Rathead! So
says he (6)

11 Heat unit with ermine
holder (5)

14 Right out, pal. You're the
devil! (5)

15 So pleasant here by the
Sea! (4)

16 Pierces Canonised
seamen (5)

18 Sidewalker is a bitter
apple (4)

20 Coincide, penniless but
with the right drink (5)

21 Fifty vault on the tree (5)
24 Rouses by topping

bangers (6)
25 Rib-tickler? (5,4)
26 Father has nothing round

the wall (4)
27 Carted her off – by party

hire? (9)

1 Tight working space for the
ticket collection (3,6)

2 Send endless account
round later; a two sided
affair (9)

4 Six balls finished (4)
5 Leave one in this desert

and stagger (5)
6 Put away, we hear by

rota (6)
7 There's no laughter in

heaven without bumps (4)
9 Restricting

investments? (5)
11 That'll learn you! The

French is out of the tea
chest (5)

12 He's not top agent – nor
the bottom either (9)

13 Squashing agent in rope
dress (9)

17 Part act apparently
perceived (5)

19 Censor's standard? (6)
22 Many can make a

communication (5)
23 Our friend's around

plenty (4)
24 The girl in the clean neat

apron (4)

ArchbishopMartin warns of anti-mask influence on young
aggressive” and clearly did
not understand what relig-
ious tolerance meant.
“There are voices out

there who do not under-
stand, or do not want to
understand, what religious
tolerance means in the Ire-
land of today and that should
concern all of us,” he said.
Speaking more generally

about the impact of the pan-
demic, the archbishop said
that people have become
frustrated.
He said there is a danger

that if normal human inter-
actions are blocked then that
could create mental health
issues.
“There has to be light at

the end of the tunnel,” he
said. “We need to create a
sense of solidarity, it is there,
but people are frustrated. We
need ways of injecting hope
and that’s where religious
groups come in.”

Forum: 1

most of us were not”.
He said there had been an

attitude that if a disease
arose, there would be a vac-
cine quickly, but that is not
the case with Covid.
The archbishop added that

when it came to publ ic
health, personal responsibil-
ity is important and he is
concerned that people are
denying there is a Covid pan-
demic in the country.
Archbishop Martin said:

“Some of thosewho took part
in these anti-mask demon-
strations were the same
groups that attempted to
overturn my car when I at-
tended an Islamic gathering
in Croke Park.”
When he parked, he heard

background religious music.
He said they were “very
strange people” and were ir-
rational, but that when they
became violent it was a prob-
lem.
He said they were “very

“I was there when there
was the Sars outbreak,” he
said, adding that experts he
had spoken to at the time
said that countries should be
ready for an outbreak “and

agendas. He spoke of his
time as the Vatican’s diplo-
matic representat ive to
UN organisations in Geneva,
including the World Health
Organization.

He noted that elsewhere in
Europe young people are
being influenced by neo-
Nazis.
A number of anti-mask

protests have taken place in
Dublin, the most recent on
October 3 seeing several
hundred demonstrators
packed onto Grafton St and
staging a sit down.
This was followed a week

later by an ‘End the Lock-
down’ rally outside the Dáil,
which was organised by the
far-right National Party and
saw clashes with counter-
protesters.
Despite the escalating

infections and restrictions,
another anti-mask protest is
planned for next week.
Archbishop Martin said

that public health is about
responsibi l i ty , but said
there are people who protest
out of a lack of responsibility
and some protest because
of ideology linked to other

Cormac O’Keeffe
Security Correspondent

Catholic archbishop of Dub-
lin Diarmuid Martin has
warned that organisers of
anti-mask protests could be a
dangerous influence on
young people by denying the
Covid-19 pandemic.
He said some of the people

who have taken part in anti-
mask rallies are the same
groups that attempted to
“overturn” his car when he
attended an Islamic gather-
ing in Croke Park. This is
thought to refer to an his-
toric prayer service on the
pitch to mark the holy festi-
val of Eid al-Adha, which he
attended last July.
Speaking on Newstalk’s

at enny Sho , Archbishop
Martin said the people who
set up anti-mask rallies are
very organised and he is
worried they might have an
influence on young people.

Archbishop Diarmuid Martin says the organisers of anti-mask
protests are a dangerous influence.

The BG Emerald is loadedwith goods for export at Tivoli Docks in Cork bound for Rotterdam. Importers and exporters have been adding further direct sailings
from Irish ports to the Europeanmainland to avoid the expected costs and delays in the UK landbridge when Brexit comes into effect. Picture: David Creedonre it buster

Nursing
home
residents
‘lonely,
isolated’
■ Charity: Virtual visits not suitable
for all; outdoor visits restricted
Maresa Fagan

Nursing home residents and
their families are beginning
to feel the impacts of tighter
Covid-19 restrictions, with
many homes offering only
“virtual visits”, a leading
charity for older people has
said.
Sage Advocacy has called

for a national code for nurs-
ing-home visits because “vir-
tual visits” do not work for
everyone and some facilities
are now refusing to allow
window or outdoor visits
since public-health restric-
tions tightened.
The charity, which pro-

vides support and advocacy
services for vulnerable
adults and older people, said
it had seen a “significant in-
crease” this week in the
number of cal ls from
families of nursing-home
residents, fearing their loved
ones are becoming “isolated
and lonely”.
Some nursing homes, the

national charity said, were
disregarding guidelines pub-
lished by the Health Protec-
tion Surveillance Centre
(HPSC), which permits out-
door and window visits at
every level of Covid-19 re-
strictions.
“The first and overriding

priority must always be to
safeguard the health and
wellbeing of both residents
and the staff who care for
them and to prevent any
possible future outbreak of
Covid-19 in any long-term
care setting,” said Sarah
Lennon, executive director
of Sage Advocacy.
“But we must also not for-

get that when we talk about
nursing homes that we are
actually talking about the
home environment for 30,000
people in Ireland.
“People who live in nurs-

ing homes have the same
right to see their families if
they so choose, in a safe
manner with strict infection-
protect ion and control
measures in place, as anyone
else living in any other part
of the community.”

Ms Lennon said a pause on
scheduled activities, tighter
visiting restrictions, and the
inability to access commu-
nity spaces had left many
nursing-home residents “es-
sentially cut off from con-
tact”.
Through a forum run by

the charity, residents and
their families called for the
development of a national
nursing-home code for visi-
tor access.
“Many nursing homes had

introduced virtual visits via
Zoom, Facebook, and Whats-
App, to replace outdoor and
window visits even before
the latest Covid-19 restric-
tions were announced,” said
Ms Lennon.
“But families tell us that

these do not work for every-
one, particularly for those
with loved ones who have a
cognitive impairment and
have dementia or Alz -
heimers, and that increased
levels of staff and more ac-
cess to technology would
also help to improve these
virtual visits.
“Nursing-home residents

having access to the care and
support given by family
members is essential to emo-
tional wellbeing and should
never be underestimated,”
she added.
Nursing Homes Ireland

(NHI) said nursing homes
hadworkedwith theHPSC to
develop the five-level frame-
work for ‘Living with Covid’
but some nursing homes
may be exercising greater
caution where high infection
rates are evident in the com-
munity.
NHI chief executive Tadhg

Daly said visits are an “im-
portant part” of nursing-
home life and suggested that
residents and families work
with nursing homes to come
to some arrangement on
visiting.
It was “disappointing” for

nursing homes and staff,
said Mr Daly, to see visitor
restrictions being reintro-
duced and any restrictions
were put in place “with a
very heavy heart”.
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Historian, columnist, broadcaster
and ex-Offaly manager,
Paul Rouse is a teacher and
student of football. With regular
guests Oisín McConville and
Ciarán Sheehan, expect sharp
debate that sets the agenda
on and off the field.

TheGaelic
Football Show :

irishexaminer.com/podcasts
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POET IN RESIDENCE
Words were the currency at
this storied family home

TO THE RESCUE
Restoring order
to chaos
Home
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Walk-in job near
St Luke’s Cross

A home with
personalities

Give me land, lots
of landI

conic Warhol prints of
Ali under the hammer

Poet’s home is an
elegant composition

WITH her own unique style and a healthy design
sense, Liz O’Donovan transformed a humdrum
1950s house into a sparkling homestead.

What at its essence was a compact, run-of-
the-mill city estate house is now a stonkingly modern dwell-
ing, flooded with natural light and with enough space in the
main living area to turn cartwheels.

“When I bought the house four years ago, I did a top to bot-
tom on it,” Ms O’Donovan says, and for sure there’s no ob-
vious room for improvement.

She more or less doubled the size of Glenarm, 38 Slieve
Mish Park, extending sideways and at the
rear, adding a bedroom and ensuite at the
side of the house downstairs, and over-
head, a master bedroom, with ensuite and
walk-in wardrobe.

Further extending at the rear saw the de-
mise of a small back kitchen and the birth
of a fabulous L-shape development, hous-
ing not just an impressively finished
kitchen, but also a dining area, slotting
nicely into one side of the L and sur-
rounded by glazing to let the light flood in and let diners look
over a nicely-laid patio and sandstone gravel area, dotted
with planters, with, as a centrepiece, a backlit water feature.

“This part of the house is fabulous in the morning,” Ms
O’Donovan says. “I come down some mornings and I think
the light is on. And the birdsong is fantastic.”

She’s made good use of the patio for outdoor entertaining.
There are sliding doors from the indoor dining area to the

rear patio and a further set of sliding doors from the main
living area.

The back garden is not overlooked, and is screened by
low-maintenance PVC trellis fencing.

Back indoors, Ms O’Donovan (of O’Donovan’s Off
Licence) spared no expense on kitchen fittings with Express
Kitchens doing the honours, installing a solid walnut work-
top and taupe kitchen cupboard doors.

There’s a gorgeous burgundy Stanley range (both electric
and gas) and a Belfast sink and a fabulous ‘pantry’ unit.
Functional items such as a dishwasher and washing ma-

chine are housed in a utility room which has plenty of room
also for another fridge freezer, a spare cooker, the back
boiler, and a wine chiller.

“There’s stacks of storage here, and you don’t have to
listen to any of the machines going,” Ms O’Donovan says.

The one remaining room in this part of the house, tucked
away under the stairs, is a guest WC.

At the top of the carpeted stairs (all the carpets are Carri-
galine Carpets) is another lovely window — all the glazing is
Munster Joinery — and off the landing there are three
double bedrooms and a main bathroom. The aforemen-

tioned master bedroom is a treat, with its
ensuite and walk-in wardrobe. The other
two upstairs bedrooms have integrated
sliderobes.

So why is Ms O’Donovan leaving her pet
project behind, especially as she had the
foresight to plan ahead for a time when her
mother might join them at Glenarm, by
putting in that downstairs ensuite bed-
room? They are moving to Rochestown she
says, moving in with her mother, and be-

sides, she has an appetite for another refurb project, having
run out of road at Glenarm.

Selling agent Jeremy Murphy — who coincidentally sold
her the house in 2016 (for €275,000 according to the Property
Price Register) — says No 38 is a “deceptively spacious,
beautifully extended semi-detached property”.

“We have been very busy with inquiries and it will defi-
nitely appeal to trader-uppers given it occupies such a con-
venient location in a settled park,” Mr Murphy says.

For sure, the area is well settled and well served for that
matter. A cul de sac estate off the Curragh/Kinsale Road,
Slieve Mish has a wealth of retail nearby including super-
markets and a retail park.

It’s within a walk of the city centre and without shouting
distance of both Cork City FC’s home grounds and Mus-
grave Park rugby stadium.

There’s plenty of parking out front.
VERDICT: A bright, stylish, well-configured home in a

great location.

Turners Cross, Cork city
€390,000
Size: 205 sq m/2206 sq ft
Bedrooms: 4
Bathrooms: 4
BER: B2
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6 LAPPS QUAY, CORK TEL: 021 4273041 PSRA NO. 0021836 LAPPS QUAY, CORK TEL: 021 4273041 PSRA NO. 002183

Beautifully presented 5 bed detached family home set on approx.
0.4 acre site with stunning countryside views. Hall, kitchen / dining,
living, family, lounge, 5 beds, bath, 2 ens. 226 sq m / 2,436 sq ft approx.
BER No. 112656673.

CALL NORMA HEALY ON 0868525940

DRIPSEY
ACRES

€425,000

Spacious home situated in a quiet cul-de-sac. There is a great balance
of living and bedroom accommodation with the addition of a modern
sunroom to the rear. The garden is very private with unobstructed views of
the hills of upper Rochestown. Hall, living, kitchen/dining, sun room, utility,
4 beds, bath, ensuite, wc. 130 sq m / 1,399 sq ft approx. BER No. 102323409.
CALL ANN O’MAHONY ON 0868055834
OR STUART O’GRADY ON 0879948530

ROCHESTOWN
4 ABBOTSWOOD AVENUE, MONASTERY ROAD

€385,000

A mature 3 bed semi detached home on a large site. Great scope to extend.
Minutes from Blackrock village and Cork City. Hall, kitchen, living, sitting, 3 beds,
bath, wc, garage. 96 sq m / 1,043 sq ft approx. BER No. 112279427.

CALL ANN O’MAHONY ON 086 8055834
OR YVONNE CORCORAN ON 087 6422040

BALLINTEMPLE
63 MARYVILLE

€430,000

This is a well-positioned three/four-bedroom semi-detached family home
with private fully enclosed garden. Situated in this mature and popular
residential area close to the CUH and within minutes access to the South
Link network. Hall, living, dining, kitchen, 3/4 beds, bath, ensuite/dressing,
wc, garage. 142 sq m / 1,531 sq ft approx. BER No. 113058341.

CALL JOHNNY O’FLYNN ON 086 6015560

BISHOPSTOWN
5 BISHOPSCOURT WAY

€395,000

BER F

Substantially spacious four-bedroom detached bungalow offering a
great balance between living and bedroom accommodation. Located
in a private rural location, yet only a short commute to Ballincollig and
Bishopstown alike. Hall, kitchen, utility, dining, lounge, living, 4 beds, bath,
ensuite, 2 attic rooms. 208 sq m / 2,246 sq ft approx. BER No. 112733571.

CALL NORMA HEALY ON 086 8525940 BER C3

WATERFALL
CHAPEL LANE, BALLINORA

€520,000

CALL GILLIAN MCDONNELL ON 087 3779929

GLANMIRE
BROOKLODGE WEST

€520,000

Spacious detached home with generously proportioned living and
bedroom accommodation. To the front there is ample off street parking
and the rear enjoys a westerly aspect which is fully enclosed by mature
hedging. Hall, kitchen, dining, living, utility, study/bed 4, 3 beds, bath,
ensuite. 125 sq m / 1,345 sq ft approx. BER No. 113223325

CALL STUART O’GRADY ON 087 9948530

DOUGLAS
14 GRANGE ERIN

€495,000

BER D1

Well-appointed 4 bed det on approx. 1 Acre private site with electronic
gates. Within minutes’drive of Farran N.S., Ovens & Coachford Village.
Close to GAA Clubs, National Rowing Centre, Farran Woods & Lee Valley
Golf Course. Hall, kitchen/dining, utility, living, lounge, 4 beds, bath,
ensuite, wc. 174 sq m / 1,881 sq ft approx. BER No. 113421499.
CALL NORMA HEALY ON 086 8525940 OR
SHEILA O’FLYNN ON 086 2574948

COACHFORD
FORTVIEW, ROOVESMORE

€375,000

Three-bedroom semi-detached house with a garage located in a quiet cul
de sac. The house whilst in need of some redecoration offers a great blend
of both living and bedroom accomodation. Hall, living, kitchen, dining,
utility, 3 beds, bath, garage. 103 sq m / 1,109 sq ft approx.
BER No. 113248454.

CALL NORMA HEALY ON 086 8525940

BLARNEY
CARADON, 5 WHITETHORN DRIVE

€205,000

BER E1

Two-bedroom terraced home in superb decorative order and is ready and
waiting for its new owners to take up residence with contents included in
the sale. Convenient location with an abundance of amenities close by and
the city centre is within easy commuting distance. Hall, kitchen/dining,
sitting, 2 beds, bath, wc. 70 sq m / 753 sq ft approx. BER No. 113418230.

CALL GILLIAN McDONNELL ON 087 3779929

SHANAKIEL
31 MILE AVENUE, ARD SIONNACH

Well-designed semi-detached property with a beautiful finish
throughout and in turn-key condition. All local amenities are
within close proximity, including schools, creche and the Dunkettle
Interchange. Hall, kitchen/dining, sitting, 3 beds, bath, ensuite, wc.
100 sq m / 1,076 sq ft approx. BER No. 100219922.

CALL GILLIAN McDONNELL ON 087 3779929

GLANMIRE
64 CRAWFORD WOODS, CHURCH HILL

€275,000

BER C2

Three bed end of terrace house in the sought after development of
Grange Manor. It is overlooking a green area and located in a cul de sac.
All amenites Ballincollig has to offer are only a short drive away.
Hall, kitchen, living, 3 beds, bath, ensuite, wc. 104 sq m / 1,128 sq ft
approx. BER No. 109947903.

CALL NORMA HEALY ON 086 8525940

OVENS
10 MANOR GROVE, GRANGE MANOR

€275,000

CALL JOHNNY O’FLYNN ON 086 6015560

CURRAHEEN
15 BRIDGEFIELD GROVE

€345,000

BER C1CALL STUART O’GRADY ON 087 9948530

ROCHESTOWN
42 CLONLEA, MOUNT OVAL

€345,000

BER A3

Terraced home, set in an elevated position in Dillon’s Cross with all
amenities close-by including schools and bus stop. The property whilst
in need of modernisation benefits from lots of natural light with a large
garden to the rear. Hall, kitchen, dining, sitting, 5 beds, bath.
117 sq m / 1,266 sq ft approx. BER No. 100815992.

CALL GILLIAN McDONNELL ON 087 3779929

ST. LUKES
SPRING HOUSE, 62 BALLYHOOLEY ROAD

€250,000

BER E2CALL GILLIAN McDONNELL ON 087 3779929

GLANMIRE
13 HAZELWOOD WAY, RIVERSTOWN

€220,000

BER C1

Three-bed semi-detached house located in a quiet cul-de-sac of only nine
houses just off the Boreenmanna Road. The rear of the property enjoys a lovely
westerly aspect and has a well maintained lawn and patio area. Benefits from
underpinning and drains previously carried out. Porch, hall, living, dining,
kitchen, 3 beds, bath, 2 wc. 98 sq m / 1,057 sq ft approx. BER No. 113127385
CALL ANN O’MAHONY ON 086 8055834 OR
STUART O’GRADY ON 087 9948530

BOREENMANNA ROAD
OPHELIA, 3 CEANNCORA LAWN

BER E2

Well located Victorian style mid-terraced property located on the
doorstep to UCC, Bon Secours Hospital and a few minutes’walk of the city
centre. This is an ideal home or investment opportunity. Original features
blended with today’s modern conveniences. Hall, kitchen, utility, living,
5 beds, bath. 114 sq m / 1,227 sq ft approx. BER No. 101925352.

CALL JOHNNY O’FLYNN ON 086 6015560

WESTERN ROAD
6 SUNNYSIDE, GAOL WALK

€345,000

BER C2 BER C2

BER B2BER C2

BER C1

This superb newly built A-rated det. home will be finished to a high standard
with air to water heating and a ventilation system. This property has Ducon
floors, underfloor heating and will be painted internally with fitted kitchen
and utility. Hall, kitchen/dining/family, sitting, utility, 4 beds, 2 walk in robes,
bath, 2 ensuite, wc. 210 sq m / 2,260 sq ft approx. BER No. 111559886.

Well maintained home with a great balance of living and bedroom
accomodation. Ready for its new owners to unpack and stamp their own
individual mark on. Located near the south ring road network that provides
access to the city centre and Douglas. Hall, kitchen, utility, dining, living,
3 beds, bath, ensuite, wc. 108 sq m / 1,163 sq ft approx. BER No. 113016216.

Semi-detached home in good condition with a good balance of living and
bedroom accommodation. There is off street parking and a private rear
garden. The property is situated within easy reach of Dunkettle Interchange
and Cork city. Hall, sitting, family, kitchen/dining, sun room, 3 beds, bath.
90 sq m / 970 sq ft approx. BER No. 103333019.

€190,000

BER E1
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I e scan a selection of trading
up homes around the country

Si e: Size s m s ft
Bathrooms:

Bedrooms:
BER: G

THERE’S a much-loved West Cork beach — Broadstrand — just a field away
from this mid-1900s-built two-storey home, fresh to market with €350,000 AMV
quoted by estate agents Charles P McCarthy.

The 900 sq ft sold three-bed looks more like a town build than an old or tradi-
tionalWest Cork farmhouse, and is set amid a cluster of four or five other neigh-
bouring homes right by the sandy, curving beach 4kms from Courtmacsherry.

Previously used as a holiday home and in the same family hands since the
1950s, it’s the second sale in the Broadstrand locality for auctioneer Maeve
McCarthy: at summer’s end, she sold an old-world 1,200 sq ft property, Fisher-
man’s Cottage, for €425k in an online auction after a surge of bidding interest, up
from a launch guide of €250,000. She says it gets full sun, faces the beach and
while it needs updating, can as readily serve as a full-time or holiday home.

She started first viewings in weak sunshine this Thursday and given new
Covid-19 travel restrictions was also doing a video/VR tour of the property.

It’s on a small site, of less than a tenth of an acre and has a living room,
kitchen/diner, guest WC and three bedrooms plus main bathroom. it has elec-
tric heating, and a G BER.

: Could be in new hands in time for a more relaxed Covid-19
summer 2021.

roadstrand, ourtmacsherry
,

Si e: s m s ft
Bathrooms:

Bedrooms:
BER: Callincollig, ork

AT THE end of a cul-de-sac and overlooking a green, No 108 An Caisleán oc-
cupies one of the best spots in this development at the western end of Ballin-
collig, says selling agent Norma Healy of Sherry FitzGerald.

Moreover, the owners have done a smashing job on the kitchen, she says,
extending it considerably to the rear and installing four veluxes to ensure
maximum natural light.

In addition to this kitchen/dining/living area, there’s a separate living
room and a guest WC downstairs. Overhead, one of the three bedrooms is en-
suite. The currents are “yet another example of a family with kids opting to
relocated from town to countryside”, Ms Healy says.

“They’re originally from the country anyway and have always had the urge
to go,” she says.

No 108, whose house numbermatches its size (108 sqm), is on themarket for
€290,000 and may appeal to an older person looking to do the reverse of the
owners, and return from countryside to town “because of the convenience”,
Ms Healy says. It could also suit a small family, she adds.

A smartly-turned out home near a wealth of amenities.

Si e: s m s ft

Bathrooms:Bedrooms: BER: C

ilversprings, ork
city ,

AN EXTENDED four-bed with a
south-westerly facing back garden are
just two of the features that will appeal
to any sun lovers who are prospective
buyers of No 45 Ashmount Court in
Silversprings, near Tivoli.

Built in the early to mid noughties
by O’Brien O’Flynn, it gained extra
space in the interim (now measures
139 sq m) with the addition of a second
living room/sunroom with plenty
glazing and French doors to a rear
patio area.

Selling agent JohnBarry of FrankV
Murphy & Co says No 45, guiding at
€320,000 is “in super condition” and
has been “an excellent family home”.

The current owners, a family, are
trading up. Mr Barry expects interest
from families and, given there are four
bedrooms, he says there is scope for a
home office.

The master bedroom is ensuite and
there are three bathrooms in all.

Outside, there’s parking on a
cobble-lock driveway for two cars.

The estate is on a direct bus route to
Cork city centre andwithin a fivemin-
ute drive of the Dunkettle Roundabout
and Jack Lynch Tunnel.

: Well-cared for home in a
convenient location.

Ballinderry House is a most impressive three storey detached
house measuring c. 5000 sq. ft. (465 sq.m.) over three floors.

The house is situated on a mature, landscaped garden
of c.1.25 acres in size

• Spacious reception hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, utility, play
room, library and main lounge.
• Six double bedrooms, three full bathrooms and two guest bathrooms
• Triple door garage which is over 3 floors. Ideal for use as home office,
home industry, storage, home gym etc.
• Pristine condition throughout
• Located 7.5km from Cork City Centre, 5km fromMahon Point Shopping
Centre and 10km from Fota Golf Course andWildlife Park.

Kilcronan, Whitechurch, Co Cork.
T 021 438 1405 / 087 251 3310

Email info@colemanproperty.ie
PSRA 003741

Ballinderry House, Dunkettle,
Glanmire, Co. Cork
Guide Price €925,000

Auctioneers, Valuers & Estate Agents

WWW.ABSOLUTEPROPERTY.IE
PSRA LICENSE NO. 001094

Having your propertymanaged or let by Absolute
costs a lot less than you can imagine

021 4251288
CALLTODAYTODISCOVER HOWWECANHELP

PROPERTIES WANTED TO RENT NOW

TeamAbsolute are totally focussed
onmanagement and lettings.

“Experience the difference”
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A Different Outlook

Buying or selling your home? Talk to us

Cork New Homes
021 427 1371

Savills Country
021 427 1371

Savills Cork
021 427 1371

Savills Dublin
01 618 1300

Properties
to call home

Catherine McAuliffe
catherine.mcauliffe@savills.ie

Michael O'Donovan
michael.odonovan@savills.ie

Lawrence Sweeney
lawrence.sweeney@savills.ie

Elizabeth Hegarty
elizabeth.hegarty@savills.ie

Karl O'Reilly
karl.oreilly@savills.ie

Claire Dennehy
claire.dennehy@savills.ie

Asking Price €675,000

1 Heatherfield,
Waterfall, Co. Cork

Stunning 5 bedroom detached property in immaculate decorative order throughout,
approx. 222 sq m / 2,400 sq ft, spacious and immaculately maintained, situated on a
desirable west facing corner site, OFCH / mains water / smart heating and alarm system.
BER No. 104403365. Viewing by appointment only.

Asking Price €650,000

Lee View,
13 Montenotte Road, Cork

Beautiful 4 bedroom semi-detached Georgian period home renovated in recent years,
approx. 166 sq m / 1,787 sq ft, rare opportunity to purchase as few properties come on the
market in this prestigious residential location, only a 15 minute stroll from city centre, train
station and a host of amenities. BER 100092741. Viewing by appointment only.

Asking Price €650,000

Berehaven,
Rochestown Rise, Rochestown, Cork

Spacious 4 bedroom detached home, approx. 226 sq m / 2,434 sq ft, situated in a quiet and
private cul de sac, beautifully extended to the rear, attractive mature and private setting,
within 15 minutes stroll of Douglas village, zoned OFCH / mains services / alarm. BER
113241798. Viewing by appointment only.

Prospect House,
Caherlag, Glanmire, Co. Cork

Asking Price €595,000

Exceptionally private and well designed 4 bedroom detached property, approx. 264 sq m /
2,850 sq ft, about 1.26 ac / 0.51 ha, 1 bedroom gate lodge included in sale, double garage
adjoining property, mature and private gardens surround the property, only 5 minutes drive
to Glounthaune. BER No. 112905781. Viewing by appointment only.

Prices From €440,000

Spanish Walk,
Convent Garden, Kinsale, Co. Cork
Stunning architecturally designed 3 bedroom townhouses, approx. 136-150 sq m /
1,464-1,615 sq ft, superb location within the heart of Kinsale, captivating sea and harbour
views and stunning contemporary design. BER available on request. Viewing by
appointment only.

Asking Price €395,000

26 St Christophers Road,
Montenotte, Cork

Renovated & refurnished 3 bedroom semi-detached property, approx. 93 sq m / 1,000 sq ft
plus garage, stunning south-west facing rear garden, planning for a 2 story side extension
ref: 2039231, excellent decorative order throughout. BER No. 109997320. Viewing by
appointment only.
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A whole range of options are open to the purchaser
of this colourful property at 1 Chairman’s Lane in
Kinsale town centre. Probably dating from the
1800s, it used to be two terraced cottages but later

became one large one before the current owners located an
art gallery on the ground floor and created a two-bed apart-
ment on the first floor and rented out the attic studio to an
artist.

“It could be turned into apartments or bought by someone
who wants to use the ground floor as a shop and live above
it,’’ says selling agent Victoria Murphy of Johanna Murphy
auctioneers pointing out there’s also the option of turning it
back into a house again.

Ms Murphy actually owned the property herself in the
1980s at which point it was just one end of terrace house.

“It’s old and interesting with three-foot thick stone walls
and is on a pretty, sloping laneway which got its name be-
cause the chairmen lived there — men who carried people
who came off boats up the town in chairs,’’ she reveals.

Quoting a guide of €295,000, she says the property is in
need of modernisation and refurbishment but is open to
offers for a quick sale.

On the ground floor, there’s an art gallery while the first
floor has a two-bed apartment with a small sitting room, a
kitchenette and a bathroom.

Up in the attic, there’s a small attic studio and outside at
the rear, there’s a small yard.

“The location is excellent being in the heart of the town
yet not near noisy pubs,” says Ms Murphy.

VERDICT: Colourful and very central.

Opportunity to modernise Kinsale property writes Trish Dromey

Plenty of options in Kinsale

Kinsale, Co Cork
€295,000
Size: 150 sq m (1,600 sq ft)
Bedrooms:2
Bathrooms:3
BER: G

A nautical but nice cottage in
heart of Cork city centre
A large garden for a terraced property adds to the appeal of this two-
bed cottage for first-time buyers writes Trish Dromey

MAKING the most of their small terraced home,
the owners of 7 Crone’s Lane near Cork city
centre have added an extension, used space cre-
atively, and adopted a nautical theme.

Much more interesting than the typical property of this
type, it’s now a cosy looking cottage with a modern bath-
room, an upgraded kitchen and some timber-panelled
rooms. “While modernising they put on a new roof, rewired
it and put in a high level of insulation,” says Terence
O’Leary of Murray Browne auctioneers who is seeking
offers of €190,000.

Describing the extension as “groovy” he says the proper-
ty has been very well decorated and maintained by the
owners who have had it for 15 years or more The extension
houses a kitchen with white units and contrasting red tiles
as well as a dining area with a breakfast bar and a timber pa-
nelled loft area. Decorated to resemble a ship’s cabin, the
dining area is filled with maritime memorabilia including a

miniature ship, some boat photos and a lifebuoy.
The property also has two sitting rooms as well as two

bedrooms and an upgraded bathroom. On-street at the front,
it has a garden at the rear where the owners put in a raised
decking area and built a PVC clad shed for use as a utility
room. Mr O’Leary says that the garden is large for a ter-
raced property near the city centre Located off Tower
Street, Crones Lane is just a 10-minute walk from the South
Mall.

VERDICT: Affordable and interesting

Crone’s Lane, Cork
€190,000
Size: 68 sq m (730 sq ft)
Bedrooms: 2
Bathrooms: 1
BER: Pending

Size: 60sq m (645 sq ft)
Bathrooms: 1

Bedrooms: 2
BER Rating: B3

Its €210,00 guide price puts No 43 The Avenue in Gar-
rane Darra at the more affordable end of the Wilton
property market.

Describing the two-bed ground-floor apartment as
being well maintained and attractively decorated, sell-
ing agents Irish & European say it’s also conveniently
located within a short drive from Wilton shopping
centre.

VERDICT: Well kept with a B3 BER rating which
should make it toasty in winter.

Wilton, Cork
€210,000

Size: 90.1sq m (970sq ft)
Bathrooms: 1

Bedrooms: 3
BER Rating: C2

Three-bed semis in Glanmire don’t get much more af-
fordable than 13 Hazelwood Way in Riverstown which is
new to the market with a guide of €220,000.

Located within five kilometres from the Lee Tunnel,
it’s a well-maintained 1980s built property.

Accommodation includes a sitting room and a family
room opening into the sunroom.

Selling agents Sherry FitzGerald say that the lo-
cation, in a mature cul de sac development close to local
amenities and within easy reach of the tunnel, is a
strong selling point.

VERDICT: Possibly the most affordable three-bed
semi in Glanmire at present.

Glanmire, Co Cork
€220,000
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Waterfall, Co Cork
Price: €675,000
Size: 222 sq m (2389 sq ft)
Bedrooms: 5
Bathrooms: 4
BER: B3

The New England treatment
Cool, sophisticated family home given a US-style makeover is a winner writes Catherine Shanahan

living and entertaining”.
There’s also a study/playroom

downstairs.
Upstairs, five large double bed-

rooms are accessed via a spacious
mezzanine landing. Two are en
suite and the master bedroom has
a walk-in wardrobe.

Outside, a large drive to the
front can accommodate six cars.
To the rear are two distinct patio
areas — one for dining and one for
relaxing — and a lawn.
VERDICT: A bright, airy,
spacious, contemporary family
home.

west of Bishopstown and close to
Ballinora National School.

Selling agent Elizabeth Hegarty
of Savills says the estate is very
popular with medics — it’s less
than a 10 minute drive to Cork
University Hospital.

Accommodation is well-
thought out with a large open-
plan split-level kitchen-dining
space, a key feature to the rear of
the property. It opens onto a patio
area via double doors.

Ms Hegarty describes this
space as “the heart of the home”
and “is truly designed for family

wanted to stay around here. It’s
not too far from Cork city centre
and it’s also within easy access of
Ballincollig,” the owner says.

There are less than 60 houses
spread over two estates at this up-
market Waterfall scheme, just

cation designed with family in
mind.

The detached home, on the mar-
ket for €675,000, is among the
larger properties (almost 2,400 sq
ft) in this Fleming Construction
development, built about 15 years
ago and largely snapped up by
families looking to trade up in an
area where planning for one-offs
isn’t easy to secure.

No 1 was bought off-market for
€680,000 and the owners are now
trading up to a new build, but
staying local.

“We like the locality so we

AS crisp and fresh as
newly-baked bread, 1
Heatherfield was given
New-England style treat-

ment by its current owners who
only took up residence 18 months
ago.

“We came here from Connecti-
cut and we wanted that style,”
says the man of the house.

As part of that makeover, they
introduced light and airy tones,
sanded and bleached oak parquet
floors, and introduced contempor-
ary light features.

The upshot is cool sophisti-

Rathcoole, Co Cork
€335,000
Size: 315 sq m (3400 sq ft)
Bedrooms: 6
Bathrooms: 4
BER: B2

A sizeable home ideal for the family
Catherine Shanahan on a generous family home finished to impeccable standards

CURRARAIGUE has been
a terrific family home for
well over a decade, but
now with family reared,

the owners, who built the proper-
ty in 2007, are moving on.

Killian Lynch, the auctioneer
who is selling it, says it’s in pris-
tine condition.

“The best of everything has

gone into it. You only appreciate
the level of detail when you get to
look around the house.”

It’s a six-bed with sizeable
rooms.

“Every room is generous and
well-laid out, from the huge
kitchen/dining area to the living
room and even a very big sun-
room,” Mr Lynch says.

It’s only on the market a few
days, but interest is already good.

“What we are seeing at the mo-
ment is people looking to move
from the city to the countryside
and some of them would be people
who are originally from the area,”
Mr Lynch says.

Curraraigue’s €335,000 price
tag covers not just a 3,400 sq ft

house, but also the four acres that
it sits on.

The gardens are landscaped
“with extra land that would be
ideal if you wanted to keep a
pony”, Mr Lynch says.

There are also two fine patios,
catching the sun at various times
of the day.

The house itself is light, bright

and airy, with plenty of glazing
and double doors. Mr Lynch de-
scribes Curraraigue in Rathcoole
as “an ideal family home”.

Location-wise, it’s just c10 min-
utes from Millstreet town, 25 min-
utes from Mallow, 20 minutes
from Macroom and 40 minutes
west of Cork city.

VERDICT: Ship-shape home.

She and colleague Stuart
O’Grady say the high stan-
dard of finish will give it a
broad market appeal, ex-
pecting trade-up interest
from the locale, and from
wider afield.

The Price Register shows
69 sales within Broadale
since 2010, at widely varying
prices, from €195,000 to
€700,000 for No 6 The
Heights. The immaculate
2,150 sq ft No 5 The Heights
came for sale last month,
guiding €685,000. Mean-
while, five homes have sold
in the 20+section called the
Circle, with this one, No 12,
the most recent back in 2016,
when it made €430,000.
VERDICT: Square the
Circle at well-sited, wedge-
shaped No 12’s extra-sized
grounds.

corners and granite tops,
and the sink’s a ceramic
large double one.

Separately, there’s a front
living room with glazed
double doors linking by the
dining table, with highly-
polished wood floor. There’s
also a utility room and a
guest WC.

Above are four bedrooms,
several with built-ins. One
room’s en-suite, and there’s
also a large wall of curvy-
mirrored sliding doors
across its bank of built-ins.

Sherry Fitz’s Ann O’Ma-
hony says No 12 is well-lo-
cated within Broadale, just
off Maryborough Hill, Doug-
las, with a very regular bus
service, and the develop-
ment includes a local shop,
pharmacy, and medical
units.

wedge- or fan-shaped back
garden which, at its deepest
point, goes back about 60’
from the back of the house.

This rear garden has a
south-west aspect and in-
cludes several sheds and a
patio with a few steps up to a
lawn, ringed by a low stone
wall. Since Covid-19 struck,
the occupants have busied
themselves out here with
setting up raised beds for
veg and the like.

Produce from those beds
won’t have more than a few
feet of air-miles to travel to
the home’s reworked
kitchen/dining/family
room, which spans the en-
tire back of the two-storey
house, about 20’ wide, and c
13’ deep.

It’s got above-standard
pale units, with curved

Selling agents Stuart
O’Grady and Ann O’Ma-
hony of Sherry FitzGerald
brought it to market in re-
cent days, with a €495,000
asking price, and say that as
a trade-up family option
with this space, at a sub-
€500k sum, all on the outer
fringes of Douglas up Mary-
borough Hill, it should get
good interest, especially
among families with such
child-friendly garden space.

No 12 faces a small green,
and is one of about ten simi-
lar detached homes in a U-
shape section, with the bal-
ance of the Circle across the
road near Broadale’s Cres-
cent (the descriptive ge-
ometry’s a bit loose) and has
off-street parking in front,
on a concrete drive or apron,
and side access to the

room, and now it gets a B3
BER, none too scanty for a
home of this age.

They also tackled the
decor, the kitchen, and the
main bathroom, so now it’s
in great shape, and looking
well too, more modern in
feel as a result.

YOU get the thick
end of the wedge at
this detached
family home, 12,

The Circle, as it’s set on a
corner or bend in the Broa-
dale enclave which means
its back garden fans out for
considerable extra width,
and overall extra outdoor
area.

Built just over 25 years
ago in Cork’s outer Douglas
suburb by then major Irish
housebuilders, McInerneys,
No 12’s a detached four-bed
home of about 1,500 sq ft, up-
dated and upgraded by its
current owners, a young
family who bought it nearly
five years ago.

They changed glazing at
the front and the front door,
put an integrated stove in
the main front reception

Square the circle
Tommy Barker
discovers a fine
home in a great
location with
the bonus of
a large garden
Pictures:
John Roche

Broadale, Douglas, Cork
€495,000
Size: 139 sq m (1,500 sq ft)
Bedrooms: 4
Bathrooms: 3
BER: B3
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THE move earlier this month to
Covid-19 level three restrictions,
and its impact on property view-
ings to those outside of a particu-
lar county, is unlikely to affect the
demand to see 26 St Christopher’s
Road: it’s going to be all locals/
Cork inquiries.

That was the expectation of es-
tate agent Michael O’Donovan this
week, as he started to show the re-
cently-upgraded three-bed semi-d,
which dates to the 1930s.

Why so sure?
Well, he put the adjacent Monte-

notte/Dillon’s Cross district No 24
St Christopher’s Road, up for sale
only back in July.

No 24 also was an updated left-
hand side semi-d, also not ex-
tended but very attractive after a
refurb which included costly new
sash windows, and Savills got vir-
tually all Cork city-based buyer in-
quiries.

Mr O’Donovan ended up doing
about 10-15 individual physical
viewings at No 24 which had re-
tained and enhanced many orig-
inal features such as the old light
switches and the viewers who saw
the light were “100% Cork.”

He had launched No 24 at
€370,000, and it’s ‘sale-agreed’ at
an as-yet revealed price, over the
asking after appreciative bidding,
and the Price Register may record
it soon enough.

In the meantime, he guides the
broadly similar, and as appealing,
No 26 over that sum, at €395,000.

Its owners only bought it two
years ago, as a do-er up, and sure
enough, they did it up.

They replumbed, rewired, con-
nected the back reception to a
newly-fitted kitchen, dry-lined
and put in new double glazed
windows, in grey frames for a
more contemporary look to the
original glazing pattern seen along
the cul de sac road, and then fully
redecorated.

As a result, No 26’s quite the
walk-in job for anyone looking to
put down roots in this very popu-
lar residential setting, just north
of and uphill of St Luke’s Cross,
and within a good walk of the city
centre too.

Unexpectedly, having done the
spend and the work and getting a

solid C3 BER, as well as securing
planning permission for a two-
storey side extension, the owners
are this autumn looking to trade
up a bit further.

The Price Register shows No 26
sold in 2018 for €297,500, having
gone to market with a €275,000, so
once again it was a case of bids
going over asking prices.

Might it happen here? Under-

bidders on No 24 St Christopher’s
Road are expected to come around
to this next in line listing. One or
two might be privy to what No 24
two doors away went ‘sale-agreed’
to guide their expectations, and
may well experience a slight sense
of ‘deja viewed.’

Both gently updated homes
share the same sought-after lo-
cation, both have south-west as-

pected back gardens, neither got
an extension and rooms are, as a
result, more or less in line with
original days, ie without en-suite
bedrooms, utility rooms or guest
WCs, though they did have pan-
tries, and garages pressed into
utility service.

At No 26, the property’s orig-
inal terrazzo floor was retained in
the hall and kitchen, as were
other original ‘30s features such
as the stained glass front door,
picture rails and tall fireplace
surrounds.

Also, old world are the cast iron,
roll top bath in the main family
bathroom, otherwise fully up-
dated, with new floor and lower
wall tiling, and there’s a separate
shower. It serves three bedrooms,
two of them doubles and the
third’s single in size.

Back downstairs, the now-con-
joined open plan kitchen/dining
room has an oak floor in the recep-
tion ‘hall’,’ with on open fireplace,
and access to a rear deck via a
single door, slightly above the
garden level, with a few steps
down to a stone-flagged patio.

The front room also has an orig-
inal fireplace/tall surround, oak
floor and bay window, while Sa-
vills’ Mr O’Donovan describes the
interiors as charming and com-
fortable.

He says rooms are bright, with a
very pleasant outdoor space in the
back, well-aspected garden, some-
thing the neighbours in the semi-
d’s other ‘half’ must have realised
when they extended at ground
level to their rear.

Here at the back of No 26, the
owners when doing interior reno-
vations etc also added timber pa-
nels to the back garden’s block
wall, which softens the look and
adds extra privacy.

The Price Register shows nine
sales with a Montenotte St Chris-
topher’s address, including in sec-
tions such as St Christoper’s
Walk,

St Christoper’s Drive, St Chris-
toper’s Road and St Christoper’s
Avenue, with the highest price of
€435,000 paid for No 16 St Chris-
topher’s Road in 2018.

VERDICT: Put your pedal to
the medal for St Christopher’s?

Semi-d gem set
to be a local hit
Replumbed and rewired, 26 St Christopher’s Road is quite
the walk-in job, writes Tommy Barker

Montenotte, Cork
€395,000
Size: 93 sq m (1,000 sq ft)
Bedrooms: 3
Bathrooms: 1
BER: C3
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floor, four bedrooms and a
main bathroom lead off a
spacious landing.

A large patio area to the
south and west sides of the
house is ideal for barbecues
on long summer evenings,
and there are large lawns.
Mr Sweeney says the house
is just a 1km walk from the
village of Castlemartyr.

He reckons it could make
“an amazing family home”
and points out the different
attractions in the area, in-
cludingCastlemartyr resort
with its gym/spa/swim-
ming pool, some excellent
retail in the area, a nearby
primary school, buses to
secondary school in Midle-
ton (9km away) and work
due to start on the Youghal/
Midleton Greenway.

: Opportunity to
acquire a period house on a
nice site at a good price.

improving windows. But I
think anything you spend,
you will make back in
spades,” he says.

Glebe House is deceptive
— from the front, it looks
like a two-storey house. In
fact, the front door leads to
the first-floor entrance hall
with its 13’ corniced ceiling.
At this level, you will find a
study, a living room, and
dining room, where tall
windows let in plenty of
natural light.

A stairs leading down
from the hallway takes you
to the biggest room in the
house, an open-plan
kitchen/dining/sitting
room, with a modern wood-
burning stove and an oil-
fired AGA. At this level,
there’s also a utility room
and guest WC.

Back up the stairs again
and on up to the second

with Lawrence Sweeney of
Savills, for €395,000.

There’s already strong in-
terest, Mr Sweeney says, in-
cluding from the USA, the
UK, and Ireland.

“The phone has been hop-
ping,” he says, adding that
there’s another “particular
cohort” — natives of East
Cork living in Dublin —
looking to return.

“They’ve been looking for
something like this, and the
pandemic has accelerated
the move,” he says.

The 4,080 sq ft Georgian
residence on approximately
2.8 acres represents good
value, Mr Sweeney says,
“reflective of the fact that a
bit of work needs to be
done”.

“Depending on what you
want to do — there’s a bit of
refurbishment, and you
could look at insulation and

and glebe houses in Ireland.
Glebe House, Mogeely

Road, Castlemartyr, was
owned by the CoI until 1959
when it was purchased by
the Hennessy family. It was
subsequently sold to the
Naji family, headedupbyDr
Moussa Naji. He and his
IrishwifeCatherinehad five
children, one of whom,
SamirNaji,went on to found
Horizon Technologies,
which successfully floated
on the Nasdaq during the
dotcom boom.

The Naji family sold the
house in 1997 to Yorkshire
man Prof Cox and his wife
Roslyn, both now deceased.

Prof Cox, who passed
away in August, was recog-
nised as an extremely ac-
complished composer and
gifted educator. Following
his passing, Glebe House is
once more on the market

residence” in the 1837 To o-
gra hical Dictionary o Ire-
land, by data-collecting leg-
end, Samuel Lewis.

By way of explanation,
the Board of First Fruits
was an institution of the CoI
established in 1711 by Anne,
Queen of Great Britain, to
build and improve churches

N eclectic proces-
sion of profession-
ally successful
characters bursts

through the pages of Glebe
House’s colourful history.

Having shaken off a staid
start as a Church of Ireland
(CoI) rectory in the 1800s,
it’s been, in more recent
years, home to an Egyptian
doctor and his Irish wife; to
the children of that doctor,
one of whom became a dot-
com millionaire, and, most
recently, home to the late
ProfessorDavidHaroldCox,
head of the Department of
Music at University College
Cork.

It got off the ground, so to
speak, in 1815, when a gift of
£100 and a £1,350 loan from
the Board of First Fruits
helped fund the building. It
subsequently made an ap-
pearance as a “handsome

o m y torey to te
This Georgian
residence on its
own few acres
in East Cork is as
spacious as it is
historic, writes
Catherine
Shanahan

Castlemartyr, Co Cork
,

Size s m s ft
Bedrooms
Bathrooms
BER Exempt

Si e: 223 s m (2,400 s ft)
Bathrooms: 3

Bedrooms: 4
BER: B3

It’s hard to find a spacious trade up property in Midle-
ton and considerably more difficult to find a sizable
four-bed detached house with an acre of gardens like 9
Woodlea in Oatencake.

So says Adrianna Hegarty of Hegarty Properties who
recently launched the 1992-built 2,400 sq ft property on
the market with a guide of €570,000.

The house is located in a private cul de sac.
According to Ms Hegarty, the spacious well-kept ac-

commodation, the exquisitely landscaped grounds and
the private and tranquil but ultra-convenient location
make this a highly desirable home.

An extra spacious family home with a lot
to offer — including an eight-person outdoor hot tub
which is being included in the sale.

atencake, idleton
,

A four-bed semi at 33 Willowbank Court with a guide of
€280,000 is likely to catch the interest of buyers looking
for a first home as well as those looking to upgrade to a
larger one.

Built in the late 1990s, the property has recently been
renovated and redecorated. “It has a new kitchen, new
flooring and a new gas boiler and its décor is modern
and neutral,’’ says Will Lyons of ERA Downey
McCarthy. A kilometre fromMidleton train station, it’s
within a 20-minute walk from the town centre. “This is
a good-sized modern property in a popular location
which is attracting viewings from first time buyers,
trader uppers and even a few downsizers.”.

Attractively priced for a four-bed proper-
ty — its fourth bedroom could be a much-needed home
office.

illowbank ourt ,
Si e: 123 s m (1,32 s ft)
Bathrooms: 3

Bedrooms: 4
BER: D1

Si e: 122 s m (1313 s ft)
Bathrooms: 3

Bedrooms: 3
BER: A3

For buyers who have their hearts set on owning a new
A3 rated home inMidleton, a three-bed semi at Blossom
Hill in Broomfield is one of a very limited range of avail-
able options.

Shay Cronin of Cronin Wall Properties is now selling
the fourth and final phase of the 110-house development

“Since launching two weeks ago we have sold two de-
tached houses, eight four-bed semis and 18 three-bed
semis — and now have 16 remaining three-bed semis,”
he says, adding that they are particularly spacious
semis. Their high-energy rating is achieved with gas
heating, solar panels and heat recovery ventilation.

Being some of the only newA rated three-
bed semis in town — they aren’t expected to go unsold
for long.

roomfield, idleton
,

Its €170,0000 guide price makes this two-bed apartment
at No 24 Corabbey Court on Distillery Walk a very af-
fordable option for a first-time buyer.

The first-floor property is on the market with Hegar-
ty Properties who say it’s spacious for an apartment
with 950 sq ft of living space and is extremely central
being located adjacent to the JamesonDistillery, within
a few minutes walk from all amenities.

Offering accommodation which includes a living
room and a separate kitchen as well as a small utility
area, a balcony and an en suite in one of the bedrooms,
the apartment is being sold complete with couches,
tables and beds.

A furnished property at this price could
make a very affordable first step on to the property
ladder.

orabbey ourt, idleton
,

Si e: 88 s m(9 0 s ft) Bedrooms: 2
BER: B2Bathrooms: 2

Theopening of a commuter rail service link toCork
in 2009 is possibly one of the most significant de-
velopments for Midleton so far this century.

It opened up the housing market in the town -
attracting buyers not just from Cork city and also making
it more possible for employees of industries in Carrigtwo-
hill and Little Island to make Midleton their home.

Census figures show that by 2016, the town had doubled
its population since the late 1990s to almost 12,500 Also in-
fluencing this development was the upgrading of the road
network linkingMidleton to the city to a dual carriageway.

The 16 kilometre stretch from the town to the Dunkettle
Interchange can, if traffic permits, be travelled in 15 min-
utes.

The Midleton auctioneers the Irish E aminer spoke to
say that as a result of this they are selling houses to people
working not just inmultinationals in Little Island and Car-
rigtwohill but in all parts of the city.

As with the rest of the country, Midleton experienced a
major surge in house-building during the boom and now,
like elsewhere, is facing a shortage of new housing. There
have been some new developments including BlossomHill
in Broomfield which is now in its final stage as well as one
new 87 units scheme recently started at CharlestonWoods
in Ballinacurra.

Consistingmainly of three and four-bed semis as well as
some four-bed detached, CharlestonWoods has never been
launched or marketed, but selling agents McCarthy &
McGrath have already sold 30 of its houses to people who
registered an interest online.

Auctioneer Miah McGrath says that because it is now
the only newdevelopment coming on stream in the town, it
hasn’t been necessary to advertise yet. Properties on offer
included three-bed semis for €320,000 and four-beds for
€360,000.

A quick look at property websites shows 157 properties
for sale in Midleton. Closer inspection of the figures re-
veals that 20 of these are sites and that despite their Midle-
ton addresses, many of these are houses and apartments
which are located in East Cork villages such as Ladys-
bridge, Whitegate, Aghada and Carrigtwohill.

This means that finding a property in or close to the
town ismore difficult thanmight have been expected from
looking at the figure of 157.

The average price for a four-bed property in Midleton is
listed as being close to €244,000, but since this figure is cal-
culated using property prices from a range of nearby vil-
lages it seems likely that the town prices are higher. This
would also apply to the figures for three-bed properties
(€165,442) and two-bed properties (€123,742). The rental fig-
ures are given as €1,282 amonth for a four-bed, €1,133 for a
three bed and €988 for a two bed.

Adrianna Hegarty of Hegarty Properties says the town
is experiencing a shortage in both starter homes and trad-
ing up homes and that this shortage is driving up prices.

She also says that demand continues to be driven by
peoplewho are relocating toMidleton and its hinterland as
a lifestyle choice.

“In addition to being connected to Cork by rail and by a
dual carriageway, Midleton has the advantage of being
close to some beautiful beaches and of being a foodie town
with excellent restaurants.”

e ome em
Trish Dromey casts an eye over the Midleton property market where a shortage is driving up prices
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AT age eight, she was helping
write obituaries for the family-run
local newspaper, so immortalising
bits of her home in poetry is sec-
ond nature to Clodagh Beresford
Dunne.

As the poet says herself “Words
were the family’s currency” and
they contributed hugely to the rich
lived-in history at Tara, where a
large agricultural shed was built
at the same time as the main dwell-
ing, specifically to house news-
paper rolls too large to store at the
downtown office of The Dungar-
van Observer, where her grand-
father Paddy Lynch was propri-
etor and editor.

“The house and shed were built
in the 1950s by my grandfather.
Myself, my husband and four
children have lived here for the
past 15 years, having bought it
from my grandfather’s estate,” she
says.

Since then, Tara, 5 Tournore,
Abbeyside, has been expertly
renovated, refurbished and re-in-
sulated, achieving a commendable
C3 energy rating for a 70 year-old
home which wears its original fea-
tures well - high ceilings, floor-
boards and picture rails - but
which also rocks a more modern
look in the form of an open plan
family room, where a solid fuel
stove on a raised hearth with
underneath log storage throws out
great heat.

This room, which opens off the
centrally-located kitchen, also has
a dining space, boosted by use of
an inbuilt window seat set in one of
a number of bay windows dotted
about the house, including one in a
separate, superlatively elegant liv-
ing room, where there’s a second
solid fuel stove.

In actual fact, whoever buys
Tara will be spoilt for living space
in this deceptively spacious bun-
galow (2,400 sq ft) where in addi-
tion to the rooms already men-
tioned, there’s a glorious home of-
fice/study with another bay
window (pandemic working any-
one?); a playroom where a wall
comes alive with Ratty and Mole
and other such characters from
The Wind in the Willows (this
room has double doors leading to a
patio); a formal dining room with

an open fireplace; five double bed-
rooms (two ensuite, and with a
walk-in wardrobe in the master
bedroom) and two additional bath-
rooms servicing either end of the
bungalow. All of the rooms are
bright and airy thanks to good-
sized windows.

One bedroom, with double doors
opening into the rear courtyard,
would also make “an ideal office or
au pair room”, says selling agent
Denise Radley of Denise Radley
Auctioneers.

Why anyone would want to
leave such a lovely family home
behind is not anyone’s guess; Ms
Beresford Dunne and her family
are moving to take up the reins of
her late father’s business, Colligan
Falls, a series of self-catering

chalets in beautiful woodlands
overlooking the Colligan River,
with its very own outdoor swim-
ming pool and the Comeragh
Mountains as a backdrop.

The business hadn’t operated
for a while following her father’s
death which took place while he
was visiting his emigrant son in
Australia five years ago. The
shock of hearing of his passing
over the phone inspired Seven
Sugar Cubes, voted by the public
as their Irish Poem of the Year in
2017.

“Seven Sugar Cubes was written
in Tara, it’s where I teased out a lot
of the grief about my father’s
death,” the poet says.

Since then Ms Beresford Dunne,
who won the Arts Council of Ire-

land Emerging Writer Bursary in
2016, has gone on to win the pres-
tigious Clarissa Luard (Salman
Rushdie’s ex-wife) UK Award for
Emerging Writers, after being
chosen as winner by Irish literary
icon Edna O’Brien in 2019. She is
hoping to publish her first full col-
lection by year end, in between
running Colligan Falls, although
plans to re-open this summer were
thwarted by the pandemic.

While there’s a certain sense of
loss at leaving the family home in
Dungarvan, she is happy to return
to where she lived as a child.

Ms Radley says there are a
number of options at Tara: to re-
tain it as a superb family home, or
to split it into two individual units,
which she says could be “readily
done”. Equally, the huge shed that
comes with it could be converted
into an apartment or workshop,
she says. In addition, there are two
stables where the poet’s uncle - the
current editor of The Dungarvan
Observer - kept horses, while a
large attic offers further possibil-
ities. The attic is enhanced by a
roof light and a Stira.

Outside, there is limited lawn,
but this could be addressed by the
next owner.

Ms Radley says the garden
would benefit from reconfigu-
ration but the current layout pro-
vides ample parking and turning
space. There’s a slender front law
and mature hedging screens the
property from traffic sounds.

Tara is just 10 minutes by foot to
Dungarvan, with excellent schools
to choose from, not to mention the
Waterford Greenway, also within
walking distance.

Ms Radley says Tara represents
a rare opportunity “to acquire a
property of character”.

“ For the purchaser for whom a
home’s provenance and fibre is an
important factor, it appears it is a
house that continues to be synony-
mous with words and publishing.

“As Clodagh is a poet, many of
whose award-winning and inter-
nationally published poems have
the family home as the central lo-
cation and site of their subject
matter.”

VERDICT: A beautifully
composed home.

Writer’s Block:
poet sells up
Tara is a beautiful blend of classic elegance and practical
contemporary living, writes Catherine Shanahan

Dungarvan, Co Waterford
€650,000
Size: 223 sq m/ 2400 sq ft
Bedrooms: 5
Bathrooms: 4
BER: C3
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or an artist’s retreat or a yoga retreat. There
are multiple options, given it’s a property on
40 acres, including the chance to be self suf-
ficient in an era when saving the planet has
become an urgent reality.

Ms McCarthy describes Coosane, which is
about 7km from Ballydehob, as “a rare offer-
ing to the market due to its sense of privacy
and seclusion”.

Seclusion is fashionable right now, in a
pandemic, and Coosane offers plenty of
scope to work from home.

Location wise, Coosane is inside the
triangle of Durrus, Ballydehob and Schull
and adjacent to numerous coves and beach-
es. The market town of Bantry, where there
are a host of public amenities, is also very
accessible.
VERDICT: If your dream is to live off the
land, this is a resource to make it possible.

ful exposed brickwork. The kitchen comes
with a Belfast sink and Inglenook fireplace,
where a stove (with back boiler) is set into
the deep chimney recess. There is room to
dine in the kitchen, or in the conservatory
which also has plenty room for literally,
lounging around.

The immediate garden area in front and
behind the main house is very well land-
scaped with lots of mature trees and flower
beds, as well as planters and a striking rock-
ery.

The main house, approached by a private
drive, is adjacent “to a very spacious barn
and a selection of stone outbuildings which
could be converted to a number of different
uses,” Ms McCarthy says.

This collection of gorgeous old stone
buildings may appeal to someone wishing to
run a business, such as a pottery workshop

owners are downsizing, Ms McCarthy says.
She recently sold Riverdale House, a detach-
ed farmhouse on about six acres outside Bal-
lydehob, for in excess of its €575,000 asking
price.

One section of two-storey Coosane is far
more modern than the rest of the house — a
fabulous 4.9m x 5m sunroom/conservatory
with feature apex window and vaulted ceil-
ing, added in 2004. Double doors lead from
the conservatory to a fantastic sun terrace,
overlooking rolling countryside.

There’s a second patio area to the front of
the house, so the sun can be followed all day.

Coosane measures about 1,900 sq ft and
comes with five bedrooms (the master bed-
room is ensuite) and a family bathroom. In
addition to the conservatory, there are two
reception rooms, one with a feature stained
glass window, an open fireplace, and beauti-

THE pulling power of a Michelin
Star restaurant, more than a half
dozen unbeatable pubs and a heady
mix of festivals thanks to a healthy

injection of community spirit, all help en-
sure Ballydehob is so much more than just a
portal to Mizen Head.

These days, the small West Cork village
on an inlet of Roaringwater Bay is a desti-
nation, not a gateway, and for anyone think-
ing of settling there, a couple of properties
have come to market that may be of interest.

One, Galewood House, is still a teenager
(built in 2003) while a second, Coosane, is a
much older traditional farmhouse sitting on
about 40 acres, divided between forestry
(circa 17 acres) and arable ( about 23 acres).

Both houses are being sold by Charles
McCarthy Estate Agents but it’s Coosane
that’s featured here today, a “hidden gem”
of a property that dates to the early 20th cen-
tury, according to selling agent Maeve
McCarthy.

It’s on the market because the current

Discover a hidden gem
Idyllic Ballydehob retreat provides character, seclusion and opportunity, writes Catherine Shanahan

Coosane is on the market as its owners are downsizing. The five-bedroom house includes a conservatory, two patio areas, and a kitchen with a Belfast sink
and Inglenook fireplace.

Ballydehob, West Cork
Price: €565,000
Size: 176sq m (1,900sq ft)
Bedrooms: 5
Bathrooms: 3
BER: Pending
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adding interest to a neutral
paint and upholstery
scheme.
Plus, its super-soft feel
underfoot and a little playful
fringing for interest offers
something lovely for an in-
formal living room or family
room, or even the bedroom.
Available in a variety of sizes
from €139 at Rugs.ie and
their showroom in St Pa-
trick’s Woollen Mills, Doug-
las, Cork.

With chillier days now the
norm, floors are feeling a
tad too cool under bare and
stocking feet so a rug pur-
chase or two might be in
order.
For a cosy feel with boho
styling, what about some-
thing like the Morocco-in-
spired collection by Asiatic?
Check out the Cyrus, with
its detailed contemporary
colourway added to a more
traditional tribal design, for

Floored by a rug

Save or splurge?
There’s something about a good glass that makes the con-
tents taste better, like drinking tea from a fine bone china cup
rather than a mug. But whether your budget is scant or you
can afford to splash out there are options available to make
your tot of whiskey or G&T extra special.

SPLURGE: The Circon tumbler from Waterford’s Mixology
range dispenses with the highly decorative finishes typical of
the maker to offer a linear pattern on an otherwise plain de-
sign, while maintaining its characteristic brilliance and clar-
ity. Marketed as a rum glass, any tipple will sparkle in one of
these beauties from www.waterford.com (€90 p/pair).

SAVE: LSA’s contemporary glass designs offer elegant,
streamlined shapes suitable for formal and informal use.
With a thick and weighty base to ground it, the Bar tumbler
tapers to the rim and comes with the added bonus of a walnut
coaster. Handmade, they’ll arrive in a gift box from lsa-inter-
national.com (€31p/pair).

A year ago this living room was a damp dreary shell, now transformed
into a lightsome space for comfort and relaxation, blending vintage fur-
niture with contemporary art and family photos.

WE’RE off to New York, upstate
that is, to DeWitt House, built
in 1773 by a brave revolution-
ary John DeWitt.

Today it’s where Clogheen, Co Tipperary-
born Agnes Devereux now lives, and it must
be said she too was brave and bold to take it
on.

Until spring 2019, she, husband Dan and
their daughters lived in New Paltz, nestled
in the lush upstate Hudson Valley. “We orig-
inally moved out of Manhattan so our
children could go to a Steiner school,”
Agnes says. “There was one in New Paltz so
we bought a house there which had an old
tailor’s workshop next to it.”

With catering in her blood (her mother
ran The Vee Hotel from their home in Clog-
heen), the building was perfect for Agnes to
set up The Village Tea Room, an award-win-
ning organic restaurant and bakery
founded on the farm-to-table principle,
where a homesick Irish tourist or a jaded
New York City palate could indulge in a pot

of Barry’s tea and a Dingle pie.
But when daughters Willa and Elizabeth

finished school, she and Dan decided it was
time for a change.

“The reason for being in New Paltz was
gone,” she says, “and running a restaurant
is hard, but we wanted to stay in the Hudson
Valley. I wanted to run a catering business
out of my house but local codes mean you
have to have a second kitchen.”

Where most people looking to buy a house
search by number of bedrooms, Agnes and
Dan, a Brooklyn born and bred scion of the
Limerick Sheehy clan by the way, searched
for two kitchens.

Up came DeWitt House in the hamlet of
Staatsburg, about two hours from New York
City. “There was a tradition back in the
1700s for homes built by the Dutch to have a
summer kitchen as well as the main
kitchen,” Agnes explains.

So mission accomplished but also with
the acquisition of a raft of problems, includ-
ing fire damage from 2018 made worse by in-

surance assessors demolishing walls to
track its source. “Burst pipes too”, Agnes
adds. “When we first viewed it in January
2019 we were in the middle of a polar vortex.
We had to go outside to warm up it was so
cold inside, but we fell in love even though it

was in a terrible state.”
Most of us would run for our lives, but not

Agnes. “I love old houses,” she explains,
“and I wanted to bring it back to life.”

By the time they moved in six months
later repair work had advanced to electric-
ity in two bedrooms and one working toilet.
Since then all the essentials were dealt with
to make it a warm family home, including
installation of heat pumps for heating and
air-conditioning.

In addition to smoke damage, the fire had
destroyed the butler’s pantry and a bath-
room which had to be replaced, while dec-
ades of wallpaper needed removing and re-
placing, and months of painting is ongoing.

But it’s thanks to sheer hard graft and
Agnes’ training as an interior designer
when she first moved to the US over 30 years
ago that she has achieved an admirable re-
sult. “We have five bedrooms, three will be
B&B and Airbnb,” she says. “The priority
was to make it a beautiful home that people
would like to stay in.” Today, DeWitt House

Brave new world

We may be in the grip of the Covid-19 pandemic, but it’s not stopping a Tipperary woman
from developing her historic home and a new business, according to Carol O’Callaghan

The main entrance to DeWitt House has been
styled for elegance and comfort, including rugs
and furniture items which Agnes picks up from
auctions, vintage shops and Facebook local pages.

Tipperary-born Agnes Devereux and family pet
Lucy at the front door of DeWitt House, built in
1773 in upstate New York, which she has lovingly
brought back to life after fire and neglect, and
from where she runs her catering business.

This charming bedroom
l o c a t e d  i n  t h e  a t t i c
reaches of the DeWitt
house is known as the
Cook’s Quarters.

“It’s neither a time
capsule filled with
antique furniture nor
is it a contemporary
interior in a historic
building

is neither a time capsule filled with heavy
antique furniture nor has it been subjected
to the vogue for a contemporary interior in a
historic building.

Agnes has opted for comfortable modern
sofas and floor lamps in tandem with vin-
tage and antique tables, bookcases and rugs;
where contemporary art hangs above
polished cabinets for an inviting aesthetic
which speaks of taste, ease and timeless-
ness. Bedrooms are airy, restful and charac-
terful, and overall there’s light in the house
which is unexpected for one of its age and
warren of rooms.

Then came an unexpected reward. “There
was so much snow when we viewed the
house we didn’t know there was an amazing
garden hidden,” Agnes adds. This has be-
come Dan’s project, clearing and cutting
back to reveal planting which was a labour
of love by a previous occupant. No doubt it
will be nurtured back to life with the same
sensitive hand applied to the house which is
now a pleasure to live in or be a guest.
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Access all areas

allowing for the open-plan
aesthetic, access and practi-
cality we all adore. A com-
mon application includes a
run of floor-to-ceiling glaz-
ing to the longest wall unit-
ing the spaces and providing
heavenly lighting into every
corner by day.

Using an extra-wide door-
way (without a door) can
also bring two rooms to-
gether in a parallel or L-
shaped set.

Large central storage
pieces can be used as a bul-
wark in one room to create
— a kitchen, a dining room
(both in the L) and a corri-
dor to beyond finishing that
square. Colour changes
room to room — try subtle
tonal shifts or bold colour
blocking.

STRUCTURAL WALLS
There’s a misconception
that all internal stud
(timber) walls (lathe and
plaster in old houses) are
merely partitions — in a
timber-framed house this is
obviously not true panel to
panel. Only an experienced

VINTAGE VANTAGE POINT

Wrestling a lovely period
house into a contemporary
open-plan arrangement can
gut its character along with
the skip full of fallen mason-
ry. If it’s a new “old” house
for you — think about living
in it first to see if you really
want to impose a new layout
on those old bones.

Would a dramatic exten-
sion be a better proposition?
Vintage buildings have
nebulous qualities some-
times only recognised after
you’ve destroyed them —
the play of light and shadow,
an enclosed protected feel,
the pleasing journey be-
tween rooms. There can be
original features like rolling
pocket doors that can solve
the problem without goug-
ing out the authentic layout.
Again, take advice and a 3D
virtual walkthrough.

L IS FOR LOVE
An L-shaped room allows
you to walk around into an-
other area and has a strong
feeling of division while

service spaces like utility
rooms and back halls are
preserved.

Ask your architect to
show you how it’s done and
check out thousands of
broken-plan solutions on-
line at houzz.ie

LAYER WITH LIGHT
Shifting from room living to
open plan, many of us feel
somewhat exposed and
oddly vulnerable. As well as
adding comfort with furni-
ture placement, gentle divi-
sion and texture, wall colour
can be used to push walls
around visually. This play
can be overt with really dra-
matic colour shifts or done
with a few choices close on a
colour card using a variant
of white or grey — termed a
tonal palette.

An interior designer or
creatively informed paint
supplier like Pat McDonell
Paints have a specialist de-
sign team who can help you
shuffle up the right palette
in-store to start that essen-
tial on-wall testing,
mcdonnellpaints.ie

who wants to have a friend
or two over to languish hori-
zontal, and will otherwise
have to hide out in their bed-
room.

Sometimes I just need to
do a “Dietrich” and be alone
— no reason given. Real-life
is not a light-drenched
magazine illustration and
losing the old-fashioned ar-
teries of corridors and other
circulation spaces can seri-
ously back-fire.

A seasoned architect will
bring this exquisite tension
of public to private to your
attention from the start,
riai.ie

BROKEN PLAN
Increasingly, we see the edi-
ting of sheer open plan to
what is termed a broken
plan, split with low dividing
walls, walk-around fire-
place settings, internal glaz-
ing like bi-fold and pocket
doors, super islands and
kitchen peninsulas.

There’s a firmer, declar-
ation of specific, protected,
private spaces within the
larger room and generally

with an echoing dance hall
of yawning uninterrupted
metres, has had a profound
impact on my life — practi-
cally, emotionally and aes-
thetically. I’ve written these
columns for 20 years in an
un-sheltered corner of a 65-
square metre room that di-
gests all of my day-time liv-
ing areas. I was single when
I built circa 2000.

Row with your darlings
here, and you can swish the
taffeta out the door defiant,
but then are forced to sulk
and steam, trapped in a bed-
room or left muttering in a
parked car. I’ve had it, and
we’re re-configuring this
spring. Here’s a few pain-
fully learned pointers to
succeed with open-plan liv-
ing.

NOWHERE TO RUN, BABY?
Balance open-plan day-time
frolics room with at least
one snug/large office/
garden room or modest, de-
termined family room with
a door. Think about a full
house and the need for pri-
vacy or quiet, the teenager

WATCH any TV
home improve-
ment show
with a five-fig-

ure budget, and there’s one
common denominator in al-
most every episode — the
demolition of downstairs
walls. The grinning, struc-
tural wipe-out is generally
between the kitchen and the
former dining-room or main
reception room to create a
kitchen/diner.

“Taking a wall down” is
the energising, familiar riff
— scooping the stud-work,
skirting and blocks out of
homes originally designed
to shear off various social
interactions into desig-
nated, intimate rooms.

Once the topography of
domestic manners surviv-
ing from the Edwardian era
went under assault, we
never looked back.

Still, the everyday success
of the open-plan home is not
determined by just a sense
of spatial connectedness,
stunning sight-lines, social-
ising form the kitchen and
cliff walled chic. Struggling

Kya deLongchamps offers her ideas for open and broken-plan living

A huge room can be used as an open plan, and divided by function.
Dividing space here takes some keen, confident creativity and airy
bookcases and dividers like this Baron from Knoll can let light and
atmosphere to fly while still indicating zones, €9340, Nest, and on
order at Knoll suppliers.

builder or qualified engin-
eer can establish what’s
holding up the floor above,
bracing other walls or even
holding up the roof.

Upstairs, a dividing wall
might be sitting on a struc-
tural “spine” wall down-
stairs. Steel or timber beams
and/or additional posts will
be necessary to support
upper floors and walls be-
fore load-bearing walls are
taken out, and this can im-
pact the appearance of the
ceilings and the flow, never
mind blowing up the budget.

Don’t start swinging a
hammer after too many Red
Bulls — call in a pro. Sus-
pended floors? Noisy. Get
advice.

SKILLED SEATING
Seating that looks as good
from behind as from the
front has been used for dec-
ades to split space in all
sorts of room planning.

L-shaped sofas and chaise
sectionals are particularly
adept, and in an open plan,
modular pieces you can
move around are a superb

investment. One of the joys
of fewer partitions is there’s
no determined spot any-
thing has to go — forever.

Shake things up once in a
while, coming away from
the walls or swinging the
seating to a different spot.
To pull the eye across the
room, one fantastic lounge
chair hovering in a deliber-
ately generous pool of space
— artful.

THOROUGHFARES
No matter how rangy the
room, people have to move
through those function
areas — perhaps from the
kitchen to the TV area or out
into the garden.

Ensure there is enough
space and an obvious way to
cross the room. Children
charge, head-down just
about everywhere — nar-
row furniture in conduit
spaces and fewer obstacles
will avoid collisions. The
amount of room needed to
say pull out a chair is the
same in an open plan diner
as it is for an enfolded
dining-room.

Plan each function area
within that glamorous third
of an acre of rectified tiling
with room to breathe, or
you’ll end up (been there)
with a curious furniture
shop finish of scattered
pieces without their own
clear territory.

CAME FROM ABOVE
A variety of ceiling height
and the inclusion of feature
pendant lighting can lead
the eye and again, show up
those zones without strain.

Fewer walls means less
room for wall displays , so
bringing character into the
room using ceiling tricks be-
comes even more important.

Your architect can ex-
plore not only split levels (be
wary of changes of levels
where anyone in the house
has mobility issues) but
dropping in and/or raising
ceilings, riai.ie.

Suspension lighting can
be floated into the eye-line at
whatever height suits you
and is fantastic for anchor-
ing, say a large table or pen-
insula.

Fresh, comfortable and in a simple four-colour palette, open plan
never looked so relaxed and curiously traditional. Emirates Hills
Villa project by Nikki B Interiors based in Dubai, UAE, Brabbu.

Keep at least one daytime room to run away to. The exquisite
balance of public and private space, especially in a busy family
home, is crucial to the success of open plan. Kahrs Lodge Breeze
wood flooring €36/sq m.

Structural supports don’t disrupt this lounge. The architecture
adds to its individuality. Note the clever use of a fabulous
open-tread metal staircase with a deep colour to the back wall –
sculptural and a brilliant feature that does away with the need for
a shielding wall. Brave Ground Colours by Dulux 2021, dulux.ie.

True open plan can be a dramatic decision, handled beautifully
here in a barn-style space with a Savana kitchen in Marine Blue by
Cash and Carry kitchens detailed into a generous corner. There’s
plenty of room here to define the dining area to itself (this is a very
generous room), cashandcarry.ie.

The segue from kitchen to dining-space is easily achieved with
units and storage that read as cabinet-makers’ furniture.
Beautifully figured veneers or neutral shaded, handle-free
doors are ideal. Mio bookcase from Polish maker Vox, features
sliding glass and metal sections to alter its line. Bookcase
€523, ladder units from €99, Wayfair (UK), Mio lunch table
(used as desk) €412.69, buru-buru.com.

The Mandisa room divider in bamboo by
Lene Bjerre, channels the current interest
in woven and light organic, sustainable
wood and branch construction. Suitable
for both indoor and outdoor use, €366,
sweetpeaandwillow.com

Designed by Marco Zito, Shades of Venice
offers four screens in two different
heights, each woven in nautical cords and
named after different Venetian islands:
Murano, Burano, Giudecca and Sant’Eras-
mo. In two heights from €2,028, sabaita-
lia.it for suppliers.

Right, the Chloe
room divider de-
signed by Gallotti
& Radice doubles
as a free-standing
mirror that throws
light around the
room. Brass with
marble base, it’s
suited to an all-
a d u l t  z o n e ,
€6,434, Chaplins
Furniture.

Screen icons
Room dividers slice off pockets of privacy and offer emotional and physical shelter

Sectional attraction

Hay’s Mags collection features a sleek design, high
armrests and deep seats. Some are fixed, others bought
in pieces;  from €6,670, finnishdesignshop.com,
Ambiente Direct and other Hay suppliers. Try Swoon,
Harvey Norman and Caseys Furniture for lush choices.

Flexform (Italy) offer airy and
form swallowing composi-
tions. I would single out their
Evergreen c.2012 and the NEW
Soft Dream on an elegant
metal base that supports a
thin metal tray covered in
cowhide. Available deep or
very deep, with low or high
armrests, linear and returns,
f r o m  € 7 , 9 2 5 ,  m i n i m a -
h o m e . c o m  ( D u b l i n ) ,  a l s o
stockists of Gubi and Knoll.

The ultimate low throne, May Jong,
designed by Hans Hopfer in 1971, with
its flat, fat, deep buttoned cushions, is
bought both new and vintage and
prized for its upholstery which includes
fabrics by Jean Paul Gaultier, Kenzo
Takada, and Missoni Home. POA, roche-
bobois.com, pamono.eu (vintage).
Take a look at Ligne Roset’s Togo
(c.1973) as an iconic alternate.

Ensure you scale the sofa to really meet the room. A fixed design with clear midcen-
tury Italian inspiration, this L-shaped DFS Luminosa comes in 16 colours, including
this rich teal velvet. €2,329, dfs.ie. For a budget spend for a sectional to assemble in
other high street sofas, Ikea’s Gronlid and Vilme start at €285, ikea.ie
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at some point, suggested hanging
records — yikes. but the silver lin-
ing of the Covid lockdown, they
appreciate the home and its tiny
details that can make life more
fun!”

■ Home Rescue returns to our
screens on RTÉ One on at 7pm on
Thursday, October 29, for six weeks

state of the bathroom (tiling in
boxes for two years).

“They never understand why
parents don’t like bikes in the
hall, and are fans of reorganising
systems one has done for years
whether it’s the loading of the
dishwasher or the seemingly il-
logical organisation of cupboards,
they like flower walls one day and

lighted that pandemic restrictions
“trapped” their older brother in
the house with them. “They
adored cooking and playing darts
with him,” she says.

During recent months, Róisín
found the biggest trend for her
was the acceptance that the home
has to accommodate young
adults. “That was happening even
before the emergence of the lock-
down. And with that a more demo-
cratic use of the space,” she said.

“They tend to bring adventure
and youth into the interior and
may encourage more risky in-
terior behaviours — in a good
way!”

GENERATION GAME
Róisín speaks from experience.

“The teenagers in my home have
noticed the arty collection of ce-
ramics and accessories I have a
passion for and at one point stuff
was migrating from where I would
have left it to their rooms — a Tur-
kish carpet walked downstairs
while I was out and into the eldest
son’s room, and each child robbed
artwork which was interesting,
trendy prints, in particular, fea-
turing images of architecture or
the city they absolutely loved.

“They completely took over the
cooking and introduced giant-
sized coffee makers and a new
menu but also started helping
with household stuff which they
had totally overlooked before.

“They ask for input on the col-
our of the front door, walls and
regularly discuss the incomplete

team — now suitably masked,
sanitised and socially distanced
for our times — turn challenging
spaces into functional homes in
just three days, with help from
Ikea Ireland.

One of the highlights of this
year’s series for Róisín was creat-
ing a hidden wardrobe for another
participant. “She thought I had
got rid of it, because I have a repu-
tation for no storage.”

Róisín also enjoyed working
with children during the filming.
A mum of three, aged from 19 to
13, she says her own younger two
children were particularly de-

THE coronavirus pan-
demic herded us off the
streets and out those
familiar zones of offices

and other workplaces and forced
us to retreat into rooms, apart-
ments and houses we would other-
wise spend so much less time in.

In recent months, whether we
were cocooners or not, those four
walls were transformed into our
whole world.

It’s a kind of magic, but not as
we know it and not as we might al-
ways want to know it.

Using a bit of abracadabra is
also the stuff of TV makeover
shows, and architect and designer
Róisín Murphy and builder Peter
Finn found this was the case more
than ever as they embarked on fil-
ming for the fourth series of Home
Rescue on RTÉ One, which will
screen from Thursday, October
29. Making people’s homes more
appealing to live in, on minuscule
budgets, is exactly what we need
and want at the moment, Róisín
agrees.

PRISONS OR HAVENS?
As a veteran of seven months at

my desk in my sitting room/office
(I know, first-world problems), I
immediately blurt out: “Are our
homes prisons or havens at this
stage?” (Because, seriously, some
of us are beginning to wonder.)
“Havens, of course!” Róisín tells
me, a little taken aback, I think.
Then she adds: “Are you practis-
ing all the rituals? Going for regu-
lar walks and so on? We’re at the
in-between stage now, coming
into the winter. Physical health
rituals are important.”

Plants are another key and easy
pivot for making your space more
appealing, she adds.

What if you’re a bit of, well, a
plant serial killer? “Any kind of
plant will do,” she insists. “Aloe
vera, herbs, geranium — I love fig
and banana plants and big palm
fronds.” Something clicks with
me and a few notes are added to
the shopping list.

And there we have it: The
beauty of this show is that it’s in
the simple, achievable tricks that
the true enchantment lies. “Our
series is focused on aspiration —
but we’re talking about ordinary
homes and ordinary people who
have ordinary budgets,” says
Róisín.

“It is not Grand Designs, and we
don’t have super budgets but it’s
about how they can use the super-
power of paint and knowing
where to knock a hole and what to
do with a piece of timber.”

In the first episode, the team ar-
rives at the home of Sinead and
her 11-year-old daughter Jodi.
Still recovering after breast
cancer, Sinead has had to put her
mobile hairdressing business on
pause. But, having turned her
garage into a self-contained ren-
tal, her conservatory has become
a floor-to-ceiling storage room
that she simply doesn’t have the
energy to tackle alone.

Róisín and Peter have in recent
years made to must-see TV as
they and their clutter-busting

Home has become our world
How to maximise our living space in pandemic times? Eve Kelliher consults Home Rescue’s Róisín Murphy

“Our series is
focused on
aspiration —
but we’re
talking about
ordinary homes
and ordinary
people who
have ordinary
budgets

Róisín Murphy: “The beauty of this show is using the superpower of paint and
knowing where to knock a hole and what to do with a piece of timber.”

Builder Peter Finn and architect and designer Róisín Murphy.
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Bella three-drawer chest,
€649, www.caseys.ie

Trinket bowls, €7.99, www.homesense.com

XVIII Marquise chair, €3,560,
www.roche-bobois.com

Jellybean Rug, €897, www.sonyawinner.com
Romeo viola pouffe, €305,
www.michelagenghini.com Plush cream cushion, €6, www.dealz.ie

Teal tassel cushion,
€6, www.dealz.ie

Pink velvet cushion, €22,
www.marksandspencer.com

Carmella floor lamp,
€151.55, Made.com
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Long term exposure to high levels
of Radon Gas in enclosed spaces increases

the risk of lung cancer

25 years experience of Radon Testing
and Remediation in both domestic and

commercial properties Protect your home and/or business
with an alarm system from

Gibbons Security Systems

WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM

Call Us For A Quote: Tel: 021 4847615
Mobile: 087 2584099

www.gibbonsecuritysystems.com

€650
incl. VAT

This is the complete packaged
wireless alarm system. Price

includes installation.

NO HIDDEN COSTS! NO MESS!
NO FUSS! NO WIRING!

GIBBONS
SECURITY SYSTEMS

WHAT’SYOURNEXTMOVE?
Home, Office, International and

Specialist Movers. Storage for Students.
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I’m very excited about Ikea’s announcement thisweek—their stores in 27 countries, including Ireland, are offering to
buy back unwanted furniture from customers. The new initiative— called Buy Back— is set to encourage us all to
think about what we don’t need, rather than what we do need. The furniture will be resold in stores as second-hand
items, giving a second life to products. Circular economy, here we come. You’ll get an Ikea voucher to spend in-store,
which will have no expiry date, depending on the condition of the furniture traded in, you could get up to 50% of the
original price. Find out more at www.ikea.com/ie/en/

The velvet trend is here just in time for the
cosy autumn nights in. Love this Profil Aile
cushion with a seriously cool Jean Cocteau
graphic, from€170, available at RocheBobois.
www.roche-bobois.com/en-IE/

On the Bathroom Shelf this week are these fabu-
lous reusable cleansing pads from Irish company Jo
Browne. We haven’t used cotton pads since we got
them — just rinse and repeat, ladies! They’re
made from100%organic bambooand they come in
a pack of six, they’re lovely and soft and we really
love the little mesh bag they come in — top tip,
throw them all in the bag once a week and bung in
the washingmachine.
They’re €9.95 for six, available online at https://jo-
browne.com. Beauty and lifestyle stockists include
Meadows and Byrne, Kilkenny stores also stock
them.

Oh my God, I immediately checked my bank balance when I saw
this AHalo Luxe sofa. It’smy dream sofa, and following said bank
check, it’s going to stay the stuff of fantasy. Behold the bewitch-
inghand-tippedpower corner group sofa in camel, €5,459, avail-
able exclusively at DFS. It’s lush, it’s leather, it’ll last a lifetime,
what more can I say? www.dfs.ie

This beautiful brushed cotton herring-
bone throw caught my eye. It’s from
Irish company White & Green, an or-
ganic Fairtrade cotton bed linen com-
pany run by Sari Winckworth and her
daughters Rebecca and Danielle. Per-
fect for the season that’s in it. €145,
a v a i l a b l e a t wh i t e andg r e en -
home.com/

Delighted to see Cork artist Éadaoin Glynn has released her latest
collection,Moss Stories—anddid it all live on Instagram fromher
dining room.
With galleries closed and exhibitions shuttered, Glynn, decided to
get creative about how she showed her latest collection, she tells
us she used her mobile phone to video paintings and chat about
her work, live on Instagram. The paintings and fine art prints are
available onherwebsitewww.eadaoinglynn.com, pictured here is
one of our favourites, The Light Within Us.

Esther N McCarthy plumps for
velvet cushions, monochrome
moments and eco pads in the pad

My monochrome moment this week is courtesy of Damn Fine Print’s collaboration with Irish contem-
porary artist Niall de Buitléar. Exploring printmaking from the perspective of a painter and sculptor,
the work comprises three abstract screenprints, created in de Buitléar’s unique style through an intri-
cate combination of hand drawing and print. Pictured her are “Arches”, “CrissCross” and “Crossover”.
They are all three colour hand-pulled screen prints 500 x 500mm, on 300gsm Somerset Velvet paper.
They come in editions of 30, signed and numbered by the artist. €150 each. All works can be viewed in
person at the studio shop in Stoneybatter D7 or online at www.damnfineprint.com.
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The Woolow pillow.

keeping you warm in
winter, and cool in
summer. It regulates your
body temperature, so you
won’t overheat or get cold
during the night.

Woolow pillows come in
natural, €75, and Lavender-
scented, €85. Two pillows
are priced at €140 and there
is a 50-night free trial; see
www.woolow.com, email
info@woolow.com or call
086-1544699.

IN THE FRAME
We’ve all had a bit of cabin
fever lately but Munster

photographer Keith Wood-
ard has been adding an
extra dimension to interiors
at home and abroad thanks
to his mythic take on Ire-
land’s spectacular scenery.

Kerry-based Keith’s epic
scenes are to be found in pri-
vate homes and commercial
spaces including some of
Ireland’s leading luxury ho-
tels as well as in galleries
across the globe.

Keith honed his skills by
photographing the ancient
landscape of Ireland’s west
coast. “This is a coastline
close to my heart — and my
home for the past 35 years,”
he says.

Keith Woodard Art Photo-
graphy specialises in ab-
stract minimalist land-
scapes to suit every seasonal
colour palette.

The titles reflect the sub-
ject matter, such as Smell
the Sea — Sea the Sky or
There’s a Storm Brewing.

“I like to capture the dark
skies and ever-increasing
wave heights on Ireland’s
west coast. It’s a place of
magic,” adds Keith.

Based in Killarney, his
scenes from the Wild Atlan-
tic Way are to be found in
galleries across Ireland and
he works with interior de-
signers as well as private
galleries and art collectors.

Keith’s pieces complete
the decor in the five-star
Dunloe Hotel and the Ca-
hernane Hotel features
about 70 pieces of Keith’s
artwork. Keith’s work is
also available at the prestig-
ious saatchiart.com website.

See www.keithwood-
ard.com or call 087-7636793.

passionate about biodiver-
sity, renewable resources,
living chemical-free and fo-
cusing on things that are
recyclable.

He recreated his child-
hood pillow, in the form of
the Woolow, and the natural
wool fibres are covered in in
high-quality cotton.

The pillow is breathable,
keeping you cool in summer
and warm in winter.

Also in the Woolow prod-
uct range are two aroma-
therapy sleep sprays. There
are even plans in the pipe-
line for dog beds and wool
duvets.

“We spend more than a
third of our lives in bed, so
investing in a good night’s
sleep is vital,” says Michael.

Each Woolow pillow is fil-
led with natural hypo-aller-
genic wool.

Sheep’s wool is a natural
fibre designed to breathe.
This means it adjusts to
your body temperature,

shear them when the time
came.

“My dad took some of the
wool from the sheep that I
sheared and made a pillow
out of it,” he says. “That was
the best pillow I ever had.”

The natural wool fibres
offered just the right
amount of support and regu-
late temperature, adds Mi-
chael.

“I didn’t realise all that
back then, I just loved that
pillow,” he says.

As an adult, Michael
spent more than 25 years
working in the healthcare
sector developing medi-
cations for patients with
unmet needs.

He began to understand
the positive impact that a
good night’s sleep can have
on our daily lives when we
need to function at our opti-
mum.

Michael, who has con-
verted the farm to being
completely organic, is

ficer. Ardú Street Art Initi-
ative will take place across
Cork city until October 31;
for full details, visit
www.corkcity.ie/ardu

PILLOW POWER
Sleep can be elusive at the
best of times but never has it
been more important than
now to invest in our rest. An
Irish-made pillow called
Woolow could help do the
trick.

This luxury organic prod-
uct is anti-allergy and sus-
tainable and, as its name
suggests, is made of wool.

The hypoallergenic and
chemical-free pillow is the
brainchild of Galway
farmer, Michael Burke.

Michael lives on his
family farm at Dunblaney,
Dunmore, where sheep have
been raised for more than
200 years.

He says that as a child he
helped with the family flock
and that included helping

and at a social distance from
each other.

Importantly, these pieces
of art “will serve to remind
people that despite what is
going on in the world, cre-
ativity and art can still
bring communities to-
gether,” he added.

“At a time when we face
shared and personal chal-
lenges, each of our artist’s
mural is a rallying cry to the
city — a call to remember
that we have been through
terrible times before and we
rose up. We can do it again.”

This is a celebration of
Cork city’s traditions, his-
tory, and resolution, accord-
ing to the organisers.

While trying to deal with
the challenges that a life in
lockdown presented us
with, we “sought shelter in
the arts — immersing our-
selves in creativity helped
us deal with the unfathom-
able”, according to Michelle
Carew, Cork city arts of-

SEVEN of Ireland’s
leading artists will
be lifting creative
energy in Cork for

the rest of the month as vi-
brant murals will brighten
up the city’s alleys and
streets.

Various locations will be
transformed into outdoor
galleries for the artwork by
Shane O’Driscoll, Maser,
Deirdre Breen, Peter Mar-
tin, Garreth Joyce, James
Earley and Aches.

Cork City Council Arts
Office and Creative Ireland
are joining forces for this
new art initiative, Ardú, for
October, with the intention
of injecting colour, vibran-
cy, and life into the city.

It aims to unite the Lee-
side community through
art, lifting its creative ener-
gy at a time when it needs it
most.

The renowned street art-
ists will create works at key
city-centre locations, in re-
sponse to a theme inspired
by the 1920 Burning of Cork.

Ardú — the Irish for
“Rise” — bases itself on a
theme of nostalgia and cel-
ebration. Cork city rose
from the ashes 100 years
ago, and now faces the chal-
lenge to rise again, and this
theme of rising will be re-
flected through some of
these artworks.

Over the coming weeks,
the murals will appear at
Harley’s Street, Wandesford
Quay, The Kino, Anglesea
Street, Liberty Street, Kyle
Street, and Henry Street.

Ardú is the brainchild of
visual artist and designer
Shane O’Driscoll; muralist,
stained-glass artist, and sec-
ondary school teacher Peter
Martin; and organiser of the
annual Cork Graffiti Jam
Paul Gleeson, and made
possible with generous sup-
port from Cork City Council
and the Creative Ireland
Jobs Stimulus Package.

Festival co-organiser
Shane O’Driscoll said: “My-
self, and fellow organisers
Peter and Paul, believe that
street art is the ideal medi-
um for the times we live in.
We’re delighted to present
Ardú to the public, in a safe
space where they can inter-
pret the murals outdoors,

Art scales new heights, sheep
boost sleep, photos make waves

Artists Shane O’Driscoll and Deirdre Breen kicking off the Ardú
street art initiative. Picture: Clare Keogh

Photographer Keith Woodard with some of his work.

Eve Kelliher checks out Cork street art, wool pillows created by a Galway farmer, and a Kerry artist’s snaps

Inside/Out
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thogens in the soil which
can affect theses bulbs and
in particular, tulips. I al-
ways like to stagger the
planting of spring bulbs.
Planting a few each week

over six-eight weeks or
more at this timeof the year,
extends thefloweringperiod
at the other side, during
spring and early summer.
Don’t feel under pressure to
get them all in now, in one
planting. Realistically,
planting right up to De-
cember and even into Janu-
ary, for the tulips and al-
liums is fine.
The earliest of bloomers

such as the winter aconite,
early daffodils and crocus
would need to go in this
month but others can be left.
I don’t plant snowdrops as

bulbs in the autumn as,
from experience, I have
found this to be rather un-
successful as the small
bulbs are normally dried
out and desiccated andmost
times, come to nothing. Far
better, I think to wait until
after flowering, next Febru-
ary and March to lift exist-
ing clumps and divide them
with the foliage still green.
Planting them in this way,
described as “in the green”
is a more successful way to
build up numbers.

hand is advisable. You can
drape this over such plants
to protect their buds during
the coldest of nights. This
fleece is a breathable ma-
terial, avoiding a build-up of
condensation and it physi-
cally keeps the frost and
snow off the plant, protect-
ing the buds and foliage be-
neath. Also, useful to have
for any frost-tender speci-
mens in the garden.
At the same time that the

camellias and magnolias
should be flowering, from
March to June next year, so
too will daffodils, tulips, al-
liums and other spring-
flowering bulbs come into
flower.
These should be planted

in around now for next year
but do not be in any rush to
plant for they will also bene-
fit from a drop in tempera-
tures. Again, if the weather
is too mild and sunny when
plating they will start to
emerge from beneath the
soil too early. Don’t be
fooled, just because super-
markets and garden centres
have them in stock fromAu-
gust nowadays. They still
shouldn’t be planted until
theweatherhas turnedgood
and cold.
The low temperatures too

will kill off any bugs and pa-

of the garden enjoys its an-
nual “down period” to
emerge once more once the
snowdrops crocus and other
January/February
bloomers announce the be-
ginning of a new year once
more.There isnotmuchyou
can do to stop these blooms
from opening out of season
so best thing to do is to enjoy
them and the fine weather
that is encouraging them.
When planting such speci-

mens in the first instance do
ensure that you position
them facing the right aspect.
Ideally, they like to be in

semi-shade facing either to
the west or to the north.
Avoid planting them any-
where in the garden where
they are exposed to the early
morning sun, so an easterly
or southerly aspect is out.
The reason for this is that
the rays of the sun first
thing in the morning can be
too severe for the plants,
particularly on the coldest
of mornings and it can end
up burning the flower petals
within the flower buds so
that when they do open up
in the springtime, they open
up brown and discoloured.
If severe frost or snow is

forecast during the oncom-
ingwinter thenhavinga roll
of horticultural fleece to

WAS admiring a
beautiful tulip-shaped
flower on my mother-
in-law’s magnolia dur-

ing the week and I had to
pinch myself to remind my-
self that we are in October
and not April. I had a query
sent into me on my Face-
book page recently too, ask-
ing if I could explainwhy an
apple tree was in bloom in
someone’s garden.
Quite a few spring-flower-

ing favourites are showing a
bloom or two at themoment
which is not uncommon
duringautumns suchas this
one when the weather is
quite bright and sunny.
Plants which flower

relatively early in the year,
such as magnolia, camellia,
skimmia, rhododendron
and azalea all set their buds
during the late summer and
autumn for flowering the
following spring. When we
experience nice autumn
weather, oftentimes the
plant can be fooled into
thinking that spring has
come early so to speak.
Fear not, for no doubt a

drop in temperatures and
the onset of proper winter
weather isn’t too far away
and this will put the plant
hormones to sleep properly
as the leaves fall and much

Gett et or
t e eep
Peter Dowdall advises on what to do to prepare your plot for winter

It’s not unusual for a few spring flowers such as on magnolias and camellias to emerge out of season during a fine autumn. The cold
weather, which is sure to come, will put them back to sleep oncemore. Picture: iStock

ardening
for a couple of weeks.
Wrap them in newspaper,
straw or similar and store
them somewhere cool and
dry, such as a garden shed,
until planting time again
next autumn.
When that time comes, I
would advise waiting until at
least October before
planting as the bubs will do
better if planted after a drop
in temperature.

■ Got a gardening ues
tion for Peter Do dall?
Email garden ues
tions examiner.ie

■ I ha e emptied all my
pots and intend planting
some spring bulbs. I

ould like to kno ho to
store the bulbs once they
ha e o ered and keep
them for the follo ing
spring. Go raibh maith
agat.
>>
After owering, next spring,
allow the ower stems and
all foliage to die back. It will
turn completely brown. Lift
the bulbs out of the ground
pots at that stage, leave
them to dry naturally on a
shelf or in some seed trays

Poulavone, Ballincollig, Co. Cork
T 021 4871933

a reception@finbarroneill.ie
www.finbarroneill.ie

Over 45 years serving you
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VINTAGE
VIEW

GRANNY chic? The first time I was
sent a press release headed by this
pert new interior trend, it really
put my knitting bag into an

uproar. A fluffed up copywriter’s riff, it’s
supposed to describe a sort of mumsy, comfy
cosy, nostalgia-spattered maximalism.
What were the marketing heads up to?

My granny, with her Rothman’s Blue be-
hind her ear, used a wheelbarrow to take
her “old” furniture out to the kerb-side in
about 1955, and installed the latest and the
greatest the O’Connell Street style temples
had to offer. Take away the two-bar electric
fire (possibly the telescopic pole lamp) and
the perpetual light to the Virgin Mary,
screwed to the anaglypta wallpaper. It was
pretty much exactly what is now on offer
across Harvey Norman, DFS, Arnotts, IKEA
— you name it.

Still, having mulled it over, I think I’ve got
it. There are few of us lucky enough to have
even a great-granny who recalls the 1930s,
let alone the Edwardian era (about 1901–
1910). That’s what this style really describes.
It’s all pagoda lampshades, Colefax &
Fowler roses the size of infant cabbages
(everywhere), fringed, deep-buttoned velvet
furniture and hooked wool rugs. There are
amateur oil paintings, simpering ornaments
and an archipelago of pouffes. It’s busy,
feminine (the granny hook) and unapolo-
getically homey. If granny chic took corpor-
eal form, she would plant petal-soft lips on
your forehead, before she tousled your hair
and padded off to make your cocoa, her rose-
water lingering — a little stale.

Millennials might not understand early
20th-century classic Ewardiana (having
bounded straight to the safety of spare, mid-
century style), but they do know the feeling
it exudes. It’s a big fat, feather chair with
your backside groove. It’s a blessed signal to
give up trying to impress with cool eclectic
modernism and relax into an old fashioned,
layered, hand-me-down surroundings.
Granny chic ignores any fear of being
dated — it’s unconditional acceptance.

One of the more extreme expressions of
old-fashioned “granista” this year is putting
the same chintzy print on the furniture as
you do on the walls, or matchy-matchy.
Varying a ground colour and scale of repeat,
it can be done, but in most cases you’ll need
two oSolphadene by about 11am, to live in it.
Decorators of the 1980s flirted with this
queasy confection, along with rag-rolling,
and binned it all with their golden pine
kitchens by 1990. More likely, we’ll be knit-
ting together some 1930s and 40s quaintness
with some brazen 21st-century colour.

The first thing to dispense with is any-
thing on the Terence Conran line in terms of
lean, echoing rooms. More is more: You’ll
have to make peace with pattern. Jean Sim-
mons in her cottage in her stint as Miss
Marple (BBC) is the aesthete’s granny we’re
after. The form-swallowing damask rose
covers to high-backed armchairs, the lus-
trously waxed tea-tables, curtains (with pel-
mets) pooling to the floor, and snowy linen
antimacassars (cloths to keep 18th-century
hair pomade off embroidered upholstery).
It’s accrued, calming, timeless, and gorg-
eous, littered in frayed copies of Horse &
Hound, foxed mirrors and chipped antique
porcelain. The English cottage set has held
onto this charming look, and you can find it
beautifully illustrated in the magazines of
the wax-coated ones in magazines like

Country Life (TI Media).
Today’s granny chic can mix up faux tiger

print fabric with Timorous Beastie wall-
coverings and repro Lloyd Loom. Look what
Instagram darling Pearl Lowe, a designer
based in Somerset, has done to her home —
her “gran-millennial”, re-imagined from
auctions and market stalls, Liberty fabrics
and ordinary but super comfortable furni-
ture tricked up to be extraordinary : https://
www.instagram.com/pearllowe/. You
might want to add more classic retro or posi-
tively kitschy elements to the mix — this is
probably the most personal style genre
we’ve been offered up in years. It’s a little
out at the elbows, but let it hug you back.

Your easiest way into the early modern of
the 1900s is by adding status to your cur-
tains, soft furnishings and rugs (Nana says,
there’s no right or wrong). We don’t all need
a duvet on the triple-glazing, but few period
styles work without theatrical window
dressings, lush and delicious as a violet
cream. Go right to the floor, headed in pel-

mets if you like or at least a sexy drape or
two. Sprigged with blossom or a one-colour
weaves — double the width of the window to
deliver decadent, enveloping folds. Consider
lining them in another colour or even in a
complimentary print, to flare out, couture
style from the leading side when open with
tie backs. Yes, congratulations — you can
have those rococo tiebacks you’ve secretly
mourned for.

Rugs are an instant decorative hit — and
newsflash — you can have more than one for
the same place. Change them out to suit the
season, just as you would cushions, bolsters
and throws. Clashing rugs layered or throw
down over carpet — high granny chic. Buy-
ing an oriental? Expect to pay more for a
vintage tribal piece without a fussy, central
medallion. Fringes on rugs, cushions and
the base of sofas and chairs are trending for
AW 2020, and for furniture, it’s possible to
retrofit fringing with a crafter’s staple gun
or firm fabric glue. Pin it in place, before de-
ploying that permanent fix. Fringed

cushions offer eye-watering, exciting prints.
I’m faint for the flamboyant work of Sabina
Pieper, who takes her inspiration from the
Tudor and Elizabethan era’s “formidable
women”; Ghost Ship velvet cushions with
ostrich feather trim, start at70, auden-
za.com.

Flowery wallpaper is far from dreary, but
it is a vivid commitment. Aspiratonal? Tor-
ture yourself with the work of deGournay
(London), have a quiet, pillow-thumping
cry, and use it for inspiration for a cheaper
buy. Take it to one wall in a fragile nuptial
bower or a fantastic explosion of blossom.
The Albus III wall mural by Feathr, from
Claire Luxton’s new Botanica collection,
features a chrysanthemum the size of a VW
Polo, taken by photograph, mounted on alu-
minium and acrylic, and hand finished in
resin. Powder pink, giggling with girlie
— you can just peel it down if its charm
starts to bore, €65, feathr.com. Try some of
the darker shaded grounds in papers to rock
up the older chintz styles.

Kya deLongchamps
goes in search of
millennial granny chic

Sara Miller Chelsea collection in Birds, €27 per cup and saucer, johnlewis.com.

Albus wall mural, €65, feathr.com. Billy bookcase with glass door €129, Strandmon Wing chair, Tallmyra in dark
green €250, three seater sofas from €450, covers, bespoke, Ikea.
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Iconic Warhol prints
of Ali at auction
Long before Black Lives Matter, Muhammad Ali embarked
on a search for a more just society, writes Des O’Sullivan

the public.
The paintings were

produced in a limited
edition of eight, while the
subsequent print edition, of
which this is one, was
limited to 150.

It is just one of a number
of treasures, Irish and
international, in an auction
of 179 lots on view by
appointment in Skibbereen
today and tomorrow and at
Morgan O’Driscoll’s
Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin
offices from October 23 to 26.

Lot 21, Harry Kernoff’s
treatment of a landscape in
Connemara (€20,000 to
€30,000), could not be more
different than the paintings
of Paul Henry.

Banksy’s Morons (Sepia)
from 2007 is a send-up of the
art auction business
estimated at €20,000 to
€30,000. Seán Scully’s 9.2.89
has an estimate of €80,000 -to
€120,000 and Hughie
O’Donoghue’s Red Earth VI
,1995, (€30,000 to €50,000) is
positively scorching.

An original gouache by
Bridget Riley is estimated at
€100,000 to €150,000 while a
2019 papercut portfolio by Ai
Weiwei has an estimate of
€14,000 to €18,000.

This is a serious sale,
which will be of huge
interest to collectors in
Ireland and abroad.

Through viewings in
London and New York in
pre-pandemic times Morgan
O’Driscoll has built up a
following for his major sales
that has a long international
reach.

In the process he has
given Irish art and artists a
welcome shot in the arm.

GLOBAL icon
Muhammad Ali
was ahead of the
curve. He looms

large in Morgan O’Driscoll’s
Irish and international on-
line art auction which runs
until October 27.

A portfolio of four s
creenprints of Ali by Andy
Warhol is, at €200,000 to
€300,000, the most
expensively estimated lot in
the sale.

Long before Black Lives
Matter, when Mississippi
was burning, Ali embarked
on a search for a more just
society.

His questioning, talented,
and interesting character
made him a fascinating
study for a portrait.

Warhol conveys a strong
sense of his persona using
face, arms, and clenched
fists. Ali was 37 at the time,
an icon of the game. One of
the portraits shows him
looking down, as if in
humility.

In a note to the catalogue,
Peter Murray, the former
Crawford Gallery curator,
recounts how in 1977,
Warhol was commissioned
by Richard Weisman to
paint silkscreen portraits of
ten famous athletes.

The resulting prints,
titled Athletes, are among
the artist’s best-known
works.

Warhol took polaroid
photographs of the boxer in
fighting poses and at rest.

The resulting images
transferred to canvas using
acrylic and silkscreen ink
transformed into art that
was instantly popular
amongst art collectors and

Andy Warhol’s ‘Muhammad Ali’ at Morgan O’Driscoll.

‘Woman and Bird’ by Louis le
Brocquy at Morgan O’Driscoll.

‘Bird of Capricorn’ by Conor
Fallon at Morgan O’Driscoll.
Above right: ‘The Twelve Pins,
Renvyle’ by Harry Kernoff at
Morgan O’Driscoll.
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‘A Sunny Day, Connemara’ by Paul Henry at Whyte’s. A Louis XV commode from the Ib Jorgensen sale.

Sunny opportunity
Des O’Sullivan previews Whyte’s sale of Irish and international art

On Wednesday Adam’s
will hold the Ib Jorgensen
interiors sale at St Stephen’s
Green at 2pm. The auction
features a collection of 126
lots of paintings, sculpture,
prints, antique and modern
furniture, rugs and decor-
ative art from the personal
collection of Ib Jorgensen
and from his Dublin gallery.

tion from Freemason’s Hall,
Molesworth Street, Dublin,
at 6pm with absentee, tele-
phone and online bidders
but no public attendance.
Viewing by appointment
continues at Whyte’s today,
tomorrow and Monday.

The sale will be broadcast
live on bid.whytes.ie and in-
valuable.com

O’Conor, William Orpen,
William Leech, Mary
Swanzy, Mainie Jellett,
Norah McGuinness, Maur-
ice MacGonigal, Francis
Bacon, Gerard Dillon, Dan
O’Neill, Louis le Brocquy,
Tony O’Malley, Camille
Souter and Donald Teskey.

Due to the current restric-
tions, it will be a virtual auc-

PAUL HENRY’S
painting A Sunny
Day, Connemara,
will highlight

Whyte’s online sale of im-
portant Irish and Inter-
national art in Dublin on
Monday. It is estimated at
€150,000-€200,000. The auc-
tion features sought-after
artists like Roderic

Photo exhibition goes deep

earth, and initiate change.
The idea is to engage the
viewer with the experi-
ence of being immersed in
the elements and the
spirituality of nature, as
well as touching on
themes of transcendence
and self.

Born in Cork, David
Magee studied at the
Crawford and the Glas-
gow School of Art. His 25-
year retrospective publi-
cation Outside won inter-
national acclaim in Paris,
New York, Tokyo, and
London and he has ex-
hibited globally.

THE title of this
photographic
study by David
Magee of the

Long Strand in West Cork
is Natural Mystic.

It is included in Atlan-
tic, his show which runs
at the Saatchi Gallery in
London from October 21-
25.

All the work in this ex-
hibition was created along
the Wild Atlantic Way.

The work focuses on the
fragility and preciousness
of nature at a time when
we bear a collective re-
sponsibility to repair the

‘Natural Mystic’, David Magee’s photographic study of the
Long Strand in West Cork.

A 1960s Danish rosewood
sideboard at deVeres art and
design auction.

IN BRIEF
ART HIGHLIGHT

Rising Kite, Clare Island
Cycle by the Limerick artist
John Shinnors is a high-
light at Dreweatts art sale
in Newbury, Berkshire, on
Thursday.It is estimated at
£10,000-£15,000.

tober 22 and 23. The sale of
over 800 lots is broken up
into three sessions, from
10.30am on Thursday.

DESIGN CLASSICS
Classic design furniture
and Irish art will be under
the hammer at de Veres at
6pm next Tuesday. There
are sideboards, cocktail
tables, sofas, chairs, coffee
tables, and sculptures
among 200 lots in this auc-
tion. Italian and Danish
makers feature alongside
art by Tony O’Malley, Bar-
bara Warren, Hughie O’Do-
noghue, Felim Egan, Peter
Curling and John Shin-
nors.

PRICES FETCHED
Evening Glandore by Art-
hur Maderson made a
hammer price of €2,600 at
Woodward’s online sale in
Cork last Saturday.

A pair of Regency tea
tables with foldover tops
made €1,200, a three-piece
London silver tea service
sold for 900, an ivory
ground Kashmire rug
made €500, a Regency sofa
table made €500 and a Wil-
liam IV walnut workbox
sold for €180.

UPCOMING SALES
An oval peridot and dia-
mond ring and a Georgian-
style demi-lune side table
are among the lots at Heg-
arty’s timed online auction
which begins closing in
Bandon at 6pm tomorrow.
A total of 250 lots can be
viewed on the Hegarty an-
tiques website. There is a
selection of art, jewellery,
furniture and collectibles
including a vintage ship’s
search lantern mounted on
a wooden tripod stand.

The virtual world ex-
tends into antique fairs
this weekend. Hibernian
Antique Fairs will hold an
event today and tomorrow.
Collectors can choose from
a wide selection of collect-
ibles, antique furniture,
art, coins and banknotes,
porcelain, jewellery, silver
and glass posted online by
the dealers who regularly
show at fairs around Ire-
land. The online link to the
event is posted on the Hi-
bernian Antique Fairs
home page on Facebook.

There will be an online
sale of fine and rare wines
and accessories at Shep-
pard’s in Durrow on Oc-
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circumstances of your life,
that is a potentially lethal
proposition.

It is also a proposition that
sits alongside a passion to play
county football and hurling.

Both of these aspects were
set out with clarity and de-
cency this week by the West-
meath forward, John Heslin,
who spoke of his “health and
welfare” concerns related to
playing the championship,
and Armagh forward, Stefan
Campbell, who spoke of his de-
sires to play and the sacrifices
he has made to play football as
autumn turns to winter.

They are both right in what
they say — and that makes
decision-making spectacu-
larly difficult.

The Government clearly
wished for many months for
the games to go ahead.
Through its summer grants —
and again in this week’s
budget — the coalition Gov-
ernment has committed mil-
lions of euro to sport and to
the GAA. Without this money
— some €15m — there would
be no possibility of funding
inter-county hurling and foot-

ball matches when no
supporters are pay-

ing through the
gates.

On one level, it
evidences a sort
of ‘bread and cir-
cuses’ approach

which — dating
from the Roman

world — understands how the
provision of free wheat to
Roman citizens, coupled with
the staging of circus games
and other distracting enter-
tainments, was believed im-
portant to public morale (and
much else).

On another level — a much
less cynical one — it is an ac-
curate reflection of how cen-
tral the playing of inter-coun-
ty matches are to the normal
rhythms of life. There would
be nothing normal about these
matches, if played, of course,
but the very fact that they are
planned offers a connection to
so many things that people
have lost over the past six
months and more.

The playing of club matches
from July brought huge joy
and a massive sense of release
in many houses around the
country; but the lustre of the
All-Ireland championships is
another thing entirely.

There is a status that the
All-Ireland championship has
that is utterly unique.

The boundaries between
counties are sacred lines in
Irish life. They run across
geography and history and
identity, shaping so much of
how we live our lives.

The manner in which lock-
downs during Covid-19 have
been designed to operate
county-by-county are the la-
test manifestation of just how
powerful a force they are, even
in the making of public policy.

All of this is laid out in the
brilliantcounty-basedHistory
& Society series published by
Geography Publications.

In the Cork volume of that
series, Prof John A Murphy —
one of the greatest of Ireland’s
modern historians — wrote
beautifully about his home
county and its meaning.

He talks about the Cork ac-

cent, for example, and notes
how a BBC television series on
the development of the Eng-
lish language had a segment
on Cork — and that segment
required subtitles.

He also talked about ‘the
distinctive Cork personality”,
the “rich local slang”, and
placed all of this within the
context of colonial rule.

He wrote: “Just as English
rule created Irish national-
ism, so too alien adminis-
tration forged a county iden-
tity.” What he meant by this
was that it was the Normans

they would be different again.
That is the context in which

Government and sports ad-
ministrators are seeking to
make policy, to plan, and to
implement. The shadows cast
by Covid, the shifting nature
of the virus, the way it creates
an ever-changing backdrop to
everything in life that involves
people doing things together,
destroys certainty and creates
persistent doubt about what is
— and what is not — possible.

■ Paul Rouse is professor of
history at UCD.

date that connection with or-
ganising sport in a bubble?
What are the priorities that
hold sway?

It is striking that so many
inter-county players voted
yesterday to call off the cham-
pionship. It is true that a ma-
jority voted to continue, but
the fact that such a sizeable
minority voted opposition to
holding the championship is a
small bit stunning.

It is worth noting that the
results of such a vote might
have been entirely different
last week and that next week

of introduction, Bogue wrote
about how every minute of
every match carried real
meaning. And there was a
prize at the end: “Players
would give anything to look
out over a sea of beaming faces
from their own county.”

And that is the key to the
lure of the county game. It is
not just that it is top-level
sport — it is top-level sport
where there is a genuine,
meaningful, and longstanding
connection between place and
people.

But how do you accommo-

intense rivalry with Kerry in
Gaelic games was also now
deeply embedded in a sense of
‘Corkness’.

HIS is a story that is
repeated through
county rivalries all
across Ireland and —

on an annual basis — it is rec-
reated, usually with new
layers being added.

In his book, This is Our
Year, Declan Bogue wrote
about the fortunes of nine
counties within the 2011
Ulster championship. By way

many ironies of Irish national-
ism that it is the Gaelic Ath-
letic Association which finally
nativised and successfully
popularised a British-imposed
administrative division.”
And, in the process, the char-
acter of a county was changed:
“In attempting to distil the es-
sence of a county, it would be
difficult to exaggerate the im-
portance of sport in general
and of the GAA games in par-
ticular as expressions of Cork
pride, even hubris, and of the
urge to excel.”

As Murphy also noted, the

who began the evolution of the
county system when they in-
troduced an English system of
shires and counties to the
Irish landscape — boundaries
(although many remained
fluid for quite a time) were in-
troduced, and counties began
to emerge.

By 1200AD, counties such as
Cork, Kerry, Louth, Tipper-
ary, and Waterford had come
into being. The basic process
continued until Wicklow be-
came the last of 32 counties to
be created in 1606. But, as
Murphy wrote: “It is one of the

HERE is no denying
the tension that is
building around the
playing of the All-Ire-

land championships. The de-
sire to see a championship
played is widespread — but so
too is the view that its playing
is not a good idea.

The sense that social
gatherings after county finals
have contributed to the up-
surge in the number of Covid-
19 cases has increased press-
ure on the GAA.

And if the Government fol-
lows the advice of Nphet and
moves to level five, then it is
impossible to see how the
championship can be played.
Talk of potential exceptions
for inter-county matches look
wildly off the mark.

Indeed, even if the Govern-
ment moves to level four, it
will remain very difficult for
inter-county matches to be
played. The relentless rise of
positive cases north and south
of the border shows no sign of
abating and, in that environ-
ment, the GAA may decide
that the wisest course of ac-
tion is to postpone its senior
inter-county matches.

Ultimately, here is a tension
between the GAA as top-
level sport and its sense of
itself as a community-based,
amateur organisation. The
GAA’s top players are not
separated from a public, in
gated communities living in
some sort of bubble. They live
in family homes and stu-
dent dorms, and city
apartments.

And, in a time
of Covid, it
means that they
live in and
around the po-
tential of con-
tacting an ill-
ness which
they can
bring to a
squad and
then bring
home.

Depend-
ing on the

for Championship ipeo tm st no e prepare
WAITING FOR THE LIGHT: It is striking that such a sizeable minority of many inter-county players voted yesterday to call off the
championship, says Paul Rouse. It is in this context that Government and sports administrators must make some very tough decisions.

R

e er one is in a er oo p ace insi ef the ames oost p ic mora e then
year and we have it bottled for
this year, and will be going
straight for it.

“In the Super 8s last year,
for a lot of us, that was our
first time in Croke Park, so
there were a lot of lessons
learned, even though we did
not get results.

“They are in the locker now
for a lot of us, experiences that
will help us. It is hard to say,
with the break, will that
transfer across to this year? It
is hard to know, but hopefully
so.”

and we are looking forward to
the weekend.”

Having parked the disap-
pointment of Mallow’s Cork
SAFC final being postponed
indef initely and the real-
isation that any promotion
from Division 3 this weekend
or next may count for nought,
given the likely restructure of
the league in 2021, Taylor’s
focus would seem very much
centred on Cork’s November 8
Munster semi-final against
Kerry.

“There was just massive
disappointment [after last
year’s Munster final]. We
would have felt afterwards
that we left it behind us that
day. We had opportunities to
win that game.

“We put up a hell of a battle
that day and it was just unfor-
tunate we came up short. We
have that feeling from last

was up and we were on the
road to promotion. For it all
then to come crashing down…
look, we were chomping at the
bit to get back at it as soon as
we could, no matter what way
it came back. The form is good

those outliers who never
played minor or U21 for his
county, but has since gone on
to establish himself as a main-
stay on Ronan McCarthy’s
team. The 26-year-old started
each one of Cork’s seven
league and six championship
games last year, as well as
their five Division 3 outings
pre-lockdown earlier this
year.

The second half of 2019 and
opening months of 2020 was a
period of progression and
growth for both Taylor and
Cork, and the engineer is keen
not to lose all momentum
from the upturn in the coun-
ty’s football fortunes after a
difficult couple of years.

“We had a good year last
year, there was a bit of mo-
mentum built. Then in the
league this year, we were
going very well, momentum

to us as a group that if you
pick the virus up or if you are
a close contact, you are out of
two league games and poten-
tially even more, and poten-
tially taking more [players]
with you.

“It is something we are con-
sciously watching, to restrict
our movements, to take that
second thought of where am I
putting myself and what situ-
ation am I putting myself into
when I am going somewhere.
Definitely, that is at the front
of our minds.

“I am lucky enough in that I
am working from home at the
moment. It is not an issue for
me really. It is the stuff after
work that you have to be cau-
tious of, going to the gym and
things like that. That is what
we have to be careful of.”

This is Taylor’s fourth sea-
son with Cork. He’s one of

what is going on at the mo-
ment. We are actually privi-
leged to be able to train and
play together. There is leeway
given for inter-county games,
which is fantastic. If the inter-
county games boost the public
morale, then everyone is in a
very good place inside.”

Away from the Cork set-up,
Taylor is extremely cautious
of who he mingles with. It has
been made abundantly clear
to the Cork players that some-
thing as simple as a casual cof-
fee catch-up with a friend
could lead to them having to
be stood down for two weeks if
later identified as a close con-
tact of someone who has con-
tracted the virus. And in this
heavily-truncated season, two
weeks could mean missing the
county’s entire championship
campaign.

“That point has been made

sense to restart inter-county
competitions.

Taylor’s view is pretty
straightforward: if the games
can proceed safely, then pro-
ceed they should.

“Guys are very conscious of

Towards the end of Monday’s
web call with Mattie Taylor,
the Cork footballer is asked if
it plays on his mind that he
could contract Covid-19 from
involvement in the inter-coun-
ty scene.

“There is a risk when you
walk out your front door in
the morning,” the Mallow de-
fender swiftly replies.

“With the county, we are
looked after very well. The
medical team is really looking
after us in terms of putting the
best precautions in place to
keep us safe. And so as long as
we adhere to the guidelines, I
think we’ll be in a good place.”

Taylor’s upbeat tone stands
in stark contrast to the chorus
which emerged on Wednesday
evening — following news of
record case numbers and the
latest suite of restrictions —
questioning whether it made

Mattie Taylor: ‘In the Super 8s last
year, for a lot of us, that was our
first time in Croke Park, so there
were a lot of lessons learned,
e v en t hough we d i d no t
get results.’

Division 3

Team P W D L +/- Pts

Cork 5 5 0 0 24 10

Longford 5 3 1 1 14 7

Down 5 3 1 1 7 7

Derry 5 2 1 2 4 5

Offaly 5 2 1 2 -4 5

Tipperary 5 1 1 3 -9 3

Leitrim 5 1 1 3 -17 3

Louth 5 0 0 5 -19 0

Páirc Uí Chaoimh, 4pm
S Mulhare, Laois

GAAGO

Eo han Co mi an

Allianz FL (R6) Division 3
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Louth chairman and Indepen-
dent TD Peter Fitzpatrick has
called for the GAA to postpone
the inter-county season.

Former Fine Gael member
Fitzpatrick, whose senior
county footballers travel to
Cork today for their Division 3
clash with Cork, believes the
trip is not a safe one to make
as Covid-19 cases rise across
the island.

“I’m going to get trouble for
this but for the last number of
weeks I have raised concerns
with Croke Park. I think all
the National League and
Championship games should
be called off for the simple rea-
son that the virus is out of con-
trol.

“For the last three meetings
of the county chairpersons, I
have called for the National
League games to be played at
neutral venues at least. I’m
very concerned with the dis-
tances that are being travelled
by teams this weekend.

“Last Thursday week, we
had a county chairpersons
meeting and I pleaded again
with Croke Park for the games
not to go ahead at the home ve-
nues. Louth are leaving Dun-
dalk at 8:30am in the morning
for the game in Cork that is at
4pm. They’re coming straight
back afterwards.

“You’re talking 10 hours or
more of travel together .
They’re stopping in Semple
Stadium on the way to get
something to eat and then eat-
ing again in Cork after the
game. The way things are, I
personally think the games
shouldn’t be going ahead and
the way things are going I
think it’s going to be very hard
to play the Championship.”

Former Louth manager
Fitzpatrick says it stands out
that the GAA are not calling
off games while other sports
or teams are suspending activ-
ities. “The coronavirus is get-
ting bad and in fairness to the
CMO (chief medical officer)
Tony Holohan he has recom-
mended we lock up for the
next four to six weeks. I think
the Government is going to
have to deal with the man be-
cause he seems to be talking a
lot of sense.

“Look at Fermanagh and
you have to suspect nearly
every team in the National
League has a case of it. Look at
Shamrock Rovers postponing
games because of cases. We’re
calling nothing off.”

Where Fitzpatrick doesn’t
agree with Holohan making
an exception for elite sport,
senior inter-county Gaelic
games and horse racing in
level five. Tanaiste Leo Varad-
kar said on Thursday it would
not be possible for Champion-
ship to be played at such a
high level of restriction.

“I have grandchildren and if
you’re not able to visit your
own family I don’t see why
sports should go ahead,” re-
marks Fitzpatrick. “If level
five comes in, all sports will
have to go. You can’t pick and
choose. Leo and myself don’t
always see eye to eye but I
agree with him this time!”
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The GPA’s national executive
committee NEC will recom-
mend against inter-county
players participating in games
should they be exempted in
level five of the Government’s
Living with Covid- plan.
Although coalition ministers
have indicated Gaelic games
will not be permitted to take
place should restrictions be
raised to the highest level, an
exception for senior inter-county
games as well as elite sport and
horse racing was made in a
letter from chief medical officer
Tony Holohan to Health Minister
Simon Donnelly last week.
After of inter-county players
empowered the NEC to make
further decisions about partici-
pating in the season, the ish

a i e has learned the GPA’s
governing body will not advise
players tog out should the level
go beyond four.
As the Cabinet meets today to
discuss a second recommen-
dation in the space of days
from the National Public Health
Emergency Team to go to Level

, the GPA’s NEC yesterday
enodrsed the inter-county sea-
son continuing with additional
safeguards and supports for the
welfare of its members .
After of respondents to an
inter-county players’ survey
backed the Championship
going ahead and sup-
ported it with extra Covid-
protocols, the GPA will seek
stronger testing measures,
compliance and oversight of
Covid- protocols in all coun-
ties as well as the use of the sa-
fest venue for games location
and facilities . It is possible they
will approach the Central Com-
petitions Control Committee to
stage some of next weekend’s
final round of Allianz Leagues
games at neutral venues where
travel is extensive.
Over three uarters of inter-
county players responded to the
survey , with not
wishing for the season to pro-
ceed. The GPA’s NEC also
stated the decision of any player
to withdraw from their inter-
county panel because of their
personal circumstances should
be respected.
However, the support for the
season to continue was such
that with of players want-
ing to play, of which want a
more robust implementation of
protocols, the NEC have de-
cided to proceed on the basis
these protocols are improved .
GPA CEO Paul lynn said, We
are deeply concerned about our
member’s welfare given the on-
going developments nation-
wide. The clear message from
our members is we need to
strengthen the protocols to pro-
tect the welfare of the players,
their families, and their commu-
nities. We also need to respect
the decision of players who opt
out of the season.
NEC chairman and Mayo foot-
baller Tom Parsons said, The
NEC has taken our members
views on board when making
our decision today. This is not a
full stop on the matter however.
The NEC will continue to moni-
tor developments with a close
eye on compliance with Covid-

protocols. We will not hesi-
tate to take further action as we
have been mandated to do if
re uired.
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At the start of the pandemic, a
spinning bike was sent to the
homes of each of the Kerry
players so that they could
maintain and improve their
conditioning.

Through Zoom, classes took
placewith head of athletic per-
formance Jason McGahan
supervising and their condi-
tioning remained constant
throughout the year.

The work that had been
done was not going to be lost
just because they couldn’t
meet up.

Conditioning had been an
issue for some players in last
year’s Championship, not be-
cause of the programmes they
were doing but their age.

They were young and
crampwas a common issue for

van j-c S O’Dea, B anning, P Maher
T McCarthy, I Corbett j-c , G Brown D
Treacy, T Childs P de Brun, C ahy, A
Enright H Bourke, S O’Carroll, P Scan-
lon.

ERRY (U20FC Gal ay): D Uosis O
itzgerald, A Dineen, J McCarthy L

Brosnan, D Casey, S O’Brien S O’Con-
nell, M O’Gara S Keane, E Horan, K al-
vey S Horan, P Walsh, R Beaglaoich.
Subs B Lonergan, C Moriarty, D Lynch,
M Cooper, D Mangan, J Kennelly, D
Geaney, C Hayes, S uilter.

ERRY (AH Antrim): M Stackpole, J
O’Connor, B Murphy, T O’Connor, C
O’Keeffe, J Diggins, Mackessy B
O’Leary, S Nolan S Conway, M O’Leary,
M Leane J Buckley, M Boyle, B Barrett.

ERRY (MHC Tipperary): D uinlan
J Hannon, A Segal, S oran S McGrath,
D Conway, R Monaghan R Walsh, L
Crowley R O’Mahony, S O’Connor, C
Keating L Palmer, S Brosnan, O’Sulli-
van. Subs C Lawlor, K Molloy, E Stack, T
Reen, D O’Mahony, J Goggin, E O’Shea,
G uilter, N Donsel, D Kearney, A Curley,
G Slattery, G Parker, D Sayers.
TIPPERARY (MHC erry) : J
O’Dwyer D Slattery, C Lawrence, DJ
McGrath C uinn, M Corcoran c , L
Shanahan D Stakelum, P McGarry S

erncombe, C McCormack, J Leamy S
Kenneally, T Cahill, D ogarty. Subs D
O’Grady, C Boyle, R Doyle, K Lee, D
Looby, C McKelvey, D Minogue, E Ryan,
P Ryan.

Buckley is another eye-catch-
ing selection at wing-forward.
As a result of their Covid-19
case and potential close con-
tacts, John Sugrue has been
forced to make a number of
changes to his line-up to face
Galway today.

ERRY (AF Monaghan): S Ryan J
oley, T Morley, T O’Sullivan P Murphy,

P Crowley, G White D Moran, D O’Con-
nor M Burns, S O’Shea, R Buckley T
Brosnan, D Clifford c , D Moynihan.
COR (AF outh): M Martin, K la-
hive, M Shanley, P Ring K O’Donovan,
M Taylor, C Kiely I Maguire, P Walsh R
Deane, K O’Hanlon, K O’Driscoll D
Gore, C O’Callaghan, P Kerrigan. Subs
A Casey, S Ryan, N Walsh, D O’Mahony,
T Corkery, S Meehan, A Browne, N Hart-
nett, E McSweeney, J McCarthy, M Col-
lins.
MAYO (AF Gal ay): D Clarke O
Mullin, D McBrien, L Keegan P Durcan,
S Coen, E McLoughlin M Ruane, C Lof-
tus McDonagh, M Moran, D O’Con-
nor T Conroy, A O’Shea, C O’Connor.
TIPPERARY (AF Offaly): E Comer-
fo rd A Campbe l l , J eehan , C
O’Shaughnessy B Maher, K ahey, R
Kiely S O’Brien, L Casey J Kennedy, M

uinlivan, P Austin K O’Halloran, C
Sweeney c , R uigley.

IMERIC (AF Wexford): D O’Sulli-

seniors; I’m saying that for the
U20s, the minors have really
bought into it.

“Even looking at their
scores from last November
compared to this November,
they have made serious
strides. I would have no doubt
that they will definitely look
back at last year and say:
‘Right, we’re not too far away.’

“And they will build on that
and cherish the experience
they got last year. Looking at
this year, they will definitely
be pushing on hard.”

As Bernard Brogan recalls
in his autobiography The Hill,
Dublin in Pat Gilroy’s time
regularly played Seamus
McEnaney’s Monaghan in
challenge games as a means
of steeling them physically.

With McEnaney back in
charge of his native county,
Kerry arrive in Inniskeen
keen to test their brawn.

Dr Crokes’ Tony Brosnan
has been given a starting place
for the game while Ronan

McGahan became only the
second full-time strength and
conditioning coach employed
by a county board, the other
being Bryan Cullen in Dublin.

Kerry, particularly under
Éamonn Fitzmaurice, ap-
preciated the need to follow
best practice in the area,
which was being delivered by
their arch rivals.

In an interview with adio
erry last January, McGahan

outlined just how far Dublin
had been ahead but Kerry
were cutting the gap. “Dublin
had Martin Kennedy in be-
forehand. Martin Kennedy
then left to go to the IRFU then
Bryan Cullen stepped in.
Bryan is there now about five
years. Martin Kennedy was
there eight years. Basically,
we have one year done.”

But McGahan added: “We
won’t be that far away. These
boys, they have definitely
bought into it. They’re a great
bunch to work with and I’m
not just saying that for the

a number of them towards the
end of matches.

The same three players —
Adrian Spillane, Brian Ó
Beaglaioch, and Gavin
Crowley — were substituted
in both All - Ireland f inal
games. They wouldn’t exactly
be spring chickens but they
had run themselves into the
ground.

When it was confirmed in
June that not only would the
Championship be knockout
but it wouldn’t resume until
October the need to be physi-
cally ready for the rigours of
winter football was under-
lined, their extra efforts vindi-
cated. Having their state-of-
the-art gym in Currans avail-
able to them again this last
while will have allowed for a
mini pre-season of sorts, top-
ping off what they had done
individually.

The change in their phy-
sique has been noticed on the
street as much as in club
games. As Pat Spillane said
earlier this week: “The one
thing I notice about them and I
know lots of the lads around
here, there is four from Tem-
plenoe, three from Kenmare
on the panel, physically these
lads have developed and they
can match Dublin in that
department and they couldn’t
last year.”

Appointed in late 2018,

TOUGH TASKMASTER: Appointed by Kerry in late 2018, JasonMcGahan became only the second full-time strength and conditioning coach
employed by a county board, the other being Bryan Cullen in Dublin. Picture: Piaras Ó Mídheach/Sportsfile

err o as Co i case hits semi fina p ans
guys arriving at training,
make sure they are arriving
appropriately and taking the
proper precautions.

“The value of sport is appar-
ent right now. It is a great dis-
cussion point for people out-
side of the major discussion
points, such as Covid. A game
at the weekend when a fella
kicks a few points or another
fella holding a forward score-
less, a thing like that, it is a
great discussion point.

“Please God it stays going
for the community.”

On the injury front ,
Munster final corner-back
Dan McCarthy was already
due to miss out on today’s
game because of a torn cru-
ciate.

moment in time. Now, you are
living by the seat of your
pants, whether it is going to be
taken away from you again at
short notice.”

Sugrue describes his
Munster winning panel as a
“solid group” who have been
adhering to protocols.

The manager said: “The so-
ciability that was in the dress-
ing room before training and
the post-session meal has
changed dramatically. Guys
are just dropping their bags
and going out on the pitch.
There is no hanging around in
indoor spaces of any shape or
form. The meals afterward; it
is a case of grabbing yourmeal
out the back of a van and
going. We have got to monitor

been meticulous in keeping
their ship as tight as possible.

Kerry’s Covid case follows
the news from earlier this
week that an outbreak inMoy-
cullen has robbed their All-
Ireland semi-final opponents,
Galway, of starters Paul Kelly
and James McLaughlin, as
well as Daniel Cox.

“We have to keep our noses
clean as best we can, to try to
keep life as simple as we can,”
Sugrue said earlier this week,
before news of the case within
his camp.

“We are in a very privileged
position to be able to gather as
a group, to train out on the
field, and to get that variety in
our life. That is a great posi-
tion for our lads to be in at this

ment is taken in the interest of
public health and these panel
members will only rejoin the
panel when deemed safe to do
so by the HSE. The U20 man-
agement and panel have at all
times strictly adhered to HSE
and Public Health guidelines.”

The winners of the Kerry-
Galway game are due to face
Dublin or Tyrone in next wee-
kend’s final. Kerry are hoping
to reach their first U20/U21
final since 2008.

Confirmation of the positive
Covid case offered further
proof that even in the most
stringent and controlled set-
tings, it’s a huge task to keep
out the virus. Since Kerry re-
sumed collective training in
mid-September, Sugrue has

contract tracing by the HSE,
the U20 Management have felt
it prudent that a number of
players who may have been in
contact with the player should
self-isolate.

“This decision by manage-

John Fogarty and
Eoghan Cormican
Kerry’s U20s suffered a major
blow ahead of today’s
All-Ireland semi-final against
Galway with the news of a
positive Covid case from one
of the players.

John Sugrue and his man-
agement team took the deci-
sion to stand down a number
of players who may be
considered close contacts with
the member of the panel who
tested positive for the virus.

Kerry GAA yesterday re-
leased a statement saying: “A
member of the Kerry U20 foot-
ball panel has tested positive
for Covid-19. On receipt of this
information and in advance of

LIT Gaelic Grounds, 4pm
B Tiernan, Dublin

TG4

EirGrid All-Ireland U20 FC semi-final

Grattan Park, Inniskeen, 2pm
B Cassidy, Derry

Nat

Allianz FL (R6) Division 1

John Fogarty
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T
HE date isn’t import-
ant. The game doesn’t
matter. It’s the cast
that makes the story.

Sean Crowley can re-
member being a passenger in
Jimmy O’Mahony’s car as
they hustled towards Kealkill
one evening years ago,
anxious to see their club New-
cestown take the field.

“Time is getting tight,
Jimmy,” said Crowley.

“They can’t start without us
Sean,” said O’Mahony. “I have
the jerseys in the boot of the
car.”

Crowley laughs now at the
memory.

“That was Jimmy for you,
every trip was an adventure.
And all of it for Newcestown.”

Jimmy O’Mahony, who
passed away last month, was
there from the start with New-
cestown. Literally: he was a
teenager at the December 1958
meeting which discussed
forming the club, and the
club’s first playing field was
provided by his father, Denis.

“And provided rent-free,
which was obviously a huge
help to the club in the early
days before we eventually pur-
chased our own grounds,”
adds Crowley.

“He was appointed secre-
tary at the 1966 AGM, so he
was in place when we won the
junior (football) county in 1967
— though it wasn’t played
until March of 1968 — and we
won the Flyer Nyhan (junior
hurling) cup the same year.

“He was the secretary after
that, even when he went into a
home a few years ago. He
never lost that office, meaning
he was secretary for every
adult championship that we
won, he saw two men from the
club win All-Stars in the one
year when Kevin Kehily (foot-
ball) and Tim Crowley (hurl-
ing) won in 1982, all of that.

“His life was dedicated to
the GAA, absolutely.”

The record bears that out.
He served Newcestown at
board level in West Cork and
the Cork County Board, and
was a selector on four Cork
teams which won All-Ireland
titles at various levels.

In 2009, he won the GAA
President’s Award and helped
to organise the Newcestown
club lottery.

“Morning, noon, and night
he was there for the club,”
says Newcestown official
Donie Keane.

“I know there are people
like that in every club, who
are completely dedicated to
the club, but Jimmy topped all
of them. Fanatic was hardly
the word, he was all-con-
sumed with the club and prog-

making half a dozen stops to
ring lads from payphones
about the next match, and
who was needed, and who to
get onto.”

Crowley agrees on the focus
rolling on to the next contest:
“That was one very noticeable
thing about him, it was always
the next match.

“You’d be in the dressing-
room after a match and the
final whistle was nearly still
sounding outside and already
Jimmy would be saying ‘what
about next weekend, we have
a match, how many of ye are
available?’, which was a great
attitude to have.”

Not that the games always
went ahead. When work
needed to be done on the
church in Newcestown at one
point, mass was held in the
club meeting rooms, which
were adjacent to the playing
field.

Convenient for the commu-
nity. Tricky for referees.

“There was a game one Sun-
day morning and the ref had
the sliotar in his hand, ready
to go, when a man walked out
to the middle of the field and
took the ball out of his hand.

“It was Jimmy. He told the
referee there’d be no match
played while mass was being
said in the meeting rooms next

door, so we had to wait. And
wait.

“After an eternity the
people started coming out,
mass was finished, and Jimmy
threw the ball to the referee
and said ‘now you can start
away’.”

Donie Keane fleshes out an-
other story: “Jimmy used to
tell a story himself about a
minor game Newcestown won
years ago, a final maybe, and
he brought the team into a pub
on the way back.

“The order was 15 bottles of
lemonade but one player
piped up looking for a pint. He
was gone 18 but Jimmy
wouldn’t buy him a pint with
the rest of the players. He got
the 15 bottles of lemonade but
then he bought the player a
pint out of his own money be-
cause he was gone 18 — not
long before, so he was still eli-
gible for minor.

“But that was typical of
Jimmy’s attitude — he was
meticulous when it came to
protecting the GAA from any-
thing like a possible sugges-
tion that the club was buying
drink for underage kids.”

Reaching senior hurling
was a particular highlight for
him, adds Keane: “He took
great pride in getting to that
level. We had been up senior in

football but Jimmy was de-
lighted altogether when we
made senior hurling.”

C
ROWLEY adds that
O’Mahony had
mastered one of the
most challenging arts

in Irish sport, not just the
GAA.

“There was never a man
who could organise All-Ire-
land tickets like him, getting
tickets for club members.

“A stream of people would
be on to him because he was
out on his own when it came to
organising ticket swaps for an
All-Ireland hurling final, for
instance, with clubs that
wouldn’t have an interest in
hurling.

“One consideration was
whether a member was en-
titled to an extra ticket if he
was married, on the logic that
the wife would be going to the
game as well. Now, whether
that ticket went to the wife or
not we didn’t know, and I
wonder if a couple of lads
could have produced mar-
riage certificates for the
‘wives’ who were getting
tickets, but he always came
through with the tickets,
which people obviously ap-
preciated hugely.”

“He was always there,” says

Donie Keane. “No matter who
the club officers were, he was
always there to drive things
on.

“He linked the past with the
present. He kept contact with
players who had moved away
and kept them abreast of what
was happening — but he also
made modern players, the
youngsters, aware of their
heritage. What they had to live
up to.”

The circumstances of the
lockdown meant the send-off
Newcestown gave him was
severely curtailed.

Sean Crowley gave the
eulogy and describes the ex-
perience as “a bit unreal”.

“There was no removal as
such, it wasn’t the funeral we
would have had in normal
times, which was very unfor-
tunate. So many people would
have loved to pay their
respects and say goodbye
properly.”

On the day of the funeral,
the hearse drove up through
the village to the GAA field,
and turned around by the club
meeting rooms there. The
local national school is right
next door, and when the
hearse turned around
applause could be heard from
the school as the children
clapped for Jimmy O’Mahony.

ressing the club.
“There are great clubmen in

every club, but this man gave
his whole life to Newcestown,
I couldn’t stress that enough.”

(That was reciprocated. The
usual process in writing a
piece like this is to sound out
someone familiar with the
club to identify a particular
friend or associate of the man
in question. In this case my in-
formant was to the point: “Call
anyone in Newcestown.
They’d all have died for him.”)

Beyond that dedication was
a sense of fun, however.

Donie Keane says simply
that everything was an adven-
ture when Jimmy O’Mahony
was on the case.

“In the ‘70s and ‘80s — and
maybe later — it wasn’t un-
usual to have an entire under-
age team, almost, in one car
going to a game.

“That was Jimmy’s form —
always available to bring lads
to matches, and I can re-
member seeing his car head
off to games and young lads
practically hanging out of
every window and the boot, 12
or 15 of them.

“The adventure part came
in on the journey home after
those games, though, because
those were the days before mo-
biles. So Jimmy might end up

Jimmy O’Mahony is presented with a GAA President’s Award by GAA President Nickey Brennan in 2009. Newcestown official Donie Keane said: ‘Jimmy linked the past with the present.
He kept contact with players who had moved away and kept them abreast of what was happening — but he also made modern players, the youngsters, aware of their heritage.’

‘Many people are dedicated to the
club, but Jimmy topped them all’
Michael
Moynihan
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Looney’s journey back to a happier self
the potential clashes on No-
vember 14 and the weekend of
November 28/29 will not be
addressed until much closer to
the time.

Looney was particularly
scathing in her criticism of the
LGFA who she believes has
done next to nothing to help
the plight of the dual player.
She is adamant that if a clash
arises on either of the two
aforementioned dates ,  i t
should be the LGFA who move
their game.

“The LGFA needs to step up
and take some onus. From
what I have experienced at the
moment, they have no regard
for the dual player.

“It is just really disappoint-
ing at this stage the LGFA ap-
proach to the fixture clashes.”

it too would have been re-
solved for me from having
deeper conversations with
friends and family.

“Finding what worked for
me was important. During
Covid, I was able to realise
when my mental health isn’t
too good and go back to the
tools that helped in the first in-
stance.”

Getting back inside the
whitewash post lockdown has
also been a massive help.

Her hope is inter-county
competitions will safely pro-
ceed in the coming weeks and
while relieved Cork’s camogie
game against Galway has
been pushed back from No-
vember 7 to 8, thus avoiding a
clash with the county’s ladies
footballers, she is concerned

health, but that’s probably im-
portant to note, that that’s
when extremes can come
along is when people don’t ad-
dress it in the early stages.”

Looney turned a corner
when opening up to those clo-
sest to her and this was fol-
lowed by a text to the WGPA
who provided the four-time
All-Ireland camogie winner
with a counselling service. Ac-
cepting that it was okay to feel
down in the dumps was the
starting point in the journey
back to her old and happier
self.

“These trained people can
approach things differently
and it is nice to let out every-
thing to someone who doesn’t
necessarily know you well
and has no judgement. A lot of

“When I look back, it was
probably going on a lot longer
than I realised.

“All through college, it was
a lot easier to be with your
friends, have the craic, ignore
your problems by going out
socialising and just being
lucky enough to be in an en-
vironment where I had people
around me the whole time.

“Probably this time last
year, I was back on my own
and didn’t really like it. I
didn’t really know what to do.
People would get onto me to
socialise and I would think,
‘oh great’, but then I couldn’t
enjoy that environment for
some reason. I just felt pretty
anxious around people.

“I  didn’t  suf fer any ex-
tremes  with  my mental

and ladies football.
Neither ended as she would

have l iked and when the
hamster wheel  slowed as
summer, sport, and college
life faded into the rearview
mir ror,  “everything just
started caving in a bit”.

Her mental health, she ad-
mits, was in a poor state.

“I felt I was in a bit of a rut,
in a hole, and I kept digging
down further and further,”
Looney recalls.

“It got to a stage where I
wasn’t seeing the life in things
I normally would, like going
out with friends. That seemed
to bring more anxiety than
good.

“All the things that norm-
ally brought joy into my life
weren’t enjoyed as much.

Camogie

Eoghan Cormican

Hannah Looney is one of the
five Cork dual players at the
centre of a fixtures storm for
the past fortnight.

But the onfield clashes still
facing her and her teammates
next month is not the starting
point for our conversation,
rather we rewind to this time
12 months ago when the 23-
year-old chemical engineer
began to realise something
was amiss with herself.

After finishing her final
year exams at the beginning of
last summer, Looney threw
herself head first into Cork’s
All-Ireland championship
campaigns in both camogie

after Paul Galvin’s exit as manager.
Verdict: Limerick.

Allianz Division 2A hurling final

Antrim v Kerry, Bord Na Mona O’Con-
nor Park 1.30pm (L Gordan, Galway)
Live GAAGO.
Both counties have been looking forward
to this perhaps even more than the cham-
pionship. Division 1 hurling and the pros-
pect of big teams travelling to play them
is a major incentive. Kerry’s preparations
were slightly upset by a Covid case but
their attack remains sharp. However, An-
trim may have more balance on this oc-
casion.
Verdict: Antrim.

Allianz Division 2B hurling final
Down v Derry, Athletic Grounds 2pm (J
Clarke, Cavan) Live GAAGO.

Derry were three points better off than
Down in the group game all the way back
in January. They are unbeaten although
Down should put more of a squeeze on
them.
Verdict: Derry

Allianz Division 3B hurling final

Sligo v Leitrim, Connacht Centre of Ex-
cellence 1.30pm (R Fitzsimons, Offaly)
Live GAAGO.
Sligo were flawless in their four group
games and can finish the job off.
Verdict: Sligo.

Electric Ireland Munster U17 quarter-
final

Kerry v Tipperary, LIT Gaelic Grounds
1pm (N Malone, Clare) Live
munster.gaa.ie streaming.
Kerry’s first appearance in the competi-
tion since 2014.
Verdict: Tipperary.

Liberty Insurance All-Ireland Senior
Camogie Championship.
Group 1
Wexford v Galway, Bellefield 2pm
(O Elliot, Antrim).
The Yellowbellies have the toughest
opening round fixture on paper. In de-
fence, Galway are solid and defensively
sound, the midfield duo are dynamic and
diverse, while their forward line is lethal at
every opportunity.
Verdict: Galway

Group 3
Tipperary v Clare, The Ragg 2pm (R
Kelly, Kildare).
Tipperary will be looking to reproduce
their pre-lockdown form again. Clare will
have no fear taking on Tipperary and will
be determined to stamp their authority in
the group from an early stage. The
Banner defence will require optimum
focus with a lethal finisher like Cáit Dev-
ane on the opposition side.
Verdict: Tipperary.

— John Fogarty

genuinely concerned about safety or may
they feel they are down too many key
players to go all the way in a knockout
championship start with a trip to Donegal?
Here, they get a taste for Ballybofey before
they come back here again in two weeks.
Verdict: Donegal.

Division 2
Clare v Fermanagh, Cusack Park 1pm (J
Bermingham, Cork) Live GAAGO.
Given all that they have been through, it

would be something else were Ferman-
agh to take the two points from

here and save their Division 2
status. But it’s looking pretty diffi-
cult especially as Clare have
Gary Brennan and Jamie Malone
back in their ranks.
Verdict: Clare.

Kildare v Cavan, St Con-
leth’s Park 2pm (C

Reilly, Meath)
Deferred

TG4.

A decent
game should be in
store here with plenty
on the line for both
teams. Niall Kelly’s injury
deprives Jack O’Connor
of a playmaker although
Cavan themselves were
coping well without top
players like Killian
Clarke earlier this sea-
son. Kildare’s need to
avoid the drop may be
greater than Cavan’s to
go up.
Verdict: Kildare.

Division 3
Tipperary v Offaly,
Semple Stadium 2pm
(D Murnane, Cork) Live
GAAGO.
John Meagher is a big
loss to David Power but
the likes of Michael Quin-
livan are back involved
and Tipp had not been

scoring enough earlier
this year. Offaly’s attack
has some punch too
but Tipperary can win
a tight affair.
Verdict: Tipperary.

Division 4
Limerick v Wexford,
Mick Neville Park,
Rathkeale 3pm (S
Lonergan, Tip-
perary) Live
GAAGO.
Limerick were pur-
ring before that de-

feat to Antrim just
before the lockdown.

Wexford are rebuilding again

pions will bring its own challenges so Lim-
erick will need to respect their opponent.
Under the management team of the Grevil-
le brothers, they continue to improve year-
on-year but Limerick can prevail.
Verdict: Limerick

Waterford v Kilkenny, Walsh Park 2pm
(A Larkin, Cork)
If Kilkenny are to make their fifth consecu-
tive All-Ireland Senior final appearance,
they will need to prove to themselves first
and foremost that they can produce that
title-winning confidence all the way to
the December.
Verdict: Kilkenny.

TOMORROW

Allianz Football League, Round
6.
Division 1

Galway v Mayo, Tuam
Stadium 2pm (M Dee-
gan, Laois) Live TG4.
We would be slightly
suspicious of  the
Ga lway  team
named to start this
game a l though
there are injury
concerns. When
i t  comes to
Mayo, Galway
aren’t going
to play pos-
sum and cer-
ta in ly  no t
when they
have  s i l ve r -
ware to play for
and possibly rel-
ega t ing  the i r
neighbours at  the
same time. Mayo have
done well in recent
challenges so are
braced for what
could be thrown
at them.
Verdict: Draw.

Donegal v Ty-
rone,  Mac-
Cumhaill Park 4pm
(J  Henry,
Mayo)  L ive
TG4.
It may be just
this quarter but
a lot of the indif-
ference about
the inter-county
season resum-
ing  has  come
from Tyrone. Is it
because they are

won’t slip up here. They shouldn’t when
they make the short trip south to Louth
next weekend either but complacency
can’t be entertained.
Verdict: Down.

Derry v Longford, Celtic Park 4.30pm
(S Alavert, Antrim). Live GAAGO.
Against their bogey team, Derry know they
must win to keep their slim hopes of pro-
motion alive. Without Michael Quinn,
Longford aren’t as strong while Derry wel-
come Conor Glass to the panel.
Verdict: Derry.

Division 4
Wicklow v Antrim, Aughrim 12.30pm (J
Hickey, Carlow). Live GAAGO.
Wicklow had put some real positive dis-
plays together prior to the pandemic. As
did Antrim, though, and the Saffrons’ de-
fence was remarkable meaner than the
hosts.
Verdict: Antrim.

Carlow v Sligo, Netwatch Cullen Park
5pm (F Smyth, Offaly).
A debut win for new manager Niall Carew,
which would also end Sligo’s hopes of pro-
motion, would give Carlow a lift but they
might be shy in experience.
Verdict: Sligo.

Eirgrid U20 All-Ireland FC semi-finals

Kerry v Galway, LIT Gaelic Grounds 4pm
(B Tiernan, Dublin). Live TG4.
The decision by John Sugrue and his man-
agement to stand down players who may
have come in contact with a panel member
who has tested positive for Covid-19 was
the responsible thing to do. That being
said, it is sure to impact on the county‘s
chances of reaching a first final at this level
in 12 years. Galway have had their own
Covid issues after an outbreak at Moy-
cullen and are without Paul Kelly and
James McLaughlin, as well as Daniel Cox.
Verdict: Galway.

Dublin v Tyrone, Kingspan Breffni Park
2pm (B Judge, Sligo) Live TG4.
Tyrone won a decent Ulster campaign ear-
lier this year but they will have lost any
battle fitness from then. Ciaran Archer re-
mains the star in the Dublin attack and Ty-
rone’s Darragh Canavan broke his wrist
back in August.
Verdict: Dublin.

Electric Ireland Munster U17 quarter-
final.
Cork v Clare, Semple Stadium 1pm
(J McCormack, Tipperary) Live
munster.gaa.ie streaming
With three players each, Ballincollig and
Midleton have the best representations in
the Cork team named by new manager,
Dónal Óg Cusack.
Verdict: Cork.

Liberty Insurance All-Ireland Senior
Camogie Championship. Group 2

Limerick v Westmeath, Bruff GAA 2pm
(J Heffernan, Wexford).
Getting their campaign underway at home
to the newly promoted intermediate cham-

TODAY

Allianz Football League, Round 6.
Division 1

Monaghan v Kerry, Grattan Park,
Inniskeen 2pm (B Cassidy, Derry) Live
GAAGO.
Consider this a health warning for this
and every other preview that follows
given there is no form to go on. Kerry’s
means of getting to this game has to be
taken into consideration. With Conor
McManus leading the line, Monaghan are
believed to be moving well in training —
who isn’t, says you — but Kerry can at-
tack these two games given they have a
couple of weeks then before facing Cork.
Verdict: Draw.

Dublin v Meath, Parnell Park 7pm (B
Cawley, Kildare) Live EirSport.
This could very well turn out to be the
Leinster final pairing next month and as
much as Parnell Park may not work to
Dublin’s favour as Croke Park would Des-
sie Farrell has has more exclusive time
with his players than Andy McEntee. That
will be reflected in the scoreline.
Verdict: Dublin.

Division 2
Westmeath v Laois, TEG Cusack Park
2pm (P Maguire, Louth) Live GAAGO.
We’re leaning towards the home team if
only that they have been working to-
gether more as a unit this last while. Laois
blew hot and cold in the early part of the
league and were better on the road,
something Jack Cooney might consider.
Verdict: Westmeath.

Armagh v Roscommon, Athletic
Grounds 5.30pm (D Coldrick,
Meath). Live RTÉ.
You wonder just how much the week or
so Armagh had to sit out for Covid-19 rea-
sons has affected them. The word is they
have put in a huge amount of work in
training and that shouldn’t go to waste.
Verdict: Armagh.

Division 3
Cork v Louth, Páirc Uí Chaoimh 4pm
(S Mulhare, Laois). Live GAAGO.
A case of taking care of business for Cork
who, if their named team is correct, are
confident enough that they can pick up
the necessary point for promotion with-
out risking injury to some of their key
men. All the same, Ronan McCarthy has
two possibly three spots he has to fill be-
fore Kerry arrive at this venue on Novem-
ber 8.
Verdict: Cork.

Down v Leitrim, Páirc Esler 4pm (N
McKenna, Monaghan). Live GAAGO.
Down have known for seven months that
promotion is in their hands and they

McManus leads
Farney threat as
Kerry head north

C o n o r  M c M a n u s :
Will lead the line
f o r  M o n a g h a n
against Kerry.
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Jack Leamy: Played a starring
role as Thurles CBS cruised
through their Dr Harty Cup
group with a 100% record last
autumn.

and Tipperary or Kerry will
have to be alert when they
face Waterford in Páirc Uí
Rinn on October 30.

Jack Leamy (Tipperary)
A county minor last year
while still only 15, Leamy
starred as Thurles CBS
romped through their Dr
Harty group with a 100% rec-
ord last autumn, with an aver-
age winning margin of nearly
11 points per game. The
Golden-Kilfeacle star had pre-
viouslypickedupaDeanRyan
Cup (Munster U16½AHC)
medal in 2018-19 as well as fea-
turing on the Harty panel and
he is sure to be prominent as
Tipp commence their provin-
cial campaign against Kerry
tomorrow.

Liam Leen (Galway)
TheClarinbridgemanwas the
youngest member of last
year’s All-Ireland-winning
side, lining out at midfield.
Not since Tipperary from
1932-35 has a county managed
four hurling titles on the trot
at the grade but if Galway are
to manage it then Leen will be
central. An All-Ireland junior
winner with Presentation Col-
legeAthenry in 2019, he is also
a talented soccer player and
was part of the team that
reached the FAI U17 Cup final
prior to the spring lockdown.

Charlie Mitchell (Offaly)
Kilcormac-Killoughey have
won the last three minor hurl-
ing titles in Offaly and Mit-
chell, who was the county’s
minor hurler of the year in
2019, was an integral part in
creating that dominance.
They welcome Laois to Birr
today in the opening round of
the Leinster championship
and, if the Faithful County

do win, then Mitchell is
likely to have a big say in
that.

reached the Munster PPS
U19 BHC final in the
spring of this year. He
will be a key member
of the forwarddivision
for theShannonsiders
as they face Cork or
Clare in Thurles in a
fortnight.

Patrick Fitzgerald
(Waterford)
It’s no small claim to
say that the Bally-
gunner man is the
brightest underage
talent to come out
ofWaterford since
Paul Flynn, but
Fitzgerald has
certainly made
a strong case
with prodi-
giousscoring
tallies the
rule rather
than the ex-
ception. The
pièce de ré-
sistance so
far this year
was scoring
1-11 of his
team’s total
of 1-13 in the
countyminor
finalwin over
Abbeyside

Billy Drennan (Kilkenny)

The Galmoy attacker was
named in last year’s Electric
Ireland Minor Team of the
Year, finishing as the cham-
pionship’s top scorer, notch-
ing 1-8 in Kilkenny’s All-Ire-
land semi-final win over Lim-
erick and contributing six
points despite defeat to Gal-
way in the final. Kilkenny and
Wexford have byes to the
Leinster semi-final stage and
Drennan will be hoping to
complete a double, having al-
ready claimed an All-Ireland
minor handball title this year.

Adam English (Limerick)
The lively attacker won a
county U21 hurling title with
Doon in August and made an
impact in last year’s minor
championship, winning a
provincial medal as a 16-
year-old. Was unlucky to
wind up on the losing
side to Cashel as
Doon CBS

the win over Sarsfields in the
decider. A versatile attacker
who is named at right corner-
forward in Dónal Óg Cusack’s
side for the clashwithClare in
Thurles at lunchtime today,
his free-taking is impeccable
but his score-taking from play
is just as good, if not better —
only five of his 12 points in the
county final were from dead
balls.

Paddy Doyle (Dublin)
With Dublin captain Andrew
Keegan ruled out after a cru-
ciate injury, Doyle of Naomh
Barróg is likely to be given the
key role of centre-back but he
is just as comfortable in the
full-back line. The Dubs face
Westmeath or Carlow next
weekend and Doyle will look
to continue what has been im-
pressive progress through the
county underage ranks as
well as starring with Dublin
North Schools in the Leinster
PPS championship.

Cian Byrne (Wexford)

Agrandson of 1963All-Ireland
seniormedallistWillieCarley,
Byrne came off the bench to
score a vital goal in the 2019
Leinster final asWexford won
a first provincial title since
1985 and he will play a key
part for theModel County this
year. At the end of September,
he scored 2-11 as Moguegeen
Gaels (a combination of his
club Fethard and Clongeen)
won the Wexford premier
minor hurling shield final.

Jarlath Collins (Clare):
A strong performer, Collins
was midfield on the St Flan-
nan’s College team that ended
a 15-year wait for a Dr Harty
Cup victory when they over-
came Cork’s CBC in the final
back in March. The Éire Óg
clubman was also on the
squad last year andwas on the
Banner football squad earlier
this year too before opting for
hurling. A first cousin of
Podge and Seán Collins, he
looks to have a bright future.

Ben Cunningham (Cork):
Last month, St Finbarr’s won
a first top-tier county minor
hurling title since 1997 and the
performance of Cunningham
—sonof legendarygoalkeeper
Ger — was instrumental in

Denis Hurley picks out some
of the players who could light
up this year’s All-Ireland MHC

enn f it is safe tocontin e
efinite p a the ames

Smyth Midleton , K Lyon Ballygar-
van E Downey Glen Rovers , B O’
Connor St inbarrs , M Mullins White-
church B Keating Ballincollig , J
Dwyer Ballincollig A uirke Midle-
ton , C Walsh Kanturk , T O’Connell
Ballincollig B Cunningham St in-

barrs , M Howell Douglas , E O’ Leary
Glen Rovers .

Subs: E O’ Neill Blarney , B Nodwell
Sarsfields , D Burke Douglas , D O’

Sullivan Ballinhassig , D Healy Lis-
goold , J Leahy Kiltha g , S O’ Riordan

oughal , T Walsh Kanturk , W Buckley
St inbarrs .

C ARE (MHC Cork): A Shanahan
Tulla M O’Loughlin Corofin , A Hogan

eakle , M Delaney Newmarket M
Reidy Ballyea , I MacNamara Killan-
ena , J Collins ire g O O’Donnell
Crusheen , K O’Connor Corofin L

Kavanagh ire g , O Clune eakle , P
Crotty Scariff N O’ arrell Broadford ,
E Guilfoyle Clooney uin , S Rynne
Inagh Kilnamona .

Subs: G Sheedy Ogonelloe , S Woods
Inagh Kilnamona , D Keogh Clooney
uin , L O’Halloran Sixmilebridge , J

Doherty Clarecastle , O Cahill ire g ,
K Barry Inagh Kilnamona , J Guyler
Inagh Kilnamona , C McGroary Coro-

fin .
Ref: J McCormack Tipperary

Murphy, and Killian Cronin,
have been drilling into the
players to do what is smart
rather than what might be
perceived as cool when in
school and amongst friends to
lessen the chance of contract-
ing the virus or coming into
close contact with someone
who has.

“Since we have gone back
training, we have said it to the
players that look, “if you are
told to wear your mask in
school, wear the mask, don’t
be taking it off if other people
are taking it off’.

“Obviously , you want
people to do that from a public
health point of view, but when
you are playing, you have a
double interest in keeping the
mask on at all times in school,
adhering to social distancing
and keeping the hands
washed.”
COR (MHC Clare): B Saunderson
Midleton S Kingston Ballinora , C

“If it is safe to continue, defi-
nitely, play the games.

“But at the same time, I’d be
lying in saying that I am tot-
ally comfortable going to
games, you’d be anxious
enough coming from a school
environment to a match en-
vironment.

“But i f you wash your
hands, wear your mask, and
keep your distance, I’d like to
think you are a longway down
the road.

“Once the GAA can provide
a safe, meaningful avenue for
the games, then by all means
continue.

“The way the numbers are
going, it looks difficult for
them,” said Kenny, who is a
primary teacher at Scoil an
Spioraid Naoimh in Bishop-
stown.

The Cork management
team, which also includes
Kenny’s old teammates Seán
Óg Ó hAilpín, Kieran ‘Fraggy’

Rising Covid-19 case numbers
will make it difficult for the
GAA to safely proceed with
inter-county competitions,
Cork minor hurling selector
Tom Kenny has said.

The two-time All-Ireland
winner, who is part of Dónal
Óg Cusack’s Corkminor back-
room team, is in favour of
inter-county competitions
restarting, but admitted he is
not totally comfortable going
to games.

The Cork minors face Clare
in the Munster quarter-final
this afternoon (Semple Sta-
dium, 1pm).

Semple Stadium, 1pm
J McCormack, Tipperary

munster.gaa.ie

Eo han Co mi an

Munster MHC quarter-final

onnor oping or
err rea roug

Murt Murphy

Kerry boss Fintan O’Connor
believes playing Antrim in a
league final is a massive game
for the county.

“Look, it is. It’s a massive
game. It would be unbeliev-
able to be up in Division 1. It’d
be brilliant for the lads. It’d be
great for the supporters to go
and see the likes of Kilkenny,
Galway, Tipp, Cork, all those
teams rolling into Tralee.

“There are no guarantees in
life and hopefully we can get
the job done on Sunday.”

O’Connor says in many
ways the league final is also
great prep for the Joe McDon-
agh Cup the following week.

“I’m a glass half full kind of
person. Playing Antrim in a
league final a week out from
the Joe McDonagh is a huge
positive for us, because even
to try and get chal lenge
matches now for the Kerry
hurlers is hard.”

But Kerry have a score to

settle with Antrim, having
lost to them by six points in
regular season which was the
last game Kerry played on
March 1.

“I think they pushed us
around in Tralee. They won
ball high, low. They won a lot
of rucks. They physically are
very strong. They have huge
depth to bring on.

“They’re a very experienced
team. Darren Gleeson is ma-
naging them this year. I know
he was coaching the last
couple of years. They’ve pre-
pared well and I’d say that
they are well up for the final.
It’s been a strange year andwe
will be doing our best to defy
the odds.”

The panel for Sunday is no-
table for the fact that it does
not contain a single player
from county champions Kil-
moyley.

erry: M Stackpoole J O’Connor, B
Murphy, T O’Connor C O’Keeffe, J Dig-
gins, MacKessy B O’Leary, S Nolan S
Conway, M O’Leary, M Leen J Buckley,
M Boyle, B Barrett.
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Making the days count rather
than counting the days

“She knew there was a nervous energy
about me. I’d be twiddling my thumbs,
looking at the clock in the evenings. I don’t
watch TV outside of sport and the news.
What was I going to do?”

Answer: Same as he always has.
Working with — and usually improving —
county teams.

In O’Neill, Cork and McCarthy were not
only getting the last non-Dublin man to
coach a team to Sam Maguire glory. With
his CIT connection, they were also getting
access to top facilities and expertise.

Like O’Neill, the Cork footballers had
been living something of a nomadic exist-
ence in recent years. Former players like
Paddy Kelly and Derek Kavanagh have
spoken publicly, lamenting how Cork
players might not have known in the
morning where they’d be training later
that day. During Peadar Healy’s tenure
there were occasions where the team
couldn’t get access to either Páirc Uí
Chaoimh or Páirc Uí Rinn ahead of key
championship games. At one stage the
players had to convert a Fermoy ware-
house into a gym. They had no regular
training base. Or as Kavanagh put it
powerfully in a column in this paper, no
place to call home, somewhere that says
This is Cork.

Now they do. CIT.
“I always joke with Ronan that the only

reason he wanted me in was so we’d have a
grass pitch to train in,” O’Neill smiles.
“But joking aside, we love it here.”

It was something that Kevin O’Donovan,

B
OTH parties have been

nomads for some
time but finally they
seem to have found a
home in one another.

Cian O’Neill has
been on the senior
inter-county rol-
lercoaster a full 15
years now but

while he’s never stepped off it, he’s con-
stantly been switching carriages.

Limerick football. Tipp hurling. Mayo
football. Kerry. Kildare.

For basically the first half of that ride he
was based in Limerick where he was a
sports science and physical education lec-
turer in the local university. Then in 2013
he and his now wife Tammy relocated to
Cork upon him being appointed head of
CIT’s department of sport, leisure, and
childhood studies. But while he had the in-
clination to discover the beauty and charm
of the county and its coast, he never had
the time. With Kerry he had another team
to coach to All-Ireland finals and then as a
Kildare man he couldn’t resist managing
his native county even with the four-hour
round-trip it entailed.

In the summer of 2019 it appeared as if
he was finally going to step off the roller-
coaster after he stepped down as Kildare
manager.

“I was out,” he says. “I had promised
Tammy that. The first year she moved
down to Limerick, her fiancé was hardly
around, travelling three hours up to Mayo
and back. Then Kerry and Kildare came
up. She had been incredibly patient and
supportive to me. So after Kildare I had
made a clear decision to take a step back
and for us to catch our breath.”

They went away for a break on a Medi-
terranean cruise. Switched the phones off
and recharged the batteries, taking in the
likes of Barcelona, Mallorca, Cannes,
Rome. The plan for 2020 and beyond was to
then take in the majesty of Cork.

Glengarriff. Glandore. Baltimore.
Barleycove. Ballycotton. Every nook and
cranny of the place.

Then Ronan McCarthy rang.
At first, O’Neill thought the Cork man-

ager just wanted to sound him out for a
couple of recommendations to bolster his
backroom team. But towards the end of
their conversation in O’Neill’s office in
CIT, McCarthy floated the idea of O’Neill
himself re-joining the rollercoaster, only
this time in a red and white carriage as
team coach.

O’Neill said he’d made a promise to his
wife, and indeed himself, to take the year
out but McCarthy said he’d leave him
think about it for a few weeks. When
O’Neill mentioned the offer to Tammy,
there was no wooden spoon produced.

Tammy herself was going to be busy
completing the final year of a psycho-
therapy degree. There was no point in him
just sitting around at home.

One upside of the
lockdown for
Cian O’Neill is
that it has given
him a chance to
b e c o m e  m o r e
familiar with the
Cork players.

Picture: Eóin
Noonan/Sportsfile

Ronan McCarthy’s
h u m i l i t y  h a s
impressed Cian
O’Neill .  P icture:
Dan Linehan

After 15 years working and coaching at the elite level of Gaelic Games, Cian O’Neill
looked set to put the feet up and watch the championships as a mere spectator. Then
came a call from Cork football boss Ronan McCarthy and he was hooked again. But
then came a global pandemic...

M
cCARTHY has

been a huge rea-
son why; O’Neill
has been taken
by the man’s ca-
pacity to cope
with pressure —
both in the Cork
job and the day
one, as a princi-

pal of a school with 1,000 students — and
how he marries ambition with humility.

“Ronan genuinely has no ego but what’s
best for Cork.”

Even the lockdown had its upside. It
allowed O’Neill become more familiar
with the one thing more important than
the team’s facilities — the players them-
selves. While Cork had enjoyed an impres-
sive league before the lockdown, winning
all five of their games, the relentless
schedule meant with so many games and
videos to analyse, there was less time to
hang with and get to know players.

“We actually had a very kind NFL
schedule this season in that we didn’t have
huge long distances to travel. We had
Derry at home. Down at home as well. But
there can be an upside to playing those
kind of teams away. If they were road trips
we’d have been staying in a hotel. And to
me they’re precious moments and
windows in the development of a squad.
You have that one commodity you don’t
have during the week because of work and
coaching or playing — time. Just hanging
out in a hotel lobby or at the table eating,
chatting.

“With the lockdown, I had that time.”
While the Cork management had

roughly only one collective zoom meeting
a month with the players before they re-
sumed playing with their clubs, O’Neill
spent that early lockdown period having
zoom meetings with every individual
player on the panel while simultaneously
drafting a skills manual for them to use.

“I learned more about the players in
those 40 to 80 minute chats with them than
I had in the previous four months training
them. You just learned so much about
them: about their family, their partners,
what they worked at or were studying in,
their interests. Things you just would not
have known otherwise.

“One of the most important aspects of
coaching is intangible: connection. There
are very few books that tell you how to
connect. And even then every group is dif-
ferent. And it’s something that happens
over time, that’s organic; it can’t be forced.
I was beginning to get to know the players
during the pre-season and league but then
bang — everything stopped. So it meant
you had to rethink: How can we re-forge or
reestablish some connection with the
players? Because to me that’s the reason
I’m involved in coaching: To connect and
collaborate with people, be it the players
or the rest of the management.”

For O’Neill, it was a case of making the

back when he was a mere coaching officer,
had envisaged for Cork GAA: developing
mutually-beneficial partnerships with the
third-level institutions in the city.

In his new book, Bernard Brogan ident-
ifies and explains how one of the most
underestimated factors in the rise and
transformation of Dublin football was the
emergence of DCU as a hub for GAA in the
county.

Would the Limerick hurling renaissance
have been possible without tapping into
the resource that’s UL as they have?

As head of sport and leisure in CIT,
O’Neill had been thinking along the same
lines as O’Donovan and had already col-
laborated with the county board on nu-
merous research projects. But this season,
with U20 manager Keith Ricken also a CIT
man, the partnership has gone to another
level.

All season the seniors have trained
here. The 20s and minors too. If the college
team is training, the county teams have to
settle for a back pitch, but otherwise they
have access to the stadium pitch too.

And then there’s the expertise the col-
lege provides, like Cork’s current head
S&C coach Kevin Smith who is completing
his PhD there and also lectures part-time.

“It’s worked out really well having here
as a base. Players will attest: There is no-
thing worse than not knowing where
you’re training that night. But now they
know how long it’ll take them to get there
and get back home. And when they arrive,
everything is familiar. Nothing is throw-
ing you off. You become familiar with the
dressing rooms, the physio rooms, the fact
there’s a gym right beside the pitch for the
rehab group. You get to know the pitch, the
groundsmen. It creates that identity. ‘This
is our space.’”

It also meant O’Neill himself wasn’t con-
stantly on the move. CIT is only a 20-min-
ute commute from his house on Marybor-
ough Hill. In his previous three county
gigs the average round-trip commute
would have been nearly four hours.

“You can underestimate the stress on
the body and the mind that travel induces.
With Kildare I’d be in a meeting at work
and I’d be thinking: ‘I’ve to get on the road
here in the next 10 minutes because if I
don’t get through the (Jack Lynch) tunnel
I’m going to be screwed for 40 minutes.’

“Managing Kildare wasn’t just about
the stress of results. It was the stress of
even trying to get there before the actual
stress of games and the results that might
come with them. And I’d imagine most
managers would be the same that the bit
they least enjoy about the job is having to
deal with ancillary matters like logistical
conversations with the county board and
so on. It has to be done and it’s part of the
job but it’s the least favourite part of the
job.

“With Cork, I don’t have to those parts of
the job. And I don’t have to travel. I’ve
really enjoyed this year. Loved it.”

this task, I might partner with one of the
other lads and try this out to make it more
authentic and game-realistic.’ Those con-
versations were very exciting. You’d love
to have been able to finish that chat and
then jump onto the pitch with them the
following night.”

Instead he’d have to wait, patiently, for
September 14. Ronan McCarthy has said
that since the resumption “Cian has come
into his own”, possibly because of that
connection he established with the players
while they were either in lockdown or
back with their clubs, but even the re-
sumption of collective training was a real
challenge of his coaching prowess.

That first week back only seven players
were on the field in CIT. Everyone else
was still playing for their clubs either try-
ing to win a championship or trying to

days count rather than counting the days
until the resumption. His skills manual
had a series of progressions that acted as
the players’ own kind of skills challenges
and their own involvement in making it a
living document was another buzz in an-
otherwise surreal time.

“The manual would have only given
some structure or direction but the best bit
was the interaction and feedback from
players. After we’d move off the personal
interaction into what were their strengths
and areas for improvement. Chapter one
in the manual, say, might have been on
first touch, two on handpassing, three on
kick-passing. The players were very resil-
ient and intelligent and would come up
with ways to work on those aspects of their
game. They might be at home. Or as re-
strictions eased, they were saying: ‘I’m on

avoid relegation from one.
“I’m not going to tell a lie, because of the

nature of the club championships in Cork,
the restart was particularly challenging
for us. I’m still getting my head around
just how massive Cork is in terms of all the
teams and divisions and dual clubs it has.
But I have to give credit to those seven
players. You were trying to make it as
challenging and match-realistic as poss-
ible and to a man they responded superbly.

“In week two it only increased to 11:
There were still quarter-finals and rel-
egation play-offs going on. In week three it
went up to 13. The players were fantastic
but you were thinking: ‘God, when are we
going to be able to get up to 20, 30?”

Then suddenly, drastically, it happened
with the halting of the county champion-
ships. By the Thursday after the two coun-

ty semi-finals the numbers were back up
to 30. “The transformation was incredible.
I won’t say the first three weeks were
soul-destroying but since then it’s been
fantastic. The energy and quality of the
sessions has just skyrocketed.”

The narrow window means that unlike
every other county team in the country,
Cork have yet to have a challenge match:
It’s only in the last four sessions they’ve
been able to play 15v15 among themselves.

Not maybe the ideal lead-in to today’s
game against Louth that would guarantee
promotion to Division Two but an optimist
and pragmatist like O’Neill is happy just to
get on with it and be back out there.

At least half the starting 15 might be un-
familiar to anyone outside Cork but what
matters is O’Neill knows them.

Better than he did back in March.

THE KIERAN SHANNON INTERVIEW
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Cups and Shields
finals postponed

Shield are scheduled for
Donegal Golf Club from Oc-
tober 28-30 but they are also
in limbo after Leinster Golf
postponed the provincial fin-
als. Meanwhile, clubs have
elected the first regional of-
ficers for Golf Ireland in a
postal ballot, the first of three
phases in the election pro-
cess. The elections are sub-
ject to ratification at the Re-
gional AGMs next month.

Connacht Region: Chair: Jimmy Dug-
gan ,  Ga lway ; Treasurer :  N ia l l
MacSweeney, Athenry; Secretary:
Oonagh McDermot t ,  Co .
Sligo; Leinster Region: Chair: Siob-
han O’Donnell-Murphy, Mullingar;
Treasurer: Harry McAlinden, Bray Sec-
retary:  Rosemary Tul ly,  Car low;
Munster Region: Chair: Jim Long,
Monkstown; Treasurer: Peter English,
Limerick; Secretary: Moira Lynott,
Waterville; Ulster Region: Chair: Brian
Hutchinson, Donaghadee; Treasurer:
Alasdair Gibson, Knock; Secretary:
Fiona Delargy, Cushendall.

Brian Keogh

The GUI has postponed this
weekend’s AIG Cups and
Shields finals at Donegal Golf
Club following a government
decision to introduce Level 4
Covid-19 restrictions in the
county.

“Our plans for all competi-
tions are under review as of
now, and further updates will
be given in the coming days,”
the GUI said in a statement.

The GUI had scheduled the
semi-finals and finals of the
AIG Senior Cup and Jimmy
Bruen Shield for today and
Sunday. Holders Galway Golf
Club were set to face Belvoir
Park as Carton House faced
Faithlegg in the Senior Cup
while in the Jimmy Bruen
Shield, hosts Donegal were to
meet Baltinglass with the
winners to face Berehaven or
Ballinasloe on Sunday.

The finals of the AIG Jun-
ior Cup and Pierce Purcell

Impressive Harrington
well placed at St Andrews

plays over the opening two
days came in the presence
of  Har rington,  Europe’s
captain for next year’s rear-
ranged contest at Whistling
Straits.

“It’s good that I’ve done
that in front of him but I’m
not sure it’ll make much dif-
ference to Pádraig,” said Wal-
lace, a four-time European
Tour winner.

“He will want players to be
in there on merit and then if it
comes down to a pick then
he’ll want someone that’s in
form.

“I’m taking in some good
form from the last few weeks
without posting any numbers
so hopefully I can do that this
week.”

Lee Westwood carded a 70
and is among a cluster of
players who are five shots off
the lead.

Ryder Cup captain Pádraig
Harrington carded a 69 to
leave him in a tie for fifth on
nine-under-par at the Scot-
tish Championship.

England’s Matt Wallace
carded an impressive five-
under 67 at Fairmont St An-
drews to join Adrian Otaegui
at the top of the leaderboard.

Wallace, 30, took advantage
of favourable morning condi-
tions to continue his impres-
sive form by firing six birdies
and just one bogey to reach 12
under par.

The  wo rld  number  51
shares the halfway lead with
Otaegui after the Spaniard
fol lowed up his  opening
round of 62 with a 70 on Fri-
day.

Englishman Aaron Rai — a
winner of the Scottish Open a
fortnight ago — is one shot
back, with France’s Adrien
Saddier in fourth on 10-under
par.

Wallace’s impressive dis-

Golf Golf Basketball

Basketball Ireland
redrawing calendar

so fluid and adjustments were
likely. Naturally Basketball
Ireland has been working on
a variety of alternative plans
for the season, should there
be  an  inter r u pt ion.  For
example, we have looked at
the possibility of a January
start to the National League
season, along with playing
out  a  condensed  Super
League season in four ve-
nues, among other things.

“We are constantly assess-
ing contingency plans and
will be working with Sport
Ireland and our clubs when it
comes to a return to action.
Naturally the welfare of those
in the basketball community
and beyond is of the utmost
importance and any resump-
tion will be done with every-
one’s health and wellbeing
being at the forefront of our
decision-making.”

Colm O’Connor

A condensed Super League
held at four designated ve-
nues and a January start to
the National  League are
amongst contingency plans
Basketball Ireland are con-
sidering following the post-
ponement of all competitions
for the foreseeable future.

The Super League and
Division One seasons were
due to start this weekend, but
were halted following a meet-
ing of the government’s Sport
Expert Group on Thursday
evening.

Basketball Ireland hopes to
receive details around the
decision next week and then
offer guidance and advice to
clubs.

Basketball Ireland CEO
Bernard O’Byrne e:xplained:
“We had hoped for our season
to start this weekend, but
we’ve been aware all along
that the Covid-19 situation is
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immon s ie s ave
ussell in cross airs

Joe Simmonds has revealed
Exeter’s blueprint to shut
down Finn Russell in today’s
Champions Cup final against
Racing 92 is to swarm the Scot-
land maverick.
At 23 years old, Simmonds

becomes the youngest player
to captain a team in the Euro-
pean showpiece, eclipsing the
previous age of 25 set by
Northampton’s Dylan Hartley
in 2011.
Facing the Chiefs play-

maker and England prospect
is the world’s form fly-half in
Russell, whose moment of
brilliance alongside Virimi
Vakatawa was the turning
point in a tight semi-final
against Saracens.
But Exeter have Russell’s

long-term friend and Scotland
team-mate Stuart Hogg in
their ranks and the Lions full-
back has been offering an in-
sight into the main danger-
man at Ashton Gate.
“We’ll have to put a lot of

pressure on Finn because his
attacking play has been bril-
liant during these last few
weeks,” Simmonds said.
“The try against Saracens

showed why he is so good as a
10, he’s very unpredictable.
You don’t know what he’ll do.
“He’s got a good kicking

game, a good running game
and he can pass the ball well.
He has all the traits you want
as a 10 and he’s a massive part
of their game.
“Stuart Hogg knows Finn

well. We need to put pressure
on him early and it’s not just
one guy going at him, we need
three guys going at him.
“Every 10 wants time on the

ball so that he can look up and
find space. But if we hunt him
down all day, it will be pretty
hard for him.”
For his part Russell has

been gushing in his praise of
Exeter.
“They’re a world-class team

obviously and for me they’re
the best in the Premiership,
the best in England just now.
It’s not going to be an easy
challenge to try and break
them down this weekend. It’s
the simple things — if we stick
to our structure and our game
plan, then we’ve got great at-
tacking threats, as we’ve
shown in the past.
“They’ve got a great defence

and there’ll be a few things
there I’ll be looking to pick out
maybe, with that analysis you

A ruthless try-scoring ma-
chine that rarely fails on ap-
proach to the whitewash, the

Chiefs have elevated their pick
and go game to a new level this
season, forcing their backs to
look on in admiration.
“I feel that whenever we get

into that zone, we’re going to
come out with points,” Sim-
monds said.
“As a backline, we’re ac-

tually scared to ask for the
ball in case we don’t score be-
cause the forwards do such a
good job of that!
“Our pack has probably

won us the majority of the big
games lately because of how
dominant they’ve been. As a
10 it’s great having that front
foot ball.
“It’s made my job much ea-

sier. As backs, you can see
from our shape we look confi-
dent and sharp, but that stems
from our forwards.
“Credit to them, they’ve

done us proud, but there are
still a couplemore games to go
and hopefully they’ll be firing
come Saturday.”
After Europe reaches its

conclusion, Exeter collide
with Wasps at Twickenham a
week later as they look to
claim a second Premiership
title in five visits to the final.
“We’ve come up short in

Premiership finals in the last
two years, but this is still the
same squad and we’re all still
hurting,” Simmonds said.
“Those misses are huge.

We’ve very experienced in fin-
als now so there are no ex-
cuses not to turn up.”

monds knows that it is Ex-
eter’s all-conquering pack
that is their greatest strength.

do in the week building up.”
While the fly-half duel will

be one of the key battles, Sim-

o s la o oos s uns er as e llen e s a s
bringingmuch-needed quality
in the absence of the prov-
ince’s Ireland Test contingent
which, for now at least, will
be involved in the rescheduled
end to the 2020 Six Nations
and November’s eight-team
Autumn Nations Cup.
Munster have six PRO14

matches in the same time-
frame, starting with Cardiff
Blues at Thomond Park on
Monday night, October 26.

partners but the on-going im-
pacts of the pandemic in
multiple dispensations mean
we are unable to deliver a
Springbok team without seri-
ously compromising player
welfare, apart from other lo-
gistical challenges.”
That will give Munster sup-

porters and head coach Jo-
hann van Graan an opportun-
ity to see de Allende remain in
red for the coming weeks

rugby between their World
Cup f inal victory over
England in Yokohama last
November 2 and their next
scheduled internat ional
against the British and Irish
Lions in Johannesburg on
July 24, 2021.
SAR chief executive Jurie

Roux said in the SANZAAR
statement: “This is a hugely
disappointing outcome for
supporters and commercial

coach, had pulled out of the
Rugby Championship citing
travel restrictions, player wel-
fare, and safety concerns.
The competition will now

proceed as a Tri-Nations tour-
nament with Argentina, Aus-
tralia, and New Zealand play-
ing each other twice over five
weeks from October 31 to De-
cember 5.
It means the South Africans

will not have played Test

Springbok centre de Allende
for eight weeks between now
and December 12 for the four-
nation championship, to be
played as a one-off solely in
Australia from November 7.
However organisers SAN-

ZAAR yesterday confirmed
the Springboks, with former
Munster defence coach Jac-
ques Nienaber having suc-
ceeded World Cup-winning
Rassie Erasmus as head

Simon Lewis

South Africa’s decision to
withdraw from next month’s
Rugby Championship in Aus-
tralia has given Munster an
unexpected selection boost for
the coming weeks with World
Cup winner Damian de Al-
lende set to stay with the prov-
ince instead of heading Down
Under.
Munster had been set to lose

WE DID IT: Bristol players celebrate after winning the 2020 European Rugby Challenge Cup Final in Aix-en-Provence last night.
Picture: AP Photo/Daniel Cole

ris ol claim allenge up
, Woolmore for . Thomas , Afoa

for Sinckler , Holmes for Joyce ,
Heenan for ui . Not Used Kloska,
Adeolokun, Uren.
TOU ON: Cordin, Heem, Toeava,
Paia’aua, illiere, Carbonel, Serin,
Gros, Etrillard, Gigashvili, Etzebeth, R.
Taofifenua, Ollivon, Lakafia, Parisse.
Replacements Dakuwa a for Heem

, resia for Gros , Soury for Etril-
lard , Rebbadj for Etzebeth ,
Alainu-uese for R. Taofifenua , Ory
for Lakafia . Not Used Setiano, Ta-
kulua.
Ref: Andrew Brace Ireland .

points with eight perfect
kicks.
Max Mallins got the other

try for the Bears in the second
half.
Scorers for Bristol: Tres Randall, Ma-
lins. Cons Sheedy . Pens Sheedy .
Scorers for Toulon: Tries Heem.
Cons Carbonel. Pens Carbonel .
BRISTO : Malins, Morahan, Radradra,
S. Piutau, Leiua, Sheedy, Randall, .
Thomas, Thacker, Sinckler, Attwood,
Joyce, ui, D. Thomas, Earl.
Replacements: O’Connor for Radradra

David, in Aix-en-Provence
last night.
Harry Randall scored the

opening try of the game a
mere 15 seconds after kick-off
to give the Bears, playing in
their first European final, a
dream start.
Even so, they were forced

to come from behind in the
second half to take the title,
with Callum Sheedy proving
the hero scoring a total of 22

r ean by
hallen e inal

Bristol 32
Toulon 19
Bristol Bears scored the
quickest try in European
Challenge Cup final history
as they became the ninth
English club to win the title
after a thrilling 32-19 win over
Toulon at Stade Maurice-

Exeter Chiefs v Racing 92
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Champions Cup nal

S Hogg
J Nowell
H Slade

I Whitten
T O’Flaherty

J Simmonds (c)
J Maunder
A Hepburn

L Cowan-Dickie
H Williams

J Gray
J Hill

D Ewers
J Vermeulen
S Simmonds

S Zebo
L Dupichot
V Vakatawa
H Chavancy (c) J
Imhoff
F Russell
T Iribaren
E Ben Arous
C Chat
G Henri Colombe
B Le Roux
D Bird
W Lauret
F Sanconnie
A Claassen

epla ements
J Yeandle, B Moon, T
Francis, S Skinner, J
Kirsten, S Hidalgo-Clyne G
Steenson, O Devoto

epla ements
T Baubigny, H Kolingar,
A Oz, D Ryan, B Palu,
MMachenaud, O
Klemenczak, K Beale

Exeter Chiefs v Racing 92
Today: Ashton Gate Stadium, 4.45pm
Referee: Nigel Owens (Wal)
TV: BT Sport, Virgin Media, C4
BET: Exeter 4/9 Racing 7/4
Draw 19/1

Heineken Champions Cup final

ahon an arre face atte to earn Test reca
the bridge before we make
that assessment.
“We’ve tried in the last

couple of days to get some or-
ganisation in the team so
we’ve got some cohesion for a
full session tomorrow.
“We’ll see how that goes, but

from what I’ve seen and from
what I know they are stellar
students of the game.
“That ’s 100% for sure .

They’re clever boys that seem
to be able to pick things up
pretty quickly. I’ve no doubt
the potential is going to be fan-
tastic going forward for Ire-
land.”

A more traditional absence,
the dislocated shoulder suf-
fered by Jordan Larmour, has
opened up the possibility of a
Test debut at full-back for new
call -ups Hugo Keenan of
Leinster or Munster’s Shane
Daly and both havemade good
first impressions with Farrell,
though the claims of more-ex-
perienced back-three rivals
such as Jacob Stockdale, An-
drew Conway and even centre
Robbie Henshaw are also
being considered.
“So far, they’ve had two

days in camp. So there’s a bit
of water that needs to go under

pact on close contacts are set
to be an ongoing feature of life
in elite professional sport and
Farrell admitted those cur-
rently in camp and able to
train were naturally at an ad-
vantage.
“I think this tournament

lends itself to that, with two
games left in the Six Nations
and then there’s a week’s
break to look at everyone.
“The guys that are in camp

are in pole position at the mo-
ment, we’ll see how people
handle that type of situation.
“Competition for places is

great to have.”

sences would affect team se-
lection, to which Farrell re-
plied: “At this moment in
time, we haven’t made a deci-
sion on that. We haven’t made
a decision, this is the truth, on
selection for the Italy game.
“We’re quite prepared to see

how a newish squad comes to-
gether and unfolds and a
couple of boys will fit back in
with us on Sunday, train on
Monday and we’ll see how
they fall back in as well.
“Selection will be later on in

theweek, sowe’ll see hownext
week goes.”
Positive tests and the im-

vice-captain O’Mahony and
centre Chris Farrell are not
scheduled to enter the Irish
“bubble” until tomorrow
ahead of Monday’s training
session.
The pair were deemed close

contacts of their provincial
team-mates , two senior
Munster players, who tested
positive for Covid-19 last week
and required to self-isolate as
a precaution, forcing them to
miss this f irs t week of
Farrell’s Ireland training
camp.
The Ireland boss was asked

yesterday how any such ab-

Simon Lewis

Peter O’Mahony and Chris
Farrell’s hopes of featuring in
Ireland’s return to Test rugby
next Saturday could be scup-
pered by their enforced peri-
ods of self-isolation.
Head coach Andy Farrell

has a big training session
planned for his Ireland squad
today at the IRFU High Per-
formance Centre in Dublin
ahead of Tuesday’s planned
team announcement for next
Saturday’s rescheduled Six
Nations clash with Italy but
both flanker and national

arre ere in the h nt so
h o nt e o h ntinT will be for others to de-

cide whether Ireland are
able to complete their 2020
Guinness Six Nations

schedule in the coming weeks
but as far as Andy Farrell is
concerned, the business of
winning games remains the
uncompromising focus of his
attention.
Ireland’s head coach ac-

knowledged yesterday that
Government and its decisions
regarding the levels of restric-
tions it feels are appropriate to
deal with the ongoing and in-
creasingly worrying rise in
Covid-19 cases may well
render his task of trying to
win his two remaining and re-
scheduled Six Nations
matches obsolete. Yet while
preparing for the visit of Italy
to Dublin on October 24 and
the following week’s trip to
Paris for the Halloween show-
down with France was still
within his remit, the target
was still to try and win the
championship title, however
difficult the challenge.
To land a Six Nations in his

maiden season as Ireland boss
and emulate the feats of both
his immediate predecessors,
Joe Schmidt (2013) andDeclan
Kidney (2009), his players will
need a bonus-point victory in
both of their remaining
games. Irelandwill restart the
championship four points be-
hind joint-leaders England
and the French, and three
adrift of third-placed Scot-
land, though all three nations
above them have only one
game left to play.
That is plenty to motivate

Farrell, whowhen askedwhat
his target was for the first two
games of this extended Test
window and the final two
games of the 2020 campaign,
replied:
“We want to win them ob-

viously.
“When you look at it we’re

one of the teams that’s lucky
enough to still be in the hunt
so why wouldn’t we go hunt-
ing?
“That’s how the whole

group feels. Obviously it’s a
tough old task going forward
because we know what we
probably will need but we’ll
need to give it a go.”
Given Italy’s woeful Six

Nations form,winlesswooden
spoonists in each of the last

four seasons and with only a
single victory since 2013 in-
cluding three defeats from
three in 2020, allows the as-
sumption that anything less
than a winning bonus point at
Aviva Stadium a week today
would be a shock and a disap-
pointment.
Maximum points would

send Farrell’s team into the
final round the following wee-
kend on top of the table but
with England travelling to
Rome to administer last rites
on the Azzurri, Ireland’s task

had a week’s break before we
were going to France (in mid-
March) to analyse that game
and break it down.
“We know how that game

unfolded and we know what
weneeded to fix. Thatwill still
be at the forefront of every-
one’s mind coming back into
camp. But have we dwelled on
that? Not too much.
“Obviously we’ve learned

the lessons.”
Whether Ireland can put

those lessons into practice
seven days from now seems to

be out of their hands given the
National Public Health
Emergency Team’s recom-
mendations to Government to
move to Level Five of Covid-19
restrictions.
“Obviously I’d love to play

the games,” Farrell said.
“We’ve waited a long time for
international rugby to come
back and it’s a nice tonic for
the country to be able towatch
the sport at international
level, for it to comebackon the
screens, and we’re desperate
to put a good show on for the
people of Ireland.
“But there’s bigger things

than rugby and we’ll just be
advised and do the right thing
by the country and what the
Government want us to do.”

creases if you take Ireland’s
most recent performance as a
yardstick, Farrell’s first de-
feat since succeeding Schmidt
coming at the hands of his fel-
low Englishmen at Twicken-
ham on February 23 with a
brutality that the 24-12 score-
line does little to convey but
which will have left the Irish
coaching team with plenty to
digest over the longmonths of
lockdown that followed.
“We dealt with it. We dealt

with it,” Farrell insisted. “We
had time, if you remember,we

of going to Stade de France in
search of a four-try win that
would also deny the French is
a much taller order.
“I thinkwe’re the only team

that can look after their own
destiny really,” Farrell said.
“Ten points would seal it for
us. But I don’t want to be dis-
respectful to Italy or France.
All I want to do is make sure
thatwe focus on ourselves and
put our best foot forward and
make sure that it’s a perform-
ance that we’re happy with.”
The size of the task in-

HIGH JUMP: Ireland’s Ultan Dillane and Caelan Doris get airborne at a lineout during yesterday’s squad training at the Sport Ireland Campus in
Blanchardstown, Dublin. Picture: Inpho/Billy Stickland

re an
s a
p ate

Fit and A ailable (2 ) Bundee
Aki, Tadhg Beirne, Ed Byrne,
Ross Byrne, Jack Carty, Will
Connors, Jack Conan, Andrew
Conway, Shane Daly, Ultan Dil-
lane, Caelan Doris, Jamison
Gibson Park, Cian Healy, Rob-
bie Henshaw, Rob Herring,
Hugo Keenan, Kieran Marmion,
Stuart McCloskey, Conor Mur-
ray, Garry Ringrose, uinn
Roux, James Ryan, John Ryan,
Jacob Stockdale, CJ Stander,
Josh van der lier.

Rehabbing In uries ( ) inlay
Bealham Concussion , Dave
Heffernan Concussion , Ronan
Kelleher uad , Andrew Porter
Hamstring , Johnny Sexton,

Captain, Hamstring .
Self Isolating Until Monday (2)
Chris arrell, Peter O’Mahony.
Ruled Out Next T o Games
(11) Will Addison back , Ryan
Baird adductor strain , Joey
Carbery ankle , Max Deegan
knee , Keith Earls back ,

Tadhg urlong calf , Iain Hen-
derson suspended , Dave Kil-
coyne ankle , Jordan Larmour
shoulder , Tom O’Toole ankle ,

Niall Scannell neck .
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nine which was difficult.
“But, if you are part of Man

United as player or staf f
you’re used to this and you
have to be mentally strong
and for me this period is an-
other chance to prove and tell
the players how much we be-
lieve in them.”

in that respect he’s very pro-
fessional so he wants to put
himself ready for selection
and then it ’s up to me to
choose him or not and if I want
to take him out the firing line.

“I haven’t considered that
without him coming to knock
on my door. I speak to him
regularly and he’s been very
posit ive in his communi-
cation.”

Maguire is not the only one
under scrutiny following the
bruising 6-1 shellacking at
home to Spurs, with Solsk-
jaer’s position in the spotlight.

“The spotlight should be on
me because I’m the manager
and I’m responsible,” the
United boss said. “I hold my
hand up that you do have the
spotlight on me. Last season
was also hard, we played nine
games and won two of the first

I’m sure he’ll bounce back,
he’s got great resilience and
great personality.

“For me, I just hope he can
play tomorrow because he
picked up that knock just be-
fore the red card. I’m not sure
if he’s going to be available
yet.”

Maguire’s absence might be
a blessing in disguise in the
opinion of United great Rio
Ferdinand, who says the de-
fender could benefit from
being “taken out of the oven”
and given a rest to regain his
form.

“He’s adamant he’s ready to
play,” Solskjaer said. “He’s a
lad who doesn’t want to hide
he doesn’t want to hide behind
a red card or a bad perform-
ance, he wants to go out there
and prove himself.

“I don’t doubt his resilience

port behind Maguire after the
Nations League loss, with
Solskjaer similarly supportive
and hoping the defender can
overcome a knock to feature at
St James’ Park.

“We’re all different individ-
uals and we all deal with dif-
ferent things differently,” he
said.

“I’m not sure how you deal
with criticism? I’m always the
one that wants to bounce back
and prove myself.

“What you do with individ-
uals is, you speak to them and
you sit down and look them in
the eye and see where we do
we go from here.

“Harry is a leader, he’s a
captain for us, and it is still
early on in the season.

“He missed the first inter-
nationals, he’s not had the
pre-season he had last season,

gium, the 27-year-old received
his marching orders for two
rash challenges in the first
half of a match that ended in a
1-0 defeat to Denmark.

Gareth Southgate and
Harry Kane threw their sup-

Ole Gunnar Solskjaer has no
doubt Harry Maguire will
“bounce back” from his Eng-
land nightmare, but revealed
injury could prevent Man-
chester United’s captain from
responding to that latest set-
back at Newcastle today.

After a well-documented
Greek court case and trun-
cated pre-season, the most ex-
pensive defender in history
has endured a torrid start to
the 2020-21 campaign.

Maguire was under sharp
focus after his miserable per-
formance in United’s 6-1 home
embarrassment to Totten-
ham, with the scrutiny ratch-
eting up on Wednesday after
he was sent off for England in
just the 31st minute.

Just three days after put-
ting in a solid display in the
comeback win against Bel-

Harry Maguire: Enduring torrid
start to the 2020-21 season.

uar iola umes as De ru ne or loa oo muc
and the quality that he has to
adapt to our game model and
as well to this very competi-
tive league.”

But asked if Partey could
have an instant impact, Arteta
was cautious.

“Probably there is a lot of
expectation. But we have to al-
ways give some t ime to
players to adapt. The Spanish
league and the Premier
League are completely differ-
ent, the style of play of Atleti
and ours — there are some big
differences there as well.

“What is unquestionable is
the quality of the player and
the level he has been playing
in the last five or six years.

“That will be a big help and
if he has the support of the
coaching staff, players, and
fans that I can see, then ob-
viously the adaptation will be
quick.”

long-term target for the club
and was pursued for much of
the summer before eventually
signing in the closing stages of
the window from Atletico
Madrid.

Arteta — who has largely
put his faith in young players
to complement the likes of
Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang,
Granit Xhaka, and David Luiz
— now has a player who is the
finished article and can drop
straight into his midfield.

“We need a balance between
a lot of young players that we
have in some breakthrough or
development phases and
others at the peak or twilight
of their careers,” he said.

“We believe that he (Partey)
is the right recruit for us in
terms of age, in terms of his
history and career, where he
has been educated , the
amount of experience he has

who’s the master and who’s
the apprentice first,” Guardio-
la said. “All the people who
know him, we didn’t have any
doubts about what he’s doing
in a short period of time.

“He settled really well and
the way his team is playing
right now is perfect for the
quality they have. He was able
to get Arsenal back to the posi-
tion where they were a long
time ago.

“He’s doing really well in all
competitions. Mikel is a com-
petitor and a fighter. All the
people who love him, we are
more than happy with what
he’s doing in London.”

Arteta believes Arsenal
have signed Thomas Partey at
the perfect stage of his career
— but warned he may not be
ready to make his debut this
evening.

The 27-year-old has been a

“He cannot go on holiday,
rest, he trained here and
played really good as always
but at the end the boy has a
limit and he gets injured.

“It’s toomuch. Hopefullywe
go with the new ideas the Pre-
mier League has, they will
point to quality and not quan-
tity — if not we’ll rubbish this
incredible sport.”

Gabriel Jesus will also be
absent though Sergio Aguero
has returned to training fol-
lowing a knee operation and
could be included in the
matchday squad.

Guardiola is not surprised
his former assistant Mikel Ar-
teta has provided a sense of
stability at Arsenal, leading
them to FA Cup glory last sea-
son, defeating his former club
and old boss en route to lifting
the trophy.

“Maybe we should clarify

“Kevin said he had eight
days after last season which
was incredibly demanding,”
Guardiola said. “No pre-sea-
son, eight days off, eight days
holidays, he was with his
family with his newborn, he
has to be at home.

Pep Guardiola believes Kevin
De Bruyne was pushed to the
limit by the swift turnaround
in Premier League seasons as
the Manchester City manager
urged footballing authorities
to take steps to reduce players’
heavy workload.

De Bruyne will miss the
Premier League visit of Ar-
senal this evening after he re-
turned from Belgium duty
with an unspecified knock,
which also seems set to rule
him out of City’s Champions
League opener against Porto
next week.

Guardiola was reluctant to
put a t imeframe on De
Bruyne’s recovery but reveal-
ed the playmaker having just
eight days’ rest in-between
top-flight campaigns allied to
a lack of pre-season were
likely contributors to his in-
jury.

Premier League
P W D L F A Pts

verton 4 4 0 0 12 5 12
Aston illa 3 3 0 0 11 2 9
eicester 4 3 0 1 12 7 9
Arsenal 4 3 0 1 8 5 9
iverpool 4 3 0 1 11 11 9
ottenham 4 2 1 1 12 5 7
Chelsea 4 2 1 1 10 6 7
eeds 4 2 1 1 9 8 7
e castle 4 2 1 1 6 5 7
West Ham 4 2 0 2 8 4 6
Southampton 4 2 0 2 5 6 6
Crystal Palace 4 2 0 2 5 7 6
Wolves 4 2 0 2 4 7 6
an City 3 1 1 1 6 7 4
Brighton 4 1 0 3 8 10 3
an td 3 1 0 2 5 11 3
West Brom 4 0 1 3 5 13 1
Burnley 3 0 0 3 3 8 0
Sheff td 4 0 0 4 1 6 0
Fulham 4 0 0 4 3 11 0

Paul Theesk

HIFTS in power
usually are gradual,
especially when the
power balance has

been skewed heavily in one
direction over a sustained
period.

Only with a huge change in
circumstances will a shift be
decisive.

Yet despite the odds and pre-
vious disappointments, Ever-
tonians will watch Saturday’s
288th derby from a distance
with renewed optimism and
hope.

One can only imagine the
atmosphere at Goodison Park
at lunchtime if fans were pres-
ent. Everton buoyed by seven
straight wins, occupying first
place in the Premier League
and a genuinely world-class
player in their ranks for the
first time in a generation,
against a Liverpool team chas-
tened by a 7-2 loss at Aston
Villa and, perhaps more im-
portantly, a club exposed as
having purely selfish moti-
vations rather than the inter-
ests of the game as a whole in
such a time of crisis.

The depth of feeling and the
sense of anticipation would
perhaps be like no other derby
in those moments the sirens
sound and the first notes of
‘Z Cars’ are heard above the
Goodison roar.

Alas, no such physical wel-
come will be possible but let
nobody deny that those emo-
tionswill be displayed in front
of tens of thousands of televi-
sion and computer screens in
Liverpool, across the UK, Ire-
land, and around the globe.
The sense that this is Ever-

doing what forwards are paid
for — scoring goals.

Throughout his time at Goo-
dison he has always been an
exceptional worker, running
selflessly for the team but not
playing as an out-and-out
goalscorer. This season his
role has changed. The focus is
clearly to get in the box and
play between the posts. As a
result, he is scoring goalswith

exactly a decade? (October 17,
2010, with Tim Cahill and
Mikel Arteta providing the
goals in a 2-0 win under David
Moyes).

Up front, the undoubted
star of the Premier League
this season to date. Dominic
Calvert-Lewin, under the di-
rection of Ancelotti and Dun-
can Ferguson, has turned in-
dustry into production. He is

not another team in the Pre-
mier League that offers such a
depth of talent in dead-ball de-
livery as Everton.

With James and Digne we
have left foots the likes of
which (with all respect to
Leighton Baines) we’ve not
seen since the halcyon days of
Kevin Sheedy (his free kick in
front of the Kop in 1987 is still
one of my favourite memories

one-touch finishes and his ex-
ceptional heading ability.

His Graeme Sharp-like fin-
ish at Spurs and his Ronaldo-
like leap at the far post versus
Brighton should strike fear
into every central defence in
the Premier League.

Of course, to score goals, a
striker needs good delivery
and players working hard
aroundhim.There is probably

in football). Sigurdsson is
showing signs of waking from
last season’s stupor and in Ri-
charlison we have the com-
plete modern-day attacking
footballer — physical, strong,
can play the flanks, but also a
tremendous finisher and
header of a ball.

midfield ofDoucoure
and Allan has the po-
tentialof re-living the
Reid and Bracewell

days in terms of industry and
guile. More than one former
manager has told me that
Allan will be Ancelotti’s key
signing, such is their regard
for what he offers. Certainly
the evidence to date is clear to
see. One hopes he is fit to play.

In defence, Digne has be-
come Baines Mark II whilst
Keane is once more showing
to be a more than capable cen-
tral defender alongside Mina,
who put in an exceptional per-
formance against Brighton,
not only scoring but a
superbly committed defensive
display.AndSeamusColeman
is rolling back the years. Pres-
ent in our last victory 10 years
ago, how fitting it would be for
him (if fit) to see victory once
more.

The last time Everton
started a season with seven
competitive wins was 1894/95.
In that season our eighth
game was home to Liverpool.
The score? 3-0 to Everton! Let
history be repeated.
■ The author writes on Everton’s
football and business matters for
theesk.org

ton’s time to readdress the bal-
ance, to start settling old
scores, reward and retribu-
tion.

At last, for the first time in a
decade, we can enter a derby
not just with blind faith but a
real sense of expectation. The
turnaround in the few short
weeks between the end of Pro-
ject Restart and the beginning
of this season is nothing short
of miraculous.

After amoderate start to his
tenure at Goodison Park,
Carlo Ancelotti’s man-man-
agement skills and tactical ex-
pertise are producing results.
An exceptional summer
transfer window, with the ac-
quisition of (among others)
James Rodriguez andAllan—
two players known and
trusted by themanager— has
transformed the club.

Ancelotti asked the players
to return from the summer
break with more desire, ambi-
tion, and belief.

The board, with the con-
tinued generosity of Farhad
Moshiri, delivered the players
that Ancelotti thought he
needed to make the club com-
petitive once more. With the
ingredients in place, it was
and is down to him and the
players to deliver.

So far this season Everton
have delivered in spades
showing different elements to
their game and tactics. A thor-
oughly professional opening
day win at Spurs (one of the
most mature performances I
can recall), a dominant home
win over West Brom, a really
gritty away win at Palace, fol-
lowed by an exceptional per-
formanceathome toBrighton,
suggests there are many el-
ements to Ancelotti’s play-
book with this squad of
players.

So who are the players
likely todeliverEverton’s first
victory over Liverpool for

GOAL SENSE: Dominic Calvert-
Lewin, under the direction of
Ancelotti and Duncan Ferguson,
h a s t u r n ed i ndu s t r y i n t o
production. Picture: Alex Livesey

is is ver on s ime o egin
ipping e alance o po er

Eve ton v ive pool
Today: Goodison Park, 12.30pm
Referee: Michael Oliver
TV: BT Sport
Betting: Everton 29/10,
Liverpool 4/5 Draw 3/1

Premier League

Ca l a ham

o rinho ets on
ri ht si e of Ba e

Tottenham boss Jose Mourin-
ho believes Gareth Bale can
regain the heights hit at Real
Madrid and says he will be
used predominantly on the
right.

Bale is primed to make his
second Spurs debut when
West Ham visit tomorrow
afternoon, having regained
fitness following a knee in-
jury.

The Wales international
burst on to the scene a decade
ago as a left winger, but then
moved into a more central
position and produced the sort
of form which saw Real Mad-
r id spend a then-record
£85million on him in 2013.

He became a world star at
the Bernabeu mainly playing
on the right — excelling in a
front three with Cristiano
Ronaldo and Karim Benzema
— and now Bale has told
Mourinho that is there where
his favourite position is.

“One of the first questions
in my first conversation with
Gareth — because the team is
most important thing but the
player is important too—was,
‘What ’s your favouri te
position?’,” Mourinho said.

“I wanted to start from
there and he answered me the
question. Does that mean he
will always be used in that
position? No. Because the
most important thing is the
team, and he will play where
the team needs him to play,
but he was very clear by
saying his favourite position
is on the right.

“It’s not as a number 10, it’s
not as a striker, it’s not any
more on the left side like he
did in the first years of his
career at Southampton and
Tottenham.His favourite posi-
tion now is on the right side.

“So, that was a very good
starting point of his develop-
ment here.

“When he reaches his con-
tinuity and when he reaches
his normal intensity and dy-
namic, I think he can be the
player people saw being deci-
sive when he went to Real
Madrid, in a very similar posi-
tion.”

Plenty has been made about
Harry Kane’s position as well,
with the England captain so
far this season playing as a
hybrid of a number nine and
number 10.

He is delivering devastating
stats, with three goals and six
assists in the Premier League,
and Mourinho insists Kane is
happy to sacrifice some of the
goals if it helps the team.

“Harry is a number nine
and will always be a number
nine,” the Portuguese said.
“But there are number nines
that, if they score goals, they
play well, and if they don’t
score goals they don’t play
well, because their game is
just about scoring goals.

“So when they don’t score
goals their performance was
not a positive performance for
the team. Harry can play as a
nine, can play as a 10, can play
even coming from the left.

“So if he can do that and
explore these areas to help the
team and develop his game,
why not?

“The only thing that could
stop him is a selfish HK who
thinks about him and not the
team. But that’s not the case.
He’s really a team player.
Apart from that, he’s a Totten-
ham man, so what Harry
wants is to win matches.

“And if to win matches he
has to score one goal less but
make an assist for somebody
to score that goal, Harry will
be more than happy with
that.”

opp i a ro t ma e
ake p ca e nee e

Liverpool manager Jurgen
Klopp admits their shock 7-2
defeat to Aston Villa was prob-
ably the “knock in the face”
his side needed and it could
prove to be their most import-
ant match of the season.

During their runaway title
victory, their first for 30 years,
earlier this year Klopp’s side
remarkably dropped only one
point until their first defeat in
February.

The aberration at Villa Park
was arguably the worst per-
formance under Klopp, who
marks the fifth anniversary of
his first match with a Mersey-
side derby against Everton at
Goodison Park today.

With an international break
following immediately after-
wards the Reds boss had no
time to address the issueswith
his players but believes the re-
sult can have a positive effect.

“The challenge in this situ-
ation is that you don’t want
the players to be affected or in-
fluenced in the next game. You
want a self-confident team,”
he said.

“You don’t want a team that
looks like it’s got heads down,
but on the other side you don’t
want to forget the game as
well and the 7-2 result helps
pretty much with that, in the
sense we will not forget it.

“And I got that feeling more
and more during the hours
after the game that maybe

“I think it will be good for us
to have this kind of test. They
are the best, theywere the best
last season and one of the best
teams in the world, so it’s a
fantastic challenge,” said
Ancelotti.

“The message for us is they
are going to have an exciting
game, it’s a derby. Be confi-
dent and be happy to play this
game.

“I think the feeling in the
dressing room is good. We’ve
started really well, we know it
will be a fantastic challenge.
We are ready for the chal-
lenge, knowing it will be the
most difficult challenge for us
in this moment.”

Commenting on Klopp’s re-
cent suggestion that Everton
could be genuine title threats
rather than short-term place-
holders at the summit, Ance-
lotti added: “I want to say
thanks to him, to be a chal-
lenger for Liverpool could be
really good for us.

“Of course Liverpool is
doing so well. We are, I think,
not so far but still far from
them.

“We can have a good test to-
morrow against them to see
how far we are.”

after all the positive things
that happened to us, it needed
a proper knock in the middle
of our face to shake us
through.

“I’m not 100% sure about
that but that is the way I take
it and then it was okay be-
cause there is no other reason
why 7-2 should be good. But if
it was for that, then it could
have been the most important
game of the season.”

The local lockdown in the
Liverpool means the 237th
Merseyside derby will be one
like no other, with fans unable
to watch in pubs or to gather
in private houses.

Their previous meeting in
June, their first match after
the shutdown, was a dismal 0-
0 draw at Goodison Park.

However, Klopp hopes, con-
sidering the current local con-
ditions, this one will provide
more of a lift.

“I like to think that football
is always a massive point in
the city. I’m pretty sure it is,”
he added.

“I don’t live in the city
centre and I don’t know how it
looks but usually when bad
things happen, this city comes
together and they try to make
the best of it.

“We try from a football
point of view, for sure. We are
both clubs from the city, the
whole city is united and will
be watching one football
game.”

Meanwhile Carlo Ancelotti
believes his table-topping
Everton side will find out just
how good they really are after
facing off with their city riv-
als.

The Toffees have enjoyed a
wonderful start to the season,
with a 100% record across
all competitions including
four wins from four in the
league.

Today’s derby will provide
their stiffest challenge yet but
Ancelotti is relishing the
chance for his in-form side to
gauge their progress against
Klopp’s men.

Tottenham v West Ham
Tomorrow: Tottenham Hotspur
Stadium, 4.30pm
Referee: Michael Oliver
TV: Sky Sport
Bet: Spurs 4/7,West Ham4/1Draw3/1

Premier League

Jon Veal

e astle v an heste nited
Today: St James’ Park, 8pm
Referee: Craig Pawson
TV: Premier Sports
Betting: Newcastle 15/4,
Man Utd 4/5, Draw 3/1

Premier League

Simon ea h

Manchester City v Arsenal
Today: Etihad Stadium, 5.30pm
Referee: Chris Kavanagh
TV: Sky Sports
Betting: Man City 4/9, Arsenal 5/1,
Draw 18/5

Premier League

Mark Mann-Bryans
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Last five: Tottenham Hotspur D L
W D W; West Ham D L L W W
Top scorers: Kane (Spurs) 8;
Haller (West Ham) 5
Match odds: H 6-10 A 9-2 D 16-5
Referee: Paul Tierney

Monday
West Brom (17) v Burnley (18),
5.30pm
West Brom striker Hal Robson-
Kanu is recovering from surgery to
repair his broken wrist. Callum Ro-
binson was sent home from the
Ireland camp last weekend as a
close contact of a team-mate who
had tested Covid positive.
Burnley hope striker Jay Rodri-
guez will be available to face his
former club after missing the last
three games with an ankle injury.
Last five: West Brom D L L D L;
Burnley W L L L L
Top scorers: Robinson & Robson-
Kanu (West Brom) 3; Vydra (Burn-
ley) 2
Match odds: H 29-20 A 2-1 D 9-4
Referee: Anthony Taylor
Leeds (8) v Wolves(13), 8pm
Leeds’ latest signing Raphinha
could make his first appearance
since a £17m arrival from Rennes.
Liam Cooper could miss out along
with fellow centre-half Diego Llo-
rente due to groin injuries.
Wolves could be boosted by the
return of Marcal after the Brazilian
full-back missed Wanderers’ last
two matches due to a calf injury.
Last five: Leeds W L W W D; Wol-
verhampton L W L L W
Top scorers: Bamford (Leeds) 3;
Jimenez (Wolverhampton) 2
Match odds: H 29-20 A 2-1 D 11-5
Referee: David Coote

7.15pm
Leicester will be without Caglar
Soyuncu with an abductor strain,
while Jonny Evans and Jamie
Vardy are doubts due to abdomi-
nal pain and a calf issue respect-
ively. There could be a debut for
defender Wesley Fofana, and mid-
fielder James Maddison is avail-
able after a hip complaint. Dennis
Praet (knee) is a doubt, and Daniel
Amartey (hamstring) is out.
Villa boss Dean Smith could
choose from an unchanged squad
after reporting no major new injury
problems during the international
break. Striker Keinan Davis is ex-
pected to shake off a calf strain.
Last season: Leicester 4 Aston
Villa 0, Aston Villa 1 Leicester 4
Last five league matches:
Leicester L W W W L; Villa W D W
W W
Top scorers: Vardy (Leicester) 5;
Watkins (Aston Villa) 5
Match odds: 17-20 A 16-5 D 11-4
Referee: Jonathan Moss
Tottenham Hotspur (6) v West
Ham (10), 4.30pm
Tottenham could hand a second
debut to Gareth Bale, who is now
fit again after a knee injury. Harry
Kane will start with new signing
Carlos Vinicius on the bench. Eric
Dier (hamstring) is a doubt, but
Giovani Lo Celso (hamstring) and
Japhet Tanganga (thigh) miss out
and Joe Rodon will not be eligible
having just signed from Swansea.
West Ham can add Craig Dawson
to their squad after signing the de-
fender on loan from Watford. Full-
back Ryan Fredericks is back in
training after a hamstring injury, as
is centre-half Issa Diop following
his positive coronavirus test.

Brewster is likely to make his
debut but fellow striker Lys Mous-
set (ankle) remains out.
Fulham’s Joachim Andersen dam-
aged ankle ligaments in training
and will join fellow new signing
Kenny Tete on the sidelines.
Last five: Sheff Utd L L L L L; Ful-
ham D L L L L
Top scorers: McGoldrick (Sheff
Utd) 2,; Mitrovic (Fulham) 3
Match odds: H 11-10 A 11-4 D 9-4
Referee: Andre Marriner
Crystal Palace (12) v Brighton
(15), 2pm
Palace will be without goalkeeper
Wayne Hennessey and midfielder
James McCarthy, who suffered
thigh and hamstring problems re-
spectively on international duty.
Full-back Nathaniel Clyne has re-
joined the Eagles on a short-term
deal but could lack match sharp-
ness, while Gary Cahill, James
Tomkins, Patrick Van Aanholt and
Jeffrey Schlupp have all been
back in full training.
Brighton will give fitness tests to
Tariq Lamptey (hamstring) and
Aaron Connolly, who picked up
wrist and neck problems playing
for Ireland. Midfielder Davy
Propper (Achilles) will also be as-
sessed but Alireza Jahanbakhsh
(thigh) is once again expected to
miss out, alongside long-term ab-
sentees Christian Walton (ankle),
Jose Izquierdo (knee) and Florin
Andone (knee).
Last five: Crystal Palace D W W L
L; Brighton W L W L L
Top scorers: Zaha (Crystal Pal-
ace) 3; Maupay (Brighton) 4
Match odds: 17-10 A 17-10 D 11-5
Referee: Stuart Attwell
Leicester (3) v Aston Villa (2),

Last five: Man City W W W L D; Ar-
senal W W W L W
Top scorers: Sterling (Man City) 3;
Lacazette (Arsenal) 3
Match odds: H 2-5 A 6-1 D 4-1
Referee: Chris Kavanagh
Newcastle (9) v Man Utd (16),
8pm
Skipper Jamaal Lascelles will re-
turn to the Newcastle squad after a
hamstring problem and fellow
central defender Fabian Schar is
also available. Defenders Ciaran
Clark (thigh) and Paul Dummett
(tendon) and midfielder Matty
Longstaff (also thigh) are ex-
pected to play for the under-23s
on Monday but keeper Martin Du-
bravka (ankle), midfielder Matt Rit-
chie (shoulder) and striker Dwight
Gayle (knee) are still out.
Anthony Martial is suspended and
new United team-mate Edinson
Cavani remains in quarantine. Fel-
low new boy Alex Telles only
joined up with the squad on Thurs-
day after international duty with
Brazil. Captain Harry Maguire will
need assessing after picking up a
knock before his sending-off for
England on Wednesday.
Last five: Newcastle L W L D W;
Man Utd D W L W L
Top scorers: Wilson (Newcastle)
4; Fernandes, Mata & Rashford
(Man Utd) 2
Match odds: 4-1 A 4-6 D 3-1
Referee: Craig Pawson

Tomorrow
Sheff Utd (19) v Fulham (20),
12pm
 The Blades have a Covid-19 issue
with an unnamed player who has
returned from the international
break. Club record signing Rhian

The Morocco forward has finally
beaten a knee injury and is fit
enough to take a seat on the
bench. Goalkeeper Edouard
Mendy will miss out due to a thigh
problem with Thiago Silva not
ready after international commit-
ments, though Ben Chilwell and
Christian Pulisic are both fit.
Southampton are set to be without
Stuart Armstrong, following his re-
cent positive Covid test and Mous-
sa Djenepo (hamstring). New sig-
nings Theo Walcott and Ibrahima
Diallo are expected to be involved.
Last five: Chelsea W W L D W;
Southampton W L L W W
Top scorers: Havertz & Jorginho
(Chelsea) 3; Ings (Southampton) 3
Match odds: H 1-2 A17-20 D29-10
Referee: Robert Jones
Man City (14) v Arsenal (4),
5.30pm
City will be without playmaker
Kevin De Bruyne and striker Ga-
briel Jesus. De Bruyne suffered an
unspecified knock with Belgium
while City boss Pep Guardiola is
reluctant to rush back Jesus from
injury. Fellow striker Sergio Aguero
has returned to training after
undergoing knee surgery in June
and could return to the squad.
It is understood Arsenal will have
Kieran Tierney available, with the
full-back initially expected to miss
out after being told to self-isolate
following a positive Covid-19 test
for Scotland team-mate Stuart
Armstrong. The Gunners could
also hand a debut to deadline-day
signing Thomas Partey, but Pablo
Mari (ankle), Shkodran Mustafi
(hamstring), Calum Chambers
and Gabriel Martinelli (both knee)
are all still missing through injury.

TODAY
Everton (1) v Liverpool (5),
12.30pm
Everton boss Carlo Ancelotti ex-
pects Yerry Mina and Lucas Digne
to be fit after injury scares on inter-
national duty, meaning new arrival
Ben Godfrey may have to wait for
his chance. Allan and Andre
Gomes are back to challenge for
midfield places but the likes of
Mason Holgate, Jonjoe Kenny,
Jarrad Branthwaite and Jean-Phil-
ippe Gbamin remain on the side-
lines.
Sadio Mane and Thiago Alcantara
are set to return for Liverpool after
a period of Covid self-isolation.
However, midfielder Naby Keita is
unavailable after an outbreak of
coronavirus within the Guinea
squad. Captain Jordan Hender-
son (knee) proved his fitness with
England and should start, with Ad-
rian continuing in goal as Alisson
Becker remains out with a
shoulder injury.
Last five: Everton L W W W W;
Liverpool W W W W L
Top scorers: Calvert-Lewin (Ever-
ton) 9; Salah (Liverpool) 5
Match odds: H 29-10 A 17-20 D
29-10
Referee: Michael Oliver
Chelsea (7) v Southampton (11),
3pm
Hakim Ziyech could make his Pre-
mier League debut for Chelsea.

Mane and
Thiago return
for Liverpool

Keane continues LA story
John Fallon

Robbie Keane’s first mana-
gerial appointment as boss of
his former club LA Galaxy is
due to be formalised in time
for tomorrow’s MLS fixture
against Vancouver.

Ireland’s record goalscorer
is due Stateside on a mission
to rescue the Los Angeles out-
fit from the bottom of their
Western Conference table.

Keane enjoyed a decorated
five-year spell at Galaxy, scor-
ing the winner in their MLS
Cup final triumph of 2014. It
was his third title triumph in
four seasons.

Argentine Guillermo Bar-
ros Schelotto has overseen a
wretched run of results, the la-
test coming yesterday in a 4-0
defeat to San Jose Earth-
quakes.

They have struggled this
season without Zlatan Ibrahi-
movic, the Swedish star who
ended his two-year spell in No-
vember following their MLS
Cup semi-final defeat to neigh-
bours Los Angeles FC.

Keane began the year job-
sharing with the FAI and
Middlesbrough, both as assist-
ant managers, but ended up at
a loose end when Stephen
Kenny had no role for him in
his set-up in April and the
English Championship club
sacked Jonathan Woodgate
two months later.

League of Ireland cham-
pions Dundalk made an aud-
acious move to recruit Keane
as boss in August but the 40-
year-old said he’d happily
await the right opportunity.

“LA Galaxy is a team that I
absolutely love,” the Dubliner
told Kevin Egan’s Kickin’ Off

sisting, Mick McCarthy, who
only got a two-year deal upon
taking the job for a second
stint.

Kenny, elevated to the post
from the U21 job earlier than
planned due to Covid-19, chose
against informing Keane per-
sonally when removing him
during the April handover.
His job on the backroom staff
was handed to Keane’s friend
Damien Duff.

Despi te  Kenny’s  snub,
which was ultimately deliver-
ed by his former teammate
and then FAI deputy chief
executive Niall Quinn, Keane
is  s t i l l  o f f ic ia l ly  under
contract by the FAI and re-
ceiving a salary. It is under-
stood the association would be
no longer obligated to pay his
€5,000-per-week wages were
he to land a managerial post.

Meanwhile, Keane’s former
teammate at the 2002 World
Cup, Steven Reid, has been
headhunted as a coach by new
Nottingham Forest manager
Chris Hughton. The ex-New-
castle United and Brighton
and Hove Albion boss yester-
day swooped for Reid and an-
other compatriot, Nicky Col-
gan, as goalkeeping coach.

Reid, who will be on the
sideline for today’s game
against his former club Black-
burn Rovers, will continue to
fulfil his duties as assistant to
Scotland boss Steve Clarke.

Elsewhere the FAI last night
bowed to pressure by halting
all national underage leagues.

■ Galway native Ryan Man-
ning is due to complete his
move QPR to fellow Cham-
pionship club Swansea City
this weekend.

Then FAI chief executive
John Delaney handed the Ire-
land  leg end a  fo ur-year
contract in late 2018, unbe-
known to the man he was as-

lad was born there, Hudson.
“It’s certainly a place that

means a lot to me. I’ve been
there for five-and-a-half years.
I would. Of course, why not?”

Podcast in July about return-
ing in a coaching capacity.

“The people there are great.
The country itself I love, my
family loved it there. My little

New FAI CEO
Hill has high
hopes for
Irish game
James Whelan

Jonathan Hill will take up his
role as CEO of the FAI on No-
vember 1, after his appoint-
ment was unanimously rati-
fied by the board of the FAI.

He will initially work be-
tween London and Dublin due
to Covid-19 restrictions but
will be based in Dublin as soon
as it is safe to do so.

Interim CEO Gary Owens
will stay on for an initial
“transition programme”.

Hill, 57, previously worked
as group commercial director
with England’s FA, as com-
mercial director of Wembley
and commercial director for
Euro ‘96. He also worked in
sports marketing, with IMG
and chief for the Laureus
World Sports Awards.

Hill told FAI.ie: “I am truly
honoured to be appointed to
the role of CEO of the FAI and I
am greatly looking forward to
working with the staff, the
wider football community,
our commercial stakeholders
and the Government moving
forward, driving the develop-
ment of football at every level
within Ireland, overseeing the
ongoing process of business
transformation within the or-
ganisation and, of course,
facing the challenges that
Covid presents for our game.”

FAI board chair Roy Barrett
added: “I know Jonathan’s ex-
perience in the commercial
and football worlds will bring
real benefit to the FAI. I look
forward to working with him
on behalf of our stakeholders
as we build for the future.”

UP FOR IT: Derby County’s Matt Clarke gets the better of Watford’s Glenn Murray in last night’s Sky Bet
Championship match at Pride Park. Watford won 1-0, Joao Pedro getting the goal.Picture: Mike Egerton/PA
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Colin Healy currently holds
the title of interim manager of
Cork City and he’s not giving
thought to a role of any more
permanence until the end of
the season.
City are bottom of the SSE

Airtricity League Premier
Divis ion and have three
games remaining in the battle
to avoid relegation, the first of
those against Waterford at
Turner’s Cross this evening
(5pm).
Given the importance of try-

ing to pick up points, Healy
isn’t giving any consideration
to the possibility of replacing
Neale Fenn on a longer-term
basis.
“I’m not going to talk about

that,” he said, “the focus is on
Waterford.
“I love coaching, I’ve been

around the game for so long
and worked with excellent
managers and have seen what
they’ve done.
“I’d like to think that, going

forward, I’d have a career in
coaching, but at the moment,
we have to focus on the next
game against Waterford.
“I’m not thinking about

what’s happening next year —
I can’t. Ask me at the end of
the season.”
So far, Healy has overseen

two games, a 3-0 loss away to
Bohemians last week and then
a 2-0 defeat at home to Dun-
dalk on Tuesday night.
While the final outcome

proved to be the same, he
did see a noticeable improve-
ment.
“We’re only in the door, but

we need results quickly,” he
said, “and we need the players
to perform.
“They were better against

Dundalk than they were
against Bohs.
“We’re just hoping that

things continue and perform-

ances get better with every
game we play.
“They’re improving all the

time and if they keep going
that way then I’m happy.
“You just have to keepwork-

ing with the lads on the
training ground and hopefully
they’re taking on the
information that we’re giving
them.
“If that happens, I can’t ask

any more than that.”
Goals remain a problem,

with City registering just

“No matter what formation
you play, you always have to
keep a good shape when you
don’t have the ball and then,
when you have it, you can go
and play.
“You always want to keep

it tight at the back, no matter
what game you’re playing.
“Going forward, you’d like

the quality up top or in the
middle of the park to take your
chances then, but you have to
be solid at the back, through-
out the whole team.”

you’re not going to be playing
Dundalk every week. I have to
be realistic, I’m only just in so
I’m not going to go with a back
three against them.
“I know where we’re at and

Dundalk are a very good side, I
picked a teamwhere we had to
defend and maybe catch one
on the counter-attack.
“That was working for

around 70 minutes and it was
unfortunate that we just
couldn’t see it through as the
players worked so hard.

eight in the 15 games they
have played, but Healy feels
that this is a problem which
must be solved collectively as
a team rather than just
blaming those in the attacking
sector.
“It’s not just the centre-for-

wards,” he said.
“We need wide players [to

attack], we need midfielders,
we need defenders, set-plays
and all that kind of stuff.
“The set-up won’t be as de-

fensive as Tuesday night —

Ce tic antans ers ifChristie
treate ifferent to Tierne

been given the all-clear for
Kieran to go ahead. Ryan was
devastated. They felt they fol-
lowed procedures properly
and he is probably guilty by
association but he has had two
tests with us, both negative,
and has been for the last week,
10 days. So we have a fit and
able player not being allowed
to play which we find, if this
scenario pans out that Kieran
can play, we find that very
confusing and we would want
answers.”
Nir Bitton and Hatem El-

hamed are missing after test-
ing positive for Covid on inter-
national duty with Israel, but
Edouard has returned follow-
ing his period of self-isolation.
Rangers new boy Bongani

Zunguis is completing quar-
antine under virus rules.

the Gunners defender missed
Scot land’s recent tr iple -
header after being in close
contact with Stuart Arm-
strong, who tested positive for
Covid-19.
Ahead of the vis i t o f

Rangers, the Parkhead boss
claimed Celtic were told Tier-
ney, also told to self-isolate for
14 days, will be available to
face City this evening.
Lennon also revealed Od-

sonne Edouard will be as-
sessed after recovering from
Covid-19, which was confirm-
ed while on international duty
with France U21s, and that
Switzerland striker Albian
Ajeti has trained after shrug-
ging off a hamstring injury.
“Our medical department

have spoken to the (Arsenal)
club doctor and they have

Neil Lennon says Celtic will
want answers if Ryan Christie
is absent from today’s Old
Firm match while fellow self-
isolator Kieran Tierney plays
for Arsenal.
The Hoops midfielder and

ampar i ec cana
ne imension o lues

ways looking to build relation-
ships al l over the pi tch
whether it be full backs and
wingers, strikers and people
playing behind them. Those
things can only be worked on.
“Now we’re seeing they are

starting to get fit and with
time on the training ground,
relationships on and off the
pitch can grow. Hakim is in
the squad for Saturday, he’s
not fit to start but is fit to par-
ticipate for some minutes we
hope.”
Southampton boss Ralph

Hasenhuttl said: “Definitely
they have to be a better team
than last season because with
Timo Werner, Kai Havertz
and a few other signings they
have somuch quality so norm-
ally a team that is prepared to
win titles and trophies.”

Morocco forward Ziyech is
in line for his Premier League
debut at Stamford Bridge
today, having finally shaken
off his knee complaint.
The 27-year-old’s summer

transfer from Ajax was an-
nounced back in February,
and Ziyech made a promising
debut in the 1-1 friendly draw
at Brighton in August. His last
competitive club match was
back in March for Ajax, leav-
ing Blues boss Lampard still
keen to ease the creative
winger back towards full
match fitness.
Asked if adding a match-

sharp Ziyech can take the
new-look Chelsea to another
level, Lampard replied: “Yeah,
and I think there’s a combi-
nation of things. If you’re
bringing in players, you’re al-

Frank Lampard believes a
fully firing Hakim Ziyech can
help deliver the extra attack-
ing dimension so craved at
Chelsea.

also have the distraction of
the Europa League next
week.
Thematch itself was one of

few clearcut chances. The
best for Bohs came after just
four minutes when Keith
Ward’s shot rebounded into
the path of Andre Wright
who fired wide.
Andy Lyons also forced a

good stop from Gary Rogers
on 40 minutes with Dun-
dalk’s best chance on 55 min-
utes when Patrick Hoban
slipped Michael Duffy in on
the left only for the winger to
fire agonisingly wide.
Bohs thenwent close again

on 62 minutes when Promise
Omochere ’s cross was
headed goalward by Wright.
Ward then nipped in and

looked destined to score but
somehow Rogers kept it out.
DUNDA : Rogers Gannon, Gart-
land, Cleary, Dummigan Shields,
Sloggett Kelly Oduwa Colovic

, McEleney Murray , Duffy
Hoban.
BOHEMIANS: Talbot Lyons, Barker,
Kirk, Breslin Buckley, Levingstone
Omochere, Ward Mandroiu ,
Grant Wright.
Referee: Damien MacGraith Mayo .

SS irtricity ea e
remier i isi n

Dundalk 0
Bohemians 0

James Rogers
Oriel Park

One win from their remaining
four matches is all that Sham-
rock Rovers need to clinch the
SSE Airtricity League title
after second-placed Bohe-
mians were held to a scoreless
draw at Oriel Park last night.
While Stephen Bradley’s

men are not in action for the
next couple of weeks due to a
number of Covid-19 cases, it
now looks certain the league
title is heading for Tallaght for
the first time since 2011.
This result was not much

use for either with Bohs need-
ing three points to keep the
pressure on the Hoops and
Dundalk pushing to qualify
for Europe next season.
While Filippo Giovagnoli’s

side sit in third place with a
game in hand over fourth-
placed Waterford FC, they

The setting sun formsa spectacular backdropduring last night’s SSEAirtricity LeaguePremierDivision clash
between Dundalk and Bohemians at Oriel Park. Picture: Inpho/Laszlo Geczo

rie sta emate ea es o ers on rink of tit e

Airtricity League
Premier Division

P W D L F A Pts
Shamrock Rvrs 14 12 2 0 38 7 38
Bohemians 16 11 1 4 21 9 34
Dundalk 14 6 4 4 22 18 22
Waterford 15 6 2 7 16 21 20
St Pat’s Ath 14 5 4 5 10 11 19
Sligo Rovers 15 6 1 8 15 21 19
Derry City 14 4 4 6 14 13 16
Shelbourne 15 4 4 7 12 18 16
Finn Harps 14 2 5 7 9 20 11
Cork City 15 2 3 10 8 27 9

Chelsea v Southampton
Today: Stamford Bridge, 3pm
Referee: Peter Bankes
TV: Sky Sports
Betting: Chelsea 4/9
Southampton 5/1 Draw 18/5

Premier League

Ed Elliot

Celtic v Rangers
Today: Celtic Park, 12.30pm
Referee: John Beaton
TV: Live on Sky Sports
Bet: Celtic 6/4 Rangers 13/8
Draw 23/10

Scottish Premiership

Ronnie Esplin
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Urban Beat
wins race
named after
Smullen

Irish round-up

Tommy Lyons

At the Dundalk venue where
he rode his f irst  and last
winners, the late Pat Smullen
was remembered in the name
of the feature on last night’s
card at Dundalk track, and
that Group 3 Al Basti Equi-
world, Dubai Pat Smullen
Mercury Stakes produced a
real cracker which went the
way of Urban Beat.

My Laureate set out to make
all  the running and gave
everything  in  defeat  but
Muker came down the far side
to mount a late effort, while
simultaneously the ultra-con-
sistent Urban Beat came down
the near side to do likewise.

In those final few yards it
was still all to play for and
could have gone any one of
three ways but, after a season
in which he had f inished
runner-up four times in eight
outings, it would have been
hard for connections to swal-
low had Urban Beat been de-
nied again. Fortunately for
them, Ben Coen got enough
out of his mount to land the
prize for Johnny Murtagh and
Fitzwilliam Racing.

Colin Keane had a busy but
rewarding day as he rode Day
Dreamin’ to victory at Leop-
ardstown before adding two
more in Dundalk.

Riding Ela Katrina for his
boss, Ger Lyons, he took the
Crowne Plaza Hotel Dundalk
Handicap in good style and fol-
lowed up later on when get-
ting the Gavin Cromwell-
trained Crystal Dawn on top
late in the second division of
the Hollywood Bets Handicap.

Title rival  Shane Foley
didn’t let Keane have it all his
own way, as he rode a double
on the all-weather. He brought
the  Jess ica  Har rington-
trained Baron Wild from near
last to first in the Story Of
Dundalk Stadium Book Avail-
able Online Nursery, before
making  a l l  the  r u nning
aboard the Damien English-
trained Shawaf in the Dun-
dalkstadium.com Maiden.

The John Murphy-trained
Acquiescent ran out a game
winner in the Irish Stallion
Farms EBF Fillies’ Handicap.

Favourite Sindhia threw
down a strong challenge but
the winner found plenty to
win under Joe Doyle.

At Leopardstown, Seamie
Hef fernan wo n a l l  three
maidens, starting with Willow
in the juvenile fillies’ maiden.

Aidan O’Brien’s runner
quickened clear in the straight
to win at the third time of ask-
ing.

O’Brien also took the juven-
ile colts and geldings maiden
with high-class prospect Bol-
shoi Ballet.  While he was
allowed to dictate at a modest
pace, thus putting him at a dis-
tinct advantage, the manner
in which he quickened away
was striking, and he could
take high rank next year.

Heffernan completed his
43-1 treble with an all-the-way
win aboard the Ger Keane-
trained Miss Molly T in the
older fillies’ maiden.

A fine card but Champions
Day is poorly named
T

HE end is near. Not
the world — or maybe
it is if you listen
closely enough to

some experts — but the 2020
Flat season, as the last major
fixture in Europe takes place
this afternoon.

It is poorly named if I am
being honest. It is a great card
with four Group 1 races, a
Group 2 and a competitive
handicap but Champions Day
seems to overstate what it ac-
tually is.

Stradivarius, Magical, and
Palace Pier may well be cham-
pions in their own right but it
is the fact that so many horses
don’t take them on today that
takes away from the title of the
meeting.

Much to my envy as a
National Hunt-bred man, Flat
racing is global, but it is be-
cause of that status that today
will just never fit under its
current title.

Dubai in March
signals the start of
the Flat season for
the northern hemi-
sphere, just as
Sydney signals the
end of Australia’s Flat
season around the
same time.

But from that
point on the
marquee events
are shared on
either side of the
Atlantic.

Our Classics
run toe to toe
with the Ameri-
can Triple Crown
in May and June
before Royal
Ascot takes
centre stage in the
UK and attracts
global participants.
Goodwood and
Deauville share
July, and York takes
over in August before
Ireland gets its twist in
September, ahead

Magical at York, and I don’t
see how he can turn that form
around. That only leaves
Mishriff as a challenger to
Aidan O’Brien’s great mare.

He could well challenge and
maybe even dethrone her, but
it will be the last Group race
on the card and a duel be-
tween Frankie Dettori and
Ryan Moore could be what
saves the day and makes this
meeting worthy of its title.

I will be in the Magical
corner but should Mishriff
win, where does that leave
this division in terms of a
champion?

Your guess is as good as
mine, because this is finale
day, not Champions Day.

Irish Oaks winner Even So
could bounce back from her
Prix Vermeille disappoint-
ment to cap a great season for
Ger Lyons and Colin Keane.

Palace Pier looks a class
apart in the QEII and could
emerge from Ascot with an
even bigger reputation than
he already has.

The Champion Stakes has
five runners who are capable
of performing at Group 1 level,
but Japan seems to be out of
form and Addeybb looks to fall
slightly short of what will be
needed.

At the Royal meeting, Lord
North won the Prince of
Wales’s Stakes in stylish
fashion but he was behind

Search For A Song at his first
go on her?

She is far from straightfor-
ward and if he does, can she
serve it up to Stradivarius if
he isn’t over his run in France
13 days ago?

The Champions Sprint
could go any which way, but
Dream Of Dreams is a deserv-
ing favourite, albeit he is far
from a good thing and plenty
of opponents are willing to
have a go at him.

Sonaiyla, for Paddy Two-
mey and Billy Lee, could be an
interesting outsider to keep an
eye on.

With no Love nor Tarnawa,
the Fillies & Mares really
lacks depth of quality. But

of Longchamp in October.
The natural sequence is

then the Breeders’ Cup in the
USA at the end of October be-
fore the Melbourne Carnival,
Japan Cup and Hong Kong
Cup cards kick in in Novem-
ber and December.

One big wheel going round
and round but slicing the cake
into too many pieces. It is the
same in every business: The
slices end up too thin.

Whilst Ascot today is a card
with merit, it signals the finale
of the British Flat season, not
the crowning of equine cham-
pions.

Stradivarius is already the
champion stayer, a crown he
claimed at Ascot in June.

Palace Pier cemented him-
self as the best miler in Eu-
rope at Deauville in August,
but with no Sottsass or
Ghaiyyath taking on Magical
today, we don’t get a replay of
their Leopardstown clash to
decide who is the champion.

That said, do we need to de-
cide? The International at
York and the Irish Champion
Stakes served up classic

battles, and Sottsass
moved on from his

Leopardstown defeat
to claim Arc glory.

Of course, I will
watch and enjoy of
all today’s action
for what it is: High-
quality racing tak-
ing place on
ground slower
than perfect for
Flat horses. But it
will still be very in-

teresting. Can Oisin
Murphy master

HONOURING PAT: Urban Beat, far right, digs deep to win the Group 3 Al Basti Equiworld, Dubai Pat Smullen
Mercury Stakes at Dundalk last night. Picture: Healy Racing

Ruby
Walsh
Racing

Dark Voyager can make winning start
He amassed a lead of almost

a furlong that day and won as
he liked, but he surely won’t
be given as much leeway this
time. Whether that race was
all but given to him or he was
just in a different league to his
rivals will become clearer
today,  helped by the fact
runner-up Mahlers Dollar re-
news rivalry. The latter is 7lbs
better off but that should not
be enough to reverse the form.

In Naas tomorrow, Poster
Child can take the finale, the
Naas Handicap. Jim Bolger’s
horse ran into a handicap
good thing earlier this week in
Cork but ran as well as could
be expected in the circum-
stances. He returns quite
quickly and runs off a 3lb
higher mark but if none the
worse for that effort he ought
to go one place better.

connections who took last
weekend’s Munster National.

The chase may be the fea-
ture but perhaps the most in-
teresting race on the card is
the  bumper ,  in  which
Costalotmore  makes  his
return to the track following
that remarkable display at
Listowel.

Whatsyourstatus can make
a successful return to hurd-
ling in the three-mile handi-
cap. Gearóid O’Loughlin’s
runner has posted three fine
runs over fences since his sea-
sonal debut, which was a dis-
appointing over timber.

However, his chase form
has worked out really well,
suggesting he has improved
recently, and he can exploit
his mark of 102 today.

Ballyadam Destiny can
chase him home.

needed the run when runner-
up  at  L is towel  and  the
120-rated hurdler sets a decent
standard.

At Leopardstown, Benaud
can take the opener, the Leop-
ardstown Nursery, for Joseph
O’Brien.

Gambled on in a similar
race this day last week, he
missed the kick from his wide
draw and left himself with no
chance. He was noted making
significant late progress and,
with a better exit this time,
can recoup the losses.

In Cork tomorrow, the Co-
opsuperstores.ie Handicap
Chase looks particularly com-
petitive on paper, but Dakota
Moirette can make the most of
bottom weight to land the
spoils for Gordon Elliott,
Gavin  Brouder  and
Gigginstown House Stud —

hurdler A Wave Of The Sea
can continue the fine start to
the season for Willie Mullins.

Zanahiyr has not run since
joining Gordon Elliott and is
entitled to need this run. He
looks a nice recruit to this
game and, if not today, he will
be winning soon.

If not successful in the first
race, Elliott should take the
Irish Stallion Farms EBF
Mares’ Maiden Hurdle with
Sheer Liss.

Formerly with Paul Cash-
man, she switched to her cur-
rent trainer after winning a
bumper at Down Royal and,
on her first start for Elliott,
finished runner-up in a listed
bumper.

She should be much better
over hurdles and can pass this
test.

Dar rens Hope probably

Weekend Irish preview

Tommy Lyons

Unusual to have Ballinrobe on
a Saturday, but these are
unusual times, and there is an
intriguing race to start the
day as Dark Voyager and
Zanahiyr, who were of similar
ability on the Flat, clash on
their respective debuts over
jumps.

Both strong stayers on the
level, they will have no issue
with the two-and-a-quarter-
mile trip and separating them
is not that easy.

However, Dark Voyager,
who wears the colours of Gold
Cup-winning owner Mrs Joe
Donnelly for the first time,
was particularly progressive
this summer and the half-
brother to Grade One-winning
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DUNDALK
Going: Standard

4.45 3yo plus 1m 3f
1 Gee Rex (Requinto-Valentine Hill)

4-10-0 M P Sheehy 7-2. 2 Moving Forward
(Street Cry-Floristry (UK)) 5-9-6 S T
McCullagh 3-1 fav. 3 Lady De Vesci (Approve-
La Bandola (GER)) 7-9-4 A Farragher 7-2.
(14 ran) 1l, 33/4l, 1/2l, nk, 1/2l. J P O’Brien,
Kilkenny. Tote: win €4.50; places €1.70,
€1.70, €1.60. Exacta: €23.30. Trifecta:
€94.20. CSF: €13.61. Non-runners: Hotspur
Harry, Marmolata,Youm Sunday.

5.15 3yo plus 1m 4f H’cap
1 Ela Katrina (UK) (Kendargent

(FR)-Ela Athena (UK)) 4-9-6 C T Keane 5-2
jtfav. 2 Construct (UK) (Maxios (UK)-
Airfield (UK)) 5-9-10 S D Torrens 16-1. 3
Paso Doble (Dawn Approach-Baila Me
(GER)) 3-9-8 Kevin Manning 5-2 jtfav. (11
ran) 13/4l, 1/2l, 3/4l, 1/2l, 2l. G M Lyons, Meath.
Tote: win €3.10; places €1.20, €4.70, €1.02.
Exacta: €32.90. Tricast: €111.97. Trifecta:
€186.10. CSF: €48.28.

5.45 2yo Only 7f H’cap
1 Baron Wild (Zoffany-Wild Child)

9-10 S Foley 9-2 fav. 2 Ginato
(Footstepsinthesand (UK)-Jacquelin Jag) 9-10
G Halpin 17-2. 3 Summer Ambition

(Buratino-Pivka (UK)) 9-10 C G O’Dwyer
25-1. (14 ran) shd, ns, 1/2l, 1l, nk. Mrs J
Harrington, Kildare. Tote: win €3.70; places
€1.50, €3.00, €8.30. Exacta: €41.90. Tricast:
€883.58. Trifecta: €951.20. CSF: €42.53.
Non-runners: Bohenie, Catherine Chroi,
Writewhenyouland.

6.15 3yo plus 7f H’cap
1 Jackmel (Bushranger-Margot

(UK)) 6-9-13 W J Lee 4-1. 2 Royal Scholar
(Slade Power-Academicienne (CAN)) 3-9-9
Ben Coen 11-1. 3 Iseebreeze (Frozen Power-
Brizana (USA)) 5-8-13 Nathan Crosse 50-1.
(13 ran) shd, 1l, 11/4l, nk, nk. Kevin Smith,
Meath. Also: 5-2 fav Everyhouronthehour.
Tote: win €4.00; places €14.30, €2.00, €4.60.
Exacta: €58.90. Tricast: €1969.29. Trifecta:
Not won. CSF: €48.17. Non-runners: Bay Of
Skaill, Beleaguerment, Quick Quick, Turf
Range.

6.45 3yo plus 7f H’cap
1 Crystal Dawn (Rip Van Winkle-

Awjila (UK)) 4-10-2 C T Keane 11-8 fav. 2
Tipperary Moon (Sea Moon (UK)-Rathaal)
3-9-3 A J Slattery 17-2. 3 Chagall (Slade
Power-Dangle) 4-10-0 Mark Enright 11-2.
(14 ran) 1l, 11/4l, hd, 3/4l, 1/2l. G Cromwell,
Meath. Tote: win €2.20; places €1.10, €3.40,
€1.80. Exacta: €15.70. Tricast: €57.46.
Trifecta: €192.60. CSF: €14.14. Non-runners:

Barend Boy, Star And Crescent,Tai Sing Yeh.

7.15 3yo plus 7f H’cap
1 Acquiescent (Footstepsinthesand

(UK)-Chevanah) 3-8-7 J J Doyle 11-4. 2
Sindhia (Mastercraftsman-Sinaniya (USA))
3-8-6 N G McCullagh 2-1 fav. 3 Harriet’s
Force (Lethal Force-Its On The Air) 4-9-0 S
Foley 12-1. (8 ran) nk, 11/4l, nk, 13/4l, nk. John
Murphy, Cork. Tote: win €3.00; places €1.10,
€1.02, €3.10. Exacta: €9.00. Tricast: €54.81.
Trifecta: €46.50. CSF: €8.82. Non-runner:
Royal Highness.

7.45 2yo plus 5f
1 Urban Beat (Red Jazz (USA)-

Closetocrazy) 5-9-13 Ben Coen 11-2. 2Muker
(Mehmas-Naias) 2-8-9 D McDonogh 9-2. 3
My Laureate (Rajj-Imitation (UK)) 4-9-10 C
T Keane 6-4 fav. (14 ran) nk, nk, 2l, 13/4l, 1/2l.
J P Murtagh, Kildare. Tote: win €7.00; places
€2.10, €2.10, €1.10. Exacta: €42.00.Trifecta:
€69.10. CSF: €29.68.

8.15 3yo plus 6f
1 Shawaf (UK) (Mukhadram (UK)-

Dijlah (UK)) 4-9-8 S Foley 4-1. 2 Stalingrad
(UK) (War Front (USA)-I Am Beautiful)
3-9-7 C D Hayes 4-1. 3 Quiet Place (Kodiac
(UK)-Need You Now) 3-9-2 R Whelan 20-1.
(14 ran) 11/2l, 1l, 11/4l, 11/2l, 33/4l. D English,
Dublin. Also: 2-1 fav Zahee. Tote: win €5.30;
places €1.80, €1.40, €2.60. Exacta: €29.00.

Trifecta: €320.30. CSF: €20.22. Non-runners:
Cyan Seize, Daarem, Hilltop’s Dream.
PLACEPOT: Dividend: €62.00
QUADPOT: Dividend: €26.40

LEOPARDSTOWN
Going:Yielding-yielding to soft in places

12.55 2yo Only 1m
1 Willow (American Pharoah

(USA)-Peeping Fawn (USA)) 9-2 J A
Heffernan 3-1. 2 Umneyaat (Dansili (UK)-
Tarayef) 9-2 Oisin Orr 11-1. 3 Flirting Bridge
(Camelot (UK)-Rachevie) 9-2 W J Lee 9-1. 4
Dagoda (Starspangledbanner (AUS)-
Firstclass (GER)) 9-2 R Colgan 150-1. (16
ran) 21/4l, 3l, nk, 1/2l, 1/2l. A P O’Brien,
Tipperary. Also: 7-4 fav A Taad Moody. Tote:
win €3.70; places €1.10, €3.90, €4.70.
Exacta: €24.30. Trifecta: €253.80. CSF:
€38.27. Non-runner: Racy Lacey.

1.25 2yo Only 1m
1 Bolshoi Ballet (Galileo-Alta Anna

(FR)) 9-5 J A Heffernan evens fav. 2 O’reilly
(FR) (Frankel (UK)-Fann (USA)) 9-5 S Foley
10-1. 3 Moktaffy (Lope De Vega-Stars So
Bright) 9-5 Oisin Orr 12-1. (14 ran) 4l, nk, 1/2l,
shd, hd. A P O’Brien, Tipperary. Tote: win
€1.90; places €1.10, €3.30, €2.70. Exacta:
€17.70. Trifecta: €99.90. CSF: €14.67.

2.00 3yo plus 1m H’cap
1 Theophile (Teofilo-Precipitous)

3-8-9 Rory Cleary 10-1. 2 Maker Of Kings
(Zoffany-Desire Moi) 3-9-12 Sam Ewing 7-2
fav. 3 Golden Valour (UK) (Kingman (UK)-
Gracefield (USA)) 4-8-9 Danny Sheehy 40-1.
(11 ran) 1l, 3/4l, 3/4l, nk, 3/4l. J S Bolger,
Carlow.Tote: win €10.40; places €3.20, €1.60,
€3.90. Exacta: €63.70. Tricast: €1397.97.
Trifecta: €1022.70. CSF: €45.29. Non-runner:
Twenty Minutes.

2.30 3yo plus 1m H’cap
1 Day Dreamin’ (Lawman (FR)-

Dancing Diva (FR)) 4-10-2 C T Keane 6-1. 2
Angel’s Trumpet (Dark Angel-Daneleta)
3-9-9W J Lee 7-2 fav. 3 Neyland (UK) (Oasis
Dream (UK)-Milford Sound (UK)) 5-8-11
Sam Ewing 7-1. (12 ran) 1l, 11/4l, ns, nk, shd.
A J Martin, Meath. Tote: win €3.40; places
€1.40, €2.10, €2.30. Exacta: €21.10. Tricast:
€153.02. Trifecta: €226.20. CSF: €26.72.
Non-runner: Knock Flyer.

3.00 3yo plus 1m H’cap
1 Adamaris (Born To Sea-Represent

Yourself) 3-9-11 L T McAteer 13-2. 2
Erytheia (Zoffany-Erytheis (USA)) 3-9-6 C D
Hayes 14-1. 3 Treble Cone (UK) (Lethal
Force-Cardrona (UK)) 5-10-2 CT Keane 10-3
jtfav. (9 ran) hd, 31/2l, 21/4l, ns, 11/2l. G
O’Leary, Kildare. Also: 10-3 jtfav Kristall Eye

(FR). Tote: win €6.60; places €2.30, €4.60,
€1.10. Exacta: €80.50. Tricast: €356.02.
Trifecta: €858.50. CSF: €90.83. Non-runners:
Forza Libranno, Irish Ambassador,
Knockgraffon Lass, Sagittarius Rising.

3.30 3yo plus 7f
1 Miss Molly T (Camacho (UK)-No

Trimmings) 3-9-2 J A Heffernan 9-2. 2
Fictitious Lady (Make Believe (UK)-Lady
Avenger) 3-9-2 W J Lee 7-4 fav. 3 Madaket
Mystery (Camacho (UK)-Blossom Deary)
3-9-2 G Halpin 8-1. (11 ran) 3/4l, 13/4l, 13/4l,
hd, 4l. G Keane, Meath. Tote: win €5.40;
places €1.70, €1.02, €2.70. Exacta: €16.60.
Trifecta: €70.10. CSF: €13.00. Non-runners:
Ediyva, Indian Lilac, Moonwalk.

4.00 3yo plus 7f H’cap
1 Angel Palanas (UK) (Mayson

(UK)-Scottish Exile) 6-9-13 L T McAteer
11-2. 2 Reverberation (UK) (Excelebration-
Echo Ridge) 5-9-8 Sam Ewing 9-1. 3 Ducky
Mallon (Jeremy (USA)-Indus Ridge) 9-9-3 J
A Heffernan 14-1. (13 ran) 3/4l, 1/2l, hd, nk,
21/2l. P J F Murphy, Kilkenny. Also: 4-1 fav
Petticoat Rule. Tote: win €4.50; places €1.90,
€2.70, €4.90. Exacta: €38.10. Tricast:
€490.94. Trifecta: €146.30. CSF: €54.56.
PLACEPOT: Dividend: €66.20
QUADPOT: Dividend: €8.20

Yesterday's Irish results & prices

agical se o repea ric

OPES of a glorious
Ascot swansong for
Enable were dashed
on Monday when the

decision was taken to retire
the dual Arc heroine but the
presence of 22 Group 1
winners across six races
means Qipco British Cham-
pions Day will still be a real
treat.

A fiendishly tricky handi-
cap rounds off proceedings
but, before that, it’s quality all
the way with four Group 1s up
for grabs.

Long Distance Cup, 1.20pm
The first equine star on

show will be Stradivarius and
the three-time Gold Cup
winner will be a hard nut to
crack if anywhere near his
best.

However, he has twice been
turned over in this Group 2
and will rock up at Ascot on
the back of a tame enough ef-
fort when seventh in a bad Arc
a mere 13 days ago.

Admittedly, that race was
not run to suit but it was his
third defeat in five starts this
seasonand there’s just adoubt
about whether he’s quite as
good as he was.

At the prices, an each-play
on Morando might be the way
to go.

Stepping up to two miles is
anobvious questionmarkbut,
in each of his three starts this
season, the seven-year-old has
shaped as though he now
wants an extreme trip.

It’s also worth remembe-
ring he ended last season by
running away with a Group 3
at Ascot, a campaign he began
by trashing Kew Gardens at
Chester. With the ground in
his favour, he could outrun
odds of 16-1.

Sprint Stakes, 1.55pm
Dream Of Dreams has twice

flopped in this race but can set
the record straight this after-
noon. The Michael Stoute-
trained six-year-old was
gelded at the endof last season

That’s clearly the best form
on offer and it’ll take a mighty
effort to lower her colours.

The market suggests Mish-
riff is her biggest danger and
John Gosden’s charge did well
to overcome a troubled pas-
sage to win the Prix du Jockey
Club before winning a Deau-
ville Group 2 last time out.

He’s clearly a talented sort
but this will be the first time
he meets a rival of Magical’s
calibre and the expectation is
she’ll have his measure.
Selections
1.20: Morando Each-way
1. : Dream Of Dreams
2.30: Mehdaayih Each-way
3.0 : Palace Pier NB
3.40: Magical Nap

Champion Stakes, 3.40pm

Magical was toughness per-
sonified in winning this race
last season and the five-year-
old can crown another crack-
ing campaign by retaining her
title.

Last year’s Ascot success
came at the end of a season in
which she danced every
dance, running nine times in
total. She has been cam-
paigned more sparingly this
season but looked better than
ever when turning the tables
on York conqueror Ghaiyyath
in the Irish Champion Stakes
at Leopardstown last month
with subsequent Arc hero
Sottsass back in fourth.

That French success was on
heavy ground so the testing
conditions he’ll encounter
today shouldn’t be a problem.

French raider The Reven-
ant, runner-up to King Of
Change last year, should also
relish conditions but he lacks
the start quality of Palace
Pier.

Aidan O’Brien’s Circus
Maximus is unbeaten in two
trips to Ascot but he always
looks vulnerable when up
against a top-class opponent
and has nearly six lengths to
find on Palace Pier on the
Deauville run.

He should run another
admirable race but Palace
Pier looks a class apart.

and has enjoyed a superb 2020,
finding only Hello Youmzaim
too good in the Diamond
Jubilee Stakes at Royal Ascot
before a dominant win in a
Newbury Group 2 and a be-
latedGroup 1breakthrough in
the Sprint Cup at Haydock.

His past record in this race
is an obvious concern but he’s
better and more consistent
than ever this season and
seems to have benefitted from
being campaigned more spar-
ingly.

If he copes with the ground,
July Cup hero Oxted is an ob-
vious threat but Dream Of
Dreams is unquestionably the
one they all have to beat.

Fillies &Mares Stakes,
2.30pm

No Enable but John Gosden
and Frankie Dettori could still
land the spoils courtesy of
Mehdaayih.

The Frankel filly has re-
portedly been laid out for this
race since finishing fifth to
Lord North in the Prince Of
Wales’s Stakes at Royal Ascot
on her only start of 2020.

It’s easily forgotten that
Mehdaayih was sent off fa-
vourite in last year’s Oaks on
the back of an impressive trial
success at Chester.

Things went awry at Epsom
but she proved she was a
Group 1 filly when second in
the Nassau Stakes at Good-
wood before ending her cam-
paign with an honourable ef-
fort behind Magical in the
Champion Stakes.

The suspicion is we have
not yet seen the best of her but
this isn’t an especially strong
Group 1 and she might not get
a better chance of a top-level
success.

Queen Elizabeth II Stakes,
3.05pm

Withduerespect toMagical,
Palace Pier is the star of
today’s show and the King-
man colt can stretch his un-
beaten run to six races.

Always regarded as a smart
prospect, John Gosden’s
charge established himself as
the real deal when getting the
better of Pinatubo in the St
James’s Palace Stakes at
Royal Ascot and then followed
up with another Group 1 suc-
cess when winning the Jac-
ques le Marois in Deauville
last time out.

TEAK TOUGH: Magical, left, produced a career-best performance when beating Ghaiyyath in the Irish
Champion Stakes and a repeat of that effort will make her hard to beat at Ascot today. Picture: Healy Racing

Brien
anticipates
o sho

from champ
Keith Hamer

Magical is poised to take
centre stage once again at
Ascot as she bids for back-to-
back victories in the Qipco
Champion Stakes.

The five-year-old mare has
seven Group 1 triumphs to her
name, including in this race 12
months ago and the Fillies &
Mares at the meeting in 2018.

Aidan O’Brien’s charge has
netted three more this season
— including last time out
when beating Ghaiyyath in
the Irish Champion Stakes —
and will now try to join the
likes of Brigadier Gerard,
Triptych, and Cracksman as a
dual Champion Stakes
winner.

“She’s an amazing f illy
really — we’ve seen how con-
sistent she has been. She has
run in all the top Group 1s
since she was a two-year-old,
which is unusual ,” said
O’Brien.

“There doesn’t seem to be
any ceiling to her yet. We were
delighted with her in Leopard-
stown and we couldn’t have
been happier with every run
she’s had this year really.”

Japan was denied his
chance in the Prix de l’Arc de
Triomphe due to issues with
contaminated feed , but
O’Brien expects the four-year-
old to make his presence felt.

“We were very happy with
Japan going to the Arc — he
was in a really good place and
had been working very well,”
he said.

“We’ve been happy with
him since and he’s probably
better than his runs before.
We’re looking forward to
seeing him run.”

Serpent ine , a surprise
winner of the Derby, is the
third member of O’Brien’s
raid on the 10-furlong contest.

“It will be interesting to see
him over a mile and a quarter.
We saw in the Derby he’s able
to go a really good tempo and
keep going over a mile and a
half,” he said.

“We think he has class and
we think he’s tough and genu-
ine. You can never be sure, but
usually those mile-and-a-half
horses that have class are able
to cope with a mile and a
quarter.”
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LEOPARDSTOWN (Racing TV) Going: Yielding to soft

1.50 LEOPARDSTOWN NURSERY HANDICAP (PLUS 10)
1m €6,600 2yo Only

1 (7) 144 SHALAALAA (26) (Kangyu International Racing (HK) Limited)
G M Lyons 10-3 Sam Ewing (7) 103

2 (16) 330 HECTOR DE MARIS (21) (Mrs John Magnier & Michael Tabor &
Derrick Smith) A P O’Brien 9-12 J A Heffernan 72
3 (13) 5704 BENAUD (7) (T) (Smith, Magniers, Shanahan, Carthy) J P O’Brien

9-11 Shane Crosse 67
4 (4) 68103 AVAGARDNER (21) (John Lavery) Sheila Lavery 9-9 R Colgan 80
5 (2) 67414 MOONHALL GIRL (20) (Charles Alan McIntyre) Patrick Joseph

Hayes 9-9 Tom Madden★105
6 (5) 405 DAZZLING SPIRIT (8) (T Mullins) T Mullins 9-7 B Coen (3) 57
7 (8) 444 HALITE (47) (Newtown Anner Stud) D K Weld 9-7 Oisin Orr 68
8 (10) 008 ALEEN CUST (6) (P) (It’s All About The Girls) Mrs J Harrington 9-6

S Foley 65
9 (6) 32438 VOCITO (20) (BF) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 9-5 K Manning 91
10 (12) 36084 IRON SHERIFF (9) (Erindale Syndicate) Kevin Prendergast 9-3

C D Hayes 100
11 (1) 0597 BRITZKA (20) (Barouche Stud (Ireland) Ltd & Mrs E P Harty)

Edward P Harty 9-2 Mark Gallagher 95
12 (15) 70649 INTHE ATTIC (15) (B*) (Mrs M Cahill & Mrs Caroline Hendron &

J Muldoon) N Meade 9-0 G M Ryan (3) 69
13 (17) 97395 BELL EX ONE (15) (P) (G Cody) R P Cody 8-10 M P Sheehy (7) 85
14 (3) 0790 TOO BRIGHT (22) (B*) (M O Cullinane) N Meade 8-10

A J Slattery (3) 59
15 (9) 050 CATHERINE CHROI (21) (P P Leonard) G Elliott 8-9 L Roche 54
16 (14) 5809 CORNISH ROCK (20) (John Wholey) J Oxx 8-6 N G McCullagh 90
17 (11) 6770 CALA LADY (30) (N H J Racing) C O’Dwyer 8-6 N Crosse (5) 65
Betting: 11-2 Moonhall Girl, 6 Shalaalaa, 13-2 Hector De Maris, 7 Benaud, 8
Avagardner, Vocito, 10 Halite, 12 Bell Ex One, Iron Sheriff, 14 Others.

2.25 KNOCKAIRE STAKES (LISTED)
7f €22,500 3yo plus

1 (1) 3-812 LAUGHIFUWANT (14) (D2) (Mrs E Keane & Mrs F Cumiskey)
G Keane 5-9-9 Gary Carroll 109

2 (5) 07068 NEBO (7) (B,T;D) (Julie Routledge-Martin & David R Martin & Dan
Hall) T Hogan 5-9-9 Leigh Roche 94

3 (2) 1-022 FREE SOLO (18) (C) (Niarchos Family) J Harrington 3-9-7 S Foley 102
4 (4) 1 IRISH ADMIRAL (63) (D) (B Browne) J Feane 3-9-7 K Manning —
5 (7) 37096 PRINCE OF NAPLES (7) (D) (John Lavery) Ms Sheila Lavery 3-9-7

R Colgan 100
6 (8) -4212 REAL FORCE (15) (Lance Bloodstock Limited) G O’Leary 3-9-7

C D Hayes 104
7 (9) 46403 WONDER ELZAAM (6) (Ms A Li) N Egan 3-9-7 LT McAteer 95
8 (3) 46237 SURROUNDING (35) (T;D5) (P E I Newell) M Halford 7-9-4

RWhelan★111
9 (6) 10 WILDS DREAMS (35) (D) (Takaya Shimakawa) J P O’Brien 4-9-4

Shane Crosse 93
10 (10) 1246 ELDAMA (14) (C) (H H Aga Khan) D K Weld 3-9-2 Oisin Orr 106
Betting: 3 Laughifuwant, 4 Free Solo, Real Force, 7 Irish Admiral, 8
Surrounding, 10 Wilds Dreams, 12 Nebo, Eldama, 14 Others.

SUMMARY: REAL FORCE has always shown ability and did well to beat a
subsequent Listed winner at Tipperary in August, with the form receiving a further
boost with the third winning three handicaps since. He goes well with ease in the
ground, is likely to have been primed for this race and can continue his progression.
Laughifuwant is a consistent and capable type who comes here with every chance
having won the Cambridgeshire before being touched off in the Concorde Stakes at
Tipperary. He is vulnerable to any progressive, high-class prospects but should be
bang there at the business end. Surrounding has won nine races including a Group 3
and four Listed races and is another with strong claims. She drops down in grade here
having ran solid races in defeat at Group 2 level on her most recent starts and is the
top adjusted rated runner. IrishAdmiral beat three subsequent maiden winners when
showing good ability to win on debut at Dundalk in August and while this is clearly a
step up in class, can still go well. Free Solo has approximately four lengths to find
with the selection on a line through Aztec Parade but has place prospects.

3.00 KILLAVULLAN STAKES (GROUP 3)
7f €30,000 2yo Only

1 (4) 61 ERZINDJAN (53) (D) (H H Aga Khan) D K Weld 9-5 Oisin Orr 82
2 (6) 1 FEDERAL (78) (CD) (L J Williams) J P O’Brien 9-5 D McDonogh 84
3 (8) 1 INCA PRINCE (22) (D) (E Filgate) H De Bromhead 9-5

C D Hayes —
4 (7) 130 MASEN (34) (CD) (K Abdullah) G M Lyons 9-5 Gary Carroll 95
5 (9) 563 MEXICO CITY (38) (Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith & Mrs John
Magnier) A P O’Brien 9-5 P Beggy 74
6 (5) D1322 ONTARIO (14) (BF) (Mrs John Magnier & Michael Tabor & Derrick

Smith) A P O’Brien 9-5 J A Heffernan★101
7 (1) 10 POETIC FLARE (7) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 9-5

Kevin Manning 78
8 (2) 65109 STAR IMAGE (20) (D) (Mrs Helen Mullins) Thomas Mullins 9-2

Shane Crosse 87
9 (3) 2511 ZAFFY’S PRIDE (15) (D) (Blessingndisguise Partnership)

Mrs J Harrington 9-2 S Foley 64

2019: Stela Star 9 0, Colin Keane 33-1 (Thomas Mullins), drawn (2), 5 ran.

SUMMARY: Sent off odds-on favourite,ONTARIO was travelling well early in the
straight last time at Tipperary but couldn’t find a way past the useful but lower-
rated filly Sweet Gardenia. He’s still the one to beat based on his placed efforts in
Group 2 company at the Curragh and Newmarket. Zaffy’s Pride has been doing
well at Dundalk and beat colts in a Listed race there last time. She’ll need to
progress a bit more to win this but that’s not out of the question. Poetic Flare will
be sharper for his run in last weekend’s Dewhurst when far from discredited on his
first outing since winning his maiden in March. Masen could be given a chance on
his close third at this level on his penultimate start but was too keen when
disappointing last time while promising maiden winners Federal and Inca Prince
are others to bear in mind.

3.35 LEOPARDSTOWN MEMBERS CLUB MAIDEN
1m 2f €7,200 3yo plus

1 (10) 0 BISCAYNE BOULEVARD (36) (Equine Gold Syndicate) P A Fahy
4-9-11 ST McCullagh (5) 28

2 (16) CLONDAW HOLLOW (J53) (T) (Derek Kierans) J McConnell 6-9-11
Gary Carroll —

3 (8) 7 COSMOLOGY (16) (Godolphin) John Oxx 4-9-11 R Coakley —
4 (12) 7 AISEIRIGH (127) (Y H Yue) J S Bolger 3-9-7 Kevin Manning 82
5 (5) BEYOND HAPPY (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 3-9-7 R Cleary —
6 (2) 674 BIG ISLAND (47) (P*) (R Roberts) J Feane 3-9-7 G M Ryan (3) 74
7 (6) -5374 BORNTO RULE (59) (Mrs Josephine Hogan) T Hogan 3-9-7

A J Slattery (3) 89
8 (7) 02222 CHARLIE BASSETT (23) (BF) (Noel Meade Horse Trainer Ltd)

N Meade 3-9-7 C D Hayes 92
9 (13) 0-030 KING ARTHURS SWORD (75) (T) (Michael O’Callaghan)

M O’Callaghan 3-9-7 Leigh Roche 97
10 (15) 20 LOBO ROJO (120) (BF) (Ballylinch Stud) Mrs J Harrington 3-9-7

S Foley★114
11 (11) 32423 LORD PARK (14) (T) (G J Freyne) M Halford 3-9-7 A Farragher (7) 81
12 (3) 805 PECKHAM SPRINGS (16) (First Past The Post Club) P Stafford

3-9-7 LT McAteer (5) 73
13 (9) VERMILION CLIFFS (Flaxman Stables Ireland Ltd & Mrs John

Magnier & M Tabor & D Smith) A P O’Brien 3-9-7 P Beggy —
14 (4) 68 WRINKLE INTIME (23) (C Acheson) H De Bromhead 3-9-7 D
McDonogh 70
15 (1) 3-64 YANKEE STADIUM (23) (BF) (Mrs J Magnier & M Tabor &

Moyglare Stud Farm) A P O’Brien 3-9-7 J A Heffernan 85
16 (14) 6- ALL OURTOMORROWS (412) (Moyglare Stud Farm) D K Weld

4-9-6 Oisin Orr —
Betting: 11-4 Charlie Bassett, 4 Yankee Stadium, 6 Lord Park, Lobo Rojo, 15-2
Vermilion Cliffs, 10 All Our Tomorrows, 12 Born To Rule, Big Island, 14 Others.

4.10 MANGUARD PLUS HANDICAP
1m 4f €6,600 3yo Only

1 (2) -7335 CAMORRA (13) (T) (Sean Jones & David Spratt & Mrs Lynne Lyons)
G M Lyons 10-4 Sam Ewing (7) 75

2 (8) 16046 SHAKE A LEG (15) (P;CD) (Patrick McElroy) A Oliver 10-3
M P Sheehy (7) 89

3 (11) 33713 SAGE ADVICE (32) (Galtee Racing Syndicate) Joseph G Murphy 10-0
Gary Carroll 75

4 (3) 2224 TOORA LOORA (85) (BF) (Mrs S Kelly) Mrs J Harrington 10-0
ST McCullagh (5) 74

5 (10) 36524 KNIGHT OF MALTA (18) (T) (Mrs John Magnier & Michael Tabor &
Derrick Smith) A P O’Brien 9-12 J A Heffernan 80

6 (7) 04511 SON OF HYPNOS (32) (P;D2) (Kevin John Smith) Matthew J Smith
9-12 A Farragher (7) 75

7 (4) 56150 MERE CATHERINE (13) (H*) (Moyglare Stud Farm) D K Weld 9-10
Oisin Orr 76

8 (18) 21374 YULONG PEARLISLAND (8) (P;D) (Zhang Yuesheng) Mrs J
Harrington 9-10 S Foley 75

9 (16) 48440 CARDINAL RULE (8) (P) (Charles Alan McIntyre) Patrick Joseph
Hayes 9-5 Tom Madden ★93

10 (17) 636 ILLUSORY (63) (Ballylinch Stud) M Halford 9-4 RWhelan 78
11 (15) 67648 UPWITHTHE PLAY (6) (P*) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 9-4

LT McAteer (5) 73
12 (14) 81186 IVY AVENUE (4) (P) (P O’Rourke) J S Bolger 9-2 K Manning 72
13 (9) -S221 JEFF KIDDER (J18) (D) (Albert Dravins & Eamonn Scanlon)

N Meade 9-2 G M Ryan (3) 74
14 (5) 8-06 KHAIRY (16) (T) (Hamdan Al Maktoum) Kevin Prendergast 9-2

C D Hayes 72
15 (1) 28722 VISCHIO (33) (BF) (J Kennedy) R Donohoe 9-2 D McMonagle (5) 76
16 (6) 452 LOVED OUT (93) (Mrs Helen Mullins) Thomas Mullins 9-0

Ben Coen (3) 81
17 (12) 0797 MISS ORIA (16) (Mrs J Dermot Cantillon) Edward P Harty 8-

Mark Gallagher 70
18 (13) 0-879 LIZZIES SONG (32) (H Mullins) T Mullins 8-6 Leigh Roche 74
Betting: 11-2 Son Of Hypnos, 13-2 Sage Advice, 7 Yulong Pearlisland, Jeff
Kidder, 8 Knight Of Malta, 10 Toora Loora, 12 Loved Out, Vischio, 14 Others.

4.45 HANDICAP (PREMIER HANDICAP)
1m 4f €24,000 3yo plus

1 (4) 52613 HALIMI (23) (C,D2) (Godolphin) J S Bolger 4-10-2
LT McAteer (5) 104

2 (2) 42318 CAMPHOR (55) (OTI Racing/Rollx Syndicate) Mrs J Harrington 4-9-8
S Foley 106

3 (11) 01136 RED KELLY (35) (P*;C) (Red Kelly Syndicate) J P Murtagh 3-9-8
Ben Coen (3) 96

4 (13) 1753 POWERFULTED (35) (D) (Mrs Patricia Hunt) N Meade 5-9-3
G M Ryan (3) 106

5 (1) -4106 KIPLING (16) (Derrick Smith & Mrs John Magnier & Michael Tabor)
A P O’Brien 3-8-11 J A Heffernan 100

6 (9) 93312 LAYFAYETTE (16) (BF) (Mrs Patricia Hunt) N Meade 3-8-11
C D Hayes 98

7 (10) 1-004 MELBURNIAN (23) (T*;CD) (Back For More ATB Partnership)
A J Martin 5-8-9 RWhelan 92

8 (8) 82221 AVARICE (16) (H) (Newtown Anner Stud Farm Ltd) G M Lyons 3-8-8
Sam Ewing (7) 104

9 (12) 48713 HAPARANDA (56) (P) (H H Aga Khan) D K Weld 3-8-8
A J Slattery (3) 94

10 (14) 0-321 NO SAY EVER (45) (H) (N Reynolds) Miss A Mooney 4-8-8
Danny Sheehy (5) 101

11 (5) 35331 MILLFORD SOUND (60) (B;D) (Basil Holian) S J Mahon 4-8-6
J J Doyle 108

12 (6) 5140- SOVEREIGNS BRIGHT (302) (John Lavery) Ms Sheila Lavery 4-8-6
Rory Cleary —

13 (7) 3-003 BUCKMANTAVERN (21) (T) (J Breslin & P Shanahan & Newtown
Anner Stud Farm Ltd) A J Martin 4-8-6 N G McCullagh★116

14 (3) 56130 WAJAAHA (J13) (D) (P Acheson) C Byrnes 5-8-6
M P Sheehy (7) 94

Betting: 5 Avarice, 6 Layfayette, 7 Powerful Ted, Haparanda, 8 Red Kelly, No
Say Ever, 10 Halimi, 12 Kipling, Millford Sound, Melburnian, 14 Others.

SUMMARY: A winner on handicap debut at Killarney in July, HAPARANDA built
on that when a good third at the Curragh the following month. Dermot Weld has
given her a fairly light campaign and she comes here fresh and open to more
improvement.Melburnian had a luckless run when fourth last time at Listowel and
is only 4lb higher than when winning this last year with a tongue-tie now tried for
the first time. Off a featherweight useful dual-purpose performer Wajaaha will
appeal to many and he’s won over hurdles at this track.PowerfulTed might be able
to turn around Champions Weekend form with Halimi and can go well for his in-
form trainer.

5.15 BREAST CANCER IRELAND (LADIES) HANDICAP
1m 4f €6,000 4yo plus

1 (5) 98200 MARICRUZ (13) (H,T;D) (Let’s Get Lucky Racing Club) J McConnell
5-11-9 Vanessa Maye (7) 50

2 (6) 13155 PLACE DESVOSGES (21) (P;D) (North County Syndicate/L Kelly/
Andrew Sibbald) Mark Fahey 5-11-9 Miss A Fahey (7) 70

3 (16) 1-004 THE MOUSE DOCTOR (J28) (T;C,D) (Here For The Craic
Partnership) A J Martin 7-11-9 Miss A B O’Connor (5) 47

4 (7) -3101 ELTREN (21) (B;D3) (Ms Julianne McNally & Colette McNally)
A A Howard 9-11-8 Miss JWalton (7) ★74

5 (12) 23-04 FUTURE PROOF (J36) (B;C) (Lyreen Syndicate) N Meade 5-11-8
Miss M O’Sullivan (5) 45

6 (1) 02000 EXCELCIUS (8) (Mrs Helen Mullins) Thomas Mullins 4-11-6
Miss J Townend (7) 56

7 (3) 26541 CALL ME DOLLY (9) (P;D) (A R Douglas) G Cromwell 4-11-5
Nikita Amelia Kane (7) 52

8 (8) 406/0 GRAND PARTNER (13) (CD) (Mrs Helen Mullins) Thomas Mullins
12-11-4 Ms M J Horsman (7) —

9 (9) 08467 ROMANTICALLY (56) (T,V;D) (J Connaughton) W McCreery 4-11-3
Miss E A Lalor (5) 45

10 (2) 52757 ROCK ON SEAMIE (21) (Ray Hackett) R Hackett 5-10-13
Miss S Larkin (7) 62

11 (14) 23231 AMLAD (7) (P,T;D) (Dalma Syndicate) Andrew McNamara 6-10-11
Miss H Duignan (7) 55

12 (4) 11-00 POWER DRIVE (8) (D2) (John Raymond Eastwood) P W Flynn
5-10-11 Miss R Hogan (7) —

13 (15) /007- ARDAMIR (J13) (B*) (Ms B A Casey) G Elliott 8-10-10
Ms L O’Neill —

14 (13) -0900 ALDENTE (29) (Every Cloud Syndicate) J McConnell 4-10-3
Miss Aileen O’Sullivan (7) 46

15 (11) 80506 ARCTIC BLAZE (10) (John M Flynn) J McConnell 4-9-13
Siobhan Rutledge (7) 54

16 (10) 75007 FUTURE GOLD (47) (Mrs Helen Mullins) Thomas Mullins 4-9-9
Ms H Mooney (7) 52

Betting: 3 Ardamir, 9-2 Amlad, 5 El Tren, 6 Call Me Dolly, 8 The Mouse Doctor,
10 Place Des Vosges, 12 Future Proof, 14 Arctic Blaze, 16 Others.

TOMMY LYONS NEXT BEST
1.05 DARKVOYAGER ZANAHIYR
1.35 SHEER LISS (NAP) DARRENS HOPE
2.05 GRIMM STAR KING ALEX
2.40 THE SLIDING ROCK ARTHUR’S BABY
3.15 BREX DRAGO BAILYTHUNDER
3.50 HOKE COLBURN LE HACHETTE
4.25 WEIHNACHTS NEARLY NAMA’D

TOMMY LYONS NEXT BEST
1.50 BENAUD (NB) HECTOR DE MARIS
2.25 REAL FORCE LAUGHIFUWANT
3.00 ONTARIO ZAFFY’S PRIDE
3.35 LOBO ROJO AISEIRIGH
4.10 LOVED OUT JEFF KIDDER
4.45 RED KELLY KIPLING
5.15 THE MOUSE DOCTOR FUTURE PROOF

BALLINROBE: There are 4 hurdles and 6 fences per circuit.
TOPTRACKTRAINERSWITH RUNNERS: (2015-2020):W P Mullins
30-86, G Elliott 19-165, J P Ryan 13-96, N Meade 11-45, Denis Hogan
8-80.
TOP TRACK JOCKEYS WITH RIDES: (2015-2020): Paul Townend
15-66, Rachael Blackmore 9-64, Sean Flanagan 7-66, Darragh O’Keeffe
7-43, Denis O’Regan 6-84.

COURSE INFORMATION

BALLINROBE (Racing TV) Going: Soft

1.05 3-Y-O MAIDEN HURDLE
2m 2f €6,000 3yo Only

1 053 BELGOPRINCE (12) (T) (Tohali Partnership) A J Martin 11-2
AW Short 100

2 2 CRASSUS (39) (J Hunt) N Meade 11-2 SW Flanagan 103
3 DARK VOYAGER (F77) (Mrs J Donnelly) W P Mullins 11-2

P Townend —
4 FLYLIKEANEAGLE (F4) (Sweet As A Nut Syndicate) E O’Connell

11-2 E O’Connell (5) —
5 3 PERRY OWENS (F57) (B*) (Noel Meade Horse Trainer Ltd) N

Meade 11-2 D O’Regan★113
6 ZANAHIYR (F104) (Noel Moran & Mrs Valerie Moran) G Elliott

11-2 K M Donoghue —

2019: Harvest Bow 10 5, Sean Flanagan 11-10 Fav (N Meade), 12 ran.
Betting: 13-8 Dark Voyager, 9-4 Crassus, 11-4 Zanahiyr, 6 Perry Owens, 10
Belgoprince, 33 Flylikeaneagle.

SUMMARY: The in-form Noel Meade is two-handed here, and Crassus looks the
pick of theTuVa runners.There is strong County Meath representation all told, with
Tony Martin fielding Belgoprince, and Gordon Elliott Zanahiyr. Belgoprince and
connections fell foul of the stewards at this venue on August 10th, whilst Zanahiyr
is very interesting beginning for the Morans and Cullentra House after his
Fairyhouse maiden win over a mile and a half in July. However, Galway festival
scorer DARK VOYAGER could be the one. He starts off in the dual Gold Cup
winning silks of Marie Donnelly, and if anything like his half-brother,AWave OfThe
Sea, the Closutton three-year-old could be exciting at this game.

1.35 IRISH STALLION FARMS EBF MARES MAIDEN HURDLE
2m 6f €7,800 5yo plus

1 633-2 DARRENS HOPE (27) (Robert Murphy) Robert Murphy 6-11-9
D O’Regan★126

2 F-312 SHEER LISS (15) (Kenneth Alexander) G Elliott 5-11-9
K M Donoghue —

3 F-8 ALMA MAHLER (22) (David Richard Barry) David Barry 6-11-1
J J Slevin —

4 45222 CHAMPAGNE DIVA (5) (B) (Mrs Patricia Hunt) N Meade 5-11-1
SW Flanagan 120

5 46375 CLANCYPANTZ (16) (T) (Colin Gray) M Hourigan 6-11-1
M M McDonagh (7) 113

6 P4-66 GOLD CREEK (62) (Aengus King) Aengus King 6-11-1
D J McInerney 52

7 26- RHYME’N RHYTHM (240) (Closutton Racing Club) W P Mullins
6-11-1 P Townend —

8 211- SOVEREIGN GOLD (237) (Julian Taylor) H De Bromhead 6-11-1
Rachael Blackmore —

2019: No corresponding race.
Betting: 2 Darrens Hope, 5-2 Sheer Liss, 7-2 Sovereign Gold, 5 Rhyme’n
Rhythm, 11-2 Champagne Diva, 14 Clancypantz, 50 Gold Creek, 66 Alma
Mahler.

SUMMARY: Coincidentally enough two of the main players here, SHEER LISS
and Sovereign Gold, have a similar background.Sheer Liss was with the Cashmans
up until her last run, whilst Catherine Cashman was a part owner of impressive dual
point-to-point winner Sovereign Gold. She looked good in that sphere for Damian
Murphy, and his wife Jane Foley, and she’s now with one of the top teams in the
business. Sheer Liss didn’t win between the flags but she has very classy bumper
form and that marks her out as the one to beat. Rhyme’n Rhythm and Darrens
Hope can go well too.

2.05 DONNELLY’S OF BARNA MAIDEN HURDLE
2m 6f €6,000 4yo plus

1 /8-56 BLOODSTONE (94) (Gigginstown House Stud) H De Bromhead
5-12-0 Rachael Blackmore 97

2 76-54 BUCK ROGERS (2) (John P Bowe) M Bowe 5-12-0 B Hayes 83
3 58446 FILL THE TANK (6) (A King) A King 6-12-0 D J McInerney —
4 46/8- KING ALEX (342) (B Connell) B Connell 6-12-0 SW Flanagan —
5 988 MINELLA MOMENT (56) (John J Nallen) J Nallen 5-12-0

S D Torrens (5) 89
6 28-66 OSCER ROMERO (36) (Oliver Barden) P J Rothwell 5-12-0

D O’Regan 88
7 6-009 STEALTHY TOM (24) (Mrs Ann Marie McManus) E Bolger 5-12-0

D J O’Keeffe 75
8 05-44 GRIMM STAR (17) (H) (Ms Pamela McLoughlin) S Curling 4-11-9

P T Enright 95
9 7088 YERMANMILAN (42) (H*) (YerManMilan Syndicate) Denis Hogan

4-11-9 D Meyler 58
10 0544 ZACCARELA (43) (T R Coleman) P Fenton 4-11-9 J J Slevin★104
11 57-00 KILASHEE (5) (Bitview Partnership) J P Ryan 5-11-7

D J Hickey (7) 30
12 00-80 TARA GAEL (22) (IRE Asset Holding Limited) P A Fahy 5-11-7

B J Cooper 84
13 8005P SPRINGCOOL LADY (12) (James Murtagh) D E Fitzgerald 4-11-2

Gavin Peter Brouder (7) 72

2019: No corresponding race.
Betting: 6-4 Grimm Star, 4 Bloodstone, 6 King Alex, 7 Zaccarela, 12 Fill The
Tank, Minella Moment, 14 Buck Rogers, 20 Springcool Lady, 25 Others.

SUMMARY: An unplaced maiden hurdle and perhaps KING ALEX can return an
improved performer off a break. Barry Connell has had a couple of winners since
taking out a training licence in his own name, and he’s booked in-form jockey Sean
Flanagan for the spin on King Alex. The selection has amassed a nice bit of
experience at this stage, including in handicap company, and he’s got a rating of
101.That could be good enough in this company.The hood he wore last time is left
off. Grimm Star’s form makes him a player, and that youngster could continue to
progress. A few others appear capable of making an impression too.

2.40 BOYLESPORTS RATED NOVICE HURDLE
2m 6f €6,600 4yo plus

1 /72-7 MY UNCAS (24) (Mrs S Rowley-Williams) H De Bromhead 5-11-12
Rachael Blackmore 97

2 26126 THE SLIDING ROCK (29) (C Walsh & E G Tunstall & J F Doyle &
J Mulholland) G Elliott 5-11-12 B J Cooper★122

3 -3132 FAIRYHILL RUN (6) (C) (Thomas F Meagher) J P Ryan 5-11-9
S O’Keeffe (3) 114

4 -12U1 ARTHUR’S BABY (27) (T) (Dermot J Kelly) M McNiff 6-11-5
P T Enright 112

5 /6624 GALLOWGLASS (22) (William G Fitzgerald) Stephen Ryan 7-11-5
AW Short 119

6 0-U51 PRESENTING MEGHAN (50) (Jason Trotter & William David Hogg)
G Cromwell 6-11-3 K M Donoghue 112

7 43632 DEDANANN (26) (Bitview Partnership) J P Ryan 6-11-2
T Brett (7) 118

8 147P8 IT TAKES TIME (8) (D) (Kevin John Smith) Kevin Smith 6-11-2
S D Torrens (5) 120

2019: Generator City 6 10 12, Phillip Enright 7-1 (Denis Hogan), 5 ran.
Betting: 3 The Sliding Rock, 4 Fairyhill Run, Arthur’s Baby, 5 Presenting
Meghan, 6 My Uncas, 13-2 Dedanann, 7 Gallowglass, 20 It Takes Time.

SUMMARY: Course winner Fairyhill Run is one of two in here for John Ryan, and
she looks the stable select under Sean O’Keeffe.With the prospect of more to come,
the only one without a published rating,PRESENTING MEGHAN, gets the nod.A
mare in form like Arthur’s Baby is obviously feared, but Presenting Meghan, on
start four over flights, may well improve for the extra distance she goes here. It all
came together nicely for the Galway bumper scorer at Down Royal last time.
Winning rider Jonathan Moore was complimentary about the selection’s attitude
on that occasion. The Wexford jockey is out injured at the minute, and as was the
case with high profile stable companion Darver Star at Punchestown on Tuesday,
Keith Donoghue is an able deputy.

3.15 P & D LYDON RATED NOVICE CHASE
2m 7f €6,600 4yo plus

1 -7115 BAILY THUNDER (19) (P;BF) (R A Scott) M F Morris 6-11-9
P T Enright 122

2 P/413 RUEBEN JAMES (16) (Ms D M McGuire) Eoin Doyle 8-11-9
R Treacy (3) 130

3 U7-64 BREX DRAGO (28) (Marhan Limited) G Cromwell 8-11-5
C D Maxwell★138

4 PP-42 LUNCH IN ADARE (19) (Padraic F Ryan) Peter Fahey 7-11-5
K Sexton 40

5 0-066 OSCAR ACADEMY (10) (D) (Ann Finnegan) G Cromwell 7-11-5
K M Donoghue 108

6 335FF SUMMER HILL (33) (John Patrick Ryan) J P Ryan 7-11-5
P K Donovan (7) 130

2019: No corresponding race.
Betting: 5-2 Oscar Academy, 7-2 Brex Drago, Baily Thunder, 4 Rueben James,
6 Summer Hill, Lunch In Adare.

SUMMARY:The handicapper has been kind to OSCAR ACADEMY in letting him
in to today’s race as the 128 rated hurdler now competes in this 0-120 bracket and
he can win. A dual point-to-point winner, he won two consecutive staying hurdles
for Olly Murphy last season and finished 12th in the Albert Bartlett Hurdle at
Cheltenham for new connections subsequently. His two chase outings thus far were
unexciting, thus he qualifies for this race, but now steps up to a more suitable trip,
receives weight from the two previous winners and can get the better of stablemate
Brex Drago from level weights. Brex Drago was himself 12th in the 2019 County
Hurdle at Cheltenham and while he is the winner of no less than 12 races, has yet
to win in 10 eventful chase outings. He is rated 120 over fences though and could
give his stablemate a race. Baily Thunder was a good winner of his only previous
chase at Sligo in September and while beaten from 104 over hurdles subsequently,
reverting to chasing will suit better. Rueben James’ Clonmel form was boosted by
the winner subsequently landing the Munster National and he can get involved for
the placings. Lunch In Adare is capable enough and has place claims following a
reasonable runner-up run at Roscommon in September.

3.50 BREWIN DOLPHIN HANDICAP CHASE (0-109)
2m 3f €6,600 4yo plus

1 3/4-4 HOKE COLBURN (40) (On The Green Syndicate) Brian M McMahon
8-12-0 Mr E Mahon (7) 98

2 68-74 THE CHAPEL FIELD (18) (W Burn) W J Austin 7-11-12
T Ryan (5) 99

3 -671F CIANKYLE (16) (C) (Hugh Calvey) P Cluskey 9-11-9
P D Kennedy —

4 11505 LE HACHETTE (6) (C2) (John Patrick Ryan) J P Ryan 7-11-9
S O’Keeffe (3) 107

5 37730 FATHER JED (7) (B,T;C) (John Patrick Ryan & Miss Gillian Ryan)
J P Ryan 9-11-8 B J Cooper 96

6 2F6-F HILLTOP SUPREME (22) (Ms Belinda O’Brien) D E Fitzgerald
8-11-3 P T Enright —

7 423B4 CLUAN DARA (12) (Bitview Partnership) J P Ryan 8-10-8
D Meyler★108

8 288-8 ICE COOL (41) (S O’Brien) V T O’Brien 11-10-7 J J Slevin 77
9 507/B ROCK ON BARNEY (12) (D) (Mrs Mary T Kelly) P Gilligan 9-9-12

J G Gilligan (7) —
Betting: 5-2 Ciankyle, 4 Hilltop Supreme, 5 Cluan Dara, 13-2 Le Hachette, 7
Hoke Colburn, 8 The Chapel Field, 14 Ice Cool, Father Jed, 25 Rock On Barney.

SUMMARY: CIANKYLE has won five handicap hurdles and can get off the mark
on his fifth chase outing today. He is a good performer at this type of level over
hurdles and was in the process of running a good race on handicap chase debut at
Clonmel when falling at the second last. He may have finished second in that race
and a reproduction of that would give him every chance today and is well proven at
this trip and on reasonable ground. Hoke Colburn has been running well enough
for his new yard in recent times and while well enough held at Galway latest, is
reunited with his 7lbs claimer today which offsets his big weight. John Ryan runs
three horses, and Le Hachette can prove best of the trio. She was well held when
chasing black-type on her latest run but did win over fences at Tramore in August.
Cluain Dara has won just once in 41 starts but wasn’t beaten too far at Killarney
latest while The Chapel Field makes his handicap chase debut but is rated 10lbs
higher than over hurdles.Hilltop Supreme has yet to win in 15 starts but had some
place prospects when falling at Listowel 22 days ago.

4.25 ADARE MANOR OPPORTUNITY HANDICAP CHASE
2m 1f €6,600 4yo plus

1 23/5- CHATHAM STREET LAD (463) (Vivian Healy) Michael Winters
8-11-12 C J Orr —

2 2316- KAVANAGHS CORNER (210) (Bridget O’Flynn) H De Bromhead
11-11-7 D P Holden (4) 121

3 6-0P3 NEARLY NAMA’D (21) (B;D3) (John P McManus) Augustine Leahy
12-11-6 S O’Keeffe 111

4 4014- FLAMINGO’S COURT (252) (T) (Andrew Heffernan) Andrew
McNamara 7-11-4 B Browne★135

5 94-02 ALL THE CHIMNEYS (13) (P;D2) (T O Hogan) W J Austin 11-11-1
T Ryan (2) 120

6 04/02 WESTERN BOY (F23) (John P McManus) P A Fahy 11-11-0
R J Condon (4) —

7 8F714 BITVIEW COLIN (13) (B;C) (Mrs Imelda O’Riordan) J P Ryan
9-10-10 J P O’Sullivan (4) 121

8 P53-2 WEIHNACHTS (40) (John P McManus) P J Rothwell 6-10-7
S D Torrens (2) 125

9 4334B RIPPON LODGE (12) (Bitview Partnership) J P Ryan 7-10-6
P K Donovan (4) 105

10 26678 CAPTAIN COBAJAY (16) (B,T) (Stephen Barron) E Sheehy 7-10-2
C P McNamara 114

11 U-953 ATHLOMAN COTTAGE (16) (Miss Ann Marie Dunne) Donncha
Duggan 8-9-12 Gavin Peter Brouder (4) 108

Betting: 4 Flamingo’s Court, 9-2 All The Chimneys, 5 Weihnachts, 6 Chatham
Street Lad, 13-2 Western Boy, 8 Nearly Nama’d, 10 Bitview Colin, Rippon
Lodge, Kavanaghs Corner, 20 Others.

SUMMARY: Eleven year old WESTERN BOY can make a winning handicap chase
debut. A smart type on his day, he finished seventh to Vautour in the Supreme
Novices Hurdle at Cheltenham, is a winner at the Punchestown festival and while
his career has been hit by injuries, has returned to form in recent times and comes
here following two useful recent runs. He competes from a chase rating of just 106
and with age not yet hindering him, he can take plenty beating. Weihnachts is
winless from 13 starts but has hinted at potential in handicaps. He should come on
from his Galway reappearance run but might struggle to beat the selection. JP
McManus’ other runner Nearly Nama’d, a 12yo, has shown enough recently to
suggest he can get involved in handicaps as his rating has fallen but this looks quite
competitive. All The Chimneys, another in receipt of free travel, is a fine servant
who comes here following a good run atTipperary latest and has solid place claims.
Flamingo’s Court was a winner atThurles in February two days before sent black-
type hunting and while she could get involved, lacks a recent outing. Free-going
Kavanaghs Corner did well last winter but races from a joint career-high mark.
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FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
1.20 STRADIVARIUS (NAP) SEARCH FOR A SONG
1.55 ART POWER DREAM OF DREAMS (NB)
2.30 DAME MALLIOT DAME MALLIOT
3.05 CIRCUS MAXIMUS THE REVENANT
3.40 LORD NORTH MAGICAL
4.15 KEATS (NB) TEMPUS (NAP)

FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
12.43 ON CALL THE BULL MCCABE
1.13 LETUEUR MYWAY
1.43 PROJECT MARS PROJECT MARS
2.18 DARIYA INGENUITY
2.53 FRANCKY DU BERLAIS EVERLANES
3.28 VALSE AUTAILLONS DIAMOND GAIT
4.03 GAME LINE BOLVING
4.40 SAY NOTHING LADY RESET

COURSE INFORMATION
STRATFORD: A left-handed triangular shaped track, one and a
quarter miles in extent,with eight fences per circuit and a run-in of
200 yards.Two tight bends and three fences in the straight make the
course sharp in nature.
TOP TRACK TRAINERS WITH RUNNERS: (2015-2020): D
Skelton 28-155, Dr R Newland 17-58,T R George 16-66, NTwiston-
Davies 15-79, Olly Murphy 14-89.
TOP TRACK JOCKEYS WITH RIDES: (2015-2020): Richard
Johnson 36-156, Harry Bannister 13-52, Bryony Frost 9-48, James
Bowen 8-42, Page Fuller 8-51.
LONGESTTRAVELLER: LeTueur (1.13) trained at Haverfordwest.
Round trip of 386 miles.
FAVOURITES: (2015-2020): 202 have won out of 554 races
(36.5%). At the previous corresponding meetings, 18 have won out
of 52 races (34.6%).

STRATFORD (Racing TV) Going: Good-good to soft in placesASCOT (Sky Sports Racing) Going: Soft-heavy in places

12.43MAIDEN HURDLE (GBB RACE) (DIV 1)
2m 6f €4,447 4yo plus

1 AIM FOR FAME P Hobbs 5-11-2 R Johnson —
2 P/1-P ALRIGHT CHIEF (13) SamAllwood 8-11-2 T J O’Brien —
3 275- BARBADOS BUCK’S (296) (P*) P Nicholls 5-11-2 B Frost —
4 441/ CAPE ROBIN (545) (T*)TVaughan 6-11-2 A Johns —
5 330-5 FRANKIE BABY (9) (P*)W Greatrex 5-11-2 H Bannister 65
6 7- JUSTGIVEMEAREASON (302) (H*)AWintle 6-11-2 B Poste —
7 /885- NUMITOR (217) Mrs H Main 6-11-2 J McGrath 122
8 4431- ON CALL (286) Grace Harris 7-11-2 Shane Quinlan (5) —
9 STADMALLEN NTwiston-Davies 4-11-2 J Nailor (5) —
10 /17-2 THE BULLMCCABE (28) K Bailey 6-11-2 D Bass 116
11 F43-P TOP DRAWER (13) (P*)Tracey Leeson 6-11-2 CWard (5) —
12 3- SAALORS (222) D Bridgwater 4-10-9 WTKennedy★132
Betting: 13-8 The Bull Mccabe, 3 Barbados Buck’s, 6 Aim For Fame, 8
Numitor, 12 Cape Robin, Sa Alors, 14 On Call, Stadmallen, 20 Others.

SUMMARY: THE BULLMCCABE returned from a long time off the track
to finish second at NewtonAbbot last month and Kim Bailey’s point-to-point
winner looks the one to be on here with that run under his belt. Aim For
Fame andStadmallen are both newcomers from top yards to consider,while
Barbados Buck’s can be expected to improve on what he showed in bumpers
now tackling obstacles and stepped up in trip for a team in fine form.

1.13 MAIDEN HURDLE (GBB RACE) (DIV 2)
2m 6f €4,447 4yo plus

1 11/F3 C’EST LE BONHEUR (31) (H*) R Newland 8-11-2 L Edwards 109
2 3P- FELICISSIMUS (382) NTwiston-Davies 5-11-2 J Nailor (5) —
3 2403- FELTON BELLEVUE (224) B Case 5-11-2 B Carver (5) 108
4 32-0P FILOU DES ISSARDS (13) (B*) P Hobbs 5-11-2T J O’Brien★132
5 4712- LETUEUR (222) P Bowen 5-11-2 J Bowen 109
6 4266- MYWAY (217) (T) P Nicholls 6-11-2 Bryony Frost —
7 21/P- NOW ISTHEWINTER (283) (P*;C) B Pauling 6-11-2 D Bass —
8 54/ PEACHEY (693) (T) Olly Murphy 6-11-2 R Johnson —
9 THE QUIET DON Mrs LWadham 5-11-2 MaximeTissier (5) —
10 663/4 TIKANITE (45) (T) S Lycett 9-11-2 N Scholfield 112
11 5-0U MARIE’S GIRL (45) (P) H Evans 6-10-9 B Poste —
12 56/7- POTTERSVISION (261) E Lavelle 7-10-9 B R Jones (3) 96
Betting: 2 My Way, 3 Peachey, 4 C’Est Le Bonheur, 7 Filou Des Issards,
12 LeTueur,16 Now IsTheWinter,20Tikanite,The Quiet Don,25 Others.

SUMMARY: MY WAY caught the eye in defeat in some competitive
handicaps over fences last season and could have too much class for his
rivals here now reverting to timber for a team amongst the winners.C’Est
Le Bonheur is tried in a first-time hood after finishing third at Kelso last
month and could play a part, while the pick of Filou Des Issards’ form
would give him a chance.

1.43 HANDICAP HURDLE
2m 3f €3,297 3yo plus

1 /213- PROJECTMARS (215) (P;BF) F O’Brien 8-11-2 L Harrison (7) 114
2 5660- COURT GLORY (254) Henry Oliver 7-11-2 J McGrath 84
3 2312/ BRAVE JAQ (569) (H,T;C) Ryan Potter 9-11-2 T O’Brien (3) —
4 0446- A BOOK OF INTRIGUE (291) J G O’Shea 7-11-2 R Johnson 62
5 /593- PASSING SHADOW (216) G McPherson 6-11-2 L Pinchin (7) 107
6 6PP24 MYSTIC COURT (9) (H) B Barr 7-11-2 Paul O’Brien (3) 110
7 208/ GOLDENWOLF (F50)A Carroll 6-11-2 H Bannister —
8 PP6-1 CROCODILE DUNDEE (15) (D)T HWeston 10-11-1

Mr J Jeavons (7) 107
9 84-90 LINGUINE (26) D LWilliams 10-11-1 Shane Quinlan (5) 67
10 /896- COLD SHOULDER (215) (D)TVaughan 6-11-1 MGNolan 93
11 3144- CLEARLY CAPABLE (290) (D)A Carroll 11-11-0L Edwards★122
Betting: 11-4 Project Mars, 4 Crocodile Dundee, 13-2 Golden Wolf, 8
Mystic Court, Clearly Capable, Passing Shadow, 10 A Book Of Intrigue,
12 Brave Jaq, 16 Others.

SUMMARY: CROCODILE DUNDEE took advantage of a lenient mark
when scoring at Fontwell earlier this month andTomWeston’s 10-year-old
could strike once again while the iron is hot, despite his 6lb rise in the
ratings. Fergal O’Brien’sProjectMars relishes plenty of cut in the ground
so any rain would boost his claims, while Clearly Capable is a consistent
operator who could also make the frame on his return to the track.

2.18 EVEN KEEL FOUNDATION SELLING HURDLE
2m €3,297 4yo to 6yo

1 62577 AUTHORIZO (9) (P,T;D) Oliver Greenall 5-10-12RossTurner (5)
138
2 00/6- INGENUITY (F45) M Harris 5-10-12 R Johnson —
3 /0P0- RICHIEVALENTINE (233) (T) J G O’Shea 6-10-12 CWard (5) —
4 79/P- TEST RIDE (528) N Mulholland 6-10-12 H Reed (3) —
5 P/497 TESTVALLEY (2) (T)T Barfoot-Saunt 5-10-12 C Leonard (7) 110
6 57115 DARIYA (16) (P,T;C,D) C Longsdon 5-10-9 T Buckley (7)★141
7 7-6P9 EVA’S DIVA (16) (P*) PW Middleton 6-10-5 Mr S Lee (7) 125
8 5-752 HOMING STAR (25) (P) G McPherson 5-10-5 L Pinchin (7) 102
Betting: 15-8 Ingenuity,2 Dariya,3Authorizo,10 Eva’s Diva,12 Homing
Star, 33TestValley, 50Test Ride, RichieValentine.

SUMMARY:HOMINGSTAR handles varying ground conditions well and
caught the eye when finding only one too good atWarwick last month.The
five-year-old remains open to further improvement and only has to carry
a featherweight here under 7lb claimer Lilly Pinchin. Ingenuity finished
second on the level at Bath 45 days ago and has Richard Johnson on board
now, while Dariya could prove best of the remainder, despite her winning
run coming to an end atWarwick recently.

2.53 PRAGNELL GOLD CUP HANDICAP CHASE
2m 5f €5,061 4yo plus

1 /0-53 DENMEAD (16) (T) D Skelton 7-12-0 Bridget Andrews 123
2 9-319 MON PALOIS (39) (P;BF,C) K Bailey 8-11-12 D Bass 128
3 60P6- TEMPLEHILLS (291) (H;D3) NTwiston-Davies 9-11-12

Mr J Savage (7) —
4 3P-P6 FORT GABRIEL (38) D Bridgwater 9-11-11 CMcKinnes (7) 132
5 /9U5- HEY BUD (232) J Scott 7-11-10 N Scholfield 111
6 327-1 FRANCKY DU BERLAIS (19) (T) P Bowen 7-11-9 J Bowen —
7 3121- EVERLANES (217) (T) K Burke 7-11-9 WTKennedy 139
8 5U2P- CHEROKEE BILL (263) Henry Oliver 9-11-8 J M Davies 122
9 1/54- SMUGGLER’S BLUES (256)T R George 8-11-7 C Gethings 107
10 /2423 DREAM BOLT (18) (T;C,D2) D Rees 12-11-2 B R Jones (3)★139
11 1422- LICKPENNY LARRY (247) (T)T R Gretton 9-10-8 D Noonan 127
Betting: 4 Francky Du Berlais, 5 Everlanes, 6 Templehills, Denmead, 8
Mon Palois, Dream Bolt, 10 Lickpenny Larry, 12 Smuggler’s Blues, 14
Others.

1.20 CHAMPIONS LONG DISTANCE CUP (GROUP 2)
ITV1 2m €200,753 3yo plus

1 (10) 146-4 BROOME (134)A P O’Brien (IRE) 4-9-7 CT Keane 104
2 (13) 3-112 FUJAIRA PRINCE (34) (C) RVarian 6-9-7 AAtzeni 121
3 (8) 31124 MILDENBERGER (23) (BF,D2) M Johnston 5-9-7F Norton 82
4 (7) 1-742 MORANDO (35) (C)A Balding 7-9-7 S De Sousa 110
5 (4) 1-326 SOVEREIGN (34) (BF)A P O’Brien (IRE) 4-9-7R LMoore 123
6 (12)62611 SPANISHMISSION (36)A Balding 4-9-7 WBuick 115
7 (1) 31127 STRADIVARIUS (13) (CD) J Gosden 6-9-7 L Dettori★132
8 (11) -4181 TRUESHAN (36)A King 4-9-7 Hollie Doyle 116
9 (3) 11124 DUBIOUSAFFAIR (37) C Fellowes 4-9-4 James Doyle 107
10 (2) 1-470 MONICA SHERIFF (14) (P*)W Haggas 4-9-4 TMarquand 108
11 (6) -6P31 SEARCH FORA SONG (34) (H) D KWeld (IRE) 4-9-4

OMurphy 121
12 (9) 31361 DAWN PATROL (20) (D)A P O’Brien (IRE) 3-8-13

P C Boudot 114
13 (5) -5024 MAXVEGA (14) R Beckett 3-8-13 H Bentley 112

2019: Kew Gardens 4 9 7, Donnacha O’Brien 7-2 (A P O’Brien(Ire)),
drawn (3), 9 ran.
Betting: 10-11 Stradivarius, 11-2 Search For A Song, 8 Fujaira Prince,
12 Dawn Patrol, 14 Broome, Spanish Mission, 16 Sovereign, Morando,
Trueshan, 33 Others.

SUMMARY: Stradivarius is obviously the most likely winner of this
contest having arguably put in a career-best when easily winning the Gold
Cup here in June.That said, he was beaten in this race 12 months ago and
was not the most impressive of winners two years ago, and for the first
time he arrives here on the back of a hard race on heavy ground in theArc.
With that in mind, a chance can be taken withBROOME,who is unproven
over this trip but he is a strong stayer over 1m4f.The son ofAustralia beat
Sovereign by eight lengths in the Ballysax last year when last seen on soft
ground and some promise could be taken from his sole previous start this
year in the Coronation Cup.The dual Irish St Leger winner Search For A
Song is more than capable of going well if handling the ground, while
Dawn Patrol and Fujaira Prince are others who merit plenty of respect.

1.55 BRITISH CHAMPIONS SPRINT STAKES (GROUP 1)
ITV1 6f €261,823 3yo plus

1 (7) 26693 BRANDO (7) (D7) K Ryan 8-9-2 T Eaves 115
2 (2) 0310- CAPE BYRON (364) (CD2) RVarian 6-9-2 AAtzeni —
3 (3) 01746 CHIEFOFCHIEFS (36) (V;CD) C Fellowes 7-9-2 WBuick 110
4 (16) 0-211 DREAM OF DREAMS (42) (D5) Sir M Stoute 6-9-2

OMurphy★132
5 (9) 12112 GLEN SHIEL (42) (D3)ArchieWatson 6-9-2 Hollie Doyle 128
6 (1) 24111 HAPPY POWER (8) (D)A Balding 4-9-2 James Doyle 123
7 (13) 21-11 OXTED (98) (D3) RTeal 4-9-2 C Fallon 128
8 (8) 51146 SPEAK IN COLOURS (56) (T;BF,CD) J P O’Brien (IRE) 5-9-2

J Crowley 128
9 (6) -7262 THETINMAN (7) (CD3) J Fanshawe 8-9-2 A Kirby 125
10 (10)11164 ART POWER (42) (C,D2)T Easterby 3-9-1 S De Sousa 124
11 (14) -1035 DUBAI STATION (78) (D) K Burke 3-9-1 DTudhope 116
12 (4) 30237 LOPEY FERNANDEZ (42) (D)A P O’Brien (IRE) 3-9-1

R LMoore 130
13 (17) 111 STARMAN (41) (D3) EdWalker 3-9-1 TMarquand 123
14 (11)41221 ONEMASTER (13) (C,D)W Haggas 6-8-13 P C Boudot 127
15 (15) -1123 SONAIYLA (34) (T,V;D2) PTwomey (IRE) 4-8-13

W J Lee 124
16 (12) -7281 JOUSKA (7) (D) H Candy 3-8-12 R Hornby 117
17 (5) 41741 ONASSIS (6) (C) C Fellowes 3-8-12 HTurner 116

2019: Donjuan Triumphant 6 9 2, Silvestre De Sousa 33-1 (A Balding),
drawn (4), 17 ran.
Betting: 13-8 Dream Of Dreams, 5 One Master, 7 Oxted, 10 Glen Shiel,
Starman, 12 Art Power, LopeY Fernandez, 16 Cape Byron, 20 Others.

SUMMARY: Oxted has not been seen since his impressive victory in the
July Cup and that form gives him a big chance today,although he does have
to prove that he handles very soft ground. Dream Of Dreams is another
with strong form claims as the six-year-old appears to be better than ever
judging by his victories in the Sprint Cup and Hungerford Stakes in recent
months.That said, he has been disappointing in this race for the last two
years and that has to be a concern.The unexposed STARMAN beat a very
good field when winning a Listed race at York last month, where he
accounted for the recent dual winner Dakota Gold amongst others. Ed
Walker’s three-year-old needs to find more improvement, but he has only
had three starts to date and should be capable of making his mark at this
level. The Tin Man can be a bit unpredictable these days but he did not
have things go his way atYork last weekend, despite finishing second, and
he could reward each-way support in an open contest.

2.30 CHAMPIONS FILLIES & MARES STAKES (GRP 1)
ITV1 1m 4f €234,212 3yo plus

1 (11) 64-11 ANTONIA DEVEGA (22) (D2) R Beckett 4-9-5 H Bentley 105
2 (4) 6-133 DAMEMALLIOT (34) (D3) EVaughan 4-9-5 Hollie Doyle 106
3 (12) -1140 MANUELA DEVEGA (14) (D2) R Beckett 4-9-5

R Hornby 124
4 (8) 205-6 MEHDAAYIH (122) (D) J Gosden 4-9-5 L Dettori 115
5 (7) 24122 CABALETTA (49) (D) RVarian 3-8-13 David Egan 115
6 (3) 35116 EVEN SO (34) (D) G M Lyons (IRE) 3-8-13 CT Keane★126
7 (2) -1135 FRANKLY DARLING (58) (CD) J Gosden 3-8-13 R Havlin 118
8 (10)17215 GOLDWAND (34) (D) RVarian 3-8-13 AAtzeni 112
9 (5) 24144 LABURNUM (34)A P O’Brien (IRE) 3-8-13

James Doyle 117
10 (6) 33155 PASSION (14)A P O’Brien (IRE) 3-8-13 R LMoore 114
11 (1) -2113 THUNDERING NIGHTS (34) J P O’Brien (IRE) 3-8-13

TMarquand 120
12 (9) 42151 WONDERFULTONIGHT (14) (D) D Menuisier 3-8-13

WBuick 121

2019: Star Catcher 3 8 13, Frankie Dettori 7-4 Fav (J Gosden), drawn
(11), 12 ran.
Betting: 7-2WonderfulTonight, 4 Dame Malliot, 9-2Antonia DeVega, 5
Even So, 12 Frankly Darling, 14Thundering Nights, 16 Passion,Manuela
DeVega, Gold Wand, Laburnum, Mehdaayih, 25 Cabaletta.

SUMMARY: Wonderful Tonight relishes testing conditions and enjoyed
her finest hour when landing her first victory at the highest level in the
Prix de Royallieu at Longchamp earlier in the month. That said, David
Menuisier’s filly had a very tough race and may prove vulnerable to fresher
rivals.The vote, therefore,goes toDAMEMALLIOT as she finished ahead
ofWonderfulTonightwhen the pair met in the PrixVermeille last month
and she doesn’t face a rival of the calibre of the winner of that contest,
Tarnawa, in this field.Antonia DeVega is unbeaten in two runs this season
and produced a career-best when scoring at Newmarket last month,while
Irish Oaks winner Even So and Thundering Nights are both likely to be
in the mix with proven form on soft ground.

SUMMARY: Peter Bowen hasn’t got his string fully firing yet, so perhaps
FRANCKY DU BERLAIS’ Newton Abbot success last month can be
upgraded. The seven-year-old landed his first win for two years on that
occasion and is fairly handicapped now tackling fences this time.
Everlanes ended his spring campaign with a victory at Kempton in March
and makes some appeal on his reappearance for shrewd handler Keiran
Burke, while Denmead ran well on his comeback to finish third at
Warwick just over a fortnight ago and could also make his presence felt.

3.28 MARES’HANDICAP HURDLE
2m €4,447 3yo plus

1 131-5 GETARIVER (22) (H,T;D2) D Skelton 7-11-13 BAndrews —
2 P-475 DIAMOND GAIT (62) (P,T;D2) K Bailey 7-11-12 D Bass 124
3 1733- VALSEAUTAILLONS (252) (C,D) J Farrelly 7-11-12 J Best 126
4 4-534 GREEN OR BLACK (45) (P,T) N Mulholland 8-11-8 R Johnson★129
5 3-1P3 POGO I AM (16) (BF,CD) H Fry 6-11-4 B Carver (5) 110
6 /816- NORTHERN PRINCESS (301) (H;D) Mrs LWadham 6-11-1

Bryony Frost —
7 131/0 TIERRAVERDE (22) (D2) E Lavelle 9-10-11 B R Jones (3) 73
8 F47-5 FLEURSALS (16)T Symonds 4-10-8 B Poste 123

2019: Sweet Adare 6 11 10, James Best 9-1 (V Dartnall), 9 ran.
Betting: 3 Pogo I Am, 7-2 Getariver, 4 Green Or Black, 6 Diamond Gait,
7Valse AuTaillons, 10 Northern Princess, 14TierraVerde, Fleursals.

SUMMARY: POGO I AM couldn’t justify favouritism atWarwick earlier
this month, but she still ran with credit, despite being 15lb worse off with
the winner at the weights, and she might take some stopping now in
handicap company.Harry Fry’s mare isn’t badly treated off 112 and could
have too much for Diamond Gait, who was fifth in a better race against
the boys at Market Rasen when last sighted in August. Getariver was
outclassed at Uttoxeter last month but should be better for that experience
now moving back over hurdles.

4.03 HANDICAP CHASE
2m 7f €3,527 4yo plus

1 2-1P3 DANSEUR DU LARGE (17) (T) P Gundry 7-11-12 N Scholfield 110
2 2454- DYLANSEOGHAN (223) (P;C) Z Davison 11-11-11 P Fuller 113
3 7053- BOBMAHLEY (234) (BF)TVaughan 5-11-10 A Johns 107
4 /365- BOLVING (283) (P*;BF)V Dartnall 9-11-9 C Gethings 106
5 -5253 BLUE NYELLOW (26) (BF)T R George 7-11-8 B Carver (5)★120
6 P-23P HURRICANEARCADIO (39) (BF) M Blake 6-11-5 H Reed (3) 111
7 7-3P7 RUNNINGWOLF (44) (B,T;D)A Hales 9-11-4 H Bannister 109
8 PP3P- AGAINN DULAGHAIDH (235) J Groucott 9-11-3L Edwards 106
9 3240- OPECHEE (484) (C) Lucinda Egerton 9-11-2 RMania —
10 P-8P3 GAME LINE (21) (B;C) P Bowen 6-11-1 J Bowen 101
11 7-660 ROCK ONAUSSIE (72) (P,T) M Sheppard 9-10-13 R Patrick (3) 119
12 /06-5 BOGOSS DU PERRET (19) J Frost 9-10-9 Bryony Frost —
13 3P-39 GLOBALANCHOR (45) Jonjo O’Neill 6-10-5 RMcLernon 113
14 34-56 CENTREOFEXCELLENCE (16) (T)AWintle 9-10-2 B Poste 72
15 33-P9 SANDFORD CASTLE (46) J Farrelly 10-10-2 J Best 115
Betting: 11-2 Blue N Yellow, 6 Game Line, Bolving, 7 Bobmahley, 8
Global Anchor, 10 Hurricane Arcadio, 12 Againn Dul Aghaidh, 14 Others.

SUMMARY: GAME LINE bounced back to form when finishing third on
his stable debut at Market Rasen three weeks ago and he could be difficult
to beat with that run now under his belt.Blue NYellow remains a maiden
over fences but his most recent effort atWarwick was encouraging and he
should be thereabouts.The shortlist is completed by Bobmahley, Global
Anchor and Hurricane Arcadio.

4.40 FEMALE JOCKEYS’HANDICAP HURDLE
2m €3,297 3yo plus

1 3332 SAY NOTHING (21) (T)A Hales 4-11-12 GAndrews (3) 105
2 128-3 BARATINEUR (13) (D)AWintle 9-11-10 Bryony Frost 114
3 457 LADY RESET (53) (T) D Pipe 4-11-9 IsabelWilliams (5)★125
4 9690- FRANKINCENSE (F17) (B) C Down 5-11-9 N Parker (7) —
5 7-366 CARPOOL (39) EWilliams 6-11-8 Doubtful 105
6 43-39 HURRICANE HERO (72) Olly Murphy 4-11-8 C Biddle (7) 112
7 95137 FLYING FOCUS (19) (P) M Harris 5-11-5 Miss A Bell (7) 101
8 1842- SCRUTINISE (216) (P;D2) Miss Z Davison 8-11-5 P Fuller 106
9 765-P CATLOW (26) (T) Henry Oliver 7-11-5 Lilly Pinchin (7) 102
10 /83-9 RIVER DART (38)A Carroll 8-11-4 Miss S Bowen (7) 66
11 068-6 FRIARY LAND (14) Olly Murphy 6-11-2 A Stevens (7) 102
Betting: 11-4 Say Nothing, 9-2 Lady Reset, 6 Hurricane Hero,
Baratineur, 8 Scrutinise, 10 Flying Focus, Catlow, 12 Others.

SUMMARY: SAY NOTHING produced a career best over hurdles when
finishing second on her first start since a wind operation at Market Rasen
last month.A 2lb rise for that effort appears to be fair and she may have
more improvement left to come.Baratineurmade an encouraging return
to action when third at Uttoxeter a couple of weeks ago,whileLadyReset
also merits consideration on her handicap debut.

3.05 QUEEN ELIZABETH II STAKES (GROUP 1) (STR)
ITV1 1m €434,966 3yo plus

1 (12) -1515 CENTURY DREAM (35) (T;BF,CD) S & E Crisford 6-9-4
James Doyle 128

2 (2) -1233 CIRCUSMAXIMUS (41) (B;CD2)A P O’Brien (IRE) 4-9-4
R LMoore 129

3 (11)12161 DARKVISION (36) (CD) M Johnston 4-9-4 WBuick 118
4 (1) 37364 ESCOBAR (14) (T;CD) D O’Meara 6-9-4 A Kirby 117
5 (8) 7-120 LANCASTER HOUSE (35) (D)A P O’Brien (IRE) 4-9-4

SM Levey 121
6 (13) -4332 LORD GLITTERS (28) (CD2) D O’Meara 7-9-4 DTudhope 121
7 (10) 51-47 ROSEMAN (90) (D2) RVarian 4-9-4 AAtzeni 120
8 (9) 29220 SIR BUSKER (21) (CD)W Knight 4-9-4 OMurphy 119
9 (6) 112-1 THE REVENANT (14) (H;D8) F H Graffard (FR) 5-9-4

P C Boudot 115
10 (4) 4-153 MOLATHAM (35) (C) RVarian 3-9-1 D O’Neill 122
11 (14)11391 NAZEEF (14) (CD) J Gosden 4-9-1 J Crowley 128
12 (5) 1-111 PALACE PIER (62) (CD) J Gosden 3-9-1 L Dettori★130
13 (7) -0714 ROYAL DORNOCH (35) (T;D2)A P O’Brien (IRE) 3-9-1

CT Keane 120
14 (3) 24-19 VERACIOUS (14) (T;D3) Sir M Stoute 5-9-1 TMarquand 111

2019: King Of Change 3 9 1, Sean Levey 12-1 (R Hannon), drawn (12),
16 ran.
Betting: 4-6 Palace Pier, 9-2 The Revenant, 8 Circus Maximus, 12
Nazeef, 16 Lord Glitters, Century Dream, 25 Roseman, Sir Busker, 33
Others.

SUMMARY: PALACE PIER cemented his position as the leading miler
of his generation with an excellent display to land the Prix Jacques le
Marois at Deauville in August having followed up his course victory over
Pinatubo in the St James’s Palace at the Royal meeting. The son of
Kingman has proven his versatility over a variety of grounds and remains
open to further progression on only his sixth career outing.The Revenant
finished runner-up to King Of Change in this contest 12 months ago and
arrives having landed the Prix DanielWildenstein for the second year in a
row at Longchamp on Arc weekend. He could have more to offer, as that
was his first outing of the season,while QueenAnne heroCircusMaximus
and Sun Chariot winner Nazeef appear best of the remainder.

3.40 QIPCO CHAMPION STAKES (GROUP 1)
ITV1 1m 2f €501,884 3yo plus

1 (11) -1121 ADDEYBB (28) (P;CD)W Haggas 6-9-5 TMarquand 124
2 (8) 32322 DESERT ENCOUNTER (8) (H;C,D) D M Simcock 8-9-5

J Crowley 121
3 (3) 52113 EXTRA ELUSIVE (28) (BF,D3) R Charlton 5-9-5 H Doyle 127
4 (2) -4335 JAPAN (35) (C,D)A P O’Brien (IRE) 4-9-5 CT Keane 135
5 (7) 1-113 LORD NORTH (59) (CD) J Gosden 4-9-5 James Doyle 134
6 (10) -2683 SAN DONATO (28) RVarian 4-9-5 AAtzeni 112
7 (1) -3311 SKALLETI (14) (D7) J Reynier (FR) 5-9-5 P C Boudot 124
8 (6) -1121 MAGICAL (35) (CD)A P O’Brien (IRE) 5-9-2 R LMoore★138
9 (9) -2111 MISHRIFF (63) (D3) J Gosden 3-9-1 L Dettori 121
10 (4) 21013 PYLEDRIVER (35) (C)W Muir 3-9-1 MDwyer 124
11 (5) -5114 SERPENTINE (34) (P;D)A P O’Brien (IRE) 3-9-1

WBuick 136

2019: Magical 4 9 2, Donnacha O’Brien Evens Fav (A P O’Brien(Ire)),
drawn (8), 9 ran.
Betting: 15-8 Magical, 3 Mishriff, 6 Lord North, 8 Skalleti,Addeybb, 12
Pyledriver, Serpentine, 14 Japan, 50 Others.

SUMMARY:MAGICAL landed this contest forAidan O’Brien 12 months
ago and her form in the interim, which includes her last-time-out beating
of Ghaiyyath in the Irish Champion Stakes last month, suggests she’s the
one they all have to beat once again.Addeybbwas second to the selection
in last season’s renewal, has his ideal ground and could put up plenty of
resistance, though the main danger this time may turn out to beMishriff,
who won comfortably on heavy ground in a French Group 2 latest and
receives a weight-for-age allowance. St Leger third Pyledriver has
enjoyed a superb season and could turn the tables on his Derby conqueror
Serpentine if the latter isn’t afforded a soft lead this time. French raider
Skalleti is also respected, given the forecast conditions, as he beat
subsequentArc deTriomphe hero Sottsass on heavy ground at Deauville in
August (albeit that rival was subsequently held by Magical in the Irish
Champion Stakes).

4.15 BALMORAL HANDICAP (STR)
ITV1 1m €73,455 3yo plus

1 (17) 309-8 RAISING SAND (122) (CD2) J Osborne 8-9-10 S Osborne (7) 93
2 (8) 44428 PRINCE EIJI (56) (C) RVarian 4-9-10 AAtzeni★117
3 (13) -9050 KYNREN (7) (C,D2)T D Barron 6-9-8 B Curtis 108
4 (10) -0845 GRAIGNES (42) G Baker 4-9-7 N Currie 104
5 (21)34021 KEATS (18) (D3)A P O’Brien (IRE) 3-9-7(6ex) R LMoore 103
6 (20)14774 ORBAAN (43) (H;D3) D O’Meara 5-9-6 DTudhope 109
7 (9) -1633 BELL ROCK (21) (P*;D)A Balding 4-9-6 OMurphy 109
8 (7) -1031 SOLID STONE (21) (D) Sir M Stoute 4-9-6 Hollie Doyle 108
9 (4) 12254 NJORD (25) (T;BF,D2) Mrs J Harrington (IRE) 4-9-5

TMarquand 113
10 (1) 34328 SYMBOLIZE (29)A Balding 3-9-4 D Probert 115
11 (2) -7136 GREENSIDE (7) (D5) H Candy 9-9-4 MGhiani (5) 110
12 (12) 15-99 RAAKIBALHAWA (90) (D) D M Simcock 4-9-3 S Donohoe 73
13 (22) -5955 KING OTTOKAR (35) (V) C Fellowes 4-9-3 James Doyle 108
14 (3) 2-431 ROPEY GUEST (51) G Margarson 3-9-3 T P Queally 108
15 (23) -2919 BLUEMIST (42) (BF,CD) R Charlton 5-9-3 WBuick 110
16 (5) 1-211 RAAEQ (15) (C,D) B Meehan 3-9-3(6ex) J Crowley 100
17 (6) 4-116 TEMPUS (21) (BF,CD) R Charlton 4-9-2 JWatson 112
18 (14) -3811 RIVER NYMPH (62) (C) C Cox 3-9-1 A Kirby 110
19 (11)33119 HORTZADAR (8) (D5) D O’Meara 5-9-1 J P Spencer 106
20 (16)12026 ALTERNATIVE FACT (8) (D2) E Dunlop 5-9-0 L Dettori 106

2019: Escobar 5 9 6,Adam Kirby 16-1 (D O’Meara), drawn (21), 20 ran.
Betting: 5 Raaeq, 7 Tempus, 8 King Ottokar, Keats, 10 Njord, Raising
Sand, 12 Bell Rock, 14 River Nymph, Blue Mist, 16 Others.
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FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
4.55 LAURENTIA ROGUETIDE
5.30 COME ON LINDA STRONG STEPS
6.00 ZAGATO ZAGATO
6.30 MIZEN MASTER HUGOIGO
7.00 KNOCKABOUT QUEEN A GO GO
7.30 MELODIC CHARM POETS DANCE
8.00 MOVING LIGHT MOVING LIGHT
8.30 SATONO JAPAN TAQAREER

FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
2.11 ALPHA CARINAE ALPHA CARINAE
2.46 HOOPER COPPERLESS
3.21 FLASHING GLANCE PALLADIUM
3.56 PIC D’ORHY PIC D’ORHY
4.31 FIDUX RED RISK
5.06 COBY NINE VEILED SECRET
5.36 KISS MY FACE KISS MY FACE

FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
2.00 THETHIN BLUE LINE THETHIN BLUE LINE
2.35 AYR EMPRESS HAVEN LADY
3.10 PADDY POWER PADDY POWER
3.45 BROKEN SPEAR COUNT D’ORSAY
4.20 GLENTIES JE SUIS CHARLIE
4.50 SHAWAAMEKH SHAWAAMEKH
5.25 JUSTIFIED JUSTIFIED

MARKET RASEN (Racing TV) Going: Good

2.11 MARES’NOVICES’HURDLE (GBB RACE)
2m 5f €4,447 4yo plus

1 11-1 ALPHA CARINAE (24) Olly Murphy 5-11-4 A Coleman 109
2 6-152 DAME DE RUBAN (89) P Kirby 5-11-4 T Dowson★127
3 /F7-2 AGGYWITH IT (21) (C) D Skelton 6-10-12 H Skelton 124
4 3533- BOURBON BEAUTY (217)A Hales 5-10-12 KielanWoods —
5 93 SERENISA (27) (T) J Snowden 4-10-12 Jonjo O’Neill Jr. —
Betting: 5-4 Alpha Carinae, 9-4 Aggy With It, 5 Dame De Ruban, 7
Bourbon Beauty, 16 Serenisa.

SUMMARY: ALPHA CARINAE made it two from two under Rules on
her hurdles debut at Perth last month, with the step up in trip and wind
surgery bringing about improvement in Olly Murphy’s five-year-old. The
point-to-point winner looks to continue on her upward curve here, ridden
for the first time by the yard’s new retained jockeyAidan Coleman.Aggy
With It,who was a bumper winner here last year,made a pleasing return
to the Lincolnshire venue when second over two miles here last time, and
is interesting now upped in distance for a yard amongst the winners this
week. Dame De Ruban completes the shortlist on her first outing for
Philip Kirby.

2.46 MAIDEN HURDLE (GBB RACE)
2m 1f €4,447 4yo plus

1 270-5 BLACKABBEY (27) HWhittington 4-10-12 D Jacob★134
2 3-2 COPPERLESS (23) Olly Murphy 5-10-12 A Coleman 101
3 7 GEOMATRICIAN (17) Olly Murphy 4-10-12 D England —
4 6-1 HOOPER (42) N Henderson 4-10-12 N De Boinville —
5 322U LE BOULEVARDIER (15) (B*) O Sherwood 4-10-12 J J Burke —
6 9/7 NEWMOON (22) (T)Tom Lacey 6-10-12 S Sheppard 67
7 6193- PENNINE CROSS (227) P Kirby 5-10-12 T Dowson —

2019: Flow Away 5 10 5, Gavin Sheehan 9-2 (A Hales), 8 ran.
Betting: 6-4 Hooper, 7-4 Copperless, 7 Le Boulevardier, BlackAbbey, 14
Pennine Cross, 25 New Moon, 33 Geomatrician.

SUMMARY:HOOPER caught the eye when making a winning return to the
track in a Stratford bumper last month and Nicky Henderson’s four-year-old
looks one to keep onside as he tackles obstacles for the first time.He thrived
following wind surgery on that occasion, putting the race to bed in clinical
fashion at the business end. Copperless is the clear pick of Olly Murphy’s
pair and finished second on his hurdles bow at Perth,whileLeBoulevardier
only got as far as the first on his first taste of timber, but is now tried in
blinkers and was a consistent performer in bumpers before that.

3.21 MANSIONBET HANDICAP HURDLE
2m 5f €11,501 4yo plus

1 7/20- DREAM BERRY (219) (T;C2) J O’Neill 9-11-12 K Brogan (7) 121
2 211P- PALLADIUM (220) (BF) N Henderson 4-11-11N De Boinville 140
3 3112- DRUMCONNOR LAD (217)A Keatley 10-11-9 T Gillard (7) —
4 4-12P BALLYHOME (38) (CD2) F O’Brien 9-11-9 C Brace (3) 143
5 5P-21 FLASHING GLANCE (38)Tom Lacey 7-11-9 S Sheppard★150
6 3450- FLEUR IRLANDAISE (F27) (D) N Littmoden 5-11-6J Quinlan 143
7 240-2 MIDNIGHTS’GIFT (18)A King 4-11-4 T Cannon 148
8 93FP- KINGOFTHECOTSWOLDS (296) NTwiston-Davies 6-11-1

STwiston-Davies —
9 1065- FRANSHAM (259) Mrs P Sly 6-11-0 KielanWoods 140
Betting: 3 Flashing Glance, 7-2 Palladium, 11-2 Midnights’ Gift, 6
Drumconnor Lad, Ballyhome, 10 Dream Berry, 12 Others.

3.56 MANSIONBET NOVICES’CHASE (GBB RACE)
2m 1f €8,281 4yo plus

1 4840- LE PATRIOTE (221) (P) R Newland 8-11-2 STwiston-Davies★143
2 21F1- NOTRE PARI (237) Olly Murphy 6-11-2 A Coleman —
3 /F61- PIC D’ORHY (252) (T) P Nicholls 5-11-2 H Cobden —
4 7/13- TOTTERDOWN (287) F O’Brien 9-11-2 P Brennan —

2019: RougeVif 5 11 2, Gavin Sheehan 2-1 (H Whittington), 5 ran.
Betting: 11-10 Pic D’Orhy, 5-2 Le Patriote, 4 Notre Pari, 7Totterdown.

4.31 MANSIONBET HANDICAP CHASE (GBB RACE)
2m 5f €26,576 4yo plus

1 9131- RED RISK (233) P Nicholls 5-11-12 H Cobden 151
2 5327- LOUIS’VAC POUCH (219) (CD) P Kirby 8-11-10 T Dowson 152
3 P-224 FIDUX (42)A King 7-11-6 T Bellamy★154
4 76-65 MELLOW BEN (15) C Gordon 7-11-3 T Cannon 146
5 9537/ BEGGAR’SWISHES (554) (B,T;CD) P Bowen 9-11-2 S Bowen —
6 2514- RAVENHILL ROAD (266) (C) Mrs S Smith 9-11-1 D Cook 149
7 1447- ROSE SEA HAS (232) (H) Dr R Newland 5-10-11 C Hammond (3) 140
8 433-5 LUCKOFTHEDRAW (21) (CD) NTwiston-Davies 7-10-11 STwiston-Davies 152
9 0P55- ASHOKA (267) (T) D Skelton 8-10-10 H Skelton 135
10 118-1 COURTMASTER (16) M Scudamore 7-10-6 B J Powell 146
Betting: 5-2 Red Risk, 5 Court Master, 6 Ravenhill Road,Fidux, 8 Others

5.06 NOVICES’HANDICAP CHASE
2m 3f €3,527 4yo plus

1 748-2 TORQUAY (108) R G Hawker 7-11-12 Robert Dunne 108
2 22-25 COBY NINE (2) (BF) D Bridgwater 7-11-11 Doubtful 102
3 878-F IMPERIALACOLYTE (39) NTwiston-Davies 6-11-10 STwiston-Davies —
4 2-3P3 GOINGMOBILE (17) (T) Sam England 5-11-3 J England 112
5 9P60- WRITTENINTHESAND (270)T R George 6-11-1 J J Burke —
6 9PPF- LOUGH LEGEND (221) Mrs S Smith 6-11-0 D Cook —
7 6-43U VEILED SECRET (25) (P,T;BF)T Symonds 6-11-0B Hughes★115
8 03-54 DE BARLEY BASKET (50) (T) B Pauling 7-11-0 D Jacob —
9 6326- WYEAYE (230) (H) P Kirby 5-10-12 CMcCormack (3) —
10 362P- GLORIOUS BORU (223) Z Davison 9-10-11 WFeatherstone 110
11 690-8 DONTTELLTHEWIFE (22) Mrs C Bailey 6-10-8 S Bowen —
12 332-4 HURRICANEVIC (53) (B) RArmson 10-10-3 PArmson (7) 111
13 7036/ WAHWONAISA (631) D Bridgwater 8-10-2 B J Powell —
14 8-657 FOR LUCK (45) (P) B Pauling 5-10-0 C Deutsch —
Betting: 4 Going Mobile, 5Veiled Secret, 11-2 Imperial Acolyte, 7 Others.

5.36 STANDARD OPEN NH FLAT RACE (GBB RACE)
1m 5f €2,683 3yo Only

1 HEARME OUT K Dalgleish 10-12 B Hughes —
2 8 HOMEGROWNALLIGATOR (17) J Ryan 10-12 MKendrick (3) —
3 HORIZON BLEU M Scudamore 10-12 B J Powell —
4 KISS MY FACE B Ellison 10-12 D Cook —
5 OUTTHE GATE J Butler 10-12 H Cobden —
6 SHIELD OF HONOUR N Littmoden 10-12 MDunne (7) —
7 BELLA GLENEAGLESW G Harrison 10-5DMcMenamin (3) —
8 7 BREADCRUMBS (17) (P,T) I Furtado 10-5 H Brooke —
9 COUNTESS REACH Miss G Kelleway 10-5 E Edge (7) —
10 ELYSEES DREAM J L Eyre 10-5 T Cannon —
11 5 FLAMINGO ROSE (17) (H)A Carson 10-5 G Carson (7) —
12 P HUNGRY HELEN HIPPO (17)AWhillans 10-5 C Bewley —
13 HUNTER’S DAWN MissAmy Murphy 10-5 J Quinlan —
14 INMEMORYOFMILLY M Mullineaux 10-5 S Quinlan —
15 MON RAY P Bowen 10-5 S Bowen —
Betting: 4 Hear Me Out, 11-2 Kiss My Face, 6 OutThe Gate, 8 Flamingo
Rose, Hunter’s Dawn, 10 Elysees Dream, 12 Mon Ray, Countess Reach,
14 Others.

WOLVERHAMPTON (Sky Sports Racing) Going: StandardCATTERICK (Racing TV) Going: Heavy-soft in places

4.55 HANDICAP (DIV 1)
1m 1f €3,283 3yo plus

1 (4) 07921 ROGUETIDE (10) (P) M Loughnane 3-10-0 E Greatrex 52
2 (5) 06800 MERWEB (18) R Harris 5-9-12 R Kingscote 47
3 (2) 51011 LAURENTIA (12) (CD) D Ivory 4-9-10 Sophie Ralston (5) 64
4 (10)56949 MONAADHIL (7) Mrs R Carr 6-9-9 JP Sullivan 52
5 (7) 75082 REPONSE EXACTE (7) J Mackie 4-9-7

T Hammer Hansen (3) ★73
6 (3) 29726 BERKSHIRE PHILLY (4) (P)A Balding 3-9-5 WCarver (5) 67
7 (6) 89525 GREEK OASIS (17) CWall 3-9-4 J Mitchell 63
8 (9) 5487 SMART CONNECTION (14) L McJannet 3-9-2 K O’Neill 55
9 (1) 86988 PURPLE PADDY (17) J Fox 5-9-0 L Keniry 60
10 (11)97306 DISEY’S EDGE (19) (P) C Mason 4-8-10 WCox (3) —
11 (8) 0-057 TELLOVOI (25) (P;C) R C Guest 12-8-10 AVilliers (5) 51
Betting: 15-8 Rogue Tide, 7-2 Laurentia, 7 Reponse Exacte, 8 Greek
Oasis, Berkshire Philly, 14 Monaadhil, Smart Connection, 20 Others.

5.30 HANDICAP (DIV 2)
1m 1f €3,283 3yo plus

1 (4) 20950 AL OZZDI (25) (C) Roger Fell 5-9-12 JP Sullivan ★72
2 (2) -0762 WHATWOULDYOUKNOW (12) (CD3) R C Guest 5-9-11

AVilliers (5) 55
3 (3) 50853 STRONG STEPS (9) (P) J Goldie 8-9-9 L Edmunds 63
4 (1) 56369 BAASHIQ (24) (P;CD)Ali Stronge 6-9-8 C Bishop 68
5 (6) 81140 RECUERDAME (16) (P*;CD) S Dow 4-9-6 LMorris 64
6 (10)12900 GRANDSTAND (12) (V) R J Price 4-9-4 D E Hogan (3) 37
7 (7) 45-68 PERFECT OUTING (19) C Cox 3-9-2 H Crouch 63
8 (9) 30452 COME ON LINDA (19) MW Easterby 3-9-2 H Shaw (3) 62
9 (8) 56-00 RAIN CAP (35) (H*) J Riches 3-8-12 Ellie Mackenzie (7) 15
10 (5) 75087 NEW LOOK (19) (B) LWilliamson 5-8-10 B Robinson 50
Betting: 11-4 Whatwouldyouknow, 3 Come On Linda, 4 Strong Steps, 7
Recuerdame, 8 Baashiq, 12 Al Ozzdi, 14 Perfect Outing, 20 Others.

6.00 VISIT ATTHERACES.COM NOVICE STAKES
1m 1f €4,046 2yo Only

1 (8) 0 BRANSTON DANCER (23) M Johnston 9-5 P J McDonald —
2 (7) 9 CASTLEBAR (31) CAppleby 9-5 B Doyle —
3 (10) FOLKMAGIC (T*) CAppleby 9-5 MHarley —
4 (5) 5 KAYFASTWARRIOR (34)T Dascombe 9-5 R Kingscote ★2
5 (9) 38 MICKYDEE (16) R Hannon 9-5 Rossa Ryan —
6 (3) 5 MILITARYMAN (22) RVarian 9-5 J Mitchell —
7 (4) MUSTAZEED S & E Crisford 9-5 C Bishop —
8 (11) 3 NOMAN (23) H Palmer 9-5 C Shepherd —
9 (2) 7 SEA CROSSING (28) James Ferguson 9-5 DMuscutt —
10 (13) TEOFILO STAR James Ferguson 9-5 Doubtful —
11 (12) ZAGATO J Gosden 9-5 NMackay —
12 (1) 6 ZHANG FEI (22) P & O Cole 9-5 LMorris —
13 (6) ZIKANY Sir M Stoute 9-5 L Steward —
Betting: 4 Folk Magic, 9-2 Zagato, 5 Noman, 6 Military Man, 8 Zikany,
10 Mickydee, Mustazeed, 14 Castlebar, 16 Others.

6.30 SKY SPORTS RACING SKY 415 HANDICAP
2m 120yds €3,283 3yo plus

1 (6) 24149 AMANTO (25) (T)Ali Stronge 10-10-4 C Bishop 60
2 (4) 34044 GAVLAR (38) (P)W Knight 9-10-3 C Shepherd 57
3 (9) 5560/ AMERICAN CRAFTSMAN (J27) (P)AWintle 6-9-12

FMarsh (3) —
4 (12) 860-9 LOOKING FOR CARL (17) (P) M Loughnane 5-9-11 E Greatrex 8
5 (10) 43/41 MIZENMASTER (33) (P,T;CD) Olly Murphy 7-9-11MHarley 55
6 (8) 75379 STAR OFATHENA (60) (T;C)Ali Stronge 5-9-9 K O’Neill 61
7 (2) 54372 HUGOIGO (9) J Goldie 6-9-9 L Edmunds —
8 (3) 78078 UNCLE BERNIE (28) (P;CD3) Sarah Hollinshead 10-9-5

JP Sullivan ★64
9 (5) 5-075 YASIR (19) (CD2) Mrs S Leech 12-9-4 C Hutchinson (7) 24
10 (7) 6-602 ARIETTA (33) J Portman 3-9-3 J Mitchell 57
11 (13)46854 OCEAN REACH (12) R J Price 4-9-3 D E Hogan (3) 51
12 (11)10083 DOLPHINVILLAGE (11) (H;C) SA Harris 10-9-1 J Quinn 62
13 (1) 78980 SCRAFTON (33) (C3)A Carroll 9-9-1 B Doyle 42
Betting: 3 Mizen Master, 9-2 Hugoigo, 5Arietta, 7 Gavlar, 10Yasir, Star
Of Athena, Ocean Reach, 14 Amanto, 20 Others.

2.00 NOVICE MEDIAN AUCTION STAKES
6f €4,046 2yo Only

1 (5) 618 ISLE OF LISMORE (14) (P*;D) R Cowell 9-9R Dawson (5) 61
2 (1) 5 AONEALLY (9) Miss L Russell 9-2 PMulrennan 70
3 (3) 054 KIDYOUNOT (10)T Easterby 9-2 D Fentiman ★71
4 (6) 2 THETHIN BLUE LINE (39) K Dalgleish 9-2 C Rodriguez 71
5 (4) 64 RED FESCUE (6) JTuite 8-11 K Stott 43
6 (2) SUGARPIEHONEYBUNCH J J Quinn 8-11 J Hart —
Betting: 15-8 The Thin Blue Line, 5-2 Isle Of Lismore, 4 Kidyounot, 7
Aone Ally, 10 Red Fescue, 12 Sugarpiehoneybunch.

2.35 FILLIES’NOVICE STAKES (PLUS 10/GBB RACE)
7f €4,808 2yo Only

1 (8) 4 AYR EMPRESS (30) K Dalgleish 9-0 S Gray ★74
2 (5) 7 CABLE NEWS (21) G Scott 9-0 PMulrennan 45
3 (7) 5 CHARMING LOOK (14) D O’Meara 9-0 D Nolan 51
4 (4) 0007 GANGSTER GIRL (40) (P) J J Quinn 9-0 BMcHugh 40
5 (6) 4 HAVEN LADY (22) J J Quinn 9-0 J Hart —
6 (3) 07 MAP (38) J Butler 9-0 D Keenan (3) —
7 (1) 060 MYTHICALWATERS (25)W Storey 9-0 Paula Muir (3) —
8 (2) 3 SHE’S A LION (8) M Johnston 9-0 J Fanning —
9 (9) 88 SPEED OF LIFE (40) K Ryan 9-0 K Stott 39
Betting: 5-2 Haven Lady, 3 She’s A Lion, 4 Ayr Empress, 9-2 Charming
Look, 5 Cable News, 20 Speed Of Life, 50 Others.

SUMMARY: SHE’SA LION ran well for a long way when third over this
trip on debut at Kempton and is entitled to come on for that run and take
closer order. Ayr Empress demonstrated some ability when fourth on
debut over 1m at Ayr and is worth a market check now cutting back in
distance. Others to note in an open affair are Haven Lady and Charming
Look, both of whom are capable of playing supporting roles.

3.10 VETERANS’HANDICAP
6f €6,145 6yo plus

1 (6) 741-7 TOMILY (289) (C,D4) Mrs R Carr 6-9-7 AMullen —
2 (7) 31170 REDROSEZORRO (20) (H;CD) EAlston 6-9-7 J Hart 80
3 (3) 38029 DARK DEFENDER (18) (B;D7) R Bastiman 7-9-6 S James 79
4 (9) 31726 MR ORANGE (8) (P;D10) P Midgley 7-9-3 BMcHugh 86
5 (2) 81060 THEARMEDMAN (22) (D8) C Fairhurst 7-9-1Paula Muir (3)87
6 (10) 3-149 RED PIKE (58) (CD) B Smart 9-9-0 G Lee 88
7 (5) 00002 PADDY POWER (12) (D5) R Fahey 7-8-13 MNicholls (3) 79
8 (11)31334 ZAPPER CASS (37) (V;D4) MAppleby 7-8-13 A Rawlinson 85
9 (1) 65636 SUZI’S CONNOISSEUR (28) (P;D4) J Chapple-Hyam 9-8-13

LeviWilliams (7) 72
10 (4) 79095 MEDICINE JACK (10) (B;D4) Roger Fell 6-8-12 R Scott ★90
11 (8) 21172 ECONOMIC CRISIS (5) (C,D2)A Berry 11-8-7

FMcManoman (5) 80
Betting: 4 Redrosezorro, 9-2 Paddy Power, 7 Zapper Cass, 8 Mr Orange,
Medicine Jack, Economic Crisis, 10 Red Pike, Dark Defender, 12 Others.

SUMMARY: PADDY POWER left behind a series of dismal displays when
second at Pontefract 12 days ago and has slipped to a dangerous mark at
present. Richard Fahey’s charge won off 5lb higher on the all-weather last
winter and handles testing ground too.EconomicCrisis rattled the crossbar
over 5f at Musselburgh last time and should mount a bold bid under
conditions known to suit, while Medicine Jack took a step in the right
direction when fifth at Newcastle last time and could similarly take a hand.

3.45 WILLIAM HILL CATTERICK DASH HANDICAP
5f €14,691 3yo plus

1 (10)90125 COUNT D’ORSAY (11) (BF,CD)T Easterby 4-9-7 G Lee 95
2 (9) -7180 RAYONG (28) (D2) K Burke 3-9-5 C Lee 104
3 (8) -7300 JUSTANOTHERBOTTLE (35) (D5) K Ryan 6-9-4 K Stott 106
4 (5) 00701 MUSCIKA (8) (V;D) D O’Meara 6-9-1 H Russell (5) 97
5 (1) 70768 COPPER KNIGHT (8) (T;BF,D8)T Easterby 6-8-12

Rachel Richardson 96
6 (7) 61574 LORD RIDDIFORD (8) (D6) J J Quinn 5-8-9 J Hart 94
7 (6) 02302 BROKEN SPEAR (21) (P;D2)T Coyle 4-8-8 BMcHugh 104
8 (3) 11680 MILITIA (8) (D6) P Midgley 5-8-5 S James 98
9 (2) 75000 TERUNTUM STAR (8) (D2) D C Griffiths 8-8-3 P Dennis★107
10 (4) 12195 DARK SHOT (2) (B;D4) S Dixon 7-8-3 J Fanning 101
Betting: 11-4 Count D’Orsay, 9-2 Muscika, 6 Broken Spear, 7 Lord
Riddiford, 8 Rayong, 10 Copper Knight, Dark Shot, 12 Militia, 14 Others.

7.00 ATTHERACES.COM HANDICAP
5f €3,283 3yo plus

1 (2) 27733 DARK SIDE DREAM (28) (P;CD) J Macey 8-9-6L Edmunds 67
2 (8) 69141 A GO GO (12) (B;CD3) P Evans 3-9-6 J F Egan 62
3 (1) 38-07 I’MWATCHINGYOU (28) R Harris 3-9-5 C Hutchinson (7) 47
4 (7) 79-50 DADDIES DIVA (5) (P;D) L McJannet 3-9-5 E JWalsh 63
5 (5) 38098 SPREADSHEET (45) J Boyle 3-9-4 C Bennett ★81
6 (9) 83884 KNOCKABOUT QUEEN (19) (C)A Carroll 4-9-4 B Doyle 79
7 (11)73200 THE DEFIANT (17) (H*;CD) P Midgley 4-9-4 B Robinson 68
8 (4) 21743 OURMAN IN HAVANA (37) (CD)A Carroll 5-9-4

ElishaWhittington (5) 60
9 (6) 32235 THEGREYVTRAIN (11) (D2) R Harris 4-9-3 K O’Neill 69
10 (3) 13740 SOLAR PARK (76) (V;CD) MAttwater 4-9-3 LMorris 76
11 (10)43321 SMOKEY (28) (CD) CWallis 3-9-2 WCarson 67
Betting: 3 A Go Go, 9-2 Smokey, 6 Knockabout Queen, 8 Others.

7.30 FILLIES’HANDICAP
6f €6,145 3yo plus

1 (6) 27755 CASPIAN QUEEN (23) (P;D) R Hughes 3-9-11 FMarsh (3) 89
2 (4) 4-793 MELODIC CHARM (28) (CD) JTate 3-9-10P J McDonald 82
3 (8) 40179 BETSEYTROTTER (9) (P;CD) D O’Meara 5-9-10 AVilliers (5) —
4 (7) 11292 RESTLESS ROSE (16) (D3) S CWilliams 5-9-10 R Kingscote ★93
5 (3) -0643 PRINCES DES SABLES (19) (D5) D O’Meara 4-9-8 MHarley —
6 (9) 16843 POETS DANCE (7) R Guest 3-9-7 LMorris 86
7 (1) -5195 MINHAAJ (24) MAttwater 3-9-5 Rossa Ryan 82
8 (10) 17 NEWSCASTER (53) (D) K Burke 3-9-1 H Shaw (3) —
9 (12)64775 BETTYS HOPE (18) (D2) B Millman 3-9-1 S Cherchi (5) 74
10 (5) 0-735 AMBER ISLAND (28) David Loughnane 3-9-0 P Cosgrave 92
11 (13)05604 YOLOAGAIN (18) (P;C) Roger Fell 4-8-13 JP Sullivan 80
12 (11)61173 CLEVER CANDY (8) (D3) M Bell 3-8-13 T Hammer Hansen (3) 88
13 (2) 32712 INEVITABLE OUTCOME (18) (D2) D M Simcock 3-8-10

D E Hogan (3) 88
Betting: 9-2 Inevitable Outcome, 5 Restless Rose, 7 Others.

8.00 FOLLOWATTHE RACES ONTWITTER HANDICAP
1m 4f €8,550 3yo plus

1 (6) 40/90 HEREAND NOW (59) (T;D2) R Beckett 6-9-12 R Ryan —
2 (2) 11 MOVING LIGHT (29) (D) S bin Suroor 3-9-6 C Shepherd 37
3 (4) 01310 IFFRAAZ (8) (D) M Johnston 3-9-6 P J McDonald 91
4 (3) 7-210 TAFISH (36) (P*;C) R Hughes 3-8-11 FMarsh (3) ★96
5 (5) -4175 CARLOS FELIX (21) (D) D M Simcock 3-8-9 LMorris —
6 (1) 2225 BEHOLDEN (15) M Channon 4-8-8 C Bennett 88
Betting: 6-5 Moving Light, 3 Iffraaz, 6Tafish, 7 Carlos Felix, 10 Others.

8.30 SKY SPORTS RACING NOVICE STAKES
1m 1f 104yds €4,046 3yo plus

1 (3) 1- SATONO JAPAN (360) Sir M Stoute 3-9-9 L Steward —
2 (9) 21 TAQAREER (25) J Gosden 3-9-9 MHarley ★87
3 (7) 2/ APPROACHTHE CITY (672) S & E Crisford 4-9-6 J Mitchell —
4 (4) TOP FOX EdWalker 4-9-6 P Cosgrave —
5 (1) BIGWING R Hannon 3-9-2 Rossa Ryan —
6 (6) PORTRAYW Haggas 3-9-2 R Kingscote —
7 (8) 53 AIM FORTHE STARS (24) JTate 3-8-11 P J McDonald 68
8 (2) 0 DULCIMA (15) K Burke 3-8-11 H Shaw (3) 38
9 (10) 96 PUMMEL (252) P Evans 3-8-11 E JWalsh 54
10 (5) 8 STAR SPIRIT (24) (H) H Morrison 3-8-11 C Bennett 23
Betting: 6-4Taqareer, 9-2 Aim ForThe Stars, 5 Satono Japan, 6 Others.

SUMMARY: MUSCIKA bounced back to form when scoring at York last
week and a 5lb rise might not be enough to stop the six-year-old from
landing another decent prize in quick succession. Copper Knight was
dropped 3lb by the handicapper for his effort in the aforementioned contest
when finishing eighth and he can enter calculations along with Broken
Spear, who has been knocking on the door recently in similar events.

4.20 WILLHILLRACING ONTWITTER HANDICAP
1m 4f €5,913 3yo plus

1 (10) 2667- AUTUMNWAR (362) IWilliams 5-9-11 PMulrennan —
2 (9) 1-144 BEECHWOOD JUDE (18) (CD) K Dalgleish 4-9-11

C Rodriguez 87
3 (11)13528 BOLLIN JOAN (11) (P;CD)T Easterby 5-9-9 EMcCain (7) ★88
4 (7) 05353 GLENTIES (11) (B) M Johnston 3-9-8 J Fanning 78
5 (5) 28300 WHERE’S JEFF (41) (D) MW Easterby 5-9-8

William Pyle (7) 76
6 (2) 0855/ JE SUIS CHARLIE (J694) (CD) J J Quinn 6-9-6 J Hart —
7 (8) 00557 BOLDER BOB (46) (E*;D3) B Ellison 6-9-5 G Lee 77
8 (6) -5602 GAMESTERS ICON (11) (P,T) Oliver Greenall 5-9-5

Tyler Heard (7) 77
9 (4) 53041 SPLINTER (5) (D) R Fahey 3-9-1(6ex) D Nolan 71
10 (1) 26736 SOCIOLOGIST (14) (P) S Dixon 5-8-10 BMcHugh 75
11 (3) 46173 GIFT OF KINGS (19) (B*) K Ryan 3-8-9 K Shoemark 81
Betting: 9-2 Glenties, 5 Splinter, 6 Gift Of Kings, Je Suis Charlie, 7
Beechwood Jude, Gamesters Icon, 10 Bollin Joan, 12 Autumn War,
Sociologist, 20 Others.

4.50 WILLIAM HILL PLAY RESPONSIBLY HANDICAP
7f €5,913 3yo plus

1 (11)05042 THREE SAINTS BAY (5) (BF,D4) D O’Meara 5-10-1 D Nolan 81
2 (13)30364 SHAWAAMEKH (36) (B*,T;CD) D Carroll 6-9-12 G Lee 76
3 (3) 41-03 ALNASHERAT (23) JTate 4-9-11 K Shoemark —
4 (5) 00833 THE GREAT HEIR (30) (P;D) K Ryan 4-9-10 K Stott 85
5 (9) 4-060 PRAXEOLOGY (18) D Loughnane 3-9-7 Ray Dawson (5) 33
6 (6) 04122 DONNELLY’S RAINBOW (20) (BF,D3) Rebecca Bastiman 7-9-5

R Scott 84
7 (10)37461 ERICH BLOCH (18) Roger Fell 4-9-4 C Rodriguez 79
8 (7) 98057 CAPTAIN JAMESON (29) (B*;C) J J Quinn 5-9-4 J Hart 82
9 (1) 14670 PARYSMOUNTAIN (8) (H,T;CD2)T Easterby 6-9-4

D Fentiman 75
10 (12)42334 EY UP ITS MICK (14) (B;D)T Coyle 4-9-2 PMulrennan ★85
11 (4) -6300 MOGSY (8) (CD) J O’Keeffe 4-9-0 J Garritty 83
12 (8) -6407 ASMUND (18) (P) K Burke 3-8-13 C Lee 81
13 (2) 68601 DAWN BREAKING (12) (D2) R MWhitaker 5-8-7 P Dennis 78
Betting: 5 Alnasherat, 11-2 Three Saints Bay, 6 Erich Bloch, 7
Shawaamekh, Dawn Breaking, 8The Great Heir, Donnelly’s Rainbow, 10
Ey Up Its Mick, 16 Others.

5.25 WILLIAM HILL APPRENTICE HANDICAP
1m 6f €4,046 3yo plus

1 (8) 0082- RAYNA’SWORLD (J219) P Kirby 5-10-0 JWilliamson (5) —
2 (3) /56-0 DYNALI (29) IWilliams 4-10-0 GAshton (3) 35
3 (6) 22523 JUSTIFIED (9) M Johnston 3-9-9 A Breslin 67
4 (5) -3713 SMART LASS (9) (P) I Jardine 5-9-8 Ray Dawson 64
5 (9) 09200 MANZIL (25) (V) MW Easterby 5-9-7 H Russell ★71
6 (7) 561-9 GORDALAN (249) (P;CD) P Kirby 4-9-5 ZWheatley (5) —
7 (2) 346-6 AMBASSADOR (15) R Fahey 3-9-0 B Garritty —
8 (4) B3671 BOLLIN NEIL (9) (P)T Easterby 4-8-10 Ella McCain (3) 66
9 (1) 3-652 EL JEFE (14) (BF) B Ellison 3-8-4 K Schofield (3) 70
Betting: 7-2 El Jefe, 4 Bollin Neil, 5 Smart Lass, Rayna’s World, 6
Justified, 10 Ambassador, 14 Dynali, Manzil, Gordalan.
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NAAS SUNDAY (Racing TV) Going: Soft

1.25 TIFRUMS IRISH EBF (C & G) MAIDEN (PLUS 10)
6f €9,300 2yo Only

1 (7) 79 AINGEAL DORCHA (22) (Men Of Forty Eight Syndicate) Andrew
Slattery 9-5 A J Slattery (3) 62

2 (3) 0 ALZARRI (31) (P*,T*) (Andrew Heffernan) Andrew McNamara 9-5
E J McNamara 61

3 (15) BRIGHTBURN (John Nolan) John Feane 9-5 Rory Cleary —
4 (11) BURJ MALINKA (J D Cantillon) E P Harty 9-5 M Gallagher —
5 (10) 5323 COULTHARD (30) (BF) (Michael O’Callaghan) M O’Callaghan 9-5

Leigh Roche ★88
6 (4) 90 COVERT MISSION (39) (Qatar Racing Limited & Lady O’Reilly)

J P Murtagh 9-5 Ben Coen (3) 57
7 (13) 07 DEBRAS BOY (27) (A O’Dwyer) C O’Dwyer 9-5C G O’Dwyer (10) 43
8 (1) 0 DUNUM (9) (Maurice Burns & Michael McCartan) PatrickTurley 9-5

Mark Enright —
9 (5) HONGKONG HARMONY (Y HYue) J S Bolger 9-5 K Manning —
10 (6) KRYPTON GOLD (John Lavery) Ms S Lavery 9-5 R Colgan —
11 (9) 7 MACS DILEMMA (46) (Richard McGranaghan) E Sheehy 9-

M P Sheehy (7) 44
12 (16) NEVER SEEN BEFORE (D J Bunyan) D Bunyan 9-5N Crosse (5) —
13 (8) POWER UNDER ME (Vincent Gaul) G M Lyons 9-5 CT Keane —
14 (12) 8 RUGADAY (17) (Oliver Reddy Snr) L G O’brien 9-5 Oisin Orr 78
15 (14) SIR ANGELO (PatrickTallis) PatrickTallis 9-5 J A Heffernan —
16 (2) 4 YULONG DE LEGEND (31) (ZhangYuesheng) Mrs J Harrington 9-5

S Foley 88
Betting: 5-4 Coulthard, 7-2 Yulong De Legend, 5 Power Under Me, 8 Hongkong
Harmony, 14 Krypton Gold, 16 Brightburn, 25 Covert Mission, 33 Others.

1.55 IRISH STALLION FARMS EBF FILLIES MAIDEN (PLUS 10)
6f €9,300 2yo Only

1 (14) 0 BLUE BUNNY (31) (M J Ferris) K P Cotter 9-2 M Gallagher 63
2 (18) 009 BOOJOOM (66) (B*) (Joanne Lavery)T Coyle 9-2 Gary Carroll 37
3 (9) 0 BOSCA CHEOIL (21) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 9-2

Kevin Manning 58
4 (12) CAMDEBOO (Cayton Park Stud) J P O’Brien 9-2 Shane Crosse —
5 (7) 5222 COLFER KAY (11) (BF) (Vincent Kelly) K J Condon 9-2

N G McCullagh★108
6 (3) 70 ELANORA (35) (Joseph E Keeling & M C Grassick) M C Grassick 9-2

G M Ryan (3) 79
7 (13) 743 ELIZABETHAN (31) (BF) (Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith & Mrs

John Magnier) A P O’Brien 9-2 J A Heffernan 95
8 (8) 08 ELLABELLA (8) (Dr M Heffernan) A McNamara 9-2 Oisin Orr 49
9 (2) GIMME AWINK (Mrs Michael Byrne) P Byrne 9-2 J J Doyle —
10 (1) 3 GOLDEN LYRIC (39) (Mrs S Kelly) J Harrington 9-2 S Foley 48
11 (5) 7 KOMPROMAT (31) (Thomas W McGrath & Alan Casey & Daire

Byrne) Kieran P Cotter 9-2 A Farragher (7) 47
12 (10) 0 MARKIEVICZ (37) (John Lavery) Ms S Lavery 9-2 R Colgan 68
13 (11) 0 PALLASMORE LASS (31) (J O’Meara) G O’Leary 9-2B Coen (3) 75
14 (17) PRINCESS SELA (Lance Bloodstock Limited) G O’Leary 9-2

C D Hayes —
15 (6) 36 SEMENYA (17) (David Spratt & Sean Jones & Mrs Lynne Lyons)

G M Lyons 9-2 CT Keane 97
16 (16) 00 SINCEREST (10) (Sue-Ann Foley & Mrs John Magnier) J P O’Brien

9-2 D McDonogh 38
17 (4) 55 YOU OWE ME MONEY (94) (Richard Galway & Lorraine Foley &

Mrs John Harrington) Mrs J Harrington 9-2 Tom Madden 57
18 (15) 4 ZARA MAC (11) (Monabeg Investments Limited) M O’Callaghan 9-2

Leigh Roche 89
Betting: 15-8 Colfer Kay, 9-4 Elizabethan, 4 Semenya, 8 Golden Lyric, 10 Zara
Mac, 16 You Owe Me Money, Camdeboo, 25 Pallasmore Lass, Bosca Cheoil,
Elanora, Kompromat, 33 Others.

2.30 FORAN EQUINE IRISH EBF NURSERY HANDICAP (PLUS 10)
6f €18,000 2yo Only

1 (4) 343 WOOD RANGER (38) (Mrs Noelle Walsh) W McCreery 9-10
Nathan Crosse (5) 59

2 (10) 860 SLANTAMALL (39) (P*) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 9-
Kevin Manning 54

3 (7) 66525 BARRETSTOWN (22) (P*;BF) (Ladies First Syndicate) C O’Dwyer
9-5 Tom Madden 97

4 (3) 96184 DREAMS DELIVERED (16) (B;D) (Do Well Syndicate) D Bunyan 9-5
M P Sheehy (7) 101

5 (6) 0645 FINE DISTRACTION (27) (B,T*) (Do Well Syndicate) D Bunyan 9-5
Leigh Roche 54

6 (2) 98520 BROSNA EMPRESS (22) (P*) (Tony Kilduff) Mrs J Harrington 9-0
S Foley 92

7 (8) 3090 HELVIC PRINCESS (21) (Mrs Caroline Hendron & Mrs M Cahill &
J Muldoon) N Meade 8-12 CT Keane 88

8 (1) 86740 KINGWASP (22) (H) (R Slevin) N Slevin 8-7 A Farragher (7) 57
9 (5) 00034 VIVVANCE (11) (T;BF) (F O’Dwyer & G Loughnane & Mrs C Henley

& Mrs Sarah Nash) J Nash 8-6 C D Hayes★104
10 (9) 0505 ROCKIN JACK (11) (T) (Mrs Suzanne Fahey) J P Fahey 8-6

A J Slattery (3) 88
Betting: 3 Wood Ranger, 7-2 Barretstown, 5 Dreams Delivered, 7 Viv Vance, 8
Helvic Princess, Brosna Empress, 10 Slan Tamall, 14 Fine Distraction, 25
Others.

3.05 FORAN EQUINE IRISH EBF AUCTION RACE FINAL (PLUS 10)
7f €72,000 2yo Only

1 (4) 16613 VAFORTINO (15) (D2) (Venice Consulting S A & Gilberto Gambini)
J P O’Brien 9-11 D McDonogh 85

2 (11) 21463 SNAPRAETEREA (22) (D) (J P Farrell) J P O’Brien 9-5
Shane Crosse 96

3 (17) 631 BELLE IMAGE (22) (John Lavery) Ms Sheila Lavery 9-4
R Colgan 101

4 (2) 60205 EASTERNVOICE (26) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 9-3
Kevin Manning 92

5 (16) 01 ECLIPTICAL (53) (Vincent Gaul) G M Lyons 9-3 CT Keane 78
6 (3) 71760 THE BLUE PANTHER (16) (T*) (L Mulvany) Michael Mulvany 9-3

C D Hayes 87
7 (9) 65109 STAR IMAGE (21) (D) (Mrs Helen Mullins) Thomas Mullins 9-2

Leigh Roche 87
8 (1) 714 HUDDLE UP (22) (H*) (MT O’Donnell) W McCreery 9-1

Nathan Crosse 89
9 (13) 4227 PRAIRIE DANCER (23) (BF) (Sean Sweeney & Kieran O’Hare)

J P O’Brien 9-1 Mark Gallagher 84
10 (5) 6710 AMAZED BY GRACE (56) (Mrs Orla Murtagh) J P Murtagh 9-0

N G McCullagh 68
11 (14) 31577 DENSE STAR (7) (Annus Mirabilis Syndicate) J P O’Brien 9-0

TWhelan 94
12 (15) 35153 REVOLUTME (27) (JP Murtagh Racing) J P Murtagh 9-0

Ben Coen 115
13 (7) 32102 AMBER KITE (39) (D) (Sean Jones & David Spratt & Mrs Lynne

Lyons) G M Lyons 8-12 Gary Carroll 88
14 (10) 24 MY MINERVINA (22) (Peter Savill) Mrs J Harrington 8-12

S Foley 101
15 (12) 136 NO STOPPING HER (26) (D) (Garrett J Freyne) Jack W Davison

8-12 RWhelan 91
16 (18) 062 SUPERSHOCK (7) (John Lavery) Ms Sheila Lavery 8-12

Mark Enright 86
17 (8) 344 KAURI CLIFFS (5) (W O’Leary) J P O’Brien 9-7 RESERVE★124
18 (19) 68103 AVAGARDNER (22) (D) (J Lavery) S Lavery 9-2 RESERVE 90
19 (6) 2 COINS CROSS (31) (Stanley G Watson) Edward P Harty 8-13

RESERVE 69
Betting: 11-4 Snapraeterea, 6 Dense Star, 13-2 Vafortino, 10 Eastern Voice,
Belle Image, 12 Ecliptical, Prairie Dancer, 14 Huddle Up, 16 Others.

3.40 EBF GARNET STAKES (LISTED) (FILLIES & MARES)
1m €28,501 3yo plus

1 (16) 5-881 BEST ON STAGE (26) (P;D2) (Mrs Emma Kennedy) PTwomey
4-9-5 RWhelan 102

2 (9) 33481 SIMPLY A BREEZE (14) (D) (J Browne) J Feane 4-9-5 G M Ryan★114
3 (11) 83262 STORMY BELLE (11) (T) (P C Byrne) P A Fahy 6-9-5 K Manning 95
4 (2) 33755 A NEW DAWN (29) (C) (Scott C Heider) J P O’Brien 3-9-2

Shane Crosse 112
5 (4) 1-799 APRICOT MOON (23) (D) (A Oliver) A Oliver 3-9-2 G Carroll 103
6 (3) 22070 CELESTIAL OBJECT (26) (P) (Newtown Anner Stud Farm Ltd)

Mrs J Harrington 3-9-2 S Foley 106
7 (8) 75310 DARKEST (24) (B) (Mrs John Magnier & Michael Tabor & Derrick

Smith) A P O’Brien 3-9-2 M C Hussey 87
8 (10) 3-100 ELFIN QUEEN (35) (CD) (Derrick Smith & Mrs John Magnier &

Michael Tabor) A P O’Brien 3-9-2 P Beggy 102
9 (6) 152 ETNEYA (29) (D) (H H Aga Khan) D K Weld 3-9-2 Oisin Orr 108
10 (7) 50680 FAIRE CROIRE (29) (Ballylinch Stud) M O’Callaghan 3-9-2

Leigh Roche 102
11 (13) -0109 HOLY ROMAN EMPRESS (29) (Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith &

Mrs John Magnier) A P O’Brien 3-9-2 J A Heffernan 92
12 (14) 1 INSINUENDO (29) (DM Deegan) W McCreery 3-9-2 D McDonogh 87
13 (15) 2813 PARENT’S PRAYER (46) (Ecurie Ama ZingTeam) Archie Watson

(UK) 3-9-2 Ben Coen 109
14 (17) 89521 SALSA (10) (B;D) (Derrick Smith & Mrs John Magnier & Michael

Tabor) A P O’Brien 3-9-2 E J McNamara 90
15 (1) 6521 SECRET PULSE (21) (D) (D Glennane) G Keane 3-9-2 J J Doyle 97
16 (12) 32253 SOUL SEARCH (15) (B;C) (Newtown Anner Stud Farm Ltd) G M

Lyons 3-9-2 CT Keane 109
17 (5) -4120 TASALKA (23) (C) (H H Aga Khan) D K Weld 3-9-2 C D Hayes 101
Betting: 5-2 Etneya, 3 Soul Search, 6 A New Dawn, 8 Simply A Breeze, 10 Best
On Stage, Parent’s Prayer, 12 Tasalka, Insinuendo, 16 Others.

4.15 EBF BLUEBELL STAKES (LISTED) (FILLIES & MARES)
1m 4f €28,501 3yo plus

1 (13) 122 BARRINGTON COURT (21) (D) (John P McManus)
Mrs J Harrington 6-9-8 S Foley 110

2 (10) 67753 CERRO BAYO (29) (Godolphin) J S Bolger 4-9-8 K Manning 103
3 (1) 26173 MIGHTY BLUE (21) (H;D2) (Capel Street Syndicate) J P O’Brien

4-9-8 Shane Crosse 108
4 (2) 32644 SNAPRAECEPS (40) (J P Farrell) J P O’Brien 4-9-8

D McDonogh★112
5 (14) 22062 WILDERNESS (9) (D) (JP Murtagh Racing) J P Murtagh 5-9-8

Ben Coen 92
6 (7) 16765 ELIZABETHOFARAGON (21) (D) (Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith

& J Magnier & A M O’Brien) A P O’Brien 3-9-3 J A Heffernan 101
7 (11) 82637 ENNISTYMON (29) (BF) (Mrs E M Stockwell) A P O’Brien 3-9-3

P Beggy 110
8 (9) 421 LUGNAQUILLA (34) (D) (Mrs E M Stockwell) Donnacha O’Brien

3-9-3 G M Ryan 93
9 (8) 46316 OH SOTRUE (29) (Derrick Smith & Mrs John Magnier & Michael

Tabor) Donnacha O’Brien 3-9-3 RWhelan 90
10 (3) 23317 PROSE (21) (D) (Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith & Mrs John

Magnier) A P O’Brien 3-9-3 E J McNamara 90
11 (12) 43318 SAGRADA FAMILIA (26) (T) (Sun Bloodstock) J P O’Brien 3-9-3

G Halpin 97
12 (6) 26511 SHAMIYNA (14) (H) (H H Aga Khan) D K Weld 3-9-3 O Orr 95
13 (5) 73221 STARLIGHT DREAM (5) (Debbie Kelly) Matthew J Smith 3-9-3

Leigh Roche 88
14 (15) 52642 TASHI (17) (John Lavery) Ms Sheila Lavery 3-9-3 R Colgan 91
15 (4) -3464 YAXENI (56) (SBA Racing Limited) G M Lyons 3-9-3 CT Keane 107
Betting: 4 Barrington Court, 5 Ennistymon, 6 Mighty Blue, Yaxeni, 8
Elizabethofaragon, Snapraeceps, 12 Prose, Shamiyna, 14 Others.

4.50 NAAS RACECOURSE HANDICAP
1m 2f €9,300 3yo plus

1 (2) 1-233 DANCE JUPITER (8) (BF) (Mrs C C Regalado-Gonzalez)
J P O’Brien 4-10-0 D McMonagle (5) 94

2 (5) 31116 SHEER BRAVADO (8) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 3-9-6
Kevin Manning 90

3 (10) 05271 IDEAL PAL (24) (T;D) (L Mulvany) M Mulvany 4-9-4 D McDonogh 93
4 (9) 1 BLACKPOINT (37) (ForThe Love Of It Syndicate) J E Kiely 4-9-3

LT McAteer (5) 79
5 (3) 54008 MAGNETIC NORTH (17) (P*;D2) (Ms Sheila Lavery) Ms Sheila

Lavery 5-9-0 R Colgan★100
6 (12) 15971 SIMPLYTRUE (14) (P;CD) (J P Ledwidge) A Oliver 3-9-0

Sam Ewing (7) 91
7 (6) 80731 MEMYSELFANDMOI (11) (T) (Rugby & Racing Syndicate)

J P O’Brien 4-8-13 M P Sheehy (7) 94
8 (7) 47-31 EBONY MAW (38) (D) (Sean Jones & David Spratt & Mrs Lynne

Lyons) G M Lyons 3-8-12 CT Keane 95
9 (1) 11-52 YAFORDADOE (J27) (P) (Yafordadoe Racing Syndicate) G Cromwell

4-8-10 S Foley 95
10 (8) 0-806 AARED (94) (CD) (Hamdan Al Maktoum) Kevin Prendergast 8-8-9

C D Hayes 95
11 (4) 81768 MCCABE (9) (P,T) (Mrs J S Bolger & D Bernie) J S Bolger 3-8-9

Rory Cleary 92
12 (11) 83640 DEFILADE (9) (Thomas J Farrell) J Feane 4-8-6 Leigh Roche 90
Betting: 4 Dance Jupiter, 11-2 Ebony Maw, 6 Yafordadoe, Blackpoint, 8
Memyselfandmoi, Ideal Pal, 10 Simply True, Sheer Bravado, 14 Others.

5.20 NAAS HANDICAP (45-70)
1m 2f €6,000 3yo Only

1 (5) 47161 SCHOLASTIC (J5) (Annus Mirabilis Syndicate) J P O’Brien 10-2
M P Sheehy (7) 64

2 (7) 6350 AWKWAFINA (16) (P*) (L JYoung) J W Davison 10-1 G M Ryan (3) 71
3 (4) 00011 NA CAITHTOBAC (11) (D) (Miss A Carney) P W Flynn 10-1

LT McAteer (5) 65
4 (11) 20932 WATERVILLE LADY (5) (Miss Kate Harrington) Mrs J Harrington

10-0 S Foley 60
5 (6) 998 MISS DAINGERFIELD (67) (F Hutchinson & J O’Kelly & K

Cunningham & C Roberts) H De Bromhead 9-12 CT Keane 57
6 (3) 04208 SIENNA LADY (30) (P*;BF) (M J Enright) M Halford 9-10

RWhelan 52
7 (2) 00042 POSTER CHILD (5) (P) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 9-8

Kevin Manning ★81
8 (1) 03637 BRILLIANT QUESTION (10) (T) (Question Mark Syndicate)

Ms Sheila Lavery 9-7 R Colgan 62
9 (10) 04976 EXTENSIO (7) (Mrs U O’Donnell) P F O’Donnell 9-7 R Coakley 67
10 (8) 0-879 LIZZIES SONG (33) (H Mullins) T Mullins 9-4 Ben Coen (3) 64
11 (9) 42282 PIKAIA (8) (Mrs Denise Foster) D Foster 9-4 Mark Enright 67
Betting: 11-4 Scholastic, 7-2 Poster Child, 5 Na Caith Tobac, 6 Waterville Lady,
10 Miss Daingerfield, Pikaia, 12 Sienna Lady, Awkwafina, 20 Others.

1.35 EBF AUCTION MAIDEN HURDLE
2m 4f €11,999 4yo plus

1 11-13 BREAKEVEN (41) (D) (Mrs Rita Byrne) Thomas Mullins 5-12-0
D J Mullins —

2 6-23 KNOCKMOYLAN (22) (T) (Mrs Catherine Holden) Miss Ellmarie
Holden 5-12-0 Rachael Blackmore —

3 81-4 SONG OF EARTH (27) (K Leavy & M P Hackett & A Hanway & Ms
M Mullins) Ms M Mullins 5-12-0 P Townend 83

4 8748- WHERETHEWINDSBLOW (253) (T*) (J Barrett & P Myerscough
& S Barrett) Mrs J Harrington 5-12-0 P D Kennedy 105

5 36-P7 CABIN HILL (9) (John McConnell Racing Club) J McConnell
7-11-10 B Hayes 109

6 42F32 FEST DEIZ (15) (Kieran Purcell) K Purcell 5-11-10 D Meyler 119
7 9-0 ONTHEFORTY (11) (P J Cahill) M A Cahill 5-11-10 D P Holden (7) —
8 GANDY MAN (T*) (R A Scott) M F Morris 4-11-9 P T Enright —
9 MARCO ROCK (Rebel Cause Partnership) E O’sullivan 4-11-7

J J Slevin —
10 DYLANS DELIGHT (C Howes) P W Flynn 4-11-5E G Kelly (7) —
11 3-398 GENERAL CLERMONT (8) (Donal Barnwell) D E Fitzgerald 4-11-5

Mr D Kiely (7)★121
12 9 COOLINE BLUEBELL (87) (Denis Goold) Paul O’Flynn 5-11-3

G B Noonan (7) 18
13 9-632 FAMILY BUSINESS (37) (H) (Donal Coffey) D Coffey 6-11-3

C P McNamara (5) 98
14 0/3P- WILD RUMOUR (352) (T A Bruton) L Fowler 8-11-3 C J Orr (5) —
15 8-6 ITS ALL GRACE (57) (P McCarthy) J J Walsh 4-10-12

C A Landers (5) 101
Betting: 5-2 Fest Deiz, 4 Family Business, Breakeven, 5 Song Of Earth, 8
Knockmoylan, 12 Cabin Hill, 14 Wild Rumour, 16 Wherethewindsblow, 20
Others.

SUMMARY: BREAKEVEN might be able to take this on his first try over flights.
A dual point-to-point winner for Denis Murphy, the son of Scorpion won a bumper
on his debut for current connections at Tipperary in August. He was since beaten
into third at Galway, but can be forgiven for that, with the front-running winner
getting away on the field from early. Paul Townend is a positive jockey booking on
fellow bumper winner Song Of Earth. Fourth on his hurdling debut at Listowel, the
son of Mahler should come on plenty for that experience. Fest Deiz has some solid
efforts to his name and has definite claims, while others of interest here are the
Ellmarie Holden trainedKnockmoylan and Kilbeggan runner-up Family Business.

2.07 I.N.H.STALLION OWNERS EBF NOVICE HURDLE
3m €9,300 4yo plus

1 -7123 FRIARY ROCK (13) (B) (Michael O’Flynn & John F O’Flynn) M F
Morris 5-11-12 P T Enright 126

2 22-1 GET RICH DIE PLYIN (39) (T) (Apollo Horse Racing Syndicate/
Gary Hassall) G Elliott 5-11-12 C J Orr (5) 132

3 14 JACKSONS GOLD (22) (Stephen M Curran) Ms Alice Curran
6-11-12 I J Power 125

4 24-12 WEST CORKWILDWAY (25) (D2) (Fernhill Tower Syndicate)
Paul O’Flynn 6-11-12 G B Noonan (7) 126

5 1-232 COOLBANE BOY (23) (William D MacDonald) W J Burke 5-11-6
D J O’Keeffe 127

6 6U311 STREETS OF DOYEN (15) (D2) (Ms Caroline Ahearn) J McConnell
6-11-6 S D Torrens (5)★145

7 4P LEAD LIGHT TO DAWN (14) (Cathal McDaid) D E Fitzgerald
4-11-0 Gavin Peter Brouder (7) 26

2019: Zola 5 11 3, Paul Townend 15-8 (W P Mullins), 5 ran.
Betting: 11-8 Get Rich Die Plyin, 5-2 Streets Of Doyen, 7-2 West Cork Wildway,
13-2 Coolbane Boy, 10 Friary Rock, 14 Jacksons Gold, 100 Lead Light To Dawn.

SUMMARY: The progressive Streets Of Doyen bids to complete a hat-trick here
after wins at Roscommon and Gowran respectively. The John McConnell trained
six-year-old has really got his act together since stepping up in trip and it’ll come
as no surprise if he manages to take this. GET RICH DIE PLYIN impressed on his
first try over flights at Punchestown last month and he looks the one to beat. In
what was probably a weak contest, the son of Beat Hollow came home fifteen
lengths clear and looks open to further progress. Coolbane Boy should have won
at Listowel last month and he is likely to appreciate this step-up in trip to three
miles.A case can also be made forWest CorkWildway,Friary Rock and Jacksons
Gold, with Lead Light To Dawn the only one that can be safely ruled out.

2.42 HANDICAP HURDLE (80-109)
3m €6,600 4yo plus

1 0-763 ABYSSINIAN (14) (B,T) (John P McManus) J R Barry 6-12-0
S D Torrens (5) 110

2 1/59- OWL CREEK BRIDGE (371) (BF,D) (Patrick Mullen & Denis Gould
& B Collins) E McNamara 7-11-10 R Treacy (3) —

3 /3P-2 SILVER PLANEUR (88) (D) (Rathkeale House Syndicate)
E McNamara 8-11-10 C P McNamara (5) 115

4 00-1P WALK ME HOME (37) (P;BF,D) (John P McManus) G Cromwell
5-11-9 M PWalsh 113

5 36P76 FINDING JOY (14) (P) (A Archdeacon & A Hourigan Partnership)
M Hourigan 6-11-8 Jordan Canavan (7) 107

6 50P1P TWILIGHT GIRL (39) (D) (Michael B Moore) Peter Fahey 7-11-8
K Sexton 112

7 -6312 WHATSYOURSTATUS (17) (T) (Gearoid O’Loughlin) G O’Loughlin
7-11-8 SW Flanagan 73

8 76-44 BALLYADAM DESTINY (22) (B,T*) (William Horgan) T O’Brien
6-11-5 Rachael Blackmore 105

9 3UP9- SOI COWBOY (253) (D) (A Killoran & Damien Casey) P W Flynn
8-11-3 K M Donoghue 96

10 47760 LESSOFDNEGATIVITY (14) (Michael Fay & Henry Lappin) A J
McNamara 7-11-2 D J O’Keeffe 109

11 5664- QUARRY REBEL (208) (Thomas O’Flynn) Paul O’Flynn 7-10-12
G B Noonan (7)★124

12 P-089 TIME TO BITE (23) (Gerard John Murphy) L J Archdeacon 5-10-10
P T Enright 106

13 57-30 WAR EAGLE (5) (V) (Peter Keogh) P F O’Donnell 4-10-10
D J McInerney 105

14 145-2 HIGHEST BENEFIT (13) (D) (W J Austin) W J Austin 11-10-9
T Ryan (5) 111

15 0PP0- JUST ANOTHER LADY (229) (T) (Chasers & Pints Syndicate)
V T O’Brien 7-10-0 RESERVE 100

2019: Flooring Porter 4 11 4, Jonathan Moore 4-1 Fav (G Cromwell), 14 ran.
Betting: 4 Silver Planeur, 5 Ballyadam Destiny, 6 Abyssinian, 13-2
Whatsyourstatus, Walk Me Home, 8 Highest Benefit, 14 Owl Creek Bridge,
Twilight Girl, Soi Cowboy, 16 Others.

SUMMARY: Soi Cowboy has joined Paul Flynn and the County Longford-trained
contender, a point-to-point winner at the start of his career, needs to be monitored
in the market.The Central Park gelding makes his handicap debut, and this string
has been profitable to follow in recent times. Owner J P McManus and trainer Eric
McNamara both have dual representation, but in truth WHATSYOURSTATUS is
difficult to look beyond off this hurdling mark. His conqueror at Clonmel,
Aforementioned, put the form up in lights with his Munster National success at
Limerick last Sunday.

CORK SUNDAY (Racing TV) Going: Good

TOMMY LYONS NEXT BEST
1.35 BREAKEVEN KNOCKMOYLAN
2.07 STREETS OF DOYEN COOLBANE BOY
2.42 WHATSYOURSTATUS (NB) BALLYADAM DESTINY
3.17 HALSAFARI SMITHSCORNER
3.52 LIGHTSIDER STORM FLIGHT
4.27 COKO BEACH FOXY JACKS
5.00 DAKOTA MOIRETTE ARTICULUM
5.30 COSTALOTMORE MAHLERS DOLLAR

TOMMY LYONS NEXT BEST
1.25 COULTHARD YULONG DE LEGEND
1.55 GOLDEN LYRIC CAMDEBOO
2.30 WOOD RANGER HELVIC PRINCESS
3.05 SNAPRAETEREA BELLE IMAGE
3.40 ETNEYA SOUL SEARCH
4.15 BARRINGTON COURT MIGHTY BLUE
4.50 BLACKPOINT DANCE JUPITER
5.20 POSTER CHILD (NAP) SCHOLASTIC

3.17 MALLOW HANDICAP HURDLE
2m 3f €6,600 4yo plus

1 55-06 HALSAFARI (7) (D) (John P Bowe) M Bowe 7-11-10 B Hayes★122
2 4-030 BUTTONS AND BOWS (F29) (C) (John P McManus) P J Flynn

6-11-8 M PWalsh 120
3 -8672 ROOM TO ROAM (11) (B) (Adders Partnership) J McConnell 6-11-7

Rachael Blackmore 115
4 -0101 GOTTHENOD (18) (D) (T J Ward) D Love 6-11-6 S D Torrens (5) 110
5 13334 KNOCK ON STEEL (19) (C) (Richard Eustace) B Jordan 7-11-5

Mr T Power Roche (7) 121
6 21164 SMITHSCORNER (27) (T;BF,CD) (Charles Duggan) Michael G

Kennedy 9-11-0 C J Orr (5) 116
7 -5156 POUR SIOUX (F17) (C) (Shushan Syndicate) Miss H McLoughlin

4-10-7 D O’Regan 110
8 8507 ELITE TROOPER GREY (31) (B*) (Francis Mangan) G Elliott

4-10-5 K Sexton 109
9 76634 WILD DESIRE (18) (Ratpack Partnership) Paul Nolan 7-9-12

AdamWilliams (7) 122
Betting: 9-4 Elite Trooper Grey, 4 Gotthenod, 9-2 Room To Roam, 5
Smithscorner, 7 Knock On Steel, 8 Buttons And Bows, 12 Others.

3.52 FERMOY HANDICAP HURDLE (80-95)
2m 3f €5,400 4yo plus

1 63R49 COOSAN CLOVER (28) (P) (Dunk Again Syndicate) J J Hanlon
5-12-0 B J Cooper 102

2 -7253 STORM FLIGHT (8) (T) (Scousers Syndicate) C O’Dwyer 6-11-13
C J Orr (5) 100

3 8/08- PUNTERS POET (F111) (T) (Poetic Ten Syndicate) Matthew J
Smith 5-11-10 K M Donoghue —

4 685-0 FINTOWN BOY (63) (H) (R Stack) J M Lee 10-11-9P T Enright 21
5 6769 NATCH (9) (B,T) (The Back Gate Partnership) J McConnell 5-11-8

S D Torrens (5) 98
6 P-950 COOLE ARCADE (8) (Donal Doyle) J Clifford 6-11-6 B Hayes 90
7 -83C3 SHEDDING (3) (BF) (Simply The Best Syndicate) W J Burke 6-11-6

Jordan Canavan (7) 96
8 80-09 BARTLEYS BOY (17) (P Halligan) T Doyle 6-11-5 R Treacy (3) 73
9 -F555 STORMY MASTER (23) (P;BF) (Liam Hackett) R Hackett 6-11-5

D J O’Keeffe★106
10 -0774 LIGHTSIDER (17) (B;BF) (P Roche) P Roche 4-11-4 M PWalsh 96
11 635P9 STADIUS (13) (P) (Peadars Friends Partnership) S M Duffy 7-11-3

T Brett (7) 102
12 64655 I’M ON SNAP (20) (Neill McCluskey) Neill McCluskey 6-11-

C A Landers (5) 101
13 00-00 OTZI (14) (H Lappin) A J McNamara 6-11-2 B Browne (3) 59
14 00-76 NATURAL BREEZE (23) (J J Leckey) P J Rothwell 5-11-1

AW Short 75
15 70-P4 THE DIARY KEEPER (8) (T) (Miss Sheila Ahern) Sean Aherne

8-11-0 Gavin Peter Brouder (7) 92
16 23227 RAILWAY MUICE (13) (B,T) (Make Pigs Fly Syndicate) P W Flynn

7-10-13 Eoin G Kelly (7) —
17 04650 OLD TOWN ROAD (4) (H) (M Harty) S J Harty 7-11-9 RESERVE 93
18 0-P07 DARING DECREE (3) (H,T) (M P Hogan) N Lee 7-10-13 RESERVE 84
Betting: 3 Lightsider, 4 Shedding, 5 Storm Flight, 8 Railway Muice, 10 Coosan
Clover, Stormy Master,The Diary Keeper, 14 Stadius, I’m On Snap, 16 Others.

4.27 IRISH STALLION FARMS EBF BEGINNERS CHASE
2m 4f €9,300 4yo plus

1 2F09- COKO BEACH (221) (P) (Gigginstown House Stud) G Elliott 5-12-0
K M Donoghue —

2 856U7 CORAL BLUE (6) (T) (J M Keogh) S M Duffy 5-12-0 I J Power★105
3 20-67 DAYBREAK BOY (14) (P;D) (John Patrick Byrne) H De Bromhead

7-12-0 Rachael Blackmore 65
4 219-U FOXY JACKS (7) (D) (D F Desmond) M F Morris 6-12-0

P T Enright —
5 P-P0 MASTER OF DE STYLE (8) (T) (Donal Barnwell) D E Fitzgerald

5-12-0 G B Noonan (7) —
6 FP-8F THE INBETWEEN (15) (J Buttle) R P Rath 6-12-0 J J Slevin 80
Betting: 4-6 Coko Beach, 3 Daybreak Boy, 7-2 Foxy Jacks, 25 Coral Blue, 66
The Inbetween, Master Of De Style.

5.00 COOPSUPERSTORES.IE HANDICAP CHASE (GRADE B)
2m 2f €24,000 4yo plus

1 FUF2- ARTICULUM (238) (T;BF,C) (Martin McDonagh & Paul G Murphy
& M J Nixon) T O’Brien 10-11-10 SW Flanagan 155

2 83-08 US AND THEM (57) (B,T;C) (Burnham Plastering & Dry Lining
Limited) J P O’Brien 7-11-7 J J Slevin 163

3 83332 ORNUA (28) (John J Phelan & Syed Momin) H De Bromhead
9-11-5 Dylan Robinson (3) 161

4 218-5 LAKEMILAN (F14) (H;CD) (D Wilson) T O’Brien 8-11-0 S D Torrens (5) —
5 10-56 JAN MAAT (81) (Gigginstown House Stud) H De Bromhead 7-10-11

M P O’Connor (7) 159
6 8-14P QUAMINO (40) (T) (Manverton) P Nolan 7-10-10 B J Cooper 151
7 111/2 ABBEY MAGIC (44) (D) (Mrs D Halley) H De Bromhead 9-10-9

Rachael Blackmore 151
8 393-7 DEBUCHET (42) (Force Eight Syndicate) Ms Margaret Mullins

7-10-7 P Townend★163
9 1/8P- TIMOTEO (328) (Middleham Park Racing Ireland) G Elliott 7-10-4

C J Orr (5) —
10 67P-0 LIGHT THAT (14) (T;C) (Flyers Syndicate) Mrs J Harrington 8-10-3

P D Kennedy —
11 -5723 LEVER DU SOLEIL (F8) (BF) (Sunrise Partnership) G Cromwell

5-9-12 C P McNamara (5) 158
12 424-2 DAKOTA MOIRETTE (19) (P) (Gigginstown House Stud) G Elliott

7-9-12 Gavin Peter Brouder (7) 157
Betting: 3 Abbey Magic, 6 Quamino, Ornua, 8 Lakemilan, Articulum, Lever Du
Soleil, Timoteo, 10 Jan Maat, Dakota Moirette, 14 Others.

5.30 CORK (PRO/AM) FLAT RACE
2m 3f €6,000 4yo to 7yo

1 112/1 COSTALOTMORE (25) (H*) (Desmond Ellard) R P O’Keeffe 6-12-2
Mr T Power Roche (7) 114

2 5221- ON EAGLESWINGS (217) (T Hyde) T E Hyde 6-12-2 D T Hyde (7) 111
3 0/5 ARCHIES CHARM (29) (David Aiken) B Hamilton 5-11-9

Mr N McParlan (3) 62
4 224P- ELUSIVE STAR (208) (Mrs Michael Hourigan) M Hourigan 6-11-9

Mr PW Mullins 95
5 -3522 MAHLERS DOLLAR (25) (TerenceOBrien Racing Club) T O’Brien

6-11-9 Mr D Allen (7)★123
6 6 MOUNT CALLAN (25) (Mrs Anne McMahon & J A McCarthy)

Brian M McMahon 5-11-9 Mr E Mahon (7) 64
7 P0- SOLE TRADER (280) (Ms Gemma O’Mahoney) David Kelly 5-11-9

Mr T Feeney (7) —
8 245- TORYGRAPH (218) (Gigginstown House Stud) G Elliott 5-11-9

J RWildman (7) 94
9 ANOTHER BLUE (Mrs N P Conneely & T J Ashe) T Hogan 4-11-5

Mr D Crean (7) —
10 6- NANCY MILES (269) (T Donohue) T Donohue 4-11-5

R J Condon (7) 76
11 6 HAVEUSEENTHERAIN (18) (S G Walsh) S G Walsh 5-11-2

D P Holden (7) 83
12 4080 THAT’S LIFEBUOY (23) (Mrs C B Walsh) J P Ryan 5-11-2

Mr F Maguire 109
13 P- GAELIC FORCE (246) (Southnorth Syndicate) J McConnell 4-10-12

C DWalsh (7) —
Betting: 6-4 On Eagles Wings, 15-8 Costalotmore, 8 Mahlers Dollar,Torygraph,
10 Archies Charm, 16 Elusive Star, Another Blue, 25 That’s Lifebuoy, 33 Others.
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FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
1.00 MEMPHIS BELL BOHER LAD
1.30 ROSE OF ARCADIA ESTELLE MA BELLE
2.00 LOTS OF LUCK LOTS OF LUCK
2.35 IF THE CAP FITS (NB) FIDDLERONTHEROOF (NB)
3.10 LIGHTLY SQUEEZE LIGHTLY SQUEEZE
3.45 VOCALISER VOCALISER
4.20 THE BOMBER LISTON WESTHILL
4.55 GETAWEAPON RIDEAU CANAL

FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
1.15 VIROFLAY OVERPRICED MIXER
1.45 ROCK ON ROCCO ROCK ON ROCCO
2.22 FOR PLEASURE FOR PLEASURE
2.57 SOLAR IMPULSE DARLING MALTAIX
3.32 VERDANA BLUE (NAP) VERDANA BLUE (NAP)
4.07 PONTRESINA MR MAFIA
4.43 SUNRISE RUBY SUNRISE RUBY

FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
2.15 GOLD DESERT TIMEVOYAGE
2.50 LOVELY SCHTUFF LOVELY SCHTUFF
3.25 OVERCOURT MING DYNASTY
4.00 JACKYEATS HIGHLAND SKY
4.33 GANGSTER BBOLD
5.10 CAPONE ELYSEES
5.40 DEMOCRATIC OATH DARGIANNINI

KEMPTON SUNDAY (Racing TV) Going: Good-good to firm in places

1.15 RACINGTV JUVENILE HURDLE (GBB RACE)
2m €6,977 3yo Only

1 CAN’T STOP NOW (F126) C Gordon 10-12 N Scholfield —
2 CHINESEWHISPERER (F43)A King 10-12 T Cannon —
3 KENTUCKY HARDBOOT (F51) (T*) Mohamed Moubarak 10-12

J Quinlan —
4 7 NOWWE’RETOURING (18) (P*)A Hales 10-12

WTKennedy 43
5 OVERPRICEDMIXER (F51) N Henderson 10-12

N De Boinville —
6 VIROFLAY (F273) P Nicholls 10-12 H Cobden —
7 CRAZY LOVE (F129) Miss SWest 10-5 Joshua Moore —
8 5 LITTLETIPSY (18)AdamWest 10-5 L Edwards ★47

2019: Prefontaine 10 12, Jonjo O’Neill Jr.(3) 9-2 (Jonjo O’Neill), 8 ran.
Betting: 6-4Viroflay,7-4 Overpriced Mixer,6 ChineseWhisperer,8 Can’t
Stop Now,14 Kentucky Hardboot, 20 Crazy Love,50 LittleTipsy,66 Now
We’reTouring.

1.45 NOVICES’HANDICAP CHASE (GBB RACE)
2m 2f €5,061 4yo plus

1 91U65 DEMON D’AUNOU (24) Jonjo O’Neill 7-11-12 K Brogan (7) 123
2 7P31- ROCK ON ROCCO (241)T R George 6-11-10 J J Burke —
3 /64-3 FAIRWAY FREDDY (26) (C) N Gifford 7-11-6 J M Davies 98
4 P-154 LORD CONDI (44) (P;D2) M Keighley 7-11-3 J Best 126
5 6303- FRESNO EMERY (215) (BF,D) RWalford 5-11-1 S Sheppard —
6 -3432 ADMIRAL’S SUNSET (23) (P) DWeston 7-10-10 H Cobden★127
7 3030- DEFUTURE IS BRIGHT (224) ChristianWilliams 6-10-8

JackTudor (5) —

2019: Celtic Joy 6 11 7,Adam Wedge 8-1 (Emma Lavelle), 9 ran.
Betting: 9-4 Rock On Rocco, 3 Admiral’s Sunset, 5 Demon D’Aunou, 6
Fresno Emery, 8 Fairway Freddy, 10 Lord Condi, 12 Defuture Is Bright.

2.22 NOVICES’HURDLE (LISTED) (GBB RACE)
2m €10,752 4yo plus

1 7F11- FIDELIOVALLIS (218) (CD) P Nicholls 5-11-0 H Cobden 152
2 -3111 FOR PLEASURE (43) (D2)A Hales 5-11-0 H Bannister★154
3 0F/ GORHAM’S CAVE (F46) (H) G L Moore 6-11-0

Joshua Moore —
4 2/112 SANGHA RIVER (62) (BF,D) Olly Murphy 7-11-0

A Coleman 142
5 3-U CHERRY COLA (28) Miss SWest 4-10-7 J Best 136
6 6-113 MRS HYDE (22) (BF,D3) B Ellison 7-10-7 N De Boinville 148

2019: Pacify 7 11 0, Gavin Sheehan 5-4 Fav (J Snowden), 7 ran.
Betting: 11-8 For Pleasure, 5-2 FidelioVallis, 10-3 Sangha River, 7 Mrs
Hyde, 25 Cherry Cola, 50 Gorham’s Cave.

2.57 BET AT RACINGTV.COM HANDICAP CHASE
2m 2f €8,435 4yo plus

1 3113- LOCKER ROOMTALK (260) (H;C,D) NTwiston-Davies 7-11-12
Mr J Savage (7) 143

2 -64P1 LEAPAWAY (33) (D) P Hobbs 8-11-11 T J O’Brien 133
3 3P121 DARLINGMALTAIX (11) (T) P Nicholls 7-11-6 H Cobden 140
4 4P5-2 MRMEDIC (10) RWalford 9-11-4 J Best 136
5 1P80- GENEROUS DAY (218) (C) Henry Oliver 8-11-2 J M Davies 130
6 40-54 CROOKS PEAK (23) (P;C) P Hobbs 7-11-2 MGNolan 42
7 4-313 SOLAR IMPULSE (41) (P;D) IWilliams 10-11-0 CTodd (5) 143
8 253-1 JABOTICABA (26)A King 6-10-13 T Cannon 133
9 4316- CAP DU NORD (260) ChristianWilliams 7-10-12

JackTudor (5)★144

2019:Adrrastos 7 11 12, Gavin Sheehan 4-1 (J Snowden), 6 ran.
Betting: 11-4 Darling Maltaix, 7-2 Leapaway, 4 Jaboticaba, 6 Locker
Room Talk, 10 Mr Medic, 12 Cap Du Nord, 14 Crooks Peak, Solar
Impulse, 20 Generous Day.

3.32 RACINGTV HURDLE (LISTED)
2m €21,504 4yo plus

1 PP/1- BRAIN POWER (365) (P;CD2) N Henderson 9-11-6 A Coleman —
2 1326- SILVER STREAK (222) (CD) EWilliams 7-11-4 T J O’Brien 166
3 /122- DIEGO DU CHARMIL (239) (T;D5) P Nicholls 8-11-0

H Cobden★174
4 -512P HIGHLY PRIZED (22) (D2) Emma Lavelle 7-11-0 B R Jones 160
5 -3411 TEQANY (19) (T;D4) F O’Brien 6-11-0 H Skelton 156
6 51/4- VERDANA BLUE (F57) (CD2) N Henderson 8-10-7

N De Boinville 158

2019: Silver Streak 6 11 0,Adam Wedge 9-4 (E Williams), 5 ran.
Betting: 6-4 Verdana Blue, 5-2 Silver Streak, 5 Diego Du Charmil, 6
Brain Power, 14Teqany, Highly Prized.

4.07 RACINGTV HANDICAP CHASE
3m €5,061 4yo plus

1 52U1- MORTENS LEAM (230) M Hawker 8-11-12 N Scholfield 124
2 4-245 POKER SCHOOL (27) (P;C3) IWilliams 10-11-12

CTodd (5) 127
3 02425 MRMAFIA (26) (P;D2) M Keighley 11-11-12 J Best★136
4 /20-D PONTRESINA (42) O Sherwood 7-11-11 J J Burke —
5 51/P- NIGHTLINE (351) (D) C Longsdon 10-11-10

Paul O’Brien (3) —
6 2/0-5 TOP UPTHE FASHION (42) C Mann 6-11-7 H Bannister 133
7 0-455 RAVEN’STOWER (43) B Pauling 10-11-3 T Cannon 113
8 /34P- BIG DIFFERENCE (254) (BF) B Pauling 7-11-0 N De Boinville 129
9 P281- TOP DECISION (220) (T) S Drinkwater 7-10-9 JTudor (5) 125

2019:VendrediTrois 10 11 12,AdamWedge 9-2 (Emma Lavelle), 7 ran.
Betting: 11-4 Top Decision, 9-2 Pontresina, 6 Mortens Leam, 8 Big
Difference, Poker School, Mr Mafia, Raven’sTower, 12 Nightline,Top Up
The Fashion.

4.43 RACINGTV.COM NOVICES’HURDLE (GBB RACE)
2m 5f €4,447 4yo plus

1 5/12 ZARRAR (11) (T) R Guest 5-11-5 N Scholfield 115
2 5- AL KOUT (F11) Mrs H Main 6-10-12 Joshua Moore 119
3 46 RASAASY (14)A Carson 4-10-12 G Carson (7) 98
4 225-1 SUNRISE RUBY (20) N Henderson 6-10-12 N De Boinville 132
5 /673- THE DOMINO EFFECT (254) Emma Lavelle 6-10-12

B R Jones (3)★135
6 66-66 STRIKETHE FLINT (17) Miss S Smith 6-10-5

MGNolan 71

2019: Mason Jar 5 11 5, SamTwiston-Davies 8-11 Fav (Dr R Newland),
5 ran.
Betting: 10-11 Sunrise Ruby,7-2The Domino Effect,4 Zarrar,8Al Kout,
25 Rasaasy, 33 StrikeThe Flint.

SUMMARY: SUNRISE RUBY was an easy winner of her most recent
start at Newton Abbot when proving to be a cut above the opposition,
having appeared to enjoy the change to front-running tactics, and Nicky
Henderson’s mare can make it two wins on the bounce. The Domino
Effect ran well to finish third over C&D in February and he has to be
respected along with Zarrar, who placed at Ludlow earlier in the month.

SEDGEFIELD SUNDAY (SSR) Going: Good-good to soft in placesFFOS LAS SUNDAY (Sky Sports Racing) Going: Good to soft

2.15 JUVENILE MAIDEN HURDLE
2m 1f €4,447 3yo Only

1 GOLD DESERT (F93) Oliver Greenall 10-12 T Dowson —
2 MESMERIC (F40) JWainwright 10-12 J Colliver —
3 PARK LANE DANCER (F48) J J Quinn 10-12 S Quinlan —
4 55 POKERMASTER (22) P McBride 10-12 RMcLernon ★65
5 SHALOTT G Brown 10-12 B J Powell —
6 6 SPIT IT OUT (19) (P*) S Corbett 10-12 Sam Coltherd (3) 42
7 TIMEVOYAGE (F36) J J Quinn 10-5 B Hughes —
8 WHERE’STHETAPE Sean Conway 10-5 AAnderson (7) —
9 WRIGHTIA (F32) O Pears 10-5 H Brooke —
Betting: 4-9 Time Voyage, 7-2 Gold Desert, 10 Park Lane Dancer, 20
Shalott, 25 Where’s TheTape, 33 Wrightia, Mesmeric, 50 Others.

2.50 CONDITIONAL JOCKEYS’HANDICAP CHASE
2m 5f €3,527 4yo plus

1 7-122 BROTHERLY COMPANY (41) (P;BF)A MThomson 8-11-12
TWillmott 112

2 U6P6- ROADWARRIOR (265) (P,T) R Menzies 6-11-7 KYeoman (5) 74
3 50R2- CASIMIR DU CLOS (229) (C)W Coltherd 8-11-5 SMulqueen —
4 63P6- JUST GEORGIE (218) Mrs S Smith 10-11-5 A Fielding (10) 92
5 -6PP0 KING GOLAN (33) (B,T) K Johnson 9-11-4 A Johnson (7)★120
6 -U141 LOVELY SCHTUFF (19) (CD2) Mrs J Stephen 8-11-3

DMcMenamin 98
7 44-43 MILLIETHEMINX (19) (C2) D Sayer 6-10-13 T Gillard (3) 90
8 1/PF6 SWINTON DIAMOND (11) (D) M Hammond 9-10-13

B Garritty (3) 66
9 441-4 EAGLE RIDGE (25) (T) NAlexander 9-10-13 B Lynn (6) 106
10 P14-6 PICKNICK PARK (22) (V*;D) N Kent 8-10-9 C Hammond 110
11 521-8 CLONDAW FIXER (8) (P;C) G Bewley 8-10-8 J Bewley 108
12 3-666 HONOURMISSION (19) (P,T;C) S England 6-10-8 L Stones (3) 105
13 2-292 DUTCH CANYON (11)W Coltherd 10-10-6 Sam Coltherd 115
14 39-0P BROTHER SCOTT (11) (C,D2) Mrs B Butterworth 13-10-0

CMcCormack —
Betting: 7-2 Lovely Schtuff, 4 Brotherly Company, 6 Millie The Minx, 7
Casimir Du Clos, 8 Just Georgie, 10 Dutch Canyon, 12 Honourmission, 14
Road Warrior, 16 Others.

3.25 BEGINNERS’CHASE (GBB RACE)
2m 3f €5,061 4yo plus

1 21U1- EVANDER (257) (C2) Oliver Greenall 5-11-3 S Quinlan —
2 2417- INFORMATEUR (218) (C2) Mrs S Smith 7-11-3 D Cook —
3 5/P0- LORD NAPIER (323) (P,T;C) P Bowen 7-11-3 B J Powell —
4 9-05F MING DYNASTY (79) (T) G Cromwell (IRE) 8-11-3 C Gethings 128
5 1321- MRMULDOON (303) (P) Dr R Newland 7-11-3C Hammond (3)—
6 5311- OVERCOURT (218)A MThomson 6-11-3 RMania —
7 5P/25 SHANTALUZE (33) (H) D McCain 8-11-3 B Hughes★136
8 /217- SHOW PROMISE (240) (BF,D) P Kirby 6-11-3 T Dowson —
9 -5118 SWAFFHAM BULBECK (22) (C2) B Ellison 6-11-3H Brooke —
Betting: 9-4 Lord Napier, 4 Mr Muldoon, Ming Dynasty, 7 Swaffham
Bulbeck,10 Informateur,12 Shantaluze,Evander,16 Overcourt,20 Show
Promise.

4.00 MAIDEN HURDLE (GBB RACE)
2m 1f €4,447 4yo plus

1 4 CUBA RUBA (8)T Easterby 4-10-12 J Hamilton 106
2 407- FARSIDEOFTHEMOON (297) M Hammond 5-10-12 B Garritty (5) 58
3 FP- GETAWAY PLAN (350) MTodhunter 5-10-12 S Quinlan —
4 2 GIN COCO (145) (H*) C Mann 4-10-12 B J Powell —
5 HIGHLAND SKY (F424) B Ellison 5-10-12 B Hughes —
6 3 JACKYEATS (118)W Coltherd 4-10-12 Sam Coltherd (3)★138
7 LORDTORRANAGA (F15) P Kirby 5-10-12 T Dowson —
8 6-P MINNIMO (72) G Bewley 5-10-12 J Bewley (3) —
9 37 RICKETY GATE (63) N Richards 5-10-12 R Day —
10 854- TUMBLING DICE (242) Mrs S Smith 5-10-12 D Cook 102
11 2-574 CHARLOTTESWAY (11) (H) DThompson 5-10-5 C Bewley 88
12 76 DAPPER DAISY (52) (T*) M Barnes 4-10-5 D Irving (3) —
Betting: 2 Jack Yeats, 5-2 Gin Coco, 5 Highland Sky, 7 Cuba Ruba, 12
Lord Torranaga, 14 Rickety Gate, 20 Farsideofthemoon, 25 Charlottes
Way,Tumbling Dice, Getaway Plan, 66 Others.

1.00 HANDICAP HURDLE
3m €3,297 4yo plus

1 5456- CARO DES FLOS (215) J S Smith 8-12-1 MD Grant 108
2 05-53 MILANSTORM (24) (BF) NTwiston-Davies 7-12-0

STwiston-Davies 102
3 48211 KENDELU (23) N Hawke 5-11-12 D Noonan 106
4 336P- PLENEY (216)TVaughan 6-11-10 Charlie Price (5) —
5 6114- OUTTHE GLEN (231) (BF,C) D Hamer 7-11-10 P Brennan 104
6 -3P87 REBEL LEADER (23) (T;D) HWhittington 6-11-7 D Jacob 97
7 -5311 MEMPHIS BELL (17) (CD) EWilliams 6-11-6 IWilliams (5) 101
8 /06-9 SISSINGHURST (46) (P,T) Ryan Potter 10-11-5 B Poste 74
9 1362- BOHER LAD (216) (D5)A Phillips 13-11-5 Lilly Pinchin (7)★108
10 /73-4 MINDYOUR BACK (39) (P) N Mulholland 7-11-4 T Scudamore 96
11 353FF MURRAYMOUNT (17) S-J Davies 10-11-4 J Bargary —
12 6804- PAT KELLY (225) HWhittington 5-11-1 A P Heskin 99
13 78U4- NOTHINGMAN (219) SamAllwood 6-11-1 Robert Dunne 102
14 3913- HANGTOUGH (216) (T;BF) J O’Neill 6-10-13 J O’Neill Jr. 108
15 7P-23 HAVANA RIVER (46) (D) J Farrelly 7-10-6 S Bowen 100
16 7/577 THE LASTMELON (47) (P*) J Bennett 8-10-5 J McGrath 105
17 263P- ECTOR (230) (P)W Greatrex 6-10-0 MKendrick (3) —
18 P-P6P RINGMINELLA (17) (T) P Henderson 9-10-0 D Crosse 77
Betting: 4 Memphis Bell, 11-2 Hang Tough, 6 Kendelu, 8 Milanstorm,
Havana River, 10 Boher Lad, 12 OutThe Glen, 14 Others.

1.30 MARES’MAIDEN HURDLE (GBB RACE)
2m €4,447 4yo plus

1 7716- BELLEVARDE EXPRESS (218) (H*) J Scott 5-10-12
MGriffiths —

2 38-78 CROSSFIREHURRICANE (7) N Hawke 6-10-12 T Buckley (7) 109
3 2- ESTELLEMA BELLE (442) (H;BF) P Nicholls 6-10-12 LWilliams (3) —
4 3/0 GOLDEN EMBLEM (96) N Mulholland 6-10-12 STwiston-Davies 64
5 2-77 HITTHE BOTTLE (17) (T) L Horsfall 5-10-12 F Gregory (3) 34
6 20/2- LADY OFTHE NIGHT (241) (T) K Bailey 7-10-12 D Bass★126
7 667-3 ROSEISAROSEISAROSE (18) Katy Price 6-10-12 B Poste 107
8 11- ROSE OFARCADIA (223) (D) CTizzard 5-10-12 J O’Neill Jr. —
9 SPRING RUN (F37) J Portman 4-10-12 J McGrath —
10 36- TUSCAN PEARL (215) J Scott 5-10-12 R Dingle (3) 119
Betting: 11-8 Estelle Ma Belle, 2 Rose Of Arcadia, 7-2 Lady Of The
Night, 14 Bellevarde Express, 25 Golden Emblem, Roseisaroseisarose,
Spring Run, 50Tuscan Pearl, 66 Others.

2.00 HANDICAP CHASE
2m €3,527 4yo plus

1 -7526 CESAR DU GOUET (27) (D) L Horsfall 8-12-1
F Gregory (3) 111

2 3121- LOTS OF LUCK (223) (P;D) K Bailey 6-11-12 D Bass 108
3 2-PPF ANOTHERTUCO (10) (P)W Greatrex 7-11-8 A P Heskin —
4 225-0 RINGTHEMOON (17) EWilliams 7-11-2 C Ring (3) 65
5 6-43U VEILED SECRET (26) (P,T;BF,D)T Symonds 6-11-1

STwiston-Davies★114
6 /P-07 KIERA ROYALE (17) (T) D Rees 9-11-0 R Patrick (3) 78
7 36/2- CROPLEY (444) D Burchell 11-10-13 Robert Dunne —
8 0528- COBRA COMMANDER (222)T Symonds 6-10-1 B Poste 113
9 3P-P2 CAPTAINS RUN (17) (T) J Farrelly 8-10-0 S Bowen 100
10 UPF-7 LEAVING HOME (17) (P;D) P Bowen 7-10-0 D Noonan 69
11 6P5F- HUME LOUGH (216) S-J Davies 9-10-0 J Bargary 96
12 73-53 YOURHOLIDAYISOVER (10) (P) Lady S Brooke 13-10-0

Miss L Brooke (7) 102
Betting: 7-4 Lots Of Luck, 11-2 Veiled Secret, 6 Another Tuco, 7
Captains Run, 10 Cesar Du Gouet, 14 RingThe Moon, Cropley, 16 Hume
Lough, Cobra Commander, 20 Others.

2.35 NOVICES’CHASE (NORTON’S COINTROPHY)
2m 5f €8,281 4yo plus

1 614-2 EMITOM (14) (BF,C,D)W Greatrex 6-11-3 A P Heskin★143
2 2110- FIDDLERONTHEROOF (222) CTizzard 6-11-3 RM Power —
3 1/15- IFTHE CAP FITS (267) H Fry 8-11-3 D Jacob —

2019: Poker Play 6 11 3,Tom Scudamore 3-1 (D Pipe), 7 ran.
Betting: 11-10 If The Cap Fits, 9-4 Fiddlerontheroof, 5-2 Emitom.

SUMMARY: GINCOCO finished second on his sole appearance in France
and could be the answer here now making his first outing for Charlie Mann
having changed hands for 80,000 euros in the summer. JackYeats chased
home a couple of useful operators when third on his hurdles bow at
Limerick and requires plenty of respect on debut for Stuart Coltherd.

4.33 HANDICAP CHASE
3m 5f €18,455 5yo plus

1 2/2U- DANDY DAN (310) (P,T) K Bailey 7-11-12 C Gethings —
2 /281- THELIGNY (262) (T)TVaughan 9-11-4 A Johns 145
3 527F- ARTHUR’S GIFT (260) NTwiston-Davies 9-11-2 T Bellamy 144
4 V1-51 DOING FINE (57) (P,T) N Mulholland 12-11-1 B J Powell 146
5 PP1-7 ROCK ON FRUITY (32) (C) B Haslam 11-10-13 RMcLernon 147
6 123P- PETITE POWER (218) (T) F O’Brien 11-10-12L Harrison (7) 151
7 41533 BBOLD (19) (P*) Dr R Newland 6-10-10 C Hammond (3) 157
8 PF5-0 BRIAN BORANHA (104) (CD) P Niven 9-10-8 B Hughes 128
9 1P-52 GANGSTER (24)W Greatrex 10-10-7 D Cook 149
10 F3P-9 GRAINEYHILL (19) Mrs S Humphrey 9-10-6 AThorne (5) 108
11 3431- DUC DE GRISSAY (216)A MThomson 7-10-2 D R Fox★163
12 -7557 RED GIANT (25) (V) Jennie Candlish 9-10-1 S Quinlan 138
13 35-31 CHANCEANOTHERFIVE (41) (B)W Coltherd 8-10-0

Sam Coltherd (3) 134
Betting: 9-2 Bbold, 5 Doing Fine, 6 Dandy Dan, 8 Arthur’s Gift, Petite
Power, 10Theligny, Gangster, Brian Boranha, 12 Others.

5.10 HANDICAP HURDLE
2m 4f €6,977 3yo plus

1 132P- ROCCO (297) NTwiston-Davies 7-11-12 T Bellamy —
2 3-351 CAPONE (23) (B,T;D) C Mann 5-11-11 B J Powell 129
3 3/23- LANDSMAN (404) (T;D)TVaughan 7-11-11 A Johns —
4 33-43 INGLEBY HOLLOW (F28) (T;C2) D O’Meara 8-11-9S Quinlan 133
5 4-8P1 RIVER FROST (52) (C,D) B Haslam 8-11-9 C Hammond (3)★139
6 /P-64 ELYSEES (39) F O’Brien 5-11-8 C Brace (3) 117
7 28-43 BEACH BREAK (19) (B) D McCain 6-11-7 T Gillard (7) 129
8 4215- ENFIN PHIL (261) M Hammond 6-11-6 B Garritty (5) 133
9 12F-2 RAKHINE STATE (73) D J Jeffreys 7-11-5 C Deutsch 137
10 3114- KINGRULLAH (297) (BF,CD) P Robson 5-11-4 H Brooke 122
11 7-933 MELODY OF SCOTLAND (33) (V;D) B Haslam 6-11-4 RMcLernon 131
12 323-6 KAJAKI (19) (P;C) N Richards 7-11-4 B Hughes 131
13 F/89- CHELSEA FLYER (315) D McCain 9-10-13 AMcCain (5) —
14 7098- SUGGESTION (223) P Kirby 8-10-13 T Dowson 110
Betting: 5 River Frost, 11-2 Landsman, 6 Capone, 7 Elysees, 10 Rocco,
Melody Of Scotland, Rakhine State, 12 Ingleby Hollow, 14 Others.

5.40 INTERMEDIATE OPEN NH FLAT RACE (GBB RACE)
2m 1f €2,683 4yo to 6yo

1 BASFORD DAN Jennie Candlish 4-10-12 S Quinlan —
2 P-1 COOPER’S CROSS (29)W Coltherd 5-10-12 S Coltherd (3) —
3 DARGIANNINI HWhittington 5-10-12 D Cook —
4 33- DEMOCRATIC OATH (225) K Dalgleish 5-10-12 C Bewley★112
5 6 LUNAR SOVEREIGN (109) (T*) F O’Brien 4-10-12C Brace (3) 91
6 7- MASTERMALACHY (265) D McCain 4-10-12 B Hughes 64
7 PUBMURPHY MTodhunter 5-10-12 DMcMenamin (3) —
8 SERGEANT STRIPPY C Grant 4-10-12 Ross Chapman —
9 3SF1- TARDREE (225) (H*) L J Morgan 6-10-12 C O’Farrell —
10 WICKEDWEST Chris McSharry 4-10-12 J Hamilton —
11 DARKEST DREAMT Fitzgerald 4-10-5 MrT O’Brien (3) —
12 45- TALK OF CHARLOTTE (239) H Graham 4-10-5 SMulqueen (3) —
Betting: 9-4 Democratic Oath,4 Dargiannini, 7 Master Malachy,8 Lunar
Sovereign, 10Tardree, Darkest Dream, 12 Basford Dan, 14 Others.

3.10 WELSH CHAMPION HURDLE RACE
2m €29,528 3yo plus

1 2318- BALLYANDY (222) (D6) NTwiston-Davies 9-11-10 STwiston-Davies 159
2 6325- SCEAU ROYAL (221) (D9)A King 8-11-6 D Jacob —
3 1111- MAIN FACT (218) (CD) D Pipe 7-11-3 F Gillard (7) 163
4 U/03- REMILUC (253) (T;D) C Gordon 11-10-12 N Brennan (10) 163
5 F130- THEBANNERKINGREBEL (253) (D3) J Snowden 7-10-11 J O’Neill Jr. 163
6 132-1 MILKWOOD (17) (CD) N Mulholland 6-10-11 Robert Dunne 127
7 /211- MILLERS BANK (297)A Hales 6-10-10 KielanWoods 158
8 111F- LIGHTLY SQUEEZE (F44) (D) H Fry 6-10-10 S Bowen★168
9 121-P RUNNING D’OR (4)T Symonds 4-10-9 B Poste —
10 3200- ECCO (219) (D) P Nicholls 5-10-6 Bryony Frost 163
11 114- BUZZ (239) (BF,D) N Henderson 6-10-6 J McGrath 161
12 112P- MARIO DE PAIL (222) (CD) SamThomas 5-10-5 J Bowen 159
13 5-111 MARINE ONE (22) Dr R Newland 6-10-4 C Leonard (7) 151
Betting: 5 Sceau Royal, 11-2 Ballyandy, 6 Main Fact, 7 Buzz, 8 Others.

3.45 CONDITIONAL JOCKEYS’HANDICAP CHASE
2m 5f €5,061 4yo plus

1 2F77- ELAN DE BALME (231) D Pipe 6-12-1 F Gillard (6) 108
2 7-3U4 MASTER BURBIDGE (55) (P;D) N Mulholland 9-11-12 H Reed (3) 120
3 F3-05 COURT DUTY (91) (T*;D) J Flint 8-11-9 Sean Houlihan 55
4 43PPP MORE BUCK’S (22) (T;D2) P Bowen 10-11-9 R Patrick★129
5 U8P4- PARLOURMAID (229) (P,T) R G Hawker 9-11-8 LWilliams 119
6 -U153 OXWICH BAY (44) (BF,C,D) EWilliams 8-11-8 C Ring 128
7 35-11 VOCALISER (18) (T) Olly Murphy 8-11-7 F Gregory (3) 111
8 4474- JEAN GENIE (272)TVaughan 4-11-0 Charlie Price (3) —
9 5-544 BETWEENTHEWATERS (58) (P,T;C) J Snowden 9-10-10 P Fuller (3) 116
Betting: 6-4Vocaliser, 5 Oxwich Bay, 8 Parlour Maid, 10 Others.

4.20 NH FLAT RACE (GBB RACE) (DIV 1)
2m €3,834 4yo to 6yo

1 ARTEMISION B Pauling 4-10-12 D Jacob —
2 FLOY JOY CTizzard 4-10-12 RM Power —
3 7- GUILLEMOT (224) H Daly 4-10-12 R Patrick (3) ★45
4 HONORARY COLONEL P Hobbs 4-10-12 R Johnson —
5 PARSONS PLEASURE H Fry 4-10-12 STwiston-Davies —
6 RABSKI (H*) Jonjo O’Neill 4-10-12 PArmson (10) —
7 THE BOMBER LISTON N Henderson 4-10-12 J O’Neill Jr. —
8 THUNDERSOCKSSUNDAE G McPherson 5-10-12 KWoods —
9 WESTHILL P Nicholls 5-10-12 Bryony Frost —
10 OKHOTSK Chris Honour 4-10-5 B Carver (5) —
Betting: 11-4The Bomber Liston, 7-2 Westhill, 4 Honorary Colonel, 5 Others.

4.55 NH FLAT RACE (GBB RACE) (DIV 2)
2m €3,834 4yo to 6yo

1 AGENT SAONOIS N Mulholland 4-10-12 STwiston-Davies —
2 GETASTAR P Bowen 4-10-12 J Bowen —
3 GILWEN REACHER EWilliams 4-10-12 C Ring (3) —
4 INVESTMENTMANAGER CTizzard 4-10-12 RM Power —
5 8- PADDY JOE (315) D Burchell 6-10-12 Robert Dunne —
6 RIDEAU CANALA King 5-10-12 D Jacob —
7 SEELOTMOREBUSINESS P Nicholls 5-10-12 Bryony Frost —
8 0- FINE BY HER (217) J S Smith 4-10-5 MD Grant —
9 1/ GETAWEAPON (575) (D) K Bailey 5-10-5 D Bass —
10 ORDERED LIVES F O’Brien 5-10-5 P Brennan —
Betting: 11-4 Seelotmorebusiness, 3 Investment Manager, 5 Rideau
Canal, 11-2 Agent Saonois, 8 Getaweapon, 10 Others.
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GREYHOUNDS/DIGEST

mac Sharvin (NIrl) 74 71, Liam Johnston
73 72, Stephen Gallacher 71 74, Jack
Senior 76 69, Aaron Cockerill (Can) 75
70
146: Jake McLeod (Aus) 74 72, Toby
Tree 74 72, David Howell 73 73, Gagan-
jeet Bhullar (Ind) 75 71, Wade Ormsby
(Aus) 73 73, Min Woo Lee (Aus) 76 70
147: Dean Burmester (Rsa) 75 72, Ro-
main Wattel (Fra) 75 72, Dale Whitnell 75
72
148: Janne Kaske (Fin) 78 70, Michael
Campbell (Nzl) 77 71, Ross Cameron 76
72, Grant Forrest 76 72, Masahiro Kawa-
mura (Jpn) 74 74
149: Chris Wood 73 76, Oscar Lengden
(Swe) 75 74, Nicolai Hojgaard (Den) 77
72
150: Euan Walker 74 76, Mathieu Fen-
asse (Fra) 78 72, Ross McGowan 74 76
151: Jordan Wrisdale 79 72, Clement
Sordet (Fra) 77 74, Daan Huizing (Ned)
76 75
154: Scott Hend (Aus) 75 79 160 Lee
Slattery 82 78

SNOOKER
English Open, Milton Keynes Quarter
Finals: Mark Selby (Eng) bt Zhou Yue-
long (Chn) 5-2, John Higgins (Sco) bt
Jak Jones (Wal) 5-1, Judd Trump (Eng)
bt Kyren Wilson (Eng) 5-1

Eriksson (Swe) 73 67, Gonzalo Fernan-
dez-Castano (Spa) 67 73, Wil Besseling
(Ned) 71 69, Ben Stow 70 70, David
Drysdale 69 71, Sebastian Soderberg
(Swe) 72 68, Pedro Figueiredo (Por) 70
70, Jamie Donaldson 70 70, Connor
Syme 70 70, Justin Walters (Rsa) 71 69,
Oliver Farr 73 67
141: Ben Evans 69 72, Darius Van Driel
(Ned) 72 69, Alexander Levy (Fra) 70 71,
James Morrison 72 69, Renato Paratore
(Ita) 68 73
142: Zach Murray (Aus) 69 73, Joel
Stalter (Fra) 70 72, Richie Ramsay 74 68,
Lorenzo Scalise (Ita) 71 71, Benjamin
Poke (Den) 71 71, Matthew Baldwin 70
72, Hurly Long (Ger) 69 73, Ashley
Chesters 72 70, Scott Jamieson 67 75,
Lars Van Meijel (Ned) 72 70, Calum Hill
70 72, Ricardo Santos (Por) 71 71, Robin
Petersson (Swe) 71 71
143: Shubhankar Sharma (Ind) 71 72,
Joel Sjoholm (Swe) 72 71, Jens Fahr-
bring (Swe) 72 71, Sam Horsfield 74 69,
Daniel Young 72 71, Tom Gandy (IOM)
70 73, Steven Tiley 69 74, Marcel
Schneider (Ger) 73 70
The following players missed the cut:
144: Kiradech Aphibarnrat (Tha) 75 69,
David Dixon 77 67, Niklas Lemke (Swe)
73 71, Raphael Jacquelin (Fra) 72 72
145: Gavin Moynihan (Irl) 72 73, Cor-

janovic (Ger) 6-3, Steve Lennon (Irl) bt
Madars Razma (Lat) 6-3

GOLF
Scottish Championship, Fairmont Stp
Andrews, Stp Andrews (Gbr unless
stated, par 72):
(a) denotes amateurs
132: Matt Wallace 65 67, Adrian Otaegui
(Spa) 62 70
133: Aaron Rai 66 67 134 Adrien Saddier
(Fra) 67 67 135 Paul Waring 68 67, Gar-
rick Porteous 66 69, Padraig Harrington
(Irl) 66 69 136 Marc Warren 67 69, Jon-
athan Caldwell (NIrl)70 66, Sean Crock-
er (USA) 70 66
137: Kristoffer Reitan (Nor) 73 64, Dave
Coupland 68 69, Brandon Stone (Rsa)
67 70, Bryce Easton (Rsa) 65 72, Mat-
thew Southgate 69 68, Chris Paisley 66
71, Lee Westwood 67 70
138: Craig Howie 70 68, Marcus Armi-
tage 70 68, S.S.P Chawrasia (Ind) 69 69,
Adrian Meronk (Pol) 68 70, Ashun Wu
(Chn) 67 71, Eddie Pepperell 68 70, Mar-
tin Simonsen (Den) 69 69, Daniel Gavins
70 68
139: Justin Harding (Rsa) 75 64, Mat-
thew Jordan 71 68, Ewan Ferguson 67
72, Gregory Havret (Fra) 69 70
140: David Law 73 67, Damien Perrier
(Fra) 70 70, Oliver Wilson 72 68, Philip

1 Joao Almeida (Por) Deceuninck-
Quickstep 53hrs 43mins 58secs, 2 Wilco
Kelderman (Ned) Team Sunweb at
40secs, 3 Pello Bilbao (Spa) Bahrain
McLaren at 49secs, 4 Domenico Poz-
zovivo (Ita) NTT Pro Cycling at 1min
03secs, 5 Vincenzo Nibali (Ita) Trek-Seg-
afredo at 1min 07secs, 6 Patrick Konrad
(Aut) Bora-Hansgrohe at 1min 17secs, 7
Jai Hindley (Aus) Team Sunweb at 1min
25secs, 8 Rafal Majka (Pol) Bora-Hans-
grohe at 1min 27secs, 9 Fausto Masna-
da (Ita) Deceuninck-Quickstep at 1min
42secs, 10 Jakob Fuglsang (Den) Asta-
na Pro Team at 2mins 26secs

DARTS
PDC European Darts Grand Prix,
Glaspalast, Sindelfingen, Germany
1st rd: Maik Kuivenhoven (Ned) bt Jon-
athan Worsley (Wal) 6-4, Mervyn King
(Eng) bt Mindaugas Barauskas (Lit) 6-5,
Ricardo Pietreczko (Ger) bt Luke Wood-
house (Eng) 6-1, David Evans (Eng) bt
Kai Gotthardt (Ger) 6-3, Scott Waites
(Eng) bt Jason Lowe (Eng) 6-5, Nico
Kurz (Ger) bt Stefan Bellmont (Swi) 6-5,
Darius Labanauskas (Lit) bt Michael Un-
terbuchner (Ger) 6-4, Devon Petersen
(Rsa) bt Harry Ward (Eng) 6-1, Kim Huy-
brechts (Bel) bt John Henderson (Sco)
6-2, Max Hopp (Ger) bt Pero Ljubic (Cro)
6-4, Derk Telnekes (Ned) bt Robert Mari-

19, Christine Busch & Amalie Schulz
(Den) bt Julie Macpherson & Ciara Tor-
rance (Sco) 22-20 21-9, (4) Stefani & Ga-
briela Stoeva (Bul) bt (8) Emilie Lefel &
Anne Tran (Fra) 21-5 21-8, (2) Mayu Mat-
sumoto & Wakana Nagahara (Jpn) bt (6)
Maiken Fruergaard & Sara Thygsen
(Den) 21-19 21-15

BASEBALL
Major League Baseball: Houston As-
tros 4 Tampa Bay Rays 3 (Tampa Bay
Rays lead series 3-2), Atlanta Braves 10
Los Angeles Dodgers 2 (Atlanta Braves
lead series 3-1)

CYCLING
Giro d’Italia Leading positions after
Stage 13 (Cervia - Monselice, 192km):
1 Diego Ulissi (Ita) UAE Team Emirates
4hrs 22mins 18secs, 2 Joao Almeida
(Por) Deceuninck-Quickstep, 3 Patrick
Konrad (Aut) Bora-Hansgrohe, 4 Tao
Geoghegan Hart (Gbr) Ineos Grena-
diers, 5 Mikkel Frolich Honore (Den) De-
ceuninck-Quickstep, 6 Sergio Samitier
Samitier (Spa) Movistar Team, 7 Jakob
Fuglsang (Den) Astana Pro Team, 8
Pello Bilbao (Spa) Bahrain McLaren, 9
Vincenzo Nibali (Ita) Trek-Segafredo, 10
Jai Hindley (Aus) Team Sunweb at same
time
General Classification after Stage 13:

BADMINTON
Denmark Open, Odense, Quarter-
Finals:
Men’s Singles: (2) Tien Chen Chou
(Tpe) bt (5) Srikanth Kidambi (Ind) 20-22
21-13 21-16, (7) Rasmus Gemke (Den)
bt Max Weisskirchen (Ger) 21-13 21-10,
(4) Anders Antonsen (Den) bt (8) Jan O
Jorgensen (Den) 21-12 21-10, (6) Kenta
Nishimoto (Jpn) bt Hans-Kristian Sol-
berg Vittinghus (Den) 21-12 21-12
Women’s Singles: (3) Carolina Marin
(Spa) bt (6) Beiwen Zhang (USA) 17-21
21-17 21-14, (2) Nozomi Okuhara (Jpn)
bt Julie Dawall Jakobsen (Den) 21-6 21-
12, Yvonne Li (Ger) bt Lianne Tan (Bel)
15-21 21-12 21-17, (4) Michelle Li (Can)
bt (7) Mia Blichfeldt (Den) 21-17 21-7
Men’s Doubles: Joel Eipe & Rasmus
Kjaer (Den) bt Fabien Delrue & Willia Vil-
leger (Fra) 21-18 21-18, (7) Vladimir Iv-
anov & Ivan Sozonov (Rus) bt Jeppe
Bay & Larsse Molhede (Den) 15-21 21-
13 21-19, (5) Marcus Ellis & Chris Lan-
gridge (Eng) bt Christo & Toma Junior
Popov (Fra) 21-19 21-17, Ben Lane &
Sean Vendy (Eng) bt Jones Ralfy
Jansen & Peter Kaesbauer (Ger) 21-18
21-13
Women’s Doubles: (1) Yuki Fukushima
& Sayaka Hirota (Jpn) bt (5) Chloe Birch
& Lauren Smith (Eng) 13-21 21-16 21-

DIGEST

Tote. 7-2
525 : P. Walsh’s (Mallow) Canadian Jet
(Droopys Jet-Shelone Gem) (4) 4-1 1;
Stop That Diva (1) 7-2 2; Lady Lexi (3)
100-30 3. nk, ¾l. 28.99. Tote. 14.20,
5.50, 2.20; 25.00. Trio. 48.40.
525: D. & J. Lynch’s (Upton) Innishvilla
(Tyrur Big Mike-Brogan Tic Tac) (4) 10-1
1; Blitz Son (6R) 7-2 2; Conors Surprise
(3) 7-2 3. sh, 3l. 29.02. Tote. 9.80, 2.50,
4.70; 49.20.
525: T. Caffrey’s (Clonmel) Clon Mist
(Skywalker Puma-Springwell Watsy) (5)
7-2 1; Steeple Rd Buddy (3R) 5-4 2; Spur
Blond (1) 3-1 3. nk, nk. 29.21. Tote. 2.10,
1.30, 2.50; 25.50. Trio. 125.30.

GALWAY
525: Crokers Sambo 29.34; 350: Glas-
heen Davy 19.87; 350: Indigo Diamond
19.51; 525: Campclone Blaze 29.58;
525: Banner Chops 29.88; 350: Finesse
19.58; 350: Jumeirah Genie 19.20; 550:
Springwell Mouse 30.39; 525: Office Bar
29.54.

KILKENNY
525: Glory Francesca 29.23; 525: Woe
Harry 29.68; 525: Ossian Flash 29.93;
525: Dysert Firmino 29.64; 525: Black
Haze 29.69; 525: Pookies Seville 29.23;
525: Allowdale Shelly 29.08; 525: Ross-
beigh Jim 29.29; 525: Perrys Luckypick
29.42.

NEWBRIDGE
525: Ticknevin Dasher 29.07; 525: Farm
Shop Eddie 29.55; 325: How Ye Paul
17.56; 525: Diva Smurph 29.36; 525: Jet
Spree 29.39; 525: Lol Lol Ellie 29.33;
550: Burgess Pilot 30.48; 550: Tinnock
Phantom 30.40.

CLONMEL
525: Bettys Book 28.89; 525: Ballymac
Mavis 29.19; 300: Wildernes Honey
16.50; 525: Jet Stream Debit 28.95; 525:
Bettys Hope 28.93; 525: Springfield
Gold 28.82.

SHELBOURNE PARK
525: Hatmore Ava 28.68; 525: Raven-
swood Amy 28.76; 550: Darbys Storm
29.94; 525: Greenfield Lark 28.82; 750:
Herecomesdahoney 41.79; 525: Pennys
Baccata 28.58; 525: Highview Winds
28.52; 525: Ballymac Dior 28.82; 525:
Bogger Scooby 28.85; 525: Scorpion
Ranger 28.73.

350: Senahel Miah, Knocktoo Black,
Rosslyn Leah, Ivy Bridge, Kavik Logan,
Darcis Murphy.
525: Courtlough Aloha, Drumnafern
Idol, Santro Bear, Roche Gem, Groves-
hill Darcy, Darbys Bubbles.
525: Mystic Rascal, Fridays Oreo, Cool-
anga Bolt, Fred The Dancer, Lost
Shadow, Olympic Boy O.
575: Drumnaferncormac, Roche Pearl,
Ramors Rustic, Lady Maestro, Kalgoor-
lie Gold, Townsend Carol.

CURRAHEEN PARK
525: Miss. K. Hennessy’s (Ennikeane)
Derrigra Romeo (Romeo Recruit-Bally-
cowen Meg) (3) 6-4 1; Quinns Crew (5)
5-1 2; Bear Oil Kat (1) 9-2 3. hd, hd.
29.62. Tote. 3.80, 1.60, 3.30; 43.00. Trio.
168.00.
525: D. B. O’Mahony’s (Inniscarra) Cur-
raleigh Kit (Confident Rankin-Curra-
leigh Gene) (2) 4-1 1; Sportsmans Pearl
(4) 9-4 2; Check Out Star (6) 7-1 3. 3l,
5½l. 29.31. Tote. 15.40, 3.70, 1.10;
28.40. Trio. 73.00.
525: Ms. C. Slyne’s (Minane Bridge)
Rockybay Crystal (Rockybay Foley-
Lemon Jane) (2) 9-4 1; Aherla Moll (3) 7-
2 2; Aghadown Aliysa (5) 3-1 3. 2½l, sh.
28.87. Tote. 1.60, 1.10, 1.40; 5.50. Trio.
37.10. (Trd. K. Lynch).
525: E. Cremin’s (Bweeng) Boola
Grove (Ballymac Matt-Droopys Lexi) (6)
11-4 1; Slaneyside Bambi (3) 3-1 2;
Make Sense (2) 9-4 3. 2½l, 3½l. 29.07.
Tote. 3.00, 1.40, 1.50; 17.90. Trio. 33.50.
525: The Rebel Army Syndicate’s (Cork)
Seaneys Girl (Jaytee Jet-Kranky Cathri-
na) (1) 5-4 1; Killala Bolt (6) 3-1 2;
Dubhghlais (3) 7-2 3. ½l, 1l. 28.95. Tote.
3.10, 1.70, 1.60; 12.10. Trio. 38.40. (Trd.
J. Kiely).
525: D. Buckley’s (Charleville) Cuile
Line Boy (Ballymac Vic-Ravenswood
Jodie) (1) 7-4 1; Aghadown Max (6) 7-2
2; Treaty Rebel (3R) 5-2 3 .2l, 3l. 28.64.
Tote. 1.90, 1.40, 1.90; 11.10. Trio. 37.80.
(Trd. T. O’Neill).
525: P. & Mrs. S. O’Sullivan’s (Kilnamar-
tyra) Sukoky Kid (Droopys Cain-South-
wind Penny) (2) 11-4 1; Stop That Betty
(4) 11-4 2; Surely (3) 11-4 3. sh, 2l.
29.31. Tote. 5.00, 1.50, 1.30; 9.80. Trio.
68.80.
525: T. Caffrey’s (Clonmel) Clona
Breeze (Skywalker Puma-Springwell
Watsy) (1) 6-4 1; Deran Recruit (3) 7-2 2;
Muskerry Mike (4) 9-2 3. 5l, sh. 29.19.

525: Ballymurry Kizzy, Airmount Fern,
Ballymac Velvet, Supporting Tipp, Jays
Navajo, Tomahurra Ciara.
525: Archaton Sean, Strictly Blugirl,
Saoirse Mo Croi, Show Business, Awe-
some Blue, Pitstop Jos.
525: Waikiki Bomber, Salah Be Slick,
Minglers Popeye, Little Fujairah, Tiger
Reef, Desert Blake.

THURLES PARK
19.50 – 525: Killduff Frankie, Rosmult
Sarah, Deecee Farloe, Errill Abbey,
Rathmoyle Nor, Hack Up Sparta.
525: Sunset Nova, Blue Horizon, Bally-
brack Storm, Aunty May, Cabra Cleo,
Borna Punk.
570: Myahs Friend, Shiny Coat, Mauras
Jane, Rathmoyle Denise, Greenane
Camino, Stylish Success.
525: Bob The Lad, Rashersnatcher,
Mons Grove, Sing Lilly, Delta Work,
Knockroe Cotton.
525: Magical Jasper, Faithful Rory,
Cabra Ava, Thunder Blue, Oriental War-
rior, Nowurmovin.
525: Cabra Dawn, Foxrock Joan, There-
smybook, Mackee Coconut, Acres Mir-
acle, Sweet N Sour.
525: Borna Buster, Lilly Lula, Slaneyside
Ogara, Cabra Luna, Landfall Nye, Magi-
cal Peachy.
525: Killenaulerocket, Slaneyside Bruff,
Heavens Storm, Lisatunny Raven, Errill
Toolate, Rememberthetitan.
525: Canya Blitz, Lady Lewis, Laughil
Abby, Rosmult Bliss, Roscomroe
Romeo, Foxrock Genius.

DUNDALK
19.30 – 525: Wilsham John, Blue Jig
View, Blue Tick Delia, Channon Snowey,
Optic Ninja, Curryhills Sky.
400: Wheatcross Black, Lacken Padjo,
Brewers Song, Athlacca Sailor, Ardagh
Rocker, Cals Byway.
400: Runalong Ruby, Darcis Theo,
Kitted Kid, Kavik Thea, Showtime Pippa,
Riviera Sass.
525: Mystic Viking, Triggers Genie, Tul-
lymurry Cyrus, Meeting House, Bays-
treet Boo, Shelone Queen.
350: Baystreet Nancee, Shelone
Beauty, One More Time, Grondo Mac,
Chasing Bigmac, Itsgoodtotalk.
400: Skibb Sky, Ardagh Dazzler,
Shambles Hero, Cals Liberty, Real
Class, Trewmount Max.

Deadly Samuri, Highview Trojan, Sirius
Reece, Russian Blake.
550: Excess Power, Snap Hook, Lord
Boomerang, Bandicoot Sammy, Hanni-
bal, Clona Hawk.
525: Nametab Anubis, Coologue
Ragner, Cornerhouse Lady, Razldazl
John, Olympic Sparrow, Droopys Dote.
575: Piercestown Dove, Rockburst
Mike, Barro Chief, Iron Brew, Eager Leo,
Court Of Justice.
525: Kilgraney Patsy, Joey I Said, Clona
Dream, Storys Goal, Highview Celt, Ro-
pewalk Pacer.
550: Knight Rocker, Pilgrim Hill, Awe-
some Alfie, Priceless Jet, Drumdoit Ber-
muda, Another Sod.
525: Skywalker Barry, Knight Tornado,
Darth Vader, Newinn Sheedy, Deadly
Missile, Ballymac Gaybo.
525: Iconic Rory, Kerryroad Butch,
Droopys Wyatt, Colston Apache,
Razldazl Mya, Our Swans Rock.
525: Broadstrand Bono, Toolmaker
Sydney, Ravenswood Mango, Catchme-
flying, Newinn Lester, Massachusetts.
575: Razldazl Annie, No Green Dye,
Lemon Ozzy, Oran Don, Ropewalk
Bhoy, Clonbrien Flash.

WATERFORD
19.46 – 525: Skeard Vick, Jet Stream
Elite, Me Gail, Bogger Toby, Zoos
Panther, Doubt Me Now.
525: Darbystown Nina, Zoos Posh, Errill
Moon, Monamintra Glory, Ballygur Las-
sie, Norristown Patch.
525: Miss Tumbles, Reality Minx, Simply
Barntick, Jojos Pinkgin, Arrigle Beag,
Sidetracked Nel.
525: Posh Ruby, Spartadash, Nans
Dandy, Tomahurra Shadow, Billysgot-
boot, Spend Some More.
325: Hon The Jet, Telex Dream, Crucial
Paddy, Autumn Zara, Angry Granny, Si-
rius Emer.
325: Sheeraghs Minnie, Blacksmith
Iggy, Ballincrea Nell, Skylight Blake, Jig
Time Peg, Dashing Diamond.
525: Ballarue Molly, Metric Bailey, Case
Closed, Embolden, Chashers Toby,
Lolly For Holly.
525: Coco Willow, Fiveforoneflyer,
Gusty Ned, Newinn Busty, Beechwood
Puma, Killiney Dano.
525: Tuxedo Avenue, Whiteys Goddess,
Monamintra Lady, Archaton Lailah,
Drealistownmarie, Liltuc Mollie.

Oak Trek, Feora Field, Eagle Jet, Had-
tobe Cain.
570: Oak Comet, Exiles Storm, Mollys
Diva, Mikies Kemzo, Caspian Bleu, Scar-
ty Jet.
525: Clounbrane Ole, Gulleen Harry,
Millridge Hunter, Laid Back Puma, Den-
ville Millie, Cash Is King.
525: Hunters Buzz, Racey Casey,
Doggie Barko, Fast Hurling, Millridge
Romeo, Ardfert Rooster.
525: Killahan Bocko, Cashen Direct, As-
tral Ruby, Black Shok, Bolus Olan, Skips
Pearl.

LIMERICK
19.39 – 525: Tally Ho Classic, Da Well-
man, Lurriga Titan, Spirit Sixpence,
Sporry Anna, Blackboy Kali.
350: Toems Star, Hold And Hold, Bally-
hone Blake, Portinard Susie, Limerick
Vic, True Religion.
525: Black Is Back, Lily Knockbrack,
Munster Vangraan, Mine Rose, Fergus
Dolly, Lickadoon Dancer.
525: Well Boys, Toems Thunder, Mon-
tore Saoirse, Cherrygrove Ivy, Gers
Duet, Rabbits Panda.
525: Lisbane Sue, Newline Jazz, Quarry
Rose, Cooneen Mick, Ballybrack Rosie,
Bling Bling Sara.
525: Hawkeye Maestro, Big Time Jamie,
Bright Ava, Lady Moondice, Portdrine
Champ, Sweet Swili.
525: Loxley, Bellagors Rebel, Mine
Cluas, Rich And Will, Liosgarbh Mags,
Sharavogue.
525: Buttsys Bullet, Knockdine Blake,
Bright Bell, Timeen, Nuke Sally, Tierma-
na Caramel.
350: Selinas Oscar, Callaway Colgan,
Mohane Vicky, Athlacca Zette, Gunboat
Showman, Gunboat Champ.
525: Tullovin Beyonce, Timaru Cha,
Kaiser Kubrick, Gurtnacrehy Dave, Chris
Peanuts, Knockalton King.
525: Confused Keggy, Ballygibba
Spray, Timaru Walker, Bargain Devil,
Ballybrack Gem, Sports Ground.

SHELBOURNE PARK
19.42 – 525: Remain Green, Boynepark
Case, Philipstown Bid, Droopys Emmy,
Packies Close, Cabra Mane.
600: Coonough Padge, Sporting
Banger, Kilgraney Island, Super Vic, Al-
mighty Paddy, Ring Master.
525: Sawdust Pleaser, Blue Jig Luck,

CURRAHEEN PARK
19.50 – 330: Cooly Prairie, Spur Big
Man, Glenbowen Boss, Four Wheel
Drive, Charming Vic, Turbine Tonto.
525: Coolavanny Swift, Blenhiem First,
Iconic Journey, Ballymac Neassa, Droo-
pys Ticket, Witches Rory.
525: Oh Hokey Pokey, Charming Boy,
Taputti, Coolavanny Pier, Scampie Jay,
Ballymac Intent.
525: Boherash Mike, Doolin Alfie, Star-
dust Sydney, Coolavanny Cross, Hasty
Moment, Corrin Derek.
330: Cronody Tadhg, Dawstown Sky,
Witches San Jose, Dustys Bandit, Sul-
lane Daisy, Salah.
550: Iridessa, Bowery Nidge, As Isay
Myself, Killala Tiger, Muskerry Turk,
Sportmans Rooney.
550: Joyces Sir Bruno, Abbies Warrior,
Facecooks Boy, Super Hi Mack, Droo-
pys Magic, Westendorf.
525: Sweep The Yard, Runninta Seeya,
Blastoff Fire, Witches Ethiopia, Spring-
wood Vardy, Beach Avenue.
525: Brodys Magic, Ballymac Anton,
Grangeview Ten, Droopys Hamish,
Chasing Belfast, Cashen Gobi.
525: Churchfield Pat, Malton Manor,
Hey Electric, Oneinarow, Edencurra
Brae, Carrowkeal Kobe.
525: Starcash Boris, Bitcoin Mavrik,
Simply Clever, Kilcooley Jack, Strike
Force, Reflex Blue.

TRALEE
19.44 – 325: Droumeragh Dan, Penny-
lane Jet, Bonnie Bingo, Devon Hero,
Knockout Time, Rushmoor Kim.
525: Dromulton Pilot, Loher Joker, Lady
Knockbrack, Cashen Ravenna, Doo-
neen Bud, Lauragh Diane.
525: Cashen Beauty, Rushmoor
Rambo, Hunters Sophia, Tullig Fiddle,
Millroad Ruben, Blakes Boher.
325: Kilmore Sharon, Paddys Tally Ho,
Westwind Mac, Send It Rookie, Arabella
Dew, Millridge Mia.
525: Brackers Hope, Helenas Boy, Lane
Rd Percilla, Lassa Exit, Ringtown Buster,
Villa Skye.
525: Impact Ohio, Ballyegan Nidge, Mill-
rose Star, Toremore Missile, Its About
Time, Cashen Ming.
325: Mileheight Molly, Skips Avatar,
Courancove Dick, Schemozzle, Cross-
field Clara, Quiet Valentino.
525: Courancove Rosie, Tokenfire Best,

GREYHOUND CARDS & RESULTS

Brodys Magic should prove hard to beat
He was terrific from traps four
and three in the f irst two
rounds, but the switch to the
red jacket should see him in
even better light and he can
make all the running.

Knocknaboul Syd has really
taken to this track and has im-
pressed with his early pace
but leading Deerjet Sydney is
his toughest task to date.

Glengar Bale will do well to
clear his kennelmate and
might need a little luck.

Ballymac Gaybo is an ob-
vious danger.

In Nottingham, Southwood
Jet can take the second of the
quarter-final heats of the Eng-
lish Derby, while Coolavanny
Chick has a great draw in the
first heat and Noel Hehir’s
bitch has a great chance to
lead all the way.

The last of the four quarter-
finals is the highlight, but the
draw favours Deerjet Sydney
and he can make the most of it.

selection can exploit it.
Beach Avenue’s tremen-

dous finishing speed should
ensure a qualifying spot.

At Shelbourne Park, the Ju-
venile Derby final is the fea-
ture and Knight Tornado is
likely to take beating.

The draw is certainly trick-
ier than when he posted 27.88
in the semi-finals, but he can
win from off the pace as well
as on it and will be hard to
beat.

do things right, but his rival’s
explosive pace to the turn is a
potential stumbling block.

Ballymac Anton and Droo-
pys Hamish will be finishing
strongly and there to pick up
the pieces should the early
pacers falter.

Sweep The Yard has a great
draw in the first semi-final
and can make the most of it.

Runninta Seeya is the likely
leader but will leave plenty of
room along his inner and the

circumstances. His previous
run from this box was also
right out of the top drawer and
if he can reproduce that effort,
he will be hard to beat.

Grangeview Ten is bidding
to become a back-to-back fi-
nalist in this competition and
his chance of winning this
heat would seem to hinge on
his ability to lead Brodys
Magic early.

He may be a more reliable
breaker and more certain to

Irish Laurels preview

Tommy Lyons

All four quarter-final heat
winners clash in the second
semi-final of the Friends &
Supporters Of Cork Grey-
hound Racing Irish Laurels
but the draw swings the ver-
dict in favour of Brodys Magic.

He can ill afford to mistime
the break as he did last week,
but he ran a superb race in the
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OPINION

on SaturdayLarry Ryan
Taking a renewed interest in the pass completion rate of the week’s sport

The making of a football man
W

HEN it eventually
came, the world
was no longer cut
out for an Arsene

Wenger autobiography.
It doesn’t know what to do

any more with a book that
fails to ‘lift the lid’ or ‘spill the
beans’ or even to ‘take aim at’.

This is not an ‘explosive
trawl’ or a ‘revealing account’
or a ‘candid tell-all’. There is
little in the way of hitting out,
or reopening wounds, or pro-
longing feuds.

A book on a career this long
could have powered the
world’s clickbait mills for
months.

Yet it doesn’t even tick the
obvious boxes on the Wenger
for Dummies checklist? Did he
see the incident? Why did Ar-
senal try to walk it in? What
about Stoke and those throw-
ins? Why didn’t he sign better
defenders? Isn’t Mourinho
some tulip?

There isn’t a single mention
of Mourinho — presumably a
subtle ankle tap for a rival
whose preoccupation with
Wenger will have drawn him
straight to the index.

So the world is perplexed by
a shortage of the currency
that now gives these publi-
cations value — ‘controvassy’.

The English Times’ review
was ‘left frustrated’ and
‘wanted more’. Even Nick
Hornby, the Gunner laureate,
who “cannot think of another
adult male who so directly im-
proved the quality of my life”,
says My Life in Red and White
leaves unanswered “a million
questions that Arsenal fans
would want Wenger to
answer”.

Instead, this is a quiet ac-
count of how Wenger gathered
the principles that built “the
child who dreamed about foot-
ball” into a football man who
“fulfilled my dreams, even
those I must have carried
within me without daring to
express them”.

Always in red and white,
wherever he went. At Cannes,
he became preoccupied by
‘invisible training’, unlocking
progress using “nutrition,
sleep, stretching, massage, as
well as psychological support
and motivation”.

At Nancy, he drove as far as
Munich to source cheap foot-
balls at a trade fair. “I had
great freedom in my work, and
in exchange I behaved as if the
club belonged to me.”

In Monaco, he became wary
of paralysis by analysis. “If
you exaggerate the opposi-
tion’s qualities, you increase
your players’ fear and the risk
that they will hide away.”

And in Japan, away from a
media he could understand,
he disconnected from “the
constant comments, advice,

kickabout in a car park to see
what he could do.

Arsenal swelled from 70 to
700 staff, Gunnersauras in-
cluded, under his watch. Un-
wieldy, for someone who still
behaved as if he owned the
place.

“When you are in charge of
so many things, you feel
you’re always running to keep
up and you’re very dissatis-
fied.”

There is obvious sadness at
how it ended.

“Arsenal was a matter of life
and death to me, and without
it there were some very lonely,
very painful moments.”

But also a sense he has al-
ready gathered a different per-
spective.

He recalls when, aged 14, he
almost died of a mystery fever,
which eventually broke and
appeared to trigger the growth
spurt that stretched him to
6’3’’.

“After that, I came to be-
lieve that I could survive any-
thing.”

H
E became invincible,
though latterly he
has taken to imagin-
ing his first conver-

sation with God, and how to
justify devoting a life to trying
to win football matches.

He admits to regret at the
cost, at “not having been
present enough sometimes for
(daughter) Léa, and not
having had more children”.

And we hear he has begun
to have different dreams,
beyond players and matches.
Dreams that have brought
him full circle, well away from
the need to settle scores for
cheap clicks.

“After the death of my
sister, my brother Guy died a
few months ago. He was my
big brother. He was five years
older than me. He played foot-
ball before I did, and it was
with him that I first played: in
our bedroom above our
parents’ bistro, in the streets
of our village and in the
Duttlenheim football club.

“They are dreams of when
we were starting out, the mo-
ments on which everything
hinged, when I was the youn-
gest but very determined. I
would fight to play with my
brother and his friends.

“They are dreams of child-
hood, in an Alsace that still
feels like home to me, an Al-
sace that shaped my personal-
ity. They are dreams in which
the only language I hear
spoken is the Alsatian Ger-
man dialect. They are dreams
that take me back to where it
all began.”

■ My Life In Red and White
by Arsène Wenger is published
by W&N

though concedes “his author-
ity was primarily connected to
the exceptional quality of the
team”.

And even 16 years after the
record unbeaten sequence
ended in game 50 at Old Traf-
ford, Wenger gives that after-
noon a weight it shouldn’t
really have had.

“It was a heavy blow for me
and the team. We knew that
the good times were over; that
unique moment, the time
without fear, had passed, and
we knew it would be hard to
recapture that state of grace.”

That loss marked the end of
the triumphant phase of his
Arsenal career. Though he
maintains pride in those
‘fourth-place trophies’ that
were much sneered at, even if
he was working under a
lowered ceiling.

“We were now entering a
period when players were
leaving between 22 and 25
years old. It was as if we were
being cut down before the har-
vest.”

He admires Ferguson’s abil-
ity to delegate. And while
falling short of accepting his
own shortcomings in that
area, he admits to feeling
overwhelmed by the
corporatisation of football.

At Cannes, he signed his
first player, Lamine N’Diaye,
coming down on the motor-
way, having convened for a

taken, will have fresh appreci-
ation of the way he grades
quality.

“In the Premier League, the
good player takes in around
four to six pieces of in-
formation in the 10 seconds
prior to receiving the ball, and
the very good player takes in
eight to 10.”

On passing, he is more el-
egiac: “(It’s)
communi-
cating with
another per-
son, it’s
being in the
service of an-
other person.
It’s crucial.
It’s an act of
intelligence
and generos-
ity. What I call
technical em-
pathy.”

When Alex
Ferguson re-
leased a book
upon retire-
ment, he
couldn’t resist
settling a few old
scores with form-

er players. Some would say
that underlined a ruthlessness
which eventually saw Fergie
win their battle.

Wenger notes that Ferguson
“exerted a kind of subcon-
scious pressure on everyone
including the referees”,

doesn’t know at all. With that
in mind, I have always allowed
a player time — at least six
months — to get his bearings,
to feel at home, and to concen-
trate on the game.”

That patience bore richest
fruit with George Weah, “who
made a pitiful impression” at
early Monaco training
sessions, having
arrived from
Africa.

“Everyone
thought him
hopeless,
clumsy. He
only spoke
English and
was very shy.”

Wenger took
him running.

“We exer-
cised to-
gether, just
the two of us.
Training
makes men
grow, and
with him I
could feel it
at once; he
gradually
earned the respect of the
others.”

Seven years later, when
Weah collected his Ballon
d’Or, he handed it to Wenger.

The book carries some tech-
nical insight.

Stephen Kenny, having just
seen so many wrong decisions

criticism, and praise” and re-
turned “to the essence of our
profession”.

That essence is distilled in a
quote that opens the book,
from André Malraux’s The
Temptation of the West: “To try
to make men aware of the
greatness they do not know
they have in themselves”.

He identifies a common
trait in some of his best
Arsenal players — Henry, Van
Persie, Fabregas. “A kind of
dissatisfaction within oneself,
which is often a kind of
tension, enables people to
move up to the next level.”

Of Fabregas he says: “He
remembered only the things
he had done badly, but that is
often the mark of great
players, and the price to pay
for being great.”

He was never likely to turn
now on players he had always
protected, is still protecting, in
the case of Ozil: “An artist
who feels football through all
the pores of his skin and his
soul. He needs to be con-
stantly encouraged.”

The moment Wenger dislo-
cated 800km from Alsace, to
take a job as assistant coach at
Cannes, he began to process
his experiences into lessons.

“Experiencing that loneli-
ness so completely also helped
me to understand the state of
mind of a player who arrives
at a club and in a town he

Arsene Wenger speaking on The
Graham Norton Show which aired
on BBC One last night. He also
appeared with Ryan Tubridy on
The Late Late Show. Picture: PA
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Step knows, there will always be consequences
for bad behaviour.

However, the idea of Cancel Culture has been
weaponised by many on the right and it has prov-
en to be an effective method of deflecting legit-
imate criticism. Critics shouting about “PC gone
mad!” and “you can’t say anything anymore!”,
without examining what it is you actually want
to say, and examining the reasons why you want
to say such things if it dehumanises other people
because of their sexuality, race, or gender.

And really, are people actually getting ‘can-
celled’?

The likelihood is that Amy Cooper will find an-
other job, quietly and without fanfare. Even
given her contentious stance on trans rights, JK
Rowling isn’t in danger of facing censorship any
time soon; her new book sold twice as many
copies in its first week as its predecessor. Rowl-
ing isn’t being silenced, any newspaper or TV
show in the world would fall over themselves to
give her a platform on which to discuss her
views.

Louis CK is back touring despite being accused
of sexual misconduct by multiple women. Lena
Dunham has been buried and resurrected so
many times, she’s practically Lazarus of Be-
thany. And yet still, the media rush to portray a
society torn apart by Cancel Culture with a strik-
ing lack of nuance. They paint a picture of an

angry mob, marching to the offender’s house
with their pitchforks and torches, teeth bared,
citing abuse and online bullying. It’s frustrating
because often when you scroll through the tweets
in question, 95% of them are written in good faith.

The 5% that are abusive, the messages which
threaten death or rape, are completely unaccept-
able and are denounced by most people as such.
And yet it is this small minority of tweets that are
held up as ‘proof’ of guilt, as a way to misrepre-
sent activists fighting for Trans Rights or the
Black Lives Matter movement as violent and dan-
gerous.

When all of the sympathy is reserved for those
being ‘cancelled’, how much is left over for the
vulnerable people hurt by their actions?

Sometimes, when I’m in the middle of an in-
terview, I enter into what can only be
characterised as a fugue state. After-
wards, I have no recollection of what I

said. I beg my partner to listen back to the podcast
or read the newspaper feature and tell me if I’ve
said or done anything stupid that would torpedo
my career.

I am, I suppose, afraid of Twitter stirring
awake, swallowing me and my reputation whole.
I’ve seen it happen to other people — an Irish jour-
nalist who was attacked by a celebrity’s fans be-
cause they were upset by the headline of an
opinion piece; the author of a novel about an abus-
ive sexual relationship between a teacher and his
student accused of plagiarising a memoir explor-
ing similar themes.

And I’ve read So You’ve Been Publicly Shamed
by Jon Ronson, a non-fiction book which looks at
how the concept of public shaming has re-emerg-
ed as an internet phenomenon. I can only imagine
how terrifying it must be at the eye of that storm,
to feel as if your life has been destroyed in the
blink of an eye because of one mistake, one stupid
joke, one misguided tweet. And yet, despite all
that, would I say that I believe in Cancel Culture?
The answer is simple — no.

I listen to a pop culture podcast called Keep It,
and one of the co-hosts, Louis Virtel, often re-
marks that what the media loves to term as Can-
cel Culture would be better phrased as Conse-
quence Culture. There’s a truth to that. If you’re a
sexual predator and have assaulted dozens of
women, there should be consequences for that.
(Many would argue that the courtroom is the best
place to seek those consequences and I would
agree, if the legal system did more to protect vic-
tims rather than prove, time and time again, that
justice is rarely served when it comes to violence
against women.) If you have made racist, homo-
phobic, or misogynistic comments, people should
be allowed to express their disapproval.

If you are someone with enormous reserves of
wealth which you have often channelled into
political causes you are passionate about, it’s
understandable that some may feel anxious when
you cast your gaze on an already marginalised
group of people.

Summer 2020 was known as the ‘Summer of the
Karens’, as videos of white people behaving badly
went viral. The case of Amy Cooper is a perfect
example of this.

A birdwatcher in Central Park said she needed
to keep her dog on its leash, and she responded by
calling 911. “I’m gonna tell them there’s an Afri-
can American man threatening my life,” she says,
deploying her whiteness with chilling ease.

The implications of a white woman calling the
cops on a Black man — Black men are six times
more likely to be killed by police in the US —
caused outrage on social media and Cooper was
fired from her job within days. As every small
child who has ever been banished to the Naughty
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Louise
O’Neill

WATCH: Ted Lasso. This TV series about a small-time
American football coach hired to coach a professional
soccer team in England might just be the thing to fill that
Schitt’s Creek-sized hole in your heart. Available on Apple
TV.
READ: I devoured Wow, No Thank You — a collection of
essays by the American comedian, Samantha Irby. Hilari-
ous and whip-smart.

LOUISE SAYS

■ Louise O’ Neill’s latest novel, After the Silence,
is out now.
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Celebrate life and love
with Siobhán Harton

The ‘Forget-Me-Not’ print by artist Siob-
hán Harton is inspired by love and life in
the time of Covid. Designed during lock-
down, the print is a visual representation
of ‘true love and experiencing the wonder
of life’. The white butterfly represents re-
birth, transformation and vibrant joy but
can also represent a loved one who has
passed away making it a poignant piece.
The forget-me-not flower symbolises true
love and happy memories. The prints are
A3 in size and cost €45 plus p+p.
www.siobhanhartonstudio.com

Give yourself a boost with
Somega supplements

It’s the time of year when we all look to boost our
immune systems and in 2020 we need it more
than ever. Enter Somega, Ireland’s newest natural
health supplement. Developed by nutritionist and
food scientist Dr. Paula Gaynor and her food
scientist husband Mark Clifford, Somega has
launched two new products, including a fruity
liquid Omega-3 and a liposomal Vitamin C. Both
are easily absorbed and taste good too with fruit
and citrus flavours. They’re environmentally sus-
tainable, sugar-free and suitable for the entire
family. Take them from the spoon or enjoy their
benefits by adding them to smoothies, yoghurt or
porridge. Somega products are available in over
100 pharmacies and health shops nationwide
and online from gosomega.com. They retail from
€29.99 for Somega Easy Omega-3 to €38.99 for
Somega Liposomal Vitamin C.

Beautiful prints and
sustainable design by
Made Obvious

Lia Quigley is an Irish de-
signer who has worked for
a decade designing prints
for M&S, Gap, Zara, Calvin
Klein, Topshop and
Macys. A graduate of
NCAD, Lia lives in Madrid
where she has just
launched her sustainable
fashion brand Made
Obvious. With prices rang-
ing from €25 to €177,
Made Obvious garments
are handmade in Madrid
and printed locally on
GOTS certified organic
cotton. A sufferer of
chronic pain, Lia is deter-
mined to make clothing
that both looks and feels
good and her zero waste
goals ensure that excess
fabric is made into heat
therapy pillows. Pictured
here is the ‘Nylah’ dress in
Lia’s ‘Ker’ print. €177.
www.madeobvious.com

Journey through Ireland’s place
names with John Creedon

We’re already excited about the new
book by much loved RTÉ Radio broad-
caster and Cork resident John Creedon
available to preorder now. That Place We
Call Home is an absorbing non-fiction
debut from this broadcasting national
treasure whose great taste in music runs
as deep as his fascination with Ireland’s
history and geography. In this brilliant
new book, he digs beneath the surface
of familiar place names, peeling back the
layers to uncover the past and make
sense of this place we call home. That
Place We Call Home by John Creedon
will be published by Gill Books on Friday,
October 30, priced €19.99. Available to
pre-order now from bookshops and on-
line.

Customise your
winter woolies
with Liadain
Aiken
At the end of last year,
knitwear designer
Liadain Aiken left
Dublin for Ballydehob
but continues to run
her eponymous knit-
wear brand known for
its bright colours and
ethical production
which has garnered
quite a tribe. The de-
signer has now intro-
duced a cool custom
function to her web-
site allowing fans to
choose colour op-
tions from a wide
range of bright and
neutral shades. Cus-
tomise your jumper
from the body to each
cuff, the neck and
waistband. Or why
not choose your
friend’s favourite col-
ours and order a cus-
tomised hat including
the bobble and band
in time for winter?
Something personal
to cherish forever. Be-
spoke mittens €35.
Bespoke hats €65.
Bespoke jumpers
€250. www.liadain
aiken.com

Sinéad Burke and The International
Literature Festival Dublin

Ahead of the publication of her book Break The Mould: How to
take your place in the world, Sinéad Burke will be online next
Saturday, October 24, at 3pm as part of The International Lit-
erature Festival Dublin. A writer, lecturer, public speaker,
fashion maven and activist, Sinéad was the first little person to
attend the Met Gala, she’s appeared on the cover of Vogue
magazine, collaborated with Lottie Dolls and has been respon-
sible for the introduction of the term ‘duine beag’ into the Irish
language. Her new book Break The Mould, with illustrations by
Natalie Byrne, encourages young readers to be comfortable in
their own skin and to discover their place in the world. Tickets
€5. See http://ilfdublin.com/ for more information on this and
other events for young people and adults.

I’ve loved sports ever since I can
remember.

I grew up in Ballina, Co Mayo,
with two older sisters.

I began playing association football
when I was seven and Gaelic football
aged eight.

It’s all down to Hugh Lynn, the school
principal at The Quay National School,
for encouraging me to develop my
sporting potential. I hated cross-
country, for example, and used to
moan and say ‘it’s not fair, don’t make
me do this’. But he taught me about the
benefits of discipline, and of training.
Now, running is one of my strengths.
Although, yes, sport is in the family!
My grandfather, Paddy Jordan, was a
member of the Mayo squad that won
the 1951 All-Ireland Senior Football
Championship Final, and dad’s
heavily involved with our local club.

When I left school I went to Dublin
City University on a sports scholar-
ship and trained to be a PE and Biol-
ogy teacher. At the moment, I’m
teaching up in Dublin and training
six days a week, before or after
school. I’m down to Mayo twice a
week for training so it’s hectic.

I’m really hopeful about how
women’s sport is developing in Ire-
land, thanks to more media expo-
sure. It’s great for younger girls to
see older girls achieving so much,
and to know that they can follow that
path.

The best advice I’ve ever received is
that you can’t achieve anything on
your own. I’m a firm believer in team
work. That’s one of the life lessons
you learn from football.

I’ve been lucky to have strong role
models, like my dad, whose work
ethic is incredible. He runs a textile
company, working to Chinese time,
so he’s up at 4am most mornings.
He’s taught me that success in busi-
ness, as in sports, is all about people.
And my coach, Steve Symonds, was
another big influence. He made me
see the importance of mindset. Sulk-
ing or being in a bad mood is simply
not tolerated.

My biggest challenge in life has been
from sport. I found it hard to cope
when I felt I’d played badly. Sport is a
game so, of course, there are always
going to be ups and downs. The trick is
finding that the answer is all in your
head — it’s how you handle those ups
and downs that counts. I’ve become
better at coping with the setbacks.

NLP [neurolinguistic programming]
really helped. It deals with our
subconscious minds and the
moment I came across it in
Australia, I was hooked. I’d been in-
volved with sports psychologists be-
fore that but NLP helped me under-
stand how to communicate more ef-
fectively with
myself and with others. I was so in-
trigued that I went on to study it and
also studied hypnosis. I do sessions
in both online and can hardly keep
up with the demand from clients
since lockdown.

The trait I look for in friends is hav-
ing an open mindset.

My main fault is my inflexibility. As
a sports person, you have to have a
routine during the season. It’s tunnel
vision and that’s it. But I see it can be
hard for others to understand.

My idea of misery is anything techni-

Sarah Rowe

cal or to do with life admin. It stresses
me out.

My idea of bliss is good company and
good coffee.

My biggest extravagance is definitely
really good coffee. I’m fully addicted.
That’s from living in Melbourne.

If I could be reborn as someone else
for a day I’d be a man. To see how
their minds work. They seem to
think in black and white. Whereas
women seem to think in multicolour.

Ambition is definitely more import-
ant than talent.

So far has life taught me that you’re
not going to get anywhere without a
good attitude.

■ Sarah Rowe has teamed up with Bord
Bia as a potato ambassador for this year
as part of its annual National Potato Day
celebrations. Potatoes play a key part in
an active diet, and Bord Bia has created
a new suite of recipes to showcase
modern ways to enjoy the vegetable.
See bordbia.ie/potatoes for further de-
tails.

This much
I know

HILARY FENNELL

weekend@examiner.ie

Weekend Loves
Ruth O’Connor’s guide to inspiring ideas and beautiful things

Addiction 
can affect anyone

Need help with  
your or a loved one’s 

addiction?



Caroline
O’Donoghue

Last night I started reading a
book that had been on my shelf
for a year, but I hadn’t felt the
urge to actually read it until

now. Books are like that sometimes.
You buy them and they sit in your
house like a bag of potatoes, sprouting
roots and taking on strange greenish
hues, until finally it’s time to read
them. In this case, it was the perfect
time for the perfect book.

It was JB Priestley’s Delight. The
book was written in 1949, and was
Priestely’s response to the relentless
miserabilism of the post-war British
climate: the continued rationing, the
bombed out houses, the relentless
hand-wringing by public officials. Not
enough was being done, he argued, to
stimulate delight. He begins with foun-
tains. Fountains, he writes, are delight-
ful.

“What is the use of living in a democ-
racy if we want fountains and we have
no fountains? Expensive? The cost is
trifling compared to that of so many
idiotic things we are given and do not
want. By all means let us have a policy
of full employment, increased produc-
tion, no gap between exports and im-
ports, social security, a balanced This
and a planned That — but let us also
have fountains.”

Really, I can’t recommend a book
more for this current moment, when
everyone’s heart is hungry for joy,

when everyone wants to just say ‘I saw
my friend’’ without the suffix of ‘....dis-
tanced of course!’.

But back to Priestley. He was born in
1894 and died in 1984 — which, while a
decent life span, is a particularly bad
wedge of human history. That means
he fought in the First World War,
raised a family in the depression, and
then had to deal with World War II.
Then — rationing! For ages and ages!
He’s an old man by the time everyone’s
enjoying the sixties.

The past year, I’ve felt myself sym-
pathising a lot with the late Victorians:
those who were born too late to be the
great explorers and scientists and col-
onisers of this dazzling bygone era, but
who nevertheless have to hear about
it. All they got was war and a rapidly
confusing century that refused to stay
still. But that’s not how Priestley felt.
Priestley, on the contrary, felt sorry
for anyone born after him. He felt
sorry for anyone who didn’t get to at-
tend the literary parties of the 1920s.
He felt sorry for anyone who didn’t get
to enjoy smoking a pipe when good to-
bacconists, ones who would mix you
up an interesting blend of something
deadly and perfumed, were in plentiful
supply. He felt sorry for young writers,
who felt like they had to make some big
gesture towards Marxism in order to
be taken seriously. So really, I have no
business feeling sorry for Priestley’s
bad wedge at all. He liked his wedge.
On the contrary, he feels sorry for my
wedge.

Which is a lesson, isn’t it. We have
the curse of living, as Priestley did, in
‘interesting times’. And while there
are plenty of reasons to declare joy

dead for this year, I strongly urge you
take his advice. Insist on delight. Grab
it where you can. Seize this little wedge
of time and refuse to let some old Vic-
torian feel sorry for you. And to save
this whole column being simply a book
review, here is my list of delightful
things I’ve experienced today.

1. The weather is perfect. After two
days of rain, there’s a cool, bright sun
and glistening grass underfoot. It is the
kind of weather where you need a scarf
and sunglasses, a long coat over a shirt.
The kind of outfit where you feel a bit
like a 1970s heroine in a film about New
York.

2. At the park, I threw a tennis ball for
my dog, and completely by accident, I
hit a man with it. He turned around,
and he was startlingly handsome.
Dimples, cheekbones, the works. I
apologised profusely, and we smiled
and went on with our days. Even
though I am happily spoken for, and so,
probably is he — those cheekbones! — it
was a lovely little moment, in the
dappled autumn sunlight, of feeling like
we may be at the beginning of a great
romance.

3. In the cafe where I am writing this
right now, there is a little girl, three
years old. She is wearing my favourite
kind of outfit to see on little girls: the

Disney princess costume with a thick,
long-sleeved cotton vest underneath
and thick tights to match. I love seeing
these little girls. The ones who have suc-
cessfully worn their parents down and
managed to make the dressing-up box
part of their outdoor wardrobe. Can you
imagine the fights, the foot-stamping,
the hot tears that went into this outfit? I
respect her commitment to delight.

4. On the stereo, the cafe is playing the
Best of Paul Simon. ‘Graceland’! ‘Fifty
Ways to Leave Your Lover’! ‘Obvious
Child’! God, how can there be sadness in
a world that also has Paul Simon?

5. The realisation that, even if Covid
goes on forever, even if the next time
music festivals are legal I have teenage
children who are old enough to attend, I
still had a very good thirty year wedge
of spontaneity, there. Dancing in clubs,
kissing strangers, going to Paris on the
train. Booking a trip to Romania on a
whim. That time I screamed at Little
Mix, the actual members of Little Mix,
to keep their music down because I was
trying to work in the next room. To miss
joy is a privilege: it means you know
what it’s like. Make sure you don’t let
yourself forget.

FIVE SOURCES
OF UTTER
DELIGHT

THE
LIST
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■ Caroline O’Donoghue is a Cork-born
writer living in London. She is the
author of Promising Young Women and
Scenes of a Graphic Nature

Aries
Mar 21 - Apr 20

Have you and a friend not been seeing
eye to eye lately? If you’ve been trying to
keep the peace by keeping your thoughts
to yourself, today may be the day that
your true feelings are revealed.

Taurus
Apr 21 - May 21

Has work been getting in the way of
your closest partnerships? With the
Moon moving into your 7th House of Re-
lationships, it’s a good day to clear your
schedule for some quality time.

Gemini
May 22 - Jun 22

Today is a good day to begin a health
and fitness routine to boost your vitality
and give you momentum. Getting in a
sweat session in the morning and taking
time out to pause.

Cancer
Jun23 - Jul 23

It may be hard to control your emotions
today as the Scorpio Moon brings up feelings
that you thought were in the past. Avoid trig-
gering situations and distract yourself .

Leo
Jul 24 - Aug 23

With the Scorpio Moon moving into
your domestic 4th house today, you’re
craving some movie and chill time on
the couch. If you’ve been working from
home, it can be hard to put away your
task list and shut down your laptop.

Virgo
Aug 24 - Sep 23

With your impeccable vocabulary
skills and attention to detail, no one can
tell someone off quite like you! You may
be tempted to let someone know how
much they irritate you, but do your best.

Libra
Sep 24 - Oct 23

Your loyalty to your friends is noble,
but it can also be tiresome! There is a deli-
cate dance between being a good friend
and having boundaries, and it’s possible
that you have been feeling an imbalance..

Scorpio
Oct 24 - Nov 22

As the Moon moves into your sign
today, you get a surge of ambition and
are ready to dive into a few of your big,
personal goals. However, you may find
that even though you have the energy to
accomplish a million tasks.

Sagittarius
Nov 23 - Dec 21

If you find yourself having a hard time
sleeping lately, today may reveal the
cause of your anxiety. If a certain rela-
tionship or financial woes have been
keeping you up at night, find a sense of
calm through meditation.

Capricorn
Dec 22 - Jan 20

You may have to be around a group of
people you don’t know well today, even
though you aren’t in the mood. With the
Moon in deep-diving Scorpio, you’d
much rather spend time with close
friends and family.

Aquarius
Jan 21 - Feb 19

With the Moon moving into your career
zone today, you feel focused and ready to
hit all your professional goals, but don’t
forget to tend to your personal life.

Pisces
Feb 20 - Mar 20

You easily absorb the feelings of others,
but carrying their problems makes you
feel more stressed out than usual now. It’s
important to let go of energy that isn’t
yours. Today, plan for an adventure.

HOROSCOPES

@Czaroline

upfront
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In just the past two years,
Gloria Steinem has had her
life dramatised three times.
First onstage in New York in

Gloria: A Life; then on television in
FX’s much-discussed Mrs. Ameri-
ca; and finally in the director Julie
Taymor’s upcoming decades-span-
ning film, The Glorias, in which
America’s best-known feminist ac-
tivist is portrayed by, among
others, Alicia Vikander and Jul-
ianne Moore.

And while her own story may
have reached depiction-in-pres-
tige-entertainment phase, Stei-
nem, who is 86, is fully aware that
both her work and the country’s
work remain unfinished.

“The progress we’ve made is not
sufficient,” she says.

“But there is an advantage to
being old. I have a role to play in
the movement by saying, ‘Here’s
when it was worse’.”

■ Q: You’ve spent countless
amounts of time doing in-person
activism and political organising.
But even though there has been so
much energy around protests this
year, activism, like everything else,
has over time been shifting toward
the digital world. Has the ship
sailed as far as activists’ prioritis-
ing physical over online communi-
cation?
>> A: I think the ship has never
sailed.
■ Q: I guess “the ship has sailed”
is a strange expression. The ship
staying in port doesn’t really sound
better.
>> A: [Expletive] the ship. I’m
swimming.
■ Q: Spoken like a true optimist,
and I imagine that optimism is
necessary when you devote your
life to activism. Given that you’ve
done that, how do you wrap your
head around this moment, which in
so many ways is one of regress?
For example, no matter what
happens in November, because of
the way different courts have been
stacked, there could still be huge
rollbacks in abortion rights, birth
control, voting rights.
>> A: We’ve paid, as movements,
more attention to Washington
than to state legislatures, and we
see the penalty for that. Tactically
we could have done better. But we
are at a point of a backlash be-
cause we are winning. The most
dangerous time is after a victory
— eight years of Obama and mov-
ing forward and the fact that now
most Americans agree with what
social-justice movements have
been saying. But what that means
is that 40% of the country feels de-
prived of their position in an old
hierarchy, and they’re in full back-
lash.
■ Q: What are you looking at
beyond public-opinion polls when
you say “we’re winning”?
>> A: I’m mainly thinking about
public-opinion polls, which are the
most general measure we have.
The issues that were once the con-
cerns only of social-justice move-
ments — whether it was female
equality or gay marriage — have
journeyed from being the concern
of an insurgent movement to being
a majority view. That heartens
me. I understand that it doesn’t
have a positive impact on the
people who don’t agree, but it is a
fact.
■ Q: What do you think it is about
you that has allowed you to have
an impact? I know that in the early
days people used to lazily point to
your attractiveness as an expla-
nation for the attention you got, but

what deeper qualities helped you
become a leader?
>> A: I don’t understand it. I
thought I understood in the begin-
ning because I realised that as a
journalist I had written articles
about the movement, and so I
would be asked to speak about it.
But I really don’t know. I suppose
it’s partly because I’m a full-time
movement worker, which most
people can’t be because they have
another profession. That probably
makes a difference. It’s also partly
that no one can fire me. Most
people don’t have that freedom.
Maybe that plays a role. If I had to
pick one reason, it’s because I have
a sense of humor. That’s crucial. It
allows you to laugh at yourself and
say when you’re wrong. One of the
things that Native American cul-
ture understands and we probably
don’t is that laughter is the only
emotion you can’t compel. You
can’t make anybody laugh unless
they want to. I suspect that the
people who last the longest, who
continue to be trustworthy, are
people with a sense of humour.
■ Q: You’ve seen a lot of political
and ideological trends come and
go. Are there contemporary atti-
tudes or ideas that belong to
younger activists — or even the
political left generally — which
you’ve found challenging to under-
stand?
>> A: I did sign a recent statement
about cancel culture. I was — and
am — concerned about what
seems to me a function of being on
the web too much and focusing on
words more than actions. You’re
saying exactly the right thing or
not, and people are responding
with hostility instead of an invi-
tation. Instead of being against a
specific act or statement or article,
you’re against the person who said
it, and that makes no sense to me
because that ends the conver-
sation. If you care about having
the conversation, surely you want
to try in a humane way to convince
the other person, not do away with
them.
■ Q: People have tried to cancel
you before. What have you learned
about the best way to mitigate
those kinds of attacks?
>> A: It’s important to learn from
criticism. We all [expletive] up. If
and when the criticism bears no
resemblance to reality, then we
have to move forward and under-
stand it comes with the territory.
Part of what may seem unfamiliar

to some people is because we’ve
been raised with this patriarchal,
racist idea of normalcy. Those of
us who are not obeying those past
ideas may seem to be unnatural.
■ Q: Did you follow all the hubbub
around that cancel-culture letter
you signed?
>> A: I was asked to sign the letter,
and I signed it. I believed in the
letter, so I thought, ‘Fine’. I didn’t
read any of the response because I
knew that it was going to be mixed.
But if someone has a problem with
it, then start another letter. There
should be lots of letters. The most
painful criticism or attacks come
from people who share your valu-
es, not people who don’t share
your values. If Trump spoke well
of me, I would shoot myself.
■ Q: Have you ever met the
president?
>> A: It’s interesting you ask that.
I did, a very long time ago. I was
raising money for something, as
usual, and I went to see him. He
was sitting on the other side of the
desk, and he praised me to the
skies in a way that made me know
he didn’t have a clue who I was.
Then he gave me a very small
cheque.
■ Q: What’s the key to getting rich
people to give money to your
cause?
>> A: Explain to them that it’s way
more satisfying to see money mak-
ing change for the better than it is
to see numbers adding up in a
bank. Why would anyone want to
die with money? Let’s spend it all
for good, creative things before we
die. I’ve seen more damage done
by inheritance than by no inherit-
ance. I mean, it’s nice to be left
money for a college education, but

after that I’m not sure inheritance
is helpful because of all that comes
with it. People worry, “Oh, my
friends only like me for my
money.” Or, “I have to consciously
try to live an ordinary life.” Money
brings a whole set of problems that
isolate us.
■ Q: I was always curious about
this infamous incident — it’s even
dramatised in The Glorias — that
you had as a young journalist with
Saul Bellow and Gay Talese. The
three of you are in a cab, and Ta-
lese makes a snotty comment to
Bellow about you as a writer. Did
you ever run into him again after
that?
>> A: I have to say, to the great
credit of Gay Talese, that I was at a
dinner where he and his wife were,
and I said that this event is being
written about, and he said, “Yes,
that sounds like me.” I thought,
Well, that’s a great thing to say, be-
cause he’s not denying it. It made
me like him better.
■ Q: One more from the old days: I
was reading an oral history of Ms.
magazine, and in it Vivian Gornick
described you as an uptown femin-
ist as opposed to her and other
more radical downtown feminists.
Was there any validity to that line of
criticism?
>> A: There was physicality to it. I
had tried to find an apartment in
the Village and couldn’t afford it,
and so I had to go to the less-ex-
pensive Upper West Side.
■ Q: I don’t think she was just talk-
ing about ZIP codes.
>> A: Those downtown groups
were all white. So the criticism
didn’t make sense to me.
■ Q: Are there criticisms you’ve
gotten that you felt were valid and
then learned from?
>> A: There is the obvious fact
that I am a white person and the
disproportionate majority of fem-
inists are women of colour. So I do
my best as a normal procedure not
to show up unless I am speaking as
a partner with women of colour.
It’s still present in the media: They
tend to see the women’s movement
as white. We are still referring to
Seneca Falls as if it were the first
political meeting of women for
political ends when 10 years before
there was a meeting in Manhattan
that was white and Black women.
That should be called the begin-
ning of the women’s movement,
not Seneca Falls. But because of
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, because
of who wrote history, it’s got to be
Seneca Falls.

■ Q: That’s similar to how for a
long time in the popular imagin-
ation second-wave feminism was
seen as basically a movement of
white women, despite what was
happening on the ground.
>> A: It was led by Black women!
It’s ever been thus. The last elec-
tion was more led by Black women
than by white women. Ninety-
eight percent of Black women
voted for Hillary Clinton, and 47%
of white women voted for Trump.
The public image of the women’s
movement as white is a problem.
Just as the public image of the
civil rights movement as male is a
problem because it is just not ac-
curate.
■ Q: What accounts for those
images?
>> A: We live in a racist, patriarch-
al society.
■ Q: That would do it.
>> A: We’re always having to say:
“No, wait a minute. It’s not just
one guy, or it’s not just white
people. Let’s look like the country
here.” From the beginning of the
women’s movement, we’ve always
seen that women of colour, and es-
pecially Black women, have been
the majority of the activists and
the leaders. Sometimes it’s hard
for us to see that because we have a
pretty racist view of history, and
we tend to see white people, in-
cluding white women, as leaders
when the opposite has been the
case. Black women have been
more in the leadership of the civil
rights movement too, than they’re
given credit for. We need to correct
for that and look at reality.
■ Q: Let me ask you something I
don’t think anyone has ever asked
you.
>> A: Oh, I can’t wait.
■ Q: What has it been like to have
Batman for a stepson? [Gloria’s
late husband, David Bale, is the
father of actor, Christian Bale]
>> A: Well, Christian is someone I
met as a grown-up, so I think of
him as a friend, not a stepson. He is
a truly great actor. I think he en-
joyed doing Batman, but I don’t
think it’s the peak of his career in
his own eyes. It’s been a great gift
to have David’s grown-up children
as friends. And actually — com-
pletely without any work or de-
serving on my part — I have
grandchildren!
■ Q: Did you ever see him in Ameri-
can Psycho?
>> A: No, I didn’t, and I’m happy
to say that he made that before I
met him.
■ Q: What was most surprising to
you about marriage?
>> A: I was surprised because
some of the response was as if I
had capitulated somehow. There
was disappointment from women I
didn’t know. I mean, David and I
loved each other and wanted to be
together, and it turned out to be
very important that we were to-
gether because only a year or so
after we got married, he became
ill. I think he needed someone to
take him out of life. His illness was
a couple of years; being with him
helped me acknowledge that it’s
important to live in the moment.
■ Q: Do you still?
>> A: I hope so. Because consider
my age. I have to keep reminding
myself that even if I live to 100,
which I have every intention of
doing, it’s not that long left. I just
hope that I don’t die saying: “But!
Wait!”

■ (This interview has been edited
and condensed for clarity from two
conversations.)

‘The
progress
we’ve made
is not
sufficient’

Gloria Steinem
tells David
Marchese why
she’s nowhere
done with
being an
activist

“Black
women have
been more in
the leadership
of the civil
rights
movement too,
than they’re
given credit for

Gloria Steinem
Picture: Ilya S. Savenok/Getty Images

Rosa Byrne as Steinem in Mrs America and Cate Blanchett as Phyllis Schafly in FX’s much-discussed Mrs America.
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As the saying goes, ‘Mayyou
live in interesting times’,
and one thing is certain,
there has never been a

more interesting time to be a news
correspondent in Washington.
When Brian O’Donovan, RTÉ’s
representative in the US capital,
took up the high-profile post at the
start of 2018, he knew it was going
to be eventful, but no-one could
have quite predicted the roller-
coaster ride onwhichhewasabout
to embark. And, while the rest of
us look on queasily as the US
lurches from one crisis to another
under the leadership of Donald
Trump, O’Donovan has relished
every moment.
“When I started the job in Janu-

ary, 2018, Donald Trump had been
a year in office and was making
headlines everyday.Hewas sucha
controversial figure, it was a huge
story. You have the wild roller-
coaster that has been the Trump
presidency anyway, between im-
peachment, the Brett Kavanaugh
confirmation hearings, the Uk-
raine investigation, the Mueller
report, so many other things, then
no sooner were we getting into the
swing of things with the election
campaign and the coronavirus hit,
and all that came with that. Then
we had the Black LivesMatter pro-
tests. Never a dull moment, it has
been great,” he says.
O’Donovan, from Farran in

County Cork, didn’t hesitate when
the career opportunity of a life-
time arose, although hemade sure
to get his wife Joanna’s seal of ap-
proval first: “She immediately said
‘go for it’. She is anewsandpolitics
junkie as well, and loves travel.
She embraced the idea of a big ad-
venture. So I went for the job and
was delighted to get it. I remember
I arrived late on a Saturday night/
Sunday morning and I did a story
that day. I hit the ground running.
It has been busy ever since.”
Like millions around the globe,

O’Donovan has been working
within the constraints of a pan-
demic in recent months. During
lockdown, he shifted operations
from the RTÉ office, close to the
White House, to the basement of
his home in Glover Park, a Wash-
ington suburb.
“Like a lot of American houses,

we have a small basement so that
became my home office and stu-
dio. I was able to do an awful lot
from home. I still had the camera-
man and I would go out to shoot
stories but I didn’t go near the of-
fice for the first couple of months
of lockdown. Come June and July,
they started easing restrictions
and then the race protests kicked
off. All of a sudden, you had a very
big story happening on your door-
step that wasn’t coronavirus-re-
lated that we had to cover. For lo-
gistical and technical reasons, it
made sense to go back to the of-
fice.”
Schools in Washington have yet

to reopen, so O’Donovan’s two
daughters, Lucy, 10, and Erin, 7,
are being taught remotely. Joan-
na’s skills in that regard come in
handy.
“My wife is a primary school

teacher back in Adamstown in
Lucan, she has taken four years

It’s been, in his own words,
quite the ‘wild rollercoaster’
being RT ’s Washington
correspondent during Trump’s
presidency, Brian O’Donovan
tells ar orie Brennan

“It is going to be a crazy couple
ofweeks, and it is going to be really
interesting, I cannot wait. They
often talk here about the election
campaignOctober surprise— that
something happens in October
that can change everything,” he
says.
O’Donovan turns out to be re-

markably prescient, and the sur-
prise is a humdinger, with the
news onOctober 2 that Trumphad
testedpositive for the coronavirus.
When I get back in touch with
O’Donovan, he says it has been a
frenetic week, covering one of the
biggest stories of his career.
“The news was confirmed at

around 6am Irish time on a Friday
morning and the following hours
and days were hectic. My camera-
man and I were outside the White
House as Donald Trump was
transferred to hospital on board
the presidential helicopterMarine
One. We then spent the next three
days outside the Walter Reed
Medical Centre where the presi-
dent was being treated. I have
covered lots of major stories dur-
ing my time in the US but I’ll al-
ways remember this as one of the
biggest.”
And,with the looming spectre of

a drawn-out result due to postal
voting, as well as Trump suggest-
ing that if he loses, he may not go
quietly, one wouldn’t bet against
even bigger stories to come. And
O’Donovan will be there, riding
the rollercoaster all the way.

■ Brian O’Donovan and Jackie ox
host States of Mind, a weekly pod-
cast on the US election, available on
rte.ie

normally say. When you are an-
gering both sides, you have clearly
hit a nerve. I am at pains to be bal-
anced.”

While O’Donovan is
understandably fo-
cused on the US elec-
tion campaign at the

moment, he has also enjoyed
covering other non-political as-
signments: “I spent a lot of time
covering Conor McGregor in vari-
ous ways, both his fights in Las
Vegas and then his legal battles. I
used to say to my wife, between
Donald Trump and Conor McGre-
gor, Iwaskept busy.KatieTaylor’s
big fight last year in Madison
Square Gardens was great to
cover. It’s interesting to get out
and do something completely dif-
ferent. As RTÉ’s Washington cor-
respondent, you are really their
North America correspondent,
you are not a White House corre-
spondent, so if an Irish person gets
into difficulty, if there is a tragedy
or a criminal case, that is as a story
you have to cover. With Brexit,
there was also a lot of focus on
Capitol Hill in terms of supporting
Ireland’s position in respect of the
Good Friday Agreement and the
Border. It is very important to be
here to cover all those kinds of is-
sues from an Irish perspective and
tell those stories.”
Of course, with Trump, there

are always more surprises in
store. When I initially speak to
O’Donovan, he has just covered
the Democratic and Republican
conventions and is gearingup for a
hectic month of debates and cam-
paign coverage.

nice. Sometimes you get the com-
pliments, sometimes the insults,
and you balance the two. What I
find fascinating is that after some
stories, particularly if it is an on-
line analysis piece, I will get an al-
most even number of ‘you are so
anti-Trump’ and ‘you are so pro-
Trump’. Then you know you have
doneyour job. Peoplewill seewhat
they want to see and people will
say online things theywouldnever

with him but actually the people
who vote for him love him and
they love him for all these rea-
sons.”

O’Donovan must also deal
with the fact that never in
the history of US politics
has a president needed

such sustained fact-checking.
“When it comes to [the lies], as

soon as he says something, you re-
port that he said it but the very
next line in the reportage is, ‘of
which there is no evidence’ or
‘which has been proven false’.”
When the President also has a di-
rect line to the world through
Twitter, thenews cycle takes onan
even more surreal hue.
“I feel I have developed a filter

now. I remember at the start, al-
most everything he tweeted, it was
like, ‘ohGod, here’s the story’, and
it could dictate your day. I find a
lot of his tweets get repetitive. You
need to take a step back and say,
‘okay, he’s repeating himself’. I re-
member the last time I based a
story on a tweet of his, it was in
August when he said ‘maybe we
should delay the election’. That
was unprecedented. But there are
definitely layers with the tweets
now, because some of it is totally
just putting stuff out there to
trigger shock and outrage, and
sometimes as a distraction if he is
under fire with something else.”
Twitter also gives viewers a di-

rect channel to O’Donovan him-
self, and they are not shy about
voicing their opinion on his bull-
etins.
“It is great that people have di-

rect access to you. It isn’t always

out for this posting. She has been
able to home-school them as well,
which has been great,” he says.
While the restrictions on travel

have curbed their plans to visit
home, O’Donovan says they are
counting their blessings: “My par-
ents are based in Farran, Joanna’s
parents are in Crosshaven. We are
lucky on both sides because when
we go home, we have the beautiful
FarranWoods to explore, and then
we have the beaches and the sea.
We had planned a trip in May and
in August and they both got can-
celled. My parents were due to
visit inMarch/April and Joanna’s
parents around now. It has been
tough but technology has helped
us stay in touch. I amvery lucky in
many ways, I am with my family
here. We’re happy, we’re healthy,
I’m not going to complain or
moan.”
O’Donovan is a seasoned re-

porter, studying communications
in DCU before going on to work in
RedFM and TV3 before RTÉ. How-
ever, he acknowledges that cover-
ing Trump’s White House, where
the ‘normal’ rules don’t apply,
presentsmanychallenges in terms
of reporting.
“People say ‘oh, you should just

ignore what he says’ and I don’t
think you can do that. And they
say ‘you should just ignore what
his supporters say’, and I defi-
nitely don’t think you can do that.
Everybody was left scratching
their heads back in 2016 saying
‘howdid this guywin, howdid that
happen?’. He won because he
struck a chord with a whole group
of people. My job is to put it out
there and say you may disagree

<< Brian O’Donovan on 16th St.
NW, in front of the White House.
Credit: Marty Katz/
washingtonphotographer.com

‘ ever a dull
moment
it’s been
great’

“It is
going to
be a cra y
couple of
weeks, and
it is going to
be really
interesting,
I cannot
wait
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a strange thing happened in
the 1990s. Ireland caught up.
At the start of the 1990s,
Dublin was basically a shit
Sheffield. By the end of the
1990s, it was Barcelona. Ire-
land had U2, Sinéad O’Con-
nor, Colin Farrell, a cease-
fire in the North, Father
Ted, divorce, contraception,
Mary Robinson, Roy Keane,
The Commitments, multi-
nationals, immigrants, and
a bit of money in our
pockets. The Good Friday

conspicuous wealth, the
high-street chains, the signs
and announcements every-
where telling you what to
do, themotorways thatwent
all the way to their desti-
nation, rather than ones
that dumped you into a 5k
traffic jam outside Monas-
terevin. I was in awe of the
place without really liking
it. Do not get me wrong, I
liked loads of the people.
(Some ofmy best friends are
actually English.) And then

thought I knew the place
from watching TV and fol-
lowing Man United from a
distance, but England in the
flesh felt strange. I re-
member the shock of Brack-
nell, a lifeless dormitory
town about 40 miles from
London. (Ireland did not
have commuting back then,
people tended to live near
work.) I noticed how multi-
racial Englandwas at a time
when Irelandwas still full of
freckles. I remember the

Church. England was sup-
posed tobeour escape, proof
that we could cast off the
dreary conditioning of our
education system and make
up our own minds about a
country.

So, happy as I was to be
getting the Supabus back to
Cork, I also felt like a bit of
an eejit for failing to like
London and England at the
first time of asking.

In fairness to the Brits,
they made more of an effort
formynext visit,when Iwas
picked up by chauffeur at
HeathrowAirport. (My first
job out of college was with a
British computer company,
ICL, and they sent me on a
course at their training
centre near Windsor.) Ok,
the guy who picked me up
was not really a chauffeur,
but I sat in the back of a
blackMercedes while he sat
up front in a suit, callingme
sir. Hewas very deferential,
like a puppy who had been
hit on the nose for taking a
leak in the front room. It felt
weird, a Paddy just out of
college being treated like
royalty in Windsor.

Maybe there is no pleas-
ingme, but I didnot like that
aspect of England either. It
is not like we do not have a
brutal class system here in
Ireland — of course we do.
However, at least less well-
off people here have always
had the good sense to be
pissed off about it. The rev-
erential treatment given to
rich people and royals in
England is daft, it’s some-
thing I’ll never understand
nomatter howmany times I
go back.

Anyway, I spent a goodbit
of time across Britain dur-
ing my time with ICL. I

Irish guy in his late teens;
Ireland felt shitty and cor-
rupt.

Of course, that is notwhat
we learned in school. Our
history curriculum could
have been distilled down to
‘The Brits are to blame for
everything’. My generation
rejected that and decided it
is time to get over ourselves
— who wants their name at-
tached to a car-bombing
where innocent civiliansare
lying dead on the street?

During that visit to Lon-
don, I ended up running
down a street, lost and in a
hurry to meet my friend
who was working in a pub
near Holborn. Two police of-
ficers got out of their car for
a word, presumably for run-
ning in public with a big
Irish head on me. A Paddy
in a hurry made people jit-
tery in London back then.

Most people I knew then
did not want anything to do
with Irish nationalism,
based around the Catholic

I put up Union Jack
flags when Prince An-
drew married Sarah
Ferguson in1986. Itwas

my job, as a barman in the
Duke of York, near Victoria
Station in London. I think
the owner was trying to get
me away from the bar be-
cause it was my first day
and I had lied about having
previousbar experienceand
the regulars were getting
animated about the dire
pints I was putting up in
front of them.

Eleven days later, I
walked out the front door
and down the road to Vic-
toria Coach Station and the
overnight ‘Supabus’ back to
Cork. There was not much
‘Supa’ about it, but at least I
was going home. I had hated
my first visit to London.

Part of this was because it
wasmy first time away from
home and I ended up work-
ing 80 hours a week in a
boozer by a railway station.
(We had a group of Chelsea
and Glasgow Rangers fans
in one night: three of them
threatened to kill me in sep-
arate incidents for being a
stupid Paddy — the only
thingstopping themwas two
Alsatianswe had behind the
bar called Sheila and Crun-
chie.) I did not want to hate
London or England. I grew
up in the 1970s and ’80s Ire-
land, when England meant
Top of the Pops, James
Bond, effortlessly cool
people, Spitting Image,
porno magazines, and gain-
ful employment. They even
had stylish football hoolig-
ans, in the Italian gear they
lifted from designer shops
when they played away in
Europe. England was hop-
pingwith possibilities for an

Getting to
know the
neighbours

Pat Fitzpatrick gets to grips
with the Union Jack outside the
Metropole Hotel, Cork.

Picture: Denis Minihane

smaller, better-craicversion
of England. The two coun-
tries never felt closer.

I remember watching the
infamous England-Argenti-
na match during the 1998
World Cup. I was living in
Germany at the time, watch-
ing the gamewith a bunch of
German and French people
from work. If you thought
we hate the Brits, you
should see the Germans and
the French. They were bay-
ing for Argentina to win. I

Agreement saw Tony Blair
treating Bertie Ahern as an
equal. Technology meant
that we did not have to wait
years for a cultural move-
ment to travel across the
Irish sea — it would happen
in hours. Into the noughties,
the big events such as Big
Brother, X Factor, Strictly,
Glastonbury, the rise of the
Premiership football, even
Bake Off, joined old staples
such as Corrie and East
Enders. Ireland felt like a

obviously was not, because
when Michael Owen scored
a wonder goal after 15 min-
utes, I jumped up and
punched the air. The others
were shocked to see me sup-
porting the ancient oppres-
sor. Sowas I to behonest— I
had no idea I felt like this
until the goal went in.

I think this was because
England had suddenly
stopped treating Ireland like
something they brought in
on their shoe. Also, I had
grown up a bit and stopped
being petty. I felt very posi-
tive about England for 18
years after that goal, with-
out ever really visiting the
place.

And then Brexit came
along. Talk about
wrecking a mood. It
was like this old

England, the chauffeur in
Heathrow Airport one, was
back again and looking for
trouble. The Daily Tele-
graph ran quotes from
sources in the British gov-
ernment that effectively
said ‘the Irish need to re-
member their place’. (I
think one of them actually
said that.) ToryMPandnow
Secretary of State, Priti
Patel, walked away with
‘Best Insult Against a
Foreign Nation 2018’ when
she suggested the British
government should use the
threat of food shortages
against the Irish to get us to
remove the backstop. Nice
little famine hat-tip there.

Those Brexity Brits have
put me off England again. It
is why I dedicate my book,
101 Reasons Why Ireland is
Better than England, to
Nigel Farage. I don’twant to
be like this. We brought the
kids to London a year ago in
the run-up toChristmasand
had a ball. It’s a great place
— I was probably too young
and naïve to enjoy the buzz,
the variety, and the gran-
deur of it all back in 1990.
They even have nice food
there now. I knowmost Eng-
lish people are decent skins
who have nothing against
meormycountry, but every
time I try to remind myself
of this, Boris Johnson
comes on telly with his lov-
able toff routine. And, to be
honest, I am shit sick of it.

The wheel will turn
again. The lovable toffs will
be cast aside and replaced
by people from the 21st cen-
tury. Things change, that’s
the only certainty. I just
checked there— theDuke of
York was demolished and
rebuilt as part of upgrade
work on Victoria Station.
Next time I am over, I must
go in for a decent pint of
bitter. It should be nice, as
long Glasgow Rangers are
not in town for a game
against Chelsea.
■ 101 Reasons Why Ireland is
better than England, Mercier
Press, €6.99

As his book ‘101 Reasons
Why Ireland is Better thanEngland’
hits the shops, Pat Fitzpatrick
reflects on his love-hate
relationship with Britain

“The wheel
will turn

again. The
lovable toffs
will be cast
aside and
replaced by
people
from the
21st century
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credible Homes, Dermot was
teaching us as much about the
country as he was its houses, an
Irish focus had to take a different
approach.

“When I went to Sweden, the
houses were built around the fact
that during winter these houses
are in darkness from two o’clock
onwards and they don’t really get
any light until 11, so how do you
design for extreme darkness and
long winters? When we were in
Australia, it was all about the hu-
midity and the heat — each
country has its own weather and
culture to live with. In Ireland,
everybody already knows. There
was no point in saying ‘oh my God,
it gets really wet here and very
damp’ - everybody knows that al-
ready.”

This season will teach us all to
appreciate the scope of a house and
its capabilities, says Dermot.

in Donegal filming while the rest
of Dublin was in lockdown,” he
says. “I was allowed to travel be-
cause it was for work, but I felt like
it would have been weird to be
posting pictures of me travelling
around.”

And you would have been sav-
aged on social media too, I suggest.
“Well, you’re always going to get
that, aren’t you,” he replies.

Dermot had one request when it
came to the Irish houses that were
featured in the series. They had to
be able to teach him something.

“You could go to an amazing
house on the side of a cliff with a
lovely view, and a big balcony
looking out over the sea. That
would have looked incredible and
would have been really nice, but
would I and the audience have
learned something from it that
they didn’t ready know?”

Whereas in the first season of In-

used to get so busy I’d wish that
everything could just be put on
pause for a week. Then it hap-
pened and it was very strange and
I won’t say that part of me didn’t
enjoy it. It was lovely having some-
one else telling us that we had to
stop, there was no choice.”

With a fine garden and the sea a
short walk away, the Bannon
family settled into the spring and
summer, embracing the outdoors
with barbecues and firepits. The In-
credible Homes team decided to
pivot their focus of the season, fo-
cusing the remainder of their pro-
duction time on Ireland and the in-
credible houses across the island.
Of course, this meant something
else: armed with a special letter
from RTÉ, Dermot could gallivant
around the country during lock-
down.

“I didn’t know whether to Insta-
gram as I went because we were up

had just started to film the next
season of Incredible Homes and
was back from Canada and prepar-
ing to travel to Spain when the
world came to a screeching halt.

Spain announced severe restric-
tions the day before the team were
due to fly out, forcing them to put
their plans on hold. “Jesus, im-
agine if we were over there?” he
says. “We would have been stuck
there and had to get on one of those
repatriation flights where they
have to come and rescue you.”

Cosy in his new house in Clont-
arf, Dermot and his family em-
braced the notion of Hygge.

“We cooked and got takeaways
from our favourite restaurants,
and we were fine doing that,” he
explains. “There was an incredible
novelty back in the beginning,
with this sense of freedom almost,
‘oh thank God, we don’t have to go
into the office’, kind of thing. I

Never in my wildest dreams
did I ever think I would
find myself being con-
soled by Dermot Bannon

about the restrictions imposed by
our Government during a global
pandemic, but it is 2020, and if
we’ve learned anything this year,
it is to expect the unexpected.

We caught up over the phone
two weeks ago, when Dublin was
at level-three and Cork looked to
be heading that way. “Level-three
is grand, Ciara,” he assures me
cheerily.

“But I feel sorry for the busi-
nesses, I feel sorry for the restaur-
ants. They are struggling as it is
and they are trying to do their
best. I wish someone would just
put an end date on all of this and it
would all be grand.”

The lockdown back in spring
wasn’t too bad for our favourite
architect, all things considered. He

Back
on our
screens

Dermot Bannon: ‘The hard bit is not
knowing when it’s going to end.’

At Integral House by Shim-Sutcliffe Architects in Toronto, Canada and Dermot
at at the house in Goleen, Cork designed by Niall McLaughlin

Dermot Bannon picks his
favourite Irish house in his
latest TV series. He talks to
Ciara McDonnell about
filming during lockdown

“Some of the houses are divisive,
but I’m hoping that in the in-
stances where maybe you don’t
like some of the houses in the be-
ginning, you’ll grow to understand
it by the end and see all the mer-
its.”

When it comes to his favourite
house, Bannon is anything but
coy. “I am going to pick one, I’m
not going to be a politician on this
one. One house that I was desper-
ate to get into for the last 10 years
was designed by a hero of mine
called Níall McLaughlin in Goleen
in Cork, which was built in 2009. It
is just stunning.”

Pre-Covid, almost every time
Dermot Bannon got on a train, he
was approached by someone who
would painstakingly draw out the
plan that they had in their head for
their own house — often on a
paper napkin — and then implore
him for advice. Given that it has

clearly been a while since a Ban-
non Clinic has been open for busi-
ness, I decide to ask him to solve
what seem to me to be the architec-
tural issues of the nation.

Now that we all own a full tool-
kit that we bought on Amazon dur-
ing lockdown, is DIY going to
usurp banana bread during the
winter? “Look, I’m not going to tell
you that it’s ok for someone to
start knocking down walls in their
houses, ok?” he laughs. “Most con-
struction accidents happen in
people’s houses when they don’t
know how to do the jobs properly,
so no — do not start doing that.”

How do we un-open-plan our
houses now that we all work from
home? Can we erect moveable
walls with ease, I wonder? Can we
buy them at Ikea? “We used to do it
before in the 1970s because there
were no restaurants to go to,” he
says. “Everything happened in the

house. Back then we had the Good
Rooms — the dining room and the
Good Sitting Room, so you had
places for people to go on a Friday
night that felt different to the rest
of the week. You had spaces that
were used for special occasions.”

Our houses, reckons Der-
mot, have to start to be-
come chameleons. “We
need our houses to be

more multifunctional,” he ex-
plains. “We need big spaces so we
can set out work. It also needs to be
a cosy intimate space. It’s really
hard for people to recharge their
batteries in the same space that
took all the charge out in the first
place. If you’re working at the
table, it’s going to be very difficult
to sit at that same space and have a
relaxing meal, for example.”

Lighting is the best way around
this, he suggests. “It’s a bit like

being in a theatre where there’s a
play where they bring up lights on
one part of the stage and then drop
them and bring up lights on an-
other part, and it seems as though
you are watching multiple stages
but you are only looking at one.
Our houses will need to become a
little bit like that.”

His own new house, which we
all know very well because we
watched him renovating it on the
telly, is not open plan, but rather,
broken plan. “We did an L-shaped
kitchen and sitting room. So when
you’re in the living room you don’t
feel like you’re in the kitchen, but
you are. If we turn off all the lights
in the kitchen and dining space
and just have low lighting in the
living room with the fire on, it
shrinks to just that space.”

As a man who works on projects
that may take a year or more, Der-
mot Bannon is trying to take the

spectre of Covid-19 in his stride,
but even he cracks sometimes.
“The hard bit is not knowing when
it’s going to end. What are we
going to do at Christmas? That’s
the kind of time that you might
meet up with friends, to go for
dinner or go to the pub… not
knowing when all of this is going
to end is what I’m struggling with
at the moment.”

With a winter of broken plan-
ning and transforming our homes
into cosy places to nest ahead, the
brightest glimmer on the horizon
is that Sunday nights are going to
be the way all Sunday nights
should be from tomorrow on-
wards, because Dermot Bannon
will be back on our screens.

■ Dermot Bannon’s Incredible
Homes airs on Sunday, October 18 at
9.30pm on RTÉ One and on RTÉ
Player.
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fort and safety of your own
home. We hope you will do
your best to support this
hugely important Irish sec-
tor that not only provides
more than 200,000 jobs but is
also the backdrop for so
many of the most important
social occasions in our life, a
recurring source of joy and
pleasure without which our
lives would be so much the
poorer.

(Joe McNamee is also de-
lighted to offer coverage of
any similar initiatives in
The Menu, his weekly Irish
Examiner food column,
every Saturday in the Wee-
kend magazine. Email de-
tails to themenu@examin-
er.ie)

■ NB: During these turbu-
lent times with new develop-
ments cropping up all the
time, it is important to
check all information online
for any updates on the in-
formation supplied below.

Also, many of the estab-
lishments listed below fit in
many of the listed cat-
egories, not just one, and
offer outdoor dining as well
as takeaway options and
even delivery.

CATEGORIES
Afternoon Tea
Old school afternoon teas,
an ideal treat for the cocoon-
ing older diner.

Zoom Party Specials
Perfect fuel for those all-
night zoom party family
quizzes and impromptu
cocktail gatherings.

Vegetarian and Vegan
Even the meat eaters should
check out these superlative
examples of meat-free cook-
ing.

Special Occasion
and Finish at Home
For those important cel-
ebration dinners or date
nights at home when you
need to go the extra mile.
Finish-at-home kits are es-
pecially ideal for the bud-
ding gourmand, wanting to
flex their inner Ramsey.

Open Air Dining
It’s still possible to dine out,
quite literally, as in outside
— these venues are both safe
and comfortable.

Brunch & Lunch
For those days when you
need a helping hand prepar-
ing your first meal of the
day or fancy an impromptu
al fresco picnic in the park.

Family Friendly
When you want to treat the
whole family but take a
night off cooking duties.

Winter Warmer
Diners ideal for the big Sun-
day family dinner or any
other night you need a bit of
comfort and cheer.

Travelling on Your Belly
We may be locked down but
let your belly do the travel-
ling for you with these fine
examples of cuisines from
other lands.

Afternoon Tea

When lockdown
was imposed in
March, a wave of
fear and anxiety

initially ripped through the
Irish hospitality sector with
almost the same contagion
as the deadly virus that trig-
gered the closure in the first
place.

But it wasn’t long at all be-
fore the innate resilience
that is a hallmark of the in-
dustry began to reassert
itself.

First order of business for
many establishments was to
donate all perishable and
now unusable stock to char-
ities such as Simon and
Cork Penny Dinners.

Next up was a drive to
feed frontline workers in the
health and emergency ser-
vices and a fund set up to
pay restaurants to do so
soon found it impossible to
spend the rapidly accumu-
lating war chest as most res-
taurants insisted on doing it
for free.

The Government’s deci-
sion to issue a Covid pay-
ment proved to be a valuable
lifeline, enabling furloughed
staff to tread water and pro-
viding some hope for the fu-
ture — and many operators
chose to use to the enforced
break as an opportunity for
an overall reassessment of
their businesses in a sector
that had been shaving mar-
gins finer than a barber’s
baby for far too long.

Let’s face it, you need to
top up all your superhuman
powers with a soupcon of
madness in this particular
game and for some of the
most driven operators, the
notion of waiting it out
proved impossible, for what-
ever reason, they simply
couldn’t stifle for a minute
the compulsion to cook food
and sell it to the public. So
they began to pivot their
businesses to continue trad-
ing under the new restric-
tions and the public re-
sponded in spades, and
‘dining out at home’ became
one of those defining lock-
down tropes right up there
with baking sourdough and
cocktail parties on Zoom.

The mark of a true cham-
pion however is not the
amount of victories marked
up but rather the ability to
keep getting up from the
canvas after each blow and
so once more many are re-
turning to the ‘dining out at
home’ model — anything to
keep their businesses mov-
ing forward.

We in the Irish Examiner
have sold many newspapers
in the past on the back of the
great successes and
triumphs of the Irish hospi-
tality sector, so it well be-
hoves us to be there in the
bad times as well, to attempt
in our own small way to do
something to support the
sector during these most
trying of times.

We have compiled a list
(beginning with Cork city
and county, to be followed
by a national list) of some of
those who are once more pi-
voting to serve up some of
the finest food in the world
for you to enjoy in the com-

Fancy a
takeaway?

Joe McNamee serves up some
of the best take out options
from Cork’s restaurants

Montenotte Hotel, Middle
Glanmire Road, Cork

Afternoon Tea on three-
tiered carryout box, for two
guests, featuring sweet and
savoury treats and an el-
egant dessert selection.

Recommended: (Sweet Se-
lection) Midleton Very Rare
Whiskey Fudge, Killahora
Pear & Milk Chocolate Tart,
Beamish & White Chocolate
Mousse. (Savoury Selec-
tion): Heirloom Tomato &
Toons Bridge Mozzarella
Ciabatta, Skeaghanore Duck
& Onion Marmalade
Brioche Roll, Bandon Vale
Cheese, Baked Ham & Bally-
maloe Relish. Finger Order,
Mon to Sat. Tel 021 453 0050
to order and pay and collect
wearing mask between
12.30pm to 3pm
■ www.themontenotteho-
tel.com

Metropole Hotel
MacCurtain St, Cork

Afternoon Tea for takea-
way or delivery. Sandwiches
(including free- range egg
and cress, pastrami and
rocket, and smoked salmon
on brown bread with cream
cheese), whole wheat sa-
voury scones and sweet
treats (including creamy va-

nilla cheesecake with fresh
raspberry, chocolate assiette
of milk and white chocolate,
macarons and sweet scones)
with the option of adding
Prosecco or wine to your
order. Little Ones Afternoon
Tea option also available. To
order, Tel 021 4643700 or
order online (https://the-
met.tablepath.com/after-
noon-tea). Collection and de-
livery available.
■ www.themetropolehotel.ie/
dining/the-met-cork/after-
noon-tea-at-home/

Imperial Hotel, South
Mall, Cork

Once Upon a Tea Time
Afternoon Tea with option
to ‘borrow’ a three-tier
stand featuring innovative
pastries and confections
named after famous former
guests (Princess Grace, Mi-
chael Collins, Charles Dick-
ens) and scones, as well as
savoury options and a good
selection of teas, coffee and
hot chocolate as well as
Prosecco and champagne.

Recommended: Princess
Grace Pistachio Crust
Choux with Irish Raspberry
Gel & Pistachio Disk; Bally-
cotton Cold Smoked Irish
Salmon and Fresh Dill sand-
wich served on Doty’s

Brown Bread.
Advance ordering (24

hours). Telephone (021
4274040), email (pem-
broke@imperialhotel-
cork.ie ) or online for collec-
tion. www.imperialhotel.ie

Zoom Party
The Leaping Salmon,
Blackrock Road, Cork

Hugely popular Black-
rock village ‘pizza-pub’ has
supplemented its lockdown
menu with seafood dishes
(prawns pil pil, fishcakes)
and ‘kebabs’ (actually more
like piadina, the Italian flat-
bread sandwich) and don’t
forget to order a tropical
daiquiri slushie!

Recommended: Italian
Sausage pizza, The Sneem
Black Pudding ‘Kebab’;
Prawns Pil Pil, Tropical
Daiquiri Slushie Takeaway.
Call and Collect Thurs to
Sun 5pm to 9pm
■ www.theleapingsalmon.ie

Pompeii Pizza, Francis-
can Well Brewery Bar,
North Mall

Open air dining & Takea-
way: Home Delivery or
order in person for takea-
way. Mon to Fri, 3pm-10pm;
Sat to Sun, 1pm-10pm. Wide

ranging menu offering some
of the finest pizzas in Cork,
supplied as hot or chilled
pizzas (blast chilled, seven-
day shelf life, five mins in
oven to finish) or pizza kits
to assemble and finish at
home.

Vegan Margherita kit also
available. Side & Dips: Shar-
ing Focaccia Salad with
Dips (Aubergine, Hummus,
Tapenade); Cheesy Garlic
Bread; Garlic Bread; Spicy
or Garlic-Stued Green
Olives; Pesto; Tapenade;
Garlic Aioli
■ www.pompeiipizza.ie

Rising Sons Brewery,
Cornmarket St, Cork

The Coal Quay-based bar
and brewery offers seating
outside for up to 15 custom-
ers as well as click and col-
lect takeaway from a menu
of pizzas, nachos and meat
and cheese boards. Reserva-
tions advised but walk-ins
also welcome.

Recommended: 12 inch
pizza and Handsum Sons 5
litre takeaway keg.
■ https://rising-sons-
brewery.tablepath.com/takea-
way-menus

Dockland, Lapp’s Quay,
Cork

Bistro-style offering ad-
ding exotic accents to fine,
fresh local fare and avail-
able for takeaway as fresh
cooked meals and frozen
dishes, also sweet treats and
wine.

Recommended: Whole
Roast Chicken with Fresh
herb stuffing, rosemary
rustic potatoes, gravy
(serves 4); Cookies & Cream
Cheesecake, Chocolate
Sauce.

To order Tel. 021-4273987
or email dockland-
cork@gmail.com. Collec-
tion Fri/Sat, 2pm-8pm
■ www.dockland.ie

Vikki’s Wine & Tapas
Bar, Sunday’s Well, Cork

Tapas Menu Click and
collect ordering (Wed to
Sun, 4pm-9pm) through
website www.vikkis.ie

Hamlet’s Street Food &
Gastro Garden Kinsale, Co
Cork Street Food, BBQ and
woodfired pizza. Click &
Collect 7 days a week from
12 midday to 9pm.
■ www.hamletsofkinsale.com

Vegetarian
and Vegan

Cafe Paradiso, Lancaster
Quay, Cork

This world renowned veg-
etarian restaurant offers an
online menu with a choice
of  three starters,  three
mains and two desserts
(each choice suitable for two
diners) in meal kits to be fin-
ished simply at home. In-
structions on packs and also
on YouTube (paradisoat-
home).

Online shop selling sea-
sonal Paradiso products in-
cluding Walnut Crumb and
Smoky Peperonata as well
as wines, t-shirts, tote bags
and books.

Open for orders on Wed-
nesday mornings for collec-
tion on Fri and Saturday
afternoons.
■ www.paradiso.restaurant

My Goodness, The
English Market, Princes
St entrance, Cork

One of Ireland’s finest
vegan food outlets offering
vegan, probiotic, gluten free
and refined sugar-free pre-
booked takeaway offering
reflecting co-proprietor Vir-
ginia O’Gara’s Tex-Mex
culinary heritage as well as
extensive range of fer-
mented beverages.

Recommended: Big Tex
Taco (Hand pressed corn
masa deep fried Taco
stuffed with bbq beans,
smokey tempeh, daikon
kimchi pickle and french
fries. Served with vegan
sour cream, kimchi pico,
salad and curtido); NOT-
chos (Black bean and tem-
peh chipotle chilli, tortilla
chips, notcho cheeze, kim-
chi pico de gallo, turmeric
rice, vegan sour cream, fer-
mented curtido & jalapenos)
Order and pre-pay online.
20% off first order and every
10th order is free. Collection
between 11am-4pm
■ www.mygoodness-
food.com

Special Occasion
and Finish
at Home

Pilgrim’s, South Square,
Rosscarbery, West Cork

One of the jewels of West
Cork dining, furnishing
superbly innovative fare
using a hyper-local menu of
some of the very finest pro-
duce in the country.
Starters, mains breads,
homemade yoghurt, butter
and cashew ‘cheese’ and sal-
ads and fresh garden pro-
duce. Natural and organic
wine list. Limited outdoor
seating and takeaway menu.

Recommended: Tatsuta
age (Japanese-style fried
chicken, ponzu dip; Whole
lemon sole, brown butter,
capers, almonds, wilted
kale, fish stock potatoes, sea
purslane; Pistachio dac-
quoise, polytunnel tayber-
ry, elderflower + buffalo ri-
cotta chantilly cream,
strawberry coulis.

See website for ordering,
payment and collection de-
tails.
■ www.pilgrims.ie

Restaurant Chestnut Bal-
lydehob, West Cork

Sticks and Twigs may be a
more casual take on this
wonderful Michelin-starred
restaurant’s hyper-locavore
offering but remains a step
above the usual domestic
fare with a weekly changing
set three-courser for two rid-
iculously good value at €60.

Recommended: (Starter)
Crab roll with pickles;
(main) Market fish papillote
with mussels, samphire,
grilled courgette, potato,
kale and fish bone sauce;
Pork with black truffle,
aged cheese and leek pie;
Lobster with yuzu mayon-
naise served with baby gem
and Cesar dressing;
Brambles with curd, me-
ringue and bee pollen.

Menu goes live on website
on Wed evening, order
Thurs/Fri from 12pm. Col-
lections Sat & Sun.
■ www.restaurantchestnut-
westcork.ie

Dede at The
Customs House

This very fine new addi-
tion to West Cork and Irish
dining offers a takeaway
menu and large selection
from the in-house delica-
tessen, including sour-
dough bread and cakes, ro-
tisserie chickens, salads and
dips, as well as wines. In ad-
dition, open air dining is
available in the courtyard to
the rear for dinner and
lunch. Set menu is €30pp
and changes each week with
vegetarian option always
available.

Recommended: Roast
beef from Walsh’s butcher
served with winter veg-
etables cooked in beef fat,
beef gravy, potato gratin ac-
companied by sourdough
bread and salted butter
from Glouncross farm, Cape

The take-away Afternoon Tea option from the Montenotte Hotel,
Cork features sweet and savoury treats and an elegant dessert
selection.

Orso, Pembroke Street, Cork, offers open air dining and Click &
Collect Takeaway; below food from The Glass Curtain,
MacCurtain Street, Cork sharp and innovative cooking.

Mirco Fondrini offers a trat-
toria-style menu from Da Mirco
for a great at-home dining.

Chef Almet Dede at the Dede
restaurant at the Customs
House, Baltimore, Co Cork.

>>>
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Farmgate Cafe &
Restaurant, The English
Market, Cork

The very wonderful Farm-
gate offers a wide range of
choices from the Weekend
Supper for two (€38.50) to
FarmgateToGo takeaway
lunch offerings (soup,
chowder, sandwiches, stew
and a pie of the day) and a
whole range Farm-
gate@Home readymade
meals for reheating or for
stocking up the freezer. Rec-
ommended: Weekend Supper
for 2: Mushroom Risotto;
Slow Braised Featherblade
of Beef with Duck Fat Roast
Potatoes & Cauliflower
Cheese; Apple & Blackberry
Crumble with Custard.

FarmgateToGo: pre-order
and collect, Tues to Sat,
10am-3pm. Walk-ins also
welcome.

Farmgate@Home: pre-
order and collect, Tues to
Sat, 10am-3pm Farmgate
Café Click & Collect
■ https://farmgate-cafe.table-
path.com/menus

Dukes Coffee Company,
Carey’s Lane, Cork & City
Gate, Mahon, Cork

Coffee House serving
great coffees along with ex-
tensive home-cooked break-
fast and brunch menu.

Recommended: Smoked
Salmon, Scrambled Eggs,
Spinach & Potato Cake;
French Toast, Pear, Lemon

order, email: infoalis-
kitchen@gmail.com (24
hours notice required). Pay-
ment on collection.
■ www.Aliskitchencork.com

Bakestone, Fota Retail
Park, Carrigtwohill

Under new head chef Iain
Flynn, Bakestone offers
open air dining under cover-
ed seating in adjoining
garden centre including
breakfast (until 3pm) lunch
and baked cakes and pas-
tries as well as takeaway
menu. Large range of arti-
san products to takeaway
and Bakestone’s Ready
Made Meals for home.

Recommended: Guinness
braised beef brisket, Brie
cheese, beetroot relish and
hazelnut butter sambos,
Lamb Tagine with couscous,
cardamom yogurt. No pre-
ordering or reservations,
walk-in only.

Mon-Sat, 9am-5pm; Sun
10am-5pm
■ www.bakestone.ie

River Lee Hotel
The River Club terrace is

offering opening air dining
with extended opening
hours for breakfast, lunch &
brunch, and dinner with li-
mited spaces for non-resi-
dents. 8am-10pm daily. Book
online.
■ www.theriverclubcork.ie

Brunch & Lunch

yellow seafood curry. To
order: Tel. +353 (0)23 8878108
■ www.celticrosshotel.com

O’Callaghan’s
Restaurant, Lower Cork
St, Mitchelstown

Cafe, deli and bakery of-
fering homemade cakes,
breads, scones and salads
for takeaway and single por-
tion meals available fresh or
frozen daily for reheating
(eg shepherds pie, beef las-
agne, chicken and brocolli
bake, chicken curry). On
site dining includes break-
fast, lunch and snacks in en-
closed covered garden with
heaters.

Opening: Wed to Sat,
8.30am to 4pm
■ www.ocallaghans.ie

Ali’s Kitchen
Very popular city centre

brunching and lunching
cafe-restaurant or take your
chances on non-reservable
outdoor seating on Rory Gal-
lagher Plaza, on Paul St serv-
ing winter warming toasties
and brunch. Pre-order for ta-
keaway menu offering Fin-
ish@Home Brunch Boxes,
family favourites such as
Chicken Cacciatore and
Roast Vegetable Bakes., and
Boxes of Bakes.

Recommended: Beef
Short Rib Ragù/Lasagne,
Cinnamon Buns Friday &
Sat 9:30am ’til 2:30pm; Sun-
day 11am to 2:30pm. To pre-

Opening just five weeks
before the initial lockdown
back in March, No 51 no-
netheless has all the hall-
marks of a keeper and will
continue to offer limited
open air dining on the city’s
iconic Coal Quay plaza,
from a changing seasonal
menu strong on warm pies
and chowders and featuring
their legendary scones,
from a concise six-option
daily menu. Takeaway op-
tions also available. Cakes
also available for pre-order.

To pre-order, tel.
0830102321 or email 51corn-
market@gmail.com. Open
Wed to Sun, 10am-4pm for
both dining (reservations)
and take away.
■ https://www.facebook.com/
51cornmarket/

Craft West Cork
Celtic Ross Hotel, Ross-

carbery Open air dining &
Takeaway. Opening Hours:
Mon to Fri, 9am-1pm & 4pm-
8pm; Sat, 9am-8pm; Sun
9am-8pm.

One of the success stories
of the West Cork summer, a
permanent food truck serv-
ing a street food-style menu
using finest local produce to
eat on the patio with a view
of the lagoon.

Recommended: (Break-
fast) Huevos Rancheros,
American-style pancakes,
hot chicken roll; (Dinner)
pork belly carnitas, Thai

wontons, Fitzgeralds
butchers siomai beef/pork
dumplings) All in set menu
€25. Full vegetarian menu
available. Individual dishes
also available to order.

Tel. 086 8316879 to order.
Collections Fri & Sat
4.30pm-8.30pmCollections
between 4.30-8.30 Fri & Sat.
■ www.omahonysofwater-
grasshill.com

The Glass Curtain,
MacCurtain St, Cork

Excellent value to be had
from chef-proprietor Brian
Murray’s two-courser for
two people at just €40, fea-
turing sharp and innovative
cooking, all to takeaway at
weekends. Daily changing
menus with veggie option.
Wine and Cotton Ball craft
beers to takeaway. Also sell-
ing extras such as cookies,
caramel sauce and branded
tote bags.

Recommended: Fish pie,
Monkfish, smoked haddock,
mussels and prawns in puff
pastry, baby potatoes lemon
herb butter, chargrilled va-
douvan spiced broccoli
Lemon posset, poached rhu-
barb, white chocolate corn-
flakes.

Open for orders every
Monday online, collection
Fri/Sat/Sun, 4pm-7pm.
■ www.theglasscurtain.ie

St Francis Provisions,
Short Quay, Kinsale

Fine and funky Kinsale
cafe-restaurant offering
Provisions Bag containing
five courses and wine for
just €60, restaurant quality
dishes to finish at home, se-
lection of house breads,
morning bakes and lunches,
to eat on-site at heated out-
door seating or to takeaway.

Recommended: Braised
beef short rib, flageolet
beans, aioli; baked gnocchi,
girolles, kale, pangratto.

Pre-order on 0830636879 ,
24 hours in advance. Collec-
tion: Fri/Sat, 4.30pm-
5.30pm.
■ https://www.facebook.com/
stfranciskinsale/

Open Air Dining

Good Day Deli, Nano
Nagle Place, Douglas St

Offering weekend outdoor
brunch and lunch on the
sheltered patio (bring a blan-
ket!) in their inner city sanc-
tuary in the gardens of the
Nano Nagle Centre. Burgers
& Buddha Bowls click and
collect takeaway option
(GDD Chimichurri Egg
Scramble, Halloumi Break-
fast Brioche, GDD Big Kiwi
Burger + an Autumn Budd-
ha Bowl as well as cakes,
juices + kombuchas). GDD
shop offers includes natural
wines, Luke Sisk espresso
cups, GDD cakes, coffees.

Recommended: Kai
Moana Fish Tacos, Good
Day Deli cakes Reservations
for outdoor dining:
www.gooddaydeli.ie/reser-
vations. Burgers & Buddha
Bowls click and collect.
■ www.gooddaydeli.ie

No 51 Cornmarket,
Cornmarket Street, Cork

Clear salad leaves.
Available Fri/Sat/Sun. To

order, phone 028-48248 from
Wed 10am-4pm, payment
when ordering or on collec-
tion. Collection, Fri/Sat,
6pm-8pm; Sun, 2.30pm-8pm.
■ www.customhousebaltim-
ore.com/dedehome.

Greene’s & Cask Cocktail
Bar, MacCurtain St, Cork

Greene’s Finish at Home
was a great success during
the initial lockdown and
executive chef Bryan
McCarthy returns with yet
another intriguing menu,
while sister establishment
Cask will continue to also
serve food, cocktails and
wine to up to 15 diners in the
open air courtyard. Greene’s
Finish at Home is starter
and main for two people at
€40 with desserts and sides
as add-ons. Tutorials on fin-
ishing and wine advice on
social media channels.

Recommended:
(Greene’s) Slow Braised
Shoulder of Macroom Lamb
Root Vegetable Puree,
Summer Vegetables, Red
Wine Jus; Ballyhoura
Mountain Mushroom Ri-
sotto, Coolea & Parmesan
Cheese.

Cask opening, Mon to Fri,
6pm-10pm; Sat/Sun, 4pm-
10pm.

Greene’s: order by click
and collect up to 12pm for
same day collection, Wed to
Fri, 4.30pm-7pm; Sat/Sun
3pm-6pm.
■ www.greenesrestaur-
ant.com/menus

Elbow Lane, Oliver
Plunkett St, Cork

Open air dining on heated
terrace; Click & Collect Ta-
keaway Award-winning
brew pub and smokehouse
with an innovative menu of
meat and fish options
cooked over open fire.

Recommended: 16-hour
smoked Ballinwillin goat,
molé poblano, house slaw,
citrus pickled onion served
on homemade brioche;
Smoked Carrigcleena duck
sausage with black garlic &
anise, kimchi mayo, ca-
ramelised onions served on
homemade brioche. Order,
menus and booking
■ www.elbowlane.ie

O’Mahony’s of
Watergrasshill

Excellent and always in-
novative restaurant 15 min-
utes drive from Cork city is
currently operating as a
farmshop & café with out-
door seating in the pictur-
esque granny’s back garden
and courtyard, serving
great Golden Bean coffee,
filled Bread & Roses bagels,
seasonal hot dish, baked
goods and cake for eat-in or
takeaway. Also offering
local design, craft and
beauty products and artis-
anal food produce. Hosts
weekly NeighbourFood
market Wednesday evening.

Recommended: Asian
dimsum menu (including
Irish seaweed miso, The
Croppy Boy’s okonomiyaki,
Carrigclena Duck pot stick-
ers, Jack Mac black pudding

Blair’s Inn, Cloghroe, Co Cork (above). Below, one of the offerings
at Restaurant Chestnut, Ballydehob (Sticks and Twigs is the ta-
keout service) and Bakestone (left) Fota Retail Park, Carrigtwohill.

Curd, Mascarpone & Cara-
mel Pecans; Chicken &
Bacon Ciabatta with Melt-
ing Dubliner Cheddar &
Ballymaloe Relish; Falafel
Wrap with Red Peppers,
Hummus, Avocado & Cous
Cous; Vegan Rolls made
with Chickpea, Almond &
Quorn Filling Order online
for collection and delivery
■ www.dukes.ie

Seasalt Cobh Casement
Square, Cobh

Lovely little waterfront
cafe offering daily selection
of rolls, vegan rolls, tarts &
freshly baked cakes by top
baker Alison Cullinane to
takeaway.

Recommended: Roscar-
berry free range pork hash,
roast sumac onions, spin-
ach, organic poached eggs,
hollandaise & plum chut-
ney; Slow roast beef brisket
toastie, house sauerkraut,
horseradish mayo, Dub-
liner cheddar & leaves on
Pana sourdough; Falafel,
hummus, pickles, leaves,
dukkah & harissa in Syrian
flatbread.

Thurs to Sun, 10am-5pm
Pre-order by phone (021
4813383) or in person.
■ www.seasaltcobh.ie

Family Friendly

Sage Midleton,  Main
Street, Midleton

One of Ireland’s cham-

pions of locavore eating,
Kevin Ahern, offers open
air dining in the lovely Sage
Courtyard along with a
menu of food to eat at home
and shop offering local pro-
duce and readymade meals
and a range of accompani-
ments and Kids’ meals.

Recommended: Family
Special (Sharing Starter) 12
spice honey chicken wings
& Ballinrostig cheese cro-
quettes; 6oz Chargrilled
Beef Patty from John Tait’s
Farm in Rostellan, cheddar,
crispy onions, garlic fries
and slaw; Terry’s Chocolate
Orange Cake.

Sage Open Outside, 9am-
9pm. (Lunch, 12pm-3pm;
Dinner, 4p-8.45pm) Takea-
way Wed to Sun, 4pm-9pm.
Food Store, Tues to Sun,
9am, walk-ins welcome.
■ Click and collect ordering
www.sage.tablepath.com
www.sagemidleton.ie

Market Lane, Oliver
Plunkett St, Cork

Open Air Dining & Click
& Collect Takeaway or
Home Delivery. Open seven
days a week.

Hugely popular local res-
taurant and cocktail bar of-
fering a wideranging menu
of European and modern
Irish dishes.

Recommended: Buffalo
cauliflower, Szechuan sweet
potatoes, roasted onions
and chickpeas, dukkah,

apple & celery sala; Fra-
grant fish curry, tomato,
lime & coconut with cour-
gette, peppers, fennel
served with crispy rice.
Orders, menu and booking.
■ www.marketlane.ie

The White Horse, West
Village, Ballincollig

Offers pre-booked out-
door dining under heated
canopy in beer garden and
click and collect takeaway
options. Family friendly
American diner-style
dishes along with classic
comfort food dishes.

Recommended: (Starters)
Slow Cooked Ribs, Nachos
Grandes (vegetarian option
available); (Mains) Classic
Bacon & Cheese Burger,
Fish & Chips, 12-Hour Slow
Cooked Beef Short Rib.

Thurs/Fri/Sat, 4pm-
10pm; Sun 1pm-8pm.
■ www.whitehorse.ie

Square Table, The
Square, Blarney

Terrific little restaurant
in Blarney, now offering a
menu of ‘small bites’, sal-
ads, mains, burgers and
sides along with Kiddies
menu and sweet treats.

Recommended: Jack
McCarthy’s black pudding
croquettes with house pic-
calilli; Garden salad with
Templegall cheese, pickled
carrot, beetroot, celeriac,
Velvet Cloud yogurt, hazel-
nuts, organic leaves; Mi-
chael Twomey’s beef and
mushroom pie; Michael
Twomey’s Wagyu beef
burger, Hegarty’s cheddar,
roast garlic mayo, Follain
relish, pickled cucumber,
organic leaves and chips.

Available weekends only,
Fri/Sat 5p-8pm; Sun 3.30pm-
7pm Tel (021) 4382825 to
order or email info@thes-
quaretable.ie
■ www.thesquaretable.ie/
square-table-take-out-menu/

Budd’s Main St,
Ballydehob, West Cork

Cafe-restaurant offering
outside dining and usual
daily changing menu to ta-
keaway at reduced prices.

Recommended: Two-
mey’s Wagyu beef burger
with Toons bridge smoked
Scamorza cheese, Black &
white pudding, relish, cole-
slaw, pickled cucumber,
balsamic beetroot Mon to
Sat, 9am-4pm; Sun, 10am-

4pm Pre-order on
(028)25842.
■ https://www.facebook.com/
Buddswestcork/

Winter Warmer
Blair’s Inn, Cloghroe,
Blarney, Co Cork

Gastro-pub of fer ing
home-style cooking with
menu of wholesome winter
warmers.  Also of fering
Blair’s Out Boxes (to be or-
dered two days in advance)
and Heat at Home Christ-
mas Dinner in December.
Menus updated daily.

Recommended: Jameson
Chicken Wings; Twomey’s
Pork Belly & McCarthy’s
Black Pudding; Fish Pie
with  Smoked Heg ar ty
Cheese Mash;

Takeaway: Wed to Sat,
1pm-9pm (Collection only)
To Order: Email blair-
sinn@gmail.com or phone
021 4381470
■ www.blairsinn.ie/menu

Dunmore House Hotel,
Clonakilty Bay, West
Cork

In recent years, the al-
ways charming and very
friendly family-run Dun-
more House Hotel has
stepped up its food game
substantially and are offer-
ing a Dunmore House at
Home Takeaway menu.

Recommended: House
Nut Roast, Garden Leaves,
Parsley & Coriander Pesto;
House burger, crispy bacon,
Gubbeen cheese, Garden
Lettuce, Hand Cut Chips,
house ketchup.

To order and pre-pay, tel
023 883 3352 Thurs to Sun,
12pm-8pm.
■ https://www.dunmore-
househotel.ie/adrift-restaurant

Castle Cafe, Castle Road,
Blackrock

Open Air dining and Click
& Collect. Weds to Sun,
Breakfast and Lunch. Fri &
Sat.

Dinner on heated terrace.
Modern European dishes

in the lovely setting of
Blackrock Castle overlook-
ing the River Lee.

Recommended: (Break-
fast) Potato and kale boxty,
poached Riverview eggs,
Rosscarbery black pudding,
hollandaise sauce. (Dinner)
Fragrant monkfish curry,
tomato, lime and coconut
with courgette and peppers,
fennel and crispy rice
Order, menus and booking.
■ www.Castlecafe.ie

Cork International Hotel,
Cork Airport Business
Park, Co Cork

This is the New Yorker
menu for the “New Yorker
At Home” which is going to
be available from the Cork
International Hotel.

Recommended: (Starters)
Confit Duck Spring Rolls,
Pickled Ginger Salad, Or-
ange Glaze, Cork Meat and
Cheese Platter, Dips and
Sourdough Croutes;
(Mains) Steak Sandwich,
Sauteed Onion, Tomato,
Hollandaise Sauce on Ciab-
atta Bread, Pork Belly and
Chorizo Linguini, Red Pesto
and Rocket; (Dessert) Rasp-
berry and Hazelnut Rou-

lade, Berry Compote, Sticky
Toffee Pudding, Butter-
scotch Sauce, Mascarpone
Cream Takeaway. The New
Yorker At Home will be
available for order for col-
lection seven days per week
from 1pm-9pm. Call (021)
4549800 to order.
■ https://www.corkinter-
nationalairporthotel.com/

Travelling
on Your Belly

Izz Cafe,
George’s Quay, Cork

One of the great recent
success stories of  Cork
dining, this little cafe selling
authentic Palestinian home
cooked food has a menu that
is just perfect for takeaway,
with the Manooshet flat-
breads making for delicious
home meals along with a
range of dips and sides and
delicious baked confections
and desserts.

Recommended: Manoos-
het Musakhan — Local
fresh Irish chicken breast,
cooked with cardamom, red
onions, pine nuts and Pales-
tinian sumac in extra virgin
olive oil served on tradi-
tional dough, baked and
garnished with pomegran-
ate seeds and yogurt dip;
Tasters Mix: A sharing
platter of our three special-
ity hummus, tabbouleh, ba-
baganoush, makdous and
pickles served with freshly
made flat bread.

Order and pay online, de-
livery service available.
■ www.izz.ie

Da Mirco, Bridge St, Cork
Italian trattoria-style

menu for a great Italian-at-
home dining experience,
fresh pastas made daily, se-
lection of sauces for two
people, and desserts, all
tailor-made for a long lock-
down evening in autumn,
available as takeaway fin-
ished options or finish-at-
home.

Recommended: Da
Mirco’s Board with home-
made Italian Cured meats,
cheeses homemade bread,
olives and homemade
pickles (serves two); Polenta
Taragna Ai Funghi Porcini
Valtellinesi (Polenta filled
with Casera Cheese and
Wild Porcini Mushrooms
from Valtellina; Lasagna
Bolognese with five-hour
slow cooked ragu of beef,
pork and pancetta, fresh
pasta and bechamel sauce.

Order online, Thurs to
Sat, 5.30pm-8.30pm (Orders
must be submitted one hour
before collection)
■ www.damirco.ie

Orso, Pembroke St, Cork
Open air dining & Click &

Collect Takeaway. Break-
fast & Lunch, Mon to Sat.
Dinner, Fri & Sat.

Mediterranean style res-
taurant with Lebanese and
Moroccan dishes.

Recommended:
Scrambled Egg & Spicy
Bean Flatbread with Green
Chilli & Dukkah; Orso
Lunchbox: Baguette with
Orso mixed Salads Order,
menus and booking
■ www.orso.ie

Pilgrim’s, Rosscarbery, a jewel in West Cork dining (above) and
O’Callaghan’s cafe, deli, bakery , Lower Cork Street, Mitchelstown.

Good Day Deli,  Nano Nagle
Centre, Douglas Street, Cork.

Izzeddeen and Eman Akarajeh, Izz Cafe, 14 George’s Quay, Cork.
Selling authentic Palestinian home cooked food it has a menu that
is just perfect for takeaway.
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Annmarie O’Connor joined Sonya
Lennon ‘on the couch’ for the Irish
Examiner’s virtual ieStyle Live show.
She shared a new twist on the current
trends that have come to define our
lifestyles and our wardrobes

How to dress now

THE UPSCALE JOGGER
The love-worn lockdown jogger gets a makeover with tuxedo
panelling and bougie ankle pleating. Perfect for at-home soirées
worn with a Lurex top or Zoom-friendly glitter wrap cardigan.
Lennon Courtney Lurex belted top, Dunnes Stores, €50
Lennon Courtney tuxedo joggers, Dunnes Stores, €60
Mignonne Gavigan mini ‘Lola’hoop earrings, Loulerie, €140

THE LEATHER LAYERS
Leather proves its everyday heft
in co-ordinating easy-to-wear
separates. Whether real deal or
vegan, combine with stay-at-
home sweatshirts or
outdoorsy knits and hiking boots
for new normal dressing.
M&S Collection faux leather
belted jacket, M&S, €77
M&S Collection ‘Evie’ straight-leg
faux leather trousers, M&S, €54

➧

➧

THE SHACKET
Hybrid by name, multi-tasker by nature: the shacket (a.k.a. shirt-
jacket) segues seamlessly between fashion and function. Bundle
up against the elements or snuggle up at home: this shapeshifter
has you covered.
Check longline shacket, H&M, €99.99
Quilted jacket, H&M, €39.99
H&M Conscious wide-fit high-waist jeans, H&M, €27.99

THE NEWDRESSED UP
When nothing will do but to cut a dash: swap those heels for
cowboy boots; add tactile fabrics like corduroy and Alpaca; put on
your best overcoat and go outside. Just don’t forget your mask.
Nanushka wool-blend check coat, Brown Thomas, €850
Dolce &amp; Gabbana silk shirt, Brown Thomas, €995
Ganni Alpaca-wool blend jumper, Brown Thomas, €255
MaxMara necklace, Brown Thomas, €108.21
Victoria Beckham corduroy trousers, Brown Thomas, €690
Coach bag, Brown Thomas, €350
Ganni cowboy ankle boots, Brown Thomas, €485

THE ROOMYGÚNA
When it comes to new normal dressing: the
tighter the restrictions, the roomier the dress.
Whatever the level, make sure you’ve got space to
layer an underpinning here, a cardigan there. One
and done.
Dries Van Noten check dress, Samui, €795
Golden Goose leopard sneakers, Samui, €430
Mignonne Gavigan warm grey ‘Madeline’ earrings,
Loulerie, €299

➧

➧

➧

Brown Thomas – St Patrick’s Street 021-4805555; www.brownthomas.com
Dunnes Stores – Bishopstown, Cork 021-4345111; www.dunnesstores.ie
H&M – Opera Lane, Cork 01-5255777; www.hm.com
Loulerie – Chatham Street, Dublin 01-6724024; www.loulerie.com
M&S – Merchant’s Quay, Cork 021-4275555; www.marksandspencer.ie
Samui - Drawbridge Street, Cork 021-4278080; www.samuifashions.com

STOCKISTS
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The Irish man behind
Tiger of Sweden

city or West Cork. It was after
spending six months at a hedge
fund that he decided economics
wasn’t for him — taking a leap of
faith and enrolling in art at the
Camberwell College of Art. He
took a special interest in a
fashion module which led him to
Westminster University, where
he studied menswear, and where
he worked with Christopher
Bailey at Burberry following a
fruitful internship.

Conway worked on Bur-
berry’s runway collec-
tions throughout the
final years of his design

degree before taking a permanent
position on finishing his studies.
His internship led to six
formative years working closely
with Bailey, finishing his time at
the British heritage brand with
the responsibility of leading the
menswear runway team.

From there, he joined JW An-
derson, founded by fellow Irish-
man, Jonathan Anderson, as the
senior menswear designer, lead-
ing the men’s team. Bryan de-
livered three runway collections
and two successful collaborations
with Uniqlo.

In May 2019, he was asked to
join Tiger of Sweden as the head
of menswear. When he joined, he
worked closely with his prede-
cessor, Christoffer Lundmann.
Among their innovations, they
looked to renew the possibilities
in menswear, offering tailoring a
modern update. Blazers in high-
performance technical wools
came with detachable recycled
nylon hoods. Trousers are given
hiking functionality.

Now Conway is in charge of the
entire operation. In his position,
he will oversee the brand’s men’s,
women’s, jeans and accessories
lines — a tall undertaking for any
designer no matter their pedi-
gree.

His work will place evolution
over revolution. The spring/
summer 2021 is as useful, tactile,
and straightforward as ever. He is
not looking to redecorate a house
that is prized dearly for what it
does best. Rather, he hopes that
his outsider perspective at a
Scandinavian label can re-ener-
gise it and not just for locals, for
men around the world too.

Most importantly, he says:
“I’m not trying to shout loudly at
everyone around me with our
menswear, it’s subtle fashion.”

In a deafening landscape, a
little quietness won’t go amiss.

slowly, you start to take in some
of these decisions. It doesn’t need
to shout, it can be a soft message.
I find that more exciting in a
way.”

You can see it in the way he
puts a thin polo neck underneath
a heavy tailored jacket and blue
jeans, and how those same blue
jeans, cut just beneath the ankle,
can add some vivacity to a black
overcoat with the collar flicked
up.

Conway, 34, was born in Ra-
heeny, Co. Dublin to parents from
Cork (his mother) and Clare (his
father). He moved to London
when he was four but returned at
18 to study economics at Trinity
College Dublin.

He sounds distinctly more Eng-
lish than Irish but claims a strong
bond with his Irish heritage,
spending most holidays in Cork

and a slimmer charcoal version
but without the rigorous strict-
ness that typically dominates for-
mal suiting.

For spring/summer 2021,
which will arrive in stores early
next year, the gambit is to take
Tiger of Sweden’s modus operan-
di — “style with purpose”, with
all the flourishes of instantly re-
cognisable Scandinavian mini-
malism — and imbue it with some
emotion and romance.

“Minimalism can get very cold.
It makes you ask, ‘where’s the
emotion or storytelling?’ There’s
a romanticism and richness miss-
ing,” he said.

“Making minimalism interest-
ing is a far more subtle message.
If a man gets it right, when you
look at them you might pass over
their outfit for a second and then
you look at them again and,

“The richness of life
is in the absence of
certainties,” says
Bryan Conway, a

fashion designer born in Ireland.
As the design director at Tiger

of Sweden, a 117-year-old Swed-
ish fashion brand primarily
known for its tailoring, he spent
lockdown at home in Stockholm,
reflecting upon the uncertainty of
our future and the direction
fashion might take as we inched
closer towards lives that re-
sembled the Before Times. It was
through contemplation that Con-
way discovered where men’s
fashion might go next.

He rolled out some good sol-
utions: an abstract marble print
pyjama-style shirt and shorts in-
souciantly worn under a beige
overcoat, a long-sleeve polo neck
paired with a navy suit, an un-
tucked, roomy black button-up
and matching trousers cut with
relaxed ease, and blue jeans and
slippers with a crisp white shirt.
It had that lockdown sensibility:
uncomplicated, comfortable
clothes to buffet the existential
dread.

With rates of infection rising
again, our winter could mirror
our spring: spent largely indoors,
studying our own images on the
tiny little panel on a Zoom meet-
ing, and thinking about those
new trousers whose ghostly pres-
ence has stagnated the air in our
wardrobes. Alas, it’s no time to be
negative. People have livelihoods
to make and fashion designers
continue to self-assess, figuring
out what role fashion has in our
ever-changing lives.

It’s something that’s been on
Conway’s mind. Video conferenc-
ing from his Stockholm studio, he
shared that he’s been pondering
some things: ‘what does it mean
to wear a suit?’, ‘what is a uni-
form for a man now?’, and ‘if the
tailored jacket is less important,
what takes its place?’

Before continuing, he’s not
going to give up tailoring anytime
soon. It is to Tiger of Sweden
what interlocked Cs are to Chanel
or check is to Burberry.

“A tailored suit or a tailored
jacket is so loaded, it’s not just a
piece of clothing, it comes with so
much storytelling and in-
formation about how society has
evolved over the years. It has a
richness to it,” he notes.

One can see how the pandemic
has repositioned tailoring in his
collection: a blazer with jeans, a
relaxed fit tux in a peachy shade,

Tiger of Sweden blazer - €449
at Brown Thomas

Tiger of Sweden pullover - €129
at Brown Thomas

Tiger of Sweden trousers - €139
at Brown Thomas

B r y a n  C o n w a y
j o i n e d  T i g e r  o f
Sweden last year.

MENSWEAR
PAUL McLAUCHLAN

ROAR LIKE
A TIGER
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Left: Maggie Anne Nail Polish
in Aoife, €11.85 at lovelula.com
and (below left) L’Atelier Green
in Naked Ambition, €18 at late-
liergreen.com

Weiss-Fischmann, travelled to
Lombardy before the pandemic hit
to research the brand’s Muse of
Milan autumn collection, which
includes Infinite Shine2 Nail
Lacquer in ‘Duomo Days, Isola
Nights,’ €11.09 at nailpolishdi-
rect.co.uk — a beautiful sapphire.

Naked Perfection
One can’t help but notice how
many designers prefer nails nude
and natural, from Armani to Vic-
toria Beckham. This is a little bor-
ing, especially for manicure maxi-
malists, but I do appreciate strong,
nicely kept nails.

Nails are most flattering when
shaped to mirror your cuticle line,
so it helps when the latter is look-
ing good. I love Margaret Dabbs
Nourishing Nail & Cuticle
Serum Pen, €15.35 at brown-
thomas.com, which is rich in hy-
drating, strengthening emu oil and
fends off infections with tea tree-
extract.

Bone’s autumn show, you’ll need
two colours you’d like to see
marbled (white-on-black was the
catwalk statement), a matte top-
coat and some clingfilm. Begin by
applying one or two coats of one
shade and then, while it’s still wet,
splash a couple of drops of the
other on top. Apply clingfilm to
each nail’s surface, pulling away
quickly to create a smoky effect.
Finish with a matte topcoat such
as Essie Matte About You,
€12.99 at boots.ie, for nails that
look like polished stone.

Go Blue
Autumn’s nail collections include
the predictable raft of wine and
berry shades but blue is the real
news. It is so much a part of this
autumn’s fashion (the Pantone
Colour of the Year 2020 is ‘Classic
Blue,’ a shade “reminiscent of the
sky at dusk,” according to the col-
our-matchers), that it’s made it
into beauty. OPI founder, Suzi

Hard as Nails French Manicure
Kit, €6.49 at mccauley.ie, for
years but you can team any two
shades with stick-on stencils such
as Salon Services French Mani-
cure Guide, €2.99 for 10 at sal-
lybeauty.co.uk and achieve per-
fect ‘smile lines’ on your tips.
Clashing a nude base like L’Atel-
ier Green Paris Polish in Naked
Ambition,  €18 at  latelier-
green.com with wine or metallic
tips is also very hot for autumn.

Marvellous Marbles
Marbling is one of the easier nail-
art trends to copy at home because
the patterns needn’t be symmetri-
cal. It actually looks more authen-
tic with inconsistent swirls and
veins, no matter what the colour
combination. Canadian nail gen-
ius, Rita Remark, a fixture at New
York Fashion Week, reportedly
keeps an iPhone image folder for
inspiring tiles and stones alone. To
get marble nails like those at Rag &

No beauty relationship en-
dures like the one you
have with your nails. Hair
greys, skin cracks and fa-

cial features shift but you can wear
the nail colours you loved at
school into old age. Nail trends are
also unique, as even the weirdest
fads (piercings, mini crucifixes,
etc.), can be worn by anyone with
fingernails. Autumn 2020’s trends
are both easier than most and ex-
tremely pretty.

Bejewelled Nails
Nail gems seem fussy but trust me,
they are (i) low-effort and (ii) valu-
able concealers for chips. The
manicures at Simone Rocha’s au-
tumn show began with a glossy
clear base, then had one large Swa-
rovski crystal stuck on the side of
the nail’s tip with four smaller
crystals running along the tip and
the inner edge of the nail in a right
angle. These are as flash an embel-
lishment as I’ve ever come across
and can be applied with brow
tweezers. There are heaps of simi-
lar strass (rhinestones) available
via Amazon for less than €20 a box.
Many are cut like diamonds (prin-
cess, oval, brilliant, etc.), and all
look just as good with clear polish
as they do the leafy shades that are
always cool in autumn. Maggie
Anne Nail Polish in Aoife,
€11.85 at lovelula.com is a gel-ef-
fect burgundy worth trying this
season, it is super rich and hard-
wearing.

French Fancies
Melania Trump’s perfect nails
were one of the more ridiculous
White House controversies in this
year of stiff competition:

How could they look so good
when manicurists (non-essential
service providers) were forbidden
to work in Washington?

They couldn’t be gels or acryl-
ics, her nail beds would show after
a few weeks, noted vanityfair.com.
Why would a former professional
model living in a media fishbowl
have learned to make a good job of
her own nails? We may never
know.

The First Lady favours a classic
French manicure, which also
made an appearance at multiple
shows this year, including Valenti-
no and . It is super-easy to achieve,
I’ve been using Sally Hansen’s

Indulge your creative side with autumn’s nicest nail trends.  Picture: CND

Margaret Dabbs Nourishing Nail & Cu-
ticle Serum Pen,€ 15.35 at browntho-
mas.com

Nail this
season’s
must-try
manicures with
professional
tips and some
arty extras

GET THE LOOK
RACHEL MARIE WALSH
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lymaloe Cookery School since and thus
far written 19 cookbooks. Yet, Yotam
and Ixta have introduced me to a myr-
iad of new ways to add hitherto un-
dreamt of flavours to our favourite veg-
etables. Cauliflower, celeriac, even
carrots and cabbage will never be the
same again.

How do they do it? Well, you’ll need
to buy the book to discover all the se-
crets but a few hints, Yotam and Ixta
introduce us to a series of 20 essential
ingredients to add extra oomph — I’ve
got to add Gochujang chilli paste to my
larder! Furthermore, to add extra
magic, they hone in on four processes,
charring, browning, infusing and
ageing. And there’s more…

FLAVOUR is published by Ebury
Press. Treat yourself and maybe pick
up an extra copy for a friend who loves
to cook.
Here are a couple of recipes from FLA-
VOUR to illustrate how common veg-
etables and pulses can be utterly trans-
formed.

the world of food via Mexico City, Bra-
zil, France, Tuscany and Australia was
complex and varied, she even had a
market stall in London for a spell and
eventually got a job at Nopi, one of
Yotam’s restaurants.

Her eclectic cooking is deeply en-
grained in the cultures she absorbed
during her travel over the years.

The third contributor to this inspira-
tional book is Ballymaloe Cookery
School alumni, Tara Wigley. She cooks
and writes like an angel and also col-
laborated with Yotam’s business
partner, Sami Tamini, on his recent
book Falastin (see Examiner article,
Sept 26, 2020)

So why am I waxing lyrical about
FLAVOUR? Well, for a start I’ve been
cooking all of my adult life and a good
part of my childhood, I live on an or-
ganic farm, I too love vegetables and I
am fortunate to have access to beauti-
ful freshly-harvested produce through-
out the year. Since 1983, I have taught
thousands of students here at the Bal-

Yotam Ottolenghi is a paradigm-
shifting force on the global food
scene. His new book FLAVOUR
is quite the revelation and I

certainly don’t use that word lightly.
Even though Yotam is not a vegetarian,
he has been celebrating and singing
the praises of vegetables for decades
and is on a mission to present them in
new and exciting ways. He and his
team have been testing, tasting and
sharing the many recipes they have de-
vised to ramp up and create new fla-
vours that totally banish our concept
of traditional vegetables.

Although his six restaurants all
across London are not vegetarian, veg-
etables feature abundantly on the
menus. He’s written and co-authored
seven cookbooks thus far.

Among them, PLENTY which was
published in 2010, and PLENTY MORE
in 2014. FLAVOUR is the most recent
book in the series, Yotam teamed up
with Ixta Belfrage who is equally ob-
sessed with vegetables. Her journey to

Yotam’s cookbook is
just full of Flavour

ernment representatives to share per-
spectives and ideas on sustainable pas-
toral land management. This year the
school has gone virtual with speakers
from far and wide contributing to a
series of online presentations and dis-
cussions on themes relating to farming
for nature. It runs from Oct 21-25.
■ burrenwinterage.com

to support Irish and local.
■ irishfoodawards.com

The Burren Winterage School
goes virtual..

Burren Winterage School on Sustain-
able Farming brings together farmers,
researchers, farm advisors and Gov-

Food awards

Congratulations to Blás na hEi-
reann award winners. There were
242 winners overall — including 42 in
Dublin and 34 in Cork. The number of
entries continues to grow every year
— it’s really worth checking out the
winners in your county and continue

Ottolenghi’s Cauliflower
Roasted in Chilli Butter

with well-salted water and bring to
the boil. Once boiling, blanch the
cauliflower quarters for 2 minutes,
weighing them down with a lid a
little smaller than the pan to ensure
they stay submerged. Transfer to a
colander to drain well. Preheat the
oven to 180°Celsius fan.

Mix all the ingredients for the
chilli butter together in a small bowl
with 1 teaspoon of salt.

Place the cauliflower quarters,
onions and chillies on a very large,
parchment-lined baking tray and
pour over the chilli butter.

Carefully mix to make sure every-
thing is very well coated (gloved
hands are best for this).

Arrange the cauliflower quarters
so they are spaced apart as much as
possible; one of the cut sides of each
quarter should face down, so the
leaves are exposed.

Roast for 30 minutes, baste well,
then  turn  the  heat  down to
170°Celsius fan and continue to
roast for another 35-40 minutes,
basting twice, until the cauliflower
is very well browned and the leaves
are crispy.

Transfer everything to a platter,
spooning over the remaining chilli
butter and browned aromatics from
the baking tray.

Serve at once, with the lemon
wedges alongside.

Serves 4

Ingredients

2 large whole cauliflowers, with leaves
(1.9kg)
2 onions, peeled and cut into eighths
8 red chillies, whole with a vertical slit
cut into them
1 lemon, cut into wedges, to serve
Salt
Chilli butter
120g unsalted butter, melted (or 120ml
olive oil, if you want to keep it vegan)
110ml olive oil
1 ¼ tbsp red bell pepper flakes
2 ½ tsp tomato paste
1 ¼ Urfa chilli flakes
90g rose harissa (adjust according to
the brand you are using)
¾ tsp Aleppo chilli flakes (or 1/3 tsp
regular chilli flakes)
3 garlic cloves, crushed
1 ½ tsp caster sugar

Method

Trim the leaves at the top of each
cauliflower, so that about 5cm of the
actual cauliflower is exposed.

Cut  both  caul i flowers  into
quarters lengthways, making sure
the leaves remain attached at the
base.

Fill a very large pan (large enough
to fit all the cauliflower quarters)

Ottolenghi’s
Curry-Crusted
Swede Steaks

with gloved hands). Place the steaks,
spaced apart, on a large, parchment-
lined baking tray. Cover tightly with
foil and roast for 1 hour and 20 min-
utes. Remove the foil, turn the oven to
the grill setting, and grill for 3-4 min-
utes, until the swede is cooked through
and the marinade has turned into a
golden-brown crust.

When the swede is nearly cooked,
prepare the salad. Cut the grapefruits
into thin wedges by removing the skin
and the white pith, then release the
segments by cutting in between the
white membrane, discarding any pips.
Put the wedges into a large bowl,
avoiding the juice (which can be kept
for another use).

When you’re ready to serve, add all
the remaining salad ingredients to the
bowl with a generous pinch of salt and
gently mix together.

Arrange the steaks and any mari-
nade left on the tray on a large platter
with the salad (or plate individually).
Swirl the crème fraîche into the re-
maining marinade and serve alongside
the steaks, with the lime wedges
squeezed on top.

10g picked coriander leaves
2 tsp olive oil
2 limes: juice to get 1 tbsp, then cut into
wedges to serves

Method

Preheat the oven to 180°Celsius fan.
For the marinade, put all the ingredi-
ents into a spice grinder or the small
bowl of a processor with ¾ teaspoon of
salt and blitz to a paste, scraping the
sides as you go if necessary. Put 2 tea-
spoons of the marinade into a small
serving bowl and set aside.

Put the remaining marinade into a
large bowl with the swede steaks and
mix well to coat all sides (this is easiest

Ingredients
2-3 swedes (1.8kg), peeled and cut width-
ways into 8 (total) 3cm-thick steaks
120g crème fraîche (or coconut yoghurt)
Salt
Fenugreek Marinade
1 ½ tbsp fenugreek seeds
6 small garlic cloves, peeled and roughly
chopped (25g)
1 ½ tsp cayenne pepper
1 ½ tsp ground turmeric
2 tsp caster sugar
2 tbsp lime juice
75ml olive oil
Salad
3-4 ruby grapefruits (750g unpeeled
weight)
1-2 banana shallots, finely sliced on a
mandolin, if you have one, or by hand
(70g)
2 red chillies, finely sliced into rounds
20g picked mint leaves

Ottolenghi’s Celeriac Steaks
with Café de Paris Sauce

and continue to cook for 1
minute, then remove from
the heat.

Turn the oven to its hig-
hest grill setting. Arrange
the celeriac steaks, spaced
apart, on a large parch-
ment-lined baking tray big
enough to fit the slices in a
single layer.

The steaks should have
been brushed with their
cooking oil and celeriac
caramel by this point, but if
not, brush with some olive
oil and a little maple syrup
or honey. Make sure there is
not overhanging parchment
that could burn.

Grill the steaks on the top
shelf of the oven, until they
are golden-brown on top, 6-8
minutes. Turn the oven off,
keeping the tray warm in
the oven until you’re ready
to serve.

Return the sauce to a
medium heat and gently
cook for a minute, then add
the cream and lemon juice.
Swirl for another 2 minutes
or until warm, but don’t
over mix it too much — you
want the sauce to be split,
not emulsified.

Pour the sauce on to a
large platter with a lip and
arrange the celeriac steaks
on top (or plate individually
with some sauce poured on
top and the rest  served
alongside).

Sprinkle the steaks with a
little flaked salt and black
pepper, and serve.

Serves 4 as a main

Ingredients
2 whole roasted celer iac
(double the master recipe),
each cut widthways into 2 1/2
cm thick steaks
Flaked sea salt and black
pepper
Café de Paris Sauce
110g unsalted butter, cut into
2cm cubes
1 small banana shallot, finely
chopped (25g)
1 garlic clove, crushed
3 anchovy fillets in olive oil,
drained and finely chopped
(optional, but adjust season-
ing if not using)
½ tsp medium curry powder
¼ tsp cayenne pepper
1 tbsp mustard seeds
1tbsp baby capers
2 tbsp chives, finely chopped
2 tbsp tarragon leaves, finely
chopped
1 tbsp parsley, finely chopped
2 tsp thyme leaves
110ml single or whipping
cream
2 tsp lemon juice

Method
Put the first seven ingredi-
ents for the sauce and ¼ tea-
spoon of flaked salt into a
small saucepan on a medi-
um heat. Cook for about 6
minutes, swirling the pan
until the shallots have sof-
tened and the butter has
melted and become golden
and caramelised. Add the
capers, herbs and a very
generous grind of pepper

Ottolenghi’s Hispi Cabbage
with Nam Prik

the galangal and garlic into
the small bowl of a food pro-
cessor and blitz well.

Add all the remaining in-
gredients and pulse until
combined and finely
chopped but not completely
smooth.

Transfer to a small bowl
and set aside until ready to
serve.

Toss the cabbage with the
oil and 1 teaspoon of flaked
salt.

Place on a very hot bar-
beque or griddle pan and
grill for 4-5 minutes on each
side (i.e. 12-15 minutes in
total), until the cabbage
softens on the outside, while
still retaining a crunch, and
you get clear grill marks.
Transfer to a platter.

Add the coriander to the
nam prik and spoon the
mixture evenly over the
cabbage pieces.

Serve either warm or at
room temperature, with the
lime wedges alongside.

Serves 6 as a side

Ingredients
2 pointed cabbages (aka hispi
or sweetheart cabbage), quar-
tered, lengthways (1.6kg)
3 tbsp sunflower oil
5g coriander, finely chopped
1 lime, cut into wedges to
serve
Flaked sea salt
Nam Prik
20g fresh galangal (or ginger,
as a substitute), peeled and
roughly chopped
1 small garlic clove, peeled
1 tbsp fish sauce (or light soy
sauce)
1 ½ tsp Aleppo chilli flakes (or
¾ tsp regular chilli flakes)
1 tbsp shop-bought tamarind
paste, or double if you’re
extracting it yourself from pulp
1 ¼ tsp soft light brown sugar
50g cherry tomatoes
1 ½ tbsp lime juice
1 tsp sunflower oil

Method
To make the nam prik, put

food & drink

DARINA
ALLEN

food & drink

Hot tips
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Sunken
Apple
Cake

Ingredients
400g apples, peeled and
cored and cut into chunks

the juice of 1/2 a lemon

225g soft butter

4 eggs, lightly beaten

220g golden caster sugar

350g self-raising flour

2 tbs baking powder, sieved

1 tsp ground cinnamon

Method

Preheat your oven to 180°C
and line a 9-inch round
spring-form or loose-based
tin with baking parch-
ment.

Toss the chunks of apple
in the lemon juice and set
aside.

Put  the  butter ,  eggs ,
sugar, flour, and baking
powder into a large bowl
and combine well.

Scoop the batter into
your prepared tin and dot
the chunks of apple on
top. Some might sink.
Sprinkle  or  s ieve  the
ground cinnamon over
the top.

Bake for about 50 min-
utes until the cake is baked
through.

Once  cool  enough to
handle remove from the tin
and place on a wire rack to
cool completely.

Apple
Rosette
Tart

Cut off any excess pastry.
Cover the base in a circle of
parchment and top it with
dried beans, or clean coins
to bake the pastry blind.
Bake for about 20 minutes
until a light, biscuity-col-
our is beginning to form.
Remove the parchment and
set aside to cool for 10 min-
utes. Turn your oven down
to 180°C.

Spread the stewed apple
and apricot jam onto the
base. Roll  the strips of
apple into rosette shapes
and place them on top.
Sprinkle with the sugar
and dot very small cubes of
the butter around the ro-
settes.

Bake for 40 to 45 minutes.
Allow to cool in the tin.

with your hands. Wrap the
pastry in parchment and
place it into the fridge to
cool for at least an hour.

Preheat your oven to
190°C and grease and flour
a 10-inch tart tin.

The  apple  shoul d  be
sliced as thinly as possible
with a sharp knife or man-
doline. Toss the slices in
the  melted  butter  and
lemon juice. Spread them
onto a flat baking tray in a
single layer and bake for
about 10 minutes until soft
but pliable. Set aside to
cool.

Roll out your pastry to a
circular shape just larger
than your tin. Gently sit
the pastry disk onto the tin
and nudge it into shape.

30g cold butter, cubed

Method

Rub the butter into the
flour until it looks like
rough breadcrumbs. Add
in the sugar and combine.
Add in the egg yolk and
bring the mixture together

Ingredients

200g cold butter, cubed
250g plain flour
1 egg yolk
60g demerara sugar
for the filling:
6 medium-s ized apples,
cored and sliced into long
thin strips
1 tbs melted butter
2 tbs lemon juice
2 tbs apple puree or stewed
apple
2 tbs apricot jam
1/2 tbs golden caster sugar

Apple puff-pastry slices
one side leaving a gap around
all of the edges. Fold the pastry
over and crimp the edges by
pressing down a fork to seal the
parcel well. Make a few holes in
the top with a knife to allow the
air to escape as it bakes.

Mix the egg yolk and milk to-
gether and brush the mixture
over  the  top  of  the  pastry.
Sprinkle the demerara sugar on
top so that it sticks to the egg.
Transfer the parcel into the
fridge while you wait for your
oven to heat up to 200°C. Heat a
large flat baking tray in the oven.

Gently transfer the parcel
onto the hot tray and bake for
about 20 minutes until the pas-
try is golden. Allow to cool and
cut into slices.

Ingredients
2 large apples, peeled, cored,
and finely diced
30g golden raisins
20g golden caster sugar
the zest of an orange
1 tsp cake spice
1 large sheet of puff pastry, about
375g in weight
1 egg yolk
4 tsp of milk
1/2 tbs of demerara sugar

Method
Place the apple, raisins,

caster sugar, and zest into a
saucepan and gently bring to a
simmer, then set aside.

Lay the sheet of pastry out on
a sheet of baking parchment.
Scoop the apple mixture onto

COX’S Orange Pippin apples
have a very satisfying
sound when you give them
a shake, the seeds rattle

around inside when they are ripe as
they are quite loosely held in the
apple’s flesh.

Their smell always evokes au-
tumn, the slight stickiness of the
skin and russet colours add to their
charm. Their taste softens and mel-
lows with age but when newly pick-
ed from the tree they are sharp and
slightly astringent. I like to use
them in crumbles and tarts as they
add an extra dimension to the taste
that some blander varieties lack.
There are other varieties that will
also add bite, such as Elstar or
Bramley’s. If you cannot find any of
these, a good fresh cooking apple
will do the trick for these recipes.
The rosettes can be a little fiddly to
roll but the results are very nice. If
you have a mandoline it will allow
you to slice the apples thinly; just
turn them slightly as you are using
it to get long strips. I often make an
apple puree that can be served with
porridge or yogurt in the morning.
It is the basis for the rosette tart —
that and the apricot jam. For every
medium-sized apple, which I dice, I
use about 10g butter and a 1 tsp of
honey.

Place the ingredients into a
pan, then cover with a lid and
simmer until soft. A small sprink-
ling of cinnamon or some raisins
can add flavour.

Autumn
apples
fall into
place

BAKE WITH

MICHELLE
DARMODY
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IT IS award season in the
Irish wine world with gold,
silver and bronze medals up
for grabs in the annual NOf-

fLA (National Off-Licence Associ-
ation) Gold Star Awards. I was
one of the final judges for the
white wine and sparkling section
and standards were mostly very
high, especially in the still wine
sections.

There was a disappointing
entry into the Champagne section
but Piper Heidsieck was never-
theless a worthy winner given
how well every bottle I try seems
to be drinking these days.

At the tail-end of Spanish Wine
Week 2020 it is appropriate that
Spain took so many top awards.
Out of the six still wine gold
medals available, Spain took five,
only losing out to best Old World
White wine under €10 to a
Languedoc Sauvignon Blanc from
Labouré-Roi.

I feature a few of the winners
this week and will likely mention
more in the coming weeks. There
is a handy booklet containing all
the winners which you can pick
up at your local Independent Off-
Licence — if you are in Cork then
O’Donovans is your best bet as
Gary O’Donovan is the current
chairman of NOffLA.

It was a year for the old guard to
make a comeback with DeLoach
Californian Chardonnay winning
White Wine of the Year and a
strong showing from Rioja Lopez
de Haro Crianza won Red Wine of
the Year; and Conde de Valdemar
won best red under €20.

As part of Spanish Wine week,
I’ve been watching some webinars
from Spain and the ever inspira-
tional Telmo Rodriguez spoke on
one about how we tend to think of
Rioja as having ‘begun’ with the ar-
rival of the French in the 19th cen-
tury. The French arrived as a re-
sult of the shortage of wine caused
by a mildew outbreak (oidium) in
south western France — around
the same time we had our own mil-
dew problems with potato blight.

Telmo argued that Rioja could
also be said to have ended then as
the traditional style made in
Rioja’s 130 villages began to
change to take on a style that ap-
pealed to the markets served by
the Bordeaux merchants. He is
seeking to rediscover that tradi-
tional style and I wish him luck.

Spanish
labels
bag the
most gold

Care Wines
Solidarity Rosé, Ca-
riñena, Spain —
€14.95
Stockists: NOffLA and
Independent Off-
Licences such as
O’Donovans, Vintry,
Joyce’s, etc

A new wine to me and in-
terestingly it beat out
Santa Rita’s tasty Central
Valley Rosé and Les
Roseraies Rosé D’Anjou.
A portion of all sales
goes to Breast Cancer
Research. This is a little
riper and richer than I
would normally recom-
mend but those ripe
creamy strawberry fruits
are balanced by some
freshness on the palate
— serve nicely chilled to
tone down the sweet-
ness.

Lopez de Haro
Crianza 2017, Rioja,
Spain — €15.00

Stockists: NOffLA and
Independent Off-
Licences such as
O’Donovans, Vintry,
McHughs, Drink Store,
Joyce’s, etc

Despite the familiar label
this seems to be the first
time I’ve mentioned this
wine. Mainly tempranillo
plus some garnacha and
graciano and aged for 18
months in French and US
oak — bright black-fruit
aromas, big plums and
soft primary fruits on the
front and mid-palate and
light spice notes on the
finish. Gold for Old World
Red Under €15.

Meerestein Chenin/
Pinot Grigio 2019,
South Africa —
€9.95

Stockists: NOffLA and
Independent Off-
Licences such as
O’Donovans, Vintry,
McHughs, Drink Store,
Joyce’s, etc

This makes a nice
change as previous
winners of the New
World Under €10 Gold
are often sauvignon
blancs or chardonnay-
based blends. Delightful
tropical fruit aromas with
passionfruit and pine-
apple notes mixed with
lemon oil, textured and
fruity on the palate with
some nice lemon and
bright juice flavours on
the finish.

De Loach ‘Heritage’
Chardonnay 2018,
California —
€19.95
Stockists: NOffLA and
Independent Off-
Licences such as
O’Donovans, Vintry,
McHughs, Joyce’s, etc

This deservedly won
Gold for Best New World
White Under €20. Mainly
fermented in stainless
steel plus some in bar-
rique this has vanilla,
melon and tropical fruit
aromas mixed with or-
ange flower water and
lime — textured and
complex on the palate
with lingering pear fruits
and fine balance and
complexity. Is chardon-
nay is due a comeback?

Conde Valdemar Re-
serva 2012 Rioja,
Spain — €19.95

Stockists: NOffLA and
Independent Off-
Licences such as
O’Donovans, Vintry,
McHughs, Joyce’s, etc

In the traditional Rioja
style with 27 months of
French and US barrel
ageing (mainly the latter)
this is 80% tempranillo
plus some graciano,
garnacha and the rarely-
seen maturana. Older
than most Reserva Rioja
this tastes fully mature
with lovely layers of
creamy red and purple
fruits, lively spicy under-
tones and fine length and
elegance. Gold for Old
World Red Under €20.

Finca Carbonara
875m Chardonnay,
Rioja, Spain —
€19.95
Stockists: NOffLA and
Independent Off-
Licences such as
O’Donovans, Vintry,
McHughs, Drink Store,
Joyce’s, etc

Part of the El Coto family
of wines — I’ve men-
tioned their Rosado,
Coto de Imaz Reserva
and Gran Reserva in the
past. From the highest
vineyard in Rioja at 875m
this has rich creamy fruit
aromas with soft herbal
notes, crisp apple and
pear fruits on the palate
and oak flavours cut
through with freshness
thanks to the altitude.

particularly to the fore.
Complex earthy red fruits
with prominent spice and
hops on the palate, crisp
acidity and lingering
prickly hot spices on the
finish. Watch also for
White Hag’s 6% Pumpkin
Ale out this month called
Samhain.

cinnamon, nutmeg,
ginger and cloves with an
earthy richness from the
pumpkin — it’s a hum-
dinger (forgive the Ameri-
canism).
Pouring a bright copper
gold colour with rich
spice and malt aromas
and nutmeg and cloves

So unlike spiced pump-
kin latte which Starbucks
invented in 2003, pump-
kin-based ales have been
around since the 18th
century.
Trouble Brewing’s annual
Pumpkin Ale is always
much anticipated and
this year is brewed with

Trouble Brewing
Pumpkin Brew
4.5% ABV;
440ml — €3.99
Stockists: Matsons,
Bradleys, craftcentral.ie,
Martins, Drinkstore, Red-
monds, McHughs,
Joyces, O’Briens.

BEST VALUE UNDER €15

WINE
LESLIE WILLIAMS

BEST VALUE OVER €15

BEER
OF THE
WEEK



antibodies that fight off diseases. Fish, lean
meats and poultry are good sources but one
of the best sources is chickpeas.

5. Iron: Iron deficiency is the most com-
mon nutrient deficiencies in the world.
Anemia decreases the body’s ability to
transport oxygen in the blood — this can
result in fatigue and suppressed immune
function. Eat iron-rich foods with vitamin
C and keep away from tea/coffee to boost
its absorption. Iron-packed foods include
red meat, leafy greens, and beans.

6. Zinc: This is essential for wound heal-
ing and has been shown to decrease the
incidence of colds and reduce the duration
of symptoms if you do get sick. Zinc-packed
foods include meat, shellfish, dairy foods,
and chickpeas.

7. Garlic: This has been used as both a
food ingredient and medicine for centuries.
It possesses antibacterial/antiviral proper-
ties. It is affordable, delicious, and easy to
incorporate into meals. Eating garlic can
provide a variety of health benefits includ-
ing reduced risk of heart disease and im-
proved gut health.

8. Omega 3 fatty acids: These are anti-in-
flammatory and may help regulate immun-
ity. Omega-packed foods include fish, nuts,
and plant oils.

9. Probiotics and prebiotics: These are es-
sential for gut health which is essential to
immunity. More than 70% of our immune
system is located in our gut. If you are buy-
ing a supplement, look for one with a broad
spectrum of bacteria and at least 3-5 billion
CFU (colony-forming units) such as Optibac
or Biokult. Probiotic-rich foods include
kombucha, yoghurt, and other fermented
foods

10. Protein: Protein is part of the body’s
defence mechanism and is a critical compo-
nent of many hormones, enzymes, and anti-
bodies involved in immunity. I would advise
including a source at each of your main
meals and to obtain your protein from a var-
iety of different sources. Protein-packed
sources include fish, beans, and nuts.

THIS week I am sharing tips on your
immune system and foods that may
help to boost it. I am sharing a recipe
for nutritious chocolate spread —

chocolate is something I crave as the
weather gets colder, and this is a fabulous
healthy homemade chocolate spread.

Our immune system is an intricate, com-
plex, and amazing system. It protects us
from viruses, bacteria, and other pathogens
that try to gain entry to the body on a daily
basis.

We all know that back-to-school time and
the onset of winter weather can be challen-
ging for our immune system. What we eat
can affect our immunity; and good nutrition
allows our body to respond quicker to
threats. To function properly, the cells of
our immune system need a variety of nu-
trients.

Here are 10 nutrients, their function,
and where you can find them:
1. Vitamin A: It helps to keep the mem-
branes in our nose/throat healthy, these are
a key line of defence to keep bacteria out.
Vitamin A packed foods include carrots,
sweet potato and spinach.

2. Vitamin C: This is an important antiox-
idant and helps to stimulate the formation of
antibodies. It has been shown to reduce the
duration and severity of colds. Vitamin C
packed foods include red peppers, strawber-
ries and broccoli.

3. Vitamin D: Helps to stimulate the cells
in our body that fight infection. We can pro-
duce it in our skin following exposure to
sunlight and can get it through our diet from
foods like oily fish, eggs and fortified milk or
can take it in supplement form. In Ireland,
from October to March there is insufficient
quality or quantity of sunlight for our body
to synthesise enough Vitamin D to meet
requirements, this means that many of us
can benefit from a supplement during this
time. I always take a Vit-D supplement from
October - March.

4. Vitamin B6: This vitamin helps to make

Boost your
immune system
with nutrition

my tracker. I aim for 10,000
steps a day which isn’t easy!

Wellness Tip

■ Take a look at your diet
this week & consider
whether you’re getting
enough of the above nu-
trients.
If not, try to make small
changes for improvement; or
look at picking up some
supplements/vitamins.

Fitness Tip

■ NEAT (non-exercise activ-
ity thermogenesis) is a key
area to focus on. It can ac-
count for anywhere from 15-
50% of our total energy ex-
penditure each day and in-
cludes all activity outside of
planned exercise like park-
ing further from the entrance
or getting off the bus a stop
earlier.
I monitor this every day with

most completely broken
down.

Add the remaining ingredi-
ents and blend for 15 mins,
until completely smooth.

You will need to stop from
time to time to scrape the
edges.

Store this spread an air-
tight container in a cool
dark place

1/2 cup cashew nuts

1/2 cup almonds

8 medjool dates (pitted)

1/2 tbsp cinnamon

1/2 tbsp raw cacao
1 tbsp coconut oil

Method

Blend the nuts in a food pro-
cessor for 5 mins, until al-

You don’t have to try to ig-
nore your chocolate crav-
ings anymore with this nu-
tritious homemade choc-
olate spread recipe.

I love to have this spread
on toast, crackers, or stirred
through some oats!
■ Prep time: 20 minutes

Serves: Makes one jar.

Ingredients
1 cup hazelnuts

Nutritious Chocolate Spread

food & fitness

WELLNESS WITH
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BALLYHOURA
MOUNTAIN PARK

There is no better time to
put on your hiking boots
then when the leaves start
to change colour and the air
has a certain crispness to it
that only autumn can bring.
North Cork has multiple
walks and treks ranging
from 2.5km to half a day
suitable for all abilities,
starting in Mallow or its
surrounding regions. With
numerous marked walking
routes, Ballyhoura Moun-
tain Park is a haven for any
nature lovers with its stun-
ning trees and magnificent
scenery. mallow.ie

Eat: The Wild Goose’s
take-away menu includes
comfort food such as pizza,
curries and burgers, perfect
post-hike sustenance, while
lighter bites include sand-
wiches and soups should
you wish to collect them for
your walk. (MM)

GOUGANE BARRA

Gougane Barra is rightly
one of the most photogenic
spots in Cork. But many
tourists and Instagrammers
simply go as far as St. Fin-
barrs chapel before scoot-
ing off for the nearest Wifi
siginal. In truth, the area’s
greatest treasure is the for-
est park which must rank
as one of Coillte’s most
spectacular in the country.
There are six walking trails

for all fitness levels, but if
possible, trek high for those
Sheehy mountain views.
Eat: Gougane Barra Hotel
are offering a new Gúgán
sa Bhaile takeaway menu
on Sundays with options
from free-range roast Clon
chicken to Union Hall wild
cod. (TB)

GARNISH ISLAND

Garnish Island closes for
the season at the end of the
month, so there’s no better
time to visit the pictur-
esque island garden and
its ancient structures – the
island’s restored Martello
Tower dates back to 1805 –
for an afternoon stroll or a
chance to brush up on your
history knowledge. Catch
the ferry from Glengarriff
with Harbour Queen Ferry

which includes a visit to
Seal Island where you’ll
spot a colony of up to 250
harbour seals basking on
the rocks. Ferry departs
the pier every 30 minutes;
harbourqueenferry.com

Eat: Plan in advance
and pre-order lunch from
Bantry’s The Stuffed Olive
bakery and deli for sweet
and savoury baked treats
including fig, goats cheese
and caramelised onion
galettes, apple crumble
cruffins and a selection of
hot dishes. (MM)

LOUGH HYNE

Kayaking on Lough Hyne
remains one of the ultimate
Cork bucket-list adven-
tures. All as a result of
bioluminescence caused by
plankton in its tidal waters
the lake is particularly
impressive on clear, starry
nights when the glow in
the dark waters create a
truly trippy life experience.
Atlantic Sea Kayaking offer
the experience for dusk and
starlight tours from €65 per
person. All gear is provid-
ed but some snug woolies
won’t go astray on chillier
dry nights. atlanticseakay-
aking.com Eat: A local
favourite in Skibb, Kalbos
is a great café to stock up
on heartening sambos like
their chicken melts with
sun-dried tomatoes on
homemade brown bread.
Blásta! (TB)

CORK CITY CYCLE TOUR

Pedal through some of Cork
city’s most loved parks,
riverside pathways and stun-
ning buildings on bike with
Beyond The Glass tours.
Explore the streets visiting
historic locations such as
St Fin Barre’s Cathedral,
the Shakey Bridge on an
afternoon jaunt that is guar-
anteed to get your muscles
moving. The tour lasts for
three hours with your guide
providing fun and inter-
esting anecdotes to Cork’s
charming city. €40 per per-

son; beyondtheglass.ie.
Eat: Fuel up en route at

Soma Coffee Company’s
newest site on Anglesea
Street. Soma2 opened at
the beginning of the month
serving their renowned
coffees, baked goods as well
as a take-away and outdoor
dining menu. (MM)

DONERAILE ESTATE

North Cork often fades off
the day-trip radar when
compared to east and west
of the county. But Done-
raile Estate is one great

reason alone to divert your
compass. The estate offering
rolling acres of stately park-
land is one of those rare
locations that seems to fit
for for all seasons (once the
rain holds!). The abundance
of broadleaf trees make it
great for autumn walks and
as we creep into pre-Christ-
mas, those herds of resident
deer can come in handy Ru-
dolph back-ups, if you’re not
going to make it to Lapland.
Eat: Doneraile’s charming
Townhouse Café offers great
picnic items like soups, sam-
bos and salads. (TB)

Cork day trips to add cheer to the era of staycations
Corkcation!
Tom Breathnach
and Mel Mullan
discover 10 great
days trips to
enjoy across
Co Cork

Gougane Barra.

Lough Hyne.

Garnish Island.

The West Cork Hotel, Ilen Street,
Skibbereen, Co. Cork

T: 028-21277
E: info@westcorkhotel.com
W: www.westcorkhotel.com

Ideally situated in the heart of West Cork along Ireland’s Wild
Atlantic Way, the historical West Cork Hotel is the perfect base

for your Staycation to explore the beauty of West Cork.

OVERNIGHT BED & BREAKFAST
including an 4 course Evening Meal from €85 total price

OCTOBERMIDWEEK
2 nights for the price of 1 Bed & Breakfast Special

from €89 total price
3 nights Bed & Breakfast for the price of 2 Staycation Special

From €178 total price
Book direct & receive a complimentary upgrade to a Superior Room

(Subject to availability at time of booking)

BALTIMORE SEA SAFARI

Head for the coast and
jump on board a dol-
phin and whale watch-
ing trip with Baltimore
Sea Safari. This two and
a half hour trip takes
guests on a coastal tour
of west Cork’s stunning
shoreline taking in
lighthouses, sea caves
and seal colonies before
cruising through some
areas that dolphins
and whales have been
spotted in the past. With
so many different sight-
ings in recent years, the
excitement lies in not
knowing what you see –
a guaranteed whale of
a time. €30 per person;
baltimoreseasafari.ie.

Eat: Grab some picnic es-
sentials in the form of fresh-
ly made salads, soups and
sourdough baguettes from
Customs House Baltimore,
or, if If you’re lucky enough
to grab a slot for collection,
pick up dinner from the
Dede at Home menu. (MM)

FOTAWILDLIFE PARK

It’s on every Cork ‘to-do’ list
and we’ve all no doubt been
here more than a handful
of times, but why fix what’s
not broken? Fota Wildlife
Park is a great day out or
the whole family, visiting
the many wildlife including
lions and giraffes but dor a
real treat, book the behind
the scenes experience and
join a park warden for feed-
ing time and a chance to get
up close and personal with
some family favourites.

Tickets start at €11.50;

fotawildlife.ie
Eat: Start the day with

the Local Breakfast Butty
from Bakestone Café filled
with Rosscarberry sausag-
es, smoked streaky rashers,
East Ferry free range eggs
and Bakestone’s homemade
ketchup and caramelised
onion jam. (MM)

LIGHTHOUSE CHASING

Ireland’s love affair with
our lighthouses seems ever
growing, so why not take
a day-trip to photograph
a few? Cork’s coastline
features 14 lighthouses in
all with three located within
a day-trippable cluster
of East Cork. Start off by
heading south of Midleton
at Roche’s Point which is
located East Cork before
taking the coastal road
towards Ballycotton and
its island lighthouse. From

there, drive through to
Youghal where you’ll
find Cork’s only urban
lighthouse! Eat: To
make a day trip off it,
hit the recently-opened
Grumpy Bakers in Mid-
leton whose weekend
queue lines are already
stacking up against New
York’s busiest cupcake
stores! Beyond Bally-
cotton, the legendary
pizzas of Ballymaloe
Cookery School are
available for take-away
on Saturday afternoons,
while in Youghal The
Old Imperial and Ahear-
nes are stellar options
for a takeaway seafood
lunch. (TB)

BEARA ROADTRIP

There must be a stat out
there for the number of
Corkonians who have been
to Spain but have never
made it down to Beara. The
spaghetti mountain drive
of the Healy Pass which
bisects the peninsula is
Ireland’s most dramatic
roadway and should be on
the bucket-list of every Irish
road-tripper. You won’t
be able to drive down the
other side at the moment
(that lies in Kerry) so all the
more time to explore the
Cork side from Adrigole to
Castletownhere. Eat: For all
West Cork road-trips, the
Cork International Hotel is
offering a new take-away
menu with options like pork
belly & chorizo linguini or
a seafood massaman curry;
a handy option to pick-up
dinner on the way home!
(TB)

Ballycotton Lighthouse.

FotaWildlife Park.

From our elegant guest rooms to our refurbished family lodges.
Relax and unwind with the perfect Corkcation to the picturesque

destination of Kinsale only 30 minutes from Cork City. With 90
acres of mature parkland and bay side walks, hotel playground,

our elegant Rockpool Bar & Restaurant plus the Leisure Club and
Elemis Spa. There is plenty to do for all ages.

Take a break with our Keep It Cork
Packages from €99 for Two Guests.

Enquire today reservations@hotelkinsale.ie or 021-4706000
www.kinsalehotelandspa.ie
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BALLYNAMONA

While Garryvoe shores up
the majority of beachgo-
ers to East Cork, its wider
coastline is dotted with
lesser trodden options from
Ardnahinch to Ballycren-
nane. Ballynamona (park-
ing just beyond Shanagar-
ry) is my own favourite as
at low tide you can wander
its sandy beach and rocky
shore reef while pathways
trailing through a specially
protected wetlands area
offer an alternative return
leg. Keep an eye out for
birdlife from oyster-catch-
ers to rarer curlews, and of
course, those Ballycotton
Lighthouse views! Popular
with dog-walkers. Eat: Skin-
ny’s Diner in Ballycotton for
its gluten-free fish and chips
while East Cork’s new Fry
Guys food-truck is already
a popular option in the area
(keeps tabs on their Face-
book to see where they’re
parked up).

LONG STRAND

Already rambled around In-
chydoney? With Castlefreke
Woods brushing forests of
maritime pine down to a
sandy shoreline peppered
by sea stacks, Long Strand
offers a legit flavour of
Northern California in
West Cork. The stunning
beach is backdropped with
highlights from Galley Head
lighthouse to the east, and

Mizen and Sheeps Head
peninsulas to the west, as
well as being flanked by a
spectacular dune system
popular with kids. Eat:
The Fish Basket has added
further to Long Strand’s
destination appeal offering
everything from coffee and
brownies to moreish fish
tacos.

RING, BALLYMACODA

To find the best local beach-
es, sometimes you gotta do
a little digging. Sequestered
down a boreen off the main
road to Knockadoon, Ring
beach is the star of East
Cork’s overlooked water-
body, Ballymacoda Bay!
Sitting at the mouth of the
Womanagh estuary the
strand sweeps right across
to Pilmore and Red Barn
strands in Youghal, appear-
ing like a massive sand pan
in low tide. Keep an eye out
for seals which been making
a recent appearance while

Ballymacoda Bay shellfish
farm also offers an inter-
esting photo feature. Add
on the Knockadoon cliff
walk if you still have sea
legs. Eat: The Lobsterpot
in Knockadoon is a seafood
food truck popular with
locals while The Old Thatch
in Killeagh offer everything
from Sunday roasts to hal-
loumi burgers to go.

FOUNTAINSTOWN

Fountainstown Beach made
global waves in August
when bioluminescent
plankton along the seashore
illuminated the beach in a
display of midnight sparkle.
Its short span and proximity
to Cork City (23kms) makes
it a popular option for fam-
ilies - check out Myrtleville
beach, just up the road,
while you’re here too. Eat:
a family favourite, Angela’s
Shop & Coffee Dock is an

iconic, retro spot to pick up
some caffeine (and pretty
much any beach inflatable
imaginable) to go.

BALLYDONEGAN

It’s a long drive to Allihies
from pretty much anywhere
in Ireland, but the stunning
horseshoe beach at Bally-
donegan Bay is worth the
road-trip. Make the journey
on a bluebird day when
those white sands and clear
waters - all backdropped by
the colourful streetscapes
of Allihies - give the kicked
back vibes of Beara meets
Barbados. For a serious leg
stretch, take in the 18km
Ballydonegan loop which
circles coast, hillside and
some of Allihies historic
copper mines. Eat: Beara
Barista, one of West Cork’s
favourite food-trucks (think
Gubbeen Smokehouse hot-
dogs) are planning a winter

reopening - keep an eye on
their Instagram for more
details.

WARREN BEACH

The Warren Beach makes
a great pit-stop en route to
more far-flung wilds of West
Cork and is a fine destina-
tion in its own right too. Its
compact sandy beach but-
tressed with dunes makes it
a popular spots for families
plus it’s right off the N71 so
you won’t have to byroad
far. Eat An artisanal mobile
offshoot of the Celtic Ross
Hotel, C.R.A.F.T. food truck
refuels with menu items
from West Cork huevos
rancheros to locktails (yes,
lockdown cocktails!).

KILLBRITAIN

Tucked down in Killbritain
lies the beautiful beach of
Coolmain. You’ll find high-

lights like Coolmain Castle,
myriad birdwatching op-
tions and fine views across
the bay to the woodlands
of Courtmacherry. For an
extra stretch take the stone
bridge across the footbridge
to Harbour View Beach. Eat:
Rebecca’s Café & Farm Shop
is a gorgeous spot to fuel up
on home baking and coffee
while in Kinsale, Hamlets
offer a heated-gastro garden
and serve up delicious
wood-fired pizzas.

BARLEYCOVE

Few beaches evoke such sun
’n sand soaked memories in
Corkonians like Barleycove.
Mizen’s finest may have
become infamous during
lockdown when tailbacks to
its shores seems to stretch
back to Schull, but off-sea-
son this gilded stretch of
dunes and sand a far more
pleasurable road-trip.
Formed by a tidal wave after
the Lisbon Earthquake of
1755, Barleycove’s history
is almost as impressive as
its geography itself. Eat:
Michelin starred Chestnut
in Ballydehob is offering
an order online and collect
menu for gourmands on
the go!

NB. Time and tide wait for
no man. Check tide times
for your beach at the likes
of tide-forecast.com to make
the most of your stroll.

Eight great beaches to enjoy in southern capital
Tom Breathnach
goes beach-
combing for
Cork’s best
strands.

Barleycove.

t: 021-4852100 • www.carrigalinecourt.com • MNSP
*From €139 all in for 2 people (€69.50pp) from Cork! Subject to availability. For full T&Cs, see www.carrigalinecourt.com/tcs

AVAILABLE ALL OCTOBER
INCLUDING BANK HOLIDAY & MID-TERM!

AVAILABLE TO CORK RESIDENTS UNDER CURRENT LEVEL 3 RESTRICTIONS

Peoples Republic
Packages

for Corkonians!
4 COURSE DINNER, B&B &

COMPLIMENTARY BOTTLE OF WINE!

AVAILABLE TO CORK RESIDENTS UNDER CURRENT LEVEL 3 RESTRICTIONSAVAILABLE TO CORK RESIDENTS UNDER CURRENT LEVEL 3 RESTRICTIONS

AVAILABLE ALL OCTOBER

COMPLIMENTARY BOTTLE OF WINE!

FROM

€139
FREE ACCESS
TO LEISURE

CENTRE

4 COURSE
DINNER

INCL. WINE!
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the political systems that they
head. Fear of regime collapse has
been heightened by the near-
permanent economic crisis of the
North Korean economy.

The end of Soviet economic
assistance after 1991 led the North
Korea economic system to implode
and caused a famine. No one
knows how many North Koreans
died during the famine of 1994 to
1998 but it may have been as many
as 2.5m.

Soviet aid was replaced by
economic assistance from China
and food aid from the rest of the
world, but the North Korean
economy remains a basket-case
that lags far behind that of its
southern neighbour.

North Korea’s economic
fragility means that the danger of
regime collapse has never gone
away. Its nuclear weapons
programme is the best means the
Kims have of insuring their grasp
on power.

Having nukes makes dying in a
ditch like Gaddafi less likely.

leaders know that their regime is
built on shaky foundations as
events of the last 30 years have
constantly reminded them.

The collapse of the USSR and of
the state socialist systems in
Eastern Europe showed how quick
the collapse of a communist
regime could be. It would not have
escaped attention in Pyonyang
that Romania’s Nicolae Ceauescu,
the East European leader closest
to North Korea and who had
copied much of their style of rule,
was put up against a wall and shot
after his fall.

The fragility of dictatorial power
was further demonstrated to the
North Koreans during the US
invasion of Iraq, when the regime
of Saddam Hussein collapsed with
barely a fight, and during the Arab
Spring.

The execution of Libya’s
Muammar Gaddafi, another old
friend of North Korea, was a
reminder that rulers who rely on
their families and personality
cults, like the Kims’ and
Ceauescu’s, become such potent
symbols of the regimes that they
lead that their physical
destruction is necessary to destroy

some detail on what was
speculation for Lewis. Or tries to.
Panda, like anyone writing about
North Korea, needs to speculate a
little because of the secrecy of the
regime and the overblown rhetoric
that it produces.

This rhetoric needs to be
discounted to some extent.

It is hard to believe that North
Korea’s leaders all believe the
spit-flecked words of hatred
toward the outside world that their
spokespeople bellow out. These
leaders have some experience of
the world beyond the ‘hermit
kingdom’ after all. Kim Jong Un
went to a Swiss school to finish his
education, and, reportedly, was a
pretty normal teenager, obsessed
with basketball, video games, and
movies.

North Korea’s leaders are
probably rational enough to know
that they cannot win a nuclear war
(insofar as there can be any
winners in a nuclear war). So why
have they spent so much time and
treasure developing nuclear arms
and why have they put so much
stock in them?

Panda argues that the basic
reason is survival. North Korean

WHY do we laugh at
North Korea? Why is it
the butt of countless
comedy films like

Team America or The Interview?
What is funny about a hereditary
dictatorship that has the capacity
to start a nuclear war?

It is ironic that it is North
Korea’s nuclear programme and
its success in developing not just
nuclear weapons but the missile
systems needed to drop those
weapons on the US that makes it so
well-known, the butt of so many
jokes in newspaper columns and
films.

North Korea’s potential to begin
a war that could end the world lifts
it from being just another country
with an appalling human rights
record — run by leaders who could
use some intensive psychological
counselling — to global notoriety
and instant recognisability.

The dangers of nuclear war with
North Korea should not be
underestimated, especially in the
age of Donald Trump.

There are many potential
flashpoints between North and
South Korea where conflict could
escalate and lead to the use of
nuclear weapons.

How easy conflict could develop
into nuclear war involving the US
was the subject Jeffrey Lewis’s
‘speculative novel’ published last
year. Lewis’s novel showed how
easily a tit-for-tat exchange of fire
between the two Koreas — and
there have been many over the
years — could lead to the North
using its nuclear forces against the
USA pre-emptively, out of fear that
an attack would destroy its
nuclear arsenal as well as the
power of the Kim family.

Ankit Panda’s book provides

Laughing at what we fear

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un went to a Swiss school to finish his education, and, reportedly, was a pretty normal teenager, obsessed with basketball, video
games, and movies. Insert: This image made from video broadcasted by North Korea’s KRT, shows a military parade with what appears to be a new intercontinental
ballistic missile at the Kim Il Sung Square in Pyongyang on Saturday, October 10. Pictures: Korean Central News Agency/Korea News Service via AP

Kim Jong Un and the
Bomb: Survival and
deterrence in North
Korea

Ankit Panda
Hurst, £25

Review:
Neil Robinson

“North
Korea’s
leaders are
probably
rational
enough to
know that
they cannot
win a
nuclear war
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Deborah Orr’s youth
was “like growing up
in a religious cult
without religion”.

English writer
Sarah Moss moved
to Ireland “for
the craic”.
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‘I want to write a book whose
purpose it is to be beautiful’

Sarah Moss: On Brexit, she says, ‘At
first, we were thinking, maybe we can
have another referendum, but my
friends started to leave very quickly.’

Picture: Massimiliano Donati
/Awakening/Getty Images

John Boyne, on stage. Boyne was
talking about his state of the
nation novel, The Heart’s Invisible
Furies, and this led to much audi-
ence discussion.

“It was the realisation that I was
in a roomful of people who had
perfectly sensible reasons to be-
lieve that the future of their
country would be better than the
past. I thought, ‘It would be so dif-
ferent to live like that’.”

Sarah applied for the position to
teach creative writing at Univer-
sity College Dublin and set about
relocating her family to Dun
Laoghaire.

We’re talking five weeks after
the move — three after Sarah came
out of her enforced self-isolation.
They’ve settled well, she says, talk-
ing of the family’s love of the sea,
and of hiking in the Wicklow
mountains.

Writing of the move in a recent
blog post, Sarah admitted that one
of the reasons she wished to live in
Ireland, was for ‘the craic’. With
the country still compromised
with Covid, has she yet found it?

“Yes, I think so,” she says. “I’ve
been so moved by how welcoming
people have been. Every single
person has been extraordinarily
kind and friendly in a way that
naturally kind and friendly people
in England might not be.

“We went to dinner with Anne
Enright and some of my future col-
leagues in UCD, and absolutely
everybody put me in touch with
somebody else. And all of those
somebodies have got in touch and
said, ‘Would you like to meet up?’”

She’s looking forward to the
start of the university term — and
all going well will be able to begin
by teaching her 16 students face to
face.

And meanwhile, she’s hard at
work gathering ideas and thoughts
as she experiments with the begin-
nings of her new novel. “I’ve been
thinking for a few years that I’d
like to write the books you take to
the shelter when the bombs are
falling,” she says.

“It’s another way, I suppose, of
writing for the apocalypse but I
didn’t want to write a post-apoca-
lyptic or dystopian novel.

“I want to write a book whose
purpose it is to be beautiful. The
Birmingham Royal Ballet was
close by me in Coventry. I always
loved ballet and when we discover-
ed that my elder son, surprisingly,
rather enjoyed it as well, we
started going a lot more. I was
thinking how you watch a ballet,
primarily, for the beauty of the
thing and was thinking how that
might be done in a novel.”

“About a knife-edge decision of
those who want to go to the party,
and those who want it to just stop.
It doesn’t matter if it’s 2% or nearly
50% , as soon as it’s gone over its
beyond redemption.”

Brexit, for Sarah, was a total
shock: “I was astonished,” she
says. “I didn’t stay up for the vote. I
woke up and my husband was
looking at his phone. I said, ‘Are
we in or out?’ and he said, ‘We’re
out.’ I said, ‘Don’t be ridiculous.’ I
couldn’t believe it.

“At first, we were thinking,
maybe we can have another refer-
endum, but my friends started to
leave very quickly, and it felt
really real to me. We’d been in Ice-
land during the financial crisis,
and I’d seen them agonise, do a
kind of justice, and come back, and
I thought, I’m not leaving this
country to David Cameron. This
has to be stopped, We spent two
years marching, campaigning, and
writing letters, but it was increas-
ingly obvious that the dye had
been cast.”

During this time, Sarah had
placed a list on the fridge headed
‘Don’t Forget’. And one of her sons
had written, ‘To Emigrate’. A list
of possible countries was written
beneath this, but it was an evening
at the West Cork Literary Festival
in Bantry that headed Sarah’s
thoughts towards Ireland.

As it happens, I witnessed the
moment. It was July 2018, and I
was interviewing Sarah, alongside

was easy to imagine losing more
words, and more objects and find-
ing that the material world is less
obliging.”

All the disparate families are
united against a particular one;
whose dress and behaviour
doesn’t fit with convention. Preju-
dice rises, as the outsiders, from
somewhere in Eastern Europe
give nightly parties — the head-
wrecking music ensuring that
everyone loses out on sleep.

As the book moves from the in-
terior of each of the character’s
lives, a storm gathers pace. A cor-
responding sense of danger builds,
and tension rises. Another party
gathers pace, yet the dramatic
ending came as a shock. The de-
nouement is skilfully handled, as
the characters show their
strengths and weaknesses in unex-
pected ways.

“In the background I was think-
ing about Brexit,” says Sarah.

plan and rearranged it to have a
structure.”

A wondrous novel, Summer-
water examines the conflicts, and
prejudices of a society through
these holidaymakers –— covering
the generations. It opens as Jus-
tine sets out on her daily dawn run
— pounding up the Ben as if her
life depended on it. This is so accu-
rately portrayed — from the tor-
ture of putting on a running bra, to
that moment when, miraculously,
the body changes gear and finds a
comfortable rhythm, that it’s ob-
vious the author is writing from
life.

Explaining that, for years, she
had tried running, but failed at
5km, Sarah explains that since this
changed, she’d become completely
obsessive. “I run 16-20k every
other day,” she says. “And it’s be-
come increasingly important to
me.”

The characters include a mum
laid low with depression; a teen-
ager risking life and limb as he
kayaks through a storm; a young
couple negotiating their different
sexual needs; and an elderly
couple reminiscing about the su-
perior holidays and neighbouring
families of the past. It becomes
clear that the wife in that couple is
tottering on the edge of dementia.

“That was frighteningly easy to
write,” says Sarah. “I have apha-
sia when I’m really tired, and I
thought of myself on one of those
days and turned it up slightly. It

IT all started on holiday in
Scotland. Having been born
in Glasgow, and, according to
family legend learned to walk

on the shores of Lough Lomond,
Sarah Moss decided to return
there, and experience a beautiful
and remote place with her
children.

“It mattered enormously to me,”
she says, as we discuss her seventh
novel, Summerwater. “They had
been to Scotland as small children
but not later on, and there is a
particular place that is remote and
difficult to stay in because of a lack
of accommodation. I rented a lodge
in a holiday park for a week’s
hiking and thought it would be
lovely.”

It wasn’t. There was no wifi and
no phone signal, and it rained re-
lentlessly. “The people in the holi-
day park weren’t talking,” she
says. “And there was a feeling of
everyone watching everyone else.
That turns everything into a bit of
a performance because you know
there is an audience.”

They enjoyed the hiking but
grew increasingly tired and tetchy
because of the holidaymakers in a
neighbouring chalet who hosted
loud, late parties every night. And
when the weather had failed to
clear after six days, the family
counted their losses and went to
stay with friends in Glasgow.

Returning home to Coventry,
where she was teaching in the uni-
versity, Sarah started writing
about it. “I set off thinking every
time a character has an interac-
tion with someone from another
household, the baton passes, like
an infection or a virus, and only
one person would be carrying the
point of view at a time. It was a
playful distraction at the begin-
ning,” she says. “I wasn’t taking it
very seriously. But when I was a
few characters in, I wrote a proper

Summerwater

Sarah Moss
Picador, €14.99;
Kindle, €10.00

Interview:
Sue Leonard

“I’ve been so moved
by how welcoming

people have been. Every
single person has been
extraordinarily kind and
friendly in a way that
naturally kind and
friendly people in
England might not be

Work of seriousness
demands a lot but will
reward the reader

All Our Broken Idols

Paul M.M. Cooper
Bloomsbury, £14.99

Review:
Kevin O’Sullivan

doubtedly King Ashurbanipal
himself. He is delighted with his
own mystique, has a fondness for
dramatic entrances, and is given to
languid, enigmatic pronounce-
ments. He is regal in a chilling
way. He revels in his power to
casually, haughtily change the
course of his subjects’ lives. His
moods change quickly, his moti-
vations are opaque. He is suscep-
tible to dreams, intuitive in his
way, but frighteningly impulsive.

Despite her valiant efforts,
Aurya is dragged into his danger-
ous world. Her scenes with the
king pulse with dread. This nar-
rative has an intoxicating strange-
ness that gives it life, but also
makes Katya’s story set 2,600 years
later feel a tad prosaic at times.
Both narratives do feature
superbly handled sudden out-
breaks of violence. They address a
casual, careless cruelty, and are
genuinely unsettling, even shock-
ing.

One violent scene — a magnifi-
cent set piece describing the king
and his men on a lion hunt — pro-
vides the highlight of this difficult
novel for me. Though there are oc-
casional problems with the pacing
of the book this scene has tremen-
dous momentum, and vitality.

The king is given a wonderful
platform to be his flawed, exhibi-
tionist self. In his chariot he has a
“cold look of victory”. But for all
his triumphalist posturing, things
are about to go spectacularly
wrong. The king is oblivious, still
in thrall to his regal vanity. This is
Cooper at his best — a stylishly vi-
olent interlude, a tremendous
spectacle. deftly described, pulsing
with drama, laden with dread.

all too present. Thus they mythol-
ogise and idealise their missing
parents. Their blind faith in them
inevitably leads to confusion,
danger and discord.

The most powerful, cruel and
mysterious presence here is un-

— with increasing desperation —
for a lost parent. A lot of the emo-
tional heft here stems from those
two powerful and mysterious ab-
sences. Noticeably, both Aurya
and Katya are dominated by
powerful and cruel people who are

usually factual, it still retains an
elusive, enigmatic quality. It is a
work of high seriousness which ar-
guably could have benefited from
a little humour. A lot of concen-
tration is demanded from the
reader, along with some intuition
at times.

For a relatively inexperienced
novelist, Paul MM Cooper shows
admirable composure and assur-
ance. I’d argue that a more nat-
urally gifted storyteller might
have brought the events a little bit
more vividly to life — though that
is nit picking. There is much to ad-
mire here.

Any exploration of the nature of
time is a huge undertaking.
Cooper explores fragments,
echoes, memories, and parallels
with some finesse. He conjures up
a past which is both familiar and
strange, by turns logical and inex-
plicable.

The novel is split into two nar-
ratives, set 2,600 years apart. Both
have troubled female protagonists.
Aurya lives in Assyria under the
reign of King Ashurbanipal (669-
631 BC), and Katya works on an ar-
chaeological dig in Iraq in 2014.
Much of the novel teases out con-
nections between the two young
women. They are both searching

THIS complex novel
ponders the past, specifi-
cally its persistence. It is
carefully structured and

meticulously researched. Con-
sidered and thoughtful, it rumi-
nates and obsesses. Though un-

Paul MM Cooper: Explores fragments, echoes, memories, and parallels with
some finesse.

we are accepting that Kim Jong Un
is a legitimate or worthy ruler. If
anything, recognising that the
only true claim to power that
North Korea’s rulers hold is based
on their ability to destroy a large
part of the world shows how
illegitimate their rule is.

It does, however, mean that we
must stop making disarmament an
absolute precondition for talks
with North Korea.

Deterring North Korea from
using its nukes means careful and
steady engagement over time
rather than trying to force it to
denuclearise rapidly.

North Korea’s leaders have too
much to lose from giving up their
bombs to be easily persuaded to
give them up.

Panda’s sensible conclusion is
that we need to learn to coexist
with North Korea. He is especially
good on the dangers of nuclear
strategy and tactics that risk
North Korea starting a war for fear
that they use their nukes or lose
them — and everything else.

North Korea is not going to stop
being the butt of jokes and at some
level we need laugh about what we
fear. But whilst we laugh, we need
to accept there are some problems
we cannot control, but only
contain. North Korea’s nuclear
arsenal is one of these problems.
Seeing it as such is difficult in
contemporary politics where
leaders like Donald Trump are im-
patient for quick fixes and positive
headlines. We cannot fix North
Korea, but hopefully Western elec-
torates will soon look for leaders
who can make it less of a problem.

■ Neil Robinson is professor of
politics at the University of Limerick

Libya gave up its ambitions to be a
nuclear, chemical and biological
weapons power.

When the Libyan people rose
against Gaddafi there was nothing
to stop outside powers supporting
them against him. Nato bombs,
which would have been deterred
by threat of a nuclear missile at-
tack on Rome, tipped the military
balance of power against Gaddafi.

Panda is absolutely right to
stress the importance of regime
survival as the reason for North
Korea’s nuclear arms programme.

Developing nuclear weapons
and missile systems is an easier
option than doing some of the
other things that might help the
regime to survive.

Commanding scientists to build
bombs and spies to steal nuclear
secrets is easy in comparison to
things like economic reform.
Reform is very hard to get right,
and very risky if it goes wrong, as
the Soviet experience shows.
Reform might also leave you
vulnerable to pressure from more
powerful economies, like
neighbouring China. You may be
forced to change more, and risk
more, than you intended.

Nuclear weapons are a much
better guarantee of holding on to
power than carrying out reform.
This means that North Korea will
hang on to them, no matter what
the West, Japan and China think.

Accepting that North Korea will
keep its bombs is, Panda argues, an
unavoidable necessity.

Accepting North Korea as a
nuclear power does not mean that

This combination of images provided by the North Korean government on November 30, 2017, shows what it calls the
Hwasong-15 intercontinental ballistic missile, in North Korea. Independent journalists were not given access to cover the
event depicted in this image. Picture: Korean Central News Agency/Korea News Service via AP
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1 Where the Crawdads Sing
Delia Owens, Corsair

2 Of Mice and Men:
Penguin Modern Classics
John Steinbeck,
Penguin Books Ltd

3 Girl, Woman, Other
Bernardine Evaristo,
Penguin Books Ltd

4 The Guest List
Lucy Foley,
HarperCollins Publishers

5 Room
Emma Donoghue, Picador

Playdate

Alex Dahl
Head of Zeus, hb £18.99

Review:
Liam Heylin

stories of the husband and wife.
The police investigation is

primarily interested in the likeli-
hood that this abduction is the
work of an international gang
who have carried out such crimes
before. But as the story goes on,
the reader is nudged more and
more in the direction of things
Elisa and Frederik have done in
the past that could have caused
their daughter to be targeted for
this crime.

The other key person in the
story is a young journalist,
Selma, who is busy investigating
the possibility that the crime says
as much about something Elisa
and Frederik have done in the
past.

One of the weaknesses in the
novel is the characterisation of
the journalist as a quasi-vision-
ary. It feels a bit lame and the
chapters that are mediated by
Selma are so ripe with navel-gaz-
ing that the focus on the actual
story gets a bit blurry.

Dahl lets different characters
tell the story and gives the
woman behind the crime a key
part in this — a part which is
probably the most interesting
that the book has to offer.

The voice of the child is repre-
sented efficiently if not
evocatively. Given the amount of
books that have used a child’s
voice so brilliantly, the effort
here is fairly perfunctory.

Nevertheless, the plotting en-
sures that this is a lively page
turner. And the real skill of the
book is not so much in the twists
of the story as the manner in
which our sympathies for the key
characters are shifted quite dra-
matically.

Elisa and Frederik Blix are
convulsed by terror and fear at
their daughter’s abduction as
they begin to imagine the possible
scenarios of abuse and murder.
They also start to entertain
thoughts of revenge if they could
only find their daughter and the
mastermind of this carefully
planned abduction: “I’m going to
kill that woman with my bare
hands,” Elisa says to her hus-
band.

Rather than the author leaving
it that Elisa and Frederik are just
these generic parents, frantically
pleading to their child’s captor
through dozens of TV cameras,
what makes Playdate come to life
are the gradually revealed back-

lulled into letting her daughter
stay overnight.

It is all seems so far, so normal
until the child is not returned the
following day at the scheduled
time. Both mother and father go
to the house where the abducting
mother presented the day before
as an everyday, trustworthy per-
son. But she has vanished with
her own daughter and Laura. The
parents are left in gut-churning
bewilderment, talking to the
cleaner at what turns out to have
been an Airbnb rental.

Norwegian police commence a
massive investigation as the story
echoes of Madeline McCann and
other high-profile child abduc-
tions.

THE lives of an apparently
normal, happy couple are
plunged into nightmarish
chaos when their seven-

year-old daughter is abducted.
The abduction is coolly and

calmly executed by a beautiful
young woman who has enlisted
her own daughter in the particu-
lar school in Oslo just days before
the crime is committed. She en-
courages her own daughter,
Josie, to befriend the target of the
abduction, Laura. Encouraging a
friendship between the two girls,
this is used as a platform to get
Laura to ask her mother if she
can play with the other girl after
school. With a bit of arm-twisting
and pleading, the mother is then

Twists and turns abound in
this ‘Playdate’ gone awry

Alex Dahl: ‘Lets different characters tell the story and gives the woman behind
the crime a key part in this.’ Picture: Nina Rangoy
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Penguin Ireland
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4 Rory’s Story: My Unexpected
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Rory O’Connor and Dermot
Crowe, Gill Books
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a Complete Diary 2021
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collection of ghost stories.”
Top tip: “Have fun with your
writing. Agony is the death of it
all. When you’re frustrated, the
work suffers. Books are things
of pleasure and wonder.”
Twitter: @oeiny

The Debut
Why the moon travels
Illustrated by Leanne
McDonagh; Skein Press,
€12.95
These diverse tales show the
cruelty and kindnesses of
nature. The moon leaves the
sky — falling for a man on
earth. A hedgehog gathers
food to save the starving dur-
ing the famine; a fox saves a
child whose mother is dying.
The verdict: Life affirming,
luminous and lyrical, these
vividly told stories of folk-
lore, make the reader see na-
ture — and the travelling
community in a new light.

tell them in a real way, as
part of my life. As a traveller,
I felt a sense of responsibil-
ity.

“I spoke the words then
listened back. They went
from my mind and my heart
onto paper.”

Who is Oein DeBhairduin?
Date/place of birth: Near
Tuam, County Galway/1985.
Education: St Jarlath’s Col-
lege, in Tuam; NUI Galway,
Psychology.
Home: Clondalkin.
Family: “I’m the middle child of
five. We’re a tight family.”
The day job: Manager, Edu-
cation Centre in Clover Hill,
Clondalkin.
In another life: “I think we all
have a calling to do something,
and mine is what I am doing
now. My life is diverse. It’s al-
ways vibrant.”
Favourite writers: Doireann Ní
Ghríofa; Deirdre O’Sullivan;
Nigel G Pearson; WB Yeats;
Sam Taylor.
Second novel: “I’ve started a

A traveller, storytelling is
part of Oein’s culture. He
told his first, aged seven.

He’s a big reader too.
“In my childhood there

were books everywhere,” he
says. “When I moved to Dub-
lin, I got a library card first
thing.”

After graduating from uni-
versity, Oein worked as a
clerical officer until he
moved to Dublin three years
ago.

“I managed a holistic store
and bookshop, and then took
over as centre manager and
employment director at
Clondalkin Traveller’s
Training. I was the first
traveller to work in the Oi-
reachtas, and now work with
Senator Eileen Flynn on
traveller issues.”

Always a scribbler, who
kept diaries, Oein began the
book a year ago.

“All these stories were
coming up, and I wanted to
tell them, in order to main-
tain the oral tradition, but to

Oein DeBhairduin

The B On Your Thumb by
Colette Hiller and Tor
Freeman (Frances Lincoln,
€12.50) This is a magical
combination of spelling,
sounds, and poetry. The silent
B in thumb looks as cheerful
as the other letters, though he
has  no
work to do.
Not  so
happy for
O -U,  who
has  jus t
been
bowled out.
Each letter,
and combi-
nations of
letters, are
explained in happy little
verses. Silent letters get the full
treatment. In ‘7 Secret
Animals’ we learn “there’s a
secret hen in when, a secret
cat in catch. There’s an owl
inside your bowl and a bat in
every batch”. Later chapters
deal with homophones and
actions to involve children in
creating rhythms in the
poems, which invite them to
join in the fun. Suitable for
ages three to seven.
Eggcorns by Chris Judge.
(O’Brien, €9.99) An eggcorn
is obviously a mispronunci-
ation or misspelling. By a long,
tortuous process, Chris Judge
has assembled a hilarious
collection of same, mostly
from adult malapropisms,
each one with a funny, quirky
illustration. A soupcase could
contain such exotic items as
strawbabies or prickled
onions.
The onion
looks suit-
ably bewil-
dered, but
the
funn ies t
food items
are  the
merangue-
tan and the mermalade. How
did I become part of a dessert,
the meranguetan’s expression
asks us, though the mermaid
in the mermalade looks
happier, even inviting, but wait
until some of the many bread
slices from the roller-toaster
appear, looking for garnish-
ment. If all fails, the michael-
wave can be called into action.
A marvellously imaginative
book to amuse ages five-up.
I Say Boo
You Say
Hoo by
John Kane
(Templar
Books,
€8.90) Not
a gadget in
sight, just a
good old-
fashioned interactive book.
Each comment by John Kane
has to be answered, though a
lot of the material may stray
into the area of stinky poo and
finding the culprit. Entertaining
and colourful. Suitable for age
four and up.

The Retreat

Conor Kostick
Mentor Books, €14.99

Review: Kevin O’Sullivan

termined, resourceful, intuitive,
and skilful. He becomes a “talisman
of the people”, revered for his deci-
siveness and utter fearlessness.
However the glory he has yearned
for all his young life leads only to
“wrath, devastation, desolation, bit-
terness”.

The Retreat is unusually reflective
and thoughtful. In its way, it is a
parable or even a warning. It is mel-
ancholy, muted, knowing, utterly
pessimistic. It is obsessed with mor-
tality, but also with the death of
hope, of idealism.

The body count gets alarmingly
high, and images of hell begin to
dominate as we approach an am-
biguous ending. This is also a novel
about growth though, about a young
man experiencing and maturing —
acquiring a weary wisdom.

Although aimed at teenage and
young adult readers, this feels like
an adult novel to me.

Whatever the categorisation it is
admirable — finely wrought, care-
fully constructed. There is nuance,
shading, fine historical detail. The
world weary tone is seductive, con-
tributing to a memorable novel.

pride soon gives way to sober con-
templation, to a rueful awareness as
he is “schooled in a man’s condi-
tion”.

What follows is downbeat but
subtle, a melancholy novel obsessed
with failure and loss. Rocadamour
achieves everything he ever wanted,
but is still left empty. He remains a
highly impressive character — de-

come vividly true with astonishing
speed and ease. In battle, he be-
comes fully alive — ultra confident,
omnipresent, the vanquishing hero-
focused, engaged, terrifyingly com-
petent.

For a while he is understandably
sustained and energised by this. The
admiration, the acclaim intoxicates
him briefly. However his youthful

THIS is an intriguing, decep-
tive, unusually melancholy
piece of historical fiction. At
first it appears to be a bom-

bastic, celebratory tale set during
the medieval Crusades. It emerges
though as something substantially
different — far more complex and
regretful.

There is an unexpected emotional
heft accumulating here. What seems
a straightforward by the numbers
adventure in fact has a reverence, a
gravitas, a dignity.

The novel centres around Rocada-
mour, a young nobleman who
dreams of achieving glory and fame
on the battlefield. The Retreat opens
with him about to leave his luxur-
ious home to take part in the Cru-
sades. He leaves with “Armour that
glitters in the sunshine, an iron
sword , and with murderous intent”.
However the implication that all
will not go as planned is there even
in the novel’s resigned, downbeat
title.

Although the mission turns out to
be unsuccessful, Rocadamour him-
self shows extraordinary ability on
the battlefield. His boyhood dreams

Reflective, muted, and pessimistic

Unquiet

Linn Ullmann
Hamish Hamilton
pb: €15

Review:
Josephine Fenton

three of them. Ullman says that the
“constellation of she and he and I
doesn’t exist”.

Unquiet is a portrait of isolation
and loneliness proving the truism
that everyone essentially is alone.
Having imposed exile upon the girl
and her mother, the father also faces
solitude. Unquiet tells of the death of
Ingrid, Bergman’s fifth wife, and of
his bereavement and sense of loss.
Thenceforward he is inconsolable.

The mother, who longed for the
sort of unconditional love Ingrid
gave the father, also wanted to be
left alone. She left her daughter for
long months, to be feted in Los An-
geles and then on her return, aware
of neglecting her child, she wanted
to concertina all her maternal wor-
ries into a few weeks. She had even
more lovers than the father had
wives, revelling in her power as
“one of the most beautiful women in
the world”.

In Unquiet Ullmann debates the
concept of beauty. Looking at her
mother’s life she finds it without
much merit, seeing the actress as
both victim and exploiter. This is, of
course, the sort of stance that the
father took in his films. As a young
woman the mother was named: Eli-
sabet, Eva, Alma, Anna, Maria,
Marianne, Jenny, Manuela, Eva
again, and Marianne again in the
various roles in which he cast her.
Young womanhood in his films is de-
fined not by character but by
beauty. Unquiet might send its
readers back to the films: reviewing
them might lead to a re-evaluation
of their qualities.

Linn Ullmann is feminist in a
manner which would have been un-
likely in her parents’ generation but
it seems probable that they would
never have been in the forefront of
the movement. Her book, Unquiet,
addresses the role of women but also
deals with many other ideas. In
presenting unreachable and un-
knowable existences, it is intelligent
and exploratory. Not unlike one of
the father’s films.

Fårö whereas the mother and
daughter co-exist in city apart-
ments.

Sometimes the child is suspended
in solitude whilst the mother works
in the USA and the father is winter-
ing with a more permanent partner,
Ingrid, at home in Stockholm. Baby-
sitters do not merit a stone of their
own so during these periods of par-
entlessness there is only one soli-
tary pebble on the sand. There is no
extant photograph featuring the

SOME therapists have, in
their practice rooms, a tray
of sand and a collection of
stones and shells. Clients, if

willing, may choose objects to repre-
sent the significant people in their
lives. They can then place them on
the sand to indicate relationships,
and insights emerge from these
choices. To some extent Linn Ull-
mann’s, Unquiet, is a literary ver-
sion of this exercise.

Ullmann identifies Unquiet as a
novel and yet it is clearly a memoir,
if an unusual one. Although she
does not mention the names of her
parents, preferring to call them, ‘the
father’ and ‘the mother’ and herself
‘the girl’ we discover that her
mother is the actress Liv Ullmann,
sometime lover of Ingmar Bergman.
It would be facile to state that the
structure of the text resembles one
of Bergman’s existentialist films but
this idea does have some communi-
cative mileage.

Short sections within longer
chapters chronicle a selection, or
collection, of moments and
thoughts. The girl “doesn’t look like
a single picture of herself, and every
picture of her is different from every
other” and the father cut “photos
out of albums, stuck them into his
notebooks and wrote alongside
them or would even scribble some-
thing on the photos”.

As demonstrated by these
extracts Ullmann’s language is
simple and straightforward and her

Norwegian author Linn Ullmann is a feminist in a manner which would have been un-
likely in her parents’ generation. Picture: Francois Guillot/AFP via Getty Images

Norwegian is unobtrusively trans-
lated by Thilo Reinhard.

In this way the pebbles are placed
in the sand. The mother’s and
father’s stones were once touching
or, even, overlapping. They were
two excluding all others. When the
girl came along the stones of the
lovers separated to the edges with
the girl’s object moving from side to
side between them. The father and
the daughter come together for long
summers on the Baltic Sea island of

First Thoughts: Intelligent and exploratory

BEGINNER’S PLUCK

Emmet Arrigan

MASS MARKET FICTION

FICTION

PAPERBACK NON-FICTION

HARDBACK NON-FICTION

FOR THE
CHILDREN

Bestsellers

1 Dog Man 9:
Grime and Punishment
Dav Pilkey, Scholastic US

2 Beano Annual 2021
DC Thomson & Co.

3 Is There Anybody Out There?
Dara O Briain, Scholastic

4 The Great Irish Farm Book
Darragh McCullough,
Gill Books

5 The World’s Worst Parents
David Walliams, HarperCollins

CHILDREN’S/ YOUNG ADULT

SUE LEONARD
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Darragh Maloney presents live
coverage of ar Sa t er a

a c e ter ted in Group H
from Parc des Princes, Paris. Com-
mentary from George Hamilton.

The Great British Bake Off
C4, 8pm
Week-five is Pastry Week in the
Tent of Dreams. Noel Fielding and
Matt Lucas will be on hand with
moral support as thetension
mounts.

dumped him for spending too
much time in his dingy local pub.
In fact, he’s in such a rut that he
barely notices that London is
beingoverrunby zombies.He ends
up getting a genuine ‘lock-in’ at
the pub but can he save his best
mate and girlfriend? Genuinely
funny.

Tuesday
Champions League Live
RTÉ2, KO 8pm

more tragic story emerges about
his paternal great grandfather’s
experiences following the First
World War, when he returned with
such severe ‘shellshock’ — or com-
bat PTSD — that he couldn’t go
back home to his young family.

Shaun of the Dead
ITV4, 9pm
It’s a ‘rom zom com’, if you must
know. Simon Pegg stars as Shaun,
who hates his job and whose girl-
friend Liz (Kate Ashfield) has just

Sunday
Premier League
S e e d td u a (12pm,
BT Sport); ry ta a ace

r to (2pm, Sky Sports);
S ur e t a (4.30pm, Sky
Sports); e ce ter to a
(7.15pm, Sky Sports).

DIY SOS: The Big Build Ireland
RTÉ One, 6.30pm
A team of volunteers, builders,
suppliers, friends and neighbours,
led by presenter, Baz Ashmawy,
takes on the task of renovating
homes of deserving families. This
alone isn’t enough of a challenge
so they have only nine days to
transform each home — and have
to rely on the generosity of volun-
teer tradesandsupplierdonations.
There’s far more heart and
warmth to this series than some of
the other basic room makeover
shows. In this first episode the
home of Amy Mulcahy, aged 13, is
converted to meet her new needs
— she was left with a life-altering
brain injury after a rowing acci-
dent in Limerick in 2019.

Dermot Bannon’s Incredible Homes
RTÉ One 9.30pm
It’s Sunday evening and time to
join a wide-eyed Dermot as he vi-
sits some spectacular houses
around the world. (See page 13 for
our interview with Dermot Ban-
non.)

onday
Premier League

e t ro ur ey (5.30pm,
Sky Sports); eed o e
(8pm, Sky Sports).

Who Do You Think You Are?
BBC1, 9pm
Actor, comedian, author and pres-
enter David Walliams is the latest
celeb to trace his lineage in the
genealogy series, and he’s delight-
ed to learn that being an enter-
tainer is something that runs in
his family. He finds out more
about his great-great grandfather
who, after becoming blind, forged
a new career for himself as a
travelling entertainer. However, a

Saturday
Strictly Come Dancing
Launch Show 2020
BBC1, 7.50pm
There will be flounces, there will
be sequins, there will be drama —
and all within the extremely popu-
lar and comforting template of
Strictly Come Dancing. Even
though for a while it had looked for
like the series would not go ahead,
it definitely is — albeit over a
shorter timespan. There will be
nine episodes this year instead of
the usual 13.

Saturday GAA Live
RTÉ2, 5.15pm
Joanne Cantwell is joined by
Kevin McStay for live coverage
from the Athletic Grounds, Ar-
magh, of the Allianz Football
League Division 2 game, r a

o co o (throw-in 5.30pm),
with commentary from Darragh
Maloney and Dessie Dolan; o
a a erry (throw-in 2pm,
GAA Go); or out (throw-in
4pm, GAA Go)

Premier League
erto er oo (12.30pm,

BT Sport); e ea Sout a
to (3pm, BT Sport); a ty

r e a (5.30pm, Sky Sports);
e ca t e a td, (8pm, Sky

Sports).

The Shining
BBC2, 9.15pm
A couple of weeks’ isolation with
the family slowly drives Jack Ni-
cholson’s character to insanity in
this 1980 Stanley Kubrick adap-
tation of Stephen King’s best-sell-
ing novel. It’s the face that
launched a million memes — Jack
Nicholson plays recovering alco-
holic, JackTorrance,who takesup
a job as winter caretaker of the
Overlook Hotel. He brings his wife
Wendy (Shelley Duvall) and cute
go-karting-along-the-corridors
son, Danny (Danny Lloyd). The
plan is to concentrate on the book
he’s writing in a boring, secluded
environment. Soon, Jack is chat-
ting to some ‘guests’ who never
managed to leave and things be-
come fraught.

Above, Marcus Lamb as Terence McSwiney in ‘74 Days: The Hunger Strike of Terence
McSwiney’ on RTÉ One on Wednesday; the show is presented by Sarah Anne Buckley,
above right, and below right, ‘DIY SOS: The Big Build Ireland’ is on RTÉ One on Sunday.

Wednesday
74 Days: The Hunger Strike
of Terence MacSwiney
RTÉ One, 9.30pm
The death by hunger strike, 100
years ago, of Terence MacSwiney,
is regarded as one of the most im-
portant events in thehistory of the
Irish revolutionary period, ‘74
Days’ uses contemporary science
insights and the original medical
notes recorded during MacSwi-

ney’s hunger strike to recreate the
story of the last 74 days of his life.
Contributors include Ciara
Breathnach, Niall Murray and He-
lene O’Keeffe.

Thursday
Fíorscéal — Tsunamis:
A Global Threat
TG4, 10.30pm
Tsunamis are so sudden and
powerful that in a few hours they
can destroy everything and disap-

pear. What can we do to ready our-
selves against this natural dis-
aster? Scientists investigate.

Friday
Sport, Premier League

to a eed (8pm, BT
Sport).

Friday Night Soccer
RTÉ2, 7.30pm
Live coverage of an SSE Airtricity
League game (TBC).

Streaming Tips
Oct 16 exclusively on Netflix,
Drama/Romance)

The intrigue of the late 18th-
centuryFrenchcourt under the
rule of King Louis XVI provides
a vivid backdrop to a lavish
period drama.

Borat Subsequent Moviefilm:
Delivery of Prodigious Bribe
to American Regime For Make
Benefit Once Glorious Nation
of Kazakhstan
Starring Sacha Baron Cohen
and Irina Nowak. Film to
launch globally on Oct 23 on
Amazon Prime Video

Rebecca

(Cert 12, 122 mins, streaming
from Oct 21 on Netflix)
Award-winning Essex-born
filmmaker Ben Wheatley
(High-Rise, Free Fire) puts his
stylish spin on Daphne du
Maurier’s novel, which was
memorably adapted for the
screen in 1940 for director
Alfred Hitchcock.
In this new version, Lily James
plays the new wife of handsome
widower Maxim de Winter
(Armie Hammer).
* See Weekend page 54

La Revolution

(8 episodes, streaming from

TUESDA
Dan Hegarty The Alternati e,
RT 2fm, 10pm: Sessions from
the archives feature ernon
Jane from last year, and The Stun-
ning from in a recording that
was their first for The a e a i g

ho .

WED ESDA
The Full Score, RT yric fm,
1pm A concert recorded at the
Castleconnell Autumn Concerts
Series in Limerick features pianist,
Kevin Jansson, playing music by
Schubert and Schumann.

THURSDA
The Forum: Singer, Actor And
Ci il Rights Acti ist Paul Robe
son, BBC World Ser ice, 10am:
Paul Robeson was one of the first
black Americans to achieve inter-
national fame in the music world. A
man whose political awareness
led to the inclusion of Kevin Barry’
on one of his albums, he also sup-
ported independence for African
colonies, and spoke out for
workers’ rights. This show looks at
how such convictions and his
loyalty to Soviet leader, Josef Sta-
lin, led to Robeson being hounded
by the authorities in the US.

Dan Hegarty The Alternati e,
RT 2fm, 10pm Includes the live
set by Jafaris at icar Street in
March when he was one of the art-
ists performing at the concert for
the nominees for the Choice Music
Prize.

FRIDA
The yric Concert, RT yric fm,
pm: A concert from the stage of

the National Concert Hall includes
mezzo soprano Rebeca Sanchez
performing with the RT National
Symphony Orchestra.

Cro dScience: Am I Related To
A Virus? BBC World Ser ice,
8.30pm: A look at whether viruses
can be considered as living’. We
hear how they do have DNA, but
can’t reproduce on their own.

SATURDA

Graham Norton, BBC 2, 10am:
The Cork broadcaster chats to as-
tronaut, Tim Peake, about his new
book Li itless, which describes
what it was like to spend time in
space.

Futureproof, Ne stalk, noon:
More science news from Johna-
than McCrea and co.

SU DA

The yric Feature, RT yric fm,
pm: A repeat of the documentary

from last year on John Kinsella,
the self-taught composer who has
produced symphonies through
the decades.

Wexford Festi al Opera, RT
yric fm, pm Irish soprano Clau-

dia Boyle and Sicilian tenor Pietro
Adaini join forces in the final con-
cert of this year’s reimagined
opera festival in Wexford.

Talking History, Ne stalk, pm:
A discussion of some of the best
recently-published history books.

O DA

o e by Roddy Doyle, BBC 4,
noon: Brendan Gleeson reads
these daily instalments of the
Irish writer’s book about two child-
hood pals who meet as adults and
reminisce about their youth.

Michael Morpurgo’s Folk our
neys, BBC 4, 4pm: Best known
for books such as a o se and

i ate ea e l, in this new four-
part series he looks at folk songs.

irst up is Johnny I Hardly Knew
e’, it has been covered by the

Clancys and other Irish groups,
but was actually written in London.

Book on One, RT 1, 11.20pm:
The second week of readings by
Co Cork-based writer Sara Baume
from her book, a di o k. A work
of non-fiction, it charts her daily
process of writing.

O ATC R IOCAR LINE DELANE

tv &tv &

RED FM: 7.00 Morning Show. 10.00 Colm O’Sullivan. 2.00 Live from the Pod. 6.00 The Big
Red Bench with Ruairi. 7.00 Stevie G’s Block Party. 10.00 Saturday Night Hits. 12.00
Non-stop Hits.
RTÉ RADIO 1: 6.00 Rising Time. 8.00 Countrywide. 9.00 Playback. 10.00 The Business.
11.00 Brendan O’Connor. 1.00 Saturday with Katie Hannon. 2.00 Saturday Sport. 9.00 Céilí
House. 10.00 South Wind Blows. 11.00 Country Time. 12.00 Late Date. 2.00 RTÉ Gold on
RTÉ Radio 1.
RTÉ LYRIC FM: 7.00 Daybreak with Evonne Ferguson. 10.00 The Hamilton Scores. 1.00
Movies and Musicals. 4.00 Evelyn Grant’s Weekend Drive. Selection of the world’s best
music. 6.30 Culture File Weekly. 7.00 Opera Night with Paul Herriott. Puccini’s Madame
Butterfly. 10.00 Vespertine with Ellen Cranitch. 1.00 Lyric Through the Night.
RTÉ 2FM: 7.00 Weekend Breakfast with Carl and Aifric. 9.00 Louise McSharry on 2FM. 11.00
Chris and Ciara. 1.00 Dave Fanning. 3.00 Stephen Byrne. Music, entertainment news and
sports updates. 5.00 2FM Saturday. Today’s hottest sounds, the latest sports updates and all

your requests! 7.00 The Electric Disco with Jenny Greene. 9.00 Mo-K. 11.00 The Spring
Sessions. 1.00 White Noise. 2.00 The Late Night Sessions.
TODAY FM: 8.00 Alison Curtis. 11.00 Jessica Maciel. 2.00 Pumped Up Kicks. 6.00 Saturday
Hits. 9.00 Claire Beck’s Saturday SoundSystem. Three hours of absolute bangers to get you
ready to go ëout-out’, or indeed ëin-in’. Expect everything from house classics and festival
favourites to future dancefloor fillers. 1.00 Overnight Music.
RTÉ RAIDIÓ NA GAELTACHTA: 7.30 Béal Maidine. 9.30 Rogha na Seachtaine. 10.30 An
Cúinne Dána. 11.00 An tSeachtain le Máirín Ní Ghadhra. 12.00 Príomhscéalta na Nuachta.
12.08 Togha agus Rogha. 1.00 Nuacht a hAon. 1.20 Cas Ceirnín. 2.00 Spórt an tSathairn.
6.00 Nuacht a Sé. 6.30 Blas. 7.00 Reacaireacht an Tráthnóna. 9.00 An Ghealach Ghorm.
Music show presented by Áine Hensey. 12.00 Scoth na Seachtaine.
CORK’S 96FM: 7.00 Weekend Breakfast. 9.00 KC and Ross The Highlight Show. 10.00
Wayne Hilton. 2.00 Total Access. 6.00 Club 96. 2.00 The Best Music Mix Non Stop.
C103 (NORTH AND EAST CORK): 7.00 Nick Richards. 10.00 Farm Talk. 11.00 Sport. 12.00
Jimmie Reidy. 2.00 Sport. 6.00 Country. 10.00 Overnight.
C103 (WEST CORK): 7.00 Weekend Breakfast Show. 10.00 Farm Talk. 11.00 Sports Preview.
12.00 Jimmie Reidy. 2.00 Sport. 6.00 Country. 10.00 Overnight.

CUH FM 102.8: 12.00 Mass. 12.30 Mike O’Sullivan. 2.00 John Hickson. 5.00
Rasheed Ajao. 6.00 Check It Out with Marguerite White. 7.15 Vigil Mass. 8.00
Saturday Favourites.
RADIO KERRY: 7.00 Weekend Wake-up. 9.00 Saturday Supplement. 11.00 Saturday
Show. 2.00 Sport. 6.10 Fresh. 9.00 Great Singers Great Songs. 11.00 Dancehalls of
Kerry. 12.00 Music Through the Night.
CLARE FM: 7.00 Weekend Breakfast Show. 9.00 Cul Chaint. 9.30 Farm Focus. 10.00
Country Corner. 1.00 Guess the Year. 2.00 The Feel Good Weekend. 6.00 Life, Love
and Happiness. 8.00 Good Vibrations. 9.00 Noone at Night. 10.00 John Ryan. 12.00
Night Moves.
TIPPERARY FM: 7.00 Breakfast Show. 9.00 Ag Report. 10.00 Down Your Way.
11.00 Trudi Lalor. 2.00 Davin Toomey. 6.00 Life, Love and Happiness. 8.00 Therese
McInerney. 10.00 Trystan Russell. 12.00 Fran Curry. 2.30 Rhythm of the Night.
LIVE 95: 7.00 In the County. 10.00 Sport. 11.00 Weekend Mix. 5.30 Sports
Roundup. 6.00 School Anthems. 10.00 Sounds Easy. 12.00 Overnight Music.
NEWSTALK 106-108FM: 7.00 In Case You Missed It. 8.00 Newstalk Breakfast
with Susan Keogh. Current affairs. 9.00 The Home Show with Sinead Ryan.

10.00 Down to Business with Bobby Kerr. 12.00 Futureproof with Jonathan McCrea.
1.00 Off the Ball. 5.00 Tech Talk with Jessica Kelly. 6.00 Screentime with John Fardy.
7.00 Soundscape. 8.00 Embedded: Tech in Town. 9.00 Documentary and Drama on
Newstalk. 10.00 Best of The Pat Kenny Show. 11.00 The Home Show with Sinead
Ryan. 12.00 Best of Newstalk.
SPIN 1038: 8.00 The Best of Fully Charged. 10.00 Pop Radio. 1.00 Plan B. 3.00
Spin Hits. 7.00 Saturday Night Takeover. 10.00 House Party. 12.00 Essential Beats.
2.00 Spin Hits at Night.
98FM: 6.00 Brendan Roache. 9.00 Ciaran O’Connor. 12.00 Andy Clarke. 4.00 Karl
Dawson. 7.00 Throwback Anthems. 10.00 Hot Mix. 12.00 The Sound of the City at
Night.
FM104: 6.00 Breakfast Show. 9.00 Best of the Strawberry Alarm Clock. 12.00 All
Request Saturday. 3.00 Hits and Sport. 6.00 Block Party Mix. 7.00 Total Access.
12.00 The Night Time Network. 4.00 Best of the Phone Show.
Q102: 7.00 The Weekend Buzz. 8.00 Paul Bradley. 11.00 Martin King. 3.00
Johnny Bowe. 7.00 The Feel Good 80s Party. 12.00 Feel Good Music
Through The Night.

BBC RADIO 1: 5.00 The Happy Hour from Radio 1. 6.00 Radio 1 Dance. 7.00 Weekend
Breakfast with Matt and Mollie. 10.00 Radio 1 Anthems with Matt and Mollie. 10.30 Radio 1
Anthems with Jordan North. 11.00 Jordan North. 1.00 Dev. 4.00 Radio 1’s Dance Anthems
with Charlie Hedges. 5.00 Radio 1’s Dance Anthems with Charlie Hedges. 6.00 Radio 1’s
Dance Anthems with Charlie Hedges. 7.00 1Xtra Live 2020 – DJ Target. 9.00 1Xtra Live 2020
– Tiffany Calver. 11.00 Diplo and Friends. 12.00 Diplo and Friends. 1.00 Radio 1’s Classic
Essential Mix. 3.00 Danny Howard’s Club Mix. 4.00 Radio 1’s Wind Down Presents.
BBC RADIO 2: 6.00 Sounds of the 60s with Tony Blackburn. 8.00 Helen Skelton. 10.00
Graham Norton. 1.00 Pick of the Pops. 2.00 Pick of the Pops. 3.00 Rylan on Saturday. With
guests Amanda Holden and Lucy Spraggan. 6.00 Liza Tarbuck. 8.00 The Rock Show with
Johnnie Walker. 9.00 The Glory of Glam. 10.00 The Craig Charles House Party. 11.30 The
Craig Charles House Party Mixtape. 12.00 Ana Matronic’s Dance Devotion. 2.00 Motown at
the BBC. 3.00 Motown at the BBC. 4.00 Angela Scanlon.
BBC RADIO 3: 7.00 Breakfast. 9.00 Record Review. 11.45 Music Matters. 12.30 This
Classical Life. 1.00 Inside Music. 3.00 Sound of Cinema. 4.00 Music Planet. 5.00 J to Z. 6.30
Opera on 3. Verdi’s Les vêpres siciliennes, recorded in 2013 at the Royal Opera House. 10.30
New Music Show. 12.00 Freeness. 1.00 Through the Night.

BBC RADIO 4: 5.30 News Briefing. 5.43 Prayer for the Day. 5.45 Four Thought. 6.00 Weather.
6.07 Ramblings. 6.30 Farming Today This Week. 6.57 Weather. 7.00 Today. 8.45 (LW)
Yesterday in Parliament. 9.00 Saturday Live. 10.30 The Kitchen Cabinet. 11.00 The Week in
Westminster. 11.30 From Our Own Correspondent. 12.00 News. 12.01 Weather. 12.04 Money
Box. 12.30 The News Quiz. 12.57 Weather. 1.00 News. 1.10 Any Questions?. 2.00 Any
Answers?. 2.45 Drama: Fault Lines: Sex. 3.30 Reading the Water. 4.00 Weekend Woman’s
Hour. 5.00 Saturday PM. 5.30 The Bottom Line. 5.54 Weather. 5.57 Weather. 6.00 Six O’Clock
News. 6.15 Loose Ends. 7.00 Profile. 7.15 My Dream Dinner Party. 7.45 The Californian
Century. 8.00 Archive on 4: Play for Today. 9.00 Drama: Dangerous Visions: Speak. 9.45
Rabbit Is Rich. 10.00 Weather. 10.15 The Moral Maze. 11.00 Brain of Britain. 11.30 Poetry
Please. 12.00 Weather. 12.15 A British History in Weather. 12.30 Short Works. 12.48
Weather. 1.00 As BBC World Service. 5.20 Weather.
RADIO 5 LIVE: 5.00 5 Live Boxing. 6.00 Saturday Breakfast. 9.00 Scott Mills and Chris Stark.
11.00 Fighting Talk. 12.00 5 Live Sport. 12.30 5 Live Sport: Scottish Premiership Football
2020-21. 2.30 5 Live Sport. 3.00 5 Live Sport: Premier League Football 2020-21. 4.45 5 Live
Sport: 5 Live Rugby Union. Exeter Chiefs v Racing 92 (Kick-off 4.45pm). 7.00 6-0-6. 9.00
Stephen Nolan. 12.00 How Do You Cope? With Elis and John. 1.00 Jim Davis.

RED FM: 6.00 Breakfast Show. 8.00 Fiona O’Donovan. 10.00 Mick Mulcahy. 2.00 Kilian Pettit.
6.00 The Big Red Bench with Ruairi. 7.00 Green on Red. 10.00 Non-stop Hits.
RTÉ RADIO 1: 6.00 Rising Time. 8.00 News. 8.30 Bowman. 9.00 Sunday Miscellany. 10.00
Sunday with Miriam. 11.00 Brendan O’Connor. 1.00 News. 2.00 Sunday Sport. 6.00 The
History Show. 7.00 The Book Show. 7.30 The Poetry Programme. 8.00 Drama on One. 9.00
The Rolling Wave. 10.00 Simply Folk. 11.00 Late Date. 2.00 RTÉ Gold on RTÉ Radio 1.
RTÉ LYRIC FM: 7.00 Vox Nostra with Vlad Smishkewych. 10.00 The Hamilton Scores. 1.00
Aedín Gormley’s Sunday Matinée. 4.00 Weekend Drive. 6.00 The Lyric Feature. 7.00 Wexford
Festival Opera Live. 10.00 Vespertine with Ellen Cranitch. 1.00 Lyric Through the Night.
RTÉ 2FM: 6.00 2FM Overnight. 7.00 Breakfast with Carl and Aifric. 9.00 Louise McSharry.
11.00 Chris and Ciara. 1.00 Dave Fanning. 3.00 Stephen Byrne. 5.00 2FM Sunday. 7.00 The
Request Show with Emma Power. 9.00 Tara Stewart. 10.00 Dan Hegarty – The Alternative.
12.00 Ferry Corsten’s Countdown. 1.00 Rave Culture Radio Tritonia. 2.00 2FM Overnight.

TODAY FM: 8.00 Alison Curtis. 11.00 Mario’s Sunday Roast. 1.00 Jessica Maciel. 4.00 Philip
Cawley. 7.00 Ed Smith’s Songs of Praise. 10.00 Paul McLoone. 1.00 Overnight Music.
RTÉ RAIDIÓ NA GAELTACHTA: 7.30 Béal Maidine. 9.30 Cartlann Bhóthar na Léinsí. 10.00 An
tSeachtain le Máirín Ní Ghadhra. 11.00 Aifreann an Domhnaigh. 12.00 Togha agus Rogha.
1.00 Nuacht a hAon. 1.15 Baile an Droichid. 1.50 Spórt an Lae. 6.00 Nuacht a Sé. 6.30 An
Cúinne Dána. 7.00 Timpeall an Tí. 8.00 Siúlach Scéalach. 9.00 Tequila Tíre. 11.00 An
tSeachtain le Máirín Ní Ghadhra. 12.00 Scoth na Seachtaine.
CORK’S 96FM: 6.00 Totally 80s. 8.00 The Arts House. 10.00 Oldies and Irish. 2.00 The
Score. 6.00 Select Irish. 8.00 The Love Zone. 12.00 The Best Music Mix Non Stop. 3.00 The
Opinion Line.
C103 (NORTH AND EAST CORK): 6.00 Totally 80s. 8.00 The Arts House. 10.00 The Irish
Sunday. 2.00 Sport. 7.00 Where The Road Takes Me. 8.00 Tim Coughlan. 11.00 Cork Today.
1.00 Overnight.
C103 (WEST CORK): 6.00 Totally 80s. 8.00 The Arts House. 10.00 The Irish Sunday. 2.00
Sport. 7.00 Where The Road Takes Me. 8.00 Tim Coughlan. 11.00 Cork Today. 1.00
Overnight.

CUH FM 102.8: 8.30 Mass. 9.15 Sunday Service. 10.00 Mass. 10.30 World of
Opera and Song. 12.00 Irish Music Show. 2.00 Mick O’Sullivan Show. 4.00 Brian
O’Halloran. 6.00 The Sunday Show. 8.00 Overnight.
RADIO KERRY: 7.00 Classical Delights. 9.00 Horizons. 10.00 Seven Days. 11.00
Timeless and Irish. 2.00 Weekend Sport. 6.00 The Sunday Selection. 8.00 Caint
Chiarrai. 9.00 Kerrywide. 10.00 Irish Favourites. 1.00 Music Through the Night.
CLARE FM: 8.00 Sunday Morning. 10.00 Country Corner. 1.00 Hindsight. 2.00 The
Feel Good Weekend. 6.00 The Platinum Collection. 9.00 Beyond Belief. 10.00 Gentle
Folk. 12.00 Night Moves.
TIPPERARY FM: 7.00 Sunday Life. 8.00 Rewind. 9.00 Carol Power. 11.00 Trudi
Lawlor. 2.00 Davin Toomey. 6.00 Liam Walsh. 9.00 Peter Connolly. 10.00 Pat
Costello. 12.00 Rhythm of the Night.
LIVE 95: 8.00 Arts and Classical. 10.00 Greatest Hits and Best of Irish. 2.00
Weekend Mix. 5.30 Sports Roundup. 6.00 Country. 8.00 Sounds Easy. 12.00
Limerick Today. 3.00 Overnight Music.
NEWSTALK 106-108FM: 7.00 Documentary and Drama. 8.00 Susan Keogh.

9.00 Alive and Kicking with Clare McKenna. 10.00 Taking Stock with Vincent Wall.
11.00 On The Record with Gavan Reilly. 1.00 Off the Ball. 7.00 Talking History with
Patrick Geoghegan. 8.00 Soundscape. 9.00 Futureproof with Jonathan McCrea.
10.00 The Tom Dunne Show. 12.00 Best of Newstalk.
SPIN 1038: 11.00 Irish Alternative. 12.00 We Love Movies. 1.00 Spin Hits Sunday.
7.00 Top 40. 9.00 Urban Hits. 10.00 Spin Xtra. 12.00 Spin Hits at Night.
98FM: 6.00 Brendan Roache. 9.00 Sunday Social. 12.00 Andy Clarke. 4.00 Denis
Vavasour. 7.00 Dublin Top 30. 9.00 Totally Irish. 11.00 The Sound of the City at
Night. 12.00 The Sound of the City at Night.
FM104: 6.00 Now That’s What I Call The 90s and 00s. 8.00 Deireadh Seachtaine.
10.00 Juice. 12.00 Hit 20. 2.00 Hits and Sport. 6.00 Big Urban Mix. 7.00 Total Access.
10.00 Sunday Night Live. 1.00 The Night Time Network. 4.00 Best of the Phone Show.
Q102: 7.00 The Best of Liam and Venetia. 8.00 Lynsey Dolan. 11.00 Paul Bradley.
3.00 Johnny Bowe. 7.00 The Love Zone. 12.00 Feel Good Music Through The Night.
BBC RADIO 1: 5.00 Radio 1’s Chillout Anthems. 6.00 Radio 1’s Chillout Anthems.
7.00 Matt and Mollie. 10.30 Jordan North. 1.00 Dev. 4.00 Life Hacks with Vick and

Katie. 6.00 The Official Chart: First Look on Radio 1. 7.00 Radio 1’s Chillest Show with Phil
Taggart. 9.00 Rock Show with Daniel P Carter. 11.00 BBC Introducing on Radio 1 with Huw
Stephens. 12.30 BBC Introducing Dance. 1.00 Radio 1’s Residency – Amelie Lens. 2.00
Radio 1’s Residency. 3.00 Radio 1’s Chill Mix. 3.30 Radio 1’s Chill Mix. 4.00 Radio 1 Dance.
BBC RADIO 2: 6.00 Good Morning Sunday. 9.00 Steve Wright. 11.00 Michael Ball. 1.00 Elaine
Paige. 3.00 Sounds of the 70s with Johnnie Walker. 5.00 Paul O’Grady. 7.00 Sunday Night Is
Music Night. 9.00 Bill Kenwright’s Golden Years. 10.00 The Swing & Big Band Show with
Clare Teal. 11.00 Anneka Rice. 12.00 OJ Borg. 3.00 Sounds of the 60s with Tony Blackburn.
BBC RADIO 3: 7.00 Breakfast. 9.00 Sunday Morning. 12.00 The Early Music Show. 3.00
Choral Evensong. 4.00 Jazz Record Requests. 5.00 The Listening Service. 5.30 Words and
Music. 6.45 Between the Ears. 7.15 New Generation Thinkers. 7.30 Drama on 3: Measure for
Measure. 9.35 Record Review Extra. 11.00 Transcribe, Transform with Vikingur Olafsson.
12.00 Sounds Connected. 12.30 Through the Night.
BBC RADIO 4: 5.30 News Briefing. 5.43 Bells on Sunday. 5.45 Profile. 6.00 News Headlines.
6.05 Something Understood. 6.35 On Your Farm. 6.57 Weather. 7.00 News; Sunday Papers
7.10 Sunday. 7.54 Radio 4 Appeal. 7.57 Weather. 8.00 News; Sunday Papers 8.10 Sunday

Worship. 8.48 A Point of View. 8.58 Tweet of the Day. 9.00 Broadcasting House. 10.00 The
Archers. 10.55 Tweet Take 5: Knot and Waders. 11.00 Desert Island Discs. 11.45 Let’s Talk
About Rama and Sita. 12.00 News. 12.01 Weather. 12.04 The Museum of Curiosity. 12.30
The Food Programme. 12.57 Weather. 1.00 The World This Weekend. 1.30 The Listening
Project. 2.00 Gardeners’ Question Time. 2.45 Legacy of War. 3.00 Drama: Electric Decade:
USA. 4.00 Open Book. 4.30 My Muse. 5.00 File on 4. 5.40 Profile. 5.54 Weather. 5.57
Weather. 6.00 Six O’Clock News. 6.15 Pick of the Week. 7.00 The Whisperer in Darkness.
7.15 Love in Recovery. 7.45 The Hotel. 8.00 Feedback. 8.30 Last Word. 9.00 Money Box.
9.25 Radio 4 Appeal. 9.30 Analysis. 9.59 Weather. 10.00 The Westminster Hour. 11.00 The
Film Programme. 11.30 Something Understood. 12.00 Weather. 12.15 Thinking Allowed.
12.45 Bells on Sunday. 12.48 Weather. 1.00 As BBC World Service. 5.20 Weather.
RADIO 5 LIVE: 6.00 5 Live Science. 7.00 Sunday Breakfast. 10.00 Laura Whitmore’s Sunday
Session. 11.30 5 Live Sport. 12.30 5 Live Sport: Premier League Football 2020-21. 2.00 5
Live Sport: Premier League Football 2020-21. 4.00 5 Live Sport. 4.30 5 Live Sport: Premier
League Football 2020-21. 6.30 5 Live Sport. 7.00 5 Live Sport: Premier League Football
2020-21. 9.00 6-0-6. 10.30 Stephen Nolan. 1.00 Dotun Adebayo.

SUNDAY

SATURDAY



SATURDAY TELEVISION

GENERAL
VIRGIN THREE
7.00am Teletubbies. 7.30 In the
Night Garden.
8.00 Teletubbies. 8.30 The
Adventures of Paddington Bear. 9.00
Judge Judy. 12.00 John and Lisa’s
Weekend Kitchen. 1.00 Emmerdale.
4.00 Agatha Christie’s Marple. 6.00
Midsomer Murders. A former
supermodel is murdered during a
comic convention. 8.00 Monsignor
Renard. John Thaw stars as a priest
in wartime France. 9.30 Harlots.
Margaret is delighted when Howard
offers to be Lucy’s keeper. 10.30
Extraordinary People. A 21-year-old
Zimbabwean with a facial tumour
that is pushing her jaw out of her
mouth. 11.30 Shetland. Part one of
two. A scientist is killed
at the Fair Isle bird observatory.

BBC FOUR
7.00pm Francesco’s Venice. Art
and sex in the 18th century. 8.00
Full Circle with Michael Palin. The
globetrotting presenter visits Japan
and North and South Korea. 9.00
Inspector Montalbano. The detective
investigates a collection of
mysterious home movies. 10.40
The Bridge. Scandinavian crime
drama, starring Sofia Helin.

ITV2
7.00am Totally Bonkers Guinness
World Records. 7.25 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 9.55 Dress to
Impress. 11.55 Take Me Out. 1.15
Catchphrase Celebrity Special. 2.15
Film: Alvin and the Chipmunks: The
Squeakquel (2009, Comedy, U)
4.00 Film: The Flintstones (1994,
Comedy, U) 5.50 Film: Dr Seuss’
The Lorax (2012, Animation, U)
7.35 Film: Jurassic World: Fallen
Kingdom (2018, Adventure, 12)
10.00 Celebrity Karaoke Club. Drag
Race UK star Baga Chipz joins in the
fun. 11.00 Family Guy. 11.55
American Dad!

ITV3
6.00am Man About the House.
6.30 Film: Carry On Cleo (1964,
Comedy, PG) 8.10 Coronation
Street. 11.00 Agatha Christie’s
Poirot. 1.15 Film: Carry On Don’t
Lose Your Head (1966, Comedy,
PG) 3.00 Midsomer Murders.
11.00 Lewis. Feature-length
episode. A senior police officer goes
missing.

E4
11.40am The Great British Bake
Off. 1.00 Extreme Cake Makers.
1.15 Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 3.45
Film: Megamind (2010,
Animation, PG) 5.45 The Big
Bang Theory. 9.15 Taskmaster.
The award-winning celebrity
challenge comes to Channel 4,
with Greg Davies as the
Taskmaster and Alex Horne (the
show’s creator) as his sidekick,
setting all manner of perplexing
and downright extraordinary tasks
for five contestants from the
comedy world.

MORE4
11.25am A Place in the Sun.
12.30 Location, Location, Location.
1.35 Grand Designs. 2.40 Come
Dine with Me. 5.20 Four in a Bed.
8.00 Emergency Rescue: Air, Land
& Sea. A fell runner breaks her leg in
the Ochil Hills. 9.00 24 Hours in
A&E. 11.05 Father Ted. The priests
organise a raffle.

CHANNEL 5
11.35am Friends. 1.05 Police
Interceptors. 2.05 Ben Fogle: Make
a New Life in the Country. 4.05 A
Country Life for Half the Price with
Kate Humble. 6.00 News. 6.05 Our
Yorkshire Farm. 8.00 India by Train
with Tony Robinson. The actor
travels across Turkey, India and
Burma. 9.15 Beatrice and Eugenie:
Pampered Princesses? A profile of
the sisters. 10.45 Madonna:
Secrets of Her Biggest Hits. New.
The personal and musical
development of the singer. 11.45
ABBA: Secrets of Their Greatest Hits.
The personal and musical
development of the Swedish group.

NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
Noon: Ultimate Airport Dubai. 3.00
To Catch a Smuggler. 7.00 Airport
Security: Brazil. 9.00 Airport
Security: Peru. Behind the scenes at
Peru’s largest airport. 12.00 Airport
Security: Colombia.

FILMS
TCM MOVIES
3.00pm The Left Handed Gun
(1958, Western, PG) 5.10 Sherlock
Holmes and the Spider Woman
(1944, Mystery, U) 6.30 Hud
(1963, Western, 15) 9.00 Get
Carter (1971, Thriller, 18) 11.20
The Haunting (1963, Horror, 15)

FILM4
1.00pm Rugrats in Paris: The
Movie (2000, Animation, U) 2.35
The Longest Day (1962, Drama, PG)
6.10 Independence Day (1996, Sci-
Fi, 12) 9.00 The Great Wall (2016,
Fantasy, 12) 11.05 Baywatch
(2017, Comedy, 15)

SKY CINEMA PREMIERE
Noon: Underwater (2020, Sci-Fi,
15) 1.45 The Top Ten Show. 2.00
Bloodshot (2020, Fantasy, 12) 4.00
Seberg (2019, Drama, 15) 6.00 A
Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood
(2019, Drama, PG) 8.00 As
12noon. 9.45 As 2pm. 11.45 The
Big Ugly (2020, Drama, 15)

SKY CINEMA COMEDY
12.35pm Yesterday (2019, 12)
2.35 Sister Act (1992, PG) 4.20
Mars Attacks! (1996, 12) 6.10 Little
(2019, 12) 8.00 As 12.35pm.
10.00 Drunk Parents (2019, 15)
11.50 The Longest Yard (2005, 12)

SKY CINEMA FAMILY
1.15pm Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(2019, Fantasy, PG) 3.15 The
Pacifier (2005, Comedy, PG)

5.00 Enchanted (2007, Fantasy, PG)
7.00 Charlotte’s Web (2006,
Drama, U) 8.50 As 1.15pm. 10.50
The Dark Crystal (1982, Animation,
PG) 12.40 As 3.15pm.

SPORT
EIR SPORT 1
10.55am Football Gold. 3.15 FA
Cup Classics. 5.00 FA Cup
Classics. 5.30 Football Gold. 6.30
Live The Allianz Leagues Football.
Dublin v Meath (Kick-off 7.00pm).
Coverage of the match from Parnell
Park. 9.00 Classic GAA. 10.25
Boxing Classics. 12.55 Boxing
Gold.

EIR SPORT 2
10.35am FA Cup Classics. 11.35
Football Gold. 12.20 The Pro14
Hour. 1.20 FA Cup Classics. 1.50
Football Gold. 3.40 Rugby Gold.
5.25 Football Gold. 7.15 FA Cup
Classics. 9.00 The Allianz Leagues
Football. 10.30 FA Cup Classics.
11.00 Football Gold. 1.00 Dha
Chuirt.

VIRGIN SPORT
11.00am Heineken Champions
Cup Rugby. 4.00 UEFA Europa
League Update. 5.00 UEFA Nations
League. 7.00 Rep. Ireland
Highlights. 8.00 UEFA Nations
League. 10.00 Rep. Ireland
Highlights. 11.00 UEFA Champions
League. 1.00 Close.

EUROSPORT 1
10.00am Cycling: Giro d’Italia.
11.25 Live Cycling: Giro d’Italia.
Coverage of stage 14. 3.45 Cycling:
Tour of Flanders. 4.45 Alpine Skiing.
5.45 Snooker: English Open. 6.45
Live Snooker: English Open.
Coverage of the opening semi-final
on day six fromMarshall Arena in
Milton Keynes. 10.30 Snooker:
English Open. 12.30World Touring
Car Cup. 1.30 The Ronnie
O’Sullivan Show.

SKY SPORTS MAIN
EVENT
10.00am Soccer AM. 11.30 Live
SPFL. Celtic v Rangers (Kick-off
12.30pm). Coverage of the Scottish
top-flight clash from Celtic Park.
3.00 Gillette Soccer Saturday. 5.00
Live Premier League. Manchester
City v Arsenal (Kick-off 5.30pm).
8.30 Live Fight Night International.
Lewis Ritson v Miguel Vazquez.
Coverage of the super-lightweight
title bout from Newcastle Arena.
12.00 Live PGA Tour Golf. The CJ
Cup. Coverage of day three of the
tournament. 1.00 Sky Sports News.

SKY SPORTS PREMIER
LEAGUE
10.00am Soccer AM. 11.30
Premier League Preview. 12.00
Gillette Soccer Saturday. 5.00 Live
Premier League. Manchester City v
Arsenal (Kick-off 5.30pm). Coverage
of the top-flight clash from Etihad
Stadium. 8.30 Renault Game of the
Day. 12.15 Premier League.

CABLE & SATELLITE

12.20 The South Westerlies R S
1.20 FILM: Crimes of the Mind
(2014, Thriller, 12) Christina Cox,
Paula Trickey. Dir: John
Murlowski.
2.55 Waking the Dead R S 4.45
EuroNews

1.20 Grey’s Anatomy R S 2.55
EuroNews

12.30 Champagne Football 1.30
The Best of Ireland AM 2.55
Close

1.15 Orange Is the New Black
R S 1.45 France 24

12.10 FILM: In the Heat of the
Night (1967, Drama, 15) Sidney
Poitier, Rod Steiger. A racist
sheriff is forced to accept the
help of a black detective in a
Mississippi murder investigation.
Dir: Norman Jewison. S
1.55 This Is BBC Two S

2.00 Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA R S 2.50
Hollyoaks R S 4.35 Fifteen to
One R S 5.25 Coach Trip: Road
to Barcelona R S 5.55 Kirstie’s
Handmade Treasures R S

12.35 FILM: Dream House
(2011, Horror, 15) Daniel Craig,
Naomi Watts. A man begins to
suspect his new house may be
haunted, and that the ghosts
have a connection to his own
past.
Dir: Jim Sheridan. S
2.05 News S

6.45 LIFE IS MAGIC Illusionist
Joel M meets car-crash
survivors Luke and his
mother to plan a magical
party to celebrate the
end of the transfer test.
R S

7.15 SCOTLAND FROM THE
SKY James Crawford
examines how aerial
photography has
revealed Scotland’s
hidden ancient past and
uncovered secrets
buried beneath the
ground. Last in the
series. S

8.15 ROYAL ACADEMY
SUMMER EXHIBITION
See Choice S

9.15 FILM: THE SHINING
(1980, Horror, 15) Jack
Nicholson, Shelley
Duvall. An aspiring writer
takes a caretaking job at
a remote mountain hotel.
It has closed for the
winter, and he has been
hired to get the place
ready for the next
season. But evil spirits
haunting its corridors
destroy his sanity,
causing the unhinged
author to rampage
through the hotel and
terrorise his wife and
young son. Stanley
Kubrick’s horror, based
on the Stephen King
novel, with Jack
Nicholson, Shelley
Duvall, Danny Lloyd and
Scatman Crothers. Dir:
Stanley Kubrick. S

11.10 SOUL AMERICA
Memories of the late
‘60s and early ‘70s, a
period when inequality,
poverty and racism
fanned the flames of
radical black politics and
a harder soul sound. R S

6.01 NEWS S
6.35 FILM PREMIERE:

JUMANJI: WELCOME
TO THE JUNGLE
(2017, Comedy, 12)
Dwayne Johnson, Karen
Gillan. Four high school
students are drawn into
the jungle setting of
a video game. However,
their digital alter egos
are not what they
expected.
Dir: Jake Kasdan. S

8.45 NEWS S
9.15 FINDING JOY

See Choice S
9.45 FILM PREMIERE:

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE
– FALLOUT
(2018, Adventure, 12)
Tom Cruise, Henry
Cavill. Ethan Hunt and
the IMF team join forces
with CIA assassin
August Walker to
prevent a disaster
caused by mysterious
arms dealer John Lark
and a group of terrorists
known as the Apostles.
However, Hunt and his
colleagues are soon
pushed to their limits
thanks to a face from
their past. Dir:
Christopher McQuarrie.
S

7.30 FILM PREMIERE:
BORN IN CHINA
(2016, Drama, PG) John
Krasinski. Wildlife
documentary telling the
stories of a panda and
her cub, a young golden
monkey and his sister
and a mother snow
leopard struggling to
raise her two cubs in
their homeland of China.
Narrated by John
Krasinski. Dir: Chuan Lu.
S

9.00 FILM: IRON MAN 3
(2013, Sci-fi, 12) Robert
Downey Jr, Gwyneth
Paltrow. The armoured
avenger hunts for the
mastermind behind an
untraceable series of
bombings, despite being
cut off from his usual
resources and
traumatised by a recent
brush with death. His
search uncovers a secret
conspiracy involving a
drug that renders the
user indestructible. Dir:
Shane Black. S

11.20 FILM: PAWN SACRIFICE
(2014, Drama, 12) Tobey
Maguire, Liev Schreiber.
American chess prodigy
Bobby Fischer
challenges the best
player in the
Soviet Union in a top
championship, causing
the two nations to use
the event to fuel their
respective agendas.
Fischer soon finds
himself caught between
the two superpowers as
well as having to deal
with his own struggles.
Dir: Edward Zwick.

6.00 THE FAMILY CHASE
Bradley Walsh pits the
Hartes from Co Antrim
against one of the finest
quiz brains in the
country, in a twist on the
popular game show. R

7.00 IN FOR A PENNY
Stephen Mulhern hosts
the game show from
locations around the UK,
setting members of the
public unusual
challenges. This week,
Stephen is in
Nottingham.

7.30 CELEBRITY
CATCHPHRASE Stephen
Mulhern hosts a celebrity
edition of the game
show in which Johnny
Vegas, Shaun Wallace
and Brooke Vincent
guess the familiar
phrases hidden in
animated clues.

8.30 THE CHASE BLOOPERS
SHOW Bradley Walsh
presents a third selection
of funny, embarrassing
and cheeky unscripted
moments and out-takes
from the quiz show. R

9.30 BRADLEY WALSH:
HAPPY 60TH BIRTHDAY
In honour of his 60th
birthday, this special
programme celebrates
the illustrious career of
Bradley Walsh, from
stand-up comedy and
presenting, to quiz
shows and acting. R

10.30 THE GRAHAM NORTON
SHOW With Samuel L
Jackson, Freddie Flintoff,
Dawn French and
Arsene Wenger. R

11.30 WHO WANTS TO BE A
MILLIONAIRE?
Big-prize quiz.

7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.15 ANNA MAY – BANRÍON

AN PLOUGH
Documentary following
Managing Director of
The National Ploughing
Association Anna May
McHugh, over four
months, in the build-up
to and staging of the
eventful 2018 Ploughing
Championships in
Tullamore, Co Offaly.
Cameras witness what it
takes to stage Europe’s
largest outdoor event,
while the narration offers
a history of an
association that is now
in its 87th year. S

8.15 OPRY LE DANIEL Daniel
O’Donnell hosts the
Irish-language country
music show, featuring
performances by John
McNicholl, Trudi Lalor,
Gerry Guthrie and Lisa
Stanley. R S

9.20 FILM: IN HER SHOES
(2005, Drama, 12)
Cameron Diaz, Toni
Collette. Two sisters
have little in common –
one is a financially
irresponsible flirt and the
other is a mature and
staid lawyer. However,
the pair are brought
together when a dark
family secret comes to
light. Dir: Curtis Hanson.
S

11.45 FIR, MARÚ AGUS GRÁ
Documentary offering a
look at the
circumstances that
drove six men to murder
their partners, beginning
with the case of David
Bourke in 2007. S

7.05 NEWS S
7.15 GUY MARTIN’S WAR

MACHINES The
presenter looks back on
engineering projects
involving military
vehicles, including the
restoration of a Mark 1
Spitfire and the
recreation of a First
World War tank. S

8.15 BONE DETECTIVES:
BRITAIN’S BURIED
SECRETS Tori Herridge
and a team of scientists
examines remains found
at a Roman cemetery in
Amesbury, Wiltshire,
including a body that
was stabbed and
beheaded after it was
buried. S

9.15 FILM: MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE – ROGUE
NATION
(2015, Thriller, 12) Tom
Cruise, Jeremy Renner.
The team of secret
agents faces being shut
down when the head of
the CIA convinces the US
Senate that it is too
dangerous. The
operatives of the
Impossible Mission Force
become fugitives when
they defy orders and plot
to bring down a shadowy
society of assassins. Dir:
Christopher McQuarrie. S

11.50 FILM: ROMAN J
ISRAEL, ESQ
(2018, Drama, 12)
Denzel Washington,
Colin Farrell.
A driven, idealistic
defence attorney gets
mixed up in a series of
events that lead to a
crisis and the necessity
for extreme action.
Dir: Dan Gilroy. S

6.02 POINTLESS
CELEBRITIES Alexander
Armstrong and Richard
Osman present a sitcom
special of the general
knowledge quiz,
featuring Tim Healy,
Maggie Ollerenshaw and
Kerry Godliman. S

6.50 LITTLE MIX THE
SEARCH The chosen six
bands make their
debuts, competing to
impress and performing
head to head for the
very first time, with only
five bands making it
through to the next
round. S

7.50 STRICTLY COME
DANCING LAUNCH
SHOW 2020
See Choice S

9.15 THE WALL Lynne and
Graham, a couple from
Merthyr Tydfi in Wales,
answer questions that
combine knowledge,
strategy and luck for the
chance to win life-
changing prizes. Hosted
by Danny Dyer. S

10.00 NEWS S
10.20 MATCH OF THE DAY

Gary Lineker presents
highlights of the latest
Premier League
matches, including
Everton v Liverpool at
Goodison
Park and Manchester
City v Arsenal at Etihad
Stadium. S

11.45 THE NFL SHOW Mark
Chapman, Osi
Umenyiora and Jason
Bell discuss the game
between Kansas City
Chiefs and Buffalo Bills
and look ahead to the
other fixtures in week
six. S

RTÉ ONE RTÉ2 VIRGIN 1 TG4 BBC TWO VIRGIN 2 SKY ONECHANNEL 4
6.00 EuroNews 6.05
Teleshopping 7.40 Nationwide
8.10 Ros na Rún S 9.10 Fair City
S 11.15 My Kitchen Rules:
Australia S 12.45 It’s a Park’s Life
R S 1.15 News S 1.25 What
Planet Are You On? R S 2.25
Shakespeare & Hathaway –
Private Investigators S
3.20 FILM: The Remains of the
Day (1993, Drama, U) Anthony
Hopkins, Emma Thompson.
Dir: James Ivory. S
5.45 Nuacht Followed by The
Angelus

6.00 EuroNews 7.05 Children’s
Programmes. 12.00 Deadly 60
on a Mission R S 12.30 News S
12.50 Home and Away R S 1.50
Hart of Dixie R S 3.35 Who Do
You Think You Are? R S 4.45
Champions League Magazine
5.15 Saturday GAA Live Armagh
v Roscommon (Throw-in
5.30pm). All the action from the
Allianz Football League Division
Two encounter at the Athletic
Grounds. S

6.20 Peter Andre’s 60 Minute
Makeover R S 7.10 Heartbeat R
9.00 Ireland AM S 12.00 Amazing
Animal Births R 12.30 UEFA
Champions League Weekly 1.00
UEFA Europa League Update
1.30 Live Racing Coverage of
Champions Day from Ascot.
5.00 Red Rock R S 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg 8.00 Cúla 4
10.35 GAA 2020 R 11.35 Little
House on the Prairie R S 12.30
Murder, She Wrote R S
1.30 GAA Beo Dublin v Tyrone
(Throw-in 1.30pm).
3.40 GAA Beo Kerry v Galway
(Throw-in 3.45pm).
5.55 Bás Nó Saoirse S

6.35 Wild & Weird R 6.50 All
Over the Place: UK R 7.20 Blue
Peter R 7.50 The Amelia Gething
Complex R 8.30 Deadly
Dinosaurs R 9.00 Super Fast
Falcon R 10.00 Cats v Dogs:
Which Is Best? R 11.00 Mountain
Vets R 12.00 Hairy Bikers’ Best of
British R
1.00 FILM: Romeo & Juliet (2013,
Drama, PG) Douglas Booth,
Hailee Steinfeld. Dir: Carlo Carlei.
S
2.50 Child Stars R 3.30 Ingenious
Animals R 4.30 Final Score 5.15
Flog It! R 5.45 Travels of a Lifetime
R

6.10 The Big Bang Theory R S
7.35 Heineken Champions Cup
Rugby: The Big Tackle S 8.30
The Simpsons R S 11.00 Animal
Airport S 11.30 Four in a Bed R S
2.10 The Great House Giveaway
R S 3.10 George Clarke’s Old
House, New Home R S
4.15 Live Heineken Champions
Cup Rugby Union Exeter Chiefs v
Racing 92 (Kick-off 4.45pm). S

6.00 News S 10.00 Saturday
Kitchen Live S 11.30 Nadiya
Bakes R S 12.00 Football Focus
S 1.00 News S 1.15 Rob Burrow:
My Year with MND R S
1.45 Live Challenge Cup Rugby
League Leeds Rhinos v Salford
Red Devils (Kick-off 3.00pm). S
5.15 Garden Rescue S 5.45
News S 5.55 Regional News S

BBC ONE

SKY ATLANTIC UTV

8.00 Who’s Doing the Dishes?
R S 10.00 The Instant Gardener
R 11.00 The Hungry Sailors R
12.00 Tipping Point R 3.00 Big
Year in Big School R S
4.00 Live Heineken Champions
Cup Rugby Exeter Chiefs v
Racing 92.
7.30 ZURICH IRISH RUGBY

PLAYERS’ AWARDS
2020

8.30 GUINNESS SIX
NATIONS 2020 THE
STORY SO FAR Action
from the international
rugby union tournament.

9.40 DOCTOR IN THE
HOUSE

10.40 IAIN STIRLING’S
CELEBABILITY R

11.25 THE ED BASSMASTER
SHOW R

11.55 THE ED BASSMASTER
SHOW R

12.25 Blue Murder R
1.55 FILM: Fighting the Odds:
The Marilyn Gambrell Story
(2005, Drama, PG) Jami Gertz,
Ernie Hudson. A parole officer
sets up a programme to help the
children of convicts. Dir: Andy
Wolk.
3.25 Close

6.00 Monkey Business S 8.00
Modern Family S 10.30 Soccer
AM 12.00 NCIS: Los Angeles S
3.00 Gillette Soccer Saturday
5.00 The Simpsons S
6.00 THE SIMPSONS Barney

gives up alcohol. S
6.30 THE SIMPSONS The

family goes on the run.
S

7.00 THE SIMPSONS S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS S
8.00 A LEAGUE OF THEIR

OWN A look at
previously unseen
moments from the
15th series.

9.00 FILM: THE
EXPENDABLES 3
(2014, Adventure, 12)
Sylvester Stallone, Mel
Gibson. Soldier of
fortune Barney Ross
recruits a new team to
battle an arms dealer
with a score to settle.
Dir: Patrick Hughes.

11.30 THE RUSSELL
HOWARD HOUR Topical
comedy and
entertainment show.

12.30 Prodigal Son 1.25 Warrior
2.30 Road Wars S 3.00 Brit
Cops: War on Crime S 4.00
Highway Cops S

6.00 Urban Secrets R S 6.55
CSI: Crime Scene Investigation
R S 11.40 Ray Donovan R
6.40 THE LEFTOVERS Nora

attends a Departure-
related conference in
New York where
somebody snatches her
ID badge and assumes
her identity. Drama,
starring Carrie Coon and
Paterson Joseph. R

7.50 THE LEFTOVERS
Kevin’s father escapes
from the psychiatric
hospital, while Jill’s
reckless streak leads her
into a perilous situation.
Away from Mapleton,
Tom happens upon an
unsettling discovery. R

9.00 GAME OF THRONES
Jon tries to negotiate a
peace with Mance
Rayder, but an
unexpected arrival
changes the situation,
while Tyrion receives a
visit from Jaime. R S

10.10 GAME OF THRONESJon
Snow struggles to
mediate between Mance
Rayder and Stannis, and
Tyrion is presented with
an opportunity. Fantasy
drama, starring Peter
Dinklage. R S

11.10 GAME OF THRONES R S
12.15 Game of Thrones R S 2.25
Oz R 3.35 Californication R S
4.10 Storm City R S

6.00 CITV 7.30 Scrambled!:
Scrambled! S 7.35 The Tom and
Jerry Show R S 7.55 Hotel
Transylvania R S 8.10 Craig of
the Creek R S 8.30 Scooby-Doo
and Guess Who? S 9.05 Teen
Titans Go! R S 9.25 News S 9.30
James Martin’s Saturday Morning
S 11.40 Ainsley’s Food We Love
S 12.45 News S
1.00 ITV Racing: Live from Ascot
Coverage of Champions Day
from Ascot. S
4.30 Tipping Point R S 5.30 Ninja
Warrior UK R S
6.30 NEWS S
6.50 UTV LIVE S
7.00 CELEBRITY

CATCHPHRASE With
Joel Dommett, Dean
Gaffney and Rosemary
Shrager. R S

8.00 THE CHASE CELEBRITY
SPECIAL With Dane
Baptiste, Nigel Owens,
Anita Rani and Mark
Pougatch. S

9.00 THE MILLION POUND
CUBE CELEBRITY New.
Jason Manford, Mo
Gilligan and David Ajao
compete. S

10.15 THE JONATHAN ROSS
SHOW S

11.15 NEWS S
11.35 PLAY TO THE WHISTLE

R S
12.20 The Million Pound Cube
Celebrity R S 1.25 Ideal World
3.00 Britain’s Brightest Family
R S 3.25 ITV Nightscreen

NEW SERIES Strictly Come Dancing – The
Launch BBC One, 7.50pm For a while it looked
as if there wouldn’t be a series this year, but the
BBC have found a way to make it work, thank
goodness. Tonight, Caroline Quentin, HRVY, Bill
Bailey, Nicola Adams, Rt Hon Jacqui Smith,
Jamie Laing, Maisie Smith, JJ Chalmers, Ranvir
Singh, Clara Amfo, Max George and Jason Bell
take to the floor for the first time and also find out
who will be their professional partners.

QUIRKY COMEDY Finding Joy RTÉ One, 9.15pm
Emer thinks a good way to boost their
subscriptions would be a crossover video involving
Australian vlogger Will Dack. Joy is less than
enthusiastic – until she realises how handsome
he is. Sadly, despite advice from her friends, her
efforts not to appear weird only make matters
worse, and their tour of Dublin is an unmitigated
disaster. Can she find another way to impress
Will and any potential sponsors out there?

ARTS REPORT Royal Academy Summer
Exhibition BBC2, 8.15pm Never in its 252-year
history has the Royal Academy Summer
Exhibition seen a year like this, so Kirsty Wark
and Brenda Emmanus have much to discuss as
they present coverage of the event. Filmed before
and during the UK’s lockdown, this documentary
features artists including this year’s co-ordinators
Jane and Louise Wilson, as well as Brian Eno,
Cornelia Parker and Joy Labinjo.



SUNDAY TELEVISION

GENERAL
VIRGIN THREE
7.00am Teletubbies. 7.30 In the
Night Garden. 8.00 Teletubbies.
8.30 The Adventures of Paddington
Bear. 9.00 Judge Judy. 11.00 John
and Lisa’s Weekend Kitchen. 12.00
Red Rock. 1.00 Coronation Street.
4.00 The Great Fire. 5.00 Agatha
Christie’s Poirot. 6.00 Titanic. 7.00
The Comedy Years. A look back at
TV comedy from 1979. 8.00 Taste
of Italy. The five celebrities explore
the towns of San Gimignano and
Siena. 9.00 Trauma. Jon feels the
pressure when Dan gets a job in the
hospital. 10.00 Keith Lemon:
Coming in America. The irrepressible
TV presenter tries to make it big in
the US. 10.45 Tricked Canada.
11.45 Law & Order: Special Victims
Unit.

BBC FOUR
7.00pm Mud, Sweat and Tractors:
The Story of Agriculture. The
revolution in the production of fruit
and vegetables. 8.00 Yellowstone.
Summer returns to the American
national park. 9.00 Full Circle with
Michael Palin. The explorer reaches
China. 10.00 Collateral. 11.55
Classic EastEnders.

ITV2
7.00am You’ve Been Framed! Gold.
7.35 The Ellen DeGeneres Show.
9.10 Dress to Impress. 11.15
Catchphrase Celebrity Special.
12.20 You’ve Been Framed! Rides
Again. 1.20 Film: Alvin and the
Chipmunks: Chipwrecked (2011,
Comedy, U) 3.05 Film: The Boxtrolls
(2014, Animation, PG) 4.55 Film:
Shark Tale (2004, Animation, U)
6.45 Film: Kong: Skull Island (2017,
Fantasy, 12) 9.00 Film: The
Hangover Part III (2013, Comedy,
15) 11.10 Family Guy.

ITV3
6.00am Agatha Christie’s Poirot.
7.05 Coronation Street. 10.00
Emmerdale. 12.55 Film: Carry On
Doctor (1967, Comedy, PG) 2.55
Midsomer Murders. 9.00 The
Queen’s Green Planet. The ambitious
legacy project to create a global
network of protected forests. 10.00
Kate & Koji. 11.00 Foyle’s War.

E4
11.35am The Goldbergs. 12.05
Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.35 Film:
Snoopy and Charlie Brown: The
Peanuts Movie (2015, Animation, U)
3.20 The Big Bang Theory. 5.45
Taskmaster. 6.50 Film: Crocodile
Dundee II (1988, Comedy, PG) 9.00
Film: Ghostbusters (2016, Comedy,
12) 11.40 Gogglebox.

MORE4
11.55am Come Dine with Me.
2.35 Four in a Bed. 5.15 Come
Dine with Me. 8.00 Grand Designs.
A couple who bought an
18th-century folly. 9.00 Emergency
Rescue: Air, Land & Sea. In the Lake
District, a walker calls on the
Patterdale Mountain Rescue Team.

10.00 24 Hours in A&E. A 77-year-
old man is rushed to St George’s
after collapsing at home. 11.05
Hospital Stories: Dublin.

CHANNEL 5
Noon: Friends. 1.25 Film:
Christmas on Honeysuckle Lane
(2018, Drama, PG) 2.25 Access.
2.30 Film: Christmas on
Honeysuckle Lane (2018, Drama,
PG) 3.15 Film: A Puppy for
Christmas (2016, Drama, PG) 4.15
Access. 4.20 Film: A Puppy for
Christmas (2016, Drama, PG) 5.00
News. 5.05 101 Adorable Puppies.
7.00 City Life to Country Life. New.
A look at families who embraced a
rural lifestyle. 8.00 Hotel Chocolat:
Unwrapped. 9.00 Queen: The Band
That Rocked the World. 11.05
Queen: A Night at the Odeon.

NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
Noon: Ultimate Airport Dubai.
3.00 To Catch a Smuggler. 7.00
Airport Security: Brazil. 9.00
Airport Security: Peru. 12.00
Airport Security: Colombia.

FILMS
TCM MOVIES
1.00pm Springfield Rifle (1952,
Western, U) 3.00 The Badge of
Marshal Brennan (1957, Western,
12) 4.40 Domino Kid (1957,
Western, U) 6.15 Murder at the
Gallop (1963, Mystery, U) 8.00
Sherlock Holmes (2009, Thriller, 12)
10.40 Derailed (2002, Adventure,
15) 12.35 Executive Decision
(1996, Adventure, 15)

FILM4
12.45pm Sunshine on Leith (2013,
Musical, PG) 2.45 Carry On
Constable (1960, Comedy, U) 4.30
27 Dresses (2008, Comedy, 12)
6.40 SnowWhite & the Huntsman
(2012, Fantasy, 12) 9.00 The
Hitman’s Bodyguard (2017,
Comedy, 15) 11.20 Kiss the Girls
(1997, Thriller, 18)

SKY CINEMA PREMIERE
Noon: The Last Full Measure
(2019, Drama, 15) 2.00 Underwater
(2020, Sci-Fi, 15) 3.45 Black British
Cinema: The Top Ten Show. 4.00 A
Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood
(2019, Drama, PG) 6.00 Bloodshot
(2020, Fantasy, 12) 8.00 As
12noon. 10.00 As 2pm. 11.40
Spinster (2019, Comedy, 15)

SKY CINEMA COMEDY
12.40pm Twins (1988, PG) 2.30
Sister Act 2: Back in the Habit (1993,
PG) 4.20 Coming to America
(1988, 15) 6.20 Playing With Fire
(2019, PG) 8.00 The Man Who
Killed Don Quixote (2018, 15) 10.15
Pineapple Express (2008, 15) 12.10
Think Like a Man (2012, 12)

SKY CINEMA FAMILY
12.15pm My Girl (1991, Drama,
PG) 2.15 My Girl 2 (1994, Comedy,
PG) 4.00 Father of the Bride (1991,

Comedy, PG) 6.00 Dora and the
Lost City of Gold (2019, Adventure,
PG) 8.00 As 12.15pm. 10.00 As
2.15pm. 11.50 Bernie the Dolphin
(2018, Drama, U)

SPORT
EIR SPORT 1
10.30am FA Cup Classics. 1.00
Boxing. 4.00Wimbledon Official
Film. 5.00Wimbledon Against the
Odds. 6.00 Tennis Gold. 7.00
Football Gold. 8.50 Play-Off
Passion. 9.40 Football Gold. 10.30
Boxing. 1.30 FA Cup Classics.

EIR SPORT 2
9.00am Boxing. 12.00 The Allianz
Leagues Football. 1.30 Football
Gold. 3.20 Sports Extra. 3.30
Football Gold. 5.30 The Allianz
Leagues Football. 7.00 Boxing.
10.00 Classic GAA. 1.00 The
Pro14 Hour.

VIRGIN SPORT
11.00am UEFA Nations League.
7.00 A Short History Of UCL. 7.30
UEFA Champions League Weekly.
8.00 UEFA Europa League Update.
9.00 Heineken Champions Cup
Rugby. 11.00 Heineken Champions
Cup Rugby Highlights. 12.00 Best
of Champions League. 1.00 Close.

EUROSPORT 1
8.45am Live Cycling: Giro d’Italia.
3.45 Live Cycling: Tour of Flanders.
The women’s race. 5.00 Cycling:
Tour of Flanders. 6.00 Snooker:
English Open. 6.45 Live Snooker:
English Open. The second session of
the final. 10.00 Bennetts British
Superbikes. 11.30World
Superbikes. 1.00World Touring Car
Cup. 1.45 Best of Bikes – Brands
Hatch 2003.

SKY SPORTS MAIN
EVENT
10.00am Sports Sunday. 11.30
Live EFL. 1688353 40rth End v
Cardiff City (Kick-off Noon:). 2.00
Live Renault Super Sunday. Crystal
Palace v Brighton & Hove Albion
(Kick-off 2.00pm). 4.00 Live
Renault Super Sunday. Tottenham
Hotspur v West Ham United (Kick-off
4.30pm). 7.00 Live NFL. Coverage
of an NFL match (Kick-off 6.00pm).
9.15 Live NFL. Coverage of an NFL
match (Kick-off 9.25pm). 12.30
Live NBC’s FNIA. 1.10 Live NFL.

SKY SPORTS PREMIER
LEAGUE
9.45am Premier League. 11.30
Gary Neville’s Soccerbox. 12.00
Premier League Icons. 1.00 Live
Renault Super Sunday. Crystal
Palace v Brighton & Hove Albion
(Kick-off 2.00pm). 4.00 Live
Renault Super Sunday. Tottenham
Hotspur v West Ham United (Kick-off
4.30pm). Coverage of the top-flight
clash from Tottenham Hotspur
Stadium. 7.30 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 9.00 Best PL Goals
17/18. Spectacular goals of the
season. 10.00 Premier League.

CABLE & SATELLITE

12.05 Chasing Stars R S 1.05
Sanditon R S 2.00 Blue Bloods
R S 3.35 Death in Paradise R S
4.30 EuroNews

12.35 NCIS: New Orleans S 1.25
A Place to Call Home R S 2.30
Modus R 3.15 EuroNews

12.30 The Best of Ireland AM
2.00 Autopsy USA R 2.50 Close
5.40 The Six O’Clock Show R S

12.03 Murder, She Wrote R S
1.00 France 24

12.15 Heroes R S 1.40 Sign
Zone: Question Time R S 2.40
Inside Culture with Mary Beard
R S 3.10 Between the Covers
R S 3.40 This Is BBC Two S

12.00 FILM: Unbroken (2014,
Drama, 15) Jack O’Connell,
Domhnall Gleeson. Dir: Angelina
Jolie. S
2.25 Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA R S 3.15 This Is
Us R S 4.05 Vet on the Hill R S
5.00 Fifteen to One R S 5.50
Countdown R S

12.00 Imagine: Chris Ofili – The
Caged Bird’s Song R S 1.05
News S

6.00 SAVING LIVES AT SEA
The volunteers of the
RNLI race to save a
sinking schooner and a
walker with a broken leg.
R S

7.00 DRAGONS’ DEN Two
Syrian refugees share an
alternative to Cypriot
halloumi, a couple
showcase virus filtration
gadgets, and an
entrepreneur has a plan
for second-hand clothes.
Last in the series. R S

8.00 MICHAEL PALIN:
TRAVELS OF A
LIFETIME Michael Palin
recalls the making of Full
Circle, a journey around
the Pacific Rim, taking in
Russia, China, Vietnam,
Australia and New
Zealand and North and
South America. S

9.00 ENSLAVED WITH
SAMUEL L JACKSON
A look at those who
resisted slavery,
including the
Underground Railroad
and freedom boats that
helped runaway slaves
to escape to the safety
of Canada. S

10.00 FILM PREMIERE:
DETROIT
(2017, Drama, 15) John
Boyega, Will Poulter. A
group of rogue police
officers responds to a
complaint with apparent
retribution rather than
justice in mind,
launching a raid on a
group of African-
Americans. Public anger
reaches a peak after the
incident, as relationships
sour with authority. Dir:
Kathryn Bigelow. S

6.01 NEWS S
6.30 DIY SOS: THE BIG

BUILD IRELAND
See Choice S

7.30 THE ZOO At Orangutan
Forest, the veterinary
team is called in to
investigate when Sibu
the patriarch of the troop
develops a mysterious
lump on his back. S

8.00 FAIR CITY Jane grows
suspicious at Callum’s
changing attitude toward
Paul. Mairead and
Damien are loved up,
but Phoebe is hiding a
secret, while Dearbhla
clashes with Dean over
work. S

8.30 KILLINASKULLY Goretti
leads a session on the
Ouija boards in the hope
of finding help from
beyond the grave for
penniless orphan Theo,
after he moves into the
pub. With Louis Lovatt,
Pascal Scott and Paraic
Breathnach. R S

9.00 NEWS S
9.30 DERMOT BANNON’S

INCREDIBLE HOMES
See Choice S

10.30 FINDING JOY Marketing
guru Philip offers Joy
some advice from his
‘Men’s Tips for Women’
on how to win over
Will, but Joy is not
impressed. Trish and
baby Olivia are camped
at Joy’s house. R S

11.00 THE WEEK IN POLITICS
Reflections on the
political week, including
contributions from
journalists, sentators and
TDs. Áine Lawlor hosts.
R

6.25 SERENGETI The
aftermath of the
devastating fire has left a
blackened wasteland,
but rain soon brings
hope to the scorched
earth. Kike the cheetah
and wild dog leader
Jasari are teaching their
cubs how to survive on
their own. Bakari returns
when his family are
threatened by a rival
baboon troop. Last in
the series. R S

7.30 STEVE BACKSHALL VS
THE VERTICAL MILE
Part one of two. Steve
travels to the Alps in
Switzerland, where he
attempts to climb the
north face of the Eiger,
braving ice-covered cliffs
and blinding blizzards.
However, a dangerous
storm front leaves him
facing a life or death
decision. R S

8.30 THE PLANETS Professor
Brian Cox examines
Saturn, a planet raised in
the freezing outer
reaches of the solar
system that began life as
a strange combination of
rock and ice. S

9.30 ALLIANZ LEAGUE
SUNDAY Joanne
Cantwell introduces
highlights and analysis
from the weekend’s
National League
matches. S

11.30 LOVE AND HATE CRIME
The case of gay New
York teenager Abel
Cedeno, who fatally
stabbed a classmate
and claimed he was
acting in self-defence
after enduring years of
homophobic bullying.
R S

6.00 BIG STAR’S LITTLE
STAR Playing to win
thousands of pounds for
charity are football
manager Harry
Redknapp, dancer
Vincent Simone, and
actress Debra
Stephenson. Presented
by Stephen Mulhern. R S

7.00 FAMILY FORTUNES
Gino D’Acampo hosts
the game show in which
families from Bristol and
Greater Manchester
guess the answers to
survey-based questions
in a bid to play for the
£30,000 jackpot. S

8.00 THE CHASE CELEBRITY
SPECIAL Comedian
Dane Baptiste, rugby
referee Nigel Owens,
presenter Anita Rani and
sports broadcaster Mark
Pougatch work as a
team to secure a charity
prize. Presented by
Bradley Walsh.

9.00 WHO WANTS TO BE A
MILLIONAIRE? Chris
Tarrant hosts the big-
prize quiz, inviting
another line-up of
contestants to answer
questions that could
change their lives. S

10.00 THE IRISH FILM AND
TELEVISION AWARDS
2020 Deirdre O’Kane
hosts a star-studded
line-up of Hollywood
guests on the virtual
IFTA Awards show,
presenting the coveted
IFTA prize to Award
Winners live on screen.

11.30 LODGING WITH LUCY
The queen of Irish panto,
Adele King – aka Twink –
moves into Lucy’s guest
house. R S

7.15 NUACHT TG4
7.30 OLLCHLÁR ROS NA

RÚN Laoise, with David’s
help, manages to get
Maire back to the B&B.
All seems to be going
well until Malachai pays
a visit, and talks about
Frances dying on the
floor. Bobbi Lee, tired of
Noreen bossing her
around in the pub,
manages to convince
Tadhg to let her manage
Gaudi’s. S

8.30 AN RÍL DEAL The hunt
for the next big thing in
the world of Irish
dancing continues, as
one more dance act is
put through to the series
semi-final. Presented by
Síomha Ní Ruairc. R S

9.30 CORK FOLK FESTIVAL
Highlights of the 40th
anniversary of one of
Ireland’s best-loved Folk
Festivals. Doireann Ní
Ghlacáin brings an hour
of music and song from
Irish and International
artists. This episode
features Zoe Conway,
Máirtín O’Connor &
Dónal Lunny, Liam
O’Brien and Conor
Connolly, Roibeard Mac
Créide and Ger Wolfe.

10.30 SPIN Philip King meets
Moving Hearts members
Christy Moore, Declan
Sinnott, Donal Lunny
and Keith Donald, who
discuss the impact of
their 1981 self-titled
album. R S

11.00 HECTOR AFRICA A GO
Z Hector Ó hEochagáin
meets football players
and wrestlers in
Khartoum. S

6.30 NEWS S
7.00 FILM PREMIERE: THE

GREATEST SHOWMAN
(2017, Musical, PG)
Hugh Jackman, Michelle
Williams. After losing his
job as a bank clerk, PT
Barnum creates and
develops his circus in
New York in the mid-
1800s with the help of
playwright Phillip Carlyle
and an adopted family of
entertainers shunned
by society. Dir: Michael
Gracey. S

9.00 THE BRIDGE Plumber
Luke and hotel
entertainer Maura return
from their clandestine
overnight mission with a
huge secret that could
jeopardise the bridge
build. As bad weather
and dubious
construction methods
hamper the team’s
progress, Zac’s
leadership is called into
question. With the team
way behind schedule,
two new arrivals make a
surprise entry into the
camp. S

10.00 GOGGLEBOX The
armchair critics share
their opinions on what
they have been watching
during the week, with
cameras capturing their
instant reactions. R S

11.00 THE TWELVE At the
beginning of the
Millennium trial in Ghent,
12 people must decide
the fate of a respected
school principal.
Courtroom drama,
Starring Maaike Neuville
and Charlotte de Bruyne.

6.00 COUNTRYFILE Joe
Crowley visits Box Hill in
Surrey to take on its
zigzag cycle route –
pitting himself against
double Olympic gold
medal-winning cyclist
Joanna Rowsell Shand.
Plus, there are clips from
the Countryfile archives
showcasing the best
thrills and spills in the
countryside. S

7.00 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW
Fiona Bruce shares
some of the best unseen
items from recent
events, from a possible
Banksy to an African
spear linked to the
explorer David
Livingstone. Other finds
include a Dior necklace,
a collection of 1960s
airline cabin bags and a
remarkable skeleton
clock, as well as two
items related to the
Suffragettes. S

8.00 TOP GEAR Freddie
Flintoff, Chris Harris
and Paddy McGuinness
head to Cyprus on a
budget rental car
adventure and sample
the exciting new sport
of car water-skiing. S

9.00 ROADKILL
See Choice S

10.00 NEWS S
10.20 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.30 MATCH OF THE DAY 2

Crystal Palace v Brighton
& Hove Albion and
Tottenham Hotspur v
West Ham United. S

11.30 THE WOMEN’S
FOOTBALL SHOW
Highlights of the
weekend’s games in the
Super League. S

RTÉ ONE RTÉ2 VIRGIN 1 TG4 BBC TWO VIRGIN 2 SKY ONECHANNEL 4
6.00 EuroNews 6.20
Teleshopping 7.25 Nationwide R
7.55 Holby City R S 9.05 The
Mallorca Files R S 10.00 The
National Symphony Orchestra In
Concert 11.00 Mass 12.00 The
Week in Politics 1.00 News S
1.10 The Durrells R S 3.05 The
Zoo R S
3.35 FILM: Only You (1994,
Comedy, PG) Marisa Tomei,
Robert Downey Jr. Dir: Norman
Jewison. S
5.40 Nuacht Followed by The
Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 6.45 Children’s
Programmes 10.55 Mini Moguls
R S 11.35 Mighty Mustangs
12.35 Deadly 60 on a Mission
R S 1.05 Home and Away R S
2.35 FILM PREMIERE: All She
Wishes (2015, Fantasy, U) Lexi
Giovagnoli, Calum Worthy.
Dir: Letia Clouston. S
4.20 Gorilla Family and Me R S
5.20 Serengeti R S

6.20 Peter Andre’s 60 Minute
Makeover R S 7.10 Heartbeat R
9.00 Ireland AM S 12.00
Heathrow: Britain’s Busiest
Airport R 12.30 Paul O’Grady’s
Animal Orphans R 1.30 Devon
and Cornwall Cops R 2.00 The
Chase: Bloopers 2019 R 3.00 In
for a Penny R 3.30 Celebrity
Catchphrase R 4.30 Don’t Look
Back in Anger R 5.00 Red Rock
R S 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg 8.00 Cúla 4
9.45 Timpeall na Tíre S 10.15
Little House on the Prairie R S
12.05 Murder, She Wrote R 1.00
Hollywood in Éirinn
1.30 GAA Beo Galway v Mayo
(Throw-in 2.00pm).
3.45 GAA Beo Donegal v Tyrone
(Throw-in 4.00pm).
5.40 GAA Beo Kildare v Cavan.

6.20 A to Z of TV Gardening R
7.05 Countryfile R 8.00
Gardeners’ World R 9.00
Landward 9.30 Beechgrove
10.00 Saturday Kitchen Best
Bites 11.30 Mary Berry’s Simple
Comforts R 12.00 The Hairy
Bikers’ Asian Adventure R 1.00
Holiday of My Lifetime with Len
Goodman R 1.45 Flog It! R
2.35 FILM: She Wore a Yellow
Ribbon (1949, Western, PG)
Dir: John Ford.
4.15 Westerns: Talking Pictures R
5.00 Who Do You Think You Are?
R

6.10 Everybody Loves Raymond
R S 7.25 The Big Bang Theory
R S 8.30 The Simpsons R S 9.30
Sunday Brunch S 12.30 The
Simpsons R S 2.25 The Great
British Bake Off R S
3.45 FILM: Transformers:
Revenge of the Fallen (2009,
Sci-fi, 12) Shia LaBeouf, Megan
Fox. Dir: Michael Bay. S

6.00 News S 7.35 Match of the
Day R S 9.00 The Andrew Marr
Show S 10.00 News S 10.30
Sunday Morning Live S 11.30
Homes Under the Hammer S
12.15 Bargain Hunt R S 1.00
News S 1.15 Songs of Praise S
1.50 Points of View S 2.05
Escape to the Country S 3.05
Money for Nothing R S 3.50 The
Bidding Room R S 4.35 Planet
Earth II R S 5.35 News S 5.50
Regional News S

BBC ONE

SKY ATLANTIC UTV

8.00 Judge Rinder R 11.00
Inside King’s Cross: The Railway
R 12.00 The Hungry Sailors R
1.00 Tipping Point R 3.00 The
Instant Gardener R 5.00 Doctor
in the House R
6.00 HOTEL INDIA
7.00 INSPECTOR MORSE

A highly respected
scientist is murdered just
before he is about to
deliver a controversial
lecture on the
environment. John Thaw
and Geoffrey Palmer
star. R

9.00 GOGGLEBOX IRELAND
Telly addicts review the
week’s viewing from
their living rooms. R S

10.00 THE GRAHAM NORTON
SHOW With Samuel L
Jackson, Freddie Flintoff,
Dawn French and
Arsene Wenger. R

11.00 HEINEKEN CHAMPIONS
CUP RUGBY
HIGHLIGHTS Action
from the final between
Exeter Chiefs and
Racing 92.

12.00 The Jonathan Ross Show
R 1.05 Through the Keyhole R
2.05 Jeremy Kyle’s Emergency
Room R 3.05 Close

6.00 Hour of Power 7.00 Monkey
Business S 9.00 Modern Family
S 11.00 MacGyver S 12.00
S.W.A.T 1.00 Hawaii Five-0 S
4.00 The Simpsons S
6.00 THE SIMPSONS Lisa

goes on a rampage
through school. S

6.30 THE SIMPSONS
Marge joins a women’s
group. S

7.00 THE SIMPSONS The
family encounters
Sideshow Bob in Italy. S

7.30 THE SIMPSONS Homer
discovers Grampa may
not be his father. S

8.00 MACGYVER The
Phoenix team must stop
Codex from detonating a
weapon of mass
destruction.

9.00 S.W.A.T Hondo, Deacon,
Tan and Hicks engage in
a manhunt across Tokyo.

10.00 BRAVE NEW WORLD
Danger awaits Bernard
and Lenina in the
Savage Lands.

11.00 HAWAII FIVE-0 S
12.00 NCIS: Los Angeles S 1.00
The Force: Essex S 2.00 Road
Wars S 3.00 Brit Cops: War on
Crime S 4.00 Stop, Search, Seize
S

6.00 The Guest Wing R S 7.50
Storm City R S 8.45 CSI: Crime
Scene Investigation R S 1.45 The
Leftovers R 5.25 Euphoria R
6.35 EUPHORIA Cassie seeks

advice following the
events at Halloween. R

7.45 EUPHORIA As the series
concludes, Rue
questions whether her
relationship with Jules
will last, Nate is
confronted about his
actions, and Cal makes
a huge decision. R

9.00 RIVIERA While Georgina
attempts to restore order
to her life by reinventing
herself as an art
restitution lecturer, noted
expert Gabriel Hirsch
has other ideas. R

10.00 OZ Glynn discovers
disturbing news about
the recent shootings at
the prison, and Mobay
has to prove himself to
Em City’s drug barons.
R

11.10 OZ Beecher’s torment
over his abducted
children is made worse
by the arrival of a grisly
package in the mail, and
Dr Nathan confronts
Ryan about her rape. R

12.20 Californication R S 12.55
Lovecraft Country R S 3.10
Richard E Grant’s Hotel Secrets
R S 4.00 Storm City R S 5.00
Fish Town R S

6.00 CITV 7.30 The Chase
Celebrity Special R S 8.30 Martin
& Roman’s Sunday Best! S 9.25
News S 9.30 Britain’s Best Walks
with Julia Bradbury R S 10.00
Love Your Weekend with Alan
Titchmarsh S 11.55 All Around
Britain S 12.50 News S 1.00
Ainsley’s Food We Love R S
2.00 Goodwood Speedweek Live
Coverage of the motoring event.
S
4.00 You’ve Been Framed! R S
4.30 Tenable R S 5.30 The Chase
R S
6.30 NEWS S
6.50 UTV LIVE S
7.00 TIPPING POINT: LUCKY

STARS With Kirsty Wark,
Miles Jupp and Kerry
Katona. S

8.00 FAMILY FORTUNES The
Burgess family from
South Shields take on
the Kharod family from
London. S

9.00 THE SINGAPORE GRIP
Walter’s grip on reality
weakens, and Matthew
becomes his unlikely
saviour. Last in the
series. S

10.00 NEWS S
10.20 THE SAVOY R S
11.15 THE SAVOY R S
12.10 Heathrow: Britain’s Busiest
Airport R S 12.35 Ideal World
3.00 Motorsport UK R S 3.50 ITV
Nightscreen S 5.05 Judge Rinder
R S

NEW SERIES Roadkill BBC One, 9pm
Acclaimed playwright and screenwriter David
Hare is the creator of this four-part drama, which
is full of one of his favourite topics – political
intrigue. Hugh Laurie heads the cast as Peter
Laurence, a rising star who, after winning a libel
case against a British newspaper, looks set to
land a promotion. However, the reporter (Sarah
Greene) who wrote the story is among those
looking to bring him down.

NEW SERIES DIY SOS: The Big Build Ireland
RTÉ One, 6.30pm In February 2019, Limerick
teenager Amy Mulcahy was left with a life-altering
brain injury following a rowing accident. The family
home is no longer suitable for her needs, so Baz
Ashmawy and his team of experts are stepping in
to make the renovations necessary to improve her
quality of life. It’s a major task, so everyone is
thrilled when 450 volunteers and suppliers offer the
family their assistance.

NEW SERIES Dermot Bannon’s Incredible
Homes RTÉ One, 9.30pm The first stop on
Bannon’s latest globe-trotting architectural tour is
Canada. He heads to Nova Scotia, where he
admires the scenery, despite the freezing
temperatures. Among the highlights of his trip are
a visit to world-renowned architect Bryan Mackay
Lyons’ personal project, which has involved him
buying an entire peninsula where he runs a farm
and has built a spectacular home.



MONDAY TELEVISION

GENERAL
VIRGIN THREE
7.00am Teletubbies. 7.30 In the
Night Garden. 8.00 Teletubbies.
8.30 The Adventures of Paddington
Bear. 9.00 Elaine. 10.00 Star
Treatment. 11.00 Cash Trapped.
12.00Who’s Doing the Dishes?
1.00 Judge Rinder. 4.00 Nanny
911. 5.00 Heartbeat. 6.00 Britain’s
Secret Treasures. 7.00 Inside
Paddington Station. 8.00 Heartbeat.
A schoolgirl holds the key to a
shooting incident. 9.00 A Touch of
Frost. 11.10 Autopsy USA.

BBC FOUR
7.00pm Fred Dibnah’s Industrial
Age. 7.30 The Joy of Painting. 8.00
Fake or Fortune? A painting that may
be the work of Lucian Freud –
though he denied it. 9.00 The Billion
Dollar Art Hunt. John Wilson
investigates the world’s biggest art
theft. 10.00 Collateral. 12.00 Inside
Cinema: Barry Jenkins.

ITV2
7.00am The Ellen DeGeneres
Show. 8.00 Emmerdale. 8.30
Coronation Street. 9.25 Superstore.
10.25 Dress to Impress. 11.25
Dinner Date. 12.25 Emmerdale.
12.55 Coronation Street. 2.00 The
Ellen DeGeneres Show. 2.55 Ellen’s
Game of Games. 3.50 Dinner Date.
4.55 Dress to Impress. 6.00 Take
Me Out 80s Special. 7.00 You’ve
Been Framed! Gold. 8.00 Two and a
Half Men. 9.00 Family Guy. 10.00
Hey Tracey! 11.00 Family Guy.
11.55 American Dad!

ITV3
6.00am Classic Coronation Street.
6.55 Classic Emmerdale. 7.55
Heartbeat. 8.55 Man About the
House. 10.00 That’s My Boy.
10.35 A Touch of Frost. 12.40
Heartbeat. 1.45 Classic Emmerdale.
2.50 Classic Coronation Street.
3.55 Midsomer Murders. 5.55
Agatha Christie’s Marple. 8.00
Agatha Christie’s Poirot. 10.10
Unforgotten. 11.10 A Touch of
Frost.

E4
Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00
The Big Bang Theory. 2.00 Scrubs.
3.00 Speechless. 4.00 Brooklyn
Nine-Nine. 5.00 The Goldbergs.
6.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00
Hollyoaks. 7.30 Hollyoaks Does
Come Dine with Me. 8.00
Taskmaster. First-ever episode of the
comedy game show. 9.00 Made in
Chelsea. Zara reveals a secret that
shatters Sam’s world. 10.00
Schitt’s Creek. 11.00 Buffy the
Vampire Slayer. 12.00 Angel.

MORE4
11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
12.05 Escape to the Chateau. 1.10
Building the Dream. 2.15 Four in a
Bed. 4.55 The Secret Life of the
Zoo. 5.55 Escape to the Chateau.
6.55 Grand Designs Australia. 7.55
Grand Designs. 9.00 Inside the
Spitfire Factory. 10.00 Guy Martin:

Last Flight of the Vulcan Bomber.
11.40 24 Hours in A&E.

CHANNEL 5
11.15am Can’t Pay? We’ll Take It
Away! 12.10 News. 12.15 The
Nightmare Neighbour Next Door.
1.10 Access. 1.15 Home and
Away. 1.45 Neighbours. 2.15 Film:
Nightmare Tenant (2018, Thriller, PG)
4.00 Friends. 5.00 News. 5.30
Neighbours. 6.00 Home and Away.
6.25 News. 7.00 Building the
Ultimate Super Train. 8.00 Police
Interceptors. 9.00 Police Suspect
No 1. 10.00 Plus-Size Porn: Adults
Only. 11.00 Film: Hercules (2014,
Fantasy, 12)

NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
Noon: Car S.O.S. 2.00 Drain the
Oceans. 3.00 Kingdom of the
Mummies. 4.00 Air Crash
Investigation. 5.00 Malaysian 370:
What Happened? 6.00 Food
Factory. 8.00 Air Crash
Investigation: Special Report. 9.00
Banged Up Abroad. 10.00 Banged
Up Abroad: Crime & Punishment.
11.00 Air Crash Investigation:
Special Report. 12.00 Banged Up
Abroad.

FILMS
TCM MOVIES
1.30pm Murder Ahoy (1964,
Mystery, U) 3.30 Gunfighters of
Casa Grande (1964, Western, PG)
5.35 The Big Gundown (1966,
Western, 15) 7.35 The Omaha Trail
(1942, Western, U) 9.00 The
Hangover (2009, Comedy, 15)
11.10 Zodiac (2007, Thriller, 15)

FILM4
12.55pm The Violent Men (1955,
Western, PG) 2.50 The Bridges at
Toko-Ri (1954, Adventure, U) 4.55
The Ladykillers (1955, Comedy, U)
6.40 Home Alone 2: Lost in New
York (1992, Comedy, PG) 9.00
Fences (2016, Drama, 12) 11.45 2
Guns (2013, Adventure, 15)

SKY CINEMA PREMIERE
Noon: A Beautiful Day in the
Neighborhood (2019, Drama, PG)
1.55 Burden (2018, Drama, 15)
4.00 The Spy (2019, Drama, 12)
6.00 The Last Full Measure (2019,
Drama, 15) 8.00 As 12noon.
10.00 As 1.55pm. 12.15
Underwater (2020, Sci-Fi, 15)

SKY CINEMA COMEDY
12.35pm Meet the Fockers (2004,
12) 2.30 Sorry To Bother You
(2018, 15) 4.25Who Framed Roger
Rabbit (1988, PG) 6.10 Meet the
Parents (2000, 12) 8.00 As
12.35pm. 10.00 How to Fake a War
(2019, 15) 11.30 Family (2019, 15)
1.00 Dirty Cops (2018, 18)

SKY CINEMA
ADVENTURE
1.20pm Race to Witch Mountain
(2009, Sci-Fi, PG) 3.00 The Lord of
the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring

(2001, Fantasy, PG) 6.00 The Lord
of the Rings: The Two Towers (2002,
Fantasy, 12) 9.00 The Lord of the
Rings: The Return of the King (2003,
Fantasy, 12) 12.30 Jumanji (1995,
Fantasy, PG)

SPORT
EIR SPORT 1
11.00am FA Cup Classics. 11.30
Pro14 Rugby Union. 5.30 The
Allianz Leagues Football. 7.00
Olympic Games Official Films. 9.00
FA Cup Classics. 9.30 FIFA World
Cup Official Film. 11.15 The Allianz
Leagues Football. 12.45 FA Cup
Classics. 1.45 Sports Extra.

EIR SPORT 2
11.00am Football Gold. 1.00 The
Big Match: Leeds United. 3.00
Football Gold. 5.00 Pro14 Rugby
Union. 7.00 Football Gold.

VIRGIN SPORT
10.00am UEFA Champions
League. 12.00 Best of Champions
League. 12.30 UEFA Champions
League. 4.30 UEFA Europa League
Update. 5.30 UEFA Champions
League Weekly. 6.00 Heineken
Champions Cup Rugby. 7.00 UEFA
Europa League Final. 8.00 UEFA
Champions League Final. 9.00
UEFA Europa League Update. 10.00
Classic UEFA Champions League.
12.00 Man United v Benfica 1968.
1.00 Close.

EUROSPORT 1
11.00am Cycling: Giro d’Italia.
12.00 Cycling: Tour of Flanders.
1.30 Canoeing. 4.00 Cycling: Giro
d’Italia. 5.00 Alpine Skiing. 7.00
Snooker: English Open. 9.00
Cycling: Giro d’Italia. 10.30 Cycling:
Vuelta a Espana. 11.30 Motocross
World Championship. 12.00
Bennetts British Superbikes. 1.00
Bennetts British Superbikes Extra.

SKY SPORTS MAIN
EVENT
11.00am The Football Show.
12.00 Sky Sports News. 1.00 Live
Weber Cup Ten Pin Bowling. 3.00
Live Indian Premier League. Chennai
Super Kings v Rajasthan Royals.
7.00 Live MNF. Leeds United v
Wolverhampton Wanderers (Kick-off
8.00pm). Coverage of the top-flight
clash from Elland Road. 11.00
Uneven Fairways. 12.00 Live: Total
Access. 1.00 Live NFL. Dallas
Cowboys v Arizona Cardinals (Kick-
off 1.15am).

SKY SPORTS PREMIER
LEAGUE
11.00am The Football Show.
12.00 Gary Neville’s Soccerbox.
1.00 Premier League Years. 3.00
PL Legends: Thierry Henry. 3.30
Premier League. 7.00 Live MNF.
Leeds United v Wolverhampton
Wanderers (Kick-off 8.00pm).
11.00 The Fall and Rise of Leeds
United. 11.30 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 12.00 MNF. 1.45 PL
Greatest Games.

CABLE & SATELLITE

12.40 The Late Late Show R S
2.25 Claire Byrne Live R S 3.20
Nationwide R 3.45 Dr Phil R S
4.30 Doctors R S 5.00 EuroNews

12.30 Shortscreen S 12.40 The
Walking Dead R S 1.40 Mafia
Only Kills in Summer R S 2.45
EuroNews

12.00 Tina & Bobby R 1.00
Autopsy USA R 1.55 Close 5.40
The Six O’Clock Show R

12.15 Spin R S 12.50 The West
Wing R S 1.40 Weakest Link R S
2.35 France 24

12.30 Sign Zone: Countryfile R S
1.30 Ambulance R S 2.30 Critical
Incident R S 3.15 This Is BBC
Two S

12.00 999: On the Front Line R S
1.00 Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA R S 1.50 The
Great British Bake Off: An Extra
Slice R S 2.45 This Is Us R S
3.35 Vet on the Hill R S 4.30
Fifteen to One R S 5.25 Coach
Trip: Road to Barcelona R S 5.50
Countdown R S

12.15 Stand Up for Live Comedy
S 12.45 Enterprice R S 1.10
Have I Got a Bit More News for
You S 1.55 News S

6.00 RICHARD OSMAN’S
HOUSE OF GAMES
Mike Bushell, Aisling
Bea, Sunetra Sarker and
Dion Dublin go toe-to-
toe testing their general
knowledge skills in a
variety of trivia-based
games. S

6.30 FISH TOWN Davie Milne
skippers trawler Faithlie
to Norwegian waters to
trial a new style of
fishing net, while Iain
Harcus is aiming for
high-value white fish on
his boat Aalskere. R S

7.00 RIVER WALKS: THE
STOUR JB Gill takes a
stroll along the river. R S

7.30 MASTERMIND
Specialist subjects
include Blackadder and
Blake’s 7. S

8.00 ONLY CONNECT The
Barons take on the
Whitcombes. S

8.30 UNIVERSITY
CHALLENGE The first of
the highest-scoring loser
matches. S

9.00 IN THE FACE OF
TERROR The live-
streaming of an attack in
Christchurch, New
Zealand, in March 2019
heralds a new era of
terrorism and confirms
the far right as a fast-
growing threat. Last in
the series. S

10.00 OILITHREACHT
Documentary exploring
the pilgrimage site of St
Patrick’s Purgatory. R S

10.30 BARRA ON THE BANN
Barra Best travels along
the River Bann. R S

10.45 NEWSNIGHT S
11.30 THE TRUMP SHOW

The inside story of the
presidency. R S

6.01 NEWS S
7.00 NATIONWIDE
7.30 BECOMING IRISH On

March 3, 5,000 people
from 135 countries
became new Irish
citizens. This
documentary follows the
stories of three people
hoping to gain
citizenship, exploring the
difficulties involved in
applying along with
thousands of others. R S

8.00 EASTENDERS Phil is
determined to get hold
of Ellie but Ben reckons
she is using a fake
name, so Callum asks DI
Thompson for help.
Kathy confronts Ian
about his money
troubles and offers to
re-mortgage the cafe –
unaware he has already
done that behind her
back.

8.30 TASTES LIKE HOME
See Choice S

9.00 NEWS
9.35 CRIMECALL Sharon Ní

Bheoláin presents
appeals for help from
the public in solving
crimes, featuring
reconstructions, CCTV
footage, news features
and a panel of police
advisers taking calls. S

10.35 CLAIRE BYRNE LIVE
The host is joined by
guests for discussion,
analysis, authored
reports and debates on
the day’s main talking
points. S

11.35 DERMOT BANNON’S
INCREDIBLE HOMES
The architect once again
packs his bags and visits
some of the most jaw-
dropping houses around
the world. R S

6.00 NEIGHBOURS Ned
wants to make amends,
but Yashvi can’t promise
their relationship is
possible to fix. Scarlett’s
games are getting on
Roxy and Bea’s nerves.
R S

6.30 HOME AND AWAY Justin
gets a visit from his
surgeon, who Tori finds
handsome and difficult
to be around. R S

7.00 THE BIG BANG THEORY
The friends try to help
Bernadette go into
labour. R

7.30 SOCCER REPUBLIC
Magazine series
focusing on the SSE
Airtricity League. S

8.00 BABY CHIMP SCHOOL
The team at the
chimpanzee orphanage
in Liberia reach breaking
point caring for 38
rescued babies, and the
orphans have their first
taste of life in the forest.
Last in the series. R S

9.00 STATH LETS FLATS
New. Comedy about an
incompetent Greek-
Cypriot lettings agent
working for the family
business, starring Jamie
Demetriou.

9.30 YELLOWSTONE
Tensions escalate as the
Beck brothers become
frustrated by the
Duttons’ unwillingness to
play ball, while Jamie
looks for a fresh start at
the ranch. S

10.30 SPECIAL FORCES –
ULTIMATE HELL WEEK
The remaining four
recruits try to pass the
final stage. Last in the
series. R S

11.35 TRIGONOMETRY
See Choice S

6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK
SHOW Chat show. S

7.00 EMMERDALE Sam
encourages Belle to
take her pills, and Paul
secretly chases the
dream of a big win. S

7.30 CORONATION STREET
Mary investigates the
noises in Eileen’s loft,
David dreads taking sole
responsibility for Shona,
and Gary convinces Ray
that he could be an asset
to him. S

8.00 NEWS S
8.30 CORONATION STREET

The secret of Todd’s
hiding place is revealed,
the Winter-Browns’ job
hunt proves
unexpectedly successful,
and Ray gives Gary his
first task. S

9.00 LODGING WITH LUCY
Lucy Kennedy is joined
by Love Island winner
Greg O’Shea and his
sporty parents, and tries
to break the internet by
creating an entry on a
dating site for him.

10.00 DES Reeling from Des’
change in plea, Jay and
the police throw
themselves into proving
premeditation, hoping to
show to the court he
was of sound mind. Last
in the series. S

11.00 ZURICH IRISH RUGBY
PLAYERS’ AWARDS
2020 Top Irish rugby
stars join Joe Molloy to
reflect on the highs and
lows of the 2019/20
season, and a legend of
the game is inducted
into the Rugby Players
Ireland Hall of Fame. R

6.05 GILMORE GIRLS Newly
retired Richard drives
Emily to distraction, so
Lorelai offers to take him
for a day in Stars Hollow.
However, she soon
regrets it when he
proceeds to annoy both
her and Rory, criticising
every aspect of their
lives. Lauren Graham
and Alexis Bledel star.
R S

7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.20 GAA BEO Tipperary v

Clare (Throw-in 7.30pm).
Coverage of the BGE
Munster U20 Hurling
quarter-final. Presented
by Micheál Ó Domhnaill
with commentary from
Brian Tyers.

9.15 GAA 2020 GAA action
including highlights from
Club Football & Hurling
Championships around
the country.

10.15 FILM: DOUBLE
JEOPARDY
(1999, Thriller, 15)
Ashley Judd, Tommy
Lee Jones. A man fakes
his own death and
frames his wife for
murder, but after six
years in prison she is
released. Since the
woman has already
served her time, she has
nothing to lose by really
killing him – but her
mission of vengeance is
complicated by a
zealous parole officer
determined to stop her.
Dir: Bruce Beresford. S

6.00 THE SIMPSONS
Valentine’s Day-themed
edition, which sees Apu
shower his wife with
gifts, making all the
other men in Springfield
look bad. With the voice
of Elton John. R S

6.30 HOLLYOAKS The
McQueens pull together
to guard their secrets.
Meanwhile, Victor wants
Juliet to recruit some
new dealers and sets his
sights on little Ella. R S

7.00 NEWS S
8.00 TRUMP’S

CORONAVIRUS
CATASTROPHE Matt
Frei investigates the
president’s policies,
actions and decisions
during the pandemic,
which has cost more
than 200,000 American
lives. S

9.00 999: WHAT’S YOUR
EMERGENCY? An
edition focusing on the
behaviour of teenage
boys, with frontline staff
in Northamptonshire and
across the country
saying they are
becoming more violent.
PC Kathleen Roberts
responds to a suspected
acid attack carried out
by a teenager in
Northampton, while Sgt
Martin Waller is
dispatched to the scene
of a suspected gang-
related stabbing. S

10.00 ADULT MATERIAL Stella
Maitland volunteers to
defend Jolene in court.
S

11.00 MARRIED AT FIRST
SIGHT Michelle and
Owen have an awkward
start to married life. R S

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 THE ONE SHOW Alex

Jones and Gethin Jones
present the first visit of
the week to the One
Show studio, featuring
the usual mix of topical
stories and celebrity
chat. S

7.40 LIFE IS MAGIC Illusionist
Joel M meets mother-to-
be and cake-shop owner
Debbie to help her plan
a baby shower, at which
the gender of her child
will be magically
revealed to the world. S

8.10 EASTENDERS
As RTÉ One, 8pm. S

8.30 SPORT’S HIDDEN
CRISIS – PANORAMA
Colin Jackson
investigates eating
disorders in British sport,
speaking to athletes
from amateur to elite
level and discussing his
own problems with food
when he was a hurdler.
S

9.00 WHO DO YOU THINK
YOU ARE?
See Choice S

10.00 NEWS S
10.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.45 THE CONFESSORS

Urban and rural Irish
priests and chaplains
reveal what is like to
hear the sins of others in
the confessional, and
also talk about why they
have stayed within the
Church. S

11.45 REWIND THE SCENES
Members of the public
watch newly released
films from the BBC
archives, including
George Best working his
magic on the pitch. S

RTÉ ONE RTÉ2 VIRGIN 1 TG4 BBC TWO VIRGIN 2 SKY ONECHANNEL 4
6.00 EuroNews 6.35
Teleshopping 8.10 Today R 10.05
The Ellen DeGeneres Show S
11.00 Dr Phil S 11.55 Shortland
Street S 12.25 Doctors S 1.00
News S 1.30 Home and Away S
2.00 Neighbours S 2.30 Fair City
R S 3.00 EastEnders R 3.30
Today S 5.40 Nuacht Followed
by The Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 6.55 Children’s
Programmes 12.00 Dorg Van
Dango R S 12.25 Waffle the
Wonder Dog R 12.50 Cloudy with
a Chance of Meatballs R 1.15
Millie Inbetween R S 1.45 Jamie
Johnson R 2.20 The Next Step
R S 2.45 Dorg Van Dango R S
3.00 After School Hub S 4.00
Ballybraddan R S 4.15 Shaun the
Sheep R 4.20 news2day 4.30
The Simpsons R S 5.00 The
Goldbergs R S 5.30 Shortland
Street R

6.30 UEFA Champions League
Weekly R 7.00 Ireland AM S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30
News S 1.00 The Chase R S 3.00
Elaine R 4.00 Robson Green
Tales from Northumberland 4.30
Judge Judy 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg 10.30
Naíonáin an Zú R S 11.00 Little
House on the Prairie R S 11.55
Abair Amhrán R S 12.10 River
Cottage Australia R S 12.40
Garraí Glas R S 1.10 Murder, She
Wrote R S 2.05 Weakest Link R S
3.02 Cúla 4 na nÓg R 4.00 Cúla
4 4.02 Cúla 4 Ar Scoil R 4.28
SpongeBob SquarePants R S
4.44 Adventure Time R 4.55 Taffy
R 5.05 WAC R 5.35 Irish Paint
Magic R

6.00 Critical Incident R S 6.45
Bargain Hunt 20th Century
Special R S 7.30 Sign Zone:
Beechgrove R S 8.00 Mortimer &
Whitehouse: Gone Fishing R S
8.30 The Week in Parliament S
9.00 News S 10.00 News S
12.15 Politics Live S 1.00
Decimate R S 1.45 Flipping Profit
R S 2.30 800 Words R S 3.15
The Great British Sewing Bee R S
4.15 Tribes, Predators & Me R S
5.15 Flog It! R S

6.30 Mike & Molly R S 7.10
Cheers R S 8.05 Everybody
Loves Raymond R S 9.35 Frasier
R S 10.35 Undercover Boss USA
R S 11.30 News S 11.35
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares
USA R S 12.30 Steph’s Packed
Lunch S 2.10 Countdown S 3.00
A Place in the Sun S 4.00 The
Great House Giveaway S 5.00
Four in a Bed S 5.30 Come Dine
with Me R S

6.00 News S 9.15 Rip Off Britain:
Live S 10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer R S 11.00 Defenders
UK S 11.45 Paramedics on
Scene S 12.15 Bargain Hunt’s
20th Birthday – Unforgettable
Moments S 1.00 News S 1.30
Regional News S 1.45 Impossible
S 2.30 The Customer Is Always
Right S 3.00 Escape to the
Country R S 3.45 Money for
Nothing S 4.30 The Bidding
Room S 5.15 Pointless S

BBC ONE

SKY ATLANTIC UTV

7.30 The Chase Australia R 8.30
May the Best House Win R 9.30
Tipping Point R S 10.30 Dress to
Impress R S 11.30 Benidorm ER
R 12.30 Yes Chef R S 1.30
Ireland AM R S 2.30 Emmerdale
R S 3.00 Coronation Street R S
4.00 Tipping Point R S
6.00 THE CHASE Quiz,

hosted by Bradley
Walsh. R S

7.00 THE CHASE Quiz,
hosted by Bradley
Walsh. R S

8.00 THE CHASE AUSTRALIA
Quiz show, hosted by
Andrew O’Keefe. R

9.00 HOMEFRONT New.
Drama following four
women linked to soldiers
serving in Afghanistan.

10.00 THE JONATHAN ROSS
SHOW New. With guests
Katherine Ryan, Clare
Balding, Nick Frost,
Samson Kayo and Billy
Ocean.

11.05 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 7.30pm.
R S

11.35 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 8.30pm.
R S

12.05 Emmerdale R S 12.35
Dress to Impress R S 1.35
Tutankhamun R 2.35 Autopsy
USA R 3.30 Close

6.00 Futurama S 7.00 Monkey
Business S 8.00 Animal House S
9.00 Road Wars S 10.00
Motorway Patrol S 11.00 NCIS:
Los Angeles S 1.00 Hawaii Five-0
S 3.00 Highway Patrol S 4.00
Modern Family S 5.00 The
Simpsons S 5.30 Futurama S
6.00 FUTURAMA Bender

signs up for a foxhunt. S
6.30 THE SIMPSONS S
7.00 THE SIMPSONS S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS S
8.00 A LEAGUE OF THEIR

OWN: EUROPEAN
ROAD TRIP With
ex-footballer Patrice
Evra.

9.00 FILM: HULK
(2003, Adventure, 12)
Eric Bana, Jennifer
Connelly. Exposure to
radiation transforms a
scientist into a
formidable green
monster. Dir: Ang Lee.

11.45 PRODIGAL SON
Malcolm faces an
internal affairs review.

12.45 The Twilight Zone 1.25
Road Wars S 3.00 Brit Cops: War
on Crime S 4.00 Highway Patrol
S 5.00 Supergirl S

6.00 Richard E Grant’s Hotel
Secrets R S 7.00 CSI: Crime
Scene Investigation R S 9.00 Ray
Donovan R 11.20 Dexter R 1.40
Tin Star R 2.40 CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation R S 4.40 The
Leftovers R 5.45 Dexter R
6.50 DEXTER The Ice Truck

Killer steps up his
murder spree by leaving
parts of his latest victim’s
body at sites relating to
Dexter’s childhood. Rita
takes drastic steps to
deal with a barking dog,
and Guerrero’s hired
thugs begin tailing
Doakes. R

8.00 TIN STAR Waking up in
a First Nations reserve
after blacking out, Jim
discovers that Anna has
disappeared. Elsewhere,
Whitey tidies up a loose
end. R

9.00 LOVECRAFT COUNTRY
Conclusion of the drama
horror series following
Atticus Freeman as he
embarks on a road trip
around 1950s America
to search for his father.

10.10 TRUE BLOOD Eric
makes a final attempt to
save Nora. R

11.20 TRUE BLOOD Sookie
faces a major dilemma.
R

12.25 Californication R S 12.55
The Third Day R 3.10 Oz R 4.20
Fish Town R S

6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30
Loose Women S 1.30 News S
1.55 UTV Live S 2.00 Judge
Rinder S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00
Tipping Point 5.00 The Chase S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.00 EMMERDALE

As Virgin One, 7pm. S
7.30 CORONATION STREET

As Virgin One, 7.30pm.
S

8.00 LOUGH FOYLE S
8.30 CORONATION STREET

As Virgin One, 8.30pm.
S

9.00 THE MILLION POUND
CUBE Phillip Schofield
hosts as two brothers
and twin sisters try to
complete increasingly
difficult tasks, hoping to
win the increased
jackpot of £1,000,000. S

10.00 NEWS S
10.30 UTV LIVE S
10.45 VIEW FROM

STORMONT Current
affairs and political
analysis. S

11.40 CRAIG & DANNY:
FUNNY, BLACK AND ON
TV Craig Charles and
Danny John-Jules
celebrate black British
comedy. R S

12.35 The Million Pound Cube R S
1.25 Ideal World 3.00 The Mountain
R S 3.25 ITV Nightscreen 5.05
Judge Rinder R S

FAMILY HISTORY Who Do You Think You Are?
BBC One, 9pm David Walliams is the latest
celebrity to delve into their ancestry. Growing up
the actor/writer/presenter was very close to his
grandmother, who left him some watercolours
when she died. Walliams discovers they were
painted by her father, a tragic figure who suffered
severe shellshock during the first World War. On a
more uplifting note, he also learns of a relative
who became an entertainer.

COOKING AND LIFESTYLE Tastes Like Home
RTÉ One, 8.30pm Catherine Fulvio reflects on her
trip to Vancouver, where she met orphaned
grizzly bears and took a trip to the famous
Granville Island market. The aim, though, was to
replicate some tasty home cooking for lucky
ex-pat Lisa McGowan – specifically her mother’s
speciality of Roscommon spring lamb cutlets with
apricot barbecue glaze, roast vegetables and a
couscous salad with harissa-style dressing.

NEW SERIES Trigonometry RTÉ2, 11.35pm
There’s no need for a fancy calculator to enjoy
this new drama import from the BBC, for the
only triangles involved are of the romantic
variety. Successful chef Gemma and her
paramedic boyfriend Kieran decide to take some
of the financial pressure off themselves by taking
in a lodger – in the form of enigmatic
synchronised swimmer Ray, whose arrival
commences a thoroughly modern love story.



TUESDAY TELEVISION

GENERAL
VIRGIN THREE
7.00am Teletubbies. 7.30 In the
Night Garden. 8.00 Teletubbies.
8.30 The Adventures of Paddington
Bear. 9.00 Elaine. 10.00 Star
Treatment. 11.00 Cash Trapped.
12.00 Who’s Doing the Dishes?
1.00 Judge Rinder. 4.00 Hello
Campers. 5.00 Heartbeat. 6.00
Keeping Australia Safe. 7.00 Costa
Del Casualty: Benidorm ER. 8.00
Heartbeat. Nick and Jo’s big day
arrives. 9.00 A Touch of Frost. A
fox-hunt saboteur is murdered.
11.10 Liar.

BBC FOUR
7.00pm Fred Dibnah’s Industrial
Age. 7.30 The Joy of Painting. 8.00
Vikings. 9.00 Blood of the Clans.
10.00 A Hole In Babylon: Play For
Today. 11.05 Film: I Am Not Your
Negro (2016, Documentary, 12)

ITV2
7.00am The Ellen DeGeneres
Show. 8.00 Emmerdale. 8.30
Coronation Street. 9.25 Superstore.
10.25 Dress to Impress. 11.25
Dinner Date. 12.25 Emmerdale.
12.55 Coronation Street. 2.00 The
Ellen DeGeneres Show. 2.55 Ellen’s
Game of Games. 3.50 Dinner Date.
4.55 Dress to Impress. 6.00 Take
Me Out Emergency Services Special.
7.00 You’ve Been Framed! Gold.
8.00 Two and a Half Men. 9.00
Family Guy. 10.00 Don’t Hate the
Playaz. 10.50 Family Guy. 11.45
American Dad!

ITV3
6.00am Classic Coronation Street.
6.55 Classic Emmerdale. 7.55
Heartbeat. 8.55 Man About the
House. 10.00 That’s My Boy.
10.35 Agatha Christie’s Marple.
12.40 Heartbeat. 1.45 Classic
Emmerdale. 2.50 Classic
Coronation Street. 3.55 Midsomer
Murders. 5.55 Agatha Christie’s
Marple. 8.00 Midsomer Murders. A
burglar dubbed ‘The Creeper’ targets
Midsomer. Rik Mayall guest stars.
10.00 Unforgotten. 11.00 A Touch
of Frost.

E4
Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00
The Big Bang Theory. 2.00 Scrubs.
3.00 Speechless. 4.00 Brooklyn
Nine-Nine. 5.00 The Goldbergs.
6.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00
Hollyoaks. 7.30 Hollyoaks Does
Come Dine with Me. 8.00
Taskmaster. 9.00 Film: X-Men: The
Last Stand (2006, Adventure, 12)
11.00 Buffy the Vampire Slayer.
12.00 Angel.

MORE4
11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
12.05 Escape to the Chateau. 1.10
Building the Dream. 2.15 Four in a
Bed. 4.55 The Secret Life of the
Zoo. 5.55 Escape to the Chateau.
6.55 Grand Designs Australia. 7.55
Grand Designs. A couple who want
to build a home from recycled
materials. 9.00 24 Hours in A&E.

10.00 Shut-Ins: Britain’s Fattest
People. 11.05 8 Out of 10 Cats
Does Countdown.

CHANNEL 5
11.15am Can’t Pay? We’ll Take It
Away! 12.10 News. 12.15 The
Nightmare Neighbour Next Door.
1.10 Access. 1.15 Home and
Away. 1.45 Neighbours. 2.15 Film:
Sinister Seduction (2019, Thriller, 12)
4.00 Friends. 5.00 News. 5.30
Neighbours. 6.00 Home and Away.
6.25 News. 7.00 Good Dog, Bad
Dog: Inside the World of Doggy Day
Care. 8.00 The Yorkshire Vet. 9.00
Escape to the Farm with Kate
Humble. 10.00 Elizabeth and
Margaret: Love & Loyalty. The
relationship between the Queen and
her younger sister. 12.00 The
Yorkshire Ripper: Born to Kill.

NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
Noon: Car S.O.S. 2.00 Drain the
Oceans. 3.00 Kingdom of the
Mummies. 4.00 Air Crash
Investigation. 6.00 Food Factory.
8.00 Drain the Oceans. 9.00 The
Last Ice. Inuit in Canada and
Greenland who are fighting to protect
their world. 11.00 Air Crash
Investigation: Special Report. 12.00
Banged Up Abroad.

FILMS
TCM MOVIES
1.30pm Where Eagles Dare (1968,
Adventure, PG) 4.35 Battle of the
Bulge (1965, Drama, PG) 7.50
Sherlock Holmes: Terror By Night
(1946, Mystery, PG) 9.00 Salt
(2010, Thriller, 12) 11.10 Absolute
Power (1997, Thriller, 15)

FILM4
12.55pm The Naked Jungle (1954,
Adventure, PG) 2.50 Tiger Bay
(1959, Thriller, PG) 5.00 Run Wild,
Run Free (1969, Drama, U) 7.05
Home Again (2017, Drama, 12)
9.00 Been So Long (2018, Drama,
15) 11.05 The Wolverine (2013,
Adventure, 12)

SKY CINEMA PREMIERE
Noon: Underwater (2020, Sci-Fi,
15) 1.45 Black Performances: The
Top Ten Show. 2.00 Hooking Up
(2020, Comedy, 15) 4.00 The Last
Full Measure (2019, Drama, 15)
6.00 A Beautiful Day in the
Neighborhood (2019, Drama, PG)
8.00 As 12noon. 9.45 As 2pm.
11.45 Burden (2018, Drama, 15)

SKY CINEMA COMEDY
12.40pm What Men Want (2019,
15) 2.40 Mr Deeds (2002, 12)
4.20 Wayne’s World (1992, PG)
6.00 Kingpin (1996, 12) 8.00 As
12.40pm. 10.00 Talladega Nights:
The Ballad of Ricky Bobby (2006,
15) 12.05 As 2.40pm.

SKY CINEMA
ADVENTURE
1.00pm The Lord of the Rings:
The Two Towers (2002, Fantasy,

12) 4.00 The Lord of the Rings:
The Return of the King (2003,
Fantasy, 12) 7.30 Captain Marvel
(2019, Fantasy, 12) 9.50 Four
Kids and It (2020, Drama, PG)
11.55 King Arthur (2004,
Adventure, 12)

SPORT
EIR SPORT 1
11.00am FA Cup Classics. 1.00
Pro14 Rugby Union. 7.00 Football
Gold. 10.00 Pro14 Rugby Union.
12.00 Dha Chuirt. 1.00 FA Cup
Classics.

EIR SPORT 2
11.00am Football Gold. 3.00
Pro14 Rugby Union. 5.00 Football
Gold. 7.00 Pro14 Rugby Union.
11.00 Wimbledon Official Film.
12.00 Football Gold.

VIRGIN SPORT
11.00am UEFA Europa League
Update. 12.00 UEFA Champions
League. 2.00 UEFA Champions
League Weekly. 2.30 UEFA
Champions League. 4.30 UEFA
Champions League Weekly. 5.00
UEFA Champions League Round-Up.
5.30 Live UEFA Champions League.
Dynamo Kiev v Juventus (Kick-off
5.55pm). 7.00 UEFA Champions
League. 10.15 UEFA Champions
League Highlights. 11.00 Live UEFA
Champions League. 1.00 Close.

EUROSPORT 1
11.00am Hall of Fame –
Pyeongchang. 12.00 Alpine Skiing.
2.00 Snooker: English Open. 4.00
Bennetts British Superbikes. 5.30
Motocross World Championship.
6.00 Alpine Skiing. 8.00 Cycling:
Giro d’Italia. 9.30 Cycling: Vuelta a
Espana. 11.00 Snooker: English
Open. 1.00 Bennetts British
Superbikes.

SKY SPORTS MAIN
EVENT
11.00am The Football Show.
12.00 Sky Sports News. 1.00 Live
Weber Cup Ten Pin Bowling. 3.00
Live Indian Premier League. Kings XI
Punjab v Delhi Capitals. 7.00 Live
EFL. Norwich City v Birmingham City
(Kick-off 7.45pm). 10.00 Race &
Sport in America: Conversations.
11.00 Anthony Joshua: 1989 –
2014. 12.00 Live: Total Access.
1.00 Sky Sports News.

SKY SPORTS PREMIER
LEAGUE
11.00am The Football Show.
12.00 Gary Neville’s Soccerbox.
1.00 Premier League Years. 3.00
PL Best Goals 14/15. 4.00 PL
Greatest Games. 5.00 Premier
League 100 Club. 6.00 PL Legends:
Sol Campbell. 6.30 PL Legends:
Thierry Henry. 7.00 Premier League
Review. 8.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 9.00 Premier League
Review. 10.00 Premier League
Icons. 10.30 PL Retro. 12.30
Premier League Icons. 1.00 Premier
League Years.

CABLE & SATELLITE

12.15 Country Music S 1.20
Holby City S 2.30 Taken R S 3.25
Prime Time R S 4.00 Telly Bingo
R 4.10 Dr Phil R S 4.55 Doctors
R S 5.25 EuroNews

12.30 One Born Every Minute S
1.30 Single Parents R S 2.00 The
Fitting Room R S 3.00 Goodbye
House R S 3.30 Home Rescue
R S 3.55 The Rotunda R S 4.45
Ireland’s Fittest Family R S 5.40
EuroNews

12.00 The Midwives R 1.00
Autopsy USA 1.55 Close 5.20
The Tonight Show R

12.00 The West Wing R S 12.50
Fíorscéal R S 1.55 France 24

12.30 Sign Zone: The Grand
Party Hotel R S 1.30 Harry Hill’s
World of TV R S 2.00 Critical
Incident R S 2.45 This Is BBC
Two S

12.25 Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA R S 1.15 The
Simpsons R S
2.05 FILM PREMIERE: Naal
(2018, Drama, 12) Nagraj
Manjule, Shrinivas Pokale. Dir:
SR Yakkanti.
4.00 Vet on the Hill R S 4.55
Fifteen to One R S 5.50
Countdown R S

12.15 Top Gear R S 1.15 News S

6.00 RICHARD OSMAN’S
HOUSE OF GAMES
Mike Bushell, Aisling
Bea, Sunetra Sarker and
Dion Dublin go toe-to-toe
testing their general
knowledge skills in a
variety of trivia-based
games across the week.
S

6.30 FISH TOWN There is a
birthday celebration on
board Westro. S

7.00 CELEBRITY ANTIQUES
ROAD TRIP Comedians
Al Murray and Paul
Chowdhry join experts
James Braxton and
Natasha Raskin Sharp
on the hunt for bargains
to sell at auction in
Buckinghamshire. R S

8.00 SAVING LIVES AT SEA
The volunteers of the
RNLI race to save a
stricken fishing boat in a
force-eight gale, a yacht
trapped on a weir in
Loch Ness, and a puppy
that has swallowed a
fishing hook. S

9.00 SURGEONS: AT THE
EDGE OF LIFE A team
of transplant surgeons
perform a double lung
transplant operation, but
face a serious setback
when the first new lung
stops working just as
they prepare to remove
the second. S

10.00 REWIND THE SCENES
Members of the public
watch footage from the
BBC archive. R S

10.30 MANDY Comedy short.
R S

10.45 NEWSNIGHT S
11.30 THE CONFESSORS Irish

priests and chaplains
reveal what is like to
hear the sins of others.
R S

6.01 NEWS S
7.00 NEWS S
7.30 EASTENDERS Phil

meets Ellie at the Arches
where he confronts her
about her lies, while
sworn rivals Ruby and
Stacey let down the
barriers for a while with
the help of a few bottles
of champagne. Kathy
hits it off with her date
but things go downhill
when she has one drink
too many and trips up,
ending in a trip to the
hospital. Habiba is
devastated with Ash for
not going to court to
support Jags. S

8.00 HIGH ROAD, LOW
ROAD Cliona Hagan and
Francis Brennan head to
Helsinki in Finland – but
while Cliona enjoys a
luxury experience
including a spot of rally
driving, Francis ends up
on a budget bus trip.
R S

8.30 HOW TO COOK WELL
WITH RORY
O’CONNELL
See Choice S

9.00 NEWS S
9.35 PRIME TIME Current

affairs review, covering
political and social
topics at home and
abroad, plus local and
international headlines.
S

10.15 TRUMP: THE WHITE
HOUSE YEARS S

11.15 MRS AMERICA
Exhausted from a long-
distance drive from
Illinois, Alice and Pamela
arrive in Houston for the
National Women’s
Conference to find their
hotel overbooked and
have to share a room. S

6.00 NEIGHBOURS Rose
makes a lavish dinner for
Toadie, and while drunk,
Aaron reveals to
Nicolette that Chloe
misses her. R S

6.30 HOME AND AWAY
Willow comforts Ziggy,
who realises she was left
out regarding the murder
the whole time. R S

7.00 COOK-IN WITH MARK
MORIARTY Chef Mark
Moriarty presents an
eight-part cooking
series, offering
inspiration to viewers
stuck as home during
the coronavirus
pandemic. In the third
episode, Mark
demonstrates how to
make dishes including a
vegetarian burrito bowl.
R S

7.30 LIVE UEFA CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE Paris Saint-
Germain v Manchester
United (Kick-off 8.00pm).
Darragh Maloney
presents coverage of
both teams’ opening
Group H encounter, held
at Parc des Princes.
United’s last visit here
proved to be a
memorable one, as a
last-minute Marcus
Rashford penalty saw
them prevail 3-1 on the
night to progress to the
quarter-finals of the
2018/19 tournament on
the away goals rule.
Witth commentary by
George Hamilton. S

10.10 PEAKY BLINDERS
Tommy agrees to a truce
with a dangerous
adversary. S

11.20 THE ACT Gypsy fights
for her life. Last in the
series. R S

6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK
SHOW Chat show,
featuring celebrity
interviews, food from
leading chefs and
guidance on a wide
range of topics. S

7.00 EMMERDALE Nate
realises the gravity of the
situation, Paul has a
crashing loss, and Dan
hides his pain. S

7.30 HEATHROW: BRITAIN’S
BUSIEST AIRPORT
Border force officer Kat
decides whether to allow
a holiday-maker arriving
with little money in and a
confusing story into the
UK.

8.00 NEWS S
8.30 RED ROCK Conor

returns home to discover
Stephen did not know
he has been in rehab.
Sharon and Paudge deal
with a case of domestic
abuse, and Bridget tries
to manipulate Vincent.
R S

9.00 ALISON HAMMOND:
BACK TO SCHOOL
Alison Hammond travels
across the country and
back in time on an
historical journey to
discover some of the
black figures who have
been hidden from
Britain’s history, throwing
light on their extraordinary
stories and achievements.

10.00 THE TONIGHT SHOW
Matt Cooper and Ciara
Doherty offer their
unique take on the big
stories of the day. S

11.00 TRIAL OF THE
CENTURY A jury drawn
from diverse walks of
Irish life discuss the
dramatised case. Last in
the series. R

6.05 GILMORE GIRLS The
annual Stars Hollow
picnic basket auction
causes romantic
complications when Jess
wins an al fresco lunch
with Rory. Lauren
Graham and Alexis
Bledel star. R S

7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.30 SIAR SNA SEACHTÓIDÍ

The events of 1978,
including the
Taibhdhearc’s 50th
anniversary celebrations,
and Colm CT Wilkinson
singing in the Eurovision
Song Contest. R

8.00 7 LÁ Discussion on the
past week’s events,
presented by Páidí Ó
Lionáird.

8.30 ROS NA RÚN Tadgh
loses his temper with
Malachai during
Frances’ wake. Noreen
is left exhausted after a
trying day, and Ferdia
tries to persuade her to
come back to his place.

9.00 GLÓR TÍRE: ROGHA &
TOGHA A compilation of
the best acts from this
year’s Glór Tíre,
featuring Robert Mizzel,
Louise Morrissey, Shawn
Cuddy, the Conquerors,
Mike Denver, John
McNicholl and John
Hogan. R

9.30 OPRY LE DANIEL Daniel
O’Donnell presents the
show from the
Millennium Forum in
Derry Mike Denver
performs with his mother
Roisin Fallon. S

10.30 WHY WOMEN KILL
See Choice S

11.25 ROS NA RÚN Tadgh
loses his temper with
Malachai during
Frances’ wake. R

6.00 THE SIMPSONS Marge
is delighted to get
behind the wheel of a
rugged all-terrain
vehicle, but her new-
found sense of power
quickly turns into road
rage, something Chief
Wiggum is very keen to
stamp out. R S

6.30 HOLLYOAKS The
countdown is on for the
McQueens to pay up
before one of their sins
is revealed. Meanwhile,
Verity and Sami start
mediations for Tony and
Diane’s divorce. S

7.00 NEWS S
8.00 THE GREAT BRITISH

BAKE OFF
See Choice S

9.15 MARRIED AT FIRST
SIGHT The Covid-19
pandemic sets in just as
the couples prepare to
move in together, putting
an unprecedented
additional strain on their
fledgling relationships. As
measures ease, Owen
and Michelle face a
heartbreaking dilemma,
while David and Shareen
come together to enjoy a
romantic glamping
getaway. S

10.00 TASKMASTER Johnny
Vegas, Katherine
Parkinson, Daisy May
Cooper, Mawaan Rizwan
and Richard Herring
compete as the celebrity
challenge comes to
Channel 4. Hosted by
Greg Davies. R S

11.20 GOGGLEBOX The
armchair critics share
their opinions on what
they have been watching
during the week, with
cameras capturing their
instant reactions. R S

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 THE ONE SHOW

Another mix of
nationwide reports and
live studio-based chat.
Presented by Alex Jones
and Gethin Jones. S

7.35 EASTENDERS
As RTÉ One, 7.30pm. S

8.00 THE SHERIFFS ARE
COMING Return of the
programme following the
work of High Court
enforcement officers,
who strive to retrieve
cash for members of the
public owed money. Rob
and Gerald brave the red
carpet at a celebrity
hotspot in London to try
to recover the unpaid
wages of a former
worker, while Tommy is
on the Welsh coast to
seize a boat. R S

9.00 LIFE The lives of the
neighbours collide
during one night as
secrets come to light.
Henry tries to keep
Gail’s decision, and its
consequences, a secret
from friends and family,
while Hannah and Liam
host a tense dinner
party, and David and
Saira begin a new stage
in their lives. S

10.00 NEWS S
10.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.45 SPOTLIGHT The impact

of the Covid-19
pandemic on cancer
patients in Northern
Ireland. S

11.15 STILL GAME Jack and
Victor take a boat down
the river. R S

11.45 STILL GAME Craiglang
is gripped by a hot
summer spell. R S

RTÉ ONE RTÉ2 VIRGIN 1 TG4 BBC TWO VIRGIN 2 SKY ONECHANNEL 4
6.00 EuroNews 6.25
Teleshopping 8.00 Today R S
9.55 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
S 10.50 Dr Phil 11.45 Shortland
Street S 12.15 Doctors S 12.45
Telly Bingo 1.00 News S 1.30
Home and Away S 2.00
Neighbours S 2.30 The
Borrowers R S 3.00 EastEnders
R S 3.30 Today S 5.40 Nuacht
Followed by The Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 6.55 Children’s
Programmes 12.00 Boy Girl Dog
Cat Mouse Cheese R S 12.25
Waffle the Wonder Dog R S
12.50 Cloudy with a Chance of
Meatballs R 1.15 Millie Inbetween
R S 1.45 Jamie Johnson R S
2.20 The Next Step R S 2.45
Dorg Van Dango R S 3.00 After
School Hub S 4.00 Ballybraddan
R S 4.10 Shaun the Sheep R S
4.20 news2day S 4.30 The
Simpsons R S 5.00 The
Goldbergs R S 5.30 Shortland
Street R S

6.30 UEFA Europa League
Update R 7.00 Ireland AM S
10.00 This Morning 12.30 News
S 1.00 The Chase R S 3.00
Elaine 4.00 More Tales from
Northumberland with Robson
Green 4.30 Judge Judy 5.30
News S

7.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg 10.30
Naíonáin an Zú R 11.00 Little
House on the Prairie R S 11.55
Abair Amhrán R 12.10 River
Cottage Australia R S 12.40
Garraí Glas R 1.10 Murder, She
Wrote R S 2.05 Weakest Link R S
3.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg 4.02 Cúla 4
Ar Scoil R 4.28 SpongeBob
SquarePants R S 4.44 Adventure
Time 4.55 Taffy 5.05 Mo Shaol
Do Shaol R 5.35 Bliain in Inis Oírr
R

6.30 Bargain Hunt’s 20th
Birthday – Unforgettable
Moments R S 7.15 Money for
Nothing R S 8.00 Sign Zone:
Gardeners’ World R S 9.00 News
S 10.00 News S 12.15 Politics
Live S 1.00 Decimate R S 1.45
Flipping Profit R S 2.30 800
Words R S 3.15 The Great British
Sewing Bee R S 4.15 Tribes,
Predators & Me R S 5.15 Flog It!
R S

6.30 Mike & Molly R S 7.10
Cheers R S 8.05 Everybody
Loves Raymond R S 9.35 Frasier
R S 10.35 Undercover Boss USA
R S 11.30 News S 11.35
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares
USA R S 12.30 Steph’s Packed
Lunch S 2.10 Countdown S 3.00
A Place in the Sun: Home or
Away R S 4.00 The Great House
Giveaway S 5.00 Four in a Bed S
5.30 Come Dine with Me R S

6.00 News S 9.15 Rip Off Britain:
Live S 10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer R S 11.00 Defenders
UK S 11.45 Paramedics on
Scene S 12.15 Bargain Hunt’s
20th Birthday – Our Experts’ Top
Buys S 1.00 News S 1.30
Regional News S 1.45 Impossible
S 2.30 The Customer Is Always
Right S 3.00 Escape to the
Country R S 3.45 Money for
Nothing S 4.30 The Bidding
Room S 5.15 Pointless S

BBC ONE

SKY ATLANTIC UTV

7.30 The Chase Australia R 8.30
May the Best House Win R 9.30
Tipping Point R 10.30 Dress to
Impress R S 11.30 Benidorm ER
R 12.30 Yes Chef R S 1.30
Ireland AM R 2.30 Emmerdale
R S 3.00 Coronation Street R S
4.00 Tipping Point R
6.00 THE CHASE Quiz,

hosted by Bradley
Walsh. R S

7.00 LIVE UEFA CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE Chelsea v
Sevilla (Kick-off 8.00pm).
All the action from both
teams’ opening Group E
match, held at Stamford
Bridge.

10.15 UEFA CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE HIGHLIGHTS
Action from the opening
matchday one fixtures.

11.00 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 7pm. R S

11.30 RED ROCK Sharon and
Paudge deal with a case
of domestic abuse and
Bridget tries to
manipulate Vincent. R S

12.00 Dress to Impress R S 1.00
Blue Murder R 2.30 Autopsy USA
R 4.15 Through the Keyhole R
5.00 Close

6.00 Futurama S 7.00 Monkey
Business S 8.00 Animal House S
9.00 Road Wars S 10.00
Motorway Patrol S 11.00 NCIS:
Los Angeles S 1.00 Hawaii Five-0
S 3.00 Highway Patrol S 4.00
Modern Family S 5.00 The
Simpsons S 5.30 Futurama S
6.00 FUTURAMA The gang is

transported to a
mysterious 2D universe.
S

6.30 THE SIMPSONS Bart is
kidnapped by a
chimpanzee. S

7.00 THE SIMPSONS Homer
gets a new wife. With the
voice of Ricky Gervais. S

7.30 THE SIMPSONS S
8.00 A LEAGUE OF THEIR

OWN A look at
previously unseen
moments from the 15th
series.

9.00 PRODIGAL SON A new
killer mimics Malcolm’s
favourite childhood
book. S

10.00 THE TWILIGHT ZONE
11.00 WARRIOR
12.05 Road Wars S 1.05 The
Force: Essex S 2.05 MacGyver S
3.00 Brit Cops: Frontline Crime
UK S 4.00 Highway Patrol S 5.00
Supergirl S

6.00 Richard E Grant’s Hotel
Secrets R S 7.00 CSI: Crime
Scene Investigation R S 9.00 Ray
Donovan R S 11.20 Dexter R S
1.40 Tin Star R S 2.40 CSI:
Crime Scene Investigation R S
4.40 The Leftovers R S 5.45
Dexter R S
6.50 DEXTER The Ice Truck

Killer leaves the body of
Valerie Castillo in a
location where it is sure
to be found, raising the
prospect of Dexter’s guilt
being discovered by his
colleagues. R S

8.00 TIN STAR The Worth
family reunite to say
goodbye to a loved one.
Elsewhere, Mrs
Bradshaw faces a
difficult decision after
she learns a damaging
story has leaked to the
press. R S

9.00 THE THIRD DAY Helen
protects her family as
tensions between the
islanders come to a
dramatic conclusion.
Drama, starring Jude
Law. S

10.10 SIX FEET UNDER Nate
and Brenda are faced
with a dilemma. R S

11.20 SIX FEET UNDER The
future of Fisher & Diaz
becomes uncertain. R S

12.25 The Wire R S 1.30
Californication R S 2.00 Billions
3.10 Oz R S 4.20 Fish Town R S

6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30
Loose Women S 1.30 News S
1.55 UTV Live S 2.00 Judge
Rinder S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00
Tipping Point S 5.00 The Chase
S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.00 EMMERDALE

As Virgin One, 7pm. S
7.30 HARBOUR COPS Public

information officer Nigel
Lewis is called to deal
with a cow causing
mayhem. S

8.00 LOVE YOUR COASTAL
GARDEN Memorable
coastal gardens featured
in the show. S

9.00 THE MILLION POUND
CUBE Twin sister
doctors and two best
friends undertake a
series of challenges. S

10.00 NEWS S
10.30 UTV LIVE S
10.45 SORRY, I DIDN’T KNOW

With Kerry Godliman,
Kojo Anim, Jimmy
James Jones and
Humza Arshad. S

11.10 IN THE SHADOW OF
MARY SEACOLE The
story behind a statue
honouring Mary Seacole.
R S

12.05 All Elite Wrestling:
Dynamite S 12.55 Ideal World
3.00 ITV Nightscreen 5.05 Judge
Rinder R S

CULINARY CONTEST The Great British Bake
Off Channel 4, 8pm Matt Lucas and Noel
Fielding present as the competition reaches its
halfway point, and baking beans at the ready –
it’s pastry week. The remaining contestants face
a signature Cornish classic and a retro technical.
For the showstopper, they must concoct a
classic tart displayed in a pastry cage, at the
behest of judges Prue Leith and Paul Hollywood.
No, we don’t know why either…

LAST IN SERIES How to Cook Well with Rory
O’Connell RTÉ One, 8.30pm Has the nation’s
favourite cookery teacher saved his best recipes
until last? Make up your own mind about that as
O’Connell demonstrates how to make pickled
beetroot tacos and radishes with smoked eel
butter before turning his attention to roast
chicken salad with French beans and tarragon,
as well as a Mexican courgette salad. Dessert is
a blackberry and geranium possett.

NEW SERIES Why Women Kill TG4, 10.30pm
Marc Cherry first came to prominence in the TV
world when he created international hit Desperate
Housewives. After that came the less successful
Devious Maids, which was followed by the more
impressive Why Women Kill, a dark comedy-
drama set in different time periods. It focuses on a
trio of women and the deaths that occur after each
of them learn their husbands have been unfaithful.
A second series is in the pipeline.



WEDNESDAY TELEVISION

GENERAL
VIRGIN THREE
7.00am Teletubbies. 7.30 In the
Night Garden. 8.00 Teletubbies.
8.30 The Adventures of Paddington
Bear. 9.00 Elaine. 10.00 Star
Treatment. 11.00 Cash Trapped.
12.00Who’s Doing the Dishes?
1.00 Judge Rinder. 4.00 Hello
Campers. 5.00 Heartbeat. 6.00
River Monsters. 7.00 The Instant
Gardener. 8.00 Heartbeat. 9.00
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit.
10.55 Always and Everyone.
12.00 This Morning.

BBC FOUR
7.00pm Fred Dibnah’s Industrial
Age. 7.30 The Joy of Painting. 8.00
Castles: Britain’s Fortified History.
9.00 The Flying Scotsman: A Rail
Romance. 10.00 The Last Days of
Steam: Timeshift. 11.00 A Very
British History: The First Black
Brummies. 12.00 The Billion Dollar
Art Hunt.

ITV2
7.00am The Ellen DeGeneres
Show. 8.00 Emmerdale. 8.30
You’ve Been Framed! & Famous.
9.25 Superstore. 10.25 Dress to
Impress. 11.25 Dinner Date. 12.25
Emmerdale. 12.55 You’ve Been
Framed! Forever. 2.00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 2.55 Ellen’s
Game of Games. 3.50 Dinner Date.
4.55 Dress to Impress. 6.00 Take
Me Out. 7.00 You’ve Been Framed!
Gold. 8.00 Two and a Half Men.
9.00 Hell’s Kitchen. 10.00 Celebrity
Karaoke Club. 11.00 Family Guy.
12.00 American Dad!

ITV3
6.00am Classic Coronation Street.
6.55 Classic Emmerdale. 7.55
Heartbeat. 8.55 Man About the
House. 10.00 That’s My Boy.
10.35 Agatha Christie’s Marple.
12.40 Heartbeat. 1.45 Classic
Emmerdale. 2.50 Classic
Coronation Street. 3.55 Midsomer
Murders. 5.55 Agatha Christie’s
Marple. 8.00 Foyle’s War. 10.00
Unforgotten. 11.00 A Touch of
Frost.

E4
Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00
The Big Bang Theory. 2.00 Scrubs.
3.00 Speechless. 4.00 Brooklyn
Nine-Nine. 5.00 The Goldbergs.
6.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00
Hollyoaks. 7.30 Hollyoaks Does
Come Dine With Me. 8.00
Taskmaster. 9.00 Celebrity
Gogglebox. 10.00 Gogglebox.
11.05 Buffy the Vampire Slayer.

MORE4
11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
12.05 Escape to the Chateau. 1.10
Building the Dream. 2.15 Four in a
Bed. 4.55 The Secret Life of the
Zoo. 5.55 Escape to the Chateau.
6.55 Grand Designs Australia. 7.55
Grand Designs. 9.00 The Kennedys:
Tragedy & Triumph. 10.00 Catching
a Killer: A Diary from the Grave.
11.50 24 Hours in A&E.

CHANNEL 5
11.15am Can’t Pay? We’ll Take It
Away! 12.10 News. 12.15 The
Nightmare Neighbour Next Door.
1.10 Access. 1.15 Home and
Away. 1.45 Neighbours. 2.15 Film:
A Deadly Deed: A Fixer Upper
Mystery (2018, Drama, PG) 4.00
Friends. 5.00 News. 5.30
Neighbours. 6.00 Home and Away.
6.25 News. 7.00Walking Britain’s
Roman Roads. 8.00 Inside the
Tower of London. 9.00 Henry VIII:
Bloodlust & the Boleyns. 10.00
Queen: The Band That Rocked the
World.

NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
Noon: Car S.O.S. 2.00 Drain the
Oceans. 3.00 Kingdom of the
Mummies. 4.00 Air Crash
Investigation. 6.00 Food Factory.
8.00 Ice Road Rescue. 9.00
Gordon Ramsay: Uncharted. 10.00
Running Wild with Bear Grylls.
11.00 Air Crash Investigation:
Special Report. 12.00 Banged Up
Abroad.

FILMS
TCM MOVIES
1.30pm Charro (1969, Western,
PG) 3.35 The Oklahoman (1957,
Western, U) 5.15 Black Patch
(1957, Western, PG) 7.00
Gunfighters of Casa Grande (1964,
Western, PG) 9.00 Sherlock Holmes
(2009, Thriller, 12) 11.40 Derailed
(2002, Adventure, 15)

FILM4
12.30pm Cottage to Let (1941,
Thriller, U) 2.20 Distant Drums
(1951, Western, U) 4.25 Robin and
Marian (1976, Adventure, PG) 6.35
Gods of Egypt (2016, Adventure, 12)
9.00 Belle (2013, Drama, 12)
11.05 Transporter 3 (2008,
Adventure, 15)

SKY CINEMA PREMIERE
Noon: The Bygone (2019, Thriller,
15) 2.00 Mine 9 (2019, Thriller, 15)
3.30 The Last Full Measure (2019,
Drama, 15) 5.30 Top Ten: James
Bond. 5.45 Burden (2018, Drama,
15) 8.00 A Beautiful Day in the
Neighborhood (2019, Drama, PG)
10.00 As 2pm. 11.30 Hooking Up
(2020, Comedy, 15)

SKY CINEMA COMEDY
12.55pm Click (2006, 12) 2.45
Step Brothers (2008, 15) 4.35
Wayne’s World 2 (1993, PG) 6.15
Grown Ups (2010, 12) 8.00 Grown
Ups 2 (2013, 12) 10.00 Can You
Ever Forgive Me? (2018, 15) 11.50
As 12.55pm.

SKY CINEMA
ADVENTURE
1.50pm Four Kids and It (2020,
Drama, PG) 3.50 Captain Marvel
(2019, Fantasy, 12) 6.00 Maleficent:
Mistress of Evil (2019, Fantasy, PG)
8.00 Star Wars: Episode VII – The
Force Awakens (2015, Sci-Fi, 12)
10.20 Bill & Ted’s Excellent

Adventure (1989, Comedy, PG)
11.55 The Adventures of Jurassic
Pet (2019, Drama, U)

SPORT
EIR SPORT 1
11.00am FA Cup Classics. 1.00
Pro14 Rugby Union. 7.00 Classic
GAA. 10.00 The Allianz Leagues
Football. 11.30 Hill 16. 12.00 True
Blues. 1.00 FA Cup Classics. 1.30
Football Gold.

EIR SPORT 2
11.00am Football Gold. 1.00 The
Big Match: Leeds United. 3.00
Pro14 Rugby Union. 7.00 Boxing
Classics. 10.00 Boxing Gold.
12.30 Football Gold.

VIRGIN SPORT
10.00am UEFA Champions
League. 12.00 UEFA Europa League
Update. 1.00 UEFA Champions
League. 5.00 UEFA Champions
League Highlights. 5.30 Live UEFA
Champions League. Real Madrid v
Shakhtar Donetsk (Kick-off 5.55pm).
7.00 Live UEFA Champions League.
Ajax v Liverpool (Kick-off 8.00pm).
10.15 UEFA Champions League
Highlights. 11.00 UEFA Champions
League. 1.00 Close.

EUROSPORT 1
11.00am Live Motocross World
Championship. 12.00 Live
Motocross World Championship.
1.00World Touring Car Cup. 2.00
Live Motocross World
Championship. 3.00 Live Motocross
World Championship. 4.00 Bennetts
British Superbikes. 5.00World
Superbikes. 6.00 Ski Jumping.
7.00 Hall of Fame – Pyeongchang.
8.00 Cycling: Giro d’Italia. 9.30
Cycling: Vuelta a Espana. 11.00
Snooker: Shoot-Out. 1.00
Motorcycling: Scarborough Gold
Cup.

SKY SPORTS MAIN
EVENT
11.00am The Football Show.
12.00 Sky Sports News. 1.00 Live
Weber Cup Ten Pin Bowling. 3.00
Live Indian Premier League. Kolkata
Knight Riders v Royal Challengers
Bangalore. 7.00 Live EFL. Sheffield
Wednesday v Brentford (Kick-off
7.45pm). 10.00 Tiger Tales. 11.00
The Masters Film – 2019 Woods.
12.00 NFL: Total Access.

SKY SPORTS PREMIER
LEAGUE
11.00am The Football Show.
12.00 Gary Neville’s Soccerbox.
1.00 Premier League Years. 3.00
PL Best Goals 15/16. 4.00 PL
Greatest Games. 5.00 Premier
League 100 Club. 6.00 PL Legends:
Paul Ince. 6.30 PL Legends:
Andrew Cole. 7.00 Premier League
World. 7.30 Premier League Icons.
8.00 Gary Neville’s Soccerbox.
9.00 Premier League Review.
10.00 Premier League World.
10.30 PL Retro. 12.30 Premier
League Icons.

CABLE & SATELLITE

12.35 Room to Improve R S 1.35
Operation Transformation R S
2.35 The Great House Revival
R S 3.30 One Day: Keeping
Ireland Beautiful R S 4.25
Herstory: Ireland’s Epic Women
R S 4.50 The Borrowers R S 5.15
EuroNews

12.35 NCIS: New Orleans R S
1.25 Vikings R S 2.20 EuroNews

12.00 Autopsy USA R 12.55 The
Chase Australia R 1.45 Close
5.20 The Tonight Show R

12.50 Dáil Éireann 1.15 France
24

12.00 Enslaved with Samuel L
Jackson R S 1.00 Sign Zone:
Saving Lives at Sea R S 2.00 The
Shipman Files: A Very British
Crime Story R S 3.00 Top Gear
R S 4.00 Critical Incident R S
4.45 This Is BBC Two S

12.05 Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA R S 1.00 Adult
Material R S 1.55 Five Guys a
Week R S
2.50 FILM: Locke (2013, Thriller,
15) Dir: Steven Knight. S
4.15 Fifteen to One R S 5.05
Coach Trip: Road to Barcelona R S
5.35 Kirstie’s Fill Your House for
Free R S 5.50 Countdown R S

12.15 Love Life S 1.15 News S

6.00 RICHARD OSMAN’S
HOUSE OF GAMES
Mike Bushell, Aisling
Bea, Sunetra Sarker and
Dion Dublin go toe-to-
toe testing their general
knowledge skills in a
variety of trivia-based
games across the week.
S

6.30 THE FARMERS’
COUNTRY SHOWDOWN
Ice-cream and cider
producers attend the
Great British Food
Festival. R S

7.00 CELEBRITY ANTIQUES
ROAD TRIP Ian ’H’
Watkins and Claire
Sweeney join experts
James Braxton and
David Harper on a quest
to find items to sell at
auction, scouring the
Welsh Border for
antiques. R S

8.00 NADIYA BAKES Nadiya
Hussain shares some of
her favourite recipes for
biscuits and small bites
to snack on. S

8.30 NADIYA BAKES Nadiya
Hussain wraps up the
series with a selection of
recipes for special
occasions. Last in the
series. S

9.00 HARLOTS New. Isaac
and Hal Pincher have
become the new owners
of the Saracen’s Head
tavern, and have the
ambition of taking over
London bawdy houses.
S

10.00 THE NOUGHTIES
See Choice S

10.45 NEWSNIGHT S
11.30 SPOTLIGHT The impact

of the Covid-19
pandemic on cancer
patients in Northern
Ireland. R S

6.01 NEWS S
7.00 NEWS R S
7.30 ECO EYE Dr Lara

Dungan examines how
Ireland could be at the
forefront of bringing
electric cars into the
mainstream, introducing
an eco-friendly
replacement to the
combustion engine. R S

8.00 FAIR CITY Tommy
continues to lie to
Dearbhla about his
business venture with
Dean. Meanwhile, Paul
panics when he goes to
pick up Ruth from the
community centre and
she is nowhere to be
seen. Unable to find her,
he asks Hughie, Melanie
and Mondo to help him
in his search. S

8.30 DONAL’S FAMILY FOOD
IN MINUTES
See Choice S

9.00 NEWS S
9.35 74 DAYS: THE HUNGER

STRIKE OF TERENCE
MACSWINEY
See Choice S

10.35 BRENDAN GRACE –
THANKS FOR THE
MEMORIES Brendan
and the Forget-Me-Nots
visit President Higgins at
Áras an Uachtárain,
where the choir
performs, while the
entertainer also meets
up with friends including
Dickie Roclife. R S

11.35 PEARSON Keri goes on
a trip with Stephanie,
Angela assists her
neighbours, and Jessica
contends with Yoli’s
problem. Drama, starring
Gina Torres. Last in the
series. S

6.00 NEIGHBOURS Rose’s
ex-husband shows up
during a date with
Toadie. R S

6.30 HOME AND AWAY The
romantic getaway
planned by Colby and
Taylor turns into
shambles. R S

7.00 DIY SOS: THE BIG
BUILD IRELAND Baz
Ashmawy and a team of
volunteers embark on
home renovation
projects. In the first
edition, the team
renovates the home of
13-year-old Amy
Mulcahy in Limerick. R S

8.00 YOUR HOME MADE
PERFECT Experts Laura
Jane Clark and Robert
Jamison attempt to
transform the Kent home
of James, 39, and
40-year-old Vicky.
Angela Scanlon
presents. S

9.10 THIS TIME WITH ALAN
PARTRIDGE The
broadcaster makes a
return to prime time TV
when he is asked to
stand-in as guest
presenter on BBC One
magazine show This
Time. Comedy, starring
Steve Coogan and
Susannah Fielding. R S

9.45 LOVE/HATE Nidge sets
out to persuade Dano he
had nothing to do with his
father’s disappearance –
and realises a scapegoat
needs to be found. R S

10.50 BACHELORS WALK
Michael and Jane return
from their honeymoon. S

11.40 I WANT THAT
WEDDING!
A British couple recall
their £60,000 wedding. S

6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK
SHOW Chat show. S

7.00 EMMERDALE Vinny
confronts Paul, with bad
results, Nate is given
advice, and things get
worse for Dan. S

7.30 CORONATION STREET
Todd’s return causes
headaches for Paul and
Billy, David is troubled
by a threat to his
livelihood, and Nick
incurs Leanne’s wrath. S

8.00 NEWS S
8.30 CORONATION STREET

Todd urges Billy to leave
Paul and reunite with
him, Gary encourages
David to sell his house,
and Leanne gives an
interview about Oliver’s
case. S

9.00 GOGGLEBOX IRELAND
Deirdre O’Kane provides
the voiceover as a
selection of telly addicts
pass comment on the
week’s programmes
from the comfort of their
living rooms. S

10.00 THE TONIGHT SHOW
Matt Cooper and Ciara
Doherty offer their
unique take on the big
stories of the day with a
panel of guests. There is
also a discussion
covering the key issues
in the news. S

11.00 THE TRIALS OF JIMMY
ROSE Jimmy returns to
work for Tony and is
offered the chance to
clear his debts by
carrying out one last job.
Jackie tries to persuade
him to do the right thing.
Ray Winstone stars. Last
in the series. R

6.05 GILMORE GIRLS
Christopher arrives in
town on a business trip
and brings his girlfriend
Sherry with him, which
alarms Emily because
she had always
assumed he would end
up with Lorelai. R S

7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.30 AN RÍL DEAL The hunt

for the next big thing in
the world of Irish
dancing continues, as
one more dance act is
put through to the series
semi-final. Presented by
Síomha Ní Ruairc. R S

8.30 BÁDÓIRÍ The
documentary follows the
crew of An Mhaighdean
Mhara (the Siren) as
they bring turf to
Kinvara, and the very
competitive race
between old rivals the
Tónaí and the American
Mór. R S

9.00 GLÓR TÍRE: ROGHA &
TOGHA Featuring a
performance from Helen
McCabe.

9.30 INIS AIRC – BÁS OILEÁIN
The mass exodus of the
Inishshark community in
1960 to the Connemara
mainland, after the
government opted to
resettle the inhabitants
instead of building an
expensive pier on the
island. R

10.30 MR ROBOT Krista
prepares for a date. S

11.30 THE WINDMILL LANE
SESSIONS
Performances by Four of
Us, O Emperor and Mary
Coughlan. R S

11.55 WEAKEST LINK Quiz,
hosted by Anne
Robinson. R S

6.00 THE SIMPSONS Lisa
has to share a room
with Bart but finds it
difficult, while Marge
becomes addicted
to eavesdropping on
other people’s
conversations. R S

6.30 HOLLYOAKS Tony is
sent a message asking
him to meet ’the love of
his life’ at The Hutch.
Elsewhere, the electronic
doll asks the McQueens
to guess who the
blackmailer is. S

7.00 NEWS S
7.55 STAND UP TO CANCER

Short film in aid of the
charity. S

8.00 AUTUMN AT JIMMY’S
FARM Following life on
Jimmy Doherty’s farm
during the autumn
months, as the team
prepare the farm and
wildlife park for the
oncoming seasonal
changes. In the second
episode, the team work
flat out as the prepare for
the births of two dozen
piglets, and take delivery
of 6,000 turkeys. S

9.00 DIANA: THE TRUTH
BEHIND THE
INTERVIEW Piecing
together the story
behind Diana, Princess
of Wales’ November
1995 explosive interview
with BBC’s Panorama,
25 years on from the
momentous broadcast.
S

10.00 FIRST DATES American
beauty queen Camille is
looking for love. S

11.05 THE BRIDGE Luke and
Maura have a huge
secret that could
jeopardise the bridge
build. R S

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 THE ONE SHOW

Magazine show, with
stories of interest from
around the UK, plus
celebrity guests in the
studio, presented by
Alex Jones and Gethin
Jones. S

7.30 GARDEN RESCUE
Charlie, David and Harry
compete to design an
eco-friendly garden in
Whitchurch, Hampshire,
which includes a space
for entertaining and
tackles a dangerous
two-metre drop. S

8.00 THE REPAIR SHOP The
team restores a
threadbare theatre chair
from Derby Hippodrome,
a rare timepiece that has
not worked for years, a
cherished bronze locket
and two First World War
flying mascots. R S

9.00 AMBULANCE
The Friday night shift
takes its toll on the
ambulance service
crews in the capital as
they deal with reports of
an armed male and two
stabbings. S

10.00 NEWS S
10.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.45 NOLAN LIVE Lively

debate on issues
affecting Northern
Ireland, with Stephen
Nolan. S

11.45 LOVE LIFE The girls
head upstate to
celebrate Mallory’s
engagement. At the
cabin, Darby struggles
to get through to Sara as
their paths continue to
diverge. S

RTÉ ONE RTÉ2 VIRGIN 1 TG4 BBC TWO VIRGIN 2 SKY ONECHANNEL 4
6.00 EuroNews 6.15
Teleshopping 7.50 Today R S
9.45 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
S 10.40 Shortland Street S 11.10
Doctors S 11.50 Leaders’
Questions S 1.00 News S 1.30
Home and Away S 2.00
Neighbours S 2.30 The
Borrowers R S 3.00 EastEnders
R S 3.30 Today S 5.40 Nuacht
Followed by The Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 6.55 Children’s
Programmes 12.00 Dorg Van
Dango R S 12.25 Waffle the
Wonder Dog R S 12.50 Cloudy
with a Chance of Meatballs R
1.15 Millie Inbetween R S 1.45
Jamie Johnson R S 2.20 The
Next Step R S 2.45 Dorg Van
Dango R S 3.00 After School
Hub S 4.00 Ballybraddan R S
4.10 Shaun the Sheep R S 4.20
news2day S 4.30 The Simpsons
R S 5.00 The Goldbergs R S 5.30
Shortland Street R S

6.10 The Six O’Clock Show R
7.00 Ireland AM S 10.00 This
Morning 12.30 News S 1.00 The
Chase R S 3.00 Elaine 4.00 More
Tales from Northumberland with
Robson Green 4.30 Judge Judy
5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg 10.30
Naíonáin an Zú R 11.00 Little
House on the Prairie R S 11.55
Abair Amhrán R 12.10 River
Cottage Australia R S 12.40
Garraí Glas R 1.10 Murder, She
Wrote R S 2.05 Weakest Link R S
3.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg 4.00 Cúla 4
4.02 Cúla 4 Ar Scoil R 4.28
SpongeBob SquarePants R S
4.44 Adventure Time 4.55 Taffy
5.05 C.L.U.B R S 5.35 Irish Paint
Magic R

6.30 Bargain Hunt’s 20th
Birthday – Our Experts’ Top Buys
R S 7.15 Money for Nothing R S
8.00 Sign Zone: Eat Well for
Less? R S 9.00 News S 10.00
News S 11.15 Politics Live S 1.00
Decimate R S 1.45 Flipping Profit
R S 2.30 800 Words R S 3.15
The Great British Sewing Bee R S
4.15 Mountain: Life at the
Extreme R S 5.15 Flog It! R S

6.30 Mike & Molly R S 7.10
Cheers R S 8.05 Everybody
Loves Raymond R S 9.35 Frasier
R S 10.35 Undercover Boss USA
R S 11.30 News S 11.35
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares
USA R S 12.30 Steph’s Packed
Lunch S 2.10 Countdown S 3.00
A Place in the Sun: Home or
Away R S 4.00 The Great House
Giveaway S 5.00 Four in a Bed S
5.30 Come Dine with Me R S

6.00 News S 9.15 Rip Off Britain:
Live S 10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer R S 11.00 Defenders
UK S 11.45 Paramedics on
Scene S 12.15 Bargain Hunt’s
20th Birthday – Grand Tour of
Britain S 1.00 News S 1.30
Regional News S 1.45 Impossible
S 2.30 The Customer Is Always
Right S 3.00 Escape to the
Country R S 3.45 Money for
Nothing S 4.30 The Bidding
Room S 5.15 Pointless S

BBC ONE

SKY ATLANTIC UTV

7.30 The Chase Australia 8.30
May the Best House Win R 9.30
Tipping Point R 10.30 Dress to
Impress R S 11.30 Benidorm ER
R 12.30 Yes Chef R S 1.30
Ireland AM R 2.30 Emmerdale
R S 3.00 Red Rock R S 3.30
Gino’s Italian Express R 4.00
Tipping Point R
6.00 THE CHASE R S
7.00 LIVE UEFA CHAMPIONS

LEAGUE Ajax v Liverpool
(Kick-off 8.00pm). All the
action from both teams’
opening Group D
encounter at Amsterdam
Arena.

10.15 UEFA CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE HIGHLIGHTS
Action from the
concluding matchday
one fixtures, including
Ajax v Liverpoo, Bayern
Munich v Atletico Madrid
and Manchester City v
FC Porto.

11.00 SHETLAND Part two of
two. Evidence arrives
from an unexpected
source. R

12.15 Coronation Street R S 1.15
Emmerdale R S 1.45 Dress to
Impress R S 2.45 White House
Farm R 3.45 Autopsy USA R 4.30
Inspector Morse R

6.00 Futurama S 7.00 Monkey
Business S 8.00 Animal House S
9.00 Road Wars S 10.00
Motorway Patrol S 11.00 NCIS:
Los Angeles S 1.00 Hawaii Five-0
S 3.00 Highway Patrol S 4.00
Modern Family S 5.00 The
Simpsons S 5.30 Futurama S
6.00 FUTURAMA Fry gets left

behind on a distant
planet after a mission to
search for herbal
supplements. S

6.30 THE SIMPSONS Guest
starring Richard Dean
Anderson. S

7.00 THE SIMPSONS S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS S
8.00 S.W.A.T Hondo, Deacon,

Tan and Hicks engage in
a manhunt across Tokyo.

9.00 THERE’S SOMETHING
ABOUT MOVIES New.
The return of the
comedy panel show,
hosted by Alan Carr.

10.00 WARRIOR
11.05 A LEAGUE OF THEIR

OWN
12.05 The Russell Howard Hour
1.05 The Force: Essex S 2.05
Road Wars S 3.05 Brit Cops:
Frontline Crime UK S 4.00
Highway Patrol S 5.00 Supergirl
S

6.00 Richard E Grant’s Hotel
Secrets R S 7.00 CSI: Crime
Scene Investigation R S 9.00 Ray
Donovan R 11.20 Dexter R 1.40
Tin Star R 2.40 CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation R S 4.40 The
Leftovers R 5.45 Dexter R
6.50 DEXTER Laguerta

begins to doubt Neil
Perry is the Ice Truck
Killer, while Dexter
investigates the death
of a wealthy
businesswoman,
convinced her
psychiatrist was
somehow complicit. R

8.00 TIN STAR Angela takes
her family’s safety into
her own hands after Jim
is banished from their
home. R

9.00 BILLIONS Bobby
Axelrod reaches a major
milestone, and Chuck
struggles to get his
bearings as he and
Wendy navigate a new
normal.

10.10 BILLIONS Chuck
wrestles with his demons
and chooses a new
path.

11.20 LOVECRAFT COUNTRY
Conclusion of the drama
horror series, starring
Jonathan Majors and
Jurnee Smollett. R

12.30 City on a Hill R S 1.40 Riviera
R 2.40 Oz R 3.50 Californication
R S 4.20 Fish Town R S

6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30
Loose Women S 1.30 News S
1.55 UTV Live S 2.00 Judge
Rinder S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00
Tipping Point S 5.00 The Chase
S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.00 EMMERDALE

As Virgin One, 7pm. S
7.30 CORONATION STREET

As Virgin One, 7.30pm.
S

8.00 HEATHROW: BRITAIN’S
BUSIEST AIRPORT S

8.30 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 8.30pm.
S

9.00 THE MILLION POUND
CUBE Lianne and Andy,
a married couple from
Southampton, and Ric
and Patricia, a mother
and son pairing from
Southport take part. S

10.00 NEWS S
10.30 UTV LIVE S
10.45 PESTON S
11.40 BRITISH TOURING CAR

CHAMPIONSHIP
HIGHLIGHTS Highlights
of the seventh meeting
of the season from Croft.
S

12.55 Ideal World 3.00 The
Million Pound Cube R S 3.50
James Martin’s American
Adventure R S 4.40 ITV
Nightscreen 5.05 Judge Rinder
R S

NEW SERIES The Noughties BBC Two, 10pm
Twenty years ago, we had just ushered in a new
century full of hope and enthusiasm. For many
of us, it probably seems like only yesterday
when we were celebrating its arrival, and yet
here’s a 10-part series looking back at its first
decade, as if it was ancient history. Angela
Scanlon, Ellie Taylor and Geoff Norcott begin by
charting the year 2000 itself, including its biggest
films, music and memorable moments.

NEW SERIES 74 Days: Terence MacSwiney’s
Hunger Strike RTÉ One, 9.35pm In October
1920, playwright and politician Terence
MacSwiney died following a 74-day hunger
strike in what has been described as one of the
key events of the Irish revolutionary period. Now,
almost 100 years to the day, historian Sarah-
Anne Buckley recreates MacSwiney’s final
weeks, using his original medical records as well
as modern opinions as her starting point.

NEW SERIES Donal’s Family Food in Minutes
RTÉ One, 8.30pm The eternally youthful Donal
Skehan (there must be something in his cooking)
returns with a series celebrating quick and easy
recipes, and after the last seven months we’re
really starting to run out of ideas in the kitchen so
can’t wait to get cracking on his collection of new
and re-mastered recipes. They all stem from
Donal’s decade of cooking on the telly, and
include dishes from around the world.



THURSDAY TELEVISION
GENERAL
VIRGIN THREE
7.00am Teletubbies. 7.30 In the
Night Garden. 8.00 Teletubbies.
8.30 The Adventures of Paddington
Bear. 9.00 Elaine. 10.00 Star
Treatment. 11.00 Cash Trapped.
12.00 Who’s Doing the Dishes?
1.00 Judge Rinder. 4.00 Hello
Campers. 5.00 Heartbeat. 6.00
Absolutely India: Mancs in Mumbai.
7.00 The Instant Gardener. 8.00
Heartbeat. 9.00 Autopsy USA.
Cases of celebrities who died
unexpectedly. 10.00 Blue Murder.
11.30 The Ed Bassmaster Show.
12.00 This Morning.

BBC FOUR
7.00pm Fred Dibnah’s Industrial
Age. 7.30 The Joy of Painting. 8.00
Film: She Wore a Yellow Ribbon
(1949, Western, PG) 9.40 How the
Wild West Was Won with Ray
Mears. 10.40 Glen Campbell: The
Rhinestone Cowboy. 11.40 Blood
of the Clans.

ITV2
7.00am The Ellen DeGeneres
Show. 8.00 Emmerdale. 8.30
Coronation Street. 9.25 Superstore.
10.25 Dress to Impress. 11.25
Dinner Date. 12.25 Emmerdale.
12.55 Coronation Street. 2.00 The
Ellen DeGeneres Show. 2.55 Ellen’s
Game of Games. 3.50 Dinner Date.
4.50 Dress to Impress. 5.50 Take
Me Out. 7.00 You’ve Been Framed!
Rides Again. 8.00 Two and a Half
Men. 9.00 Hell’s Kitchen. 10.00
Celebrity Juice. 10.50 Family Guy.
11.45 American Dad!

ITV3
6.00am Classic Coronation Street.
6.55 Classic Emmerdale. 7.55
Heartbeat. 8.55 Bless This House.
10.00 That’s My Boy. 10.35
Agatha Christie’s Marple. 12.40
Heartbeat. 1.45 Classic Emmerdale.
2.50 Classic Coronation Street.
3.55 Midsomer Murders. 5.55
Agatha Christie’s Marple. 8.00
Lewis. 10.00 Unforgotten. 11.00
Inspector Morse.

E4
Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00
The Big Bang Theory. 2.00 Scrubs.
3.00 Speechless. 4.00 Brooklyn
Nine-Nine. 5.00 The Goldbergs.
6.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00
Hollyoaks. 7.30 Hollyoaks Does
Come Dine with Me. 8.00
Taskmaster. 9.00 The Inbetweeners.
10.05 The IT Crowd. 11.05 Buffy
the Vampire Slayer.

MORE4
11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
12.05 Escape to the Chateau. 1.10
Building the Dream. 2.15 Four in a
Bed. 4.55 The Secret Life of the
Zoo. 5.55 Escape to the Chateau.
6.55 Grand Designs Australia. 7.55
Grand Designs. A couple hope to
build a functional home in Kent.
9.00 Billion Pound Cruise. 10.00
Million Pound Mega Yachts. 11.05
24 Hours in A&E.

CHANNEL 5
11.15am Can’t Pay? We’ll Take It
Away! 12.10 News. 12.15 The
Nightmare Neighbour Next Door.
1.10 Access. 1.15 Home and
Away. 1.45 Neighbours. 2.15 Film:
Don’t Steal My Baby (2017, Thriller,
PG) 4.00 Friends. 5.00 News.
5.30 Neighbours. 6.00 Home and
Away. 6.25 News. 7.00 QE2: The
World’s Most Luxurious Hotel. 8.00
GPs: Behind Closed Doors. 9.00
999: Critical Condition. 10.00 Skin
A&E. 11.05 101 Body Shockers.

NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
Noon: Car S.O.S. 2.00 Drain the
Oceans. 3.00 Kingdom of the
Mummies. 4.00 Air Crash
Investigation. 6.00 Drain the
Oceans. 7.00 Made in a Day. 8.00
Food Factory. 9.00 Gordon Ramsay:
Uncharted. 10.00 Lost Cities with
Albert Lin. 11.00 Air Crash
Investigation: Special Report. 12.00
Banged Up Abroad.

FILMS
TCM MOVIES
12.05pm The Omaha Trail (1942,
Western, U) 1.30 Day of the Evil
Gun (1968, Western, PG) 3.35
Westbound (1959, Western, U)
5.10 Good Day for a Hanging
(1959, Western, U) 7.00 Gunman’s
Walk (1958, Western, PG) 9.00
Mad Max (1979, Drama, 18) 11.05
Quadrophenia (1979, Drama, 18)

FILM4
12.50pm The Tin Star (1957,
Western, U) 2.45 The Longest Day
(1962, Drama, PG) 6.25 The Book
Thief (2013, Drama, 12) 9.00
Hidden Figures (2016, Drama, PG)
11.30 Second Coming (2014,
Drama, 15)

SKY CINEMA PREMIERE
12.45pm Abduction (2019, Horror,
15) 2.30 The Last Full Measure
(2019, Drama, 15) 4.30 Hooking
Up (2020, Comedy, 15) 6.30 Mine
9 (2019, Thriller, 15) 8.00 A
Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood
(2019, Drama, PG) 10.00 As
12.45pm. 11.45 Underwater (2020,
Sci-Fi, 15)

SKY CINEMA COMEDY
12.25pm That’s My Boy (2012,
15) 2.20 O Brother, Where Art
Thou? (2000, 12) 4.10 How to
Lose a Guy in 10 Days (2003, 12)
6.10 Father of the Bride (1991, PG)
8.00 Superbad (2007, 15) 10.00
Forgetting Sarah Marshall (2008, 15)
12.00 As 12.25pm.

SKY CINEMA
ADVENTURE
12.20pm Ghostbusters (1984,
Comedy, 12) 2.10 Ghostbusters II
(1989, Comedy, PG) 4.00 Aladdin
(2019, Fantasy, PG) 6.10 Journey
2: The Mysterious Island (2012,
Fantasy, PG) 8.00 Dora and the Lost
City of Gold (2019, Adventure, PG)
9.45 Star Wars: Episode IX – The

Rise of Skywalker (2019, Fantasy,
12) 12.10 The Mummy (1999,
Adventure, 12)

SPORT
EIR SPORT 1
11.00am The Allianz Leagues
Football. 12.30 Football Gold. 3.30
Pro14 Rugby Union. 5.30 The
Allianz Leagues Football. 7.00
Sports Extra. 9.00 Football Gold.
9.45 Pro14 Rugby Union. 11.45
Passing it On: Ballymun Kickhams.
12.45 Sports Extra.

EIR SPORT 2
11.00am Football Gold. 7.00
Classic GAA. 11.30 Boxing
Classics. 1.00 Football Gold.

VIRGIN SPORT
10.30am UEFA Champions
League. 2.30 The Mourne Mountain
Trail Race. 3.00 UEFA Champions
League Highlights. 3.30 UEFA
Europa League Final. 4.30 UEFA
Europa League Update. 5.30 Live
UEFA Europa League. Dundalk v
Molde (Kick-off 5.55pm). 7.55 Live
UEFA Europa League. Celtic v AC
Milan (Kick-off 8.00pm). 10.00
UEFA Europa League Highlights.
11.00 UEFA Europa League. 1.00
Close.

EUROSPORT 1
11.00am Hall of Fame –
PyeongChang Alpine. 12.00 Ski
Jumping. 1.00 Alpine Skiing. 2.00
Snooker: English Open. 4.00 World
Superbikes. 5.00 World Superbikes
Extra. 6.00 Alpine Skiing. 8.00
Cycling: Giro d’Italia. 9.30 Cycling:
Vuelta a Espana. 11.00 Snooker:
English Open. 1.00 World
Superbikes.

SKY SPORTS MAIN
EVENT
11.00am The Football Show.
11.30 Live European Tour Golf.
3.00 Live Indian Premier League.
Rajasthan Royals v Sunrisers
Hyderabad. 7.00 Sky Sports News.
7.30 My Icon: Solomon Wilcots.
7.45 Live Betfred Super League.
Huddersfield Giants v Wakefield
Trinity (Kick-off 7.45pm). 10.00
Live PGA Tour Golf. 1.00 Live NFL.
Philadelphia Eagles v New York
Giants (Kick-off 1.20am).

SKY SPORTS PREMIER
LEAGUE
11.00am The Football Show.
12.00 Gary Neville’s Soccerbox.
1.00 Premier League Years. 3.00
PL Best Goals 08/09. 4.00 PL
Greatest Games. 5.00 PL 100 Club:
England’s Finest. 5.30 Premier
League 100 Club. 6.00 PL Legends:
Andrew Cole. 6.30 PL Legends: Ian
Wright. 7.00 Premier League
Matchpack. 7.30 Premier League
World. 8.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 9.00 Premier League
Matchpack. 9.30 Premier League
World. 10.00 Premier League Icons.
10.30 PL Retro. 12.30 Premier
League Icons.

CABLE & SATELLITE

12.15 Last Tango in Halifax R S
1.15 Guilt R 2.15 Silent Witness
3.15 Prime Time R S 3.50 Telly
Bingo R 4.00 Dr Phil S 4.45
Doctors R S 5.15 EuroNews

12.35 Chicago PD S 1.25 Line of
Duty R 2.35 EuroNews

12.00 The Midwives R 1.00 The
Chase Australia R 1.55 Close
5.20 The Tonight Show

12.05 Murder, She Wrote R S
1.00 Dáil Éireann 1.25 France 24

12.00 Mock the Week S 12.30
Sign Zone: Michael Palin: Travels
of a Lifetime R S 1.30 In the Face
of Terror R S 2.30 Critical
Incident R S 3.15 This Is BBC
Two S

12.05 Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA R 1.00 Couples
Come Dine with Me R 1.55 Trump’s
Coronavirus Catastrophe R 2.50
Dirty Secrets of American Food:
Coming to a Supermarket Near
You? Dispatches R 3.45 Vet on the
Hill R 4.40 Fifteen to One R 5.35
Kirstie’s Fill Your House for Free R
5.50 Countdown R

12.25 News S 12.55 A Question
of Sport R S 1.25 News S

6.00 RICHARD OSMAN’S
HOUSE OF GAMES
Mike Bushell, Aisling
Bea, Sunetra Sarker and
Dion Dublin go toe-to-
toe testing their general
knowledge skills in a
variety of trivia-based
games across the week.
S

6.30 THE FARMERS’
COUNTRY SHOWDOWN
Alpacas compete for red
rosettes at the Royal
Three Counties Show.
R S

7.00 MOTDX Jermaine Jenas
and the team take an
offbeat look at the
Premier League, also
discussing skills,
celebrities, fashion,
music and culture. S

7.30 INSIDE CULTURE WITH
MARY BEARD Cultural
review show offering a
mixture of interviews,
news features and
performances from the
world of the arts. S

8.00 WILD SHETLAND –
SCOTLAND’S VIKING
FRONTIER Ewan
McGregor narrates a
portrait of wildlife on the
Shetland Islands, tracing
the course of a breeding
season from the depths
of winter to high
summer. R S

9.00 THE TRUMP SHOW
See Choice S

10.00 READ ALL ABOUT IT!
A light-hearted
celebration of books and
reading. S

10.30 THE MINI MASH
REPORT Highlights from
the satirical news show.
R S

10.45 NEWSNIGHT S
11.30 OUT OF HER MIND

See Choice S

6.01 NEWS S
7.00 IT’S A PARK’S LIFE

See Choice S
7.30 EASTENDERS Stacey

ignores a warning – and
walks straight into
danger. Ritchie is
determined to get full
custody of Raymond
and Peter continues to
worry about Bobby’s
obsessive behaviour. S

8.00 FAIR CITY Mondo grows
suspicious as Melanie
attempts to conceal
Paul’s ill-fated move on
her. Damien is unsettled
as Mairead’s
protectiveness of
Phoebe intensifies. Dean
seeks to mend fences. S

8.30 EAR TO THE GROUND
Ella McSweeney visits
Kelly Oysters in Galway,
who made the decision
during lockdown to bring
their business online in
the hope of creating a
whole new market.

9.00 NEWS S
9.35 PRIME TIME Current

affairs review, covering
political and social
topics at home and
abroad, plus local and
international headlines.

10.15 THE GOOD FIGHT
Reddick, Boseman and
Lockhart attempt to
adjust to their new
landscape as a small
subsidiary of STR Laurie,
a huge multinational law
firm. Diane encounters a
familiar face in court.
Christine Baranski stars.
S

11.10 OPIOIDS, INC A drug
company that bribed
doctors and committed
insurance fraud. S

6.00 NEIGHBOURS Shane
feels guilty about Dipi
and Pierce’s problems.
R S

6.30 HOME AND AWAY
Bella and Nikau confront
Colby about his affair
with Taylor. R S

7.00 PLANET EARTH II
Wildlife that inhabit
remote islands, including
three-toed sloths,
nesting albatrosses,
marine iguanas and
penguins on the
Antarctic island of
Zavodovski. R

8.00 GRAND DESIGNS Kevin
McCloud visits a house
that resembles a giant
snake, the curving, scaly
structure spiralling over
two levels and
combining natural
materials with modern
technology.

9.00 CATASTROPHE Rob’s
newly religious sister
Sidney (Michaela
Watkins) visits from the
US. S

9.30 FIRST DATES IRELAND
Washington, 41, from
Brazil meets ginger-
bearded James, 37, who
arrives from Dublin as
his date, but it remains
to be seen whether
romance will blossom.
R S

10.30 BILLIONAIRE B&B
Yasmine Akram explores
high-end homes on
Barbados. R

11.30 FANTASY IRELAND
Outrageous animated
comedy series. S

11.45 CRIMINAL MINDS The
BAU investigate an
unknown subject that
resembles a chilling
figure known as The
Chameleon.

6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK
SHOW Chat show,
featuring celebrity
interviews, food from
leading chefs and
guidance on a wide
range of topics, from
consumer affairs to the
latest trends. S

7.00 EMMERDALE Vinny is
still confused by what
happened, Belle
struggles, and a
mischievous Gabby
decides to meddle.

7.30 RED ROCK Angela
assumes the worst when
she finds Conor acting
suspicious, and Bridget
and Keith try to come up
with money to help Katie
– getting on the wrong
side of Vincent in the
process. R

8.00 NEWS S
8.30 EMMERDALE Mandy is

keen to unite as a family,
Gabby takes charge at
work, and fans the
flames of Leyla’s
paranoia.

9.00 THE REAL ‘DES’: THE
DENNIS NILSEN STORY
Documentary exploring
the personality of serial
killer Dennis Nilsen, who
murdered up to 15
young men, disposing of
their bodies in his
garden and down the
drain.

10.00 THE TONIGHT SHOW
Matt Cooper and Ciara
Doherty offer their
unique take on the big
stories of the day. S

11.00 DES Reeling from Des’
change in plea, Jay and
the police throw
themselves into proving
premeditation. Last in
the series. R S

6.05 GILMORE GIRLS Lorelai
accuses Jess of stealing
Rory’s bracelet, while
Luke finds somewhere
new to live. S

7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.30 SEAL LE DÁITHÍ Host

Dáithí Ó Sé is joined by
Dáithí Mac Cárthaigh,
barrister, writer and
former President of
Conradh.

8.00 BLIAIN IN INIS OÍRR
Autumn and winter bring
new life and discoveries,
sparking optimism for
the future of the island.
R

8.30 ROS NA RÚN Áine
struggles to say
goodbye at Frances’s
funeral, Michelle opens
up to Rory about her
and Andy and is
surprised by his
reaction.

9.00 GLÓR TÍRE: ROGHA &
TOGHA A performance
by the Offaly Rover –
country singer,
songwriter and guitar
player John Hogan.

9.30 HECTOR AFRICA A GO
Z Hector Ó hEochagáin’s
next stop is Nairobi,
Kenya, where he chats
to an investigative
journalist and joins an
Irish missionary for a
tour of the slums.

10.30 FÍORSCÉAL An
investigation into what
can be done to better
predict and protect
against tsunamis, those
devastating waves that
can submerge coastlines
and destroy everything
in their way.

11.35 ROS NA RÚN Áine
struggles to say
goodbye at Frances’s
funeral.

6.00 THE SIMPSONSHomer
and Bart deliver a dead
trucker’s cargo. R S

6.30 HOLLYOAKS Tony is
shocked when his old
friend Kurt Benson
arrives in the village. The
McQueens worry about
what other secrets could
be revealed. S

7.00 NEWS S
7.55 STAND UP TO CANCER

Short film in aid of the
charity. S

8.00 UGLY HOUSE TO
LOVELY HOUSE WITH
GEORGE CLARKE
Architects Katerina
Dionysopoulou and Billy
Mavropoulos come to
the aid of Matt and
Kevin, whose 1930s
south-west London
home stands out for all
the wrong reasons. S

9.00 TASKMASTER Greg
Davies hosts the
challenge, with
highlights including
Johnny Vegas yelling
from a tall chair and
Katherine Parkinson
forgetting how balloons
work. Alex Horne keeps
scores. The first nine
series of Taskmaster are
available to stream or
download for free on All
4, from Thursday 15
October. S

10.00 8 OUT OF 10 CATS
DOES COUNTDOWN
Sean Lock and Harriet
Kemsley take on Jon
Richardson and Chris
McCausland. R S

11.05 999: WHAT’S YOUR
EMERGENCY? PC
Imogen Robinson
chases a prolific
shoplifter who has stolen
a box of chocolate bars
from a shop. R S

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 THE ONE SHOW Live

magazine show featuring
a mixture of celebrity
chat and stories of
interest. Presented by
Alex Jones and Gethin
Jones. S

7.35 EASTENDERS
As RTÉ One, 7.30pm. S

8.00 EAT WELL FOR LESS?
Two siblings seek dietary
advice for their parents,
who have let healthy
eating fall by the
wayside after a stressful
year dealing with
bereavement and caring
for an elderly mother.
Postponed from 22nd
September. S

9.00 THE APPRENTICE BEST
BITS A look back at
memorable advertising
tasks – a staple of the
show and famously Lord
Sugar’s favourite of all
the assignments.
Narrated by Tom Allen. S

10.00 NEWS S
10.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.45 THE VIEW Mark

Carruthers presents a
review of the week’s
political news, including
reports on the latest
events at Stormont and
Westminster. Plus,
comment and analysis
with studio guests. S

11.25 QUESTION TIME Fiona
Bruce presents the
topical debate, inviting a
panel of politicians and
other guests to answer
questions on subjects
that have made the
headlines over the past
week. S

RTÉ ONE RTÉ2 VIRGIN 1 TG4 BBC TWO VIRGIN 2 SKY ONECHANNEL 4
6.00 EuroNews 6.15
Teleshopping 7.50 Today R 9.45
The Ellen DeGeneres Show S
10.40 Shortland Street S 11.10
Doctors S 11.50 Leaders’
Questions 12.45 Telly Bingo 1.00
News S 1.30 Home and Away S
2.00 Neighbours 2.30 Fair City
R S 3.00 The Borrowers R 3.30
Today S 5.40 Nuacht S Followed
by The Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 6.55 Children’s
Programmes 12.00 Boy Girl Dog
Cat Mouse Cheese R 12.25
Waffle the Wonder Dog 12.50
Cloudy with a Chance of
Meatballs R 1.15 Millie Inbetween
R 1.45 Jamie Johnson R S 2.20
The Next Step R S 2.45 Dorg Van
Dango R 3.00 After School Hub
S 4.00 Ballybraddan R 4.15
Shaun the Sheep R 4.20
news2day 4.30 The Simpsons
R S 5.00 The Goldbergs R S 5.30
Shortland Street R S

6.10 The Six O’Clock Show R S
7.00 Ireland AM S 10.00 This
Morning S 12.30 News S 1.00
The Chase R 3.00 Elaine 4.00
More Tales from Northumberland
with Robson Green 4.30 Judge
Judy 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg 10.30
Naíonáin an Zú 11.00 Little
House on the Prairie R S 11.55
Abair Amhrán R S 12.10 River
Cottage Australia R S 12.40
Garraí Glas R 1.10 Murder, She
Wrote R 2.05 Weakest Link R S
3.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg 4.00 Cúla 4
4.02 Cúla 4 Ar Scoil 4.28
SpongeBob SquarePants 4.44
Adventure Time R 4.55 Taffy 5.05
Is Eolaí Mé 5.35 Béaloideas Beo

6.30 Bargain Hunt’s 20th
Birthday – Grand Tour of Britain
R S 7.15 Money for Nothing R S
8.00 Sign Zone: The Sheriffs Are
Coming R S 9.00 News S 10.00
News S 12.15 Politics Live S 1.00
Decimate R S 1.45 Flipping Profit
R S 2.30 800 Words R S 3.15
The Great British Sewing Bee R S
4.15 Mountain: Life at the
Extreme R S 5.15 Flog It! R S

6.30 Mike & Molly R S 7.10
Cheers R S 8.05 Everybody
Loves Raymond R S 9.35 Frasier
R S 10.35 Undercover Boss USA
R S 11.30 News S 11.35
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares
USA R S 12.30 Steph’s Packed
Lunch S 2.10 Countdown S 3.00
A Place in the Sun: Home or
Away R S 4.00 The Great House
Giveaway S 5.00 Four in a Bed S
5.30 Come Dine with Me R S

6.00 News S 9.15 Rip Off Britain:
Live S 10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer R S 11.00 Defenders
UK S 11.45 Paramedics on
Scene S 12.15 Bargain Hunt’s
20th Birthday – The Very Best
and Worst Buys S 1.00 News S
1.30 Regional News S 1.45
Impossible S 2.30 The Customer
Is Always Right S 3.00 Escape to
the Country R S 3.45 Money for
Nothing S 4.30 The Bidding
Room S 5.15 Pointless S

BBC ONE

SKY ATLANTIC UTV

6.00 Close 7.30 The Chase
Australia R 9.30 Tipping Point R
10.30 Dress to Impress R S
11.30 River Monsters R 12.30
Yes Chef R S 1.30 Ireland AM S
2.30 Emmerdale R S 3.00
Coronation Street R S 4.00
Tipping Point R 5.00 Motorway
Madness R
5.30 Live UEFA Europa League
Dundalk v Molde
(Kick-off 5.55pm).
7.55 LIVE UEFA EUROPA

LEAGUE Celtic v AC
Milan (Kick-off 8.00pm).
All the action from both
teams’ opening Group H
fixture, which comes
from Celtic Park.

10.15 UEFA EUROPA LEAGUE
HIGHLIGHTS Action
from the matchday one
fixtures, including
Dundalk v Molde, Celtic
v AC Milan, Rapid
Vienna v Arsenal and
Tottenham Hotspur v
LASK.

11.00 LODGING WITH LUCY R
12.00 Shetland R 1.15
Emmerdale R 2.15 Red Rock R S
2.45 Dress to Impress R S 3.45
The Jonathan Ross Show R 4.30
Identity R 5.20 Close

6.00 Futurama S 7.00 Monkey
Business S 8.00 Animal House S
9.00 Road Wars 10.00 Motorway
Patrol S 11.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
S 1.00 Hawaii Five-0 S 3.00
Highway Patrol S 4.00 Modern
Family S 5.00 The Simpsons S
5.30 Futurama S
6.00 FUTURAMA Bender

becomes a firefighter. S
6.30 THE SIMPSONS Marge

loses all memory of
Homer. S

7.00 THE SIMPSONS S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS S
8.00 AN IDIOT ABROAD 2

Karl Pilkington travels to
Australia to swim with
dolphins. S

9.00 A LEAGUE OF THEIR
OWN A look back at the
best moments from
series 15.

10.00 THE RUSSELL
HOWARD HOUR

11.00 BRAVE NEW WORLD
12.00 The Twilight Zone 1.00 The
Force: North East S 2.00 Road
Wars S 3.00 Brit Cops: Frontline
Crime UK S 4.00 Highway Patrol
S 5.00 Supergirl S

6.00 Richard E Grant’s Hotel
Secrets R S 7.00 CSI: Crime
Scene Investigation R S 9.00 Ray
Donovan R 11.20 Dexter R 1.40
Tin Star R 2.40 CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation R S 4.40 The
Leftovers R 5.45 Dexter R
6.50 DEXTER The Ice Truck

Killer strikes again – with
dire consequences for
Dexter, who is
traumatised by the sight
of the crime scene and
experiences a flood of
repressed memories. R

8.00 TIN STAR Whitey visits
the Worth home with
revenge on his mind, but
finds himself on the back
foot. Meanwhile, Elizabeth
confronts Gagnon about
his interest in bringing
down Jim. R

9.00 RIVIERA Georgina
comes face-to-face with
Nico Eltham. Meanwhile,
Daphne confides to
Georgina that she is
struggling to cope now
she knows that her
brother’s a killer.

10.00 THE THIRD DAY
Tensions between the
islanders come to a
dramatic conclusion. R

11.10 THE SOPRANOS Tony is
advised to go straight.
R S

12.20 The Sopranos R S 1.30 Oz
R 3.50 Californication R S 4.20
Fish Town R S

6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30
Loose Women S 1.30 News S
1.55 UTV Live S 2.00 Judge
Rinder S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00
Tipping Point S 5.00 The Chase
S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.00 EMMERDALE

As Virgin One, 7pm. S
7.30 CAN TRUMP WIN?

TONIGHT John Irvine
talks to Americans about
the upcoming election. S

8.00 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 8.30pm.
S

8.30 THE MARTIN LEWIS
MONEY SHOW: LIVE
Martin is joined by
Angellica Bell for another
round of advice on
finances. S

9.00 THE MILLION POUND
CUBE Annalise and
boyfriend Jamie, and
father-and-son Rhys and
Adam take part. S

10.00 NEWS S
10.30 UTV LIVE S
10.45 INSIDE ANIMAL A&E S
11.10 HEATHROW: BRITAIN’S

BUSIEST AIRPORT R S
11.40 THE SINGAPORE GRIP

R S
12.30 The Million Pound Cube
R S 1.25 Ideal World 3.00 Can
Trump Win? Tonight R S 3.25 ITV
Nightscreen 5.05 Judge Rinder
R S

POLITICAL DOCUMENTARY The Trump Show
BBC Two, 9pm In the second episode, Donald
Trump appears to be finding his feet in the White
House – until adult film star Stormy Daniels
claims she was paid to keep quiet about her
sexual encounter with him. More allegations are
made, and yet the President somehow manages
to brazen it out, and even ends up stronger than
ever. Daniels, Rudy Giuliani and Steve Bannon
are among the contributors.

LAST IN SERIES It’s a Park’s Life RTÉ One,
7pm One of Phoenix Park’s most instantly
recognisable landmarks is the Farmleigh Clock.
It’s been a fixture since 1880, but in subsequent
years fell into disrepair. However, we get to
witness the efforts of Stokes Clocks & Watches
of Cork to renovate it. Meanwhile, the park
rangers try to keep the roads and paths clear of
snow as pleasure-seekers head to the site for
sledding and snowman-building competitions.

NEW SERIES Out of Her Mind BBC Two,
11.30pm Sara Pascoe writes and stars in this six-
part sitcom she describes as being “a direct
expression of my mind.” Each edition is a mix of
animation, eccentric characters and scientific
explanation, so it’s far from being a regular
comedy. At its heart is a fictional version of
Pascoe herself, who can’t understand
why everyone else in the world is pairing up.
Adrian Edmondson and Cariad Lloyd co-star.



FRIDAY TELEVISION

GENERAL
VIRGIN THREE
7.00am Teletubbies. 7.30 In the
Night Garden. 8.00 Teletubbies.
8.30 The Adventures of Paddington
Bear. 9.00 Elaine. 10.00 Star
Treatment. 11.00 Cash Trapped.
12.00Who’s Doing the Dishes?
1.00 Judge Rinder. 3.00 The
Instant Gardener. 4.00 Hello
Campers. 4.55 Heartbeat. 5.55 A
Touch of Frost. 8.00 Heartbeat. Nick
gets a promotion. 9.00 The Trouble
with Maggie Cole. 10.00 Law &
Order: Special Victims Unit. 11.00
Extraordinary People. 12.00
Shetland.

BBC FOUR
7.00pm The Sound of Movie
Musicals with Neil Brand. 8.00 Top
of the Pops: 1990. 9.00 Count
Basie Through His Own Eyes.
10.20 Blue Note Records: Beyond
the Notes. 11.45 Jazz Piano Gold.

ITV2
7.00am The Ellen DeGeneres
Show. 8.00 Emmerdale. 9.00
You’ve Been Framed! Gold. 9.25
Superstore. 10.25 Dress to
Impress. 11.25 Dinner Date. 12.25
Emmerdale. 1.30 You’ve Been
Framed! Gold. 2.00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 2.55 Ellen’s
Game of Games. 3.50 Dinner Date.
4.50 Dress to Impress. 5.50 Take
Me Out. 7.00 You’ve Been Framed!
Forever. 8.00 Two and a Half Men.
9.00 Film: The Hangover Part III
(2013, Comedy, 15) 11.05 Family
Guy. 12.00 American Dad!

ITV3
6.00am Classic Coronation Street.
7.05 Classic Emmerdale. 8.05
Heartbeat. 9.10 Bless This House.
9.45 That’s My Boy. 10.15
Inspector Morse. 12.40 Heartbeat.
1.45 Classic Emmerdale. 2.50
Classic Coronation Street. 3.50
Midsomer Murders. 5.50 Inspector
Morse. 8.00 Doc Martin. 10.05
Unforgotten.

E4
Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00
The Big Bang Theory. 2.00 Scrubs.
3.00 Speechless. 4.00 Brooklyn
Nine-Nine. 5.00 The Goldbergs.
6.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00
Hollyoaks Friday Favourites. 7.30
Hollyoaks Does Come Dine with Me.
8.00 Taskmaster. 9.00 Film:
Ghostbusters (2016, Comedy, 12)
11.45 Buffy the Vampire Slayer.

MORE4
11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
12.05 Escape to the Chateau. 1.10
Building the Dream. 2.15 Four in a
Bed. 4.55 The Secret Life of the
Zoo. 5.55 Escape to the Chateau.
6.55 Grand Designs Australia. 7.55
Grand Designs. Revisiting a couple
who bought a peel tower in the
Yorkshire Dales. 9.00 The Same
Sky. New. An Eastern bloc operative
is assigned to be a ‘Romeo’ spy. In
German and English. 10.05 24
Hours in A&E.

CHANNEL 5
11.15am Can’t Pay? We’ll Take It
Away! 12.10 News. 12.15 The
Nightmare Neighbour Next Door.
1.10 Access. 1.15 Home and
Away. 1.45 Neighbours. 2.15 Film:
Prison Secrets: Mother’s Deadly Past
(2017, Thriller, PG) 4.00 Friends.
5.00 News. 5.30 Neighbours. 6.00
Home and Away. 6.25 News. 7.00
The Gadget Show. 8.00 Secret
Scotland with Susan Calman. 9.00
Friday on the Farm. 10.00 Film: Fifty
Shades Darker (2017, Drama, 18)
11.05 Access. 11.10 Film: Fifty
Shades Darker (2017, Drama, 18)

NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
Noon: Car S.O.S. 2.00 Drain the
Oceans. 3.00 Egypt’s Treasure
Guardians. 4.00 Air Crash
Investigation. 6.00 Food Factory.
8.00WW2: Hell Under the Sea.
9.00 Airport Security: Peru. 10.00
Banged Up Abroad. 11.00 Air Crash
Investigation: Special Report. 12.00
Banged Up Abroad.

FILMS
TCM MOVIES
12.15pm Sherlock Holmes: Terror
By Night (1946, Mystery, PG) 1.30
Rio Bravo (1959, Western, PG) 4.30
Ten Wanted Men (1955, Western, U)
6.10 The Counterfeit Traitor (1962,
Thriller, 12) 9.00 Rocky (1976,
Drama, PG) 11.30 Zodiac (2007,
Thriller, 15)

FILM4
1.05pm The Last Command
(1955, Western, PG) 3.20 7th
Cavalry (1956, Western, U) 4.55
Carry On Constable (1960, Comedy,
U) 6.40 SnowWhite & the
Huntsman (2012, Fantasy, 12) 9.00
Hitman: Agent 47 (2015, Thriller, 15)
10.55 Girls Trip (2017, Comedy,
15)

SKY CINEMA PREMIERE
1.30pm A Beautiful Day in the
Neighborhood (2019, Drama, PG)
3.30 Black Performances: The Top
Ten Show. 3.45 Burden (2018,
Drama, 15) 6.00 Hooking Up
(2020, Comedy, 15) 8.00 The
Secret Garden (2020, Drama, PG)
9.45 As 1.30pm. 11.45 Abduction
(2019, Horror, 15)

SKY CINEMA COMEDY
Noon:Who Framed Roger Rabbit
(1988, PG) 1.45 The 40 Year-Old
Virgin (2005, 15) 3.45 Eighth Grade
(2018, 15) 5.25 Fun with Dick and
Jane (2005, 12) 7.00 Along Came
Polly (2004, 12) 8.35 Road Trip
(2000, 15) 10.15 Mean Girls 2
(2011, 12) 11.55 As 1.45pm.

SKY CINEMA
ADVENTURE
1.40pm The Kid WhoWould Be
King (2019, Adventure, PG) 3.45
Mortal Engines (2018, Adventure,
12) 6.00 The Chronicles of Narnia:
The Voyage of the Dawn Treader
(2010, Fantasy, PG) 8.00 Pokemon

Detective Pikachu (2019, Fantasy,
PG) 9.50 Bumblebee (2018,
Fantasy, PG) 11.50 The Mummy
Returns (2001, Fantasy, PG)

SPORT
EIR SPORT 1
11.00am Football Gold. 1.00
Sports Extra. 3.00 Football Gold.
3.45 The Allianz Leagues Football.
5.15 Pro14 Rugby Union. 7.15 Live
Pro14. Leinster v Zebre (Kick-off
7.35pm). 10.00 Pro14 Rugby
Union. 12.00 Football Gold. 1.00
FA Cup Classics.

EIR SPORT 2
11.00am Football Gold. 1.00
Pro14 Rugby Union. 3.00 The Big
Match: Leeds United. 4.50 Football
Gold. 8.10 Live Pro14. Benetton v
Scarlets (Kick-off 8.15pm). 10.15
Pro14 Rugby Union. 12.15 Boxing
Classics. 12.45 Sports Extra. 1.00
Football Gold.

VIRGIN SPORT
10.30am UEFA Europa League.
12.30 UEFA Europa League Update.
1.00 UEFA Europa League. 3.00
UEFA Nations League Matchweek
Highlights. 4.00 UEFA Champions
League Weekly. 4.30 UEFA Europa
League. 6.30 UEFA Champions
League Weekly. 7.00 Six Nations
2020 Story So Far. 8.00 Guinness
Six Nations. 1.00 Close.

EUROSPORT 1
11.00am Hall of Fame –
Pyeongchang Radical. 12.00 Alpine
Skiing. 2.00 Snooker: Shoot-Out.
4.00 Bennetts British Superbikes.
5.00 Bennetts British Superbikes
Extra. 6.00 Ski Jumping. 7.00 Hall
of Fame – Pyeongchang. 8.00
Cycling: Giro d’Italia. 9.30 Cycling:
Vuelta a Espana. 11.00 Snooker:
Trump v O’Sullivan. 1.00World
Superbikes Extra.

SKY SPORTS MAIN
EVENT
11.00am Live Formula 1. 12.45
Live European Tour Golf. 3.00 Live
Indian Premier League. Chennai
Super Kings v Mumbai Indians. 7.00
Live EFL. Nottingham Forest v Derby
County (Kick-off 7.45pm). 10.30
Live PGA Tour Golf. 1.00 Sky Sports
News.

SKY SPORTS PREMIER
LEAGUE
11.00am The Football Show.
12.00 Gary Neville’s Soccerbox.
1.00 Premier League Years. 3.00
PL Best Goals 98/99. 4.00 PL
Greatest Games. 5.00 Premier
League 100 Club. 6.00 PL Legends:
Sol Campbell. 6.30 PL Legends:
Thierry Henry. 7.00 Premier League
Preview. 7.30 Premier League
Matchpack. 8.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 9.00 Premier League
Preview. 9.30 Premier League
Matchpack. 10.00 Premier League
Icons. 10.30 PL Retro. 12.30
Premier League Icons. 1.00 Premier
League Years.

CABLE & SATELLITE

1.25 Casualty R S 2.15 Thinking
Outside the Box – Schrodinger in
Ireland R S 2.45 Telly Bingo R
2.55 Nationwide R 3.20 Dr Phil
R S 4.50 Doctors R S 5.20
EuroNews

12.00 Other Voices R S 1.00
Chicago PD R S 1.50 EuroNews

12.20 Trial of the Century R 1.20
The Chase Australia 2.15 Close

12.50 Siar sna Seachtóidí R 1.20
The Irish RM R S 2.25 France 24

12.05 Battlestar Galactica R S
12.45 Sign Zone: Sport’s Hidden
Crisis – Panorama R S 1.15
Surgeons: At the Edge of Life
R S 2.15 This Is BBC Two S

2.00 Come Dine with Me R S
4.15 Vet on the Hill R S 5.05
Fifteen to One R S

12.00 Awkwafina Is Nora from
Queens S 12.45 The Apprentice
Best Bits R S 1.45 News S

6.00 RICHARD OSMAN’S
HOUSE OF GAMES
Mike Bushell, Aisling
Bea, Sunetra Sarker and
Dion Dublin test their
general knowledge
skills. S

6.30 THE FARMERS’
COUNTRY SHOWDOWN
Farmers sell their chorizo,
sausages and meat at the
Irish Game Fair. R S

7.00 SIMPLY NIGELLA
Recipes for dishes
including Asian-
flavoured short ribs and
fish tacos. R S

7.30 BETWEEN THE
COVERS Rebecca Front,
Sophie Ward, Ade
Adepitan and Bill Bailey
discuss this week’s book
group picks. S

8.00 INSIDE THE FACTORY
Gregg Wallace visits a
croissant factory in
France, and Cherry
Healey talks to a
professor who
specialises in exploring
human senses about the
perfect way to eat the
pastries. R S

9.00 GARDENERS’ WORLD
Monty Don gives tips on
how to look after wildlife
in the months ahead,
while Joe Swift finds out
what it takes to look after
a historic garden. Last in
the series. S

10.00 LATER – WITH JOOLS
HOLLAND Jools chats to
Celeste – the BBC’s
Sound of 2020 – about
her musical journey so
far. S

10.45 NEWSNIGHT S
11.20 BATTLESTAR

GALACTICA Part two of
two. The fighters
challenge the Cylon
ship. R S

6.01 NEWS S
7.00 NATIONWIDE S
7.30 BUILDING IRELAND

Geographer Susan
Hegarty heads to the
western tip of the Beara
Peninsula as she
explores former copper
mines in Allihies, Co
Cork. R S

8.00 EASTENDERS Callum
helps Phil by accessing
information on Ellie –
only to be caught in the
act by DI Thompson.
Denise makes up her
mind, and Ian checks on
Sharon after her shock.
S

8.30 NEVEN’S IRISH
SEAFOOD TRAILS In the
final episode, Neven
Maguire visits Live Irish
Shellfish in Donegal to
learn how crab and
lobster are prepared to
be exported live. Last in
the series. R S

9.00 NEWS S
9.35 THE LATE LATE SHOW

Ryan Tubridy hosts the
light entertainment show,
featuring a mix of
celebrity guests, music,
in-depth interviews and
discussions on the
stories that have the
nation talking. S

11.25 FILM: MERMAIDS
(1990, Comedy, 15)
Cher, Bob Hoskins. A
religious teenager lives
with her unconventional
mother, who ups sticks
whenever a relationship
goes wrong, and a
younger sister obsessed
with swimming. Luckily,
the family’s latest fresh
start leads to romance
for both mother and
daughter. Dir: Richard
Benjamin. S

6.00 NEIGHBOURS With
Ned’s exhibition
approaching, Yashvi is
bothered by Scarlett’s
involvement, and Dipi
and Pierce are guilt-
ridden during Shane’s
dinner party. R S

6.30 THE SIMPSONS
Animated comedy
capers with Homer,
Marge, Bart, Lisa,
Maggie and the other
residents of the all-
American town of
Springfield.

7.00 YOUNG SHELDON
When Sheldon learns
the house next door is
for sale, the eccentric
youngster takes it upon
himself to find the
perfect neighbours.
Missy is left feeling torn
when forced to pitch
against her boyfriend at
the baseball game.
Comedy, starring Iain
Armitage and Zoe Perry.
R S

7.30 FRIDAY NIGHT SOCCER
A match in the SSE
Airtricity League Premier
Division (Kick-off TBA),
as the top-flight
campaign continues. S

10.00 FILM: UNLESS
(2016, Drama, 15)
Catherine Keener, Matt
Craven. A writer
struggles with her
daughter’s decision to
drop out of college and
live on the streets. Dir:
Alan Gilsenan. S

11.45 FANTASY IRELAND
Outrageous animated
comedy series following
the adventures of three
unlikely heroes as they
battle a power-hungry
priest and his
leprechaun sidekick. R S

6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK
SHOW Chat show. S

7.00 EMMERDALE Liam is
upset that Leyla is
avoiding him, and
Harriet returns to the
village as the Salon
prepares to re-open. S

7.30 CORONATION STREET
Billy assures Paul that
his feelings have not
changed, Natasha
makes Nick a generous
offer, and Scott outlines
the details of the robbery
to Johnny.

8.00 NEWS S
8.30 CORONATION STREET

Nick fears that Leanne is
fighting a losing battle,
Paul notes Todd’s ability
to get under Billy’s skin,
and Scott forces Johnny
to let down Jenny.

9.00 FILM: THE BOURNE
IDENTITY
(2002, Thriller, 12) Matt
Damon, Franka Potente.
A fishing boat crew
plucks a man out of the
sea with two bullet
wounds in his back and
a safety-deposit number
sewn into his skin – but
absolutely no memory of
who he is or how he got
there. In the search for
his true identity, he is
pursued by assassins –
but his skill at evading
them suggests his own
past is far from
straightforward. Dir:
Doug Liman.

11.20 GOGGLEBOX IRELAND
Telly addicts pass
comment on the week’s
programmes from the
comfort of their living
rooms. R S

6.05 GILMORE GIRLS Emily
and Lorelai grow closer
during a weekend at a
health spa. Meanwhile,
Rory’s plans for a quiet
night are ruined by a
series of interruptions
that reveal more than
she could ever have
imagined. R S

7.00 NUACHT TG4 Regional,
national and
international headlines.

7.20 RUGBAÍ BEO Leinster v
Zebre (Kick-off 7.30pm).
Coverage of the match
from the third round of
Pro14 fixtures, which
takes place at Royal
Dublin Society.

10.00 FILM: THE LAST HARD
MEN
(1976, Western, 15)
Charlton Heston, James
Coburn. A convict
escapes from prison in
the early years of the
20th century, and his
only desire is to get
revenge on the sheriff he
blames for his wife’s
death. He kidnaps the
now-retired lawman’s
daughter in the hope of
goading him into a
confrontation. Dir:
Andrew V McLaglen. S

11.50 CORK FOLK FESTIVAL
Highlights of the 40th
anniversary of one of
Ireland’s best-loved Folk
Festivals. Doireann Ní
Ghlacáin brings an hour
of music and song from
Irish and International
artists. This episode
features Zoe Conway,
Máirtín O’Connor &
Dónal Lunny, Liam
O’Brien and Conor
Connolly, Roibeard Mac
Créide and Ger Wolfe. R

6.00 THE SIMPSONS Homer,
Marge and the kids fall
asleep during an extra-
long sermon by the Rev
Lovejoy, and dream they
are characters from the
Old Testament. R S

6.30 THE SIMPSONS A
gallery owner mistakes
Homer’s misshapen DIY
barbecue for a work of
art. With the guest
voices of Jasper Johns
and Isabella Rossellini.
R S

7.00 NEWS S
7.55 STAND UP TO CANCER

A short film in aid of
Stand Up to Cancer. S

8.00 THE GREAT BRITISH
BAKE OFF: AN EXTRA
SLICE Jo Brand hosts,
joined by guests and
series fans Joel Dommett
and Vick Hope. Regular
contributor Tom Allen
reviews some of the
handiwork offered up by
a select group of home
bakers. Plus, unseen
clips from the tent and
an interview with the
latest baker to leave the
competition. S

9.00 GOGGLEBOX:
CELEBRITY SPECIAL
FOR SU2C
See Choice S

10.00 THE LAST LEG: SU2C
SPECIAL
See Choice S

11.30 FILM: GET ON UP
(2014, Drama, 12)
Chadwick Boseman,
Viola Davis. Biopic of
James Brown, following
his rise from
impoverished childhood
to one of the most
influential figures in
music history.
Dir: Tate Taylor. S

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 THE ONE SHOW Alex

Jones and Harry Judd
round off the week with
the usual mix of celebrity
guests and stories about
people in extraordinary
circumstances. S

7.30 A QUESTION OF SPORT
With cycling great Chris
Hoy, former England
defender Stuart Pearce,
world champion
swimmer Keri-Anne
Payne and Great Britain
400m star Perri Shakes-
Drayton. S

8.05 EASTENDERS
As RTÉ One, 8pm. S

8.30 GHOSTS It is Mike’s first
night alone in the house,
and some uninvited
guests set the ghosts on
a mission to defend their
treasured home from the
intruders. S

9.00 HAVE I GOT NEWS FOR
YOU Jennifer Saunders
hosts the quiz, with
panellists Matt Forde
and Ayesha Hazarika. S

9.30 MRS BROWN’S BOYS
Agnes’s children suspect
one of them is adopted.
R S

10.00 NEWS S
10.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.45 PREVIOUSLY WITH

SHANE TODD New.
The comedian casts a
millennial’s eye over the
rich pickings of the BBC
archive, seeking out
prime characters and
stories to reminisce on
former times. S

11.15 THE GRAHAM NORTON
SHOW
See Choice S

RTÉ ONE RTÉ2 VIRGIN 1 TG4 BBC TWO VIRGIN 2 SKY ONECHANNEL 4
6.00 EuroNews 6.25
Teleshopping 8.00 Today R S
9.55 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
S 10.50 Dr Phil S 11.45
Shortland Street S 12.15 Doctors
S 12.45 Telly Bingo 1.00 News S
1.30 The Borrowers R S 2.00
Neighbours S 2.30 Fair City R S
3.00 EastEnders R S 3.30 Today
S 5.40 Nuacht S Followed by The
Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 6.55 Children’s
Programmes 12.00 Dorg Van
Dango R S 12.25 Waffle the
Wonder Dog 12.50 Cloudy with a
Chance of Meatballs R 1.15 Millie
Inbetween R S 1.45 Jamie
Johnson R 2.20 The Next Step
R S 2.45 Dorg Van Dango R S
3.00 After School Hub S 4.00
Ballybraddan R S 4.10 Shaun the
Sheep R S 4.20 news2day S
4.30 The Simpsons R S 5.00 The
Goldbergs R S 5.30 Shortland
Street R S

6.10 The Six O’Clock Show R
7.00 Ireland AM S 10.00 This
Morning S 12.30 News S 1.00
The Chase R S 3.00 Elaine 4.00
Robson Green Tales From
Northumberland 4.30 Judge
Judy 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg 10.30
Naíonáin an Zú R 11.00 Little
House on the Prairie R S 11.55
Abair Amhrán R 12.10 River
Cottage Australia R S 12.40
Garraí Glas R 1.10 Murder, She
Wrote R S 2.05 Weakest Link
3.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg 4.00 Cúla 4
4.02 Whiz Sa Chistin R 4.28
SpongeBob SquarePants R 4.44
Clarence 4.55 Taffy 5.05 Sadie
Sparks R 5.35 Seal le Dáithí R

6.30 Bargain Hunt’s 20th
Birthday – The Very Best and
Worst Buys R S 7.15 Money for
Nothing R S 8.00 Sign Zone: The
Repair Shop R S 9.00 News S
10.00 News S 1.00 Decimate R S
1.45 Flipping Profit R S 2.30 800
Words R S 3.15 The Great British
Sewing Bee R S 4.15 Mountain:
Life at the Extreme R S 5.15 Flog
It! R S

6.30 Mike & Molly R S 7.10
Cheers R S 8.05 Everybody
Loves Raymond R S 9.35 Frasier
R S 10.35 Undercover Boss USA
R S 11.30 News S 11.35
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares
USA R S 12.30 Steph’s Packed
Lunch S 2.10 Countdown S 3.00
A Place in the Sun: Home or
Away R S 4.00 The Great House
Giveaway S 5.00 Four in a Bed S
5.30 Come Dine with Me R S

6.00 News S 9.15 Rip Off Britain:
Live S 10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer R S 11.00 Defenders
UK S 11.45 Paramedics on
Scene S 12.15 Bargain Hunt’s
20th Birthday – The Experts
Showdown S 1.00 News S 1.30
Regional News S 1.45 Impossible
S 2.30 The Customer Is Always
Right S 3.00 Escape to the
Country R S 3.45 Money for
Nothing S 4.30 The Bidding
Room S 5.15 Pointless S

BBC ONE

SKY ATLANTIC UTV

7.30 The Chase Australia R 9.30
Tipping Point R 10.30 Dress to
Impress R S 11.30 River
Monsters R 12.30 Yes Chef R S
1.30 Ireland AM R S 2.30
Emmerdale R 3.30 Red Rock R S
4.00 Tipping Point R
6.00 THE CHASE R S
7.00 THE CHASE R S
8.00 THE CHASE AUSTRALIA

Andrew O’Keefe
presents the Down
Under version of the
quiz show in which four
people must work
together to beat the
Chaser and win a cash
prize. R

9.00 THE CHASE CELEBRITY
SPECIAL With Donna
Air, Amanda Lamb,
Sarah Greene and Dan
Snow. R S

10.00 WHITE HOUSE FARM
Jeremy’s trial begins.
Last in the series. R

11.00 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 7.30pm.
R

11.30 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 8.30pm.
R S

12.00 Emmerdale R S 12.30
Dress to Impress R S 1.30
Tricked Canada 2.30 Sam and
Billie: The Mummy Diaries R 3.30
Close

6.00 Futurama S 7.00 Monkey
Business S 8.00 Animal House S
9.00 Road Wars S 10.00
Motorway Patrol S 11.00 NCIS:
Los Angeles S 1.00 Hawaii Five-0
S 3.00 Highway Patrol S 4.00
Modern Family S 5.00 The
Simpsons S 5.30 Futurama S
6.00 FUTURAMA Bender and

Fry resurrect robot actor
Calculon. S

6.30 THE SIMPSONS Homer
becomes head of the
local Mafia. S

7.00 THE SIMPSONS Bart
becomes a jazz
drummer. S

7.30 THE SIMPSONS S
8.00 MODERN FAMILY S
8.30 MODERN FAMILY S
9.00 BRAVE NEW WORLD

Bernard introduces John
to New London. S

10.00 A LEAGUE OF THEIR
OWN

11.00 THE RUSSELL
HOWARD HOUR Topical
comedy and
entertainment show.

12.00 There’s Something About
Movies 1.00 An Idiot Abroad 2 S
2.00 Road Wars 3.00 Brit Cops:
Frontline Crime UK S 4.00
Highway Patrol S 5.00 Supergirl
S

6.00 Richard E Grant’s Hotel
Secrets R S 7.00 The Guest Wing
R S 8.00 CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation R S 9.00 Ray
Donovan R 11.20 Dexter R 1.40
Tin Star R 2.40 CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation R S 4.40 The
Leftovers R 5.45 Dexter R
6.50 DEXTER The Ice Truck

Killer finally reveals his
identity and abducts
Debra, forcing Dexter
into a race against time
to free her before she
pays the price for his
failure to crack the case
sooner. R

8.00 TIN STAR Whitey and
Anna grow closer, as
Angela calls on Jack to
finish what she asked
for. Elsewhere, Elizabeth
uncovers a dreadful
event at a nearby
reserve. R

9.00 GANGS OF LONDON
Marian puts the pressure
on Sean to uncover
Finn’s killer. Meanwhile,
Elliot’s recuperation is
interrupted by a new
threat. Crime drama,
with Joe Cole. R S

10.10 GANGS OF LONDON
The truth about Finn’s
murder is finally
revealed. R S

11.20 OZ R
12.30 Oz R 1.40 Californication
R S 3.00 Fish Town R S 4.00
Storm City R S

6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30
Loose Women S 1.30 News S
1.55 UTV Live S 2.00 Judge
Rinder S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00
Tipping Point S 5.00 The Chase
S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.00 EMMERDALE

As Virgin One, 7pm. S
7.30 CORONATION STREET

As Virgin One, 7.30pm.
S

8.00 BRITAIN’S BEST WALKS
WITH JULIA BRADBURY
Julia heads to Loch
Lomond. R S

8.30 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 8.30pm.
S

9.00 THE MILLION POUND
CUBE Last in the series.
S

10.00 NEWS S
10.30 UTV LIVE S
10.45 GRAND SLAM YEARS:

IRELAND 2018 A look
back at a memorable
year for Irish rugby. S

11.40 THE JONATHAN ROSS
SHOW With guests
Katherine Ryan, Clare
Balding, Nick Frost,
Samson Kayo and Billy
Ocean. R S

12.40 Sorry, I Didn’t Know R S
1.05 Ideal World 3.00 The Million
Pound Cube R S 3.50 Nadia’s
Family Feasts R S 4.40 ITV
Nightscreen

NEW SERIES Gogglebox: Celebrity Special for
SU2C Channel 4, 9pm There’s only one thing
better than a new run of Gogglebox, and that’s a
new run of its celebrity spin-off. No doubt there
will be some moving videos reminding us why the
programme is being made – to raise money for
cancer charities – and as upsetting as they are,
they’re usually offset by some incredible
moments involving a variety of famous faces as
they reveal their viewing habits.

NEW SERIES The Last Leg: SU2C Special
Channel 4, 10pm The topical comedy show
kicks off its 20th series with a special edition –
and it’s a long one too, lasting a whopping
90 minutes. That should mean, however, that
regular presenters Adam Hills, Josh Widdicombe
and Alex Brooker will be joined by even more
guests from the worlds of entertainment and
politics than usual while dissecting, examining
and explaining the week’s news.

CELEBRITY CHAT The Graham Norton Show
BBC One, 11.15pm Guests don’t come much
bigger than The Boss himself, Bruce
Springsteen. He’ll be promoting his new album
Letter To You, as well as the Apple TV+
documentary of the same name. Oscar-winning
actor Matthew McConaughey discusses his new
memoir Greenlights and Lily James gives the
new adaptation of Rebecca, in which she stars,
a plug. Music comes from Sam Smith.
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and provocative rhymes cut to the
very heart of her existence. All of
which is hugely absorbing, but the
movie is also hilarious as Radha
battles gentrification, uncon-
scious racism, and the homeless
guy across the street who operates
as a one-man Greek chorus.
Smart, assured, funny and poign-
ant, The Forty-Year-Old Version is
a career-defining film from a tal-
ent to watch.
(Netflix)

Tom Berenger in Blood and Money; and Radha Blank in The Forty-Year-Old Version.

Blank herself, The Forty-Year-Old
Version is a brilliantly imaginative
appraisal of what the true artist
requires from life: while her agent
Archie (Peter Kim) and producer
Josh (Reed Birney) want Radha to
pander to the ‘black poverty porn’
expected by the largely white the-
atre-going audiences, Radha, who
is mourning the death of her
mother, has more important
things to say. Hooking up with DJ
D (Oswin Benjamin), Radha’s raw

The Forty-Year-Old Version
(16s) stars Radha Blank as Radha
Blank, formerly a promising play-
wright but now, as he approaches
her fortieth birthday, staring into
the abyss of irrelevance. Deter-
mined to reinvent herself, and
keen to reflect the real New York,
Radha starts rapping, delivering
coruscating rhymes on the truth
of being a 40-year-old black
woman in modern America.
Written and directed by Radha

is a solid presence as the initially
avuncular husband who grows in-
creasingly moody and prone to
emotionally isolating his new
bride, but it’s Kristin Scott Tho-
mas who is perfectly cast as the
icy, manipulative Mrs Danvers,
who is mourning not only her
former mistress but the very idea
of perfection.

The script isn’t wholly success-
ful in ironing out some of the plot’s
wrinkles, but for the most part,
this adaptation of Rebecca is a
sumptuous, beguiling psychologi-
cal thriller. (Netflix)

Blood and Money (15A) opens in
the vast, snow-covered forests of
northern Maine, with grizzled old
hunter Jimmy Reed (Tom Be-
renger) accidentally shooting a
young woman when he mistakes
her for a deer. Lying beside her in
the snow is a canvas bag stuffed
full of cash, which we quickly real-
ise is the proceeds of a casino
heist. Horrified, Jimmy’s first in-
stinct is to run — but Jimmy, an
ex-Marine, is a man hardwired to
do the right thing. When he re-
turns to the scene, however, the
woman’s associates are already
searching for her, and soon
Jimmy finds himself being hunted
through the bleak and empty
forest …

Written and directed by John
Barr, Blood and Money is a superb
character study, and especially in
the early stages: with virtually no
dialogue, Berenger establishes
who and what Jimmy is; and once
he starts coughing up blood, we
understand that this venerable old
man has very little left to lose.

Tom Berenger is terrific here,
his features so craggy that he
might well have been carved out of
the frozen landscape, and yet of-
fering a wealth of emotional depth
from a fund of barely perceptible
gestures and subtle emphases.
There’s strong support too from
Kristen Hager as Debbie, the wait-
ress who serves coffee and em-
pathy in equal measures, and who
— we gradually realise — has be-
come something of a surrogate for
the daughter Jimmy lost in a
tragic car accident many years
ago.

As uncompromising as its title
suggests, Blood and Money is a
tough and unsentimental noir.
(various platforms)

“Last night I dreamt I
went to Manderley
again.” Daphne du
Maurier’s Rebecca

was a rather radical novel when it
was first published in 1938: the
titular character never appears,
the heroine is arguably the most
passive character in literary his-
tory, and the story evolves into a
murder mystery in which the
reader is expected to sympathise
with a cold-blooded killer.

Director Ben Wheatley attempts
to address some of those issues in
this latest adaptation of Rebecca
(12A), which opens in Monte Carlo
with a shy young woman (Lily
James) encountering Maxim de
Winter (Armie Hammer), a minor
aristocrat still grieving the loss of
his wife, Rebecca.

One whirlwind romance later
Mr and Mrs de Winter arrive at
Manderley, the gothic Cornwall
pile overseen by Mrs Danvers
(Kristin Scott Thomas), whose an-
tipathy to the new Mrs de Winter
stems from her adoration of Re-
becca, and her conviction that no
woman can ever take Rebecca’s
place. What follows is a deliciously
nuanced drama (it’s little wonder
Alfred Hitchcock was the first to
adapt the novel, in 1940) in which
the new Mrs de Winter attempts to
establish a firm footing in her new
world, all the while buffeted by a
swirling maelstrom of jealousies,
neuroses and secrets revealed.
Lily James is probably too attract-
ive to be fully convincing as the
mousy, self-doubting Mrs de
Winter of the novel, but here
James revels in a part that allows
the character a more proactive
role in uncovering the mystery of
Rebecca’s death. Armie Hammer

Rebecca
★★★★✩

Blood and Money
★★★★✩

The Forty-Year-Old
Vers ion
★★★★✩

DECLAN BURKE

Lily James as Mrs de Winter and Armie Hammer as Maxim de Winter in Rebecca.

seven victims of that tragedy, 34
years ago.

My wife just finished watching
The Haunting of Bly Manor on
Netflix. She loved the original
series, The Haunting of Hill House,
because she likes watching creepy
kids in a spooky house. I don’t like
them, so I sit there reading articles
about Manchester United on my
phone. Two things stand out about
Bly Manor show. After about three
episodes, my wife would mutter
“why am I still watching this?”
every 15 minutes. I didn’t answer
her because she doesn’t like being
interrupted while watching TV. The
second thing is that one of the kids is
played by the voice of Peppa Pig.
That’s not right.

Don’t watch The Haunting of Bly
Manor.

loy in the frame. Mulloy was the
NASA official who is reported to
have over-ruled concerns and
pushed for the launch to go ahead
that morning, even though tempera-
tures went well below zero the night
before. In fairness, we also discover
that he would have felt pressure
from his bosses to stick with the
schedule rather than waiting for a
warmer day.

The four episodes are smoothly
paced, it feels more like a podcast
than some recent documentaries
where they feel the need to shock
and tantalise you every 40 seconds,
in case your mind wanders and you
end up looking at a funny hedgehog
video on Twitter. The fourth episode
ends with Lawrence Mulloy, an old
man now, saying that he felt he was
to blame. There were more than just

was among the casualties, a teacher
from New Hampshire called Christa
McAuliffe, who was married with
kids. She renewed public interest in
the space shuttle programme (just
as NASA planned), which meant
there was lots of footage of her be-
fore the launch living the American
dream at home and at work. This
gave a real punch to the footage of
her family watching her die from
the viewing platform, along with the
images of her pupils watching back
in New Hampshire, the cameras lin-
gering on their shocked faces for
longer than was decent.

The other aspect of the story was
the investigation that followed. We
learn that a sub-contractor had
warned that the booster rocket
could explode, particularly in cold
weather. This puts Lawrence Mul-

I remember where I was at
lunchtime on January 28, 1986.
It was the Common Room in
UCC, packed with students

watching grainy footage on a 24” TV
of the space shuttle Challenger ex-
ploding soon after launch. There
was silence for about 10 minutes and
then a murmur rose around the
room as people started to make sick
jokes about people dying on televi-
sion.

I feel bad about it now, having
watched Challenger: The Final
Flight on Netflix. The 4-parter has
been around for a few weeks but I
didn’t feel the urge to try it out until
my wife put it on the other night on
spec. After that, I couldn’t look
away. There is a bit of everything in
the story. The headline is that the
first non-astronaut sent into space

SCREEN TIME

PAT FITZPATRICK

BOXING
CLEVER

tv & film
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1Twice (1998 and 2018); 2. Ridley
Scott; 3. Adam Barlow; 4. Co. Water-
ford; 5. Venezuela; 6. Village People;
7. Of Fire; 8. Sputnik; 9. Twice; 10. Ca-
rousel; 11. Canada; 12. Caledonia;
13. Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe; 14. Car-
diff; 15. 1986; 16. Columbia; 17.
Theobald; 18. Portugal; 19. Infant; 20.
Actor, Donald Sutherland.

1 How many times has France won the
FIFA World Cup finals?

2 Who is the director of the film, The
Last Duel, shot in Ireland this year?

3 Sam Robertson plays which char-
acter in ‘Coronation Street’?

4 The quaint fishing village of
Cheekpoint is in which Munster
county?

5 Alphabetically, which is the last
country in South America?

6 Which group had a hit in 1979 with
the song, ‘In The Navy’?

7 Complete this J.K. Rowling book,
Harry Potter and the Goblet .....?

8 What was the first man-made object
to orbit the Earth?

9 How many times did Sir Robert Peel
serve as Britain’s Prime Minister?

10 The songs, ‘June Is Bustin’ Out All
Over,’ and ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone,’
are from which musical?

11 Alberta is a province in which
country?

12 What did the Romans call
Scotland?

13 Sottsass won which big
international race this month?

14 What is the largest city in Wales by
population?

15 In what year did the Irish govern-
ment pass the National Lottery Act?

16 What is the state capital of South
Carolina?

17 What was the first name of Father
Mathew, the teetotalist reformer?

18 Vilamoura, and, Sintra, are in which
country?

19 What is a baby monkey called?

20 Who is pictured below?

QUIZ

ANSWERS

NOEL WELCH

EVE KELLIHERWEDDING OF THE WEEK

in helping us have our
day. Everyone was deal-
ing with an unprece-
dented situation, but
could not have been
more helpful,” Amy
said.

The newlyweds en-
joyed a staycation
honeymoon in Galway,
Donegal, and Kilkenny.

Amy, who works in
childcare, and Jake, an
accountant, will live at
Connolly Road, Ballyp-
hehane.

■ If you would like your
wedding featured
please email
eve.kelliher@examiner.ie

top-class meal, and some
questionable dancing, it
was all a great day and
one we will never for-
get,” said Jake.

The bride looked pic-
ture-perfect in a Mori
Lee dress sourced in
Vows while the groom
was stylish in a suit from
Morley’s. Stalks & Stems
took care of the floral ar-
rangements and Bism-
ark Wedding Photo-
graphy captured the big
day on camera.

“Many, many people
helped in making our
day extra special. All
our suppliers went
beyond the call of duty

also had a key role. “One
of the funniest moments
of the day was when Cal-
lum sauntered up the
aisle with the rings, with
a walk like something
from Peaky Blinders!”
said the groom.

Amy and Jake had
originally planned to tie
the knot on April 17, but
the pandemic meant
they had to alter their
plans not once but twice.

“Looking back now,
we would not change a
thing. From the morning
and all the prep, to the
photos and welcoming
everybody, a brilliant
ceremony, well wishes, a

and fell in love, complete
with many happy photo
memories including holi-
days and moving into their
own house together.

“Amy opened the gift on
Christmas Day 2018 and was
so overwhelmed by how
much thought had gone into
the book that I was wonder-
ing if she was ever going to
get to the last page!” said
Jake.

But she did. That final
page was left blank, and
Jake asked her to marry
him when she reached it.

They exchanged vows re-
cently at the Oriel House
Hotel in Ballincollig in a cer-
emony led by celebrant Sha-
ron Quigley of 5-Star Cer-
emonies.

Toasting to their future
were Amy’s mum and dad,
Noreen and Hughie, Jake’s
parents, Anne and Eddie,
their respective partners
Paul and Concepta, and
Jake’s grandmother, Rena
Donovan.

Alwyn O’Donoghue was
the maid of honour, while
Laura Madden and Grace
Faherty were bridesmaids.

Charlie Smart was by
Jake’s side as the best man
and Ferghus O’Connor and
Jim O’Grady were
groomsmen.

Jake’s godson, Callum
O’Driscoll Burns, age five,

Amy Costello and Jake McAuliffe share a kiss on their big day.
Pictures: Bismark Wedding Photography

From the stage to the
silver screen, Amy
Costello and Jake
McAuliffe’s paths

crossed when they took part
in a school play and the
Cork couple’s first date took
them to Douglas Cinema.

Amy, from Tramore
Road, Togher, and Jake,
from Pearse Place, Ballyp-
hehane, became an item
while attending secondary
school. Amy attended Bal-
lyphehane Presentation and
Jake was a student at Deerp-
ark CBS. Both schools
joined forces for a dramatic
production and the rest is
history.

They knew from the start
they would spend their lives
together. “Because we have
been together so long, Amy
really had no idea when the
proposal was coming,” said
Jake.

During Halloween 2018,
Jake finished work early
and called to Amy’s parents
unannounced to ask their
permission to marry her.

He spent the following two
months making plans for his
Christmas proposal, enlist-
ing Amy’s mother Noreen’s
help in choosing three en-
gagement ring options at
Aksoy Jewellers.

Jake then had a book
made, telling the story of
how he and Amy had met

Love takes
centre stage
for Amy
and Jake





house party. She was having coffee with a guy
in the same apartment block. This was a cup of
coffee with someone she felt safe with. She
wasn’t in a rush to go home because she felt
happy there, but that’s where it happened.”
■ See Page 2.

THE head of Cork’s Sexual Violence
Centre has revealed it is working with
college students following serious sexual
assaults, including a “brutal rape”.

Mary Crilly said college students in Cork are
still suffering at the hands of abusers, despite
Covid-19 restrictions being in place. She said
many sex abuse victims encounter harmful
misconceptions that women make such accu-
sations after leaving pubs while intoxicated.

“This is the biggest myth that ever was,” said
Ms Crilly. “The woman I’m talking about who
was brutally raped didn’t get assaulted at a

■ Sarah Horgan

Student
raped in
apartment

‘Brutal’ attack after
meeting for coffee

Aware of waste

Cork County mayor Mary Linehan Foley with county council staff members Michelle Green and Louis
Duffy at the launch of next week’s Cork County Council Waste Awareness Week. Picture: Darragh Kane
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Christian Brothers College,
Sidney Hill, Cork

Preparatory School
Now Enrolling Junior Infants Class September 2021

• Providing private Catholic education
from Junior Infants to Sixth Class.

• Small classes, friendly, safe environment.
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Certificate level.
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Street artists are up the walls as part of Ardú festival

Shane O’Driscoll working on a mural on Harley’s St off MacCurtain St. Shane and six other artists — Maser, Deirdre Breen, Peter Martin, James
Earley, Aches, and Garreth Joyce — are adding striking art to streets around Cork as part of the Ardú street art initiative. Picture: Clare Keogh

Cork’s Sexual Violence
Centre helping college
students after assaults

like she had made a big deal of
it. Abusers manipulate every-
one around them. That guy
had committed a criminal of-
fence that he would probably
commit again to someone else.
However, he had everyone
around him so manipulated
and convinced them that this
would ruin his life.”

According to Ms Crilly, sex-
ual assault victims are forced
to feel like criminals. “When
the abuse is inflicted by a
housemate that person has to
face their rapist every day.
There is no escape.”

She  pointed  out  that
abusers don’t normally con-
sider their crimes as rape.

“They don’t use the term
rape in their heads. They’ll
brag about it in fact.”

The organisation is continu-
ing to offer counselling for
sexual abuse victims during
the pandemic. “The pandemic
was a great tester of whether
sexual abuse can still thrive in
a restricted environment. The
reality is that in a war or camp
rape still continues. During
lockdown, there was a lot of
fear and loneliness that made
people even more vulnerable.”

■ Continued from Page 1.

“The girls are still blamed.
It’s like they are expected to
have known this was going to
happen and somehow put
themselves in harm’s way. In
any case, she should never
have been raped.”

She said that many people
still  have misconceptions
about the circumstances sur-
rounding sexual assault.

“They assume it’s the girl
coming out of the pubs that
this  happens to  and that
maybe they consented. Dur-
ing lockdown people were
raped by those that they knew.
They might not have been
mixing in the months before
that but it’s still happening.
Rape doesn’t always happen
after nights outs or at house
parties. Very often the abuser
is someone a woman is just
having coffee with.”

Ms Cri l ly  added that  a
number of people still refuse
to face up to the reality of sex-
ual assaults. “One guy had
been caught raping a young
woman after  housemates
walked in during the assault,”
she said. “The girl said she felt

Cork school trials rapid Covid test
out by clinical staff at the school each week.
The test results are provided through the
mobile phone app, which also has a function
that would allow teachers to scan an entire
classroom to identify which pupils have been
tested recently.

Despite PCR (polymerase chain reaction)
being considered a more accurate form of
test, combined with Covid-19 restrictions,
Bruce College has found the rapid antigen
testing beneficial. “Used in conjunction with
the kind of things we’re doing in the school, it
offers us a safer environment and if somebody
did test positive on this rapid antigen test, then
they would also be tested on the same day by
the same team and they would have a PRC test
done as well,” said Mr Landers.

A CORK secondary school is the first in Ireland
to trial rapid Covid-19 testing among staff.

Bruce College has been trialling rapid
antigen-testing on some of its staff over the past
four weeks. The form of testing allows results
to be provided in under 15 minutes via an app
called Health Passport, developed by the ROQU
Group. The testing is being carried out in
conjunction with the ROQU Group after
principal Micheál Landers got in touch with
them about getting involved in their trials.

“The more I looked into it, the more sense it
made to me that rapid testing is something that
can be done. It’s different to PCR testing, which
is the gold plate of testing, but it is certainly
reassuring us and our staff,” said Mr Landers.

The testing involves a swab which is carried

88 of 1,000 new cases are in Cork
the medical advice and follow the guidelines.

“Case numbers are continuing to rise,” said
Dr Holohan. “Right now, we need everyone to
cut their social contacts to an absolute mini-
mum.

“Every time you physically interact with an-
other person, you are providing an opportunity
for the virus to spread.”

The Taoiseach has said that further action
will be needed to combat the spread of Covid-19
in Ireland.

Speaking in Brussels, Micheál Martin said
that the current situation is very serious.

A sub-Cabinet meeting is due to take place
today, to discuss Nphet’s recommendation that
the entire country move to level five restric-
tions for six weeks.

ANOTHER 1,000 cases of Covid-19 were con-
firmed yesterday, with 88 of the cases located in
Cork.

The virus also claimed the lives of three
more individuals, bringing the total of Covid-19
deaths to 1,841. There are now a total of 47,427
confirmed cases of Covid-19 in Ireland.

Of the cases notified yesterday, 478 are men
and 520 are women. 71% are under 45 years of
age, and the median age is 31.

There were 254 cases in Dublin, 102 in Meath,
88 in Cork, 81 in Cavan, and 75 in Galway. The
remaining 400 cases are spread across 20 coun-
ties. As of 2pm yesterday, 246 Covid-19 patients
are hospitalised, of whom 30 are in ICU.

Department of Health chief medical officer
Tony Holohan once again urged people to heed

Meanwhile ,  a  tutor  at  C IT  has
expressed fears about rising Covid-19
cases among his students.

Speaking to The Echo, the tutor ex-
plained that “numerous” students have
said they are isolating as a result of either
showing symptoms of Covid-19 or follow-
ing identification as a close contact.

The tutor said the cases are “an indi-
cator of Cork’s overall picture” and mir-
rored some of Prof Perry’s thoughts on
the need for tighter restrictions.

“There just isn’t enough enforcement
on regulations taking place.

“The majority of students I have inter-
acted with are nervous but simply power-
less in the scheme of things.

“They have compulsory lab sessions,
they have rent to pay and jobs to work
and, lately, they have shouldered an un-
fair proportion of the blame for the cur-
rent situation,” he said.

the number of daily Covid-19 cases back
down to single figures.

“My view is that we should try and aim
for level 5 and do it with the North of Ire-
land with an all-Ireland approach and so,
level 5 for however long it takes so that we
can get to single figures again.

“In public health, we know that the
economy is very important for people’s
health and wellbeing — but there’s a
danger that we end up with the worst of
both worlds, so we’re not getting on top of
the virus and we continue with this level
of economic stagnation,” he said.

“Cork is one of the areas where the
numbers are a cause of concern and when
you look at the data on the number of
tests that are positive, that’s right as well.

“You’d have to be concerned about
Cork,” he said.

A UCC professor in public health has
called for Ireland to be moved to
level five as he fears we are heading
towards “the worst of both worlds”.

Following restrictions on household vi-
sits and the implementation of level four
to Cavan, Monaghan, and Donegal, Ivan
Perry questioned whether it is enough to
curtail the rising cases in Ireland.

A sub-cabinet meeting is due to take
place today among the Taoiseach, Tá-
naiste, and ministers for health, trans-
port, public expenditure, and finance to
discuss Nphet’s recommendation that the
entire country move to level 5 restrictions
for six weeks.

“Like the rest of the country, I’d be con-
cerned with how the trend has been going
for the last month or more,” Prof Perry
said, adding that Ireland needs to bring

■ Maeve Lee

Cork prof: We should
impose level 5 now
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Cork students are
‘happy with exam
result outcome’
TWO Cork secondary school principals have
said the enhanced Leaving Certificate results
have not impacted the affected students in
their schools, as they were already following
their chosen trajectory with their previous re-
sults.

Fergus McCarthy from Kinsale Community
School said he has 16 students affected by the
increased grades due to mistakes in the algo-
rithm data that created the collated results.

Mr McCarthy said all were being supported
by the school’s guidance counsellor, and that
every one of the students was already happy
with their course or career choice without
needing the increased points they received yes-
terday.

Aaron Wolfe, the acting principal of Coláiste
Éamann Rís secondary school in Ballyphe-
hane, said he had two students who received
increased grades, and both were already in
courses they were happy with.

Mr McCarthy said he was very happy with
the way things had gone on Friday and said it
was obviously great for these students to get in-
creased points, but even better that they did not
need to use them.

He said: “I understand from speaking with
the guidance counsellor that they have all
gotten the course they wished for, and are quite
contented. Things may change depending on
the courses that are made available but, for the
moment, all are happy.

Mr McCarthy said in his school the teachers
had met with all fifth-year students entering
the Leaving Certificate cycle and spoke to them
about what they wanted to get in terms of
points and career options, making them very
aware of what they needed to do over the two
years.

The principal of Kinsale Secondary School
said this meant there were few surprises for his
students in terms of how they were assessed, as
they were dealing with a number of assess-
ments over the two year period that made it
very easy to put together a calculated grade.

“These are not predicted grades, they were
calculated based on stringent assessments over
the two years. This was a very scientific pro-
cess with few surprises.”

Cork’s Lord
Mayors profiled
on ‘Nationwide’
TWO former Cork politicians will be the focus
of two Nationwide programmes next week.

On Monday, the story of former Lord Mayor
Terence MacSwiney will be aired on the RTÉ
programme, with another Cork history piece
looking at Lord Mayor Tomás Mac Curtain to
be shown on Wednesday, October 21.

Next week, which will be the 100th anniver-
sary of the death of Tomás Mac Curtain, his
death will be discussed in relation its national
and international impact and the sad legacy it
created for his only child.

Within months of the murder of Cork’s Lord
Mayor, Tomás Mac Curtain, in 1920, the city
was again plunged into crisis when his suc-
cessor, Terence MacSwiney, died in Brixton
Prison after a 74-day hunger strike in support
of political rights for IRA prisoners.

In a city and county where the IRA was well
organised and equipped, the result of the
deaths was almost inevitable.

The murder of the young Sinn Féin Lord
Mayor of Cork, Tomás MacCurtain, 100 years
ago represented a major escalation of the War
of Independence, not just in Munster but in
other parts of country as well.

News of his death made international head-
lines and would pave the way for some of the
most brutal episodes of that revolutionary peri-
od.

RTÉ presenter Donal Byrne brings the story
of the life and death of Tomás MacCurtain — a
businessman, musician, politician, and IRA
commander to RTÉ audiences on Nationwide
next week.

Nationwide is aired on RTÉ One on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday at 7pm.

Micheál Martin arriving for the second day of the EU summit in Brussels yesterday. Amid the worsening coronavirus pandemic, EU leaders are meeting to discuss
foreign policy issues, including the continuing negotiations for a trade deal for the UK for when it leaves the EU at the end of the year. Picture: Olivier Hoslet via AP

Taoiseach: EU up for a
trade deal with the UK
THE EU is “very much up for the deal”
with the UK, the Taoiseach has said.

Micheál Martin was speaking after UK prime
minister Boris Johnson warned that, unless
there was “fundamental change” in the EU’s
approach, the UK would go for the “Australia
solution”, Downing St language for no deal, in
the post-Brexit trade talks.

“That is not my read of the situation,” the
Taoiseach said. “I think Europe is very much
up for a deal and I think, judging by Michel Bar-
nier’s presentation to the European Council
yesterday afternoon, my assessment would be
that, within that, there clearly is room for a
deal and there has been actually progress on
quite a number of issues.

“Yes, other chapters need to be closed off,
and there are some outstanding key issues
such as fisheries, governance, and level play-
ing field.

“But from an objective analysis it would
seem to me that anybody looking in would say,
you know, there is the basis for an agreement
— clearly, not an agreement at any price.

“That’s why I would say to the UK govern-
ment — and indeed, I’m speaking as a member
state of the European Union — we are quite
clearly willing to engage and want to engage,
and I think the talks will continue next week
and they should intensify on both sides, and
there will have to be give and take.

“But we all owe it to the citizens that we rep-

resent to do everything we possibly can to get a
sensible trade deal between the United King-
dom and Europe that would pave the way for a
constructive and effective partnership into the
future.”

The EU signalled on Thursday that it was
willing to continue negotiations, but called on
Britain to make the next move. Mr Martin went
on to urge the UK to continue for the “big
prize”.

“Britain has an enormous amount to gain
through access to the European single mar-
ket,” he said. “Historically the UK and Europe
have very close relationships.

“Obviously it’s been a member state for quite
a long time now and therefore the nature of this
type of negotiation is different perhaps to pre-
vious negotiations with third countries.”

■ Michelle Devane, PA

Covid cases in Cork South Central ‘extremely worrying’
“The trouble for the Govern-

ment is that they want to discour-
age people from congregating in
any kind of numbers but they also
want to keep life as normal as
possible and I think the trick is
whatever we do, we do in ones,
twos and threes and avoid any-
thing larger than that,” he said.

Mr Boyle said that the virus is
being magnified in households
even if someone from within a
household picks up the virus from
outside the home.

“That’s why the first point in
which most of the infections seem
to be identified is in houses and
that’s why the advice of Nphet
needs to be taken particularly seri-
ously,” he said.

we’re going to be at” required.
“I think it has to be about iden-

tifying the behaviours that are
bringing about the risks and the
biggest risks are wherever people
are congregating in relatively
large numbers of more than three
or four people.

“We have to reduce the circum-
stances where people are finding
themselves with new groups of
people of more than three or four
people at any given time,” he
said.

Mr Boyle said that the latest re-
strictions in relation to household
visits “could be the necessary ac-
tion needed over the next few
weeks or months until we get these
figures under control again”.

single Local Electoral Area (LEA)
in Cork with Cork City South Cen-
tral LEA recording the highest 14-
day Covid-19 incidence per 100,000
people at 566.4.

The figures are three times that
of the 14-day national Covid-19
incidence of 177.2 and more than
double the 14-day incidence of
240.5 reported for the LEA last
week.

A total of 219 cases of Covid-19
were reported in the area in the 14-
days up to October 12, over double
the amount of cases reported in
the area last week at 93.

Mr Boyle said that the Govern-
ment will consider Nphet’s latest
re commendat ions  with
“strengthening of whatever level

A CITY councillor has expressed
concern over his constituency’s
14-day incidence rate of Covid-19
which stands at three times the
national average.

Green Party Councillor Dan
Boyle described the latest figures
as “extremely worrying” and said
that things must be done differ-
ently in order to suppress the
virus once again.

The figures, which were made
available from the Covid-19 Data
Hub on Thursday evening, showed
case information at LEA level
across Ireland between September
29 and October 12.

There was a significant increase
in the number of cases of Covid-19
being reported in almost every



Man denies pulling knife on security officer
guilty to the theft on this occasion
and a number of other thefts but
denies the charge of producing a
knife.

Mr Cambridge, aged 30, did not
apply for bail on the new charge
brought against him by Garda Pa-
draig Verling yesterday.

Judge Kelleher remanded him
in custody to appear again at Cork
District Court on October 23 by
video link from prison.

Mr Buttimer asked for a copy of
any CCTV alleging to show pos-
session of a knife.

was a report of a theft and that the
defendant left without paying for
the goods good.

“A member  o f  s tore  s ta f f
followed him a short distance on
to Dublin Street  where it  is
alleged that Robert Cambridge
turned  and  said  he  had  no
money.

“It is also alleged that he pro-
duced a yellow-handled knife and
said, ‘Come near me and I will
knife you’,” Sgt Lyons said.

Frank Buttimer solicitor said
the accused man was pleading

jurisdiction for the case.
The Director of Public Prosecu-

tions had directed it was suitable
for the district court. After hear-
ing the outline Judge Kelleher
agreed.

Robert Cambridge of 112 Come-
ragh Park, The Glen, Cork, ap-
peared before the court yester-
day.

“On August 22 at Sports Direct
in Blackpool Retail Park there

A CORK man who admits
stealing clothes from a sports
shop denied yesterday that he
pulled a knife on a security officer
who followed him out on to the
street.

Serg eant  Pat  Ly ons  sa id
the  culpri t  a l leg edly  sa id :
“Come near me and I will knife
you.”

The allegation was part of the
outline of the circumstances
given by the sergeant so that
Judge Olann Kelleher could de-
cide on whether or not to accept

■ Liam Heylin

Earlier in the trial, Jason Foley testified
that on the night in question his brother said
to him: “‘She have me goosed. She have my
stomach f***ed up.” The defence suggested
Jason Foley intervened to protect Rita and he
was the one who was responsible for most of
the stab wounds to his brother but Jason Foley
said that never happened.

Garda witnesses who noted what the ac-
cused woman said on the night testified that
she said: “He stabbed me seven times before.”

Later it was noted that she said, “He
couldn’t be dead. I didn’t kill him… Timmy put
a knife to my head. I grabbed it, turned it and
stuck it in him. It was self-defence. I did not
stab him repeatedly.”

Outside the house when gardaí were inves-
tigating it was noted O’Driscoll shouted, “‘Get
back up and fight for your life. He stabbed me
seven times in the past.” Lizzy Foley, Timmy’s
niece, said, “I heard her say on several occa-
sions, she threatened to kill him”.

The jury return to court on Monday.

Timmy Foley was bleeding heavily in the liv-
ing room and Rita O’Driscoll was also bleeding
near the couch.

Dr McGrath said two swabs of blood taken
from the cistern of the toilet in the bathroom
were linked by DNA analysis to Rita O’Dris-
coll to a major degree and to Timmy Foley to a
minor degree. The analysis suggested O’Dris-
coll was bleeding while standing at the sink.

The black-handled knife found submerged
in the water of the cistern still had blood in a
tiny crevice between blade and handle and
this blood matched DNA profiles for Rita
O’Driscoll and Timmy Foley. Dr McGrath said
if blood on the knife was wet when it was put
into the water of the cistern it could have
washed off more easily than if the blood had
been dry at the time.

Shorter evidence on other forensic matters
was also given by Dr Lorna Flanagan and Dr
Bríd McBride yesterday.

THE jury in the Macroom murder trial
will hear their eighth day of evidence on
Monday in a case where a man died after
being stabbed 28 times and his ex-wife
denies murdering him.

Judge Eileen Creedon sent the jury home
yesterday after they heard scientific evidence
of bloodstains and related matters from three
forensic scientists at Forensic Science Ireland
who gave evidence by video link from their
base in Dublin to the Central Criminal Court
sitting in Cork.

Rita O’Driscoll, aged 48, of Bridge Street,
Bandon, Co Cork, denies murdering of
44-year-old Timmy Foley at 12 Dan Corkery
Place, Macroom, Co Cork, on October 8,
2018, and a charge of assault causing serious
harm to the deceased man’s brother, Jason
Foley.

Dr Sandra McGrath testified that there was
evidence from blood analysis in the sitting
room of the house at Dan Corkery Place that

■ Liam Heylin

Accused said victim
stabbed her before

Drugs charge may be struck out over certificate
two weeks and I will strike it out if there are no
directions in two weeks.”

Timothy Creamer, aged 45, is charged with
possessing diamorphine and having the drug
for the purpose of sale or supply where he was
living at Murphy Cottages, Turner’s Cross,
Cork, on August 27.

He is also charged with having cannabis and
heroin for his own use at the same location.

The accused man appeared at Cork District
Court by video-link from prison.

Sergeant Pat Lyons said the alleged drugs
seized in the investigation of the case against
Timothy Creamer in August were sent to the
forensic science laboratory.

Sgt Lyons said the Garda file in the case was
complete and had been sent to the DPP.

The sergeant said the urgency over the
forensic certificate had been explained to the
laboratory and in the absence of the cert, the
DPP would not give directions.

Judge Kelleher said: “I will put it back for

A CHARGE of heroin-dealing will be struck
out in a fortnight if the forensic certificate on
the material seized by gardaí is not before the
court.

Judge Olann Kelleher refused to strike out
the charges yesterday on the application of
solicitor Frank Buttimer.

However, the judge said that if the forensic
certificate was not before Cork District Court
on October 30, the charges would be struck out
on that occasion.

Deaths

Deaths/Family Notices on Page 24
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Bright and early

The container ship BG Emerald being loaded before dawn with shipments for export to Rotterdam at Tivoli Docks. Picture: David Creedon
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A LOCAL councillor has said that traffic grid-
lock in Glanmire could be avoided if Cork City
Council erects signage to prevent trucks from
driving over a historic bridge that is not suit-
able for heavy goods vehicles (HGVs).

Independent councillor Ger Keohane has re-
newed calls for Cork City Council to put
measures in place to divert HGVs away from
the historical bridge known locally as the John
Barleycorn.

Drivers of articulated trucks are said to be
causing “gridlock” when crossing the bridge
which is not wide enough for two lanes.

Truck drivers, however, are being directed to
use it via navigation systems in order to access
an industrial estate in Brooklodge.

Calls to erect signage first came last year, but
Mr Keohane said the sign in place at the bridge
is “no use” as truck drivers are already at the
bridge before they see the sign.

He is now calling for larger signs on all ap-
proach roads to the bridge to give drivers
ample warning not to approach the bridge and
to use the main Hazelwood Road to get to the
east side of Glanmire.

“Unfortunately these HGVs are doing
serious damage, but drivers are not warned in
time not to approach the bridge because by the
time they see it they are already on the bridge,”
he said.

Mr Keohane said a truck recently became
stuck on the bridge after passing the sign, an
occurrence which has been “causing ongoing
chaos” in the area.

He said it “couldn’t reverse and couldn’t go
forward and there were other cars on the
bridge also. The bridge is historic and it’s being
damaged by these vehicles trying to pull in as
far as they can and knocking stones off.

“I’m renewing my calls for proper signage
again. With everything that’s going on I know
there are other things to be dealing with, but
there is traffic chaos in the area because of this
and it is a heritage issue also trying to save the
bridge,” he said.

e t ste s or
rr r s oo

A CORK primary school are set to move to the
next phase of the “long overdue” completion of
a new school building.

Scoil an Athar Tadhg in Carrignavar has
been given approval from the Department of
Education to begin the prequalification process
to select a shortlist of contractors for their
school building project.

With 330 pupils and one of the biggest autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) units in Cork, the
new school build will be of major benefit to the
people of Carrignavar and the surrounding
areas.

“We’re very pleased and were looking for-
ward to bringing the project through the ten-
dering project and bringing it to site,” said
principal Marc Sheehan.

After a lengthy campaign, the primary
school can now enter the tendering process.

Fianna Fáil TD Padraig O’Sullivan said:
“This is great news for the school community of
Scoil an Athar who have long been campaig-
ning for their new school building. This is a sig-
nificant step in the process.

“This project is long overdue and will benefit
many families and the entire community in
Carrignavar.”

The Cork LGBT+ Pride Board and Committee have reimagined Cork LGBT+ Pride Festival 2020 with an array of events taking place virtually. Picture: Jed Niezgoda

ride esti al e ents
t take lace nline
CORK LGBT+ Pride Festival is set for a
programme of creatively reimagined vir-
tual events after efforts to retain a safe,
socially distanced event were not viable.

After being forced to reschedule the festival
twice, the physical aspect of the programme
will not take place due to current Covid-19 re-
strictions, but an array of online events are
scheduled to take place from October 19.

Events include a D&I conference, a coming
out talk, seminars, and a virtual parade and
afterparty. This year, two community dis-
cussion events on different topics are set to
take place virtually and feature guest speakers
in a discussion around LGBT+ family support
and legislative rights.

Chaired by representatives from the Gay
Project and LINC, speakers are due to be an-
nounced soon on the Cork Pride website and
social media platforms.

The annual Cork Pride Welcome to the Com-
munity: Coming Out event, where insight and
advice is offered to those struggling with
coming out or having difficulties adjusting to
their sexuality or gender, will include guest
speakers from the local lesbian, gay, bi, and
trans community groups.

The annual Service of Remembrance which
commemorates those that gave the LGBT+
community the courage and the freedom to
gather as a community will take place on Oc-
tober 22.

On October 23, The Cork Pride at Work Con-
ference will welcome over 50 companies and or-
ganisations invested in creating and maintain-
ing an LGBT+ inclusive workplace.

The interactive LGBTI+ walking history
tour, in collaboration with Orla Egan from The
Cork LGBT archive, also takes place on Oc-
tober 23 with discussion about Cork’s long and
rich LGBT+ history.

To finish the week-long events, the Cork
Pride parade and after-party takes place on Oc-
tober 25 for a parade with a difference.

People are asked to get their pride gear on
and tune in for “music, mayhem, and plenty of
surprises” from the comfort of their own
homes.

Events will run online from October 19 to 25.
See www.corkpride.com for more information.

■ Breda Graham

tro e sou t or stu e t s oo o
allow them to make a choice in ex-
pressing a preference for their pre-
ferred model of patronage for their
child’s education, including their
preference for their child to be
educated through the medium of
Irish or English. This will open for
parental preferences soon after
the patron application process is
completed.

Prospective patrons should
complete an application form
available on the Department’s
website: www.education.ie.

ested patrons/prospective pa-
trons, Ms Foley said: “Parental
preferences for each patron, from
parents/guardians of children
who reside in the school planning
areas concerned, together with
the extent of diversity of provision
currently available in these
areas, will be key to decisions in
relation to the outcome of this pro-
cess.”

An online system has been de-
veloped to provide information to
parents and guardians which will

ging time for school patrons
and school communities,” she
said.

“It is important that the patron-
age process for the post-primary
schools which are to open in 2021 is
conducted in as normal a fashion
as possible, with patrons being
given the opportunity to apply to
run the new schools, and parents
given the opportunity to express
their preference on the choice of
patron.”

Inviting applications from inter-

PATRONAGE of a secondary
school in Ballincollig has been ad-
vertised by Education Minister
Norma Foley.

The city suburb school is to be
established in 2021 and will cater
for 600 students.

Ms Foley invited school patron
bodies/prospective school patron
bodies to apply for the patronage
of the school, which is one of four
new post-primary schools to be es-
tablished in September 2021.

“This is an unusual and challen-

• Open 7 Days • TOGHER 021-4808511 • BLACKPOOL 021-4501050 • LITTLE ISLAND Next to NCT 021-4297722 • CARRIGALINE Tel 021 4371000

www.dessiestyres.ie www.dessiestyres.ie

BEST IN
CORK
AWARD
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Mercy hospital
increases its
nursing staff
A Cork hospital has managed to increase its
nursing staff by around 6% in 2020, despite ad-
mitting it has been a “challenging year” for re-
cruitment.

The Mercy University Hospital (MUH) in
Cork City said that, despite international re-
cruitment challenges, it was able to increase its
nursing staff thanks to an “ambitious recruit-
ment strategy”.

As a result, MUH currently has around 530
nursing staff in its workforce, translating to
around 455 full-time contracts.

As the hospital tackles the Covid-19 pan-
demic, management admitted that “short term
interruptions” can occur as staff are forced to
self-isolate, but that this scenario is also seen
across the health service.

A spokesperson for the hospital told The
Echo: “MUH continues to actively recruit suc-
cessfully however 2020 has been a challenging
year for many reasons and this impacts on all
aspects of the Hospital.

“There is a recognised skill shortage inter-
nationally in relation to nursing coupled with a
more challenging and protracted international
recruitment process,” he added.

“Occasionally, unanticipated short term ser-
vice interruptions can arise due to Covid-19
requirements for self-isolation in line with
national disease protocols and this experience
is replicated across the health services.”

The Echo revealed last week that MUH has
identified areas within the hospital which
would allow it to triple its ventilation capacity
in the event of a surge.

In the height of the pandemic, MUH added a
bed to its intensive care unit (ICU) bringing its
total ICU capacity to six beds.

A spokesperson for MUH confirmed to The
Echo: “During the acute phase of Covid the hos-
pital opened an additional ICU bed — the sixth
bed — and has identified areas within the hos-
pital to ventilate patients in surge, with infra-
structural and equipment capability to triple
its potential ventilation capacity,” he said.

Cork households
urged to ramp-up
recycling efforts
With Cork households on the verge of reaching
the EU Recycling Rate Target, the launch of
Cork Waste Awareness Week hopes to give
people the extra push they need.

Currently, Cork homes are just nine percen-
tage points off reaching the EU Waste Frame-
work Directive 2025 Recycling Rate Target.
However, since the outbreak of Covid-19, there
have been some noticeable changes in the
county’s recycling patterns.

During the height of Covid-19 restrictions in
April, glass tonnage at the county’s Bring
Banks increased by 46%, with the Bantry Bring
Bank off Wolfe Tone Square proving to be the
most popular of the 141 banks.

It has also been estimated that more than
5,000 tonnes of textiles are discarded in Cork
County every year and while 50% of house-
holders in Cork have a three-bin system, only
75% present their food waste bin regularly for
collection.

Through a series of online videos, workshops
and leaflets, Cork County Council aims to pro-
vide information, facts, and tips that will help
the people of Cork to become more aware of
how to correctly dispose of their waste.

Some of the areas to be covered throughout
the week include household hazardous waste,
reuse of textiles and information on food waste.

Speaking ahead of the launch, Mayor of the
County of Cork, Cllr Mary Linehan Foley said:
“Waste Awareness Week in Cork will help
people become more aware of the civic amen-
ities and services available in the county and
how best to avail of them, as well as encourag-
ing people to be more conscious of their respon-
sibilities in the fight against waste. We can each
play our part by reusing, reducing and recyc-
ling our waste. .”

Cork County’s Waste Awareness Week takes
place from October 19 to 23.

GPs concerned that flu
vaccine in short supply
GPs in Cork have been informed of “sig-
nificantly limited” flu vaccine supply
ahead of their third delivery due to ship-
ment delays.

Correspondence to GPs from HSE vaccine
providers, seen by The Echo, informed family
doctors of the limited quantity available for
their third flu vaccine order due to take place
this month.

“Due to the delay of shipment of flu vaccine
to arrive from the manufacturer, the quantity
available for order for your third delivery is
significantly limited,” GPs were told.

“Please place your order for the amount
available to you on the online ordering system.

“Additional quantities are not available for
this delivery,” the correspondence added.

“Before the end of October, all shipments
will have arrived and more doses will be avail-
able in November orders.”

Delays in obtaining flu vaccine supply have
been well documented in recent weeks, with
drive-thru clinics and GP clinics in Cork im-
pacted.

In recent weeks, Ireland’s first drive-thru
vaccine clinic was established in Midleton to
provide the vaccine to patients on weekends.

According to organisers, the clinic has the
capacity to vaccinate around 28,000 people over
a 16-week period, but international flu vaccine
supply issues have already curtailed its oper-
ation.

The clinic had to close at 2pm last Sunday
after it ran out of vaccines.

A spokesperson for the HSE said: “To date all
sites have received 75% of the quantity used
last season, and the allowance for the third de-
livery will increase this to 90%.

“Further stocks will be available for the
fourth round of deliveries.”

The spokesperson added that the HSE has
purchased over 20% more flu vaccines for
adults this year when compared to 2019. The
health service has also purchased some 600,000
nasal vaccines for children.

“By the end of the second cycle of deliveries
this week approximately 800,000 doses of in-
fluenza vaccine will have been delivered to
over 3,000 sites across the country,” said the
spokesperson.

“This represents an increase of 25% in quan-
tities of vaccine delivered when compared with
last year.”

■ Darragh Bermingham

Health services will close if staff not there to run them
and April.

“Absenteeism was a huge prob-
lem in the health service at that
point, understandably due to the
anxiety and fear among workers,”
he said.

“It must be a worry with reports
of concerns from senior medical
staff, rumours of absenteeism, and
if alternative pathways into the
health service close down, it inevi-
tably leads to more overcrowding
in emergency departments,” he
added.

“The truth is that there was a
surge in absenteeism back in
March and April.

“This new story of increased ab-
senteeism now sounds like we may
be seeing that again.”

management. Dr Luke said a simi-
lar anxiety was felt by healthcare
workers just before the peak of the
pandemic more than six months
ago.

Speaking on Thursday, Mr Reid
said senior staff within the HSE
and a number of hospital CEOs are
“extremely anxious about what
lies ahead, particularly in Novem-
ber”.

The HSE chief also said that
these senior staff have voiced con-
cerns over the level of staff absen-
teeism in the coming weeks and
months.

Speaking to The Echo, Dr Chris
Luke said this current scenario is
reminiscent of the period leading
up to the pandemic peak in March

said. “When all the other portals of
access to hospitals close, the ED
remains open.

“I’ve heard someone say ‘if all
else fails, there’s always A&E’ -
that mantra and attitude is the
reason why EDs are always over-
crowded,” he added.

“One by one by one, all the other
services close whether it’s general
practice, outpatient clinics, out-
patient scans then people pitch up
in A&E in the hope of getting the
scan or test they need.

“At this exact moment in time,
the last thing we want is emergen-
cy department overcrowding.”

HSE Chief Executive Paul Reid
said this week that anxiety and
fear is rising among healthcare

LOSING hospital workers to Covid
sick leave or absenteeism will pile
pressure onto emergency depart-
ments as other access pathways to
healthcare close, a Cork expert in
emergency care has warned.

Dr Chris Luke, veteran consul-
tant in emergency medicine, ex-
plained that access pathways to
health services will close if there is
not enough staff to keep them
open, and that patients will be
forced to turn towards the emerg-
ency department (ED).

Dr Luke explained that any loss
of staff will “pile more pressure”
onto EDs.

“The whole reason for emergen-
cy department overcrowding is
that other access portals close,” he

Metropole serving up hotel-quality dining in your own home

It’s ‘No Trick, Just Treat’ at the Metropole Hotel this October, which has launched its takeaway menu of fancy treats, brunch boxes, and afternoon tea for people
to enjoy at home. Pictured are Metropole Hotel staff members Sandra Murphy, Roger Russell, and Gavin Farmer. Picture: Brian Lougheed
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CORK BUSINESS REACHES OUT TO HELP LOCAL CHARITY

Group pictured at Alcon Ireland, Cork Business & Technology Park, Model Farm Road, Cork, which celebrates its ninth Alcon In Action day by providing care pack-
ages to Cork Penny Dinners. Included are Jackie Murphy, general manager, and Michelle Buckley, HR head, Alcon Ireland, with Caitríona Twomey and Tomas Kal-
inauskas of Cork Penny Dinners and members of the Alcon in Action team. Picture Denis Minihane

Alcon staff pitch in to help Cork
Penny Dinners during pandemic

The project took six weeks of planning to bring
to fruition.

“It has been a very difficult year for people both
physically and emotionally so it’s nice to have
something to focus on other than yourself.

“During these difficult times, morale is more im-
portant than ever.

“We had 17 volunteers involved in creating the
packages this year. This will be our 23rd project
overall.”

Employees participating in the project were pre-
paring care packages from 8am until 5pm.

“Volunteers across all three shifts were involved
in the execution and we are really happy with how
it all turned out.”

“We are always coming up with events in the
community. Usually, we have a core team that
reach out to charities and ask them what they
need.

“However, with the pandemic, we were unable
to go out into the community.”

The team decided to come up with an on-site
event that incorporated social distancing.

“We wanted to do something on site where we
could ensure that social distancing was main-
tained. Cork Penny Dinners get a lot of requests
and we knew this was something that would really
benefit the charity.”

THE trojan efforts of a Cork business have re-
sulted in the production of some 95 care pack-
ages to help people struggling during the Covid-
19 pandemic.

Staff at Alcon on Model Farm Road gave their
time free of charge to help service users of Cork
Penny Dinners unable to afford essential items
such as hygiene products and canned foods.

This will be the company’s ninth year in a row
giving back to a charity. Gabrielle Sheehan, an
executive personal assistant with Alcon,, said that
since the emergence of the pandemic, they had to
find an alternative way of helping charities.

This is the organisation’s ninth year selecting a
charity to support.

■ Sarah Horgan

Call for cancer
strategy review
Cork County Council is writing to the Govern-
ment looking for an immediate review of the
National Cancer Strategy and additional fund-
ing for cancer care.

The motion, raised by Danielle Twomey,
Sinn Féin councillor, looked for the Govern-
ment to address capacity deficiencies and to lay
out a timeline for catch-up on new and delayed
cancer care, with targets.

Speaking at County Hall, Ms Twomey said:
“We know that early diagnosis and interven-
tion saves lives. With missed screenings, de-
layed procedures, and being in a high-risk cat-
egory, Covid-19 has hit cancer patients hard.

“I’m calling on the Government to make
cancer care a priority, by providing increased
funding to enable screening to operate at full
capacity in a Covid environment.”

Ms Twomey said that even before the pan-
demic, Ireland had a very high rate of cancer.

“The importance of catching cancer early is
indisputable... Failure to address this with im-
mediate effect will inevitably cost lives, as well
as overloading a healthcare service that is al-
ready facing the most challenging winter in the
history of the State.”

Ms Twomey said that fewer than 100,000
people were screened in the first half of this
year, compared to 500,000 for all of 2019.

Noel Collins, Independent councillor, sup-
ported the motion and said the delays were ad-
ding to the suffering of the victims. “Immediate
action is needed. These people are suffering.”

County Mayor Mary Linehan Foley also lent
her support to the motion.

Bakery break-in:
Man remanded
A MAN accused of trying to smash his way into
a café bakery in Blackrock with a crowbar was
remanded in custody until November 5 for him
to decide if he is pleading guilty or not guilty to
the charge.

Ross Pardy of Ferney Road, Mahon, is
charged with entering Natural Food Bakery at
Pier Road, Blackrock, and causing €1,800 worth
of damage to the front glass and back door on
August 21.

Video link
He appeared in Cork District Court by video

link from prison.
On the application of Sergeant Gearóid

Davis, Judge Olann Kelleher remanded Pardy
in custody for three weeks.

Pardy’s solicitor, Diarmuid Kelleher, said
the accused would indicate on that date
whether he was pleading guilty or not guilty.

The November 6 court appearance will also
be by video link. Detective Garda Paul Radley
previously stated that CCTV showed a man
smashing a front door glass window with a
crowbar and trying to prise open a back door
with the crowbar.

door, we always do, but we need people
to do the right thing at this stage.

“The advice is simple — stay iso-
lated, keep out of the way of other
people, this is a human to human
spread, we need people to do the right
thing and society to show moral re-
sponsibility.”

Prof. Deasy said that personally he
would not like to run the gauntlet of
catching Covid. “The likelihood is, I’m
a healthy man, I’ll get over this fine,
but there’s a 5% chance that I won’t. I
wouldn’t like to play Russian Roulette
with my life in that way.”

nami of patients” that are coming in
with respiratory illness and respir-
atory symptoms that could be Covid.

Such was the level of concern that
even patients coming in without re-
spiratory symptoms were being diag-
nosed with Covid.

“Early on t we took the decision that
we would treat all patients as having
Covid, we would don PPE for all pa-
tients that required a physical examin-
ation, be they on the Covid or non-
Covid pathway.”

He continued: “We will do our very
best for people that come through the

“In other words we were able to dis-
charge patients to long-term care facil-
ities, to community hospitals, back to
the community, we were in a position
then — and we thought it was the right
thing to do to turn down, and in some
cases, turn off elective activity,” he
told RTÉ radio’s Morning Ireland.

Such a course of action brought with
it its own morbidity and mortalities,
he warned and there was a need to
keep the non-Covid stream going while
at the same time dealing with “the tsu-

THE clinical director of Cork Uni-
versity Hospital, Professor Conor
Deasy, has said that it was inevi-
table that elective treatments
would be cancelled as Covid
numbers grow and hospital staff
are unavailable because they too
have the virus.

“We’re under considerable pressure,
this wave is different to the first wave
in that when this hit in March we were
able to effectively empty the hospital.

■ Echo reporter

Treatment cancellations
‘inevitable’ — professor

Assault on
prison officer
A 27-year-old Youghal man
was charged on Thursday
with carrying out an assault
on a prison officer at Cork
Prison.

Garda  Sarah Coakley
brought the charge against
Luke Lewis, 27, who is origin-
ally from Youghal, County
Cork.

The charge stated that on
April 17 he allegedly assaulted
a prison officer at the prison
on Rathmore Road, Cork.

Sergeant John Kelleher said
the accused was in prison in
relation to another matter and
there was no objection to bail
being granted on this new as-
sault charged.

Judge Olann Kelleher ad-
journed the case until Novem-
ber 11 and directed the pros-
ecution statements should be
sent the defence solicitor.
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Thought for theweek
be a moment of growth. So
instead of running from a
moment of darkness, we
can possibly turn it into
something positive, good
and spiritual.

During these darker
times of Covid 19 it is so
important that we do not
allow the darkness to
overwhelm us. We con-
tinue to be people of light
and we continue to be
positive and hopeful. But
even in the midst of dark-
ness God is still journey-
ing with us. No wonder
Jesus said so many times:
“Do not be afraid. I am
with you.”

From a faith perspective
we believe that God is our
light and hope and is with
us through everything in-
cluding our darkness.

Joyce Rupp says: “If I
look back on my life, to
those dark times, I can see
that I have or could have,
grown deeper and wiser
from my experience of the
darkness .” The main
point that I got from her
book is that darkness can
somehow be a moment of
growth. If we remain con-
stantly in darkness then it
is not something good or
positive. But there are
times when darkness can

something we are not
comfortable with.

But even in our
mother’s womb we had no
l ight . I t is where we
stretched and grew won-
derfully. For seeds to
grow they must first be
pushed into the darkness
of the soil, so that germi-
nation can begin.

Our planet would also
overheat if we did not
have darkness at night
time for our planet earth
to cool, especially during
the summer months.

There are also destruc-
tive forms of darkness es-
pecially the darkness of
evil. There is also the un-
friendly darkness of hate,
anger, depression, greed
and exploitation that can
wound us mentally, emo-
tionally and spiritually.

I I stay in the dar ness
long enough my eyes be-
come more accustomed to
the dar and I begin to see
things o beauty and ree-
dom that I ne er ne

ere resent . — Joyce
Rupp

Darkness and light are
always side by side. You
cannot have one without
the other. At this time of
year we are aware of de-
creasing daylight as we
move further into winter.

I have been reading a
book by Joyce Rupp called
‘The star in my heart’ and
I was particularly struck
by one chapter she wrote
on darkness.

She explained that she
found it difficult to believe
that darkness could be a
source of growth. Dark-
ness for many of us is
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■ Thought for the week by r James
McSweeney Col iste Poba l Bheanntra ,
Bantry Community College .
todayismygifttoyou.ie

come with us to feed the pigs and chickens and collect
the eggs and it’s so sweet. Those who have never
touched a warm egg love it,” she said.

She said that “it’s always lovely” to have the team’s
hard work recognised with a win such as the Good
Hotel Guide Editor’s Choice Awards.

“If there’s ever a time when we need a bit of a boost
it’s now because it is very tough,” she said.

Ms Green and her husband Justin experienced a slew
of cancellations when Dublin entered Level 3 restric-
tions which she said had a massive knock on effect on
its suppliers also.

As Ballyvolane House now welcomes guests from
within the county, Ms Green said that she is conscious
that it is difficult to plan and difficult for people to plan
but is trying to be as creative as possible in the run up to
Christmas by offering boxes containing various things
associated with Ballyvolane House such as mugs, mar-
malade, and gin as a gift idea for those who have experi-
enced the estate.

A CORK country house is celebrating winning a
Good Hotel Guide Editor’s Choice award in its
family category.

First published in 1978, the ood Hotel uide is the
leading independent guide to hotels in Britain, Ireland,
Continental Europe, and the Caribbean.

Ballyvolane House in Castlelyons was awarded for its
wide range of facilities suitable for every age group in-
cluding tennis courts, badminton, croquet, and a soccer
pitch.

The 1728 mansion sits on 60 acres of land which offers
various walks for all the family, along with resident
donkeys, pigs, and chickens which children are invited
to feed in the mornings.

Jenny Green, owner of the business, told The Echo
that although Ballyvolane House is not a traditional
family hotel with a kids club, that the donkeys, pigs, and
chickens are especially loved by kids who may not live
in a rural environment.

“After breakfast at 10am we will invite the kids to

■ Breda Graham

ntry h se
wins award

Ballyvolane House has won a Good Hotel Editor’s Choice award. The 1728mansion sits on 60 acres of land which offers various
walks for all the family along with resident donkeys, chickens, and pigs.
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Maths Week adds
up to fun lessons
for Cork pupils
Students within two Cork schools have taken
part in nationwide Maths Week events to learn
and to win prizes.

Pupils from Lisavaird National School and
Scoil Naomh Eoin have taken part in the M-
Fluencer Maths Week Quest this week.

The week-long competition was open to stu-
dents from any age group, with participants
ranging from primary school right up to sixth-
year in secondary school.

Participants were tasked with a series of on-
line maths challenges, with each challenge to
be added to a total score for the school.

The pupils utilised online activities through-
out the week to boost their engagement in all
things maths.

The competition is run by maths mastery re-
source provider, Manghigh, which is used by
all schools registered for the M-Fluencer Maths
Week Quest.

By using the online resources, students have
been able to get involved in different games and
challenges as part of the competition.

Speaking about the week of maths-based ac-
tivities, the principal at Lisavaird National
School, Kieran O’Donovan, said: “Using the on-
line resource, like Mangahigh, allows our stu-
dents to engage with the maths curriculum in a
fun and interactive setting.

“It encourages them to explore mathemat-
ical concepts independently.”

“Competitions and games have been a great
way for me to fully engage my pupils with
maths,” added deputy principal at Scoil Naomh
Eoin, Pauline Kerins.

“My pupils absolutely love the challenges
and learning in this way, and, as a teacher,
these online resources have been invaluable in
checking students’ progress during remote
learning,” Ms Kerins said.

The top ten schools in the competition will be
awarded Amazon gift vouchers and those who
achieve over 150 points will be given digital cer-
tificates.

Man pleads guilty
to punching bus
driver on the nose
A bus driver was punched on the nose as he ex-
plained to a man that the bus was out of service
and not taking passengers.

The 19-year-old will be sentenced next week
for assault, and charges of being drunk and
threatening at a nearby shop on the same date.

Leigh O’Connor pleaded guilty to the charges
against him.

Sergeant Pat Lyons said that gardaí were
notified on June 24 of a man acting aggressively
at Parnell Place.

Gardaí arrived to find a highly intoxicated
man, whose speech was slurred.

It was reported to gardaí that a bus driver
had been assaulted by Leigh O’Connor.

This occurred when the bus driver was get-
ting off the bus.

The driver was approached by the accused,
who was trying to get onto the bus.

The driver explained to Leigh O’Connor that
the bus was out of service and would not be tak-
ing on any passengers.

The driver then proceeded to step out of the
bus.

“The defendant hit him in the nose with a
closed fist,” Sgt Lyons said.

On the same day, there was a complaint from
the nearby Spar shop on Parnell Place of a man
selecting a number of items and then getting
aggressive with staff.

He also pulled the plastic cover from a lottery
terminal.

Eddie Burke, solicitor, said the young man
had been trying to get a document in relation to
his participation in a treatment centre.

Judge Olann Kelleher agreed to adjourn sen-
tencing and remanded Leigh O’Connor in cus-
tody for a week.

The address on the charge sheets for the ac-
cused was given as St John’s Terrace, World’s
End, Kinsale.

The Students Union at University College Cork hosted the university’s first Consent Awareness Week this week to tackle sexual assault issues.

Students unite to tackle
sexual assault issues
The Students’ Union at UCC hosted the
university’s first Consent Awareness
Week this week to tackle sexual assault
issues.

The event, which featured a week of talks,
webinars and other events was aimed at edu-
cation and prevention of sexual assault.

It was organised after a survey from the
Union of Students Ireland (USI) reported a
number of students were victims of sexual as-
sault.

Some 29% of female, 10% of male, and 28% of
non-binary students have experienced non-
consensual penetration by incapacitation,
force, or threat of force during their time in col-

lege, according to the USI and NUI Galway Sex-
ual Experiences Survey.

Of those, 49% of males, 35% of females, and
25% of non-binary students never reported or
shared their experience.

Speaking to The Echo, UCC SU Welfare Of-
ficer Jamie Fraser said: “The rise in instances
of sexual assault in the past few months and the
results of the Sexual Experiences Survey car-
ried out by the USI which showed that 29% of fe-
males, 10% of males and 28% of non binary re-
ported non consensual penetration during
their time in college show that we can no longer
bury our head in the sand on this issue.

“As a result, we in UCC Students’ Union have

launched UCC’s first ever Consent Awareness
Week to try and tackle this issue head on.

“We’ve organised talks and events with or-
ganisations such as SATU, USI and Bystander
Intervention to educate our students about
consent and to ensure we are taking an institu-
tional approach to this issue,” he added.

As part of Consent Awareness Week, the UCC
Feminist Society and UCC Fashion Society, in
collaboration with Jamie Fraser, launched a
new campaign focused on debunking myths
surrounding sexual assault.

The ‘Not Asking For It’ campaign aims to
demonstrate that clothes do not determine con-
sent, in a bid to end victim blaming and ensure
any perpetrator is instead blamed for any sex-
ual assault.

■ Darragh Bermingham

Concern over mature trees in Mallow Town Park plan
ticle 5 of the Birds Directive and
the protection of bats in the Habit-
ats Directive”.

“Any tree to be felled during
bird breeding season should be
checked for breeding birds and
roosting bats,” he said.

“Saplings are not comparable to
mature trees and cannot be con-
sidered replacements for mature
trees. The trees that were removed
from Mallow Town Park were dec-
ades old.

“They may have been non-
native but they were part of the
natural heritage of the town and
were almost certainly habitats for
nesting birds,” he said.

Cork County Council has been
contacted for comment.

Council, a second independent ar-
borist report has recommended
removing all trees surrounding
the pitch for safety reasons. These
dangers appear to have been
partly created by the previous re-
moval of nearby trees,” he said.

Cllr Quaide said that it was “re-
markably coincidental” that the
trees that had been removed
“seem to correspond with those
that were being identified for re-
moval to make way for a car park
and other features of the upcom-
ing planning proposal”.

He said that the trees that were
removed during nesting season
earlier this year “are subject to EU
Directives which require the pro-
tection of breeding birds as per Ar-

the pretext of imminent danger to
the public” during lockdown and
in the middle of nesting season.

“This imminent danger was
based on a planning consultant’s
report from April 2019 which rec-
ommended the removal of an en-
tire row of trees in a couple of
lines. There was no detailed tree-
by-tree analysis to differentiate
healthy trees from damaged ones
that may require surgery or, as a
very last resort, removal.

“After removing at least 15 ma-
ture trees during the lockdown,
with no evidence of any assess-
ment for eggs, chicks or bats, more
trees were removed last week and
the week previous.

“According to Cork County

A COUNCILLOR has raised con-
cerns about plans for the redevel-
opment of Mallow Town Park
which if passed would see the re-
moval of 127 mature trees.

Green Party Councillor Liam
Quaide said that the felling of the
trees has been justified on the
grounds of planting saplings that
are “decades away from matur-
ity”. The East Cork Councillor
said that the tree felling will be
met with some local resistance
“unless of course most of those
trees happen to be deemed unsafe
and cut down before planning per-
mission is sought and before objec-
tions could be submitted”.

He said that the removal of trees
from the park which began “under
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cess, exporting its products to high-end
department stores such as Harrods of
London and Bloomingdale’s, and even
supplying Buckingham Palace.

Other former businesses on the street
included Scott & Co Ironmongers, Cen-
tral Fruit Stores, Baltimore Stores, Jack
Healy Cycles and Crowley’s Music
Centre.

The old Thompsons Bakery on Mac-
Curtain Street, situated where the res-
taurant Glass Curtain is now, was a stal-
wart culinary institution established in
1826. In its heyday, the bakery produced a
mile of its trademark swiss roll every day
(in the building’s dedicated swiss roll fac-
tory) for the people of Munster.

Further along, at the junction of Mac-
Curtain Street and Brian Boru Street,
was the former Coliseum cinema, now
Leisureplex, which had screenings from
1913 to 1964.

Two landmark spots on MacCurtain
Street, which both opened in 1897 and are
still in operation today, are The Metro-
pole Hotel and The Everyman.

Speaking at Monday night’s council
meeting, Fine Gael councillor Deirdre
Forde spoke about the love Cork people
have for the street and said the regener-
ation of MacCurtain Street and its en-
virons will be “of huge benefit and en-
hance the city so much”.

Amy Nolan

EARLIER this week, Cork City Council-
lors approved Part 8 planning for the
MacCurtain Street Public Transport Im-
provement Scheme.

The plans, which also incorporate
some of the surrounding area, aim to
transform the busy street for the first
time in over 50 years, making it more
suitable for pedestrians, cyclists and pub-
lic transport.

Speaking at Monday night’s council
meeting, Independent councillor Kieran
McCarthy said he had done some re-
search looking back into the early past of
the street.

“The western section of the street is
marked as a dirt track in a 1602 map –
being developed more by the Huguenot
family Lavitt one hundred years later - in
the early eighteenth century.

“The Lavitt’s building block is still
there, albeit it has been partially rebuilt
in the last 200 years,” he said.

“A walk through the street shows the
vision, commitment and strategy that
various merchants had on the street in
the past two hundred years — the rich or-
nate buildings tell their own story — from
the Victoria Buildings to The Metropole
Hotel, from the former Thompsons
Bakery to the Coliseum, from Trinity
Presbyterian Church to the Everyman
Palace to Dan Lowrey’s, shows a finan-
cial investment into the street over many
years.

“The decision to change the street’s
name from Westminster MP Robert King
of Mitchelstown Castle to Irish Republi-
can Tomás MacCurtain street in April
1920 reflects the dedication to promoting
Cork’s Republican and modern past.

“And interestingly, despite such a rich
history and a strong sense of place, the
fabric of the street has always being put
on the backburner with the street being
always seen as just as a ‘road out of
town’.”

Delving through our photo archives,
MacCurtain Street’s rich history is plain
to see. One photo shows the interior of the
former Hadji Bey sweet shop on the
street.

Haratun Batmazian came to Cork with
his wife Esther for the Great Exhibition
in 1902 and stayed.

The couple soon opened shop on Mac-
Curtain Street, signposted ‘Hadji Bey et
Cie’ (Hadji Bey & Co).

The business became an immense suc-

Wrapping barmbracks at Thompsons Bakery, MacCurtain Street back in 1953.

Cades mineral water manufacturers at Mac-
Curtain Street, Cork circa 1910 (later location
of Thompson’s Bakery)

Looking back at one of Cork’s best loved streets

A view of the old Coliseum Cinema, on the corner of MacCurtain Street
and Brian Boru Street back in 1953.

A November 1932 photo of the interior of the famous Hadji Bey sweet shop.

Harp school at MacCurtain Street. On the right is Shiela MacCurtain, daughter of Tomás MacCurtain, 1953.

MacCurtain Street, with the Metropole Hotel on the left, 1973.
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L tter st ro e
Cathedral Road was gen-

erally good, as was St Colmcil-
le Road but it was noted that
more litter was noted there
than in the previous survey.
Mount Agnes/Cronin’s

Field was found to be poorer
than previous surveys. Kil-
more Road had some cleaner
areas but was generally poor.
Sun Valley Drive had “plen-

ty of long-lie litter plastic,
paper, cans, signs of fires.”

CORK’S northside placed 38th
out of 40 areas recently exam-
ined for Ir ish Business
Against Litter (IBAL) survey.
There were just two litter-

free sites out of a total of 25
surveyed. However, there
were no litter blackspots.
Some sites showed evidence

of cleaning and maintenance,
but there was an overall in-
crease in the amounts of cans,
both mineral and alcohol.

u ort or o u t e e ts
Environment; Balancing Commu-
nities; Social Cohesion and Capacity
Building; Economic Development; or
Transport and Connectivity.
A maximum contribution of €3,000

from the community chest will apply
to all projects.
The closing date for funding re-

quests is October 23 2020 for activities
to be completed before December 31.
For any queries relating to the Com-

munity Check please email san-
dra_omeara@corkcity

THE Cork North West Quarter Regen-
eration (CNWQR) Community Chest is
open for applications.
It was set up to support small scale

community events and programme ac-
tivities as well as community projects
in the regeneration area.
The successful projects must fall

into one of the following themes:
Family Support and Early Childhood
Development; Community Safety;
Education, Training and Lifelong
Learning; Health; Youth and Sports;

G

A green area in Knocknaheeny was vandalised
last weekend, just a month after it was opened.

lower beds in Killary Green were torn up and
the owers discarded around the area.
Don O’Sullivan of the Impact Our Community
Matters group said residents came together to
clean up the area after the incident, after a call
was made on social media for help to tidy up
the damage. Killary Green has been devel-
oped as part of the City Northwest uarter Re-
generation scheme.

M

A number of motions are to be put down by
Sinn in councillor Mck Nugent concerning
issues in the North West area.
He is set to call on Cork City Council to report
on the process of the taking in charge of the
Meadows estate in Hollyhill Knocknacullen.
He has asked that in the interim, Council will
survey the ever-growing estate for further traf-
fic-calming measures.
Mr Nugent has also sought the implementation
of traffic-calming measures at Church Avenue,
Roman St, and for the council to assess if there
is ade uate disabled parking in the wider area
from Roman St to the North Cathedral.
Thirdly, he will call for a survey of Cathedral Av-
enue, Shandon for traffic calming measures in-
cluding designating the area a km zone with
associated signage.
Cllr Nugent said that local residents fear an ac-
cident in a busy thoroughfare for traffic.

GAA
C
St incent’s Hurling and ootball club have
suspended all underage hurling and football
activities in light of the moving of Cork to Level

restrictions along with the rest of the country.
A statement from the Underage Executive
Committee says This decision is taken in the
interest of health and safety, to protect our
young players, mentors, familes and friends.
Hopefully it won’t be long before we are able

to return to training and the playing fields, in
the meantime stay safe everyone.

I
C

Senior students in Terence MacSwiney Com-
munity College took part in an inspirational
morning recently organised by principal Phil
O’ lynn.
They were visited by James Leonard of the
Norries Podcast and Cork ETB who spoke
about his journey from addiction to education
and starting his PhD in UCC, and comedian
and actor Tadhg Hickey who performed his
one man show In One Eye, Out The Other
with themes of alcoholism loneliness and
answered uestions about his own experi-
ences.

Emma and Caoimhe O’Brien and Alan Hosford,
Fairhill, Cork, at the Gurranabraher Credit Union
All-Ireland Senior Draghunt at Whitechurch.

Picture Denis Minihane

e ut ro ose or r e
o e r ou
THE HUT has proven itself to be a truly
creativespaceandoftenatransformative
one for young and old in the Gurranab-
raher area, and has been nominated for
an award for doing just that.
Community members attending The Hut can

work creatively through the anchor project
Youth Work Ireland Cork through various
mediums like art, music, spoken word, rap-
ping, group work, and general youth groups.
As well as chat and socialising with the Fri-

dayMorningDrop inGroup; for older residents
of the area they can dance and sing at the Sun-

day Tea dances. Both took place pre-Covid.
The jewel in the crown, literally, is the new

creative space in the revitalised Rooftop
Garden which was started by community
member Eileen Walshe (RIP).
Now through local volunteers and theHealth

Action Zone project the area has become a
biodiversity hub and an outdoor learning
space, running among other things music and
rap classes and a master class in composting.
The Hut has been nominated for the 2020 IPB

Pride of Place awards under the Creative Place
Initiative category.
It is one of six organisations and community

groups nominated this year for the awards by

Cork City Council.
Pride of Place is an all-island competition

that recognises improvements made by local
communities to create civic pride in their area.
The competition focus is about people coming
together to shape, change and enjoy all that is
good about their area. This year, the award
winners will be announced on 21st November.
Director of Service for Community Culture &

Placemaking in Cork City Council, Adrienne
Rodgers said: “Every year this competition is
one that all community groups look forward to
as they get to show the rest of the country the
innovative and interestingways they help their
community and its people.”

with Sarah O’Dwyer
sarah.odwyer@theecho.ie

KNOCKNAHEENY
GURRANABRAHER
HOLLYHILL

o ie gi e t k to e en e wine o ege t dent

James Leonard, of the 2 Norries Padcast, speaking to students at Terence MacSwiney Community College. The morning, organised by principal Phil O’Flynn for
senior students, also featured comedian Tadhg Hickey.
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These and other photographs are available for purchase at echolive.ie

Enjoying the
sunshine at
Garryvoe beach
OUT and about and enjoying the sunshine at
Garryvoe beach were:
■ 1. Tracey Ryan, Shanagarry.
■ 2. James and Anne Sweeney, Glanmire,
and their granddaughter Melanie.
■ 3. Tom Kelly and Jane Hackett Kelly, Kill-
eagh.
■ 4. Joanne and Caragh Horgan, Midleton.
■ 5. Leona and Kelvin White, Midleton
■ 6. Mairéad Howick, Ballintotis, Castlem-
artyr, and Suss the dog.
■ 7. Kathleen Walsh, Ballydavid, (left) and
Margaret Kraul, Shanagarry.

Pictures: Eddie O’Hare
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What’s on TV today
uy art ar ac e , a e , 7 1

He’s a boy who likes big toys, so the lorrymechanic and formermo-
torcycle racer GuyMartin is in his element while looking back at four
of the biggest projects he’s ever taken part in, all of which have a mili-
tary theme.

The programme focuses on his efforts to help restore, maintain and
build some of the most iconic British vehicles ever made — a First
World War Mark IV tank, a Second World War Spitfire and Dakota
transporter and, last but not least, a Vulcan bomber, used in the
Falklands as well as during the Cold War.

oya cade y Su er b t o , 2, 1
Yes, we know it’s not summer, but seeing as everyone was in lock-

down during that period, the Royal Acadmey’s annual open
exhibition— the largest of its kind anywhere in the world— could not
go ahead.

Instead, it was moved back four months, opening in October and
running until January, which means that, for the first time in its 252-
year history, the event is now taking place in the autumn and winter.

If you don’t fancy a trip to London to see it, all the highlights — in-
cluding works by established names as well asmembers of the public -
can be seen in this colourful programme.

e o o, S y rt ,
Modest in size but rich in history, the Apollo Theater is one of New

York City’s most iconic performance venues.
The theatre played a key role in the Harlem Renaissancemovement

in which African Americans thrived and it is renowned for launching
the successful careers of some the most recognisable names in Jazz,
R&B and other genres associated with black performers.

This documentary explores the history of the venue, with archive
footage of performances by Aretha Franklin, Diana Ross, Stevie
Wonder, Jimi Hendrix and Pharrell Williams.

o o i o ighne he
in e f W e

swearing.
I drove you in the daytime and it really would delight me
If you would return love for love and make me kneel and

knight me.

Perhaps your honour won’t forget me when you see the
Devil’s Bowl,

Say, ‘Here Paddy, wet your whistle,’ for I sweat upon my soul.
If affords me greater pleasure for to drive your mother’s son
Than dogs or knights or garters which all the great take on.

For the honour that I boast of, which I prefer by far,
Is to drive your Royal Highness in an Irish Jaunting Car.

But I have a little gaffer and if you would condescend
To comply unto my wishes and your influence to lend

To make him gauger or Lord Lieutenant or anything like
that.

Which may be suiting to him for I dote upon the brat.
And ‘tis he’ll put down the riots for he knows how they began,

And to prosper the recruiting, he surely is your man.

Oh, there’s one thing that annoys me and I’m not ashamed
to say;

I regret you did not lave the bag and take away the kay;
For the bag lookedmighty curious I felt anxious itweremine,
And as water is cold drinking, sir, I’d prefer your health in

wine.
‘Twas the moneybag, we all confess, oh murder! It’s too bad

To take it off in a mistake and lave the kay with Pad.

We call the car, sir, Prince a’ Wales — your honour knows
’twas mine;

And for every sixpence that we charged, we now, sir, charge
’em nine;

We passed a law that very day and kept it ever since,
Not to put a common pally on the pally of our Prince.

And when next you come to Ireland whether it be near or far-
Ask for Paddy Collins and his Irish Jaunting Car.
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May it please your Royal Highness if I make so bold to say,
If any of your party might have lost a little kay (key)?

On the day you travelled with me but when you went too far
I found the little beauty on the cushion of my car.
I lives in Clonakilty just a mile from the Ring Bar,
And I am Paddy Collins, driver of a jaunting car.

I drove you to Rosscarbery but little thought I then,
You belonged to Mrs Albert or any of your men;

And that you could command such lots of cash and still be
sparing

‘Tis enough to drive me to the drink or make me turn to

BOYWHO LIKES BIG TOYS: Guy Martin
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“For this girl to be beside a man

with a diagnosed schizophrenic con-

dition who was attending mental

health services since the 1980s for

anxiety, agitation,
euphoria, and in-

somnia — they are inside in a ward

side by side.
“There appears to be no system of

management or supervision. The

only thing that brought it to hospital

notice was his heart rate rising, and

they thought he was having a heart

“Management of these hospitals

would want to be bucked up a small

bit,” the judge said
during the case at

Cork Circuit Criminal Court.

“This is a very very troubling case.

Two admitted patients side by side in

a ward, one sexually assaulting the

other.
“You have to question in circum-

stances like this what management

was doing. This is a
very acute prob-

lem in the hospital

The accused man, Andrew O’Do-

novan of Butlersgift, Drimoleague,

County Cork, was given an 18-month

suspended jail term yesterday for

sexual assault.
When the judgewas told thatO’Do-

novan could be named but that the

injured party did not want her own

name publicised, the judge said it

was the name of the hospital Cork

A 17-year-old girl in hospital for seri-

ous injuries was put into a ward with

a 62-year-old manwith a long psychi-

atric history and in the early hours of

the morning he sexually assaulted

her.
Because of her phy

sical injuries at

the time, she could not reach the

panic button over her head.

The only thing that brought

a nurse to the room after the

incident was the fact that the

■ Liam Heylin

van was convicted of
Picture: Cork Courts

is 88, at Cork University
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Banding
together
for craft
project

I decided
cancer was
going to make
me stronger

Feis has a
place in many
people’s
hearts: P18

galineandCarrigtwohillwit

Padraig Barrett has outlined the ambitious

cycle network being planned to connect com-

muter towns to the city and other employment

hubs.
In an interview with The Echo, he said Cork

County Council is working towards a complete

overhaul in how people travel to and from

work, colleges and schools over the ne
xt five to

ten years. This would involve the implemen-

tation of safe cycle routes from all the main

towns in the immediate commuter belt.

“If the level of funding we have today con-

tinues, and if we don’t hit an economic slump

again, I would hope in five to ten yearswe could

B rett said

cycle lan

igne
iti i e

en to
A CORK autism campaigner

h t

■ Sarah O’Dwyer

Lenore Good. Picture: David Keane
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Addiction
is a public
health crisis See Downtown

Pages 20-21
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Take a trip
back in time...
to holidays of past

O BEEATENPRICE!ome ono one ofe stores

City Hall will move the design process along

in anticipation of “a positive outcome” of the

process.
Last week, the local authority announced

that works would commence in early 2021.

■

dou
works.

The proposals, which were green-lit by An

Bord Pleanála, are back
in the High Court after

Save Cork City applied for a judicial review of

the decision.
The group says they believe City Hall execu-

tives are “acting ag
ainst the public int

erest and

against the democratic process” in pressing

ahead with the scheme which they believe is a

splitting of the Lower Lee Flood Relief Scheme.

■ Sarah O’Dwyer

rris n’s
ay lan

o t offi e e in id eton

The post office on Main St, Midleton, Co Cork, which was gutted by fire in the early hours of yesterday

morning. See page 2

Picture: Dan Linehan
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of f ic ia l s, and added in

instances where only a small

number of case s were

involved , publi c heal th

officials would work on this

themselves, unless another

action was needed.

S 2

days. He said he had received

phonecalls from patients who

said they were concerned

about possible exposure to

individuals with Covid-19.

However, he said doctors

had not received any notifi-

cations from public health

A Cork GP has allayed fears

over a rumoured outbreak of

Covid-19 cases on the north-

side of the city.
Former lord mayor John

Sheehan says he has provid
ed

advice and reassurance to a

number of patients in recent

s e rs o er ru oure oro rus out re t
Gardaí believe the man,

aged 35, who availed of home-

less services in the city, may

have been dead at the scene

for a number of days.

■

on Parnell Place in Cork City.

The body was discovered

near Merchant’s Quay Shop-

ping Centre car par
k. The area

was sealed off and a forensic

investigation was carried out.

THE autopsy on the body of a

man found yesterday in the

city centre is due to take place

this morning. At around noon

yesterday, gardaí
received a

report regarding a
man’s body

uto s o s o ou t r e e

Weather

tonight

L: 16ºC
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Micheál Martin will be Cork’s first

Taoiseach since Jack Lynch.
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and
applicability of the 3% in

crease for those in receipt of

student assistance
funding.

UCC Students Union repre-

sentatives, along
side many

students, are unhappy with

the increases for the upcom-

ing academic year. Students

have been camping out in

tents on the Quad in UCC for

the past week, while politi-

cians have visited to express

their support.
Prof O’Shea has come under

fire, with students’ union reps

issuing himwith both an open

letter and private correspon-

dence.
However, he has now issued

a rallying call on Twitter, cal-

ling for Government action.

■ See Page 2

The spokesperson said the

univers ity is “extremely

conscious of the financial

challenges faced by students”

issue o

He demanded a “national

response” to the “national

issue” of rent increases
and

lack of student bed-spac
es.

The university has come

under fire in recent weeks for

electing to hike on-campus

accommodation prices by 3%,

which means rents have risen

by 19% in the last three years.

A UCC spokesperson pre-

viously said the decision was

“not taken lightly” by Campus

AccommodationUCC, but was

necessary “due tom
ajor refur-

bishing work, the rise in se-

curity and maintenance costs,

and the investment required

to provide additional accom-

modation for students.”

They also said all income

generated will be used exclus-

ively to meet those costs.

■ Sarah O’Dwyer

Patrick O’Shea urged Government

to address the issue of student

accommodation.

i

is.
“It is absolutely blown out

of proportion,” said Dr Flynn.

“Less people will die in Ire-

land of the coronavirus in the

next three months than died

in traffic accidents over the

weekend.”
Meanwhile, a secondary

school in Dublin has been

closed after its pupils and

teachers were confirmed as

having been in contact with

the State’s first coronavirus

patient.
Ireland’s chief medical of-

ficer Dr Tony Holohan an-

nounced the move at a press

conference in Dublin on Sun-

day. The move came less than

24 hours after auth
orities con-

firmed the Republic of Ire-

land’s first case of
Covid-19 - a

male living in the east of the

country who contracted the

virus in one of the affected

areas of northern Italy.

■ Continued on Page
3.

Weather

tonight

L: 0ºC

Passings
showers

ngs

Rob and Marian Heffernan at the ARC Spring Ball at the Clayton

Silver Springs Hotel.
Picture: Darragh Kane
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Founding memb
er of Celtic

Historical Group
remembered

A COMMUNITY stalwart ha
s been remem-

bered by allthose who knewhim, including

staff atthe Mahon CommunityCentre.

The late Paddy O’Drisco
llwas oneof the

foundingmembers of C
eltic Historical Group,

established in 1984.

Thisday 14 years ago,M
r O’Driscollreceived a

lifetime achievementawa
rd from then enter-

prise, trade andemployment ministe
r Micheál

Martin on behalf of CelticHistorica
l Group.

“Paddywas oneof thefounding mem
bers and

his contribution to the groupwas immeasur-

able,” said chairman DenisCoffey.

CIF: ‘Mahon and Ballincollig

should be linke
d by light rail’

THE Construction Indus
try Federation has

called fora major investment in infra
structure

in Cork, saying projecte
d population growth

between nowand 2040 will lead to huge

demand.AidanMangan, chairman
of CIF’s Cork branch,

made thecomments rec
entlyat theCIF dinner

in the Rochestown Park
Hotel.

“Our clients willwant new
railways, an ewl ight

ra il fr om Ba l li nc olligto Mahon, newcycleways,

new footpaths, new apartments, and high

density [housing] in our urban centres, the

retrofitting ofexisting residential andcommer-

cialpremises tobecome
moreenergy-efficient,

converting vacant premi
ses to residential

uses, especially those above retail, new data

centres, new solar energy farms, new
wind-

farms ...there is an endless list of possibilitie
s

for our industry,” he said
.

i ages of planned
flood

PaddyO’Driscoll withMicheál Martin.

t Lu e s to s e t o

o t o s e e t re

ST Luk e’s home,through its educational

centreat Northridge House, isto hostan

eventtohighlightnewinnovationsin de-

mentiacare.

For the last seven years St, Luke’s home,

through Northridge House, has hosted an an-

nual conference based at Radisson Blu Hotel,

Little Islandwit ha ss ociat ed master cl asses the

N thridge House. ill be

take placeon Thursday, April2.

New innovationswill be presented onthe use

of virtual reality within care settings andwill

be led by Billy Agnew, Chief Executive from

Viarama,a leading innovativecompany in this

developing area.

The use of robotic aides will also be demon-

strate d by Candac e Lafleur from H ey Mylo

which have been the subject of both research

andmedia attention of late.

Caring for the older adult can be a challen-

i g place fo r c ar er s andShane Martin from

Moodwatchers will be providing insights into

it. Other contributors will share insights into

various important sk illb ased developments

around wound dressings, palliative care and

dementia; and assisting those withdementia to

eat, drinkand swallow.

The conf erence is also an opportunit y t o

view new products coming on the market to

support theOlder Adult.

Further details can be found on the website

www.northridgehouse.ieor
by callingClaire at

021-4536551.

o ing othe in

Irish professionalboxer Gary‘Spike’ O’Sullivan withFerdia OM ahony,PRO, atthe CottageCommunity Cafe basedat MahonCommunity Centre.

MAHON and
BLACKROCK
with DarraghBer mi

ngham

darraghberminghamecho@
gmail.com
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COUNTY HALL’s director of roads says

people will be able to cycle safely to the

city from commuter towns such as Carri-

dCarrigtwohillwithin tenyears.

■ Roisin Burke
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A REQUEST for a judicial review regard-

ing the Morrison’s Island Public Realm

and Flood Defence Scheme has cast

doubtonCity Hall’splans toproceedwith

ay lan
t in d bt

ew eg h enge
h t eno tion

SuperSto
res

tory
ould likeall ourld andeir
pport

hel n risin
st dent rents

and is se t to rev iew the
f the 3% in-

UCC president Patrick

O’Shea has called for Gov-

ernment action on the

issue of student rents.
’D r

ent ote t goe on
nge t i e hike g ow

i
wi i e
in o k
A Cork GP has moved to allay

public concern over the coron-

avirus, but has said
that there

“will definitely be cases in

Cork.”
Nick Flynn said that, des-

pite this, the virus should not

be occupying publ ic con-

sciousness in the way that it

is l blown out

■ Sarah O’Dwyer
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t e r s ose ut ors to o t ue
lunchtime concerts will continue
online onWednesday, October 21, at
1.10pm with a change to the adver-
tised schedule.
Director of music, Peter Stobart

will sing accompanied by assistant
director of music, Robbie Carroll at
the piano.
The livestream (and recording

after the event) can be found here:
www.churchservices.tv/corkstfin-
bar re or www.corkcathe-
dral.webs.com

S O O O S
O O 1

The 19th Sunday after Trinity
11 1 a ora uc ar t
Music service — Missa Sancti

Raphaelis, Michael Haydn, psalm
96, Anglican chant.
Motet - Never weather-beaten sail

- Parry.
Voluntary - ‘Postlude’ from 24

Pièces en Style Libre – Vierne

websi te : www.corkcathe-
dral.webs.com
Updates on services and recitals

will be announced via the cathe-
dral’s website and Facebook and
Twitter feeds.
The cathedral grounds remain

open to visitors during daylight
hours.
Visitors are asked to maintain so-

cial distancing and are encouraged
to use the labyrinth in the southeast
corner of the grounds to meditate,
practice mindfulness or pray.

October lunchtime concerts to
continue

Online, the October series of

Following the Government’s deci-
sion to move to Level 3 of the Living
With Covid-19 plan, the cathedral,
along with the other cathedrals and
parish churches in the diocese,
closed to visitors and worshippers
last week.
The prayer life of the cathedral

will continue behind closed doors.
Special prayers will continue to

be offered for those on the frontline
dealing with the virus, those who
have contracted it, those who have
lost their jobs, and whose business-
es have closed or are under threat.
The 11.15am choral eucharist will

be uploaded/live-streamed on the
following platforms:
www.churchservices.tv/cork-

stf inbarre or www.corkcathe-
dral .webs .com or www.you-
tube.com/c/SaintFinBarres
Cathedral orders of service will

be available on the homepage of ourThe Cathedral labyrinth can be used for meditation, mindfulness and prayer.
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passing is a loss but his significant
contribution will never be forgotten.
May he rest in peace.
I was delighted to speak on a call

this week with Cork Learning Cities
to our colleagues in France. With
Brexit looming, France will soon be-
come our nearest European neigh-
bour.
Another such online meeting was

our ‘Make Way Day’ meeting where
we are discussing and putting in
place initiatives to enhance the ease
of access on our roads, walkways and
crossings for cyclists, pedestrians
and motorists in the interests of pub-
lic safety.
Stay safe, stay healthy and mind

each other.

who organised the various segments
of this wonderfully informative
event.
At last week’s City Council meet-

ing I was privileged to honour the
memory of our patriot Lord Mayors,
Tomás MacCurtain and Terence
MacSwiney, in proposing that they
be added to the roll of Honorary
Citizens. We will hold a small digni-
f ied ceremony over the coming
weeks to recognise this.
I was also delighted to oversee the

approval of the Part 8 Planning Pro-
posal for the MacCurtain Street de-
velopment project.
This week was tinged with sadness

at the sad passing of Cork Boxing
President, Mr Tim O Sullivan. Tim’s

In the short term, we will be hold-
ing a ‘Virtual Lord Mayors Day’ on
Friday, October 23. I will also be pres-
enting each of the schools with a tree
for planting as a sign of hope, growth,
sustainability and new beginnings,
synonymous with 1920 and this the
year of commemorations.
I sincerely hope that if circum-

stances permit I will get the oppor-
tunity to physically visit each of our
schools in person.
I was delighted to launch a three-

day conference at UCC to commem-
orate Terence MacSwiney, The
Burning of Cork and the hunger
strikers at Cork Prison. Well done to
all who participated and particularly
Professor John Borgonovo of UCC

a loved one.
This is the 101st year of the school

visits by the Lord Mayor. The tradi-
tion dates back to theMayoralty year
of Terence MacSwiney. We strongly
wish to continue to honour and cel-
ebrate in this year of commemor-
ations, albeit in a slightly different
way.

CORONAVIRUS is, unfortu-
nately, spreading rapidly
through our communities and
wreaking havoc with all of our
daily routines.
The daily case numbers being re-

ported are very worrying. We need to
collectively take whatever measures
are necessary to suppress, control
and eliminate the virus.
Many people are doing everything

correctly, observing the right proto-
cols, following the guidelines as rec-
ommended by Nphet and making
personal sacrifices in their daily
lives. We all look forward to the day
when it ends and we can get back to
living our lives.
Unfortunately, there are certain

segments of society that are simply
refusing to embrace the dangers of
this virus. Unless we collectively
make every effort to suppress it, it
will continue to decimate our lives.
Apart from the standard recom-

mended actions, probably the most
significant action we could all imple-
ment in order to make a real differ-
ence is to significantly cut to an abso-
lute minimum our social contacts on
a daily basis. If everyone imple-
mented this measure, what a differ-
ence it would make.
My appeal for this week is to

simplymake every effort to do this as
best you can for the coming days and
weeks so we can limit and stop the
spread of this hideous virus in our
community once and for all.
This week saw the publication of

Budget 2021 which was probably the
largest and most significant givea-
way budget in the history of our
State. I was personally delighted to
see the supports directed at the deci-
mated hospitality sector.
I attended a meeting in City Hall

about our forthcoming campaign
called “Cork Against Litter”. I am
very passionate about the control
and elimination of littering and fly-
tipping in our city. Watch this space.
Another area close to my heart is

mental health and I was delighted,
with the Lady Mayoress, Stephanie,
to plant a tree on the Tank Field in
Murmont, Montenotte, in support of
Pieta House. A wonderful poignant
event where we placed a green rib-
bon on the tree in commemoration of

e can st id s read i we
red ce r s cial c ntacts n w

See Change co-ordinator Barbara Brennan with Lord Mayor of Cork Cllr Joe Kavanagh and Lady Mayoress Stephanie Kavanagh at the launch of the Annual Green Ribbon
Campaign in association with See Change, Ireland’s organisation dedicated to ending mental health stigma. Picture: Gerard McCarthy Photography

MYWEEK
Lord Mayor of Cork
Cllr Joe Kavanagh



o idiot th e tening
f i ie h i t
FRONTLINE staff in hospitals and nursing
homes are crying out to the public to protect
them.
That stark message from Paul Reid, the head

of the HSE must get home to all of us.
While the health authorities will continue to

work might and main to increase testing and
tracing and ICU capacity, the key to stopping
the alarming surge of Covid-19 that we have
seen in recent weeks is for people to take indi-
vidual responsibility.
It is only if we do that that we can protect the

health workers — and thus protect ourselves.
As Mr Reid said, the health workers do not
want to be the only line of defence and they are
right about that.
We all need to be defenders and it is all too ob-

vious that some of us have become complacent
and are just not doing our patriotic and hu-
manitarian duty.
The government, rightly, got a good deal of

credit for producing a budget which seriously
addressed the Covid crisis.
However, the government alone cannot solve

this. We are experiencing an alarming surge.
We can see that in Cork where our hospital ca-
pacity is under increasing pressure.
The so-called Covidiots who are going

around without masks are putting us all at
risk. Incredibly, we can still see a few of them
on buses. We can see them in shops.
How dare they put ordinary decent people,

going about their daily business, at risk of dis-
ease and even death? How dare they risk
spreading Covid to vulnerable homes and
families?
We still need to accept our own responsibility

— not to gather in groups, to social distance, to
self-isolate if we have symptoms.
Of course it is not just life and wellbeing that

is under threat from the Covidiots. They are
also threatening our economy and our chances
of getting back to anything approaching nor-
mal life.
What are our chances of being able to get to-

gether as families for Christmas?
Many young people from Cork, for instance,

live andwork inDublin. They and their parents
and siblings have had only very limited contact
this year.
There is now an increasing threat that they

will not be able to visit home at Christmas.
That is a horrible thought. We hear a lot of
legitimate concern about mental health, gen-
erally from people advocating for the opening
up of society.
It would do us no harm to think of the well-

being of family members who are unable to be
at home because of the continuing prevalence
of the disease which can at least partly be
blamed on the irresponsibility of those who ref-
use to participate in the national effort to drive
down the infection rates.
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sh ld be n a
edestal in ride

lace in the city
that m rned them

lived and died remains — unlike
much of what happened on this
island a century ago— free of any
stain of controversy.
Which is why I was left wonder-

ing this week about what more
the city could do to remember the
two LordsMayor in the centenary
year of their deaths.
In terms of gatherings, our

hands are tied, and making them
honorary citizens is a noble thing.
But I can’t help thinking we are
missing a trick.
It’s not been a good year for

statues, admittedly, but shouldn’t
we have planned a joint one of
MacCurtain and MacSwiney, to
take pride of place in a prominent
part of our city— perhaps around
the area of Patrick Street and
Winthrop Street worst hit by the
Burning of Cork? That way we
could mark all three pivotal
events in Cork in 1920 in a fitting
way, for our future generations to
see and recognise their sacrifices.
Think about it: Ourmain statue

in Patrick Street is of a man who
wasn’t even born in Cork, and
whose main virtue was urging
folk to be teetotal — a fine legacy,
but hardly ground-breaking or,
indeed, effective. And I bow to no-
one in my love for the Echo Boy
statue. But a beautiful monument
to the two Lords Mayor would be
on a different level altogether.
I know there are busts of them

at City Hall, and there is a fine
monument outside the house
where MacCurtain died in Black-
pool, but shouldn’t we be thinking
bigger and better, in this of all
years? They should be centre
stage, at the heart of the city that
mourned them a century ago.

almost certainly, will events to
mark 100 years since the Burning
of Cork in December.
This week, Cork City Council

tried to fill this gap by agreeing
unanimously, following a recom-
mendation by the present Lord
Mayor, to add the names of its two
patriot Lords Mayor, MacSwiney
and MacCurtain to the roll of
honorary citizens of Cork city.
It was a fine gesture, one that

will be appreciated by anyone
who has an inkling of how those
two men helped shape hearts and
minds both here and in the UK in
those dark days.
Their actions undoubtedly

played a vital role in at least part
of Ireland gaining independence.
Furthermore, the way both

MacCurtain and MacSwiney

However, it is a shame that
some icons in Cork history have
missed their moment in the sun,
so their stories can be re-told.
The pandemic broke out in

March just days before the
centenary commemorations were
to take place in honour of the first
Lord Mayor of Cork to die in 1920
— Tomas MacCurtain, who was
murdered in his bed in Blackpool.
Now Terence MacSwiney’s

centenary commemorations this
month will also be curtailed, as,

HE fact almost two-thirds
of Americans do not have a
passport is often used as a
stick with which to beat

them. It’s proof, we’re told, of how
insular and inward-looking they
are.
I prefer to look at it in a different

way. America is a vast country
with so much variety, who among
those born there wouldn’t want to
visit many of the 50 States first,
before travelling further afield?
Plus, it would take a long flight

and much expense to travel to
anther continent, and Americans
have fewer holidays than us
Europeans.
For all of that, Americans can

be insular : a f ter al l , when
Washington dictates much of
what is happening in the world,
why care about what’s happening
in Brussels or Berlin?
I once had the privilege of sit-

ting in on a Chicago Tribune news
conference, where the heads of
each department presented their
news for the next edition. When
the foreign affairs editor spoke,
you really felt for him, as he tried
to convince the executives the
latest drought in Africa or row in
the European Union would be of
interest to their readers.
All of whichmakes it evenmore

remarkable that 100 years ago
this month, the e Yor Times
splashed on a story that related to
a place 5,0001km away, in Cork.
‘MacSwiney dies after fasting

74 days’, roared the banner head-
line, relegating news of U.S Sen-
ate campaigns and other domestic
affairs to the ha’penny place.
The hunger strike and death of

the Lord Mayor of Cork was that
important, not just locally and
nationally, but globally; indeed, it
had led newspapers around the
world for two months.
MacSwiney’s death was a

pivotal moment, in a pivotal year
for this city and county, and for
the country.
A hundred years on, Cork, and

Ireland, ought to be saluting him
again.
Sadly, one of the many casual-

ties of this cursed pandemic has
been the cancellation of a slew of
intended centenary commemor-
ations, meaning people are un-
able to gather in large numbers,
It’s hard to train your eyes on

the past when you’re caught up in
the present, and a failure to mark
historical events in 2020 will be
well down the list of people’s
priorities.
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o n oi e in wi de ne
I REALISE that we all need to accentuate the positive in
these gloomy, pandemic, recessionary times.

But I am long past getting annoyed at the politicians and
economists — but very few ordinary’ folks, I have to say —
who are positively drooling at the low interest rates for the
inevitable loans Ireland will re uire in the years ahead.

es, borrowing on a gargantuan scale will be re uired in
the wake of Covid- and possibly a no-deal Brexit too .

And, yes, it is good news that we will have to pay
vanishingly small interest on those loans.

But, as any householder with a mortgage, or person with a
car loan, will tell you, the money you take still has to be paid
back, and that can be a painful exercise.

The State is borrowing billion for today’s generations
— but if the generations to come are left to foot our bill, I
hardly think that’s a cause for celebration.

Meanwhile, Irish mortgage holders pay higher interest
rates than anyone else in Europe, so forgive me if I am
muted in any praise for financial institutions.

CHARGE POINT: But only
the wealthy can afford an
electric car, says John
Dolan

t s not been a ood year for statues admittedly but
shouldn t e have planned a oint one of ac urtain and

ac iney to ta e pride of place in a prominent part of
our city perhaps around the area of Patric treet and

inthrop treet orst hit by the urnin of or

FRONT PAGE NEWS: Terence
MacSwiney and (left) how his
death was reported in Le Petit
Journal in France in October, 1920
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Your Letters

Cork city losing its heart and its heritage
NEWS of the Custom House

development (‘Permission
granted for ‘iconic landmark
in heart of Cork city’, Oct 14)

is the worst news I have heard in a
long time.

But then again, so many Cork
heritage buildings have been demol-
ished in the last ten years, so many
multi-nationals have taken over, and
local business driven out by high
rates in Cork city.

For more than eight years, I have
been fighting and having meetings
trying to save the Port of Cork build-
ings, to keep them in public owner-
ship and stop a horrific modern
development being built on this
incredible historic heritage site.

If we examine how much this
development will cost the city and
how much work will have to be
carried out by the council to accom-
modate this huge development, we
might question the whole project.

I have found Cork City Council
totally uncooperative and not inter-
ested in saving heritage buildings in
the city.

These beautiful buildings are the
Crown Jewels of our city, with such
amazing history and such a strategic
site. The Port buildings have been
allowed to go into a terrible state of
d isrepair  by  the  Por t  o f  Cork
Company, a semi-state company who
should be held to account.

Under the corporate executive

management so many of the beauti-
ful heritage buildings of Cork are
being demolished to build ugly cor-
porate glass boxes.

Their idea of preserving a building
is to keep the front wall, it’s happen-
ing everywhere.

A corporate ethos is all that seems
to matter to Cork City Council, if we
look at many areas of Cork city, we
see neglect.

It’s a disgrace how little the city
council care about the people of
Shandon, Douglas Street, Barrack
Street, North Main Street, Blackpool,
everywhere you see terrible neglect
by the council, the paths crumpling,
buildings rotting and falling down.

Property developers are being
allowed to buy up the city and let it
fall down, and look how the council
bends over backwards to accommo-
date them.

Look at how the Save Cork City

campaign has been treated and
ignored by the executive in the
council and the OPW. They are
people who really care about the city
and have given so much of their time
to fight the concrete walls the council
is proposing for the river in the city,
but the council has no interest in
even engaging with them.

It’s a total disgrace, how they treat
people who care about Cork. It’s time
for change at Cork City Council, if we
want a council that is democratic and
accountable.

If we want to keep what’s left of old
Cork, people will need to act.

John Adams, Cobh, Co Cork

Cosmic Unknown
The great unknown within its flow

has vast galactic heights aglow
with heavens’ past in astral vaults

in schemes of intricate gestalts
that strain the brain to vertigo.

Yet on the dreamers here below
the stars their stellar airs bestow,

as music of the spheres exalts

the great unknown.

Still cosmic questers seek to know
the principles that rule the show

while scientists search out the faults
and make their math turn somer-

saults,
although it ever shall be so,

the great unknown…
Harley White, Ballinlough Writers

Group

Sky’s the limit
I ALWAYS considered The County
Hall to be out of place and character
with the landscape and skyline of
Cork. News of a new glass hotel at the
other side of the city completes the
Double, in my humble view.

Pat O’Connor,
via email

Airline blow
THE winter closure of Ryanair bases

in Cork and Shannon, announced
this week, has struck a devastating
blow for crew and pilots at these
bases, their families and commu-
nities, as well as for other airport
staff and the economies of both
regions.

I wish to express my disappoint-
ment that the airline’s management
did not make contact and allow for
proper time to engage with the union
before making the decision.

The union’s mission since the pan-
demic struck the country in March
has been to work closely with all avi-
ation employers, including Ryanair,
in order to maximise job protection.

Fórsa has called on the Govern-
ment to intervene to support the in-
dustry because Ireland’s connectiv-
ity through aviation is crucial to its
economy.

The industry supports quality jobs
throughout the country.

Ian McDonnell, Fórsa official repre-
senting pilots at Ryanair

The view skywards from beneath The Dean Hotel, Cork, which is due to open next month, creating over 100 new jobs. The seven-storey hotel was designed
by Irish firm Wilson Architecture and makes up part of the new Horgans Quay development, with views looking out to the River Lee. Picture: Larry Cummins
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Solutions - Easy

BrainDrain
so tions

By ei h in

G A
s u e las le er a a s er s

als e rs le er e e a s er

O

1. What is a knot tied with two loops
used for tying shoelaces?
2.Which battle sawWellington defeat

Napoleon?
3. What is a viscous liquid derived

from petroleum?
4. Which U.S. President gave the

Gettysburg Address in 1863?
5. Which author wrote the controver-

sial novel ‘Lolita’?
6. Which Beckham is a famous

fashion designer?
7. Which group recorded ‘Waterloo’

and ‘MammaMia’?
8. What has 26 letters?
9. Which Shakespeare play is set dur-

ing the Trojan War? (3 words)
10. What is a long-haired South

American mammal?

1 Bow;
2 Waterloo;
3 Oil;
4 Lincoln;
5 Nabokov;
6 Victoria;
7 ABBA;
8 Alphabet;
9 Troilus and
Cressida;
10 Alpaca
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Across
7. Argue (6)
8. Barbaric (6)

10. Speech (7)
11. Fissure (5)
12. Hypocrisy (4)
13. Donor (5)
17. Loosen (5)
18. Volume (4)
22. Quit (5)
23. Detestable (7)
24. Trust (6)
25. Decisive

moment (6)

Down
1. Make (7)
2. Theft (7)
3. Theme (5)
4. Axe (7)
5. Harbour (5)
6. Unimportant (5)
9. Aversion (9)

14. Fault (7)
15. Jumble (7)
16. Hermit (7)
19. Mettle (5)
20. Replete (5)
21. Begin (5)

Previous solutions
Across: 1 Appal; 4 Emerald; 8 Lookout;
9 Posed; 10 Glee; 11 Unwieldy; 13 Beer; 14 Vile;
16 Hygienic; 17 Flag; 20 Agile; 21 Observe;
22 Sweeten; 23 Dress. Down: 1 At loggerheads;
2 Prove; 3 Loot; 4 Extend; 5 Explicit; 6 Absolve;
7 Daddy-longlegs; 12 Vehement; 13 Beguile;
15 Disown; 18 Large; 19 Used.

QUICK CROSSWORD

October 17

1777 Brit ish com-
mander General Burgoyne
surrendered at Saratoga in
the American War of Inde-
pendence.

1 1 Mobster Al
Capone was jailed for 11
years for tax evasion.

■ Today in ,
rederic Chopin, Polish

pianist and composer,
died of tuberculosis in
Paris, aged .

■ Rob Marshall, di-
rector, Wyclef
Jean, singer,
Eminem, rapper
actor, .

Aries: Look on the bright
side. Once you have made the
decision to be more in control
of your life and destiny, the
blessings will descend.

Taurus: Face up to the heart
issues you need to address.
Express yourself freely and
do not be afraid to tell it like it
is.

Gemini: Do not trip yourself
up and be sure to double
check your story. Look after
yourself a bit better, and do
not get up to any nonsense.

Cancer: Treasure your time.
Send past angst and distress
into the ether to be trans-
muted. Steer a safe passage
through choppy waters.

Leo: Access your intrepid
self. You are a born survivor!
Make an attempt to try differ-
ent scenery, just not at the ex-
pense of what matters.

Virgo: It may never happen.
But do of course steer clear of
negative situations though. It
is only sensible. This is a po-
tent time for you.

Libra: Prepare for dynamic
action re location, finances,
etc. There is a great event just
around the corner. But its
outcome depends upon you.

Scorpio: Play your cards
right in relationships and all
will be well. Mess up and
things will go pear shaped. It
is all very obvious really.

Sagittarius: Enjoy a well-de-
served rest, even if it is only
five minutes! It is important
to make an extra effort at this
point with loved ones.

Capricorn: Monitor your
stress. You can be a complex
character, but you are intrin-
sically sweet. Be careful that
you do not miss the boat.

Aquarius: You need to recip-
rocate in love relationships
or you will lose interest, and
so will they. Get stuck into
work commitments.

Pisces: Expect to be tongue-
tied at awkwardmoments. Do
not panic though: being
stumped can be quite charm-
ing!
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Áilín
Quinlan

We have landed here due to
stupidity and self-indulgence

bullet and accept that we have now
reached a point where it is a case of
every man or woman taking respon-
sibility for themselves.

We will eventually be forced to
acknowledge that, as the health
experts have repeatedly warned, at
the end of the day it is our absolute
responsibility to protect ourselves
and our loved ones through the way
we individually behave — and stop
expecting the government to do it all
for us.

But for some of us, that realisation
is still a way down the road. Like the
old lady said: There’s No Vaccine for
Stupidity.

everyone else, Pascal Donohoe’s the
quiet guy in the corner you really
need on your side.

In the meantime however, as we
tilt, along with a number of other
countries in Europe, into ever more
dangerous levels of the virus in the
community, it is time to accept that
we can’t keep locking down and
opening up indefinitely to save
Christmas or whatever.

No matter how hard Micheal Mar-
tin, Stephen Donnelly, Leo Vardkar
or Pascal Donohoe work to buffer us
against the chaos being wrought by
Covid-19, the man/woman on the
street will eventually have to bite the

partners to launder his billions. One
partner, the guy with the easy smile,
the big talk, the flashy designer suit
and the expensive silk tie, falls over
himself with delight at the prospect
of such a customer. But the drug lord
isn’t watching him. He’s watching
the quiet, drab, unassuming and
rather reluctant guy in the corner,
whose name is Marty Byrd. Because
the drug baron knows that this is the
guy he really has to convince. The
drug lord is a very bad person, but he
reads people well.

I have often thought since that in
any teeth-bared, down-to-the-wire
crisis with everyone shouting at

already steeped the fruit in tea and
collected the necessary charms. I had
the gold ring which means you’ll be
married before the year’s out, the
pea which says you won’t be wed this
year, and the €2 coin which signals
wealth and good fortune ( I was leav-
ing out the stick, which forecasts
rows or an unhappy marriage and
the rag, which stands for bad luck
(we’ve all had enough of bad luck,
trouble and strife).

My grandson’s job was going to be
wrapping the charms in baking
paper and helping to mix the cakes.
Finally he would get to stick the
charms into the dough before the
bracks went into the oven.

Later on, his mammy was going to
come up to enjoy some of his barm
brack with a cup of tea and give her
verdict on his baking. It was only a
little thing, but something we were
all looking forward to. So now I’ll just
have to bake them myself and leave
one on their garden wall.

In fact, I’m so fed up now, I’ve a
good mind to print up a There’s No
Vaccine For Stupidity t-shirt for
myself as we face into yet another
massive, howling health and finan-
cial cyclone brought about by the
sheer obtuseness of large numbers of
the Irish public.

One little ray of sunshine here; I’m
just glad that Paschal Donohoe is in
charge of the economy side of things.
Beneath the reassuringly melliflu-
ous tones and the pleasant, slow
paced delivery, behind the apparent
kindliness (and maybe Pascal just
doesn’t appear kind; maybe he really
is kind, I don’t know) lies a cold-eyed,
razor-sharp intelligence and a huge
ability to manage crises.

An intelligence and ability, which,
I’m very glad to say, is at the service
of the Irish public, and not some cut-
throat hedge-fund or private bank.

History may prove the quiet-
spoken, unobtrusive Donohoe to be
one of the best finance ministers this
country has ever had, apart from
Michael Noonan. Both men have
many things in common. Rapier-like
intelligence. Ability. Gravitas. Calm.
Solidity. Utter unflappability (at
least in public). I could add more and
put loads of glowing adjectives in
front of these attributes, but I don’t
need to.

I  thought  of  Donohoe,  oddly
enough, when I was watching an
episode of Ozark on Netflix recently.
A drug lord comes into a financial
consultancy to try to convince the

SHE was getting a whole load
of t-shirts printed, the woman
in the shop said. She was get-
ting them for herself and her

husband and children; she was get-
ting them for her mother and her
sisters and brothers. The t-shirts
would come in a rainbow of different
colours, but they would all bear the
same slogan. The slogan would read:
“There’s No Vaccine For Stupidity.”

The idea had come from her
mother, the woman said. During a
family discussion on the behaviour
of large numbers of the Irish public
since the lockdown ended, the no-
nonsense octogenarian had come up
with the pithy message.

People can’t plead ignorance
because the warnings about social
distancing, mask-wearing and hand-
washing are everywhere, the old lady
had said, so putting oneself and
others, be they friends, close relativ-
es or even just somebody you met in
a queue, at such risk of such a
horrible virus through the way you
behaved, simply had to be down to
sheer stupidity.

She had much the same thing to
say  about  the  ant i - f ace -mask
campaign. And Trump’s insistence
that people shouldn’t worry about
Covid. Not to mention the kind of
moron who recently walked in front
of me into a shop, passing the hand
sanitiser and heading straight for the
takeaway coffee machine, to press
the button for his morning cappucci-
no with a potentially contaminated
index finger.

We have landed where we now are
— see-sawing straight into another
lockdown — after all the effort and
care that was taken last spring,
through the sheer bovine stupidity
and self-indulgence of some people.
By a lot of people, actually.

Me? I’m fully with the octogen-
arian and her family on this. When I
heard the latest restrictions on
Wednesday night — absolutely no
visits between households — I felt
like screaming. I’d had an enjoyable
Sunday morning planned for myself
and my three-year-old grandson. We
were going to bake two Halloween
barm bracks for which I would have

Minister for Finance Paschal Donohoe, in his office at the Department of Finance. Picture: Moya Nolan

“We have landed
where we now are
— see-sawing
straight into another
lockdown — after
all the effort taken
last spring...

INSIDE

Start of the
chilly season

Foodie
feasts
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Garden glory
as we await
chilly season

occupies about one third of an acre, however there
are plans for expansion in the near future, an excit-
ing new development as we await the creative plans
that its owner T.J. Maher has in store.

The garden as it exists has a lower level adjacent
to the house and potting shed/garden room, which
is paved in cobblestones surrounded by lush plant-
ing and a wildlife pond. There are plentiful speci-
men plants in pots carefully arranged around this
part of the garden.

Pots can be a lot of work during the summer
months, with constant watering needed, but one of
the advantages of growing in them is that they can
easily be transported inside for protection from
frost during the winter months.

There were lots of plants with large and delicate
foliage needing frost protection, beautiful begonias
and choice coleus with their large leaves looking
like they have been painted.

The garden room will be home to many of these
for the next few months and there are artistic
touches to be seen everywhere in this space.

Hostas, ferns, banana, yucca, persicaria, tetrap-
anax, senecio and phormium and many more large
leafed as well as flowering plants all combine to-
gether in this area to create a very textured and full
planting scheme that combines perfectly to create a
very inviting space where you want to see more.

The garden leads up circular granite steps to a
higher level, which is home to a lawn area sur-
rounded by mixed borders that were displaying
some excellent colour for this time of the year, com-
bined with fabulous foliage.

Salvias, rudbeckia, marigolds, geraniums,
dahlias, phormium, acers, sedums, echiums and
box balls all planted together to wonderful effect.

This magnificent collection of plants, against the
backdrop of original granite stone walls, combines
to create an exciting and atmospheric space.

Looking over the boundary hedgerow, the eye is
drawn to the spire of Kiltegan church in the dis-
tance and also the paths and beds for the planned
garden expansion can be seen in the foreground,
creating even more anticipation and excitement for
next year. The ethos at Patthana is one of sustain-
ability and encouraging biodiversity and the
garden is managed organically.

Definitely a garden to visit in 2021 for plant col-
lectors, garden designers and anybody with an in-
terest in creative ideas for the garden.

T.J. runs a garden course each year which con-
sists of one class per month over nine months at the

gardens. Topics like col-
our, propagation, pot dis-
plays, choosing plants and
many other garden-related
matters are explored.

Check out the website
www.patthanagardenire-
land,com for more details.

The garden is located at
the  centre  of  Kil teg an
village in County Wicklow,
over an hour south of Dub-
lin.

AUTUMN is most definitely in the air, as we
feel the mornings chillier and temperatures
fall rapidly as the sun fades in the after-
noons.

We are experiencing some beautiful sunrises and
sunsets over the last few days and it is interesting
how the lower light creates a different feeling at this
time of the year.

The leaves are starting to flutter to the ground
and the collection of them can be a regular job for
the next few weeks if you’re creating leaf mould for
use in the garden. Well-rotted leaf mould is a great
soil conditioner with good water retention abilities,
making it an ideal mulch for around trees, shrubs
and herbaceous. It is also great to include in a pot-
ting mix as it will improve the water-holding ability
around the roots of plants, ensuring that they are
slower to dry out.

The collected leaves will be ready to use after a
year and will be even more crumbly and friable
after two years if you can wait that long!

As the temperatures begin to drop, there is a
noticeable increase in the activity of birds in the
garden, particularly the smaller ones, as they busy
themselves feeding on any available berries on
trees and shrubs.

Native trees and shrubs like mountain ash, holly,
whitethorn, spindle, elder and blackthorn and later
ivy provide plenty of food in our hedgerows.

If you are considering planting a boundary hedge
or windbreak, do consider using native species as
they support our wildlife throughout the year.

The birds are always grateful for any extra so do
not forget to fill those feeders and get the bird baths
at the ready as we head into the leaner months for
food collection.

Holly appears to have lots of berries this year
with fewer hawes and sloes than other years on the
hawthorn and blackthorn. The berries of the
mountain ash disappear pretty quickly early in the
autumn, a firm favourite berry with the birds!

Acers create quite the spectacle at this time of year
and the autumn leaf colour can be really vibrant,
lighting up corners of the garden that had gone
unnoticed all year, and they come into their own
now in the autumn time.

There are a diverse range of sizes in this genus of
trees, which range from large parkland trees like
the sycamore to smaller specimens of the Japanese
maples which only get to about a metre in height.
There were some beautiful smaller specimens with
the leaves beginning to turn at a Wicklow garden
last week.

A vis i t  to  Pat thana
garden, on the last day that
it was opened for this year,
revealed a beautiful back
garden on two levels that
was just  packed full  of
specimen plants, all com-
bined  tog ether  with
thought and skill, creating
an artistic space which was
full of colour and ideas.

Currently, this garden

In the Garden with Olive Ryan

FOR this meaty supper I’m
recommending La Chasse
Reserve Cotes du Rhône
2018, a blend of typical
grapes of the Rhône Val-
ley of France, including
Grenache, Syrah, Mour-
vèdre and Cinsault (pro-
nounced San-so!). Syrah
brings that familiar spicy
pepper with luscious fruit,
while the other grapes
add bramble fruits, good
tannins and body. A ro-
bust and pleasant feel in
the mouth from this wine,
with a nice lingering after-
taste. Available at Super-
Valu, down from €11.80
to €9.84, until Nov 4.

A HANDY INGREDIENT: Mince is very versatile, you can make Shepherd’s Pie, Lasagne, or try these Meatballs. Picture: Di Curtin

AUTUMN proper is upon us.
Whilst the days can still have
glorious sunshine, there’s
deffo a downturn in the mer-

cury as the nights draw in.
Time to cosy up by the fire and get

some hearty family grub inside you.
My shed is seasonally stocked with
logs and coal, ready to do just that for
the next few months!

PICK QUALITY MEAT
Mince is a versatile and economi-

cal option for a family dinner, any
day of the week. From Cottage Pie to
Spag Bol, Chile Con Carne and En-
chilladas, a bit of minced beef is a
handy ingredient which
goes a long way for the culi-
nary repertoire!

Best quality minced beef
comes  from your  local
butcher, especially if he ages
his own beef. The mince is
usually made from offcuts of
left after stripping down the
carcass and removing the
popular beef cuts and joints,
so you could end up with
anything from rump, rib or
sirloin to the tail ends of fil-
let steak in the mince mix. A
little fat in the mix is essen-
tial also, to give succulent
moisture to the end result.

The recipe below is basic and
adaptable. The addition of dried chil-
li flakes gives a spicy result. Sage is
also a good herb to flavour these
meatballs, instead of the parsley and
thyme. Lemon zest adds a little citrus
zing. Whatever you add, the end re-
sult is a gorgeous bubbling dish of
meatiness,  topped with melted
cheese, to be served with pasta of
choice or boiled rice and a salad on
the side.

FOR DESSERT
The time for a game of ‘bobbing for

apples’ is also round the corner. But I
can think of better things to do with
the fruit of the season than getting
your face wet trying to grab an apple
from a bowl of cold water with your
teeth!

You won’t have to bob too far for
these gorgeous baked spiced apples.
A mix of sugar, spices and dried fruit
stuffed Irish apples is hearty and
comforting. Serve warm with cream,
ice cream or custard.

These chunky meatballs make
a fine family feast this autumn

375F 190C for 15 minutes or until the
apples are tender and pulpy but not
completely collapsed.
■ Serve in warmed bowls - with cus-
tard!

■ Scatter the remaining fruit and
melted butter around and add a
splash of apple juice or water to the
dish.
■ Bake in a pre-heated oven Gas 5

Ingredients (Serves 4)
4 dessert apples
50g butter
3 tbsp soft brown sugar
3 tbsp sultanas
2 tbsp raisins
1 tbsp diced candied peel grated zest

of a lemon
1 tsp ground ginger
½ tsp mixed spice good splash of

apple juice or water
Method:

■ Core the apples with an apple corer
or use a sharp knife to cut out a cylin-
der from the centre of each apple.
Make sure you get all the pips.
■ Score the skin each apple around
it’s circumferance Place in a buttered
ovenproof dish.
■ Mix the butter with the sugar,
fruit, candied peel, lemon zest and
spices in a small pan.
■ Heat gently till the butter melts.
■ Spoon some of the fruit mix into the
centre of the apples.

Sugar and Spice Baked Apples

into even sized balls.
■ Arrange neatly in an oven-
proof dish just big enough to take
them snugly.
■ Heat oil in a pan and add
onion, garlic and red pepper over
low heat. Cook until soft but not
browned.Stir occasionally. Pour
over passata and stir in sundried
tomato paste. Bring to bubbling.
Taste for seasoning.
■ Pour sauce over the meatballs
in the dish. Top with grated
cheese and season with extra
freshly ground black pepper.
■ Cover with foil and bake in a
pre-heated oven Gas 4 350F 180C
For 20 minutes or until meat-
balls are cooked through and
sauce is bubbling.
■ Serve with cooked pasta or
rice.

Ingredients
500g best minced beef
1 clove garlic, peeled and finely

crushed
1 tbsp fresh chopped parsley
2 tsp fresh thyme
Sea salt and freshly ground black

pepper.
2 tbsp extra virgin olive oil
1  on ion,  pee led and f ine ly

chopped
1 c love gar l ic ,  pee led and

crushed
1 red  pepper,  seeded and

chopped
750mls rustic chunky passata
1 tbsp sundried tomato paste
Method:

■ Mix the beef with garlic and
parsley in a bowl. Season.
■ Bring mix together with hands
to bind. Nip off chunks and roll

Meatballs with
melted cheese

MEATY MEATBALLS RECEIPT
Minced beef 500g €5.50 approx
Rustic Passata 750mls €1.79
Sundried Tomato Paste 190g
€3.75
Parsley and thyme packs €2.38
Red pepper 99c
Garlic net 99c
Total: €15.40

SPICED APPLES
Apples bag x 10 apples €1.29
Sultanas 375g 89c
Raisins 375g 89c
Mixed peel 200g €1.95
Ground Ginger 26g €2.30
Mixed spice 28g €2
Total: €9.32

GRAND TOTAL: €24.72
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ABOVE: Paving slabs
at Patthana garden
defining the edge of
the lawn and provid-
ing useful stepping
stones

RIGHT: Rounded steps
leading to the upper
level of the garden,
surrounded by late
summer colour.

BELOW: Cobbled
courtyard in front of
potting shed

INSET LEFT: Katsura
tree producing
autumn colour at the
upper level of Pattha-
na garden last week



An island proposal...
THE ITALIAN Garden on Garnish Island

proved the idyllic spot for this couple to
get engaged.

Mairéad Dineen and Kieran O’Brien
met on Tinder in May, 2017, when they both
lived in Dublin.

Mairéad is from Ballydehob and Kieran was
born in London, but moved to East Cork when
he was about 12, where he grew up in Shanag-
arry. They live in Ballydehob now.

They got engaged in August, 2018, in the
Italian Garden on Garnish Island and were wed
at St. Brigid’s Church, Ballydehob, on August
8.

They were originally due to have 270 guests,
but this had to be reduced to 50, due to Covid-19
restrictions.

The bride said: “We went ahead as we just
wanted to get married and didn’t need a big
party. The day was about us and we decided
that we would get married even if we were only
allowed have witnesses, so anyone extra we
were allowed have, we saw as a bonus.

“We had to take a positive approach to it.
What’s meant to be, will be after all.”

The bride chose her dress from Brides of
Éire, Clonakilty, from the Romantica collec-
tion. Kieran and the groomsmen got their suits
in Simply Suits.

Her hair piece was from a little company
called Rosie & Dott. hair was done by Bernie in
the Whizzer Scissors, Ballydehob, and make-up
was done by Stacey Egan, Bantry.

They were joined by parents and siblings and
some extended family.  However, sadly,
Kieran’s sister, who lives in Canada and was
unable to join them.

The bridal party included two college
friends, Grace Crowley and Trish Aherne, and
the bride’s sister, Máirín Dineen. Kieran’s two
home friends, James Ahern and Eoin McGrath,
and his brother Liam O’Brien, were in his
party.

The priest who married the couple was a first
cousin to the father of the bride, and had also
wed the bride’s parents, which was a special
touch.

The couple had their wedding reception in
the Fernhill  House Hotel and Gardens,
Clonakilty.

Their cake was by Louise of Cuckoo Cake
design.

Hell for Leather provided the music and
their first dance was It’s Your Love by Tim
McGraw and Faith hHill.

The bride’s sister rewrote Ed Sheeran’s song
Galway Girl as Ballydehob Girl and performed
it during the speeches, which was unique and
lovely, the bride said.

By Elaine Duggan

IN BLOOM: Mairéad Dineen and Kieran O’Brien, who live in Ballydehob,
were wed in St Brigid’s Church on August 8, 2020.

A LOVE MATCH: The couple met on Tinder, when they were both living in
Dublin, and were engaged during a visit to Garnish Island.

TRAVELLING IN STYLE: They were gifted a vintage car for the day of the
wedding, which brought them to the reception at Fernhill House Hotel.

THE WEDDING PARTY: The couple with bridesmaids, Máirín Dineen (sister of the bride) Grace Crowley and
Trish Aherne, and Kieran’s friends, James Ahern and Eoin McGrath and his brother Liam O’Brien.

A VERY SPECIAL DAY: Mairéad Dineen and Kieran O’Brien, who were wed in August
surrounded by close family and friends. Pictures: Davitt Vaughan

BY THEIR SIDE: The couple were originally due to have 270 people attending the wedding, but due to Covid
they had 50. Here they are pictured with their close family.

Wedding of the week

If you would like your wedding to
feature, email features@theecho.ie
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Simon Neville talks about the life-changing impact of being diagnosed with ADHD as an adult,
and how it helped make sense of his life and behaviour

professional capacity and want to use the new
skills I’ve been able to unlock for the first time
in my life for the better.

I won’t convince everyone I’ve changed, and
past behaviours will always haunt me. The
difference now is, I can choose how to move
forwards, and that feels incredible.

I don’t need to prove myself anymore. I made
it. I survived. I’m going to enjoy life fully for the
first time.

For further information about ADHD, see
adhdireland.ie.

If you are concerned about your mental
health or think you may be experiencing signs
of ADHD, whatever your age, then speak to
your GP.

fine. But it never was.
Life takes time. Listening takes time and

stepping out of our heads and into the room can
be difficult and confronting.

Looking to the future
Recently, I told my new big boss about my

diagnosis, in front of a room of managers and
editors. She told me I was brave. Colleagues
called to ‘congratulate’ me.

It was the easiest thing I’ve ever done and,
whilst it’s been hard to write this, if I’m
comfortable enough telling the person I’m
financially dependent on, I can start telling
others too.

I intend to write more about this in a

I’ve also embraced audiobooks — going from
never reading books to gorging on 40 since
March — and I’m finally slowing down.

I’d convinced myself I was bad and always
thought, ‘If I just do THIS’, everything will be

IN March this year, a week before we went
into lockdown, I  was diagnosed with
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD).
I’m 35, with kids and a demanding job as an

editor on a busy news desk — and it sent me
into a tailspin.

I wrestled with how I hadn’t been diagnosed
earlier, how I should ‘fix’ myself, and learning
about what this really meant (all during a
pandemic).

But, six months on, I can now say my life has
literally changed. And it’s amazing.

For 35 years, I thought I was a bad person.
But I’m not. I’m just someone who was ill and
didn’t have the support they needed.

A lifetime of struggles
It’s a common misconception that ADHD

only affects children. For me, the signs were
there from an early age, they just weren’t
recognised.

Growing up, I was told by teachers and
family that I was lazy and could achieve so
much more if I ‘just concentrated’.

As a result, I beat myself up relentlessly,
developing the guiding mantra that I was a lazy
a***hole because I just didn’t care enough
about anyone.

For me, the ‘H’ in ADHD was in my head. My
brain was restless, and concentrating and
engaging with tasks was difficult. I could
hyper-focus for 10 minutes and would then get
distracted. My eyes would dart around, taking
in as much as I could and processing huge
reams of data and information.

Listening was a challenge
I could never understand how others could

seemingly get by in life so easily, with the
ability to listen with empathy and care.

Over the last decade or so, I’ve been working
on this through talking therapy (my GP had
put me on anti-depressants and suggested I try
therapy around eight years ago, during a
particularly tough chapter).

I enjoy being empathic towards people and
recognise the importance of being able to
listen, but it used to be so exhausting. I’d
struggle to maintain the focus.

Life took on a pattern of excitement/
frustration/burnout — I’ve had nine jobs in 10
years ˝1 as I searched for anchors. I thought I
needed endless adrenaline hits without
consequence — so I built a career out of it.

I lost friends and hurt people emotionally
along the way, because my brain was going too
fast.

I felt I could either use up so much energy on
steadying myself and trying to fit in, or I could
act  on  my brain ’s  thoughts  — g et  the
adrenaline hit — but then face the conse-
quences.

“Life is only a serious as you make it,” I’d say
— without realising or even considering the
impact that might have on the other person.

After university, I started realising I could
form closer relationships if I listened more, and
I worked hard on trying to do that. But it took
immense effort and I felt like a failure for being
unable to do what the rest of the world could,
seemingly so easily.

Things finally make sense
At one point, I started thinking I might be on

the autism spectrum, after reading lots of
threads from people with ASD talking about
their brain processing.

A lot of it felt very familiar. I spoke to my GP.
I wasn’t diagnosed with autism — but just
taking these tentative steps allowed me the
opportunity to look at myself in a different
light and start to forgive myself for all the
‘mistakes’.

Now, being diagnosed with ADHD means
things finally make sense.

The TV presenter Adrian Chiles was
diagnosed with attention deficit disorder
(ADD) this year and recently talked about how
receiving treatment has changed his life. It’s
been the same for me.

I’m having cognitive behavioural therapy
(CBT) and started taking amphetamine
medication in June, which feels like it brings
me to the same level as everyone else.

Since then, I’ve also lost two stone in weight
and come off anti-depressants for the first time
in eight years.

FACING A BETTER FUTURE: Simon Neville says now he has told his boss at work he has ADHD, he can start telling others too

Diagnosed with
ADHD, aged 35

“Im having cognitive behavioural therapy and
started taking amphetamine medication, which feels
like it brings me to the same level as everyone else.
I’ve also lost two stone and embraced audiobooks.



Michael O’ ono an
LIMEWOOD GROVE, ONSLOW GARDENS
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND FIRST ANNIVERSARY
Treasured memories of MICHAEL on his First Anniversary
away from home. His wife Anne, children Michelle, Alan,
Jacinta, Caitr ona, Cara and Nicola, grandchildren, sons-
in-law, daughter-in-law and extended family would like to
offer our heartfelt thanks to our friends, family,
neighbours, the Army for attending, the Farranree Choir
and Fr. John. As it would be impossible to thank everyone
individually please accept this acknowledgement as an
expression of our deepest gratitude. The Holy Sacrifice of
Mass will be offered for your intentions.
“A smile for all, a heart of gold,
One of the best this world could hold,
Never selfish, always kind,
A beautiful memory left behind.”
Always in our hearts your heartbroken family.

Allen
NINTH ANNIVERSARY
In loving memory of
KATHLEEN (nee Fleming)
late of Ballincollig and
Farranree, loving wife,
mother and grandmother.
May heaven hold a place
for you,

Where you can dig and
plant

Flowers of the humblest
kind,

And those of rarest
scent,

(Always in our thoughts
and prayers Paddy, Liam,
Elaine, David, Ronan and
Sarah)

Alison Casey
Another year, Sweetheart
Miss you forever

(Nuala, John and boys).

Eleanor Heaphy
SI TH ANNIVERSARY
Happy memories of a
loving wife and mother.

(Sadly missed by Kieran,
Kevin, David, Kierelle,
grandchildren and
family)

Compagno
BALLYPHEHANE
Treasured memories of
our beautiful mother
AGNES, whose 48th
anniversary occurs today.
A special smile,
A special face,
In our hearts a special
place.

Memories are a gift to
treasure,

Ours of you, Mam, will
last forever.

(Sadly missed by your
loving children: Anthony,
Caroline, Paula, Tom and
their families)

Michael Crean
FOURTH ANNIVERSARY
May the winds of love
blow gently, Mike,

And whisper for you to
hear,

We will always love and
miss you, Mike,

No matter how many
years.

(Always remembered by
your heartbroken Mam
and Dad, brothers, sister
and their families)
DAD -
We were your angels,
Now you are ours.

(From your loving children
and their Mom Denise
xxxx)

Joe Holland
BLOSSOMGROVE,
GLANMIRE
FOURTH ANNIVERSARY
Sunday 18th October
Loving happy memories
of a wonderful, caring
husband, father and
grandfather.
So missed, so loved, so

very dear.
(Your beloved wife Nora,
son Tom s, daughter
Mary and their families).
May the Lord bless you
and take you into His

keeping.
Suimhneas sioraí

Paul Noonan
HOLLYVILLE, HOLLYHILL
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT and FIRST ANNIVERSARY
PAUL’s wife Marion, son Kieran, daughter Nicola,
grandchildren and Darren wish to thank all those who
sympathised with us on our sad loss. We thank all who
attended the Funeral Services, sent Mass cards and
enrolements. Special thanks to Paul’s family, my own
family, our friends and neighbours for their support and
kindness. Masses offered.

Lonely is our home without you,
Life to us will never be the same.

Forever loved with cherished memories.

Casey
Precious memories of our
beautiful daughter ALISON
on her 28th anniversary.
Deep in our hearts,
Your memory is kept,
Someone so special,
We will never forget.

(Sadly missed by your
loving Mam and Dad)

Barry: In loving memory of
my brother TOM whose
fourth anniversary occurs
today. Also remembering my
father JOHN whose
anniversary occurs at this
time.
Tom, we didnt want you to
go away,

You walked beside us
down the lane everyday

Unseen, unheard but we
knew you were near,

Loved and missed
everyday.

(Your sister Mary, Paul and
family)

Barry: TOMMY
DAD - Time slips by and
life goes on,

But in our hearts you are
never gone.

(Sadly missed by his
daughter Jackie, son-in-law
Barry, grandchildren Richard
and Se n)

Brown: In loving memory of
BILLY, KATHLEEN and
GARY, late of Deerpark,
whose anniversaries occur
around this time.
Will those who think of
them today,

A little prayer to Jesus say.
(Loved and missed always,
Carol, Pat and family, USA).

Brown: In loving memory of
our parents KATHLEEN and
BILLY and brother GARY,
whose anniversaries occurs
at this time.
Never more than a thought
away,

Loved and remembered
everyday.

(Roy, Mark and families)

Crean: MICHAEL
Fold him, O Jesus, in Thy
arms,

And let him henceforth be,
A messenger of love
Between our human hearts
and Thee.

Mass offered.
(From Aunts Iris and Breda)

Flahi e (First Anniversary):
In loving memory of BEN.
It’s not what we write,
It’s not what we say,
It’s what we feel inside
When we think of you
today

(Always remembered by
your friend Willie, Kathleen
and family)

Manning (10th Anniversary).
Precious memories of my
Mam ESTHER.
Thinking of you today and
praying for you always.

(Always remembered by
Noel, Eileen and family).

Murray GRACE: In loving
memory of my sister Grace
on her Third Anniversary.
Forever is a long time,
This I know is true,
But that’s how long my
broken heart,

Will love and yearn for you.
(Never forgotten by Goretti,
Steve and Cleo).

Nixey: (nee Lombardi) JANE.
Second Anniversary.
Your life was one of kindly
deeds,

A helping hand for others
needs,

Sincere and true in heart
and mind,

Beautiful memories left
behind.

(Always remembered by
your godson John and Hilda)

McKeon SHEILA
14th Anniversary
Precious memories of my
loving mother SHEILA,
late of Templeacre
Avenue whose anniversary
occurs on October 18 also
remembering MARIA and
ROSS at this time.
In God’s garden now at
rest,

Peacefully sleeping lies one
of the best,

A flower may die, the sun
may set,

But a Mam like you we’ll
never forget.

(Sadly missed by your son
Andrew, Lucia, Michelle,
Rachel and Aishling).

Noonan: PAUL. First
Anniversary.
You were taken without
warning,

Your going, left hearts filled
with pain,

But though you are gone
from amongst us,

In our hearts you will
always remain.

(Sadly missed by his brother
David, Breeda and family)

Mary Lyons
NINTH ANNIVERSARY
In loving memory of our
dear mother MARY, late of
Plunkett Rd, Ballyphehane
Your presence we miss
Your memory we
treasure

Loving you always
Forgetting you never

(Sadly missed by your
loving family)

Casey In loving memory of
ALISON whose anniversary
occurs today.
Loved and remembered
every day.

(From your friend Linda).
Too dearly loved to be
forgotten.

(The Todd family).

Horgan (Cherry Tree Road,
Togher): On October 16,
2020, peacefully, at Cork
University Hospital, KAY
(nee O’Shea), beloved wife of
Mick and loving mother of
David, Mark, Michael, Martin
and the late Sharon, Sibrina
and Michael Jason. Sadly
missed by her loving family,
grandchildren, great-
grandchildren, daughters-in-
law, brothers, sisters,
nephews, nieces, relatives
and a large circle of friends.
May she rest in peace. In
accordance with the current
government guidelines the
funeral will take place
privately. To leave a message
for Kay’s family, please use
the condolence link on
www.rip.ie.

McCarthy (Cork): With great
sadness we announce the
death of our beloved brother,
DENIS McCarthy of Fairfield
Avenue, Farranree who
passed away on October 7,
2020 after a short illness.
Sadly missed by his loving
sisters Rita and Maura,
nieces and nephews.
Cremation has taken place.
Interment of Ashes in Cork at
a later date.

O’ onoghue (Cork): On
October 15, 2020,
peacefully, at home in
Delaney Park, Dublin Hill.
DANIEL (DAN) late of True
Temper, dearly loved son of
the late Jerry and Mary and
loving brother of Marie,
Monica, Chris and Kathleen.
Sadly missed by his loving
sisters, cousins Phyllis and
Ann, brother-in-law Olly,
nephews, nieces,
grandnephews, grandnieces,
relatives, neighbours and
friends. A private family
funeral will take place, in
accordance with current
guidelines. We thank you for
your co-operation and
understanding at this difficult
time. Please leave your
personal message for
Daniel's family in the
condolences section of
www.rip.ie or through
www.jerhoconnorfuneralhomes.ie
Family flowers only, please.

May he rest in peace
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Noonan (First Anniversary):
Remembering our brother-
in-law PAUL. R.I.P.
God saw the road was
getting rough,

And the hills were hard to
climb,

So He closed your weary
eyes and whispered
Peace be Thine .

In the Shelter of Thy
Sacred Heart Sweet Jesus
may he rest.

(Always in our thoughts and
prayers, your in-laws - the
O’Sullivan Family)

Grace Murray
(Nodwell)
THIRD ANNIVERSARY
Precious memories of our
beloved GRACE, late of
Wolfe Tone Street and
Portney’s Lane, Coal
uay, whose Third

Anniversary occurs today.
The moment that you
died

Our hearts were torn in
two

One side filled with
heartache

The other died with you
(Sadly missed and forever
loved by Benardi, William
and Kiefer).

O’Brien
REENDOWNEY PLACE
In loving memory of
NELLIE on her Second
Anniversary (19th Oct.)
A loving nature,
A heart of gold.

(Lovingly remembered by
husband Paddy and son
Sean)
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Gary Ryan
BALLINLOUGH
THIRD ANNIVERSARY
OCTOBER 17, 2017
Gary, we remember
today and everyday the
great memories you
left us with, your love,
kindness, and sense of
humour

These memories will
stay in our hearts
forever.

(Your loving wife
Maureen, daughter
Louise, sons Odran, Karol,
grandchildren Danielle,
Mark, Luke, son-in-law
Donal, daughter-in-law
Niamh, sister-in-law Anne)

Death Notices
during this week

Crowley (Cork) On October
8, 2020, peacefully, in the
presence of her loving family
and in the tender care of the
staff at Darraglynn Nursing
Home, Douglas, NORA
(NOREEN, nee Walsh), late
of Old Market Place.

Linehan (Horgans
Buildings): On October 9,
2020, peacefully, in the
excellent care of the staff at
Farranlea Nursing Home,
MARIE.

Looney (Lower Kent Road,
Ballyphehane): On October
13, 2020, peacefully, at
home, EILEEN.

Rodgers (Cork) : On October
12, 2020, peacefully, in the
wonderful care of the nurses
and staff of Care Choice
Montenotte. EUGENE
(HUGHIE), Churchfield
Terrace East (late of Irish
International Trading).

Nixey: (nee Lombardi).
Second Anniversary of our
dear sister JANE, late of
Mary St., Cork and Chiswick,
London. Masses offered in
Our Lady of Chiswick
London.
There is always a face
before me,

A voice I would love to
hear,

A smile I will always
remember,

Of my sister Jane I loved
so dear,

Deep in my heart lies a
picture more precious
then silver and gold,
It’s a picture of my sister
Jane,
Whose memory will never
grow old,

In my heart forever Jane.
(Your loving sister Josie)
You were a wonderful lady,
sincere, gentle and kind
and full of fun,

Always a helping hand
when I was down,
I love you Jane and always
will,

You were my best friend
and sister with a heart of
gold,

That no one will ever
replace.

(From your loving sister
Moira)
I know you will always be
by my side and in my heart,
I thank God for giving me a
loving and caring sister,
A brother could ask for,
In my thoughts and prayers
every day.

(Your brother Reynold,
Angela, Children and
grandchildren)

Grace Murray
(Nodwell)
THIRD ANNIVERSARY
Heaven needed Mom,
So many things of mom
I miss...

Her gentle hug and
tender kiss.

I still can feel her warm
embrace and picture
yet her loving face.

A mother's tasks are
never done and Heaven
must have needed one.
For angels came and
took her hand and lead
her to God's promised
land.

She surely kept quite
busy there, while
brushing little angel's
hair and making sure
they're dressed just
right. Not staying out
to late at night.

Although there's
sadness this I know...
She's waiting there, her
face a glow.

I close my eyes and I
can see, her arms still
open wide for me.

(From your heartbroken
daughter Katriona xxx)

Mullane (Cork): On October
13, 2020, peacefully, in the
presence of his loving family
at Marymount University
Hospital and Hospice. JIM,
Kilnap Place, Farranree (late
of Fords).

Jane Nixey
(nee Lombardi)
Second Anniversary of my
dear wife, MARGARET
JANE, formally of Mary
Street, Cork City who died
at her home in London on
the 17th October 2018.
Your life was made
beautiful,

By your caring ways and
kindly deeds,

And though your smile is
gone from me forever,

And your hand I cannot
touch,

I shall never lose sweet
memories,

Of you I loved so much,
But you didn’t go alone
Jane,

For part of me went with
you,

The day God called you
home,

My wonderful wife,
My beautiful girl.

(Sadly missed by her
husband Peter)
Masses will be offered in
Chiswick, London.

Nixey: Beautiful memories
today and always of my dear
sister JANE, whose Second
Anniversary occurs today.
I had a sister in a million,
I loved her to the end,
I lost two precious things
that day,

My sister and my best
friend.

(Miss you always your sister
Irene and your nephews
Reynold and Jim)
JANE -
In life I loved you dearly,
In death I love you still,
In my heart you hold a
place,

No one else will ever fill,
Loved and missed always
Jane.

(Kaitlyn x)
JANE -
Thank you for all the funny
memories,

May you rest in peace you
deserve it.

(Love always Donna and
Michael)

O’Callaghan: In loving
memory of our dear father
JOHN, whose anniversary
occurs today.
Never more than a thought
away.

(Always remembered by
your sons Paul and Kieran).

O’Callaghan (23d
Anniversary): In loving
memory of our brother and
uncle JOHN. St. Francis pray
for him. R.I.P.
A brother so rare,
A friend so true,
That’s why we thought the
world of you.

(Missed always by your
family at home and abroad)

Mullins (St. John’s Well,
Fairhill, Cork): On October
15, 2020, peacefully, after a
long illness, at The Mercy
University Hospital, NOEL
MULLINS (Cpl. D.S.M. 4th
Battalion, Collins’ Barracks).

O’Keeffe (Cork and
Killavullen, Co. Cork): On
October 14, 2020, suddenly,
at Cork University Hospital.
DAVID, Glencairn, Glanmire.

Hyde (Cork): On October 14,
2020, peacefully, in the
presence of his loving family,
in the tender care of the staff
at the Mercy University
Hospital, RICHARD
(DICKSER), Bantry Park
Road, Fair Hill and late of
Port of Cork, Harbour
Commissioners.

O’Brien: (Fifth Anniversary).
HANNAH (nee Morey), late of
Farranferris Ave., who died
on Oct. 18th, 2015.
There is not a day that
passes,

That we don’t think of you,
But knowing you are at
peace gives us comfort
too.

We’ll always miss you.
(Your daughter Tina, son-in-
law Pat, grandchildren
Patrick and Niamh, sons
Niall and Nicky)

Noonan PAUL. First
Anniversary.
To our Uncle Paul,
Gone but not forgotten.

(All our love: Rochelle,
Sandra, Shane and families
xxx)

Margaret
Murphy
SARSFIELD TERRACE
With love we remember
our loving grandmother
MARGARET whose 50th
Anniversary occurs today.
(Sadly missed by her
grandchildren in Barrett’s
Terrace)

AN CHUIRT DUICHE
THE DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT COURT AREA OF
MALLOW DISTRICT NO 20
APPLICATION FOR
(RENEWAL OF)
CERTIFICATE OF
REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION OF CLUB
(IRELAND) ACTS 1904
AND 1988
TAKE NOTICE that an
application will be made
for renewal of Certificate of
Registration of Kanturk
Golf Club having its
premises at Fairy Hill,
Kanturk in the County of
Cork in the Court Area and
District of Mallow at the
sittings of the District
Court to be held at
10.30am on the 27th
October 2020 at Mallow
District Court, Courthouse,
Mallow, Co Cork
Dated the 14th October
2020
Signed:
TOM O’SULLIVAN & CO
Solicitors Kanturk Co Cork
To: The District Court Clerk
Courthouse Mallow, Co
Cork
To: The Superintendent An
Garda Siochana, Kanturk,
Co Cork
To: The Chief Fire Officer
Cork County Council, Core
House, Ballincollig, Cork
To: The Secretary, Cork
County Council, County
Hall Cork

Cork County Council:
Lorna O’Callaghan is seeking
planning permission for the
construction of a detached
dwelling, new vehicular
entrance, detached double
garage, treatment plant and all
associated site works at
Banteer, Co. Cork.This
planning application may be
inspected or purchased at a fee
not exceeding the reasonable
cost of making a copy, at the
offices of the Planning
Authority during its public
opening hours and a
submission or observation in
relation to the application may
be made to the Authority in
writing on payment of the
prescribed fee within the
period of 5 weeks beginning
on the date of receipt by the
Authority of the application.

Cork City Council: Niamh
O’Meara intends to apply for
Permission for retention of (A)
Demolition of 2 No.
outbuildings, (B) Construction
of a metal shed for use as dog
day care, (C) Construction of a
dog run, (D) Change of use of
part of the existing residential
property from residential use
to a commercial use as a dog
day care centre and all
associated siteworks at
Railway House, Healy’s Bridge,
Carrigrohane, Co. Cork. The
planning application may be
inspected or purchased at a fee
not exceeding the reasonable
cost of making a copy, at the
offices of the Planning
Authority, City Hall, Cork
during its public opening hours
and that a submission /
observation in relation to the
application may be made to the
authority in writing on payment
of the prescribed fee of €20
within the period of 5 weeks
beginning on the date of
receipt by the authority of the
application.

CORK COUNTY COUNCILWe,
Triode Newhill Management
Services Limited T/A
EUROSPAR Cobh, intend to
apply to above planning
authority for Permission for
Retention to erect 291 m2 of
photovoltaic panels on the roof
our existing shop with all
associates site works at Triode
Newhill Management Services
Limited T/A EUROSPAR Cobh,
Newtown Rd, Ballyvoloon,
Cobh, Co. Cork. The planning
application may be inspected
or purchase at a fee not
exceeding the reasonable cost
of making a copy at the offices
of the Planning Authority,
County Hall, Carrigrohane
Road, Cork, during its public
opening hours and a
submission or observation in
relation to the application may
be made in writing to the
Planning Authority on payment
of the prescribed fee within the
period of 5 weeks beginning
on the date of receipt by the
Authority of the application,
and such submissions and
observations will be
considered by the Planning
Authority in making a decision
on the application.

Great Island
Car Rentals
Contact Ph. 021-4811609

Single prof. caretaker tenant
required to rent one/two
bedroomed house, off
Blarney St. reasonable. Ph:
087 4183996.

Anxiety, stress, burnout. Dr
D. Heal and Restore. Tel
021 4863145 / 083 4262367

Alcoholics
Anonymous
The Alcoholics Anonymous
open meeting in South
Parish Community Centre
has been suspended due to
the covid 19 crisis. 085-
8470880 12noon-10pm
info@corkaa.org

Gamblers Anonymous
Ph. 087-2859552

T e
e ce

Protect Against Winter
Burglaries. CCTV & Alarms
Licensed & Insured.
www.metrosolutions.ie

A Van and Driver. Any job.
Tel: 087-9329911

Plumber All fittings / repairs
tiling, drains. 086-3158947

1 Time Payment for Loads
of Channels. Satellite, Aerial
& TV Services.
Repair & install,
Insured & Guaranteed.
www. metrosolutions.ie

FREE TO AIR TV, Sky,
Satellite & Saorview installed
and repaired. Extra rooms
wired. Tv’s wall mounted &
Setup. (SPECIAL OFFER)
Full Free To Air System
Fully installed 219 Euro
Call: 021-4843661 / 085-
1813934
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■ Cork celebrates its now double World Champion and double European Champion

Cheers! Euro-mazing SanitaCheers! Euro-mazing Sanita
WATERSPORT
■ Eoghan Dinan

ena Lobnig (silver) took the
early lead, but it was reigning
World Champion Sanita Pus-
pure who moved into the lead
posi t ion  at  the  hal fway
marker and extended that
lead with every stroke.

Fie Udby Erichsen (Den-
mark) had half a length over
Lobnig in the last quarter of
their ace with Switzerland’s
Jeannie Gmelin also main-
taining contact.

But in the final stages of the
race, Greece’s Anneta Kyri-
dou put on a great sprint to
overtake Erichsen and take
the bronze medal.

An emerging talent to watch
out for, the 22-year-old Anneta
said she was delighted with
the result.

“It was my first race at the
senior level in the single
sculls, so I really just wanted
to focus on myself. I didn’t
have specific expectations.
I’ve been training all season
for the European qualif i -
cations, but then those got
cancelled. So it’s been nice to
race at an event after all.”

Silver medalist Magdalena
Lobnig (Austria) credited
Sanita’s strength. “It was a
really nice race but I felt like
in the middle I changed my
pace too much. Sanita was too
strong. It’s been a difficult sea-
son so I’m really pleased.”

And the gold medalist was
thrilled to become double
European champion as well as
double  worl d  ch ampion
against such good opposition.

“It was very fast,” said Sani-

Ireland is basking in glory at
the top of women’s sculling,
after Cork’s Sanita Puspure
was crowned European cham-
pion once again last weekend.

And we’re also celebrating
other medals at the 2020 Sen-
ior European Rowing Cham-
pionships with three further
bronze crew medals.

Last Sunday morning the
first of Ireland rowers to take
a medal was Skibbereen’s Fin-
tan  McCar thy,  who wo n
bronze at men’s lightweight
sculls.

This was soon followed by
the women’s four crew of
Fiona Murtagh (NUIG), Ai-
leen Crowley (Old Collegians
BC), Eimear Lambe (OC) and
Aifric Keogh (UCC) also win-
ning bronze.

But that doesn’t tell their
full story... they were inches
away from silver having been
overtaken just before the fin-
ish line.

They had put in a terrific
performance. UCC’s Aifric
Keogh was delighted to win a
medal at such an early stage
for this developing crew.

“This is our first A-final as a
crew, our first big event as a
crew. We knew there were
some big names in this event.
We had some steering difficul-
ties off the start, but we man-
aged to get it back together.”

Later Daire Lynch (Clon-
mel) and Ronan Byrne (UCC)
took another great bronze for
Ireland.

And then a powerful gold
for Sanita Puspure topped it
all off, as she took the win yet
again in the women’s sculls.
Queue the celebrations!

She was racing against
some competitors that she
knew well. Austria’s Magdal-

Women’s single sculls champion,
Ireland’s Sanita Puspure of Cork, cel-
ebrates winning gold in Poland.

Pic: ©INPHO/Detlev Seyb

Daire Lynch, left, and Ronan Byrne won bronze. Pic: Sportsfile

from three competitions at
three different levels, and the
gold is the icing on the cake.

Rowing Ireland’s High-Per-
formance Director, Antonio
Maurogiovanni, said: “I wish
to congratulate all crews,
coaches and support staff on
the excellent performances
and results at the European

ta. “I just kept my head down
and focused on my race. I
executed it the best I could,
but those girls are fast!”

This success at seniors fol-
lows on from the success of
our U23 rowers and Junior
rowers at their European
Rowing Championships,

We now have 10 medals

Women’s single sculls gold medalist Ireland’s Sanita Puspure on the podium as the Irish flag is raised. Picture: ©INPHO

Aifric Keogh, Fiona Murtagh, Eimear Lambe and Aileen Crowley celebrate bronze. Pic: Sportsfile Fintan McCarthy of Ireland celebrates bronze. Pic: Sportsfile

Rowing Championships. Win-
ning four medals, One Gold
and three bronze is a brilliant
accomplishment for Irish row-
ing.

“Out of our seven crews en-
tered, five reached the A Final
in their category, and two
achieved excellent results in
the B Finals.

“These results have con-
tinued our success this year at
U23 and Junior European
Championships.

“We are not considered the
underdog any more, and we
all need to do better and push
the bar higher to keep our cur-
rent level of international
competitiveness.”

No 1! Sanita Puspure of Ireland. Pic: Sportsfile
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DUNDALK
Going: Standard

4.45 3yo plus 1m 3f
1 Gee Rex (Requinto-Valentine Hill)

4-10-0 M P Sheehy 7-2. 2 Moving Forward
(Street Cry-Floristry (UK)) 5-9-6 S T
McCullagh 3-1 fav. 3 Lady De Vesci (Approve-
La Bandola (GER)) 7-9-4 A Farragher 7-2.
(14 ran) 1l, 33/4l, 1/2l, nk, 1/2l. J P O’Brien,
Kilkenny. Tote: win €4.50; places €1.70,
€1.70, €1.60. Exacta: €23.30. Trifecta:
€94.20. CSF: €13.61. Non-runners: Hotspur
Harry, Marmolata,Youm Sunday.

5.15 3yo plus 1m 4f H’cap
1 Ela Katrina (UK) (Kendargent

(FR)-Ela Athena (UK)) 4-9-6 C T Keane 5-2
jtfav. 2 Construct (UK) (Maxios (UK)-
Airfield (UK)) 5-9-10 S D Torrens 16-1. 3
Paso Doble (Dawn Approach-Baila Me
(GER)) 3-9-8 Kevin Manning 5-2 jtfav. (11
ran) 13/4l, 1/2l, 3/4l, 1/2l, 2l. G M Lyons, Meath.
Tote: win €3.10; places €1.20, €4.70, €1.02.
Exacta: €32.90. Tricast: €111.97. Trifecta:
€186.10. CSF: €48.28.

5.45 2yo Only 7f H’cap
1 Baron Wild (Zoffany-Wild Child)

9-10 S Foley 9-2 fav. 2 Ginato
(Footstepsinthesand (UK)-Jacquelin Jag) 9-10
G Halpin 17-2. 3 Summer Ambition

(Buratino-Pivka (UK)) 9-10 C G O’Dwyer
25-1. (14 ran) shd, ns, 1/2l, 1l, nk. Mrs J
Harrington, Kildare. Tote: win €3.70; places
€1.50, €3.00, €8.30. Exacta: €41.90. Tricast:
€883.58. Trifecta: €951.20. CSF: €42.53.
Non-runners: Bohenie, Catherine Chroi,
Writewhenyouland.

6.15 3yo plus 7f H’cap
1 Jackmel (Bushranger-Margot

(UK)) 6-9-13 W J Lee 4-1. 2 Royal Scholar
(Slade Power-Academicienne (CAN)) 3-9-9
Ben Coen 11-1. 3 Iseebreeze (Frozen Power-
Brizana (USA)) 5-8-13 Nathan Crosse 50-1.
(13 ran) shd, 1l, 11/4l, nk, nk. Kevin Smith,
Meath. Also: 5-2 fav Everyhouronthehour.
Tote: win €4.00; places €14.30, €2.00, €4.60.
Exacta: €58.90. Tricast: €1969.29. Trifecta:
Not won. CSF: €48.17. Non-runners: Bay Of
Skaill, Beleaguerment, Quick Quick, Turf
Range.

6.45 3yo plus 7f H’cap
1 Crystal Dawn (Rip Van Winkle-

Awjila (UK)) 4-10-2 C T Keane 11-8 fav. 2
Tipperary Moon (Sea Moon (UK)-Rathaal)
3-9-3 A J Slattery 17-2. 3 Chagall (Slade
Power-Dangle) 4-10-0 Mark Enright 11-2.
(14 ran) 1l, 11/4l, hd, 3/4l, 1/2l. G Cromwell,
Meath. Tote: win €2.20; places €1.10, €3.40,
€1.80. Exacta: €15.70. Tricast: €57.46.
Trifecta: €192.60. CSF: €14.14. Non-runners:

Barend Boy, Star And Crescent,Tai Sing Yeh.

7.15 3yo plus 7f H’cap
1 Acquiescent (Footstepsinthesand

(UK)-Chevanah) 3-8-7 J J Doyle 11-4. 2
Sindhia (Mastercraftsman-Sinaniya (USA))
3-8-6 N G McCullagh 2-1 fav. 3 Harriet’s
Force (Lethal Force-Its On The Air) 4-9-0 S
Foley 12-1. (8 ran) nk, 11/4l, nk, 13/4l, nk. John
Murphy, Cork. Tote: win €3.00; places €1.10,
€1.02, €3.10. Exacta: €9.00. Tricast: €54.81.
Trifecta: €46.50. CSF: €8.82. Non-runner:
Royal Highness.

7.45 2yo plus 5f
1 Urban Beat (Red Jazz (USA)-

Closetocrazy) 5-9-13 Ben Coen 11-2. 2Muker
(Mehmas-Naias) 2-8-9 D McDonogh 9-2. 3
My Laureate (Rajj-Imitation (UK)) 4-9-10 C
T Keane 6-4 fav. (14 ran) nk, nk, 2l, 13/4l, 1/2l.
J P Murtagh, Kildare. Tote: win €7.00; places
€2.10, €2.10, €1.10. Exacta: €42.00.Trifecta:
€69.10. CSF: €29.68.

8.15 3yo plus 6f
1 Shawaf (UK) (Mukhadram (UK)-

Dijlah (UK)) 4-9-8 S Foley 4-1. 2 Stalingrad
(UK) (War Front (USA)-I Am Beautiful)
3-9-7 C D Hayes 4-1. 3 Quiet Place (Kodiac
(UK)-Need You Now) 3-9-2 R Whelan 20-1.
(14 ran) 11/2l, 1l, 11/4l, 11/2l, 33/4l. D English,
Dublin. Also: 2-1 fav Zahee. Tote: win €5.30;
places €1.80, €1.40, €2.60. Exacta: €29.00.

Trifecta: €320.30. CSF: €20.22. Non-runners:
Cyan Seize, Daarem, Hilltop’s Dream.
PLACEPOT: Dividend: €62.00
QUADPOT: Dividend: €26.40

LEOPARDSTOWN
Going:Yielding-yielding to soft in places

12.55 2yo Only 1m
1 Willow (American Pharoah

(USA)-Peeping Fawn (USA)) 9-2 J A
Heffernan 3-1. 2 Umneyaat (Dansili (UK)-
Tarayef) 9-2 Oisin Orr 11-1. 3 Flirting Bridge
(Camelot (UK)-Rachevie) 9-2 W J Lee 9-1. 4
Dagoda (Starspangledbanner (AUS)-
Firstclass (GER)) 9-2 R Colgan 150-1. (16
ran) 21/4l, 3l, nk, 1/2l, 1/2l. A P O’Brien,
Tipperary. Also: 7-4 fav A Taad Moody. Tote:
win €3.70; places €1.10, €3.90, €4.70.
Exacta: €24.30. Trifecta: €253.80. CSF:
€38.27. Non-runner: Racy Lacey.

1.25 2yo Only 1m
1 Bolshoi Ballet (Galileo-Alta Anna

(FR)) 9-5 J A Heffernan evens fav. 2 O’reilly
(FR) (Frankel (UK)-Fann (USA)) 9-5 S Foley
10-1. 3 Moktaffy (Lope De Vega-Stars So
Bright) 9-5 Oisin Orr 12-1. (14 ran) 4l, nk, 1/2l,
shd, hd. A P O’Brien, Tipperary. Tote: win
€1.90; places €1.10, €3.30, €2.70. Exacta:
€17.70. Trifecta: €99.90. CSF: €14.67.

2.00 3yo plus 1m H’cap
1 Theophile (Teofilo-Precipitous)

3-8-9 Rory Cleary 10-1. 2 Maker Of Kings
(Zoffany-Desire Moi) 3-9-12 Sam Ewing 7-2
fav. 3 Golden Valour (UK) (Kingman (UK)-
Gracefield (USA)) 4-8-9 Danny Sheehy 40-1.
(11 ran) 1l, 3/4l, 3/4l, nk, 3/4l. J S Bolger,
Carlow.Tote: win €10.40; places €3.20, €1.60,
€3.90. Exacta: €63.70. Tricast: €1397.97.
Trifecta: €1022.70. CSF: €45.29. Non-runner:
Twenty Minutes.

2.30 3yo plus 1m H’cap
1 Day Dreamin’ (Lawman (FR)-

Dancing Diva (FR)) 4-10-2 C T Keane 6-1. 2
Angel’s Trumpet (Dark Angel-Daneleta)
3-9-9W J Lee 7-2 fav. 3 Neyland (UK) (Oasis
Dream (UK)-Milford Sound (UK)) 5-8-11
Sam Ewing 7-1. (12 ran) 1l, 11/4l, ns, nk, shd.
A J Martin, Meath. Tote: win €3.40; places
€1.40, €2.10, €2.30. Exacta: €21.10. Tricast:
€153.02. Trifecta: €226.20. CSF: €26.72.
Non-runner: Knock Flyer.

3.00 3yo plus 1m H’cap
1 Adamaris (Born To Sea-Represent

Yourself) 3-9-11 L T McAteer 13-2. 2
Erytheia (Zoffany-Erytheis (USA)) 3-9-6 C D
Hayes 14-1. 3 Treble Cone (UK) (Lethal
Force-Cardrona (UK)) 5-10-2 CT Keane 10-3
jtfav. (9 ran) hd, 31/2l, 21/4l, ns, 11/2l. G
O’Leary, Kildare. Also: 10-3 jtfav Kristall Eye

(FR). Tote: win €6.60; places €2.30, €4.60,
€1.10. Exacta: €80.50. Tricast: €356.02.
Trifecta: €858.50. CSF: €90.83. Non-runners:
Forza Libranno, Irish Ambassador,
Knockgraffon Lass, Sagittarius Rising.

3.30 3yo plus 7f
1 Miss Molly T (Camacho (UK)-No

Trimmings) 3-9-2 J A Heffernan 9-2. 2
Fictitious Lady (Make Believe (UK)-Lady
Avenger) 3-9-2 W J Lee 7-4 fav. 3 Madaket
Mystery (Camacho (UK)-Blossom Deary)
3-9-2 G Halpin 8-1. (11 ran) 3/4l, 13/4l, 13/4l,
hd, 4l. G Keane, Meath. Tote: win €5.40;
places €1.70, €1.02, €2.70. Exacta: €16.60.
Trifecta: €70.10. CSF: €13.00. Non-runners:
Ediyva, Indian Lilac, Moonwalk.

4.00 3yo plus 7f H’cap
1 Angel Palanas (UK) (Mayson

(UK)-Scottish Exile) 6-9-13 L T McAteer
11-2. 2 Reverberation (UK) (Excelebration-
Echo Ridge) 5-9-8 Sam Ewing 9-1. 3 Ducky
Mallon (Jeremy (USA)-Indus Ridge) 9-9-3 J
A Heffernan 14-1. (13 ran) 3/4l, 1/2l, hd, nk,
21/2l. P J F Murphy, Kilkenny. Also: 4-1 fav
Petticoat Rule. Tote: win €4.50; places €1.90,
€2.70, €4.90. Exacta: €38.10. Tricast:
€490.94. Trifecta: €146.30. CSF: €54.56.
PLACEPOT: Dividend: €66.20
QUADPOT: Dividend: €8.20

Yesterday's Irish results & prices

spinning his wheels all the way at
York and that he wasn’t comfortable.
He said he wasn’t really getting hold
of the ground so to that extent he felt
he didn’t show his true ability.”
Addeybb chased Magical home

last year and his trainer William
Haggas reports his mud-loving six-
year-old to be ready for the rematch
after a convincing success in the
Doonside Cup at Ayr.
“It’s a tough race. He’s very well

andwill enjoy the ground.We’re hop-
ing for the best,” he said. “It was a
muchweaker race he won at Ayr, but
he had to have a run. He needed a
race before he got going. That was
good.”
Jerome Reynier knows the

challenge facing Skalleti, who won
the Prix Dollar for the second suc-
cessive year earlier this month.
“We’re pretty happy with him. He

has been training in Chantilly and is
training well,” said Reynier.
“It is the toughest race in his ca-

reer and there is only two weeks be-
tween his last race and Saturday,
which is not long.We’ve beenmanag-
ing his career and giving him time
between his races and this time that
won’t be the case, so that’s a little
concern.
“He can handle any ground, I

think, but he ismuch better on heavy
ground and other horses are not as
happy with that, so the softer the
ground the better.
“It’s a good achievement for us to

bring a horse like this to run on
Champions Day and we are going
with confidence.”
William Muir has no concerns

about dropping Pyledriver down in
trip after his run over half a mile
further in the St Leger when he was
third.
“He’s very well. Everything has

gone swimmingly with him since the
Leger. He’s in good shape so we’re
looking forward to Saturday. It’s
great to be involved in it,” he said.
“The trip doesn’t worry me at all.

WhenMartin (Dwyer) pulled up after
winning the Great Voltigeur he said
on the telly ‘I don’t know about going
up to a mile and six for the Leger, I’d
rather drop back to a mile and a
quarter’.
“He’s got so many gears. All the

Leger did was take his gears away.
“Next season is going to be phe-

nomenal for him because he’ll be
bigger and stronger. He’s got bigger
and stronger since the Leger. He’s
really starting tomature andwe’re in
good shape.”

Juddmonte International at York in
August.
“He put in a great run in the Prince

of Wales’s and he is another one that
has come up through the ranks. He is
talented and is in exceptionally good
form. He likes the track and he
should handle the ground and I hope
he runs a really solid race for us,”
said Gosden.
“The standard is set by Magical,

let’s hope he is good enough to give
her a race. James (Doyle) felt he was

Chantilly and Deauville so he has
seen a lot of the world but he is not
over-raced, that is for sure.
“We were hoping he would run

well in the Prix du Jockey Club after
winning the Listed race at Newmar-
ket, we honestly didn’t think he
would win it but he did.”
Gosden’s Lord North won the

Prince of Wales’s Stakes at the Royal
meeting for his first Group 1 triumph
and reappears for the first time since
finishing third to Ghaiyyath in the

mile and a quarter.”
John Gosden runs French Derby

hero Mishriff, who missed the Arc to
wait for this race.
Frankie Dettori takes the ride.
“Obviously you are bringing three-

year-old French form to bear against
proven older horses and that will be
quite a challenge for him, no doubt,”
said Gosden.
“He has improved for racing this

year. He was racing in the Saudi Cup
at the end of February, he has been to

Magical is poised to take centre
stage once again at Ascot as she
bids forback-to-backvictories in
theQipcoChampionStakes.

The five-year-old mare has seven
Group 1 triumphs to her name, in-
cluding in this race 12 months ago
and the Fillies & Mares at the meet-
ing in 2018.
Aidan O’Brien’s charge has netted

three more this season — including
last t ime out when beat ing
Ghaiyyath in the Irish Champion
Stakes — and will now try to join the
likes of Brigadier Gerard, Triptych
and Cracksman as a dual Champion
Stakes winner.
“She’s an amazing filly really —

we’ve seen how consistent she has
been. She has run in all the top
Group 1s since she was a two-year-
old, which is unusual,” said O’Brien.
“There doesn’t seem to be any ceil-

ing to her yet. We were delighted
with her in Leopardstown and we
couldn’t have been happier with
every run she’s had this year really.
“It was a great race the last day.

They went a nice even pace and she’s
a very solid filly who is happy to
make the running or get a lead or
whatever. She doesn’t need anybody
else to help her— she’s very happy to
plough a lone furrow.
“The Champion Stakes is a very

prestigious race and it would be
unbelievable for her to win it again.”
Japanwas denied his chance in the

Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe due to is-
sues with contaminated feed, but
O’Brien expects the four-year-old to
make his presence felt.
“We were very happy with Japan

going to the Arc — he was in a really
good place and had been working
very well,” he said.
“We’ve been happy with him since

and he’s probably better than his
runs before. We’re looking forward
to seeing him run.”
Serpentine, a surprise winner of

the Derby, is the third member of
O’Brien’s raid on the 10-furlong
showpiece.
“It will be interesting to see him

over a mile and a quarter. We saw in
theDerby he’s able to go a really good
tempo and keep going over amile and
a half,” he said. “We think he has
class and we think he’s tough and
genuine. He’s a very relaxed horse
who doesn’t overdo himself at home.
“You can never be sure, but

usually those mile-and-a-half horses
that have class are able to copewith a
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Urban Beat wins the Group 3 Al Basti Equiworld, Dubai Pat Smullen Mercury Stakes at Dundalk last night. Picture: Healy Racing
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FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
1.00 MEMPHIS BELL BOHER LAD
1.30 ROSE OF ARCADIA ESTELLE MA BELLE
2.00 LOTS OF LUCK LOTS OF LUCK
2.35 IF THE CAP FITS (NB) FIDDLERONTHEROOF (NB)
3.10 LIGHTLY SQUEEZE LIGHTLY SQUEEZE
3.45 VOCALISER VOCALISER
4.20 THE BOMBER LISTON WESTHILL
4.55 GETAWEAPON RIDEAU CANAL

FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
1.15 VIROFLAY OVERPRICED MIXER
1.45 ROCK ON ROCCO ROCK ON ROCCO
2.22 FOR PLEASURE FOR PLEASURE
2.57 SOLAR IMPULSE DARLING MALTAIX
3.32 VERDANA BLUE (NAP) VERDANA BLUE (NAP)
4.07 PONTRESINA MR MAFIA
4.43 SUNRISE RUBY SUNRISE RUBY

FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
2.15 GOLD DESERT TIMEVOYAGE
2.50 LOVELY SCHTUFF LOVELY SCHTUFF
3.25 OVERCOURT MING DYNASTY
4.00 JACKYEATS HIGHLAND SKY
4.33 GANGSTER BBOLD
5.10 CAPONE ELYSEES
5.40 DEMOCRATIC OATH DARGIANNINI

KEMPTON SUNDAY (Racing TV) Going: Good-good to firm in places

1.15 RACINGTV JUVENILE HURDLE (GBB RACE)
2m €6,977 3yo Only

1 CAN’T STOP NOW (F126) C Gordon 10-12 N Scholfield —
2 CHINESEWHISPERER (F43)A King 10-12 T Cannon —
3 KENTUCKY HARDBOOT (F51) (T*) Mohamed Moubarak 10-12

J Quinlan —
4 7 NOWWE’RETOURING (18) (P*)A Hales 10-12

WTKennedy 43
5 OVERPRICEDMIXER (F51) N Henderson 10-12

N De Boinville —
6 VIROFLAY (F273) P Nicholls 10-12 H Cobden —
7 CRAZY LOVE (F129) Miss SWest 10-5 Joshua Moore —
8 5 LITTLETIPSY (18)AdamWest 10-5 L Edwards ★47

2019: Prefontaine 10 12, Jonjo O’Neill Jr.(3) 9-2 (Jonjo O’Neill), 8 ran.
Betting: 6-4Viroflay,7-4 Overpriced Mixer,6 ChineseWhisperer,8 Can’t
Stop Now,14 Kentucky Hardboot, 20 Crazy Love,50 LittleTipsy,66 Now
We’reTouring.

1.45 NOVICES’HANDICAP CHASE (GBB RACE)
2m 2f €5,061 4yo plus

1 91U65 DEMON D’AUNOU (24) Jonjo O’Neill 7-11-12 K Brogan (7) 123
2 7P31- ROCK ON ROCCO (241)T R George 6-11-10 J J Burke —
3 /64-3 FAIRWAY FREDDY (26) (C) N Gifford 7-11-6 J M Davies 98
4 P-154 LORD CONDI (44) (P;D2) M Keighley 7-11-3 J Best 126
5 6303- FRESNO EMERY (215) (BF,D) RWalford 5-11-1 S Sheppard —
6 -3432 ADMIRAL’S SUNSET (23) (P) DWeston 7-10-10 H Cobden★127
7 3030- DEFUTURE IS BRIGHT (224) ChristianWilliams 6-10-8

JackTudor (5) —

2019: Celtic Joy 6 11 7,Adam Wedge 8-1 (Emma Lavelle), 9 ran.
Betting: 9-4 Rock On Rocco, 3 Admiral’s Sunset, 5 Demon D’Aunou, 6
Fresno Emery, 8 Fairway Freddy, 10 Lord Condi, 12 Defuture Is Bright.

2.22 NOVICES’HURDLE (LISTED) (GBB RACE)
2m €10,752 4yo plus

1 7F11- FIDELIOVALLIS (218) (CD) P Nicholls 5-11-0 H Cobden 152
2 -3111 FOR PLEASURE (43) (D2)A Hales 5-11-0 H Bannister★154
3 0F/ GORHAM’S CAVE (F46) (H) G L Moore 6-11-0

Joshua Moore —
4 2/112 SANGHA RIVER (62) (BF,D) Olly Murphy 7-11-0

A Coleman 142
5 3-U CHERRY COLA (28) Miss SWest 4-10-7 J Best 136
6 6-113 MRS HYDE (22) (BF,D3) B Ellison 7-10-7 N De Boinville 148

2019: Pacify 7 11 0, Gavin Sheehan 5-4 Fav (J Snowden), 7 ran.
Betting: 11-8 For Pleasure, 5-2 FidelioVallis, 10-3 Sangha River, 7 Mrs
Hyde, 25 Cherry Cola, 50 Gorham’s Cave.

2.57 BET AT RACINGTV.COM HANDICAP CHASE
2m 2f €8,435 4yo plus

1 3113- LOCKER ROOMTALK (260) (H;C,D) NTwiston-Davies 7-11-12
Mr J Savage (7) 143

2 -64P1 LEAPAWAY (33) (D) P Hobbs 8-11-11 T J O’Brien 133
3 3P121 DARLINGMALTAIX (11) (T) P Nicholls 7-11-6 H Cobden 140
4 4P5-2 MRMEDIC (10) RWalford 9-11-4 J Best 136
5 1P80- GENEROUS DAY (218) (C) Henry Oliver 8-11-2 J M Davies 130
6 40-54 CROOKS PEAK (23) (P;C) P Hobbs 7-11-2 MGNolan 42
7 4-313 SOLAR IMPULSE (41) (P;D) IWilliams 10-11-0 CTodd (5) 143
8 253-1 JABOTICABA (26)A King 6-10-13 T Cannon 133
9 4316- CAP DU NORD (260) ChristianWilliams 7-10-12

JackTudor (5)★144

2019:Adrrastos 7 11 12, Gavin Sheehan 4-1 (J Snowden), 6 ran.
Betting: 11-4 Darling Maltaix, 7-2 Leapaway, 4 Jaboticaba, 6 Locker
Room Talk, 10 Mr Medic, 12 Cap Du Nord, 14 Crooks Peak, Solar
Impulse, 20 Generous Day.

3.32 RACINGTV HURDLE (LISTED)
2m €21,504 4yo plus

1 PP/1- BRAIN POWER (365) (P;CD2) N Henderson 9-11-6 A Coleman —
2 1326- SILVER STREAK (222) (CD) EWilliams 7-11-4 T J O’Brien 166
3 /122- DIEGO DU CHARMIL (239) (T;D5) P Nicholls 8-11-0

H Cobden★174
4 -512P HIGHLY PRIZED (22) (D2) Emma Lavelle 7-11-0 B R Jones 160
5 -3411 TEQANY (19) (T;D4) F O’Brien 6-11-0 H Skelton 156
6 51/4- VERDANA BLUE (F57) (CD2) N Henderson 8-10-7

N De Boinville 158

2019: Silver Streak 6 11 0,Adam Wedge 9-4 (E Williams), 5 ran.
Betting: 6-4 Verdana Blue, 5-2 Silver Streak, 5 Diego Du Charmil, 6
Brain Power, 14Teqany, Highly Prized.

4.07 RACINGTV HANDICAP CHASE
3m €5,061 4yo plus

1 52U1- MORTENS LEAM (230) M Hawker 8-11-12 N Scholfield 124
2 4-245 POKER SCHOOL (27) (P;C3) IWilliams 10-11-12

CTodd (5) 127
3 02425 MRMAFIA (26) (P;D2) M Keighley 11-11-12 J Best★136
4 /20-D PONTRESINA (42) O Sherwood 7-11-11 J J Burke —
5 51/P- NIGHTLINE (351) (D) C Longsdon 10-11-10

Paul O’Brien (3) —
6 2/0-5 TOP UPTHE FASHION (42) C Mann 6-11-7 H Bannister 133
7 0-455 RAVEN’STOWER (43) B Pauling 10-11-3 T Cannon 113
8 /34P- BIG DIFFERENCE (254) (BF) B Pauling 7-11-0 N De Boinville 129
9 P281- TOP DECISION (220) (T) S Drinkwater 7-10-9 JTudor (5) 125

2019:VendrediTrois 10 11 12,AdamWedge 9-2 (Emma Lavelle), 7 ran.
Betting: 11-4 Top Decision, 9-2 Pontresina, 6 Mortens Leam, 8 Big
Difference, Poker School, Mr Mafia, Raven’sTower, 12 Nightline,Top Up
The Fashion.

4.43 RACINGTV.COM NOVICES’HURDLE (GBB RACE)
2m 5f €4,447 4yo plus

1 5/12 ZARRAR (11) (T) R Guest 5-11-5 N Scholfield 115
2 5- AL KOUT (F11) Mrs H Main 6-10-12 Joshua Moore 119
3 46 RASAASY (14)A Carson 4-10-12 G Carson (7) 98
4 225-1 SUNRISE RUBY (20) N Henderson 6-10-12 N De Boinville 132
5 /673- THE DOMINO EFFECT (254) Emma Lavelle 6-10-12

B R Jones (3)★135
6 66-66 STRIKETHE FLINT (17) Miss S Smith 6-10-5

MGNolan 71

2019: Mason Jar 5 11 5, SamTwiston-Davies 8-11 Fav (Dr R Newland),
5 ran.
Betting: 10-11 Sunrise Ruby,7-2The Domino Effect,4 Zarrar,8Al Kout,
25 Rasaasy, 33 StrikeThe Flint.

SUMMARY: SUNRISE RUBY was an easy winner of her most recent
start at Newton Abbot when proving to be a cut above the opposition,
having appeared to enjoy the change to front-running tactics, and Nicky
Henderson’s mare can make it two wins on the bounce. The Domino
Effect ran well to finish third over C&D in February and he has to be
respected along with Zarrar, who placed at Ludlow earlier in the month.

SEDGEFIELD SUNDAY (SSR) Going: Good-good to soft in placesFFOS LAS SUNDAY (Sky Sports Racing) Going: Good to soft

2.15 JUVENILE MAIDEN HURDLE
2m 1f €4,447 3yo Only

1 GOLD DESERT (F93) Oliver Greenall 10-12 T Dowson —
2 MESMERIC (F40) JWainwright 10-12 J Colliver —
3 PARK LANE DANCER (F48) J J Quinn 10-12 S Quinlan —
4 55 POKERMASTER (22) P McBride 10-12 RMcLernon ★65
5 SHALOTT G Brown 10-12 B J Powell —
6 6 SPIT IT OUT (19) (P*) S Corbett 10-12 Sam Coltherd (3) 42
7 TIMEVOYAGE (F36) J J Quinn 10-5 B Hughes —
8 WHERE’STHETAPE Sean Conway 10-5 AAnderson (7) —
9 WRIGHTIA (F32) O Pears 10-5 H Brooke —
Betting: 4-9 Time Voyage, 7-2 Gold Desert, 10 Park Lane Dancer, 20
Shalott, 25 Where’s TheTape, 33 Wrightia, Mesmeric, 50 Others.

2.50 CONDITIONAL JOCKEYS’HANDICAP CHASE
2m 5f €3,527 4yo plus

1 7-122 BROTHERLY COMPANY (41) (P;BF)A MThomson 8-11-12
TWillmott 112

2 U6P6- ROADWARRIOR (265) (P,T) R Menzies 6-11-7 KYeoman (5) 74
3 50R2- CASIMIR DU CLOS (229) (C)W Coltherd 8-11-5 SMulqueen —
4 63P6- JUST GEORGIE (218) Mrs S Smith 10-11-5 A Fielding (10) 92
5 -6PP0 KING GOLAN (33) (B,T) K Johnson 9-11-4 A Johnson (7)★120
6 -U141 LOVELY SCHTUFF (19) (CD2) Mrs J Stephen 8-11-3

DMcMenamin 98
7 44-43 MILLIETHEMINX (19) (C2) D Sayer 6-10-13 T Gillard (3) 90
8 1/PF6 SWINTON DIAMOND (11) (D) M Hammond 9-10-13

B Garritty (3) 66
9 441-4 EAGLE RIDGE (25) (T) NAlexander 9-10-13 B Lynn (6) 106
10 P14-6 PICKNICK PARK (22) (V*;D) N Kent 8-10-9 C Hammond 110
11 521-8 CLONDAW FIXER (8) (P;C) G Bewley 8-10-8 J Bewley 108
12 3-666 HONOURMISSION (19) (P,T;C) S England 6-10-8 L Stones (3) 105
13 2-292 DUTCH CANYON (11)W Coltherd 10-10-6 Sam Coltherd 115
14 39-0P BROTHER SCOTT (11) (C,D2) Mrs B Butterworth 13-10-0

CMcCormack —
Betting: 7-2 Lovely Schtuff, 4 Brotherly Company, 6 Millie The Minx, 7
Casimir Du Clos, 8 Just Georgie, 10 Dutch Canyon, 12 Honourmission, 14
Road Warrior, 16 Others.

3.25 BEGINNERS’CHASE (GBB RACE)
2m 3f €5,061 4yo plus

1 21U1- EVANDER (257) (C2) Oliver Greenall 5-11-3 S Quinlan —
2 2417- INFORMATEUR (218) (C2) Mrs S Smith 7-11-3 D Cook —
3 5/P0- LORD NAPIER (323) (P,T;C) P Bowen 7-11-3 B J Powell —
4 9-05F MING DYNASTY (79) (T) G Cromwell (IRE) 8-11-3 C Gethings 128
5 1321- MRMULDOON (303) (P) Dr R Newland 7-11-3C Hammond (3)—
6 5311- OVERCOURT (218)A MThomson 6-11-3 RMania —
7 5P/25 SHANTALUZE (33) (H) D McCain 8-11-3 B Hughes★136
8 /217- SHOW PROMISE (240) (BF,D) P Kirby 6-11-3 T Dowson —
9 -5118 SWAFFHAM BULBECK (22) (C2) B Ellison 6-11-3H Brooke —
Betting: 9-4 Lord Napier, 4 Mr Muldoon, Ming Dynasty, 7 Swaffham
Bulbeck,10 Informateur,12 Shantaluze,Evander,16 Overcourt,20 Show
Promise.

4.00 MAIDEN HURDLE (GBB RACE)
2m 1f €4,447 4yo plus

1 4 CUBA RUBA (8)T Easterby 4-10-12 J Hamilton 106
2 407- FARSIDEOFTHEMOON (297) M Hammond 5-10-12 B Garritty (5) 58
3 FP- GETAWAY PLAN (350) MTodhunter 5-10-12 S Quinlan —
4 2 GIN COCO (145) (H*) C Mann 4-10-12 B J Powell —
5 HIGHLAND SKY (F424) B Ellison 5-10-12 B Hughes —
6 3 JACKYEATS (118)W Coltherd 4-10-12 Sam Coltherd (3)★138
7 LORDTORRANAGA (F15) P Kirby 5-10-12 T Dowson —
8 6-P MINNIMO (72) G Bewley 5-10-12 J Bewley (3) —
9 37 RICKETY GATE (63) N Richards 5-10-12 R Day —
10 854- TUMBLING DICE (242) Mrs S Smith 5-10-12 D Cook 102
11 2-574 CHARLOTTESWAY (11) (H) DThompson 5-10-5 C Bewley 88
12 76 DAPPER DAISY (52) (T*) M Barnes 4-10-5 D Irving (3) —
Betting: 2 Jack Yeats, 5-2 Gin Coco, 5 Highland Sky, 7 Cuba Ruba, 12
Lord Torranaga, 14 Rickety Gate, 20 Farsideofthemoon, 25 Charlottes
Way,Tumbling Dice, Getaway Plan, 66 Others.

1.00 HANDICAP HURDLE
3m €3,297 4yo plus

1 5456- CARO DES FLOS (215) J S Smith 8-12-1 MD Grant 108
2 05-53 MILANSTORM (24) (BF) NTwiston-Davies 7-12-0

STwiston-Davies 102
3 48211 KENDELU (23) N Hawke 5-11-12 D Noonan 106
4 336P- PLENEY (216)TVaughan 6-11-10 Charlie Price (5) —
5 6114- OUTTHE GLEN (231) (BF,C) D Hamer 7-11-10 P Brennan 104
6 -3P87 REBEL LEADER (23) (T;D) HWhittington 6-11-7 D Jacob 97
7 -5311 MEMPHIS BELL (17) (CD) EWilliams 6-11-6 IWilliams (5) 101
8 /06-9 SISSINGHURST (46) (P,T) Ryan Potter 10-11-5 B Poste 74
9 1362- BOHER LAD (216) (D5)A Phillips 13-11-5 Lilly Pinchin (7)★108
10 /73-4 MINDYOUR BACK (39) (P) N Mulholland 7-11-4 T Scudamore 96
11 353FF MURRAYMOUNT (17) S-J Davies 10-11-4 J Bargary —
12 6804- PAT KELLY (225) HWhittington 5-11-1 A P Heskin 99
13 78U4- NOTHINGMAN (219) SamAllwood 6-11-1 Robert Dunne 102
14 3913- HANGTOUGH (216) (T;BF) J O’Neill 6-10-13 J O’Neill Jr. 108
15 7P-23 HAVANA RIVER (46) (D) J Farrelly 7-10-6 S Bowen 100
16 7/577 THE LASTMELON (47) (P*) J Bennett 8-10-5 J McGrath 105
17 263P- ECTOR (230) (P)W Greatrex 6-10-0 MKendrick (3) —
18 P-P6P RINGMINELLA (17) (T) P Henderson 9-10-0 D Crosse 77
Betting: 4 Memphis Bell, 11-2 Hang Tough, 6 Kendelu, 8 Milanstorm,
Havana River, 10 Boher Lad, 12 OutThe Glen, 14 Others.

1.30 MARES’MAIDEN HURDLE (GBB RACE)
2m €4,447 4yo plus

1 7716- BELLEVARDE EXPRESS (218) (H*) J Scott 5-10-12
MGriffiths —

2 38-78 CROSSFIREHURRICANE (7) N Hawke 6-10-12 T Buckley (7) 109
3 2- ESTELLEMA BELLE (442) (H;BF) P Nicholls 6-10-12 LWilliams (3) —
4 3/0 GOLDEN EMBLEM (96) N Mulholland 6-10-12 STwiston-Davies 64
5 2-77 HITTHE BOTTLE (17) (T) L Horsfall 5-10-12 F Gregory (3) 34
6 20/2- LADY OFTHE NIGHT (241) (T) K Bailey 7-10-12 D Bass★126
7 667-3 ROSEISAROSEISAROSE (18) Katy Price 6-10-12 B Poste 107
8 11- ROSE OFARCADIA (223) (D) CTizzard 5-10-12 J O’Neill Jr. —
9 SPRING RUN (F37) J Portman 4-10-12 J McGrath —
10 36- TUSCAN PEARL (215) J Scott 5-10-12 R Dingle (3) 119
Betting: 11-8 Estelle Ma Belle, 2 Rose Of Arcadia, 7-2 Lady Of The
Night, 14 Bellevarde Express, 25 Golden Emblem, Roseisaroseisarose,
Spring Run, 50Tuscan Pearl, 66 Others.

2.00 HANDICAP CHASE
2m €3,527 4yo plus

1 -7526 CESAR DU GOUET (27) (D) L Horsfall 8-12-1
F Gregory (3) 111

2 3121- LOTS OF LUCK (223) (P;D) K Bailey 6-11-12 D Bass 108
3 2-PPF ANOTHERTUCO (10) (P)W Greatrex 7-11-8 A P Heskin —
4 225-0 RINGTHEMOON (17) EWilliams 7-11-2 C Ring (3) 65
5 6-43U VEILED SECRET (26) (P,T;BF,D)T Symonds 6-11-1

STwiston-Davies★114
6 /P-07 KIERA ROYALE (17) (T) D Rees 9-11-0 R Patrick (3) 78
7 36/2- CROPLEY (444) D Burchell 11-10-13 Robert Dunne —
8 0528- COBRA COMMANDER (222)T Symonds 6-10-1 B Poste 113
9 3P-P2 CAPTAINS RUN (17) (T) J Farrelly 8-10-0 S Bowen 100
10 UPF-7 LEAVING HOME (17) (P;D) P Bowen 7-10-0 D Noonan 69
11 6P5F- HUME LOUGH (216) S-J Davies 9-10-0 J Bargary 96
12 73-53 YOURHOLIDAYISOVER (10) (P) Lady S Brooke 13-10-0

Miss L Brooke (7) 102
Betting: 7-4 Lots Of Luck, 11-2 Veiled Secret, 6 Another Tuco, 7
Captains Run, 10 Cesar Du Gouet, 14 RingThe Moon, Cropley, 16 Hume
Lough, Cobra Commander, 20 Others.

2.35 NOVICES’CHASE (NORTON’S COINTROPHY)
2m 5f €8,281 4yo plus

1 614-2 EMITOM (14) (BF,C,D)W Greatrex 6-11-3 A P Heskin★143
2 2110- FIDDLERONTHEROOF (222) CTizzard 6-11-3 RM Power —
3 1/15- IFTHE CAP FITS (267) H Fry 8-11-3 D Jacob —

2019: Poker Play 6 11 3,Tom Scudamore 3-1 (D Pipe), 7 ran.
Betting: 11-10 IfThe Cap Fits, 9-4 Fiddlerontheroof, 5-2 Emitom.

SUMMARY: GINCOCO finished second on his sole appearance in France
and could be the answer here now making his first outing for Charlie Mann
having changed hands for 80,000 euros in the summer. JackYeats chased
home a couple of useful operators when third on his hurdles bow at
Limerick and requires plenty of respect on debut for Stuart Coltherd.

4.33 HANDICAP CHASE
3m 5f €18,455 5yo plus

1 2/2U- DANDY DAN (310) (P,T) K Bailey 7-11-12 C Gethings —
2 /281- THELIGNY (262) (T)TVaughan 9-11-4 A Johns 145
3 527F- ARTHUR’S GIFT (260) NTwiston-Davies 9-11-2 T Bellamy 144
4 V1-51 DOING FINE (57) (P,T) N Mulholland 12-11-1 B J Powell 146
5 PP1-7 ROCK ON FRUITY (32) (C) B Haslam 11-10-13 RMcLernon 147
6 123P- PETITE POWER (218) (T) F O’Brien 11-10-12L Harrison (7) 151
7 41533 BBOLD (19) (P*) Dr R Newland 6-10-10 C Hammond (3) 157
8 PF5-0 BRIAN BORANHA (104) (CD) P Niven 9-10-8 B Hughes 128
9 1P-52 GANGSTER (24)W Greatrex 10-10-7 D Cook 149
10 F3P-9 GRAINEYHILL (19) Mrs S Humphrey 9-10-6 AThorne (5) 108
11 3431- DUC DE GRISSAY (216)A MThomson 7-10-2 D R Fox★163
12 -7557 RED GIANT (25) (V) Jennie Candlish 9-10-1 S Quinlan 138
13 35-31 CHANCEANOTHERFIVE (41) (B)W Coltherd 8-10-0

Sam Coltherd (3) 134
Betting: 9-2 Bbold, 5 Doing Fine, 6 Dandy Dan, 8 Arthur’s Gift, Petite
Power, 10Theligny, Gangster, Brian Boranha, 12 Others.

5.10 HANDICAP HURDLE
2m 4f €6,977 3yo plus

1 132P- ROCCO (297) NTwiston-Davies 7-11-12 T Bellamy —
2 3-351 CAPONE (23) (B,T;D) C Mann 5-11-11 B J Powell 129
3 3/23- LANDSMAN (404) (T;D)TVaughan 7-11-11 A Johns —
4 33-43 INGLEBY HOLLOW (F28) (T;C2) D O’Meara 8-11-9S Quinlan 133
5 4-8P1 RIVER FROST (52) (C,D) B Haslam 8-11-9 C Hammond (3)★139
6 /P-64 ELYSEES (39) F O’Brien 5-11-8 C Brace (3) 117
7 28-43 BEACH BREAK (19) (B) D McCain 6-11-7 T Gillard (7) 129
8 4215- ENFIN PHIL (261) M Hammond 6-11-6 B Garritty (5) 133
9 12F-2 RAKHINE STATE (73) D J Jeffreys 7-11-5 C Deutsch 137
10 3114- KINGRULLAH (297) (BF,CD) P Robson 5-11-4 H Brooke 122
11 7-933 MELODY OF SCOTLAND (33) (V;D) B Haslam 6-11-4 RMcLernon 131
12 323-6 KAJAKI (19) (P;C) N Richards 7-11-4 B Hughes 131
13 F/89- CHELSEA FLYER (315) D McCain 9-10-13 AMcCain (5) —
14 7098- SUGGESTION (223) P Kirby 8-10-13 T Dowson 110
Betting: 5 River Frost, 11-2 Landsman, 6 Capone, 7 Elysees, 10 Rocco,
Melody Of Scotland, Rakhine State, 12 Ingleby Hollow, 14 Others.

5.40 INTERMEDIATE OPEN NH FLAT RACE (GBB RACE)
2m 1f €2,683 4yo to 6yo

1 BASFORD DAN Jennie Candlish 4-10-12 S Quinlan —
2 P-1 COOPER’S CROSS (29)W Coltherd 5-10-12 S Coltherd (3) —
3 DARGIANNINI HWhittington 5-10-12 D Cook —
4 33- DEMOCRATIC OATH (225) K Dalgleish 5-10-12 C Bewley★112
5 6 LUNAR SOVEREIGN (109) (T*) F O’Brien 4-10-12C Brace (3) 91
6 7- MASTERMALACHY (265) D McCain 4-10-12 B Hughes 64
7 PUBMURPHY MTodhunter 5-10-12 DMcMenamin (3) —
8 SERGEANT STRIPPY C Grant 4-10-12 Ross Chapman —
9 3SF1- TARDREE (225) (H*) L J Morgan 6-10-12 C O’Farrell —
10 WICKEDWEST Chris McSharry 4-10-12 J Hamilton —
11 DARKEST DREAMT Fitzgerald 4-10-5 MrT O’Brien (3) —
12 45- TALK OF CHARLOTTE (239) H Graham 4-10-5 SMulqueen (3) —
Betting: 9-4 Democratic Oath,4 Dargiannini, 7 Master Malachy,8 Lunar
Sovereign, 10Tardree, Darkest Dream, 12 Basford Dan, 14 Others.

3.10 WELSH CHAMPION HURDLE RACE
2m €29,528 3yo plus

1 2318- BALLYANDY (222) (D6) NTwiston-Davies 9-11-10 STwiston-Davies 159
2 6325- SCEAU ROYAL (221) (D9)A King 8-11-6 D Jacob —
3 1111- MAIN FACT (218) (CD) D Pipe 7-11-3 F Gillard (7) 163
4 U/03- REMILUC (253) (T;D) C Gordon 11-10-12 N Brennan (10) 163
5 F130- THEBANNERKINGREBEL (253) (D3) J Snowden 7-10-11 J O’Neill Jr. 163
6 132-1 MILKWOOD (17) (CD) N Mulholland 6-10-11 Robert Dunne 127
7 /211- MILLERS BANK (297)A Hales 6-10-10 KielanWoods 158
8 111F- LIGHTLY SQUEEZE (F44) (D) H Fry 6-10-10 S Bowen★168
9 121-P RUNNING D’OR (4)T Symonds 4-10-9 B Poste —
10 3200- ECCO (219) (D) P Nicholls 5-10-6 Bryony Frost 163
11 114- BUZZ (239) (BF,D) N Henderson 6-10-6 J McGrath 161
12 112P- MARIO DE PAIL (222) (CD) SamThomas 5-10-5 J Bowen 159
13 5-111 MARINE ONE (22) Dr R Newland 6-10-4 C Leonard (7) 151
Betting: 5 Sceau Royal, 11-2 Ballyandy, 6 Main Fact, 7 Buzz, 8 Others.

3.45 CONDITIONAL JOCKEYS’HANDICAP CHASE
2m 5f €5,061 4yo plus

1 2F77- ELAN DE BALME (231) D Pipe 6-12-1 F Gillard (6) 108
2 7-3U4 MASTER BURBIDGE (55) (P;D) N Mulholland 9-11-12 H Reed (3) 120
3 F3-05 COURT DUTY (91) (T*;D) J Flint 8-11-9 Sean Houlihan 55
4 43PPP MORE BUCK’S (22) (T;D2) P Bowen 10-11-9 R Patrick★129
5 U8P4- PARLOURMAID (229) (P,T) R G Hawker 9-11-8 LWilliams 119
6 -U153 OXWICH BAY (44) (BF,C,D) EWilliams 8-11-8 C Ring 128
7 35-11 VOCALISER (18) (T) Olly Murphy 8-11-7 F Gregory (3) 111
8 4474- JEAN GENIE (272)TVaughan 4-11-0 Charlie Price (3) —
9 5-544 BETWEENTHEWATERS (58) (P,T;C) J Snowden 9-10-10 P Fuller (3) 116
Betting: 6-4Vocaliser, 5 Oxwich Bay, 8 Parlour Maid, 10 Others.

4.20 NH FLAT RACE (GBB RACE) (DIV 1)
2m €3,834 4yo to 6yo

1 ARTEMISION B Pauling 4-10-12 D Jacob —
2 FLOY JOY CTizzard 4-10-12 RM Power —
3 7- GUILLEMOT (224) H Daly 4-10-12 R Patrick (3) ★45
4 HONORARY COLONEL P Hobbs 4-10-12 R Johnson —
5 PARSONS PLEASURE H Fry 4-10-12 STwiston-Davies —
6 RABSKI (H*) Jonjo O’Neill 4-10-12 PArmson (10) —
7 THE BOMBER LISTON N Henderson 4-10-12 J O’Neill Jr. —
8 THUNDERSOCKSSUNDAE G McPherson 5-10-12 KWoods —
9 WESTHILL P Nicholls 5-10-12 Bryony Frost —
10 OKHOTSK Chris Honour 4-10-5 B Carver (5) —
Betting: 11-4The Bomber Liston, 7-2 Westhill, 4 Honorary Colonel, 5 Others.

4.55 NH FLAT RACE (GBB RACE) (DIV 2)
2m €3,834 4yo to 6yo

1 AGENT SAONOIS N Mulholland 4-10-12 STwiston-Davies —
2 GETASTAR P Bowen 4-10-12 J Bowen —
3 GILWEN REACHER EWilliams 4-10-12 C Ring (3) —
4 INVESTMENTMANAGER CTizzard 4-10-12 RM Power —
5 8- PADDY JOE (315) D Burchell 6-10-12 Robert Dunne —
6 RIDEAU CANALA King 5-10-12 D Jacob —
7 SEELOTMOREBUSINESS P Nicholls 5-10-12 Bryony Frost —
8 0- FINE BY HER (217) J S Smith 4-10-5 MD Grant —
9 1/ GETAWEAPON (575) (D) K Bailey 5-10-5 D Bass —
10 ORDERED LIVES F O’Brien 5-10-5 P Brennan —
Betting: 11-4 Seelotmorebusiness, 3 Investment Manager, 5 Rideau
Canal, 11-2 Agent Saonois, 8 Getaweapon, 10 Others.
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NAAS SUNDAY (Racing TV) Going: Soft

1.25 TIFRUMS IRISH EBF (C & G) MAIDEN (PLUS 10)
6f €9,300 2yo Only

1 (7) 79 AINGEAL DORCHA (22) (Men Of Forty Eight Syndicate) Andrew
Slattery 9-5 A J Slattery (3) 62

2 (3) 0 ALZARRI (31) (P*,T*) (Andrew Heffernan) Andrew McNamara 9-5
E J McNamara 61

3 (15) BRIGHTBURN (John Nolan) John Feane 9-5 Rory Cleary —
4 (11) BURJ MALINKA (J D Cantillon) E P Harty 9-5 M Gallagher —
5 (10) 5323 COULTHARD (30) (BF) (Michael O’Callaghan) M O’Callaghan 9-5

Leigh Roche ★88
6 (4) 90 COVERT MISSION (39) (Qatar Racing Limited & Lady O’Reilly)

J P Murtagh 9-5 Ben Coen (3) 57
7 (13) 07 DEBRAS BOY (27) (A O’Dwyer) C O’Dwyer 9-5C G O’Dwyer (10) 43
8 (1) 0 DUNUM (9) (Maurice Burns & Michael McCartan) PatrickTurley 9-5

Mark Enright —
9 (5) HONGKONG HARMONY (Y HYue) J S Bolger 9-5 K Manning —
10 (6) KRYPTON GOLD (John Lavery) Ms S Lavery 9-5 R Colgan —
11 (9) 7 MACS DILEMMA (46) (Richard McGranaghan) E Sheehy 9-

M P Sheehy (7) 44
12 (16) NEVER SEEN BEFORE (D J Bunyan) D Bunyan 9-5N Crosse (5) —
13 (8) POWER UNDER ME (Vincent Gaul) G M Lyons 9-5 CT Keane —
14 (12) 8 RUGADAY (17) (Oliver Reddy Snr) L G O’brien 9-5 Oisin Orr 78
15 (14) SIR ANGELO (PatrickTallis) PatrickTallis 9-5 J A Heffernan —
16 (2) 4 YULONG DE LEGEND (31) (ZhangYuesheng) Mrs J Harrington 9-5

S Foley 88
Betting: 5-4 Coulthard, 7-2Yulong De Legend, 5 Power Under Me, 8 Hongkong
Harmony, 14 Krypton Gold, 16 Brightburn, 25 Covert Mission, 33 Others.

1.55 IRISH STALLION FARMS EBF FILLIES MAIDEN (PLUS 10)
6f €9,300 2yo Only

1 (14) 0 BLUE BUNNY (31) (M J Ferris) K P Cotter 9-2 M Gallagher 63
2 (18) 009 BOOJOOM (66) (B*) (Joanne Lavery)T Coyle 9-2 Gary Carroll 37
3 (9) 0 BOSCA CHEOIL (21) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 9-2

Kevin Manning 58
4 (12) CAMDEBOO (Cayton Park Stud) J P O’Brien 9-2 Shane Crosse —
5 (7) 5222 COLFER KAY (11) (BF) (Vincent Kelly) K J Condon 9-2

N G McCullagh★108
6 (3) 70 ELANORA (35) (Joseph E Keeling & M C Grassick) M C Grassick 9-2

G M Ryan (3) 79
7 (13) 743 ELIZABETHAN (31) (BF) (Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith & Mrs

John Magnier) A P O’Brien 9-2 J A Heffernan 95
8 (8) 08 ELLABELLA (8) (Dr M Heffernan) A McNamara 9-2 Oisin Orr 49
9 (2) GIMME AWINK (Mrs Michael Byrne) P Byrne 9-2 J J Doyle —
10 (1) 3 GOLDEN LYRIC (39) (Mrs S Kelly) J Harrington 9-2 S Foley 48
11 (5) 7 KOMPROMAT (31) (Thomas W McGrath & Alan Casey & Daire

Byrne) Kieran P Cotter 9-2 A Farragher (7) 47
12 (10) 0 MARKIEVICZ (37) (John Lavery) Ms S Lavery 9-2 R Colgan 68
13 (11) 0 PALLASMORE LASS (31) (J O’Meara) G O’Leary 9-2B Coen (3) 75
14 (17) PRINCESS SELA (Lance Bloodstock Limited) G O’Leary 9-2

C D Hayes —
15 (6) 36 SEMENYA (17) (David Spratt & Sean Jones & Mrs Lynne Lyons)

G M Lyons 9-2 CT Keane 97
16 (16) 00 SINCEREST (10) (Sue-Ann Foley & Mrs John Magnier) J P O’Brien

9-2 D McDonogh 38
17 (4) 55 YOU OWE ME MONEY (94) (Richard Galway & Lorraine Foley &

Mrs John Harrington) Mrs J Harrington 9-2 Tom Madden 57
18 (15) 4 ZARA MAC (11) (Monabeg Investments Limited) M O’Callaghan 9-2

Leigh Roche 89
Betting: 15-8 Colfer Kay, 9-4 Elizabethan, 4 Semenya, 8 Golden Lyric, 10 Zara
Mac, 16 You Owe Me Money, Camdeboo, 25 Pallasmore Lass, Bosca Cheoil,
Elanora, Kompromat, 33 Others.

2.30 FORAN EQUINE IRISH EBF NURSERY HANDICAP (PLUS 10)
6f €18,000 2yo Only

1 (4) 343 WOOD RANGER (38) (Mrs Noelle Walsh) W McCreery 9-10
Nathan Crosse (5) 59

2 (10) 860 SLANTAMALL (39) (P*) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 9-
Kevin Manning 54

3 (7) 66525 BARRETSTOWN (22) (P*;BF) (Ladies First Syndicate) C O’Dwyer
9-5 Tom Madden 97

4 (3) 96184 DREAMS DELIVERED (16) (B;D) (Do Well Syndicate) D Bunyan 9-5
M P Sheehy (7) 101

5 (6) 0645 FINE DISTRACTION (27) (B,T*) (Do Well Syndicate) D Bunyan 9-5
Leigh Roche 54

6 (2) 98520 BROSNA EMPRESS (22) (P*) (Tony Kilduff) Mrs J Harrington 9-0
S Foley 92

7 (8) 3090 HELVIC PRINCESS (21) (Mrs Caroline Hendron & Mrs M Cahill &
J Muldoon) N Meade 8-12 CT Keane 88

8 (1) 86740 KINGWASP (22) (H) (R Slevin) N Slevin 8-7 A Farragher (7) 57
9 (5) 00034 VIVVANCE (11) (T;BF) (F O’Dwyer & G Loughnane & Mrs C Henley

& Mrs Sarah Nash) J Nash 8-6 C D Hayes★104
10 (9) 0505 ROCKIN JACK (11) (T) (Mrs Suzanne Fahey) J P Fahey 8-6

A J Slattery (3) 88
Betting: 3 Wood Ranger, 7-2 Barretstown, 5 Dreams Delivered, 7 Viv Vance, 8
Helvic Princess, Brosna Empress, 10 Slan Tamall, 14 Fine Distraction, 25
Others.

3.05 FORAN EQUINE IRISH EBF AUCTION RACE FINAL (PLUS 10)
7f €72,000 2yo Only

1 (4) 16613 VAFORTINO (15) (D2) (Venice Consulting S A & Gilberto Gambini)
J P O’Brien 9-11 D McDonogh 85

2 (11) 21463 SNAPRAETEREA (22) (D) (J P Farrell) J P O’Brien 9-5
Shane Crosse 96

3 (17) 631 BELLE IMAGE (22) (John Lavery) Ms Sheila Lavery 9-4
R Colgan 101

4 (2) 60205 EASTERNVOICE (26) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 9-3
Kevin Manning 92

5 (16) 01 ECLIPTICAL (53) (Vincent Gaul) G M Lyons 9-3 CT Keane 78
6 (3) 71760 THE BLUE PANTHER (16) (T*) (L Mulvany) Michael Mulvany 9-3

C D Hayes 87
7 (9) 65109 STAR IMAGE (21) (D) (Mrs Helen Mullins) Thomas Mullins 9-2

Leigh Roche 87
8 (1) 714 HUDDLE UP (22) (H*) (MT O’Donnell) W McCreery 9-1

Nathan Crosse 89
9 (13) 4227 PRAIRIE DANCER (23) (BF) (Sean Sweeney & Kieran O’Hare)

J P O’Brien 9-1 Mark Gallagher 84
10 (5) 6710 AMAZED BY GRACE (56) (Mrs Orla Murtagh) J P Murtagh 9-0

N G McCullagh 68
11 (14) 31577 DENSE STAR (7) (Annus Mirabilis Syndicate) J P O’Brien 9-0

TWhelan 94
12 (15) 35153 REVOLUTME (27) (JP Murtagh Racing) J P Murtagh 9-0

Ben Coen 115
13 (7) 32102 AMBER KITE (39) (D) (Sean Jones & David Spratt & Mrs Lynne

Lyons) G M Lyons 8-12 Gary Carroll 88
14 (10) 24 MY MINERVINA (22) (Peter Savill) Mrs J Harrington 8-12

S Foley 101
15 (12) 136 NO STOPPING HER (26) (D) (Garrett J Freyne) Jack W Davison

8-12 RWhelan 91
16 (18) 062 SUPERSHOCK (7) (John Lavery) Ms Sheila Lavery 8-12

Mark Enright 86
17 (8) 344 KAURI CLIFFS (5) (W O’Leary) J P O’Brien 9-7 RESERVE★124
18 (19) 68103 AVAGARDNER (22) (D) (J Lavery) S Lavery 9-2 RESERVE 90
19 (6) 2 COINS CROSS (31) (Stanley G Watson) Edward P Harty 8-13

RESERVE 69
Betting: 11-4 Snapraeterea, 6 Dense Star, 13-2 Vafortino, 10 Eastern Voice,
Belle Image, 12 Ecliptical, Prairie Dancer, 14 Huddle Up, 16 Others.

3.40 EBF GARNET STAKES (LISTED) (FILLIES & MARES)
1m €28,501 3yo plus

1 (16) 5-881 BEST ON STAGE (26) (P;D2) (Mrs Emma Kennedy) PTwomey
4-9-5 RWhelan 102

2 (9) 33481 SIMPLY A BREEZE (14) (D) (J Browne) J Feane 4-9-5 G M Ryan★114
3 (11) 83262 STORMY BELLE (11) (T) (P C Byrne) P A Fahy 6-9-5 K Manning 95
4 (2) 33755 A NEW DAWN (29) (C) (Scott C Heider) J P O’Brien 3-9-2

Shane Crosse 112
5 (4) 1-799 APRICOT MOON (23) (D) (A Oliver) A Oliver 3-9-2 G Carroll 103
6 (3) 22070 CELESTIAL OBJECT (26) (P) (Newtown Anner Stud Farm Ltd)

Mrs J Harrington 3-9-2 S Foley 106
7 (8) 75310 DARKEST (24) (B) (Mrs John Magnier & Michael Tabor & Derrick

Smith) A P O’Brien 3-9-2 M C Hussey 87
8 (10) 3-100 ELFIN QUEEN (35) (CD) (Derrick Smith & Mrs John Magnier &

Michael Tabor) A P O’Brien 3-9-2 P Beggy 102
9 (6) 152 ETNEYA (29) (D) (H H Aga Khan) D K Weld 3-9-2 Oisin Orr 108
10 (7) 50680 FAIRE CROIRE (29) (Ballylinch Stud) M O’Callaghan 3-9-2

Leigh Roche 102
11 (13) -0109 HOLY ROMAN EMPRESS (29) (Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith &

Mrs John Magnier) A P O’Brien 3-9-2 J A Heffernan 92
12 (14) 1 INSINUENDO (29) (DM Deegan) W McCreery 3-9-2 D McDonogh 87
13 (15) 2813 PARENT’S PRAYER (46) (Ecurie Ama ZingTeam) Archie Watson

(UK) 3-9-2 Ben Coen 109
14 (17) 89521 SALSA (10) (B;D) (Derrick Smith & Mrs John Magnier & Michael

Tabor) A P O’Brien 3-9-2 E J McNamara 90
15 (1) 6521 SECRET PULSE (21) (D) (D Glennane) G Keane 3-9-2 J J Doyle 97
16 (12) 32253 SOUL SEARCH (15) (B;C) (Newtown Anner Stud Farm Ltd) G M

Lyons 3-9-2 CT Keane 109
17 (5) -4120 TASALKA (23) (C) (H H Aga Khan) D K Weld 3-9-2 C D Hayes 101
Betting: 5-2 Etneya, 3 Soul Search, 6 A New Dawn, 8 Simply A Breeze, 10 Best
On Stage, Parent’s Prayer, 12 Tasalka, Insinuendo, 16 Others.

4.15 EBF BLUEBELL STAKES (LISTED) (FILLIES & MARES)
1m 4f €28,501 3yo plus

1 (13) 122 BARRINGTON COURT (21) (D) (John P McManus)
Mrs J Harrington 6-9-8 S Foley 110

2 (10) 67753 CERRO BAYO (29) (Godolphin) J S Bolger 4-9-8 K Manning 103
3 (1) 26173 MIGHTY BLUE (21) (H;D2) (Capel Street Syndicate) J P O’Brien

4-9-8 Shane Crosse 108
4 (2) 32644 SNAPRAECEPS (40) (J P Farrell) J P O’Brien 4-9-8

D McDonogh★112
5 (14) 22062 WILDERNESS (9) (D) (JP Murtagh Racing) J P Murtagh 5-9-8

Ben Coen 92
6 (7) 16765 ELIZABETHOFARAGON (21) (D) (Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith

& J Magnier & A M O’Brien) A P O’Brien 3-9-3 J A Heffernan 101
7 (11) 82637 ENNISTYMON (29) (BF) (Mrs E M Stockwell) A P O’Brien 3-9-3

P Beggy 110
8 (9) 421 LUGNAQUILLA (34) (D) (Mrs E M Stockwell) Donnacha O’Brien

3-9-3 G M Ryan 93
9 (8) 46316 OH SOTRUE (29) (Derrick Smith & Mrs John Magnier & Michael

Tabor) Donnacha O’Brien 3-9-3 RWhelan 90
10 (3) 23317 PROSE (21) (D) (Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith & Mrs John

Magnier) A P O’Brien 3-9-3 E J McNamara 90
11 (12) 43318 SAGRADA FAMILIA (26) (T) (Sun Bloodstock) J P O’Brien 3-9-3

G Halpin 97
12 (6) 26511 SHAMIYNA (14) (H) (H H Aga Khan) D K Weld 3-9-3 O Orr 95
13 (5) 73221 STARLIGHT DREAM (5) (Debbie Kelly) Matthew J Smith 3-9-3

Leigh Roche 88
14 (15) 52642 TASHI (17) (John Lavery) Ms Sheila Lavery 3-9-3 R Colgan 91
15 (4) -3464 YAXENI (56) (SBA Racing Limited) G M Lyons 3-9-3 CT Keane 107
Betting: 4 Barrington Court, 5 Ennistymon, 6 Mighty Blue, Yaxeni, 8
Elizabethofaragon, Snapraeceps, 12 Prose, Shamiyna, 14 Others.

4.50 NAAS RACECOURSE HANDICAP
1m 2f €9,300 3yo plus

1 (2) 1-233 DANCE JUPITER (8) (BF) (Mrs C C Regalado-Gonzalez)
J P O’Brien 4-10-0 D McMonagle (5) 94

2 (5) 31116 SHEER BRAVADO (8) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 3-9-6
Kevin Manning 90

3 (10) 05271 IDEAL PAL (24) (T;D) (L Mulvany) M Mulvany 4-9-4 D McDonogh 93
4 (9) 1 BLACKPOINT (37) (ForThe Love Of It Syndicate) J E Kiely 4-9-3

LT McAteer (5) 79
5 (3) 54008 MAGNETIC NORTH (17) (P*;D2) (Ms Sheila Lavery) Ms Sheila

Lavery 5-9-0 R Colgan★100
6 (12) 15971 SIMPLYTRUE (14) (P;CD) (J P Ledwidge) A Oliver 3-9-0

Sam Ewing (7) 91
7 (6) 80731 MEMYSELFANDMOI (11) (T) (Rugby & Racing Syndicate)

J P O’Brien 4-8-13 M P Sheehy (7) 94
8 (7) 47-31 EBONY MAW (38) (D) (Sean Jones & David Spratt & Mrs Lynne

Lyons) G M Lyons 3-8-12 CT Keane 95
9 (1) 11-52 YAFORDADOE (J27) (P) (Yafordadoe Racing Syndicate) G Cromwell

4-8-10 S Foley 95
10 (8) 0-806 AARED (94) (CD) (Hamdan Al Maktoum) Kevin Prendergast 8-8-9

C D Hayes 95
11 (4) 81768 MCCABE (9) (P,T) (Mrs J S Bolger & D Bernie) J S Bolger 3-8-9

Rory Cleary 92
12 (11) 83640 DEFILADE (9) (Thomas J Farrell) J Feane 4-8-6 Leigh Roche 90
Betting: 4 Dance Jupiter, 11-2 Ebony Maw, 6 Yafordadoe, Blackpoint, 8
Memyselfandmoi, Ideal Pal, 10 Simply True, Sheer Bravado, 14 Others.

5.20 NAAS HANDICAP (45-70)
1m 2f €6,000 3yo Only

1 (5) 47161 SCHOLASTIC (J5) (Annus Mirabilis Syndicate) J P O’Brien 10-2
M P Sheehy (7) 64

2 (7) 6350 AWKWAFINA (16) (P*) (L JYoung) J W Davison 10-1 G M Ryan (3) 71
3 (4) 00011 NA CAITHTOBAC (11) (D) (Miss A Carney) P W Flynn 10-1

LT McAteer (5) 65
4 (11) 20932 WATERVILLE LADY (5) (Miss Kate Harrington) Mrs J Harrington

10-0 S Foley 60
5 (6) 998 MISS DAINGERFIELD (67) (F Hutchinson & J O’Kelly & K

Cunningham & C Roberts) H De Bromhead 9-12 CT Keane 57
6 (3) 04208 SIENNA LADY (30) (P*;BF) (M J Enright) M Halford 9-10

RWhelan 52
7 (2) 00042 POSTER CHILD (5) (P) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 9-8

Kevin Manning ★81
8 (1) 03637 BRILLIANT QUESTION (10) (T) (Question Mark Syndicate)

Ms Sheila Lavery 9-7 R Colgan 62
9 (10) 04976 EXTENSIO (7) (Mrs U O’Donnell) P F O’Donnell 9-7 R Coakley 67
10 (8) 0-879 LIZZIES SONG (33) (H Mullins) T Mullins 9-4 Ben Coen (3) 64
11 (9) 42282 PIKAIA (8) (Mrs Denise Foster) D Foster 9-4 Mark Enright 67
Betting: 11-4 Scholastic, 7-2 Poster Child, 5 Na Caith Tobac, 6 Waterville Lady,
10 Miss Daingerfield, Pikaia, 12 Sienna Lady, Awkwafina, 20 Others.

1.35 EBF AUCTION MAIDEN HURDLE
2m 4f €11,999 4yo plus

1 11-13 BREAKEVEN (41) (D) (Mrs Rita Byrne) Thomas Mullins 5-12-0
D J Mullins —

2 6-23 KNOCKMOYLAN (22) (T) (Mrs Catherine Holden) Miss Ellmarie
Holden 5-12-0 Rachael Blackmore —

3 81-4 SONG OF EARTH (27) (K Leavy & M P Hackett & A Hanway & Ms
M Mullins) Ms M Mullins 5-12-0 P Townend 83

4 8748- WHERETHEWINDSBLOW (253) (T*) (J Barrett & P Myerscough
& S Barrett) Mrs J Harrington 5-12-0 P D Kennedy 105

5 36-P7 CABIN HILL (9) (John McConnell Racing Club) J McConnell
7-11-10 B Hayes 109

6 42F32 FEST DEIZ (15) (Kieran Purcell) K Purcell 5-11-10 D Meyler 119
7 9-0 ONTHEFORTY (11) (P J Cahill) M A Cahill 5-11-10 D P Holden (7) —
8 GANDY MAN (T*) (R A Scott) M F Morris 4-11-9 P T Enright —
9 MARCO ROCK (Rebel Cause Partnership) E O’sullivan 4-11-7

J J Slevin —
10 DYLANS DELIGHT (C Howes) P W Flynn 4-11-5E G Kelly (7) —
11 3-398 GENERAL CLERMONT (8) (Donal Barnwell) D E Fitzgerald 4-11-5

Mr D Kiely (7)★121
12 9 COOLINE BLUEBELL (87) (Denis Goold) Paul O’Flynn 5-11-3

G B Noonan (7) 18
13 9-632 FAMILY BUSINESS (37) (H) (Donal Coffey) D Coffey 6-11-3

C P McNamara (5) 98
14 0/3P- WILD RUMOUR (352) (T A Bruton) L Fowler 8-11-3 C J Orr (5) —
15 8-6 ITS ALL GRACE (57) (P McCarthy) J J Walsh 4-10-12

C A Landers (5) 101
Betting: 5-2 Fest Deiz, 4 Family Business, Breakeven, 5 Song Of Earth, 8
Knockmoylan, 12 Cabin Hill, 14 Wild Rumour, 16 Wherethewindsblow, 20
Others.

SUMMARY: BREAKEVEN might be able to take this on his first try over flights.
A dual point-to-point winner for Denis Murphy, the son of Scorpion won a bumper
on his debut for current connections at Tipperary in August. He was since beaten
into third at Galway, but can be forgiven for that, with the front-running winner
getting away on the field from early. Paul Townend is a positive jockey booking on
fellow bumper winner Song Of Earth. Fourth on his hurdling debut at Listowel, the
son of Mahler should come on plenty for that experience. Fest Deiz has some solid
efforts to his name and has definite claims, while others of interest here are the
Ellmarie Holden trainedKnockmoylan and Kilbeggan runner-up Family Business.

2.07 I.N.H.STALLION OWNERS EBF NOVICE HURDLE
3m €9,300 4yo plus

1 -7123 FRIARY ROCK (13) (B) (Michael O’Flynn & John F O’Flynn) M F
Morris 5-11-12 P T Enright 126

2 22-1 GET RICH DIE PLYIN (39) (T) (Apollo Horse Racing Syndicate/
Gary Hassall) G Elliott 5-11-12 C J Orr (5) 132

3 14 JACKSONS GOLD (22) (Stephen M Curran) Ms Alice Curran
6-11-12 I J Power 125

4 24-12 WEST CORKWILDWAY (25) (D2) (Fernhill Tower Syndicate)
Paul O’Flynn 6-11-12 G B Noonan (7) 126

5 1-232 COOLBANE BOY (23) (William D MacDonald) W J Burke 5-11-6
D J O’Keeffe 127

6 6U311 STREETS OF DOYEN (15) (D2) (Ms Caroline Ahearn) J McConnell
6-11-6 S D Torrens (5)★145

7 4P LEAD LIGHT TO DAWN (14) (Cathal McDaid) D E Fitzgerald
4-11-0 Gavin Peter Brouder (7) 26

2019: Zola 5 11 3, Paul Townend 15-8 (W P Mullins), 5 ran.
Betting: 11-8 Get Rich Die Plyin, 5-2 Streets Of Doyen, 7-2 West Cork Wildway,
13-2 Coolbane Boy, 10 Friary Rock, 14 Jacksons Gold, 100 Lead Light To Dawn.

SUMMARY: The progressive Streets Of Doyen bids to complete a hat-trick here
after wins at Roscommon and Gowran respectively. The John McConnell trained
six-year-old has really got his act together since stepping up in trip and it’ll come
as no surprise if he manages to take this. GET RICH DIE PLYIN impressed on his
first try over flights at Punchestown last month and he looks the one to beat. In
what was probably a weak contest, the son of Beat Hollow came home fifteen
lengths clear and looks open to further progress. Coolbane Boy should have won
at Listowel last month and he is likely to appreciate this step-up in trip to three
miles.A case can also be made forWest CorkWildway,Friary Rock and Jacksons
Gold, with Lead Light To Dawn the only one that can be safely ruled out.

2.42 HANDICAP HURDLE (80-109)
3m €6,600 4yo plus

1 0-763 ABYSSINIAN (14) (B,T) (John P McManus) J R Barry 6-12-0
S D Torrens (5) 110

2 1/59- OWL CREEK BRIDGE (371) (BF,D) (Patrick Mullen & Denis Gould
& B Collins) E McNamara 7-11-10 R Treacy (3) —

3 /3P-2 SILVER PLANEUR (88) (D) (Rathkeale House Syndicate)
E McNamara 8-11-10 C P McNamara (5) 115

4 00-1P WALK ME HOME (37) (P;BF,D) (John P McManus) G Cromwell
5-11-9 M PWalsh 113

5 36P76 FINDING JOY (14) (P) (A Archdeacon & A Hourigan Partnership)
M Hourigan 6-11-8 Jordan Canavan (7) 107

6 50P1P TWILIGHT GIRL (39) (D) (Michael B Moore) Peter Fahey 7-11-8
K Sexton 112

7 -6312 WHATSYOURSTATUS (17) (T) (Gearoid O’Loughlin) G O’Loughlin
7-11-8 SW Flanagan 73

8 76-44 BALLYADAM DESTINY (22) (B,T*) (William Horgan) T O’Brien
6-11-5 Rachael Blackmore 105

9 3UP9- SOI COWBOY (253) (D) (A Killoran & Damien Casey) P W Flynn
8-11-3 K M Donoghue 96

10 47760 LESSOFDNEGATIVITY (14) (Michael Fay & Henry Lappin) A J
McNamara 7-11-2 D J O’Keeffe 109

11 5664- QUARRY REBEL (208) (Thomas O’Flynn) Paul O’Flynn 7-10-12
G B Noonan (7)★124

12 P-089 TIME TO BITE (23) (Gerard John Murphy) L J Archdeacon 5-10-10
P T Enright 106

13 57-30 WAR EAGLE (5) (V) (Peter Keogh) P F O’Donnell 4-10-10
D J McInerney 105

14 145-2 HIGHEST BENEFIT (13) (D) (W J Austin) W J Austin 11-10-9
T Ryan (5) 111

15 0PP0- JUST ANOTHER LADY (229) (T) (Chasers & Pints Syndicate)
V T O’Brien 7-10-0 RESERVE 100

2019: Flooring Porter 4 11 4, Jonathan Moore 4-1 Fav (G Cromwell), 14 ran.
Betting: 4 Silver Planeur, 5 Ballyadam Destiny, 6 Abyssinian, 13-2
Whatsyourstatus, Walk Me Home, 8 Highest Benefit, 14 Owl Creek Bridge,
Twilight Girl, Soi Cowboy, 16 Others.

SUMMARY: Soi Cowboy has joined Paul Flynn and the County Longford-trained
contender, a point-to-point winner at the start of his career, needs to be monitored
in the market.The Central Park gelding makes his handicap debut, and this string
has been profitable to follow in recent times. Owner J P McManus and trainer Eric
McNamara both have dual representation, but in truth WHATSYOURSTATUS is
difficult to look beyond off this hurdling mark. His conqueror at Clonmel,
Aforementioned, put the form up in lights with his Munster National success at
Limerick last Sunday.

CORK SUNDAY (Racing TV) Going: Good

TOMMY LYONS NEXT BEST
1.35 BREAKEVEN KNOCKMOYLAN
2.07 STREETS OF DOYEN COOLBANE BOY
2.42 WHATSYOURSTATUS (NB) BALLYADAM DESTINY
3.17 HALSAFARI SMITHSCORNER
3.52 LIGHTSIDER STORM FLIGHT
4.27 COKO BEACH FOXY JACKS
5.00 DAKOTA MOIRETTE ARTICULUM
5.30 COSTALOTMORE MAHLERS DOLLAR

TOMMY LYONS NEXT BEST
1.25 COULTHARD YULONG DE LEGEND
1.55 GOLDEN LYRIC CAMDEBOO
2.30 WOOD RANGER HELVIC PRINCESS
3.05 SNAPRAETEREA BELLE IMAGE
3.40 ETNEYA SOUL SEARCH
4.15 BARRINGTON COURT MIGHTY BLUE
4.50 BLACKPOINT DANCE JUPITER
5.20 POSTER CHILD (NAP) SCHOLASTIC

3.17 MALLOW HANDICAP HURDLE
2m 3f €6,600 4yo plus

1 55-06 HALSAFARI (7) (D) (John P Bowe) M Bowe 7-11-10 B Hayes★122
2 4-030 BUTTONS AND BOWS (F29) (C) (John P McManus) P J Flynn

6-11-8 M PWalsh 120
3 -8672 ROOM TO ROAM (11) (B) (Adders Partnership) J McConnell 6-11-7

Rachael Blackmore 115
4 -0101 GOTTHENOD (18) (D) (T J Ward) D Love 6-11-6 S D Torrens (5) 110
5 13334 KNOCK ON STEEL (19) (C) (Richard Eustace) B Jordan 7-11-5

Mr T Power Roche (7) 121
6 21164 SMITHSCORNER (27) (T;BF,CD) (Charles Duggan) Michael G

Kennedy 9-11-0 C J Orr (5) 116
7 -5156 POUR SIOUX (F17) (C) (Shushan Syndicate) Miss H McLoughlin

4-10-7 D O’Regan 110
8 8507 ELITE TROOPER GREY (31) (B*) (Francis Mangan) G Elliott

4-10-5 K Sexton 109
9 76634 WILD DESIRE (18) (Ratpack Partnership) Paul Nolan 7-9-12

AdamWilliams (7) 122
Betting: 9-4 Elite Trooper Grey, 4 Gotthenod, 9-2 Room To Roam, 5
Smithscorner, 7 Knock On Steel, 8 Buttons And Bows, 12 Others.

3.52 FERMOY HANDICAP HURDLE (80-95)
2m 3f €5,400 4yo plus

1 63R49 COOSAN CLOVER (28) (P) (Dunk Again Syndicate) J J Hanlon
5-12-0 B J Cooper 102

2 -7253 STORM FLIGHT (8) (T) (Scousers Syndicate) C O’Dwyer 6-11-13
C J Orr (5) 100

3 8/08- PUNTERS POET (F111) (T) (Poetic Ten Syndicate) Matthew J
Smith 5-11-10 K M Donoghue —

4 685-0 FINTOWN BOY (63) (H) (R Stack) J M Lee 10-11-9P T Enright 21
5 6769 NATCH (9) (B,T) (The Back Gate Partnership) J McConnell 5-11-8

S D Torrens (5) 98
6 P-950 COOLE ARCADE (8) (Donal Doyle) J Clifford 6-11-6 B Hayes 90
7 -83C3 SHEDDING (3) (BF) (Simply The Best Syndicate) W J Burke 6-11-6

Jordan Canavan (7) 96
8 80-09 BARTLEYS BOY (17) (P Halligan) T Doyle 6-11-5 R Treacy (3) 73
9 -F555 STORMY MASTER (23) (P;BF) (Liam Hackett) R Hackett 6-11-5

D J O’Keeffe★106
10 -0774 LIGHTSIDER (17) (B;BF) (P Roche) P Roche 4-11-4 M PWalsh 96
11 635P9 STADIUS (13) (P) (Peadars Friends Partnership) S M Duffy 7-11-3

T Brett (7) 102
12 64655 I’M ON SNAP (20) (Neill McCluskey) Neill McCluskey 6-11-

C A Landers (5) 101
13 00-00 OTZI (14) (H Lappin) A J McNamara 6-11-2 B Browne (3) 59
14 00-76 NATURAL BREEZE (23) (J J Leckey) P J Rothwell 5-11-1

AW Short 75
15 70-P4 THE DIARY KEEPER (8) (T) (Miss Sheila Ahern) Sean Aherne

8-11-0 Gavin Peter Brouder (7) 92
16 23227 RAILWAY MUICE (13) (B,T) (Make Pigs Fly Syndicate) P W Flynn

7-10-13 Eoin G Kelly (7) —
17 04650 OLD TOWN ROAD (4) (H) (M Harty) S J Harty 7-11-9 RESERVE 93
18 0-P07 DARING DECREE (3) (H,T) (M P Hogan) N Lee 7-10-13 RESERVE 84
Betting: 3 Lightsider, 4 Shedding, 5 Storm Flight, 8 Railway Muice, 10 Coosan
Clover, Stormy Master,The Diary Keeper, 14 Stadius, I’m On Snap, 16 Others.

4.27 IRISH STALLION FARMS EBF BEGINNERS CHASE
2m 4f €9,300 4yo plus

1 2F09- COKO BEACH (221) (P) (Gigginstown House Stud) G Elliott 5-12-0
K M Donoghue —

2 856U7 CORAL BLUE (6) (T) (J M Keogh) S M Duffy 5-12-0 I J Power★105
3 20-67 DAYBREAK BOY (14) (P;D) (John Patrick Byrne) H De Bromhead

7-12-0 Rachael Blackmore 65
4 219-U FOXY JACKS (7) (D) (D F Desmond) M F Morris 6-12-0

P T Enright —
5 P-P0 MASTER OF DE STYLE (8) (T) (Donal Barnwell) D E Fitzgerald

5-12-0 G B Noonan (7) —
6 FP-8F THE INBETWEEN (15) (J Buttle) R P Rath 6-12-0 J J Slevin 80
Betting: 4-6 Coko Beach, 3 Daybreak Boy, 7-2 Foxy Jacks, 25 Coral Blue, 66
The Inbetween, Master Of De Style.

5.00 COOPSUPERSTORES.IE HANDICAP CHASE (GRADE B)
2m 2f €24,000 4yo plus

1 FUF2- ARTICULUM (238) (T;BF,C) (Martin McDonagh & Paul G Murphy
& M J Nixon) T O’Brien 10-11-10 SW Flanagan 155

2 83-08 US AND THEM (57) (B,T;C) (Burnham Plastering & Dry Lining
Limited) J P O’Brien 7-11-7 J J Slevin 163

3 83332 ORNUA (28) (John J Phelan & Syed Momin) H De Bromhead
9-11-5 Dylan Robinson (3) 161

4 218-5 LAKEMILAN (F14) (H;CD) (D Wilson) T O’Brien 8-11-0 S D Torrens (5) —
5 10-56 JAN MAAT (81) (Gigginstown House Stud) H De Bromhead 7-10-11

M P O’Connor (7) 159
6 8-14P QUAMINO (40) (T) (Manverton) P Nolan 7-10-10 B J Cooper 151
7 111/2 ABBEY MAGIC (44) (D) (Mrs D Halley) H De Bromhead 9-10-9

Rachael Blackmore 151
8 393-7 DEBUCHET (42) (Force Eight Syndicate) Ms Margaret Mullins

7-10-7 P Townend★163
9 1/8P- TIMOTEO (328) (Middleham Park Racing Ireland) G Elliott 7-10-4

C J Orr (5) —
10 67P-0 LIGHT THAT (14) (T;C) (Flyers Syndicate) Mrs J Harrington 8-10-3

P D Kennedy —
11 -5723 LEVER DU SOLEIL (F8) (BF) (Sunrise Partnership) G Cromwell

5-9-12 C P McNamara (5) 158
12 424-2 DAKOTA MOIRETTE (19) (P) (Gigginstown House Stud) G Elliott

7-9-12 Gavin Peter Brouder (7) 157
Betting: 3 Abbey Magic, 6 Quamino, Ornua, 8 Lakemilan, Articulum, Lever Du
Soleil, Timoteo, 10 Jan Maat, Dakota Moirette, 14 Others.

5.30 CORK (PRO/AM) FLAT RACE
2m 3f €6,000 4yo to 7yo

1 112/1 COSTALOTMORE (25) (H*) (Desmond Ellard) R P O’Keeffe 6-12-2
Mr T Power Roche (7) 114

2 5221- ON EAGLESWINGS (217) (T Hyde) T E Hyde 6-12-2 D T Hyde (7) 111
3 0/5 ARCHIES CHARM (29) (David Aiken) B Hamilton 5-11-9

Mr N McParlan (3) 62
4 224P- ELUSIVE STAR (208) (Mrs Michael Hourigan) M Hourigan 6-11-9

Mr PW Mullins 95
5 -3522 MAHLERS DOLLAR (25) (TerenceOBrien Racing Club) T O’Brien

6-11-9 Mr D Allen (7)★123
6 6 MOUNT CALLAN (25) (Mrs Anne McMahon & J A McCarthy)

Brian M McMahon 5-11-9 Mr E Mahon (7) 64
7 P0- SOLE TRADER (280) (Ms Gemma O’Mahoney) David Kelly 5-11-9

Mr T Feeney (7) —
8 245- TORYGRAPH (218) (Gigginstown House Stud) G Elliott 5-11-9

J RWildman (7) 94
9 ANOTHER BLUE (Mrs N P Conneely & T J Ashe) T Hogan 4-11-5

Mr D Crean (7) —
10 6- NANCY MILES (269) (T Donohue) T Donohue 4-11-5

R J Condon (7) 76
11 6 HAVEUSEENTHERAIN (18) (S G Walsh) S G Walsh 5-11-2

D P Holden (7) 83
12 4080 THAT’S LIFEBUOY (23) (Mrs C B Walsh) J P Ryan 5-11-2

Mr F Maguire 109
13 P- GAELIC FORCE (246) (Southnorth Syndicate) J McConnell 4-10-12

C DWalsh (7) —
Betting: 6-4 On Eagles Wings, 15-8 Costalotmore, 8 Mahlers Dollar,Torygraph,
10 Archies Charm, 16 Elusive Star, Another Blue, 25 That’s Lifebuoy, 33 Others.
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FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
4.55 LAURENTIA ROGUETIDE
5.30 COME ON LINDA STRONG STEPS
6.00 ZAGATO ZAGATO
6.30 MIZEN MASTER HUGOIGO
7.00 KNOCKABOUT QUEEN A GO GO
7.30 MELODIC CHARM POETS DANCE
8.00 MOVING LIGHT MOVING LIGHT
8.30 SATONO JAPAN TAQAREER

FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
2.11 ALPHA CARINAE ALPHA CARINAE
2.46 HOOPER COPPERLESS
3.21 FLASHING GLANCE PALLADIUM
3.56 PIC D’ORHY PIC D’ORHY
4.31 FIDUX RED RISK
5.06 COBY NINE VEILED SECRET
5.36 KISS MY FACE KISS MY FACE

FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
2.00 THETHIN BLUE LINE THETHIN BLUE LINE
2.35 AYR EMPRESS HAVEN LADY
3.10 PADDY POWER PADDY POWER
3.45 BROKEN SPEAR COUNT D’ORSAY
4.20 GLENTIES JE SUIS CHARLIE
4.50 SHAWAAMEKH SHAWAAMEKH
5.25 JUSTIFIED JUSTIFIED

MARKET RASEN (Racing TV) Going: Good

2.11 MARES’NOVICES’HURDLE (GBB RACE)
2m 5f €4,447 4yo plus

1 11-1 ALPHA CARINAE (24) Olly Murphy 5-11-4 A Coleman 109
2 6-152 DAME DE RUBAN (89) P Kirby 5-11-4 T Dowson★127
3 /F7-2 AGGYWITH IT (21) (C) D Skelton 6-10-12 H Skelton 124
4 3533- BOURBON BEAUTY (217)A Hales 5-10-12 KielanWoods —
5 93 SERENISA (27) (T) J Snowden 4-10-12 Jonjo O’Neill Jr. —
Betting: 5-4 Alpha Carinae, 9-4 Aggy With It, 5 Dame De Ruban, 7
Bourbon Beauty, 16 Serenisa.

SUMMARY: ALPHA CARINAE made it two from two under Rules on
her hurdles debut at Perth last month, with the step up in trip and wind
surgery bringing about improvement in Olly Murphy’s five-year-old. The
point-to-point winner looks to continue on her upward curve here, ridden
for the first time by the yard’s new retained jockeyAidan Coleman.Aggy
With It,who was a bumper winner here last year,made a pleasing return
to the Lincolnshire venue when second over two miles here last time, and
is interesting now upped in distance for a yard amongst the winners this
week. Dame De Ruban completes the shortlist on her first outing for
Philip Kirby.

2.46 MAIDEN HURDLE (GBB RACE)
2m 1f €4,447 4yo plus

1 270-5 BLACKABBEY (27) HWhittington 4-10-12 D Jacob★134
2 3-2 COPPERLESS (23) Olly Murphy 5-10-12 A Coleman 101
3 7 GEOMATRICIAN (17) Olly Murphy 4-10-12 D England —
4 6-1 HOOPER (42) N Henderson 4-10-12 N De Boinville —
5 322U LE BOULEVARDIER (15) (B*) O Sherwood 4-10-12 J J Burke —
6 9/7 NEWMOON (22) (T)Tom Lacey 6-10-12 S Sheppard 67
7 6193- PENNINE CROSS (227) P Kirby 5-10-12 T Dowson —

2019: Flow Away 5 10 5, Gavin Sheehan 9-2 (A Hales), 8 ran.
Betting: 6-4 Hooper, 7-4 Copperless, 7 Le Boulevardier, BlackAbbey, 14
Pennine Cross, 25 New Moon, 33 Geomatrician.

SUMMARY:HOOPER caught the eye when making a winning return to the
track in a Stratford bumper last month and Nicky Henderson’s four-year-old
looks one to keep onside as he tackles obstacles for the first time.He thrived
following wind surgery on that occasion, putting the race to bed in clinical
fashion at the business end. Copperless is the clear pick of Olly Murphy’s
pair and finished second on his hurdles bow at Perth,whileLeBoulevardier
only got as far as the first on his first taste of timber, but is now tried in
blinkers and was a consistent performer in bumpers before that.

3.21 MANSIONBET HANDICAP HURDLE
2m 5f €11,501 4yo plus

1 7/20- DREAM BERRY (219) (T;C2) J O’Neill 9-11-12 K Brogan (7) 121
2 211P- PALLADIUM (220) (BF) N Henderson 4-11-11N De Boinville 140
3 3112- DRUMCONNOR LAD (217)A Keatley 10-11-9 T Gillard (7) —
4 4-12P BALLYHOME (38) (CD2) F O’Brien 9-11-9 C Brace (3) 143
5 5P-21 FLASHING GLANCE (38)Tom Lacey 7-11-9 S Sheppard★150
6 3450- FLEUR IRLANDAISE (F27) (D) N Littmoden 5-11-6J Quinlan 143
7 240-2 MIDNIGHTS’GIFT (18)A King 4-11-4 T Cannon 148
8 93FP- KINGOFTHECOTSWOLDS (296) NTwiston-Davies 6-11-1

STwiston-Davies —
9 1065- FRANSHAM (259) Mrs P Sly 6-11-0 KielanWoods 140
Betting: 3 Flashing Glance, 7-2 Palladium, 11-2 Midnights’ Gift, 6
Drumconnor Lad, Ballyhome, 10 Dream Berry, 12 Others.

3.56 MANSIONBET NOVICES’CHASE (GBB RACE)
2m 1f €8,281 4yo plus

1 4840- LE PATRIOTE (221) (P) R Newland 8-11-2 STwiston-Davies★143
2 21F1- NOTRE PARI (237) Olly Murphy 6-11-2 A Coleman —
3 /F61- PIC D’ORHY (252) (T) P Nicholls 5-11-2 H Cobden —
4 7/13- TOTTERDOWN (287) F O’Brien 9-11-2 P Brennan —

2019: RougeVif 5 11 2, Gavin Sheehan 2-1 (H Whittington), 5 ran.
Betting: 11-10 Pic D’Orhy, 5-2 Le Patriote, 4 Notre Pari, 7Totterdown.

4.31 MANSIONBET HANDICAP CHASE (GBB RACE)
2m 5f €26,576 4yo plus

1 9131- RED RISK (233) P Nicholls 5-11-12 H Cobden 151
2 5327- LOUIS’VAC POUCH (219) (CD) P Kirby 8-11-10 T Dowson 152
3 P-224 FIDUX (42)A King 7-11-6 T Bellamy★154
4 76-65 MELLOW BEN (15) C Gordon 7-11-3 T Cannon 146
5 9537/ BEGGAR’SWISHES (554) (B,T;CD) P Bowen 9-11-2 S Bowen —
6 2514- RAVENHILL ROAD (266) (C) Mrs S Smith 9-11-1 D Cook 149
7 1447- ROSE SEA HAS (232) (H) Dr R Newland 5-10-11 C Hammond (3) 140
8 433-5 LUCKOFTHEDRAW (21) (CD) NTwiston-Davies 7-10-11 STwiston-Davies 152
9 0P55- ASHOKA (267) (T) D Skelton 8-10-10 H Skelton 135
10 118-1 COURTMASTER (16) M Scudamore 7-10-6 B J Powell 146
Betting: 5-2 Red Risk, 5 Court Master, 6 Ravenhill Road,Fidux, 8 Others

5.06 NOVICES’HANDICAP CHASE
2m 3f €3,527 4yo plus

1 748-2 TORQUAY (108) R G Hawker 7-11-12 Robert Dunne 108
2 22-25 COBY NINE (2) (BF) D Bridgwater 7-11-11 Doubtful 102
3 878-F IMPERIALACOLYTE (39) NTwiston-Davies 6-11-10 STwiston-Davies —
4 2-3P3 GOINGMOBILE (17) (T) Sam England 5-11-3 J England 112
5 9P60- WRITTENINTHESAND (270)T R George 6-11-1 J J Burke —
6 9PPF- LOUGH LEGEND (221) Mrs S Smith 6-11-0 D Cook —
7 6-43U VEILED SECRET (25) (P,T;BF)T Symonds 6-11-0B Hughes★115
8 03-54 DE BARLEY BASKET (50) (T) B Pauling 7-11-0 D Jacob —
9 6326- WYEAYE (230) (H) P Kirby 5-10-12 CMcCormack (3) —
10 362P- GLORIOUS BORU (223) Z Davison 9-10-11 WFeatherstone 110
11 690-8 DONTTELLTHEWIFE (22) Mrs C Bailey 6-10-8 S Bowen —
12 332-4 HURRICANEVIC (53) (B) RArmson 10-10-3 PArmson (7) 111
13 7036/ WAHWONAISA (631) D Bridgwater 8-10-2 B J Powell —
14 8-657 FOR LUCK (45) (P) B Pauling 5-10-0 C Deutsch —
Betting: 4 Going Mobile, 5Veiled Secret, 11-2 Imperial Acolyte, 7 Others.

5.36 STANDARD OPEN NH FLAT RACE (GBB RACE)
1m 5f €2,683 3yo Only

1 HEARME OUT K Dalgleish 10-12 B Hughes —
2 8 HOMEGROWNALLIGATOR (17) J Ryan 10-12 MKendrick (3) —
3 HORIZON BLEU M Scudamore 10-12 B J Powell —
4 KISS MY FACE B Ellison 10-12 D Cook —
5 OUTTHE GATE J Butler 10-12 H Cobden —
6 SHIELD OF HONOUR N Littmoden 10-12 MDunne (7) —
7 BELLA GLENEAGLESW G Harrison 10-5DMcMenamin (3) —
8 7 BREADCRUMBS (17) (P,T) I Furtado 10-5 H Brooke —
9 COUNTESS REACH Miss G Kelleway 10-5 E Edge (7) —
10 ELYSEES DREAM J L Eyre 10-5 T Cannon —
11 5 FLAMINGO ROSE (17) (H)A Carson 10-5 G Carson (7) —
12 P HUNGRY HELEN HIPPO (17)AWhillans 10-5 C Bewley —
13 HUNTER’S DAWN MissAmy Murphy 10-5 J Quinlan —
14 INMEMORYOFMILLY M Mullineaux 10-5 S Quinlan —
15 MON RAY P Bowen 10-5 S Bowen —
Betting: 4 Hear Me Out, 11-2 Kiss My Face, 6 OutThe Gate, 8 Flamingo
Rose, Hunter’s Dawn, 10 Elysees Dream, 12 Mon Ray, Countess Reach,
14 Others.

WOLVERHAMPTON (Sky Sports Racing) Going: StandardCATTERICK (Racing TV) Going: Heavy-soft in places

4.55 HANDICAP (DIV 1)
1m 1f €3,283 3yo plus

1 (4) 07921 ROGUETIDE (10) (P) M Loughnane 3-10-0 E Greatrex 52
2 (5) 06800 MERWEB (18) R Harris 5-9-12 R Kingscote 47
3 (2) 51011 LAURENTIA (12) (CD) D Ivory 4-9-10 Sophie Ralston (5) 64
4 (10)56949 MONAADHIL (7) Mrs R Carr 6-9-9 JP Sullivan 52
5 (7) 75082 REPONSE EXACTE (7) J Mackie 4-9-7

T Hammer Hansen (3) ★73
6 (3) 29726 BERKSHIRE PHILLY (4) (P)A Balding 3-9-5 WCarver (5) 67
7 (6) 89525 GREEK OASIS (17) CWall 3-9-4 J Mitchell 63
8 (9) 5487 SMART CONNECTION (14) L McJannet 3-9-2 K O’Neill 55
9 (1) 86988 PURPLE PADDY (17) J Fox 5-9-0 L Keniry 60
10 (11)97306 DISEY’S EDGE (19) (P) C Mason 4-8-10 WCox (3) —
11 (8) 0-057 TELLOVOI (25) (P;C) R C Guest 12-8-10 AVilliers (5) 51
Betting: 15-8 Rogue Tide, 7-2 Laurentia, 7 Reponse Exacte, 8 Greek
Oasis, Berkshire Philly, 14 Monaadhil, Smart Connection, 20 Others.

5.30 HANDICAP (DIV 2)
1m 1f €3,283 3yo plus

1 (4) 20950 AL OZZDI (25) (C) Roger Fell 5-9-12 JP Sullivan ★72
2 (2) -0762 WHATWOULDYOUKNOW (12) (CD3) R C Guest 5-9-11

AVilliers (5) 55
3 (3) 50853 STRONG STEPS (9) (P) J Goldie 8-9-9 L Edmunds 63
4 (1) 56369 BAASHIQ (24) (P;CD)Ali Stronge 6-9-8 C Bishop 68
5 (6) 81140 RECUERDAME (16) (P*;CD) S Dow 4-9-6 LMorris 64
6 (10)12900 GRANDSTAND (12) (V) R J Price 4-9-4 D E Hogan (3) 37
7 (7) 45-68 PERFECT OUTING (19) C Cox 3-9-2 H Crouch 63
8 (9) 30452 COME ON LINDA (19) MW Easterby 3-9-2 H Shaw (3) 62
9 (8) 56-00 RAIN CAP (35) (H*) J Riches 3-8-12 Ellie Mackenzie (7) 15
10 (5) 75087 NEW LOOK (19) (B) LWilliamson 5-8-10 B Robinson 50
Betting: 11-4 Whatwouldyouknow, 3 Come On Linda, 4 Strong Steps, 7
Recuerdame, 8 Baashiq, 12 Al Ozzdi, 14 Perfect Outing, 20 Others.

6.00 VISIT ATTHERACES.COM NOVICE STAKES
1m 1f €4,046 2yo Only

1 (8) 0 BRANSTON DANCER (23) M Johnston 9-5 P J McDonald —
2 (7) 9 CASTLEBAR (31) CAppleby 9-5 B Doyle —
3 (10) FOLKMAGIC (T*) CAppleby 9-5 MHarley —
4 (5) 5 KAYFASTWARRIOR (34)T Dascombe 9-5 R Kingscote ★2
5 (9) 38 MICKYDEE (16) R Hannon 9-5 Rossa Ryan —
6 (3) 5 MILITARYMAN (22) RVarian 9-5 J Mitchell —
7 (4) MUSTAZEED S & E Crisford 9-5 C Bishop —
8 (11) 3 NOMAN (23) H Palmer 9-5 C Shepherd —
9 (2) 7 SEA CROSSING (28) James Ferguson 9-5 DMuscutt —
10 (13) TEOFILO STAR James Ferguson 9-5 Doubtful —
11 (12) ZAGATO J Gosden 9-5 NMackay —
12 (1) 6 ZHANG FEI (22) P & O Cole 9-5 LMorris —
13 (6) ZIKANY Sir M Stoute 9-5 L Steward —
Betting: 4 Folk Magic, 9-2 Zagato, 5 Noman, 6 Military Man, 8 Zikany,
10 Mickydee, Mustazeed, 14 Castlebar, 16 Others.

6.30 SKY SPORTS RACING SKY 415 HANDICAP
2m 120yds €3,283 3yo plus

1 (6) 24149 AMANTO (25) (T)Ali Stronge 10-10-4 C Bishop 60
2 (4) 34044 GAVLAR (38) (P)W Knight 9-10-3 C Shepherd 57
3 (9) 5560/ AMERICAN CRAFTSMAN (J27) (P)AWintle 6-9-12

FMarsh (3) —
4 (12) 860-9 LOOKING FOR CARL (17) (P) M Loughnane 5-9-11 E Greatrex 8
5 (10) 43/41 MIZENMASTER (33) (P,T;CD) Olly Murphy 7-9-11MHarley 55
6 (8) 75379 STAR OFATHENA (60) (T;C)Ali Stronge 5-9-9 K O’Neill 61
7 (2) 54372 HUGOIGO (9) J Goldie 6-9-9 L Edmunds —
8 (3) 78078 UNCLE BERNIE (28) (P;CD3) Sarah Hollinshead 10-9-5

JP Sullivan ★64
9 (5) 5-075 YASIR (19) (CD2) Mrs S Leech 12-9-4 C Hutchinson (7) 24
10 (7) 6-602 ARIETTA (33) J Portman 3-9-3 J Mitchell 57
11 (13)46854 OCEAN REACH (12) R J Price 4-9-3 D E Hogan (3) 51
12 (11)10083 DOLPHINVILLAGE (11) (H;C) SA Harris 10-9-1 J Quinn 62
13 (1) 78980 SCRAFTON (33) (C3)A Carroll 9-9-1 B Doyle 42
Betting: 3 Mizen Master, 9-2 Hugoigo, 5Arietta, 7 Gavlar, 10Yasir, Star
Of Athena, Ocean Reach, 14 Amanto, 20 Others.

2.00 NOVICE MEDIAN AUCTION STAKES
6f €4,046 2yo Only

1 (5) 618 ISLE OF LISMORE (14) (P*;D) R Cowell 9-9R Dawson (5) 61
2 (1) 5 AONEALLY (9) Miss L Russell 9-2 PMulrennan 70
3 (3) 054 KIDYOUNOT (10)T Easterby 9-2 D Fentiman ★71
4 (6) 2 THETHIN BLUE LINE (39) K Dalgleish 9-2 C Rodriguez 71
5 (4) 64 RED FESCUE (6) JTuite 8-11 K Stott 43
6 (2) SUGARPIEHONEYBUNCH J J Quinn 8-11 J Hart —
Betting: 15-8 The Thin Blue Line, 5-2 Isle Of Lismore, 4 Kidyounot, 7
Aone Ally, 10 Red Fescue, 12 Sugarpiehoneybunch.

2.35 FILLIES’NOVICE STAKES (PLUS 10/GBB RACE)
7f €4,808 2yo Only

1 (8) 4 AYR EMPRESS (30) K Dalgleish 9-0 S Gray ★74
2 (5) 7 CABLE NEWS (21) G Scott 9-0 PMulrennan 45
3 (7) 5 CHARMING LOOK (14) D O’Meara 9-0 D Nolan 51
4 (4) 0007 GANGSTER GIRL (40) (P) J J Quinn 9-0 BMcHugh 40
5 (6) 4 HAVEN LADY (22) J J Quinn 9-0 J Hart —
6 (3) 07 MAP (38) J Butler 9-0 D Keenan (3) —
7 (1) 060 MYTHICALWATERS (25)W Storey 9-0 Paula Muir (3) —
8 (2) 3 SHE’S A LION (8) M Johnston 9-0 J Fanning —
9 (9) 88 SPEED OF LIFE (40) K Ryan 9-0 K Stott 39
Betting: 5-2 Haven Lady, 3 She’s A Lion, 4 Ayr Empress, 9-2 Charming
Look, 5 Cable News, 20 Speed Of Life, 50 Others.

SUMMARY: SHE’SA LION ran well for a long way when third over this
trip on debut at Kempton and is entitled to come on for that run and take
closer order. Ayr Empress demonstrated some ability when fourth on
debut over 1m at Ayr and is worth a market check now cutting back in
distance. Others to note in an open affair are Haven Lady and Charming
Look, both of whom are capable of playing supporting roles.

3.10 VETERANS’HANDICAP
6f €6,145 6yo plus

1 (6) 741-7 TOMILY (289) (C,D4) Mrs R Carr 6-9-7 AMullen —
2 (7) 31170 REDROSEZORRO (20) (H;CD) EAlston 6-9-7 J Hart 80
3 (3) 38029 DARK DEFENDER (18) (B;D7) R Bastiman 7-9-6 S James 79
4 (9) 31726 MR ORANGE (8) (P;D10) P Midgley 7-9-3 BMcHugh 86
5 (2) 81060 THEARMEDMAN (22) (D8) C Fairhurst 7-9-1Paula Muir (3)87
6 (10) 3-149 RED PIKE (58) (CD) B Smart 9-9-0 G Lee 88
7 (5) 00002 PADDY POWER (12) (D5) R Fahey 7-8-13 MNicholls (3) 79
8 (11)31334 ZAPPER CASS (37) (V;D4) MAppleby 7-8-13 A Rawlinson 85
9 (1) 65636 SUZI’S CONNOISSEUR (28) (P;D4) J Chapple-Hyam 9-8-13

LeviWilliams (7) 72
10 (4) 79095 MEDICINE JACK (10) (B;D4) Roger Fell 6-8-12 R Scott ★90
11 (8) 21172 ECONOMIC CRISIS (5) (C,D2)A Berry 11-8-7

FMcManoman (5) 80
Betting: 4 Redrosezorro, 9-2 Paddy Power, 7 Zapper Cass, 8 Mr Orange,
Medicine Jack, Economic Crisis, 10 Red Pike, Dark Defender, 12 Others.

SUMMARY: PADDY POWER left behind a series of dismal displays when
second at Pontefract 12 days ago and has slipped to a dangerous mark at
present. Richard Fahey’s charge won off 5lb higher on the all-weather last
winter and handles testing ground too.Economic Crisis rattled the crossbar
over 5f at Musselburgh last time and should mount a bold bid under
conditions known to suit, while Medicine Jack took a step in the right
direction when fifth at Newcastle last time and could similarly take a hand.

3.45 WILLIAM HILL CATTERICK DASH HANDICAP
5f €14,691 3yo plus

1 (10)90125 COUNT D’ORSAY (11) (BF,CD)T Easterby 4-9-7 G Lee 95
2 (9) -7180 RAYONG (28) (D2) K Burke 3-9-5 C Lee 104
3 (8) -7300 JUSTANOTHERBOTTLE (35) (D5) K Ryan 6-9-4 K Stott 106
4 (5) 00701 MUSCIKA (8) (V;D) D O’Meara 6-9-1 H Russell (5) 97
5 (1) 70768 COPPER KNIGHT (8) (T;BF,D8)T Easterby 6-8-12

Rachel Richardson 96
6 (7) 61574 LORD RIDDIFORD (8) (D6) J J Quinn 5-8-9 J Hart 94
7 (6) 02302 BROKEN SPEAR (21) (P;D2)T Coyle 4-8-8 BMcHugh 104
8 (3) 11680 MILITIA (8) (D6) P Midgley 5-8-5 S James 98
9 (2) 75000 TERUNTUM STAR (8) (D2) D C Griffiths 8-8-3 P Dennis★107
10 (4) 12195 DARK SHOT (2) (B;D4) S Dixon 7-8-3 J Fanning 101
Betting: 11-4 Count D’Orsay, 9-2 Muscika, 6 Broken Spear, 7 Lord
Riddiford, 8 Rayong, 10 Copper Knight, Dark Shot, 12 Militia, 14 Others.

7.00 ATTHERACES.COM HANDICAP
5f €3,283 3yo plus

1 (2) 27733 DARK SIDE DREAM (28) (P;CD) J Macey 8-9-6L Edmunds 67
2 (8) 69141 A GO GO (12) (B;CD3) P Evans 3-9-6 J F Egan 62
3 (1) 38-07 I’MWATCHINGYOU (28) R Harris 3-9-5 C Hutchinson (7) 47
4 (7) 79-50 DADDIES DIVA (5) (P;D) L McJannet 3-9-5 E JWalsh 63
5 (5) 38098 SPREADSHEET (45) J Boyle 3-9-4 C Bennett ★81
6 (9) 83884 KNOCKABOUT QUEEN (19) (C)A Carroll 4-9-4 B Doyle 79
7 (11)73200 THE DEFIANT (17) (H*;CD) P Midgley 4-9-4 B Robinson 68
8 (4) 21743 OURMAN IN HAVANA (37) (CD)A Carroll 5-9-4

ElishaWhittington (5) 60
9 (6) 32235 THEGREYVTRAIN (11) (D2) R Harris 4-9-3 K O’Neill 69
10 (3) 13740 SOLAR PARK (76) (V;CD) MAttwater 4-9-3 LMorris 76
11 (10)43321 SMOKEY (28) (CD) CWallis 3-9-2 WCarson 67
Betting: 3 A Go Go, 9-2 Smokey, 6 Knockabout Queen, 8 Others.

7.30 FILLIES’HANDICAP
6f €6,145 3yo plus

1 (6) 27755 CASPIAN QUEEN (23) (P;D) R Hughes 3-9-11 FMarsh (3) 89
2 (4) 4-793 MELODIC CHARM (28) (CD) JTate 3-9-10P J McDonald 82
3 (8) 40179 BETSEYTROTTER (9) (P;CD) D O’Meara 5-9-10 AVilliers (5) —
4 (7) 11292 RESTLESS ROSE (16) (D3) S CWilliams 5-9-10 R Kingscote ★93
5 (3) -0643 PRINCES DES SABLES (19) (D5) D O’Meara 4-9-8 MHarley —
6 (9) 16843 POETS DANCE (7) R Guest 3-9-7 LMorris 86
7 (1) -5195 MINHAAJ (24) MAttwater 3-9-5 Rossa Ryan 82
8 (10) 17 NEWSCASTER (53) (D) K Burke 3-9-1 H Shaw (3) —
9 (12)64775 BETTYS HOPE (18) (D2) B Millman 3-9-1 S Cherchi (5) 74
10 (5) 0-735 AMBER ISLAND (28) David Loughnane 3-9-0 P Cosgrave 92
11 (13)05604 YOLOAGAIN (18) (P;C) Roger Fell 4-8-13 JP Sullivan 80
12 (11)61173 CLEVER CANDY (8) (D3) M Bell 3-8-13 T Hammer Hansen (3) 88
13 (2) 32712 INEVITABLE OUTCOME (18) (D2) D M Simcock 3-8-10

D E Hogan (3) 88
Betting: 9-2 Inevitable Outcome, 5 Restless Rose, 7 Others.

8.00 FOLLOWATTHE RACES ONTWITTER HANDICAP
1m 4f €8,550 3yo plus

1 (6) 40/90 HEREAND NOW (59) (T;D2) R Beckett 6-9-12 R Ryan —
2 (2) 11 MOVING LIGHT (29) (D) S bin Suroor 3-9-6 C Shepherd 37
3 (4) 01310 IFFRAAZ (8) (D) M Johnston 3-9-6 P J McDonald 91
4 (3) 7-210 TAFISH (36) (P*;C) R Hughes 3-8-11 FMarsh (3) ★96
5 (5) -4175 CARLOS FELIX (21) (D) D M Simcock 3-8-9 LMorris —
6 (1) 2225 BEHOLDEN (15) M Channon 4-8-8 C Bennett 88
Betting: 6-5 Moving Light, 3 Iffraaz, 6Tafish, 7 Carlos Felix, 10 Others.

8.30 SKY SPORTS RACING NOVICE STAKES
1m 1f 104yds €4,046 3yo plus

1 (3) 1- SATONO JAPAN (360) Sir M Stoute 3-9-9 L Steward —
2 (9) 21 TAQAREER (25) J Gosden 3-9-9 MHarley ★87
3 (7) 2/ APPROACHTHE CITY (672) S & E Crisford 4-9-6 J Mitchell —
4 (4) TOP FOX EdWalker 4-9-6 P Cosgrave —
5 (1) BIGWING R Hannon 3-9-2 Rossa Ryan —
6 (6) PORTRAYW Haggas 3-9-2 R Kingscote —
7 (8) 53 AIM FORTHE STARS (24) JTate 3-8-11 P J McDonald 68
8 (2) 0 DULCIMA (15) K Burke 3-8-11 H Shaw (3) 38
9 (10) 96 PUMMEL (252) P Evans 3-8-11 E JWalsh 54
10 (5) 8 STAR SPIRIT (24) (H) H Morrison 3-8-11 C Bennett 23
Betting: 6-4Taqareer, 9-2 Aim ForThe Stars, 5 Satono Japan, 6 Others.

SUMMARY: MUSCIKA bounced back to form when scoring atYork last
week and a 5lb rise might not be enough to stop the six-year-old from
landing another decent prize in quick succession. Copper Knight was
dropped 3lb by the handicapper for his effort in the aforementioned contest
when finishing eighth and he can enter calculations along with Broken
Spear, who has been knocking on the door recently in similar events.

4.20 WILLHILLRACING ONTWITTER HANDICAP
1m 4f €5,913 3yo plus

1 (10) 2667- AUTUMNWAR (362) IWilliams 5-9-11 PMulrennan —
2 (9) 1-144 BEECHWOOD JUDE (18) (CD) K Dalgleish 4-9-11

C Rodriguez 87
3 (11)13528 BOLLIN JOAN (11) (P;CD)T Easterby 5-9-9 EMcCain (7) ★88
4 (7) 05353 GLENTIES (11) (B) M Johnston 3-9-8 J Fanning 78
5 (5) 28300 WHERE’S JEFF (41) (D) MW Easterby 5-9-8

William Pyle (7) 76
6 (2) 0855/ JE SUIS CHARLIE (J694) (CD) J J Quinn 6-9-6 J Hart —
7 (8) 00557 BOLDER BOB (46) (E*;D3) B Ellison 6-9-5 G Lee 77
8 (6) -5602 GAMESTERS ICON (11) (P,T) Oliver Greenall 5-9-5

Tyler Heard (7) 77
9 (4) 53041 SPLINTER (5) (D) R Fahey 3-9-1(6ex) D Nolan 71
10 (1) 26736 SOCIOLOGIST (14) (P) S Dixon 5-8-10 BMcHugh 75
11 (3) 46173 GIFT OF KINGS (19) (B*) K Ryan 3-8-9 K Shoemark 81
Betting: 9-2 Glenties, 5 Splinter, 6 Gift Of Kings, Je Suis Charlie, 7
Beechwood Jude, Gamesters Icon, 10 Bollin Joan, 12 Autumn War,
Sociologist, 20 Others.

4.50 WILLIAM HILL PLAY RESPONSIBLY HANDICAP
7f €5,913 3yo plus

1 (11)05042 THREE SAINTS BAY (5) (BF,D4) D O’Meara 5-10-1 D Nolan 81
2 (13)30364 SHAWAAMEKH (36) (B*,T;CD) D Carroll 6-9-12 G Lee 76
3 (3) 41-03 ALNASHERAT (23) JTate 4-9-11 K Shoemark —
4 (5) 00833 THE GREAT HEIR (30) (P;D) K Ryan 4-9-10 K Stott 85
5 (9) 4-060 PRAXEOLOGY (18) D Loughnane 3-9-7 Ray Dawson (5) 33
6 (6) 04122 DONNELLY’S RAINBOW (20) (BF,D3) Rebecca Bastiman 7-9-5

R Scott 84
7 (10)37461 ERICH BLOCH (18) Roger Fell 4-9-4 C Rodriguez 79
8 (7) 98057 CAPTAIN JAMESON (29) (B*;C) J J Quinn 5-9-4 J Hart 82
9 (1) 14670 PARYSMOUNTAIN (8) (H,T;CD2)T Easterby 6-9-4

D Fentiman 75
10 (12)42334 EY UP ITSMICK (14) (B;D)T Coyle 4-9-2 PMulrennan ★85
11 (4) -6300 MOGSY (8) (CD) J O’Keeffe 4-9-0 J Garritty 83
12 (8) -6407 ASMUND (18) (P) K Burke 3-8-13 C Lee 81
13 (2) 68601 DAWN BREAKING (12) (D2) R MWhitaker 5-8-7 P Dennis 78
Betting: 5 Alnasherat, 11-2 Three Saints Bay, 6 Erich Bloch, 7
Shawaamekh, Dawn Breaking, 8The Great Heir, Donnelly’s Rainbow, 10
Ey Up Its Mick, 16 Others.

5.25 WILLIAM HILL APPRENTICE HANDICAP
1m 6f €4,046 3yo plus

1 (8) 0082- RAYNA’SWORLD (J219) P Kirby 5-10-0 JWilliamson (5) —
2 (3) /56-0 DYNALI (29) IWilliams 4-10-0 GAshton (3) 35
3 (6) 22523 JUSTIFIED (9) M Johnston 3-9-9 A Breslin 67
4 (5) -3713 SMART LASS (9) (P) I Jardine 5-9-8 Ray Dawson 64
5 (9) 09200 MANZIL (25) (V) MW Easterby 5-9-7 H Russell ★71
6 (7) 561-9 GORDALAN (249) (P;CD) P Kirby 4-9-5 ZWheatley (5) —
7 (2) 346-6 AMBASSADOR (15) R Fahey 3-9-0 B Garritty —
8 (4) B3671 BOLLIN NEIL (9) (P)T Easterby 4-8-10 Ella McCain (3) 66
9 (1) 3-652 EL JEFE (14) (BF) B Ellison 3-8-4 K Schofield (3) 70
Betting: 7-2 El Jefe, 4 Bollin Neil, 5 Smart Lass, Rayna’s World, 6
Justified, 10 Ambassador, 14 Dynali, Manzil, Gordalan.
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FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
1.20 STRADIVARIUS (NAP) SEARCH FOR A SONG
1.55 ART POWER DREAM OF DREAMS (NB)
2.30 DAME MALLIOT DAME MALLIOT
3.05 CIRCUS MAXIMUS THE REVENANT
3.40 LORD NORTH MAGICAL
4.15 KEATS (NB) TEMPUS (NAP)

FAUGH-A-BALLAGH FOXHUNTER
12.43 ON CALL THE BULL MCCABE
1.13 LETUEUR MYWAY
1.43 PROJECT MARS PROJECT MARS
2.18 DARIYA INGENUITY
2.53 FRANCKY DU BERLAIS EVERLANES
3.28 VALSE AUTAILLONS DIAMOND GAIT
4.03 GAME LINE BOLVING
4.40 SAY NOTHING LADY RESET

COURSE INFORMATION
STRATFORD: A left-handed triangular shaped track, one and a
quarter miles in extent,with eight fences per circuit and a run-in of
200 yards.Two tight bends and three fences in the straight make the
course sharp in nature.
TOP TRACK TRAINERS WITH RUNNERS: (2015-2020): D
Skelton 28-155, Dr R Newland 17-58,T R George 16-66, NTwiston-
Davies 15-79, Olly Murphy 14-89.
TOP TRACK JOCKEYS WITH RIDES: (2015-2020): Richard
Johnson 36-156, Harry Bannister 13-52, Bryony Frost 9-48, James
Bowen 8-42, Page Fuller 8-51.
LONGESTTRAVELLER: LeTueur (1.13) trained at Haverfordwest.
Round trip of 386 miles.
FAVOURITES: (2015-2020): 202 have won out of 554 races
(36.5%). At the previous corresponding meetings, 18 have won out
of 52 races (34.6%).

STRATFORD (Racing TV) Going: Good-good to soft in placesASCOT (Sky Sports Racing) Going: Soft-heavy in places

12.43MAIDEN HURDLE (GBB RACE) (DIV 1)
2m 6f €4,447 4yo plus

1 AIM FOR FAME P Hobbs 5-11-2 R Johnson —
2 P/1-P ALRIGHT CHIEF (13) SamAllwood 8-11-2 T J O’Brien —
3 275- BARBADOS BUCK’S (296) (P*) P Nicholls 5-11-2 B Frost —
4 441/ CAPE ROBIN (545) (T*)TVaughan 6-11-2 A Johns —
5 330-5 FRANKIE BABY (9) (P*)W Greatrex 5-11-2 H Bannister 65
6 7- JUSTGIVEMEAREASON (302) (H*)AWintle 6-11-2 B Poste —
7 /885- NUMITOR (217) Mrs H Main 6-11-2 J McGrath 122
8 4431- ON CALL (286) Grace Harris 7-11-2 Shane Quinlan (5) —
9 STADMALLEN NTwiston-Davies 4-11-2 J Nailor (5) —
10 /17-2 THE BULLMCCABE (28) K Bailey 6-11-2 D Bass 116
11 F43-P TOP DRAWER (13) (P*)Tracey Leeson 6-11-2 CWard (5) —
12 3- SAALORS (222) D Bridgwater 4-10-9 WTKennedy★132
Betting: 13-8 The Bull Mccabe, 3 Barbados Buck’s, 6 Aim For Fame, 8
Numitor, 12 Cape Robin, Sa Alors, 14 On Call, Stadmallen, 20 Others.

SUMMARY: THE BULLMCCABE returned from a long time off the track
to finish second at NewtonAbbot last month and Kim Bailey’s point-to-point
winner looks the one to be on here with that run under his belt. Aim For
Fame andStadmallen are both newcomers from top yards to consider,while
Barbados Buck’s can be expected to improve on what he showed in bumpers
now tackling obstacles and stepped up in trip for a team in fine form.

1.13 MAIDEN HURDLE (GBB RACE) (DIV 2)
2m 6f €4,447 4yo plus

1 11/F3 C’EST LE BONHEUR (31) (H*) R Newland 8-11-2 L Edwards 109
2 3P- FELICISSIMUS (382) NTwiston-Davies 5-11-2 J Nailor (5) —
3 2403- FELTON BELLEVUE (224) B Case 5-11-2 B Carver (5) 108
4 32-0P FILOU DES ISSARDS (13) (B*) P Hobbs 5-11-2T J O’Brien★132
5 4712- LETUEUR (222) P Bowen 5-11-2 J Bowen 109
6 4266- MYWAY (217) (T) P Nicholls 6-11-2 Bryony Frost —
7 21/P- NOW ISTHEWINTER (283) (P*;C) B Pauling 6-11-2 D Bass —
8 54/ PEACHEY (693) (T) Olly Murphy 6-11-2 R Johnson —
9 THE QUIET DON Mrs LWadham 5-11-2 MaximeTissier (5) —
10 663/4 TIKANITE (45) (T) S Lycett 9-11-2 N Scholfield 112
11 5-0U MARIE’S GIRL (45) (P) H Evans 6-10-9 B Poste —
12 56/7- POTTERSVISION (261) E Lavelle 7-10-9 B R Jones (3) 96
Betting: 2 My Way, 3 Peachey, 4 C’Est Le Bonheur, 7 Filou Des Issards,
12 LeTueur,16 Now IsTheWinter,20Tikanite,The Quiet Don,25 Others.

SUMMARY: MY WAY caught the eye in defeat in some competitive
handicaps over fences last season and could have too much class for his
rivals here now reverting to timber for a team amongst the winners.C’Est
Le Bonheur is tried in a first-time hood after finishing third at Kelso last
month and could play a part, while the pick of Filou Des Issards’ form
would give him a chance.

1.43 HANDICAP HURDLE
2m 3f €3,297 3yo plus

1 /213- PROJECTMARS (215) (P;BF) F O’Brien 8-11-2 L Harrison (7) 114
2 5660- COURT GLORY (254) Henry Oliver 7-11-2 J McGrath 84
3 2312/ BRAVE JAQ (569) (H,T;C) Ryan Potter 9-11-2 T O’Brien (3) —
4 0446- A BOOK OF INTRIGUE (291) J G O’Shea 7-11-2 R Johnson 62
5 /593- PASSING SHADOW (216) G McPherson 6-11-2 L Pinchin (7) 107
6 6PP24 MYSTIC COURT (9) (H) B Barr 7-11-2 Paul O’Brien (3) 110
7 208/ GOLDENWOLF (F50)A Carroll 6-11-2 H Bannister —
8 PP6-1 CROCODILE DUNDEE (15) (D)T HWeston 10-11-1

Mr J Jeavons (7) 107
9 84-90 LINGUINE (26) D LWilliams 10-11-1 Shane Quinlan (5) 67
10 /896- COLD SHOULDER (215) (D)TVaughan 6-11-1 MGNolan 93
11 3144- CLEARLY CAPABLE (290) (D)A Carroll 11-11-0L Edwards★122
Betting: 11-4 Project Mars, 4 Crocodile Dundee, 13-2 Golden Wolf, 8
Mystic Court, Clearly Capable, Passing Shadow, 10 A Book Of Intrigue,
12 Brave Jaq, 16 Others.

SUMMARY: CROCODILE DUNDEE took advantage of a lenient mark
when scoring at Fontwell earlier this month andTomWeston’s 10-year-old
could strike once again while the iron is hot, despite his 6lb rise in the
ratings. Fergal O’Brien’sProjectMars relishes plenty of cut in the ground
so any rain would boost his claims, while Clearly Capable is a consistent
operator who could also make the frame on his return to the track.

2.18 EVEN KEEL FOUNDATION SELLING HURDLE
2m €3,297 4yo to 6yo

1 62577 AUTHORIZO (9) (P,T;D) Oliver Greenall 5-10-12RossTurner (5)
138
2 00/6- INGENUITY (F45) M Harris 5-10-12 R Johnson —
3 /0P0- RICHIEVALENTINE (233) (T) J G O’Shea 6-10-12 CWard (5) —
4 79/P- TEST RIDE (528) N Mulholland 6-10-12 H Reed (3) —
5 P/497 TESTVALLEY (2) (T)T Barfoot-Saunt 5-10-12 C Leonard (7) 110
6 57115 DARIYA (16) (P,T;C,D) C Longsdon 5-10-9 T Buckley (7)★141
7 7-6P9 EVA’S DIVA (16) (P*) PW Middleton 6-10-5 Mr S Lee (7) 125
8 5-752 HOMING STAR (25) (P) G McPherson 5-10-5 L Pinchin (7) 102
Betting: 15-8 Ingenuity,2 Dariya,3Authorizo,10 Eva’s Diva,12 Homing
Star, 33TestValley, 50Test Ride, RichieValentine.

SUMMARY:HOMINGSTAR handles varying ground conditions well and
caught the eye when finding only one too good atWarwick last month.The
five-year-old remains open to further improvement and only has to carry
a featherweight here under 7lb claimer Lilly Pinchin. Ingenuity finished
second on the level at Bath 45 days ago and has Richard Johnson on board
now, while Dariya could prove best of the remainder, despite her winning
run coming to an end atWarwick recently.

2.53 PRAGNELL GOLD CUP HANDICAP CHASE
2m 5f €5,061 4yo plus

1 /0-53 DENMEAD (16) (T) D Skelton 7-12-0 Bridget Andrews 123
2 9-319 MON PALOIS (39) (P;BF,C) K Bailey 8-11-12 D Bass 128
3 60P6- TEMPLEHILLS (291) (H;D3) NTwiston-Davies 9-11-12

Mr J Savage (7) —
4 3P-P6 FORT GABRIEL (38) D Bridgwater 9-11-11 CMcKinnes (7) 132
5 /9U5- HEY BUD (232) J Scott 7-11-10 N Scholfield 111
6 327-1 FRANCKY DU BERLAIS (19) (T) P Bowen 7-11-9 J Bowen —
7 3121- EVERLANES (217) (T) K Burke 7-11-9 WTKennedy 139
8 5U2P- CHEROKEE BILL (263) Henry Oliver 9-11-8 J M Davies 122
9 1/54- SMUGGLER’S BLUES (256)T R George 8-11-7 C Gethings 107
10 /2423 DREAM BOLT (18) (T;C,D2) D Rees 12-11-2 B R Jones (3)★139
11 1422- LICKPENNY LARRY (247) (T)T R Gretton 9-10-8 D Noonan 127
Betting: 4 Francky Du Berlais, 5 Everlanes, 6 Templehills, Denmead, 8
Mon Palois, Dream Bolt, 10 Lickpenny Larry, 12 Smuggler’s Blues, 14
Others.

1.20 CHAMPIONS LONG DISTANCE CUP (GROUP 2)
ITV1 2m €200,753 3yo plus

1 (10) 146-4 BROOME (134)A P O’Brien (IRE) 4-9-7 CT Keane 104
2 (13) 3-112 FUJAIRA PRINCE (34) (C) RVarian 6-9-7 AAtzeni 121
3 (8) 31124 MILDENBERGER (23) (BF,D2) M Johnston 5-9-7F Norton 82
4 (7) 1-742 MORANDO (35) (C)A Balding 7-9-7 S De Sousa 110
5 (4) 1-326 SOVEREIGN (34) (BF)A P O’Brien (IRE) 4-9-7R LMoore 123
6 (12)62611 SPANISHMISSION (36)A Balding 4-9-7 WBuick 115
7 (1) 31127 STRADIVARIUS (13) (CD) J Gosden 6-9-7 L Dettori★132
8 (11) -4181 TRUESHAN (36)A King 4-9-7 Hollie Doyle 116
9 (3) 11124 DUBIOUSAFFAIR (37) C Fellowes 4-9-4 James Doyle 107
10 (2) 1-470 MONICA SHERIFF (14) (P*)W Haggas 4-9-4 TMarquand 108
11 (6) -6P31 SEARCH FORA SONG (34) (H) D KWeld (IRE) 4-9-4

OMurphy 121
12 (9) 31361 DAWN PATROL (20) (D)A P O’Brien (IRE) 3-8-13

P C Boudot 114
13 (5) -5024 MAXVEGA (14) R Beckett 3-8-13 H Bentley 112

2019: Kew Gardens 4 9 7, Donnacha O’Brien 7-2 (A P O’Brien(Ire)),
drawn (3), 9 ran.
Betting: 10-11 Stradivarius, 11-2 Search For A Song, 8 Fujaira Prince,
12 Dawn Patrol, 14 Broome, Spanish Mission, 16 Sovereign, Morando,
Trueshan, 33 Others.

SUMMARY: Stradivarius is obviously the most likely winner of this
contest having arguably put in a career-best when easily winning the Gold
Cup here in June.That said, he was beaten in this race 12 months ago and
was not the most impressive of winners two years ago, and for the first
time he arrives here on the back of a hard race on heavy ground in theArc.
With that in mind, a chance can be taken withBROOME,who is unproven
over this trip but he is a strong stayer over 1m4f.The son ofAustralia beat
Sovereign by eight lengths in the Ballysax last year when last seen on soft
ground and some promise could be taken from his sole previous start this
year in the Coronation Cup.The dual Irish St Leger winner Search For A
Song is more than capable of going well if handling the ground, while
Dawn Patrol and Fujaira Prince are others who merit plenty of respect.

1.55 BRITISH CHAMPIONS SPRINT STAKES (GROUP 1)
ITV1 6f €261,823 3yo plus

1 (7) 26693 BRANDO (7) (D7) K Ryan 8-9-2 T Eaves 115
2 (2) 0310- CAPE BYRON (364) (CD2) RVarian 6-9-2 AAtzeni —
3 (3) 01746 CHIEFOFCHIEFS (36) (V;CD) C Fellowes 7-9-2 WBuick 110
4 (16) 0-211 DREAM OF DREAMS (42) (D5) Sir M Stoute 6-9-2

OMurphy★132
5 (9) 12112 GLEN SHIEL (42) (D3)ArchieWatson 6-9-2 Hollie Doyle 128
6 (1) 24111 HAPPY POWER (8) (D)A Balding 4-9-2 James Doyle 123
7 (13) 21-11 OXTED (98) (D3) RTeal 4-9-2 C Fallon 128
8 (8) 51146 SPEAK IN COLOURS (56) (T;BF,CD) J P O’Brien (IRE) 5-9-2

J Crowley 128
9 (6) -7262 THETINMAN (7) (CD3) J Fanshawe 8-9-2 A Kirby 125
10 (10)11164 ART POWER (42) (C,D2)T Easterby 3-9-1 S De Sousa 124
11 (14) -1035 DUBAI STATION (78) (D) K Burke 3-9-1 DTudhope 116
12 (4) 30237 LOPEY FERNANDEZ (42) (D)A P O’Brien (IRE) 3-9-1

R LMoore 130
13 (17) 111 STARMAN (41) (D3) EdWalker 3-9-1 TMarquand 123
14 (11)41221 ONEMASTER (13) (C,D)W Haggas 6-8-13 P C Boudot 127
15 (15) -1123 SONAIYLA (34) (T,V;D2) PTwomey (IRE) 4-8-13

W J Lee 124
16 (12) -7281 JOUSKA (7) (D) H Candy 3-8-12 R Hornby 117
17 (5) 41741 ONASSIS (6) (C) C Fellowes 3-8-12 HTurner 116

2019: Donjuan Triumphant 6 9 2, Silvestre De Sousa 33-1 (A Balding),
drawn (4), 17 ran.
Betting: 13-8 Dream Of Dreams, 5 One Master, 7 Oxted, 10 Glen Shiel,
Starman, 12 Art Power, LopeY Fernandez, 16 Cape Byron, 20 Others.

SUMMARY: Oxted has not been seen since his impressive victory in the
July Cup and that form gives him a big chance today,although he does have
to prove that he handles very soft ground. Dream Of Dreams is another
with strong form claims as the six-year-old appears to be better than ever
judging by his victories in the Sprint Cup and Hungerford Stakes in recent
months.That said, he has been disappointing in this race for the last two
years and that has to be a concern.The unexposed STARMAN beat a very
good field when winning a Listed race at York last month, where he
accounted for the recent dual winner Dakota Gold amongst others. Ed
Walker’s three-year-old needs to find more improvement, but he has only
had three starts to date and should be capable of making his mark at this
level. The Tin Man can be a bit unpredictable these days but he did not
have things go his way atYork last weekend, despite finishing second, and
he could reward each-way support in an open contest.

2.30 CHAMPIONS FILLIES & MARES STAKES (GRP 1)
ITV1 1m 4f €234,212 3yo plus

1 (11) 64-11 ANTONIA DEVEGA (22) (D2) R Beckett 4-9-5 H Bentley 105
2 (4) 6-133 DAMEMALLIOT (34) (D3) EVaughan 4-9-5 Hollie Doyle 106
3 (12) -1140 MANUELA DEVEGA (14) (D2) R Beckett 4-9-5

R Hornby 124
4 (8) 205-6 MEHDAAYIH (122) (D) J Gosden 4-9-5 L Dettori 115
5 (7) 24122 CABALETTA (49) (D) RVarian 3-8-13 David Egan 115
6 (3) 35116 EVEN SO (34) (D) G M Lyons (IRE) 3-8-13 CT Keane★126
7 (2) -1135 FRANKLY DARLING (58) (CD) J Gosden 3-8-13 R Havlin 118
8 (10)17215 GOLDWAND (34) (D) RVarian 3-8-13 AAtzeni 112
9 (5) 24144 LABURNUM (34)A P O’Brien (IRE) 3-8-13

James Doyle 117
10 (6) 33155 PASSION (14)A P O’Brien (IRE) 3-8-13 R LMoore 114
11 (1) -2113 THUNDERING NIGHTS (34) J P O’Brien (IRE) 3-8-13

TMarquand 120
12 (9) 42151 WONDERFULTONIGHT (14) (D) D Menuisier 3-8-13

WBuick 121

2019: Star Catcher 3 8 13, Frankie Dettori 7-4 Fav (J Gosden), drawn
(11), 12 ran.
Betting: 7-2WonderfulTonight, 4 Dame Malliot, 9-2Antonia DeVega, 5
Even So, 12 Frankly Darling, 14Thundering Nights, 16 Passion,Manuela
DeVega, Gold Wand, Laburnum, Mehdaayih, 25 Cabaletta.

SUMMARY: Wonderful Tonight relishes testing conditions and enjoyed
her finest hour when landing her first victory at the highest level in the
Prix de Royallieu at Longchamp earlier in the month. That said, David
Menuisier’s filly had a very tough race and may prove vulnerable to fresher
rivals.The vote, therefore,goes toDAMEMALLIOT as she finished ahead
ofWonderfulTonightwhen the pair met in the PrixVermeille last month
and she doesn’t face a rival of the calibre of the winner of that contest,
Tarnawa, in this field.Antonia DeVega is unbeaten in two runs this season
and produced a career-best when scoring at Newmarket last month,while
Irish Oaks winner Even So and Thundering Nights are both likely to be
in the mix with proven form on soft ground.

SUMMARY: Peter Bowen hasn’t got his string fully firing yet, so perhaps
FRANCKY DU BERLAIS’ Newton Abbot success last month can be
upgraded. The seven-year-old landed his first win for two years on that
occasion and is fairly handicapped now tackling fences this time.
Everlanes ended his spring campaign with a victory at Kempton in March
and makes some appeal on his reappearance for shrewd handler Keiran
Burke, while Denmead ran well on his comeback to finish third at
Warwick just over a fortnight ago and could also make his presence felt.

3.28 MARES’HANDICAP HURDLE
2m €4,447 3yo plus

1 131-5 GETARIVER (22) (H,T;D2) D Skelton 7-11-13 BAndrews —
2 P-475 DIAMOND GAIT (62) (P,T;D2) K Bailey 7-11-12 D Bass 124
3 1733- VALSEAUTAILLONS (252) (C,D) J Farrelly 7-11-12 J Best 126
4 4-534 GREEN OR BLACK (45) (P,T) N Mulholland 8-11-8 R Johnson★129
5 3-1P3 POGO I AM (16) (BF,CD) H Fry 6-11-4 B Carver (5) 110
6 /816- NORTHERN PRINCESS (301) (H;D) Mrs LWadham 6-11-1

Bryony Frost —
7 131/0 TIERRAVERDE (22) (D2) E Lavelle 9-10-11 B R Jones (3) 73
8 F47-5 FLEURSALS (16)T Symonds 4-10-8 B Poste 123

2019: Sweet Adare 6 11 10, James Best 9-1 (V Dartnall), 9 ran.
Betting: 3 Pogo I Am, 7-2 Getariver, 4 Green Or Black, 6 Diamond Gait,
7Valse AuTaillons, 10 Northern Princess, 14TierraVerde, Fleursals.

SUMMARY: POGO I AM couldn’t justify favouritism atWarwick earlier
this month, but she still ran with credit, despite being 15lb worse off with
the winner at the weights, and she might take some stopping now in
handicap company.Harry Fry’s mare isn’t badly treated off 112 and could
have too much for Diamond Gait, who was fifth in a better race against
the boys at Market Rasen when last sighted in August. Getariver was
outclassed at Uttoxeter last month but should be better for that experience
now moving back over hurdles.

4.03 HANDICAP CHASE
2m 7f €3,527 4yo plus

1 2-1P3 DANSEUR DU LARGE (17) (T) P Gundry 7-11-12 N Scholfield 110
2 2454- DYLANSEOGHAN (223) (P;C) Z Davison 11-11-11 P Fuller 113
3 7053- BOBMAHLEY (234) (BF)TVaughan 5-11-10 A Johns 107
4 /365- BOLVING (283) (P*;BF)V Dartnall 9-11-9 C Gethings 106
5 -5253 BLUE NYELLOW (26) (BF)T R George 7-11-8 B Carver (5)★120
6 P-23P HURRICANEARCADIO (39) (BF) M Blake 6-11-5 H Reed (3) 111
7 7-3P7 RUNNINGWOLF (44) (B,T;D)A Hales 9-11-4 H Bannister 109
8 PP3P- AGAINN DULAGHAIDH (235) J Groucott 9-11-3L Edwards 106
9 3240- OPECHEE (484) (C) Lucinda Egerton 9-11-2 RMania —
10 P-8P3 GAME LINE (21) (B;C) P Bowen 6-11-1 J Bowen 101
11 7-660 ROCK ONAUSSIE (72) (P,T) M Sheppard 9-10-13 R Patrick (3) 119
12 /06-5 BOGOSS DU PERRET (19) J Frost 9-10-9 Bryony Frost —
13 3P-39 GLOBALANCHOR (45) Jonjo O’Neill 6-10-5 RMcLernon 113
14 34-56 CENTREOFEXCELLENCE (16) (T)AWintle 9-10-2 B Poste 72
15 33-P9 SANDFORD CASTLE (46) J Farrelly 10-10-2 J Best 115
Betting: 11-2 Blue N Yellow, 6 Game Line, Bolving, 7 Bobmahley, 8
Global Anchor, 10 Hurricane Arcadio, 12 Againn Dul Aghaidh, 14 Others.

SUMMARY: GAME LINE bounced back to form when finishing third on
his stable debut at Market Rasen three weeks ago and he could be difficult
to beat with that run now under his belt.Blue NYellow remains a maiden
over fences but his most recent effort atWarwick was encouraging and he
should be thereabouts.The shortlist is completed by Bobmahley, Global
Anchor and Hurricane Arcadio.

4.40 FEMALE JOCKEYS’HANDICAP HURDLE
2m €3,297 3yo plus

1 3332 SAY NOTHING (21) (T)A Hales 4-11-12 GAndrews (3) 105
2 128-3 BARATINEUR (13) (D)AWintle 9-11-10 Bryony Frost 114
3 457 LADY RESET (53) (T) D Pipe 4-11-9 IsabelWilliams (5)★125
4 9690- FRANKINCENSE (F17) (B) C Down 5-11-9 N Parker (7) —
5 7-366 CARPOOL (39) EWilliams 6-11-8 Doubtful 105
6 43-39 HURRICANE HERO (72) Olly Murphy 4-11-8 C Biddle (7) 112
7 95137 FLYING FOCUS (19) (P) M Harris 5-11-5 Miss A Bell (7) 101
8 1842- SCRUTINISE (216) (P;D2) Miss Z Davison 8-11-5 P Fuller 106
9 765-P CATLOW (26) (T) Henry Oliver 7-11-5 Lilly Pinchin (7) 102
10 /83-9 RIVER DART (38)A Carroll 8-11-4 Miss S Bowen (7) 66
11 068-6 FRIARY LAND (14) Olly Murphy 6-11-2 A Stevens (7) 102
Betting: 11-4 Say Nothing, 9-2 Lady Reset, 6 Hurricane Hero,
Baratineur, 8 Scrutinise, 10 Flying Focus, Catlow, 12 Others.

SUMMARY: SAY NOTHING produced a career best over hurdles when
finishing second on her first start since a wind operation at Market Rasen
last month.A 2lb rise for that effort appears to be fair and she may have
more improvement left to come.Baratineurmade an encouraging return
to action when third at Uttoxeter a couple of weeks ago,whileLadyReset
also merits consideration on her handicap debut.

3.05 QUEEN ELIZABETH II STAKES (GROUP 1) (STR)
ITV1 1m €434,966 3yo plus

1 (12) -1515 CENTURY DREAM (35) (T;BF,CD) S & E Crisford 6-9-4
James Doyle 128

2 (2) -1233 CIRCUSMAXIMUS (41) (B;CD2)A P O’Brien (IRE) 4-9-4
R LMoore 129

3 (11)12161 DARKVISION (36) (CD) M Johnston 4-9-4 WBuick 118
4 (1) 37364 ESCOBAR (14) (T;CD) D O’Meara 6-9-4 A Kirby 117
5 (8) 7-120 LANCASTER HOUSE (35) (D)A P O’Brien (IRE) 4-9-4

SM Levey 121
6 (13) -4332 LORD GLITTERS (28) (CD2) D O’Meara 7-9-4 DTudhope 121
7 (10) 51-47 ROSEMAN (90) (D2) RVarian 4-9-4 AAtzeni 120
8 (9) 29220 SIR BUSKER (21) (CD)W Knight 4-9-4 OMurphy 119
9 (6) 112-1 THE REVENANT (14) (H;D8) F H Graffard (FR) 5-9-4

P C Boudot 115
10 (4) 4-153 MOLATHAM (35) (C) RVarian 3-9-1 D O’Neill 122
11 (14)11391 NAZEEF (14) (CD) J Gosden 4-9-1 J Crowley 128
12 (5) 1-111 PALACE PIER (62) (CD) J Gosden 3-9-1 L Dettori★130
13 (7) -0714 ROYAL DORNOCH (35) (T;D2)A P O’Brien (IRE) 3-9-1

CT Keane 120
14 (3) 24-19 VERACIOUS (14) (T;D3) Sir M Stoute 5-9-1 TMarquand 111

2019: King Of Change 3 9 1, Sean Levey 12-1 (R Hannon), drawn (12),
16 ran.
Betting: 4-6 Palace Pier, 9-2 The Revenant, 8 Circus Maximus, 12
Nazeef, 16 Lord Glitters, Century Dream, 25 Roseman, Sir Busker, 33
Others.

SUMMARY: PALACE PIER cemented his position as the leading miler
of his generation with an excellent display to land the Prix Jacques le
Marois at Deauville in August having followed up his course victory over
Pinatubo in the St James’s Palace at the Royal meeting. The son of
Kingman has proven his versatility over a variety of grounds and remains
open to further progression on only his sixth career outing.The Revenant
finished runner-up to King Of Change in this contest 12 months ago and
arrives having landed the Prix DanielWildenstein for the second year in a
row at Longchamp on Arc weekend. He could have more to offer, as that
was his first outing of the season,while QueenAnne heroCircusMaximus
and Sun Chariot winner Nazeef appear best of the remainder.

3.40 QIPCO CHAMPION STAKES (GROUP 1)
ITV1 1m 2f €501,884 3yo plus

1 (11) -1121 ADDEYBB (28) (P;CD)W Haggas 6-9-5 TMarquand 124
2 (8) 32322 DESERT ENCOUNTER (8) (H;C,D) D M Simcock 8-9-5

J Crowley 121
3 (3) 52113 EXTRA ELUSIVE (28) (BF,D3) R Charlton 5-9-5 H Doyle 127
4 (2) -4335 JAPAN (35) (C,D)A P O’Brien (IRE) 4-9-5 CT Keane 135
5 (7) 1-113 LORD NORTH (59) (CD) J Gosden 4-9-5 James Doyle 134
6 (10) -2683 SAN DONATO (28) RVarian 4-9-5 AAtzeni 112
7 (1) -3311 SKALLETI (14) (D7) J Reynier (FR) 5-9-5 P C Boudot 124
8 (6) -1121 MAGICAL (35) (CD)A P O’Brien (IRE) 5-9-2 R LMoore★138
9 (9) -2111 MISHRIFF (63) (D3) J Gosden 3-9-1 L Dettori 121
10 (4) 21013 PYLEDRIVER (35) (C)W Muir 3-9-1 MDwyer 124
11 (5) -5114 SERPENTINE (34) (P;D)A P O’Brien (IRE) 3-9-1

WBuick 136

2019: Magical 4 9 2, Donnacha O’Brien Evens Fav (A P O’Brien(Ire)),
drawn (8), 9 ran.
Betting: 15-8 Magical, 3 Mishriff, 6 Lord North, 8 Skalleti,Addeybb, 12
Pyledriver, Serpentine, 14 Japan, 50 Others.

SUMMARY: MAGICAL landed this contest forAidan O’Brien 12 months
ago and her form in the interim, which includes her last-time-out beating
of Ghaiyyath in the Irish Champion Stakes last month, suggests she’s the
one they all have to beat once again.Addeybbwas second to the selection
in last season’s renewal, has his ideal ground and could put up plenty of
resistance, though the main danger this time may turn out to beMishriff,
who won comfortably on heavy ground in a French Group 2 latest and
receives a weight-for-age allowance. St Leger third Pyledriver has
enjoyed a superb season and could turn the tables on his Derby conqueror
Serpentine if the latter isn’t afforded a soft lead this time. French raider
Skalleti is also respected, given the forecast conditions, as he beat
subsequentArc deTriomphe hero Sottsass on heavy ground at Deauville in
August (albeit that rival was subsequently held by Magical in the Irish
Champion Stakes).

4.15 BALMORAL HANDICAP (STR)
ITV1 1m €73,455 3yo plus

1 (17) 309-8 RAISING SAND (122) (CD2) J Osborne 8-9-10 S Osborne (7) 93
2 (8) 44428 PRINCE EIJI (56) (C) RVarian 4-9-10 AAtzeni★117
3 (13) -9050 KYNREN (7) (C,D2)T D Barron 6-9-8 B Curtis 108
4 (10) -0845 GRAIGNES (42) G Baker 4-9-7 N Currie 104
5 (21)34021 KEATS (18) (D3)A P O’Brien (IRE) 3-9-7(6ex) R LMoore 103
6 (20)14774 ORBAAN (43) (H;D3) D O’Meara 5-9-6 DTudhope 109
7 (9) -1633 BELL ROCK (21) (P*;D)A Balding 4-9-6 OMurphy 109
8 (7) -1031 SOLID STONE (21) (D) Sir M Stoute 4-9-6 Hollie Doyle 108
9 (4) 12254 NJORD (25) (T;BF,D2) Mrs J Harrington (IRE) 4-9-5

TMarquand 113
10 (1) 34328 SYMBOLIZE (29)A Balding 3-9-4 D Probert 115
11 (2) -7136 GREENSIDE (7) (D5) H Candy 9-9-4 MGhiani (5) 110
12 (12) 15-99 RAAKIBALHAWA (90) (D) D M Simcock 4-9-3 S Donohoe 73
13 (22) -5955 KING OTTOKAR (35) (V) C Fellowes 4-9-3 James Doyle 108
14 (3) 2-431 ROPEY GUEST (51) G Margarson 3-9-3 T P Queally 108
15 (23) -2919 BLUEMIST (42) (BF,CD) R Charlton 5-9-3 WBuick 110
16 (5) 1-211 RAAEQ (15) (C,D) B Meehan 3-9-3(6ex) J Crowley 100
17 (6) 4-116 TEMPUS (21) (BF,CD) R Charlton 4-9-2 JWatson 112
18 (14) -3811 RIVER NYMPH (62) (C) C Cox 3-9-1 A Kirby 110
19 (11)33119 HORTZADAR (8) (D5) D O’Meara 5-9-1 J P Spencer 106
20 (16)12026 ALTERNATIVE FACT (8) (D2) E Dunlop 5-9-0 L Dettori 106

2019:Escobar 5 9 6,Adam Kirby 16-1 (D O’Meara), drawn (21), 20 ran.
Betting: 5 Raaeq, 7 Tempus, 8 King Ottokar, Keats, 10 Njord, Raising
Sand, 12 Bell Rock, 14 River Nymph, Blue Mist, 16 Others.
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LEOPARDSTOWN (Racing TV) Going: Yielding to soft

1.50 LEOPARDSTOWN NURSERY HANDICAP (PLUS 10)
1m €6,600 2yo Only

1 (7) 144 SHALAALAA (26) (Kangyu International Racing (HK) Limited)
G M Lyons 10-3 Sam Ewing (7) 103

2 (16) 330 HECTOR DE MARIS (21) (Mrs John Magnier & Michael Tabor &
Derrick Smith) A P O’Brien 9-12 J A Heffernan 72
3 (13) 5704 BENAUD (7) (T) (Smith, Magniers, Shanahan, Carthy) J P O’Brien

9-11 Shane Crosse 67
4 (4) 68103 AVAGARDNER (21) (John Lavery) Sheila Lavery 9-9 R Colgan 80
5 (2) 67414 MOONHALL GIRL (20) (Charles Alan McIntyre) Patrick Joseph

Hayes 9-9 Tom Madden★105
6 (5) 405 DAZZLING SPIRIT (8) (T Mullins) T Mullins 9-7 B Coen (3) 57
7 (8) 444 HALITE (47) (Newtown Anner Stud) D K Weld 9-7 Oisin Orr 68
8 (10) 008 ALEEN CUST (6) (P) (It’s All About The Girls) Mrs J Harrington 9-6

S Foley 65
9 (6) 32438 VOCITO (20) (BF) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 9-5 K Manning 91
10 (12) 36084 IRON SHERIFF (9) (Erindale Syndicate) Kevin Prendergast 9-3

C D Hayes 100
11 (1) 0597 BRITZKA (20) (Barouche Stud (Ireland) Ltd & Mrs E P Harty)

Edward P Harty 9-2 Mark Gallagher 95
12 (15) 70649 INTHE ATTIC (15) (B*) (Mrs M Cahill & Mrs Caroline Hendron &

J Muldoon) N Meade 9-0 G M Ryan (3) 69
13 (17) 97395 BELL EX ONE (15) (P) (G Cody) R P Cody 8-10 M P Sheehy (7) 85
14 (3) 0790 TOO BRIGHT (22) (B*) (M O Cullinane) N Meade 8-10

A J Slattery (3) 59
15 (9) 050 CATHERINE CHROI (21) (P P Leonard) G Elliott 8-9 L Roche 54
16 (14) 5809 CORNISH ROCK (20) (John Wholey) J Oxx 8-6 N G McCullagh 90
17 (11) 6770 CALA LADY (30) (N H J Racing) C O’Dwyer 8-6 N Crosse (5) 65
Betting: 11-2 Moonhall Girl, 6 Shalaalaa, 13-2 Hector De Maris, 7 Benaud, 8
Avagardner, Vocito, 10 Halite, 12 Bell Ex One, Iron Sheriff, 14 Others.

2.25 KNOCKAIRE STAKES (LISTED)
7f €22,500 3yo plus

1 (1) 3-812 LAUGHIFUWANT (14) (D2) (Mrs E Keane & Mrs F Cumiskey)
G Keane 5-9-9 Gary Carroll 109

2 (5) 07068 NEBO (7) (B,T;D) (Julie Routledge-Martin & David R Martin & Dan
Hall) T Hogan 5-9-9 Leigh Roche 94

3 (2) 1-022 FREE SOLO (18) (C) (Niarchos Family) J Harrington 3-9-7 S Foley 102
4 (4) 1 IRISH ADMIRAL (63) (D) (B Browne) J Feane 3-9-7 K Manning —
5 (7) 37096 PRINCE OF NAPLES (7) (D) (John Lavery) Ms Sheila Lavery 3-9-7

R Colgan 100
6 (8) -4212 REAL FORCE (15) (Lance Bloodstock Limited) G O’Leary 3-9-7

C D Hayes 104
7 (9) 46403 WONDER ELZAAM (6) (Ms A Li) N Egan 3-9-7 LT McAteer 95
8 (3) 46237 SURROUNDING (35) (T;D5) (P E I Newell) M Halford 7-9-4

RWhelan★111
9 (6) 10 WILDS DREAMS (35) (D) (Takaya Shimakawa) J P O’Brien 4-9-4

Shane Crosse 93
10 (10) 1246 ELDAMA (14) (C) (H H Aga Khan) D K Weld 3-9-2 Oisin Orr 106
Betting: 3 Laughifuwant, 4 Free Solo, Real Force, 7 Irish Admiral, 8
Surrounding, 10 Wilds Dreams, 12 Nebo, Eldama, 14 Others.

SUMMARY: REAL FORCE has always shown ability and did well to beat a
subsequent Listed winner at Tipperary in August, with the form receiving a further
boost with the third winning three handicaps since. He goes well with ease in the
ground, is likely to have been primed for this race and can continue his progression.
Laughifuwant is a consistent and capable type who comes here with every chance
having won the Cambridgeshire before being touched off in the Concorde Stakes at
Tipperary. He is vulnerable to any progressive, high-class prospects but should be
bang there at the business end. Surrounding has won nine races including a Group 3
and four Listed races and is another with strong claims. She drops down in grade here
having ran solid races in defeat at Group 2 level on her most recent starts and is the
top adjusted rated runner. IrishAdmiral beat three subsequent maiden winners when
showing good ability to win on debut at Dundalk in August and while this is clearly a
step up in class, can still go well. Free Solo has approximately four lengths to find
with the selection on a line through Aztec Parade but has place prospects.

3.00 KILLAVULLAN STAKES (GROUP 3)
7f €30,000 2yo Only

1 (4) 61 ERZINDJAN (53) (D) (H H Aga Khan) D K Weld 9-5 Oisin Orr 82
2 (6) 1 FEDERAL (78) (CD) (L J Williams) J P O’Brien 9-5 D McDonogh 84
3 (8) 1 INCA PRINCE (22) (D) (E Filgate) H De Bromhead 9-5

C D Hayes —
4 (7) 130 MASEN (34) (CD) (K Abdullah) G M Lyons 9-5 Gary Carroll 95
5 (9) 563 MEXICO CITY (38) (Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith & Mrs John
Magnier) A P O’Brien 9-5 P Beggy 74
6 (5) D1322 ONTARIO (14) (BF) (Mrs John Magnier & Michael Tabor & Derrick

Smith) A P O’Brien 9-5 J A Heffernan★101
7 (1) 10 POETIC FLARE (7) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 9-5

Kevin Manning 78
8 (2) 65109 STAR IMAGE (20) (D) (Mrs Helen Mullins) Thomas Mullins 9-2

Shane Crosse 87
9 (3) 2511 ZAFFY’S PRIDE (15) (D) (Blessingndisguise Partnership)

Mrs J Harrington 9-2 S Foley 64

2019: Stela Star 9 0, Colin Keane 33-1 (Thomas Mullins), drawn (2), 5 ran.

SUMMARY: Sent off odds-on favourite,ONTARIO was travelling well early in the
straight last time at Tipperary but couldn’t find a way past the useful but lower-
rated filly Sweet Gardenia. He’s still the one to beat based on his placed efforts in
Group 2 company at the Curragh and Newmarket. Zaffy’s Pride has been doing
well at Dundalk and beat colts in a Listed race there last time. She’ll need to
progress a bit more to win this but that’s not out of the question. Poetic Flare will
be sharper for his run in last weekend’s Dewhurst when far from discredited on his
first outing since winning his maiden in March. Masen could be given a chance on
his close third at this level on his penultimate start but was too keen when
disappointing last time while promising maiden winners Federal and Inca Prince
are others to bear in mind.

3.35 LEOPARDSTOWN MEMBERS CLUB MAIDEN
1m 2f €7,200 3yo plus

1 (10) 0 BISCAYNE BOULEVARD (36) (Equine Gold Syndicate) P A Fahy
4-9-11 ST McCullagh (5) 28

2 (16) CLONDAW HOLLOW (J53) (T) (Derek Kierans) J McConnell 6-9-11
Gary Carroll —

3 (8) 7 COSMOLOGY (16) (Godolphin) John Oxx 4-9-11 R Coakley —
4 (12) 7 AISEIRIGH (127) (Y H Yue) J S Bolger 3-9-7 Kevin Manning 82
5 (5) BEYOND HAPPY (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 3-9-7 R Cleary —
6 (2) 674 BIG ISLAND (47) (P*) (R Roberts) J Feane 3-9-7 G M Ryan (3) 74
7 (6) -5374 BORNTO RULE (59) (Mrs Josephine Hogan) T Hogan 3-9-7

A J Slattery (3) 89
8 (7) 02222 CHARLIE BASSETT (23) (BF) (Noel Meade Horse Trainer Ltd)

N Meade 3-9-7 C D Hayes 92
9 (13) 0-030 KING ARTHURS SWORD (75) (T) (Michael O’Callaghan)

M O’Callaghan 3-9-7 Leigh Roche 97
10 (15) 20 LOBO ROJO (120) (BF) (Ballylinch Stud) Mrs J Harrington 3-9-7

S Foley★114
11 (11) 32423 LORD PARK (14) (T) (G J Freyne) M Halford 3-9-7 A Farragher (7) 81
12 (3) 805 PECKHAM SPRINGS (16) (First Past The Post Club) P Stafford

3-9-7 LT McAteer (5) 73
13 (9) VERMILION CLIFFS (Flaxman Stables Ireland Ltd & Mrs John

Magnier & M Tabor & D Smith) A P O’Brien 3-9-7 P Beggy —
14 (4) 68 WRINKLE INTIME (23) (C Acheson) H De Bromhead 3-9-7 D
McDonogh 70
15 (1) 3-64 YANKEE STADIUM (23) (BF) (Mrs J Magnier & M Tabor &

Moyglare Stud Farm) A P O’Brien 3-9-7 J A Heffernan 85
16 (14) 6- ALL OURTOMORROWS (412) (Moyglare Stud Farm) D K Weld

4-9-6 Oisin Orr —
Betting: 11-4 Charlie Bassett, 4 Yankee Stadium, 6 Lord Park, Lobo Rojo, 15-2
Vermilion Cliffs, 10 All Our Tomorrows, 12 Born To Rule, Big Island, 14 Others.

4.10 MANGUARD PLUS HANDICAP
1m 4f €6,600 3yo Only

1 (2) -7335 CAMORRA (13) (T) (Sean Jones & David Spratt & Mrs Lynne Lyons)
G M Lyons 10-4 Sam Ewing (7) 75

2 (8) 16046 SHAKE A LEG (15) (P;CD) (Patrick McElroy) A Oliver 10-3
M P Sheehy (7) 89

3 (11) 33713 SAGE ADVICE (32) (Galtee Racing Syndicate) Joseph G Murphy 10-0
Gary Carroll 75

4 (3) 2224 TOORA LOORA (85) (BF) (Mrs S Kelly) Mrs J Harrington 10-0
ST McCullagh (5) 74

5 (10) 36524 KNIGHT OF MALTA (18) (T) (Mrs John Magnier & Michael Tabor &
Derrick Smith) A P O’Brien 9-12 J A Heffernan 80

6 (7) 04511 SON OF HYPNOS (32) (P;D2) (Kevin John Smith) Matthew J Smith
9-12 A Farragher (7) 75

7 (4) 56150 MERE CATHERINE (13) (H*) (Moyglare Stud Farm) D K Weld 9-10
Oisin Orr 76

8 (18) 21374 YULONG PEARLISLAND (8) (P;D) (Zhang Yuesheng) Mrs J
Harrington 9-10 S Foley 75

9 (16) 48440 CARDINAL RULE (8) (P) (Charles Alan McIntyre) Patrick Joseph
Hayes 9-5 Tom Madden ★93

10 (17) 636 ILLUSORY (63) (Ballylinch Stud) M Halford 9-4 RWhelan 78
11 (15) 67648 UPWITHTHE PLAY (6) (P*) (Mrs J S Bolger) J S Bolger 9-4

LT McAteer (5) 73
12 (14) 81186 IVY AVENUE (4) (P) (P O’Rourke) J S Bolger 9-2 K Manning 72
13 (9) -S221 JEFF KIDDER (J18) (D) (Albert Dravins & Eamonn Scanlon)

N Meade 9-2 G M Ryan (3) 74
14 (5) 8-06 KHAIRY (16) (T) (Hamdan Al Maktoum) Kevin Prendergast 9-2

C D Hayes 72
15 (1) 28722 VISCHIO (33) (BF) (J Kennedy) R Donohoe 9-2 D McMonagle (5) 76
16 (6) 452 LOVED OUT (93) (Mrs Helen Mullins) Thomas Mullins 9-0

Ben Coen (3) 81
17 (12) 0797 MISS ORIA (16) (Mrs J Dermot Cantillon) Edward P Harty 8-

Mark Gallagher 70
18 (13) 0-879 LIZZIES SONG (32) (H Mullins) T Mullins 8-6 Leigh Roche 74
Betting: 11-2 Son Of Hypnos, 13-2 Sage Advice, 7 Yulong Pearlisland, Jeff
Kidder, 8 Knight Of Malta, 10 Toora Loora, 12 Loved Out, Vischio, 14 Others.

4.45 HANDICAP (PREMIER HANDICAP)
1m 4f €24,000 3yo plus

1 (4) 52613 HALIMI (23) (C,D2) (Godolphin) J S Bolger 4-10-2
LT McAteer (5) 104

2 (2) 42318 CAMPHOR (55) (OTI Racing/Rollx Syndicate) Mrs J Harrington 4-9-8
S Foley 106

3 (11) 01136 RED KELLY (35) (P*;C) (Red Kelly Syndicate) J P Murtagh 3-9-8
Ben Coen (3) 96

4 (13) 1753 POWERFULTED (35) (D) (Mrs Patricia Hunt) N Meade 5-9-3
G M Ryan (3) 106

5 (1) -4106 KIPLING (16) (Derrick Smith & Mrs John Magnier & Michael Tabor)
A P O’Brien 3-8-11 J A Heffernan 100

6 (9) 93312 LAYFAYETTE (16) (BF) (Mrs Patricia Hunt) N Meade 3-8-11
C D Hayes 98

7 (10) 1-004 MELBURNIAN (23) (T*;CD) (Back For More ATB Partnership)
A J Martin 5-8-9 RWhelan 92

8 (8) 82221 AVARICE (16) (H) (Newtown Anner Stud Farm Ltd) G M Lyons 3-8-8
Sam Ewing (7) 104

9 (12) 48713 HAPARANDA (56) (P) (H H Aga Khan) D K Weld 3-8-8
A J Slattery (3) 94

10 (14) 0-321 NO SAY EVER (45) (H) (N Reynolds) Miss A Mooney 4-8-8
Danny Sheehy (5) 101

11 (5) 35331 MILLFORD SOUND (60) (B;D) (Basil Holian) S J Mahon 4-8-6
J J Doyle 108

12 (6) 5140- SOVEREIGNS BRIGHT (302) (John Lavery) Ms Sheila Lavery 4-8-6
Rory Cleary —

13 (7) 3-003 BUCKMANTAVERN (21) (T) (J Breslin & P Shanahan & Newtown
Anner Stud Farm Ltd) A J Martin 4-8-6 N G McCullagh★116

14 (3) 56130 WAJAAHA (J13) (D) (P Acheson) C Byrnes 5-8-6
M P Sheehy (7) 94

Betting: 5 Avarice, 6 Layfayette, 7 Powerful Ted, Haparanda, 8 Red Kelly, No
Say Ever, 10 Halimi, 12 Kipling, Millford Sound, Melburnian, 14 Others.

SUMMARY: A winner on handicap debut at Killarney in July, HAPARANDA built
on that when a good third at the Curragh the following month. Dermot Weld has
given her a fairly light campaign and she comes here fresh and open to more
improvement.Melburnian had a luckless run when fourth last time at Listowel and
is only 4lb higher than when winning this last year with a tongue-tie now tried for
the first time. Off a featherweight useful dual-purpose performer Wajaaha will
appeal to many and he’s won over hurdles at this track.PowerfulTed might be able
to turn around Champions Weekend form with Halimi and can go well for his in-
form trainer.

5.15 BREAST CANCER IRELAND (LADIES) HANDICAP
1m 4f €6,000 4yo plus

1 (5) 98200 MARICRUZ (13) (H,T;D) (Let’s Get Lucky Racing Club) J McConnell
5-11-9 Vanessa Maye (7) 50

2 (6) 13155 PLACE DESVOSGES (21) (P;D) (North County Syndicate/L Kelly/
Andrew Sibbald) Mark Fahey 5-11-9 Miss A Fahey (7) 70

3 (16) 1-004 THE MOUSE DOCTOR (J28) (T;C,D) (Here For The Craic
Partnership) A J Martin 7-11-9 Miss A B O’Connor (5) 47

4 (7) -3101 ELTREN (21) (B;D3) (Ms Julianne McNally & Colette McNally)
A A Howard 9-11-8 Miss JWalton (7) ★74

5 (12) 23-04 FUTURE PROOF (J36) (B;C) (Lyreen Syndicate) N Meade 5-11-8
Miss M O’Sullivan (5) 45

6 (1) 02000 EXCELCIUS (8) (Mrs Helen Mullins) Thomas Mullins 4-11-6
Miss J Townend (7) 56

7 (3) 26541 CALL ME DOLLY (9) (P;D) (A R Douglas) G Cromwell 4-11-5
Nikita Amelia Kane (7) 52

8 (8) 406/0 GRAND PARTNER (13) (CD) (Mrs Helen Mullins) Thomas Mullins
12-11-4 Ms M J Horsman (7) —

9 (9) 08467 ROMANTICALLY (56) (T,V;D) (J Connaughton) W McCreery 4-11-3
Miss E A Lalor (5) 45

10 (2) 52757 ROCK ON SEAMIE (21) (Ray Hackett) R Hackett 5-10-13
Miss S Larkin (7) 62

11 (14) 23231 AMLAD (7) (P,T;D) (Dalma Syndicate) Andrew McNamara 6-10-11
Miss H Duignan (7) 55

12 (4) 11-00 POWER DRIVE (8) (D2) (John Raymond Eastwood) P W Flynn
5-10-11 Miss R Hogan (7) —

13 (15) /007- ARDAMIR (J13) (B*) (Ms B A Casey) G Elliott 8-10-10
Ms L O’Neill —

14 (13) -0900 ALDENTE (29) (Every Cloud Syndicate) J McConnell 4-10-3
Miss Aileen O’Sullivan (7) 46

15 (11) 80506 ARCTIC BLAZE (10) (John M Flynn) J McConnell 4-9-13
Siobhan Rutledge (7) 54

16 (10) 75007 FUTURE GOLD (47) (Mrs Helen Mullins) Thomas Mullins 4-9-9
Ms H Mooney (7) 52

Betting: 3 Ardamir, 9-2 Amlad, 5 El Tren, 6 Call Me Dolly, 8 The Mouse Doctor,
10 Place Des Vosges, 12 Future Proof, 14 Arctic Blaze, 16 Others.

TOMMY LYONS NEXT BEST
1.05 DARKVOYAGER ZANAHIYR
1.35 SHEER LISS (NAP) DARRENS HOPE
2.05 GRIMM STAR KING ALEX
2.40 THE SLIDING ROCK ARTHUR’S BABY
3.15 BREX DRAGO BAILYTHUNDER
3.50 HOKE COLBURN LE HACHETTE
4.25 WEIHNACHTS NEARLY NAMA’D

TOMMY LYONS NEXT BEST
1.50 BENAUD (NB) HECTOR DE MARIS
2.25 REAL FORCE LAUGHIFUWANT
3.00 ONTARIO ZAFFY’S PRIDE
3.35 LOBO ROJO AISEIRIGH
4.10 LOVED OUT JEFF KIDDER
4.45 RED KELLY KIPLING
5.15 THE MOUSE DOCTOR FUTURE PROOF

BALLINROBE: There are 4 hurdles and 6 fences per circuit.
TOPTRACKTRAINERSWITH RUNNERS: (2015-2020):W P Mullins
30-86, G Elliott 19-165, J P Ryan 13-96, N Meade 11-45, Denis Hogan
8-80.
TOP TRACK JOCKEYS WITH RIDES: (2015-2020): Paul Townend
15-66, Rachael Blackmore 9-64, Sean Flanagan 7-66, Darragh O’Keeffe
7-43, Denis O’Regan 6-84.

COURSE INFORMATION

BALLINROBE (Racing TV) Going: Soft

1.05 3-Y-O MAIDEN HURDLE
2m 2f €6,000 3yo Only

1 053 BELGOPRINCE (12) (T) (Tohali Partnership) A J Martin 11-2
AW Short 100

2 2 CRASSUS (39) (J Hunt) N Meade 11-2 SW Flanagan 103
3 DARK VOYAGER (F77) (Mrs J Donnelly) W P Mullins 11-2

P Townend —
4 FLYLIKEANEAGLE (F4) (Sweet As A Nut Syndicate) E O’Connell

11-2 E O’Connell (5) —
5 3 PERRY OWENS (F57) (B*) (Noel Meade Horse Trainer Ltd) N

Meade 11-2 D O’Regan★113
6 ZANAHIYR (F104) (Noel Moran & Mrs Valerie Moran) G Elliott

11-2 K M Donoghue —

2019: Harvest Bow 10 5, Sean Flanagan 11-10 Fav (N Meade), 12 ran.
Betting: 13-8 Dark Voyager, 9-4 Crassus, 11-4 Zanahiyr, 6 Perry Owens, 10
Belgoprince, 33 Flylikeaneagle.

SUMMARY: The in-form Noel Meade is two-handed here, and Crassus looks the
pick of theTuVa runners.There is strong County Meath representation all told, with
Tony Martin fielding Belgoprince, and Gordon Elliott Zanahiyr. Belgoprince and
connections fell foul of the stewards at this venue on August 10th, whilst Zanahiyr
is very interesting beginning for the Morans and Cullentra House after his
Fairyhouse maiden win over a mile and a half in July. However, Galway festival
scorer DARK VOYAGER could be the one. He starts off in the dual Gold Cup
winning silks of Marie Donnelly, and if anything like his half-brother,AWave OfThe
Sea, the Closutton three-year-old could be exciting at this game.

1.35 IRISH STALLION FARMS EBF MARES MAIDEN HURDLE
2m 6f €7,800 5yo plus

1 633-2 DARRENS HOPE (27) (Robert Murphy) Robert Murphy 6-11-9
D O’Regan★126

2 F-312 SHEER LISS (15) (Kenneth Alexander) G Elliott 5-11-9
K M Donoghue —

3 F-8 ALMA MAHLER (22) (David Richard Barry) David Barry 6-11-1
J J Slevin —

4 45222 CHAMPAGNE DIVA (5) (B) (Mrs Patricia Hunt) N Meade 5-11-1
SW Flanagan 120

5 46375 CLANCYPANTZ (16) (T) (Colin Gray) M Hourigan 6-11-1
M M McDonagh (7) 113

6 P4-66 GOLD CREEK (62) (Aengus King) Aengus King 6-11-1
D J McInerney 52

7 26- RHYME’N RHYTHM (240) (Closutton Racing Club) W P Mullins
6-11-1 P Townend —

8 211- SOVEREIGN GOLD (237) (Julian Taylor) H De Bromhead 6-11-1
Rachael Blackmore —

2019: No corresponding race.
Betting: 2 Darrens Hope, 5-2 Sheer Liss, 7-2 Sovereign Gold, 5 Rhyme’n
Rhythm, 11-2 Champagne Diva, 14 Clancypantz, 50 Gold Creek, 66 Alma
Mahler.

SUMMARY: Coincidentally enough two of the main players here, SHEER LISS
and Sovereign Gold, have a similar background.Sheer Liss was with the Cashmans
up until her last run, whilst Catherine Cashman was a part owner of impressive dual
point-to-point winner Sovereign Gold. She looked good in that sphere for Damian
Murphy, and his wife Jane Foley, and she’s now with one of the top teams in the
business. Sheer Liss didn’t win between the flags but she has very classy bumper
form and that marks her out as the one to beat. Rhyme’n Rhythm and Darrens
Hope can go well too.

2.05 DONNELLY’S OF BARNA MAIDEN HURDLE
2m 6f €6,000 4yo plus

1 /8-56 BLOODSTONE (94) (Gigginstown House Stud) H De Bromhead
5-12-0 Rachael Blackmore 97

2 76-54 BUCK ROGERS (2) (John P Bowe) M Bowe 5-12-0 B Hayes 83
3 58446 FILL THE TANK (6) (A King) A King 6-12-0 D J McInerney —
4 46/8- KING ALEX (342) (B Connell) B Connell 6-12-0 SW Flanagan —
5 988 MINELLA MOMENT (56) (John J Nallen) J Nallen 5-12-0

S D Torrens (5) 89
6 28-66 OSCER ROMERO (36) (Oliver Barden) P J Rothwell 5-12-0

D O’Regan 88
7 6-009 STEALTHY TOM (24) (Mrs Ann Marie McManus) E Bolger 5-12-0

D J O’Keeffe 75
8 05-44 GRIMM STAR (17) (H) (Ms Pamela McLoughlin) S Curling 4-11-9

P T Enright 95
9 7088 YERMANMILAN (42) (H*) (YerManMilan Syndicate) Denis Hogan

4-11-9 D Meyler 58
10 0544 ZACCARELA (43) (T R Coleman) P Fenton 4-11-9 J J Slevin★104
11 57-00 KILASHEE (5) (Bitview Partnership) J P Ryan 5-11-7

D J Hickey (7) 30
12 00-80 TARA GAEL (22) (IRE Asset Holding Limited) P A Fahy 5-11-7

B J Cooper 84
13 8005P SPRINGCOOL LADY (12) (James Murtagh) D E Fitzgerald 4-11-2

Gavin Peter Brouder (7) 72

2019: No corresponding race.
Betting: 6-4 Grimm Star, 4 Bloodstone, 6 King Alex, 7 Zaccarela, 12 Fill The
Tank, Minella Moment, 14 Buck Rogers, 20 Springcool Lady, 25 Others.

SUMMARY: An unplaced maiden hurdle and perhaps KING ALEX can return an
improved performer off a break. Barry Connell has had a couple of winners since
taking out a training licence in his own name, and he’s booked in-form jockey Sean
Flanagan for the spin on King Alex. The selection has amassed a nice bit of
experience at this stage, including in handicap company, and he’s got a rating of
101.That could be good enough in this company.The hood he wore last time is left
off. Grimm Star’s form makes him a player, and that youngster could continue to
progress. A few others appear capable of making an impression too.

2.40 BOYLESPORTS RATED NOVICE HURDLE
2m 6f €6,600 4yo plus

1 /72-7 MY UNCAS (24) (Mrs S Rowley-Williams) H De Bromhead 5-11-12
Rachael Blackmore 97

2 26126 THE SLIDING ROCK (29) (C Walsh & E G Tunstall & J F Doyle &
J Mulholland) G Elliott 5-11-12 B J Cooper★122

3 -3132 FAIRYHILL RUN (6) (C) (Thomas F Meagher) J P Ryan 5-11-9
S O’Keeffe (3) 114

4 -12U1 ARTHUR’S BABY (27) (T) (Dermot J Kelly) M McNiff 6-11-5
P T Enright 112

5 /6624 GALLOWGLASS (22) (William G Fitzgerald) Stephen Ryan 7-11-5
AW Short 119

6 0-U51 PRESENTING MEGHAN (50) (Jason Trotter & William David Hogg)
G Cromwell 6-11-3 K M Donoghue 112

7 43632 DEDANANN (26) (Bitview Partnership) J P Ryan 6-11-2
T Brett (7) 118

8 147P8 IT TAKES TIME (8) (D) (Kevin John Smith) Kevin Smith 6-11-2
S D Torrens (5) 120

2019: Generator City 6 10 12, Phillip Enright 7-1 (Denis Hogan), 5 ran.
Betting: 3 The Sliding Rock, 4 Fairyhill Run, Arthur’s Baby, 5 Presenting
Meghan, 6 My Uncas, 13-2 Dedanann, 7 Gallowglass, 20 It Takes Time.

SUMMARY: Course winner Fairyhill Run is one of two in here for John Ryan, and
she looks the stable select under Sean O’Keeffe.With the prospect of more to come,
the only one without a published rating,PRESENTING MEGHAN, gets the nod.A
mare in form like Arthur’s Baby is obviously feared, but Presenting Meghan, on
start four over flights, may well improve for the extra distance she goes here. It all
came together nicely for the Galway bumper scorer at Down Royal last time.
Winning rider Jonathan Moore was complimentary about the selection’s attitude
on that occasion. The Wexford jockey is out injured at the minute, and as was the
case with high profile stable companion Darver Star at Punchestown on Tuesday,
Keith Donoghue is an able deputy.

3.15 P & D LYDON RATED NOVICE CHASE
2m 7f €6,600 4yo plus

1 -7115 BAILY THUNDER (19) (P;BF) (R A Scott) M F Morris 6-11-9
P T Enright 122

2 P/413 RUEBEN JAMES (16) (Ms D M McGuire) Eoin Doyle 8-11-9
R Treacy (3) 130

3 U7-64 BREX DRAGO (28) (Marhan Limited) G Cromwell 8-11-5
C D Maxwell★138

4 PP-42 LUNCH IN ADARE (19) (Padraic F Ryan) Peter Fahey 7-11-5
K Sexton 40

5 0-066 OSCAR ACADEMY (10) (D) (Ann Finnegan) G Cromwell 7-11-5
K M Donoghue 108

6 335FF SUMMER HILL (33) (John Patrick Ryan) J P Ryan 7-11-5
P K Donovan (7) 130

2019: No corresponding race.
Betting: 5-2 Oscar Academy, 7-2 Brex Drago, Baily Thunder, 4 Rueben James,
6 Summer Hill, Lunch In Adare.

SUMMARY:The handicapper has been kind to OSCAR ACADEMY in letting him
in to today’s race as the 128 rated hurdler now competes in this 0-120 bracket and
he can win. A dual point-to-point winner, he won two consecutive staying hurdles
for Olly Murphy last season and finished 12th in the Albert Bartlett Hurdle at
Cheltenham for new connections subsequently. His two chase outings thus far were
unexciting, thus he qualifies for this race, but now steps up to a more suitable trip,
receives weight from the two previous winners and can get the better of stablemate
Brex Drago from level weights. Brex Drago was himself 12th in the 2019 County
Hurdle at Cheltenham and while he is the winner of no less than 12 races, has yet
to win in 10 eventful chase outings. He is rated 120 over fences though and could
give his stablemate a race. Baily Thunder was a good winner of his only previous
chase at Sligo in September and while beaten from 104 over hurdles subsequently,
reverting to chasing will suit better. Rueben James’ Clonmel form was boosted by
the winner subsequently landing the Munster National and he can get involved for
the placings. Lunch In Adare is capable enough and has place claims following a
reasonable runner-up run at Roscommon in September.

3.50 BREWIN DOLPHIN HANDICAP CHASE (0-109)
2m 3f €6,600 4yo plus

1 3/4-4 HOKE COLBURN (40) (On The Green Syndicate) Brian M McMahon
8-12-0 Mr E Mahon (7) 98

2 68-74 THE CHAPEL FIELD (18) (W Burn) W J Austin 7-11-12
T Ryan (5) 99

3 -671F CIANKYLE (16) (C) (Hugh Calvey) P Cluskey 9-11-9
P D Kennedy —

4 11505 LE HACHETTE (6) (C2) (John Patrick Ryan) J P Ryan 7-11-9
S O’Keeffe (3) 107

5 37730 FATHER JED (7) (B,T;C) (John Patrick Ryan & Miss Gillian Ryan)
J P Ryan 9-11-8 B J Cooper 96

6 2F6-F HILLTOP SUPREME (22) (Ms Belinda O’Brien) D E Fitzgerald
8-11-3 P T Enright —

7 423B4 CLUAN DARA (12) (Bitview Partnership) J P Ryan 8-10-8
D Meyler★108

8 288-8 ICE COOL (41) (S O’Brien) V T O’Brien 11-10-7 J J Slevin 77
9 507/B ROCK ON BARNEY (12) (D) (Mrs Mary T Kelly) P Gilligan 9-9-12

J G Gilligan (7) —
Betting: 5-2 Ciankyle, 4 Hilltop Supreme, 5 Cluan Dara, 13-2 Le Hachette, 7
Hoke Colburn, 8 The Chapel Field, 14 Ice Cool, Father Jed, 25 Rock On Barney.

SUMMARY: CIANKYLE has won five handicap hurdles and can get off the mark
on his fifth chase outing today. He is a good performer at this type of level over
hurdles and was in the process of running a good race on handicap chase debut at
Clonmel when falling at the second last. He may have finished second in that race
and a reproduction of that would give him every chance today and is well proven at
this trip and on reasonable ground. Hoke Colburn has been running well enough
for his new yard in recent times and while well enough held at Galway latest, is
reunited with his 7lbs claimer today which offsets his big weight. John Ryan runs
three horses, and Le Hachette can prove best of the trio. She was well held when
chasing black-type on her latest run but did win over fences at Tramore in August.
Cluain Dara has won just once in 41 starts but wasn’t beaten too far at Killarney
latest while The Chapel Field makes his handicap chase debut but is rated 10lbs
higher than over hurdles.Hilltop Supreme has yet to win in 15 starts but had some
place prospects when falling at Listowel 22 days ago.

4.25 ADARE MANOR OPPORTUNITY HANDICAP CHASE
2m 1f €6,600 4yo plus

1 23/5- CHATHAM STREET LAD (463) (Vivian Healy) Michael Winters
8-11-12 C J Orr —

2 2316- KAVANAGHS CORNER (210) (Bridget O’Flynn) H De Bromhead
11-11-7 D P Holden (4) 121

3 6-0P3 NEARLY NAMA’D (21) (B;D3) (John P McManus) Augustine Leahy
12-11-6 S O’Keeffe 111

4 4014- FLAMINGO’S COURT (252) (T) (Andrew Heffernan) Andrew
McNamara 7-11-4 B Browne★135

5 94-02 ALL THE CHIMNEYS (13) (P;D2) (T O Hogan) W J Austin 11-11-1
T Ryan (2) 120

6 04/02 WESTERN BOY (F23) (John P McManus) P A Fahy 11-11-0
R J Condon (4) —

7 8F714 BITVIEW COLIN (13) (B;C) (Mrs Imelda O’Riordan) J P Ryan
9-10-10 J P O’Sullivan (4) 121

8 P53-2 WEIHNACHTS (40) (John P McManus) P J Rothwell 6-10-7
S D Torrens (2) 125

9 4334B RIPPON LODGE (12) (Bitview Partnership) J P Ryan 7-10-6
P K Donovan (4) 105

10 26678 CAPTAIN COBAJAY (16) (B,T) (Stephen Barron) E Sheehy 7-10-2
C P McNamara 114

11 U-953 ATHLOMAN COTTAGE (16) (Miss Ann Marie Dunne) Donncha
Duggan 8-9-12 Gavin Peter Brouder (4) 108

Betting: 4 Flamingo’s Court, 9-2 All The Chimneys, 5 Weihnachts, 6 Chatham
Street Lad, 13-2 Western Boy, 8 Nearly Nama’d, 10 Bitview Colin, Rippon
Lodge, Kavanaghs Corner, 20 Others.

SUMMARY: Eleven year old WESTERN BOY can make a winning handicap chase
debut. A smart type on his day, he finished seventh to Vautour in the Supreme
Novices Hurdle at Cheltenham, is a winner at the Punchestown festival and while
his career has been hit by injuries, has returned to form in recent times and comes
here following two useful recent runs. He competes from a chase rating of just 106
and with age not yet hindering him, he can take plenty beating. Weihnachts is
winless from 13 starts but has hinted at potential in handicaps. He should come on
from his Galway reappearance run but might struggle to beat the selection. JP
McManus’ other runner Nearly Nama’d, a 12yo, has shown enough recently to
suggest he can get involved in handicaps as his rating has fallen but this looks quite
competitive. All The Chimneys, another in receipt of free travel, is a fine servant
who comes here following a good run atTipperary latest and has solid place claims.
Flamingo’s Court was a winner atThurles in February two days before sent black-
type hunting and while she could get involved, lacks a recent outing. Free-going
Kavanaghs Corner did well last winter but races from a joint career-high mark.
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Lucca off
to bright
Lights of
Japan

CORK racing ace Lucca Allen
(18) is set to fly out to Japan
early next week for some two
months to compete in the sec-
ond half of the rebranded
Super Formula Lights series
with Albirex Racing.

The reigning Formula 4
South East Asia champion
missed the earlier part of the
season due to the restrictions
in relation to Covid-19.

Under the el i te  athlete
scheme, he was recently ap-
proved for temporary residen-
cy in Japan and flies to Tokyo
on Tuesday next.

It will be a baptism of fire as
he has scarcely driven at all
this season with the exception
of an outing in the Leinster
Trophy race at Mondello Park
in an older model Dallara-en-
gined Formula 3 car.

In addition, he’s recovering
from a back injury.

“I injured it over the lock-
down earlier in the year, prob-
ably as a result of over train-
ing and not doing the right
stretches and stuff.

“All my training at that
time was running on con-
crete.”

Allen admitted he probably
indulged in a little too much of
the Ballymaloe cuisine and in
the last while has been shed-
ding a few kilos.

The Shanagarry teenager is
determined to make most of
the experience.

Weights
“I am doing as much cycling

as I can, plus body weights,
push ups and sit ups at the
local boxing gym in Shanagar-
ry.”

He has put a hold on his
third-level education as he
concentrates on his racing ca-
reer.

“It will be a new car, new
track, new everything I guess,
but I want to do the best I can
and build up experience for
next season.

“However, I consider myself
lucky to be racing at this time,
especially as there isn’t a lot of
commercial  sponsorship
available due to the current
pandemic.”

His current sponsors in-
clude Right Price Tiles, Cully
and Sully, Actavo, Ballymaloe
Cookery School, Cameron
Cars, and Ballymaloe Original
Relish.

The series consists of six
rounds, three of which have
already been completed in re-
cent weeks.

The first of the remaining
three rounds begins on No-
vember 14, each round has
three races.

Each team has two drivers
— the Albirex team also in-
cludes a local Japanese driver.

Allen has one private test
day in the coming weeks and
then official practice ahead of
the fourth round triple header
in Kamitsue.

The other rounds are in Su-
zuka (December 5/6) and Fuji
(December 19/20) after which
Allen makes his way back
home.

MOTOR RACING

■Martin Walsh

against Ballygarvan ensures Treacy is
ruled out for this weekend. She is hop-
ing to be back in time for the visit of
Wexford to the Leeside a fortnight
later and despite the unusual circum-
stances, the ace defender envisages an
exciting championship being played
out over the winter months.

“I’ve only played two inter-county
games this year and they were way
back in January and February.
Usually we’d have loads of video analy-
sis and stuff before going out and play-
ing games, but Offaly haven’t had
many games. People don’t have the
video analysis to be looking at teams
and how they’re playing,” said Treacy,
who has worked on the frontline as a
colposcopy nurse throughout the
course of the coronavirus pandemic.

“I know for instance Meg Farrell,
she was taking the year out with Kil-
kenny but I met her only recently in
passing and she’s back playing with
them. It is going to be a really, really
interesting championship. Leading
into the winter and leading into Christ-
mas, it’s going to be a different type of a
game as well but it’s one that I’m really
looking forward to.”

footballers are down as another clash
on that day. They’re playing Cavan. If
the camogie and the footballers are
successful, we both will find ourselves
in a semi-final on the same day [No-
vember 28].

“They feel the only option that is fair
is that, if both clashes go ahead and
there’s no resolution to be switching
from a Saturday to a Sunday or vice
versa, they will have to sit out those
fixture clashes.

“It is something that we discussed
during the week and I made contact
with the WGPA and made them aware
that could be the case. If there isn’t any
resolution to what is going on then
they have said the only fair way is for
them to sit out of both.”

Following an absence of just over
seven months — they defeated Kilken-
ny in Division One of the National
League at Páirc Uí Rinn on March 8 —
Paudie Murray’s side will return to
inter-county action with a trip to Of-
faly in Group One of the All-Ireland
senior camogie championship on Sat-
urday.

Unfortunately, a hand injury sus-
tained while on club duty for Killeagh

thing that is happening so frequently.
“It seems to be something that is

happening every year. If it is a case
that something dramatic has to be
done, that we just have to sit out for the
rest of the year and that we’re not
going to be playing on those fixture
clashes, then I wouldn’t rule it out.”

Treacy also confirmed the f ive
players  in  quest ion  — Ciara
McCarthy, Fiona Keating, Hannah
Looney, Libby Coppinger and Meabh
Cahalane — would be willing to boy-
cott both games if they were to fall on
the same day.

The Galway camogie team are open
to pushing back their group encounter
with the Rebelettes by 24 hours so that
it doesn’t collide with the Cork foot-
ballers’ showdown against Kerry on
November 7, but the issue could also
arise in the knockout stages of both
competitions.

“If we qualified for a quarter-final,
which is on November 14, the Cork

CORK camogie star Laura Treacy
hasn’t ruled out the prospect of a
player strike if the ongoing fixture
clashes with the county’s ladies foot-
ballers continues into the future.

As the Women’s Gaelic Players As-
sociation (WGPA) representative with-
in her own squad, Treacy has been ne-
gotiating on behalf of the Leesiders’
five dual performers.

Depending on how each side prog-
resses in their respective All-Ireland
championships, there is the potential
for both Cork teams to be playing on
the same day on no fewer than three
occasions.

“It shouldn’t be a case that some-
thing like that would have to happen.

“But if it is something that has to
happen, it’s something I personally
would be willing to do,” Treacy said of
a potential strike.

“A lot of the girls involved in the
Cork senior camogie team, I know I
can speak on behalf of them and say
they’d be happy to do something like
that. Because it’s something that is
happening and not just in Cork.

“It’s happening in different counties
as well, but it just seems to be some-

Conflicting times
for ladies games

Limerick’s Niamh Mulcahy chases down Cork’s Laura Tracey in a National League clash. Picture: ©INPHO/Ryan Byrne

CAMOGIE
■Daire Walsh
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Another goalmouth scramble resulted in a goal being awarded
to the Glen to draw them level for the first time, with seconds
left we conceded another goal and we just couldn’t respond in
time to leave the lads heartbroken as the final whistle sounded.
This was our second successive semi final defeat but this one
really hurt. The lads had put in a huge effort in what has been a
difficult year for everyone. Lessons hopefully learned and we
move on to the next challenge. Heartfelt thanks to the players
for their efforts and to the parents who provided great support
as always.

a el: Josh Hogan, Conor Williams, Josh Carey, ohannis Me-
higen, Matthew McSweeney, Carthaigh Cronin, Callum
McSweeney, Eoghan raser, James McSweeney - , Conor
Morley, Darragh Egan - , Thomas Dunlea - , ionn Kelly

- , Daniel Garde - , Peter Barrett - Adam O Connor,
Luca Brodkorb, Sean McSharry, John Paul McManus, Odhran
Dennigen , Nicky Coughlan, Paddy Walsh injured .

: Division B hurling league, Midleton - , Lisgoold -
The final game in this year’s Division B hurling league was the
short trip to Lisgoold last Saturday evening. It is great to see
such big numbers for each game with players togging out
this week, with some of the lads after competing in the Davy
Hogan Street leagues that morning.
It was one of those dedicated players that got us off to the
dream start, when Liam Walsh showed great stickwork to strike
the ball to the back of the Lisgoold net after a well worked team
move.
The lads played some great hurling in the first half and were it
not for some heroic goalkeeping from the oppositions number

, they would have been farther ahead.
With Patrick Collins, ionn Bohan and Adam Spillane holding
firm in the full back line ahead of a the ever-reliable Michael Al-
legrini in goal, Lisgoold were unable to get the scores they
re uired. The half time score was - to - . Despite a good
number of changes at half time, the lads took up where they left
off with some fantastic hurling, with a fine point from Luke
Bamber and then an unstoppable bullet of a goal form Deniss
Brusevics. At this stage the lads were working tirelessly all over
the pitch, with Jamie O’Donovan and Jack Connolly having an
impact on the wings.
Another goal from the speedy Riain McCormack and a great
point from a free from Josh uill left us in a good position with
time almost up.
The scoring was completed when Michael Barrett struck over a
fantastic point from out on the wing to leave the final score Lis-
goold - , Midleton - . This was a great team performance
from all magpies and a well-deserved victory for the lads
who continue to improve each week.
The panel was Michael Allegrini, Patrick Collins, ionn Bohan,
Adam Spillane, Rian Casey, Cuan Twomey, James Lambe,
Josh uill, Luke Bamber, James O’Meara, Liam Walsh, Jack
Connolly, Rian McCormack, Ruairi O’Riordan, Dara Cahill,
Christian Ramsell, Rossa O’Connor, Deniss Brusevics, Cian
Hogan, Jamie O’Donovan, James Carey, Michael Barrett.
C le es: Midleton GAA Club would like to offer our dee-
pest sympathies to the family of Stephanie Domeney who
passed away recently. Stephanie was mother to our U and
Minor Camogie Player Emma Domeney. Our thoughts and
prayers of all our members and players of the club are with her
and her family at this sad and difficult time.

standard in Cork. A lot of these players move onto minor next
year with a belief and confidence that augurs well for the club.
Those guys that are underage again next year have seen much
success at their own age group and will be ready for the chal-
lenge of two-in-a-row, but before all that the important task of
winning the C competition over the next few weeks.
Great panel, great attendance, great training, great to listen.
Thanks to the parents, and all those club supporters that
wished us well. Well done players, success down to every
man. Winners all.

le s rers: M inn - - f D Cremin - - s
l D itzgerald - , E Higgins - .
S ua : Smith, D Scanlon, M Roe, C Beausang, T O’Leary
Hayes, B O’Connell, A Moloney, T Roche, C Lambe, S O’Con-
nor, M inn, D Cremin, D itzgerald, K Monak, D Monak, D
Greene, A Howard, TJ Murphy, R Lestor, Dalton, D Coffey, E
Higgins, E McGrath, B Kenneally, L Ronayne, T Bohan, D
Garde, R de Barra inj , N Lang inj .

url se al: Midleton - , Glen Rovers -
Last Sunday we headed to the Glen field to take on the locals in
an eagerly awaited P semi final. We had reached this stage by
defeating the Barrs and Douglas with a narrow loss to Sars in
between.
We began well, the lads were well up for the challenge and
showed their class early on, Peter Barrett had a goal and a
point on the board within minutes uickly followed by two well
taken points from Daniel Garde. Our full forward line were
causing panic in the Glen defence with ionn Kelly also
threatening every time he gained possession.
James McSweeney then added another point with a free be-
fore the Glen responded with a pointed free. James struck over
another free, just before the water break the Glen had a point
from play. The second uarter was very keenly contested our
defence was definitely being put under pressure but Josh
Carey, Callum and Matthew McSweeney were standing firm in
the face of a determined Glen attack.
They were on target with a free, at the other end a bullet like
shot from ionn struck the crossbar, after an intense exchange
Thomas Dunlea managed to evade two tackles and strike a
fine point. Carthaigh Cronin then had a fantastic blockdown on
a goal bound shot, Josh Hogan in goal dealt calmly with a few
dodgy moments. Another free gave the Glen a point.
Daniel then rounded his marker and his effort screamed over
the bar to leave the halftime score Midleton - Glen Rovers

- . Having spurned a number of chances it was worrying in
reality we should have been further ahead.
The Glen began the second half in determined fashion, an-
other free conceded another point for the Northsiders, they
then added a point from play followed by a goal after a goalm-
outh scramble. It was definitely game on, James got us back
on track with a point from distance from play, ionn then struck
a point this was soon followed by an excellent goal from Dar-
ragh Egan after he did all the work himself, James added a free
while the Glen responded with a .
It was set for a nail biting last uarter we conceded two frees
and were punished for both with points, our lead was now
down to three points, ohannis Mehigen cleared a number of
attacks Carthaigh and Eoghan raser were putting in a huge
shift.

e Ra ers

r ball a v : In the Rebel g Premier Challenge
Cup the boys played St Gabriel’s in Ballinascarthy on Wednes-
day. This was a high scoring with victory going to St Gabriels
on a score line of - to - . In the C ootball League the
boys played Douglas away on Thursday, September , with
the win going to the home team.

ball a v : The boys played St inbarrs away in the
Rebel g Premier ootball League playoff on Saturday th
September. This was a close game between two evenly
matched teams. At the final whistle St inbarrs were in front on
a score line of - to - .

ball a v : In the Rebel g Premier Challenge
Cup the boys played Ballincollig away on Sunday th Sep-
tember. There was some fine point and goal scoring in this
game. There was two points between the teams at the end of
the game with Ballincollig ahead on a score line of - to - .

ball a v : The boys have alley Rovers at home
th October. The C team have Passage away th October.

The boys two teams have Douglas coming up on th October
at home.

url a v : The u boys played St inbarrs at home
in challenge games on th September. It was great to see all
the hurling skills with some good individual displays from the
Nemo boys. All the games were competitive with some fine
score taking. The boys next have Sliabh Rua in Riverstick on

th September.
e Ra ers S ree ea ues : The Nemo Rangers
th Annual ootball, Hurling Camogie Street Leagues

started riday th September. Week was last riday evening
and Saturday morning. We had beautiful weather with the
pitches in top class condition. It has been fantastic to see all
the football, hurling and camogie games played by the U , U
and U boys and girls over the past four weekends. Everyone
is looking forward to the final’s day planned for the weekend
Saturday rd October ..

O
uve le: U Premier County final, Midleton - , Bride

Rovers - Who are we Midleton. What are we Winners.
This win was founded on hard work, determination, a great at-
titude and a sense of self-belief. Champions all. What a way
some of these players are signing off on their last game at Ju-
venile Level with a second victory over Bride Rovers in the final
at Lisgoold.
The game was a tight affair throughout, Midleton just edging it
a halftime - to - by the narrowest margin after playing
against a stiff breeze. Both teams are talented and knew each
other in great detail, no player got time on the ball, and every
score was hard earned.
The second half saw Bride Rovers draw level at points
apiece, but an opportunist goal pushed Midleton ahead and
gave us some breathing room. So, it ended with Midleton win-
ning by a goal, the final score - to - .

ive wins from five games, a fantastic campaign, champions of
a competition that contains players of an exceedingly high

S O R K S
SAINT Oliver Plunketts won the U football cup final against
Sam Maguires played recently in Ahiohill by - to - .
Saint Oliver Plunketts hosted the West Cork Junior A and Jun-
ior B Hurling finals sponsored by RCM last weekend in Ahiohill
on our state of the art new pitch in Oliver Plunketts.
Randol g won against Kilbrittan in the Junior B final played
last Saturday.
Clonakilty were victorious against St Mary’s in the Junior A final
last Sunday. Thanks to all club and community members who
helped prepare the grounds for last weekend and ensured the
weekend ran smoothly for both West Cork finals.

K K R
THE past week was a most successful one for the club, at
underage level. The U football team and the U hurling
team won West Cork titles.
On riday night, the U footballers took on Ilen Rovers in
Church Cross. The Kilmeen suffered a comprehensive defeat
at the hands on Ilen Rovers in the ualifying rounds, their one
and only defeat in either code during this season. This did not
deter them from delivering a wonderful performance on riday
night. Ilen started well with a goal but captain Louka Mohan en-
sured Kilmeen’s response was swift with - of his own. Kil-
meen led by a goal at half time - to - .
This was a thrilling competitive match. Ilen went a point up
early in the third uarter, the Kilmeen boys did not panic and
fought for every ball. There was only the bare minimum be-
tween the sides throughout the second half. In the dying min-
utes of the game, Jason Murray scored a wonderful goal for Kil-
meen, this proved to be the difference between the sides on
the night. The final score was Kilmeen - Ilen Rovers - .
There were great scenes of celebration when captain Louka
Mohan accepted the up on behalf of his team. Well done to all
players and mentors. This group of players have also won the
hurling title against St Colums and therefore have completed a
historic double .
ea : Peter O’Sullivan, Daniel McCarthy, Darragh Clancy,

Mark Collins, Ben Barry, Olan Murphy, Rory McCarthy, Sam
Bailey, Tim Bailey, Oisin Harrington, Jason Murray, Louka
Mohan, Shane Keohane, Cillian Twohig, Joe Barry, William
oung, Howard O’Donovan, Tadhg O’Brien, Sean O’Carroll,

Ruairi O’Sullivan, Tadhg O’Neill Callanan, Patrick O’Donovan,
Donnacha Keohane and James Scannell.
The U hurlers played their West Cork hurling final against

astnet Gaels in Rossmore, on Sunday morning. Kilbree
played against a very strong wind in the first half. Kilbree’s de-
fence was rock solid facing wind assisted high ball. Despite
this, they got off to a great start. Conor O’Sullivan took on the

astnet Gaels defence and scored some fine points. Cillian
Twohig added two point before Ethan Buttimer scored a great
goal. Kilbree led by - to - at the first water break. Ethan
scored another fine goal before the half-time whistle. Kilbree
led - to - at half time.
In the third uarter, astnet Gaels came back into the game
with a goal of their own. Kilbree scored just one point in the
third uarter.
In the last fifteen minutes, the Kilbree boys dominated again
scoring five fine points and holding the astnet boys to a single
score. The final score was Kilbree - astnet Gaels - . Cap-
tain Brian Buttimer had a superb game in defence and he ac-
cepted the cup on behalf of his team. Congratulations to all
players and mentors. This cohort of players is a small tightly
knit, committed one. They have also ualified for the football
semi-finals against Urhan.
ea : Peter O’Sullivan, Darragh Clancy, Daniel McCarthy,

Brian Buttimer, Olan Murphy, Joe Bailey, Sam Bailey, Oisin
O’Sullivan, Conor O’Sullivan, Oisin Harrington, Shane Keo-
hane, Cillian Twohig, Ethan Buttimer, Mark Collins, Tim Bailey,
Louka Mohan and Micheal Keohane.
The second junior hurling team has ualified for the Carbery
Junior C hurling final. They defeated Ballinascarthy - to - ,
in Ballinascarthy on Sunday.
The Kilbree U camogie team played a close exciting match
against Clonakilty on Tuesday evening. This was the final
match of the season for the girls. Thanks to the mentors for
their commitment and dedication to this group.
The U girls played the Carbery U A final against Clonakil-
ty on Wednesday night. Kilbree were ahead for most of this
match after a great start. At half-time Kilbree led by - to - . A
Maeve O’Neill goal just before the second water break gave
Kilbree a three-point advantage. However, Clonakilty were
much the stronger side in the final uarter and won - to - .
The U girls played Eire Og in the Premier Plate semi-final, in
Ovens on Saturday morning. This was a very close and excit-
ing match between two evenly match sides. Unfortunately, the
Kilbree girls lost by a single point, after a great battle. The final
score was Kilbree - Eire Og - .
The junior camogie team played Inniscarra in a county
league fixture on Saturday. Six of the U girls Heather
Brimble, Caoimhe Murphy, Mary Murphy, Kate O’Donovan, Ra-
chel Deasy and Maeve O’Neill played their second match on
the same day. This was a very close exciting match with very
little between both sides throughout the match. The Inniscarra
girls won by a single point - to - . The next fixture is at
home against Bishopstown.
There was no winner of this week’s Lotto jackpot. The numbers
drawn were , and . The lucky dip winners were Aisling
O’Shea, Alvey Kemp and Ger O’Donovan. Next week’s jackpot
will be , .
There will be a used clothing collection today one day only for
Kilbree camogie club. Due to Covid restrictions, bags should
be waterproof and sealed. Bags can be dropped outside the
club room between - pm. All members are encouraged to
support this most important fundraiser.
Best of luck to two Kilbree U ’s, Caoimhe Murphy and Emily
O’Donovan will be involved with the Cork U A camogie
team that plays Waterford in the Munster inal on Saturday
next. They game will be played in the Ragg, Waterford at pm.

The Kilbree U16 hurling teamwho took on Fastnet Gaels in the U16 hurling championship at Rossmore, before games were stopped.

Kilmeen U8 footballers in good form after their game against Castlehaven at Rossmore before all underage club games were stopped.
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Larkin’s late goal
seals U14 title for
impressive Ballinora

Clonakilty: S Crowley 0-3, L Eady 1-0,
A McCarthy 0-2, G Hourihane 0-1.

BALLINORA: T O’Donohoe; E O’Flynn,
E O’Driscoll; M Twomey, L Twohig, A
O’Riordan; S Werner, C Quirke; E McAu-
liffe, C Ahern, R Murphy, E Laverty, C
Twomey, L O’ Neill, J Larkin.

Subs: J Mehigan for S Werner (h0t), A
Conway for C Twomey (45).

CLONAKILTY: A Giles; C McCarthy, D
Geaney, M Murphy; A O’Gorman, Clod-
agh McCarthy, A Oldham; C Barrett, A
McCarthy; N Coffey, S Crowley, G
Hourihane; L Eady, L Daly, E O’Sullivan.

Subs: S O’Mahony for A Oldham, A
Korinek for N Coffey.

Midleton 6-5
Ballinhassig 1-0
MIDLETON proved too
strong for a gallant Ballin-
hassig as they took the U14
A plate recently in Castle
Road, with Rachel Ryan
grabbing a hat-trick.
Playing with the wind ad-
vantage in the opening
half, Midleton built up a
10-point lead by half time.
Goals from Kate O’Sullivan
and Cara Foley helped
them build a strong foun-
dation for victory.
All through the second half
Ballinhassig worked hard
and Aoife Cottrell grabbed
a goal but unfortunately
for them the scores they
needed did not arrive.
That was in the main down
to an excellent Midleton
defence who stood firm
under severe pressure.
Piling on the pressure
Midleton added to their
tally with three Rachel
Ryan goals and one from
Saoirse Ní Theangana en-
suring they ran out com-
fortable winners.
Scorers for Midleton: R Ryan 3-1, S Ní
Theangana, 1-3, K O’Sullivan 1-1, C
Foley 1-0.

Ballinhassig: A Cottrell 1-0.

MIDLETON: S Walsh; A Magann, J
Fitzgerald, K Saunderson; P Hen-
nessey, L Goulding, S Cronin, M Ní Con-
chubhuair, I Nestor (c), K O’ Sullivan, S
Ní Theangana, K Quirke, M Collins, R
Ryan, C Foley.

Subs: T Wallace for C Foley, R Greene
for M Collins, A McCarthy for A Magann,
E O’Neill for K O’Sullivan.

BALLINHASSIG: S Whyte; E Madden,
M O’Rourke, T O’Farrell; A Cussen, M
O’Sullivan, S Deasy; C Crowley, A Cot-
trell; K Moynihan, F O’Brien, E Casey; A
Lynch, A Lombard, K Reynolds.

Subs: A Lucey for E Madden, K O’Leary
for K Reynolds, L McDonogh for T
O’Farrell, S Connolly for E Casey, E
O’Sullivan for K Moynihan.

Ballinora 1-11
Clonakilty 1-6
BALLINORA captured the
U14 Premier Plate in a
tight contest with Clonakil-
ty in Brinny recently when
a late goal from Jane Lar-
kin, along with the accu-
racy of Louise O’Neill and
Rachel Murphy, and Tara
O’Donoghue and Amy
O’Riordan’s defensive
strength were crucial.
Ballinora hit the front with
a Larkin point and captain
Louise O’Neill added a sec-
ond point before Clonakilty
opened their account with a
pointed free.
The sides were evenly
matched with both defences
under pressure and they
swapped scores so Ballino-
ra maintained their one
point advantage at the first
water break: 0-3 to 0-2.
Rachel Murphy extended
the Ballinora advantage
with a point from a long
range free and with O’Neill
and Murphy on target from
frees, the Mid Cork outfit
went four points clear.
Clonakilty cut the gap to
two points with good play
from Amy McCarthy, Grace
Hourihane and Sinead
Crowley, but Ballinora fin-
ished the half impressively.
With Rachel Murphy ad-
ding three points without
reply, it left Ballinora
ahead at the break 0-9 to
0-4.
Clonakilty showed huge de-
termination on the restart
and a Lauren Eady goal cut
the Ballinora led to two.
As they piled on the press-
ure Ballinora had to be at
their very best defensively,
while keeper Tara O’Donog-
hue denied them with two
excellent saves.
Amy O’Riordan was a
tower of strength in the
centre-back position, so at
the second water break Bal-
linora still held a two-point
lead.
The impressive Larkin and
O’Neill struck for vital Bal-
linora scores with the game
on the line.
Sinead Crowley found the
range for Clonakilty but
the next score proved to be
decisive.
As the clock ticked towards
full time, Larkin struck for
a goal after good work from
Julia Mehigan to seal the
result in Ballinora’s favour
after a superb contest from
two committed sides.
Scorers for Ballinora: R Murphy 0-5 (0-
2 f), J Larkin 1-2, L O’Neill 0-4 (0-1 f).

The Ballinora camogie team that were recently crowned U14 Premier
Plate winners.

■Mary Newman
CAMOGIE

first time due to Covid 19 restrictions.
Over 100 delegates were in attendance
from across Ireland as well as a number of
international delegates.

Just as happened in March when the
LGFA defeated the following motion, so
too did the Camogie Association by 76%.

The proposed rule, which was put for-
ward by Dublin, states: “The camogie as-
sociation recognises and supports the
concept of a dual player, as defined, and
will encourage all of its units to support
and facilitate its playing members of all
ages, who wish to do so, to play both camo-
gie and ladies football. In doing so, the ca-
mogie association and all of its units will
be conscious of and promote the welfare of
all players.”

I said back in March when the same mo-
tion was defeated at the ladies football
congress that had it come before the ca-
mogie congress it would have failed also.
To be honest I find the proposal flimsy and
too open-ended.

It had to fail at the Camogie Congress.
The fact that it was defeated by the LGFA,
what would have happened if camogie had
passed it?

Would the LGFA have had a carte
blanche and camogie have to play second
fiddle on everything to do with the sport,
not alone fixtures? That possibly was a
concern among delegates.

This joined-up approach must be led
from the top. Have they no shame in how
they are portraying our organisations by
not sitting down together?

Is one organisation willing to and the
other not? Is it part arrogance? Or are
they both against it?

I don’t know.
All I know is that all this negativity and

lack of respect for players is a slap in the
face to all the good work done by volun-
teers and the 20x20 movement around the
country.

This year’s congress saw the election of
Kildare native Hilda Breslin as president-
elect. She will take up her position as
Uachtarán at the 2021 annual congress
next April in Armagh.

The All-Ireland championships will
take place over a nine-week period begin-
ning today. This year’s championships
will culminate with the senior final taking
place in Croke Park on Saturday, De-
cember 12, 7pm under lights.

Already we have Cork players threaten-
ing to strike. We could see an all-out
players strike across the country in both
codes if matters aren’t resolved soon.
What frustrates me is that in the past few
years it has taken days of criticism from
the Irish public before one or other or-
ganisation concedes. They will almost al-
ways concede because they have to.

Although we have seen clubs across the
country forfeit games in either code due to
clashes that weren’t resolved. The nation-
wide support is obvious when you con-
sider that the Galway camogie team have
offered to switch the game from Saturday
to Sunday to accommodate Cork.

We are still waiting at the time of writ-
ing on the association to approve that.
Despite the repeated efforts of the two
Cork management teams and respective
county boards to get one of the games
moved from November 7, both remain
fixed for the first Saturday of next month.

This is so energy-sapping for both sets
of management. There are five Cork
players involved in both games; Hannah
Looney, Libby Coppinger, Meabh Cahal-
ane, Fiona Keating and Ciara McCarthy.

Last weekend the annual Camogie Con-
gress took place in a virtual format for the

IT’S hard to believe we had such negative
publicity all week again between the Ca-
mogie Association and the LGFA regard-
ing fixture clashes.

It’s hard to fathom that both associ-
ations made the same fixture dates for
championship games on November 7 dur-
ing the group stages. There is another po-
tential clash on November 14 and it’s ab-
solutely mindboggling that the All-Ire-
land camogie and ladies football semi-fin-
als are also fixed for the same weekend,
November 28-29.

How can both associations know this is
on the cards and yet bury their heads in
the sand?

It doesn’t matter who set out their fix-
tures first. That doesn’t relieve you of
your responsibility.

Why won’t the heads of the associations
sit down and talk? Does it not bother them
that, again, we are being lambasted on so-
cial media for these standoffs?

Their behaviour is making a complete
mockery of the 20x20 campaign. There are
so many wonderful sportswomen and
men pushing for greater coverage, sup-
port and attendances at women’s sport
and then the two largest female sports or-
ganisations in the country show a com-
plete lack of respect for each other and
fight each other every step of the way.

We’re a laughing stock. I don’t buy this
‘the year that’s in it’ cop-out at all, the ex-
cuse being the open window is short so
there is no choice. This is an annual oc-
currence. I’m weary of it.

The thing about being weary is that it
could make you to throw your hat at it and
just accepting the status quo. But that’s
certainly something we can’t do. ‘associ-
ations’ and ‘delegates’ afford the people
behind those titles to do damage and hide.

What is the Women’s GPA’s stance?
From what I can see, the member repre-
sentatives from both codes support each
other 100%. I feel the WGPA is going to
have to get involved.

Fixtures clash a
joke but it’s no
laughing matter

The Midleton U14 camogie team that won the plate recently. See left for report.

Cork’s Laura Treacy at the launch of the 2020
Liberty Insurance All-Ireland Camogie Cham-
pionships. Picture: INPHO/Dan Sheridan

Linda
Mellerick

CAMOGIE
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Cork to start without
Castlehaven duo
Hurley and Collins

kend before the championship
gets underway.
But, as with the way of the world
in these precarious times, the
threat of Covid-19 still hangs
menacingly over everything
never mind simply sport on its
own.
It was a nervous few days for all
before Kerry made the long trip
to Inniskeen to play Monaghan
at 2pm today in the opening
game of round 7 fixtures.
And by the time referee Jerome
Henry blows the final whistle to
signal the end of the Donegal-Ty-
rone tie shortly before 5.30 to-
morrow, everyone will let out a
huge sigh of relief if the planned
programme is wrapped up with-
out a hitch.
There was an early casualty in
division 4 with London unable to
fulfil their game against Water-
ford in Dungarvan so the Deise
were awarded the points.
But, the GAA announced re-
cently that no team would be rel-
egated if a game had to be post-
poned because of the pan-
demic.
Division 4 is different in that it’s
the bottom tier and relegation
doesn’t apply, but the decision
could have repercussions in the
other three sections.
Take the Clare-Fermanagh tie,
scheduled for Cusack Park in
Ennis on tomorrow at 1pm, as a
prime example.
The Ulster county prop up the
table with just two points from
their five outings and must win
their remaining two games to
have any chance of surviving.

FIXTURES
TODAY

NFL Division 1: Monaghan v Kerry, In-
niskeen, 2pm; Dublin v Meath, Parnell
Park, 7pm.
Division 2: Westmeath v Laois, Mulling-
ar, 2pm; Armagh v Roscommon, Athletic
Grounds, 5.30.
Division 3: Cork v Louth, Pairc Ui
Chaoimh, 4pm; Derry v Longford, Celtic
Park, 4.30; Down v Leitrim, Newry, 5pm.
Division 4: Wicklow v Antrim, Aughrim,
2pm; Carlow v Sligo, Cullen Park, 5pm.

TOMORROW
Division 1: Galway v Mayo, Tuam Sta-
dium, 2pm; Donegal v Tyrone, Ballybo-
fey, 4pm.
Division 2: Clare v Fermanagh, Ennis,
1pm; Kildare v Cavan, Newbridge, 2pm.
Division 3: Tipperary v Offaly, Thurles,
2pm.
Division 4: Limerick v Wexford, Rath-
keale, 1pm; Waterford w/o London.

CORK welcome back a handful
of players for their first start in
division 3 against Louth at Pairc
Ui Chaoimh today (4pm).
There are seasonal debuts for
Kevin Flahive (Douglas), Kevin
O’Donovan (Nemo Rangers),
Colm O’Callaghan (Eire Óg),
Paul Walsh (Kanturk) and Kevin
O’Driscoll (Tadhg MacCar-
thaighs).
There’s almost a second team of
players missing through injury,
including Ciaran Sheehan (Eire
Óg), Liam O’Donovan (Clonakil-
ty) and Tomas Clancy (Fermoy),
who won’t play again in 2020.
Among the many others unavail-
able are James Loughrey (Mal-
low), Sean Powter (Douglas),
Sean White (Clonakilty) and
leading scorers Cathail O’Ma-
hony (Mitchelstown) and Luke
Connolly (Nemo Rangers).
The anticipated return of Castle-
haven pair, Mark Collins and
Brian Hurley, hasn’t materialised
though the former is among the
substitutes.
There are three survivors in de-
fence from the Derry victory in
March, Maurice Shanley (Clon-
akilty), Paul Ring (Aghabullogue)
and Mattie Taylor (Mallow).
Captain Ian Maguire (St Fin-
barr’s) has a new midfield
partner in Walsh with Killian
O’Hanlon (Kilshannig) diverting
to centre-forward in a much-
changed attack.
Damien Gore (Kilmacabea) and
Paul Kerrigan (Nemo) are the
only links from the 3-13 to 3-11
success.
There’s a welcome return from
injury of Ruairi Deane (Bantry
Blues), who was selected for the
game but had to cry off with a
serious hamstring injury.
The bench has a couple of new-
comers in Daniel O’Mahony
(Knocknagree), Niall Hartnett
(Douglas) and Jack McCarthy
(Carrigaline).
CORK: MA Martin (Nemo Rangers); K
Flahive (Douglas), M Shanley (Clonakil-
ty), P Ring (Aghabullogue); K O’Dono-
van (Nemo Rangers), M Taylor (Mallow),
C Kiely (Ballincollig); I Maguire (St Fin-
barr’s), captain, P Walsh (Kanturk); R
Deane (Bantry Blues), K O’Hanlon (Kil-
shannig), K O’Driscoll (Tadhg MacCar-
thaighs); D Gore (Kilmacabea), C O’Cal-
laghan (Eire Og), P Kerrigan (Nemo
Rangers). Subs: A Casey (Kiskeam), S
Ryan (St Finbarr’s), N Walsh (Douglas),
D O’Mahony (Knocknagree), T Corkery
(Cill na Martra), S Meehan (Kiskeam), A
Browne (Newmarket), N Hartnett (Doug-
las), J McCarthy (Carrigaline), E
McSweeney (Knocknagree), M Collins
(Castlehaven).
Meanwhile, for Croke Park this
must feel like the end of the long-
est week as the country awaits
the return of inter-county action
over the weekend.
The concluding games in all four
divisions are scheduled to be
completed by the following wee-

Duhallow’s Paul Walsh gathers the ball from Nemo Rangers’ James
McDermott during the Cork SFC semi-final at Páirc Uí Rinn. Walsh has
been called up for a Cork seasonal deubt. Picture: Eddie O’Hare

No county has a divine right to be win-
ning trophies but in a county of Cork’s
standing and tradition over the past 20
years or so there should have been a
better return from the minor and U21
grades.

Going back to the U21 teams of 1997 and
1998, they were the launch pad for the suc-
cesses of the seniors in 1999, 2004 and 2005.

You need success at those levels to be
successful at senior and that has been
proved time and again in other counties.

A good working relationship between
the various management teams is very
important too and that seems to be very
much the case in Cork right now from
Noel Furlong with the U16s, on to Cusack,
Ryan and to the senior set-up under Kie-
ran Kingston.

Co-operation and a good working rela-
tionship never did anybody any harm.

Of course, it will be different this time
for the minors and U20s insofar as they’ll
be playing with no support forthcoming
from the stands.

That may or may not have an impact
and it could even take some of the press-
ure off them.

Conversely, support can drive a team
over the winning line but as in everything
else this year, it’s the same for every team
going out in search of glory.

Ciarán Joyce from Castlemartyr has
been in sublime form in his club reaching
the Cork County LIHC final with Russell
Rovers and there appears to be a good
blend to the team.

With respect to Kerry, they will be
strong fancies to come out of Austin Stack
Park with the win and more formidable
hurdles will have to be overcome but
there are grounds for optimism with this
squad.

It’s very much a similar story with the
minors with former Cork great Donal Óg
Cusack having his first shot at inter-coun-
ty management.

And you’d travel a long distance to find
a keener student of the game or a better
motivator.

He has two former greats, Sean Óg and
Tom Kenny on board with him on his
management team as well Ian Lynam who
is vastly experienced with the Glen and
Cloyne clubmate Killian Cronin among
others.

This is what Cork hurling at all levels
requires, former star players of a more re-
cent time getting involved.

Young players will look up to and want
to do well for these fellows, try to emulate
what they achieved in their careers.

And the hope is that more of them will
become involved going forward.

FINALLY and thankfully, the inter-coun-
ty hurling season gets off the ground in
Munster this weekend with two Cork
teams going into the arena.

The minors are out first, today in
Thurles against Clare and on Monday
night the U20s against Kerry in Tralee.

Both are knockout games, lose and
months of preparation will count for no-
thing. In both instances there is optimism
that Cork can have two rewarding cam-
paigns while at the same time taking no-
thing for granted.

In both instances too there are strong
backroom teams with a number of former
stars putting their shoulder to the pump.

It’s a well documented fact that Cork
have not had the success that might have
been expected from the county at these le-
vels, going back to 2001 since the last All-
Ireland minor crown was won and three
years years further back since the All-Ire-
land U21 title was annexed.

Where the U21s were concerned, that
great Sarsfields clubman Bertie Óg
Murphy was at the helm in 1997 and 1998
when he brought two titles to Leeside and
now another Sars great, Pat Ryan will be
hoping to travel that same successful
route.

He has put together a very strong back-
room team of Wayne Sherlock, former
senior selector with John Meyler, Donal
O’Mahony, Fergal Condon, who led Imo-
killy to three-in-a row of county titles and
Brendan Coleman from Youghal who
played senior with the county.

When you look at some of the players at
their disposal, the likes of Daire Connery,
Tommy O’Connell, Conor O’Callaghan,
Brian and Eoin Roche, Padraig Power,
Shane Barrett, and so on, you would have
to believe there is a very solid base.

The recent form of Power and Barrett
with Blarney in their Cork County PIHC
success is encouraging while Connery is
getting training time with the seniors.

Openers offer
chance to build

Cork U20 hurler Daire Connery, in action for Na Piarsaigh against Jamie McCarthy, Carrigtwohill. Picture: Jim Coughlan

Cork U20 captain this season Conor O’Callaghan bursts out from Limerick’s Paul O’Riordan.
 Picture: Eddie O’Hare

Mark
Woods

FOOTBALL

John
Horgan

HURLING
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a rday Television
RTE ONE RTE2 TG4VIRGIN MEDIA ONE

Programmes indicated with (S)
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MOVIES TODAY’S SATELLITE
SKY CINEMA DRAMA
10.05 Notting Hill (15) (1999) 12.15 The Browning
Version (15) (1994) 2.00 JT Leroy (15) (2018) 4.00
Elizabeth:The Golden Age (12) (2007) 6.00 Nine to
Five (15) (1980)
8.00 Notting Hill (15) (1999) ith u h rant.
10.05 GoodFellas (18) (1990)
12.30 JT Leroy (15) (2018) 2.25 The Browning Version
(15) (1994) 4.15 Miracle on 34th Street (U) (1947)

SKY CINEMA FAMILY
11.25 The Dark Crystal (PG) (1982) 1.15 Maleficent:
Mistress of Evil (PG) (2019) 3.15 The Pacifier (PG)
(2005) 5.00 Enchanted (PG) (2007) 7.00 Charlotte’s
Web (U) (2006) amily drama ith the voice of ulia

oberts.
8.50Maleficent: Mistress of Evil (PG) (2019) antasy

adventure se uel starrin n elina olie.
10.50 The Dark Crystal (PG) (1982)
12.40 The Pacifier (PG) (2005) 2.30 Charlotte’sWeb
(U) (2006) 4.20 Eight Below (PG) (2006)

SKY CINEMA ACTION
10.25 First Blood (15) (1982) 12.10 Rambo: First Blood
Part II (15) (1985) 2.00 The Green Hornet (12) (2011)
4.10 Hot Fuzz (15) (2007) 6.15 First Blood (15) (1982)
8.00 Rambo: First Blood Part II (15) (1985)
9.45 Rambo III (18) (1988)
11.30 Rambo (18) (2008)
1.05 Jarhead: Law of Return (15) (2019) 3.00 Broken

Arrow (15) (1996) 5.00 Sky Cinema Preview

SKY ONE
12.00 Los n eles 3.00 illette occer aturday.
oin y ports to follo all the latest ne s from the

afternoons football around the country ith reporters
providin the latest oal updates from around the
rounds. 5.00 he impsons 8.00 Lea ue of heir

n. loo at previously unseen moments from the th
series. 9.00 FILM:THE EXPENDABLES 3 (2014) ction
thriller se uel starrin ylvester tallone. 11.30 he

ussell o ard our. opical comedy and entertainment
sho . 12.30 Prodi al on. 1.25 arrior. 2.30 oad ars.
3.00 rit ops ar on rime. 4.00 i h ay ops

E4
11.40 he reat ritish a e ff. 1.00 treme a e

a ers. 1.15 roo lyn ine ine 3.45 FILM: MEGAMIND
(2010) nimated superhero comedy ith the voice of ill

errell. 5.45 he i an heory 9.15 as master 12.15
o lebo 2.25 irst ates 4.15 he oldber s 5.05
roo lyn ine ine

DISCOVERY
12.00 assive n ineerin ista es 6.00 eadliest

atch. he ornelia cre members fi ht to save their
ear from sea ice. 8.00 heeler ealers. i e discovers

a true apanese le end from the s. 9.00
uperyachts. plorin ripac s shipyard. 10.00 o

the niverse or s. perts e plore the problems ith
provin or disprovin the e istence of aliens. 11.00

reatest vents of orld ar . estored foota e tells
the story of peration ealion in a ne li ht. 12.00 old

ivers 5.30 o o hey o t

HISTORY
12.00 ali ula ays of error. he truth about the
rei n of the notorious oman emperor ali ula. 2.00

ncient uperstructures. he ont aint ichel in
ormandy rance. 3.00 ncient uperstructures. he

ncan citadel of achu Picchu. 4.00 ncient
uperstructures. he roc city of Petra in the ordanian

desert. 5.00 ncient uperstructures. 6.00 ncient
mpossible. 7.00 lash of the ods. aminin the

inspiration for the inotaur s labyrinth. 8.00 lash of the
ods. he le end of the ree in dysseus. 9.00
i foot he efinitive uide. Leadin scientists di

deeper into the story one of man ind s reat creatures.
11.00 eadliest arrior. omparin a oman enturion
and a a put arrior. 12.00 i foot he efinitive uide.
2.00 amp People. 3.00 eadliest arrior. 4.00 lash
of the ods. 5.00 lash of the ods.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
3.00 o atch a mu ler 7.00 irport ecurity ra il

9.00 irport ecurity Peru 12.00 irport ecurity
olombia 2.00 ltimate irport ubai 5.00 lose 7.00
ruise ith Loveit oo it

SKYWITNESS
1.00 ustoms 2.00 othin to eclare 7.00 lue

loods 9.00 Lone tar. tornado s eeps throu h
ustin. 10.00 he esident. ain and ic clash over the

care of a hite supremacist. 11.00 La rder pecial
ictims nit 1.00 lue loods 3.00 he atch. 4.00
othin to eclare

BBC4
7.00 rancesco s enice. rt and se in the th century.
8.00 ull ircle ith ichael Palin. he lobetrottin
presenter visits apan and orth and outh orea. 9.00
nspector ontalbano. he detective investi ates a
collection of mysterious home movies. 10.40 he rid e
12.40 op of the Pops 1.45 ull ircle ith ichael
Palin. 2.35 rancescos enice. 3.35 lose

VIRGIN MEDIATWO
12.00 ippin Point 3.00 i ear in i chool.
4.00 Live eine en hampions up u by. eter

hiefs v acin . 7.30 urich rish u by Players
ards . oe olloy re ects on the hi hs and

lo s of the season. 8.30 uinness i
ations he tory o ar. ction from the

international ru by union tournament. 9.40 octor in the
ouse. he team helps a family in in las ublin. 10.40

ain tirlin s eleb bility. ith anielle rmstron Lady
Leshurr u i uffell and oss dams. 11.25 he d

assmaster ho 12.25 lue urder. 1.55 FILM:
FIGHTINGTHE ODDS:THE MARILYN GAMBRELL
STORY (2005) act based drama starrin ami ert .
3.25 lose

THE EXPENDABLES 3, SKY ONE, 9PM

11.35 LITTLE HOUSE ONTHE PRAIRIE
erminally ill ylan hitta er s reatest
ish is to see the ocean and he see s
lbert s help in fulfillin his dream before he

dies.
12.30 MURDER, SHEWROTE essica

investi ates a recent murder and discovers
a lin ith an abduction years previously.

1.25 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
1.30 GAA BEO ublin v yrone hro in

. pm . Live covera e of the ll reland
semi final in the ir rid ootball

hampionship. Presented by iche l
omhnaill.

3.40 GAA BEO erry v al ay hro in
. pm . Live covera e of the ll reland

semi final in the ir rid ootball
hampionship. Presented by iche l
omhnaill.

5.55 BÁS NÓ SAOIRSE he fate of
th century rish rebels illiam mith

rien and ohn rost ho ere e iled to
prison in ustralia after challen in the
mi ht of the ritish empire.

6.57 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
7.00 NUACHTTG4
7.15 ANNA MAY – BANRÍON AN PLOUGH

ocumentary follo in of he ational
Plou hin ssociation nna ay c u h
in the build up to and sta in of the
Plou hin hampionships in ullamore o

ffaly.
8.15 OPRY LE DANIEL aniel onnell hosts

the rish lan ua e country music sho
featurin performances by ohn c icholl
rudi Lalor erry uthrie and Lisa tanley.

9.15 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH

9.20 FILM: IN HER SHOES (2005) o
sisters have little in common one is a
financially irresponsible irt and the
other is a mature and staid la yer.

o ever the pair are brou ht to ether
hen a dar family secret comes to li ht.
urtis ansons comedy drama based

on a novel by ennifer einer starrin
ameron ia . ★★★

11.45 FIR, MARÚ AGUS GRÁ ocumentary
offerin a loo at the circumstances that
drove si men to murder their partners
be innin ith the case of avid our e in

.
1.15 ORANGE ISTHE NEW BLACK orporate

bureaucracy and simmerin an er or
a ainst aputo s efforts to eep a sensitive
situation under control.

1.45 FRANCE 24

11.15 MY KITCHEN RULES: AUSTRALIA i ht
ne teams et the po er to send a pair
home. 12.45 t s a Par s Life.

armlei h ouse plays host to the annual
commemoration issin Persons ay.
1.15 e s ne loc eather
1.25 hat Planet re ou n . he

c amaras hold a meetin to see hat
more they can do to reduce their
emissions.

2.25 SHAKESPEARE & HATHAWAY –
PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS ran

atha ay and Luella ha espeare must
or out hat happened to an amnesiac.

3.20 FILM:THE REMAINS OFTHE DAY
(1993) Period drama starrin nthony

op ins. ★★★★

5.45 NUACHT; e s ith i nin
6.00 THE ANGELUS
6.01 RTÉ NEWS: SIX ONE; eather

6.35 FILM: JUMANJI:WELCOMETOTHE
JUNGLE (2017) Premiere. antasy
action comedy in hich four hi h school
students are dra n into the un le
settin of a video ame. ith ayne
ohnson and aren illan. ★★★★

8.45 RTÉ NEWS: NINE O’CLOCK; eather
9.15 FINDING JOY ar etin uru Philip offers

oy some advice from his ens ips for
omen on ho to in over ill but oy is

not impressed. rish and baby livia are
camped at oy s house.

9.45 FILM: MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE –
FALLOUT (2018) Premiere. than unt
the team and a assassin try to
prevent a disaster caused by a roup of
terrorists. ction thriller se uel starrin
om ruise ★★★ eather

12.20 THE SOUTHWESTERLIES ate turns to
a for comfort but hen onor ma es a

life chan in decision she decides the
time has come to turn histleblo er on

ors entus.

1.20 FILM: CRIMES OFTHE MIND (2014)
oman spends five years tryin to et

her dau hter bac after she as
brain ashed at a ridin school. act
based thriller starrin hristina o . ★★

2.55 WAKINGTHE DEAD Part one of t o. ve
lin s evidence found at a traffic
accident to a murder case she or ed on

hile e aminin mass raves durin the
al an ar.

3.50 WAKINGTHE DEAD
4.45 EURONEWS

12.00 DEADLY 60 ON A MISSION teve
ac shall searches for lethal beasts in
ene uela and ra il encounterin an

electric eel the endan ered rinoco
crocodile a venomous centipede and the
maned olf. 12.30 ne s day ee ly.

ound up of ma or stories. 12.50 ome
and ay. ustin has no idea ho to tell

va about his condition. 1.20 ome
and ay. en as s oo out on a date.

1.50 art of i ie. ade competes in a
battle of the bands competition hile
Lavon has an eye openin e perience.

omedy drama starrin achel ilson.
2.40 art of i ie. oe becomes
suspicious hen ade fails to come home
after a ni ht out hile anda and om
decide they have aited lon enou h.

omedy drama starrin achel ilson.
3.35 ho o ou hin ou re . mma

illis traces her mother s side of the family
bac to ictorian irmin ham before
learnin that her father s randmother as
born in reland leadin to a trip to ublin.

4.45 hampions Lea ue a a ine.
ncludin hi hli hts and ne s as ell as a
loo throu h the archives.

5.15 SATURDAY GAA LIVE rma h v
oscommon hro in . pm . ll the

action from the llian ootball Lea ue
ivision o encounter at the thletic
rounds.

7.30 FILM: BORN IN CHINA (2016) Premiere.
ocumentary tellin the stories of a

panda and her cub a youn olden
mon ey and his sister and a sno
leopard and her t o cubs. ★★★

9.00 FILM: IRON MAN 3 (2013) he
armoured aven er faces a terrorist

hose plans involve a dru that ma es
people indestructible. uperhero
adventure se uel ith obert o ney
r and yneth Paltro . ★★★

11.20 FILM: PAWN SACRIFICE (2014)
chess prodi y obby ischer finds
himself cau ht bet een t o
superpo ers and his o n stru les as
he challen es the oviet mpire.

rama starrin obey a uire. ★★★

1.20 GREY’S ANATOMY le turns to ichard
for help distractin investors hen he
hears disturbin ne s about s eletons on
the construction site rounds. 2.10

rey s natomy. atherine returns but she
has no idea about hat has bein oin
on ith ac son and a ie. 2.55

uro e s

12.00 AMAZING ANIMAL BIRTHS shire horse
is set to ive birth for the ninth time.

12.30 UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUEWEEKLY
revie of the latest matches.

1.00 UEFA EUROPA LEAGUE UPDATE
round up of all the latest stories from the

uropa Lea ue.
1.30 LIVE RACING overa e of hampions ay

from scot includin the . ueen
li abeth ta es and . hampion
ta es plus races at . . and .

and . .
5.00 RED ROCK atie attends a baby scan

alone.
5.30 NEWS AT 5.30
6.00 THE FAMILY CHASE radley alsh pits

the artes from o ntrim a ainst one of
the finest ui brains in the country in a
t ist on the popular eneral no led e
ame sho .

7.00 IN FOR A PENNY tephen ulhern hosts
the ame sho from locations around the

settin members of the public unusual
challen es.

7.30 CELEBRITY CATCHPHRASE tephen
ulhern hosts a celebrity edition of the

ame sho in hich ohnny e as haun
allace and roo e incent uess the

familiar phrases hidden in animated clues.
8.30 THE CHASE BLOOPERS SHOW radley

alsh presents a third selection of funny
embarrassin and chee y unscripted
moments and out ta es from the ui sho .

9.30 BRADLEYWALSH: HAPPY 60TH
BIRTHDAY n honour of his th birthday
this special pro ramme celebrates the
illustrious career of radley alsh from
stand up comedy and presentin to ui
sho s and actin .

10.30 THE GRAHAM NORTON SHOW ith
uests amuel L ac son La anya
ichardson ac son a n rench reddie
lintoff and rsene en er. ith music by
ichael i anu a.

11.30 WHOWANTSTO BE A MILLIONAIRE?
hris arrant hosts the bi pri e ui

invitin another line up of contestants to
ans er uestions that could chan e their
lives.

12.30 CHAMPAGNE FOOTBALL ommy artin
presents a loo at the sports administrator
ohn elaney s time at the hich as

made into the boo hampa ne ootball by
ar i he and Paul o an.

1.30 THE BEST OF IRELAND AM a a ine
featurin a ee ly round up of health
issues entertainment ne s and
personalities ma in the headlines.

2.55 CLOSE
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RADIO
RTE RADIO 1: 11.00 rendan onnor. 1.00 aturday

ith atie annon. 2.00 aturday port. aturday port
includin debate on the ee s sportin stories feature
intervie s and the sports ne s of the day. 9.00 il ouse.
10.00 outh ind lo s. Philip in presents music son and
chat from the est erry aeltacht. 11.00 ountry ime. he
best in country music presented by rian Lally ho ll do his
best to have somethin old somethin ne somethin
borro ed and somethin blue rass. 12.00 Late ate. 2.00

old on adio .

LYRIC FM: 10.00 he amilton cores. 1.00 ovies and
usicals. 4.00 velyn rant s ee end rive. 6.30 ulture ile
ee ly. 7.00 pera i ht ith Paul erriott. Puccini s much

loved opera adame utter y in a production from the oman
heatre of ran e. 10.00 espertine ith llen ranitch. he

presenter crosses time and space on a ni ht time voya e to
share a selection of classical a roots and contemporary
music. 1.00 Lyric hrou h the i ht.

RTE 2FM: 11.00 hris and iara. 1.00 ave annin . 3.00
tephen yrne. 5.00 aturday. 7.00 he lectric isco
ith enny reene. he soundtrac to aturday ni ht. enny

ban s out classic dance anthems. 9.00 o . o ic starts
your ee end ith the bi est hip hop urban and dance
anthems you on t find any here else et involved d mo ay
and mo rte.ie. 11.00 he prin essions. r prin ith
reland s most upfront dance sho . 1.00 hite oise. 2.00 he
Late i ht essions.

TODAY FM: 11.00 essica aciel. 2.00 Pumped p ic s.
oin nna eary ec Pierce every aturday from pm to
eep up to date ith all the sportin events includin
occer u by and everythin in bet een 6.00 aturday its.

9.00 laire ec s aturday ound ystem. hree hours of
absolute ban ers to et you ready to o out out or indeed

in in. pect everythin from house classics and festival
favourites to future dance oor fillers. 1.00 verni ht usic.

RAIDIÓ NA GAELTACHTA: 12.00 Pr omhsc alta na
uachta. 12.08 o ha a us o ha. 1.00 uacht a h on. 1.20
as eirn n. 2.00 p rt an t athairn. aturday sports. 6.00
uacht a . 6.30 las. 7.00 eacaireacht an r thn na.

uairisc a us tr chtaireacht ar ch rsa sp irt mar aon le ceol
a us a allaimh chur i l thair sti ideo haile na n all. 9.00

n healach horm. eol t re sa chiall is leithne as irinn
a us thar lear. 12.00 coth na eachtaine.

CORK’S 96FM: 10.00 ayne ilton. 2.00 otal ccess.
6.00 lub . 2.00 he est usic i on top.

C103 (NORTH AND EAST CORK): 12.00 immie
eidy. 2.00 port. 6.00 ountry. 10.00 verni ht.

C103 (WEST CORK): 12.00 immie eidy. 2.00 port.
6.00 ountry. 10.00 verni ht.

CUH FM 102.8: 12.00 ass. 12.30 i e ullivan. 2.00
ohn ic son. 5.00 asheed ao. 6.00 hec t ut ith
ar uerite hite. 7.15 i il ass. 8.00 aturday avourites.

RED FM: 10.00 olm ullivan. 2.00 Live from the Pod.
6.00 he i ed ench ith uairi. 7.00 tevie s loc
Party. 10.00 aturday i ht its. 12.00 on stop its.

NEWSTALK 106-108 FM: 12.00 utureproof ith
onathan c rea. 1.00 ff the all. 5.00 ech al ith essica
elly. 6.00 creentime ith ohn ardy. 7.00 oundscape. he

best in audio content on specialist topics from reland and
around the orld commissioned by e stal . 8.00 mbedded
ech in o n. mbedded ech in o n is a si part series

presented by ess elly e plorin t enty years of tech
companies in ublin and their imprint on community and
culture. 9.00 ocumentary and rama on e stal . eries
celebratin the best in home ro n radio documentary and
drama. 10.00 est of he Pat enny ho . Pat enny brin s
his e perienced broadcastin style and incisive analysis to the
day s ne s and current affairs. 11.00 he ome ho ith

inead yan. he ome ho ith inead yan ill cover all
areas of the home from interiors and accessories to desi n
and architecture maintenance and renovation. 12.00 est of

e stal .

LIFE FM 93.1: 10.00 acon and s. 1.00 utside the
o . 2.00 fternoon ho . 4.30 ocus on the amily. 6.00
cross the treet and round the orld. 7.00 Life ermon. 8.00
aleb s hoice. 9.00 i ht Life. 11.00 utside the o . 12.00
on stop usic.

SKY SPORTS MAIN EVENT
11.30 Live SPFL eltic v an ers ic off . pm .
3.00 Gillette Soccer Saturday oin y ports to follo
all the latest ne s from the afternoons football around the
country ith reporters providin the latest oal updates
from around the rounds. 5.00 Live Premier League

anchester ity v rsenal ic off . pm . 8.30 Live
Fight Night International Le is itson v i uel

a ue . 11.00 AJ: Fighting Back 11.30 Live PGA Tour
Golf he up. 1.00 Sky Sports News 2.00 Sky
Sports News 3.00 Live Blediscoe Cup e ealand v

ustralia ic off . am .

SKY SPORTS CRICKET
10.50 Live Indian Premier League a asthan oyals v

oyal hallen ers an alore. 2.50 Live Indian Premier
League elhi apitals v hennai uper in s. 7.00 Viv
Richards:Through His Eyes Part one of this fascinatin
loo at the life of ir iv ichards. 7.20 My Icon: Ebony
Rainford-Brent he former n land cric et star
discusses the individuals that have inspired her. 7.35 Best
of The IPL 2015 ol ata ni ht iders in s i Pun ab.
8.00 Indian Premier League a asthan oyals v oyal

hallen ers an alore. 9.00 Indian Premier League
elhi apitals v hennai uper in s. 10.00 Indian

Premier League a asthan oyals v oyal hallen ers
an alore. 11.00 Indian Premier League elhi apitals v
hennai uper in s. 12.00 Indian Premier League

4.00 Best of The IPL 2015 4.30 Best of the IPL 2017
5.00 Cricket’s Greatest Games 5.30 Cricket’s Greatest
Games

SKY SPORTS NFL
12.00 NFL Highlights leveland ro ns v ndianapolis

olts. 1.00 NFL Highlights eattle eaha s v
innesota i in s. 2.00 Live: Good Morning Football
he ood ornin ootball ee end team presents the

tal in points from around the L ahead of the ne t
ee end of ames. 5.00 NFL Highlights e rleans
aints v Los n eles har ers. 6.00 NFL Highlights
ansas ity hiefs v Las e as aiders. 7.00 Super

Bowl LIV Gameday 2019 7.30 Live: Notre Dame
College v Louisville 17.10 1930 otre ame i htin
rish v Louisville ardinals ic off . pm . 11.00 NFL
360 11.30 Jags All Access: UK 12.00 Super Bowl LI
Gameday 2017 12.30 NFL Bitesize Highlights 12.45
NFL Bitesize Highlights 1.00 NFL Bitesize Highlights
1.15 NFL Bitesize Highlights 1.30 NFL Bitesize
Highlights 1.45 NFL Bitesize Highlights 2.00 NFL
Highlights 3.00 NFL Highlights 4.00 NFL Highlights
5.00 NFL Highlights

EUROSPORT
11.25 Live Cycling: Giro d’Italia overa e of sta e .
3.45 Cycling:Tour of Flanders ction from the

prin lassic race in el ium. 4.45 Alpine Skiing he
omens iant slalom from oelden ustria. 5.45

Snooker: English Open 6.45 Live Snooker: English
Open he openin semi final. 10.30 Snooker: English
Open he semi finals from lton eynes. 12.30 World
Touring Car Cup 1.30 The Ronnie O’Sullivan Show
2.00 Cycling: Giro d’Italia 3.00 Cycling:Tour of
Flanders 5.00 Snooker: English Open

EIR SPORT 1
11.55 Football Gold 1.40 Football Gold anchester

nited v ottenham otspur from . 3.15 FA Cup
Classics helsea v Portsmouth from . 5.00 FA Cup
Classics 5.30 Football Gold 6.00 Football Gold 6.30
Live The Allianz Leagues Football ublin v eath

ic off . pm . 9.00 Classic GAA replay bet een
ublin and eath from . 10.25 Boxing Classics
uhammad li s return to bo in . 11.45 Boxing Classics
uhammad li s return to bo in . 12.55 Boxing Gold

1.20 Boxing Gold 2.15 Boxing Gold 3.00 Live Boxing
asily Lomachen o v eofimo Lope .

EIR SPORT 2
11.35 Football Gold 12.20 The Pro14 Hour 1.20 FA Cup
Classics 1.50 Football Gold 3.40 Rugby Gold 5.25
Football Gold 7.15 FA Cup Classics 9.00 The Allianz
Leagues Football 10.30 FA Cup Classics 11.00
Football Gold 12.00 Football Gold 1.00 Dha Chuirt
2.00 Football Gold 4.00 Rugby Gold

SKY SPORTS RACING
9.00 Raceday Preview 12.30 Raceday Live 8.45
Stateside Live 2.00 Live Australian Racing 5.30 Hong
Kong Live

SPORT
12.00 FOOTBALL FOCUS an al er loo s

ahead to the ee end s fi tures. 1.00
e s eather 1.15 ob urro

y ear ith . u by lea ue star ob
urro tal s about his fi ht a ainst motor

neurone disease.
1.45 LIVE CHALLENGE CUP RUGBY

LEAGUE Leeds hinos v alford ed
evils ic off . pm . ar hapman

presents covera e of the final from
embley tadium.

5.15 GARDEN RESCUE a eover sho ith
harlie immoc .

6.15 BBC NEWS
6.25 BBC NEWSLINE; eather
6.30 CELEBRITY MASTERMIND nti ues

e pert Philip errell comedian and actor
ichard c ourt poet and presenter Lemn
issay and ports anchor livia ayne

compete. Presented by ohn umphrys.
7.00 POINTLESS CELEBRITIES le ander

rmstron and ichard sman present a
sitcom special of the eneral no led e

ui featurin im ealy a ie
llerensha and erry odliman.

7.50 STRICTLY COME DANCING LAUNCH
SHOW 2020 e series. ess aly and

laudia in leman present the launch of
this year s trictly ome ancin oined in
the ballroom by brand ne celebrity
contestants.

9.20 THE WALL Lynne and raham a couple
from erthyr ydfi in ales ans er
uestions that combine no led e

strate y and luc for the chance to in life
chan in pri es. osted by anny yer.

10.05 BBC NEWS; eather
10.25 MATCH OF THE DAY ary Line er

presents hi hli hts of the latest Premier
Lea ue matches includin verton v
Liverpool at oodison Par and

anchester ity v rsenal at tihad
tadium.

11.25 THE NFL SHOW ar hapman si
menyiora and ason ell discuss the
ame bet een ansas ity hiefs and
uffalo ills and loo ahead to the other

fi tures in ee si .

12.15 FILM: DREAM HOUSE (2011) man
be ins to suspect his ne house may be
haunted and that the hosts have a
connection to his o n past. orror
starrin aniel rai . ★★

1.40 WEATHER FOR THE WEEK AHEAD
1.45 e s

BBC1 WALES, AS ABOVE EXCEPT:
5.45 eatherman al in he elsh oast 6.25

ales oday eather eather

12.00 JOHN AND LISA’S WEEKEND KITCHEN
ishes include sausa e and sourdou h

ba e and spa hetti carbonara. 1.00
mmerdale. ill is shoc ed to discover llis

has spent the ni ht ith a n. 1.30
mmerdale. illy an rily refuses llis

apolo y. 2.00 mmerdale. andy tries
various ays to et the money to ether and
Paul onders ho he can help. 2.30

mmerdale. Paddy convinces elle to or
one last shift at the vets. 3.00

mmerdale. ate tries to encoura e a
drained elle to stay positive after a
meetin ith their solicitor. 3.30

mmerdale. amie sets a plan a ainst elle
in motion. 4.00 atha hristies

arple. he sleuth investi ates a case of
infanticide. 6.00 idsomer urders.
former supermodel is murdered durin a
comic convention and the only clue is a
comic that seems to reveal the dar secrets
of several local people. uest starrin ill

ailey.
8.00 MONSIGNOR RENARD rama series set

durin the dar days of the econd orld
ar starrin ohn ha as u ustin
enard a priest hose return from the
panish ivil ar coincides ith a

victorious erman rmy s invasion of his
native rance.

9.30 HARLOTS ar aret is deli hted hen
o ard offers to be Lucy s eeper anny

ma es an announcement that could
threaten her position in the house hile

ancy is determined to eep mily Lacey
out of Lydia s clutches.

10.30 EXTRAORDINARY PEOPLE
imbab ean omans mission to find

treatment for her dau hter ho has a facial
tumour that is restrictin her air ays and
pushin her a out of her mouth.

11.30 SHETLAND Part one of t o. scientist is
illed on Pere s childhood home of air
sle but incomin storms leave him
or in in isolation and force the suspects

to ather under one roof.
12.40 LAW & ORDER: SPECIAL VICTIMS UNIT

1.30 SHETLAND
2.30 CLOSE

ITV WALES:
11.40 insley s ood e Love 12.45 e s

eather 1.00 acin Live from scot 4.30
ippin Point 5.30 in a arrior 6.30
e s eather 6.50 e s ymru ales eather

7.00 elebrity atchphrase 8.00 he hase
elebrity pecial 9.00 he illion Pound ube
elebrity 10.15 he onathan oss ho 11.15

e s eather 11.34 ymru ales eather
11.35 Play to the histle 12.20 he illion Pound

ube elebrity 1.25 deal orld 3.00 ritains
ri htest amily 3.25 i htscreen

12.00 HAIRY BIKERS’ BEST OF BRITISH he
history of the nations food be innin ith
a variety of recipes featurin fo l.

1.00 FILM: ROMEO & JULIET (2013)
ha espeares love story ith ou las
ooth and ailee teinfeld. ★★

2.50 CHILD STARS:TALKING PICTURES
3.30 n enious nimals. he stran e orld
of animal communication. 4.30 inal

core. round up of this afternoons
football results. 5.15 lo t . 5.45

ichael Palin ravels of a Lifetime. ichael
Palin loo s bac on the ma in of Pole to
Pole. 6.45 Life s a ic.

7.15 SCOTLAND FROM THE SKY ames
ra ford e amines ho aerial photo raphy

has revealed cotland s hidden ancient
past and uncovered secrets buried beneath
the round. Last in the series.

8.15 ROYAL ACADEMY SUMMER EXHIBITION
irsty ar and renda mmanus present

the best of this year s event a sho ith
challen es li e no other in its year
history.

9.15 FILM:THE SHINING (1980) hotel
careta er tormented by evil spirits oes
on a murderous rampa e. tanley

ubric s horror based on the tephen
in novel starrin ac icholson and
helley uvall. ★★★★

11.10 SOUL AMERICA emories of the late s
and early s a period hen ine uality
poverty and racism fanned the ames of
radical blac politics and a harder soul
sound.

12.10 FILM: IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT
(1967) scar innin drama starrin

idney Poitier. ★★★★

1.55 THIS IS BBC TWO
BBC2 WALES, AS ABOVE EXCEPT:
6.15 arden escue 7.15 ichael Palin ravels of a
Lifetime 9.15 ales and lavery he ntold tory
9.45 he hinin 11.40 oc the ee

11.30 FOUR IN A BED 12.05 our in a ed.
12.35 our in a ed. 1.05 our in a

ed. Lucinda ensha elcomes the
uests to prin field ouse in nsto
evon. 1.40 our in a ed. 2.10 he
reat ouse ivea ay. nnie and herri

Lei h buy a house in the elsh alleys.
3.10 eor e lar es ld ouse e

ome. eor e lar e turns an old house in
ales into a modern home. 4.15 Live
eine en hampions up u by nion.
eter hiefs v acin ic off

. pm .
7.05 CHANNEL 4 NEWS
7.15 GUY MARTIN’S WAR MACHINES he

presenter loo s bac on en ineerin
pro ects involvin military vehicles
includin the restoration of a ar pitfire
and the recreation of a irst orld ar
tan .

8.15 BONE DETECTIVES: BRITAIN’S BURIED
SECRETS ori errid e and a team of
scientists e amines remains found at a

oman cemetery in mesbury iltshire
includin a body that as stabbed and
beheaded after it as buried.

9.15 FILM: MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE –
ROGUE NATION (2015) he a ents of
the mpossible ission orce become
fu itives in order to brin do n a
shado y society of assassins. py
thriller se uel ith om ruise and
eremy enner. ★★★

11.50 FILM: ROMAN J ISRAEL, ESQ (2018)
defence attorney ets mi ed up in

events that lead to a crisis and the
necessity for e treme action. rime
drama starrin en el ashin ton.
★★★

2.00 RAMSAY’S KITCHEN NIGHTMARES USA
2.50 ollyoa s. 4.35 ifteen to ne.
5.25 oach rip oad to arcelona.

5.55 irsties andmade reasures

LIVE PREMIER LEAGUE,
SKY SPORTS MAIN EVENT, 5PM



SPORT
Deane back in Cork side to face Louth, but no
starting place for Collins or Hurley: See P37
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would have to be decided on how
teams finish in this year’s league.

Fermanagh’s case is the extreme,
but teams everywhere will be trying
to balance difficult equations over
the next two weeks. With the dis-
tance involved for some teams, do
those squads travel long journeys in-
dividually or on buses? Hotel avail-
ability is another issue; Fermanagh
were told last week they had their
hotel cancelled because of Level 3 re-
strictions – even though inter-county
teams have a dispensation to travel.

Despite the lockdown in Northern
Ireland, the Ulster teams will be able
to play but short term planning will
still be a headache for all teams tee-
tering on the brink of relegation, but
conscious of not going flat out ahead
of a championship match at the end
of the month; if Donegal beat Tyrone
on Sunday – which would secure
their Division 1 status - it’s unlikely
they’ll send a full squad south to
Kerry a week before they face Ty-
rone again in the Ulster quarter-
final.

Otherwise, Donegal will need to go
to Kerry at near full-throttle to try
and stay in Division 1.

The league is back. But it’s unlike
the conclusion to any league in living
memory.

derail the competition.
The situation is more complex

again because of the emotional and
historical significance attached to
what could yet be at stake, especially
if league positions are central to the
proposed new championship format
next year, and the introduction of the
Tailteann Cup.

If  that is introduced (nobody
knows yet what will happen in 2021),
a team which finishes in Division 3
this year, may not – unless they
reach a provincial final next year –
be able to compete for the Sam Ma-
guire in 2021.

The GAA are keen to get the league
concluded this year – with the top
team in each Division being crowned
champions – because next year’s
leagues may have a different set-up.

With the championships conclud-
ing so late, it is expected the leagues
will commence later next year, prob-
ably February. They are also set to be
played over a shorter period with
each of the four football divisions
possibly divided into two groups of
four, with the groupings possibly
based on regions to avoid long-dis-
tance travel.

In that regard, if the GAA are to in-
troduce the Tailteann Cup next year,
the make-up of the competition

still in the hunt for promotion, with
just three points separating the other
seven teams.

Fermanagh’s situation though,
has compromised the division, and
the likely outcome.

“Everyone has to be made aware
it’s not going to be an even playing
field,” said McMenamin. “You kind
of ask yourself should there be rel-
egation in the league, if we’re not af-
forded the same chances as Clare?”

In that context, especially with po-
tential forfeitures – which could
happen any team if an outbreak was
to occur in the days leading up to a
game – it’s going to be extremely dif-
ficult for the GAA to decide promo-
tion and relegation, especially when
Division 2 is likely to come down to
scoring difference or head-to-heads.

However, scoring difference can’t
be considered unless all the teams in-
volved have played the same number
of games. If teams were to need sep-
aration on scoring difference, with
some having played Fermanagh and
others haven’t, the Fermanagh dif-
ference would be discarded.

The GAA couldn’t set a precedent
on Wednesday by granting a post-
ponement to one team when another
county could make a similar request
next week, which would completely

IN the middle of the last week, the
completion of the 2020 National Foot-
ball League looked to be hanging on
by the barest of threads, especially
when the Fermanagh squad was ef-
fectively stood down after an out-
break of Covid-19.

The uncertainty was exacerbated
by the deteriorating public health
situation, particularly in Northern
Ireland, but the decision to proceed
with the league was taken by the
GAA’s management committee in a
remote session.

A similar meeting of the county
chairpersons earlier the same after-
noon also decided that if any county
had to withdraw from a league fix-
ture, the match would be forfeited re-
gardless of the consequences for the
counties involved.

The GAA certainly want to try and
avoid forfeitures, especially given
the impact scoring differences could
have on deciding promotion and rel-
egation. But that was never going to
be easy for Fermanagh when the
bulk of their squad couldn’t come out
of quarantine until a day ahead of
their first league game against Clare
tomorrow.

The whole situation was further
complicated again when a forfeiture
would relegate Fermanagh to Divi-
sion 3.

Fermanagh’s formal request with
the GAA’s Central Competition Con-
trols Committee (CCCC) to have the
game deferred was turned down on
Wednesday. All along, the mood
within the squad appeared to be that
if the request wasn’t granted, the
players would decide to forfeit the
match.

Fermanagh manager Ryan McMe-
namin said that the decision would
more than likely go to the wire: “It
will probably go down to Saturday
night,” he said “which is not great for
Clare, Croke Park or for me.”

McMenamin though, knew he was
in a near impossible position from
the moment the first players on the
squad contracted the virus. McMe-
namin said he couldn’t ask players
returning and recovering from
Covid-19 to line out in a league game.

“We’re in no shape to play Clare,”
said McMenamin. “We do want to
play it but you’re looking at the level
of preparation. I don’t want the boys
to become a circus and kind of going
‘We’re just being rolled out here to
play football here when we’ve done
no preparation’.”

Yet  i f  Fermanagh don’t  play
against Clare, they may not field in
their last game against Laois either.
That’s unlikely to happen but the
line is so fine in Division 2 that – out-
side of Fermanagh - every county is

Divisions appear
in league climax

Kildare keeper Mark Donnellan tackles Fermanagh’s Ciaran Corrigan during the Division 2 league game in Newbridge back in
January. The Northern side have been severely hit by Covid restrictions. Picture: Michael Donnelly

Cork minors
make trip to
Tipp to face
The Banner

THE Cork minor hurlers are in
action today at 1pm in Semple
Stadium against Clare.
The stakes are high in this
Munster quarter-final, the
winner progressing to meet
Limerick with the loser elimin-
ated. There’s no shortage of tal-
ent in the panel and with Donal
Óg Cusack at the helm, there’s
added interest in the grade this
season.
The Rebel management, which
includes former players Tom
Kenny, Seán Óg Ó hAilpín and
Kieran ‘Fraggie’ Murphy, have
unveiled a strong panel for the
clash with the Banner.
Brion Saunderson, Shane King-
ston, Eoin Downey, and Colin
Walsh all featured in the 2019
team, while Ben Cunningham,
the son of Cork selector Ger,
was the form forward in the
Premier 1 club championship
recently, which the St Fin-
barr’s won.
Downey, the younger brother
of Cork defender Robert, cap-
tains the side from wing-back,
with the Barrs’ Ben O’Connor
wearing the number six gean-
saí. Douglas’ Mark Howell, who
starts in the forwards, is likely
to drop deep as Cusack’s
charges look to create space in
attack for their pacey danger-
men.

Three
There are three Ballincollig
hurlers in the line-up, James
Dwyer, Tadhg O’Connell, and
Brian Keating, and three from
Midleton, Saunderson, vice-
captain Alex Quirke, and full-
back Ciarmhac Smyth, along
with two from the Barrs and
two from the Glen.
Sars reached the P1 final this
season, but as that grade is U18,
while inter-county has reverted
to U17, Ben Nodwell is the only
member of their team to be in-
cluded, on the bench.
The subs offer quality options,
including Tommy Walsh, the
younger brother of Cork senior
Aidan, Jack Leahy from Kiltha
Óg, Douglas’ Dáire Burke and
Barrs’ forward William Buck-
ley.
The Cork U20 hurlers are down
to play in the Munster opener
away to Kerry on Monday
night, with the winner there
also moving into a last-four tie
against Limerick.
CORK (v Clare): B Saunderson (Midleton); S
Kingston (Ballinora), C Smyth (Midleton), K
Lyon (Ballygarvan); E Downey (Glen Rovers,
c), B O’Connor (St Finbarr’s), M Mullins
(Whitechurch); B Keating (Ballincollig), J
Dwyer (Ballincollig); A Quirke (Midleton), C
Walsh (Kanturk), T O’Connell (Ballincollig); B
Cunningham (St Finbarr’s), M Howell (Doug-
las), E O’Leary (Glen Rovers).
Subs: E O’Neill (Blarney), B Nodwell (Sars-
fields), D Burke (Douglas), D O’Sullivan (Bal-
linhassig), D Healy (Lisgoold), J Leahy (Kiltha
Óg), S O’Riordan (Youghal), T Walsh (Kan-
turk), W Buckley (St Finbarr’s).

■ Éamonn Murphy

MINOR HURLING

Christy
O’Connor

GAA
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Highlights
of the week

SATURDAY

The Million Pound Cube, ITV, 9pm
Phillip Schofield hosts a special edition of the
game show ahead of a new run of weekday
episodes in which the prize fund has risen to
£1million. Two teams, consisting of Mo Gilligan
and David Ajao, and Jason Manford and his
brother Stephen, complete in a series of increas-
ingly difficult challenges, ranging from agility
tests to skill trials, to win the money for charity.

SUNDAY

Top Gear, BBC2, 8pm
Presenters Freddie Flintoff, Chris Harris and
Paddy McGuinness head to Cyprus on a budget
rental car adventure and sample the exciting new
sport of car water-skiing. Back at the test track,
Chris and Paddy check out the latest family cars
from Audi and Lamborghini.

MONDAY

Who Do You Think You Are?, BBC1, 9pm
Actor and author David Walliams delves into his
family history, learning of his paternal great-
grandfather’s traumatic experiences during the
First World War and unearthing the story of an
ancestor who became blind as the result of
pioneering eye surgery in the 1880s.

TUESDAY

Out Of Her Mind, BBC2, 10pm (not NI)
New sitcom, written by and starring Sara Pascoe,
exploring heartbreak, family and how to survive
them. When her sister announces she is getting
engaged, Sara responds by trying to prove
scientifically that love does not exist. Scared that
the people she cares about are outgrowing her,
Sara tries to befriend an anti-social fast food
employee.

WEDNESDAY

Donal’s Family Food In Minutes, RTE1,
8.30pm

This year, Donal celebrates an impressive ten
years of being on our screens and he’s cooked
and built up a massive bank of recipes. In this
new series, he presents a collection of new and
re-mastered recipes so that you at home can
start a list of new go-to recipes yourself — from
midweek saviours to lazy brunches, and special
date night meals to avoid any meltdowns.

THURSDAY

Out Of Her Mind, BBC2 NI, 11.30pm
One of the more thoughtful stand-ups of recent
years, Sara Pascoe has not just a witty turn of
phrase and a way with a punchline, but a socially
conscious, probing mind. Her first scripted
comedy series explores family, heartbreak and
relationships, and promises to “subvert the
traditional sitcom format”. The premise sees
Sara respond to the happy news that her sister is
engaged to be married — by resolving to prove,
scientifically, that love does not exist.

FRIDAY

Gogglebox: Celebrity Special For SU2C,
Channel 4, 9pm

The celebrity version of the hit show takes place
as part of Stand Up 2 Cancer night on the
channel. The Last Leg at 10pm is also an SU2C
special, as Adam Hills, Josh Widdicombe and
Alex Brooker kick off the 20th series of their take
on the week’s events.

Sara Pascoe’s new comedy series starts on Thursday

A derby double for soccer fans
TWO cracking derbies and the return of the
Champions League will keep soccer fans happy
in the coming week.

The action kicks off today with the Glasgow
tussle between Celtic and Rangers, live on Sky
at 12.30pm. The Scottish giants have played
each other 420 times in major competitions:
Rangers have won 162 matches, Celtic 159, and
99 ended in a draw.

At the same time, the first Merseyside derby
of the season takes place, and it promises to be
a cracker.

Everton have roared out of the starting blocks
this season and won their first four games,
while defending champions Liverpool are
smarting after a remarkable 7-2 drubbing last
time out. The game at Goodison is on BT Sport.

Manchester City v Arsenal is on Sky today at
5.30pm, while the pick of tomorrow’s games on
the channel is Sours v West Ham at 4.30pm.

The Champions Leagues matches are live on
BT Sport and Virgin Media Sport, with the tie
between Paris Saint-Germain and Manchester
United live on RTE2 and Virgin Media Sport
Extras 1 on Tuesday from 7.30pm. Ajax play
Liverpool the next night on Virgin Media 2. RIVALS: Carlo Ancelotti (left) and Jurgen Klopp

Hugh Laurie as a politician in new drama Roadkill

Scandals aplenty as
Hugh plays politician
THE writer behind BBC’s new satirical drama has
said the main character is not based on an actual
British political figure.

Hugh Laurie stars in the new series from David
Hare, Roadkill, portraying fictional politician Peter
Laurence as he is involved in a series of very public
scandals. It starts on BBC1 tomorrow at 9pm.

Celebrating a newspaper libel victory, Laurence is
summoned to Downing Street by PM Dawn Ellison,
who says she wants to promote him to an office of
state. But he is bought back to earth when his
special adviser reveals an inmate in a women’s
prison is claiming to have a secret about his past.

100 years on, recalling
death of MacSwiney

INSIGHT: Sarah Anne-Buckley in Cork to film 74 Days: The Hunger Strike Of Terence MacSwiney

A HUNDRED years
ago  this  month,
Cork and the eyes
of the world were

trained on a poorly man in
a bed in Brixton Prison.

Lord Mayor Terence
MacSwiney eventually
succumbed to a hunger
strike after 74 days on
October 25, 1920, and his
legacy as a martyr for Irish
independence, and as an
icon, was sealed.

As Cork and Ireland
prepares  to  mark the
centenary of one of the
pivotal moments of the
War of Independence, the
documentary 74 Days: The
Hunger Strike Of Terence
MacSwiney on RTE1 on
Wednesday at 9.35pm will
revisit that troubled time.

Presented by historian,
Sarah-Anne Buckley, the
programme uses contem-
porary science insights
alongside the original
medical notes recorded
during the Lord Mayor’s
hunger strike to recreate
the story of the last 74 days
of his life.

His hunger strike is one

of the longest on record,
and his  actions subse-
quently inspired similar
acts worldwide, most no-
tably by Mahatma Gandhi
and Nelson Mandela.

MacSwiney’s hunger
strike was also a catalyst
for the intensification of
Ireland’s War of Indepen-
dence. After his death, and

modern Irish history: he is
arguably better known in-
ternationally — in places
like Vietnam and Catalo-
nia — than he is at home,
and she says his story
needs to be told at home.

In the documentary, she
builds a thesis using the
personal letters, diaries
and witness statements of
three  extraordinary
women central  to  the

hunger strike and who
were by MacSwiney’s bed-
side throughout it: his wife
Muriel  and his  sisters
Annie and Mary.

These three women were
witnesses to history, as
well as active participants
and victims of it.

Elsewhere, presenter
Buckley works closely
with Dr Phil Kieran and
Cl inical  Psychologis t
Eddie Murphy to shed con-
temporary medical insight
onto the impact of hunger
striking.

Combining first-person,
eye-witness testimony
from the period with high-
end digital technology,
they re-create a contem-
porary medical model that
captures MacSwiney’s
hunger strike on a day-by-
day basis.

Marcus  Lamb plays
MacSwiney in dramatised
scenes (pictured on the
cover of TV Week).

Contributors include
John Borgonovo, Ciara
Breathnach, Daniel Breen,
Linda Hogan, and Anne
Twomey.

the publicity garnered
across the world by the cir-
cumstances in which he
died, the British govern-
ment returned to the ne-
gotiating table, the event-
ual outcome of which was
the establishment, in 1922,
of the Irish Free State.

Buckley argues that
MacSwiney’s  hung er
strike is one of the great,
marginal  stories  from

■ John Dolan

Satellite TV round-up
HOW well do you know your
films?

Put your knowledge to the test
as Alan Carr returns as host of the
third series of the hit quiz There’s
Something About Movies on Sky 1
on Thursday at 9pm.

Jennifer Saunders and Michael
Sheen return as team captains,
joined each week by showbiz
guests, with Gemma Arteton,
Jonathan Ross and Guz Khan up
first.

Bobby Axelrod and Chuck
Rhoades see their vicious rivalry
reignited, while new enemies rise
and take aim, as season 5 of Bil-
lions gets underway on Sky Atlan-
tic on Wednesday at 9pm.

Episode 1 sees Bobby reach a
major milestone and Chuck
struggle to get his bearings.
Meanwhile, tensions are high at
Axe Camp now that Tyler Mason

is back. In episode two right after
it, Axe chases a play at Mike
Prince’s conference, Chuck
wrestles with his demons and
chooses a new path. Then, Wendy
takes the lead as Axe Camp faces a
new threat.

In episode two of Portrait Artist
Of The Year on Sky Arts at 8pm on
Wednesday,the guest sitters are
The Vivienne, Trevor McDonald
and Mirren Mack.

The season finale of the British-
American mini-series The Third
Day can be seen on Sky Atlantic

on Tuesday at 9pm. Helen pro-
tects her family as tensions be-
tween the islanders come to a dra-
matic conclusion.

It’s also the finale of the grip-
ping horror series Lovecraft
Country on Sky Atlantic on Mon-
day at 9pm.

Atticus Freeman has been on
quite a journey on his road trip
across 1950s America in search of
his missing father. How will his
adventure end?

Zach Wyatt and David Haig star
as Jimi Hendrix and George Fri-

deric Handel in the next episode
of Urban Myths on Sky Arts on
Wednesday at 10pm.

In January 1969, Hendrix
(Wyatt) and his girlfriend Kathy
Etchingham (Harriet Cains)
moved into their first real home in
London — the same building that
Handel called home 246 years ear-
lier (and where he wrote The
Messiah).

This intimate comedy imagines
the events leading up to a trans-
formative moment when Jimi
sees Handel’s ghost.

In the final episode of the series
Guy Garvey: From The Vaults on
Sky Arts on Friday at 9pm, the
host looks at 1988, and a new
wave of female singer-song-
writers; including the earliest TV
performances from Sinead
O’Connor, Michelle Shocked and
Tracy Chapman.

Film of the Week
■ The Secret Garden, on Sky Cinema from Friday
■When everyone in Mary’s (Dixie Egericks) family dies from cholera,
she’s sent to live in Yorkshire with her strict uncle (Colin Firth) and the
housekeeper Mrs Medlock (Julie Walters). Family adventure.
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broadcasters JJ Chalmers, Clara
Amfo and Ranvir Singh, singer
Max George, EastEnders star Mai-
sie Smith and sports presenter
Jason Bell are also in the line-up.

Finally, Jamie Laing returns to
the show after missing out last
year due to injury. His place was
taken by eventual champion Kel-
vin Fletcher.

Tonight, we find out who will
be paired with whom.

As ever, Tess Daly and Claudia
Winkleman are the hosts, while
judges Shirley Ballas, Craig Revel
Horwood and Motsi Mabuse are
on hand but won’t be offering any
scores.

Instead, they’ll be giving their
opinions on the partnerships and
admiring - or otherwise.

from work in the ring, but I’ll be
every bit  as  passionate and
dedicated on the dance-floor too. I
also wanted to thank the BBC for
supporting me and making me
the first ever all female-pairing;
and it’s amazing to be a part of the
movement for change, diversity
and breaking boundaries in the
entertainment industry.”

Bill Bailey and Caroline Quen-
tin are perhaps the best-known of
the class of 2020; internet and pop
star HRVY may not be quite so
familiar to Strictly’s core audi-
ence. He’s already had problems
too, having tested positive for
Covid-19; he immediately went
into isolation and it’s hoped he
will be fit enough to take part.

UK politician Jacqui Smith,

down restrictions, there would be
no 2020 series.

And if some of the celebrities
are, well, not exactly household
names, never mind — if they stick
around long enough, they’ll be as
familiar to you as members of
your own family.

Perhaps the most noteworthy
is Nicola Adams, the former
Olympic and world champion
boxer who will provide the show
with a first — she will be partici-
pating in a same-sex couple.

“I’m a huge fan of the show and
thrilled to be part of something
that holds such a special place in
so many people’s hearts,” says
Nicola. “People might know me

OH, how we desperately
need a little sparkle in
our  l ives ,  i f  only  to
remind us that it’s not all

doom and gloom out there.
Luckily for us, the 18th series of

Strictly Come Dancing looks set to
provide us with some, as well as
copious amounts of fake tan,
skin-tight clothing and glamour,
even if it will be taking place over
a shorter time period.

It’s back with its launch epi-
sode on BBC1 tonight at 7.50m.

In recent years, Strictly has
lasted for 13 weeks, but this time
it takes place over just nine, with
only a dozen celebrities invited
onto the dance floor. But at least
it’s happening — a few months
ago, it seemed that, due to lock-

SHALL WE DANCE? Strictly Come Dancing hosts Claudia Winkleman (left) and Tess Daly will launch the 18th series of the hit show tonight

Strictly’s back — and
with a same-sex first

■ Sarah Morgan

Soaps for
week ahead

Fair City, RTE1, Sun/Wed/Thu
Jane grows suspicious at Callum’s changing atti-
tude towards Paul. Mairead and Damien are loved
up, but Phoebe is hiding a secret. Dearbhla
clashes with Dean over work and Tommy gets
caught in the middle.
On Wednesday, Paul freaks out when Oisin takes
matters into his own hands. Melanie is horrified
when her kindness is misinterpreted, and Tommy
recruits Dean to help him spin Dearbhla a story.
Mairead and Will deal with the aftermath of
Phoebe’s asthma attack.
Later in the week, Mondo grows suspicious as
Melanie attempts to conceal Paul’s ill-fated move
on her. Mairead’s protectiveness of Phoebe inten-
sifies and unsettles Damien. Dean seeks to mend
fences between Dearbhla and Tommy.

EastEnders, RTE1 / BBC1
Stacey and Ruby start the week as enemies, but
seem to patch things up after a trip down memory
lane. However, Lily spoils it all by telling Ruby about
some rather unpleasant things Stacey said about
her while they were cleaning the bar. Soon after-
wards, Stacey is shocked by something she finds
pushed through the letterbox. Kush reckons it’s a
warning from those he owes money to, but when
Stacey is later attacked by a hooded figure, it
seems there’s more to the matter than meets the
eye. Meanwhile, Kathy is thrilled when she finally
lands a date — her success is down to Peter, who
lowered her age on the app.

Coronation Street, Virgin Media 1 / ITV
Strange noises from the attic scare Mary so much,
she asks Billy to perform an exorcism. Neither of
them could be more spooked when, during the
process, Todd appears at the top of the stairs. After
Eileen saves her son from Mick Costello’s clutches,
he then makes his presence felt on the cobbles.
Paul worries that Todd will make a move on Billy,
but the vicar is adamant he no longer wants
anything to do with his former lover. Nevertheless,
it soon becomes obvious that Todd has gotten
under his skin again. Ray gives Gary the job of
persuading several locals to sell him their
properties. David is his first target, and although he
can only see the benefits of handing over the
house so he can clear his debts, Gail worries he’s
doing the wrong thing.

Emmerdale, Virgin Media 1 / ITV
Belle returns home after spending a night at the
police station, and although relieved to be back, it
soon becomes clear the experience has left her
mental health in tatters. Unable to take her pills
while locked up, she begins hearing Lisa’s voice,
which tells her not to go back on her medication.
Nate is stunned when he learns about Belle’s
history of schizophrenia and volunteers to take the
rap for the hit and run to save her from jail. It’s a
noble gesture, one that makes his father very
proud, but whether he goes through with it remains
to be seen. Cain and Moira, meanwhile, break into
Jamie’s home in an attempt to find incriminating
evidence.

FAIR CITY: Paul misreads Melanie’s act of kindness

EMMERDALE: Belle suffers mental health issues

Baz and Dermot home in on property
who by sheer coincidence were
performing a training exercise on
the riverbank.

Can Baz and Co make her com-
fortable in her home again after
her accident? As an example of
Irish team spirit, 450 volunteers and
suppliers gave up their time to help.

It’s the third series of Bannon’s
hit show, as he again packs his
bags and visits some of the most
jaw-dropping houses around the
world. His first stop is Canada,
where he explores a landscape
that takes your breath away and a
freezing cold climate that, well,
also takes your breath away.

Dermot journeys to Nova Scotia,
and after visiting the local mayor in
the town of Lunenburg, he heads
to ‘Shobac’. Originally the ruins of
an old fishing village, world-re-
nowned architect Bryan MacKay
Lyons bought the whole peninsula
and set out to run a farm whilst
creating some of the most stun-
ning homes in the country.

SINCE we’ve been confined to them
for large tracts of 2020, the news
that RTE is rebranding the day of
rest as Home Improvement Sunday
should be welcome.

It launches its gimmick with two
new series starting tomorrow
aimed at helping us transform the
places we live.

Baz Ashmawy kicks it off with
DIY SOS: The Big Build Ireland on
RTE1 at 6.30pm, then a familiar
face takes on the baton with a new
series of Dermot Bannon’s In-
credible Homes at 9,30pm.

In his series, Baz and his team
set out to renovate the homes of
deserving families, changing their
lives forever — but with only nine
days to transform each one, and
solely dependent on the generosity
of volunteer trades and supplier
donations, the pressure is on!

In the first episode, their task is
to renovate the home of 13-year-
old Amy Mulcahy in Limerick,
who was trapped under water for a
number of minutes, before being
rescued by Limerick Fire Service,PLUSH PAD: Dermot Bannon in Canada for his new series of Incredible Homes

■ Sinead McCarthy
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day Television
RTE ONE RTE2 TG4VIRGIN MEDIA ONE

Programmes indicated with (S)
are available with subtitles

MOVIES TODAY’S SATELLITE
SKY CINEMA DRAMA
8.00 Lords of Anarchy (15) (2017) 9.35The Social
Network (12) (2010) 11.40 Judy (15) (2019) 1.40 On the
Waterfront (PG) (1954) 3.40 An Officer and a Gentleman
(15) (1982) 5.50The Social Network (12) (2010)
8.00 Judy (15) (2019)
10.00 On theWaterfront (PG) (1954)
11.50 Good Morning,Vietnam (15) (1987)
1.55 An Officer and a Gentleman (15) (1982) 4.00

Miracle on 34th Street (U) (1994)

SKY CINEMA FAMILY
8.15 Prom (U) (2011) 10.15 Dora and the Lost City of
Gold (PG) (2019) 12.15 My Girl (PG) (1991) 2.15 My Girl
2 (PG) (1994) 4.00 Father of the Bride (PG) (1991) 6.00
Dora and the Lost City of Gold (PG) (2019)
8.00 My Girl (PG) (1991)
10.00 My Girl 2 (PG) (1994)
11.50 Bernie the Dolphin (U) (2018)
1.30 Father of the Bride (PG) (1991)

SKY CINEMA ACTION
7.55 Pacific Rim (12) (2013) 10.20 Robert the Bruce
(15) (2019) 12.35 Stuber (15) (2019) 2.20 Escape Plan 3
(15) (2019) 4.10 Final Score (15) (2018) 6.10 Journey 2:
The Mysterious Island (PG) (2012)
8.00 Stuber (15) (2019)
9.35 Pacific Rim (12) (2013)
11.50 Escape Plan 3 (15) (2019)
1.35Marked for Death (18) (1990)

SKY ONE
6.00 our of Po er 7.00 on ey usiness 9.00 odern

amily 11.00 ac yver. 12.00 . . . . 1.00 a aii
ive 4.00 he impsons 8.00 ac yver. he Phoeni

team must stop ode from detonatin a eapon of
mass destruction. 9.00 . . . . ondo eacon an
and ic s en a e in a manhunt across o yo. 10.00

rave e orld. 11.00 a aii ive . 12.00 Los
n eles. 1.00 he orce sse . 2.00 oad ars. 3.00
rit ops ar on rime. 4.00 top earch ei e

E4
6.00 ollyoa s. 8.00 ife ap . 8.55 FILM:THE
HOUSE OF MAGIC (2013) nimated adventure ith the
voice of urray lue. 10.35 he oldber s 12.05

roo lyn ine ine 1.35 FILM: SNOOPY AND CHARLIE
BROWN:THE PEANUTS MOVIE (2015) nimated
comedy ith the voice of oah chnapp. 3.20 he i

an heory 5.45 as master. 6.50 FILM: CROCODILE
DUNDEE II (1988) omedy adventure se uel starrin
Paul o an. 9.00 FILM: GHOSTBUSTERS (2016)

antasy comedy starrin risten ii . 11.40 o lebo .
12.40 a ed ttraction. 1.45 he i an heory 2.45

o lebo . 3.40 ollyoa s.

DISCOVERY
6.00 heeler ealers ream ar 11.00 heeler

ealers 3.00 lo in p istory 6.00 d tafford
irst an ut. 7.00 istory in the a in 8.00 lo in
p istory. e discoveries reveal the truth about
adrians all. 9.00 pace ourney o
he uture. perts from pace and are on a

mission to transform space e ploration. 11.00 pace
Launch plashdo n. 1.00 eamPluto. 1.30 o o

hey o t 2.00 las an ush People 5.30 o o
hey o t

HISTORY
6.00 lippin an ers. 7.00 lippin an ers. 8.00

lash of the ods. 9.00 lash of the ods. 10.00
merican Pic ers. 11.00 ountain en. 12.00 Pa n
tars. 12.30 Pa n tars. 1.00 Pa n tars. 1.30 Pa n
tars. 2.00 Pa n tars. 2.30 Pa n tars. 3.00 ountin
ars. 4.00 ountin ars. 5.00 nidentified nside
merica s nvesti ation. 6.00 rish Pic ers. 7.00 he
hop ritains op ood or er. istory based contest

focuisin on the era of the merican rontier. 8.00
ummy orensics. painted yptian coffin. 9.00 he

L iots ears Later. loo bac at the
violence in Los n eles. 11.00 insat ruppen a i

eath uads. 12.00 Pa n tars. 12.30 Pa n tars. 1.00
Pa n tars. 1.30 Pa n tars. 2.00 Pa n tars. 2.30
Pa n tars. 3.00 ountin ars. 4.00 ountin ars.
5.00 ummy orensics.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
8.00 ltimate irport ubai 3.00 o atch a mu ler
7.00 irport ecurity ra il 9.00 irport ecurity Peru
12.00 irport ecurity olombia 2.00 ltimate irport

ubai 5.00 lose 7.00 ruise ith Loveit oo it

SKYWITNESS
6.00 othin to eclare 9.00 ustoms 10.00 top

earch ei e 12.00 ir mbulance . 1.00 order
orce. 2.00 othin to eclare 7.00 host hisperer
9.00 . he team must fi ure out ho is behind the
hi ac in of a truc filled ith ri es. 10.00 ost

anted. 11.00 La rder pecial ictims nit 1.00
host hisperer 3.00 hades of lue. 4.00 othin to
eclare

BBC4
7.00 ud eat and ractors he tory of riculture.

he revolution in the production of fruit and ve etables.
8.00 ello stone. ummer returns to the merican
national par . 9.00 ull ircle ith ichael Palin. he
e plorer reaches hina. 10.00 ollateral 11.55 lassic

ast nders 2.00 ud eat and ractors he tory of
riculture. 3.00 ello stone. 4.00 lose

VIRGIN MEDIATWO
8.00 ud e inder 11.00 nside in s ross he

ail ay. 12.00 he un ry ailors. 1.00 ippin Point
3.00 he nstant ardener 5.00 octor in the ouse.
6.00 otel ndia. 7.00 nspector orse. n eminent
scientist is murdered. 9.00 o lebo reland. elly
addicts revie the ee s vie in from their livin rooms.
10.00 he raham orton ho . 11.00 eine en

hampions up u by i hli hts. 12.00 he onathan
oss ho . 1.05 hrou h the eyhole. 2.05 eremy
yles mer ency oom. 3.05 lose

S.W.A.T, SKY ONE, 9PM

5.30 FRANCE 24
7.00 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: CÚLA 4 NA NÓG
7.02 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: SCHOOL OF ROARS
7.09 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: KID-E-CATS
7.14 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: OLOBOBTOP
7.19 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: OLLY ANVEAIN

BHEAG BHÁN
7.24 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: OLLY ANVEAIN

BHEAG BHÁN
7.29 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: SCÉALTA SCANRÚLA

LE MASHA
7.37 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: RITA & CROGALL
7.42 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: BALLOON BARNYARD
7.49 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: DRAGAIN FLORRIE
8.00 CÚLA 4: la
8.02 ALVINNN AGUS NA CHIPMUNKS

(ALVINNN!!! ANDTHE CHIPMUNKS)
8.13 ALVINNN AGUS NA CHIPMUNKS

(ALVINNN!!! ANDTHE CHIPMUNKS)
8.25 THOMAS EDISON’S SECRET LAB
8.38 DÓNALL DÁNA
8.50 ZAK JINKS
9.03 SICÍNÍ SPÁIS SA SPÁS
9.15 WHIZ SA CHISTIN
9.45 TIMPEALL NATÍRE
10.15 LITTLE HOUSE ONTHE PRAIRIE
11.10 LITTLE HOUSE ONTHE PRAIRIE
12.05 MURDER, SHEWROTE
1.00 HOLLYWOOD IN ÉIRINN
1.27 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
1.30 GAA BEO al ay v ayo hro in

. pm .
3.45 GAA BEO one al v yrone hro in

. pm .
5.40 GAA BEO ildare v avan.
7.12 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
7.15 NUACHTTG4
7.30 OLLCHLÁR ROS NA RÚN Laoise ith

avid s help mana es to et eire bac to
the . ean hile obbi Lee is deli hted
she has mana ed to et a ay from oreen.

8.30 AN RÍL DEAL he hunt for the ne t bi
thin in the orld of rish dancin
continues as one more dance act is put
throu h to the series semi final. Presented
by omha uairc.

9.30 CORK FOLK FESTIVAL i hli hts of the
th anniversary of one of reland s best

loved fol festivals.
10.30 SPIN
11.00 HECTOR AFRICA A GO Z
12.00 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
12.03 MURDER, SHEWROTE
1.00 FRANCE 24

6.00 EURONEWS 6.20 eleshoppin . 6.50
eleshoppin . 7.25 ation ide. 7.55 olby
ity. 9.05 he allorca iles. 10.00
he ational ymphony rchestra n
oncert. 11.00 ass eather. 12.00 he
ee in Politics. he latest political issues

hosted by ine La lor. 1.00 e s
ne loc eather 1.10 he
urrells.

2.05 THE DURRELLS Larry falls dan erously
ill.

3.05 THE ZOO

3.35 FILM: ONLYYOU (1994) omantic
comedy ith arisa omei and obert

o ney r. ★★

5.40 NUACHT; e s
eather
6.00 THE ANGELUS
6.01 RTÉ NEWS: SIX ONE; eather
6.30 DIY SOS:THE BIG BUILD IRELAND
7.30 THE ZOO t ran utan orest the

veterinary team is called in to investi ate
hen ibu the patriarch of the troop

develops a mysterious lump on his bac .

8.00 FAIR CITY ane ro s suspicious at
allum s chan in attitude to ard Paul.
airead and amien are loved up but

Phoebe is hidin a secret hile earbhla
clashes ith ean over or .

8.30 KILLINASKULLY oretti leads a session
on the ui a boards in the hope of findin
help from beyond the rave for penniless
orphan heo after he moves into the pub.

9.00 RTÉ NEWS: NINE O’CLOCK; eather
9.30 DERMOT BANNON’S INCREDIBLE

HOMES e series. he architect once
a ain pac s his ba s and visits some of
the most a droppin houses around the

orld. e be ins his ourney in ova
cotia anada.

10.30 FINDING JOY ar etin uru Philip offers
oy some advice from his ens ips for
omen on ho to in over ill but oy is

not impressed. rish and baby livia are
camped at oy s house.

11.00 THEWEEK IN POLITICS e ections on
the political ee includin contributions
from ournalists sentators and s. osted
by ine La lor eather

12.05 CHASING STARS
1.05 SANDITON
2.00 BLUE BLOODS
2.50 BLUE BLOODS
3.35 DEATH IN PARADISE
4.30 EURONEWS

6.00 EURONEWS 6.45 ya o 6.50 ireman
am 7.00 ri ht par s 7.10
verythin s osie 7.20 verythin s
osie 7.35 Pee oo 7.40 ne s day
ee ly. 8.00 he om and erry ho .

riple bill. at and mouse adventures. 8.25
cooby oo ystery ncorporated. ayor
ones is attac ed by a polter eist. 8.50
en 9.00 en 9.15 oy irl o at
ouse heese 9.25 oy irl o at
ouse heese 9.40 Lo an i h

9.50 Lo an i h 10.05 ernard
unnes ythical eroes. 10.30
ernard unnes ythical eroes.
10.55 ini o uls. mnibus episode.
11.35 i hty ustan s. 12.00 i hty

ustan s. he ustan s have to face
hether the team has a future. 12.35
eadly on a ission. ull shar s and

ni ht sna es in e ico. 1.05 ome and
ay. ac and ane are stuc in a lift

to ether. 1.35 ome and ay. ohn is
botherin lf at the urf lub. 2.05

ome and ay. aylor be ins to realise
shes not feelin uilty at all about olby
after a steamy ni ht.

2.35 FILM: ALL SHEWISHES (2015)
Premiere. antasy drama starrin Le i

iova noli.

4.20 GORILLA FAMILY AND ME Part t o of
t o. ordon uchanan revisits the apes.

5.20 SERENGETI he lions and ild do s are
attac ed but orse is to come.

6.25 SERENGETI s the land recovers from the
fire i e the cheetah and ild do leader
asari teach their cubs to survive alone

and lioness ali brin s hope to her pride.
Last in the series.

7.30 STEVE BACKSHALL VSTHEVERTICAL
MILE Part one of t o. teve travels to the

lps in it erland here he attempts to
climb the north face of the i er bravin
ice covered cliffs and blindin bli ards.

8.30 THE PLANETS Professor rian o
e amines aturn a planet raised in the
free in outer reaches of the solar system
that be an life as a stran e combination of
roc and ice.

9.30 ALLIANZ LEAGUE SUNDAY oanne
ant ell introduces hi hli hts and analysis

from the ee end s ational Lea ue
matches. 11.30 Love and ate rime.

he case of ay e or teena er bel
edeno ho fatally stabbed a classmate

and claimed he as actin in self defence
after endurin years of homophobic
bullyin . 12.35 e rleans.
1.25 Place to all ome. 2.30

odus. 3.15 uro e s

6.20 PETER ANDRE’S 60 MINUTE
MAKEOVER

7.10 HEARTBEAT
8.00 HEARTBEAT
9.00 IRELAND AM
12.00 HEATHROW: BRITAIN’S BUSIEST

AIRPORT order force officer at decides
hether to allo a holiday ma er into the

.
12.30 PAUL O’GRADY’S ANIMAL ORPHANS

he animal lover is reunited ith elephant
calf ala.

1.30 DEVON AND CORNWALL COPS
2.00 THE CHASE: BLOOPERS 2019 nscripted

moments and out ta es from the ui
presented by radley alsh.

3.00 IN FOR A PENNY
3.30 CELEBRITY CATCHPHRASE ith

ohnny e as haun allace and roo e
incent.

4.30 DON’T LOOK BACK IN ANGER
5.00 RED ROCK he ardai perform a dru s

bust on the id e.
5.30 NEWS AT 5.30
6.00 BIG STAR’S LITTLE STAR ith arry

ed napp incent imone and ebra
tephenson.

7.00 FAMILY FORTUNES ino campo hosts
the ame sho in hich families from

ristol and reater anchester uess the
ans ers to survey based uestions in a bid
to play for the ac pot.

8.00 THE CHASE CELEBRITY SPECIAL
omedian ane aptiste ru by referee
i el ens presenter nita ani and

sports broadcaster ar Pou atch or as
a team to secure a charity pri e. Presented
by radley alsh.

9.00 WHOWANTSTO BE A MILLIONAIRE?
hris arrant hosts the bi pri e ui

invitin another line up of contestants to
ans er uestions that could chan e their
lives.

10.00 THE IRISH FILM ANDTELEVISION
AWARDS 2020 eirdre ane hosts a
star studded line up of olly ood uests on
the virtual ards sho presentin
the coveted pri e to ard inners
live on screen.

11.30 LODGINGWITH LUCY he ueen of rish
panto dele in a a in moves into
Lucy s uest house alon ith her do
eddy and coc atiel imberla e ust after

her host has the oors a ed.
12.30 THE BEST OF IRELAND AM
2.00 AUTOPSY USA
2.50 CLOSE
5.40 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW
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day Television
VIRGIN MEDIA THREE BBC2

CHANNEL4

RADIO
RTE RADIO 1: 6.00 isin ime. 8.00 orld eport. 8.30

o man unday . . 9.00 unday iscellany. 10.00
unday ith iriam. 11.00 rendan onnor. 1.00 his
ee . 2.00 unday port. 6.00 he istory ho . 7.00 he
oo ho . 7.30 he Poetry Pro ramme. 8.00 rama on ne.
nother installment of the a ard innin drama series. 9.00
he ollin ave. raditional and fol music in reland

presented by oife ic ormaic. 10.00 imply ol . 11.00 Late
ate. 2.00 old on adio .

LYRIC FM: 7.00 o ostra ith lad mish e ych. 10.00
he amilton cores. 1.00 ed n ormley s unday atin e.

4.00 velyn rant s ee end rive. 6.00 he Lyric eature.
7.00 e ford estival pera Live. merican operatic soprano
Lisette ropesa. 10.00 espertine ith llen ranitch. 1.00
Lyric hrou h the i ht.

RTE 2FM: 6.00 verni ht . 7.00 ee end
rea fast ith arl and ifric. 9.00 Louise c harry on .

11.00 hr is and iara . 1.00 ave annin . 3.00
tephen yrne. 5.00 unday. 7.00 he e uest ho
ith mma Po er. e ive you control of the playlist. 9.00
ara te art on . ho casin the best in brand ne

music. 10.00 an e arty he lternative. 12.00 erry
orstens ountdo n. 1.00 ave ulture adio ritonia. 2.00

verni ht.

TODAY FM: 8.00 lison urtis. 11.00 ario s unday
oast. 1.00 essica aciel. 4.00 Philip a ley. 7.00 d
mith s on s of Praise. d mith delves deep into his

collection to play the perfect mi of music for your unday
evenin . 10.00 Paul cLoone. 1.00 verni ht usic.

RAIDIÓ NA GAELTACHTA: 7.30 al aidine. 9.30
artlann h thar na L ins . 10.00 n t eachtain le ir n
hadhra. 11.00 ifreann an omhnai h. 12.00 o ha a us
o ha. 1.00 uacht a h on. 1.15 aile an roichid. 1.50 p rt

an Lae. 6.00 uacht a . 6.30 n inne na. 7.00 impeall
an . usic sho presented by om s ist al. 8.00 i lach

c alach. sho hi hli htin some voices from the archive.
9.00 e uila re. osie ual in presents the best in country
music on this sho . 11.00 n t eachtain le ir n hadhra.
12.00 coth na eachtaine.

CORK’S 96FM: 6.00 otally s. 8.00 he rts ouse.
10.00 ldies and rish. 2.00 he core. 6.00 elect rish. 8.00

he Love one. 12.00 he est usic i on top. 3.00
he pinion Line.

C103 (NORTH AND EAST CORK): 6.00 otally s.
8.00 he rts ouse. 10.00 he rish unday. 2.00 port. 7.00

here he oad a es e. 8.00 im ou hlan. 11.00 or
oday. 1.00 verni ht.

C103 (WEST CORK): 6.00 otally s. 8.00 he rts
ouse. 10.00 he rish unday. 2.00 port. 7.00 here he
oad a es e. 8.00 im ou hlan. 11.00 or oday. 1.00
verni ht.

CUH FM 102.8: 8.30 ass. 9.15 unday ervice. 10.00
ass. 10.30 orld of pera and on . 12.00 rish usic
ho . 2.00 ic ullivan ho . 4.00 rian alloran. 6.00
he unday ho . 8.00 verni ht.

RED FM: 6.00 rea fast ho . 8.00 iona onovan.
10.00 ic ulcahy. 2.00 ilian Pettit. 6.00 he i ed

ench ith uairi. 7.00 reen on ed. 10.00 on stop its.

NEWSTALK 106-108 FM: 7.00 ocumentary and
rama on e stal . 8.00 e stal rea fast ith usan
eo h. 9.00 live and ic in ith lare c enna. 10.00
a in toc ith incent all. 11.00 n he ecord ith
avan eilly. 1.00 ff the all. 7.00 al in istory ith Patric
eo he an. his uni ue and lively sho ta es a critical loo

at some of the reat personalities and political social and
cultural events in history. 8.00 oundscape. he best in audio
content on specialist topics from reland and around the orld
commissioned by e stal . 9.00 utureproof ith onathan

c rea. onathan c rea brin s you the latest developments
from the orld of cience and echnolo y. rom robotics in

arfare to artificial lifeforms and beyond. 10.00 he om
unne ho . 12.00 est of e stal .

LIFE FM 93.1: 8.00 eflections. 10.00 unday Lunch.
11.30 avi acharias. 12.00 utside the o . 1.00 ehind the

alls. 2.00 Life unday. 4.00 unday undo n. 6.00 ifferent
Lives. 7.00 Life ermon. 8.00 lassical Life. 9.00 i ht Life.
10.00 oul li ir. 12.00 on stop usic.

SKY SPORTS MAIN EVENT
6.00 Live Blediscoe Cup e ealand v ustralia ic
off . am . 6.30 Sky Sports News 7.00 Goals on
Sunday 8.00 Goals on Sunday 9.00 The Women’s
Football Show 10.00 Sports Sunday 11.30 Live EFL
Preston orth nd v ardiff ity ic off . pm . 2.00
Live Renault Super Sunday rystal Palace v ri hton

ove lbion ic off . pm . 4.00 Live Renault Super
Sunday ottenham otspur v est am nited ic off
. pm . 7.00 Live NFL overa e of an L match ic

off . pm . 9.15 Live NFL overa e of an L match
ic off . pm . 12.30 Live NBC’s FNIA uild up to the

evenin s final L ame as the ootball i ht n
merica team provide their analysis of the ee so far

and loo at the bi tal in points. 1.10 Live NFL an
rancisco ers v Los n eles ams ic off . am .

4.30 Sky Sports News 5.00 Sky Sports News

SKY SPORTS CRICKET
6.00 Indian Premier League 7.00 Indian Premier
League 8.00 Best of The 2016 IPL 8.25 Best of the IPL
2016 8.50 Indian Premier League 9.50 Indian Premier
League 10.50 Live Indian Premier League unrisers

yderabad v ol ata ni ht iders. 2.50 Live Indian
Premier League umbai ndians v in s Pun ab. 7.00
Viv Richards:Through His Eyes 7.25 Best of The 2016
IPL 7.50 The Great WG Grace 8.00 Indian Premier
League 9.00 Indian Premier League 10.00 Indian
Premier League 11.00 Indian Premier League 12.00
Indian Premier League 4.00 Best of The 2016 IPL 4.30
The Best of the 2018 IPL 5.00 Cricket’s Greatest
Games 5.30 Cricket’s Greatest Games

SKY SPORTS NFL
6.00 NFL: America’s Game 7.00 NFL Bitesize
Highlights 7.15 NFL Bitesize Highlights 7.30 NFL
Bitesize Highlights 7.45 NFL Bitesize Highlights 8.00
NFL Highlights 9.00 NFL Highlights 10.00 NFL
Highlights 11.00 NFL Highlights 12.00 NFL: America’s
Game 1.00 NFL Bitesize Highlights 1.15 NFL Bitesize
Highlights 1.30 NFL Bitesize Highlights 1.45 NFL
Bitesize Highlights 2.00 NFL Gameday 5.00 Live NFL

overa e of an L match ic off . pm . 9.15 Live
NFL overa e of an L match ic off . pm . 12.30
Live NBC’s FNIA uild up to the evenin s final L
ame as the ootball i ht n merica team provide their

analysis of the ee so far and loo at the bi tal in
points. 1.10 Live NFL an rancisco ers v Los n eles

ams ic off . am . 4.30 NFL Bitesize Highlights
4.45 NFL Bitesize Highlights 5.00 NFL Bitesize
Highlights 5.15 NFL Bitesize Highlights 5.30 NFL
Bitesize Highlights 5.45 NFL Bitesize Highlights

EUROSPORT
7.00 Cycling:Tour of Flanders 7.15 Cycling: Irish Road
Championships 7.45 Cycling: Giro d’Italia 8.45 Live
Cycling: Giro d’Italia ta e and the our of landers.
3.45 Live Cycling:Tour of Flanders 5.00 Cycling:Tour
of Flanders 6.00 Snooker: English Open 6.45 Live
Snooker: English Open 10.00 Bennetts British
Superbikes 11.30 World Superbikes 1.00 World Touring
Car Cup 1.45 Best of Bikes – Brands Hatch 2003 2.00
Cycling:Tour of Flanders 3.00 Climbing World Cup
3.30 Climbing: Olympics Qualifier 4.00 Hall of Fame:
Ice Hockey 2018 5.00 Ski Jumping

EIR SPORT 1
7.00 1992 – Va Ser Mitic 8.00 Thomond Park 8.30
Paulinho from the Heart 9.00 The Allianz Leagues
Football 10.30 FA Cup Classics 12.30 FA Cup Classics
1.00 Boxing 4.00 Wimbledon Official Film 5.00
Wimbledon Against the Odds 6.00 Tennis Gold 6.30
Tennis Gold 7.00 Football Gold 8.50 Play-Off Passion
9.40 Football Gold 10.30 Boxing 1.30 FA Cup Classics
2.00 Football Gold 4.00 Football Gold

EIR SPORT 2
6.00 Hill 16 6.30 Thomond Park 7.00 Wimbledon
Official Film 8.00 Tennis Gold 8.30 Tennis Gold 9.00
Boxing 12.00 The Allianz Leagues Football 1.30
Football Gold 3.20 Sports Extra 3.30 Football Gold
4.30 Football Gold 5.30 The Allianz Leagues Football
7.00 Boxing 10.00 Classic GAA 11.30 Classic GAA 1.00
The Pro14 Hour 2.00 Rugby Gold 4.00 Football Gold

SKY SPORTS RACING
6.00 Hong Kong Live 11.00 Racing Debate 12.00
Raceday Live 6.00 Stateside Live 2.00 Live Australian
Racing

SPORT
6.00 BREAKFAST 8.00 atch of the ay.

9.00 he ndre arr ho . 10.00
unday Politics orthern reland. 10.30
unday ornin Live. 11.30 omes
nder the ammer. 12.15 ar ain
unt. nita annin presents from ona
ho round on n lesey. 1.00
e s eather 1.15 on s of Praise.
led ones visits heddar or e in
omerset. 1.50 Points of ie 2.05
scape to the ountry. couple returnin

from eden hope to find a home in
iltshire.

3.05 MONEY FOR NOTHING sborne
heads to Llanfoist ecyclin entre.

3.50 THE BIDDING ROOM tems include a
ussian themed barometer and an ice

shaver.
4.35 PLANET EARTH II nimals that live in

deserts.
5.35 BBC NEWS
5.50 BBC NEWSLINE; eather
6.00 COUNTRYFILE oe ro ley visits o ill

in urrey to ta e on its i a cycle route
pittin himself a ainst double lympic old
medal innin cyclist oanna o sell

hand.
7.00 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW iona ruce

shares some of the best unseen items from
recent events from a possible an sy to
an frican spear lin ed to the e plorer

avid Livin stone.
8.00 TOP GEAR reddie lintoff hris arris

and Paddy c uinness head to yprus on
a bud et rental car adventure and sample
the e citin ne sport of car ater s iin .

9.00 ROADKILL e series. politician about
to be promoted to an office of state is
roc ed by revelations from his past hriller
by avid are starrin u h Laurie.

10.00 BBC NEWS
10.20 BBC NEWSLINE; eather
10.30 MATCH OF THE DAY 2 ar hapman

presents action from rystal Palace v
ri hton ove lbion at elhurst Par

and ottenham otspur v est am nited
at ottenham otspur tadium. 11.45

he omens ootball ho . i hli hts of
the ee end s ames in the uper Lea ue
includin helsea v anchester ity.
12.15 ma ine hris fili he a ed

ird s on . 1.20 eather for the ee
head 1.25 e s

BBC1 WALES, AS ABOVE EXCEPT:
12.30 ar ain unt 2.35 oney for othin 3.20

he iddin oom 4.05 attle of the ands ur
Lives 4.35 he eddin ress hop 5.05 oal

ouse 5.50 ales oday eather eather
10.20 ales oday eather eather

7.00 TELETUBBIES 7.10 eletubbies 7.20
eletubbies 7.30 n the i ht arden. 8.00
eletubbies. 8.30 he dventures of

Paddin ton ear. 9.00 ud e udy. 9.30
ud e udy. 10.00 ud e udy. 10.30 ud e
udy. 11.00 ohn and Lisa s ee end
itchen. 12.00 ed oc . 12.30 ed oc .

1.00 oronation treet. 1.30 oronation
treet. 2.00 oronation treet. 2.30
oronation treet. 3.00 oronation
treet. 3.30 oronation treet. 4.00
he reat ire. arah retrieves omero s

mysterious bo . 5.00 atha hristies
Poirot. he detective tac les a blac mailer.

6.00 itanic.
7.00 THE COMEDYYEARS loo bac at

comedy from hich sa the launch
of ot the ine loc e s thou h the
northern club scene dominated ith
stand up series he omedians.

8.00 TASTE OF ITALY udith halmers an
Lavender ula Lens a ohnny all and

iana oran e plore t o of uscany s most
beautiful settlements the alled city of

an imi nano and the city of iena.
9.00 TRAUMA on llerton feels the pressure

hen an o er ets a ob in the hospital
and is seemin ly every here llerton turns.

drian Lester and ohn imm star.
10.00 KEITH LEMON: COMING IN AMERICA

he irrepressible presenter heads to
Los n eles in a bid to ma e his name in
the ta in his favourite s etch sho
characters alon for the ride.

10.45 TRICKED CANADA a ician ric Leclerc
plays elaborate tric s on random people on
the street and leaves them ama ed hile a
hidden camera captures their reactions.

11.15 TRICKED CANADA a ician ric Leclerc
plays elaborate tric s on random people on
the street and leaves them ama ed hile a
hidden camera captures their reactions.

11.45 LAW & ORDER: SPECIAL VICTIMS UNIT
celebrity reveals himself as the victim of

a predator tar etin men in ay clubs but
as the team investi ates the case a hu e
t ist emer es in his tale.

12.40 LAW & ORDER: SPECIAL VICTIMS UNIT
1.35 CLOSE

ITV WALES:
11.55 ll round ritain 12.50 e s eather
1.00 insley s ood e Love 2.00 ood ood

peed ee Live 4.00 ou ve een ramed 4.30
enable 5.30 he hase 6.30 e s eather

6.50 e s ymru ales eather 7.00
ippin Point Luc y tars 8.00 amily ortunes

9.00 he in apore rip 10.00 e s eather
10.19 ymru ales eather 10.20 he avoy
11.15 he avoy 12.10 eathro ritains usiest

irport 12.35 deal orld 3.00 otorsport 3.50
i htscreen 5.05 ud e inder

6.20 A TO Z OF TV GARDENING 7.05
ountryfile. 8.00 ardeners orld.

9.00 Land ard. 9.30 eech rove.
10.00 aturday itchen est ites.
11.30 ary erry s imple omforts.
12.00 he airy i ers sian dventure.

1.00 oliday of y Lifetime ith Len
oodman. 1.45 lo t .

2.35 FILM: SHE WORE AYELLOW RIBBON
(1949) ohn ord estern starrin ohn

ayne. ★★★★

4.15 WESTERNS:TALKING PICTURES
5.00 ho o ou hin ou re . 6.00

avin Lives at ea.
7.00 DRAGONS’ DEN o yrian refu ees

share an alternative to ypriot halloumi a
couple sho case virus filtration ad ets
and an entrepreneur has a plan for second
hand clothes. Last in the series.

8.00 MICHAEL PALIN:TRAVELS OF A
LIFETIME ichael Palin recalls the ma in
of ull ircle a ourney around the Pacific

im ta in in ussia hina ietnam
ustralia and e ealand and orth and
outh merica.

9.00 ENSLAVED WITH SAMUEL L JACKSON
loo at those ho resisted slavery includin
the famous nder round ailroad and
freedom boats that helped runa ay slaves
to escape to the safety of anada.

10.00 FILM: DETROIT (2017) Premiere. acist
police officers respond to a complaint

ith retribution rather than ustice in
mind. act based drama set durin the

etroit riots starrin ohn oye a.
★★★

12.15 HEROES 12.55 eroes. 1.40 i n
one uestion ime. 2.40 i n one

nside ulture ith ary eard. 3.10
i n one et een the overs. 3.40
his s o.

BBC2 WALES, AS ABOVE EXCEPT:
5.00 he airy i ers a eation 5.30 eatherman

al in he elsh oast

6.10 EVERYBODY LOVES RAYMOND 6.35
verybody Loves aymond. 7.00
verybody Loves aymond. 7.25 he
i an heory. 7.45 he i an
heory. 8.05 he i an heory.

8.30 he impsons. 9.00 he
impsons. 9.30 unday runch.

12.30 he impsons. 1.00 he
impsons. 1.30 he impsons. 2.00
he impsons. 2.25 he reat ritish
a e ff.

3.45 FILM:TRANSFORMERS: REVENGE
OF THE FALLEN (2009) ci fi
adventure se uel starrin hia La eouf.

★★

6.30 CHANNEL 4 NEWS

7.00 FILM:THE GREATEST SHOWMAN
(2017) Premiere. former ban cler
attempts to create and develop his e
or circus in the mid s. usical

drama starrin u h ac man ac
fron and ichelle illiams. ★★★★

9.00 THE BRIDGE Plumber Lu e and hotel
entertainer aura return from their
overni ht mission ith a hu e secret that
could eopardise the brid e build.

10.00 GOGGLEBOX he armchair critics share
their opinions on hat they have been

atchin durin the ee ith cameras
capturin their instant reactions.

11.00 THE TWELVE t the be innin of the
illennium trial in hent people must

decide the fate of a respected school
principal. ourtroom drama starrin

aai e euville. he full series is available
from ctober free to vie or do nload
on ll .

12.00 FILM: UNBROKEN (2014) act based
econd orld ar drama starrin ac

onnell. ★★

2.25 RAMSAY’S KITCHEN NIGHTMARES USA
3.15 his s s. 4.05 et on the ill.
5.00 ifteen to ne.

LIVE RENAULT SUPER SUNDAY,
SKY SPORTS MAIN EVENT, 4PM

The Echo, Saturday, October 17, 2020 TV



day Television
RTE ONE RTE2 TG4VIRGIN MEDIA ONE

Programmes indicated with (S)
are available with subtitles

MOVIES TODAY’S SATELLITE
SKY CINEMA DRAMA
12.00 CanYou Ever Forgive Me? (15) (2018) 2.00 The
Guardian (12) (2020) 4.00 Field of Dreams (PG) (1989)
6.00 That ThingYou Do! (PG) (1996)
8.00 Yesterday (12) (2019) ith imesh Patel.
10.00 CanYou Ever Forgive Me? (15) (2018)
12.00 The Guardian (12) (2020) 2.00 Jellyfish (15)
(2018) 4.00 Field of Dreams (PG) (1989)

SKY CINEMA ADVENTURE
11.40 Babe: Pig in the City (U) (1998) 1.20 Race to
Witch Mountain (PG) (2009) 3.00 The Lord of the
Rings:The Fellowship of the Ring (PG) (2001) 6.00
The Lord of the Rings:The TwoTowers (12) (2002)
9.00 The Lord of the Rings:The Return of the King

(12) (2003) onclusion of the fantasy adventure trilo y
starrin li ah ood.
12.30 Jumanji (PG) (1995) 2.30 The Muppets Take
Manhattan (U) (1984) 4.20 Muppets from Space (U)
(1999)

SKY CINEMA ACTION
11.40 The Bridge on the River Kwai (PG) (1957) 2.25
The Fast and the Furious (15) (2001) 4.15 2 Fast 2
Furious (12) (2003) 6.05 The Fast and the Furious:
Tokyo Drift (12) (2006)
8.00 Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (12) (2000)
10.00 Bad Boys II (15) (2003)
12.30 The Fast and the Furious (15) (2001) 2.20 2 Fast
2 Furious (12) (2003) 4.10 The Bridge on the River
Kwai (PG) (1957)

SKY ONE
1.00 a aii ive 3.00 i h ay Patrol 4.00 odern

amily 5.00 he impsons. 5.30 uturama 6.30 he
impsons 8.00 Lea ue of heir n uropean oad
rip. ith e footballer Patrice vra. 9.00 FILM: HULK
(2003) omic boo adventure starrin ric ana. 11.45
Prodi al on. 12.45 he ili ht one. 1.25 oad ars
3.00 rit ops ar on rime. 4.00 i h ay Patrol 5.00

uper irl.

E4
12.00 roo lyn ine ine 1.00 he i an heory
2.00 crubs 3.00 peechless 4.00 roo lyn ine ine
5.00 he oldber s 6.00 he i an heory 7.00

ollyoa s. 7.30 ollyoa s oes ome ine ith e. 8.00
as master. irst ever episode of the comedy ame

sho . 9.00 ade in helsea. ara reveals a secret that
shatters am s orld. 10.00 chitt s ree 11.00 uffy the

ampire layer. 12.00 n el. 1.00 he i an heory
2.00 ic and orty. 2.25 o lebo . 3.20 ade in

helsea. 4.15 he i an heory 5.05 o et our
other

DISCOVERY
12.00 utbac ruc ers. 1.00 indi ustoms. 2.00 old

ush. 3.00 las a he Last rontier. 4.00 las an ush
People. 5.00 heeler ealers. 6.00 ast Loud. 7.00

utbac ruc ers. ar delivers a fra ile electrical
control room to a remote mine. 8.00 ad had ustoms.

had attempts to transform a rusted out Pinto. 9.00
heeler ealers. ar dealer i e re er restores iconic

cars. 10.00 heeler ealers ream ar. 11.00 orld s
eadliest rivers 12.00 heeler ealers. 1.00 heeler
ealers ream ar. 2.00 eadliest atch. 3.00 heeler
ealers. 3.50 old ivers. 4.40 eadliest atch
loodline. 5.30 o o hey o t

HISTORY
12.00 he tron est an in istory. 1.00 or ed
in ire. 2.00 merican Pic ers. 3.00 tora e ars.
3.30 tora e ars. 4.00 Pa n tars. 5.00 mpires of

lood. 6.00 ountain en. 7.00 or ed in ire. he o
anded Lands necht ord. 8.00 he n plained ith
illiam hatner. he veteran actor considers hether

there can really be such thin s as evil places. 9.00
merican Pic ers. he uys are o ed by an epic

o a collection of classic cars and motorbi es. 10.00
rish Pic ers. an and ut y visit ayo in the est of
reland. 11.00 tora e ars. ene brin s his dad to the
auction. 11.30 tora e ars. 12.00 nidentified nside

merica s nvesti ation. 1.00 he n plained ith
illiam hatner. 2.00 merican Pic ers. 3.00 ountain
en. 4.00 tora e ars. 4.30 tora e ars. 5.00 Pa n
tars.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
12.00 ar . . 2.00 rain the ceans. 3.00 in dom
of the ummies. 4.00 ir rash nvesti ation. 5.00

alaysian hat appened 6.00 ood actory 8.00
ir rash nvesti ation pecial eport. oein

that vanished from radar. 9.00 an ed p broad. 10.00
an ed p broad rime Punishment. 11.00 ir
rash nvesti ation pecial eport. 12.00 an ed p
broad. 1.00 irport ecurity irst lass. 2.00 ltimate
irport ubai 4.00 ir rash nvesti ation. 5.00 lose

SKYWITNESS
12.00 La rder. 1.00 lue loods 3.00 he eal
4.00 rontline 5.00 order orce. 6.00 othin
to eclare 8.00 host hisperer. 9.00 he esident.
10.00 riminal inds 12.00 host hisperer. 1.00
Lone tar. 2.00 La rder pecial ictims nit. 3.00

adam ecretary. 4.00 rey s natomy. 5.00 rit ops
La isorder.

BBC4
7.00 red ibnahs ndustrial e. 7.30 he oy of Paintin .
8.00 a e or ortune 9.00 he illion ollar rt unt.
10.00 ollateral 12.00 nside inema arry en ins. 12.15
nside inema yan oo ler. 12.30 a e or ortune 1.30
he oy of Paintin . 2.00 red ibnahs ndustrial e. 2.30
he illion ollar rt unt. 3.30 lose

VIRGIN MEDIATWO
11.30 enidorm . 12.30 es hef. 1.30 reland .
2.30 mmerdale. 3.00 oronation treet 4.00 ippin
Point 6.00 he hase 8.00 he hase ustralia. 9.00

omefront. 10.00 he onathan oss ho . 11.05
oronation treet 12.05 mmerdale. 12.35 ress to

mpress. 1.35 utan hamun. 2.35 utopsy . 3.30
lose

HULK, SKY ONE, 9PM

11.55 ABAIR AMHRÁN
12.10 RIVER COTTAGE AUSTRALIA Paul learns

about catchin eels.
12.40 GARRAÍ GLAS le ic honaonai h

visits nis r.
1.10 MURDER, SHEWROTE deputy sheriff is

accused of murder.
2.05 WEAKEST LINK eneral no led e ui

ith nne obinson.
3.02 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: CURIOUS GEORGE

ouble bill. ill trains orms for a race.
3.25 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: SEAL LETIMMY
3.30 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: RITA & CROGALL
3.35 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: PJ MASKS
3.47 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG:ÁR SCÉAL
4.00 CÚLA 4: la
4.02 CÚLA 4 AR SCOIL pro ramme coverin

elements of the primary school curriculum.
4.28 SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS andy s

ree ome is infested ith eas.
4.44 ADVENTURETIME
4.55 TAFFY
5.05 WAC he most poisonous creatures on

arth.
5.32 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
5.35 IRISH PAINT MAGIC avid illis paints

landscapes in onnemara o al ay.
6.05 GILMORE GIRLS e ly retired ichard

drives mily to distraction so Lorelai offers
to ta e him for a day in tars ollo . ut
once there he mana es to annoy both her
and ory.

6.57 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
7.00 NUACHTTG4
7.20 GAA BEO ipperary v lare hro in

. pm . overa e of the unster
urlin uarter final. Presented by

iche l omhnaill ith commentary
from rian yers.

9.15 GAA 2020 action includin hi hli hts
from lub ootball urlin

hampionships around the country.

10.15 FILM: DOUBLE JEOPARDY (1999)
oman see s reven e on her husband

for fa in his death and framin her for
murder but a parole officer is
determined to stop her. hriller ith

shley udd and ommy Lee ones.
★★

12.15 SPIN
12.47 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
12.50 THEWESTWING contamination alert

loc s do n the est in .
1.40 WEAKEST LINK eneral no led e ui

ith nne obinson.
2.35 FRANCE 24

11.55 SHORTLAND STREET 12.25 octors.
uhma is shoc ed hen she discovers
hy yesha is not at the ill. 1.00
e s ne loc eather 1.30
ome and ay. ustin ets a visit from his

sur eon ho ori finds handsome and
difficult to be around.

2.00 NEIGHBOURS ed ants to ma e
amends but ashvi can t promise their
relationship is possible to fi .

2.30 FAIR CITY ane ro s suspicious at
allum s chan in attitude to ard Paul.

3.00 EASTENDERS
3.30 TODAY aily ma a ine sho .
5.40 NUACHT
6.00 THE ANGELUS
6.01 RTÉ NEWS: SIX ONE; eather
7.00 NATIONWIDE e s stories from around

the country coverin the latest topical
issues.

7.30 BECOMING IRISH ocumentary follo in
the stories of three people hopin to
become rish citi ens e plorin the
difficulties involved in applyin for
citi enship alon ith thousands of others.

8.00 EASTENDERS Phil tries to find llie ith
little luc athy confronts an about his
money troubles and offers to re mort a e
the cafe and ay admits his relationship

ith Lola is sufferin .
8.30 TASTES LIKE HOME atherine ulvio

re ects on her trip to ancouver here
she tries to replicate Lisa c o ans
mother s speciality of oscommon sprin
lamb cutlets.

9.00 RTÉ NEWS: NINE O’CLOCK; eather
9.35 CRIMECALL haron heol in presents

appeals for help from the public in solvin
crimes featurin reconstructions
foota e ne s features and a panel of
police advisers ta in calls.

10.35 CLAIRE BYRNE LIVE he host is oined
by uests for discussion analysis
authored reports and debates on the day s
main tal in points.

11.35 DERMOT BANNON’S INCREDIBLE
HOMES he architect once a ain pac s
his ba s and visits some of the most a
droppin houses around the orld. e
be ins his ourney in ova cotia anada

eather
12.40 THE LATE LATE SHOW
2.25 CLAIRE BYRNE LIVE
3.20 NATIONWIDE
3.45 DR PHIL
4.30 DOCTORS
5.00 EURONEWS

12.00 DORGVAN DANGO 12.10 or an
an o 12.25 affle the onder o .

12.50 loudy ith a hance of eatballs.
1.15 illie nbet een. um is made
redundant from her ob. 1.45 amie
ohnson. rama about a ifted schoolboy

footballer. 2.20 he e t tep. 2.45
or an an o 3.00 fter chool
ub. ctivities for youn sters. 4.00
allybraddan 4.15 haun the heep

4.20 ne s day 4.30 he impsons.
rampa ives each member of the family

.
5.00 THE GOLDBERGS rica ma es plans for

her future.
5.30 SHORTLAND STREET ospital drama set

in an accident and emer ency ard.
6.00 NEIGHBOURS ed ants to ma e

amends but ashvi can t promise their
relationship is possible to fi .

6.30 HOME AND AWAY
7.00 THE BIG BANGTHEORY he friends try

all sorts of tric s to help ernadette o into
labour hile o ard is not happy to
discover she has already chosen the
baby s name ithout his input.

7.30 SOCCER REPUBLIC round up of the
latest fi tures in the irtricity Lea ue
includin hamroc overs v erry ity

undal v ohemians or ity v
aterford and helbourne v li o overs.

8.00 BABY CHIMP SCHOOL he team at the
chimpan ee orphana e in Liberia reach
brea in point carin for rescued
babies and the orphans have their first
taste of life in the forest. Last in the series.

9.00 STATH LETS FLATS e series. omedy
about an incompetent ree ypriot
lettin s a ent or in for the family
business starrin amie emetriou.

9.30 YELLOWSTONE ensions escalate as the
ec brothers become frustrated by the
uttons un illin ness to play ball hile
amie loo s for a fresh start at the ranch.

10.30 SPECIAL FORCES – ULTIMATE HELL
WEEK he remainin four recruits try to
pass the final sta e a hour escape and
evade e ercise that ill test them
physically and psycholo ically. Last in the
series. 11.35 ri onometry. e series.

cash strapped London couple ta e in an
eni matic lod er ho ill chan e their
lives for ever. rama starrin ary arr

riane Labed and halissa ei eira.
12.30 hortscreen 12.40 he al in

ead. 1.40 afia nly ills in ummer.
2.45 uro e s

10.00 THIS MORNING elebrity chat and lifestyle
features.

12.30 NEWS AT 12:30
1.00 THE CHASE ui sho hosted by radley

alsh.
2.00 THE CHASE ui sho hosted by radley

alsh.
3.00 ELAINE opical discussion hosted by

laine ro ley.
4.00 ROBSON GREENTALES FROM

NORTHUMBERLAND he actor heads to
orthumberland ational Par .

4.30 JUDGE JUDY eal life small claims cases.
5.00 JUDGE JUDY eal life small claims cases.
5.30 NEWS AT 5.30
6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW hat sho

featurin celebrity intervie s food from
leadin chefs and uidance on a ide
ran e of topics.

7.00 EMMERDALE am encoura es elle to
ta e her pills ain and oira confront
amie and Paul secretly chases the dream

of a bi in.
7.30 CORONATION STREET ary investi ates

the noises in ileens loft avid dreads
ta in sole responsibility for hona and

ary convinces ay that he could be an
asset to him.

8.00 NEWS AT 8
8.30 CORONATION STREET he secret of

odd s hidin place is revealed the inter
ro ns ob hunt proves une pectedly

successful and ay ives ary his first
tas .

9.00 LODGINGWITH LUCY Lucy ennedy is
oined by Love sland inner re hea
and his sporty parents and tries to brea
the internet by creatin an entry on a datin
site for him.

10.00 DES eelin from es chan e in plea ay
and the police thro themselves into
provin premeditation hopin to sho to
the court he as of sound mind. Last in the
series.

11.00 ZURICH IRISH RUGBY PLAYERS’
AWARDS 2020 op rish ru by stars oin
oe olloy to re ect on the hi hs and lo s

of the season and a le end of the
ame is inducted into the u by Players
reland all of ame.

12.00 TINA & BOBBY he former n land star
inds up mana in a lo ly non lea ue

side and ina dismisses rumours hes
havin an affair until her orst fears are
confirmed. Last in the series.

1.00 AUTOPSY USA
1.55 CLOSE
5.40 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW hat sho .
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BBC1

day Television
VIRGIN MEDIA THREE BBC2

CHANNEL4

RADIO
RTE RADIO 1: 12.00 he onan ollins ho . 1.00 e s
at ne. 1.45 Liveline. 3.00 he ay rcy ho . 4.30

rivetime. 7.00 rena. round up of ne s and revie s from
the orlds of arts culture and entertainment. 8.00 he ohn

reedon ho . he presenter introduces a mi of
contemporary rish and international trac s. 10.00 ooney

oes ild. ere ooney and uests e plore the natural
orld in all its forms. 11.00 Late ate. ara aume reads from

her boo andi or . 2.00 Playbac aily. 3.00 old on
adio .

LYRIC FM: 10.00 iall arroll s lassical aytime. 1.00 he
ull core ith Li olan. he Phil armonia ctet perform
ussor s y. 4.00 Lorcan urray s lassic rive. 7.00 ystery

rain ith ohn elly. he broadcaster e plores the onders of
recorded music from vinta e classic throu h to the latest
sounds. 10.00 he lue of the i ht ith ernard lar e. he

lue of the i ht connects different musical landscapes
brin in you throu h centuries enres and soundscapes.
12.00 Lyric hrou h the i ht.

RTE 2FM: 12.00 racy lifford. 3.00 enny reene on .
6.00 ame n. 7.00 ara te art on . ho casin the
best in brand ne music from the bi est chart sin les to the
most under round bands. hattin to the most e citin artists
in music ri ht no . 10.00 an e arty he lternative. he

lternative o leep lt roc electro pop hip hop re ae
plus live music from festivals across urope. 12.00

verni ht.

TODAY FM: 12.00 airead onan. 2.00 er al rcy. 4.30
he Last ord. 7.00 d s ational nthems. oin d mith

from pm to hear all the best classic tunes current obsessions
and future favourites. 10.00 Paul cLoone. ammed full of old
and ne independent and alternative classics reliably chosen
by a man ho no s a thin or t o about reat tunes. 12.00

verni ht usic.

RAIDIÓ NA GAELTACHTA: 12.00 Pr omhsc alta na
uachta. 12.08 n aol heas. 1.00 uacht a h on. 2.00
uairisc p irt. 2.05 rdtr thn na. 3.00 inneas il. 5.00 s
ite. 5.55 uairisc p irt. 6.00 uacht a . 6.30 ra an

Lae. 7.00 eol inn na eanna. eol traidisi nta den scoth

chur i l thair a eansa hoisdealbha. 9.00 n thar
o ashville. raith faoi na hamhr naithe is m le r sa cheol

t re le h ide. 10.00 n aobh uathail. ua cheol na
cruinne curtha i l thair a ian iobh in. 12.00 coth an
Luain.
CORK’S 96FM: 12.00 fternoon ho . 4.00 rivetime

ho . 8.00 otal ccess. 12.00 he est usic i on top.
3.00 he pinion Line.
C103 (NORTHAND EAST CORK): 10.00 or oday.
1.00 ic ichards. 4.00 rivetime ho . 7.00 ric riffin.
10.00 ound the ireside ith immy eidy. 11.00 or oday.
1.00 verni ht.
C103 (WEST CORK): 10.00 or oday. 1.00 ic

ichards. 4.00 rivetime ho . 7.00 ric riffin. 10.00 ound
the ireside ith immy eidy. 11.00 or oday. 1.00

verni ht.
CUH FM 102.8: 12.00 ass. 12.30 nythin oes. 3.00
to of Pop. 4.00 ohn Phelan. 6.00 ho band emories. 7.30

osary. 8.00 ileen heehan. 9.00 laire ones. 10.00 ran
efferan. 12.00 verni ht.

RED FM: 12.00 Philip our e. 4.00 ave ac s rive. 7.00
ed its ith y. 10.00 ilian Pettit. 1.00 he eil Prendeville
ho e ind. 4.00 on stop its.
98.3 FM CAMPUS RADIO: 12.00 ampus ip op.
1.00 ampus lassics. 2.00 rendin o . 3.00 fternoon

ho .4.00 he nternational evelopment ho .5.00 urope.
6.00 lose.
NEWSTALK 106-108 FM: 12.00 Lunchtime Live ith

ndrea illi an. 2.00 oncrieff ith ean oncrieff. 4.00 he
ard houlder ith ieran uddihy. 7.00 ff the all. he

multi a ard innin sports sho ff he all features sports
ne s revie and analysis. 10.00 he om unne ho . his
is a ni htly entertainment driven ma a ine sho focusin on
music culture movies and technolo y. 12.00 est of e stal .
LIFE FM 93.1: 10.00 n the Level. 1.00 arly fternoon

ho . 4.00 rivetime ho . 6.00 portin Life. 7.00 eol us
raic. 8.30 n ouch. 9.00 Life ermon. 10.00 i ht Life. 12.00
on stop usic.

SKY SPORTS MAIN EVENT
12.00 Sky Sports News 1.00 LiveWeber CupTen Pin
Bowling overa e of day one of the presti ious
tournament. 3.00 Live Indian Premier League hennai

uper in s v a asthan oyals. 7.00 Live MNF Leeds
nited v olverhampton anderers ic off . pm .

11.00 Uneven Fairways 12.00 NFL:Total Access 1.00
Live NFL allas o boys v ri ona ardinals ic off
. am . 4.30 Sky Sports News 5.00 Sky Sports News

SKY SPORTS CRICKET
11.30 Indian Premier League 12.30 My Icon: Michael
Holding 12.40 Best of England vWindies 12.50 Indian
Premier League 1.50 Indian Premier League 2.50 Live
Indian Premier League hennai uper in s v

a asthan oyals. 7.00 Viv Richards:Through His Eyes
pisode three of this series sees ir iv ichards tal to
ar utcher about his sensational career in est cric et

as he describes the important moments from his playin
days. 7.25 Best of England vWindies hris ayles
performance in the . 7.35 Best of The 2018
IPL umbai ndians v hennai uper in s. 8.00
Pictures from Paradise e ind to as a youn and
unfancied n land side toured the aribbean. 8.30
Cricket’s Greatest Games n land v est ndies in the

hampions rophy final. 9.00 Indian Premier
League hennai uper in s v a asthan oyals. 10.00
Michael Holding:Whispering Death loo at the career
of est ndian reat ichael oldin . 11.00 Indian
Premier League 11.55 Indian Premier League hennai

uper in s v a asthan oyals. 4.05 Best of The 2016
IPL 4.30 Best of The 2016 IPL 5.00 Cricket’s Greatest
Games 5.30 Cricket’s Greatest Games

SKY SPORTS NFL
12.00 Live: Good Morning Football ay dams
presents a discussion of the latest ne s and tal in
points from around the L follo in another dramatic

ee end in the L. 3.00 NFL Highlights 4.00 NFL
Highlights 5.00 NFL Highlights 6.00 NFL Bitesize
Highlights 6.15 NFL Bitesize Highlights 6.30 NFL
Bitesize Highlights 6.45 NFL Bitesize Highlights 7.00
NBC’s Pro-Football Talk i e lorio and hris imms
present this L tal sho as they discuss and debate
the bi est stories from around the lea ue. 9.00 NFL
Highlights ction from the L. 10.00 NFL Highlights

ction from the L. 11.00 NFL Highlights an
rancisco ers v Los n eles ams. 12.00 Live:Total

Access he latest L ne s and tal in points. 1.00 Live
NFL allas o boys v ri ona ardinals ic off
. am . 4.30 NFL Bitesize Highlights 4.45 NFL
Bitesize Highlights 5.00 NFL: America’s Game

EUROSPORT
12.00 Cycling:Tour of Flanders 1.30 Canoeing 4.00
Cycling: Giro d’Italia 5.00 Alpine Skiing 6.00 Alpine
Skiing 7.00 Snooker: English Open ction from the final
at ilton eynes. 9.00 Cycling: Giro d’Italia ta e
from erea ivolto to Piancavallo. 10.30 Cycling:Vuelta
a Espana 11.30 MotocrossWorld Championship 12.00
Bennetts British Superbikes 1.00 Bennetts British
Superbikes Extra 2.00 Cycling: Giro d’Italia 3.00
Cycling:Vuelta a Espana 4.00 Hall of Fame –
Pyeongchang 5.00 Alpine Skiing

EIR SPORT 1
11.30 PRO14 Rugby Union 1.30 PRO14 Rugby Union
3.30 PRO14 Rugby Union 5.30 The Allianz Leagues
Football 7.00 Olympic Games Official Films he story
of the ydney lympics. 9.00 FA Cup Classics
9.30 FIFAWorld Cup Official Film he official film of the

orld up. 11.15 The Allianz Leagues Football
ublin v eath. 12.45 FA Cup Classics 1.15 FA Cup

Classics 1.45 Sports Extra 2.00 Football Gold 4.00
Football Gold

EIR SPORT 2
12.00 Football Gold 1.00 The Big Match: Leeds United
3.00 Football Gold 5.00 PRO14 Rugby Union 7.00
Football Gold 8.50 Football Gold 10.35 Football Gold
11.05 Football Gold 11.35 Football Gold 12.00 Football
Gold 1.00 Football Gold 2.00 The Big Match: Leeds
United 4.00 Football Gold

SKY SPORTS RACING
10.00 Raceday Preview 12.30 Raceday Live 8.45
Stateside Live 10.00 Racing Debate 11.00 Racing
Review 11.30 Racing Review 11.45 Racing Review
12.00 Sky Sports News 2.00 Live Australian Racing

SPORT
11.45 PARAMEDICS ON SCENE 12.15

ar ain unt s th irthday
nfor ettable oments. 1.00
e s eather 1.30 e sline
eather 1.45 mpossible. 2.30 he
ustomer s l ays i ht.

3.00 ESCAPETOTHE COUNTRY
3.45 MONEY FOR NOTHING
4.30 THE BIDDING ROOM
5.15 POINTLESS
6.00 BBC NEWS; eather
6.30 BBC NEWSLINE; eather
7.00 THE ONE SHOW le ones and ethin

ones present the first visit of the ee to
the ne ho studio featurin the usual
mi of topical stories and celebrity chat.

7.40 LIFE IS MAGIC llusionist oel meets
mother to be and ca e shop o ner ebbie
to help her plan a baby sho er at hich
the ender of her child ill be ma ically
revealed to the orld.

8.10 EASTENDERS Phil tries to find llie ith
little luc athy confronts an about his
money troubles and offers to re mort a e
the cafe and ay admits his relationship

ith Lola is sufferin .
8.30 SPORT’S HIDDEN CRISIS – PANORAMA

olin ac son investi ates eatin disorders
in ritish sport spea in to athletes from
amateur to elite level and discussin his
o n problems ith food hen he as a
hurdler.

9.00 WHO DOYOUTHINKYOU ARE? ctor
and author avid alliams delves into his
family history learnin of his paternal
reat randfather s traumatic e periences

durin the irst orld ar.
10.00 BBC NEWS ATTEN
10.30 BBC NEWSLINE; eather
10.45 THE CONFESSORS rban and rural rish

priests and chaplains reveal hat is li e to
hear the sins of others in the confessional
and also tal about hy they have stayed

ithin the hurch. 11.45 e ind the
cenes. embers of the public atch

ne ly released films from the
archives includin a year old ith
ambitions to become a nun and eor e

est or in his ma ic on the pitch.
12.15 tand p for Live omedy. 12.45

nterprice. 1.10 ave ot a it ore
e s for ou. 1.55 e s

BBC1WALES, AS ABOVE EXCEPT:
1.30 ales oday eather 6.30 ales
oday eather 7.35 ay 10.30 ales
oday eather eather 10.45 tand p for Live
omedy 11.15 nterprice 11.40 ave ot a
it ore e s for ou 12.25 he raham orton
ho 1.10 eather for the ee head 1.15
e s

12.00 WHO’S DOINGTHE DISHES? ra er
ines is the mystery celebrity host. 1.00
ud e inder. eal life cases in a studio

courtroom. 2.00 ud e inder. eal life
cases in a studio courtroom. 3.00 ud e

inder. eal life cases in a studio
courtroom. 4.00 anny . he ritish
e perts et to rips ith the anley family.
5.00 eartbeat. ra edy stri es the villa e.
6.00 ritains ecret reasures. eaturin a
bron e apricorn fi urine an th century
rin ith a tra ic tale an year old coat
of arms bad e and a medieval old loc et.
6.30 ritains ecret reasures. mportant
artefacts discovered in orthern reland
includin a set of ron e e horns found
in o ntrim in and a piece of old
e ellery that dates bac thousands of
years.

7.00 INSIDE PADDINGTON STATION driver
raises the alarm hen he suspects that his
train has hit somethin or someone on
the line hile heavy rain brin s do n a
tree hich closes the trac s bet een

anbury and ford. Plus en ineers be in
the process of dismantlin a ictorian
viaduct.

8.00 HEARTBEAT local ame eeper is in ured
in a shootin incident on the moors and
suspicion falls on his dis runtled
predecessor hose year old dau hter
provides dama in testimony. lse here

a ie discovers her e husband has
started or at the hospital and reen rass
schemes a ay as usual ris in ina s
displeasure by persuadin teve to install a
pool table at the pub. tarrin ic erry
and ill aynard.

9.00 ATOUCH OF FROST ac tac les hat
promises to be the most sensitive and
unenviable investi ation of his entire career

decidin hether a man ith o ns
syndrome is capable of committin murder.

11.10 AUTOPSY USA
12.10 JEREMY KYLE’S EMERGENCY ROOM
1.10 THIS MORNING
3.10 CLOSE

ITVWALES:
10.00 his ornin 12.30 Loose omen 1.30
Lunchtime e s eather 1.55 e s ymru

ales eather 2.00 ud e inder 3.00 enable
3.59 ymru ales eather 4.00 ippin Point
5.00 he hase 6.00 e s ales at i

eather 6.30 venin e s eather 7.00
mmerdale 7.30 oronation treet 8.00 nside
nimal 8.30 oronation treet 9.00 he
illion Pound ube 10.00 e s at en eather
10.30 e s ymru ales eather 10.45

harp nd 11.10 eturn to the ountain 11.40
rai anny unny lac and on 12.35 he
illion Pound ube 1.25 deal orld 3.00 he
ountain 3.25 i htscreen 5.05 ud e inder

10.00 BBC NEWS 12.15 Politics Live. 1.00
ecimate. 1.45 lippin Profit. 2.30

ords. 3.15 he reat ritish
e in ee. 4.15 ribes Predators
e. 5.15 lo t . 6.00 ichard
smans ouse of ames. 6.30 ish

o n.
7.00 RIVERWALKS:THE STOUR ill ta es

a stroll alon the river from the ent
o ns throu h chocolate bo villa es the

cathedral city of anterbury and on to ards
the port of and ich and Pe ell ay.

7.30 MASTERMIND ohn umphrys presents
the second heat of the ui ith specialist
sub ects of rmistead aupins ales of the

ity lac adder the o er ebellion and
la es .

8.00 ONLY CONNECT ictoria oren itchell
hosts another first round match as the

arons ta e on the hitcombes ho must
find hat connects four thin s that appear
utterly random.

8.30 UNIVERSITY CHALLENGE he first of the
hi hest scorin loser matches as t o
teams of students et a second opportunity
to earn a place in the ne t sta e of the
competition. eremy Pa man hosts.

9.00 IN THE FACE OFTERROR he live
streamin of an attac in hristchurch e

ealand in arch heralds a ne era
of terrorism and confirms the far ri ht as a
fast ro in threat. Last in the series.

10.00 OILITHREACHT ocumentary e plorin
the pil rima e site of t Patric s Pur atory.

10.30 BARRA ONTHE BANN
10.45 NEWSNIGHT Presented by irsty ar .
11.25 WEATHER 11.30 he rump ho . he

inside story of the presidency. 12.30
i n one ountryfile. 1.30 i n one
mbulance. 2.30 i n one ritical

ncident. 3.15 his s o.
BBC2WALES, AS ABOVE EXCEPT:
10.00 ules Peters y ancer ourney 11.30 i e
Peters he larm Live 12.00 oast

11.35 RAMSAY’S KITCHEN NIGHTMARES USA
12.30 tephs Pac ed Lunch. ee day

ma a ine sho hosted by teph
c overn. 2.10 ountdo n. omedian
happi horsandi ta es her place in
ictionary orner. 3.00 Place in the
un. couple from Liverpool search for a

ne home in licante. 4.00 he reat
ouse ivea ay. oam and ara buy a

house in e port. 5.00 our in a ed.
he competition be ins at the astle rms

nn in nape orth or shire. 5.30
ome ine ith e. he first of five parties

in and around sse . 6.00 he
impsons. alentines ay themed edition
hich sees pu sho er his ife ith ifts

ma in all the other men in prin field loo
bad. ith the voice of lton ohn. 6.30

ollyoa s. he c ueens pull to ether to
uard their secrets.

7.00 CHANNEL 4 NEWS
8.00 TRUMP’S CORONAVIRUS

CATASTROPHE att rei investi ates the
president s policies actions and decisions
durin the pandemic hich has cost more
than merican lives.

9.00 999:WHAT’SYOUR EMERGENCY? n
edition focusin on the behaviour of
teena e boys ith P athleen oberts
respondin to a suspected acid attac
carried out by a youth in orthampton.

10.00 ADULT MATERIAL tella aitland offers
olene a lifeline hen she volunteers to

defend her in court and to ether they pursue
the lost foota e from my s shoot.

11.00 MARRIED AT FIRST SIGHT he mornin
after their bi day primary school teacher

ichelle and her ne husband en have
an a ard start to married life that leaves
them uestionin their ed lin romance.

12.00 n the ront Line. 1.00
amsay s itchen i htmares .

1.50 he reat ritish a e ff n tra
lice. 2.45 his s s. 3.35 et on

the ill. 4.30 ifteen to ne. 5.25
oach rip oad to arcelona.

LIVE MNF,
SKY SPORTS MAIN EVENT, 7PM
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Programmes indicated with (S)
are available with subtitles

MOVIES TODAY’S SATELLITE
SKY CINEMA DRAMA
10.30Mary Queen of Scots (15) (2018) 12.35 Shallow
Hal (12) (2001) 2.30 Driveways (15) (2019) 4.00 Good
Posture (15) (2019) 5.40 Her Smell (15) (2018)
8.00 Mary Queen of Scots (15) (2018) ith aoirse
onan.
10.20 Shallow Hal (12) (2001)
12.25 Driveways (15) (2019) 2.05 Good Posture (15)
(2019) 3.55 Beyond the River (12) (2017)

SKY CINEMA ADVENTURE
10.00 The Lord of the Rings:The Fellowship of the
Ring (PG) (2001) 1.00 The Lord of the Rings:The Two
Towers (12) (2002) 4.00 The Lord of the Rings:The
Return of the King (12) (2003) 7.30 Captain Marvel (12)
(2019) antasy adventure starrin rie Larson.
9.50 Four Kids and It (PG) (2020) amily fantasy

starrin atthe oode.
11.55 King Arthur (12) (2004)
2.15 Fantastic Four (PG) (2005) 4.15 Legend of the
Guardians:The Owls of Ga’Hoole (PG) (2010)

SKY CINEMA ACTION
10.05 Dragon:The Bruce Lee Story (15) (1993) 12.15
Jack Reacher (12) (2012) 2.40 Pearl Harbor (12) (2001)
5.55 Avengers: Endgame (12) (2019)
9.00 Dragon:The Bruce Lee Story (15) (1993) ith
ason cott Lee.
11.00 Jack Reacher (12) (2012)
1.15 Pearl Harbor (12) (2001) 4.20 Batman:Year One

(15) (2011) 5.30 Sky Cinema Preview

SKY ONE
1.00 a aii ive 3.00 i h ay Patrol 4.00 odern

amily 5.00 he impsons. 5.30 uturama 6.30 he
impsons 8.00 Lea ue of heir n. loo at

previously unseen moments from the th series. 9.00
Prodi al on. ne iller mimics alcolm s favourite
childhood boo . 10.00 he ili ht one. stru lin
actor ris s everythin to catch his bi brea . 11.00

arrior. 12.05 oad ars. 1.05 he orce sse . 2.05
ac yver. 3.00 rit ops rontline rime . 4.00
i h ay Patrol 5.00 uper irl.

E4
12.00 roo lyn ine ine 1.00 he i an heory
2.00 crubs 3.00 peechless 4.00 roo lyn ine ine
5.00 he oldber s 6.00 he i an heory 7.00

ollyoa s. 7.30 ollyoa s oes ome ine ith e. 8.00
as master. ith oisin onaty im ey omesh
an anathan ran inner and osh iddicombe. 9.00
FILM: X-MEN:THE LAST STAND (2006) uperhero
adventure se uel starrin u h ac man. 11.00 uffy
the ampire layer. 12.00 n el. 1.00 he i an

heory 2.00 ic and orty. 2.30 o lebo . 3.25 irst
ates. 4.20 he i an heory 5.10 o et our
other

DISCOVERY
12.00 utbac ruc ers. 1.00 indi ustoms. 2.00 old

ush. 3.00 las a he Last rontier. 4.00 las an ush
People. 5.00 heeler ealers. 6.00 ast Loud. 7.00

utbac ruc ers. ar tries to deliver a fra ile load to a
remote old mine. 8.00 d tafford irst an ut. d
challen es att he u ernaut ri ht. 9.00 old

ush 11.00 heeler ealers. 12.00 old ush 2.00
heeler ealers 3.50 eadliest atch loodline 5.30
o o hey o t

HISTORY
12.00 he tron est an in istory. 1.00 or ed in ire.
2.00 merican Pic ers. 3.00 tora e ars. 3.30 tora e

ars. 4.00 Pa n tars. 5.00 mpires of lood. 6.00
ountain en. 7.00 or ed in ire. tas to re create a
teel a edo n o . 8.00 he n plained ith illiam
hatner. an made structures built for no apparent

reason. 9.00 nidentified nside merica s
nvesti ation. he invisible threat s may pose. 10.00
ncient liens. 11.00 ncient liens. 12.00 ountain
en. 1.00 he n plained ith illiam hatner. 2.00
merican Pic ers. 3.00 ountain en. 4.00 tora e
ars. 4.30 tora e ars. 5.00 Pa n tars.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
12.00 ar . . 2.00 rain the ceans. 3.00 in dom
of the ummies. 4.00 ir rash nvesti ation 6.00 ood

actory 8.00 rain the ceans. perts search for
battleship the ars. 9.00 he Last ce. nuit in anada
and reenland ho are fi htin to protect their orld.
11.00 ir rash nvesti ation pecial eport. 12.00

an ed p broad. 1.00 irport ecurity irst lass.
2.00 ltimate irport ubai 4.00 ir rash nvesti ation.
5.00 lose 7.00 ruise ith Loveit oo it

SKYWITNESS
12.00 La rder. 1.00 lue loods 3.00 he eal
4.00 rontline 5.00 order orce. 6.00 othin
to eclare 8.00 host hisperer. student oes missin
in the oods. 9.00 Lone tar. he cre brea up a
fi ht at a male strip club. 10.00 La rder pecial

ictims nit. 11.00 riminal inds. 12.00 host
hisperer. 1.00 lue loods. 2.00 adam ecretary

4.00 rey s natomy. 5.00 rit ops La isorder.

BBC4
7.00 red ibnahs ndustrial e. 7.30 he oy of
Paintin . 8.00 i in s. eil liver e plores the history of
the orse arriors. 9.00 lood of the lans. 10.00

ole n abylon Play or oday. 11.05 FILM: I AM NOT
YOUR NEGRO (2016) ocumentary e aminin race in

merica narrated by amuel L ac son. 12.35 ello s
orbidden. 1.25 he oy of Paintin . 1.55 red ibnahs

ndustrial e. 2.25 lood of the lans. 3.25 lose

VIRGIN MEDIATWO
11.30 enidorm . 12.30 es hef. 1.30 reland .
2.30 mmerdale. 3.00 oronation treet 4.00 ippin
Point 6.00 he hase. 7.00 Live hampions
Lea ue. helsea v evilla ic off . pm . 10.15

hampions Lea ue i hli hts. 11.00 mmerdale. 11.30
ed oc . 12.00 ress to mpress. 1.00 lue urder.
2.30 utopsy 4.15 hrou h the eyhole. 5.00 lose

PRODIGAL SON, SKY ONE, 9PM

11.55 ABAIR AMHRÁN
12.10 RIVER COTTAGE AUSTRALIA
12.40 GARRAÍ GLAS
1.10 MURDER, SHEWROTE
2.05 WEAKEST LINK
3.00 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: CÚLA 4 NA NÓG
3.02 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: CURIOUS GEORGE
3.25 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG:AM FOGHLAMA LE

TIMMY
3.30 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: RITA & CROGALL
3.35 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: PJ MASKS
3.47 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: IS MISE
4.00 CÚLA 4: la
4.02 CÚLA 4 AR SCOIL
4.28 CÚLA 4: pon e ob uarePants
4.44 ADVENTURETIME
4.55 TAFFY
5.05 MO SHAOL DO SHAOL
5.17 MO SHAOL DO SHAOL
5.32 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
5.35 BLIAIN IN INIS OÍRR
6.05 GILMORE GIRLS
6.57 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
7.00 NUACHTTG4
7.30 SIAR SNA SEACHTÓIDÍ he events of

includin the aibhdhearc s th
anniversary celebrations and olm

il inson sin in in the urovision on
ontest.

8.00 7 LÁ iscussion on the past ee s events
presented by P id Lion ird.

8.30 ROS NA RÚN ad h loses his temper ith
alachai durin rances a e. oreen is

left e hausted after a tryin day and erdia
tries to persuade her to come bac to his
place.

9.00 GLÓRTÍRE: ROGHA &TOGHA
compilation of the best acts from this year s

l r re featurin obert i el Louise
orrissey ha n uddy the on uerors
i e enver ohn c icholl and ohn
o an.

9.30 OPRY LE DANIEL aniel onnell
presents the sho from the illennium

orum in erry i e enver performs ith
his mother oisin allon.

10.30 WHYWOMEN KILL e series. ar ly
comedic drama detailin the lives of three

omen livin in three different decades.
eth nn learns of her husband s infidelity

and imone discovers a secret.
11.25 ROS NA RÚN
11.57 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
12.00 THEWESTWING
12.50 FÍORSCÉAL
1.55 FRANCE 24

11.45 SHORTLAND STREET ospital drama set
in an accident and emer ency ard.
12.15 octors. eborah tries to ma e
friends but alienates people. 12.45 elly

in o 1.00 e s ne loc
eather 1.30 ome and ay. illo

comforts i y ho realises she as left
out re ardin the murder the hole time.

2.00 NEIGHBOURS aron reveals to icolette
that hloe misses her.

2.30 THE BORROWERS eventy year old bi er
Paddy needs a ne boiler.

3.00 EASTENDERS Phil is determined to find
llie.

3.30 TODAY aily ma a ine sho .
5.40 NUACHT; e s ith i nin
6.00 THE ANGELUS
6.01 RTÉ NEWS: SIX ONE; eather
7.00 NATIONWIDE:THE SPANISH FLU e s

stories from around the country. Plus
onal yrne ta es a loo bac at the
panish u pandemic from .

7.30 EASTENDERS Phil confronts llie
about her lies a drun en uby and

tacey ta e a trip do n memory lane and
athy s date be ins ell but uic ly oes

do nhill.
8.00 HIGH ROAD, LOW ROAD liona

a an and rancis rennan head to
elsin i in inland but hile liona

en oys a lu ury e perience includin a spot
of rally drivin rancis ends up on a
bud et bus trip.

8.30 HOWTO COOKWELLWITH RORY
O’CONNELL he chef prepares pic led
beetroot tacos and radishes both served

ith smo ed eel butter as ell as roast
chic en salad ith french beans and
tarra on. Last in the series.

9.00 RTÉ NEWS: NINE O’CLOCK; eather
9.35 PRIMETIME urrent affairs revie plus

reports on brea in ne s stories at home
and abroad.

10.15 TRUMP:THEWHITE HOUSEYEARS
11.15 MRS AMERICA hausted from a lon

distance drive from llinois lice and
Pamela arrive in ouston for the ational

omens onference to find their hotel
overboo ed and have to share a room.

12.15 COUNTRY MUSIC eather
1.20 HOLBY CITY
2.30 TAKEN
3.25 PRIMETIME
4.00 TELLY BINGO
4.10 DR PHIL
4.55 DOCTORS
5.25 EURONEWS

12.00 BOY GIRL DOG CAT MOUSE CHEESE
12.10 oy irl o at ouse heese
12.25 affle the onder o . he

hound is not allo ed to o on a family
campin trip. 12.50 loudy ith a

hance of eatballs. n a sardine
obsessed to n lint Loc ood is a
teena er tryin to chan e the orld...one
invention at a time. 1.15 illie nbet een.

illie is desperate to prevent um and
ad seein her n lish teacher. 1.45
amie ohnson. rama about a ifted

schoolboy footballer. 2.20 he e t
tep. n open house is held to elcome

ne dancers. 2.45 or an an o
3.00 fter chool ub. ctivities for
youn sters. 4.00 allybraddan 4.10

haun the heep 4.20 ne s day
4.30 he impsons. Lisa coaches art s
Little Lea ue baseball team.

5.00 THE GOLDBERGS dam and his friends
drin home bre ed beer at his birthday
sleepover.

5.30 SHORTLAND STREET ospital drama set
in an accident and emer ency ard.

6.00 NEIGHBOURS ose ma es a lavish
dinner for oadie and hile drun aron
reveals to icolette that hloe misses her.

6.30 HOME AND AWAY illo comforts
i y ho realises she as left out

re ardin the murder ean turns to
mber and ori must ma e an une pected

monumental decision durin ustins
sur ery.

7.00 COOK-INWITH MARK MORIARTY he
chef demonstrates ho to ma e dishes
includin a ve etarian burrito bo l ith
spicy e s on top and a hot pan pi a.

7.30 LIVE UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE Paris
aint ermain v anchester nited ic

off . pm . arra h aloney presents
covera e of both teams openin roup
encounter held at Parc des Princes.

10.10 PEAKY BLINDERS ommy a rees to a
truce ith a dan erous adversary and also
ma es berama a temptin offer hile
thin s ta e a turn at Li ies birthday party

hen a surprise uest arrives. 11.20
he ct. ypsy fi hts for her life hile el

and Lacey reali e that thin s ere not
al ays as they seemed. Last in the series.

12.30 ne orn very inute.
ameras follo a male mid ife at

Liverpool omens ospital. Last in the
series. 1.30 in le Parents. 2.00

he ittin oom. 3.00 oodbye
ouse. 3.30 ome escue. 3.55
he otunda. 4.45 reland s ittest
amily.

10.00 THIS MORNING elebrity chat and lifestyle
features.

12.30 NEWS AT 12:30
1.00 THE CHASE ui sho hosted by radley

alsh.
2.00 THE CHASE ui sho hosted by radley

alsh.
3.00 ELAINE opical discussion hosted by

laine ro ley.
4.00 MORETALES FROM

NORTHUMBERLANDWITH ROBSON
GREEN he actor canoes alon

orthumberland s lon est river the o uet.
4.30 JUDGE JUDY eal life small claims cases.
5.00 JUDGE JUDY eal life small claims cases.
5.30 NEWS AT 5.30
6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW hat sho

featurin celebrity intervie s food from
leadin chefs and uidance on a ide
ran e of topics.

7.00 EMMERDALE ate realises the ravity of
the situation Paul has a crashin loss and

an hides his pain.
7.30 HEATHROW: BRITAIN’S BUSIEST

AIRPORT order force officer at decides
hether to allo a holiday ma er arrivin
ith little money in and a confusin story

into the .
8.00 NEWS AT 8
8.30 RED ROCK onor returns home to

discover tephen did not no he has been
in rehab. haron and Paud e deal ith a
case of domestic abuse and rid et tries
to manipulate incent.

9.00 ALISON HAMMOND: BACKTO SCHOOL
lison ammond travels across the country

and bac in time on an historical ourney to
discover some of the blac fi ures ho
have been hidden from ritains history.

10.00 THETONIGHT SHOW att ooper and
iara oherty offer their uni ue ta e on the

bi stories of the day ith a panel of uests.
here is also a discussion coverin the ey

issues in the ne s.
11.00 TRIAL OFTHE CENTURY ury dra n

from diverse al s of rish life discuss the
case for and a ainst the aster isin and
come to a verdict on the dramatised trial of
P drai Pearse. Last in the series.

12.00 THE MIDWIVES taff at irmin ham
omens ospital help e pectant omen

decide hether to have a natural delivery in
the birth centre or opt for the more hi tech
delivery suite.

1.15 AUTOPSY USA elebrities ho died
une pectedly.

2.10 CLOSE
5.20 THETONIGHT SHOW
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RADIO
RTE RADIO 1: 12.00 he onan ollins ho . 1.00 e s
at ne. 1.45 Liveline. 3.00 he ay rcy ho . 4.30

rivetime. 7.00 rena. round up of ne s and revie s from
the orlds of arts culture and entertainment. 8.00 he ohn

reedon ho . he presenter introduces a mi of
contemporary rish and international trac s. 10.00 he Late

ebate. Live debate in depth intervie s analysis of the
political stories of day and discussion on international issues.
11.00 Late ate. ith ryan urray. 2.00 Playbac aily. 3.00

old on adio .

LYRIC FM: 10.00 iall arroll s lassical aytime. 1.00 he
ull core ith Li olan. enebrae perform om s Luis de
ictoria s fficium efunctorum. 4.00 Lorcan urray s lassic
rive. ith classical music and familiar favourites. 7.00 ystery
rain ith ohn elly. he broadcaster e plores the onders of

recorded music from vinta e classic throu h to the latest
sounds. 9.00 he lue of the i ht ith ernard lar e. he

lue of the i ht connects different musical landscapes
brin in you throu h centuries enres and soundscapes.
12.00 Lyric hrou h the i ht.

RTE 2FM: 12.00 racy lifford. e tunes as ell as the
bi est hits and the latest sounds. 3.00 enny reene on .
6.00 ame n. 7.00 ara te art on . ho casin the
best in brand ne music from the bi est chart sin les to the
most under round bands. hattin to the most e citin artists
in music ri ht no . 10.00 an e arty he lternative. he

lternative o leep lt roc electro pop hip hop re ae
plus live music from festivals across urope. 12.00

verni ht.

TODAY FM: 12.00 airead onan. 2.00 er al rcy. 4.30
he Last ord. 7.00 d s ational nthems. oin d mith

from pm to hear all the best classic tunes current obsessions
and future favourites. 10.00 Paul cLoone. ammed full of old
and ne independent and alternative classics reliably chosen
by a man ho no s a thin or t o about reat tunes. 12.00

verni ht usic.

RAIDIÓ NA GAELTACHTA: 12.00 Pr omhsc alta na
uachta. 12.08 n aol heas. 1.00 uacht a h on. 2.00
uairisc p irt. 2.05 rdtr thn na. 3.00 inneas il. 5.00 s

ite. 5.55 uairisc p irt. 6.00 uacht a . 6.30 ra an
Lae. 7.00 eol inn na eanna. eol traidisi nta den scoth

chur i l thair a eansa hoisdealbha. 9.00 ar
na . eol a us amhr in na cairteanna ar ar na

a cur t s br omhar le craoladh nocht i rith na seachtaine.
L ithreoir illian de rca iamh hr in n. 10.00 n
aobh uathail. ua cheol na cruinne curtha i l thair a ian
iobh in. 12.00 coth na irte.

CORK’S 96FM: 12.00 fternoon ho . 4.00 rivetime
ho . 8.00 otal ccess. 12.00 he est usic i on top.

3.00 he pinion Line.
C103 (NORTH AND EAST CORK): 10.00 or oday.
1.00 ic ichards. 4.00 rivetime ho . 7.00 ric riffin.
11.00 or oday. 1.00 verni ht.
C103 (WEST CORK): 10.00 or oday. 1.00 ic

ichards. 4.00 rivetime ho . 7.00 ric riffin. 11.00 or
oday. 1.00 verni ht.

CUH FM 102.8: 12.00 ass. 12.30 nythin oes. 3.00
to of Pop. 4.00 ichael Lee. 6.00 onal onovan. 7.30

osary. 8.00 obbie ul. 10.00 verni ht.
RED FM: 12.00 Philip our e. 4.00 ave ac s rive. 7.00

ed its ith y. 10.00 ilian Pettit. 1.00 he eil Prendeville
ho e ind. 4.00 on stop its.

98.3 FM CAMPUS RADIO: 12.00 heion ampus. 1.00
uff raft. 2.00 entrifu al. 3.00 rossroads. 4.00 irds and

the eats. 5.00 arly venin ho . 6.00 lose.
NEWSTALK 106-108 FM: 12.00 Lunchtime Live

ith ndrea illi an. 2.00 oncrieff ith ean oncrieff. 4.00
he ard houlder ith ieran uddihy. 7.00 ff the all.
he multi a ard innin sports sho ff he all features

sports ne s revie and analysis. 10.00 he om unne ho .
his is a ni htly entertainment driven ma a ine sho focusin

on music culture movies and technolo y. 12.00 est of
e stal .

LIFE FM 93.1: 10.00 n the Level. 1.00 arly fternoon
ho . 4.00 rivetime ho . 6.00 uare all. 7.00 ehind the
alls. 8.30 n ouch. 9.00 Life ermon. 10.00 eep over.

12.00 on stop usic.

SKY SPORTS MAIN EVENT
12.00 Sky Sports News 1.00 Live Weber Cup Ten Pin
Bowling overa e of day t o of the presti ious
tournament. 3.00 Live Indian Premier League in s
Pun ab v elhi apitals. 7.00 Live EFL or ich ity v

irmin ham ity ic off . pm . 10.00 Race & Sport
in America: Conversations 11.00 Anthony Joshua:
1989 – 2014 12.00 NFL: Total Access 1.00 Sky Sports
News 2.00 Sky Sports News 3.00 Sky Sports News
4.00 Sky Sports News 5.00 Sky Sports News

SKY SPORTS CRICKET
11.30 Indian Premier League 12.30 Viv Richards:
Through His Eyes 12.55 Viv Richards:Through His
Eyes 1.20 Best of England v Windies 1.30 Blm:
Holding & Rainford Brent 1.50 Indian Premier League
2.50 Live Indian Premier League in s Pun ab v

elhi apitals. 7.00 Viv Richards:Through His Eyes
7.25 My Icon: Michael Holding 7.35 Best of The 2018
IPL 8.00 Pictures from Paradise e ind to as a
youn and unfancied n land side toured the aribbean.
8.30 Cricket’s Greatest Games n land v est ndies in
the orld final. 9.00 Indian Premier
League in s Pun ab v elhi apitals. 10.00 Pictures
from Paradise 10.30 Cricket’s Greatest Games 11.00
Indian Premier League 11.55 Indian Premier League
4.05 Best of the IPL 2017 4.30 The Best of the 2018 IPL
5.00 Cricket’s Greatest Games 5.30 Cricket’s Greatest
Games

SKY SPORTS NFL
12.00 Live: Good Morning Football ay dams
presents a discussion of the latest ne s and tal in
points from around the L follo in another dramatic

ee end in the L. 3.00 NFL Highlights 4.00 NFL
Highlights 5.00 NFL Highlights 6.00 NFL Bitesize
Highlights 6.15 NFL Bitesize Highlights 6.30 NFL
Bitesize Highlights 6.45 NFL Bitesize Highlights 7.00
NBC’s Pro-Football Talk i e lorio and hris imms
present this L tal sho as they discuss and debate
the bi est stories from around the lea ue. 9.00 NFL
Overtime e ect on the bi stories and surprises from
the seasons openin ee . 10.00 NFL Highlights 11.00
NFL Bitesize Highlights 11.15 NFL Bitesize Highlights
11.30 NFL Bitesize Highlights 11.45 NFL Bitesize
Highlights 12.00 Live:Total Access et the complete
picture from the ridiron ith the sho dedicated to the

ational ootball Lea ue ith inside access to all
teams. 1.00 NFL Bitesize Highlights 1.15 NFL Bitesize
Highlights 1.30 NFL Bitesize Highlights 1.45 NFL
Bitesize Highlights 2.00 NFL Highlights 3.00 NFL
Overtime 4.00 NFL Highlights 5.00 NFL: America’s
Game

EUROSPORT
12.00 Alpine Skiing 1.00 Alpine Skiing 2.00 Snooker:
English Open 4.00 Bennetts British Superbikes
5.30 Motocross World Championship 6.00 Alpine
Skiing 7.00 Alpine Skiing he mens iant slalom from

oelden ustria. 8.00 Cycling: Giro d’Italia ta e
from dine to an aniele del riuli. 9.30 Cycling: Vuelta
a Espana ta e one from run to rrate. 11.00 Snooker:
English Open 1.00 Bennetts British Superbikes 2.00
Cycling: Giro d’Italia 3.00 Cycling: Vuelta a Espana
4.00 Hall of Fame – PyeongChang Alpine 5.00 Alpine
Skiing

EIR SPORT 1
11.00 FA Cup Classics 1.00 PRO14 Rugby Union 3.00
PRO14 Rugby Union 5.00 PRO14 Rugby Union 7.00
Football Gold Liverpool s success in the s. 8.00
Football Gold Liverpool s success in the s. 9.00
Football Gold ristol ity v Liverpool from . 9.30
Football Gold verton v Liverpool from . 10.00
PRO14 Rugby Union 12.00 Dha Chuirt 1.00 FA Cup
Classics 2.00 Football Gold 4.00 Football Gold

EIR SPORT 2
12.00 Football Gold 1.00 Football Gold 3.00 PRO14
Rugby Union 5.00 Football Gold 7.00 PRO14 Rugby
Union 9.00 PRO14 Rugby Union 11.00 Wimbledon
Official Film 12.00 Football Gold 1.00 Football Gold
2.00 Football Gold 4.00 PRO14 Rugby Union

SKY SPORTS RACING
10.00 Raceday Preview 12.30 Raceday Live 5.30
Stateside Live 10.00 Racing Debate 11.00 Racing
Review 11.30 Racing Review 11.45 Racing Review
12.00 Sky Sports News 2.00 Live Australian Racing

SPORT
11.45 PARAMEDICS ON SCENE 12.15

ar ain unt s th irthday ur
perts op uys. atasha as in harp

loo s bac on some of the sho s best and
orst buys. 1.00 e s eather

1.30 e sline eather 1.45
mpossible. ui hosted by ic d ards.

2.30 he ustomer s l ays i ht.
3.00 ESCAPE TO THE COUNTRY couple

loo in for a home in the border bet een
taffordshire and erbyshire.

3.45 MONEY FOR NOTHING arah oore
rescues three items from itley ecyclin

entre.
4.30 THE BIDDING ROOM vinta e scooter

and a birthin chair are up for auction.
5.15 POINTLESS
6.00 BBC NEWS; eather
6.30 BBC NEWSLINE; eather
7.00 THE ONE SHOW nother mi of

nation ide reports and live studio based
chat. Presented by le ones and ethin
ones.

7.35 EASTENDERS Phil confronts llie about
her lies a drun en uby and tacey ta e a
trip do n memory lane and athy s date
be ins ell but uic ly oes do nhill.

8.00 THE SHERIFFS ARE COMING eturn of
the pro ramme follo in the or of i h

ourt enforcement officers. ob and erald
head to celebrity hotspot in London to try to
recover unpaid a es.

9.00 LIFE he lives of the nei hbours collide as
secrets come to li ht on the ni ht hen

annah and Liam host a tense dinner party
and eil ma es elle an offer that leads to
a confrontation.

10.00 BBC NEWS AT TEN
10.30 BBC NEWSLINE; eather
10.45 SPOTLIGHT onor pac man investi ates

the impact of the ovid pandemic on
cancer patients in orthern reland.

11.15 STILL GAME fter much discussion ith
the re ulars in he lansman ac
arran es a birthday surprise for ictor s

th a trip do n the iver elvin in an
in atable din hy. 11.45 till ame.

harismatic cod ers ac and ictor
fi ht off fierce competition for the prime
spot in the par on a hot summer s day.

itcom starrin ord iernan and re
emphill. 12.15 op ear. 1.15
e s

BBC1 WALES, AS ABOVE EXCEPT:
11.45 ay 1.30 ales oday eather 6.30

ales oday eather 8.00 he eddin ress
hop 8.30 ould Lie to ou 10.30 ales
oday eather eather 10.45 till ame 11.45
op ear 12.45 mbulance 1.45 eather for the
ee head 1.50 e s

12.00 WHO’S DOING THE DISHES? our diners
try to uess the identity of mystery celebrity
host ustie Lee. 1.00 ud e inder.

eal life cases in a studio courtroom. 2.00
ud e inder. eal life cases in a studio

courtroom. 3.00 ud e inder. eal life
cases in a studio courtroom. 4.00 ello

ampers. ompetition in hich couples
ta e part in a series of challen es and
activities at a campsite. 5.00 eartbeat.

he villa ers ather for Phil s funeral. 6.00
eepin ustralia afe. i part

documentary series offerin a revealin
loo at hat it ta es to eep ustralians
safe. Last in the series.

7.00 COSTA DEL CASUALTY: BENIDORM ER
avid iller arrives in ith a badly

s ollen le and is immediately admitted as
his doctor suspects he could have deep
vein thrombosis hile year old retired
business o ner ileen eeves needs
sur ery on a badly fractured rist. t the
clinic year old e pat ay has come in as
she is orried that recent di y spells and
sudden falls could be a si n of somethin
serious.

8.00 HEARTBEAT he day of ic and o s
eddin arrives but in a villa e here

nothin ever oes smoothly the policeman
inevitably has trouble ettin to the church
on time.

9.00 A TOUCH OF FROST confrontation
bet een hunt ste ards and saboteurs
leads to the suspicious death of a protester

and ma es ac onder hether the thrill
of the chase has iven the horsey set a
taste for human blood. hodunit starrin

avid ason as rost ith ruce
le ander ean Pert ee el enney and
at halley.

11.10 LIAR Laura travels to dinbur h to try to
uncover the truth behind ndre s ifes
death but finds more than she bar ained
for hile tensions bet een om and aty
reach brea in point.

12.10 THE CHASE AUSTRALIA
1.05 THIS MORNING
3.05 CLOSE

ITV WALES:
10.00 his ornin 12.30 Loose omen 1.30
Lunchtime e s eather 1.55 e s ymru

ales eather 2.00 ud e inder 3.00 enable
3.59 ymru ales eather 4.00 ippin Point
5.00 he hase 6.00 e s ales at i

eather 6.30 venin e s eather 7.00
mmerdale 7.30 arbour ops 8.00 Love our
oastal arden 9.00 he illion Pound ube

10.00 e s at en eather 10.30 e s
ymru ales eather 10.45 orry idn t no

11.10 n the hado of ary eacole 12.05 ll lite
restlin ynamite 12.55 deal orld 3.00
i htscreen 5.05 ud e inder

10.00 BBC NEWS 12.15 Politics Live. 1.00
ecimate. 1.45 lippin Profit. 2.30

ords. 3.15 he reat ritish
e in ee. he uarter finalists face
ritish and rish fabrics ee . 4.15
ribes Predators e. 5.15 lo t .

6.00 ichard smans ouse of ames.
6.30 ish o n.

7.00 CELEBRITY ANTIQUES ROAD TRIP
omedians l urray and Paul ho dhry

oin e perts ames ra ton and atasha
as in harp on the hunt for bar ains to

sell at auction in uc in hamshire.
8.00 SAVING LIVES AT SEA he volunteers of

the L race to save a stric en fishin
boat in a force ei ht ale a yacht trapped
on a eir in Loch ess and a puppy that
has s allo ed a fishin hoo .

9.00 SURGEONS: AT THE EDGE OF LIFE
team of transplant sur eons perform a
double lun transplant operation but face a
serious setbac hen the first ne lun
stops or in ust as they prepare to
remove the second.

10.00 REWIND THE SCENES embers of the
public atch recently released foota e from
the archive includin eor e est on
the football pitch and reminiscences about
pints of porter.

10.30 MANDY
10.45 NEWSNIGHT nalysis of the day s events

ith mma arnett.
11.25 WEATHER 11.30 he onfessors.

rban and rural rish priests and chaplains
reveal hat is li e to hear the sins of others
in the confessional and also tal about hy
they have stayed ithin the hurch.
12.30 i n one he rand Party otel.

1.30 i n one arry ill s orld of .
2.00 i n one ritical ncident.

2.45 his s o.
BBC2 WALES, AS ABOVE EXCEPT:
1.45 irst inister s uestions 2.35 ords
3.20 he reat ritish e in ee 4.20 ribes
Predators e 5.20 oast 10.00 ut of er ind

11.30 nslaved ith amuel L ac son

11.35 RAMSAY’S KITCHEN NIGHTMARES USA
12.30 tephs Pac ed Lunch. ee day

ma a ine sho hosted by teph
c overn. 2.10 ountdo n. omedian
happi horsandi ta es her place in
ictionary orner. 3.00 Place in the
un ome or ay. coastal home in

either est ales or the ree island of
a ynthos. 4.00 he reat ouse
ivea ay. o stran ers in the elsh

to n of eath buy a property at auction.
5.00 our in a ed. he ers en oy the
reat outdoors at den alley lampin in
umbria. 5.30 ome ine ith e.

6.00 he impsons. 6.30 ollyoa s.
7.00 CHANNEL 4 NEWS
8.00 THE GREAT BRITISH BAKE OFF att

Lucas and oel ieldin present pastry
ee in hich the ba ers must et to rips
ith a ornish classic a retro technical

challen e and a classic tart in a pastry
ca e.

9.15 MARRIED AT FIRST SIGHT he ovid
pandemic sets in ust as the couples
prepare to move in to ether puttin an
unprecedented additional strain on their
ed lin relationships.

10.00 TASKMASTER ohnny e as atherine
Par inson aisy ay ooper a aan

i an and ichard errin compete as
the celebrity challen e comes to hannel

. osted by re avies.
11.20 GOGGLEBOX he armchair critics share

their opinions on hat they have been
atchin durin the ee ith cameras

capturin their instant reactions. 12.25
amsay s itchen i htmares .

1.15 he impsons. 1.40 he impsons.

2.05 FILM: NAAL (2018) Premiere. rama
starrin hrinivas Po ale. n lish

ubtitles ★★★★

4.00 VET ON THE HILL 4.55 ifteen to ne.
5.50 ountdo n.

LIVE EFL,
SKY SPORTS MAIN EVENT, 7PM
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MOVIES TODAY’S SATELLITE
SKY CINEMA DRAMA
10.00 Hands of Stone (15) (2016) 12.05 The Favourite
(15) (2018) 2.10 The Old Man &The Gun (12) (2018)
3.50 Motherhood (15) (2019) 5.30 Hoffa (15) (1992)
8.00 The Favourite (15) (2018) ith livia olman.
10.00 Dark Minds (12) (2017) ith achary uinto.
11.45 Hands of Stone (15) (2016) ith d ar amire .
1.40 The Keeper (15) (2018) 3.50 The Pursuit of

Happyness (12) (2006)

SKY CINEMA ADVENTURE
11.20 StarWars: Episode VII – The Force Awakens (12)
(2015) 1.50 Four Kids and It (PG) (2020) 3.50 Captain
Marvel (12) (2019) 6.00 Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(PG) (2019)
8.00 StarWars: Episode VII – The Force Awakens (12)

(2015) ci fi adventure se uel starrin aisy idley.
10.20 Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure (PG) (1989)
11.55 The Adventures of Jurassic Pet (U) (2019)
1.25 Bernie the Dolphin (U) (2018) 3.00 Adventures in

Zambezia (U) (2012) 4.30 Sinbad: Legend of the Seven
Seas (U) (2003)

SKY CINEMA ACTION
10.35 Fury (15) (2014) 1.00 Jarhead: Law of Return (15)
(2019) 2.55 The Guns of Navarone (PG) (1961) 5.45
Lone Survivor (15) (2013)
8.00 Fury (15) (2014) ith rad Pitt.
10.20 Inglourious Basterds (18) (2009) ith rad Pitt.
12.55 Lone Survivor (15) (2013) 3.00 The Battle of
Jangsari (15) (2019) 5.00 Sky Cinema Preview

SKY ONE
1.00 a aii ive 3.00 i h ay Patrol 4.00 odern

amily 5.00 he impsons. 5.30 uturama 6.30 he
impsons 8.00 . . . . ondo eacon an and ic s

en a e in a manhunt across o yo. 9.00 heres
omethin bout ovies. e series. he return of the

comedy panel sho hosted by lan arr. 10.00 arrior.
11.05 Lea ue of heir n. 12.05 he ussell o ard

our. 1.05 he orce sse . 2.05 oad ars. 3.05 rit
ops rontline rime . 4.00 i h ay Patrol 5.00
uper irl.

E4
12.00 roo lyn ine ine 1.00 he i an heory
2.00 crubs 3.00 peechless 4.00 roo lyn ine ine
5.00 he oldber s 6.00 he i an heory 7.00

ollyoa s. 7.30 ollyoa s oes ome ine ith e.
8.00 as master. re avies sets challen es for
comedians includin im ey. 9.00 elebrity o lebo .

ostile Planet i rother est ho s ver and
ast nders are appraised. 10.00 o lebo . 11.05 uffy

the ampire layer. 12.05 n el. 1.00 he i an
heory 2.00 ic and orty. 2.25 o lebo . 3.20 irst
ates. 4.15 he i an heory 5.05 o et our
other

DISCOVERY
12.00 utbac ruc ers. 1.00 indi ustoms. 2.00 old

ush. 3.00 las a he Last rontier. 4.00 las an ush
People. 5.00 heeler ealers. 6.00 ast Loud. 7.00

utbac ruc ers. nthony and anielle tac le an ur ent
ater drillin ob to replace a collapsed ell. 8.00 s
he Lost vidence. ysterious submer ed ob ects. 9.00
oonshiners. ar and i er ta e a bi s in on a

small in redient. 10.00 oonshiners aster istiller.
11.00 ombat ealers. 12.00 oonshiners. 1.00

oonshiners aster istiller. 2.00 heeler ealers.
3.00 oonshiners. 3.50 eadliest atch loodline 5.30

o o hey o t

HISTORY
12.00 he tron est an in istory. 1.00 or ed in ire.
2.00 merican Pic ers. 3.00 tora e ars. 3.30 tora e

ars. 4.00 Pa n tars. 5.00 mpires of lood. 6.00
ountain en. 7.00 or ed in ire. 8.00 he n plained
ith illiam hatner. 9.00 ountain en. 10.00 amp

People. 11.00 in s of Pain. 12.00 he hop ritains
op ood or er. 1.00 he n plained ith illiam
hatner. 2.00 merican Pic ers. 3.00 ountain en.

4.00 tora e ars. 4.30 tora e ars. 5.00 Pa n tars.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
12.00 ar . . 2.00 rain the ceans. 3.00 in dom

of the ummies. 4.00 ir rash nvesti ation 6.00 ood
actory 8.00 ce oad escue. 9.00 ordon amsay
ncharted. 10.00 unnin ild ith ear rylls. 11.00
ir rash nvesti ation pecial eport. 12.00 an ed
p broad. 1.00 irport ecurity Peru. 2.00 ltimate
irport ubai 4.00 ir rash nvesti ation. 5.00 lose

7.00 ruise ith Loveit oo it

SKYWITNESS
12.00 La rder. 1.00 lue loods 3.00 he eal
4.00 ir escue 5.00 order orce. 6.00 othin to

eclare 8.00 host hisperer. 9.00 rime cene
nvesti ation. 10.00 lue loods. 11.00 riminal inds.
12.00 host hisperer. 1.00 . 2.00 ost anted.
3.00 adam ecretary. 4.00 rey s natomy. 5.00 rit

ops La isorder.

BBC4
7.00 red ibnahs ndustrial e. 7.30 he oy of
Paintin . 8.00 astles ritains ortified istory. 9.00 he

lyin cotsman ail omance. 10.00 he Last ays
of team imeshift. 11.00 ery ritish istory he irst

lac rummies. 12.00 he illion ollar rt unt. 1.00
hat o rtists o ll ay. 1.30 he oy of Paintin . 2.00

red ibnahs ndustrial e. 2.30 astles ritains
ortified istory. 3.30 lose

VIRGIN MEDIATWO
11.30 enidorm . 12.30 es hef. 1.30 reland .
2.30 mmerdale. 3.00 ed oc . 3.30 ino s talian

press. 4.00 ippin Point 6.00 he hase. 7.00 Live
hampions Lea ue. a v Liverpool ic off

. pm . 10.15 hampions Lea ue i hli hts.
11.00 hetland. 12.15 oronation treet 1.15 mmerdale.
1.45 ress to mpress. 2.45 hite ouse arm. 3.45

utopsy . 4.30 nspector orse.

WARRIOR, SKY ONE, 10PM

11.55 ABAIR AMHRÁN
12.10 RIVER COTTAGE AUSTRALIA
12.40 GARRAÍ GLAS
1.10 MURDER, SHEWROTE sailin

competition ends in murder.
2.05 WEAKEST LINK
3.00 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: CÚLA 4 NA NÓG
3.02 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: CURIOUS GEORGE
3.25 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: SEAL LETIMMY
3.30 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: RITA & CROGALL
3.35 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: PJ MASKS
3.47 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG:ÁR SCÉAL
4.00 CÚLA 4: la
4.02 CÚLA 4 AR SCOIL
4.28 SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS
4.44 ADVENTURETIME
4.55 TAFFY
5.05 C.L.U.B
5.32 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
5.35 IRISH PAINT MAGIC
6.05 GILMORE GIRLS
6.57 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
7.00 NUACHTTG4
7.30 AN RÍL DEAL he hunt for the ne t bi

thin in the orld of rish dancin
continues as one more dance act is put
throu h to the series semi final. Presented
by omha uairc.

8.30 BÁDÓIRÍ he documentary follo s the
cre of n hai hdean hara the iren
as they brin turf to invara and the very
competitive race bet een old rivals the

na and the merican r.
9.00 GLÓRTÍRE: ROGHA &TOGHA eaturin

a performance from elen c abe.
9.30 INIS AIRC – BÁS OILEÁIN he mass

e odus of the nishshar community in
to the onnemara mainland after the

overnment opted to resettle the
inhabitants.

10.30 MR ROBOT om has an unpleasant
hristmas arlene and lliot perform a

darin infiltration and rista prepares
for a date. yber thriller starrin ami

ale .
11.27 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
11.30 THEWINDMILL LANE SESSIONS usic

performances filmed at the indmill Lane
ecordin tudios in ublin continuin
ith our of s mperor and ary
ou hlan.

11.55 WEAKEST LINK nne obinson hosts
another round of the eneral no led e

ui .
12.50 DÁIL ÉIREANN
1.15 FRANCE 24

11.50 LEADERS’ QUESTIONS 1.00
e s ne loc eather 1.30
ome and ay. he romantic eta ay

planned by olby and aylor turns into
shambles.

2.00 NEIGHBOURS oses e husband sho s
up durin a date ith oadie.

2.30 THE BORROWERS
3.00 EASTENDERS
3.30 TODAY aily ma a ine sho .
5.40 NUACHT; e s ith i nin
6.00 THE ANGELUS
6.01 RTÉ NEWS: SIX ONE; eather
7.00 NATIONWIDE:TOMÁS MACCURTAIN

e s stories from around the country
coverin the latest topical issues.

7.30 ECO EYE r Lara un an e amines ho
reland could be at the forefront of brin in
electric cars into the mainstream
introducin an eco friendly replacement to
the combustion en ine Lotto

8.00 FAIR CITY ommy continues to lie to
earbhla about his business venture ith
ean. ean hile Paul panics hen he
oes to pic up uth from the community

centre and she is no here to be seen.
8.30 DONAL’S FAMILY FOOD IN MINUTES

e series. onal ehan demonstrates
ho to ma e some of his favourite dishes
to feed the hole family from mid ee
saviours to la y brunches.

9.00 RTÉ NEWS: NINE O’CLOCK; eather
9.35 74 DAYS:THE HUNGER STRIKE OF

TERENCE MACSWINEY Loo in bac at
erence ac iney s day hun er stri e

considered to be one of the most important
events in the history of the rish
revolutionary period.

10.35 BRENDAN GRACE –THANKS FORTHE
MEMORIES rendan and the or et e

ots visit President i ins at ras an
acht rain here the choir performs
hile the entertainer also meets up ith

friends includin ic ie oclife.
11.35 PEARSON eri oes on a trip ith

tephanie n ela assists her nei hbours
and essica contends ith oli s problem.

rama starrin ina orres and ethany
oy Len . Last in the series eather

12.35 ROOMTO IMPROVE
1.35 OPERATIONTRANSFORMATION
2.35 THE GREAT HOUSE REVIVAL
3.30 ONE DAY: KEEPING IRELAND

BEAUTIFUL
4.25 HERSTORY: IRELAND’S EPICWOMEN

4.50 THE BORROWERS
5.15 EURONEWS

12.00 DORGVAN DANGO 12.10 or an
an o 12.25 affle the onder o .
elly leads affle astray on his birthday.

12.50 loudy ith a hance of
eatballs. 1.15 illie nbet een.
rai brin s his cool ne friend ustin

home. 1.45 amie ohnson. rama
about a ifted schoolboy footballer.
2.20 he e t tep. 2.45 or

an an o 3.00 fter chool ub.
ctivities for youn sters. 4.00
allybraddan 4.10 haun the
heep 4.20 ne s day 4.30 he
impsons. nother trio of spirited
allo een tales.

5.00 THE GOLDBERGS everly blames
dam s teacher for his poor rasp of
panish.

5.30 SHORTLAND STREET ospital
drama set in an accident and emer ency

ard.
6.00 NEIGHBOURS oses e husband sho s

up durin a date ith oadie.
6.30 HOME AND AWAY he romantic eta ay

planned by olby and aylor turns into
shambles.

7.00 DIY SOS:THE BIG BUILD IRELAND a
shma y and a team of volunteers

embar on home renovation pro ects. n
the first edition the team renovates the
home of year old my ulcahy in
Limeric .

8.00 YOUR HOME MADE PERFECT perts
Laura ane lar and obert amison
attempt to transform the ent home of
ames and year old ic y. n ela
canlon presents.

9.10 THIS TIMEWITH ALAN PARTRIDGE he
broadcaster ma es a return to prime time

hen he is as ed to stand in as uest
presenter on ne ma a ine sho

his ime. omedy starrin teve oo an.

9.45 LOVE/HATE id e sets out to persuade
ano he had nothin to do ith his father s

disappearance and realises a scape oat
needs to be found. om au han La lor
stars.

10.50 BACHELORSWALK ichael and ane
return from their honeymoon to discover

aymond has made uite an impression
on ally and arry s life falls apart after an
ar ument ith ary. 11.40 ant hat

eddin . ie ers meet more ritish
couples ho share tales of their nuptials
includin uc in hamshire duo am and

hellie hose eddin featured
t o ceremonies and uests. 12.35

e rleans. 1.25 i in s.
2.20 uro e s

10.00 THIS MORNING elebrity chat and lifestyle
features.

12.30 NEWS AT 12:30
1.00 THE CHASE ui sho hosted by radley

alsh.
2.00 THE CHASE ui sho hosted by radley

alsh.
3.00 ELAINE opical discussion hosted by

laine ro ley.
4.00 MORETALES FROM

NORTHUMBERLANDWITH ROBSON
GREEN he actor oes divin for
ship rec s near the arne slands.

4.30 JUDGE JUDY eal life small claims cases.
5.00 JUDGE JUDY eal life small claims cases.
5.30 NEWS AT 5.30
6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW hat sho

featurin celebrity intervie s food from
leadin chefs and uidance on a ide
ran e of topics.

7.00 EMMERDALE inny confronts Paul ith
bad results ate is iven advice and
thin s et orse for an.

7.30 CORONATION STREET odd s return
causes headaches for Paul and illy avid
is troubled by a threat to his livelihood and

ic incurs Leannes rath.
8.00 NEWS AT 8
8.30 CORONATION STREET odd ur es illy to

leave Paul and reunite ith him ary
encoura es avid to sell his house and
Leanne ives an intervie about liver s
case.

9.00 GOGGLEBOX IRELAND eirdre ane
provides the voiceover as a selection of
telly addicts pass comment on the ee s
pro rammes from the comfort of their livin
rooms.

10.00 THETONIGHT SHOW att ooper and
iara oherty offer their uni ue ta e on the

bi stories of the day ith a panel of uests.
here is also a discussion coverin the ey

issues in the ne s.
11.00 THETRIALS OF JIMMY ROSE immy

returns to or for ony and is offered the
chance to clear his debts by carryin out
one last ob. ac ie tries to persuade him to
do the ri ht thin . Last in the series.

12.00 AUTOPSY USA orensic patholo ist
ichael unter e amines eor e
arrisons medical history and hears from

close friends of the eatle to try to or out
hat caused the cancer he died from.

12.55 THE CHASE AUSTRALIA ui sho .
1.45 CLOSE
5.20 THETONIGHT SHOW att ooper and

iara oherty offer their uni ue ta e on the
bi stories of the day.
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BBC1

d day Television
VIRGIN MEDIA THREE BBC2

CHANNEL4

RADIO
RTE RADIO 1: 12.00 he onan ollins ho . 1.00 e s
at ne. 1.45 Liveline. 3.00 he ay rcy ho . 4.30 rivetime.
7.00 rena. round up of ne s and revie s from the orlds of
arts culture and entertainment. 8.00 he ohn reedon ho .

he presenter introduces a mi of contemporary rish and
international trac s. 10.00 he Late ebate. Live debate
in depth intervie s analysis of the political stories of day and
discussion on international issues. 11.00 Late ate. he perfect
musical end to the day. 2.00 Playbac aily. 3.00 old on

adio .

LYRIC FM: 10.00 iall arroll s lassical aytime. 1.00 he
ull core ith Li olan. Pianist evin ansson performs

music by chubert and chumann. 4.00 Lorcan urray s
lassic rive. ith classical music and familiar favourites. 7.00
ystery rain ith ohn elly. he broadcaster e plores the
onders of recorded music from vinta e classic throu h to the

latest sounds. 9.00 he lue of the i ht ith ernard lar e.
he lue of the i ht connects different musical landscapes

brin in you throu h centuries enres and soundscapes.
12.00 Lyric hrou h the i ht.

RTE 2FM: 12.00 racy lifford. e tunes as ell as the
bi est hits and the latest sounds. 3.00 enny reene on

. 6.00 ame n. 7.00 ara te art on . ho casin
the best in brand ne music from the bi est chart sin les to
the most under round bands. hattin to the most e citin
artists in music ri ht no . 10.00 an e arty he lternative.

he lternative o leep lt roc electro pop hip hop re ae
plus live music from festivals across urope. 12.00

verni ht.

TODAY FM: 12.00 airead onan. 2.00 er al rcy. 4.30
he Last ord. 7.00 d s ational nthems. oin d mith from
pm to hear all the best classic tunes current obsessions and

future favourites. 10.00 Paul cLoone. ammed full of old and
ne independent and alternative classics reliably chosen by a
man ho no s a thin or t o about reat tunes. 12.00

verni ht usic.

RAIDIÓ NA GAELTACHTA: 12.00 Pr omhsc alta na
uachta. 12.08 n aol heas. 1.00 uacht a h on. 2.00
uairisc p irt. 2.05 rdtr thn na. 3.00 inneas il. 5.00 s

ite. 5.55 uairisc p irt. 6.00 uacht a . 6.30 ra an Lae.
7.00 eol inn na eanna. eol traidisi nta den scoth chur
i l thair a eansa hoisdealbha. 9.00 ar na . eol
a us amhr in na cairteanna ar ar na a cur t s
br omhar le craoladh nocht i rith na seachtaine. L ithreoir

illian de rca. 10.00 n aobh uathail. ua cheol na
cruinne curtha i l thair a ian iobh in. 12.00 coth na

adaoine.
CORK’S 96FM: 12.00 fternoon ho . 4.00 rivetime

ho . 8.00 otal ccess. 12.00 he est usic i on top.
3.00 he pinion Line.
C103 (NORTH AND EAST CORK): 10.00 or oday.
1.00 ic ichards. 4.00 rivetime ho . 7.00 ric riffin.
10.00 arm al . 11.00 or oday. 1.00 verni ht.
C103 (WEST CORK): 10.00 or oday. 1.00 ic

ichards. 4.00 rivetime ho . 7.00 ric riffin. 10.00 arm
al . 11.00 or oday. 1.00 verni ht.

CUH FM 102.8: 12.00 ass. 12.30 nythin oes. 3.00
to of Pop. 4.00 ichael Lee. 6.00 ichael hern. 7.30 osary.
8.00 hay o en. 10.00 ean ahony. 12.00 verni ht.
RED FM: 12.00 Philip our e. 4.00 ave ac s rive. 7.00

ed its ith y. 10.00 ilian Pettit. 1.00 he eil Prendeville
ho e ind. 4.00 on stop its.

98.3 FM CAMPUS RADIO: 12.00 Le rea ers. 1.00
fro our. 2.00 ocs on ampus. 3.00 iscovery. 4.00 he
oc loc . 5.00 ocal Points. 6.00 lose.

NEWSTALK 106-108 FM: 12.00 Lunchtime Live ith
ndrea illi an. 2.00 oncrieff ith ean oncrieff. 4.00
he ard houlder ith ieran uddihy. 7.00 ff the all. he

multi a ard innin sports sho ff he all features
sports ne s revie and analysis. 10.00 he om unne ho .

his is a ni htly entertainment driven ma a ine sho focusin
on music culture movies and technolo y. 12.00 est of

e stal .
LIFE FM 93.1: 10.00 n the Level. 1.00 arly fternoon

ho . 4.00 rivetime ho . 7.00 ifferent Lives. 8.30 n ouch.
9.00 Life ermon. 10.00 lassical Life. 11.00 i ht Life. 12.00

on stop usic.

SKY SPORTS MAIN EVENT
12.00 Sky Sports News 1.00 Live Weber Cup Ten Pin
Bowling overa e of day three of the presti ious
tournament as teams from urope and the face off
a ainst each other at icoh rena in oventry. 3.00 Live
Indian Premier League ol ata ni ht iders v oyal

hallen ers an alore. 7.00 Live EFL heffield
ednesday v rentford ic off . pm . 10.00 Tiger

Tales 11.00 The Masters Film – 2019 Woods 12.00 NFL:
Total Access 1.00 Sky Sports News 2.00 Sky Sports
News 3.00 Sky Sports News 4.00 Sky Sports News
5.00 Sky Sports News

SKY SPORTS CRICKET
11.30 Indian Premier League 12.30 Viv Richards:
Through His Eyes 12.55 Viv Richards:Through His
Eyes 1.20 Best of The 2015 IPL 1.50 Indian Premier
League 2.50 Live Indian Premier League ol ata

ni ht iders v oyal hallen ers an alore. 7.00
Michael Holding: Whispering Death 8.00 Pictures
from Paradise 8.30 Masterclass: Curtly Ambrose 9.00
Indian Premier League 10.00 Pictures from Paradise
10.30 Cricket’s Greatest Games 11.00 Indian Premier
League 11.55 Indian Premier League 4.05 Best of the
IPL 2016 4.30 The Best of the 2018 IPL 5.00 Cricket’s
Greatest Games 5.30 Cricket’s Greatest Games

SKY SPORTS NFL
12.00 Live: Good Morning Football ay dams
presents a discussion of the latest ne s and tal in
points from around the L ahead of another ee end of
action in the L. 3.00 NFL Bitesize Highlights 3.15
NFL Bitesize Highlights 3.30 NFL Bitesize Highlights
3.45 NFL Bitesize Highlights 4.00 Wildcard
Wednesdays 5.00 NFL: Weekday Wildcards 6.00 NFL
Overtime 7.00 NBC’s Pro-Football Talk i e lorio and

hris imms present this L tal sho as they discuss
and debate the bi est stories from around the lea ue.
9.00 Jags All Access: UK 9.30 NFL 360 10.00 Live:
NBC Pro-Football Talk Late 11.00 NFL Bitesize
Highlights 11.15 NFL Bitesize Highlights 11.30 NFL
Bitesize Highlights 11.45 NFL Bitesize Highlights
12.00 Live:Total Access et the complete picture from
the ridiron ith the sho dedicated to the ational

ootball Lea ue ith inside access to all teams. 1.00
NFL Bitesize Highlights 1.15 NFL Bitesize Highlights
1.30 NFL Bitesize Highlights 1.45 NFL Bitesize
Highlights 2.00 NFL Highlights 3.00 NFL Highlights
4.00 NFL Highlights 5.00 NFL: America’s Game

EUROSPORT
12.00 Live Motocross World Championship ace one
of the P discipline from Limbur el ium. 1.00
World Touring Car Cup 1.30 World Touring Car Cup
2.00 Live Motocross World Championship ace t o of
the discipline from Limbur el ium. 3.00 Live
Motocross World Championship ace t o of the

P discipline from Limbur el ium. 4.00 Bennetts
British Superbikes 5.00 World Superbikes 6.00 Ski
Jumping 7.00 Hall of Fame – Pyeongchang 8.00
Cycling: Giro d’Italia ta e from assano del rappa
to adonna di ampi lio. 9.30 Cycling: Vuelta a Espana
11.00 Snooker: Shoot-Out 1.00 Motorcycling:
Scarborough Gold Cup 2.00 Cycling: Giro d’Italia 3.00
Cycling: Vuelta a Espana 4.00 Hall of Fame:
PyeongChang Biathlon 5.00 Ski Jumping

EIR SPORT 1
11.00 FA Cup Classics 1.00 PRO14 Rugby Union 3.00
PRO14 Rugby Union 5.00 PRO14 Rugby Union 7.00
Classic GAA 8.30 Classic GAA 10.00 The Allianz
Leagues Football 11.30 Hill 16 12.00 True Blues 1.00
FA Cup Classics 1.30 Football Gold 2.00 Football
Gold 4.00 Football Gold

EIR SPORT 2
12.00 Football Gold 1.00 The Big Match: Leeds United
3.00 PRO14 Rugby Union 5.00 PRO14 Rugby Union
7.00 Boxing Classics 8.20 Boxing Classics 9.35
Boxing Gold 10.25 Boxing Gold 11.15 Boxing Gold
12.05 Football Gold 12.35 Football Gold 1.05 Football
Gold 2.00 The Big Match: Leeds United 4.00 PRO14
Rugby Union

SKY SPORTS RACING
10.00 Raceday Preview 12.30 Raceday Live 5.45
Stateside Live 10.00 Racing Debate 11.00 Racing
Review 11.30 Racing Review 11.45 Racing Review
12.00 Sky Sports News 2.00 Live Australian Racing

SPORT
11.45 PARAMEDICS ON SCENE n berdeen

arah and te art are called to help a lady
ho has fallen at home. 12.15 ar ain
unt s th irthday rand our of
ritain. o teams test their anti ues
no led e. 1.00 e s eather

1.30 e sline eather 1.45
mpossible. ui hosted by ic d ards.

2.30 he ustomer s l ays i ht.
eaturin a irelessly char ed L
ashli ht.

3.00 ESCAPE TO THE COUNTRY onali hah
helps a urrey couple find a ne home in
the elsh orders.

3.45 MONEY FOR NOTHING lac smith ev
Pa ton revamps a pair of metal bed ends.

4.30 THE BIDDING ROOM tems include a
carved temple statue and a bloc of silver.

5.15 POINTLESS ui hosted by le ander
rmstron .

6.00 BBC NEWS; eather
6.30 BBC NEWSLINE; eather
7.00 THE ONE SHOW a a ine sho ith

stories of interest from around the plus
celebrity uests in the studio presented by

le ones and ethin ones.
7.30 GARDEN RESCUE harlie avid and

arry compete to desi n an eco friendly
arden in hitchurch ampshire hich

includes a space for entertainin and
tac les a dan erous t o metre drop.

8.00 THE REPAIR SHOP he team restores a
threadbare theatre chair from erby

ippodrome a rare timepiece that has not
or ed for years a cherished bron e loc et

and t o irst orld ar yin mascots.
9.00 AMBULANCE he riday ni ht shift ta es

its toll on the ambulance service cre s in
the capital as they deal ith reports of an
armed male and t o stabbin s.

10.00 BBC NEWS AT TEN
10.30 BBC NEWSLINE; eather
10.45 NOLAN LIVE Lively debate ith tephen

olan and uests on stories and issues
that matter to the people of orthern
reland. 11.45 Love Life. he irls head
upstate to celebrate allory s en a ement.

t the cabin arby stru les to et throu h
to ara as their paths continue to diver e.

12.15 Love Life. 12.40 Love Life.
1.15 e s

BBC1 WALES, AS ABOVE EXCEPT:
1.30 ales oday eather 6.30 ales
oday eather 7.30 hosts 10.30 ales
oday eather eather 10.45 Love Life 11.15

Love Life 11.40 Love Life 12.15 he rand Party
otel 1.15 eather for the ee head 1.20
e s

12.00 WHO’S DOING THE DISHES? d o
nythin and est nd star odie Pren er

does the honours in the itchen as eam
lam sets out to uess the identity of their

ne t celebrity host. 1.00 ud e inder.
eal life cases in a studio courtroom. 2.00
ud e inder. eal life cases in a studio

courtroom. 3.00 ud e inder. eal life
cases in a studio courtroom. 4.00 ello

ampers. he campers et in a tan le
durin a survival s ills class. 5.00

eartbeat. on receives an un elcome
visitor. 6.00 iver onsters. treme an ler
eremy ade investi ates the stories

behind supposedly deadly fresh ater
creatures.

7.00 THE INSTANT GARDENER Presenter
elen elton and e pert arden desi ner
anny lar e loo to hina for inspiration

as they tac le a rubbish stre n bac
arden in Loch innoch cotland.

8.00 HEARTBEAT ic is busy honeymoonin
ith o and in his absence idensfield is

transformed from a sleepy rural retreat into
a scene of mayhem and violence. pair of
armed robbers dis uised as hippies ta e

reen rass hosta e durin a payroll heist
and shoot his beloved do . espite the best
efforts of ne constable i e radley the
villains ma e their eta ay and

la etons heroic intervention causes him to
collapse ith a heart attac .

9.00 LAW & ORDER: SPECIAL VICTIMS UNIT
he team is called in after a teena e

e chan e student is assaulted by a ta i
driver. rama starrin aris a ar itay.

10.00 LAW & ORDER: SPECIAL VICTIMS UNIT
he detectives have their or cut out for

them hen three ma or cases all come in at
midni ht. ean hile ensions boil over
bet een ollins and arisi.

10.55 ALWAYS AND EVERYONE hristine faces
an ethical dilemma hile treatin a teena e
rent boy ith syphilis and i e vo s to
fi ht all the ay hen his e ife
announces she ants custody of the boys.

12.00 THIS MORNING
2.00 CLOSE

ITV WALES:
10.00 his ornin 12.30 Loose omen 1.30
Lunchtime e s eather 1.55 e s ymru

ales eather 2.00 ud e inder 3.00 enable
3.59 ymru ales eather 4.00 ippin Point
5.00 he hase 6.00 e s ales at i

eather 6.30 venin e s eather 7.00
mmerdale 7.30 oronation treet 8.00 eathro
ritains usiest irport 8.30 oronation treet

9.00 he illion Pound ube 10.00 e s at en
eather 10.30 e s ymru ales eather

10.45 Peston 11.40 ritish ourin ar hampionship
i hli hts 12.55 deal orld 3.00 he illion Pound
ube 3.50 ames artins merican dventure

11.15 POLITICS LIVE 1.00 ecimate. 1.45
lippin Profit. 2.30 ords. 3.15
he reat ritish e in ee. oe Lycett

hosts the semi final. 4.15 ountain Life
at the treme. 5.15 lo t . 6.00

ichard smans ouse of ames.
6.30 he armers ountry ho do n.

7.00 CELEBRITY ANTIQUES ROAD TRIP an
at ins and laire eeney oin

e perts ames ra ton and avid arper
on a uest to find items to sell at auction
scourin the elsh order for anti ues.

8.00 NADIYA BAKES adiya ussain shares
some of her favourite recipes for biscuits
and small bites to snac on includin
chocolate dipped orentines.

8.30 NADIYA BAKES adiya ussain raps up
the series ith a selection of recipes for
special occasions includin a festive
biscuit to er and an ei ht layered birthday
ca e. Last in the series.

9.00 HARLOTS e series. saac and al
Pincher have become the ne o ners of
the aracens ead tavern and have the
ambition of ta in over London ba dy
houses.

10.00 THE NOUGHTIES e series. li ht
hearted loo at the social and cultural
chan es society ent throu h in the first
decade of the st century be innin ith
the year .

10.45 NEWSNIGHT nalysis of the day s events
ith irsty ar .

11.25 WEATHER 11.30 potli ht. onor
pac man investi ates the impact of the
ovid pandemic on cancer patients in
orthern reland. 12.00 nslaved ith
amuel L ac son. 1.00 i n one
avin Lives at ea. 2.00 i n one
he hipman iles ery ritish rime
tory. 3.00 i n one op ear.

4.00 i n one ritical ncident. 4.45
his s o.

BBC2 WALES, AS ABOVE EXCEPT:
11.30 otherland 12.00 n the ace of error

11.35 RAMSAY’S KITCHEN NIGHTMARES USA
12.30 tephs Pac ed Lunch. aily

ma a ine sho hosted by teph
c overn. 2.10 ountdo n. ay
ayner ta es his place in ictionary
orner. 3.00 Place in the un ome

or ay. couple see a chalet in the
rench lps. 4.00 he reat ouse
ivea ay. o stran ers are iven the

opportunity to buy a property in ldbury.
5.00 our in a ed. 5.30 ome ine

ith e. 6.00 he impsons. 6.30
ollyoa s.

7.00 CHANNEL 4 NEWS
7.55 STAND UP TO CANCER
8.00 AUTUMN AT JIMMY’S FARM ollo in life

on immy oherty s farm durin the
autumn months. he team or at out as
the prepare for the births of t o do en
pi lets and ta e delivery of tur eys.

9.00 DIANA:THE TRUTH BEHIND THE
INTERVIEW Piecin to ether the story
behind iana Princess of ales ovember

e plosive intervie ith s
Panorama years on from the
momentous broadcast.

10.00 FIRST DATES merican beauty ueen and
Ph student amille is loo in for love ith
an n lish ent and is set up on a date

ith salesman ichard.
11.05 THE BRIDGE Plumber Lu e and hotel

entertainer aura return from their
overni ht mission ith a hu e secret that
could eopardise the brid e build. 12.05

amsay s itchen i htmares .
1.00 dult aterial. 1.55 ive uys a

ee .

2.50 FILM: LOCKE (2013) hriller starrin
om ardy. ★★★

4.15 FIFTEEN TO ONE 5.05 oach rip
oad to arcelona. 5.35 irsties ill
our ouse for ree 5.50 ountdo n.

LIVE EFL,
SKY SPORTS MAIN EVENT, 7PM
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r day Television
RTE ONE RTE2 TG4VIRGIN MEDIA ONE

Programmes indicated with (S)
are available with subtitles

MOVIES TODAY’S SATELLITE
SKY CINEMA DRAMA
11.05 As Good as It Gets (15) (1997) 1.25 Papillon (15)
(2017) 3.45 Just Mercy (12) (2020) 6.05 Palm Beach
(15) (2019)
8.00 The Goldfinch (15) (2019) ith nsel l ort.
10.35 As Good as It Gets (15) (1997)
12.55 Papillon (15) (2017) 3.15 Say Anything (15)
(1989) 5.00 Sabrina (U) (1954)

SKY CINEMA ADVENTURE
9.55 StarWars: Episode IX – The Rise of Skywalker

(12) (2019) 12.20 Ghostbusters (12) (1984) 2.10
Ghostbusters II (PG) (1989) 4.00 Aladdin (PG) (2019)
6.10 Journey 2:The Mysterious Island (PG) (2012)
8.00 Dora and the Lost City of Gold (PG) (2019)
9.45 StarWars: Episode IX – The Rise of Skywalker

(12) (2019) antasy adventure starrin aisy idley.
12.10 The Mummy (12) (1999) 2.20 Aladdin (PG) (2019)
4.30 Homeward Bound:The Incredible Journey (U)
(1993)

SKY CINEMA ACTION
10.30 Fast & Furious Presents: Hobbs & Shaw (12)
(2019) 1.00 Glass (15) (2019) 3.20 Thor (12) (2011) 5.30
The Rock (15) (1996)
8.00 Fast & Furious Presents: Hobbs & Shaw (12)

(2019) ith ayne ohnson.
10.20 Crank (18) (2006)
11.55 Thor (12) (2011)
1.55 Glass (15) (2019) 4.05 Batman:The Killing Joke

(15) (2016) 5.30 Sky Cinema Preview

SKY ONE
1.00 a aii ive 3.00 i h ay Patrol 4.00 odern

amily 5.00 he impsons. 5.30 uturama 6.30 he
impsons 8.00 n diot broad . arl Pil in ton travels

to ustralia to s im ith dolphins. 9.00 Lea ue of heir
n. loo bac at the best moments from series .

10.00 he ussell o ard our. 11.00 rave e orld.
12.00 he ili ht one. 1.00 he orce orth ast.
2.00 oad ars. 3.00 rit ops rontline rime .
4.00 i h ay Patrol 5.00 uper irl.

E4
12.00 roo lyn ine ine 1.00 he i an heory
2.00 crubs 3.00 peechless 4.00 roo lyn ine ine
5.00 he oldber s 6.00 he i an heory 7.00

ollyoa s. 7.30 ollyoa s oes ome ine ith e. 8.00
as master. oisin onaty and fello contestants have

to fill an e cup ith tears. 9.00 he nbet eeners 10.05
he ro d 11.05 uffy the ampire layer. 12.05
n el. 1.05 ic and orty. 1.35 L rystal antasy.

1.50 he ellies 2.05 ic and orty. 2.30 he
nbet eeners 3.30 riday i ht inner

DISCOVERY
12.00 utbac ruc ers. 1.00 indi ustoms. 2.00 old

ush. 3.00 las a he Last rontier. 4.00 las an ush
People. 5.00 heeler ealers. 6.00 ast Loud. 7.00

utbac ruc ers. obbie prepares for the bi est house
move in the family s career. 8.00 heeler ealers. ar
dealer i e re er restores iconic cars. 9.00 d tafford

irst an ut. d ta es on e P P marine a im
sler. 10.00 a ed and fraid. 11.00 ombat ealers
eloaded. 12.00 d tafford irst an ut. 1.00 a ed

and fraid. 2.00 heeler ealers. 3.00 d tafford irst
an ut. 3.50 eadliest atch loodline. 4.40 e as
etal. 5.30 o o hey o t

HISTORY
12.00 he tron est an in istory. 1.00 or ed
in ire. 2.00 merican Pic ers. 3.00 tora e ars. 3.30

tora e ars. 4.00 Pa n tars. 5.00 mpires of lood.
6.00 ountain en. 7.00 or ed in ire. or in a
canister amascus nife and ma in pipe tomaha s.
8.00 or ed in ire. ontestants must transform
a steel ball bearin into a fully functional eapon.
9.00 he hop ritains op ood or er. 10.00 or ed
in ire. 11.00 ni ht i ht. 12.00 itler s old. 1.00

or ed in ire. 2.00 merican Pic ers. 3.00 ountain
en. 4.00 tora e ars. 4.30 tora e ars. 5.00 Pa n
tars.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
12.00 ar . . 2.00 rain the ceans. 3.00 in dom
of the ummies. 4.00 ir rash nvesti ation 6.00 rain

the ceans. 7.00 ade in a ay 8.00 ood actory 9.00
ordon amsay ncharted. 10.00 Lost ities ith lbert

Lin. 11.00 ir rash nvesti ation pecial eport. 12.00
an ed p broad. 1.00 irport ecurity Peru. 2.00
ltimate irport ubai 4.00 ir rash nvesti ation. 5.00
lose 7.00 ruise ith Loveit oo it

SKYWITNESS
12.00 La rder. 1.00 lue loods 3.00 he eal
4.00 ir escue 5.00 order orce. 6.00 othin to

eclare 8.00 host hisperer. 9.00 . 10.00 ost
anted. 11.00 rime cene nvesti ation. 12.00
host hisperer. 1.00 riminal inds. 2.00 rime
cene nvesti ation. 3.00 adam ecretary. 4.00 rey s
natomy. 5.00 rit ops La isorder.

BBC4
7.00 red ibnahs ndustrial e. 7.30 he oy of
Paintin . 8.00 FILM: SHEWORE AYELLOW RIBBON
(1949) ohn ord estern starrin ohn ayne. 9.40

o the ild est as on ith ay ears. 10.40 len
ampbell he hinestone o boy. 11.40 lood of the
lans. 12.40 i y i reams i rt ade in the

. 1.40 he oy of Paintin . 2.10 red ibnahs
ndustrial e. 2.40 o the ild est as on ith
ay ears. 3.40 lose

VIRGIN MEDIATWO
11.30 iver onsters. 12.30 es hef. 1.30 reland

. 2.30 mmerdale. 3.00 oronation treet 4.00
ippin Point. 5.00 otor ay adness. 5.30

Live uropa Lea ue 10.15 uropa
Lea ue i hli hts. 11.00 Lod in ith Lucy. 12.00

hetland. 1.15 mmerdale 2.15 ed oc . 2.45 ress to
mpress. 3.45 he onathan oss ho . 4.30 dentity.
5.20 lose

THERUSSELLHOWARDHOUR,SKYONE,10PM

11.55 ABAIR AMHRÁN
12.10 RIVER COTTAGE AUSTRALIA
12.40 GARRAÍ GLAS
1.10 MURDER, SHEWROTE essica comes to

the aid of a friend s niece.
2.05 WEAKEST LINK
3.00 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: CÚLA 4 NA NÓG
3.02 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: CURIOUS GEORGE
3.25 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG:AM FOGHLAMA LE

TIMMY
3.30 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: RITA & CROGALL
3.35 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: PJ MASKS
3.47 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: IS MISE
4.00 CÚLA 4: la
4.02 CÚLA 4 AR SCOIL
4.28 SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS
4.44 ADVENTURETIME
4.55 TAFFY
5.05 IS EOLAÍ MÉ
5.32 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
5.35 BÉALOIDEAS BEO
6.05 GILMORE GIRLS
6.57 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
7.00 NUACHTTG4
7.30 SEAL LE DÁITHÍ ost ith is

oined by ith ac rthai h barrister
riter and former President of onradh.

8.00 BLIAIN IN INIS OÍRR utumn and inter
brin ne life and discoveries spar in
optimism for the future of the island.

8.30 ROS NA RÚN ine stru les to say
oodbye at rancess funeral ichelle

opens up to ory about her and ndy and
is surprised by his reaction.

9.00 GLÓRTÍRE: ROGHA &TOGHA
performance by the ffaly over country
sin er son riter and uitar player ohn

o an.
9.30 HECTOR AFRICA A GO Z ector

h ocha ins ne t stop is airobi enya
here he chats to an investi ative ournalist

and oins an rish missionary for a tour of
the slums.

10.30 FÍORSCÉAL n investi ation into hat can
be done to better predict and protect
a ainst tsunamis those devastatin aves
that can submer e coastlines and destroy
everythin in their ay.

11.32 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
11.35 ROS NA RÚN ine stru les to say

oodbye at rancess funeral ichelle
opens up to ory about her and ndy and
is surprised by his reaction.

12.05 MURDER, SHEWROTE
1.00 DÁIL ÉIREANN
1.25 FRANCE 24

11.50 LEADERS’ QUESTIONS 12.45 elly in o
1.00 e s ne loc eather
1.30 ome and ay. ella and i au
confront olby about his affair ith aylor.

2.00 NEIGHBOURS hane feels uilty about
ipi and Pierces problems.

2.30 FAIR CITY ommy continues to lie to
earbhla about his business venture ith
ean.

3.00 THE BORROWERS
3.30 TODAY aily ma a ine sho eather
5.40 NUACHT; e s ith i nin
6.00 THE ANGELUS
6.01 RTÉ NEWS: SIX ONE; eather
7.00 IT’S A PARK’S LIFE he documentary

e amines the history of the armlei h
loc one of the most reco nisable

fi tures of the Phoeni Par hich as
erected in . Last in the series.

7.30 EASTENDERS tacey i nores a arnin
and al s strai ht into dan er. itchie is

determined to et full custody of aymond
and Peter continues to orry about

obby s obsessive behaviour.
8.00 FAIR CITY ondo ro s suspicious as

elanie attempts to conceal Paul s ill fated
move on her. amien is unsettled as

airead s protectiveness of Phoebe
intensifies. ean see s to mend fences.

8.30 EARTOTHE GROUND lla c eeney
visits elly ysters in al ay ho made
the decision durin loc do n to brin their
business online in the hope of creatin a

hole ne mar et.
9.00 RTÉ NEWS: NINE O’CLOCK; eather
9.35 PRIMETIME urrent affairs revie plus

reports on brea in ne s stories at home
and abroad.

10.15 THE GOOD FIGHT eddic oseman
and Loc hart attempt to ad ust to their ne
landscape as a small subsidiary of
Laurie a hu e multinational la firm.

iane encounters a familiar face in court.

11.10 OPIOIDS, INC he story of dru company
nsys herapeutics hich bribed doctors
and committed insurance fraud to profit
from a fentanyl based pain iller times
stron er than heroin eather

12.15 LASTTANGO IN HALIFAX
1.15 GUILT
2.15 SILENTWITNESS
3.15 PRIMETIME
3.50 TELLY BINGO
4.00 DR PHIL
4.45 DOCTORS
5.15 EURONEWS

12.00 BOY GIRL DOG CAT MOUSE CHEESE
12.10 oy irl o at ouse heese
12.25 affle the onder o . nimated
fun for youn er vie ers. 12.50 loudy ith
a hance of eatballs. n a sardine
obsessed to n lint Loc ood is a
teena er tryin to chan e the orld...one
invention at a time. 1.15 illie nbet een.

ad and mber realise they need some
space. 1.45 amie ohnson. rama about
a ifted schoolboy footballer. 2.20 he

e t tep. 2.45 or an an o 3.00
fter chool ub. ctivities for youn sters.
4.00 allybraddan 4.15 haun the

heep 4.20 ne s day 4.30 he impsons.
Lisa discovers her mother as an rade
student.

5.00 THE GOLDBERGS rica tries to
re educate her mother in time for the
presidential election.

5.30 SHORTLAND STREET ospital drama set
in an accident and emer ency ard.

6.00 NEIGHBOURS hane feels uilty about
ipi and Pierces problems.

6.30 HOME AND AWAY ella and i au
confront olby about his affair ith aylor.

7.00 PLANET EARTH II ildlife that inhabit
remote islands includin three toed sloths
nestin albatrosses marine i uanas and
pen uins on the ntarctic island of

avodovs i.
8.00 GRAND DESIGNS evin c loud visits a

house that resembles a iant sna e the
curvin scaly structure spirallin over t o
levels and combinin natural materials ith
modern technolo y.

9.00 CATASTROPHE ob s ne ly reli ious
sister idney ichaela at ins visits
from the and a child s accident at
school reveals a surprisin teacher pupil
rapport to haron.

9.30 FIRST DATES IRELAND ashin ton
from ra il meets in er bearded ames

ho arrives from ublin as his date but
it remains to be seen hether romance ill
blossom.

10.30 BILLIONAIRE B&B ro heda actress and
riter asmine ram e plores the hi h

end rental homes on the island of
arbados and tries to trac do n

superstar local ihanna. 11.30 antasy
reland 11.45 riminal inds. s the

final season of the crime drama be ins
the investi ate an un no n sub ect
that resembles a chillin fi ure no n as

he hameleon. 12.35 hica o P .
troubled teena er becomes the prime
suspect in a murder case. 1.25 Line of

uty. 2.35 uro e s

10.00 THIS MORNING elebrity chat and lifestyle
features.

12.30 NEWS AT 12:30
1.00 THE CHASE ui sho hosted by radley

alsh.
2.00 THE CHASE ui sho hosted by radley

alsh.
3.00 ELAINE opical discussion hosted by

laine ro ley.
4.00 MORETALES FROM

NORTHUMBERLANDWITH ROBSON
GREEN he actor e plores the re ions
industrial herita e.

4.30 JUDGE JUDY eal life small claims cases.
5.00 JUDGE JUDY eal life small claims cases.
5.30 NEWS AT 5.30
6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW hat sho

featurin celebrity intervie s food from
leadin chefs and uidance on a ide
ran e of topics.

7.00 EMMERDALE inny is still confused by
hat happened elle stru les and a

mischievous abby decides to meddle.
7.30 RED ROCK n ela assumes the orst

hen she finds onor actin suspicious
and rid et and eith try to come up ith
money to help atie ettin on the ron
side of incent in the process.

8.00 NEWS AT 8
8.30 EMMERDALE andy is een to unite as a

family abby ta es char e at or and
fans the ames of Leyla s paranoia.

9.00 THE REAL “DES”:THE DENNIS NILSEN
STORY ocumentary e plorin the
personality of serial iller ennis ilsen

ho murdered up to youn men
disposin of their bodies in his arden and
do n the drain.

10.00 THETONIGHT SHOW att ooper and
iara oherty offer their uni ue ta e on the

bi stories of the day ith a panel of uests.
here is also a discussion coverin the ey

issues in the ne s.
11.00 DES eelin from es chan e in plea ay

and the police thro themselves into
provin premeditation hopin to sho to
the court he as of sound mind. Last in the
series.

12.00 THE MIDWIVES taff at t ary s ospital
in anchester ho deal ith hi h ris
pre nancies.

1.15 THE CHASE AUSTRALIA ndre eefe
presents the o n nder version of the
ui sho in hich four people must or

to ether to beat the haser and in a cash
pri e.

2.10 CLOSE
5.20 THETONIGHT SHOW
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r day Television
VIRGIN MEDIA THREE BBC2

CHANNEL4

RADIO
RTE RADIO 1: 12.00 he onan ollins ho . 1.00 e s
at ne.1.45 Liveline.3.00 he ay rcy ho .4.30 rivetime.
7.00 rena. round up of ne s and revie s from the orlds of
arts culture and entertainment. 8.00 he ohn reedon ho .

he presenter introduces a mi of contemporary rish and
international trac s. 10.00 he Late ebate. Live debate
in depth intervie s analysis of the political stories of day and
discussion on international issues. 11.00 Late ate. he perfect
musical end to the day. 2.00 Playbac aily. 3.00 old on

adio .

LYRIC FM: 10.00 iall arroll s lassical aytime. 1.00 he
ull core ith Li olan. he ast oast trin uartet

per for m music by la unov and eethoven. 4.00
Lorcan urray s lassic rive. 7.00 ystery rain ith ohn

elly. he broadcaster e plores the onders of recorded music
from vinta e classic throu h to the latest sounds. 9.00 he lue
of the i ht ith ernard lar e. he lue of the i ht
connects different musical landscapes brin in you throu h
centuries enres and soundscapes. 12.00 Lyric hrou h the

i ht.

RTE 2FM: 12.00 racy lifford. 3.00 enny reene on .
6.00 ame n. 7.00 ara te art on . ho casin the
best in brand ne music from the bi est chart sin les to the
most under round bands. hattin to the most e citin artists
in music ri ht no . 10.00 an e arty he lternative. he

lternative o leep lt roc electro pop hip hop re ae plus
live music from festivals across urope. 12.00 verni ht.

TODAY FM: 12.00 airead onan. 2.00 er al rcy. 4.30
he Last ord. 7.00 d s ational nthems. oin d mith from
pm to hear all the best classic tunes current obsessions and

future favourites. 10.00 Paul cLoone. ammed full of old and
ne independent and alternative classics reliably chosen by a
man ho no s a thin or t o about reat tunes. 12.00

verni ht usic.

RAIDIÓ NA GAELTACHTA: 12.00 Pr omhsc alta na
uachta. 12.08 n aol heas. 1.00 uacht a h on. 2.00
uairisc p irt. 2.05 aile an roichid. 2.30 Lea an ainte.
3.00 ladhaire. 5.00 s ite. 5.55 uairisc p irt. 6.00 uacht
a . 6.30 ra an Lae. 7.00 ruth na aoile. eol a irinn is

lba comhla ri airi nna ic alrai a us ean eanai h.
8.00 impeall an . s om s ist al a bh onn i mbun an
chl ir seo a us scoth an cheoil thraidisi nta idir shean a us
nua a bh onn le clos. 9.00 ar na . eol a us amhr in
na cairteanna ar ar na a cur t s br omhar le
craoladh nocht i rith na seachtaine. L ithreoir illian de

rca. 10.00 n aobh uathail. ua cheol na cruinne curtha i
l thair a ian iobh in. 12.00 coth an ardaoin.
CORK’S 96FM: 12.00 fternoon ho . 4.00 rivetime

ho . 8.00 otal ccess. 12.00 he est usic i on top.
3.00 he pinion Line.
C103 (NORTH AND EAST CORK): 10.00 or oday.
1.00 ic ichards. 4.00 rivetime ho . 7.00 ric riffin. 11.00

or oday. 1.00 verni ht.
C103 (WEST CORK): 10.00 or oday. 1.00 ic

ichards. 4.00 rivetime ho . 7.00 ric riffin. 11.00 or
oday. 1.00 verni ht.
CUH FM 102.8: 12.00 ass. 12.30 nythin oes. 3.00
to of Pop. 4.00 ichael Lee. 6.00 immy otter. 7.30 osary.
8.00 P c amara. 10.00 verni ht.
RED FM: 12.00 Philip our e. 4.00 ave ac s rive. 7.00

ed its ith y. 10.00 ilian Pettit. 1.00 he eil Prendeville
ho e ind. 4.00 on stop its.
98.3 FM CAMPUS RADIO: 12.00 ime ith . 1.00

eyond the Pale. 2.00 lactro anifesto. 3.00 he uff hoice.
4.00 rench ouch. 5.00 Past and Present. 6.00 lose.
NEWSTALK 106-108 FM: 12.00 Lunchtime Live ith

ndrea illi an. 2.00 oncrieff ith ean oncrieff. 4.00 he
ard houlder ith ieran uddihy. 7.00 ff the all. he

multi a ard innin sports sho ff he all features
sports ne s revie and analysis. 10.00 he om unne ho .

his is a ni htly entertainment driven ma a ine sho focusin
on music culture movies and technolo y. 12.00 est of

e stal .
LIFE FM 93.1: 10.00 n the Level. 1.00 arly fternoon

ho . 4.00 rivetime ho . 6.00 chool oys Lea ue. 7.00
cross the treet and round the orld. 8.30 n ouch. 9.00

Life ermon. 10.00 i ht Life. 12.00 on stop usic.

SKY SPORTS MAIN EVENT
11.30 Live EuropeanTour Golf he talian pen. 3.00
Live Indian Premier League a asthan oyals v

unrisers yderabad. 7.00 Sky Sports News round up
of the day s tal in points. 7.30 My Icon: Solomon
Wilcots 7.45 Live Betfred Super League uddersfield

iants v a efield rinity ic off . pm . 10.00 Live
PGATour Golf he hampionship. 1.00 Live NFL
Philadelphia a les v e or iants ic off . am .
4.30 Sky Sports News 5.00 Sky Sports News

SKY SPORTS CRICKET
11.30 Indian Premier League 12.30 Pictures from
Paradise 1.00 Pictures from Paradise 1.25 Pictures
from Paradise 1.50 Indian Premier League 2.50 Live
Indian Premier League a asthan oyals v unrisers

yderabad. 7.00 Captain’s Log 8.00 Cricket’s Greatest
Games n land v est ndies in the hampions
rophy final. 8.30 Cricket’s Greatest Games n land v
est ndies in the orld final. 9.00 Indian

Premier League a asthan oyals v unrisers
yderabad. 10.00 Pictures from Paradise 10.30

Masterclass: Curtly Ambrose 11.00 Indian Premier
League 11.55 Indian Premier League 4.05 Best of The
IPL 2015 4.30 Best of The 2015 IPL 5.00 Cricket’s
Greatest Games 5.30 Cricket’s Greatest Games

SKY SPORTS NFL
12.00 Live: Good Morning Football ay dams
presents a discussion of the latest ne s and tal in
points from around the L ahead of another ee end of
action in the L. 3.00 NFL Bitesize Highlights 3.15
NFL Bitesize Highlights 3.30 NFL Bitesize Highlights
3.45 NFL Bitesize Highlights 4.00 NFL Overtime 5.00
Jags All Access: UK 5.30 Super Bowl LIV Gameday
2019 6.00 NFL Bitesize Highlights 6.15 NFL Bitesize
Highlights 6.30 NFL Bitesize Highlights 6.45 NFL
Bitesize Highlights 7.00 NBC’s Pro-Football Talk i e

lorio and hris imms present this L tal sho as
they discuss and debate the bi est stories from around
the lea ue. 9.00 Inside the Huddle he y ports L
team revie the latest matches ne s and headlines from
the lea ue and loo ahead to the upcomin fi tures from
the ridiron. 10.00 NFL Bitesize Highlights 10.15 NFL
Bitesize Highlights 10.30 NFL Bitesize Highlights
10.45 NFL Bitesize Highlights 11.00 Inside the Huddle
12.00 NFL Bitesize Highlights 12.15 NFL Bitesize
Highlights 12.30 Live NFL Philadelphia a les v e
or iants ic off . am . 4.30 NFL Bitesize
Highlights 4.45 NFL Bitesize Highlights 5.00 Inside
the Huddle

EUROSPORT
12.00 Ski Jumping 1.00 Alpine Skiing 2.00 Snooker:
English Open 4.00World Superbikes 5.00World
Superbikes Extra 6.00 Alpine Skiing 7.00 Alpine
Skiing he omens iant slalom from oelden ustria.
8.00 Cycling: Giro d’Italia ta e from Pin olo to
La hi di ancano. 9.30 Cycling:Vuelta a Espana ta e
three from Lodosa to La una e ra. 11.00 Snooker:
English Open 1.00World Superbikes 2.00 Cycling:
Giro d’Italia 3.00 Cycling:Vuelta a Espana 4.00 Hall of
Fame – Pyeongchang Radical 5.00 Alpine Skiing

EIR SPORT 1
11.00 The Allianz Leagues Football 12.30 Football
Gold 1.30 Football Gold 2.30 Football Gold 3.00
Football Gold 3.30 PRO14 Rugby Union 5.30 The
Allianz Leagues Football 7.00 Sports Extra ports
ne s and features from around the orld. 9.00 Football
Gold anchester nited v ueens Par an ers from

. 9.45 PRO14 Rugby Union enetton v Leinster.
11.45 Passing it On: Ballymun Kickhams 12.45 Sports
Extra 1.00 FA Cup Classics 1.30 FA Cup Classics 2.00
FA Cup Finals 4.00 Football Gold

EIR SPORT 2
12.00 Football Gold 1.00 Football Gold 3.00 Football
Gold 5.00 Football Gold 7.00 Classic GAA 8.30
Classic GAA 10.00 Classic GAA 11.30 Boxing Classics
1.00 Football Gold 2.00 Football Gold 4.00 PRO14
Rugby Union

SKY SPORTS RACING
10.00 Raceday Preview 12.30 Raceday Live 8.30
Stateside Live 10.00 Racing Review 10.15 Racing
Review 10.30 Racing Review 11.00 Racing Review
11.30 Racing Review 12.00 Sky Sports News 2.00 Live
Australian Racing

SPORT
11.45 PARAMEDICS ON SCENE 12.15

ar ain unt s th irthday he
ery est and orst uys. ric
no les loo s bac on memorable

purchases. 1.00 e s
eather 1.30 e sline eather
1.45 mpossible. ui hosted by ic

d ards. 2.30 he ustomer s l ays
i ht.

3.00 ESCAPETOTHE COUNTRY listair
ppleton helps a couple loo in for a home

in the ye alley.
3.45 MONEY FOR NOTHING arah oore

salva es three items from a recyclin
centre in itley.

4.30 THE BIDDING ROOM tems include an
early th century lass chandelier and
anti ue s etch boo s.

5.15 POINTLESS
6.00 BBC NEWS; eather
6.30 BBC NEWSLINE; eather
7.00 THE ONE SHOW Live ma a ine sho

featurin a mi ture of celebrity chat and
stories of interest. Presented by le ones
and ethin ones.

7.35 EASTENDERS tacey i nores a arnin
and al s strai ht into dan er. itchie is
determined to et full custody of aymond
and Peter continues to orry about obby s
obsessive behaviour.

8.00 EATWELL FOR LESS? o siblin s see
dietary advice for their parents ho have
let healthy eatin fall by the ayside after a
stressful year dealin ith bereavement
and carin for an elderly mother.
Postponed from nd eptember.

9.00 THE APPRENTICE BEST BITS loo
bac at memorable advertisin tas s a
staple of the sho and famously Lord

u ar s favourite of all the assi nments.
arrated by om llen.

10.00 BBC NEWS ATTEN
10.30 BBC NEWSLINE; eather
10.45 THEVIEW ar arruthers presents a

revie of the ee s political ne s
comment and analysis from tormont and

estminster.
11.25 QUESTIONTIME iona ruce chairs the

topical debate invitin a panel of politicians
and other uests to ans er uestions from
a virtual audience. 12.25 e scast
12.55 uestion of port. 1.25

e s
BBC1WALES, AS ABOVE EXCEPT:
1.30 ales oday eather 6.30 ales
oday eather 9.00 he lydach urders eyond
easonable oubt 10.30 ales oday eather
eather 10.45 uestion ime 11.45 he
pprentice est its 12.45 e scast 1.15
e s

12.00 WHO’S DOINGTHE DISHES? ith former
snoo er player illie horne. 1.00
ud e inder. eal life cases in a studio

courtroom. 2.00 ud e inder. eal life
cases in a studio courtroom. 3.00 ud e

inder. eal life cases in a studio
courtroom. 4.00 ello ampers.

ompetition in hich couples ta e part in a
series of challen es and activities at a
campsite. 5.00 eartbeat. spate of
vandalism appears connected to Lord

shfordly s odson. 6.00 bsolutely ndia
ancs in umbai. yan dam and cott
homas are on the trail of a very special

cousin before e plorin one of umbai s
most vibrant nei hbourhoods. 6.30

bsolutely ndia ancs in umbai. yan
dam and cott homas trac do n

another branch of their ro in family tree
before bein put throu h their paces in a
brutal yo a session.

7.00 THE INSTANT GARDENER Presenter
elen elton and e pert arden desi ner
anny lar e help to create a childrens

play arden in a tiny and dar bac yard in
ailsham ast usse .

8.00 HEARTBEAT he ei htons a family of
croo ed travellers pitches camp in

idensfield and it is not lon before its
members are plottin to steal reen rasss
ne horse and even idnappin entress.

ith ic still a ay on honeymoon it is up
to P s ellamy and radley to brin the
ro ues to ustice. ill aynard and ere

o lds star.
9.00 AUTOPSY USA orensic patholo ists

investi ate the cases of celebrities ho
died une pectedly.

10.00 BLUE MURDER onclusion. act based
ustralian drama about the realtionship

bet een dru dealer eddy mith and
corrupt detective o er o erson.

11.30 THE ED BASSMASTER SHOW d
assmaster brin s his uni ue brand of

comedy.
12.00 THIS MORNING
2.00 CLOSE

ITVWALES:
10.00 his ornin 12.30 Loose omen 1.30
Lunchtime e s eather 1.55 e s ymru

ales eather 2.00 ud e inder 3.00 enable
3.59 ymru ales eather 4.00 ippin Point
5.00 he hase 6.00 e s ales at i

eather 6.30 venin e s eather 7.00
mmerdale 7.30 ales his ee 8.00
mmerdale 8.30 he artin Le is oney ho Live
9.00 he illion Pound ube 10.00 e s at

en eather 10.30 e s ymru ales eather
10.45 an rump in oni ht 11.10 eathro

ritains usiest irport 11.40 he in apore rip
12.30 he illion Pound ube 1.25 deal orld 3.00

an rump in oni ht 3.25 i htscreen

10.00 BBC NEWS 12.15 Politics Live. 1.00
ecimate. 1.45 lippin Profit. 2.30

ords. 3.15 he reat ritish
e in ee. 4.15 ountain Life at the
treme. 5.15 lo t . 6.00 ichard

smans ouse of ames. 6.30 he
armers ountry ho do n.

7.00 MOTDX ermaine enas and the team ta e
an offbeat loo at the Premier Lea ue also
discussin s ills celebrities fashion music
and culture.

7.30 INSIDE CULTUREWITH MARY BEARD
ultural revie sho offerin a mi ture of

intervie s ne s features and
performances from the orld of the arts.

8.00 WILD SHETLAND – SCOTLAND’S
VIKING FRONTIER an c re or
narrates a portrait of ildlife on the

hetland slands tracin the course of a
breedin season from the depths of inter
to hi h summer.

9.00 THETRUMP SHOW ey players includin
udy iuliani tormy aniels teve
annon and mbassador ohn olton shed

li ht on rump s second year as he faces
challen es from his past.

10.00 READ ALL ABOUT IT! li ht hearted
celebration of boo s and readin in
association ith Libraries for oo ee

. Presented by mma ardy ith
celebrity uests.

10.30 THE MINI MASH REPORT
10.45 NEWSNIGHT
11.25 WEATHER 11.30 ut of er ind. e

series. itcom ritten by and starrin ara
Pascoe e plorin heartbrea and family.

ara reacts to her sister s en a ement by
tryin to prove love does not e ist.
12.00 oc the ee . 12.30 i n one

ichael Palin ravels of a Lifetime. 1.30
i n one n the ace of error. 2.30
i n one ritical ncident. 3.15 his s

o.
BBC2WALES, AS ABOVE EXCEPT:
10.00 oc the ee 11.30 oul merica

11.35 RAMSAY’S KITCHEN NIGHTMARES USA
12.30 tephs Pac ed Lunch. ee day

ma a ine sho hosted by teph
c overn. 2.10 ountdo n. 3.00

Place in the un ome or ay. couple
choose bet een orfol and the osta

lanca. 4.00 he reat ouse
ivea ay. 5.00 our in a ed. 5.30
ome ine ith e. 6.00 he
impsons. 6.30 ollyoa s.

7.00 CHANNEL 4 NEWS
7.55 STAND UPTO CANCER
8.00 UGLY HOUSETO LOVELY HOUSEWITH

GEORGE CLARKE rchitects aterina
ionysopoulou and illy avropoulos come

to the aid of att and evin hose s
south est London home stands out for all
the ron reasons.

9.00 TASKMASTER re avies hosts the
challen e ith hi hli hts includin ohnny

e as yellin from a tall chair and
atherine Par inson for ettin ho

balloons or . le orne eeps scores.
he first nine series of as master are

available to stream or do nload for free on
ll from hursday ctober.

10.00 8 OUT OF 10 CATS DOES COUNTDOWN
immy arr hosts as ean Loc and
arriet emsley ta e on on ichardson

and hris c ausland hile ic
elm oins usie ent in ictionary
orner.

11.05 999:WHAT’SYOUR EMERGENCY? P
mo en obinson chases a prolific
shoplifter ho has stolen a bo of chocolate
bars from a shop hile P en orris
dispatched to apprehend a suspected
bur lar. 12.05 amsay s itchen

i htmares . 1.00 ouples ome
ine ith e. 1.55 rump s oronavirus
atastrophe. 2.50 irty ecrets of
merican ood omin to a upermar et
ear ou ispatches. 3.45 et on the
ill. 4.40 ifteen to ne. 5.35
irsties ill our ouse for ree 5.50
ountdo n.

LIVE EUROPEANTOUR GOLF,
SKY SPORTS MAIN EVENT, 11.30AM
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Friday Television
RTE ONE RTE2 TG4VIRGIN MEDIA ONE

Programmes indicated with (S)
are available with subtitles

MOVIES TODAY’S SATELLITE
SKY CINEMA DRAMA
11.00 Hearts and Bones (2019) 1.00 AmericanWoman
(15) (2018) 3.10 All Is True (12) (2018) 5.05 The Party’s
Just Beginning (15) (2018) 6.55 Indecent Proposal (15)
(1993)
9.00 Once Upon aTime...In Hollywood (18) (2019)
ith Leonardo i aprio.

12.00 AmericanWoman (15) (2018) 2.05 Billionaire
Boys Club (15) (2018) 4.10 All Is True (12) (2018)

SKY CINEMA ADVENTURE
11.40 Robin Hood: Men in Tights (PG) (1993) 1.40 The
KidWhoWould Be King (PG) (2019) 3.45 Mortal
Engines (12) (2018) 6.00 The Chronicles of Narnia:The
Voyage of the DawnTreader (PG) (2010)
8.00 Pokemon Detective Pikachu (PG) (2019)
9.50 Bumblebee (PG) (2018) ransformers pre uel

starrin ailee teinfeld.
11.50 The Mummy Returns (PG) (2001)
2.00 Bedtime Stories (PG) (2008) 3.50 Stardust (PG)

(2007)

SKY CINEMA ACTION
11.45 Dirty Harry (15) (1971) 1.30 Fast & Furious (12)
(2009) 3.30 Fast Five (12) (2011) 5.45 Fast & Furious 6
(12) (2013)
8.00 Dirty Harry (15) (1971)
9.45 Magnum Force (18) (1973) ith lint ast ood.
11.55 The Enforcer (18) (1976)
1.40 Sudden Impact (18) (1983) 3.45 The Dead Pool

(18) (1988) 5.30 Sky Cinema Preview

SKY ONE
1.00 a aii ive 3.00 i h ay Patrol 4.00 odern

amily 5.00 he impsons. 5.30 uturama 6.30 he
impsons 8.00 odern amily 9.00 rave e orld.
ernard introduces ohn to e London. 10.00

Lea ue of heir n. 11.00 he ussell o ard our.
12.00 heres omethin bout ovies. 1.00 n diot

broad . 2.00 oad ars. 3.00 rit ops rontline
rime . 4.00 i h ay Patrol 5.00 uper irl.

E4
12.00 roo lyn ine ine 1.00 he i an heory
2.00 crubs 3.00 peechless 4.00 roo lyn ine ine
5.00 he oldber s 6.00 he i an heory 7.00

ollyoa s riday avourites. 7.30 ollyoa s oes ome
ine ith e. 8.00 as master. re avies sets more

tas s for comedians includin ran inner. 9.00 FILM:
GHOSTBUSTERS (2016) antasy comedy starrin

risten ii . 11.45 uffy the ampire layer. 12.45 n el.
1.40 ic and orty. 2.10 o lebo . 3.05 irst ates.
4.00 he i an heory

DISCOVERY
12.00 utbac ruc ers. 1.00 indi ustoms. 2.00

old ush. 3.00 las a he Last rontier. 4.00
las an ush People. 5.00 heeler ealers. 6.00 ast
Loud. 7.00 utbac ruc ers. ar prepares a

massive load travellin to a tiny island in icronesia.
8.00 s he Lost vidence. eports of
si htin s by pilots and astronauts. 9.00 ob i le

lobal nvesti ator. ob embar s on a mission to find the
lost city of tlantis. 10.00 ysteries of the issin . 11.00

d tafford irst an ut. 12.00 ob i le lobal
nvesti ator. 1.00 ysteries of the issin . 2.00 heeler
ealers. 3.00 old ush. 4.40 e as etal. 5.30 o o
hey o t

HISTORY
12.00 he tron est an in istory. 1.00 or ed in ire.
2.00 merican Pic ers. 3.00 tora e ars. 3.30 tora e

ars. 4.00 Pa n tars. 5.00 mpires of lood. 6.00
ountain en. 7.00 or ed in ire. ladesmiths tac le

the eltic in nife. 8.00 ouen to iroshima he
attle of the ies. he run up to the use of the first

atomic bomb. 9.00 itler s old. he role played by
preparin for and fi htin ar in urope. 10.00 itler s
Last ecrets. 11.00 Pa n tars. 11.30 Pa n tars. 12.00

merican Pic ers. 1.00 ouen to iroshima he attle of
the ies. 2.00 merican Pic ers. 3.00 ountain en.
4.00 tora e ars. 4.30 tora e ars. 5.00 Pa n tars.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
12.00 ar . . 2.00 rain the ceans. 3.00 ypt s
reasure uardians. 4.00 ir rash nvesti ation 6.00

ood actory 8.00 ell nder the ea. he story
behind the ubmarine Life uard Lea ue. 9.00 irport

ecurity Peru. ocaine in shape are and an undercover
bust. 10.00 an ed p broad. 11.00 ir rash
nvesti ation pecial eport. 12.00 an ed p broad.
1.00 irport ecurity Peru. 2.00 ltimate irport ubai
4.00 ayday. 5.00 lose 7.00 ruise ith
Loveit oo it

SKYWITNESS
12.00 La rder. 1.00 lue loods 3.00 he eal
4.00 ir escue 5.00 order orce. 6.00 othin to

eclare 8.00 host hisperer. 9.00 riminal inds.
10.00 rime cene nvesti ation. 11.00 riminal

inds. 12.00 host hisperer. 1.00 he esident. 2.00
adam ecretary 4.00 rey s natomy. 5.00 rit ops
rontline rime .

BBC4
7.00 he ound of ovie usicals ith eil rand. 8.00
op of the Pops 9.00 ount asie hrou h is

n yes. he private passions and ambitions that
inspired the bandleader and pianist. 10.20 lue ote

ecords eyond the otes. 11.45 a Piano old.
12.45 ot hocolate at the . 1.45 ount asie

hrou h is n yes. 3.00 he ound of ovie
usicals ith eil rand. 4.00 lose

VIRGIN MEDIATWO
11.30 iver onsters. 12.30 es hef. 1.30 reland .
2.30 mmerdale 3.30 ed oc . 4.00 ippin Point 6.00

he hase 8.00 he hase ustralia. 9.00 he hase
elebrity pecial. 10.00 hite ouse arm. 11.00
oronation treet 12.00 mmerdale. 12.30 ress to

mpress. 1.30 ric ed anada 2.30 am and illie he
ummy iaries. 3.30 lose

BRAVE NEWWORLD, SKY ONE, 9PM

11.55 ABAIR AMHRÁN
12.10 RIVER COTTAGE AUSTRALIA Paul est

ta es his pi s into to n for sale.
12.40 GARRAÍ GLAS le ic honaonai h

plants tomatoes from seed.
1.10 MURDER, SHEWROTE essica receives a

mysterious parcel.
2.05 WEAKEST LINK eneral no led e ui .
3.00 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: CÚLA 4 NA NÓG
3.02 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: CURIOUS GEORGE

ouble bill. he mon ey learns about
stethoscopes.

3.25 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: SEAL LETIMMY
3.30 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: RITA & CROGALL
3.35 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG: PJ MASKS
3.47 CÚLA 4 NA NÓG:ÁR SCÉAL
4.00 CÚLA 4: la
4.02 WHIZ SA CHISTIN ame sho about food.
4.28 SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS

pon e ob ets a blac eye.
4.44 CLARENCE
4.55 TAFFY
5.05 SADIE SPARKS
5.17 SADIE SPARKS
5.32 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
5.35 SEAL LE DÁITHÍ ith uest ith ac

rthai h.
6.05 GILMORE GIRLS mily and Lorelai ro

closer durin a ee end at a health spa.
ean hile ory s plans for a uiet ni ht

are ruined by a series of interruptions.
6.57 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH
7.00 NUACHTTG4
7.20 RUGBAÍ BEO Leinster v ebre ic off

. pm . overa e of the match from the
third round of P fi tures hich ta es
place at oyal ublin ociety.

9.55 AN AIMSIR LÁITHREACH

10.00 FILM:THE LAST HARD MEN (1976) n
escaped convict ants reven e on the
sheriff he blames for his ifes death so
idnaps the la mans dau hter. estern
ith harlton eston ames oburn

and arbara ershey. ★★

11.50 CORK FOLK FESTIVAL i hli hts of the
th anniversary of one of reland s best

loved fol festivals ith music and son
from rish and nternational artists
alon side ne talent.

12.50 SIAR SNA SEACHTÓIDÍ he events of
.

1.20 THE IRISH RM imon miley introduces
movin pictures eates un no in ly allo s
a roup to perform a banned play. rama
starrin Peter o les.

2.25 FRANCE 24

11.45 SHORTLAND STREET 12.15 octors.
he ill staff members deal ith the first

fe ee s of loc do n. 12.45 elly
in o 1.00 e s ne loc
eather 1.30 he orro ers. man
ith an unusual name needs a ne car.

Last in the series.
2.00 NEIGHBOURS ith ed s e hibition

approachin ashvi is bothered by
carlett s involvement.

2.30 FAIR CITY airead s protectiveness of
Phoebe intensifies.

3.00 EASTENDERS tacey i nores a arnin
and al s strai ht into dan er.

3.30 TODAY aily ma a ine sho eather
5.40 NUACHT; e s ith i nin
6.00 THE ANGELUS
6.01 RTÉ NEWS: SIX ONE; eather
7.00 NATIONWIDE e s stories from around

the country coverin the latest topical
issues.

7.30 BUILDING IRELAND eo rapher usan
e arty heads to the estern tip of the
eara Peninsula as she e plores former

copper mines in llihies o or .
8.00 EASTENDERS allum helps Phil by

accessin information on llie only to be
cau ht in the act by hompson. enise
ma es up her mind and an chec s on

haron after her shoc .
8.30 NEVEN’S IRISH SEAFOODTRAILS n

the final episode even a uire visits
Live rish hellfish in one al to learn ho
crab and lobster are prepared to be
e ported live. Last in the series.

9.00 RTÉ NEWS: NINE O’CLOCK; eather
9.35 THE LATE LATE SHOW yan ubridy

hosts the li ht entertainment sho
featurin a mi of celebrity uests music
in depth intervie s and discussions on the
stories that have the nation tal in

eather

11.25 FILM: MERMAIDS (1990) n eccentric
oman and her reli ious teena e

dau hter both find romance as they start
afresh in a ne to n. omedy starrin

her inona yder ob os ins and
hristina icci. ★★★

1.25 CASUALTY
2.15 THINKING OUTSIDETHE BOX –

SCHRODINGER IN IRELAND
2.45 TELLY BINGO
2.55 NATIONWIDE
3.20 DR PHIL
4.05 DR PHIL
4.50 DOCTORS
5.20 EURONEWS

12.00 DORGVAN DANGO 12.10 or an
an o 12.25 affle the onder o .
nimated fun for youn er vie ers. 12.50
loudy ith a hance of eatballs. ouble

bill. 1.15 illie nbet een. ad and mber
are reunited and shes movin in. t s only
temporary until they find a bi er place
but the resultin chaos drives illie
Lauren ran and a e round to um s.
1.45 amie ohnson. Phoeni have a
ne home and a ne coach. amie has to
adapt to his ne circumstances prove
himself as captain and cope ith life

ithout his best friend ac . 2.20 he e t
tep. iley is offered the opportunity of a

lifetime. 2.45 or an an o 3.00
fter chool ub. ohn ay and liona

present an hour of activities for youn sters
includin music lessons science
e periments dance sin in drama and
arts and crafts. 4.00 allybraddan
4.10 haun the heep 4.20 ne s day

4.30 he impsons. r urns suffers
from amnesia.

5.00 THE GOLDBERGS dam announces he
ants to ta e up fencin .

5.30 SHORTLAND STREET ospital drama set
in an accident and emer ency ard.

6.00 NEIGHBOURS ith ed s e hibition
approachin ashvi is bothered by

carlett s involvement and ipi and Pierce
are uilt ridden durin hanes dinner
party.

6.30 THE SIMPSONS nimated comedy capers
ith omer ar e art Lisa a ie and

the other residents of the all merican
to n of prin field.

7.00 YOUNG SHELDON he eccentric
youn ster ta es it upon himself to find the
perfect nei hbours to buy the house ne t
door. issy is troubled hen she has to
pitch a ainst her boyfriend.

7.30 FRIDAY NIGHT SOCCER match in the
irtricity Lea ue Premier ivision

ic off as the top i ht campai n
continues.

10.00 FILM: UNLESS (2016) riter stru les
ith her dau hter s decision to drop out

of colle e and live on the streets. rama
starrin atherine eener. ★★

11.45 FANTASY IRELAND 12.00 ther
oices. Performances by hitney oy
roo es e a abonds and nna ie e at
t ames hurch in in le. Last in the

series. 1.00 hica o P . prominent
lderman no n for his urban revitalisation

efforts is murdered and lins y receives
an ultimatum from oods. 1.50

uro e s

10.00 THIS MORNING aily ma a ine featurin
a mi of celebrity chat sho business ne s
lifestyle features topical discussion health
and beauty advice and more.

12.30 NEWS AT 12:30
1.00 THE CHASE ui sho hosted by radley

alsh.
2.00 THE CHASE ui sho hosted by radley

alsh.
3.00 ELAINE opical discussion hosted by

laine ro ley.
4.00 ROBSON GREENTALES FROM

NORTHUMBERLAND he actor e plores
the re ions natural onders.

4.30 JUDGE JUDY eal life small claims cases.
5.00 JUDGE JUDY eal life small claims cases.
5.30 NEWS AT 5.30
6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW hat sho

featurin celebrity intervie s food from
leadin chefs and uidance on a ide
ran e of topics.

7.00 EMMERDALE Liam is upset that Leyla is
avoidin him and arriet returns to the
villa e as the alon prepares to re open.

7.30 CORONATION STREET illy assures Paul
that his feelin s have not chan ed atasha
ma es ic a enerous offer and cott
outlines the details of the robbery to
ohnny.

8.00 NEWS AT 8
8.30 CORONATION STREET ic fears that

Leanne is fi htin a losin battle Paul
notes odd s ability to et under illy s
s in and cott forces ohnny to let do n
enny.

9.00 FILM:THE BOURNE IDENTITY (2002)
n amnesiac man pulled from the sea

by the cre of a fishin boat is tar eted
by assassins as he tries to discover ho
he is. hriller starrin att amon and

ran a Potente. ★★★

11.20 GOGGLEBOX IRELAND eirdre ane
provides the voiceover as a selection of
telly addicts pass comment on the ee s
pro rammes from the comfort of their livin
rooms.

12.20 TRIAL OFTHE CENTURY Pearse ro s
frustrated at the failure to challen e the

itnesses testimony so ta es his defence
into his o n hands in an attempt to discredit
the ritish authorities.

1.20 THE CHASE AUSTRALIA ndre eefe
presents the o n nder version of the
ui sho in hich four people must or

to ether to beat the haser and in a cash
pri e.

2.15 CLOSE
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BBC1

Friday Television
VIRGIN MEDIA THREE BBC2

CHANNEL4

RADIO
RTE RADIO 1: 12.00 he onan ollins ho . 1.00 e s
at ne. 1.45 Liveline. 3.00 he ay rcy ho . 4.30 rivetime.
6.30 allan s ic s. 7.00 rena. round up of ne s and
revie s from the orlds of arts culture and entertainment. 8.00

he ohn reedon ho . he presenter introduces a mi of
contemporary rish and international trac s. 10.00 he

hampionship. rian arthy ith the latest ne s intervie s
and previe s ahead of the ee end s aelic ames

hampionship action. 10.30 eascapes. eascapes the
maritime pro ramme ith er al eane. eascapes brin s you
around our coasts and onto traditional and modern boats and
yachts for a taste of the reat outdoors. 11.00 Late ate. he
perfect musical end to the day ith iachna raon in. 2.00
Playbac aily. 3.00 old on adio .

LYRIC FM: 10.00 iall arroll s lassical aytime. 1.00 he
ull core ith Li olan. 4.00 Lorcan urray s lassic rive.

7.00 he Lyric oncert ith Paul erriott. he host introduces a
live concert broadcast from the ational oncert all in ublin
featurin the ational ymphony rchestra. 9.00 ound

ut ith an c lynn. ne orchestral album from d ennett
and music by arsanti and andel from nsemble arsyas
conducted by Peter helan. 10.00 espertine ith llen

ranitch. he presenter crosses time and space on a ni ht time
voya e to share a selection of classical a roots and
contemporary music. 1.00 Lyric hrou h the i ht.

RTE 2FM: 12.00 racy lifford. 3.00 enny reene on .
6.00 ame n. 7.00 he ational hart ho . l thnaid
reacy counts do n the bi est tunes in the country.
ompiled by hart rac for . 10.00 ee ends on fm
ith a . a mi in the est n ip op rban
frobeats hits. 12.00 ormac attle. 2.00 he Late i ht
essions.

TODAY FM: 12.00 airead onan. 2.00 er al rcy. 4.30
he Last ord. 7.00 loc oc in eats. loc oc in eats

brin s you the very best classics from the orld of ance
ip op ith a fe surprises lobbed in to eep you on

your toes 10.00 riday i ht nthems. he bi est party hits
of the past years. 12.00 verni ht usic.

RAIDIÓ NA GAELTACHTA: 12.00 Pr omhsc alta na

uachta. 12.08 n aol heas. 1.00 uacht a h on. 2.00
uairisc p irt. 2.05 ruth na aoile. 3.00 ladhaire. 5.00 s
ite. 5.55 uairisc p irt. 6.00 uacht a . 6.30 ra an Lae.

7.00 uireadh hun eoil. s an ceolt ir a us an cumad ir
aitheanta Peadar iada h il odha a chuireann an cl r
ceoil seo i l thair. 9.00 ar na . eol a us amhr in na
cairteanna ar ar na a cur t s br omhar le craoladh

nocht i rith na seachtaine. L ithreoir illian de rca.
10.00 n aobh uathail. ua cheol na cruinne curtha i l thair
a ian iobh in. 12.00 coth na h oine.

CORK’S 96FM: 12.00 fternoon ho . 4.00 rivetime
ho . 8.00 otal ccess. 12.00 he est usic i on top.

C103 (NORTH AND EAST CORK): 10.00 or oday.
1.00 ic ichards. 4.00 rivetime ho . 7.00 ric riffin. 11.00

verni ht.

C103 (WEST CORK): 10.00 or oday. 1.00 ic
ichards. 4.00 rivetime ho . 7.00 ric riffin. 11.00
verni ht.

CUH FM 102.8: 12.00 ass. 12.30 nythin oes. 3.00
to of Pop. 4.00 oc lues and eili. 6.00 lan yrne. 7.30

osary. 8.00 red yan. 10.00 verni ht.

RED FM: 12.00 Philip our e. 4.00 ave ac s rive. 7.00
tevie s ld ool Party. 10.00 riday i ht its. 1.00 on

stop its.

98.3 FM CAMPUS RADIO: 12.00 ull of hots. 1.00
ornerstone. 2.00 riday eelin . 3.00 he Lab. 4.00 rtbeat.

5.00 Past and Present. 6.00 lose.

NEWSTALK 106-108 FM: 12.00 Lunchtime Live ith
ndrea illi an. 2.00 oncrieff ith ean oncrieff. 4.00 he
ard houlder ith ieran uddihy. 7.00 ff the all. he multi

a ard innin sports sho ff he all features sports ne s
revie and analysis. 10.00 planc. e stal s rish lan ua e
pro ramme. 12.00 est of e stal .

LIFE FM 93.1: 10.00 n the Level. 1.00 arly fternoon
ho . 4.00 rivetime ho . 6.00 portin Life. 7.00 pot Life.

8.30 n ouch. 9.00 Life ermon. 10.00 i ht Life. 12.00 on
stop usic.

SKY SPORTS MAIN EVENT
11.00 Live Formula 1 he Portu uese rand Pri first
practice session. 12.45 Live European Tour Golf he
talian pen. 3.00 Live Indian Premier League hennai
uper in s v umbai ndians. 7.00 Live EFL
ottin ham orest v erby ounty ic off . pm .

10.30 Live PGA Tour Golf he hampionship.
1.00 Sky Sports News 2.00 Live Mitre 10 Cup Rugby
Union ay f Plenty v anterbury ic off . am . 3.50
Rugby Greatest Games 4.00 Sky Sports News 4.30
Live Mitre 10 Cup Rugby Union a es ay v

ana atu ic off . am .

SKY SPORTS CRICKET
11.30 Indian Premier League 12.30 Masterclass:
Curtly Ambrose 1.00 Best of the IPL 2016 1.25 Best of
The 2018 IPL 1.50 Indian Premier League 2.50 Live
Indian Premier League hennai uper in s v umbai
ndians. 7.00 Fire in Babylon (12) (2010) ocumentary
about the s est ndian cric et team. 8.30 Best of
the IPL 2017 umbai ndians v isin Pune uper iant.
9.00 Indian Premier League hennai uper in s v

umbai ndians. 10.00 On Safari with Makhaya Ntini
11.00 Indian Premier League 11.55 Indian Premier
League hennai uper in s v umbai ndians. 4.05
Best of The 2018 IPL 4.30 Best of the IPL 2017 5.00
Cricket’s Greatest Games 5.30 Cricket’s Greatest
Games

SKY SPORTS NFL
12.00 Live: Good Morning Football ay dams
presents a discussion of the latest ne s and tal in
points from around the L ahead of another ee end of
action in the L. 3.00 NFL Bitesize Highlights 3.15
NFL Bitesize Highlights 3.30 NFL Bitesize Highlights
3.45 NFL Bitesize Highlights 4.00 NFL Highlights 5.00
Inside the Huddle 6.00 NFL Highlights 7.00 NBC’s Pro-
Football Talk i e lorio and hris imms present this

L tal sho as they discuss and debate the bi est
stories from around the lea ue. 9.00 The Super Bowl
That Wasn’t arrated by huc this documentary
e plores the story behind ho ri ona lost the uper

o l in by refusin to celebrate artin Luther in
r s birthday as a holiday. 10.00 NFL Highlights 11.00

Inside the Huddle 12.00 Live:Total Access et the
complete picture from the ridiron ith the sho
dedicated to the ational ootball Lea ue ith inside
access to all teams. 1.00 NFL Bitesize Highlights
1.15 NFL Bitesize Highlights 1.30 NFL Bitesize
Highlights 1.45 NFL Bitesize Highlights 2.00 NFL
Highlights 3.00 NFL Highlights 4.00 NFL Highlights
5.00 NFL: America’s Game

EUROSPORT
12.00 Alpine Skiing 1.00 Alpine Skiing 2.00 Snooker:
Shoot-Out 4.00 Bennetts British Superbikes 5.00
Bennetts British Superbikes Extra 6.00 Ski Jumping
7.00 Hall of Fame – Pyeongchang i hli hts from the

inter lympics. 8.00 Cycling: Giro d’Italia ta e
from orbe no to sti. 9.30 Cycling: Vuelta a Espana

ta e four from array to ea. 11.00 Snooker:Trump v
O’Sullivan udd rump v onnie ullivan in the

orthern reland pen final. 1.00 World Superbikes
Extra 2.00 Cycling: Giro d’Italia 3.00 Cycling: Vuelta a
Espana 4.00 Hall of Fame – Pyeongchang 5.00 Alpine
Skiing

EIR SPORT 1
12.00 Football Gold 1.00 Sports Extra 3.00 Football
Gold 3.45 The Allianz Leagues Football 5.15 PRO14
Rugby Union 7.15 Live PRO14 Leinster v ebre ic off
. pm . 10.00 PRO14 Rugby Union enetton v carlets.

12.00 Football Gold 12.20 Football Gold 1.00 FA Cup
Classics 1.30 FA Cup Classics 2.00 FA Cup Finals
4.00 Football Gold

EIR SPORT 2
12.00 Football Gold 1.00 PRO14 Rugby Union 3.00 The
Big Match: Leeds United 4.50 Football Gold 5.20
Football Gold 6.20 Football Gold 8.10 Live PRO14

enetton v carlets ic off . pm . 10.15 PRO14
Rugby Union 12.15 Boxing Classics 12.45 Sports
Extra 1.00 Football Gold 2.00 PRO14 Rugby Union
4.00 PRO14 Rugby Union

SKY SPORTS RACING
10.00 Raceday Preview 12.15 Raceday Live 8.45
Stateside Live 2.00 Live Australian Racing 5.45 Hong
Kong Live

SPORT

LIVE EFL,
SKY SPORTS MAIN EVENT, 7PM

11.45 PARAMEDICS ON SCENE 12.15
ar ain unt s th irthday he perts
ho do n. 1.00 e s eather

1.30 e sline eather 1.45
mpossible. 2.30 he ustomer s
l ays i ht.

3.00 ESCAPE TO THE COUNTRY
3.45 MONEY FOR NOTHING
4.30 THE BIDDING ROOM
5.15 POINTLESS
6.00 BBC NEWS; eather
6.30 BBC NEWSLINE; eather
7.00 THE ONE SHOW le ones and arry

udd round off the ee ith the usual mi
of celebrity uests and stories about
people in e traordinary circumstances.

7.30 A QUESTION OF SPORT ith cyclin
reat hris oy former n land defender
tuart Pearce orld champion s immer
eri nne Payne and reat ritain m

star Perri ha es rayton.
8.05 EASTENDERS Phil tries to prove llie is in

no fit state to loo after a child.
8.30 GHOSTS t is a nervous i es first ni ht

alone in the house and some uninvited
uests set the hosts on a mission to

defend their treasured home from the
intruders.

9.00 HAVE I GOT NEWS FOR YOU ennifer
aunders hosts the satirical ui invitin
att orde and yesha a ari a to oin

re ular team leaders an islop and Paul
erton as they po e fun at the ee s

events.
9.30 MRS BROWN’S BOYS ory and ino

have a bust up ar and etty announce
they are leavin for ustralia ri ht a ay
and a phone call causes the ro n
children to suspect one of them may be
adopted.

10.00 BBC NEWS AT TEN
10.30 BBC NEWSLINE; eather
10.45 PREVIOUSLY WITH SHANE TODD e

series. he comedian casts a millennial s
eye over the rich pic in s of the
archive.

11.15 THE GRAHAM NORTON SHOW 12.00
afina s ora from ueens. 12.20
afina s ora from ueens. 12.45

he pprentice est its. 1.45
e s

BBC1 WALES, AS ABOVE EXCEPT:
11.30 ar ain unt s th irthday he perts

ho do n 12.15 ales oday oronavirus pdate
1.30 ales oday eather 6.30 ales

oday eather 8.30 ould Lie to ou 9.30
hod ilbert s or perience 10.30 ales
oday eather eather 10.45 he raham orton
ho 11.30 ayley oes..

12.00 WHO’S DOING THE DISHES? eaturin
former royal butler Paul urrell. 1.00
ud e inder. eal life cases in a studio

courtroom. 2.00 ud e inder. eal life
cases in a studio courtroom. 3.00 he
nstant ardener. he team create a

childrens play arden in ailsham. 4.00
ello ampers. ompetition in hich

couples ta e part in a series of challen es
and activities at a campsite. 4.55 eartbeat.

he police station is bro en into. 5.55
ouch of rost. health inspector meets a
risly fate.

8.00 HEARTBEAT ic moves up a ran to
er eant and la eton becomes the ne

postmaster hile reen rass threatens
reven e on the miscreant responsible for
dosin his beloved do lfred ith rat
poison. ural drama starrin ic erry
and ill aynard.

9.00 THE TROUBLE WITH MAGGIE COLE
a ie is in need of some time alone so

she heads to the pub to see if she can et
a room for the ni ht here she learns the
real story of landlord rian. hen she finds
out there are no rooms free for her to stay

a ie decides to o and stay ith
dau hter in la ec a and the pair have a
rare moment of bondin . ean hile Peter
is or in late at the school hen his
secretary aren reveals her feelin s
to ards him in a very une pected ay.
Later le desperately tries to find the
lottery innin s to pay off the lenders.

10.00 LAW & ORDER: SPECIAL VICTIMS UNIT
he assault of a teena e irl leads to a

shoc in discovery. enson has a short
lived tra ic reunion ith someone from her
past.

11.00 EXTRAORDINARY PEOPLE
imbab ean omans mission to find

treatment for her dau hter ho has a facial
tumour that is restrictin her air ays and
pushin her a out of her mouth.

12.00 SHETLAND
1.10 SHETLAND
2.20 THIS MORNING 4.20 lose

ITV WALES:
10.00 his ornin 12.30 Loose omen 1.30
Lunchtime e s eather 1.55 e s ymru

ales eather 2.00 ud e inder 3.00 enable
3.59 ymru ales eather 4.00 ippin Point
5.00 he hase 6.00 e s ales at i

eather 6.30 venin e s eather 7.00
mmerdale 7.30 oronation treet 8.00 ritains
est al s ith ulia radbury 8.30 oronation treet

9.00 he illion Pound ube 10.00 e s at
en eather 10.30 e s ymru ales eather

10.45 rand lam ears reland 11.40 he
onathan oss ho 12.40 orry idn t no

1.05 deal orld 3.00 he illion Pound ube 3.50
adia s amily easts 4.40 i htscreen

10.00 BBC NEWS 1.00 ecimate. 1.45
lippin Profit. 2.30 ords. 3.15
he reat ritish e in ee. 4.15
ountain Life at the treme. 5.15 lo

t . 6.00 ichard smans ouse of
ames. 6.30 he armers ountry
ho do n.

7.00 SIMPLY NIGELLA ecipes include dairy
free chai muffins and sian avoured short
ribs hile an informal supper for friends
features home made oven ba ed fish
tacos and a salted chocolate tart.

7.30 BETWEEN THE COVERS ontributors
ebecca ront ophie ard de depitan

and ill ailey oin ara o to discuss
ifty ifty by teve avana h and ophie
ard s Love and ther hou ht
periments.

8.00 INSIDE THE FACTORY re allace
visits a croissant factory in rance and

herry ealey tal s to a professor ho
specialises in e plorin human senses
about the perfect ay to eat the pastries.

9.00 GARDENERS’WORLD onty on ives
tips on ho to loo after ildlife in the
months ahead hile oe ift finds out

hat it ta es to loo after a historic arden.
Last in the series.

10.00 LATER – WITH JOOLS HOLLAND ools
chats to uest eleste the s ound
of about her musical ourney so far
loves and in uences illustrated by a
diverse selection of clips from the Later
archive.

10.45 NEWSNIGHT eadline analysis.
11.15 WEATHER 11.20 attlestar alactica.

Part t o of t o. he fi hters challen e the
ylon ship. 12.05 attlestar alactica.

12.45 i n one port s idden risis
Panorama. 1.15 i n one ur eons
t the d e of Life. 2.15 his s
o.

BBC2 WALES, AS ABOVE EXCEPT:
12.55 ales oday oronavirus pdate 1.25

ecimate 2.10 rand ours of cotland

11.35 RAMSAY’S KITCHEN NIGHTMARES USA
12.30 tephs Pac ed Lunch. ee day

ma a ine sho hosted by teph
c overn. 2.10 ountdo n. ith ay
ayner. 3.00 Place in the un ome

or ay. earchin for properties in the
south of rance and est usse . 4.00

he reat ouse ivea ay. tailor s
assistant and builder oin forces to renovate
a house. 5.00 our in a ed. he
o ners meet up for a final sho do n.
5.30 ome ine ith e. 6.00 he

impsons. 6.30 he impsons.
7.00 CHANNEL 4 NEWS
7.55 STAND UP TO CANCER
8.00 THE GREAT BRITISH BAKE OFF: AN

EXTRA SLICE o rand hosts oined by
uests and series fans oel ommett and
ic ope. e ular contributor om llen

revie s some of the handi or offered up
by a select roup of home ba ers.

9.00 GOGGLEBOX: CELEBRITY SPECIAL
FOR SU2C rollin cast of famous
faces some of ritains best loved
personalities criti ue the ee s
as part of this year s tand p to ancer
appeal.

10.00 THE LAST LEG: SU2C SPECIAL e
series. dam ills osh iddicombe and

le roo er front a minute special in
aid of tand p to ancer oined by bi
name uests from comedy entertainment
and politics.

11.30 FILM: GET ON UP (2014) iopic of
ames ro n follo in his rise from

impoverished childhood to one of the
most in uential fi ures in music history.

tarrin had ic oseman and iola
avis. ★★

2.00 COME DINE WITH ME 2.25 ome ine
ith e. 2.55 ome ine ith e.

3.20 ome ine ith e. 3.50 ome
ine ith e. 4.15 et on the ill.

5.05 ifteen to ne.
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■ ohn Wayne hated h n, the 19 2 lm in hich Gary
Cooper as the to n sheriff had to stand alone against a
group of killers, ha ing been abandoned by co ardly to ns
folk.
■Wayne thought the lm, in hich Grace elly played
Cooper’s ne ife, as un American. So by ay of a riposte
he arranged to make ra (19 9) in hich the sheriff,
ohn T Chance (played by Wayne) holes up in the ailhouse

to defy the baddies. In this siege drama he can count on the
loyalty and support of his buddies, played by Dean Martin,
Walter Brennan, Ricky Nelson and a feisty saloon singer
played by Angie Dickinson a o e ith a e . Her character
in the mo ie as called Feathers’, and her subse uent fame
made her a prime target of President ohn F ennedy’s erotic
endea ours. So there.

■ THE French ha e a ord for it dirigiste meaning a doctrine in hich the State
plays a strong directi e role in economic planning and control. The opposite
doctrine laisse faire is one hich opposes go ernmental interference in
economic affairs beyond the minimum necessary for the maintenance of peace.
This as belo ed of Thatcherites and Reaganites, and has been the pre ailing
doctrine here since the foundation of the State. The Co id 19 crisis, ho e er, could
change things, as this eek’s 80 billion budget indicates. The only time the
doctrine of dirigiste surfaced here as ith the important Whitaker emass reforms
in 19 8. Maybe e’ll see more of it from no on.

N Manchester in 1979, I attended a
press conference with Jane Fonda,
who was on a promotional tour for her
film The China Syndrome about the

attempted cover-up of an accident in a
nuclear plant in California.

Fonda played a TV reporter who
exposes the cover-up, with the help of
Jack Lemmon playing a conscientious
plant executive. In a way, it was a fore-
shadowing of the real-life tragedy in
Chernobyl in 1986, and the attempt by the
Soviet authorities to conceal the extent of
the nuclear plant meltdown and the wide-
spread contamination that resulted.

The Manchester visit by Fonda was
timed to coincide with the opening of a
Cineplex which was about to screen The
China Syndrome . However, I didn’t
endear myself to the organisers when I
asked Jane a question about the Troubles
in Northern Ireland.

They tried to tell her that my question
was off-limits, but to her credit she waved
them away and insisted on answering.

Later, as she autographed a photograph
for me, she said she was happy I had
raised the North.

During a four-day break in Clonakilty
this week, memories of that encounter
with the woman who would become my
favourite actress came back to me as I
watched Bare oot in the ar on RTE One.

In this 1967 film, based on a Neil Simon
play, she co-starred with Robert Redford
playing two newly-weds in New York, and
it really launched the two of them on
cinematic careers that would make them

two of the biggest stars in Hollywood
history.

But my interest in Fonda had as much
to do with her political activism as with
her talent as an actress (and, of course,
her sex appeal).

One of the nicest tributes paid to Fonda
came from film producer David Puttnam:
“It is useless to assert what one’s heart
does not believe.” He said this had always
been her lodestar. It was originally used
by Russian writer Alexandr Solzhenitsyn
in his Nobel acceptance speech in 1970.

nda a star n and
the bi screen

roadca t e
TP O’Mahony reviews the week’s TV and radio

SATURDAY

SUNDAY
RTE RADIO 1: 8.30 Bowman: Sunday: 8.30. 9.00 Sunday
Miscellany.10.00Sunday with Miriam.11.00BrendanO’Connor.
1.00 This Week. 2.00 Sunday Sport. 6.00 The History Show.
7.00 The Book Show. 7.30 The Poetry Programme. 8.00 Drama
on One. 9.00 The Rolling Wave. 10.00 Simply Folk. 11.00 Late
Date. 2.00 RTE Gold on RTE Radio 1.

LYRIC FM: 7.00 Vox Nostra with Vlad Smishkewych. 10.00
The Hamilton Scores. 1.00 Aedín Gormley’s Sunday Matinée.
4.00 Evelyn Grant’s Weekend Drive. 6.00 The Lyric Feature.
7.00 Wexford Festival Opera Live. 10.00 Vespertine with Ellen
Cranitch. 1.00 Lyric Through the Night.

RTE 2FM: 9.00 Louise McSharry on 2FM. 11.00 Chris and
Ciara. 1.00 Dave Fanning. 3.00 Stephen Byrne. 5.00 2FM
Sunday. 7.00 The Request Show with Emma Power. 9.00 Tara
Stewart on 2FM. 10.00 Dan Hegarty – The Alternative. 12.00
Ferry Corsten’s Countdown. 1.00 Rave Culture Radio Tritonia.
2.00 2FM Overnight.

TODAY FM: 8.00 Alison Curtis. 11.00 Mario’s Sunday
Roast. 1.00 Jessica Maciel. 4.00 Philip Cawley. 7.00 Ed Smith’s
Songs of Praise. 10.00 Paul McLoone. 1.00 Overnight Music.

RAIDIÓ NA GAELTACHTA: 7.30 Béal Maidine. 9.30
Cartlann Bhóthar na Léinsí. 10.00 An tSeachtain le Máirín Ní
Ghadhra. 11.00 Aifreann an Domhnaigh. 12.00 Togha agus
Rogha. 1.00 Nuacht a hAon. 1.15 Baile an Droichid. 1.50 Spórt
an Lae. 6.00 Nuacht a Sé. 6.30 An Cúinne Dána. 7.00 Timpeall
an Tí. 8.00 Siúlach Scéalach. 9.00 Tequila Tíre. 11.00 An
tSeachtain le Máirín Ní Ghadhra. 12.00 Scoth na Seachtaine.

CORK’S 96FM: 6.00 Totally 80s. 8.00 The Arts House.
10.00 Oldies and Irish. 2.00 The Score. 6.00 Select Irish. 8.00

The Love Zone. 12.00 The Best Music Mix Non Stop. 3.00 The
Opinion Line.
C103 (NORTH AND EAST CORK): 6.00 Totally 80s.
8.00 The Arts House. 10.00 The Irish Sunday. 2.00 Sport. 7.00
Where The Road Takes Me. 8.00 Tim Coughlan. 11.00 Cork
Today. 1.00 Overnight.
C103 (WEST CORK): 6.00 Totally 80s. 8.00 The Arts
House. 10.00 The Irish Sunday. 2.00 Sport. 7.00 Where The
Road Takes Me. 8.00 Tim Coughlan. 11.00 Cork Today. 1.00
Overnight.
CUH FM 102.8: 8.30 Mass. 9.15 Sunday Service. 10.00
Mass. 10.30 World of Opera and Song. 12.00 Irish Music
Show. 2.00 Mick O’Sullivan Show. 4.00 Brian O’Halloran. 6.00
The Sunday Show. 8.00 Overnight.
RED FM: 6.00 Breakfast Show. 8.00 Fiona O’Donovan.
10.00Mick Mulcahy. 2.00 Kilian Pettit. 6.00 The Big Red Bench
with Ruairi. 7.00 Green on Red. 10.00 Non-stop Hits.
NEWSTALK 106-108 FM: 8.00 Newstalk Breakfast with
Susan Keogh. 9.00 Alive and Kicking with Clare McKenna.
10.00 Taking Stock with Vincent Wall. 11.00 On The Record
with Gavan Reilly. 1.00 Off the Ball. 7.00 Talking History with
Patrick Geoghegan. 8.00 Soundscape. 9.00 Futureproof with
Jonathan McCrea. 10.00 The Tom Dunne Show. 12.00 Best of
Newstalk.
LIFE FM 93.1: 8.00 Reflections. 10.00 Sunday Lunch.
11.30 Ravi Zacharias. 12.00 Outside the Box. 1.00 Behind the
Walls. 2.00 Life Sunday. 4.00 Sunday Sundown. 6.00 Different
Lives. 7.00 Life Sermon. 8.00 Classical Life. 9.00 Night Life.
10.00 Soul Elixir. 12.00 Non-stop Music.

MONDAY-FRIDAY
RTE RADIO 1: 12.00 The Ronan Collins Show. 1.00
News at One. 1.45 Liveline. 3.00 The Ray D’Arcy Show. 4.30
Drivetime. 7.00 Arena. 8.00 The John Creedon Show. 10.00
Mooney Goes Wild. 11.00 Late Date. 2.00 Playback Daily.
3.00 RTE Gold on RTE Radio 1.

LYRIC FM: 10.00 Niall Carroll’s Classical Daytime. 1.00
The Full Score with Liz Nolan. 4.00 Lorcan Murray’s Classic
Drive. 7.00 Mystery Train with John Kelly. The wonders of
recorded music. 10.00 The Blue of the Night with Bernard
Clarke. 12.00 Lyric Through the Night.

RTE 2FM: 12.00 Tracy Clifford. 3.00 Jenny Greene on
2FM. 6.00 Game On. 7.00 Tara Stewart on 2FM. Showcasing
the best in brand new music. 10.00 Dan Hegarty – The
Alternative. 12.00 2FM Overnight.

TODAY FM: 12.00 Mairead Ronan. 2.00 Fergal D’Arcy.
4.30 The Last Word. 7.00 Ed’s National Anthems. Join Ed
Smith from 7pm to hear all the best classic tunes, current
obsessions, and future favourites. 10.00 Paul McLoone.
12.00 Overnight Music.

RAIDIÓ NA GAELTACHTA: 12.00 Príomhscéalta
na Nuachta. 12.08 An Saol ó Dheas. 1.00 Nuacht a hAon.
2.00 Tuairisc Spóirt. 2.05 Ardtráthnóna. 3.00 Binneas
Béil. 5.00 Tús Áite. 5.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 6.00 Nuacht a Sé.
6.30 Fógraí an Lae. 7.00 Ceol Binn ó na Beanna. 9.00 An
Bóthar go Nashville. 10.00 An Taobh Tuathail. 12.00 Scoth an
Luain.
CORK’S 96FM: 12.00 Afternoon Show. 4.00 Drivetime
Show. 8.00 Total Access. 12.00 The Best Music Mix Non
Stop. 3.00 The Opinion Line.
C103 (NORTH AND EAST CORK): 10.00 Cork
Today. 1.00 Nick Richards. 4.00 Drivetime Show. 7.00 Eric
Griffin. 10.00 Round the Fireside with Jimmy Reidy. 11.00
Cork Today. 1.00 Overnight.
C103 (WEST CORK): 10.00 Cork Today. 1.00 Nick
Richards. 4.00 Drivetime Show. 7.00 Eric Griffin. 10.00 Round
the Fireside with Jimmy Reidy. 11.00 Cork Today. 1.00
Overnight.

CUH FM 102.8: 12.00 Mass. 12.30 Anything Goes. 3.00
A to Z of Pop. 4.00 John Phelan. 6.00 Showband Memories.
7.30 Rosary. 8.00 Eileen Sheehan. 9.00 Claire Jones. 10.00
Frank Hefferan. 12.00 Overnight.

RED FM: 12.00 Philip Bourke. 4.00 Dave Mac’s Drive. 7.00
Red Hits with Izzy. 10.00 Kilian Pettit. 1.00 The Neil
Prendeville Show Rewind. 4.00 Non-stop Hits.

98.3 FM CAMPUS RADIO: 12.00 Campus Hip Hop.
1.00 Campus Classics. 2.00 Trending Now. 3.00 Afternoon
Show. 4.00 The International Development Show. 5.00
Europe. 6.00 Close.
NEWSTALK 106-108 FM: 12.00 Lunchtime Live with
Andrea Gilligan. 2.00 Moncrieff with Sean Moncrieff. 4.00
The Hard Shoulder with Kieran Cuddihy. 7.00 Off the Ball.
10.00 The Tom Dunne Show. 12.00 Best of Newstalk.

LIFE FM 93.1: 10.00 On the Level. 1.00 Early Afternoon
Show. 4.00 Drivetime Show. 6.00 Sporting Life. 7.00 Ceol
Agus Craic. 8.30 In Touch. 9.00 Life Sermon. 10.00 Night Life.
12.00 Non-stop Music.

RTE RADIO 1: 11.00 Brendan O’Connor. 1.00 Saturday
with Katie Hannon. 2.00 Saturday Sport. 9.00 Céilí House.
10.00 South Wind Blows. 11.00 Country Time. 12.00 Late
Date. 2.00 RTE Gold on RTE Radio 1.

LYRIC FM: 10.00 The Hamilton Scores. 1.00 Movies and
Musicals. 4.00 Evelyn Grant’s Weekend Drive. 6.30 Culture
File Weekly. 7.00 Opera Night with Paul Herriott. Puccini’s
Madame Butterfly. 10.00 Vespertine with Ellen Cranitch. 1.00
Lyric Through the Night.

RTE 2FM: 11.00 Chris and Ciara. 1.00 Dave Fanning. 3.00
Stephen Byrne. 5.00 2FM Saturday. 7.00 The Electric Disco
with Jenny Greene. The soundtrack to Saturday night. 9.00
Mo-K. The biggest hip hop, urban and dance anthems. 11.00
The Spring Sessions. 1.00 White Noise. 2.00 The Late Night
Sessions.

TODAY FM: 11.00 Jessica Maciel. 2.00 Pumped Up Kicks.
6.00 Saturday Hi ts. 9.00 Clai re Beck’s Saturday
SoundSystem. Three hours of absolute bangers to get you
ready to go ëout-out’, or indeed ëin-in’. Expect everything from
house classics and festival favourites to future dancefloor
fillers. 1.00 Overnight Music.

RAIDIÓ NA GAELTACHTA: 12.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 12.08 Togha agus Rogha. 1.00 Nuacht a hAon. 1.20
Cas Ceirnín. 2.00 Spórt an tSathairn. 6.00 Nuacht a Sé. 6.30
Blas. 7.00 Reacaireacht an Tráthnóna. Music and sports
programme broadcast from the Ballydavid studio. 9.00 An
Ghealach Ghorm. Music show presented by Áine Hensey.
12.00 Scoth na Seachtaine.

CORK’S 96FM: 10.00 Wayne Hilton. 2.00 Total Access.
6.00 Club 96. 2.00 The Best Music Mix Non Stop.

C103 (NORTH AND EAST CORK): 12.00 Jimmie
Reidy. 2.00 Sport. 6.00 Country. 10.00 Overnight.

C103 (WEST CORK): 12.00 Jimmie Reidy. 2.00 Sport.
6.00 Country. 10.00 Overnight.

CUH FM 102.8: 12.00 Mass. 12.30 Mike O’Sullivan. 2.00
John Hickson. 5.00 Rasheed Ajao. 6.00 Check It Out with
Marguerite White. 7.15 Vigil Mass. 8.00 Saturday Favourites.

RED FM: 10.00 Colm O’Sullivan. 2.00 Live from the Pod.
6.00 The Big Red Bench with Ruairi. 7.00 Stevie G’s Block
Party. 10.00 Saturday Night Hits. 12.00 Non-stop Hits.

NEWSTALK 106-108 FM: 12.00 Futureproof with
Jonathan McCrea. 1.00 Off the Ball. 5.00 Tech Talk with
Jessica Kelly. 6.00 Screentime with John Fardy. 7.00
Soundscape. The best in audio content on specialist topics
from Ireland and around the world commissioned by
Newstalk. 8.00 Embedded: Tech in Town. Embedded: Tech in
Town is a six-part series presented by Jess Kelly exploring
twenty years of tech companies in Dublin and their imprint on
community and culture. 9.00 Documentary and Drama on
Newstalk. 10.00 Best of The Pat Kenny Show. 11.00 The
Home Show with Sinead Ryan. 12.00 Best of Newstalk.

LIFE FM 93.1: 10.00 Bacon and Eggs. 1.00 Outside the
Box. 2.00 Afternoon Show. 4.30 Focus on the Family. 6.00
Across the Street and Around the World. 7.00 Life Sermon.
8.00 Caleb’s Choice. 9.00 Night Life. 11.00 Outside the Box.
12.00 Non-stop Music.

CAPTION

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK
TOMORROW The yric Feature, RTE yric FM, pm

In conversation with John Kinsella, this documentary, called ho i Li e, is an intimate portrait of a
composer through an exploration of his process, the evolution of his compositions and his commitment
to the art form. It traces how his earlier compositions were marked by an attraction to the Avant Garde
and serialism. But Kinsella, a self-taught composer, would turn away from strict serialism to refine an
independent artistic vision that continues to play out.

MONDAY Book On One: Handi ork, RTE Radio 1, 11.20pm
This is the second week of Cork artist and writer Sara Baume reading the complete text of her book

a di o k, published earlier this year. This uietly alluring book is her personal consideration of what it
is to create and live as an artist. It also meditates on grief and Baume’s engagement with nature.

WEDNESDAY The Full Scorer With i Nolan, RTE yric FM, 1pm
Irish pianist Kevin Jansson performs music by Schubert and Schumann in a concert from the Castle-
connell Autumn Concerts Series.

FRIDAY Sound Out With Ian McGlynn, RTE yric FM, 9pm
A new orchestral album from Ed Bennett and music by Barsanti and Handel.
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